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PRESS COMMUNIQUE 
In the Resolution of the Government of India in the Department of Commerce, 

No. 34I.T. (9), dated the loth June 1926, a second Tarifi Board was appointed for the 
parpose of enquiring into the present condition of the Cotton Textile Industry in India. 
The terms of reference were :-

(I) To investigate the condition ofthe Cotton Textile l:ndustry in India with special 
reference to the industry in Bombay and Ahmedabad; , 

(2) To examine the causes of the depression in the industry and to report whether 
they are of a temporary or permanent character; 

(3) In particular, to cousider whether, and if so to what extent, the depression is 
due to the competition of other countries in the home and expert tradc; . 

. (4) To report whether, having regard (i) to the fact that the industry has long been 
established in India and (ii) to the interests of the consumer and to all other 
interests affectea- .. 
(a) the industry is in need of protection, and 
(b) if so, in what form and for what period protection should be given; and 

(5) To make any other recommendations that are germane to the subject. 
The Board has now received a repres'entation from the Bombay Millowners' Association 

reviewing the causes which, in the opiuion of the Association, have led to the present 
condition of the industry and putting forward the following proposals :_ 

(1) The abolition of the duties on machinery and millstor~s; 
(2) The abolition of company super tax and the 'Bombay town duty of one rupee 

per bale; ~'"":~*~' 
(3) Reduction oirail'l"ay freights froUl Bombay to the princ'~m";:ke~ 
(4) Negotiations with steamship compauies for the re' ion ofi!iiPP;"g fr~~b~ 

from Bombay to aU export lI'arkets ; ;1 .~ r:-: '-"'J \ 1\ 1/ ,1,1.'1 \.. \ -~, 
i5) The appointment of Trade Commissioners in vari08~ 'wWtries o~a,s~t.¥,ia's 

export trade; \ \,'). .,':. r ;,.' /, 

(6) The adoption of a scientific tariff which will pro~ godd~ Jna"'u,t~~tJked 11 
India from unfair competition from foreign countrieli. '. '.;' •... •. ~ 

The Association consider that, in order to place the cot,ton 'tJ.rin~ iIldu~:Jii'"'1ndia 
on an equality with foreign countries in respect of costs of manufacture,additional protec. 
tion to the extent of 13 per cent. is required and that further protection to enable the 
mills to make the necessary allowances for depreciation to plant and machinery should 
also be given. ' ' 

2. The Board will be glad to receive representations from those public bodies, firms 
and persons who desire to express their views on the subject matter of its enquiry. 

The representation from f·he Bombay Millowners· Association and the Board's question. 
naire have been printed in book form and copies can be obtained from the Board's office 
at the Bombay Town Hall, Provincial Government Book Depots and authorised book· 
sellers. 

3. Replies to the Board's questionnaire, which should be addressed to the Secretary 
should reach the Board's office, Town Hall, Bombay, not later than the 21st of August 
1926, together with 5 spare copies. Firms and persons who desire to tender oral evidence 
should inform the Secretary not later than the 15th of August. The Board's programme 
will be notified to the public from time to time and arrangements will be made for the 
examination of witnesses other than those from Bombay at the nearest convenient centre 
included in the Board's programme. 

4. Some of those who desire to be heard may find it convenient to submit detailed 
answers to the questionnaire, while those who prefer to express their views in a more 
general form may find the questionnaire useful as indicating the points on which the 

, Board desires to be informed. Some of the questions cannot be answered without local 
or technical knowledge and answers of firms and others with such knowledge will be of 
special value. Witnesses who desire any part of their evidence to be treated as confidential 
fIore requested to mark such part clearly. 

pombay, the 1st Au~t 192~, 

J 42<h-l 

D. F. KEEGAN, 
Serretary, Indian Tariff Board 

(Cotton Textik> Industry Enquiry). 
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QUESTIONNAffiE 

SECTION I 

GeneraZ 
1. Do you oonsider that the present depression in the Cotton Textile Industry is 

oonfined to Bombay or that it also extends to Ahmedabad and to up-country oantres 
generally! Does it ajIect all mills in the same oentre alike! . . 

2. To what extent do you oonsider the depreesio~ due1;o the operation of world factors; 
of factors special to India or of factors special to a particular locolity in India? 

3. Do you cOnRider that the oauses of the present depression in the industry are of a 
. temporary or permanent oharacter ? 

4. Do you oonsider that, unless the present margin between the price of raw ootton 
and the price of yarn and piece-goods increases, any mills. now working will be compelled 
to close down? . 

5. Do you cOnRider that produoers of yarn and piece-goods generally (a) in Bombay, 
(b) in Ahmedabad and (e) in up-country oentres with which you are acquainted are at 
present realising no profit on their sales or .!!!'lling at a loss Y 

6. What effeot do you oonsider that a further fall in the price of raw ootton would 
have on the prosperity of the industry! 

7. How far can the present depression in the industry be attributed to lack of oonfi
dence in the stability of the present level of prices of raw ootton, of yarn and of piece
goods Y 

8. How far do you oonsider that the depression in the industry can be attributed to 
-the fact that the fall in the price of cloth has not corresponded with the fall in the price 
of ootton and that of other oommodities ! 

9. Do you oonsider that there has been a fall in the purChasing p~wer of the ryot 
sinoe the war, and if so, to what extent has this fall in purchasing power contributed to 
the depreesion in the mill industry 7, • . -

10. Do you agree with the view that, owing to the low prices of gold and silver, 
OOnRumers prefer to invest their savings in the precious metals and to restrict th~ir 
purchaser of oloth to a minimum' . 

11. How far can the present depression in the industry be aUnouted to laok of 
organisation among the mill-owners generally or in any specified direct.ions ! . 

12. How far has the depreasion in the industry been reflected in the number of mills 
whioh have (a) ohanged hands. (b) olosed down, (e) gone into liquidation since ]922 and 
in that of projeoted mills in which work has not been started or has' been SUSpended since 
that date' If you are in a position to give information in regard to a particular mill 
falling under any of ~hese hesds please do so. -

SEOTION II 

Nature and utent 0/ competition between impt>rled gooda and 
thoBe 0/ Indian manufacture 

13. How far do you oonsider that the present depression in the industry oan be attri
buted to the loss of the C~ese market for ysrn? How far do you consider thst the heavy 
fall in the exports of ysrn to China since 1917 csn bl! sttributed to foreign cOID}lf'tition, 
to scarcity and dearness of freight, to the expansion 'of the weaving industry in India or 
to a oombination of all these oauses ? 

14. How fsr do you oonsider the present depression in the indlL!1try due to inoreasing 
oompetition both in regard to quantity and price of imported yam and piece-goods 
(a) from Japsn and (b) from other oountries' . 

15. What oounts of imported yarn and lines of imported pieoe-goods oompete direotly. 
with the produotion of Indian mills ! 

16: Pleass. give sa oomplete a range of figures as you csn covering as long a period as 
pomble of prioes ez.godown Bombay or Caloutts of imported yarn and piece-goods which 
oompete WIth yarn and piece-goods manufaotured in India. The price!' ez-mill of the 
Indian manufactures with which the imported goods oompete 1Ihould a1so be given. 

17 •. Do you oonsider that any yarns or pieoe-goods imported from Japan or other 
oountnes are placea on the Indian market at prioes which would not oover their cost of 
produotion ~ Inlli" Of at prioes whioh are lower ~ lndia than thQ~~ ~~ 'Yh,i~h. t~e~ a~ 
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placed in other markets (excluding freight and duty)' If 80, please furnish samples 
of Rch yam or piece.goods, if possible, with particulars of prices. Can you furnish any 
evidence to show that snch goods are placed on the Indian market at prices which after 
deducting freight and incidentAl expen888 :would not cover the cOFt of their production 
in the exporting country! . 

18. Do yon oonsider that any ya.rna or piece.goods exported from Japan or other 
countries are placed on any foreign market at prices which are lower than the cost of 
production of pimilar Indian goods plus freight and import duty! To what extent, if 
any, haa India lost foreign markets as a result of such competition' 

19. The total imports of yarn of counts under 30s into India in 1924·25 were 1888 than 
l' 3 per cent. of the production of Indian mills. In these cirenmstances do you regard 
the competition of imported yamaa a eeriona factor, and if so, why' Do you consider 
the percentage lik~ly to increase ! . 

20. It haa been estimated that before the war not more than 3 per. eent. of the imports 
of piece.goods from the United Kingdom competed directly with the production of Indian 
mills and that since the war the percentage haa not been more than 1 per cent. Do you 
accep~ these figures! If not, please give your reasons. . 

21. It has been estimated that 70 per cent. of the imports of piece.goods from Japan 
compate directly with the produotion of Indian mills. Do you accept this figure? If not 
please give your reaaons. 

22. It has been estimated that 10 per cent. of the imports of piece.goods from countries 
other than the United Kingdom and Japan compete directly with t/le production of 
Indian mills. Do yon accept this figure? If not, please give your reasons. 

23. Do you consider the imports of pieoe.goods into India from the United Kingdom, 
Japan, Itlaly or any other country likely to inorease, and if so, why? 

24, To what extent do yon consider that imported piece.goods from Japan oompete 
with those (a) from the United Kingdom and (b) from o~o you oonsider 
this oompetition likely to increase in the future! ~~~ft"': 

25. To what extent do YOIl conuder that thv,6mpetitiml bf1.mported 'ce.goods 
from Japan with the prodllction of Indian mills ~ been aq~atqate~ tIfWt\i II in the 
Japanese exohange' Please give figl1r8S in 8Uppollillbr,Y,ohl'v!ie:w:.· "Havir)iou y criti
Cism.' to offer of the table ~iven in p,nagraph 51 iOf the _repl'8S. ent~o1(<!f th1 om. bay 
Millownel'!!' AaEociation and of the assllmptions o~ ~hioh;1; is. base'!. ? j) 

26. To what extent do yon oonsider that',.t4e co~tioli.I ~\I' d goods 
from oountries other than Japan with the prod~io~ of Ind!a 9 haa been 
accentuated by flllotuations in the exchange of tlij!o~rIi- untries? Please 
given figures in support of your view. Do you oonsider that the competition from 
foreign countries other than Japan is likely to inorease in the future owing to the 
exohange factor! ' 

27. To what extent do you consider that the competition of imported goods with the 
produotion of Indian mills haa been accentuated by fluctuations in the sterling rate of 
the rupee' If the rupee is stabiliEed at 18. 6d" what effeot will it bave on the 
industry , 

28. To what extent do you consider that the competition of imported piece.goods 
with the produotion of Indian mills is facilitated by the difference between the cQnditions 
of labour in the exporting country and in India! 

29. To what extent do you consider that the oompetition of imported piece.goods 
with the production of Indian mills is promoted by 'direot or indirect State. a&IIistance 
to the indnatry in the exporting oountry' Are you in a posit jon to give any speci.fio 
information on this point f . 

30. DoyoucoDSiderthatthecompetition'ofiniported pieo~-goods with the production 
of Indian mills is in any way assisted. by special facilities in the 'matter of credit 
obtained by the exporting housep in their own country or offered by them to buyers 
in India!' . 

31. How far do you consider that the cOlIlpetition of imported piece-goods with ·the 
produotion of Indian mills i· faoilitated by greater attention paid by exporters to the 
requirementll and prefereJ!,ces of IndiaJ!, middlemen and consumers in regard to sucll 
matters ~ quality. fil).ish and packing' . 

32. Haa there been any marked ohange in the quality of piece.goods imported into 
Jndia of recent years from Japan or 811Y ot4er conlltry , 

Y~lll 



33. Can you give any epeoifio instances in which auy line' of Indian yarn or piece. goods 
has been ousted from or seriously handicapped in the home or foreign market or any 
part of it by impo$ from Japan or any other country ? 

34. Do you consider that there lire any sigps of a growing preference on the part of 
Indian consumers for ti.ner qualitieJ of cloth than those ordinarily produced in Indian 
mills and that this preferenoe is working to the disadvantage of Indian mills as compared 
with their oompetitors Y 

SEOTION III 

I nte,nal competition 
35. To what extent, if any, do you consider that the extension of mills and the 

establishment of new mills in up.country centres have affected the prospp,rity and future 
prospects of the industry (al in Bombay and (bl in Ahmedabad? 

36. What advantages, if any, do you consider that Bombay mills have over mills in 
Ahmedabad and up.country centres Y . 

37. Can you give an estimate of the relative advantages that mills in (a) Ahmedabad 
and (b) any up-country centre with which you are acquainted have over mills in Bombay 
owing to (a) proximity to large up-countl'Y markets, (b) proximity to coal fields, 
(e) proximity to sources of supply of raw materials? 

38. To what extent dOIlli the handloom industry compete with the ,mill industry? 
Has there been any change in tHs respect of recent. years? 

39. Can you furnish any information as ttl the extent of the production of hand-spun 
yarn and .hatldloom piece-goods? 

SEOTION IV 

MiU manngemellt 

40. The Bdtish Safeguarding of Industlies Act lays down illter alia that no order shall. 
be made under Part J unless it is established- that the industry manufacturing similar 
goods in the United Kingdom is being carried on." with reasonable efficiency and 
economy." Do you consider that this criterion is satisfied by the industry (a) in Bombay 
and Ahmedabad and (b) in India generally? ' 

4~. Please state your views in detail on the managing agenoy system. U 
you consider the lIystem defective, please state in what way you regard it ss 
defective. Do you consider any efficient substitute for the m~aging agency system 
possible? 

42. Is the system of remuneration to managing agents by oommission on profits 
or that by commission on production the more coml!!on? Which: do you co~der 
preferable? . 

43. In addition to remuneration by commission on produotion or on profits do manag
ing agents also reoelve an allowance for office expenses and oommission (a) on purchases 
of cotton, (b) on purchases of machinery, mill stores and coal, (e) on sales of cotton, (d) on 
sales of yarn and cloth and (e) on insurance, advertieement or other activities Y Where 
the commission is on production does the agenoy agreement usualljr provide for a minimum 
commission irrespeotive of profits Y 

44. Is the association of managing agents wit.h any other classes or kinds of business 
common and, if so, do you Consider it is in any way detrimental to the interests of tho 
industry , 

SEOTION'V 

Mill fina'M~ 
45. To what extent, an the present depression in the industry be attributed to the 

over-capitalization or the under-capitalization of the mills in the Bombay, Ahmedabad, 
and up-country centres Y 

. 46. To what extent can the present depression in the industry bE' attributed to exten
Blons of mills and replacements of machinery undertaken when prices were at their 
highest' 

47. Do you consider that there was an unduly liberal distribution of profits by mills 
between 1917 and 1923 t If so, please give figures in support of your view and state 
whether you consider that the present depre~sion in the indus~ can to any extent bl} 
attributed to this cause, . . . . . .. , . . 



48. nave yon any oritioisms to offer of the way in which miiIs have ohtamet1 
their oapital, i.e., of the way in which it is divided between (a) -ordinary shares. 
(b) preference shares, (c) debentures, (d) loans, (e) reserve fund and (J) depl'Qlliation 
and other funds ! 

49. Have you any oriticism to offer of the way m which ~ obtain their working 
oapital' To what extent is the system of obtaining thil; capital by means of short term 
loans from the general publiJ pravalent (a) in Bombay,_ (b) in Ahmedabad and (e) in 
up.country centres! Do you consider this system a sound one! 

50. How far is it the practice of the mills to invest funda. in iillied concerns! Do you 
consider this practioe a sound one ! 

51. Do mills now experience greater diffioulties in obtaining finance than in pre.war 
years ! If so, to wha.t extent has this oontributed to the general depression in the 
industry ! 

52. Can you give any information as to the rate at which money is borrowed by the 
industry in India and in Japa.n ! 

SSCTION VI.-CoSTS OB PSODUCTION 

(a) General 

53. What size do you consider a mill with bcth spindles and 100mp sholJ ld be in order 
to ensure the most efficient and economioal working! Can you give an approximate 
estimate of the capital required in pre·war oonditions and at the present time to ertablish 
sllch a mill (a) in Bombay, (b) in Ahmedabad and (e) in up.country centres! Can you 
give an idea of the approximate cost per spindle of establishing such .. mill in 1914 
and 1926 respectively in India a~ compared with the United Kingdom and Japan! 

54. Ara mi\ls generally (a) in Bombay, (b) Ahmedabad and (e) up~country cpntres of 
a size, type and lay.out conducive to eccnomical working! 

55. To what extent do you consider that the efficiency of Indian mul!! is hampered by 
the use of old machinery , 

56. Plea ... give for any mill in regard to which you are in a position to give such 
information a statement in the form attached as Appendix A of the, costs of production 
in pies per pound for one pound of grey yam of 20s counts and for Olle pound of 
standard grey oalendered long cloth. For purposes of comparison the figures shol1ld be 
given for 1913, 1914, 1920,1924 and 1925 (if available). , 

N.B.-The exact period oovered, where this differs from the Calendar year should be 
stated. The oounts of warp and weft used for and the reed and pick of the standard long 
cloth should also be state<:\. 

57. In which of the elements making up the cost of production do you consider 
Indian mills are at a special disadvantage as compared with their competitors' -

58. In whioh of the elements making_up the cost of production are mills in Bombay 
-at an advantage or disadvantage as compared with mills in Ahmedabad and Up·C01fntry 
oentres! 

59. To what extent, if any, are the costs of production in Bombay as compared with 
those in Ahmedabad and up-country certres affected by the greater humidity of its 
climate' To what extent does the provision of humidifiers add to or lower the cost 
of production' - . 

, (b) Raw material 

60. Please describe in detail the methoda adopted by the mills in purchasing raw 
cotton (a) in Bombay and (6) in the cotton districts. Please state how these differ from 
thOle adopted in 1;.ancashu-e and Japan. 

61. How far do YOll oonsider that speoulative purchases of (a) spot cotton and (b) 
cotton futures have oontributed to the present depre!lSion in the industry' Can you 
suggest any method by whioh the element of speculation in suoh purchases could be 
reduoed! 

62. It hM been frequently stated that the prioes at which cotton is purchased -by 
Indian mills are often higher than the prioe~ paid for cotton for export. Do you consider 
this statement correct! If so, can you give any information as to the margin between 
the two prices! Can you suggest any reason why there should be such a margin or any 
means by which it can be avoided' 

63. To what extent can the present depression in the industry be attributed to the 
purchase of cotton at prices higher than those now prevsiling , 



(e) Labour 
64. The Bombay Millowners' Asssooiation hold that .. the main factor which has 

oontributed to the present inoreased cost of manufacture is the higher remuneration given 
to labour for a smaller uwt of work a.~ oompared with pre-war years." Do you 
aooept this view' How far does i~ also apply to Ahmedabad and up-oountry centres' 

65. Do you oonsider that there was an unduly liberal distribution of bonuses to 
, operatives between 1918 and 1923 ? If so, please give figures in support of your view 

and state whether you oonsider that the present depression in the industry can to any 
extent be attributed to this oause ! 

66. To what extent, if any, did (a) spinning and (b) weaving production,sufier as a 
result ofthe reduotion in the hours oflabourin 1922! Please give comparative figures for 
20s yarn and standard grey oalendered long oloth before and after the reduotion. 

67. Please state for any mill with whioh you are acquainted: 
(a) the number of spindles in the ring frames, the lift of spindle and number of ring 
- spindles per competent spinner;_ 

(b) the number o~ looms per competent weaver; 
(e) the total operatives in the spinning department per 1,000 spindles up to and 

, including reeling and the average counts spun; , 
(d) the total operatives in the weaving department per 100 'looms for grey and 

ooloured goods respectively. 
Please explain in detail how you have arrived at your figures. 
68. Please give the rates of wages paid in the spinning and weaving department of 

any mill with which you are acquainted with particulars of any changes in these since 
1914. 
, 69. Please state the average spinner's wage per pound of 20s yarn and weaver's wage 
per pound of standard grey calendered long oloth produced for any mill with whioh you 
are aoquainted. 

70. To what extent do you oonsider the textile industry in India is hampered in 
oomparison with its oompetitors by the inefficienoy of Indian labour? How does the 
efficienoy of labour in Bombay oompare with that in Ahmedabad and in up-country 
oentres ! 

71. What is the percentage of absenteeism (a) in Bombay, (b) in Ahmedabad and 
(e) in any up-oountry mill with whioh you are acquainted! How far does the percentage 
of absenteeism vary from day to day in the week and how far is the variation seasonal ? 
Is the percentage larger amongst female than amongst male operatives? To what extent 

- do you oonsider that absenteeism oould be reduced by the' grant of good attendance 
bonuses and other privileges! Are suoh bonuses oommonly granted t 

72. How far does the" budli " system affeot the effioienoy of labour t 
73. Can you furnish an estimate of the rate of labour turnover in the ootton textile 

ind~stry (a) in Bombay, (b) in Ahmedabad and (e) in up-oountry oentres ! 

74. How far are mills in Ahmedabad and in Up-Ofluntry centres at an advantage or 
disadvantage over those in Bombay in regard to the oontinuity of labour supply? To 
what extent do you consider that oontinuity could be secured by the grant of long service 
bonuses and the institution of provident funds! Are suoh bonuses and provident funds 
oommon t 

75. To wbat extent d~' mills in Bombay, Ahmedabad and up-country centres house 
their labour and what return do they get on the capital invested in such housing? Do 
you consider that improved housing conditions would result in any improvement in the 
efficiency of labour f How far is it possible to secure suoh oonditions in Bombay and 
Ahmedabad! 

76. What are the present faoilities for teohnioal eduoation (a) for operatives, (b) 
for supervising staff f To what extent is use made of these f To what extent do you 
oonsider that the effioienoy of labour oould be improved by inoreasing them' 

77. The Bombay Millowners' Assooiation express the view that wages in the cotton 
textile industry are higher than those generally prevalent in any other industry in India. 
Do you acoept this view' If so, please give faots in support of your opinion. 

78. Hail there been any marked ohange in the standard of living of operativ~s sinoe 
the war. 

79. Do you oonsider that there is any soope for a reduotion in the labour oosts in milL! 
in India by the introduotion of automatic looms or of other labour saving appliances f 
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Would any such reduction be more than counterbalanced by addition&! expendftun! 
in other directions? 

SO. Do you oonsider that· there is any re&BOn&ble prospect of aeouring a reduction 
in labour coats in the nea.r future by training operatives to tend more spindles or looms! 
H&& there been any pnprovement in this respect in recent years! . 

81.])0 you acoept the figures given in paragraph 129 of the Bombay Millownera' 
representation in regard to the saving in the ooat of cloth &8 a result of working double 
shifts! Can you furnish an estimate of the saving that would be secured by double 
.hift working for any mill with which you are acquainted. 

82. Would it be p088ible or adVisable to introd~ce double shift working in mills (a) 
in Bombay, (b) in Ahmedabad and (e) in up-country centres! 

83. To what extent, if any, h&8 legislation in recent years affected the oost of pro
duotion! Ple~ give full details under each head &8 far as p088ible. 

(d) Overhead ehargea 

84. The Bombay Millownera' Association in their representation have supplied full. 
details of the local taxation imposed in Bombay. Please supply similar details for any 
up-oountry centre with which you are acquainted. 

85. For what purposes is insurance eftected by the Indian mills! Do you consider 
the present position in regard to the amount of insurance and the methods of effecting 
it satisfactory ! 

86. What do you oonsider the .correct percentage whioh should be allowed for 
depreciation and how should the depreoiation fund be utilised! Do you consider that 
depreoiation should be reckoned as a charge on cost of production or &8 a charge on 
profits! How far does the ordinary mill practice ooinoide with your views on these 
points ! 

87. On what prinoiple are the stoCks of ootton, mill stores and manufactured goods 
held by Indian mills valued for purposes of balance sheets? Is there an independent 
valuation or are the auditors content with oertificates fro!ll the managing agents ! 

88. Is the audit of mill accounte a running auc1it or an annual one y. 

(e) Salea 

89. Please describe in detail the different systems adopted by the mills, in selling 
their products. Which system you consider preferable and why! Can you give any 
figures in support of your views ! 

'90. Is the system of sales on long oredit prevalent' What are your views regarding it , 
91. Please give full details of the additions whioh have to be made at the present 

time to the prices of Indian and imported yarns and piece-goods ez mill and ez godown 
respeotively to make up their coat to the consumer. How do these compare with those 
ruling in 1913! Are they the same in &!l cases for Indian and imported goods 7 

92. Do dealers in piece-goods now experience greater diffioulties in obtaining 
fl.nance than in pre-war years! liso, to what extent has this contributed to the present 
depression in the industry' - ' 

(f) TfflIJporl 

93. Please give &8 full partioulars &8 you can of the freights on cotton from' India 
to the United Kingdom, Japan and Italy and on cotton from America, Egypt and Uganda 
to the United Kingdom, Japan, Italy and India:' 

94. Please give &8 full particulars &8 you can of the freights on piece-goods from 
the United Kingdom, Italy and Japan to India. 

95. Can you give any instances of discrimination between Bambay, Ahmedabad 
and up-country oentres in the rates of railway freighf-charged for the carriage of raw 
cotton, yarn, piece-goodS and mill stores inwards ox: outwards ! 

SBOTION . VI~.-SUGGESTIONS AS TO :REMEDIAL MEASURES 

(a) SuggeationB put fO'l"/J}(Jf'd by the Bombay 
M ilknDnera' A88ociation 

96, Are you in favour of the proposal that the customs duty on maohinery and mill 
stores should be abolished f What difference in pies per pound of yarn or cloth produoed 
would this make to the cost of production of any mill with which you are acquainted! 



9'. Wha.t are your views on the proposal that the Company super iax should be 
abolished' 

98. What are your views on the proposal that the town duty of Re. 1 per bale 
levied in Bombay should be abolished' 

99. Can you sugges~ any ;mprove.ments in the present railway faoilities for the move
ment of ootton, yarn and pieoe-goods Y 

100. - Do you oonsider that any case can be made out for a reduction in the present 
rates of railway freight oharged on ootton consumed by Indian mills and on piece-goods 
and- yarn manufactured in India' 

101. What are your views on the suggestion that the Government of India should 
negotiate with the steamship oompanies with a view to reducing the shipping freights 
from Bombay to Madras, Caloutta, Singapore, Basra, Zanzibar, Mombasa, Port Said, 
the Levant and all other export markets' Can'you give a comparative statement showing 
the present freights between Bombay and J;hese ports and those which ruled before the 
WMY -

102. What are your views on the suggestion that the Government of India should 
appoint Trade Commissioners to assist the export trade' 

103. Can you suggest any other measures by which (a) those overseas markets for 
Indian yarn whioh have been lost oould be recovered, (b) the present overseas markets 
for Indian yMn and pieoe-goods could be extended and (e) new markets· could be 
opened Y 

104. The Bombay Millowners' Association have suggested the imposition ot an addi
tional duty of at least 13 per oent. on yam and piece-goods imported from foreign 
oountries which oompete unfairly with India. Are you in favour of the imposition of 
suoh a duty (a) on imports from Japan alone, (b) on all imports, (e) on yarn of certain 
counts and on cloth of certain qualities' H the last, please state the counts and 
qualities on whjch you oonsider the duty should be imposed. 

105. H you are in favour of suoh a duty, do you oonsider that it should be imposed 
as a temporary or a perin&nent measlfte , 

106. Do you consider that the imposition of the proposed protective duty 
would result in a temporary or permanent increase in the prioe of all yarn or cloth 
or only of the yarn and cloth on which the duty was imposed' In either case, to what 
extent would the inoreased prioe affeot the cost of living of the middle and lower 
classes! 

107. Do you oonsider, on the other hand, that the result of the imposition of the 
proposed additional duty would merely be ,lUoh increase in sales as might result from 
the displaoement of imported yam and oloth t 

108. Do you oonsider that the internal oompetition between Indian mills would 
operate to restrict the increase in the prioe of yMn and oloth throughout the whole of 
India or only in 100801 areas , • 

109. Do you oonsider that an inoreased import duty should be levied even if it increases 
the prioes of yam and (lloth to consumers! 

110. Do you aooept the view of the Bombay Millowners' Assooiation that the raising 
of the import duties to 11 per oent. did not raise the price of oloth or oheck its (lonsump
tion! H so, please give fig1fBs in support of your views. 

111. Do you oonsider that an increase in the duty on imported yarn and oloth would 
aot as a restriotion on the ,oonsumption of yam and cloth' H so, do you oonsider that 
this would be in the best interests of the mill industry in view of the fact that the figures 
in pMagraph 121 of the representation of the Bombay Millowners' Association show that 
exolusive of the production of hand looms the cloth available for consumption in 
India in 1924-25 was still 638 million yards below the figures for 1913-14 in spite of 
the increase in population in the interim! 

112_ To what extent, if any, do you oonsider that the increase in the duty on imported 
yarn and oloth would. by diverting yMn and oloth from India, unfavourably affect the 
position of Indian yarn and oloth in overseas markets ! 

113_ What do you oonsider would be the effeot on the hand loom industry of the 
inorease in the duty on imported yarn from 5 to 18 per cent.! In this connection, your 
speoial attention is drawn to the views expressed in paragraph 116 of the Fiscal 
Commission's Report. 
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114. The BombAY MillownerB' AssociAtion hAve e.sked for the Adoption of A scientifio 
tAriJI by whioh presumAbly is meAnt the Adoption of specific duties on yarn And cloth in 
lieu of ad tHJlorem duties. WhAt Are your views on this suggestion And how)vould you 
propose thAt such A t&riJI should be frAmed (a) to mAintAin the protection given 
At its present level, (b) to achieve the objects desired by the BombAY Millowners' 
AssociAtion f 

UtA. With reference to question 114 of the Board's origineJ Questionnaire the follow· 
ing scheme for recuting Article 103 of the present TAriJI Schedules hu been submitted 
for the consideration of the BOArd. Pleue state your views in regard to it. Can you 
suggest a scheme for b&aing the valuation on weight per square yard and number of threads 
in A square one inch aide 1 

Serial Name of Articles I Per Tarilf valuation Duty 
No. 

Per cent. 

103 I Cotton PI~goods, exclndlng the 
descriptions given below : .. .... AtJ .alor .... 11 

Rs.a.p. 
, Orey plain'-

0 ! Madapollam.. .. .. Sq'llll8 yard .. 1 9 11 

"lb. .. 1 2 0 11 

IluUs .. .. Square yard .. 0 211 11 

"lb. .. 110 0 11 
J .... on.ts, Shirtings. Sb .. tinllB, T. 0 Clotba •• .. .. Square yard .. , 8 11 

"lb. .. 1 S 0 11 

WIlIIA! plaln-
Sh\rtIIll!B. MuUs. NainBooks# 

0 0 Jaconeta .. .. Square yard .. j; 11 

Coloured woven and dyed-
Shirtings, Mulls, Jaeonets, 

:i:;J':.!.lama. fro,,: • the Unlt~~ 
" .. 0 4 6 11 

Do. do. mmJapan. .. .. 0 3 8 11 

Umbrella clotha. Ttallans. Batcena. 
CambriCB. Flannels, FlAnnel· 
lettes, Loongiea. Sarongs, from 
Japau .. .. .. 

" 
.. 0 7 6 11 

Do. do. from other 
countries .. .. ... .. 0 9 8 11 

PrInted-
Sarles, Scarves, Cblntz. Choo-

neries. ChagrAP, Cambrics. , 
Splits, TwIl!Jl. Musllna: Si0ts. 
Stripes. Joana.. •• .. .. 0 7 0 11 

Tap .. bordered Chadars and Scarves. 
all kinds •• .. .. 

" .. 0 8 7 

I 
11 

DrIll. and Joaus. all kinds except 
Printed Drills and PrInted -
Jeans. from Japan .. .. .. .. 0 6 7 11 

Twill. aU kinds, of any width from 
30" to 35' except PrInted Twill ..... 
From United KIngdom .. .. .. 0 710 11 

From other countries .. .. .. 0 6 5 11 

Bordered Dhutls. Baris. Scarvrs, 
Chadars (.xcept PrInted 
Saris and Scarves and tap .. 
bordered Scarves and Cbadars). . 
DukrI .. , TikrIB and Jaconets. 
aU klnds •• .. .. .. . . 0 4 6 11 

• The tariff valuation per Ib: Is 8~ggested 88 B possible alternative to the valuation per square yard. 
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ii5. The Bombay Millowners have asked for additional protection beyond 13 per cent. 

to enable mills tq make the necessary allowances for depreciation to plant and machinery. 
Do yO1/. support this proposal' H so, what additional protection do you conRider would 
be required' , ' 

(6) Other Bugge8tions 

116. Are you in favour of a1\ export duty on cotton' H so, at what figure woul4 
you plaoe it! To what extent do you oonsider suoh a duty would affect (a) the income 
of cotton growers, (6) the area under cotton, te) the price of cotton in India and 
(d) the price of Indian cotton in overseas markllts? ' 

117.' To what extent, if any, do you consider that the imposition of a duty on cotton 
at the rate you suggest would result in the'replacement of Indian cotton iIi overseas 
markets by Amerioan or other cotton? . 

118. Can you suggest any improvements in the banking facilities at present available 
to the industry' ' 

119. Do you consider that the position of the industry oould be improved by better 
organisation of the millowners, i.e., by greater oo.operation between the mills in suoh 
matters as the purchase of ootton, machinery and mill stores, the state of the finished 
produots, the standardisation of lines and prices or by any other combined action! 

120. How far would progress in spinning finer counts, i.e., co~ts above 30s in India 
affect the condition of the industry y 

121. Do you consider that it would benefit the mill industry if different mills were 
to speoialise to a greater extent than at present on certain counts of yarn or on oertain 
types of cloth? Are mills at present equipped for specialisation' 

122. Do you consider that the mill industry as a whole would benefit be extending 
its range of produotion and that, e.g., the Bombay mill industry would benefit if it were 
to pay greater attention to the requirement of the Calcutta market? 

123. Do you oonsider that greater attention should be paid by the Indian mills to 
bleached, dyed and printed goods, to the utilisation of waste and to subsidiary branches 
of produotion suoh &8 hosiery , 

124. Do you cOlll!ider that the full effeot of the remission of the excise duty has yet 
been felt' 

125. H there are any oauses whioh, in your opinion, contribute to the depression in 
the industry other than those mentioned above, please state them with suggestions &8 

to possible remedie~. 
126. Can you suggest any methods of assisting the industry other than those which 

have been referred to in the above questions Y . 

SPECIAL QUESTIONS FOB TIlE BOMBAY MILLOWNBRS' AsSOOIA.TION 

1. In paragraph 130 of their representation, the Association have asked for the 
adoption of .. a soientifio tariff so that the goods which Indian mills oan manufacture 
and supply to India shall not be open to unfair competition from foreign competitors. 
Please explain exaotly what is meant by a soientifio tarilf and how the Association oonsider 
it should be framed to aohieve the objeot they have in view. 

2. In paragraph 131 of their report, the Assooiation ask for proteotion in addition 
to the 13 per oent. proposed in that paragraph to enable mills to make the necessary 
allowanoes for depreoiation to plant and machinery. What additional duty do the 
Assooiation consider should be imposed for this purpose' ' 

3. Please give an. acoount of the, working of the Millowners' Association Mutual 
Insuranoe Fund for workmen's compensation and state whether the Millowners' Associa
tion has undElr oontemplation anY,similar scheme for fire and other insuranoes. 
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APPElI"DlX A 

A. OOBI 0/ production 0/ one pound 0/ grey yam 

1. Cost of ootton required to manufacture 1 lb. of grey yarn. 

M anu/acturing cliargea 
2. Cost of fuel and power 
3. Cost of water for power pnrposes •• 
4. Cost of water for all pnrposes other than power 
5. Cost of stores oonsumed • • . • 
6. Repairs and upkeep of machinery 
7. Wages to operatives inclusive of bonus and all allowances. 
8. Superior supervision -

Overhead cliargea 
9. Rates, taxes, licenses and fees 
9A. Interest and brokerage on working capital 

10. Insuranoe .. .. .. 
11. Repairs and upkeep of buildings 
]2. Depreciation 
]3. Office expenses (a) at mill, (b) at registered offices of 

company. 
U. Brokerage and oommission 
]5. Schools, welfare work and dispensary 
HI. Provident fund 
17.. Miscellaneous expenses not otherwiSe specified 

Total cost 

Pies Peroentage 
of total cost 

B. Oosl 0/ production 0/ one pound of standard grey calendered long dolh 

Pies per Peroentage 
lb. of total 

1. Cost of yarn UIIed for manufacturing one pound of oloth •• 

M anu/acturing clia~gea 

2. Cost of fuel and power • '1 
3. Cost of water for power pnrposes •• • • 
4. Cost of water for all purposes other than power . '1 
5. Cost of stores oonsumed • • . • . '1 
6. Repairs and upkeep of machinery.. •• •• 
7. Wages to operatives inclusive of bonus and·all a.lIowances 
8. Superior supervision • • • • • • 

Overhead ckargea . 
9. Rates, taxes, licenses and fees 
9A. Interest and brokerage on working capital 

10. Insurance •• 
11. Repairs and upkeep of buildings 
12. Depreciation 
13. Office expenses (a) at mill, (b) at registered offices of 

. company. 
14. Brokerage and oommission 

. 15. Sohools, welfare work and dispensary 
16. Provident fund' •• 
17. Miscellaneous expenses not otherwise specified 

Totaloost 
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Witness No.1 

THE BOMBAY MILLOWNEBS ASSOCIATION 

W ritlen Stateflumt dated 17th J.uJ,y 1926 

TUB PRESIDENT,-

THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY TABIFi' BOABD. 

SIB, . 

In a letter No. 817-102, dated 19th May 1926, addressed to the Honourable Sir Charles 
Innes, the Bombay Millowners' Association requested the Government of India to direct 
the Tariff Board or 80me other Committee similarly constituted, and with similar powers, 
to enquire into the causes of the present sllvere depression in the Bombay Cotton Textile 

. Industry and to suggest the measures which might be taken to restore this important 
indigenous industry to prosperity. In response to this application the Government of 
India were pleased to appoint a eecond Tariff Board for the purpose of enquiring into the 
cotton textile industry, with the following terInB of reference :- . 

(1) To investigate the condition of the cotton textile industry in India, with special 
reference to the industry in Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

(2) To examine the causes of the depression in the industry and to report whether 
they are of a temporary or permanent character; 

(3) In particular to consider whether, and if 80 to what extent, the depreBBion is 
due to the competition of other countries in the home and export trade; 

(4) To report whether, having regard (i) to the fact that the industry has long been' 
firmly established in India and (ii) to the interests of the consumer and to all other 
interests affected,' / 

(a) the industry is in need of protection, and 

(b) ilso, in what form and for what period protection should be_given; and 

(5) To make any other recommendations that are germane to the subject. 

2. In order that the Board may be in a better position to appreciate the condition 
of the industry 1\8 it exists to· day, it is, in the opinion of this ABBociation, desirable to 
preface their oase by a brief survey showing the growth of the industry sinoe its establish
ment in Bombay in 1854, and setting forth the factors whioh have aBBisted or retarded 
its growth previous to the present time. This historical survey is followed by an examina
tion of the existing condition of th& industry which this ABBOCiation trust will help 
the Boardju arriving at proper oonclusions. 

Short hiBtorical 81lmmary oJ tAe Growth oJ tile Bombay 
Oat/on Mill Ind'lUltry 

3. It is a peculiar fact that even to.dtty nearly half the spindles and looms of India 
are located within the limits of the Island of Bombay, and more than two.-thirds within 
the Presidency of Bombay. In the early days of the industry, the above-mentioned 
peouliarity was even more notioeable, and even as recently as the. year 1905, Bombay 
Island oontained half of the spindles and 100InB working in India. 

4. That the first few cotton mills located in India should be erected in Bombay is 
probably accounted for by the fact that Bombay, as one of the two most important 
ports in India, has always held a very large share of the import trade in yarn and piece
goods, and has been the chief exporting port for cotton sinoe the fifties of the last century. 
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The growing and profitable nature of the import trade in yam and piece-goods naturally 
led the Indian merchants of the sixties to consider whether it would not be pOBBible to 
build up an indigenous industry which would supply the needs of India in those ol_es of 
yam and piece-goods whioh it was possible to produce from Indian cotton at a oheaper 
rate than similar goods produced in the United Kingdom. 

6. In this aim it must be at onoe admitted that for a very great number of -!,ears, 
Illdian manuf.oturers met with only a very small amount of success, if any, and even , 
to.day, only a little more th.n half the power.loom woven piece-goods consumed in India 
are manuf.otured upon the power-looms of the country. For the first half century of 
its existenoe, the spinning side of the industry developed out of all, proportion to the 
weaving section of the industry and this was very largely due to the f.at that a vast and 
profitable export trade in yarn was built up with China. The home trade in yam made 
some progress, but so far as Bombay Island mills were ooncerned, the China trade in 
yarn was the oontrolling f.otor of its development until the· late nineties and the 
easential reason for the erection of cotton mills in such large numbers in 60 confined an 
area. 

6. It ia an inoontrovertible l.ot that the prosperity of the City of Bombay has been 
largely built np by the development of its mill industry, and it ia indeed hardly feasible 
to oonoeive, in the near future at least, that Bombay can retain its prosperity and great
ness, unless means are found to remove its premier industry from the throes of depression. 
For more than three years, in spite of the five successive good monsoons, the Bombay 
ootton mills have been losing money; the strong mills have become weaker and the weaker. 
mills are getting into· very serious position. 

7. Although the industry has been in existenoe for more than sixty years there have 
been throughout its history faotors sapping its life-blood, the full effects of which were 
on .ooount of other adventitious oircumstanoes, not always keenly felt at the . timt', 
but whioh ('ontributed their quota towards orippling the industry, and to-day the industry 
ia feeling the effeots of the sum total otall these f.ators. The Bombay Millowners' Associa. 
tion maintain that it ia the duty of the Government of India to come to the assistance 
of the oldest and most importa.nt national industry in this tinie of difficulty: an 
industry which in the past has contributed a large proportion of the country's revenue 
.nd has found work directly and indirectly for millions of its inhabitants. 

Development oj the Ind'U8try 

8. The first ootton mill (The Bombay Spinning and Weaving Company) oommenced 
building in 1851 and was oompleted in 1854, but for a considerable period after this the 
industry developed very slowly, from whioh it may be inferred that profits were not such 
as to attr.ot the general publio. Four yearE after the commencement of the Bombay 
Spinning and Weaving Company, a furtb.er mill, the OrientaL Spinning and Weaving 
Company, was established by Manookjee Nusserwanjee Petit, member of a family whose 
name is inseparably oonneoted with the growth of the cotton mill industry in its early 
days. The suoceBB of this mill led his son Mr. Dinshaw Manockjee Petit, after· 
wards Sir Dinshaw Petit, to establish the Manockjee Petit Mills in 1860. 

9. From 1860 to 1865, the growth of the mill industry in Bombay was rapid, its 
progress being materially helped by the accession of wealth which accrued to the Boml)ay 
oommercial interests owing to the very high price that Indian ootton was sold at during 
the Americau Civil War, and which found a natural outlet in the promotion of industrial 
enterprises in the City and Island. Another faotor which contributed to the growth of 
the industry was the beginning of an export trade in yarn with China. 

10. At the beginning of 1865, Bombay had 10 mills containing 250,000 spindles and 
3,400 looms, from whioh it may be deduoed that oompared with spinning, the development 
of the weaving side of the industry had been comparatively slow. 

11. During the years .1865 to Ib71 the industry suffered a severe oheck to its 'pros
perity during the fin.ncial or .. ~h which followed the olose of the American Civil War. 
The orisis was partioularly severe in the years 1865·66, but it was not until 1871 that' 
the storm was really weathered. 

12. That the mill industry weather( d the financial crisis of 1865, demonstrated its 
essential stability, and in the early seventies after the restoration of credit the industry 
made rapid progress as may be instanoed by the faot that between 1870 and 1875 at 
least seventeen new mills were started and in the latter year .the number of spindles .nd 
looms had grown to 750.000 and 8,OQO respeotivel;y. 
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13. In the seventies and eighties of the last century the Bombay mill industry made 
further progress owing to the profitable yarn trade with China. The industry, like any 
other great industry, no doubt experienoed periods of depression owing to various circum
stanoes. On the whole, however, the industry was able to show during these two deoades 
satisfactory and favo.ura~le progress. 

14. No assistanoe has eve~ been rendered by Government to the industry to foster itS 
growth and development on sound and healthy lines. On the contrary, the Governmen~ 
has generally pursued a policy calculated to hamper the growth of the industry bf 
introducing tariff legislation which was neither fair' nor equitable and which was in the' 
highest degree prejudioial to the best interests of tlfe industry. 

15. We need not here refer in detail to the agitation carried on by Lancashire in -the 
seventies to get the import duty on cotton yarn and piece-goods abolished. This 
agitation proved unavailing so long as a just and strong man like Lord Northbrook 
was at the helm of affairs in India, but BOon after the succession of Lord Lytton to the 
Viceroyalty, Lancashire achieved its first triumph in 1878, by getting exempted from 
import duty (1) unbleached T-cloth under 18 reed, jeans, domestics, sheetings and drills 
made from yarns not higher than 30s and (2) yarns of the qualities lower than 32s 
mule and 20s water. 

16. There can be no doubt that the measure adopted by the Government of India in 
1878 unduly favoured Lancashire at the expense of India for the vast bulk of Indian 
manufactures was much coarser than the limit laid down by Government for exempting 
imported goods from duty. The main effect of this measure,.however, was that the 
Home manufacturers exported in larger quantities the coarse goods which were 
exempted from duty with ruinous effect on the immediate prospects of the indigenous 
industry. On this subjeot it would be perhaps best to quote from an offioialand authori
tative publication-H

, The Statement of the Trade of British India "-for 1879-80. 
" The effeot' of the duty, in faot, was not so much to encourage a general inorease 

in trade as to induoe manufaoturers and importers to substitute goods of the coarser 
and duty-free kinds for the medium and finer qualities which had formerly, when all 
ol8BBes were alike ~ubje(lt to duty, formed the bulk of the trade. In this respect the 
results were much more deoisive than was antioipated. It was of oourse expected 
that a oertain proportion of the goods generally made of yarns ranging from 30s to 
40s would, in future, be made of yarns of 30s and under, so as to bring them within 
the limit of exemption. But what has aotually occurred has been a oomplete revolution 
in the oourse of the trade in grey goods, the importations of the medium and finer 
olasses having almost oeased sinoe the issue of the notification. " 

It will be thus seen that the Government of India instead of rendering any assista.noe 
to the industry pursued at the dictates of Lancashire a policy whioh, in effect, was oal
oulated to hamper its growth and development. Eventually the import duties on ootton 
goods were totally abolished, in the faoe of the strongest opposition not only from the 
people of India, but also from higher officials like members of the Viceroy's Executive 
Council and of the India Counoil. It would not be perhaps out of place to reproduce 
here the following extract from the Statement of the Trade of British India for 1877-78 
regarding the advantages enjoyed by the Lancashire cotton indulltry in comparison with 
the industry in India:-

"An Indian mill oosts more to set up than a mill in Lancashire, the comparison as 
regards essential points being somewhat as follows:- _ 

The prime oost of erection, inoluding the spindles and fitting up, is about three times 
as great in India as in England. Thus, a mill in Lanoashire containing 50,000 spindles 
is said to cost about £1 per spindle, or between £50,000 and £60,000; a mill of the same 
size in Bombay would oost about fifteen lakhs of rupees (£150,000). 

In the English mill the interest oharges on oapital (first cost) at 5 per cent. would not 
be more than from £2,500 to £3,000 ; in the Bombay mill the oharge at 9 per oent. would 
be about £13,000. 

In the English mill the interest on working capital would be 4 per oent., in the, Indian 
mill 7. per cent. ' • 
, In the English mill the wear and tear ~ay be set down at 20 per oent. - In the Indian 

mill it is at least double this, in consequenoe of the carelessne88 of the workpeople. 
Fuel and stores, whioh are all imported, are much more costly in Bombay than in the 

English mill." 
17. The truth of the statements made in the above extract oannot be gainsaid, and 

it is very regrettable that these important facts recorded in an offioial publioation should 
have been entirely disre~l\l'deq by t~e qQvel'lp:ll:e~t Qf II\~'" in frs.min~ their tariff polio1 
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io regard to the oottoo mill iodustry of the oountry in the seventies and eighties. of the 
last century. . 

18. It was, however, duriog the olosiog decade of the last century that Beede were 
sown for the serious oondition of the cotton mill industry which we are witne88ing to-day 
In 1893, the Indian mints were closed to the free ooinage of silver and the disastrous effects 
of this measure are poioted out further in this statement. This event was followed three 
years later by the imposition of a 31 per cent. Excise Dutyon cloth manufactured in 
Indian mills for the purpose of countervailiog the import duties which had beenTe-imposed 
at the end of 1894. Lastly, the decade is notable for the oommencement of the growth 
of the mill iodustry in Japao with the result that the exports of Indian yarn and piece
goode to that oountry were gradually cut off, and Japan later on proved a very formidable 
rival to India in the China market. Having practically ousted India from the China 
markets~ Japan is now makiog tremendous inroads ioto the home markets of this oountry 
and to-day this Japanese oompetition is regarded as the most important factor to be 
oonsidered in oonnection with the p~ent oritical state of the indigenous industry. 

19. The three events mentioned above have oombined to cripple seriously th!l healthy 
growth and development of the ootton industry of this oountry and we will now briefly 
deal with each of these three events. 

20. As regarde the OI08iog at the mints, we cannot do better than quote from an autho
ritative publioation like the Review of the Trade of British India for 1892-93. After 
pointing out how the import trade of the country was stimulated .by the currenoy 
legislation of the Government o~ India, the Review goes on to explaio in the followiog 
worde the adverse eff80~ of the olosing of the mints on the export trade in cotton yarn 
and piece-goods:-

.. That measure, while it was intended to restore steadineSB to the exchanges ·with 
gold standard oountries with w~oh three-fourths of our trade is carried on, had the 
effeot, as was anticipated, of disturbiog the exohanges with silver standard oountries 
with whioh the remaining fourth of our trade is carried OD. The disturbance was 
sudden aDd violent. While the rupee appreoiated in sterling exchange value, silver 
fell heavily in gold value, and the sterling exohange value of .the dollar fell in the same 
proportion. The dollar exohange betwe~n India and China which had all along stood at 
about. 100 to RH. 200 puddenly fell to about. 100 to Rs. 192, and until priceR of 
oommodities were adj~ed to the new oonditions trade was practically paralysed." 

21. The effeots of the olosing of the mints on the ootton mill industry of the country 
are set forth in the following worde in the Association's report for 1893:-. 

.. Never before perhaps in the history of modem trade lias legislation had a mor .. 
disastrous and immediate effect on an important and well established industry. With 
the oertamty and preoision of an automatio maohbie, busine88 for China and Japan was 
for the time being absolutely suspended, as not only were new orders rendered impracti
oable by an immediate fall of 12 to 15 per oent. in the nominal rate of exchange, but it 
was impo88ible to finanoe previous operations, the banks refusing to buy bills on any 
terms. It says muoh for the sound condition of the industry that it was able to with
stand suoh a sudden stram without leading to an absolute collapse, and much also for 
the energy and ability with whioh the crisis was encountered, that, availing 
themselves of the organisation which the Assooiation afforde, Agents and Owners of 
Mills at onoe set themselves ~o meet the orieis by effeoting economies in workiog and 
obtainiog reduotions in ~ights, etc. These influences, coupled with a slow but steady 
oompensating advanoe in prices in China, have gone a great way towards restoring the 
industry to a sounder basis, but it will be a long time before lost ground oan be recovered 
to say nothing of further development. Against that, the currenoy polioy of Govern
ment seriously militates giving as it does, by the dislooation enforoed between silver 
and the rupee, a premium to Chinese and Japanese spinners, a faot whioh it is evident 
they only too well appreciate." 

22. It is tru~ that the industry afterwarde overcame, to some extent, the serious 
diffioulties oaused by the olosing of the mints, as is evidenced by the extent of the 
exports of yam to China duriog the 15 years following, but the important point to 
remember is that after the closing of the mints the yam trade with China /became 
more or less speculative in nature and brought in very inadequate returns to the 
Bombay spinning mill industry. 

23. The serious disadvantages inflicted on the cotton industry by the currency 
legislation of 1893 were well set forth in, a speech made· by the late Sir Vithalda~ D. 
Thacke..,y in 1900. the more important paragraphs frow. which "re rellroduc'!ll.. t'l! 4 
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footnote.· Sir Vithaldas also started a discussion on the subject in the Times oj India 
and his conolusions were endorsed by all oompetent to judge. ' 

24. Two years\after the closing of the mints, with its disastrous effects on the cotton 
industry of this countr" oame the tariff legislation forced on the Government of India 
by the Home Governm.ent at the diotates Qf Lancashire, and it is interesting to recall the 

. following words of Sir James Westland, the then Finance M!lmber of the Government 
of India:-

.. I need only say that India as a manufacturing country is not yet out of her tntelage 
and if any industry in the world deserves protection, it is the ootton industry of India' 
the only real in~genous industry which ~as Spt;mg up in this country, an industry; 
moreover, on whiCh our present currency diffioultles have compelled us, in the interests, 
as we believe, of the oountry generally, to inflict a certain amount of injury." 
25. The Assooiation has written enough regarding the 31 per cent. Excise Duty which 

?logged the wheels of the industry for 30 years~ and now that the duty is abolished, it 
IS not necessary to traverse the same ground agam. The fact remains that the duty was 
levied in defianoe of reoognised principles of taxation and oontributed to the ooffers of 
Government Rs. 20 orores. 

26. The third adverse'influenoe which came into operation about this time was the' 
growth of the cotton mill industry in Japan. It was in the nineties of the last oentury 
that Japan began to import cotton from this country with the natura.l result that she 
gradually ceased to import yarn and piece-goods from India. The export of the raw 
material in place of yarn or cloth was a phenomenon which did not augur well for the 
industrial progress of India, and it is noteworthy to find the Government of India expres
sing the following views in the Review of the Trade of British India for 1895-96 :-

.. With Japan there has been a complete revoluti~n in the trade. A few years ago 
Japan took no ootton from India, and now the shipments in 1895-96 have amounted 
to 16 per cent. of the trade, being larger than the shipments to any other country except 
Germa.ny. This increase in the demand for the raw material has coincided with a' 
great reduction-practically a cessation-of the demand for Indian-spun yarn, the 
Japanese preferring to spin t,he yarn themselves. We cannot expect a country to take 
from )1S a raw material for yarn if that country prefers to import the yarn, nor can we 
exPect a country to take our yarn if that country, finds it more profitable to import 
raw material and spin the yarn. The two trades cannot co-exist, and, this being the 
case, it is a matter for satisfaction that the present trade--yarn in the case of China 
and raw cotton in the oase of Japan-is vastly more important than the trade it has 
displaced." • 

• .. We all very well know that Bince the ill-advised currency legislation our Industry has been sulfering 
but when we put on paper the figures. the result i. very astonishing. I have worked out some figures 
which give us a clear Idea of the exact position we hold now and we did hold In 1893 before the currency 
legislation, when our Industry was in prosperous oondition. In ordinary times when the trade is fair and 
prosperous the margin between oost of ootton and selling price of 208 yarn is 2 annas per Ib" It anna per 
lb. oost of manufacture and t anna per lb. profit. Now taking ootton for our 20s mixing at an averag& 
of Rs. 160 per candy net, after deducting 18 to 19 per cent. as lOBS, we get clean ootton at 4 aanas per lb. 
Adding to that 2 ann88 per lb. fnr oost of manufacture and profit, It oom .. to 6 annas per lb. Now the 
whole thing may be summarised In the follOwing figures >-4 annas per Ib, for clean ootton and 2 anna. 
per lb. fnr manufacturing charges and profit. So fnr one bsle of 400 lbo. nf yarn :-Rs. 100 oost of botton 
and B.s. 50 for cost of labour and profit; total B.s. 150 per bsle of 400 lbo. at the rate of 6 annas per lb. 
of yarn. Rupees 150 selling price of one bale, B.s, 17 freight. insurance, oommisslon, etc., and B.s. 167~54i 
tllel. per bsle In Shanghai at the rate nf B.s. 807 fnr 100 tllels. The Chinese and Japanese miJls have to 
earry cotton from Bombay. Cost of ootton to them In 1893 was 88 follows :-B.s, 100 for 400 lbo. of 
clean ootton at the rate of B.s. 807 per 100 tllels, •.•. , seiling price 54l min ... cost of ootton 35t~19t taels, 
margin left to them between cost of manufacture and profit. In 1900, after the currency legislation B.s. 150 
seiling price of one bsle, B.s. 17 freight, Insurance and oommission, B.s. 167 =83. tllels per bsle in Shanghai 
at the present exchange rate of B.s. 200 per 100 tllel.. Cost of ootton to the Chinese and Japanese, B.s. 100 
for ootton, B.s. 8 for freight, Insurance and oommisslon, total B.s. 108 ~54 tllel.; for ootton at the present 
exchange rate of B.s. 200 per 100 tllel.. Selling price Rs. 83l min ... oost of ootton B.s. 54 ~29l tllels left 
to them fnr oost of manufacture and profit •. Against 19t tllels In margin In 1893 they have a margin of 
29t tllel. at present, a difference of nearly 10i per bale of 400 lbs. 

Consequently the effect of the currency legislation alone, takin.l! all things as equal; has been to give 
bolmty to our oompetitors in the Far East to the extent of 10. tllels per bale; deduct from that about It 

~~ ~th:~~n~~ll'::':.l::e;n~e~ors~~r:~,:r~~: f~~~n1n ~:n':.rmt'I;'i!"': ~:~ 
per bsle. Now, may I ask In face of these flggures. is It a matter of surprise that Bince 1893 our trade 
has gradually been failing down In oompetitlon with the ChInese and Japanese mills r I known that we 
have shipped to China during the last two years the largest number of bsles we ever did. But the question 
Is, at what margin of proflt r Every one will admit that there was no profit to us while the Japanese and 
Chinese mill. were declaring 10 per cent. dividends to their sharsholders. When the stock In China is 
reduced we may yet sen our yarn at profit. The Chinese and Japanese Mills may have certain drawbacks 
at present which might give us temporary advantage, but on broad oonslderation of all clrcumstances my 
humble opinion is that we hold ChIna market on mere sulferanos only as long as Japan and China cannot 
supply their own demands and that In the near future our trade with ChIna must .u1fer when the mUis 
there must Increase by leap. and bounds to supplf the requirements of China. Let U9 hope that 
that day may never oome, but If It does QOmo we 8lla1l lu\ve W tblI,nk the Go~ent of In~ fnr theif_ 

. Currency Legislation." 
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27. Assuming for & moment that the import of In~n cotton into Japan only meant 
the cessation of imports of Inclia.n yarn and pieoe-goods, as evidently the Government 
of India of the time seemed to imagine, the phenomenon nevertheless could not be con
templated with equanimity. What the Government of India appeared to have overlooked 
when they made the aforementioned statement was the fact that before long Japanese 
yam and piece-goods made from Indian cotton would be competing in the most important 
foreign market of India, Niz., China, and eventually in other foreign and even in the home 
lI!arkets of the indigenous industry. 

28. In the seventies and eighties of the last centnry whenever supply overran demand, 
short-time working could be resorted to, but the growth of Japanese competition rendered 
short-time working of doubtful utility, as it only meant giving a fillip to Japanese tradq -
with China at India's expense, and so even at times of acute depression, Indian millowners 
found it inexpedient to ourtail production by short-time working. In 1898, a meeting 
of Chinese merchants held in Hongkong passed a resolution urging short-time working 
in Indian mills, but the Bombay Millowners' Association were constrained to express 
their inability to comply with the request made by the Chinese merchants. It is not~
l"orthy that the Indian Chairman of the abovementioned meeting in Hongkong, in his 
letter to the Bombay Millowners' Association, warned the millowners of this country 
against the danger of adopting short-time with the object of reducing stocks, unless the 
Chinese and Japanese mills followed suit. After -pointing out therapidgrowthofthe 
cotton mill industry in Japan anc;t Shanghai, he sf4ted: 

.. The competition against the mill industry of India will have a permanent tenure, 
and that 'competition is daily gaining so much in strength and intensity that any such 
ephemoral measure as a short-time movement, if adopted exclusively by the Indian 
mills, and without the co-operation of the mills of China and Japan, would instead 
of relieving the present congestion, at the least keep intact, if not enhance the present 
difficulties of over-supply, inasmuch as curtailment -of production brought about by 
the Indian mills would instantly be replaced by the mills of Japan and of China." 
29. It was further pointed out that the import duty on cotton and the export duty 

on yam had been abolisht'd in Japan and the competition from Japan had assumed a 
formidable shape for Bombay mills in the China market. The Indian millowners were 
further urged to agitate for the imposition of an export dutY.on cotton • 
• 30 •• While studying the hiStory of the Indian cotton industry, one cannot'help feeling 
that during the nineties of the last century, there was imperative necessity for Govern
ment adopting proper measures-either an export duty on cotton or other facilities to the 
indigenous industry to enable it to maintain its footing in the China marke:t. No other 
Government would have remained aloof 'at a time when there-were clear indications that 
the country's greatest indigenons industry was losing its footing in its- best established 
foreign market. 
• 31. The combination of ciroumstances mentioned above rendered the position of the 
cotton mill industry of the country not cheering, and for more than ten years after the 
closing of the mints the industry passed through a period which was far from prosperous, 
the plague first and two severe famines at its heel having aggravated the situation. At 
times indeed the position of industry was critical and many mills were forced into liquida
tion during this period. A couple of extracts from the Review of the Trade of British 
India are here quoted to show the very critical state of the mill industry during, these 
years. 

32. In the Review of the Trade of British India fQr 1899-1900 we read!-
" Until the second half of the year, or rather until the third quartsr, the course of 

Indian trade was on the whole prosperous and promising; although the ..cotton 
manufacturing industry in Bombay seemed to be reaching a critical stage. It is no 
exaggeration to say that the cotton spinning industry of Bombay is passing through 
a crisis from which mills that are not managed on sound principles cannot emerge 
unscathed." , 
In the same official publication for 1900-01, we read!--: 

" Many of the mills were cloeed entirely; others worked short hoUrs; very few 
worked at a profit; in almost every case where profits were earned they were much. 
reduced; thousands of mill-hands were sent adrift in a season of high prices and acute 
distress. It is greatly to the credit of owners, workmen, and traders alike that they 
struggled with adversity 80 bravely and quietly, simply concerning themselves 
in silence to make the best of a grievously bad position." 
33. During au these years the exports of yam to China, showed an increasing tendency 

I>ut the rates obtained since the currency muddle of 1893 left little or no margin of profit. 
y: 420-2 
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,The weaving industry also sufferetfa set· back owing to the imposition of the Excise Dnty. 
It was not till the year 1904, that the industry after-a long spell of depression again 
experienoed prosperity, but this prosperous period lasted for only about three years. The 
growth of the Swadeshi Movement during these years gave a very considerable impetus 
to the cotton manufa,cturing industry, and as the yarn trade with China was not found 
profitable, attention was naturally turned to the installation of more looms so that yam 

- spun in the mills might be manufactured into pieoe.goods instead of being exported to 
China. ' 

, 34. In 1907, there were l&rge failures, which may be aooounted for by the heavy fall 
in prices realised for yarn in China during the early part of the year, followed later by a 
great falling off in demand owing to famine in that country and extremely violent 
fluotuations in the silver exohange during the last quarter of the year. 

The Assooiatio~'s report for 1907 further states :-
" The gromg competition of Japan is a faotOr which will have 'to be coped with 

more seriously than hitherto, while the prospects onoe entertained of 8. fe.irly new 
market in Manchuria. seem to reoede greatly owing to the politico.eoonomio condition 
consequent the oooupation of that province by Japan." .' 
35. The depression ~hioh_ commenoed in 1907 continued throughout 1908, 1909, 

1910. Cotton ruled high, but there was no corresponding rise in the price of cloth. In 
,the year 1910 the difficulties of the industry were further aggravated by the enhanoement 
of the duty on silver. The matter was disoussed at a speoial meeting of the Committee 
of the Millowners' Association when the following telegram was despatched to the Finance 
Minister:-

.. The Bombay Millowners' Assooiation strongly protest against proposed enhanced 
duty on silver as being detrimental and extremely injurious to the mill industry 
generally and to Indian l&bour." 
36.' Sir Sassoon J. David in the Imperial Legisl&tive Counoil protested against this 

measure in the following words :-
.. I do not propose to reoapitul&te the burdens under whioh the Indian Cotton 

Industry is suffering at this time, ,but I am sorry that there was not on the Government 
side a more frank admission of the reality of the fresh burden- to be imposed, by the 
new silver duty, on the trade with the further East. It may be worth while to give 
one or two figures that show how that important branoh of the trade is already being 
impaired. It should be borne in mind that formerly Japan wail one of our best 
customers, and in 1888·89 she took from us more than 23 million pounds of yam. Now 
she takes 'none; but takes instead large quantities of raw cotton, thereby raising the 
prioe of our raw material, while lowering the price of our finished produots in the 
Chinese market. The largest quantity of raw cotton shipped to Japan in a single 
year was 2,5~5,200 owts. in 1901·02. But in the eleven months of the current year 
1909·10 no less than 2,873,400 cwts. have been shipped. In the faoe of these faots 
and of the increasing aotivity and efficiency in the Chinese spinning industry, it is 

, vain to pretend that India's trade with the further East is in a position to stand any 
superfluous handioap whatsoever, and I foresee injury to India's cotton industry from 
duties that have now been imposed." 
37. In spite of the strong protests of the Assooiation's representative, the Bill was 

carried and the ,enhanced duty, imposed as originally proP9sed by the Finance 
Member. 

38. The adverse oonditions of 1910 continued with brief periods of partial reoovery 
until 1917. when the boom period set in, and whioh lasted well on into 1922. The demand 
in the Indian market coupled with freight difficulties had a regrettable result of great 
importanoe, namely, the displacement in 'China of Indian yams by those of the Chinese 
and Japanese mills. Indian trade in 16s and 208 with China had practically been at a 
stand·still for some time, it having been ousted by the mills in Japan and latterly by the 
mills started in China, but hitherto Japan had not seriously attacked the trade in lOs 
and 12s. When, however. prices of lOs in India were higher than those-of 16s in China, 
many of the Chinese and Japanese mills took to spinning lOs and 12s and sold thousands 
of bales to Chinese consumers. It is unfortunate that with the return of normal times. 
Indian mills have not been able to regain this trade with China. whioh is now apparently 
held by 10011.1 mills while Japan supplies yams of medium counts. 

39. The earlier part of the year 1922 was a period of good profits. though muoh below 
the level reaohed in the preceding year. The trade in yarn was most disappointing, as 
prices failed to respond to the rise in ,cotton. with the result that day by day the Mills' 
lIlargin of profits diminished, and had almost reached vanishing point when the year 
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closed. and as goods were difficult to move even at low prices there was a general accumula
tion of stocks. The revived Swadeshi Movement which had given an impetus to the 
piece.goods trade onoe again aIaekened. The curtailment of exports and the financial 
difficulties of big merchants contributed to the depression of the market. 

40. With the year 1923. commenced that period of unparalleled depression which 
has continued till to.day. The year was marked by spasmodic fluctuations in the prices 
of both raw matsrials and the finished article rendering the outlook generally grave. 
While at one period cotton rates seemed to favour the mills. there was an absolute 
_tion of demand for cloth. and when enquiries for cloth were forthcoming the prices 
of cotton ruled sa high has not only to leave no margin. but to. involve a positive loss to 
manufacturers. Stocks began to accumulate and month after month passed by with· 
ont any re·appesr&aoe of demand. In the yam trade too the year was for the greater 
part extremely disappointing. About the middle of September, however;the general 
shortage created by the Japanese earthquake began to make itself felt a.nd there was a 
brisker enquiry and some rise in prices. 

41. The year 1924 proved even worse than 1923. The demand for cloth was never 
very active. as purchasers Eought shy of making commitments owing to the continned 
fall in prices. Thronghout the year. the increasing imports of Japanese piece.goods into 
India had very adverse effects on the home trade. . 

As regards yam a.lso, the year proved most unsatisfa.ctory. The demand was slsek 
and the margin at times wa.s so low as to make it impossible for the mills to tum out ya.rns 
at any profit. • 

42. The above brief recital of the history of the cotton mill industry of the country 
goes to show that since the nineties of the last century, the industry had only one cycle 
oE prosperity in 1904. 1905 and 1906 but the abnormal.conditions created by the war 
and the aftermath of war from the years 1916 to 1922 brought a further spell of prosperity 
to the industry. But for this the iudustry would proba.bly ha.ve reached its present 
serious plight at a much earlier da.te. 

43. From the above narration of the history of the' cotton mill industry of India, it 
will be noticed that there were in the main three circumstances which seriously hampered 
the growth and development of the industry :-

I. The closing of the mints dealt a severe blow to the ya.m trade with China which 
was the most important asset of the industry. The millowners ha.d to tum their 
attention gradually from ya.m to piece.goods. To.da.y the loss of thlf China market 
constitutes a very serious factor in connection with the present situation of the mill 
industry. 

2. The Japanese mill industry became well established in the nineties and has 
expanded with almost feverish rapidity with serious consequences to the local industry 
in its home and foreign trade. Japanese competition more tha.n anything else accounts 
for the present depression of the industry. 

3. The third adverse circumstance :which came into opera.tion in the nineties was 
the tariff legislation. This long.standing grievance of the mill industry was only 
recently removed when the industry was face to face with a crisis of unparalleled 
magnitude. . 

Of the three causes which dealt a severe blow to the industry in the past, two are still 
in operation, "'z.. the exchange and currency policies of Government a.nd Japanese 
competition. The a.lmost entire loss of the China. market, a.s stated above, constitutes 
another important factor to be considered in connection with its present depressed state. 
In reoent times other circumstances have come into being &ad these a.re ha.ving further 
adverse effects on the industry. They a.re enumerated below :-

4. Labour disputcs have become more frequent than was the case ten years ago. 
and as is well·known during recent years. there have been general strikes of very long 
duration which have seriously dislocated business. inspite of substantial increase in 
wages and additional bonuses given to the operatives. Wa.ges have been incl'e8sed 
to a figure that more than counter balanced the rise in the cost of living. and since 

- the cost of living has aga.in gone down. there has not been a cqrresponding reduction 
in wages. . 

5. Costa of all sizing materials. stores, machinery. coal. eto •• are much above the 
pre·war level and have caused a considerable increase in manufacturing costs. 

6. Municipal, Provincial and. Imperial taxation has gone up by leaps and bounds 
and have now become a serious drain on the industry. 

7. Insuranoe charges have suhsta.ntially increased owing to higher prices of cotton 
and a.ll ma.terials-

J' ~20-2a 
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8. High railway and steamer freights hamper the development of the industry 
especially in the export trade. In this respect, the Japanese with their subsidised 
steamship linea, have a distinct advantage. 

9. There has been a large increase in the interest charges which miIls have to bear 
owing to. the increaee in the price of cotton, stores, power and machinery. 
All these adverse actors are dealt with in detail in subsequent pages. 

THE l'RESENT 1'0SITION 011' THE INDUSTRY 

.The extent and importance 0/ the Industry 

44. A very 'acourate idea as to the magnitude and importance of the Indian cotton 
textile industry may be obtained by a perusal of Tables 1 to 7. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the number of spindles and looms, the amount of cotton consumed 
per annum and the number of workpeoplo aotually employed in the industry in Bombay 
Island and all India respectively. The more important conclusions to be drawn from 
these two tables are:-

(a) 'that nearly 370;000 people are employed in the industry, which means that at 
least four times that number, i.e., nearly It million souls are directly dependent on 
the industry for their daily bread. . 

In Bombay City and Island the number of persons directly employed in the industry 
is 153,000 which means that including dependents, more than half of the inhabitants 
of this great city are absolutely dependent on the industry for their livelihood. 

(b) The cotton consumed in the miIls of India is approximately 21 million bales per 
annum which is roughly equivalent to two-fifths of the entire Indian cotton crop. The 
agricultural statistics published by the Government of India show that the total area 
of land cultivated in India is about 760 million acres, including fallow land and the 
&rea under cotton about 27 million acres. If it may be assumed that 80 per cent. of· 
the total population of India is engaged in agricultural pursuits, it is possible to frame 
a rough estimate of the number of persons dependent on the growth of cotton for the 
necessaries of life. Taking the total agricultural population as 250 million souls then 
it may be concluded that somewhere in the neighbourhood of 27/760 X 250,000,000= 

.9 million people obtain a livelihood from cotton growing in India. AIl of these 9 million 
people are largely dependent on the Indian cotton mill industry, but two-fifths or nearly 
3,600,000 are entirely dependent on it. To these two classes of people must be added 
all those persons engaged in the distribution and sale of cotton piece-goods and yarn, 
dealers in mill stores and textile machinery, the persons engaged in the transport of 
cotton, yarn and piece-goods, before anything like an accurate estimate of the total 
number of persons in India who are direotly dependent on the industry could be framed, 
but it is probably an under. estimation to say that 6 million people are almost wholly 
dependent upon the cotton textile industry for their daily bread and are enriched by 
its prosperity and impoverished by its lack of prosperity, a number considerably in 
ex~e8S of the number direotly affected by any other industry in the country. . 

Oapital employed in the IndU8try 

45. The capital invested in the industry so far as can be ascertained is not less than 
fifty orores of rupees. In the mill statement published by the Bombay Millowner's 
Association in 1925 the total paid up capital is given as nearly 47 crores, but these 
figures do not inolude the capital of 55 concerns who submitted no particulars under 
this head. 

Imparlance 0/ the Industry'to the Government 0/ India 

46. The importance of the prosperity of the cotton textile industry to the Government 
can, to some extent, be gauged from the contributions made by it in the form of taxation 
during the last few years whioh are dealt with in detail later on. 

The financial position 0/_ the Bombay Mi.U Ind'/l,8try 

47. The extremely unsatisfactory state of the Bombay mill industry during the last 
three years oan be at onoe ascertained from Table 8. These figures were compiled by 
Messrs. A. F. Ferguson & Co. from the published Balance Sheets and Profit and Loss 
Aocount of the mills in Bombay City and Island. The figures for 1925 have not yet been 
oompiled but it is certain from the Balance Sheets 80 far received that the total losses 
during the year 1925 were even greater than in 1924. 
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'or purposes of easy reference the figures of capita.l and net profit or loss during tile 
lut four years are given below :-

1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Year 

I 
Capital including 

Reserves and 
. Debentures 

Rs. 

32,61,24,086 
33,53,67,941 
33,91,35,234 

*Loss. 

Net Profit or Loss 

Rs. 

3,87,51,591 
-1,17,82,968* 
- 2,27,15,893* 

Estimated to be over 
~ 2,50,00,000* 

One need look no further for the reason for the closing down of mills and the number 
of milla whioh have recently been forced to go into liquidation. 

Produdion 0/ yarn and pieu-gooda 
48. The tota.l production of yarn and piece-goods in Bombay Island and all India 

cotton milia is shown in Tables 3 to 7 in the Appendix. 
. . 

Position 0/ the Bombay Mill IndWltry in regard to stocks 

49. From the beginning of 1923, from which date the depression in the industry lias 
been a matter of very serious concern, the Bombay Millowners' Association have 
maintained a month to month record of the stocka held by mills in the City and Island of 

, Bombay. These figures are reproduced in Tables 9 to !2. 
In the last six months the yarn position has become most,serious. In piece-goods the 

position also gives cause for anxiety and throughout the present year sales have been 
effected at unremunerative rates or at a loss. -

II'AOTORS LEADING TO THE PRESENT DBPRESSION IN THE BOMBAY MILL INDUSTRY 

LoS! 0/ the Ohina trade in Yam 
60. Until the year 1893 the yarn trade with China was undoubtedly the bulwark of 

.he prosperity of Bombay's cotton mill indUstry. Owing to the large market for yarn 
in China, the spinning side of the Bombay mill industry developed out of all proportion 
to the weaving side of the industry. Some progress had been "made in the. weaving 
section~ but to all intents and purposes the piece-goods trade was confined to the Indian 
market. 

In 1893 the Indian mints were closed to the free coinage of silver as a preliminary to 
the linking of the rupee to gold in 1898 in the interests of the development of trade with 
gold using countries. The effect upon the yarn trade with China, which still retained a 
silver ourrency, was immediate and disastrous and though for some years the average 
bulk of the yarn exports to China did not diminish, sales had to be made at sacrifice 
prices. The seriousness of the position was emphasised by persons like the late Sir 
Vithaldas D. Thackersey and Sir Sassoon J. David in 1899, 1900 and 1901, and it was 
generally recognised that it was only a matter of time before the yarn trade with China 
would disappear entirely, owing to the relatively high cost of production coupled with. 
high freights in India as oompared with the cost of.production in China and Ju.pan. -

51. A study of tables 13, 14, 15 and 16 shows-
1. That there has been a deorease in the annual production of yarn. 
2. That whereas in 1907·08, 72 per cent. of the production of Bombay mills was 

marketted in the form of yarn, in 1924·25 only 38 per cent. was put on the market -. 
in the form of yarn. 

3. That the total export trade in yamin 1924.25 was only aboutone·sixth of what 
it was in 1907·08. . 

4. That the increase in the number of looms and the consequent incresse in the 
production of cloth in Bombay City and Island has not been suffioient to oompensate 
for the 108s of the China trade in yarn. 
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EFFECTS OF GOVEBNMENT'S CUBBENCY POLICY 

GlOBing of the MintB to the Free Ooinage of Silver in 1893 

62. The effeot of the change over from a sUver currency has been discussed in general 
terms in the short hiStory of. the industry in the previous pages and little more needs to 
be added to the remarks already made. 

As is well known, in the years previous to 1893, when the mints were closed to the 
minting of silver as a preliminary to the linking of rupee to gold, the exchange value with 
silver ~sing countries like China only fluctuated within narrow limits. With gold using 
countries the opposite was the case, and in the year 1898, in the interests of the trade 
with gold using countries, which, as the Go vemment of India pointed out, was about t 
of the total, it was deemed expedient to link the rupee to gold, and the position in regard 
to fluctuations in exchange was reversed to the detriment of the export trade with silver 
using countries. Thus the trade of the Bombay mills with China received a very severe 
blow, for the trade with China at once became much more speculative. The closing of 
the mints in 1893 led to an immediate rise of nearly 15 per cent. in the rupee exchange 
rate with China which meant in effect that the cost of yam in dollars in the China market 
was immediate!y increased. This can be made clear by the following example. 

Previous to the closing of the mints the rupee-dollar exchange rate had been fairly 
constant at or a little over Re. 200 per 100 dollars. After the closure the rate at once 
rose to Rs. 175 per 100 dollars. The cost of production of cotton and raw materials in 
rupees remaining the same, yarn which cost Rs. 100 to produce before the change would 
cost the Chinese importer 60 dollars and after the change slightly more j;han 57 dollars, '.e., about 14 per cent. more. Against an insignificant saving in the price of stores, there 
was undoubtedly a permanent 1088 in regard to items of cost of production like wages, 
interest, taxes and depreciation, and the fairly steady rise in the dollar value of the rupee 
up till 1914,. must have steadily increased the dollar cost of production of Bombaf yarn, 
to the great disadvantage of the Bombay mill industry in competition with the indigen
ous industry in China. During the war the great rise in the value of silver, which would 
under ordinary circumstances have given a great impetus to the Bombay yarn industry 
with China, was entirely nullified by the tremendous increases in the cost of production 
in India brought about by the rise in the cost of living necessitating the grant of very 
large increases in wages, enormous increases in the cost of stores and raw materials and 
prohibitive increases in freight rates •. 

From 1919 there has been a constantfall in the rupee value of the Chinese silver dollar, 
corresponding with the fall in the value of silver, and this fact coupled with the extension 

- of the mill industry in China has indubitably diminished the prospects of Bombay mills 
regaining a market for yarn in China in the counts of yarn which can be produced in 
Chinese mills, and more especially owing to their extremely low production costs caused 
by inferior conditions of labour, low wages, and double shift working with female labour 
(vide Table 17). 

The Effect of the 2/ RatiQ 

53. During the war the great demand for Indian foodstuffs and raw materials by the 
Allies, and the diminution in imports caused India's favourable balance of trade to assume 
enormous proportions, and this fact combined with a phenomenal rise in the value of 
silver caused the exchange value of the rupee to rise to undreamt of heights in comparison 
with sterling. Prices of foodstuffs and all the necessaries of life also rose greatly in spite 
of the rise in the exchange value ofthe rupee, with the result that wages had to be increased 
in like proportion. To-day the Bombay mill industry is still paying the same as or higher 
wages than when the cost of living was at its highest and in addition the hours of labour. 
have been reduoed from twelve to ten, the net result being a large increase in the cost 
of produotion. . 

54. The tremendous fluctuations in the sterling value of the rupee, its rapid rise 
throughout 1919 and the first two months of 1920 and its even more rapid fall during the 
last ten months of 1920 brought ruin to a great number of dealers in imported and locally 
made piece· goods who made oontracts for imported goods on the basis of the 2/ ratio 
recommended by the Babington Smith Commission and which the great bulk of the people 
of India understood to mean a 2/ exchange ratio. How persistently and at what cost 
the Government of India tried to keep up the exchange value of the rupee and how they 
failed is writ large in the history of the last decade, but it is not equally well known that 
the ruin of the pieoe·goods merohants in 1920 and 1921 is still affecting the off-take of 
pieoe.goods of both Indian and English manufacture. 
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After the Government of India had appreciated the impossibility of realising the aim 
of the Babington Smith Committee for a 2/ rupee the exchange value gradually drifted 
down until in July 1921 it had reached the very low level of Ij31 sterling (equivalent to 
1/01 gold). From this low point it rose with slight fluctuations until in September 1924 
it had reached 1/5.31/64 (equivalent to 1/4 gold). At or slightly before this date a large 
proportion of Indian public opinion advocated the adoption of a fixed rate of 1/4 gold and 
the abolition of the 2/ ratio in the Currency and Coinage Acts, but unfortunately as far 
as the Cotton Textile Industry of Bombay is concerned, action on the lines recommended 
was not taken by the Government of India, and from this time onwards the currency 
operations of Government rendered possible by continued good monsoons caused the 
exchange value of the rupee to rise until in October 1925 it touched 1/6·5/32 hterling, 
which owing to the rise in the oross rate raised in the value of the rupee to 1/6.3/32 gold 
(vide Table 18). 

65. Mention has already been made that the export trade of Bombay with China in 
yarn was seriously injured by the divorcement of the ratio 'of value between the rupee 
and the Chinese silver dollar. This ABBociation do not wish to anticipate the report of 
the Currency CommiBBion which is now sitting except to state that in 80 far as the 
Bombay Mill Industry is concerned the fixation of the rupee at 1/6 gold would be a 
misfortune for the mill industry.. . 

66. It is not desired to exaggerate the difficulties brought about bl the exchange 
policy adopted by the Government of India, but it cannot be too emphaticaIIy stated 
that-

(1) The olosing of the mints in 1893 and the linking of the rupee to gold drove 
the first nail into the coffin of the China trade in yarn. -

(2) The increase in the cost of production due to the increase in wages given on 
account of the rise in the cost of living brought about by the war, in spite of the high 
and unnatural 2/ ratio, has added considerably to the burden on the industry. 

(3) The fixation of the value of the rupee at 1/6 gold instead of 1/4 gold would give 
competing countries a considerable advantage as compared with 1914 in competition' 
with India in the home and foreign markets owing to the fact that it would mean a 
permanent increase of 121 per cent. in many items of the cost of production reckoned 
in terms of international value and this increment combined with the increases in cost 
of production owing to the great rise in wages compared with pre-war year, would 
militate against the successful future development of the industry in India and would 
probably prevent any further progress in foreign markets, . . ' 

(4) That is, very great impetus has been given to Japanese competitors through 
the normal parity of Rs. 153 per 100 Yen having been reduced by the recent increase 
in the gold value of the rupee to 134-
67. The gain which has accrued";' 'Japanese mills by the fall of the value of the Yen 

to below its pre-war parity of Yen 100 per Rs. 153, may be judged with a very fair degree 
of accuracy from the following table in which the price at which an Osaka mill could 
afford to lay down cloth in Bombay from 1921 to the present day is given in comparison 
with the price at which a Bombay mill could manufacture the same cloth. The figures 
do not take into account the additional advantage which the Japanese mills obtained 
owing to the fairly regular.monthly fall in the value of the Yen which occurred from 
Fehruary 1924 tQ February 1925, which has been specially commented upon in the 
paragraphs dealing specifically with the growth of Japanese competition nor the lowering 
of costs of production by double shifts with female labour and longer hours. Two 
assumptions have been made in calculating the figures given in the table, the first being 
that the average Bombay manufacturing charges have been 71 annas per lb. since 1921. 
The Bellond assumption concerns the average Yen cost of manufacture which has been 
taken as Yen 190 per candy throughout the period named for a mill working single ~t. 
There have possibly been slight variations in this charge, but just as in India. the manu
faoturing charges in rupees per candy have been taken as a constant figure, so in Japan 
the_Yen cost of manufacture has also been assumed at a constant figure, wages having 
remained about the same during the whole l!erioci, and the cost of stores having, if any-
thing, declined since 1921. . 

One may draw his own detailed conclusions in comparing columns 6 and 11 of the 
table, but one or two facts of importance stand out clearly which have an intimate bearing 
on the position of Bombay mills to-day. They are-

1. That in 1921 and 1922 Japanese oompetition had not assumed its present 
formidable aspect. 

2. That from February 1924 until February 1925 the factor of a gradually 
depreciating Japanese exchange coupled with the appreciation of the rup~ exchange 
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began to aot in favour olthe Japanese and enabled them to oompete successfully against 
Bombay mills in the Indian market. . 

3. Thatdurlng the whole of 1924 the Japanese were greatly assisted in their 
competition with Indian mills by t'he low value of the Yen and its constant deprecia. 
tion, and that from the middle of 1924 they were able to undersell Indian mills 
owin~ to the low value of the Yen apart from the added gain from the gradual 
depreciation of the Yen. . 

4. During 1925 and 19~6, the Japanese havllnot had the benefit of a falling 
exchange, but the general level of value of the Yen has been lowenough in itself to 
enable' Japanese mills to undersell Bombay mi11s by a very considerable margin. 
Incidentally, the table also shows why the remission of the Excise Duty brought only 

partiaLrelief to the industry in Bombay as the Japanese could still afford to sell at 
prices below those of Bombay mills, and how much further that relief will have to travel 
before even equilibrium is established as far as Japan is concerned. 
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EzplaMllon oj 'ke Table 

A concrete example is taken. A grey shirting made from 18s warp and 20s weft would 
be made from cotton at or about the price of Broach. Such a cloth could be made 
equally well by the Japanese from cotton at the same rupee price. In the Table appended 
a comparison is made between the approximate prices at which a Bouiba.y mill a.nd a. 
Japa.nese mill working single shift could pla.ce such a shirting on the Bombay muket 
for the la.st five years. 

Oolumn 2.-Column 2 of the Table gives the avera.ge-Illonthly Telegra.phic Transfer 
rate for the Rupee-Yen exchange since January 1921. 

Oolumn 3.-Column 3 gives the avera.ge Telegraphic Transfer exchange rate since 
January 1921. 

Column 4.-Column , gives the avera.ge rupee price for Broach cotton since Janua.ry 
1921. 

Oolumn S.-Column 5 gives the price at which a good Bomba.y mill would be able 
tosellacandyofshirtingmadeftomthecandy of cotton on the avera.ge price givenin 
Column 4. neglecting Excise Duty. This price is approximate only beca.use it is assumed 
that a candy of shirting would be produced from a candy of cotton. The price of cloth 
haa been arrived at by adding on to the price of cotton 7i annas per Ib .••. e..Rs. 370 per 
candy aa manufacturing cha.rges. . 

Column 6.-Column 6 gives the price of the same cloth including Excise Duty at 3i 
per cent. 

Column ".-Column 7 gives the price per candy of Broach cotton converted into Yen 
at the ourrent rate of exchange. . 

Oolumn 8.-Column 8 gives the price in Yen for which the Ja.pa.nese could produce 
one candy of shirting from cotton at the price indicated in Column 7. 

This price baa been arrived at by adding to the cotton price the manufacturing charges 
per candy. Owing to greater efficiency on the part of the Japanese operatives. the 
manufacturing charges in Japan are not more than 80 per cent. of the manufacturing 
charges in Bombay when exchange is normal. Fluctuations in theYen-Rupee exchange 
have not affected. or only very slightly affect this cha.rge in Yen. Thus just as a constant 
rupee addition haa been made to the price of Broach cotton for manufacturing cha.rges 
a constant yen addition has been made to the yen price of Broa.ch cotton to ascerta.in 
the yen price of cloth in Japan. 

Column 9 . .:..:.column 9 gives the yen price of cloth in Bombay excluding import duty. 
and has been obtained by adding yen 20 to Column 8 for freight both ways and cha.rges. 
This is a very generous addition since the nett freight rate for cotton from Bombay to 
Japan is less than yen 6. per candy. 

Column lO.-Column 10 gives the price in rupees at which the cloth could be put on 
the Bombay ma.rket by a Japanese mill not including import duty. . 

It baa been obtained by converting the corresponding figures given in Column 9 into 
rupees at the current rate of exchange. 

Column 11.~lumn 11 gives the price in rupees at which cloth could be put on ,the 
Bombay ma.rket after payment of import duty_ 
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Statement Bhowing tllt fJomparatilJs Pric8B oj JapaneB8 Oloth anrllnrlian 
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JAPANESB COMPETITION 

li8. The unfair competition whioh the cotton mill industry of this country is meeting 
from Japan both in the home and foreign markets is one of the prinoipal reasons for the 
present depressed state of the industry. 

59. Judging from the statistical and other official publioations it would appear that 
this very serious menace to the cotton industry of the country is frankly recognised by 
Government. For the last two or three years, the annual offioial pUblioation of the 
Government of India known as "Review of the Trade of India .. contains frank admis. 
sions by Government of the severity of Japanese competition. Again, in the Report of 
the Sea·borne Trade and CustoIns Administration of the Bombay Presidenoy for 
1924·25, it was stated :-

"Japanese competition was severe and in certsin instanoes Japanese goods were 
offered at prices lower than the cost price of simiIa.r goods manufaotured in India ••••... 
The mill industry is suffering from the unfavourable rate of exchange with Ja.pan and 
highly organised Japanese competition. The Japanese mill-worker appears more 
efficient than the Indian mill-hand, while the system of night and day working of their 
mills combined with factol"y law restrictions believed much less stringent in applica
tion tha.n those of India, reduces cost of production. These aJ!,d other factors counter
balance the advantages which 71 per cent. net protection and the absence of the 
double freight charges give the Indian mills. The abolition of the small cotton excise 
duty of 31 per cent. would probably not make much difference' as regards the 
competition of Japan." -
60. The cotto;' industry in Japan had its beginning in the nineties of the last century 

and has made tremendous stride!! in the course of the last thirty years as will- be seen 
from the figures of spindles, looms, production, etc., given in Tables 19A to 19H. 

Some time back the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association compiled eight tables which 
are reproduced in Tables 19A to 19H showing the astounding development that has 
taken place in that oountry in the brief space of twenty-two yearA. 

&1. Three tables prepared by this Association are given after the tables of thl! Japan 
Cotton Spinners' Association. (Vide Tables 20A, B and C). 

Table 20.4.-ls made up from the series of tabl.es published- by the Japan Cotton 
Spinners' Association and recently reprinted in the October issue of the International 
Cotton Bulletin. , 

Table 20n:-Gives simiIa.r particulars for India and is made up from figures published 
in the Associat.ions' Annual Reports and the Annual Sea-Borne Trade Returns of British 
India. 

Table 200.-ls a comparative tabJe showing at a glance the growth of the Japanese 
yam and oloth export trade to India and China and the concurrent decline in the Indian 
export trade to China. 

The oonclusions which are to be drawn from the tables are many and striking, but 
the more obvious ones are:-

(a) With a totalspindleage of less than five million, Japan produces over two 
million bales of yam per annum, whereas India with 81 million spindles only 
produces 11 million bales of yam. - -

(b) With only just over 60,000 looms Japan produces well over a 1,000 million yards 
of piece-goods per annum; India with 21 times as many 100Ins, only produces 1,700 
million yards of cloth per annum. 

The effect of this on the cost of production of Japanese piece-goods and yam 
will be apparent. 

(c) Japan, owing to her larger production of yam and piece·goods for export has ai 
much better balanced trade thalf India. . ' 

(d) The cotton consumed by 5-inillion spindles in Japan is considerably greater than 
the cotton consumed by 81 million -spindles in India. ' • 

(e) From Table 200, taking a five-year average, it will be seen that while Japan 
has almost maintainect her yam export ,trade with China, India has almost entirely 
lost hers. _. 

(f) In piece.goods, the position is much more unfavourable to India, the value of 
India's piece-goods export trade to China being only about 1/10 of what it was, Japan's 
trade has increased forty or fifty fold. -
62. What strikes one most in considering the growth of Japanese competition is the 

.IJ!.azing rapidity with which her imports into this country have gone up. It may be 
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broadly stated that in 1914-15, the total imports of Japanese yarn into India were IllSS 
than a million po~ds whi1~ in 1924-25, i.e., about ten yea~s l~te~, the quantity imported 
was, more than thIrty-two tImes the figure of 1914-15. Agam, m pIece-goods, the quantity 
importl'd in 1914-15 voas about 16 million yards and in 1925-26 it had risen to nearly 
220 million yards. ' , 

. 63. The underquoted figures of imports, of Japanese piece-goods into this country _ 
during the last five years show how rapidly these imports are increasing :_ 

1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

Year 

::1 .. 

Qu~ntity ~ yards 

(100 omitted) 

90,275 
107,778 

, 121,902 
155,302 
216,829 

Value in Rs. 

(100 omitted) 

36,702 
42,49()' 
45,945 
57,463 
68,814 

It is this extraordinary rise every year in Japanese imports which fills with dismay the 
minds of every body who has a stake in the cotton roill industry of the country. If the 
Japanese imports go on increasing at the present rate one hesitates to contemplate the 
plight in which the ootton mill industry of the country will find . itself in about five or six 
years tim!,. 

64. Itt has, however, been alleged that the competition which the Indian cotton 
industry is meeting from Japan is insignificant, and in support of this statement statistics 
are adduced to show that the imports of Japanese goods into this countryforro a small 
percentage of the quantities produced by Indian mills and it is stated that this small 
percentage cannot have any appreciable effect on the indigenous industry. There is a 
three-fold fallacy underlying this argument. The first fallacy is pointed out in the' 
following extract from the London "Times":-

" The question of Japanese co~petition cannot be judged by a mere mention of her 
present proportion of the totallndian ootton trade.' Her advance is best estimated 
by considering the remarkable progress made since pre-war years ... 

If the present imports be not deemed sufficiently large to have any detrimental effects 
-on the cotton industry of this country, an altogether erroneous assumption, as pointed 
out further on in this statel)lent, still can it be maintained, in the face of the tremend
ous increases in the imports every year, that no action is called for to check this annually 
increasing growth? Is it contended that no action should be taken until the imports 
have become sufficiently large to kill the indigenous industry! . 

The second fallacy underlying the argument quoted above is that it takes no oount 
of the effects of Japanese competition on the export trade of this country. It is forgotten 
that not only is Japan dealing severe blows to Indian manufacturers in Indian markets, 
but she is making rapid in roads in the export markets. In the words of the" Admin· 
istration Report of the Bombay Presidency for 1923-24. .. . 

.. Since 1917, China has been practically a closed market for Indian piece-goode 
owing mainly to the expansion of the indigenous textile industry and to the rigour of 
Japanese oompetition." ' . 

India has practioally lost her export trade in yam, and since this yam has necessarily 
to be utilized in manufaoturing cloth, it is of the utmost importance to develop the export 
trade, but here again Japan with the unfair advantages she is enjoying over India is 
proving a very formidable rival, for not only has she ousted India from the Chinese 
market, but is rapidly oapturing her foreign markets, e.g., Egypt. East Africa, etc. 

But the greatest fallaoy underlying the argument that Jap&nese imports are too 
insignificant in quantity to have any adverse effeots on the indigenous industry is that 
it entirely overlooks the well-known economio fact that in the case of all commodities 
it is the marginal quantities that raise or lower prioes. If the demand for a certain com
modity is equalled by the supply, normal prioes will rule in the market. If the supply, 
however, is 5 per oent. less than the demand, prices will not rise merely by 5 per cent. 
but by a much higher figure. The Japanese imports which ,are for reasons explained 
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below sold in the Indian market at prices below the cost price of similar goods in India 
constitute the marginal quantity which hae an effect on prices of Indian mill.made goods, 
although these Japanese imports are only a small percentage of the quantity of piece.goods 
man,ufactured by Indian mills. , ' 

65. One of the most characteristio features of Japanese competition is that the 
Japanese select particular descriptions of goods which are .manufactured in India. This 
serves to lower prices of those particular descriptions and this reacts on prices all round. 
The most striking instance of this is afforded by the manner in which the Japanese have 
attacked the trade in sheetings, T·cloth and domestics. The importe of this description 
of goods ten years ago was only abeut 6 per cent. of the total quantity placed on the 
Indian market, while at present the imports in this description are very nearly thll same 
as the quantities manufactured by Indian mills. In this description of goods Japanese 
imports show a very marked increase. In 1915·16 while they were about Ii millions of 
yards, were 52 million in 1918·19 and have stayed at a comparatively highfigure ever 
since. Thus: 

1 mporlB/rom Japan 0/ plain greg 8heeting8 in millions 0/ yarilB 

1918-19 
1919·20 
1920·21 
1921·22 .. 
1922·23 ' 
1923·24 
1924·25 

52 
16 
41 
35 
41 
54 
34 

66. The Bombay Millowners' Association maintain that the mill industry in Japan 
enjoys certain special advantages over the indigenbus industry, and these special 
advantages make the competition from Japan grossly unfair, necessitating special 
protective measures on the part of the Government of India in the interests of the cotton 
mill industry of this country. 

67. The strongest complaint which the millowners of this country have to make 
against Japan is that she has failed to carry out the convention adopted by the Interna· 
tional Labour Conference held at Washington in 1919, which she had provisionally 
agreed to. As is well·known, all the conventions adopted by the International Labour 
Conference were not applicable to Japan and India, and special conveBtions regarding. 
hours were drawn up in respect of these two countries. The Government of India 
readily carried out all the most importsnt conventions and in this they received the loyal 
support of the Bombay lI1illowners' Associstion. The Government of Japan, however, 
have failed to earry out the convention although their delegates at Washing!;on had 
accepted them. The Hours Convention imposed a 57 hours week on Japan and a 60 hours 
week on India, and in connection with this fixing of hours of work in the case of the two 
countries, it is particularly interesting to note that Mr. George N. Barnes, who was 
Chairman of the Special Committee ... t Washington, which went closely into the whole 
quest.ion in a letter to the London" Times .. on 5th February 1926, emphasised the fact 
that the Hours Convention was carefully drawn on the basis of ascertained equivalents in 
the costs of production 80 far as such could be ascertained by statements as to relative 
efficiency of labour. It is clear from this that the object of the Washington Conventions 
was not only to put a stop to what are generally known as "Sweated Labour Condit.ions .. 
but alsc to put competing countries on a footing of equality. Under the circilm· 
stances, it will be generally agreed that the Indian mill industry has just and legitimate 
grievance owing to Japan's failure to carry out the hours convention. . 

68.· Another important convention adopted at Washington prohibited the employment 
of women and children at night and it is well·known that this convention has not yet 
been observed by Japan. 

It is by working tweuty to twenty.two hours a day in double shift and by employing 
women and children at night that the Japanese are able to tum out goods much in excess 
of their home requirements and at a cost which is necessarily less than the cost of manu· 
facturing similar goods in countries which work one shift and do not employ women and 
children at night. This surplus production Japan is able to export to India and India's 
foreign markets at prices at which Indian mills cannot afford to manufacture. 

69. In April last the Honourable Sir Charles Innes had a conference with the Committee 
of the Bombay lIlillowners' Association and subsequently Sir Charles prepared a statement 
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summarising the disoussion tha.t had' taken plaoe and embodying his own views; On 
the subject of the advantages enjoyed b)' Japan, he stated :-

... I was pre~ared to admit that the Japanese Millowner had an advantage in that 
he worked double shifts. Our information went to .show that in Japanese spinning 
mills the proportion of women to men was as 3 to 1 and that on an average 26 days 
per month and 19 hours per day were 'Worked. There were t'fO shifts. The result 
was that in 1923, the output per spindle was more than 200 Ths. of yam. In India 
in 1924·25, the output per spindle was 87Ths. of yam. Thus, the Japanese clearly 
got the advantage of large scale production. Similarly certain facts had come to our 
knowledge about the weaving mills. The ratio of women to men was 5 to 1. Parti· 
culars of 19 big mills showed that they worked 26 days per month and an average of 
14'hours per day. The output of cloth per loom was 19,000 yards in a year. In India 
it was 13,000 yards." 
70. It is true that the Honourable Sir Charles Innes was not prepared to admit that 

Japanese competition was the sole factor contributing to the present depression of the 
mill industry, but the above.quoted extract at least goes to show that the Japanese enjoy 
undisputed advantages in their competition with the mill industry of this country. 

71. The usual excuse brought by Japan for not oarrying out the Washington Conven. 
tions is that she has framed an amended Factory Act. 

The amended Factory Act was framed in 1923, but the Japanese Government, on one' 
pretext or other, delayed enacting the measures till 1st July 1926. The enforcement 
of this so·oalled amended Act, however, will not, for the reasons given below, place Japan 
on a footing of equality with India so far as labour conditions are ooncerned. (For copy 
of Aot se.e Appendix I.) 

72. In the first plaoe the Act lays down no conditions as to -the hours of work in the 
oase of adult males. The employment of women and children under 16 years of 
age for more than 11 hours a day is prohibited, but it should be noted that for a period 
of fifteen years from the enforceIllent of the law, i,e., July' 1926, the competent minister 
has the power to extend the number of working hours in the case of women and children 
to 13. 

73. Again, under Article IV, factory owners are prohibited from employing women 
and children between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. but with the sanction of Government authorities 
they may be employed till 11 p.m. Article IV, however in cases where workmen are 
employed in two or more shifts is not to be made applicable for the three years following 
the enforcement of the law, i.e., women and children will continue to be employed as at 
present on night work till 30th June 1929, after which they are not to be employed 
between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. This, does not therefore absolutely "8top the working of 
women at night. By an ingenious system of shifts they can be employed up to 10 p.m. 
and with special permission up to 11 p.m. for fifteen years the result being that t.he mills 
could be kept working for 18 hours a day instead, of 20·22 hours. It will be seen from 
the above that the so·oalled amended Factory Act of Japan does not fulfil by any means 
the oonditions laid down at Washington and the enforcement of the Act oannot by any 

• atretch of imagination be said to remove the legitimate grievance of the Indian 
millowners. 

For further information on t.his subject we would refer the Tariff Board to an author
itative article published in the" Times of India" of 5th February 1926 under the heading 
"Labour Conditions in Japan Imperative need of reform" which has been reproduced 
in Appendix 2. The attention of the Board is particularly requested to the extract 
from the article from the pen of Shunzo Y oshisaka, Director of Factory Inspection, in 
conneotion with the almost barbarous systilm of recruiting labour prevailing in Japan. 
Theextraot from the Japan Year Book regarding labour oonditions in Japan is also note
worthy. The oriticism oontained in the article in the .. Times of India" regarding the 
so-called Faotory Act of Japan is trenchant aud to the point. 

74: While on the subject of the Factory Act of Japan, it would not be perhaps out 
of place to refer to the stringent oonditions laid down the Indian Factories Aot as regards 
hours of work in the oase of adult males and children and also as regards ensuring the 
health and sa.fety of the operatives. There are speoial provisions regarding ventilation, 
lighting, purity of water used for humidifying, latrines and urinal o.ocommodations, water 
supply, means for esoape in oase of fire, fenoing oonditions of building or machinery, eto. 
Such provisions are oonspiouous by their absence in the FactOry Aot of Japan. 

75. In India, there is also a very well-regulated system of inspeotion to ensure the 
striotest oomplianoe by Factory owners with the provisions of the Factory Aot. Heavy 
fines are imposed in oases of infringements. The Aot also provides for the appointment 
[If oertifying Burgeon by the Looa.1 Government and no ohUd oa.n bl! employed in any 
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factory unley he is in pol!8el!8ion of a certificate granted by the certifying surgeon, to the 
effect that he is not less than 12 years' of age and is fit for employment in a faotory. 
Again where a Factory Inspector is of opinion that a child employed in a factory is no 
longer fit for employment, he may serve on the manager of the factory a notice requiring 
that such child should cease to be employed until he has been re-examined by a certifying 
surgeon or by a registered practitoner authorised by a certifying surgeon in this behalf. 
There are no such conditions in force in Japan. 

76. We have referred previously to the depreoiated exchange of Japan which confers 
a considerable advantage on her export trade. It would however be not out of place to 
quote the opinion of an independent and authoritative journal like the" Financial Times " 
of London. In an article in the issue of the 9th November 1925, it ltas stated :-

" Owing to the appreciation of the rupee-sterling exchange to It fraction over Is. 6d. 
and the depreciation of the sterling-yen exchange from the 2s. par value to lB. 8d. 
(approximately) the rate of the rupee-yen exchange is now Rs. 1l0: 100 yen, as com

. pared with the pre-war ratio of Rs. 150: 100 yen, a depreciation of the yen in terms 
of the rupee of over 27 per cent. Although it may be argued that the Japanese exporter 
has to pay more proportionately for the raw cotton ..... hich he largely purchases from 
India, the latter repreaents only about 80 per cent. and 55 per cent., of the value of the 
finished products in the case of yarn and piece-goods respectively. Proof of alleged 
rebates and subsidies is obviously difficult to obtain, but the fact remains that exemp
tion from the 10 per cent. consumption tax leviable on all textile manufactures in 
Japan is allowed if and when the goods are subsequently exported. That rebate and 
the exchange advantage are important factors in the succel!8ful competition of Japanese 
goods in the Indian market in spite of the incidence of the present rate of import duty 
on yarn and cloth." 
77. It may be further recalled that another independant authority, the British Trade 

Commiasioner in India, Mr. Ainscough, in his last annual report stated:-
.. The Japanese have been greatly assisted by the fall in the yen exchange. They 

were able to buy cotton in India, early in 1924 on the basis of . Rs. 130-150 for 100 
yen. Tbey have since been making large shipments of both yarn and cloth on a basis 
of Re. 115.120 per 100 yen, thus securing ao advantage of 10-20 per cent." 
78. Lastly, there are other indirect subsidies as regards.freights, eto.; in Japan which 

give further advantage to Japanese exports in oompetition with the manufactures of 
this country. . Interes+.ed parties deny the existence of subsidies, but the following extract 
from the March number of the Japan Financial and Economic Monthly affords conclusive 
evidence as to how the Government of Japan are subsiding steamship companies 
with a view to help the industries in developing their foreign trade :-

u It must be mentioned in this connection that with the falling of exchange, markets 
for our cotton goods have been extended to the Balkan Peninsula, Asia Minor, Africa, . 
South Amerioa and Australia. The fact that a new service has been opened to the 
eastern ooast of Africa by the Osaka ShoBen Kaisha at the command oj the Depart. 
ment oj Oommunications will surely oontribute in no small degree towards assuring the I 

permanency of the newly acquired markets in those quarters. It was announced some 
time back with a view to expand Japan's export trade in yarn, the Government of that 
country had granted a subsidy of 400,000 yen to an East African Coast Service." 
The nnderquoted paragraph from the' u Osaka Mainichi" of 30th May 1926 also goes to 

show how the Government of Japan subsidise the Steamship lines:-
U It is understood that the N. Y. K. intends to build three vessels each of gross 

tonnage of 14,000 tons of the declared speed of 18 knots, with Diesel engines, costing 
about Yen 30,000,000 in all. The company is to secure the capital by issuing bonds 
at 8 per cent. interest. When completed, the vessels will be placed on the North' 
American route, to make seventeen trips a year. The company is to get a Government 
subsidy of Yen 2,860,000 a year." 
79. The following extract from the II Japan Chronicle" dated the 8th· April 1926, 

throws some much-needed light as to the kind of measuree which the Japanese Govern. 
ment are adopting to t'ncourge the development of the export trade 01 the country. The 
policy of the J &panese Government in this matter is in striking contrast to the .. laissez 
faire" policy of the Government of India :- -

.. The' Asahi ' reports that the scheme of the F~reign Offioe to further Japan's econo. 
mic development in Persia &nd the South Seas is making fair progress. The Supple. 
mentary Budget for the Fiscal year 1926-27, includes an item relating to investiga. 
tions into .trade development in the South .Seas involving Yen 24,299, and another 
item bearing on similar investigations in Persia and neighbouring countries to 

y 420-3 
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Yen 56,204. With regard to the investigations into economic conditions in Persia and 
neighbouring countries, it was started soon after Mr. Obata, Ambassador to Turkev 
arrived at his post sometime ago, and judging from the results of the sample exhibitio~ 
of Japanese exports which was held at Constantinopll', it is hoped that it is not alto
gether impo~8il!le for Japanese goods to be exported to the Balkans, Asia Minor, Persia, 
and AfghanIStan to· the amount of Yen 100,000,000 a year. At a conference on 
investigations into trade development, which-is to be held at Constantinople for ten 
days from the 20th instant, it is expected that recommendations to be submitted to the 
Foreign Office will be considered and adopted. These recommendations will furnish 
valuable materials for reference for those Japanese traders who wish to export their 
goods to those countries. In the meantime, the Government is t"ontemplating 
establishing Consulates where they are required for trade purposes . 

.. As regards trade development in the South Seas, the Foreign Office is to call in 
Tokyoa confe:ence of Consuls appointed to Calcutta, Batavia, Singapore, Bombay, 
Sydney, Manila, Hongkong, Haifong, Saigon, Rangoon and Bankok, at which will 
also be present the officials of the Departments concerned and businessmen chiefly 
interested in the South Sea trade. At this Conference, matters relating to Japan's 
economic development in those clistricts will be thoroughly stuclied." 

80. It is a well-known fact that in Japan subsidies and bounties are given to industries 
ill a variety of ways too subtle to be detected "itbout acce.~s to official records and 
statistics. Reoently, however, .. an elaborate and most valuable report" on shipping and 
ship. builcling subsidieR and monetary grants paid in Japan was prepared by Mr. R.Boulter, 
C. M. G., Acting Commercial Counsellor at Tokio. The Board of Trade .TournaI while 
announcing the compilation of the report by Mr. Boulter stated that it might be con
sulted at the Department of Overseas Trade. Efforts were made by a certain gentleman 
in London on behalf of this Association to inspect Mr. Boulter's report but he was not 
allowed to do so on the score that the report was confidential. It is understood that 
the Government of India, Department of Commerce, have received a copy but they 
have been also asked to treat it as oonfidentiaLand it has therefore not been possible for 
·them to let this ARsociation have a copy. 

The whole position in this respect appears to be quite anomalous. The que..ticn of the 
subsiclies paid in Japan is one of vital importance when examining the nature of Japanese 
competition, and it is bardly right or fair that the parties most interested in the matter 
should be denied access to the valuable report prepared by the Commercial Counsellor 
at Tokyo. 

81. We attach herewith correspondence which has taken place between this Associa
tion and the Japan Cotton Shippers' Associat.ion, Bombay (Appendix 3), also an article 
which appeared in .. Capital" written by the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association and 
this Association's reply thereto. (Appendix 4.) 

The following extract from the International Cotton Bulletin, page 426, April 1926, 
is signifioant:-

.. The Japan Cotton Spinners' Association has just published' the divided declara
tions of its 151 member mills for the first half of 1925, the dividends declared being 
averaged at the rate of 16 per cent. per annum. The highest earnings were made 
by one of the large companies which declared a dividend at the rate of 38 per cent. 
per annum for the period, while the smallest dividend declared was 5 per cent. by 
one of the smaller concerns." 
This shows how the Japanese mills have thriven owing to their system of working 

(vide Table 21 which gives the profits of lI. large percentage of mills in 1924 and 1925). 
The Japanese mills do not publish Profit and Loss Accounts but only Balance Sheets. 
We attach also ODe copy of a statement issued by the Japan Cotton Spinners' Associa· 
tion giving particulars 1)f the Japanese cotton spinning and weaving industry ~or 1924. 

COST OF ~UFACTUBE 

Labour 

82. The main faotor whioh has contributed to the present increased cost of manu
facture is the higher remuneration given to labour, for a smaller unit of work as compared 
with pre-war years. When dealing wit.h the effect of the Government of India's currency 
policy on the industry, a passing referenoe was made to t.he increases in the wages given 
to labour, but in order to obtain a clear idea as to the extent to which the increased cost 
of labour has affected manufaoturing costs, it is necessary to go into somewhat greater 
detail. 
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83. The figarea of wagee given in the two wage census t.e.bles prepared by the Bombay 
Labour Office throw some light on the question and copies of the reports 011 the 1921 and 
1923 wage oensus are attached to this statement to facilitate reference thereto by the 
TariJI Board. 

84. From 1898 until 1910 the exchange value of the rupee was steady.at Is. 4i. ~nd 
during the whole of this period the oost of production remained constant, wages remaining 
about the same level throughout these years. 

85. Through the courtesy of one of the members of this Associa:ion it has been posSible 
to prepare a comparative statement of the wages paid in the chief occupations in a cotton 
spinning and weaving mill, from 1910 until the present time, which may be tken as 
typical for the whole of the Bomb~ mill industry. These figures are given in table 
22. The 1910 wage has been given an index number 100 in each case for convenience 
in estimating the extent of the increases in wages. 

86. From this .table (whioh should be compared with Table 23 giving the cost of living 
for Bombay) it will be seen that as compared with 1910 the wages of mill operatives in 
Bombay have increased by well over 100 per cent. In addition it must be remembered 
that during the period mentioned, the holll'R of labour for factory operatives have been 
reduced from 12 to 10. In addition to the above increases iii wages, a bonus equivalent 
to one month's wages was given to operatives for five successive years from 1918 during' 
the years when the industry made handsome profits. The total payment of the industry 
under this head being in the neighbourhood of Rs. 2! crores, not to mention the additio,nal 
advantages provided to workmen in the shape of free medical treatment, etc. 

87. The major portion of this substantial in'crease in wages, as will be seen from the 
table, was given during the period from 1913-20, i.e., during the war and in the 'immediate 
post-war years in order to meet the increase in the cost of living. 

88. With the fall in the cost of living since the end of 1920 (see Table 23) despite the 
f&at that the industry ha.~ gradually fallen from prosperity, no reduction in wages has 
been made. As is weU known, the decision to reduce wages last year led to a general 
strike lasting for nearly three-'months, and the cut in wages was restored when Govern
ment announced the suspension of the Excise Duty_ 

89. Whether wages will have to be reduced in the future depends largely upon the 
severity of foreign and more particularly Japanese competition_ Reduction in wages 
is a step which the Association would be reluctant to take as may be judged from the
fact that during the whole course of the Association's history no reduction has ever 
been made in the mills of Bombay City and Island liB a whole. 

MANUJ'AOTUBINGCoSTS 

90. Dealing with the main items contributing to the cost of manuf-;;cture seriatim, 
the following remarks will throw considerable light on this subject_ 

COST 011' COTTON 

91. The cost of cotton really enters indirectly into the cost of manufacture, by reason 
of the fact that any increase or decrease in the price of the raw material affeots the total 
value of the finished product and this alters the charges which have to be met by way 
of interest and insurance. 

92. By tfle oourtesy of one of the members of the Association who supplied particulars 
as to cost of production in 1914 and 1924, it is possible to give a fairly e:(act idea as to 
the total increase in the cost of cloth manufactured and the increases under each head of 
cost at the present time as compared with pre-war in one of the most economical mills in 
Bombay_ These figures by no means represent the average for BOJ;llbay mills but are 
given merely to show the percentage of difference between manufacturing costs in 1914 
and 1925. 

The total cost of manufacture in 1914 in pies per lb. is shown in column 1 of the Table 
at the end of paragraph 104. . 

In column 2 is shown the total cost of manufacture in pies per lb. and the cost in pieS 
of each separate item in 1924. 

Column 3 shows the increase in price of each item of the cost of manufacture as com
pared with 1914. 

COl\lPABING COLUMN 1 AND COLUMN 3 

, 93. Spinning Star.s.-In 1924 were on the average 45 per cent. higher tl!.an in 1914. 
or in other words c,ost nearl! It t~BI! in ~924 what ther did in 19l4,. A oomraratin 

l~~ 
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sta.tement showing the prices of certa.in a.rticles included under the hea.d stores is shown 
in Ta.ble 24. " 

94. MiU Warfe8.-Wa.ges for mill la.bour ha.ve increased on the a.verage by 111 per 
cent., a.s compared with 1914. The price of labour has been discussed in some detail in 
another portion of the- _Association's written evidence, but tt would not be out of place 
at this stage to point out that in England the increa.ses in wages·rates to.day as 
compare!! with 1914 are as folloW!! :- -. 

Card Room •• 86 per cent. increase Universal List 
Frame Department .• 86 " " 
Cop. Packing •• 90 .. • ,. Oldham and District tist. 
Ring spinning •• 90 ,. 
Firemen and Engineers-

(Time Rates) 
Weaving 

•• 70 
•• 90 Universal List. 

The actual money wages earned have increased to a much smaller degree owing to the 
reduction in hours from 55 to 48 per week. 

95. Cost vf Pvwet'.-In the mill conoerned, theincrease in the cost of coal according 
to the figures in the Table was 87 .per cent. In other words, power costs hi 1924, coal 
being the source, were nearly double as much as in pre-war years. Where electric power 
is used the charge in 1915 was . 55 anna.s per unit, the charge in 1924 was . 725 annas per 
unit exclusive of the steam used for other purposes. . . 

96. Municipal Taxes.-Municipal taxation has risen to nearly 2! times the pre.war 
figure. (See also Table- 25.) 

97. 11&8Urance.-Insurance charges have increased to over three times the pre·war 
figure owing to higher prices of cotton and machinery stores. 

Since 1924, the Association has managed to obtain a 25 per cent. rebate on the pre
miums paid for fire insurance of fire proof mills. 

98. Office salariu and general IlUperviBicm charges.-This item constitutes a very small 
proportion of the cost of manufacture, but as oompared with 1914, the increase has been 
115 per cent. 

99. Agents' CommisBon.-The amount paid as Agents' C!>mmission was less in 1924 
than in 1914. In many cases the agency commission has been nil or a nominal amount 
only for the last three years, as this commission in most of the Bombay mills is now paid 
on profits. • 

100: Intere8I.-The mill from which the figures were taken is in a particularly happy 
position compared with most other mills in Bombay City owing to the possession of large 
accumulated reserves, available for financing the purchases of raw material but even 
so interest charges in 1924 were about 116 per cent. more than in 1914 owing to the high 
value of all materials, particularly- cotton. 

101. Cvmmission on' Bale8.-The commission on sales varies '!ith the price of the 
finished product as it is based on the cost of the mill outturn. But selling agents have to 
guarantee the mills against ba.d debts of merchants and their financial risks are of course 
increased when the price of oloth is high. 

Comparison of total manufacturing charge8 in 1914 and 1921 

102. The total manufacturingoharges excludi.ng any charges for depreciation rose 
by nearly 100 per cent. in 1924 as compared with 1914. 

There have certainly been slight reductions in the cost of stores during 1925 and 
1926 but against this factor interest charges owing to the reluctance of the banks to lend 
money while the industry is depressed have been increased. In no other items can 
there have been any considerable changes and it is an indubitable fact that to-day the 
industry is saddled with a oost of production per lb. which is approximately twice the 
pre-war cost. 

The possibility of deoreasing produotion oosts .to any appreciable extent seems remote. 
and the rise in costs exoept as regards wages and salaries, has been due to factors outside 
the oontrol of the industry. . 

103. When Sir Charles Innes recently visited the Assooiation he maintained that 
one of the reasons for the present depression of the industry was probably that yarn and 
oloth llrioes ha.d nQt oome down to the same extent as the prioe of _ cotton. 
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Ilia exact words are repreduced below :-
.. What W88 really wanted before the industry could get into a really healthy 

condition W88 a reduction in the price of cloth, 80 that it might be more in relation to 
the general1evel of prices. There had been a reduction 88 shown by the index figures 
for December 1925:-

,Row Cotton 
158 

Cotton Cloth 
233 

All Commodities 
163 

But. even 80 the price of clot.h W88 still much too high, and mnce the effect of higher 
duties would be to send it higher still, it was doubtful whether those higher duties 
would be to the real advantage of the industry in the long mn. ' , 
104. Sir Charles Innes was at fault in regard to the index number for cotton cloth 

inasmuch as he took the Calcutta index number, which included English cloth. Had 
he taken the index number for Indian cloth it would have been much lower. From the 
current quotations issued by the Millowners' Association, the price of Longcloth in July 
1914 was 91 annas and at the end of December 1925 171 annas, whicll was equivalent to 
an index number of 184 in December 1925 and not 233 as stated by Sir Charles Innes. 
The price of Longcloth at the end of June 1926 was only 17 annas which corresponds to 
an index number of 179 (ride Tables 26 and 27). 

Thus the fan in the price of India.n cloth while it has not corresponded fully with the 
fall in the price of cotton, is much more substantial than Sir Charles- indicated, and 
moreover it would be impossible for it to fan to correspond with the price of cotton 
while the cost of manufacture is still double that of 1914. 

ooat of Manufacture 
, 

Compara.-
jave cost 

1914 1924 in 1924 -- (costin 
1914 equals 

100) 

Pies Pies 

Coal .. .. .. .. 5'40 10'09 187 
Stores .. .. .. . . 9'98 14'46 145 
Labour .. .. .. .. - 18'78 39'69 211 
Office and Supervision .. .. .. 1'59 3'41 215 
Fire Insuranoe .. .. .. .. '55 1'67 303 
Municipal and other Taxes .. .. .. '61 1'57 257 
Interest .. .. .. .. 2'62 5'66 216 
Commission on Cloth .. .. .. 2'47 4'60 186 
Excise Duty .. .. .. .. 3'86 9'35 242 
Dyeing charges .. .. " .. 2'36 4'40 186 

. 
. Total 48'22 94'90 197 .. 

, 

Agents' Commission .. .. .. 0'95 0'83 - 87 
Income Tax and Super Tax .. .. .. '49 1'94 400 

Total inoluding Agents' Commission, Income Ta.:x 
and Super Tax •• .. .. .. 49'66 97'67 197 

Cotton cess and the town duty on cotton are not included in the above statement. The 
approximate cost of these two taxes works out at '4 to • 5 pies per lb. The duty on 
stores is included in the cost of storea.and is not shown separately. Duty on machinery 
is also not shown in the statement as this 'has been included in the cost of machinery as a 
capital charge. 
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TIlIl tNDUSTRY'S CONTRIBUTION TO TIlIl REVENUES OIl" TIlE COllNTRY iN 'THE 
l!'ORM 011' TAXATION 

Oontributiona to the Imperial Exchequer by the Industry , 

105. Income Ta:c.-The income·tax paid by Bombay Oity and Island mills alone during 
the IllBt four years is as under :- _ 

1922·23 
1923·24 
1924·25 
1925·26 

Rs. 
1,38,48,567* 

71,26,890* 
17,20,195* 
7,69,195* 

From these it will be seen tnat the decline in the prosperity of the Bombay industry 
sinoe 1922 has directly reduced the revenue of the country by more than Rupees 131 
lakhs per year under the fiead of Income Tax alone. 

In pre·war days income·tax was only 6 pies per rupee, but this hllB now been increased 
to Ii annllB. . 

106. Super Tax.-WIlB not levied in 1914 on Companies or individuals but in 1919 
WIlB levied on a sliding scale for individuals and at the flat rate of one anna per rupec 
on companil'S and the figures of the super·tax paid by Bombay mills during the last four 
years show the following contributions to Imperial revenue :-

1922·23 
1923·24 
1924·25 
1925·26 

Rs. 
89,60,505t 
45,26,260t 
9,94,172t 
4,25,297t 

Here again the decline in prosperity of the Bombay mill industry Itas materially affected 
the Bombay Presidency's contributions to imperial revenues. The loss of revenue to 
the Imperial Exchequer under the head of super·tax has been no less than Rupees 85 
lakhs in 1925·26, as compared with 1922·23. . 

To these figures of income· tax and super·tax paid by Bombay Mills must be added 
the large figure of the income·tax paid by the employees and super·tax paid by private 
individual shareholders, whose major source of income is obtained from the dividends 
received from !niH shares. before an exact estimate can be made of the permanent loss 
which the revenues of the country would su1ier by a continuance of the present 
depression in the industry. . 

OoUon Oella 

107. The revenue which the Government derive from the proceeds of the cotton cess 
are devoted to the improvement of the Indian cotton ~rop and IlB such the tax is un· 
objectionable, but at· the same time it is necessary to point out that it constitutes in the 
aggregate a burden on the industry, which did not t'xist in pre·war years. Since April 
last the original rate of 4 annllB per bale has been reduced to 2 annas' -

The figures below show the realisations from this tax during the last three financial 
years:-

1923.24 1924·25 1925·26 
Rs. Ra. Rs. 

AlI India Mills 4,49,445 5,12,645 5,01,528 
Bombay Island Mills 1,95.872 2,29,059 1,93,943 

Import Duties onStoreil and Machinery 

108. It is somewhat diffionlt to eRtimate the contribution which the cotton mill 
industry of India makes to Government revenues in the form of duties upon stores, but an 
approximate estimate was made by this Association in a letter addressed to the Govern· 
ment of India in 1924-the relevant portions of whioh are reproduced in Appendix 5. 

From this statement it will be seen that the oontribution of the mill industry in the form 
of duties on mill stores is in the neighbourhood of Rupees 50 lakhs per annum. In addition, 

• Approximations made by the Inoome-tax Department. t Actuals. 
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durmg the last five years the industry has contributed the following amounts to Goveni. 
ment revenues in the form of duties on cotton textile machinery imports :-

Value of machinery Duty at 2l per cent. 
imported ad valorem 

&s. &s. 
1920.21 3,67,38,510 9,18,462 
1921-22 7,64,18,158 19,10,452 
1922-23 8,49,00,681 21,22,515 
1923-24 5,60,14,868 14,00,370 
1924-25 2,67,60,961 6,69,022 

The great bu;k of thi. revenue Will automatically disappear if measures cannot be 
concerted to restore the industry to prosperity. 

It must be remembered that stores and accessories used by cotton weaving mills were 
until 1918 allowed to be imported free of duty, but the Government of India in that year, 
owing to serious deficits, levied these duties which now range from 2l to 15 per cent. 

Other Ocrn,/,ributions to Imperial Revenues 

109. Until December 1925, the industry contributed very substantially to Imperial 
revenues in the form of Excise Duty on clotb. In 1924-25 this duty -&mounted to 
Rs. 2,10,00,000. Since 1896, the total amount of revenue collected from the industry· 
has been more than Rs. 20 crores. 

llO. Mltnicipal1'aration.-In regard to Municipal taxation it will be seen that the 
Bombay mills are taxed extremely heavily_ 

Tho figures of the amount paid in the form of General Tax, Ha,lalkhore Tax and Water 
Tax during the last few years shown i!!c Table 25 will give some idea of the value of the 
indUlltry to the City of Bombay and the great increase in taxation which the industry has 
to bear to.day as compared with pre-war years d""pite the fact that the number of cotton 
mills in the Island has not increased during the last ten years. 

Incidentally it should also be mentioned that since Aprillst, 1925, the charge for water, 
in spite of vigorous protests, has been increased to 16 annas per 1,000 gallons, a rate 
whioh is probably higher than in any large industrial centre in the world. 

The chief reason for the great increase in revenue from General Tax and Halalkhore 
Tax is that since 1914, assessment" have been increased by 87l per cent. and in addition 
the rate of tax has also been raised from 9k per cent. to Ill. These increased demands on 
the industry ceriainly cannot be justified in the present oircumstances. 

111. Town duty on Oottnn.-In addition to the ordinary taxes mentioned above, the 
industry has to bear a further special tax of Re. 1 per bale on all the cotton consumed in 
the mills. The payments received from the Bombay mills from this tax, which amount 
to Rs: 10-12 lakhs per annum, is shared by the Development Department and the 
Municipality, and the object of the tax was the provision of cheap and satisfactory housing 
accommodation for the mill-hands. The failure of the housing scheme, in the opinion 
of the Association, makes the continuance of this tax unjust, though from the coqes
pondence, Government do not seem disposed to remove this unfair burden on the industry. 

This tax was levi~d by the Government of Bombay under Sir George Lloyd for the 
express object of providing 50,000 one-room tenements fo~ the mill-hands of Bombay 
to be let to them at a rental not exceeding Rs. 5-8 per month. 

The estimated cost of these rooms Was Rs. 1,100 each, but only 16,000 odd rooms at a 
cost of Rs. 2,100 eaoh have been erected and Government now demand rents of Rs. 6-8-
Rs. 10 per room. Government failed to carry out their undertaking and are unable to 
let the tenements at these rates and their miscalculations have put this heavy additional 
tax on the industry. 

It may be argued that this tax has also to be borne.by India's foreign competitors,' 
since all cotton exported from the port of Bombay has to pay the tax, but it should at 
the same time be noted that the tax can be and is avoided by them by exporting cotton 
from Karachi and other portio . 

In addition to the abovementioned municipal taxes it must also be remembered that the 
industry contributes directly and indirectly a large proportion of the terminal taxes levied 
on goods entering Bombay and oertain proposals have recently been made for considerably 
augmenting the revenue thus derived which, if approved, would place a still heavier 
burden on the industry. It is hoped that the Government of India will not sanction thia 
proposaJ. . 
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112. F!eightB.-The soarcity of freight space and th-;' high rates demanded have been 
obstacles In the growth and the development of the export trade of the industry. In 
1885, the Association, by combined action, succeeded in obtaining a. reduction in freight 
on pi~ce-~oods .and yarn to China. with very marked effects on this export trade, but from 
the mnebes, WIth the,advent of the Japanese on the scene of action, with their subsidised 
lines of steamers, the position of the Indian mill industry again became difficult. The 
differential treatment meted out by the Conference lines as regards freight rates on cotton 
from Bombay to ,Japan and yarn and piece-goods to China had occasioned much adverse 
comment, B:nd the whole position was well set out by Mr. (now Sir) N. N. Wadia in a speech 
made by him at the Annual General Meeting of the Association held in March 1911 :-

.. Allusions have been made in the report about the decline of your yarn export trade 
to China markets. I hope your Committee during the year will take an interest in this 
question and enquire into all the reasons of this decline. -Our Chairman has to-day 
in his speech mentioned one or two special reasons for this decline, but another point 
to be considered in this matter is the question of freight charges on raw cotton taken 
from Bombay to Japan as compared to freight for yarn charged to Hongkong and 
Shanghai by the Conference Liners. I understand during the last month freight to 
Japan for raw cotton, has been further reduced by them, standing at present at 8'3 
rupees net for a ton of 40 cubic feet. Taking 100 bales of cotton measuring on an 
average 2'a tons 40 cu !>ic feet, tms freight works out to Re. 2-5-0 per bale of cotton 
to Japan or_Rs. 4-10 per candy. Now taking a candy of cotton to produce 6771bs. 
of yarn this freight works out to Rs. 2-11·9 per bale of yam of 4001he. In working 
this out, I have assumed that the spinning charges in Bombay and Japan are the same; 
and therefore the extra the Japanese mills have to pay is freight only on cotton. Adding 
to this Rs. 2-11-9, say, about one rupee per bale for carriage of cotton to the mills 
from the ship and back from the mill to the smp, and adding also the freight of yarn 
from Japan to Shanghai wmch equals to Rs. 1-8 por bale, and deducting a rebate 
equal to Rs:2.4 per bale given by the Japanese to their smppers of yarn to 
foreign countries under 20s counts, this freight would work out to Rs. 2-15-9 per bale 
of yarn made of cotton taken from Bombay to Japan, spun into yarn and smpped back 
to Shanghai. 

Against this the Bombay shippers have to pay freight for yarn to Hongkong at Rs. 12 
and Shanghai Re. 15 per ton of 40 cubic feet less Rs. 3 rebate. Taking this rate and 100 
bales of yam to measure 36 tons the net freight for yarn pei bale to Shanghai works 
out to Rs. 2-15-9 and Rs. 3-3-10 to Hongkong against Rs. 2-15-0 for Japanese 
yarn in the Shanghai market. Bombay mills are at a disadvantage of Rs. 1-6-0 per 
bale or nearly rt anna per pound, and this specially when we consider that Conference 
Liners take our yarn a shorter distance and a cargo of yarn pays them better than a 
cargo of cotton due to better' stowage, if the smp carries a full cargo. of yarn only. 
This is curious anomaly, as you will see from this comparison. On the other hand the 
Liners complain that oarrying yarn freight does not pay them, because, the yarn 
shipments are so irregular, while they, under the agreement, are bound to provide a. 
number of vessels per month, whether they get the full oargo or not. 

Gentlemen, if this is so, they have themselves to blame for it, because the direct 
enoouragement whioh they have given to Japanese spinners by the extremely cheap 
rate of freight in cotton in the past years has enabled the Japanese to work up a trade 
in Shanghai in their yarns by this advantage in freight, 80S I have shown above, espe
cially as their own yarns in their own market in Japan being protected by Tariff rates, 
they are enabled to dump down the surplus production of yarn to Shanghai at a 
oheaper rate, lJlus reducing the cost of the production of yarn for their own markets." 
The position as described continues to this day. 
113. These difficulties as regards freight space continued to hamper the development 

of the export trade in Indian mill·made goods, and thereby indirectly helped Japan 
whose subsidised steamers took ootton from India and brought yarn 'and piece-goods to 
India at very low rates. During the war these difficulties made themselves felt with 
special force, and in June 1917 the following cable was despatched by the Association 
to His Majesty's Secretary of St.ate for India, but no steps were taken to save India's 
trade with China from being ruined by Japan:-

.. Committee Bombay Millowners' Association desire to call attention to very serious 
position that has arisen through shortage of freight space of Indian yarn to China. 
Until recently two sa.ilings of P. &. O. and two of Japanese line monthly have been 
available, but Japanese steamers now taking cotton exclusively for then: own use besides 
oocupying space in P. & O. steamers. Moreover the P. & O. state owmg Government 
requirement~ they are unable to despatch more than 0!le s.teame~ mont~y. and eyen 
this doubtful. As oonsequenoe stocks yarn acoumulating In India and if Immediate 
steps be not taken to afford relief, mills in India must olose down involvingJoss of 



employment to many thousands mill-hands. Further, Japanese have excellent opper
tunity of killing Indian yarn trade in China which has been built up through good and 
bad times by British merchants and this trade onoe lost o&n never be regained. 
Respectfully suggest P _ &; 0_ be instructed to take Indian yarn to China to exclusion of 
cotton for Japan which might reasonably be compelled to be shipped in . Japanese 
bottoms. Considered easenti&! if British Empire trade interests are to be protected 
that. at least two British steamers should be made av&ilable -monthly for Indian 
yarn for China markets_ Respectfully submit this matter is of greatest urgency and 
impertance and deserves full weight of your influence." 
The reply received was very unBatisfactory and was to the effect that there was no 

objection on the part of the shipping controller to preference being given to shipments 
of Indian yarns to China by the vessels of the P. &; O. Company, but that in view of the 
seriousness of the tonnage situapon, the shipping controller was not hopeful of being able 
to provide additional freight for these shipments. 

Had greater facilities been av&ilable in the matter of freight during the war, the export 
trade might have been maintained. Japanese millowners, however, took full advantage 
of the shipping facilities granted to them and pushed their geods in different foreign 
markets. . . . 

114. There can be no doubt that difficulties in obtaining freight space and the high 
rates of freigllt constitute a serioUB stumbling-block in the development of export trade 
in Indian yarn and piece-goods. It is also well known that one of the greatest helps the 
Japanese get is in the way of cheap freight, which enables them to get a foothold in 
foreign markets where without simiJar facilities it is difficult for Indian mills to 
export their goods. It is unfortunate that this ABBOciation has not.been able to obtain the 
exact net freight'rates from Osaka to different foreigu markets, so that it might bA 
poasible to compare these rates with the freight rates from Bombay. It is 'also well 
known that rehates, etc., are given to Japanese in a variety of ways, and even if the 
freight rates from Osaka to different centres were known, it would be difficult to make 
out the exact rebates which the Japanese get either directly or indirectly. 

In Table 28 we give the freight rates on cotton yam and piece-goods from Bombay 
to different countries. An indication of the advantage enjoyed by the Japanese is 
afforded by the freight rates for cotton from Bombay to Osaka as compared with the 
general level of freight rates to other foreign markets. It is obvious from these figures 
that no industry which has to pay such abnormal freight charges for exporting its goods -
to foreign markets can hope to bui,jd up a healthy export trade such as India with its 
favourable geographical position might legitimately hope for. It is doubtful if any 
industry of the..maguitude and importance of the cotton mill industry of India is handi
capped in the same short.sighted manner as the Indian industry has been all these years. 
It is the considered opinion of the Association that a substantial reduction'is called for in. 
the freight rates if the export trade in Indian yarn and piece-goods is to be developed so 
as to bring prosperity to the industry as well as to the whole country •. 

It should be also stated that the railway freight ha.., gone up since the war and .the follow
ing table will indicate the extent of this increaae since 1914 I-

Articles. 
Station Route 

Conditions. Rate per Maund 
From To for 1926 

-
Rs. a. p. 

Cotton. full-pressed .. Ahmedabad •• Bombay (Carna. lI..lI.. - 1 1 1 
Bridge). 

Piece-goods. cotton , or Bombay (Car- Delhi Sadal .. O.lI.. '2 9 3 
woollen, In bales, press- nao Bridge). Cawnpore 

Kol~ 
O.R. 2 5 2 

packed. eto. Amrltsar, "'" O.R. 2 9 4 B. B. 
pura. 0 5 SN.W.R. ---

2 14 10 Total. 

Ahmedabad •• Bombay .. O.lI.. 1 1 1 
/0'11914. 

Cotton. full-pressed .. Ahmedabad •• Bombay .. O.R. 0 9 8 
Delhi Sadar .. R.lI.. 116 7 

Plece-~ood8. cotton, or· ,Bombay ,. Cawnpore 
Kolk~ 

lI..R. 114 1 
woollen; in bales. Amritear, "'" R.R. 2 1 11 B.B. 
press-packed. ete. pura. 0 4 -6 N.W.]!.". ---

2 6 6 Total. 

Ahmedabad •• Bombay .. lI..R. 011 1 
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Japanese Penetration in Indian Export Markets 

115. We will here give one or two illustrations to show how Japan with all the facilities 
she enjoys, is able to make very satisfactory headway with her export trade in yarn and 
piece-goods with differe,nt countries while India is losing ground. 

We will first take Persia. The following are the figures of imports into Persia of cotton 
yarn from India and from Japan during the Persian years ending 21st March 1924 and 21st 
March 1925, from which it will be noticed that India lost ground to Japan who only entered 
this market recently :-

Year ending 21-3-1924 Year ending 21-3-1925 

--
Weight in Value in Weight in Value in 

Krans Batmans Krans . 
India .. .. 403,674 96,79,130 345,531 87,49,669 
Japan .. .. 67,930 19,11,145 140,578 .40,86,115 

The imports of yarn hom Japan were double the imports of the previous year, while, 
Indian imports fell by more than.58,OOO Batmans, _equivalent to nearly 600,OOOlbs. 

116. Again, a stud'! of the sea-borne trade of the Commonwealth of Australia reveals 
the pauoity of the trade in yarn and pieoe-goods between India and Australia, but it is 
noteworthy that Japan has managed to obtain a fairly large trade in grey goods, cotton 
tweeds and dyed goods as will be seen from the following table :-

India 
Japan 

India 
Japan 

India 
Japan 

India 
Japan 

India 
Japan 

India 
Japan 

India 
Japan 

Article and country of origin 

Grey,unbleached 

While, bleached 

Dungaree, denims, '1lole&kinB and corduroys 

Collon tweeds 

f>yed or printed 

Cotton, MeTClsed (Yarn) 

ColI01l (Yarns) 

1922-23 1923-24 

Value in £ Value in £ 

331 6 
151,055 151!372 

36 124 
36,264 30,123 

95 
323 I,G32 

74,862 G,193 

2,381 1,010 
328,623 206,982 

215 

1,532 1,606 
1,488 9 
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117. A more striking illustration is a.fforded by Kenya to which market Japan exports 
the largest quantity of unbleached goods. The following figures indicate the value of 
goods imported into Kenya from different countries in 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925:-

1922 1923 1924 1925 

neoerlpUon and ---l Percen· COUDtry of Percen- Percen- Percen .. 
shipment. Value tage Value tag. Vain. tag. Value tag •. 

In£. of claoe In£. of claoe in£. of class in£. of claoe 
--- --- ----'---- --- -----Unb/eacM4 

Great Britain .. 14,440 4 3,583 1 2,275 1 6,189 2 

India and BurDll\, 89,418 23 1l7,356 24 94,121 20 91,434 22 

Arabla .. 518 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. / 

AW!ula .. .. .. .. " 465 .. 
1241 

. . 
ChIna .. .. .. .. .. 1,720 . . 1,141 . . 
Germany .. 506 .. .. .. 479 .. 331 . . 
Holland .. 1,717 .. 1l .. 246 .. .. . . 
Italy .. 1,418 .. 1,596 .. 1,956 .. .. i . . 

I 

Japan .. 192,018 49 . 269,308 56 298,544 64 225,215 55 

8w1tzerland .. 1,737 .. .. . . .. .. .. I . . 
U.8.A. ... 75,821 20 90,945 10 '68,110 15 85,266 21 

India is situated in a much more favourable geograpblcal po~ition and has direct 
steamer connection with Mombassa, and yet it will be noticed that Japan has a much 
larger share of the t·rade with Kenya, owing to the accumulated advant&ge~ he possesses 
to which must be added the further advantage due to the change over in the basis of the 
currency in Kenya. 

118. British Malaya affords another strikibg illustration of how Japan is stealing a. 
march over India in foreign marketS. From the sta.tistics of 1924, it appears that in 
plain goods the proportion of Indian imports was less than ~ per cent. a.nd in dyed goods 
less than 1 per cent. Japan, who only entered the market recently has four times as 
much trade in plain, and more than 25 times as much in dyed goods as India. 

119. Altogether Japan exported cotton cloth in 1925 to the quantity of 905,339,053 
yards and the value of Yen 274,113,039, an increase of 160,000,000 yards and Yen 
56,000,000 respectively over the previous year. The following tables showing the value of 
cotton goods exported from Japan"to different countries in 1922, 1923 and 1924, bear 
ample evidence to the tremendous strides Japan is making in her export trade:-

-
Exports . 

Article 
1924 1923 1922 

._-

British India Yen Yen Yen 

Yarn .. .. .. .. 35,954,637 20,511,884 20,666,783 
Cotton fahric .. .. .. 47,1l4,486 36,551,083 33,567,336 
Hosiery .. .. .. .. 5,730,404 5,069,294 3,849,379 

Straits Settlements I 
Cotton fabrics .. .. .. 7,069,098 • 6,048,085 5,892,104 
Cotton blankets .. .. .. 459,907 420,755 .... 
Hosiery .. .. .. .. 490,877 577,685 410,096 
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--
Exports 

Article 

1924 
I 

1923 1922 

Dutch Indies 

Yarn .. .. .. .. 2,533,052 -_ 1,364,454 . ... 
Cotton fabrics .. .. .. 37,153,420 22,534,604 '24,938,051 
Cotton blankets .. .. .. 139,457 - 84,072 
Hosiery .. .. . . 1,233,130 1,081,254 897,002 

Philippine I8lawl 
. 

Yarn ., .. .. .. 669,935 771,632 910,275 
Cotton fabrics ., .. .. 7,190,080 5,398,858 3,452,640 
Cotton blankets .. .. .. 250,825 95,539 . ... 
Hosiery .. .. .. .. 4,454,527 2,701,090 2,801,365 

Siam 

Cotton fabrics .. .. .. 1,574;,976 1,432,448 12,362,544 
Cotton blanketi! .. .. .. 418,757 375,843 . ... 

ALLBGBD OVBB·l'BODUCTION 

120. One of the argume~ts brought forward to explain the present depressed state ., 
of the industry is that there ha.s been over-production of piece-goods by Indian mills. 
We give below the figures of produotion from 1907-08, from which it will be noticed that 
the inorea.se in production ha.s been quite normal and gradua.I:-

Year 
1907·08 
1908·09 
1909-10 
1910-11 
1911.12 
1912·13 

Year Year 
808' 2 1913·14 1,164' 2 1919-20 
824'2 1914-15 1,135'7 1920-21 
963'8 1915-16 1,441'4 1921·22 

1,042'6 1916-17 1,578'0 1922-23 
1,136'0 1917-18 1,614'1 1923-24 
1,220'3 1918·19 1,450'7 1924-25 

(Quantity shown in millions oj yards) 

1,640'0 
1,580'7 
1,731'7 
1,725'1 
1,701'3 
1,970-3 

The production appears to have taken a big jump in 1924·25, as compared with the 
figure for 1923-24, but it must be remembered that in 1923·24, there were genera.! strikes 
in Bombay and Ahmedabad and therefore a serious ourta.ilment in production. 

The position with regard to the mcrea.se in the production of Indian inills can be easily 
-explained. -

In the first pla.ce the expansion has been small compared to the growing needs of a 
vast and steadily growing increasing population. -

In the next place the expansion may be regarded as less than might be re&Bonably 
expected when the fact is taken into consideration, that India supplies only half of the 
local requirements of her population and ha.s a considerable leeway to make up. 

Thirdly, India has every right to try and meet the full requirements of her own home 
market and it is a natura.! aspiration for her to try and develop her industry until 'that 
position is attained. . 

Fourthly, the expansion of the weaving side of the industry wll.B necessitated in the
first instanoe through loss of the China market whioh compelled India to insta.I more 
and more looms in order to make up for the loss. 

The conolusion to be drawn from these facts is that if India were protected in her home 
markets against unfair competition and placed on terms of equa.Iity with oompeting coun· 
trieS in foreign markets there would be no talk of over-production. The situation with 
which the industry is faced to·day would not have arisen, and India would be able 
to occupy a position which her vast home market and her favourable geographica.I posi. 
tion would entitle her to expect. 



121. If we put out of consideration the production from hand-looms then the imports 
of piece-goods l'lu the quantity of Indian piece-goods less the total exports of piece
goods will represent the quantity actually placed on the Indian markets, and the following 
figures indicate that the contention that there has been a production in excess of the 
demands of the Indian Market is fallacious:-

Yards Yards Yards 
1907-08 3,202-'5 1913-14 4,173 -3 -1919-20 2,418 '7 
1908-09 2,689-5 1914-15 3,45,2-6 1920-21 2,864'8 
1909-10 3,010-8 1915-16 3,405'3 1921-22 2,597 'I 
1910-11 3,183 '1 1916-17 3,128 '8 1922,23 3,071'0 
1911-12 3,417'0 1917-18 2,863 'I 1923-24 2,942 'I 
1912·13 4,053'0 1918-19 2,285'2 1924-25 3,535'3 

{In millions of yards.} 
122. Notwithstanding the fact that there is plenty of room for expansion of the 

indigenous industry, looking to the requirements of the country, it cannot be denied that 
one of the means of helping the industry is the development of export markets for yam 
and piece-goods, to balance in equalities of demand. It is the considered opinion of the 
Association that the Government of India should, like the Government of Japan, in
augurate a policy of helping the industry in every possible way to develop trade with those 
parts of the globe where cotton is not grown and where there is no cotton textile industry. 
The Japanese mill-owners are said to be given srecial banking and freight facilities and 
moreover the Japanese Government send specia investigators to difierent parts of the 
world to ascertain the exact requirements of and the possibility of developing trade with 
these parts. The Government of India will be doing inestimable service to the cotton 
mill industry of the country if they will copy the example of Japan in this respect and 
take every possible measure to encourage the trade in Indian yam and piece-goods with 
other oountries. 

123. There is still a demand for yarn iA China, but the difficulties as regards freight 
and exchange coupled with the unfair competition from Japan make it well nigh impossible 
for the Indian mill industry to re-obtain a footing there_ If adequate assistance from 
Government were forthcoming to remove these handicaps, a great step forward would 
have been taken in restoring the industry to a healthy state. 

Sulu.u.By 011' AsSOCIATION'S CONCLUSIONS 

124. In the foregoing pages, we have tried to explain the gene;;is and history of the 
cotton mill industry, how it has arisen from small beginnings in 1854 to its present pre
eminent position as the most important industry in India. We have also endeavoured 
to trace the various vicissitudes through which the industry has passed and the various 
difficulties it has bad to encounter in its existence of nearly 70 years in order to give a 
clear idea to the members of your Board as to the factors which have led up to the present 
difficulties of the industry_ We have also shown that the position of the cotton textile 
industry in India, especially in Bombay, is not a happy one. We have examined the 
causes of the depression and set them out at some length in the foregoing pages. We 
now summarise these causes. 

IBl.-The prosperity of the Bombay mill industry has been seriously affected ever since 
the Government of India changed the silver basis of the currency by closing the mints 
in 1893 and tried to work on a gold parity. The closing of the mints in 1893 must be 
taken as the first legislative measure which really seriously affected the industry; it 
directly affected our export trade in yam to China and encouraged the Japanese to sts.r\l 
their own mills in Japan and later on in China itself. Up to that year, as we have pre. 
viously stated, the Indian mills were chiefly engaged in spinning yarns for the China 
market and the loss of the export market to China necessitated the installation of more 
looms from time to time because the export trade in yarns to China became unprofitable. 
This first currency legislation was the precursor of further currency management bJ. 
the Government of India in 1919 when the 2 ratio was adopted and efforts were made 
to retain the sterling value of the rupee at that figure_ In spite of all Government's 
efforts in this regard the sterling value of the rupee fell rapidly until it reached 1/01/4 
gold but during the last two years Government have succeeded in raising it to 1/6 gold. 
Until four years ago, Japan also having a gold basis, had an exchange parity of 28. 05-8d. 
per yen which was equivalent to Re, 153 per 100 yens at 1/4 exchange, After the earth. 
quake of 1922 the Japanese exchange fell from 28. 05-8d. to lB. 73-16d, This reduced 
the yen exchange in trrms of rupees to as lQW as Re, 108 per 100 yen and during the last 
three years the principal advantage Japan obtained was through this drop in the Rupee
Yen exchange which enabled her to jump down large quantities of piece-goods and yarn-
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in the Indian markets in competition with the Indian mills. We have shown by tables 
how ~he ren exe,hange at any given price of, Broach enables the Japanese, even when 
working smgle shift, to compete up to the pomt of 145 Rup,es per 100 Yen irrespective 
o~ all o~her advantages. Therefore we sub,mit that one of the main causes of our present 
difficulties can be put, down to the dep~Clated exchang~ of foreign countries especially 
~apan. Italy a~? owmg, to her depreCIated e~change IS at present in position, to put 
mcreased quantities of pIece-goods on the Indian market, and in Egypt, the Levant 
and other markete., 

2nd.-The second difficulty We have to point out is that the competition the Indian 
mills are suffering from is not fair owing to the Japanese mills being allowed to work 
two shifts for 20 hoU'rs a day and to employ women and children at night_ The Govern
ment of India on the other hand have practically restricted tbe mills to 60 hours working 
a week by prohibiting the employment of women 'and children at night, for as there is 
difficulty of obtaining labour here, it is practically impossible to work double shift in 
Bombay. 

3rd.-We have also shown that the wages in the Bombay'mills have increased to 
a greater extent than the cost of living and are ill. some instances 2t times the pre-war 
figure, Labour charges in the Bombay mills constitute the largest item in the cost of 
manufacture, and if this charge be not reduced in couformity with t,he fall in cost of living 
then the millownerll are at a loss to know how to reduce their manufacturing costs further 
having made all'other reductions possible. 

4th.-We have also shown that the development of the industry is being retarted by 
excessive taxation. Income-tax which used to be levied at 6 pies in the rupee is now 
charged to companie!l and individuals over a certain income at the rate of over Ii annas 
in f,he rupee. There was no super-tax in the pre-war days, butin 1919 this tax wa.q levied 
on a sliding scale on individuals and at a fiat rate of one anna on companies. There 
was also no ootton cess until 1923. Import duties on machinery and stores of cotton 
weaving mills were not levied until 1918, but in that year the Government of India owing 
to the serious deficit levied duties which have since risen to 2t per cent. on machinery 
and 15 per cent. on all stores, like sizing ingredients and ether accessories. 

Up to December last, excise duty was levied on the industry and this brought to the 
Government of India an annual revenue of something like 2 crores of rupees. The indus
try has,tojmake further contributions to Provincial revenues in the shape ofincreased stamp 
duties and pays a tax of one rupee per bale as town duty on all cotton brought into Bombay. 
Municipal taxation has been trebled owing to mill assessments having been incteased by 
87t per cent. since 1912, the rate of general tax having been increased from 97/8 per cent. 
to 11i per cent., halalkhore tax at 3t per cent. being levied on the higher asse.-sment, 
and an enhancement of the charges for water from 8 annas to 16 annas per 1,000 gallons. 
Although all these items of taxation paid to the different bodies may appear to be small 
the sum total constitutes an appreciable figure in the cost of manufacture of yarn, and 
oloth. 

125. These, in the opinion of our Association, are the-main causes which have led to 
the prescnt depression in the Bombay industry. In the opinion of our Association they 
are of a permanent character because as long as the Government of India maintain ex
change at 18. 6d., and foreign countries employ women labour at night and work double 
shifts of 20 hours a day, and the existing labour charges in India cannot be reduced, 
and taxation is not reduced, the industry is bound to be affected permanently. 

126. We have shown to what extent the present depression is due to the competition 
of foreign countries especially Japan in the Indian market and in the export market· 
which the Indian mills used to enjoy. 

127. We have also endeavoured in the previous pages to show that the industry is of 
paramount importance to India. The industry has made very large contributions to the 
revenues of the country in prosperous years and it employs a very large number ot people 
at a rate of wages higher than what is generally prevalent in any other industry in,India. 
The Association therefore maintains that the industry should be protected by Government 
in some way. 

128. The question, t.herefore, your Board will have to consider is what form and to 
what extent proteotion should be given to overcome the four main handicaps from which 
tlie Indian ootton text,ile industry is suffering. To overcome the first handicap, i.e., 
the diffioulties brought about by the ourrenoy policy, we suggest as in certain other 
civilized countries where competition exists from foreign countries owing to depreciated 
exohange that a proportionate inoreased duty be levied on goods from that country equal 
to the depreoiation of exohange of f,hat oountry. On this basis when the Japanese 
el[ohange fell in ~ndia from 153 tQ 108, if our iridustTf had been J?rotected in 
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proportion by the impoeition of a 15 per cent. extra import duty, the present poeition 
would not have arisen. At present the exchange is 129 instead of 153, the norm .. 1 exch .. nge 
before the war, and therefore, the protection which ought to be given to the indus!,r,. 
at the present time should he something like 8 per cent. if we reckon the c<>&t of cot.ton as 
50 per cent. of the cost of manufacture. 

129. Pro~lion agai1l8l coontr'u w7tere cotton miUs work double shifts with female and 
child labour.-It is very difficult to ascert .. in the ex .. ct advant .. ge the J .. panese mills 
obt .. in by the employment of women .. nd children .. t night, which m .. kes double shift 
working possible. It has been st .. ted by competent .. uthorities th .. t the ... dv .. nt .. ge is 
something in the neighbourhood of 5 per cent. owing to reduction in interest charges, 
supervision charges and geners.1 working expenses without taking into account the gain 
tn wages obtained by the employment of fem .. les on night work. It c .. n be shown 
from the t .. ble given in p .. ragr .. ph 104 that in .. n Indian mill supervision charges of 3' 4 
pies, fire insur .. nce charges of 1'67 pies, Municip .. 1 Taxes of 1'57 pies, .. ndh .. 1f the interest 
charges amounting to 2'83 pies c .. n be s .. ved by double shift wor)<ing or in all 9'47 pies 
per pound in .. tot .. l cost of 97' 67 pies per pound, i.e., 10 per cent. approxima.tely or 
6 per cent. in the whole cost of cloth wit.h cotton at its present price. 

130. The Imperial and Provincial Governments as well as the Municipal authorities 
should in the opinion of the Association make every possible~ffort to reduce taxa.tion to 
the lowest po .. ible limit by cutting down their expenditure. As a. first step the duties, 
on machinery a.nd mill stores should be abolished. These duties a.re inconsistent with the 
dictum of the FiscsJ Commission tha.t ra.w ma.teri .. ls should ordina.rily be a.dmitted free 
of duty as this was an obvious principle of gener .. l .. ceeptance in protectionist countries. 
The comp .. ny super-tax which h .. s been a hindrance to the development of the industry 
and is a conspicuous form of double taxa.tion should .. Iso be .. bolished. The town duty 
of Rupee 1 per bsJe should also go. The Government of Bomb .. y have not ca.rried out the 
undertaking given by them that they would build 50,000 rooms for the mill-hands of Bomha.y 
and let them .. t Re. 5-8-0 per room. The extrav .. gance of the Bomb .. y Development 
Del'artment in this m .. tter is under investig .. tion, .. nd we do not therefore wish to m .. ke 
.. ny further remarks here aa.ve to state -th .. t the tax is h .. mpering the industry .. nd .. lso 
making the port of Bomha.y a very dear port in comp .. rison with other ports (see memorial 
from the Bomb .. y Chamber of Commerce to the Government in this respect). The 
Government of India in the opinion of the'Association might further .... ist the industry 
to return to prosperity, 

(a) by reducing railw .. y freights on Indian mill-made goods to' Cs.1cutta, Delhi, 
C .. wnpore, Lahore, Amritsar and other piece-goods and y .. rn markets, 

(6) by negotiating with the ste .. mship companies with a view to reducing the shipping 
freights from Bomb .. y to Madras, CaiOutta, Sing .. pore, B .. sra, Z .. nzib .. r, Momb .. s .. , 
Port Said ~nd the Levant and .. 11 other export m .. rkets. At present, the Associ .. tion 
is .. t the mercy of the shipping lines, and they will not consider any representation by' 
us in this behalf. The Government of India. might well follow the example of J .. pan 
in this respect and subsidise their shipping lines to en .. ble them to quote cheap r .. tes 
to the merchants with .. view to increasing the export trade; 

(c) by appointing 'l'ra.de Commissioners, like J .. p .. n, in various countries to assist 
the industry in the export trade, 

(d) .. nd lastly by adopting .. scientific tariff so that the goods which Indian mills can 
manuf .. ct'lre .. nd supply to Indi .. sh .. ll not be open to uuf .. ir competition from foreign 
competitors_ 

131. As we have shown the industry is handi~pped to the extent of 8 per cent. on 
account of exch .. nge and an .. ddition .. l 5 per cent. on account of dou ble shift working m .. de 
po .. ible by the employment of fems.1e labour at -night in regard to our most serious com
petitor. The industry thus reqnires in order to place it in an equ .. l position with foreign 
countries in respect of the cost of manufacture additions.1 protection equivalent to 13 
per cent. and further additions.1 protection to en .. ble mi11s to m .. ke the necess .. ry .. llowances 
for depreci .. tion to plant and machinery. It m .. y be argued that the r .. ising of the import 
duties might raise the price to the buyers. The answer to th .. t .. rgument is th .. t there .. re 
no less th .. n 337 mills in India to compete against each other .. nd to establish equitable 
prices. The buyers were aa.tisfied before foreign competition of .. cut throat char .. cter 
stimul .. ted by depreci .. ted exchange c .. me in, .. nd the dis .. ppear .. nce or the reduction in the 
intensity of this competition by .. n enh .. ncement of the import duties will not overturn the 
econolIlio I .. ws of supply and dem .. nd. This is conclusively proved by the p .. st history 
of our tax .. tion. The raising of the import duties to 11 per cent. did not raise the pric~ 
of cloth nor did it in fact check its consumption. 
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132. It is the considered opinion of the Assooiation that if the sterling exchange were 
brought down ~ Is. 4d. Gold and Japanese Mi1lB were made to work one shift not 
employing women and ohildren at night, then the industry could stand on its own legs 
and would not require protection. _ It is & curious phenomenon th&t all the important 
industries of this oountry, viz., Sugar, Cement, Iron and Steel and Leather suffer much from 
the exchange policy of the Government of India &nd have a.sked for protection. In the 
opinion of the Association while the Government of India might be able to save Three 
Crores of Rupees by kooping the exch&nge at la. 6d. they are losing far more by h&ving 
the industries of the country in & crippled state and Dot being able to pay income-tax and 
super-tax, and a.s long a.s artificial management of exchange is continued by the Govern
ment of India, the industries of the country will have to be protected to get.over their 
difficulties • 

133. In conolusion we most emphatically state that our industry ha.s been tre&ted 
as a Cinderell&. . The slog&n of the Government of India during the industry's seventy 
years' existence has been" when in want of money tax the cotten industry." Acts and 
mea.sures have been passed and changes in exchange policy have been made without the 
slightest reference or slende~t regard to their bearing on its well being- till to-day the 
industry stands in danger of immediate collapse unless needful and speedy succour is 
rendered. The future of the cotten industry rests on the findings of your Board and &. 
speedy execution of them by the Gove~ment of India. The Associ&tion trust th&t now 
the hour for action has struck neither will fail them. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

T.MALONEY, 
-Secretary • 
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APPENDIX I 

(law No. 46 0/281h March 1911, amended March 1923) 

Art. I. This law shall apply' t.o factories coming under one of the following 
heada:-

(a) At present employing ten or more operatives. 

(,.) When the nature of the industry is a dangerous one, or where there is a fear of 
it being injurious to health. Factories In which the application of this law is unnecessary 
may be exempted by Imperial Ordinance.' • 

Art. n. (Deleted and replaced by the Industrial Workers' Minimum Age Law.) 
Art. m. Factory owners shall not be permitted to employ in their workshops for 

more than eleven hours a day 'lads. under sixteen years of age or females. 

• The eompetent Mini.ter may, during a period of fifteen years from the enforcement 
of this law, prolong the working hours mentioned in the prec:eding paragraph according 
to the kind of work, but this extension must not exceed twJ) hours. 

Where the factories are operate the total working hours shall be calcula.ted by applying 
the provisions of the two preeeding clauses. 

Art. IV. Factory owners shall not be permitted to employ between the hours of 
10 p.m. and 5 a.m. youths under sixteen years of age or females. When, however, the 
II&nction of the Government authorities haa been obtained operatives may be employed 
toll p.m. 

Arts. V & VI.-Deleted. 
Art. VII. Factory owners shall grant at least two' holidays each month to youths 

onder sixteen and females and sha.ll grant during working hours a reeess of at lea.at 
30 minutes when the hours of work exceed six, and of at least one hour when the hours of 
work exoeed ten. 

The recess specified above shall be granted in general except, however, in cases where 
offioial sanction has been obtained. 

When owners grant a rere'S exceeding one hour in the Bummer they may after obtain
ing officia.ll!lmCtion extend the working hours by not more than the excess of the reeess. • 
Such extension, however, shall not exceed one hour. 

Art. vm. In cases of necBbSity owing to the occurrence of some natural calamity, 
or accident, or owing to the fear of some accideut, the competent Minister may suspend 
the &pplication of the provisions of Arts. m & IV and the pre<>eding article with limitations 
&S to the nature and district of the industry. 

In cases of urgent necessity due to unavoidable cil'<'umstances the factory owners 
may, with the permis.<don of the administrative authoritieJ for a limited period, extend 
the working hours regardless of the provisions of Art. m, or employ Iemales- ~ver 16 
regardless of the provisioDB of Art. IV, or stop the holidays mentioned in the preeeding 
article. 

In cases of urgent' necessitY, factory owners may extend the working hours' within a 
limit not exceeding two huurs for a period not exceeding seven days per month, notifying 
the administrative authorities beforehaud in each case. 

In industries where the press of busmess depends upon the season, factory owners 
. may, during a fixed period, having previuudy reeeived the sanction of the administrative 
authoritif15, extend the working hours within a limit not exceeding one hour, provided 
that during this period the proportion of }20 days per annum is not exceeded; in these 
C&8Pll, during the period for which sanction has been rec:eiveci, the provisions of the prec:ed
ing paragraph do not apply. However, in case where it is necessary to prevent the·loss 
of raw mat.eria.ls of substance which might perish I/r detoriorate quickly, official sanction 
shall not be neeessary within the limits of four consecutive days and seven days in a.ll in 
one month. 

Art. IX. Factory owners may not employ youths under sixteen years of age oJ' females 
npon t.he work of cleaning, oiling, inspecting or repairing machinery in motion, or the 
dangerous sections of arrangements for the tr8.Dl!mission of motive power or of fixing or 
removing straps of belts fn.m machinery in motion or arrangements for the transmission 
of motive power. or othe:t dangerous work. 

)[0 y 420-" 



Art. X. Factory owners may not employ youths nnder sixteen yearS of age npon 
the work of handling poisons, Mngerous ohemioals, substBnces of an ex plosive, comhustihle 
or inflammable nature; or upon work in places where dust a.nd powder Bre specially 
raised, or where injurious gases are given off, or in ot,her pla.ces which are dangerous or 
injurious to health .. 

Art XI. The competent Minister shall decide the sphere or work mentioned in the 
two preceding articles.' 

The provisions of the preceding article may, by the decision of the competent minister, 
be applied to females over sixteen years of age. 

Art. XII; The competent, Minister may make regulations restricting ()r prohibiting 
the employment of sick operatives or women before or after child-birth or women who 
are nursing their children. . 

Art. XllI. In accordanoe with what is prescribed by ordina.nce the administrative 
authorities may, in cases "here they consideI' that a factory or its premises or equipment 
are dangerous, or that there is a fear of their being harmful to health, morals, or the public 
welfare in any other way, order the factory owner to tnke necessary precautionary or 
remedial measures, and, where they consider it nec6SSP,ry, may suspend the use of the. 
whole or a part of such factory. 

In oonnection with the orders issued to the factory owners in accords-nce with the 
above paragraph, the officials II\ay issue the necessary orders to the operatives and 
apprentices. . 

Art. XIV. The competent offioials may pay visits of illl'pection to -the factory or· 
acoessory buildings or may flxamine workmen or apprentices suspected of suffering from 
diseases necessitating suspension from labour ,'r apprebended of being contagious. In 
suoh cases they shBll carry a certificate attesting their official qualification for such 
duty. 

Ar~. XV. When an operative shall have been injured in the performance of his duty, 
falls ill or dies, the "wners shall in accordance with provisions det.ermined by Imperial 
Ordinance afford assistance to the operative hinIself or hi~ bereaved family or persons who 
were maintained out of his income at the t,me of his dcath. 

Art. XVI. Operatives or apprentices, or persons intending to become operatives or 
apprentices, or factory owners or their legal representatives. or factory superintemlenta, 
may, with regard to tho registration of opera.t.ves or apprentices, or paThons intending 
to become operative or apprentioes, apply to the person having charge of registration 
duties or bi.~ representative .for certificates free of charge. . 

Art. XVII. The control of the imgBgement, discharge and recommendation "f opera
tives and matters relating to apprentices, shall be determined by Imperial Ordinance. 

Art. XVIII. Factory owners may appoint factory superintendents having competenoe 
as regards their factories. 

When a factory owner does not reside within the district for which this law is in force 
he must appoint a factory superintendent. 

The approval of the adiD.inistrative authorities must be obtained to the appointment 
of factory superintendents. This olause doe~ not, however, apply to oases where the 
superintendent is selected from among the directors of a j'lridical pe~on, members of a 
company who are carrying Oll the company's bu&nes.~, member:! who represent the 
company, managing directors, members of the compa.ny who are in "harge of the business" 
and others who, by the provisions of lal\s a.nd ordinances, represent or are managers for 
juridical persons. 

Art. XIX. The factory superintendents mentioned in the preoeding article wall 
take the place of factory owners in applying this law or any order issued on the basis d 
this law. Artiole XV, however, does not fall under this heading. 

In oase the factory owners are minors not posses.~ing the same l('gal capacity in regard 
to business as adults, or persons precluded from holding pruperty, or when in the case of a 
juridical person, there is no faotory ~uperintendent the preceding clause shall equally 
a.pply to the legal representatives or directors of a juridical person, members of a company 
oarrying on the business, members of a compa.ny representing the company, ma.naging 
directors, members of a company '\\ho are in oharge of the busine"8 and others, who, 
by the provisions of law and ordina.noes, represent juridioal persons. 

Art. XX. If the owners or the person representing them in acoorda.nce with the 
preoediJ'g article. infrinlles this law or erders hMed upon this law or dispositlons made iA 
accordance therewith, he shall be punished by .. fine Dot I)xC)eeding 1,000 yen:. ' . 



Art. XXI. Any person who without just oause refuses to aJIow, obstructs or evadOR 
the oompetent offioials' in'pection or who does not an,wer their questions o~ gives false _ 
_ DBWers or who obstructs the examinations of the workmen or apprentices shall be punished 
by- fine not exoeeding 500 yen. ' 

Art. XXII. A factory owner or a peNon taking the place of a factory owner under 
Arti..Ie XIX, shall not be eXCHlerated from punishment {or any breach of this law, or 
orders i!l8lU>d on the basis of this la_ or any disposition made in accordance therewith 
by his representative the head of his family, a member of his family, a person living in 
the 111111111 house, an employee, or any other perl!on engaged in the busineas, on the ground 
that such breach was committed without his instrnctions. But,.... regards a fac,tory 
superintendent, where he has exercised proper oare, this claW!e does not apply. 

A factory owner, or ~ person taking the place of a factory owner under Article XIX, 
shaJI not be exempt from the punishment of this.1aw on the ground that he was not aware 
of the age of the operatives. However, cases where no fault is attributable to the factory 
owner under Artiole XIX, or the manager, do not faIl under this heading. 

Art XXIII. PersOllS who are dissatisfied with the procedure of the administ,rative 
authorities under this law . ma.y lodge an appeal when their rights have been unlawfully 
injured they may lodge a oivil appeal aga.inst the authorities. 

Art. XX.IV. The competent Minister may apply the provisions of Articles IX, XI, 
XIII, XIV, XVI and XVIII to XXIII to factories which do not faJI under 'Article I, 
but which employ motive power. 

Art. XXV. This law, and orders issued on the basis thereof, shall, with the exception 
of the provisions and penal olauses relating to factory superintendents, apply to Govern. 
ment and publio factories. 

As 1'I'gards Govemment factories, the authoritieS having jurisdiotion shall perform the 
duties of the administrative authorities under this law or orders issued on the basis thereof. 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

The date of the enforcement of this Jaw shall be determined. by Imperial Ordinance. 
Fur three ye .. 1'6 after the enforcement of this law, the words .. sixteen years" in the law 
shall be read as .. fifteen years ". 

In cases where workmen are employed in two or more shifts the provisions of Article 
IV shaJI not apply for the three years following the enforcement of the law. 

In cases where youths of less than fifteen and females are employed iu accordance with 
the preceding paragraph, at least four holidays a month shall be granted and the working 
hours shall be changed after every period of not more than ten days. . 

)!dO Y 42O-4a 
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APPENDIX 2 

LABOUR CONDITIONS IN JAPAN-IMPERATIVE NEED !rOR BE FORM 
, . . 

•• One of the main grievances of the cotton mill industry of India. is tha.t, a.lthough 
Japan acoepted the Convention a.dopted by the Intemationa.l Labour Confert'nce at 
Washington in 1919 regarding hours of work, she ;has failed to ratify it, and Japanese 
mills a.re to-day working twenty-two hours a da.y in two ehlfts, a.nd women a.nd children 
are employed a.t night on very low wages. This ena.b!es Japa.nese mills to keep their 
manufacturing costs at flo comparatively low level, and in view of this, and other circum
stances Buch as depreciated l'xcha.nge, etc_; Ja.pa.nese competition ha.s come to be looked 
upon as grossly unfa.ir in its na.ture_ It is regretta.ble tha.t Ja.pa.n should have la.gged 
so considera.bly behind other industria.lly advanced countries so far 8.8 her treatment 
of labour is con~.emed. But it is not merely that the labour conditions preva.iling in 
Ja.pa.n give unfair a.dva.ntage to the cotton mill industry oftha.t country in competing with 
the ma.nufacture& of India-and, it may be a.dded, also of La.ncashire ; but huma.nitarian 
considerations also require that the Governments of all civilize.<! countries and the 
Intemationa.l Labour Office should bring pressure to ,bear upon the authorities in Japan 
to ma.ke that country toe the line with other civilized countries so far 8.8 treatmeot of 
labour is ,conoemed. 

METHODS OB RECRUITMENT 

, co In the first place, the Japa.nese millowners and other employers recruit labour in a 
manner which is devoid of all ethical and moral considerations, 8.8 is cvidenCed by the 
artiole on the subjeot in the October issue of the' Internationa.l Labour Gazette' from 
the pen of Shunzo Yoshisaka, Dire<ltor of Factory Inspection. 

co It is estimated that nearly 300,000 men each year move about throughout the country 
recruiting work-people for factories, mines, and other public works. The recruiters 
oome from the lowest strata of eoci~ty, and such are the nafa.rious ways tIley J.!ursue in 
inducing women to join factories, etc., that they are drea.ded wherever they go. In 
order that we may not be accused of exaggeration or misrepresentation we reproduce the 
words of the Japanese authority na.med above:"": 

... The principa.l oaUS88 of the difficulty in recruiting women workers can be laid at the 
door both of the recruiting agent and d the factory owner. Excessive hours of work, 
low wag!'.!!, night wC'rk, congestion, restricted freedom-these conditions of the past no 
doubt all have a hampering effect on efforts lA.' recruit women. In addition to these 
(if one may cite the exaggerated reports which are sometimes received) the irresponsible 
promises of the recruiting agents, given simply to entice the women to work, the disagreeable 
manner of their persistent attempts to persua.de them, their violent and insulting acts, 
and other injustices have had a decided,y negative influence. Again, the country folk 
see many sudden changes in their friends and receive bitter dis:llusionments ; they hear of 
the risks to life and hoalth in factory work; an innocent country girl, who left home full of 
hea.lth and vigour soon returns with wrecked health and haggard face, or news comes of 
her utter moral ruin and degradatiOn. It is said that in extreme cases 30 per cent. of the 
newly recruited women workers drop out within·a month alter they are engaged and 
that a district is • worked out' {or recruiting purposes within seven years' .....•.... 
• It is said that if a ma.n had a daughter, no matter if he lives in the remotest isla.nd village 
he will have five or six recruiting men visit,ing him every day. They ca.ll on him not only 
at home but in the field if he is working thp.re. Some people have been driven to pul; 
notices at their doors with the statement' NO DAUGHTER FOR FACTORY WORK 
IN THIS HOUSE,'. to keep off the importunate recruiters ..•..........•...... ' There 
is keen competition in securing workers, various method&-8ometimes questiona.ble-are 
a.dopted to bind the workers, until ethica! rules are forgotten. ' . 

co It appears that some time back .an Ordirumce W8.8 introduoed nominally witI! the 
object of oontrolling the system of recruitment, but in rea.lity it only legalises this degradinl; 
system which nndoubtedly OOIlbtitUtes a blot on modem civilisation. 

UNCABlID !rOR WORXEBS 

.. If we now tum to actlla.llabour conditions 8.8 prevailing in Japanese factories, eto., 
we again find a very disquieting state of things as will be seen from the follow'.ng extract 
ta.ken from the Japa.n Year Book :-

co • An inquiry ma.de by the Department of Agriculture and Commerce in April 1919 into 
the living and dieta.ry oonditions of workmen in 534 spinning, weaving and dyeing 
f&atories throughout the Cl.untry has 1I1114e an ip.~tjng disclosure. The ~ulk, o! th.~ 



workers are females and are accommodated in the factory b(Jarding houses, where-they 
an chiefly fed with boiled riee in 43 per cent. of the total number of factories. In the 
other factories the staple food is poorer, the rice supplied being mixed with cheaper 
barley, millet pr sweet potatoe. in the proportion of from 20 to 50 per cent. In moat 
c_ 8ubsidiary dishes oonsist of vegetables, meat or fish being supplied on an a.verage 
only eight times a month. In exceptional cases neither fish nor meat is given throughout 
the year though only two lactories were distinguished in this respect. Boarding is 
charged in 89 factories is free in 196, while in 228 factories workmen are required to pay 
a portion • 

.. • Workshops have genera\ly oome to be better equipped from the hygienio point of 
view but the condition of dormitories is as bad as before, except in some large factories. 
Small factories have no special accommodation for lodging and the workers are made to 
live and aIeep in a part of the factory building or in attics destitute of sanitary devices 
such as ventiIati( n, sunshine, etc. For instance -the dormitories covering a sm&ll area 
of 79·463 tsubo (1 tsubo is equal to 6 sq. ft.) are made to accommodate 84·327 men and 
women, 0·94 tsubo (less than 5l sq. ft.) per operative. Bed rooms are in defiance of
hygienio rules. In most cases only ·5 to 1 tsubo (3 to 6 sq. ft.) are allotted to one person 
while in some cases two to ten persOns are compelled to lie down in a space of 1 tsubo. 
What is much worse, 357 factories are not provided even with a sick room. When a 
worker is taken ill, he or she is confined in the ordinary bed rooms and when the ClISe 
turns 011t to be serious the patient is sent home or to the hospital under special contract. 
Only in eight factories are there physicians in- attendance.' 

.. It would be superfluous to make any comments on the above-quoted extract, but it 
will be generally agreed that notwithstanding her great industrial advancement, Japan 
has betrayed a most lamentable and callous disregard lor the welJ-being of her factory 
workers who, it $ould be remembl'red, are mostly women. 

ADULTS HAVill NO HOLIDA.Y 

" From the report of the Bombay Millowners' Association it appears that the Asso~iation 
was informed by the Government of India that, although Japan had not ratified the 
Washington Convention regarding hours of work in factories, she-had framed an amended 
Factories At't, but even this Act lays down no re.~trictions regarding hours of emp\r.yment 
except in the case of children. If was mor€over laid down in the Act that factories in 

• which the application of the Act was unnecessary might be exempted by- Imperial 
Ordinance. The general tenour of this amended Act may be judged from the clause 
quoted below as a specimen. 

" Article VII.-Factory owners sh8.IJ grant at least two holidays each month to youths 
under sixteen and femal611 and shall grant during working hours a reoess of at least thirty 
minutes when ~e hours of work .exceed six, and of at least one hour when the hours of 
work exceed ten. 

" The receel! specified above be granted in general except, however, in cases where 
efficial sanction has been obt&ined . 

"-Thus the factories are closed only for .two days in the month, but these holidays_ &re 
meant only for youths nndClr sixteen and females. It would appear that adult m&ies 
have to work without a single day of rest or a single holiday, _ 

" At the seventh session of the International Labour Conference, Mr. Suzuki, who 
represented the working claa~es of J&pan, inveighed bitterly against his country's failure 
to ratify the Washington Convention. He s&id :-' As regards the Washington Hours' 
Convention, o.a a representative of th.e Workers' Movement of Japan, I must acknowledge 

. with great regret and disappointment the utter failure of the Japanese Government to 
ratify this ('.(Invention. The fault is SO seH-evident that I will refrain from labow:ing the 
point.' -

INDIA. A.ND JAPAN CoMPABED 

" The London Times fu a leading article in its issue of the :!nd December 1925, compared 
the conduct of India and 9f Japan in respect of the recommendations of the International 
Labour Conference in the following words:-

" 'If Indian labour conditions still fall short of the ideal, it should in fairness be remem· 
bered that the Indian Government hM set a fine example to many other nat.ions in carrying 
out by legislation the recommendations of the International Labour Conferenoe at 
Washington. In some respects India has indeed outstripped Washington itseH. The 
Japanese Governmellt, on the other hand, if it has accepted the recommendations of that 
Conference and has passed numerous laws for the improvement. of labour conditions, 



has by dO tIleanS made all ot theIll operative. The ~wenLy-two-hOur day of two shifts is 
still maintained 'in Japanese factories and a Ia.rge proportion of women are still employed 
on the night shift. When to this is added a buying and producing organization so 
efficient (tim, the great Osaka milla can purchase raw cotton in India, ship it to Japan, make 
it'llpinto piece-gooi18, ship it back to India a,nd qompete there) (italics my own), in spite of 
tbe 11 per cent., duty, with Bombay textiles, it is not surprising that 'Japanese 
competiti!Jn in a large range of grades of cotton goods is being increasingly felt even in 
this country. The situation of the British and Indian textile industry certainly seems to 
call for some form of co-operation against this competion.' " 

THE INTERNATIONAL SWEATEB 

.. It is to be hoped that the International Labour Office will take some effective steps 
to force Japan to carry out her international obligations so that on the one hand the 
legitimate grievance of this country, which has faithfully carried out the Washington 
Convention, may be removed, and on the other hand a state of things which flagrantly 
violates principles of humanity and social well-being may ,be brought to an end . 

.. In the debate in 'the House of Commons on·the 9th July, 1925, Mr_ 'Johnstone 
after referring to the sweated labour conditions'prevailing in Japan, very justly said:-

" 'I think we will have to ,$ake steps internationally to <leal with these conditions, 
whether they are in Japan, India, London, or anywbere else; we will require to insist 
upon certain minimum standards of civilization, or we will require to boycott the products 
of this sweated labour from the oivilized markets of the world. If we will stop the tranq· 
port of sweated goods inside this country, if we will attempt to deal with the home, 
sweater, we must also deal internationally, through the League of Nations, through 
the International Labcnr Office, or anywhere else you like, with the international 
sweater.' n . 



APPENDIX S 

No. 226/28 of 1926 

THB HONORARY SBCRBTARY, 

TIm Mn.LOWNERS' AssoOiArioN 
Bombay, 12th February 1926, 

TIm JAPANESE CoTTON SHIPPERS' AsSOCIATION, 

~ BOMBAY. 
DBABSm, • 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 28th January 1926. 
My Committee have carefully considered the statements and the views expressed therein 
and in view of the importance of the subject have deemed it fitting to reply to the letter 
paragraph by paragraph. In the enclosure you will find my Association's answenf to 
esch of the contentions made by yoq in juxta. position. 

I am also directed to inform you thatjtnleas I hear from you within two days of receipt' 
of this letter, my oommittee will understand that you' hlltve nc, objection to the publica-
tion of the oorrespondence_-Yours faithfully, • 

LBTTER mOM THE JAPAN COTTON 
SHIPPBB8' i\sSOCIATION 

Acoording to the latest statistics published 
by the Japanese Cotton Merchants' Union, 
which will be subsequently confirmed 
by the Custom Authorities here, it is most 
remarkable to se8 that during the eleven 
months from January to N<.vember 1925, 
the export of cotton yarn constituted 121 
per cent. below 30 counts and S7! per cent. 
above 30 counts, as per particulars given 
below:- . 

14s and below 
16. 
20s 
32s 
42s 
43s 

Total 

136! bales. 
206! 

8,660 
10,190! 
43,051 
8,578! 

70,823 

(Bales 400 Ibs. each.) 

. As admitting "that cotton yarn above 
30s cannot economically be produced in 
India, and its supply is to be obtained from 
abroad the major portion of import of 
Japanese cotton yarn does in no way stand 
in competition with Bombay mills in the 
least, but on the other hand is very much 
helpful to the important handloom industry 
of this country, by supl'lying the cheap and 
good material. As for lower counts tban 
30s Japanese yarn is absolutely impossible 
to compete with local yarn; for example, 
the local yarn of 209, 16s and 14s is quoted at 
13 annas, 121 annas imd 10 annas per lb. 
against Japanese yarn of 14 annas, 13l ano&s 

(Signed) T. MALONEY, 
Suretary, 

,AsSOCIATION'S RBPLY 

According to the fignres published by the 
Government of India, the imports of yarn 
have been considerably under-estimated. 
The Government of India figures show 
importations of nearly 74,000 bales of 
yarn from J apQ,n in the periog named. 

Leaving aside this insc'curacy, from your 
own figures, the importation cf 32 counts 
and below is not 121 per cent. but nearly 
25 per cent. . 

The Bombay Millowners' Association 
do not admit that yarn above 30s counts 
canuot be economically produced in India. 
The official figures of production show that 
in the last completed financial year, the 
equivalent of no less than 63,000 bales of 
counts above 30s were produced in Indian 
mills_ This yarn is used chiefly in the 
weaving departments of the mill!. which 
produce it; but if yarn 'produced under 
sweated labour conditions, and in countries 
with depreciated exchanges are not per. ! 

mitted to compete unfairly, Indian mills 
would supply tbe great bulk of the yarn of 
all counts below 409 used by the handlooms 
of India. It is a natural aspiration of 
every self·respecting nation, and it is its 
duty to supply its own requirements 
rather than to send its raw products 3,000 
miles to another country and bring back 
manufactured good.q produced from those 
raw products to compete against its own 
industries. 

As to whe~her' the imports of Japanese 
yarn of lower counts will eventually dis
appear from the Indian market, my Com
mittee consider that it would .be a grave 
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and 121 annas repectively. Henoe, I think, mistake to leave this to chance, or the 
the import of these -classes will sooner or ple&sure of a foreign country. They wish 
later disappear entirely from Indian market. them to disappear at once and for all time. 

Your letter quotes certain price3. These 
may represent the rates at which Japanese 
yarns are now being sold, but my Committee 
would point out that during the greater 
part of last year, Japanese yarns practically 
drove 20s yam produced by Bombay mills 
out of the market. It should also be borne 
in mind that the prices for Japanese yam 
have only been raised to their-present level 
because 'tIf the recent rise in the value of 
the Yen which has to some extent adversely 
affected the prices paid for cotton bought 
some months ago, when exchange was in 
the region of 110. 

My Committee would also like to point out 
to you that whilst the industry in Bombay 
suffered heavy losses in 1923, 1924 and 
1925, exactly oppo..ite conditions existed 
in Japan as the lmderquoted extract from 
the Japan Financisl and Economio Monthly 
prov&-

.. Aside from the future, the resultli of 
business of eleven leading spinning 
oompanies for the past three half.year 
terms have been highly satisfactory. 
Their profits for the first half term of the 
present year were 38,363,000 Yen approx· 
imatt'ly. Compared with the latter and 
former halves of last, year it shows an 
increase of Yen 1,730,000 and Yen' 
8,980,000, respectively." 

One hardly need seek further for the reason 
of the lsck of prosperity of Bombay and " 
Lancashire mills. 

As regards cotton cloth, I regret that, My Committee are in a position to supply 
statistios are not complete to give you the the all-India figures whioh you say are not 
total imports into India, but according to complete. 
the import into Bombay where it is said so 
bitterly to face keen Japanese competition, '. These figures sh~w that 112,000 bales ?f 

,the figures of imports during 1925 are as pIece-goods were Imported from Japan In 

follows :-' the eleven mont.hs ending November 1925. 

Sheeting .. 
Drill 
Shirting 
Fancy 

18,648 
9,240 

26,886 
7,397 

Although this may not seem a very great 
Bales. quantity compared with the total produc

tions of Indian mills, it must be remem
bered:-

Total 62,171 

Out of the above, shirting and fancy are 
mo,tly of finer goods, which do not oonflict 
with the interests of local mills, while 90 
per cent. of sheeting and 45 per cent. of 
drill are hr re.exports. Thus the portion 
of Indian oonsumption will hardly be 6,900 
balEl8, namely, 11 per oent. of the total 
imports. As a -matter 'of fact, .Japanese 

(1) That a survey of the last ten yeard 
shows ever-increasing exports from Japan, 
and my Committ.ee do not wish to await 
the entire. destruction of our home and 
foreign trade before takin,g action. 

(2) That 'owing to Japan se))ing small 
quantities at low prices, the higher produo
tion costa in Indian mills due to shorter 
hours of work, and high exchange, the 
whole of the Indian textile industry has 
been forced to sell at unremunerative rates. 
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goods cannot compete with Indian in low 
clas& cloth snch as sheeting and driIls 
and only we can get an ontlet for finer goods 
both in yarn and cloth. 

nnder such circumsta.noes, who cau 
emphatically say that there exists a strong 
competition from Japan menacing' Indian 
industry 1 Is it a fair play to propose to 
terminate the Japanese Convention of 
1905 and thereby hurting the friendly good 
relations so closely tied together between 
these two great countri"", all these years? 

• I doubt if thl're is any benefit to be ebtained 
from-the alleged proposal to break the Indo
Japanese Convention of 1905 as it will 
simply reonIt in the forced supply of fine 
yarn at higher prioes which i~ 80 detrimental 
to the handloom indu..try and on the other 
hand the loss of good regular market for 
raw cotton thereby totally injuring the 
interests of Indian ryow. On the part of 
Bombay mills aiso, I think there will be no 
appreciable benefit therefrum as the less 
prospt:rity d agriculturists will certainly 
be reflected on their demand for the country 
made cloth. 

However. if they aJIude to competition 
in foreign marke~ where free trade is to be 
observed, as 110 principle after the Great 
War, there will perhaps be some friction 
~onoeivable against. their interest, but 
unquestjonably it is beyond the sphere of 
the Indo-Japanese Convention whatsoever. 
Really, the termination of thia said Con
vention has nothing to do with India, but 
to slloil her own interests in future. 

~. Ry the way, I think, it would be appro
priate to·give some elucidation in responss 
to the alleged unfair Japanese competition, 
for which your Chairl!l&n has frequently 
cited th .. ,",.-called three items, namely :-

(3) That Japan's unfair competition has 
paralysed our export tmde to the persian 
Gnlf and East Africa. . 

As to the statement that 90 per cent. 
of the sheetings and 45 per cent. of the 
driIls sent to Bombay are re-exported, the 
figures are. entirely incorrect unless you 
are in.a position to prove that the Govern
ment of India statistics are inaccurate. 

The official returns show that from 
Janulj.ry to November 1925, the equivalent> 
of 21,500 bales of piece-goods were re
exported from all India. including the 
re-exports of English and all other piece
goods. 

From your statement we are asked to infer 
that hardly a bale of any other country's 
piece-ll.oods are re-exported from any part 
m Indta and that the whole of India's re
export trade m piece-goods i. confined to 
re-exports of Japanese grey sheetings and 
driIlsfrom Bomhay. : 

The other eleemosynary remarks in this 
paragraph bear their own refutation, but 
my Committee would like to point out that 
it has for many years been considered an 
axiom in civilized countries that .labour 
shall not be sweated but shall be perma
nently benefit-ed. 

Under a policy of Free Trade or of 
Protection, to have the sweated goods 
driving out goods made under proper and 
safeguarded labour cond,itions cannot be 
tolerated. 

(1 ) DepreciaJ,ed, CU"e1I£Y. 
Recently-with the favoUrable trend of You point out.that Japanese mills are 

trade conditions, Japanese exchange has at no advantage owing to the depreciated 
conspicuously appreciated in value, and at value of the Yen at the present time and 
present quoting Rs. 122 per Y_ l00-which this may be, to some extent, correct 
is about Rs. 15 in advance from the bottom because _ a large weight of cotton was 
and it is now ouly Rs. 10 to get back to par purchased at 110 and exchange has since 
value, which is Rs. 132 instead of Rs. 153 risen to 122. 'This advantage is, however, 

- as given publicity by him. Any}low, the ouly temporary and if the Yen remains at 
wild f1uctuatibn is causing her trade a' its present level, it is certain, labour con
considerable loss as clearly shown in the ditions remaining the same, that Japanese 
fact that Japanese mills have been very mills will be able to I1Ddersell Indian mills. 
severely hit by the recent sharp advance in It also should not be forgotten that through
exchange on -account of their heavy out 1925, Japanese mills had the great 

. purchases of American and Indian cotton advantage of a constantly depreciating 
as they have to buy cotton in stock a few exchange. 
months ahead before their sales of cotton The contention that the normal exchange 
goods. In the present case, depreciated rate is Rs. 132 per Yen 100, is most mislead
currency cannot be said to -be of any ad- ing. In arriviDg at this figure of parity 
vantage to her. Really, in order to oultivate only the sterling value of the Yen has been 
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the healthy growth of the trade, Japan is 
constantly aiming and striving to stabilise 
Yen va.lue at the earliest possible time. 

(2) Indirect SubBidiiB. 

I need not speak anything further 116 the 
question has been fully dealt with by the 
representatives of the Japanese Cotton 
Spinners' Association in their evidence of 
January 1922 placed before the Indian 
Fisca.l Commission and I repeat with 
emphasis that there is no subsidy from the 
Government dirootly or indirectly. 

(2) Sweated La1.our. 

Owing to meagre information at my 
diRposal, I am not in a position to discWls 
the matter exactly to satisfy you, but as 
far as I am aware, Japan had raised no 
objection to follow the spirit and the 
principle laid down by the Washington 
for Geneva Conference. It is ,only to be 
noted that in consideration of her speoia.l 
circumstances, she seems to be allowed 
some period of grace to enable her to 
prepare the necessary arrangements, and 
I have every reason to believe that all 
signatory powers have willingly agreed to 
such a postponement. The chief lloint 
under this subject seems to be the night 
work of women which is only used for 
spinning and I do not think there will be 
such a great differenCE! arising therefrom 
on cost ca.lculation as to provoke the 
present agitation against her. Nevertheless 
the fem81e night work in Japan will be 
entirely ~topped from the 31st August 
1931, 10ya.lly adhering to the Conference 
decision. Therefore she cannot be COD
demned as a violator in such etrong sense, 
as a.lleged here, while, I would like to 
asoertain how the working time is observed 
in the Indian Native States and what 
labour conditions exist there' 

ASSOCIATION'S REPJ.y~ontd. 

considered and apparently no consideration 
has been given to the fact that sterling has 
depreciated in va.lue in terms of the rupee .. 
The ru pee now has a value of 18. 6d. against . 
a pre-war par value of lB. 4d. sterling. The 
pre-war par value of the Yen was 28. id., it 
depreciated to IB.7 H d. and now stands at 
1/IOd. If both exchanges are taken into 
consideration, as they certainly should be, 
when estimating the depreciation of the 
Yen in terms of the rupee, it will be found 
that the norma.l exchange is 155 and not 
132 as estimated by you. 

In lightly dismissing this subject you 
apparently forget that on all goods exported 
the Consumption Tax on piece-goods is 
remitted. This is equa.l to an export 
bounty qf 10 per cent. 

Nor do you make any mention of the 
recent law where by export combinations 
are exempted from income-tax and business 
tax. . 

Again, my Committee would remind 
you of the Government subsidies given 
to the JapanE!ge steamship lines, ostensibly 
for carrying mails, but-which enable thcm to 
charge ridiculously low freights for the 
carriage of cotton from India to Japan 
and fOT yam and cloth from, Japan to 
India. 

As your infonnation seems to be meagre 
regarding the sweated labour conditions' 
in your own country, my Committee 
would refer you to tho Japan Year Book of 
1924. Earthquake Edition, ChalJter 13 
(which my Committee believe has now 
been withdrawn) for further information. 
Alter perusa.l you will be more enlightened 
as to the labour conditions in Japan. 

Secondly, my Committee would draw 
your attention to tho statement of 
Mr. Mayeda, the Japanese Government 
representative at the last Intemationa.l 
Labour Conference :-

"The proposed amendment of the 
Japp..oese Factory Act provides that 
after three years from its enforcement 
night work for women and young persons 
will be prohibited. This three years' 
preparation may be justified by the 
necessity of extending equipment and 
genera.l facilities to cope with the 
diminution of output consequent on 
the abolition of night shifts." 
It will be noticed that the three years 

he mentions as the period of grace after 
which the night work of women and 
young persons will be abolished, has been 
extended, under the beneficent auspices 
of the Japan Spinners' Association until 
the 31st August 1931. 

There is no reason to suppose, judging 
from past experience that such harmonio 
progression will even stop at 1931. . 
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Simultaneously, I would have to impress 
upon you that the decision of the Japanese 

. Government to postpone the increase of 
import duty on pig-iron is a plain proof to. 
show her sincere wi.h -to maintain the 
smooth and amicable connection so long 
fostered by us. I cannot too much 
emphasise that the independence of the 
iron industry is so essential for her 
national defence, and the concession is 
certainly unbearable sacrifice on her part, 
&8 there \s every prospect of incre&Sing 
production of pig-iron. in her adjacent 

AsSOCIATION'S REPLY~ 

• Even if it does, it means that Japan is 
asking for tweln years grace to put into 
force legislation 'which India. put into 
operation in two years. 

In the opinion of my Committee, 
it is obvious that Japan is uaing 
the unfair- advantages which she now 
enjoys owing to non-ratification of 
the Washington Convention, to build 
np her textile industry at the eXllense of 
other countries, and does not intend to 
alter the labour conditions until she hllJ8 
sufficient spindles and looms to retain the 
markl\.ts she has uufairly filched from her 
com petitors. 
, My Committee are equ&lly at one with -
you in the d"sire that no misleading, ~tate
ments should be made. They are, however, 
flqU&lly desirous that no factE should be 
suppressed. As reg&Tds _ pig-iron, no 
count:-y, except at its own expense, can 
afford to 1"..-y duties on raw products of 
which it has insufficient supplies. You 
might &l! well talk of levying a duty on 
raw cotton entering Japan, and my Com
mittee think that such a threat will leave 
both the Indian and Washington Govern-
ments nnperturbed. ' _ 

region. -
After &II, in my gathering the criticism The Government of India will eventually 

prevailing here, is mostly superJluous, decide this . case upon its merits, bui; 
and it is my deepest ~ety that the my Committee wish to impress upon 
campaign of this sort misleading t.he you that legislation conforming to the 
publio would verY badly reflect on the Washington Conventions has been enforced 
cordial relations existing between these in India since 1922, and when this legislation 
two countries, only leaving 'the evil and was passed the Government of· India 
unpleasant' feeling behind, which will necessarily took upon itslllf the onus of 
have no gain to either of them whatsoever. seeing that the indigenous industries of 

In this respect I have most sincerely to this country should be protected against 
request your careful consideration for the unfair competition from countries' which 
sake of the future welfare of both the do not Clonform to the same high stands 
nations. in labour legislation. _ 

Having replied to &II your contentions my Committee would like to draw your attention 
to the methods of your countrymen in regard to the shipment of cotton from India to 
Shanghai. A shipper or a manufacturer of cotton in Shanghai is compelled to join the 
Indian Cotton Transport Association which is, to all intents and purposes, a subsidiary 
section of the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association, if he wishes to ship goods to Shanghai, 
at the lowest rates. A further remarkable feature of this arrangement is, that in spite 
of protests from British shippers, this so-callec,l Indian Cotton Transport Association has 
laid it down that the AJent of tke Japan Ootton Spinners'As8ociation in Bombay shaH 
allocate the freight space allowed to British and Indian exporters even in the British ships 
of the OooJerenre Lin18. In the interests of future harmonious relations, which you state 
Japan is so anxious to foster, allocation of freight space for cotton expoflts from Inc;lian 
ports to the International port of Shanghai shOUld be made either by an impartial authority 
appointed by the Government of India, or alternatively, all shippers should be &IIowed 
freedom to make their own arrangements. 
- Lastly, my Committee would draw y"ur attention to the methods adopted for protecting 

Japanese industries against competitio~ from other nations. 
Article V of the Japanese TariJI Law states:- . 

- "When important industries in Japan are threatened by the importation of 
unreasonably cheap a'!"ticles, or the sale of imported articles at unreasonR.bly low prices, 
the Government may, under the regulations provided by Imperial Ordinance, sPdcify 
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such articles, after submitting the matter to investigation by the Anti-dumping Com
mittee, and impose upon them during a certain fixed period of time, duties not exceeding 
in amount their proper prices in addition to the dllties provided in the annexed tariff_" 
My Committee, under existing circumst~nces, commend to the scrutiny of the 

Government of India this and the many other methodJI adopted by Japan to foster 
Japanese induRtrie., and in l.'a!"ticul8J' the "xport trade in manufootnred goods. 

T. MALONEY, 
,')erTetary. 

THE JAPA.L'qESE COTTON SHIPPERS' ASSOCIATION 9F BOMBAY, 
Clo MBSSRS. JAPAN COTTON TRADING Co., LTD. 

TH)l: SECRETARY, 

MBNKWA BUILDING, OUTRAM ROAD, 
FORT, BOMBAY; 

20th February 1926. 

THB MrLIOWNE.BS' ASSOCIATION, BO~IBAY. 

DRUSIR, 
In continuation of my letter of 13th instant I am directed to transmit the attachod 

statements to you as reply, which has been carefully cQnside~ed in view of its importance_ 
As regards t.he publication, T would like to mention that all the correspondence, including 
my first letter, should be given pUblicity by the Frese. . 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) _ .•••.... _ .•.... 

To begin with I am afraid I cannot accept the accuracy of your figures_ I also re-affirm 
that exports from Japan of 30s. and under barely constitute 12f per cent. Due note is 
to be taklln that. ours are export figures from Japan during the eleven months from . 
January to November 1925, while you showed the figures of imports during the same 
period here. Hence, natnrally they do not coincide. 

It is ve::y pleasing to know that the Bombay lIIillowners' Association think that yam 
above 30s. can be economically produced in lndia; but· nnles. the. prOl)o~ition can be 
I,roveu with facts and fignre~, the mere assertion of it is inllllective. Examining the 
statistics, one will see tbat Japanese yams have begun to be imIJorted more freely only 
during the last "ight or ten years. Prior to that the bulk of trade went to Lancashire. 
In recent years, Indian production of 30s. and above has somewbat increased (although 
it is Rtill9 per o"nt. of the total,-a fact which vitiates byitseJf your argumentl; so have 
Japanese imports; but both have gained at the expense of Lancashire and as India 
cannot possibly increaso her production to any considerable extent in the near future 
Japanese imports should all the more be welcome as the hand-loom industry is hereby 
enabled to get its requirements at a cheaper rate than from Lancashire. lIoreover 
as you admit the whole of the Indian yarn production of 30s. is consumed in the weaving 
departments of the mills, none could be spared for the hand-loom industry and as the 
best impartial critics are unanimous tbat India cannot increase her productill.{,l, elIectively 
within a sbort time, one cannot say too much of the necessity of the supply Of such kind 
of yarn for the hand-loom industry either from the East or the West, whichevIlr is cheaper 
and better. 

Your remarks regarding' Sweated Labour' are so rooted in precon~eived prejudice 
and you are so obsessed-with your own pet theories about it that I refused to be ' Sweated' 
into any attempt to remove the tbick mist of bias that befogs your nsion. Your criticism 
on exchange mu~t also be deemed puerile inasmuch as you ought to be convinced by this 
time that Japan is in no way responsible for her depreciated exchange. The earthquake 
did that and if Japan derived any advantage from it-which I have demon~trated as 
being open to grave doubt-it is altogether adventitious. Your ought also to know that 
the Yen is recovering very rapidly. Your refeTence to the' natural aspirat.ions of every 
self-respecting nation' evokes my warm admiration, but what I fail to understand is 
wby this commendable aspiration should be sullied and rendered futile by discriminating 
against Japan only, leaving tbe door open to otl)er countries. I cannot see much self
respect in such an unfair attitllde. 

In the following paragraph you only dogmatise because Y:lU fail toconvinoe. More
over, the latter portion of Yilur remarks bear their own refutation. 

In the next )larBgraph YOIl go on to sa." tbat. "'herea~ the :Bombay mills made heavy 
losses in 1923, 1024, and lil25 eleven lea.ding Spinning Companies in Ja~J/Ln have made 
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good profits. We wish the compArison had b..en more straightforward and less 
mi.leading. If it is to cflZJ:y oonviction the basis of compari!on must be the same. Why 
.h'lul~ the results of the b~ eleven Spinning Companies be singled out for ccmparbon.
not with the eleven best mills of India., nor even of Bombay but with all and sundry 
worst· managed mills of Bombay City alone. Is tbat fair r Why not Ilompare the result 
with the Sbolapur Mills, the Visbn'l and Laxmi Mills, the Indore Malwaand the Central 
I!l~'l Mills and a dozen others whic~ bave all along been paying very handsome 
diVidends. Most of the up.oountr,Y Mill.s, (Ahmedabad, Madras, Cawnpore, Nagpur, 
Sholapur, Indore and othl'rs) are domg qlUte well, perhaps more than well even in these 
bad days. Bombay ~on~ g-u~ble~. Moreover. lot it not be forgott"n tbat the prosperity 
of the eleven best spmmng mIlls m Japan does not reBect general prosperity. There 
are many thlfd cl~ss mills whic~ are losing Vf:ry hcavily to-day, and Bome of them are 
being foreed mto liquldlltion. while amongst the second clliSs mills a good many of them' 
are making very modest profits only. 1n this connection, I may justly point out that 
the Japanese Mill Industry hulong since tide-d over the special difficulties crpated by tbe 
post-war conditions, having made the nl'cessary adjustments to restore tbe industry 
to a healthy condition. The Indian industry, however, has not yet passed that stage 
and hence its presPnt difficulties. . 

Regarding cotton cloth, I regIet, I cannot accept youdigures as final, for the present. 
Moreover, you,,·first argllment is I'ntirely hOT,eless. Mere catch 'ltordR and fine phrases 
serve no purpose except'to mislead public opinion. Japan may be said to have entered 
the Indian Market seriously enough since the last eigbt years only. It is natural, therefore, 
that her trade during these few years should have gradually increased; but the all
important fact to remember :Lnd digest is that the increase has not been at the expense 
of India but of Lancashire. LancaRbire imports have fallen (1ft by more than 40 per-~ent. 
during tbelast 15 years whereas Indian production has almost doubled. It is also 
significant to note that Japan bas acquired only a very small fraction oUhe trade that 
Lanrashire has lost. Hence the net result is that foreip;n imports had declined • very 
considerably wbile Indian production has made t1'l'mendous headway. And whl'n it 
is flmher remembered that Japan"se imports constitute only 5 per cent. of the total 
quantity of cloth available for consumption in India and also that they a"e of a class 
which compete with Lanca..hire goods, it becomes apparent that all the talk about the 
" Entire destruction of our Homo Trade" is a piece of calculated exaggeratiorr. 
• As ree:ardsI~dia's 'foreie:n trade' the question does not arise as the matter lies outside 
the s~ope of the Indo-JapaneseConvention. Yoursecondargumentis mucbtoopreposter
ous to merit serious criticism. We might, howl'ver, just point out that while Japau 
imports ouly three or four vaiieti<;ls of p;oods, Indian mills produce more than a hundred 
varieties and, the competition, if any at all, is confined to the one or two varieties forming 
less than one-third of the total imports (i.~., loss than 2 pe· cellt. of India's total cloth 
cODRuml'tion). To argue thArefore that on account of Japan's low IJrices (for one or two 
varieties wbich form less than 2 per ceut. of the total.('onsumption) .. the whole of the 
Indian Tolxtile Industry haR been forced to sell at unremllnerath'e rates" is to i,!sult the 
intelligence of the public. Your third argument is quite beside the point. Wbether 
Japan;s competition is fair or unfair; the question of Indo-Japanese competition in the 
neutral export markets falls outside tbe sphere of the Indo-Japanese Convention. Regar~
ing~ystatementonre-exportJ must at once confess that the figure 90 per CAnt. 1,. 

. erroneous. It is a typist's errol' and should be read as 60 per cent. Accordingly the 
portion of Indian consumption will be 411,000 bales, i.t'., 74 per cent. of the total BOI!lbay 
imports; and shirtings and fancy goods constitute nearly thr~e-fourth of it. 

As re/.!ards your high sounding platitude about its being" an axiom in ci vilised countries. 
that labour shall not be sweated but sh!ill be permanently benefitted," as I have said 
before it is a ma.tter of opinion as to what constitutes" sweated labour". I will only 
add with all tho emphasis at my command that far from J li.panese labour being' sweated' 
its condition is immeasurably superior to that of the Indian labour. The treatment of 
labnur especially by the famous Kanega~uchi group of IDi1;ls .Ieav~s ~othing to be desire~ 
and is worthy of imitation by the ~e8t of the world. And It IS a sIgnificant.f~ct that tbls 
group which spends most on labour-we!f~" pays the most .handsome diV1den~s also. 
I am convinced that if you would only V1l!1t Japan nnd see things for yourselves, lDstead 
of rlllying on wnd and mischievous reports, you would 1eturn satisfied and would change _ 
your views. 

Your handling of the' dep;eciated exchange' question leaves much to be desired ~nd 
certainly I fail to follow your specious reasonings. The Sterling exchangt' for all IJracbcal 
purposes must be ta,ken on the basis of i and calculations must t.h:erefore be made a~cD~d
ingly. I mi .. ht only add that there is no fear, as you seem to think, of the Yen stl(,kmg 
at 122 to d~turb your equanimity. Jt i~ alJ-eady 126 o,nd is Plaking cQnstant progresll 
towards recovefY to par value. 
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" Indireot Subsidies" is a.nother of those misa.pprehensions enterta.ined by you which 
ha.ve no founda.tion whatsoever. 1 can quite understand tha.t through consta.nt repetition 
oi it, the idea. 80 g;'own upon you that you ha.ve almost come to believe on it, but that 
does not help to PfOVI' your oase. I am a.mazed a.t your description of the remission of 
10 per cent. consumption tax on exports a.s so much export bounty. Does not the sa.me 
pra.otice ohta.in in your own country too' I am gla.d to inform you that 10 pbr cent . 

. consumption ta,x will be most prohably abolished from the next year, a.s suggested by our 
Government, just as the Excise Duty is suspended here, and so there will' be no ca.use 
for you to ma.ke suoh mislea.ding statements in tht' future. Your suggestion also that 
export combinations a.!"e exempted from Income Tax and Business Tax was entirely 
mislea.ding, for you might take it for the v/U'ious trade guilds that do not deal in any 
business, a.nd exporting houses derive no relief whatsoever. 

As to .. Swea.ted Labour", 1 have already given you my views, but the subject will be 
dea.lt with later more fully. Your suggeRtion that past experience of Japan is not sa.tis· 
factory enough to convince you of its acting up to its Pfomise to return to single ~hift 
from SE'ptember 1931 is not only highly provoca.tive but wantonly insulting. The under
ta.king was to return to single shift three years after the E'nforcement of the Fa.ctory Act, 
but no date was promised as to the introduction of Fa.ctory Act LegWation. Hence 
there is no violation of any pledge to justify your unfair remarks. We quite agree with 
YOI1 that it will be the Government of India. and not the ROIl1bay MillownerR' Association 
that will be eventually ~alled upon to decide this question on its merits, and I have 
a.mple confidence tha.t the GovernV\ent of India. will not be misled by yOU! one-sided 
criticism. 

In this connection, Mr. Ley has already rE'plied to the question put by Sir Dinsha.w 
E. Wa.cha. in the Council o! State, as pe~ the abstract of the Ti11l'!8 oj India as follows:-

LABOUR HOURS IN JAPAN 
No COMPLAINT POSSIBLE 

Delhi, February l()th, 1926 • 
.. In the Council of State to-da.y Sir Dinshaw E. Wa.cha. asked; Ha.s the 

Ja.pa.nese Government fa.iled hitherto t·o give legisla.tive effect to certain J'esolutions of 
the Geneva. Labour Conference pa.ssed some time since regarding shorter hours of 
labour, the non-employment of children and women lit night and other kind?ed 
matters Y If so, do Government propose drawing the' attention of the coming Labour 
Conference to this failure Y 

The Honourable Mr. A_ H. Ley J'eplied: The Honourable Member is presumably 
refarring to the draft conventions adopted at the first session of the International 
Labour Conference, held at Washington in 1919, relating to hours of work at night, 
work for women and night work for young persons. As considerable misapprehension 
appea.rs to exist on the subject of these Conventions and the obliga.tions involved 
in them, I am glad to have this opportunity of explaining the position. No 
country is obliged to enforce any draft convention adopted by an Interna.tional 
Labour Conference unless and until it has rat~d that convention and the question 
whether a convention shall or shall not be ratified is a matter for the authorities 
within the country to decide. Should the competent authority decide that the 
convention shall not be ratified no legal obligations' rest on that country to secure 
the enforcement of the convention. If a member fails to secure the effective 
observance of any Convention, which it has ratified, any other mem'ber ratifying 
that convention is entitled to file a complaint with the Intarnational Labour Office 
under Article 411 of the Treaty of Versailles. As however, Japan has not ratified 
any of the conventions, to which I have referred, no question of such a complaint can 
arise. "-(Associated Press). 

Your reference to the formation of the Indian Cotton Transport Association in 
Shanghai and the remarks in connection therewith display some ignorance. The 
Association is formed with a view to protect the interests of the Importers of Cotton 
in Shanghai, and as' those interests represent the welfare of the Chinese Cotton 
Mill Industry, we in Japan rather stand to suffer from the activities of this body 
instead of gaining anything as you seem to suggest. The Association has been 
formed by the unanimous wish of all importers and Mills in Shanghai, rega.rdless of 
any nationality, and as a matter of fact, English and Indian merchants have all 
willingly supported the scheme, as for the attached sta.tement of the Indian Cotton 
Importers' Association of Shanghai, a perusal of it will satisfy you that this 
Association is not a subsidiary body under the controllillg influence of the Japan 
Cotton Spinners' Assooiation. Nevertheless, if you have any grievance as to 
allocation of freight in India for cotton shipments to Sha~hai you would do welJ 
to ventilate it to the Shanghai Head Quarters. . 



TIIB MILLOWllBBS' AsSqOIATIOll. 

Bombay, 4th March 1926. 

TEB HOllOBARY SBCRBTARY, 

TmI JUA. COTTO. SHIPPBaS' ASSOCIATIOll, BOMBAY. 

DBA.a SIR, 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your etter dated the 20th 
February 1926. 

AI desired by you I am sending your letter to the Press. 
We have no desire to imitate the tone of your reply and except in regard to the one 

point of profits made by Japanese Mills in 1925, my Committee have nothing further 
to add to the categorical answers already given to each of the contentions made in 
your original letter. My Committee are content to leave it to the Indian public to 
form its own conclusions as to the accuracy of the statements, and statistics made 
in their last letter, every one of which was based on unimpeachable information from 
official or other authoritative sources, either Japanese or Indian. 

In regard to your contention that the Bombay Millowners' statement regarding 
profits was misleading, since the information related only to eleven spinning 
companil!8, my Committee wish to point out for the information of your Association 
that the eleven Japanese companies referred to in my letter represent 40,74,249 spindles, 
and 41.812 looms. As the total number of spindles and looms in Japan are 51,10,000 
,and 64,000 respectively it will be seen that these eleven combinations of which the 
profits were given, represent 791 per cent. of the total spindles and 65 per cent. of 
the total looms. The public may judge whether it is only an insignificant proportion 
of Japanese Mills which made huge profits in 1923, 1924 and 1925, as you state. 

My Committee await witIi considerable interest the fuller statement you have 
promised regarding hours of Io.bour and employm!lnt of women o.t night. . 

Yoursfa.ithfulIy, 
(Signed) T. MALONEY, 

{J,ecretary. 



APPENDIX , 

CoTTON MILL LABOUR -IN JAPAN 

The Agent of th~ Japan Cotton Spinners' Association at Bombay writes to us as 
follows:-

A representative of a ootton mill in Japan, a frhmd of mine, who recently visited India 
to study the nonditioDs of Indian Labour, writes. me from Japan, as follows, regarding 
the labour oonditions in cotton mills in Japan. 

In reply to the charge of " Sweated labour" of females,~e declares that, in his frank 
opinion, Japanese labour was not sweated in any sense of the word and he desires to make 
a fervent appeal to Indiall millowners to visit Japan and satisfy themselves personally 
as to the labour conditions obtaining there, instead of drawing their information from 
mischievous sources. -

The following details are about first ana second class mills which employ more than 60 
per cent. of the total female labour in Japanese mills, and while admitting that small 
differences, here and there, in the treatment of labour, may be found in individual mills, 
he pledges his word that his information on the whole is broadly trIe; and ('asnally 
mentions the following ten mills, employiqg 83,569 female-hands, as representiIlg the 
better class of mills who are very particular about the welfare -of their workers. They 
are:-

Kanegafuchi Mills employing .. 
Dai Nippon Mills 

14,428 females. 
20,092 .. 
17,032 ". Toyo Mills 

Wujigas Mills " 1,725 
7,300-
4,761 

Nisshin Mills 
Kurashiki Mills 
N aigai Mills 
Wakayama Mills 
Wukushima Mills 

917 
2,733 
5,235 
9,341 Godoh Mills 

Total 83,569 females 

It may be_added here that the total number of female.workers in Japanese mills is 
138,277. 

4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 011' THE CONDITION AND TREATMENT 011' FEMALE 
LABOUR IN JAPA:t( 

1. Age.-15 t.o 20 years. 
2. Average !lumber of Year8 for whioh they work is about three years (running), i.e., 

genera.lly until the age of matrimony is attained. After marriagp, the hulk of the female 
workers give up factory work. . 

3. Ellucatian.-All mill-hands have to undergo a eourse of oompulsory education for 
tiix years. Labourers with even Middle and High School education are not rare. 

4. Working HourB.-The nett working hours in single shilt are ten and an additional 
hour resl'rved for rest. It is only the spinning departments of IIl1lls tlmt work double 
shift, the weaving-departments workiIlg only one shift, i.e., in day-time. It is hardly 
necessary to add that the labour employed in double shifts is separate in each shift. The 
standard daily routine in dormitories, family quarters and factories is as follows :-

Dag LabourerB.-Breakfast 6-30 a.m. 
Work begins 7-00 a.m. 
Rest for 1 hour 11-00 a.m. to 9-15 a.m_ 
Tiffin N (lOn. 

Rest for i hour Noon t.o 12-30 p.m. 
Rest for 1 hour 3-00-to 3-15 p.m. 
Day work olOlies 6-00 p.m. 
Bath 6.15 p.m .. 
Dinner 6-30 p.m. 
Bed 9-00 p.m. 

Night Worker".-Dinner .• 6·30 p.m. 
Night Shift bl'gins 7-00 p.m. 
Rest 1 hour 9-00 p.m. to 9-15 p.m. 
Meals Mid.night. 
Rest for i hour ., . . .. l\Iid-~ht to 12-30 &.111-
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Rest for! hour 3'00 to 3-15 a.m. 
Night Shift ends 6-00 a.m_ 
Bath 6-30 a.m. 
Breakfast. • 7-00 a.m. 
Rest and bed _ • •• _ • 7-30 to 5-30 p.m_ 

5_ HolidaIl8.-The holidays observed in Japanese mills are all Sundays, and three 
National holidays and five local festival holidays per annum. 

6. WagPJI, _4llowa7lC<'.8, BonUil and Compensation_ 
(a) Dailywag_Yl'20 (female). 
(b) Board allowanc&-YO·28. 
(e) Summet wag_Four days' extra salary is given during summer over and above 

the ordinary monthly salary. 
(d) Absenteeism arising from illnese or accident is allowed for on full pay. 
(e) Bonus is di.tributed twice a year, each bonus being equal to one month's salary_ 
Cf) Retiring Allowancp.-On the expiration of the term of service (generally two or 

three years) more than one month's salary is given'as Retiring Bonus. .. 
(g) In the event of any aocident to an operative, reasonable oompensation is enforced 

by legislation. Moreover, the mill staff and labourers have their own " mutual Aid 
Funds" whioh are utilised for giving relief to any member aftlioted with dome9tio 
misfortune or oatastrophe. • 
7. PAe Dormitory 811mm. . 

(a) Unmarried labourers are housed in dormitories which are well ventilated and 
have proper sanitary and hygienio arrangements. Family men are provided separate 
private quarters whioh are abo in the mill compolmd. The individual mill-hand pays 
lees than half the actual hoarding charges incurred by the mills, i.e_, he pays 12sens 
against the actual expenses of .0 sene, thus receiving a benefit of 28 sens or nearly 
51 aIlD&S per day. 

(6) The dormitories are effectively supervised, each block being nnder the charge of 
a dormitory-keeper and each room under tbe supervi>.ion of a senior hand. The 
strict diaciplire enforced by these" Agents des moeurs .. serves to maintain complete 
morality among the male and female-workers. 
8. ProviBion for Medical .A ill, GymnaBlic8 and Recreation for the labourers is aL.o 

receiving the constant oare and attention of the employers as they oonsider the health, 
oomfort and happiness of the operatives essential to efficient produotion. 

(a) Every mill has its own hospital and provides 50 to 60 beds, with 7 or 8 dLotors, 
and a dozen nurses. 

Medical help and treatment are, of c<.urse, gratiS, and an average, of 15 patients per 
mill of a oomplement of 3,000 hands take advantage daily • 

. (6) Sanatoriums for convalesoents are provided at sea-side resorts and in the vicinity 
of hot springs. 

(e) Every mill has its own gymnasium and pleasure ha.lls where provision is made for 
indoor games and pastimes. In addition to this, cinema and theatrical entertainment 
is provided once a week. The ha.lls referred to can accommodate 2,000 persons. 
Provision for outdoor games is also 'made ancJ tennis courts, base-ball grounds and 
wrestling arenas are available for t;he :men. 

(d) Athletic meetings are held twioe every year and the workers are also taken out 
ocoasionally on sight-seeing exoursions and these are much enjoyed by the young 
workers, as these events revive the happy memories of their school days. 

(e) Education~The mill authorities are equally anxious about the mental cultivation 
of the young generation of workers, and besides providing libraries, regular courses 
of instruction are given. Young females are afforded every poseible opportunity of 

, acquiring' training in domestio economy and household management. Instruotion 
is given in needle work 'and embroidery, cookery and musio. Even such liberal" 
accomplishments, ali the arts of .. tea-ceremony" and flower decoration, acoomplish
ments which oannot be bestowed even on the daughters of the petit bourgeois before 
marriage, are imparted to the humblest of labourers who care to avail themselves of 
the opportunity. 
9. O~ E{alling8 and Bargain BaZ'es.-Tae mill authorities are very anxious 

that labourers should cultivate the habit of thrift and save as muoh as possible of tlte~ 
earnings .. for a rainy day n. Board and lodging being free ot cost (save for a very 
nominal contribution), the authorities provide oloth and miscellaneous stores and ,artioles 
of personal use at the lowest cost price. Thus the labourers are enabled to save on an 
average as much as 70 per oent. of their inoome; and if we make allowanoe for their 
remittances to their family homes, their uett savings range from 30 to 40 per cent. The 
management further enoourage the habit of saving by offering attractive rates of interest 
(higher than bank rates) on deposits, 80 that it is not uncommon for the labourers, to take 
away with them the handso~e 8\U11. of Yl,OOO to Y2,OOO when they leave the mills after 
~wo or three years' work. ' 

¥~O-O 
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LABOUR CONDITIONS IN JAPAN-

To The Editor," The Oapital, " Oalcutta 
DEAR SIR, 

The attention of the Committee of the Bombay Millowners' Association has been drawn 
to a letter in the correspondence columns of your issue of the 27th March· which purports 
to throw light on labour conditions in Japan. The article paints a pleasant picture of 
the seemingly Utopian conditions under which the Japanese textile labourer toils, but 
it is, to say the least, surprising that although the article appears above the name of the 
Japan- Cotton Spinners' Association, the statements-made are not b&Sed upon the facts 
and statistics published by the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association, or on any official 
Japanese publication but upon the unsupported statements and idyllic illusions of an 
anonymous 'individual connected with the Japanese cfltton industry, and for this reason 
carry no weight. 

My ComDrltt.ee, however, deem it desirable to point out a few of the inaccuracies 
contained in the letter~ 

From the twenty-fifth Financial and Economic ~nnual of Japan, it appears that out 
of a total of 938,842 operatives employed in Japanese textile factories, 177,048 are males 
and 761,794 are females. Of the total number of females employed, 197,834 are under 
sixteen years of ager and 663,960 are above sixteen years of age. If no females below 
fifteen years of age were employed in Japanesemills,as is sought tobe made out byyour 
correspondent, then the Financial and Economic Annual would hardly contain particulars 
regarding the number of females under 16 employed in the textile factories of Japan. 

The average number of years for which the female operatives work, is set down by your 
correspondent to be three years after which period it is represented that the female 
:>peratives return to their homes to get married; having accumulated savings which would 
compare favourably with those of workers in any other part of the world. The best 
answer to this is afforded by the under-quoted extract from the article on Labour Recruit
ment in Japan which appeared some time back in the International Lahou.r Gazelle from 
the pen of no less a person than Shunzo Y oshiseka, Director of Factory Inspection. After 
referring to excessive hours of work, low wages, ~ht work, congestion, restricted freedom, 
etc., as hampering the recruitment of fema.le opera.tives, that officer goes on to 8&y :-

.. Again, the country folk soo many'sudden changes in. their friends and receive bitter 
disillusionments; they hear of t~e risks to life and health in factory work; an innocent 
country girl, who left home full of health and vigour soon returns with wrecked health 
a.nd ha.ggard face, or news come of her utter moral ruin and degra.dstion ". 
The remark that double shift is being worked only in the spinning department and not 

in the weaving department is contradicted by the annua.l statistics issued by the Japan 
Cotton Spinners' Association themselves, from which it is clear that double shifts are 
worked in a. considerable number of weaving and in practica.lly a.ll spinning mills The -
following examples are taken from the statistics published by the Japan Cotton Spinners' 
Association :-

Hattori Shoten Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd. • • 
Kikui Boshoku Spinning and Wea.ving Co., Ltd. •• 
-Nagai Wata. Kaisha. Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd. 
Osaka Meryasu Spinning and Wea.ving Co., Ltd. .. 
Toyods Boshuka Spinning and Wea.ving po., Ltd. 

Working lIours per day 
Yam. O/Qlh. 

22-
22 
22 
21 
20 

22 
22 
20l 
20t 
20 

(-The na.me of this mill is included in the list given in the article and the figures of 
working hours effectively refutes the contention that only one shift is worked in the 
_wea.ving departments, even in the selected mills enumera.ted by your correspondent. In 
_ thl\ case of Ka.negafuchi Mills and tile Dai Nippon Mills, mentioned in the list of mills 
quoted in the article, the working hours per dsy in the weaving departments are 14t anel 
16 respectively.) -

As regards holidays, it may be mentioned tha.t even the a.mended Factory Act of Ja.pan 
makes no provisions for holida.ys for a.dult ma.les, and only two holidays in a month for 
youthsundersixteena.nd females. If the Japanese mills &re rea.lly kept olosed on all 
Sundsys as your correspondent has tried to make out. then one wonders· why a. provi.~o 
to tha.t effect is not inserted in the Factory Act instead of the existing proviso! 
_ .AS regards the dormitory syStem your correspondent may be referred to the Ja.pan
Year Book (Earthquake Emtion) where a referenoe is made to.a.n enquiry IP.a.de b:y th'l' 
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DepartDl8llt of Agriculture and Commerce into the living and dietary conditions of 
operatives in spinning &nd weaving factories. We there read:-

.. Workshops have generally (lome to he hetter equipped from jhe hygienic point 
of view but the condition of dormitories is as bad as before, except in some large 
factories. Small factories have no special accommodation for lodging and the workers 
are made to live and sleep in a part of the factory building or in attics destitute of 
sanitary devices such as ventilation; sunshine, etc. For instance, the dormitories 
covering a small area of 79'463 tsubo· are made to accommodate 84,327 'men and 
women, 0'94 tsubo per operative. In most cases only 0'5 to 1 tsubo are allotted to 
one person while in BOme cases two to ten persons are compelled to lie down in a space 
of 1 tsubo. What i8 much wor8e 357 fact0rie.8 are Mt prooided with a Biclc room. When 
a worm i8 tau,. 'U, he or 8he i8 confined 'n the ordinary bed rooma and when the caBe t'UfflB 
out to be 8erioruJ the patttnt i8 8ent home. or to the Aospital 'Under apecial coptract.. Only 
'n 8 factoriea are there phyBiciana m atten4q.nce. " 
The sentences which are in italics are &n excellent commentary On your oorrespondent's 

statement that :- • 
.. Every mill has its own hospital and provides 50 to 60 beds With 7 or 8 doctors and 

& dozen nurses. Medical help &nd treatment are of course gratia and an average of 
15 patients per mill of complement of 3,000 hands take advantage daily." 
It is further stated by your correspondent that .. in the event of any accident to an 

operative reasonable compensation is enforced by legislation." So far as my Committee 
&re &ware there is no Workmen's Compensation Act in Japan. Had there been any such 
legisl&tion in existence, there would have been no occaSion for inserting Article XV in 
the amended Factory ,Act which says that the compensation to be given to a workman 
who suffers injuries or dies in the performance of his,duty, is to he determined by Imperial 
Ordinandi!. But the nature of the Imperial Ordinance, or whether one really exists, is 
not known. . 

My Committee do not Wish to disturb the happy effect of the idyllic picture drawn by 
. your correspondent of mill life in Japan with its hospitals, sanatoriums, .,gymnasium, 

pleasure halls, cinema and theatrical entertainments, tennis courts, base· ball grounds, 
wrestling arenas, etc. My Committee would only state that the official and demi·official 
publications of Japan including those from which extracts have been quoted a'bove, bear 
ample evidence to the harrowing oonditions of mill life in Japan, in striking oontrast with 
the imaginative masterpiece drawn by your correspondent.-Your, faithfully, 

BOMBAY, 7th .A.pril192(J. 
T. MALONEY, 

Secretary. 

• A tsubo is approximately equ8.I to a space 6 feet long and 3 feet wide. 
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APPENDIX No. 5 

E:x:tractJrom iJ letter, datetl8thFebruary 1924, addre88etl to the Secretary to the Government 
oJ India i.the Oommerce Department by the Bombay Millowner8' A88ociation 

on the 81lbjed oJ Ootton E:x:ci8e Dutie8 

From the figures submitted by a number ,of typioal Bombay mills it was found that 
with ootton at Rs. 500 per oandy the proportionate cost for dutiable stores when making 
standard Longcloths was 6' 5 per cent. of the total cost of production, and when spinning 
18s. weft, 2' 25 per cent. 

The following oalculation gives an approximate idea of the amount of duty paid by 
cotton mills in British India on imported mill stores. ._ 

The average rate of duty paid on stores has been taken as 10 per Clll1t. which, it is 
thought, represents as fair an estimate as it is possible to make. As previously JI1entioned, 
the more important stores, such as sizing materials and dyes, pay 15 per cent, ad tJalorem
but a certain proportion of machinery spare parts are admitted at the rate of 21 per cent. 

The total value of ,cloth produced in British India was :-

Rs. 

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 

60,39,24,275 From monthly Statistics 
58,21,63,796 of Cotton Spinning and 
56,55,13,926 Weaving. 

(3) 1,75,16,01,997 

58,38,67,332 

Average of last three years = Rs. 58,38,67,332, say 
Value on stores (6'5 per cent. on cost value) 
Duty on stores at 10 per cent, ad valorem. 

Weight of yarn produced :-
lbs. 

.. = 

.. = 

Rs. 

58,00,00,000 
3,77,00,000 

37,70,000 

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 

62,16,55,441- From monthly Statistics 
65,30,10,720 of Cotton Spinning and 
66,19,10,823 Weaving. 

(3) 1,93,65,76,984 

64,88,58,994 

Average of last three years = 64,88,58,994Ibs., say 65,00,00,000 lbs. 

Approximate value at 14 annas per lb .. : 
Value of stores at 2'25 per cent. .• 
Duty on stores at 10 per cent. ad valorem •• 
Total duty paid per year by mills on yarn and cloth 

.. = 

.. = 

Rs. 

57,00,00,000 
1,28,25,000 

12,82,500 
50,52,500 

The average amount colleoted per year from mills in British India in the form of Excise 
Duty, aooording to the Monthly Statistics of Cotton Spinning and Weaving in Indian 
Mills, for the past three years was Rs. 2,09,02,000. . 

The total taxation paid by Mills in the form of Exoise Duty on oloth and Import Duty 
on mill stores is therefore in tlI~ ~eighl)9urhood of R~, ~159154,500 ,?f ~ ~Q\lt),(;l figure" 
260 lakhs of rupeoll per y~,. - , . . , 
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TABLE 1 

Progre.tJB o/OoUorl Mills in lhe Oily aM Island 0/ Bombay ainu 1865 

I Average Approximate quantity of 

Yean Number Number of ! Number of. Number of Cotton CODSumed. 

ending BOth .June. of lUIIa. 8plndies. Looms. handa 
I employed 

daily. Cwts. llales 
I 392Il10. 
i 

1885 .. .. 10 2,49,1184 

I 
3,378 6,557 Not recorded. Not recorded. 

1866 .. .. 10 2,74,S71 3,251 6,733 Do. Do • 

1867 .. .. 10 1,78,057 3,578 7,630 Do. Do • 

1868 .. 10 2,82,644 3,643 7,715 . Do. Do • 

1869 .. .. 10 1,811,874 3,719 7,857 Do. Do • 

1870 .. .. 10 1,90,920 4,090 8,103 D~. Do • 

1871 .. .. 10 3,06,896 4,290 8,553 Do. Do • 

1872 .. .. U 8,14,S96 4,302 8,816 Do. . Do • 

1873 .. " 14 8,94,592 4,_ 10,714 2,35,763 67.361 

1874 .. .. 16 4,62,161 5,713 11,398 2,89,065 82,590 
-

1875 .. .. 27 7,52,634 7,781 13,551 Not recorded. Notrecordeel.· -
1876 .. .. 29 8,16,830' 8,041 . ... Do. Do • 

1877 .. .. 31 8,95,204 8,433 20,347 6,64,270 1,61,220 

1878 .. .. 82 9,55,344 10,266 26,942 7,15,078 2,04,308 

1879 .. .. 82 9,81,000 10,856 28,860 6,32,436 1,80,696 

1880 .. .. 32 9,87,676 -10,856 '29,417 7,71,239 2,20,354 

1881 .. , .. 82 9,91,522 10,932 31,351 9,64,772 2,72,792 

1882 .. .. 36 10,56,004 11,274 31,801 9,71,061 2,77,446 

1883 .. .. S8 11,26,698 11,667 34,736 10,94,016 3,12,576 

1864 .. .. 43 12,51,726 11,985 36,071 12,18,490 3,43,140 

1885 .. .. 49 13,47,390 ·12,011 41,545 13,73,743 3,92,498 

1886 .. .. 60 18,88,773 12,088 44,111 13,69,039 3,91,164 

1887 .. .. 55 14,46,644 12,188 43,270 15,87,649 4,53,614-

1888 .. .. 61 14,57,015 12,752 47,789 17,50,014 6,00,004 

1889 .. .. 89 16,91,828 ,13,880 52,490 19,73,055 6,63,730 

1890 .. .. 70 18,95,660 13,785 59,139 22,26,819 6,36,234 

1891 .. .. 67 19,09,123 14,347 61,981 26,68,967 7,62,562 

1892 .. .. 68 19,34,718 14,900 65,087 25,50,058 7,28,588 

1893 .. .. 69 20,41,208 18,664 67,870 25,34,910 7,24,260 

1894 .. .. 09 20,27,374 18,265 70,553 25,57,296' 7,20,656 

1895 .. .. 09 21,23,892 20,217 '75,740 26,63,879 8,15,394 

1896 .. .. -71 21,86,323 21,&.'15 78,455 29,73,873 8,49,678 

1897 .. .. 75 21,87,425 21,287 69,530 24,59,646 7,02,756 

1898 .. . .. 82 22,26,982 21,379 70,728 28,60,643 8,17,326 

1899 .. .. 82 24,10,861 22,209 77,169 33,27,800 9,50,800 

1900 .. .. 82 25,36,891 22,215 72,914 26,06,800 7,44,800 

1901 .. .. 81 25,71,092 22,414 82,162 24,35,153 6,95,768 
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TABLE 1-contd. 
... 

I . 
Average Approximate quantity 

of Cotton eonllUllled. Years INum~ Num~of Number of Number of 
ending 80th Jnne. of Mills. Spindles. Looms. hands 

employed 
daily. Cwts. llales 

I (392 Ibo.) 

··1 
, 

!902 .. 80 25,23,769 22,845 86,122 84,55,823 9,87,378 
1903 .. 

"I 
80 25,33,382 23,125 86,913 34,51,798 9,86,228 

1904 .. .. 79 25,34,230 24,136 . 89,915 34,04,569 9,72,734 
1905 .. 81 25,60,916. 28,073 9,2,924 87,53,582 10,72,452 
1906 ..I 84 I 26,14,323 28,778 1,00,798 89,94,424 11,41,264 .. 

i . 1907. .. .. 85 26,13,483 81,982 • 98,101 39,05,125 11,15,750 
1908 .. .. 86 27,34,683 35,967 1,01,536 37,77,179 10,79,194 
1909 .. .. 89 28,00,345 39,264' 1,05,751 38,45,464 10,98,704 
\1110 .. .. 89 28,24,046 41,931 1,04,550 34,44,203 9,84,058 
1911 .. .. 87 28,90,590 42,467 1,04,500 33,37,075 9,53,450 
1912 .. .. 86 28,85,452 43,388 1,09,691 37,71,656 10,77,616 

1913 .. .. 90 29,25,966 . 45,250 1,10,033 3?,52,735 10,72,210 

1914· .. .. I 85 30,09;172 48,845 . 1,09,860 37,73,133 10,78,038 

1915· .. 
::1 

86 -29,M,367 . 51,846 1,11,924 35,91,175 10,26,050 

1916· .. 86 29,84,575 53,205 1,18,303 38,36,609 '10,96,174 

1917· .. .. 87 29,33,715 57,921 1,25,713 . 39,71,849 11,34,814 

1918· .. .. 87 28,82,648 59,162 1,24,199 37,39,722 10,68,492 

'1919· .. .. 85 29,34,476 60,778 1,26,368 34,99,146 9,99,756 

1920· .. .. 83 29,64,526 60,634 1,40,208 33,50,025 9,57,150 

1021· .. .. 83 30,25,488 62,763 1,47,740 37,12,093 10,60,598 
I 

1922· .. .. 82 31,17,284 65,521 1,49,224 ! 37,59,693 10,74,198 

1923· .. .. 81 33,49,082 

I 

88,916 1,48,771 37,08,705 10,59,630 

1924· .. .. 82 34,27,261 71,133 1,48,414 28,75,131 8,21,466 

1925· .. .. 82 I 34,56,233 72,266' 1,53,009 34,81,562 8,94,732 

• Year ending 310t Augnst. 
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TABLE 2 

Pr0gR8. o/lt1dia" MillB during 1M past 50 yean 

Average ApproXimate quantity 
Number-of of Cotton consumed. 

y""", Number Number of Number of bands . ending 80th lune. of IliII& Spindles. Looms. employed 
dally. - Cwts. Bales 

392 Ibo. 

"--

1876 .. .. 47 11.00.112 9.139 Not Btnted. Not stnted. Not stated. 

1877 .. .. 61 12,44.206 10.885 Do • Do. Do. 

1878 .. .. ~ 12,89.700 10.633 Do • Do. Do. 

1879 .. .. 68 14.62,794 13,018 42.914 9.118.647 2.87.585 

1880 .. .. 56 14.61.590 18.502 44.410 ·10.78.708 3,07.631 

1881 .. .. 67 16.13.098 13,707 48.430 ,13.28.481 8.78.989 

1882 .. - .. 65 16.20.814 14.172 48.467 13.91.467 8.97.562 

18118 .. .. 67 17.90.888 15.373 53.476- 15.97.946 .4.56.565 

1884 .. .. 79 20.01.667 16.282 6_0.287 18.59.777 5.31.865 

1885 .. .. 87 21.45.646 16.537 87.186 20.88.621 5.9r,~49 

1886 .. .. 95 22.61.561 17.455 74.383 '22.51.214 8.46.749 . 
1887 .. .. 108 24.21.290 18.588 76.942 25.41.986 7.28.276 

1888 .. .. 114 24.88.851 19.498 82,379 27,54,437 7.88.982 

188~ .. .. 124 27.62,518 21.581 91,698 31,10.289' 8,88,654 

1890 .. .. 137 32.74.198 28,412 1.02,721 35,29.617 10,08,462 

1891 .. .. 134 83.51.894 24.531 1,11,018 41,28,171 11.78.906 

1892 .. .. 139 84.02,232 - 25.444 1.16,161 40.80.788 ,11.65.938 

1893 .. .. 141, 85.75,917 28.164 1,21,500 40,98,528 11,71,008 

1894 .. .. 142 36.49.786 31.154 1,30,461 42,78,778 12,22;508 

1895 .. .. 148 38,09,929 35,338 1,38,669- ,46.95,999 13,41,714 

1896 .. .. 166 39.32,946 37,270 1.45.432 49.82.813 14.09,818 

1897 .. .. 173 40.65,618 37.584, 1.44,336 45,58,278 13,00,936 
-

1898 .. .. 185 42.69,720 38,013 1.18.964 51,84,648 14,81.328 

1899 .. .. 188 47.28,333 89,069 1.62,108 58.63,165 _16,75.190 

1900 .. .. 198 49.45.788 40.124 1.61,189 50,86.732 14.5a-.852 

1901 .. .. 193 50,06,938, 41,180 1.72,883 47.31,090 13.51,740 

1902 .. .. 192 50.06,~65 42,584 1.81,031 61,77.633 17,65,088 

1903 .. .. 192 50.48,297 44.092 1,81,399 60.87.690 17.39.840 

1904 .. .. 191 51.18,i21' 45,337 1.84,779 81,06.681 17.44,766 

1905 .. .. 197 -61.63,486 50,139 1.95.277 65,77,354 ' 18,79.244 

1908 .. .. 217 52.79,595 62.668 2,08,616 70,82.306 20.23,516 

1907 .. .. 224 58,33.275 58.436 2.05.698 69.80,595 19,80,170 

1908 .. .. 241 ,57,56,020 87.920 2,21,195 69,70.250 - 19,91,600 

1909 .. .. 259 60,63.231 76,898 2,36,924 73,81,500 21,09,000 

1910 .. .. 263 61,95,671 82.725 2,33,624 67,72.635 19,35,010 

19n .. .. 263 63,57,460 85,352 2.30.849 66,70.531 19,05,866 

1912 .. .. 268 64,63.929 88,95). - 2.43,637 71,75,357 20,50,102 
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TABLE 2-contd. 

/ 

Average Approximate quantity 
of Cotton consumed. 

Years N'umber Number of Numberol Number'll 
• ndlng 80th June. afMilla. Splndl ... J.aollll!. bands 

employed Bales 
d"lIy. CroS. 89211>l. 

----, 
1913 .. .. 272 05,96,862 94,136 2,58,786 73,36,056 20,96,016 ' 

1~14· .. .. 271 67,'18,895 1,04,179 2,60,276 75,00,941 21,43,126 

1915· .. .. 272 68,48,744 1,08,009 2,66,346 73,59,212 21,02,632 

1916· - .. 260 68,39,87'1 1,10,268 2,74,361 76,92,013 21,97,718 

1917· .. .. 263 67,38,697 1,14,621 2,76,771 76,93,674 21,98,164 

1918· . .. 262 66,53,871 1,16,484 2,82,227 72,99,873 • 20,85,678 

1919' .. .. 258 66,89,680 1,18,221 2,93,277 71,54,805 20,44,230 

1920· .. .. 253 67,63,076 1,19,012 3,11,078 68,33,113 19,52,318 

1921* .. .. 257 68,70,804 1,23,783 3,32,179 74,20,805 21,20,230. 

1922* .. .. 298 73,31,219 1,34,620 3,43,723 77,12,390 22,03,540 

1923· .. 

::\ 
333 79,27,938 1,44,794 3,47,390 76,30,943 21,61,698 

1924* .. 336 83,13,273 1,51,485 3,56,887 67,12,118 19,17,748 

1925· 337 
. 

76,92,085 22,26,310 .. .. 85,10,633 1,64,202 3,67,877 

* Year ending 31st August. 
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'tABLE 

Detailed Slatement 0/ the Quantity in pound8 and their Equivalent 

Grand Totnl, India (British India 

TwellJ6 monthB 

DescripUon. 1907·08; 1908-09. 1909·10. 

Grey and Bleached Plere-goods.-

{POnftds .. 14,922 13,264 17,801 
Cbadars ., .-

Yards .. 42,826 38,765 51,Ml 

{poundS .. 48,358 46,501 50,111 
Dhnt\! .. 

Yards .. 237,900 233,878 249,574. 

Drills and lea~ {POnnds .. 6,912 6,518 6,143 .. .. 
Yards .. 21,573 24,708 22,084 

•• {p~nnds ., 492 421 671 
cam brirs and Lawns 

I Yards ., 3,152 2,759 4,083 

.. 1 rO
Ulids .. 5,705 5,686 7,310 

PrInters .. I Yards 
.. 7,744 26,186 33,90S 

.. {POUUds .. 48,007 48,684 57,848 
ShIrtIDgB and Longrloth 

Yards .. 207,227 206,S14 244,896 

{POnnds .. 26,434 26,217 31,018 
T.rlotb, Domestl ... and !\heet· 

1ru;B. Yards .. 120,S15 123,341 UO,~93 

{POUnds . .. 2,559 2,895 2,299 
Tent Cloth .. .. 

6,18~ 7,693 5,780 Yards .. 

ro
nnds .. .... . ... . ... 

KhadI, Duogree or Xhaddar •. 
Yards .. .... . ... . .... 

{POnnds .. 3,696 4,859 5,502 
Other Sorts .. .. 

Yards 14,126 21,827 20,460 .. 
{pounds .. 165,084 164,997 178,602 

Total .. 
680,OS7 685,972 771,617 Yards .. 

rOunds 
.. 81,136 84,981 47,638 

Coloured Piece-goods .. 
Yards taB,S80 18,858 192,352 .. 

{POnnds .. 1,815 1,598 1,7M 
Grey Bnd Coloured Goods other 

Dozens 46. .00 429 than Plece-I!oods •• .. 

{::" .. 414 608 624 

Hoaiery .. .. 
271 lUI 3S2 .. 

Woeellaneoua .. .. Pounds .. 192 241 255 

Cotton Good. mixed with Silk ·Pound. .. .... .... . ... 
or Wool. 

-----

ro~nd8 .. 189,058 191,865 228,824 

Gr.~Nll Tl'Nt. .. Yards .. 808,431 884,469 963,869 

I DoIeDl .. '184 64S 761 

No/I.-FIgures In blt.ck type apply to BrlUah india only. 



kci.8 

in yMtl8 and Ducription oj W~ Goods prodtJUd, in l~n Milia 

and Indian SkJIu). 000'8 IIf7litWl 

April 10 M areA 

1918-11. 1911-1912 1912-13. 1913-14. 1914-16. 

19,110 22,527 ~J;,20' 23,673 22,797 

66,039 tIS,177 76,896 69,870 65,603 

51,466 56,277 60,151 59,132 57,400 

253,246 2t1S,460 291,476 284,770 258,974. , 
7,341 7,533 7,395 7,510 8,521 

25,604 27,567 28,931 27,813 30,789 

553 980 1,067 744 6.17 .I 
4,171 6,326 7,053 6,053 3,646 

7,217 5,558 6,25~ 6,512 ~6,448 

33,469 26,S99 29,460 311.384 28,007 

66,558 71,593 tIS,644 66,458 75,520 

287,568 313,053 302,624 292,438 320,705 

SO,9U7 31,576 ~9,733 - 30,816 33,238 

139,438 142,107 143,096 ll1~,989 134,288 

2,396 2,476 2,882 2,827 3,906 

6,968 6,062 6,782 5,814 8,962 

... .... .," . .... .... 
_ .. .... . ... .... .... 

6,097 6,827 6,272 6,674 7,653 

23,645 26,229 25,884 27,286 29,627 

191,736 204,901 211,111 202,763 218,576 

829,197 863,381 914,191 872,446 880,602 

61,786 59,664 71,828 63,829 61,067 

218,545 252,771 306,251 291,846 265,206 , 
1,598 1,606 1,813 2,166 1,785. 

4116 417 416 638 ·512 

624 497 501 471 286 

840. 273 285 267 179 

71 86 218 158 341 
• .... .... .... .... .... 

------ ..----

245,815 266,644 285,471 274,389 277,006· 

1,042,742 1,186,152 1,220,448 1~164,292 1,185,703 

825 690 700 905 692 

1916~16. 

26,065 

75,163 

70,037 

'23,640 

12,658 

46,329 

1,025 

5,701 

6,109 

26,900 

100,Q06 

419,625 

35,821 

151,401 

5,479 

11,844 

. ... 

. ... 
9,975 

34,264 

267,165 

1,094,867 

81,604 

346,64'/ 

2,541 

6bB 

856 

220 

589 

. ... 

31i2,256 

1,441,515 

874 
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D .. crtptlon. 1916-17. 1917·18. 1918-19. 

Grey and Bleached Piece-goods-

{POUnds _. 22,009 17,766 12,972 
Obadars .. .. 

Yards .. 67,761 54,049 37,914 
, - {POUndS 66,641 70,135 .. 77,777 
Dhutla .. ., 

Yards .. 300,949 325,01". 869,357 

{POUnds .. 15,403 21,244 15,105 
Drills and J eana .. .. 

66,503 Yard. .. 78,611 M,284 

{POUndS .. 1,124 1,490 941 
Caml'rlcs and Lawns .. 

Yards .. 6,379 8,277 ~,195 

{Pounds .. 7,288 5,932 5,181 
Printers .. .. 

Yards -. 31,599 26,693 23,067 

rounds .. 98,039 99,204 86,160 
Shirtings and LOlIgcloth ., 

Yards . 427,763 .. 450,630 393,779 

{Pounds .. 46,403 31,169 24,041 
T-cloth, Domestics and Sheet-

Ings. Yards .. 192,132 137,396 110,611 

rent Cloth 
{POUDds .. 8,553 12,002 20,109 .. -. 

Yards .. 17,181 24,550 36,870 

{poundS .. .... . ... . ... 
Khadl, Dungree or Khaddar •• _ 

Yards .. .... . ... 0 ••• 

{POUnds .. 9,392 9,832 14,955 
Other Sorts .. .. 

Yards .. 85,913 35,899 45,733 

{pound' .. 274,851 268,772 257,840 
Total .. 

Yards .. 1,136,170 1,141,022 1,076,711 

{POUnds .. 98,352 106,752 85,602 
Ooloured Plere-goods .. , 

Yards .. 441,962 473,105 374,015 

{pounds .. 3,113 3,639 3,7" 
Grey and Coloured Goods other 

t1ian Piece-goods. Dozens .. ~60 706 / 721 

{poundS .. 410 849 261 
Hosiery 

, .. .. 
Dozens .. 237 215 149 

M1srellaneous .. .. Pounds .. 960 1,638 1,827 

Cotton Goods mixed with Silk Pounds .. 43 263 307 
or Wool. 

rounds 
.. 377,729 381,404 849,580 

GR.um TOTAL .. Yards • .. 1,578,183 1,614,126 1,460,726 

Dozens .. 897 921 "870 
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No. ~ontd. 
.--------------~---

1919-20. 1920-111. 1921·22- 1922-28. 1 1925·24. 1924·26. 1926·26 

23,205 19,841 19,712 20,671 20,237 21,646 22.78'1 

68,093 i 59.194 69,/28 63,202 58,003 61,614 62,076 

73,U3 78,686 96,157 91,908 86,658 96,607 110,134 

337,602 840,128 456,637 431,146 399,214 458,404 616,394 

21,583 19,722 15,876 14,448 18,931 18,521 18,lQ7 

80,845 74,S05 60,452 66,S06 64,974 77,191 74,160 

1,666 1,219 1,292 897 777 1,145 681 

8,473 6,951 7,347 5,554 3,649 5,395 8,166 

6,774 6,306 8,088 9,078 7,855 7,760 6,004 

29,887 28,284 85,622 39,073 84,831 82,7n 25,872 

100,625 101,13& 109,974 106,607 100,816 118,059 120,020 

444,601 466,240 487,084 470,549 448,848 .526,624 521,126 

27,449 21,293 19,117 17,858 16,608 17,4·68 ·17,371 

122,402 97,888 ! 84,117 81,002 68,076 77,742 74,073 

2,890 8,772 8,247 2,867 2,796 4,156 3,991 

6,671 7,508 7,265 6,688 6,673 11,894 9,005 

.... .... , .... . ... . ... 29,434 30,444 

.... . ... .... . ... . ... 87,163 87,406 

19,028 16,689 27,123 87,088 39,876 10,676 9,826 

66,649 60,886 87,869 118,371 128~488 46,676 41,036 

276,632 26S,664 300,038 800,366 287,050 325,265 339,265 

1,164,073 1,129,883 1,284,762 1,271,790 1,197,664 1,382,368 1,414,304 

102,146 98,388 P8,433 98,685 108,1130 125,580 116,696 

475,706 450,967 446,822 453,494 508,920 68S,078 640,11;7 

8,820 8,486 3,068 8,423 2,675 2,954 3,727 

659 707 629 1,218 614 611 966 

294· 411 863 464 548 673 872 

159 117 116 206 245 277 317 

1,250 1,408 1,433 2,201 2,237 3,949 3,772 

204 227 178 165 207 272 708 

I . 
883,847 867,482 403,496 405,254 401,661 458,693 466,039 

1,639,779 1,580,860 1,731,573 1,725,28. 1,701,674. 1,970,447 1,964,461 

818 8l1P 744 1,418 759 888 1,272 
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TABLE 

Detailed Slalement oj lhe Quantity (i1l,PoundB) and their 

Bombay Island. (Twelve nwntha 

- Description 01 Goods. 1907-08. 
, 

1908-09. 1909-10. - . 
Grey and Blea.hed Goods-

Chadan 
.. {pounds .. 11,128 9,896 11,926 .. 

Yards .. 31,968 27,656 34,777 

Dhutla •. {POUnds .. 14,287 11,770 11,291 .. 
Yards .. 69,748 67,751 66,700 

Drllb • .md Jeau .. {POUndS .. 2,668 2,708 , 2,835 
., 

Yards .. 9,7U 10,509 10,469 

c.:ambrl<'8 and Lawns ., {Pounds .. :137 273 375 

Yards .. 2,212 1,859 2,508 

.. {pound~ .. 196 79 56 
Prlnten 

Yards .. 985 408 310 . 
Shirtings and Longclo~hs .. rOUnds .. 35,290 84,004 39,100 

, Yards .. 159,414 151,290 173,687 

{POUnds .. 18,863 19,355 21,721 
T.c1oth, Domestlca and' IIh.et-

'Ings. Yards .. 89,110 93,639 102,004 

•• {POUnds 1,024 1,004 741 
Tent Cloth " . Yards .. 2,056 2,023 1,520 

'KhadI, Dungree or Xhaddar •• {Pounds " .... .... . ... 
Yards .. .... .... . ... 

.. rounds .. 042 1,023 1,042 
Other Sorts ., 

Yards .. 4,864 4,671 4,859 

.. {pounds .. 84,284 79,698 ,89,086 
Total 

Yards .. 369,616 349,707 386,736 

•• {POUnds .. 24,048 , 25,834 35,279 
Coloured Pieoe·goods 

Yards .. 102,201 105,932 145,489 

{POUnds .. 1,569 ],839 1,424 
Grey and Coloured Goods other 

tblln Flece-goode. DOlens " 896 327 344 I - .0' _ , •• _" / 

498 382 417 
,HoeIery " 

.. rounds "j 
DoltlDll . ., 271 241 257 

HlscelJaneoua .. .. FoundS ,,1 74 22 12 

Cotton Goods mixed WIth Silk Founds ..! .... .. . ... . ... 
or Wool. 

, 

t· ' .. _--- . 
roundS " ' 110,423 107,215 126,218 , 

TOl'AL, BOMBAY ISL.U;D .. Yards I 
471,817 455,639 582,225 

"/ 
DOlens "I 066 668 602 

I 
.. -
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Ifo. 4 

Equivalem in YartU,4JUi. ~Iion 0/ Woo .... Goods P"adtJU.d 

A prillo Mareh ) 000', omitted . 
1910-11, 1911-12. I 1912·13. 1913-14. I .. 

• 

11,603 18,060 13,873 12;436 
33,640 19,881 39,726 35,962 

10,697 11,574 11,515 ;12,049 

52,385 54,207 64,710 56,703 

3,U8 3,652 3,779 3,87~ 

12,566 14,109 14,865 14,838 

857- 632 8G4 516 

2,479 4,252 5,951 3,636 

81 17 24 51 

157 78 1~3 278 

43,469 47,973 43,488 42,070 

·195,809 219,009 198,955 189,617 

21,064 20,108 19,8~4 16,~27 

98,545 96,057 92,935 78,322 

643 797 795 714 .. 

1,848 1,631 1,684 1,535 

.... .... .... . ... 

.... . ... .... , .... 
1,291 1,638 1,418 1,591 

5,752 7,472 _ 6,792 7,941 

-----
92,567 99,440 95,609" 90,227 

402,676 436,646 415,782 388,884- .. 

-
38,565 43,150 51,820 I 46,451 

160,549 185,805 226,370 203,531 

- 1,252 1,189 1,209 - 1,582 

366 308 246 478 .-

400 805 255 231 

248 191 181 179 -
19 11 94 79 

.... .... . .... . ... 
• 

-- -

I 
--- ----,-

132,803 144,095 148,987 188,570 

563,225 622,451 642,102 592,365 

614 499 427 657-

1014-15. 1915-16 • 

-

10,148 ~ i-1,861 

28,819 33,336 

10,364 - 13,874 

46,726 61,727 

4,671 7,623 

17,567 29,660 

394 488 

2,831 3,476 

14 17 

79 116 

46,220 62,770 

201,048 269,383 

17,670 24;164 

84,275 108,768 

l,5S4 2,782 

3,103 6,642 

. ... .... 

. ... . ... 
1,577 1,721 

-7,418 7,773 

92,581 126,289 

-891;867 -519,881' 

39,Sl1 56,888 

170,456 251,385 

1,146 1,834 

348 478 

.. ~23: ,177 

104 i42 

202 I 852 

.... 
! 

.... 
-" . '. I : 

-

183,363 184,490 

562,328 771,266 

452 . 620 
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TABLE 

Description of Good •• 1916-17. 1917·18. 1016-19. 
-_.' -

Grey and Blearhed Gooda-

Chadan •• {POUnds .. 11,103 1,P,267 6,501 .. 
81:665 Yards .. 27,816 14,820 

Dhull8 {P~UDds .. 10,847 13,512 17,283 .. 
.. Y~ .. 48,341 65,429 88,605 

, 
.. {POUDds .. 9,502 14,603 8,888 

DrOls and Jeana .. 
Yards .. ' 36,452 55,696 33,292 

.. {POund. .- 685 800 497 
Cam\lrl09 and LaWIIB 

Yard. .. 4,OU 6,269 3,100 

.. {POund. .. 24 12 67 
Prlntors .. 

Yards .. 122 61 314 

.. {POUnds .. 62,834 63,763 49,967 
Shirtings and Longclotha 

Yards .. 236,283 297,201 233,227 

T·clotha, Domestics and {pound. .. 82,898 i9,972 12,873 

Shootings. Yards .. 144,614 \13,344 64,672 

Tent Cloth .. {pounds .. 3,905 4,657 11,983 
", 

Yards .. 7,189 -8,820 21,026 

Xhadl, Dungrt or Kbaddar .. {POUnds .. .... . ... .... 
Yards .. .... . ... . ... 

,. {pounds .. ' 1,647 2,658 4,974 
Other Sorta .. 

Yards .. 6,662 9,644 12,669 

•• {poundS .. 122,846 130,139 112,014 
Total 

Yards .. 616,292 563,180 471,814 

Coloured P1Boe-goods " {pounds .. 66,672 79,896 61,048 

Yards .. 814,898 369,958 286,090 

Grey and Coloured Goods other {POUnds .. 2,488 2,950 8,118 

than P\eoe-goode, DOlena .. 682 681 616 

.. {POUndS .. 160 171 127 
Hosiery .. 

DOlens .. 148 140 98 

M1seellaneons .. .. Pounds .. 694 1,029 1,023 

Cotton Goode mixed with Silk Pounds .. 15 96 lIS 
or Wool. 

(Pound. .. 192,771 213,780 177,433 

TOTAL, BOldllAY lSUND ;'1 Yard. 
.. 830,185 • 938,188 767,904 

DOlens .. 676, 721 714 

, 
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11'0. ft-contd 

1919·20. I 192()..2J. 1921·22. 1922·23. 1923·24. 11924.25. 1925·26. 

10,418 8,769 9,718 8,316 9,050 "9,847 10,408 
29,010 25,102 28,248 25,239 24,318 25,734 26,795 
16,906 15,072 23,916 20,434 19,446 21,116 21,856 
78,919 77,647 121,793 102,025 '97,624 110,997 115,412 
18,118 11,436 8,383 7,362 7,771 11,312 9,018 
50,170 46,034 35,604 81,523 33,294 49,907 38,408 

689 404 686 332 273 447 238 
8,897 2,470 4,448 2,186 1,660 2,443 1,449 

83 70 302 306 66 33 238 

449 376 1,479 1,674 280 165 1,042 

66,574 68,113 69,216 63,537 61,959 71,845 68,865 

,255,628 270,724 311,600 289,340 278,940 326,482 306,776 

17,750 13,924 11,398 9,743 8,358 9,692 8,019 

82,792 Jl6,848 63,722 48,427 39,467 45,034 36,195 

i,641 1,479 1,099 804 661 081 979 

2,7!6 2,924 2,499 1,924 1,488 2,261 2,205 

.... .... . ... . ... .... 10,804 9,724 

.... . ... . ... . ... .... 30,674 27,614 

4,768 3,448 8,659 14,860 16,189 2,795 2,667 

14,827 12,313 26,633 44,98(/ 45,897 11,549 10,302 

120,744 112,714 133,872 125,693 122,672 '138,826 131,996 

618,486 604,389 686,926 547,318 622,859 606,145 666,097 

71,289 69,396 70,868 66,771 68,728 78,162 63,430 

844,866 882,168 336,001 322,966 333,024 380,883 305,744 

2,358 2,290 1,908 2,171 1,685 1,861 2,409 

(486 608 420 487 349 -429 721 

124 127 127 110 96 91 76 

103 94 91 96 81 83 72 

889 962 1,057 1,299 990 1,348 1,281 

58 118 64 99 189 115 468 

. 
. 

195,412 185,601 207,381 196,145 194,206 220,392 199,659 

863,292 836,507 921,927 870,286 855,883 986,928 871,"841 

68R 697 

I 
611 684 431 512 793 - . 

y420~ 
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TABLE 

8Ia~",,,nt .howing the pl"Oduclion oJ Cloth (in Yard8) 

(000'. 

I 1907-08. 1908-09. 1909-10 
------- -- ._----_. ------

Bombay Presidency 671,827 678,847 701,25~ 

Bombay bland 471,817 ~5,639 582,225 

Ahmedabad 160,657 170,454 196,809 

Madr ... 24,852 24,622 23,926 

Denqal 7,011 16,597 ii,171) 

United Provinc ••. , "{ • AJmer-Merwara " 
34,492 36,219 40,761 

Punjab J{ 
1,269 1,240 867 

tDelil1 

Contru Provlnc •• ami Borar 31,S32 35,6.36 39,OA6 

Ind;Iln Stat .. 30,248 31,328 53,806 

ToW 808,426 824,489 963,869 I 

1916-17. 1917-18_ 1918-19. 

----

lIombay Presidency 1,318,810 1,361,081 1,197,422 

lIom'-'ay Island 880,185 . 938,138 757,904 

Ahmedabad 898,025 818,258 883,157 

Madras .38,221 SA,337 U,519 

Denll&l 21,41' 25,775 26,713 

United Provinces _. "{ 40,560 37,080 29,359 

• AJmer-Merwar .. " 6,840 5,151 5,712 

PnnJab --{ 4,160 2,950 2,311 

tDelhl .. 171 1,168 1,438 

Central Provinces and lIernr 60,331 68,007 59,281 

Indian States 87,625 84,577 86,972 

Total ,- 1,578,133 1,614,126 1,450,726 .! 

Nol,,-Thellgures In IIlack type, '.f" for Bombay Island and Ahmedabad ore Included In the fIgu""l 
lutended toUlu.qtrnte the pro!!1'OBB 01 weaving In th .. e two centreB_ - . 

• Prior to 1915-16 ligures for Almer-Merwara were Included In United ProvlncM figurea_ '-
t PrIor to 1915-16 :Pt!)II jlgures lVOj'elneluded In the Punjab," , . ..... :' 
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No.5 

0/ Gil kind. ill British 1ndiG GnJ_Na.live Stales 

omitkd) . 

I 

I 1910-n. 1911-12. 1912-13. 1913-14. 
-

860,018 950,404 1,001,1165 
I 

9'1,673 

683,226 -822,451 842,102 592,885 

880.742 250,855 270,904 254,174 

22,719 25,539 80,910 31,787 

16,549 15,077 20,980 19,361 

.... . ... . ... . ... 
89,246 39,~07 45,111 45,764 

1,182 2,063 8,806 3,857 

.... . ... .... .... 
42,539 46,370 4!l,654 51,307 

61,489 57,191 

I 
69,316 70,543 

1,042,742 1,136,152 I 1,2.20,443 1,164,292 

1019-20. I 1920-21. I 1921-22. 1922-23. 1923-24. 

-
1,852,606 1,304,807 1,455,312 1,'18,169 l,36f,540 

888,292 838,507 921,927 870,285 855,888 

889,028 849,429 898,954 417,884 875,488. 

48,414_ 89,956 85,609 49,524 55,147 

27,872 23,848 22,396 17,912 21,644 

85,030 36,115 ,,89,865 44,754 45,702 

6,275 5,786 7,284 7,302 7,798 

l,U7 838 568 893 1,646, 

2,049 2,578' 8,175 7,977 10,297 

63,957 59,776 81,682 60,837 67,017 

105,330 107,368 105,682 118,416 137,788 

1.639,779 1,560,850 i 1,731,573 I 1,721i,lIt'4 1,701,574 

1914-15. 1915-16. 

926,589 ,1,201,490 

582,328 '171,288 

877,018 832,027 

·30,114 36,685 

15,002 14,587 

. ... 39,348 

41,912 5,888 -
1,918 4,432 
- 173 . ... 

48,363 53,213 

73,814 85,697 

------
1,135,708 - 1,441,515 

1924-25. 1925-26. 

1,564,901 l,5:iO,386 

986,028 871,841 

446,888 498,248 

56,751 54,657 

24,698 86,966 

,65,617 64,706 

8,771 . 12,780 

1,817 3,989 

14,511 19,628 

72,630 71,270 

." 
170,752 180,079 

I 
1,970,447 1,954,461 

,bOWD apl"'~, Bombay Preoidency. Tbe fIgqr. ql BOlllbay 'uland and Ahlllerl.abad arot specially 
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I 
n rltlsh Tndlo-

1 to 10 .. .. . . ., 
11 to 20 .. .. .. .. 
2lto80 .. .. .' .. 
81 to 40 .. .. .. .. 
Above 40 ", .. .. .. 
Waates .. .. .. .. 

Total .. 

N~tlve Stat...-

Uoto .. .. .. .. 
11 to 20 .. .. .. .. 
J!1.to 80 .. .. .. .. 
81 to '" .. .. .. .. 
Above 40 .. .. .. .. 
Waste! .. .. ., .. 

Total " 

Grand Total, BritlAh India and !ltate9-

1 to 10 .. .. .. .. 
I 

11 to 20 .. .. ... .. 
21 to 30 " .. .. .. 
31 to 40 .. .. , . 
Above 40 .. .. .. .. 
WasteR .. .. .. .. 

Total .. 

TABL! 

Statement allowing the Quantity ( in 

(OOO's 

1907·08. 1908-09. 
, 
I 1909·10. 

. 
146,008 143,692 128,941 

'325,328 841,176 332,75i 

117,793 120,000 112,622 

21,710 20,394 16,675 

2,706 4,683 3,564 

226 41 70 

----

613,772 629,131 693,424 

.. 
3,18C 4,373 6,490 

15,587 17,586 20,720 

6,451 6,425 6,664 

800 300 249 

1 14 35 

.... .... 

24,523 27,6911 i 34,158 

I I 
149,192 147,965 

I 
135,431 

340,916 3511,262 353,471, 

123,11" 125,425 119,186 

22,010 20,694 I 15,825 

2,707 4,697 
I 

3,599 

226 41 
, 

70 I 

i 
! 

638,295 656,830 627,582 



as 
lfo.8' 

PoutuU) o/Yf1If'd Spu'tJ t1llntlia 

omitted) _. - -

1910-11. I 1911-12_ 1912-18. 1918-14_ 1914-1'6_ 191\;:16_ 

111,185 112,108 132,432 125,722 125,603 139,126 

816,918 316,436 346,054 839,968 322,118 862,872 

128,992 140,452 149,356 166,837 146,464 160,426 

17,674 19,940 19,144 18,971 18,199 18,021· 

1,888 2,199 2,936 2,686 2,213 1,960 

896 70' 661 679 475 651 

576,996 - 590,842 650,682 644,853 614,957 683,166 

---
-

',567 4,072 ',570 5,062 6,506 6,581 

19,526 20,896 23,339 21,951 21,218 23,810 

8,474 8,680 9,481 10,158 9,786 9,319 

860 841 497 741 502 662 

8 .... 2 12 19 3 

.... .... . ... .... .... . ... 
0 

82,931 84,189 37,890 37,924 37,028 39,270 

115,752 116,179 137,002 130,78t 131,010 141i,307 

336,ta9 836,331 369,893 361,909 843,326 88e,188 

137,466 149,332- 168,836 166,995 156,240 ,109,744 

18,035 20,281 19,642 19,712 8,701 18,673 

1,841 2,199 2,93a 2,699 2,239 1,963 

896 704 661 679 47ii 651 

609,927 825,030 688,473 682,777 651,085 722,425 I 



TABLE 

--- 1916-17. 1917·18. 1918·19. 

Brltl_h Indla-

1 to 10 ., .. .. ., 107,143 98,391 84,663 

11 to 20 .. .. .. .. 347,767 325,045 292,365 

21 to 30 .. .. .. .. 161,469 173,794 180,216 

31 to 40 .. .. .. .. 23,260 23,000 18,583 

Above 40 .. .. .. .. 4,461 5,748 4,503 

Wastes .. .. ~ .. .. 346 223 231 

Total .. 644,447 626,801 580,561 

Native Stat_ 

I tolO .. .. " .. 8,539 2,061 2,657 

11 to 20 .. .. .. .. ' ~2,166 20,957 22,175 

21 to 30 ., .. ., .. 10,019 9,8U 8,989 

31 to 40 .. .. .. .. 821 789 606 

Above fA) .. .. .. .. 116 94 53 

Wastes " .. .. .. .... .... . ... 

. 

Total .. 36,660 33,775 34,480 

GraDU Total, British IDdia and 8ta .... -

-1 to 10 .. .. .. .. 110,682 100,452 87,320 

11 to 20 .. .. .. .. 369,933 346,002 314,541 

2lto30 .. .. .. 171,488 183,667 189,204 _, 

81 to 40 .. .. .. 24,082 ,24,389 19,189 

Alx>ve 40 .. .. .. .. 4,577 5,842 4,555 

Waates .. .. .. .. 846 223 231 

t~tal .. 681,107 660,576 615,040 
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Ho.S--Oontd. 
-

1919-29. I 1920-21. Ii 1921-22. 1922-23. ! 1923-2t. 1924-25. 1925-26-
-f : 

I I 

I 
81,044 81,180 94,261 97,603 

i 
80,123 i 87,505 89,339 

821,738 334,408 345,887 348,815 I 299,062 343,396 316,531 

114,240 138,824 193,330 197,325 I H.s,219 205,347 191,063 

16,635 14,868 16,707 15,836 I 19,143 18,774 18,498 

3,542 2,067 2,364 2,195 

I 
3,255 5,~09 5,816 

256 314 472 1&2 324 330 1,319 . 
------'---~- -----_ .. 

597,855 

I 
821,655 653,011 661,936 i 570,125 661,162 

I 
622,666 

I I --- . I i -
3,143 2,763 4,816 5,375 I "',721 5,291 6,385 

25,262 25,126 25,565 26,802 

I 
2S,005 33,619 32,493 

9,417 10,262 9,832 11,634 13,758 18,465 2~,725 

545 156 194 94 524 693 1,239 

18 .... 26 i 6 14 18 . ... 

I I 
. 

19 41 20 52 190 247 196 

3A,405 

I 
88,3'7 

I 
40,452 I 43,958 /. 47,204 58,228 63,056 

I I I -
84,138 - 88,948 9P,067 102,078 I 84,843 92,796 95,724 

347,000 859,527 871,452 375,617 I 327,~67 877,016 849,026 

183,657 199,086 203,162 208,959 181,977 228,812 213,788 

17,080 15,024 16,900 15,930 19,667 19,368 19,787 

3,560 '2,067 2,3S9 

I 
2,195 3,261 6,822 6,884 

276 856 492 214 614 678 1,616 

685,760 I 660,008. 698,468 

I 705,894 817,829 719,390 685,628 



TABLE 

Statement 8howing 1M Qoontitg (in lbs.) 0/ Yam 

(000'8 
, 
Countries. 1907·08. I 1908·09. I 1909·10. 

Bombay PreoIdenr.y .. .. .. 457,146 469,194 430,484 

Bombay Island .. .. .. 858,168 857,848 880.079 
• Ahmedabad .. .. .. .. 68.078 84,506 81,818 

Madras .. .. .. .. 86.936 89.638 40.596 

Bengol .. .. .. 41.818 89.1'7 34.419 

United Provinces •• .. .. .. { 87.142 88.871 39.801 

• Ajmer·Merwara .. .. .. .. . ... .... ".o •• 

Pllnjab .. .. .. ., { 12.878 13,265 10.937 

tDelbl .. .. .. .. . ... . ... . ... 
Central Provinces and Berar .. .. .. 2'/':858 29.773 80.186 

~Burma .. .. .. .. .... ..... . ... 
.--

Total for Brltish India .. 613.772 629.886 593.424 . 
NatIve States .. .. .. .. 24,523 27,699 34,158 

Grand Total .. 838.295 657.585 I 827.582 

-
Count"l.s. 1916-17. 1917·18. I 1918·19. 

" 

Bombay Presidency .. .. .. 482.148 468.972 427,638 

Bombay bland .. .. .. .. 855,899 857,289 808,190 

Ahmedabad .. .. .. . . 80.269 81,888 73,aa' 
Madru .. .. .. .. 44.187 43.093 42.787 

Bengal .. .. .. .. 28.568 32.882 32.507 

United Provlnreo •• .. .. .. { «.177 39.478 8(,891 

• Ajmer·Merwara .. .. .. .. 2.576 1.817 2,057 

Punjab .. ... .. .. { 8.750 8,909 3.920 

tDelhi .. .. .. 2.703 3.188 f.981 

Central ProvInces and Berar .. .. .. 34.338 83,468 84.280 

~Bunna .. .. .. .. .... .... .... 
I 

Total lor BrltL<h India .. I 644.447 626.801 580.561 
-_ .. " -----

Knth·. Stat .. .. .. .. .. I 36.660 83.775 84.480 

" 
Grand Total I 

681.10t I 
660,576 615,041 .. , 

.No/e.-The fI!rorea In blar.k type. i •••• for Bombay Island and Abmedabad, are Included In the -
Intended to illustrate the progress of splunlng In these rentrea. 

'Prlor to 1015·16 ligures for Ajmer·Merwara were Included lu -United Provlnoee ligures. 
t PrIor to 1915-16 Delhillgurea "ere Included III the PunJab.' * Figures for Burma were available only from 1923·24. 
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10. 7 

oJ all 00",," SPUR .~ 1/ari0u8 Cf/lltru i,. lfUl,ia, 

omiUed) 

1910-11. I 1911·12. 1912-18. 1918·14. I 
424.903 441.521 4j15.567 479.683 

820.427 827.841 868,681 '855.085 

80.8111 87,685 68.810 118.958 

41.071 42.838 44.974 44.674 

38.270 82.625 87.857 83.220 

86.205 89.487 48.765 44.469 

.... .... - . ... . ... 
8.224 6.681 5.889 6.275 

.... .... .... . ... 
28.814 27.738' 88.682 86.58S 

.... .... .... . ... 

576.996' 590.842 650.682 I 644,853 'I / 

I 
--'-

32.0S1 34.189 37.890 ~ 87.924 

I I 
. 

809.927 625.080 688.473 1182.777 

1919-20, 1920-21. 1 1921·22. 1922-28. 1928·24. 

. 489.800 469.945 492.684 497.852 398.552 

817.718 842,456 848,695 848.099 269.507 

78,544 78,805 65.598 90.088 75.602 . 
44.340 41.241 44.898 53.425 50.939 

85.229 83.392 88.626 28.938 26.105 

85.181 87.060 40.477 41.470 51.998 

1.965 2.031 2.54,1 2.852 2.981. 

8.359 2.780 8.564 2.718 1.264 

3.287 8.987 2.960 8.804 5,189 

84.1118 31.270 82.818 81.877 82.258 

.... .... . ... .... 848 

697.855 621.655 653.011 661.986 570.125 

88,405 38.847 40.452 48.958 47.204 

635.760 660.008 698.463 705.894 617.829 

1914·15. I 1915-16. 

443.556 509.771 

8ZZ.158 878,'48 

72,488 82,921 

43.082 44.803 

31.709 32.096 

50.281 48.445 

. ... 8.554 , 
6.814 4.740 

. ... 2.802 

34.565 S7.448 

. ... . ... 

614.957 I 1188.155 

37.028 89.270'" 

651.985 722.425 

1924·25. 1925·26. 

474.292 423.451 

827.548 261.968 

92.00'1 102.'141 

54.221 57.837 

25,675 24.123 

66.823 80.294 

'S.260 4.545 

1.761 2.9(5 

6.4411' 8.061 

88.116 10 .... 28 

1.067 1.688 

661.162 623.371 

58.228 68.056 

719,890 686.427 

ftfl\ll<ll shown against Bombay PresIdency. The ftgurea of Bombay Island and Ahmedabad are speelnU)' 
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TABLE No.8 

Capital Capital I I I Including I Block Block after NetPro8tO 
Year. Including original deduction of 

Reserves. reserve and i cost. depreelation. I 
Lou. I 

debentures. 

I Ba. Ba. 
Ba. I Ba. Ba . 

I 
1922 .. 

·"1 
30.40,74,086 • 82,61,24,086 42,94,89,978 29,54,90,301 3,87,51,591 

1928 .. .. 80,00,01,855 33,43,10,788 46,54,95,302 1 29,52,44,688 -1,30,43,977 

]924 .. "I 
80,78,82,484 88,91,35,234 46,76,48,468 31,56,45,595 ' -2,27,15,893 

I I 

I Dividends 
I 

Depreeln~on'l 
Wages I Number Agent'. Year. including Bonus. 

, .bare~lder8. Bonus. of mill •• commission. 

I Ba. Ba. Ba. Ba. I Ba. Ba. 
I 

1922 .. 2,94,44,344 1,38,41,139 7,65,20,534 47,59,950 77 .... .. 
j 

I ]928 .. .. 93,69,467 1,81,82,221 6,40,03,663 .... 82 32,04,46Q 

]924 .. j 
60,84,686 1,83,54,013 

I 
6,12,43,056 .... 79 17,82,6H 

"j 
> 
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TABLE 9 

TABLB A 
CLOTH., Btoch in Bale8 

From mills submitting; returns. Approximation of stocks for all Bombay 'MillS. 
.:= 

J 
., ..., ..., 

" ... 0 0 

:a "" 
s:! s:! 

~ e I» 
.t- t 

'" s:! '" '" ~ 
S~ EI ~ ..:a ::l -ti 

Date of Returns. EI~ 0 ::l co " <0 
..2 " ~ '" ... ... '" ~ -cs-g '0 - ~ ..., ..., .::0 

,,~ ::0 s:! .0 c 
$'S ... .,; .0= ~ '" = ~ ::0 

"" " - " -.0'- 0 0 EI.:= EI s:!' ",.>I .g "'~ .. 
::0 " . " - .. ~ 0 - .. ~ . ~ 
Z" ::0 '" 

0..., 
(;oj J3 ~. (;oj 

~ 
00 

- - -- -~.--

1922 
December 3l!t .. 47 42,384 31,653 60,038 91,601 44,000 84,000 128,000 

1923 
March 3lat .. 64 46,763 36,731 83,328 120,059 46.0001 104,600 160,600 
May 31st .. .. 67 60,046 30.680 105,323 136,003 36,000 124,000 160,000 
June 30th .. 54 48,550 26,040 104,659 130,699 31,600 128,000 169,600 
J 0 uly 3lat .. 59 53,566 29,792 117,699 147,491 33,000 129,000 162,00 

ugust 31st 
cpwmber 30th 

A 
S 
o 
N 

ctober 3lat 
ovember 30th 

Decemhllr 31st 

.. .. .. 
'. .. 

50 46,200,28,576 111,471 
50 45,782 40,176 93,861 
64 49,001

1
37.010 84,265 

65 50,154138,342 71,726 
65 51,974

1
23,748 86,623 

TADT.E B 

140,047 36,000 141,000 177,000 
134,037 51,000 121,000 172,000 
121,275 44,000 101,000 145,000 
UO,0~8 44,500 84,500 129,000 
110,3 1 27,000 98,000 125,000 

(Y AltN.) Stock8 in BflZe8 
From mills submitting returns. Approximation of stocks fOf all Bombay lIills; 

~ I ~ s I! ~. 
~ -s:! i 

'" ~ ·~.f II J 
i~ - . - .,; 
~ e ~~.~ 1 I ~ ; 

~j j t I:l ~ 11':j ~ 1 
'::s ::s ::s III '0 cJ 5:f c "0 cd d 0 

1022 ,_Z_"' ___ Z_" __ 00"" P ~ l~ p E-t 

Deoember 31st • . 47 2!012,727 14,646 14,210 28,856 21,400 20,800 42,200 

Date of Retufns. 

1923 
March 31st .. 54 2,137,111 20,602 27,565 48,167 28,400 38,000 66,400 
May 3lat .. 57 2,354,245 16,392 39,238 55,630 21,000 49,000 70,000 
June 30th .. 641 2,183,830 19,038 34,822 53,860 25,600 47,500 73,000 
July 31st ,: 59 2,599,981 16,834 38,319 55,153 19,000 43,000 62,000 
August 31st .. 61 2,147,489 12,147 26,146 38,293 17,000 36,000 53,000 
September 'Oth .. 50 2,099,475 20,880 19,963 40,843 29,500 28,000 57,600 
October 31st .. 54 2,463.353 19,5221 16,402 36,924 23,600 19,600 43,000 
November 30th .. 64 2,371,887 24,381 12,867 37,248 29,000 17,000 46,000 
December 31st .. 66 2,394,683 17,076 24,358 41,453 21,000 29,000 60,000 

I 
..... 



TABLE 10 
TABLE A 

(CLOTH.) - BtockB in Balu 

, From mills submitting returns. Approximation of stocks for all mins in Bombsy I~lsnd. 
,.c:: 

~ 
-t> 

:a 0 

2' 
'1'1 

It t-"'..; III jj a a> 
I> 

0 := 
Date of Returns. oS ~ a> .. 

-s~ 
... o. .. ~ -t> .. . = ]'a a>"" ..,~ 'ti ..,a> a.., a~ 

a> "0 "".>: '" = = = a> -ca 1'1 . ·z'" Z'" aJ-t> P 
r-----,---- ----- -

1924 

January 31st .. 55 50,070 24,442 94,505 
February 29th .. 63 56,965 28,342 78,888 
March 31st .. 58 51,436 26,989 53,683 
April 30th .. 53 50,771 27,668 49,563 
May 31st .. 59 52,139 28,366 62,999 
June 30th 52 45,710 34,666 47,615 
July 31st .. 67 57,767 47,447 59,483 
August 31st .. 64 56,012 51,340 60,920 
September 30th .. 68 58,394 46,681 67,007 
Ootober 31st 60 55,559 41,197 59,405 
November 30th .. . 59 56,675 33,328 59,653 
December 31st .. 61 57,879 34,597 70,947 

, 

TAlII.E B 

-t> 
0 
1'1 

t' 
~ 

'ti := 
~ ~ 

~ ... 
= 1'1 ..,. 

= 1'1 
0; ""J,l -t> -ca 0 
Eo< aJ ... 

118,977 30,000 
107,230 30,000 
80,672 32,000 
77,231 33,000 
91,365 33,000 
82,281 46,000 

106,930 50,000 
112,260 55,000 
113,688 49,000 
100,602 45,000 
82,981 37,000 

105,544 36,000 

I 

'ti 
"0 
'" 1'1 p-

115,000 
84,000 
63,000 
59,000 
74,000 
63,000 
62,000 
66,000 
70,000 
65,000 
66,000 
75,000 

'ti 
" .. 
os 

.!l 
" 1'1 

= 0; 
-t> 
0 

Eo< 

145,000 
114,000 
95,000 
92,00 o 

o 
00 
o 
o 

107,00 
109,0 
112,00 
121,00 
119,0 
110,00 

00 
o 
o 
o 

103,00 
111,00 

(YARN.). 8fnr.ks in Bales 
From mills submitting returns. Approximation of stocks for all mills in Bombay Island. 

I~ '" -0 -t> 

" 0 

::a 1'1 1'1 

It • s:I 
t- t-'" '~ 

~E' 
., a> 
~ 'ti ,!: ..; := a> Gl '" Date of Returns. 'S.,.j ~ .. .. 

"'~I ca "" ~ 0"" a> -t> ~ -t> a> -t> 

= 1'1 = 1'1 .. ~ ~! ..,. ..; = 
.., 'ti = ]'Ej ..,~ 1'1 "0 0; ~ "0 0; a.., a~ 

a> 
~ -0 

a> '" -t> "".>: "".>: 1'1 0 
== =a> -ca Eo< ~-= P Eo< z'" Z" aJ-t> 

-------------
1924 

January 31st.. " 56 2,402,944 16,773 32,121 48,894 21,000 41,000 62,000 
February 29th " 72 2,775,890 12,754 22,435 35,189 14,000 25,000 39,000 
Maroh 31st .. 66 2,550,321 9,935 13,597 23,532 12,000 16,000 28,000 
April 30th .. 58 2,209,565 6,720 14,861 21,581 9,000 21,000 30,000 
May 31st " 66 2,501,231 9,860 11,700 21,560 12,000 14,000 26,000 
June 30th " 57 2,354,499 9,063 12,885 22,448 12,000 17,000 29,000 
July 31st 

::1 
70 2,806,242 10,825 18,974 29,799 12,000 21,000 33,000 

August 31st 68 2,748,501 13,421 23,006 36,427 15,000 25,000 40,000 
September 30th " 69 2,768,024 8,352 25,309 33,661 9,000 28,000 37,000 
October 31st 61 2,700,686 11,284 18,951 30,235 13,000 21,000 34,000 
November 30th "I 58 2,578,887 10,469 16,307 26,776 12,000 19,000 31,000 
Deoember 31st " 71 2,911,982 10,389 24,163 '34,552 11,000 25,000 36,000 



(CLOTH.) 
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TABLE 11 

TAIILB A 

Bloeu ill Balu 

¥rom MilIa 8ubmitting Returns. Approximation of stocks for all Mills in 
Bombay City and Island. 

Number 

Date of Return. of Looms 
~pre· 

sented. 

1926 

January 31st .. 63,385 
February 28th .. 60,059 
March 31st .. 66,452 
ApriJ30th .. 66,066 
May 31st .. 67,486 
June 30th .. 70,215 
July 31st .. 67,886 
August 31st .. 67,155 
September 30th .. 66,505 
October 31st .. 67,963 
November 30th .. 68,206 
December 31st .. 67,951 

(YARN.) 

Sold but Total Sold but Total delivery Unsold. delivery UD8old. not un· not un· 
taken. cleared. taken. cleared. 

------ ----,-1-
37,466 76,040 113,486 127,00 
38,433 76,403 114,836. 45,000 42,0001 85,000, 

90,000 135,00 
o 
o 

000 
00 

42,081 98,147 
40,173 99,324 
44,803 108,125 
44,360 128,923 
55,916 120,600 
55,337 110,933 
52,479 96,655 
40.833 65,711 
28,445 51,604 
21,121 50,838 

TAHLB B 

BWrk8 in Bales 

140,228 45,000 105,000 
139,497 43,000 107,000 
152,928 47,000 114,000 
172,283 55,000 131,000 
156,516 59,000 126,000 
166,270 59,000' 117.000 
149,133 1i6,O~0 103,000 
106,533 48,000 69,000

1 

80,849 30,300 54,000 
71,959 22,000 53,000 

150, 
150,0 
101, 
176,00 

000 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

185,00 
176,00 
159,00 
112,00 
84,300 
75,0 00 

From Mills submitting Returns. Approximation of st«ks for all Mills ill 
Bombay City and Island. 

Number of Sold but Total Sold but Total 

Date of Return. Spindles delivery UD8old. delivery ·UD8old. un· 
repre. not un· not clear. 
sented. taken. cleared. taken. ed. 

, 

--- --- --- -----
1925 

January 31st .. 2,932,083 10,882 24,027 34,909 13,000 28,000 41,000 
February 28th .. 2,665,933 12,831 23,567 36,398 16,000 30,000 46,000 
March 3IBt .. 3,236,125 22,010 24,443 46,453 23,000 26,000 49,000 
ApriJ30th .. 3,126,415 17,980 30,078 48,058 20,000 33,000 53,000 
May 31st .. 3,177,023 14,520 37,855 52,335 16,000 40,000 56,000 
June 30th .. 3,368,155 13,156 44,365 57,481 13,000 45,000 58,000 
July 31st .. 3,251,945 19,015 33,410 53,574 20,000 36,000 56,000 
August 31st " 3,149,473 13,112 34,659 46,522 14,000 36,000 50,000 
September 30th .. 3,216,417 13,418 29,949 43,367 14,000 32,000 46,000 
October 31st .. 3,194,319 7,671 21,782 29,453 8,000 23,000 31,000 
November 30th .. 3,206,333 5,110 15,267 20,377 5,000 16,000 21,000 
December 31i1t .. 3,215,461 7,059 13,666 20,725 8,000 14,ooti 22.000 



TABLE 12 

TABLE A 

Sto~k, in. 'Bales 
(CLOTH.) 
From Mills submitting Returns. Approximation for allllIills in Bombay 

City and Island. 

, /Number' Sold but Total Sold but Total 
Date of Return. ,-r Looms delivery U ld un- delivery Unsold. un" l'epre- not nso. 

cleared. not cleared. sented. taken. takt'n. 

I -----
I 
--1--------- ---

,192f.1 

January 31st .• - 67,356 23,904 53,9541 77.858 25,000 58,000 83,000 
February 28th .. .66,446 24,576 47,483 72,059 27,000 52,000 79,000 
March 31st .. 69,366 24,528 57,9691 82,497 26,000 61,000 87,000 
April 30th .. 68,394 29,531 64,718, 94,249 31,000 68,000 99,000 
May 31st .. 70,845 28,237 78,296 106,533 29,000 80,000 109,000 
June 30th .. 72,266 35.64" !l0.858/ 126.502 36,000 91.000 127,000 
July, 31st .. ,72,266 45,795 98,300 144,095 46,000 98,000 144,000 
August 31st .. 70,266 56,087 98,689 154,776 58,000/ 101,000 159,000 

TABI,E B 

Sloeks in Bales 
(YARN.) 
From Mills submitting Returns. Approximation for all lI1ills in Jlombay 

City and Island. 

, 

I iNumber Sold but Sold but of Total Total 
Date of Return. i Spindles 

delivery Unsold. un- delivery Unsold. un-not cleared. not cleared. , rapre- taken. taken. 'I sented. 
1 ------- ----------~ ---
I 1926 , 
1 

January 31st · '13,285,665 10,283 16.019 26,302 1l.000 17,000 28.00( 
February 28th •• 3,184,845 12,058 22,778 34,836 13,000 25,000 38,00( 
March 31st ,. 'r,256,255 ll,936 29,897 41,833 13,000 32.000 45,00( 
April 30th. •• :1.286.847 10.271 37,176 47,447 1l,000 39,000 50.00( 
May 31st •. 3,387,625 12,591 32,411 45,002 13,000 33,000 46,OO( 
J.me 30th · '13,456.233 17.477 30.296 47,773 18.000 33.000 48.00( 
Jll1y 31st • .3,4116,233 19,467 22,019 41,666 20,000 22,000 42,OO( 
AUf.!ust 31st •• 3,377,103 16,841 25,142 41,9831 17,000 26,000 43,00( 
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TABLE 18 

Approzimale yaNl .alu by Bombay Mills in India (in MiUiOM of Zba.) 

Year ending 31st 1908. 1909. 1910./1911.11912.11913. 1914./1915.11916. March. 

-- ----1----:-0---

Production of yarn I 
in Bombay ... 353 358 330 320 328 36~ 3550 322 377 

I 
Exports of yam to 

1921 1861 
foreign countries 
from Bombay 208 225 212 174 142 128 152 - r I 

Weight of cloth pro· 
110 149

1 
1391 duced •. .. 107 126 133 144 

I 133 184 

eight of yarn used r 1 
in the manufacture 

135

1 

i 
of cloth (1) .. 100 97 113 120 130 1251 120 166 

uantity of oBombay I 
spun yam put on ! 
the Indian Market 

37

1 

741 
(IA) .. 45 36 51 26 56 41 59 

et imports of foreign 
yarn into Ill.dia (2) . 36 41 39 32 41 49

1 
43 42' 39 

W 

Q 

N 

Year ending 31st 
March. 1924.1 1925-

p-r-o-du-c-t-io-n-Of-y-ar-n-in-I---I-- -------- --_. -,-

Bombay .. . . 356 357 306 318 342 349 348 270 328 

r 

1917. i 1918. 1919. 1920. 1921. 1922. 1923. 

Exports of yarn to 
foreign countries 
from Bombay .. 

Weight of oloth pro· 
duced •• 

Weight of yarn used 
in the manufacture 

~66 117 63 

! 

193 214 177 

137 78 78 56 38 36 

195 186 207196 194 220 

of cloth (1) •. 173 193 159 176 167 186 176 175 198 

Quantity of Bombay 
spun yarn put on 
the Indian Market 
(IA).. .. 1'1 

Net imports of foreign I -
yarn into Indis-(2) • 28 

47 5 

18 36 12 

(1) Allowing 15 per cent. for SlZe and 5 per ceut. for Waste. 

116 57 

58 43 

(I A) Is equal to production minw (exports plw yarn used in production of oloth). 

(2) Total Imports min.. Be-exports. 

96 

55 
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TABLE 14 

Approximate dotA 8ale~ by Bombay Mills in India (in Millions of yards) 
I 

Y_=~SI.' ""~I'90'. 19l0. lOll. 1912. '91'. ,,14.1= 1916. 

Production of Bombay . I . 
mills .• •. 472· 456 532 563 622 642 592 562 771 

Exports of 
piece.goods 
Bombay 

Indian 
from 

Mill-made piece-goods 
sold in India by 

52 56 69 75 57 60 61 45 84 

Bombay Mills (a) •• 420 400 463 488 565 582 531 517 687 

Total net imports of I 
into India (b) •• 2,468 
foreign piece-goods . j 

1,943 2,141 2,241 2,362 2,919 3,099 2,384 2,077 

. 
Year ending 31st 

March. 

Production of Bombay 
mills .. .. 

Exports of Indian 
piece-goods from 
Bombay .. 

Mill-made piece.goods 
sold in India by 
Bombay Mills (a) •• 

Total net imports of 
foreign piece-goods 
into India (b) .. 

1917. 1918. 1919. 1920. 1921. 1922. 

-- ------ ---
830 933 758 '863 • 837 

214 • 159 118 161 115 
I 

616 774 640 702 722 

1,794 1,439 986 975 1,431 

(a) Production m.nt.18 Exports. 
(6) Imports m'nt.18 Re-exports. 

922 

127 

795 

1,006 

1923. 1924. 1925. 

~ ----

870 856 986 

121 126 143 

749 730 .843 
-

1,503 1,406 1,746 
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TABLE 15 

App,ozimal~ ytlm 8tlle8 by An-I1!dia Mills (in Minion8 oJ Ibs_) 

Year ending 31st 1= 1909.1 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. ~914. 1915. 1916. 
March. 

----
p rodnction of ,.am by 

638 657 - 627 610 625 688 683 652 722 Indian mil.la •• 

xporta of yam from 
233 227 183 151 198 134 160 India •. -. 216 204 

E 

eight of cloth pro-
d uced in Indian 

229 MiI.Ia .. .. 189 192 246 267 285 274 277 352 

W 

eight' of yarn uaed 
on the manufacture 
of cloth- .. 170 173 206 221 240 257 247 249 317 

uantity of Indian 
mill-made yarn putl 
up in the Indian! i , 

252 194 206; 234 217 238 269 245 
I 

market , .~ 

':1 et importa of foreign 
39 321, 43 42 39 yarn into Indiat. 36 41 49 

I 

N 

---

-

Year ending j 1917'119.&1.'." .'20.! .921. 31at March. ,- ------- ~---
I 

Production of , , 
yam by In. 
rli&n mills .. 681 • ,661 615 

Exporta of yarn 
from India •• 169 122 64 

Weight of cloth 
produced in 
Indian Mills. 377 381 350 , 

Weight of yarn 
used on the 
manufacture 
of cloth- .. 339 343 3Ui 

Quantity of In. 
dian mill. 
made yam 
fut up in the 
ndian mar· 

ket .. 173 196 236 

Net imports of 
foreign yarn 
into Indiat. 28 18 36 

• Sell footnote (I) of Table 13. 

! 420-7 

I 
635 

I 

152 
I 

3:! 

346 

137 

12 

'Q60 

83 

367 

330 

,247 

47 

1922. I 1923. I 1924. I 1925. I 1926. 

-:--- -1--1--
I 

693 705 617 719 686 

" . 
81 57 39 37 . 32 

• 
403 405 402 459 ," 

"-

363 '365 362 413 415 

249 283 216 269 ~. 

56 58 43 55 51 

t See footnote (2) o~ Table 13. 
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TABLE 16 

Approzi1llale cloth 8ali!s in India by Indian Mills (in Milli01l8 0/ yaro8) 

Year ending 31st 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912'119~3. 1914. 1915. 1916. March. 

I-----

Production of Indian 
Mills .. .. 808 824 964 1,045 1.136 1,220 1,164 1.136 1,441 

Exports of Indian 
piece.goods from 
India .. .. 74 78 94 100 81 86 89 67 113 

Indian mill-made 
piece-goods put on 
the Indian market .. 734 746 870 943 1,055 1.134 1,075 1,069 1.~28 

Total net imports of 
foreign piece-goods . 2.469 1.943 2,141 2,240 2,3631 2,919 3,098 2.384 2,077 

Year ending 31st 1917. 1918. 1919. 1920. 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 1925. March. 

----------------
roduotion of p Indian 
Mills .. .. 1,578 1,614 1,451 1,640 -1,381 1,752 1,725 1,701 1,970 

Exports of Indian 
pieoe.goods - from 
India .• '1 .. 244 189 149 196 146 161 157 165 181 

Indian mill-made 
piece-goods put on 
the Indian market .. 1,334 1,425 1,302 1,444 1,435 1,591 1,568 1,536 1,789 

otal net imports Of 
1,006 1,503 1,406 foreign piece-goods • 1,795 1,438 983 975 1,430 1,746 

T 

III 
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TABLE 17 

For I'orpoaea of comparison, the followmg figures are appended showing the Rates 
ot Exchange on Hongkong and the Prices of Silver ruling at the end of March in each of 
the following years:- . 

Price of Silver per 100 Exchange on 
Tolas. Hongkong. 

RI. a. Rs. 

1894 .. .. 84 11-7/22 175-1/22 
1896 .. 91 12 188-11/26 
1896 .. 92 9"":"11/12 186-6/13 
1897 .. 83 9-1/3 163-89/100 
1898 71 3 . 141-1/4 
1899 ••. 73 15-15/23 149-3/23 
1900 73 3-3/42 147 
1901 75 4-9/3 151-17)50 
1902 67 1-3/7 138-8/23 
1903- .. 60 4-7/823 119! 
1904 .. 70 10-6/ 137-8/11 
1906 72 1 139-11/26 
1906 79 10-3/8 155-11/36 
1907 83 14-7/11 162-1/16 
1908 70 1-2/23 .142-19/30 
1909 62 ,81 131-2/13 
1910 .. 68 10-7/22 130-13/24 
1911 70 13-8/23 134! 
1912 78 9-7/23 143-21/26 
1913 .. 76 8 1431 
1914 77 11/16 1.421 
1916 70 t 134 
1916 82 12 148 
1917 87 16 1761 
1918 ." 103 6 218 
1919 •• 116 215 
1920 .. 111 23 
1921 88 4 188 
1922 90 12 187 
1923 83 .1 179 
1924 81 14 171 
1926 72 3 1631 

y420-711 
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TABLE 18 ,. 
Average Exchange Rate.a, Bank8 Selling Telegraphic TraMfer8, Month by Month FrO'll 

, April 1919 to October 1925. , 

1919. 

Month. Average Exchange. Month. Average Exchans 

April Is. 5 31/32d. August lB. 831/32d. 
May Is. 6 31/32d. September Is. 11/19/64<1. 
June lB. 7 31/32d. October 28.1/32d. 
July Is. 7 31/32d. November 2s. lid. 

December 28.35/Sd. 
a 

1920. 
January .• 28.4!d. July lB. 101 116d. 
February 28. Sid. August 18. 107 1I6d. 
March 2s. 53 1I6d. September lB. 10 I/Sd. 
April 28.4d. October 18. 77/Sd. 
May 28. 2 15/16d, November lB. 75/ISd. 
June .. Is. IIld. December 18. 59/16d • 

1921. 
.January •• 18. 55/16d. July 18.3Id. 
February .. 18. 3 29/32d. August 18. 43/16d . 
March 18. 3 5/16d. September 18. 5 47/64<1. 
April 18. 35/Sd. October 18. 4 51/64<1. 
May h. 35/16d. November 18. 41/Sd. 
June lB. 3 27/64<1. December 18.4I/62d. 

1922. 

,January .• 18. 3 53/64<1. July lB. 3 21/32d. 
February lB. 3 29 /64d. August 18. 3 37/64d. 
March 18. 39/32d. September 18.39 fl6d. 
April lao 35/32d. October lB. 35/Sd. 
May lB. 3 35/64<1. November Is. 3 13/ISd. 
June .. . 18. 3 35/64<1. December lao 3 63/64<1 • 

1923 •• 

January •• 18. 4 37 /64<1. July 18. 45/64d. 
'February lB. 47 /32d. August Is. 3 63/64d. 
Maroh lB. 47/64d. September 18. 41/Sd. 
April Is. 4 I/Sd. October 18. 431/64d. 
May 18. 43/32d • • November lB. 4 59664d. 
June lB. 43/32d. December 18.55/ 4<1. 

1924. 

January .. lB. 5 7/64d. Jaly 18. 57/32d. 
February I". 4 53/64<1. August 18.5Id. 
Maroh lB. 4 II/16d. September 18. 5 31/64<1. 
April Is. 4 51/64<1. October lB.6d. . 
May h. 451/64<1. November lB. 5 27 f32d. 
J~e 18. 4 59/64d. December lB. 63/64d. 

1925. 

January •• h. 531/32d. June 18.6d. 
February 18. 5 31/32d. July 18. 65/64d. 
March •• 18. 529/32d. August II 1,. 63/32d. 
April I,. 5 27/32d. September lB. 69/64<1. 
May b.515/16d. Ootober b. 65/32d. 
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TABLE i9A 
JUAB'S COTTO!! MILLS, CUITALS, Sl'IBDLBS A!!D LooMS 

\ 

Capital 

Years Com· Mills Reserve 
panies Funds 

Authorised Paid· up 

---
Yen. Yen. Yen. 

1903 " .. 51 .. 38,555,400 34,029,216 5,123,892 
1904 .. .. 49 .. 37,125,400 33,486,730 6,888,594 
1905 " ,. 49 .. 40,082,350 33,563,700 9,531,622 
1906 -, .. 47 ,. 45,403,350 38,433,350 15,386,948 
1907 .. .. 42 118 90,036,300 57,531,125 20,966,234 
1908 " .. 36 125 _ 85,511~300 58,397,385 22,189,614 
1909 .' .. 31 134 75,871,800 64,501,000 22,784,470 
1910 .. .. 36 136 94.271,300 67,516,013 24,658,967 
1911 .. .. 3i 139 89,160,150 64,374,164 24,788,872 
1912' .. .. 41 147 105,136,400 72,366,496 28,538,314 
1913 .. .. 44 152 113,O~6,401 86,4«,059 33,803,119 
1014 .. " 42 157 109,676,400 85,820,424 36,639,349 
1915- .. .. 41 161 110,176,400 86,011,677 38,663,064 
1916 .. .. 40 161 137,290,150 99,641,818 48,952,381 
1917 .. .. 43 170 _162,830,150 115,623,020 70,037,275 
1918 ., .. 43 177 192,877,650 138,494,595 92,426,047 
1919 .. .. 54 190 221,927,650 165,758,695 139,073,869 
11120 .. .. 56 198 394,327,650 276,535,896 165,697,053 
1921 .. .. 61 217 429,577,650 295,648,358 182,040,774 
1922 .. 

'·1 
64 235 462,107,650 317,148,075 202,774,376 

l!l23 .. 60 228 463,977,650 323,;87,485 211,298,1143 
)1124 .. 66 232 512,362,500 349,820,668 2)2,871,930 
1925 .. 54 230 509,213,000 351,805,000 221,778,000 

Number of Spindles 

Years 
Dou .... ~ S pindlt.a ooms 

Ring Mule Total 

1903 ., .. 1,295,086 86,220 1,381,306 126,976 5,043 
1904 .. .. 1,260.365 85,220 1,345,585 121,076 5,085 
1905 ., .. 1,343,534 83,060 1,426,594 134,840 8,140 
1906 .. .. 1,395,013 77,240 1,472,253 136,866 9,601 
1907 .. .. 1,492,032 48,420 1,540,452 154,789 9,462 
1908 .. .. 1,743,921 51,958 1,795,879 177,860 11,146 
1909 .. .. 1,903,854 51,038 1,954,892 227,574 13,813 
1910 .. .. 2,044,2g4 55,480 2,099,764 282,1R6 17,702 
1911 .. .. 2,117,756 53,040 2,170,796 286,410 20,431 
1912 .. .. 2,125,000 51,748 2,176,748 317,324 21,898 
1913 .. .. 2,365,094 49,405 2,414,499 320,9)2 24,224 
1914 .. .. 2,606,004 51,170 2,657,174 348,766 25,443 
1915 ., .. 2,754,124 53,390 2,807,514 355,318 30,068 
1916 .. .. 2,825,944 49,960 2,875,904 370,681 31,295 
1917 .. .. 3,008,56S 51,910 3,060,478 3113,458 36,181 
1918 ,. .. 3,175,768 51,910 3,227,678 384,872 40,391 
1919 .. .. 3,435,932 62,330 3.488,262 410,690 44,401 
1920 .. .. 3,761,260 52,330 3,813,680 466,460 50,588 
1921 .. .. 4,116,1116 44,510 4,161,126 538,384 54.994 
1922 .. .. 4,472,112 45,600 4,517,612 602,032 60,765 
1923 .. .. 4,183,596 14,370 4,197,966 501,031 61,421 
1924 .. .. 4,845,082 25,150 4,870,232 676,995 64,225 
1925 .. .. . 5,152,000 34,000 5,186,000 752,000 68,160 
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TABLE 19B 

.JUAN'S COTTON YARN PRODUOTION, OPERATIVES AND WAGES ~ 

Prod uetlon of cotton Yam, 
Average 

Yean, worklog 
splodJes, Coarse Medium Floe Donbling, Gassed, Total, Yam, Yam, Yarn. 

Bales, Bales, Bales, Bales, Bales, Bales, 

1903 -" 1,207,906 701,250'6 42,570'5 61"6 37,88'l115 10,077'6 801..737'6 

1904 " 1,240,088 610,031"6 33,788'0 106'5 32,200'6 18,122'5 695,213'0 

1905 " 1,320,404 792,430'0 50,104'0 157'0 42,684'0 20,252'6 905,536'5 

1906 " 1,404,714 826;363'0 55,126'0 148'0 48,376'6 20,155'0. Ot5,167'5 

1907 " l,45S,020 850,214'5 53,762'0 .... 41,377'5 28,127'5 083,481'5 

1905 .. 1,867,631 738,659'0 M,l71'O .0 ... 69,555' 5 26,186'0 878,670'5 

1909 . .. t,560,080 841,77S'O 7S,976'O 7'0 71,6:;1"0 32,S33'5 l,025,24t' 5 

1910 .. 1,741,168 964,675'0 63,637'6 l,S14'5 74;,434'5 30,217'0 1.13~J780· 5 

1911 .. 1,784,064 934,718'0 82,730'6 4,627'5 74,536'0 32,651'0 1,129,267'0 

1012 " 1,084,101 1,090,172 '6 110,803'6 6,722 '6 05,683'5 80,737'5 1,852,200' 6 

1013 .. 2,167,926 1,212,001' 6 142,400'0 8,666'5 109,990'0 44,900'0 1,517,982"0 

1914 .. 2,369,801 1,350,850' 5 149,498'0 7,760'5 110,790'0 38,282'0 1,661,181'0 

1915 .. 2,468,876 1,360,269·0 187,761'0 8,~96'5 130,536'5 83,611'5 " 1,720,264'5 
/ 

1916 .. 2,757,209 1,458,617'0 259,~4O'O 10,15S'6 15§,48S'6 41,485'0 1,925,579'0 

1917 .. 2,850,637 1,421,978'0 287,259'6 7,730'5 164,850"0 42,028'. 1,923,841' 5 

1918 ,. 2,036,495 1,245,728' 5 366,868'5 " '1,427'6 138,286'6 45,560'0 1,808,866' 0 

1019 " 8,170,568 1,285,926'0 ~2,087'6 9,202'0 166,542'6 46,144'6 1,920,782·5 

1920 ,. 8,101,763 1,222,526'6 401,868'6 7,477'5 146,562'6 38,542'0 1,816,976'0 

1921 8,162,353 1,276,000' 5 346,14,8'5 6,199'5 141,136'0 41,265'6 1,811,350'0 

19211 

:: I 
3,967,265 1,557,052 '0 429,484'6 7,167'6 186,761'6 48,780'6 2,228,240'0 

1915 4,079,865 1,484,705' 6 449,274'6 10,lJ5'O 177,472 '6\ 49,61W6 2,171,153'0 

lIIU .. 4,115,692 1,820,9811' 6 490,037'6 13,497'6 1114,631)'0 51,757'0 2,072,817' .. 
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TABLE 19J1--:contd. 

.JUAJI'8 Coo-rOll YABlI PBODUOTlOll, OPBBATlVEB AJID W A.OE~td. 

Dally Oporat.1vesln average. I WageS in average. I Avemge 
!lea ... ,,"urklog 

aplndJ ... Male. Female. • Total. 

.1 
Male. Femal •• 

-----
Rln. Ril'. 

1008 .. 1,297,966 14,295 59,336 73,631 826 206 

1006 .. 1,249,086 11,451 - 50,220 61,671 836 204 

1005 .. 1,829,404 12,812 58,634 71,446 846 213 

1006 .. 1,404,7U 14,496 61,278 75,774 865 228 

007 .. 1,458,020 15,242 64,377 79,619 893 2411 

008 .. 1~367,6:11 15,049 59,154 74,203 410 250 

OOD .. 1,56D,OBO 16,844 66,664 83,508 425 267 

D10 .. 1,741,168 18,266 75,614 93,880 434 272 

911 ., 1,784,064 17,62@ 74,868 92,49R 450 288 

912 .. 1,98',101 18,421 80,779 99,200 467 805 

918 .. 2,167,926 19,707 '88,038 107,745 485 320 

.D16 .. 11,869,801 22,163 92,251 114,414 49J. 819 

915 .. 2,463,376 22,674 92,500 115,174 49. 822 

916 .. 2,757,299 23,845 07,27~ 121,124 500 8S4 

017 .. 2,850,6S7 26,518 97,648 12S,166 545 871 

D18 ., 2,9a8,.J95 26,700 95,069 121.859 686 476 

91D .. 8,179,568 8O,9S5 101,399 1:12,334 1,116 870 

920 .. 8,191,753 -S8,968 ,.. 109,782 143,nQ 1,667 1,196 

921 .. 8,162,353 84,004 105,704 140,808 1,463 1,134 

922 .. 8,967,265 41,800 182,442 173,451 1,544 1,243 

928 .. 4,079,855 88,159 121,8111 159,970 1,483 1,180 

924 , .. 4,U5,6n 86,015 117,807 153,S22 1,524 1,280 
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TABLE 190 

JAPAN'S C~TTON hEOK-aOODS PRODUClTION) OPERATIVES AND WAGES 

(Sub- Work by Spinner8 Only) 

Years. 

Aver
age 

Work
ing 

'Looms. 
1 

Production 
of Cotton 

Piece-goods. 

Yarn 
Consumed 

Daily Operatives in 
average. 

Wages in 
avorage. 

-------- -----

-------------

1903 
1904 
1900 
19011. 

1907 

1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

- .. 1 

'·1 ::1 , 
··1 

4,963 
4,891 
6,420 
8,491 

9,245 

•• 1 9,496 
•• 1 11,585 
_ 14,911 
<. 17,884 
•. 20,208 
" .23,299 
•• 24,911 
•• 27,687 
•. 30,110 
•. 31,920 
•• 36,365 

, 40,969 ::1 «,635 
, 44,109 

:: 51,033 
"1 52,972 
"I 56,351 

Yards. • . Lbs .. \ 

76,702,213 20,771,345 
80,947,348 22,484,284' 

114,908,132 36,454,14Er 
137,773,4151 40,702,8481 

(doz.) 32,784 
135,253,0211 «,262,958

1

, 

(doz.; 102.5331 
147,443,838 47,676,427 
181,976.9721 57,388,586

1 

226,313,9581 71,197,654 
289,039.671 82,498,136 
3i2,584,fi84, 93,562,721 
416,725,3571 111,159,616 
454.901,674' 123.863.966 
502,076,6211 124,632,631 
560,181;108, 136,413,408 
594,649,419; 142,770,758 
656,935,420, 160.301,069 
739,390,012: 179,788,660 
762,037,360; 189,661,320 
700,697,985

1 
179,427,601 

869,327,652, 214.327,605 
1,000,708,890

1

240,979,975 
1,030,905,668 241,319,096 . 

'657 
662 
989 

1,248 

1,625 

4,253 
4,776 
6,847 
7,937 

~, 
8,721

1 
1,484 8,683, 
1,871 11,4961 
2,486 13.604 
2,656 17,133, 
2,795 18,006; 
3,298 21,956, 
3,569 22,4691 
3,547' 22,930, 
3, 737 23.2'~5 
4.333 24,4341 

6,632129,713 
7,636 37,040 
8,005 39,048 
7,078 32,Hl2 

. 7,857 38,102 
7,962 40,549 
8,179 43,066 

I 
4,910', 
6,438 
7,836 
9,185 

10,252 

10,167 
13,367 
16.090; 
19,789

1 20,801 
25,254) 
26,028

1

' 
26,477 
26,982, 
28.7671 
35,246' 
44,675~ 
47,053 
39,260 
45,959 
48,511 
51,236 

Rin. 

368 
368 
384 
393 

430 

448 
450 
469 
471 
503 
530 
555 
026 
534 
583 
721 

1,133 
1,572 
1,492 
1,557 
1,484 
1,525 

Rin. 

235 
229 
255 
259 

277 

294 
304 
305 
325 
349 
363 
379 
374 
407 
445 
531 
889 

1,174 
1,146 
1,227 
1,171 
1,174 
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TABLE 19D 

,TOAJI'S PRODUCTION AlI'D DOIIIllSTIO USE 011' COTTON YARN 

Cotton Yam Production_ 

Years_ 

I I 
16's 20's Others. Total_ 

Bales_ Bales_ Bales_ Bales_ 
1903 _. .. 330,665')7 175,843'0 295,227'5 801,738'0 
1904 .. " . 251,867'0 157,048'0 286,297'5 695,212'5 
1905 .. 309,173'0 - 209,816'0 386,547-5 905,536-5 
lIl06 " .. 323,664'0 227,62&-0 393,873-5 945,165-5 
1907 .. .. 341,433'0- 218,665'0 '423,384-5 983,482-5 
l!)O8 .. 224,897'5 209,475'0 - 444,198-0 878,570-' 
1909 ," 2!l5,802-5 229,763'5 499,678'5 1,025,244'5 
l!1l0 .. 338,175-0 258,412'5 538,193'0 1,134,780'.1) 
J911 .. .. 295,OS5'5 262,298-5 571,903-0 1,129,267' 0 
1912 " 346,844-5 335,821-0 669,544'0 1,302,209-5 
1913 . , ' . 396,645-5 371,522'5 749,814'0 1,517,982'0 
1.914 '. 388,9!12-0 439,672-5 837,516' 5 1,666,181-0 
1915 " .. 393,027'0 443,040-5 884,197'0 1,720,264- 5 
1916 .. 409,053'5 497,291-0 1,019,234' 5 1,925,579' 0 
1917 .. 359,623-0 528,603'0 1,035,615' 5 1,923,841' 5 
I1ll8 .. ., 22R,SI8-5 5Jl,538-0 1,063,509- 5 1,803.866'0 
1!l19 " 204,486-0 539,748'5 1,176,548'0 1,920,782' 5 
1920 .. 196,928-5 191,141-5 1,128,906' 0 1,816,076'0 
1921 . ' .. 215,682'5 . 436,629'5 J,159,038 -0 1,811,350'0 
1922 ., 

" 205,489'5 746,731-0 1,276,025- 5 2,22g,246'0 
1923 .. " 170,357-0 680,708-0 1,320,088- 0 2,171,153'0 
1924 -. "I 135,844-0 631,476-0 1,395,497 -5 2,072,817-5 

. "" 
I Domestic 

Years. Imports_ Total. Export9_ use and 
Others_ 

----

Bales_ 

I 
Bales_ Bales, . Bales, 

1003 '- .. 3,539'0 805,277-0 307,201-0 498,076'0 
1904 .. .. 1,702'0 697,004'0 257,307-0 439,697-11 
1905 .. .. 7,450'0 912,986'5, 267,383-0 645,603-5 
1906 .. .. 2\1,117-0 965,282-5 267,348-0 697,934-5 
1907 .. .. 5,951'0 989,433-5 226,472-0 762,961'5 
1908 _. _. 4,552-0 883,122'5 167,842'0 715,280'5 
1900 .. .. 3,204'0 1,028,448'5 258,878'0 769,570-5 
1910 .. .. 1,1)16'0 1,135,796' 5 '347,633-0 788,163'5 
1911 .. .. 1,843-0 1,131,110'-0 285,009'0 846,101'0 
1912 .. .. 1,895'0 1,354,104'5 374,933'0 979,171'5 
1913 .. .. 1,266-.0 1,519,248- 0 468,736'0· 1,050,512'0 
1914 .. .. 607-0 1,666,788-0 569,990'0 1,096,798' 0 
1915 .. .. 588'0 1,720,852'5 575,891'0 1,144,{l61' 5 
19111 .. "I 660-0 1,926,239-0 547,147'0 1,379,092' 0 
1917 .. .. 904-0 1,924,745-5 470,852'0 ! 1,453,893'5 
1918 .. .. I,08g-0 1,804,954' 0 421,512-0 

i 
1,383,442'0 

1919 .. .. 8,907-0 1,929,689' 5 230,333-0 1;699,356' 5 
1920 .. .. 5,121'0 1,822,097'0 304,925-0 1,517,172'0 
1921 .. .. 2,579'0 1,813,929' 0 292,260'0 1,521,669'0 
1922 .. .. 3,126'0 2,231,372' 0 394,062'0 1,837,310' 0 
1923 .. .. 6,332'0 2,177,485'0 248,32i,'0 1,929,161'0 
1924 .. .. 8,972-0 2,081,789' 5 270,359-0 1,811,430' 5 

• 
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TABLE 

JAPU'S EXPORTS 

, . , . 
I China. , Rongkong. lIrltfsh lnella. 

Years. 
Quantities. Value. Quantities. Value. Quantities. Value. 

I -- .. 
Fleuls. Yen. Pieul •. yen. 'Piouls. y .... 

1903 .. 8a7,822 28,338,366 53,225 1,&91,426 16 731 

1904 .. 645,479 24,U5,213 68,2~9 2,698,520 .... . ... 
1905 

. .. 697,998 28,693,913 22,15~ 938,570 270 11,268 

1906 .. 729,657 32,047,107 18,760 833,767 45 2,155 

190? .. 672,605 25,423,436 "23,488 1,084,251 1,189 65,073 

1908 .. 402,801 16,S60,708 19,533 955,1110 123 4,511 

1909 .. 708,366 28,898,310 10,166 509,364 46 2,603 

1910 .. 904,605 40,2~4.249 53,858 2,648,659 2,102 207,819 

1911 .. 702,973 35,422,564 38,754 <'1,118,590 5,426 585,083 

1912 .. 912,598 45,757,948 87,272 4,547,936 11,966 327,561 

1013 .. 1,167,80l! eo,095,834 102,093 5,746,697 9,774 987,864, 

1914 .. 1,S65,8J1 64,558,980 198,373 9,167,521 9,431 971,202 

1916 .. 1,391,762 55,503,214 195,728 7,964,419 4,694 405,237 i 

1916 .. 1,320,474 63,842,489 151,141 7,642,095 85,233 3,239,314 

1917 .. 1,1)69,727 . 85,801,331 175,216 13,413,890 27,938 4,132,636 

1918 .. 695,066 86,365,503 187,794 23,473,101 238,28(l 34,998,71. 

1919 .. 468,783 R4,119,074 106,915 18,527,063 14,259 2,980,476 

1920 .. 600,132 81,060,949 176,046 28,937,190 142,846 30,252,616 I 
1921 .. 523,751 47,114,017 168,634 lS,410,879 111,492 1l,9Ul,38~ I 
lUll! 688,686 62,185,072 250,181 23,478,368 204,959 20,666,783 

923 .. 364,703 38,603,001 120,325 11,534,733 176,812 20,511,884\ 

1924 .. 289,609 40,883,714 1114,470 22,250,027 242,5U 35,~54.837 

llegvdIng exportation to Korea 
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19B 

ow Cono_ YABli 
., ----. 

I 
. 

I'lo1lIpplne lslaJldai. Korea. Other C'.ount.rl .... Total. 

~. 

Quantltl .... Valne. "uantltl .... Value. QlulDtltI .... Valne. Quantities. I Volue. 

--------~---
I'lcu18. Yen. I'leolo •. Yeu. Plcul •• Yen. Plculo. Yen. 

8,700 156,953 26,83' 1,030,66' 11 473 021,1308 31,418,613 

',535 220,658 63,~21 2,196,897 141 7,168 771,025 29,268,465 

0,934 840,369 7~,602 3,252;902 193 9,350 802,151 33,246,462 

6,831 MY,2OB 46,387 2,052,520 86. 18,715 802,0" 35,303,526 

6,645 856,445 75,210 8,418,464 290 14,0.6 679,426 30,316,710 

7,935 879,319 65,421 2,696,828 9,718 827,853 503,531' 20,733,004 

',571 212,OM2 44,178 1,674,937 9,370 35U,474 776,634 81,656,770 

10,509 660,028 69,476 2,620,098 12,356 634,758 1,042,905 46,696,611. 

9,228 614,727 68,488 8,024,536 30,163 1,442,825 855,027 43,237,825 

10,878 700,660 63,108 2,953,956 47,983 2,346,641 1,124,798 56,634,702 

9,887 670,793 45,7W 2,002,139 70,860 8,496,800 1,406,216 78,089,677 

1',872 020,719 57,061 2,296,646 65,362 2,030,128 1,700,970 80,851,146 

W,889 650,945 80,064 2,793,442 44,545 1,687,102 1,727,677 ,69,004,"9 

6,666 452,664 78,410 8,814;641 50,617 2,415,072 1,641,444 80,906,495 

9,780 989,778 82,7P2 5,642,720 47,106 8,801,617 1,412,559 118,781,972 

17,054 2,836,821 89,159 .',499,740 87,186 11,126,879 1,264,538 182,789,759 

2,078 874,536 48,142 7,404,845 50,884 8,230,934 691,011 121,636,02 7 

7,646 1,586,127 16,804 2,587,874 72,502 10,557,150 914,776 154,981,805 

4,Z53 410,360 .. .. 68,653 5,602,912 876,783 80,568,002 

8,687 910,275 .. .. 79,774 7,482,819 1,182,166 114,723,255 

6,802\ 
771,632 .. .. 76,332 7,100,711 744,914 I 78,511,961 

5,398 669,935 .. .. 89,075 9,852,639 811,082 )09,610.952 

accurate lLIurea Will uot be avallalJle from &eptember 1020. 
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TABLE 

JUAN'S EXPORTS O]j' 

E:#:Zuding ·cotton Iowel8, cotton luvnilkerchiefs, blankets and blanketi1lfls 
of cotton, knit oj cotlon cra:pes, 

Kwantung Hong- }\r\tlsh Straits Dntch Asiatio China. PlOVIn ••• kOn~. India. !lettle- India. Rus./;\ia. ment. 
---- ---- ----

Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen; Yen. Yen. Yen. 

2,983,591 .. 1,113,891 66,528 . 48,551 ., 7,111 

8,068,399 ., 871,816 107,354 64,178 .. 1,532 

4,606,791 .. 1,087,143 45,857 102,357 -. 86,752 

8,161,351 .. 1,395,332 40,588 105,228 .. 465,608 

4,718,474 2,730,557 1,Oa3,494 45,397 159,002 .. 333,033 

4,534,201 2,109,976 424,415 4S,3U 160,202 ., 675,849 

6,727,632 3,583,566 522,476 54,452 215,S;0 .. 433,288 

10,078,043 4,979,575 865,755 81,371 254,769 .. 112,90S 

10,128,091 6,756,739 561,549 111,832 243,699 204,539 183,685 

12,717,303 9,169,254 873,183 732,478 249,296 192,544 156,242 

18,964,913 9,109,327 1,142,558 1,031,906 274,580 232,543 880,716 

26,188,612 3,830,978 1,032,038 1,727,4~2 '212,183 183,430 754,272 . 
27,831,680 8,177,660 91$,303 8,703,475 3S8,309 428,975 905,341 

84,783,962 4,024,727 1,453,592 10,560,119 757,424 2,245,502 524,970 

84,804,872 8,98g,294 2,647,565 15,121,454 1,35Y,324 5,701,084 1,959,SS8 

88,047,516 20,832,109 8,621,428 6:;.485.718 3,000,657 17,693,598 17,528,400 

143,283,813 44,207,583 8,208,145 29,507,929 2,742,145 24,415,754 18,878,498 

180,515,786 26,592,008 9,347,3~3 67;289,100 6,949,067 60,465,623 702,788 

100,987,683 15,536,6011 12,806,505 80,465,794 3,841,461 25,571,947 415,341 

108,757,681 18,494,039 10,212,743 33,667,336 6,892,104 24,988,051 1,094,005 

100,292,S15 14,617,573111,625,461 36,548,103 6'0~'O8~122'534'6241 685,830 

137,920,952 15,704,994 10,369,363 46,916,136 4.901,487 87,104,858 654,414 

Regarding exportatIon to Korea accurate ligures 
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191' 

CoTTO. PIBCB-GOODB 

of colton. Turkish /lnd lwfteycomb or huckab/JCk.· undershirts /lnd drawers 
fOIlon tags. cotton threads 

I'i!~:~e 1Jam. I u_* UnIted AustraJla.1 KawaU •. Korea. I Otber 
Brltala. Statee. Coontrl ... 

--- -r----- -------- -------
Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. Yeo. 

11,044 .. 21,847 68,549 18,715 9@,923 2,409,064 48,533 

42,087 ., 16,681 98,282 20,662 80,566 3,331,549 50,325 

31,692 .. 15,633 122,684 18,495 75,403 5,235,020 64,257 

110,038 .. 30,670 79,217 34,404 99,873 5,010,476 '85,157 

~16,075 .. 80,969 93,467 82,195 101,847 6,3~5,942 213,645 

665,353 .. 29,719 62,795 66,559 92,656 5,523,017 233,318 

905,641 .. 36,739 93,068 139,486 129,468 4,509,092 822;720 

769,997 .. 100,258 100,748 117,220 1M,037 2,528,166 309,693 

775,910 8,307 75,1~4 144,781 171,461 175,317 9,005,184 138,463 

558,870 102,638 58,931 216,268 380,108 193,1'28 11,192,098 161,767 

545,800 112,671 105,142 816,680 531,358 152,055 9,409,039 205,435 

808,133 80,567 74,004 233,719 495,213 101,314. 8,562,649 137,956 

U7,966 67,977 193,!J01 811,865 531,808 180,826 9,982,959 178,987 

277,316 179,581 761,992 1,428,262 1,872,833 221,622 13,122,816 058,742 

1,066,497 382,341 61,133 1,655,078 1,746,809 264,6112 20,850,101 1.700,820 

I,M7,777 I,M4,786 483,461 942,332 10,294,441 182,018 30,727,345 15,878,879 

505,729 834,467 204,933 1,954,911 8,745,466 390,341 70,884,271 6,931,343 

0,551,838 1,882,112 86,182 2,207,401 10,837,039 545,159 17,207,269 11,518,720 

8,779,039 809,640 57,004 8,615,493 2,867,650 418,405 .. 3,210,671 

8,452,640 1,862,544 48,870 4,125,972 6,200,925 321,637 .. 8,492,672 

6,398,857 1,432,448 
5,

791
1 

2,503,531 6,064,192 419,285 .. 26,053,480 

6,895,489 1,564,05S • 9,799 4,118,243 7,745,995 237,330 .. 43,354,371 

oannot be available !rom September 1920. 

Total. 

Yen. 

6,874,947 

7,743,431 

11,492,084 

15,617,942 

16,344,097 

14,611,374 

17,672,986 

20,462,535 

28,684,7i!l 

36,953,493 

43,015,623 

43,408,410 

48,494,382 

73,173,460 

148,108,852 

268,640,465 

351,195,883 

352,173,295 

203,673,379 

222,052,119 

234,227,485 

820,587,484 



Years. 

aDa .. .. 
1904 .. .. 
1905 .. .. 

> 
1906 .. .. , 
1907 .. .. 
1908 .. .. 
1909 .. .. 
1910 .. .. 
1911 .. .. 
1912 .. .. 
1918 .. .. 
1914 .. .. 
1915 .. .. 
1916 .. .. 
1917 .. .. 
1918 .. .. 
1919 .. .. 
1920 .. .. 
1921 .. .. 
1921 .. .. 
1928 .. .. 
1924 .. .. 
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TABLE 19G 

Japan'8 Oatton OonBl,lmption 

Indian. 

Iba. Bales ~ 300 kin. .. 
220,058,034 550,145 

145,470,175 ,368,675 

215,581,242' 538,828 
~ 

213,902,368 534,756 

265,787,875 664,345 

230,701,058 '076,753 

806,535,475 766,839 

372,808,800 933,092 

297,798,250 . 744,496' 

368,062,933 920,155 

434,685,666 1,036,713 

549,868,658 1,374,672 

559,320,525 1,398,301 

593,978,108 1,484,945 

59(!.521,080 1,476,303 

458.072,641 1,182,681 

876,648,568 941,621 

482,681,416 1,207,203 

521,998,441 1,805,005 

610,242,183 1,491,844 

652,798.503 

I 
1,663,509 

563,969,238 1,407,838 

American. '" 

Iba. 1~~37D~ 
.. 66,841,125 • 188,682 

87,289,983 74,578 

124,278,875 248,558, ' 

1~9,326,058 238,65,2 

111,216,403 222,438 

95,674,700 191,349 

'105,298,050 210,586 

69,456,508 140,156 

111,540,903 223,082 

214,251,250 - 428,537 

202,441,016 404,681 

170,397,933 340,797 

' 209,035,492 418,073 

235,615,875 471,233 

242,144,925 484,290 

280,874,975 560,750 

355,589,221 711,178 

310,870,393 620,740 

304,763,617 809,597 

389,759,225 780,344 

296,428,592 592.515 

282,197,025 564,890 
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TABLE 19G-contd. 

ChInese. Egyptian. AIID&IIl and Saigon. 

. Years. Bales 
Ibo. Bales of 

~ lbo. of 550 . I !Balesof 400 kin. kin. __ b_B._:.:: 

1008 .. .. 81,711,911- 158,209 8,308,958 11,880 7,206,191 18,015 

1904 0 .. .. 1,27,976,550 239,940 '1,346,125 10,017 6,290,700 15,727 

1905 .. .. 70,662,850 132,492 7,365,525 10,044 2,621,333 6,558 

1906 . .. .. 97,886,216 182,599 - 6,718,950 • 9,162 2,688,088 6,720 

1907 .. . .. 67,479,692 126,524 7,008,467 9,557 5,027,208 12,568 -
1908 .. .. 76,140,575 142,764 9,406,175 12,826 7,lM,158 17,885 

1906 .. .. 53,332,225 99,998 13,087,891 17,847 6,366,292 15,916 

1910 .. .. 79,219,308 146,910 11,874,717 i5,509 4,823,683 11,829 

1911 .. .. 110,200,125 206,625 18,506,525 18,418 1,837,833 4,595 

1912 .. .. 81,654,638 59,350 15,086,558 20,573 8,735,384 9,307 

1918 .. .. 46,621,309 87,414 16,699,942 22,772 7,547,250 18,869 

1914 .. .. 86,528,292 68,491 15,161,483 20,674 4,742,225 11;857 

1915 .. .. 18,389,108 34,482 13,436,266 18,323 2,641,088 6,604 

1916 .. .. 29,506,075 55,824 16,421,M6 22,393 9,OJl9,166 22,673 

1917 .. 42,805,808 79,328 14,717,091 20,069 8,715,905 9,290 

1918 .. .. 88,091,375 155,796 14,769,342 20,140 3,187,334 7,968 

1919 . .. .. 130,970,193 245,569 15,588,908 21,258 2,265,292 5,663 

1920 .. .. 8Q,664,616 57,538 11,558,208 15,761 2,041,258 5,104 

1921 
. .. 8,037,840 •. 5,695 14,600,500 19,910 8,923,158 9,808 .. 

1922 .. .. 8,626,Of7 7,724 19,652,842 27,036 5,563,967 12,873 

923 ,. .. 25,836,858 48,444 22,140,542 80,191 2,519,492 j 6,295 

924 • .. .. 68,888,450 110,418 86,176,192 60,715 1,461,775 . 3,656 

~. 
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TABLE i9G-concld. 
--

Korean. Sundries. . Total. 

Years. 

j I lba. B&1es of lba. B&1es of lbe. B&ies. 200 kin. 300 kin. 

, .. 
luoa -. .. .... .. 6,116,958 15,292 390,243,233 881,673 -
1904 .. .. .... . . 4,452,475 11,103 328,826,008 715,040 

1905 .. .. .... .. 2,831,175 7,078 423,290,500 943,553 

1006 .. .. . ... .. 4,251,825 10,692 444,273,500. 982,581 

100~:_ .. .. .... .. 3,645,008 9,113 460,114,658 1,044,545 

1908 .. .. .... .. !,166,275 10,415 423,242,941 951,992 

1900 .. .. . . ... .. 4,787,692 11,969 489,402,625 1,122,65ji 

1910 .. .. . ... .. 5,909,009 13,522 543,592,025 1,261,018 

1911 .. .. . ... .. 4,321,184 10,636 539,.204,825 1,207,852 

1912 .. .. ..... . . 3,441,058 8,593 636,231,816 1,446,515 

1913 .. .. . ... .. 4,143,508 10,358 712,138,691 1,631,00r 

1914 .. .. . ... .. 7,158,842 17,897 783,857,433 i,834,388 

1915 .. .. . ... .. 4,998,742 . 12,497 807,821,216 1,888,280 

1916 .. .. 6,744,540 25,289 4,251,590 10,629 895,586,900 2,092,486 

1917 .. .. 8,194,558 30,730 4,344,308 10,861 905,943,675 2,110,866 

1918 .. .. 11,790,775 44,215 6,941,733 17,354 853,228,175 1,938,904 

1919 .. .. 11,454,470 42,954 5,037,182 12,593 1197,553,824 1,980,836 

.1920 .. .. 9,412,820 85,298 5.367.604 13,419 852,316.315 1.955.058 

1921 .. .. 8.744.408 82.792 3.479.858 8,699 860.546,824 1.991.506 

1022 .. .. 8.854,600 80.196 5,680,941 14,163 1.047.879,775 2,368,730 

1928 ... .. 12.054,233 45.182 7,929.408 19,808 1.019,702.638 2,405,944 

1924 .. .. 20,443,692 76.665 5.877,333 14.694 969.013.700 Y38.376 
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TABLE 19B 

OoUtm TrarU in Japan 

llIPOlI'l1I. BXPOII~. 

Y ...... 

I 
. 

Haw Cotton. Cotton Cotton Total Cotton 
Yall1- Goods. Wadding. 

Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. 

1908 .. .. 69,526,247 766,286 11,232,869 81,525,402 285,597', 

1904 .. .. 73,439,174 843;290 9,824,406 83,606,870 841,663 

1906 .. .. 110,628,188 1,701,866 19,293,252 181,618,301 630,284 

1906 .. .. 82,661,859 4,656,342 19,845,097 107,163,298 479,245 

1907 .. .. 115,641,599 2,020,804 18,549,651 136,121,554 632,845 

1908 .. .. 90,256,289 1,335,760 18,769,091 110,361,140 753,560 

1909 .. .. 108,307,788 961,478 14,907,512 124,176,778 595,466 

1910 .. .. 159,221,808 844.187 14,595,543 174,161,588 816,470 

11111 .. .. 147,102,717 684,468 15,076,802 162,863,982 264,136 

1912 .. .. 201,247,999 630,782 10,395,568 212,274,299 252,744 

1918 .. .. 284,462,786 465,838 10,800,657 245,729,281 236,668 

191' .. .. 220,496,198 '215,628 5,857,458 226,587,279 853,680 

1916 .. .. 218,502,159 1 171,451 5,167,616 228,841,226 284,866 

1916 .. .. 277,571,898 '253,397 4,711,122 282,585,917 508,566 

1917 .. .. 334,679,291 552,335 4,088,928 839,320,554 515,627 

1918 .. .. 522,631,857 892,943 7,121,751 530,646,551 635,936 

1919 .. .. 674,561,984 5,512,417 8,396,555 688,470,956 1,074,341 

1920 .. .. 727,365,425 4,458,280 17,074,816 748,893.52~ 760,017 

11121 .. .. 488,172,816 1,768,840 10,038,794 449,979,950 435,163 

1922 .. .. 427,840,891 2,155,858 15,393,768 445,890,512 801,833 

1928 .. .. ,&18,172,458 2,207,581 8,888,530' 524,268,519 247,584 

1924 .. .. 605,274,784 8,421,587 11,885,865 620,562,186 . ... 

)10 '1'420-8 
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TABLE 19H-contd. 
-

Percentage of 
Cotton and 

EXPORTS--contd. Cotton Goods 
for the whole 

Years. Excess of foreign trade of 
Imports. Japan. 

--
Cotton Cotton 

Total Importe. Exporte. . Yarn . Goods. ----
Yen. Yen. Yen. Yen. Percent. Per cent. 

1903 .. .. 31,418,614 9,160,203 40,814,414 40,710,988 38 13 

1904 .. .. 29,263,456 11,114,836 40,724,955 42,881,915 26 11 

1905 .. .. 33,246,462 16,702,214 49,578,910 82,039,391 26 10 

1906 .. .. 35,303,526 21,687,257 67,470,028 49,693,270 34 14 

1907 .. .. 30,342,914 22,924,083 53,899,842 82,221,712 31 11 

1908 .. .. 20,723,904 19,579,705 41,057,169 69,303,971 29 9 

1909 .. 31,656,770 23,161,167 65,413,403 63,763,375 30 14 

1910 .. .. 46,696,510 32,809,729 79,822,709 94,338,829 37 17 

1911 .. .. 43,237,825 36,701,903 I 80,203,846 82,660,118 31 . 16 

1912 .. .. 56,634,702 39,884,586 96,752,032 115,522,267 33 17 

1913 .. .. 73,089,677 46,349,980 1119,676,320 126,052,961 36 18 

1914 .. .. 80,861,146 56,744,910 136,949,736 89,637,543 36 19 

1915 69,004,449 ·1 90,880,517 39 17 .. .. 63,671,394 t 132,960,709 

1916 .. .. 80,906,495 110,743,884 192,158,945 90,376,972 35 16 

1917 . .. .. 113,781,972 175,490,799 289,788,398 49,532,156 31 17 

1918 .. .. 162,789,759 305,673,592 469,099,287 61,547,264 30 22 

1919 .. "1 121
,636,927 

395,697,639 618,308,907 170,162,049 29 i 23 

1920 .. ., 164,981,805 396,238,040 667,979,862 196,913,669 31 

I 
27 

1921 .. - • • 80,563,002 221,Qi5,606 302,048,771 147,931,179 28 12 

1922 .. ..1 114,723,255 222,052,119 337,076,707 108,313,805 24 21 

1923 .. "I 78,511,961 259,479,776 338,239,321 186,029,198 26 23 

1924 .. ..I 109,610,952 354,937,283 464,546,235 156,013,951 25 25 
I 



Year_ 

11108" " 
II10f '" 
1906 "' 
t_ "" 

1907 "' 

1908 "" 

1909 "" 

1910 "" 

1911 "" 

19111 "" . 
1918 "" 

19U "" 

1916 ."" 

1916 "" 

1917 "" 

1918 "" 

1919 "" 

1920 "' 
1921 "" 

1922 "" 

1928 "" 

1924 "" 

,·0 'i 420-8a 

Total Spin-
dI .. exclud-
iD~p'l:.J!ng 

"" 1.381,306 

"" 1,846,685 

"" 1,426,694 

"" 1,472,253 

"" 1,640,462 

"" 1.796,879 

"" 1,954,892 

"" 2,099,754 

"" 2,170,796 

"" 2,176,748 

"" 2,414,499 

"" 2,657,174 

"" 2,807,514 

"" '2,875,904 

"" 8,060,478 

"" 8,227,678 

8,468;262 

"" 8,818,680 

"" 4,181,126 

"" 4,617,812 

"" 4,197,966 

"" 4,870,232 
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TABLE 20A 

Japan 

Total. 
Total pro-
duetion or 

Looms_ Yamin Bales 
of 400 Ibo. 

6,048 801,787"6 

6,085 696,21S"0 

8,140 906,636"6 

9,801 946,167"5 

9,462 988,481"6 

11,148 878,570"5 

13,813 1,025,244" 5 

17,702 1,184,780"5 

20,431 1,129,267" 0 

21,898 1,35~,209" 6 

24,224 1,517,982"0 

25,44S 1,666,181"0 

SO,088 1,720,264"5 

31,295 1,925,579"0 

86,181 1,92S,841" 5 

40,391 1,808,866"0 

44,401 1,920,782"6 

60,588 1,816,976" 0 

64,994 . 1,811,350"0 

80,766 2,228,2~6"0 

61,421 2,17i,16S"0 

·64,225 2,072,817" 5 

• Year ending 811t December,ln all cas.s, 

Total 
,production 

of Piece-goods E~~nor 
iD Yards" Bales" 

76,702,218 807,201 

80,947,348 257,807 

1~,908,132 267,388 

137,773,416 267,348 

136,253,029 226,472 

147,443,838 167,842 

181,976,972 258,878 

226,313,958 347,633 

269,039,671 285,009 

842,584,884 374,933 

416,725,357 468,736 

454,901,674 569,990 

502,076,621 575,891 

560,181,108 547,147 

694,649,419 470,852 

856,935,420 421,512 

739,390,012 230,383 

762,037,860 804,925 

700,697,985 292,2~ 

869,327,652 S94,062 

1,000,708,890 248,342 

1,030,906,658 270,359 
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TABLE 2OA-ilontd. 

E~=. ofl 
Total Total 1 Total con-

Exports of consumption consumption BUmption 
Year. Piece-goods. of Indian of American 

Value in Yen. Value in Yen. of raw Cotton Cotton in Cotton in in Ibs. , Ibs. Ibs. 

1908' 31,418,61& - -I 
66,841,125 .. .. 6,874,947 890,243,233

1 
220,058,084 

1904 .. .. 29,268,465 7,743,431 328,826,008, 145,470,175 37,289,983 

\905 .. .. 33,246,462 11,492,084 423,290,500 215,631,242i 124,278,875 

1906 .. .. 35,303,526 16,617,942 444,273,500 213,902,368\ li9,326,058 
-

1907 .. .. 30,346,719 16,344,097 460,114,658 265,737,8751 111,216,408 

• 1908 .. .. 20,723,904 14,611,374 423,242,941 230,701,0581 95,674,700 

1909 .. .. 31,656,770 17,672,986 489,402,625 306,535,475
1 

105,293,050 

1910 .. .. 46,696,511 20,462,535 543,592,025 372,808,8001 69,456,508 

1911 .. .. 43,237,825 28,684,721 539,204,826 '297,798,250 111,540,908 

1912 . .. .. 66,634,702 36,953,493 636,231,816 368,062,933 214,251,250 

1913 .. .. 73,089,677 43,016,623 712,138,691 434,685,686 202,441,016 

1914 .. .. 80,851,146 43,408,410 783,857,433 648,868,668 170,397,933 

1915 .. .. 69,004,449 48,494,382 807,821,216 559,320,525 209,035,492 

1916 .. .. 80,906,495 78,173,460 895,686,900 593,978,108 285,615,875 

1917 .. .. 118,781,972 148,108,352 905,94~-,675 590,521,080 242,144,925 

1918 .. .. 162,789,759 268,640,465 853,228,175 458,072,641 280,374,975 

1919 .. .. 121,636,927 351,195,338 897,653,824 876,648,568 356,589,221 

1920 .. .. 154,981,805 852,173,295 852,816,315 482,681,416 810,870,399 

1921 .. .. 80,668,002 203,673,379 880,546,824 621,998,441 304,763,617 

19~ .. .. 114,723,255 222,052,119 1,047,879,775 615,242,183 3811,759,225 

1923 .. .. 78,511,961 234,227,485 1,019,702,633 652,798,508 296,423,592 

1924 .. ,,, 109,610,952 826,587,484 969,013,700 568,9611,233 282,197,025 

• Year ending 31st December,tn all casl'S_ 



---

Y .... 

1008 .. 
1004 .. 
1905 .. 
1906 .. 
~ 

1907 .. 
1908 .. 
lOOP .. 
1910 .. 
1911 .. 
1912 .. 
1918 .. 

1014 .. 
1915 .. 
IbIS .. 
1017 .. 
1918 .. 
1919· .. 
1920 .. 
1921 .. 
1922 .. 
1928 .. 
1924 .. 

Total Spindl ... 

Year endlng 
30th June. 

.. 5,043,207 

.. 5,118,121 

.. 5,163,486 

.. 5,270,595 

.. 5,333,275 

.. 5,756,020 

.. 6,053,231 

.. 6,195,671 

.. 6,367,460 

.. 6,463,929 

.. 6,596,862 
Year ending 
3lBt August. 

.. 6,778,895 

.. 6,848,744 

.. 6,839,877 

.. 6,738,697 

.. 6,653,871 

.. 6,689,680 

.. 6,763,076 

.. 6,870,804 

.. 7,331,219 

.. 7,927,938 

.. 8,313,278 

11? 

TABLE 20B 

India 

Total Looms. 

30th June. 

44,092 

45,337 

50,139 

52,668 

58,436 

67,920 

76,898 

82,725 

85,352 

88,951 

04,136 

, 
104,179 

108,009 

1io,268 

114,621 

116,484 

118,221 

n9,012 

123,783 

134,620 

' 144,794 

151,485 

, 
Total production 
of Yam In Bales 
ot 400 lbo. each. 

3lBt Ml!rch. 

1.440,586 

1,444,054 

1,445,051 

1,702,296 

1,634,251 

1,595,738 

1,642,075 

1,568,410 

1,524,318 

1,562,575 

1,721,182 

1,706,942 

1,629,961 

1,806,061 

1,702,768 

1,651,439 

1,537,601 

1,589,400 

1,650,006 

1,733,929 

.1,764,733 

1,521,569 

• Excluding Blanket., Handkerchief., Sl1awla and F~nt •• 

Total production 
of Ficce-goods in 

Yards • 
• .. 

31st Maroh. 

406,316,717 

460,554,273 

540,529,065 

546,990,190 

708,139,870 

808,42Q,561 

824,489,164 

~63,869,482 

1,042,741,653 

1,136,151,590 

1,220,142,545 

1,164,291,588 

1,135,707,952 

1,441,514,550 

1,578,132,789 

1,614,126,458 

1,450,726,160 

1,639,779,227 

1,580,849,746 

1,731,573,296 

1,725,284,187 

1,700,397,693 
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TABLE 20B-contd. 

Exports 01 I Exports 01 I Total exports ITOtal exports Total can-
'Yarn InBaie. Yarn. of Piece-goods olPlece-goods .umptlon of 

Year. at 400 Ibo. Value In Irom India In !rom ~dla. raw Cotton 
each. Rupees. Yards. ~~p':.~!~ by Milia 

In Ibo. 

31st March. 81st March. Slst March. 31.t March. 80th lun •. 

1908 .. . . 621,846 . 85,400,3" 69,534,540 18,275,481 687,821,280 

Y04 .. .. 631,188 88,415,431 75,815,129 14,830,434 688,948,272 

1905 " .. 619,636 98,156,814 87,456,469 16,514,451 786,668,648 

l,,?06 " .. 744,085 123,876,874 91,974,962 , 18,658,721 793,218,272 

i90f .. .. 60S,792 108,965,821 76,698,9S7 16,536,606 776,226,640 

1905 .. .. 68S,939 89,780,375 74,127,955 16,874,760 780,668,000 

909 " .. 568,672 96,805,305 77,988,964 17,086,385 826,728,000 

910 .. .. 568,411 97,090,890 94,137,558 20,415,555 758,527,920 

911 " " 458,562 86,240,400 99,788,815 22,038,825 747,099,472 

9~2 .. .. 878,722 75,901,455 81,429,410 19,666,260 803,689,984 

1 918 .. .. 609,908 99,168,450 86,512,812 20,875,S50 821,638,272 

Slot A.ugust. 

914 " " 494,945 98,823,095 S9,288,716 21,868,745 840,105,892 

915 .. .. / 834,048 62,864,805 67,194,480 15,877,885 828,231,744 

916 .. 
::1 

400,579 69,228,660 113,465,214 24,669,860 861,505,456 

917 .. 422,450 79,490,895 268,845,251 47,512,845 861,680,288 

918 .. .. 804,494 75,647,115 189,449,666 55,882,430 . 810,685,776 

919 .. .. 169,464 72,238,235 149,088,495 64,525,905 801,338,160 
-

920 " .. 879,675 182,592,330 196,554,975 87,361,540 755,808,656 

921 " .. 206,88S 101,715,850 146,364,793 76,068,080 881,130,160 

922 .. .. 202,58& 77,145,689 160,966,77S 74,805,384 856,087,680 

928 .. .. 142,163 54,776,098 156,951,235 70,335,411 848,465,616 

924 .. .. 96,328 36,621,966 165,828,567 66,310,945 751,757,216 



Y8I'II exports 
to China 
Including Year. Hongkong 

from Japan 
In Ibo. 

1903 .. 118,808,268 

1904 .. 95,183,733 

1905 .. 98,020,266 

1908 .. 99,788,933 

1907 .. 79,479,088 

1908 " 58,311,200 

1909 .. 95,798,26, 

1910 .. 127,759,068 

1911 .. 98,896,983 

1912 .. 183,312,863 

1918 .. 89,381,S33 

1914 .. 208,499,200 

1915" .. 2l1,864,666 

1918 .. 198,215,733 

19U .. 165,992,400 

1918 .. 177,714,666 

1919 .. 78,759,788 

1920 .. 90,027,086 

1921 .. 92,818,000 

1922 .. 118,602,183 

1928 .. 64,670,400 

1924 .. 63,211,783 

-
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TABLE 20C 

COMPARATIVE TABLB 

India. Ohina and Japaa 

Piece-goods Pi::~ Y8I'IIexports Yam 
to China exports from exports from 
including from Japan Japan to Japan to 

Hongkong to India India. China. 
from India in lbs. Value in Value in 

in Ibo. • Yen . Yen. 

t t 

232,412,908 2,133 56,528 2,983,591 

235,961,880 .. 107,354 3,068,399 

229,107,329 82,666 45,857 4,606,791 

282,095,892 6,000 40,588 8,161,351 

223,425,598 158,533 45,397 4,718,474 

160,312,294 16,400 43,814 4,534,201 

208,047,448 8,000 54,452 6,727,682 

200,295,056 2,802,669 81,371 10,078,043 

158,839,789 723,466 111,832 10,126,091 

129,298,818 395,486 732,478 12,717,303 

183,348,529 1,299,866 1,031,906 18,964,913 

177,978,588 1,257,48 1,727,442 28,188,812 

118,671,032 625,866 3,703,475 27,331,680 

139,963,870 4,897,733 10,560,119 84,783,962 

143,795,840 8,725,066 15,121,454
1 

84,804,372 

102,188,900 31,770,666 55,485,718 f 88,047,516 

48,800,500 1,901,200 29,5P7,929
1 

148,288,813 

128,550,093 19,054,800 87,289,100 130,515,786 -
83,425,529 14,865,600 30,465,794 100,987,683 

61,984,616 27,327,866 88,567,336 108,757,681 

41,059,662 23,574,933 88,546,103 100,292,315 

20,733,610 82,336,133 46,916,136 137,920,952 

Piece-goods Piece-goods 
exports 

from India 
exports 

from india 
to China to China 
Including Including 

Hongkong. Bongkong. 
Quantity Value in 
in Yards. Rupees. 

t t 

2,609,416 333,496 

1,118,091 162,162 

10,342,734 1,566,427 

18,300,860 1,980,121 

1,490,983 226,278 

1,545,493 229,410 

4,400,910 631,320 

5,9~5,090 841,035 

·2,279,693 823,595 

529,840 92,825 

1,277,635 203,520 

970,559 158,470 

177,174 32,490 

408,555 56,210 

304!269 41,280 

113,064 28,920 

21,952 2,470 

835,183 294,690 

148,168 78,810 

24,870 19,638 

40,866 19,734 

53,333 31,904 

• Tbeeellgures do not <!Xactly tally with the ligures of Imports lOto India as pubbshed by the Govern
ment of India, but It should be remembered that they are for yearl\ ending 31st December whereas 
the Government of India Ogurea are for yearl\ ending 31st March. 

t Exclnding Cotton Towels, Handkerchiefs and Cotton Blankets; 
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TABLE 21 

Statement 0/ Profile made by Japanese MiUa 

(in thousands of yen) 

1 pal~-uP; Profit Percentage Reserve) Divi .. -- Capltal_ I ' ~ ____ I dend, 

rst half 1924!--:::: I 7,160 27' 5 1,000 6,188 
2nd .. 1924, 62,000 8,550 82' 9 1,000 6,200 

lIst .. 1926j 62,000 8,634 32' 8 1,000 6,200 

27,950 2,873 ZO'6 200 

Percentage 
of DiVi-
dend. 

20'0 
20'0 
20'0 

12'0 {1st half 1924 
1,

677
1 Fugi Gas 2nd .. 1924' 33,656 3,677 21'9 300 1,907 , 12'0 

1st .. 1925i 3,891 311 33,992 22'9 2,040 12'0 

{1st half 1924 31,850 6,297 33'3 1,000 3,981 25'0 
Toyo 2nd .. 19241 31,850 6,800 42'7 1,000 3,921 25'0 

1st .. 1925

1 
31,840 7,622 47'9 1,000 3,981 25'0 

{1st half 1924 28,596 6,864 66'9 500 4,906 48'0 
Kanegafuchl 2nd.. 19241 28,696 9,066 63'4 500 6,433 38'0 

_ 1st .. 1925j 28,696 5,020 63'1 600 5,433 38'0 

{1st half 1924 14,063 2,204 31'3 500 1,406 20'0 
Gado ' 2nd.. 1924

1 
14,063 2,539 36'1 500 1,406 20'0 

1st .. 1925

1 

14,063 2,671 38'0 600 1,406 20'0 

{1st half 1924 12,322 1,410 26'4 100 1,067 20'0 
Kurashlki 2nd .. 1924 12,350 1,600 2.'9 100 1,235 20'0 -

1st .. 1926 12,360 1,631 26'4 100 1,235 ZO'O 

{1st half 1924 10,857 1,186 24'6 100 770 16'0 
Nishln 2nd .. 1924 12,149 1,630 26'8 100 966 16'0 

1st .. 1926 16,126 1,987 24'6 100 1,122 16'0 

{1st half 1924 8,800 440 12'0 40 S65 10'0 
Nlkka 2nd .. 1924 8,800 628 12'0 40 440 10'0 

1st .. 1926 8,800 561 12'1 40 440 10'0 

{1st half 1924 6,600 1,300 48'4 100 896 32'0 
Fukushima 2nd .. 1924 6,600 1,459 62'1 100 896 32'0 

1st .. 1926 6,600 1,600 67'1 100 8~6 32'0 

{1st half 1924 6,260 360 13'6 25 315 12'0 
Hlnode 2nd .. 1924 6,250 355 IS'6 20 S15 12'0 

1st .. 1926 6,250 471 17'6 80 315 12'0 

{1st half 1924 3,750 286 15'2 60 326 -12'0 
Idzuml 2nd .. 1924 8,760 422 22'6 60 S26 12'0 

1st .. 1926 4,600 408 18'1 60 247 12'0 

Profit Includes depreCiation of bed Capital, 

Carry 
forward, 

. 
6,709 
8,189 
9,216 

1,426 
1,761 
1,980 

5,302 
6,452 
6,878 

10,666 
11,489 
11,786 

6,063 
5,159 
5,277 

1,282 
1,301 
1,348 

167 
282 
398 

321 
240 
261 

3,629 
3,i84 
3,676 

650 
661 
576 

605 
663 
614 

Nolo,-The reserves in the above table are the actual reserves Inclusive of reserves for the ftret half year 
term and carry forwards, also those carried forward to the present term, so that they are different from the 
lIgurea as they stood at the end of the ftret half year period, 

Nolo,-The abovellgurea relate to 11 Japanese Mill Companies representing In all ~,074,249 epindles and 
41,812 looms and aa the total number of spindles and looms in Japan Is about 6,110,000 and 64,000 respect
Ively, the profits given represent 791 of the total spindles and 65 per cent, of the total looms. 
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TABLE 22 

Vrnnparati" stalemMnl 0/ wa:/U per month (euluding annual bantu) showing the level of 
wagu as compared with 1910=100 . 

. 
I I Standard Standard 

~tandardl8tandard Standard Standald 
Muster I Muster Muster Muster 

1st Feb· 1st Nov· 1st lsi; 
Standard Btandard'1:~~ ~u}~:. mary ember May April 
Muster I Muster I nary uary 1920 1920 1921 1923 -- 1st April' 1st '1918 1919 including including includinl! including I April . 55 per 70 per 70 per 70 per 1910. 1913 including including cent. cent. cent. cent. • 116 per 85 per and 75 and 80 and 80 and 80 i cent. cent. 

I ! 
per per per per 

cent. cent. cent. cent. 

---------
~I~I~ 

------
Blow Jl<>om Tenters .. 100 117: 144 212 242 

I • 

Card lI<>om Tenters .. 100 128 i 167 194 222 244 264 303 
i 

Bpeed Frame Tenters .. 100 109 I 133 158 204 210 210 210 

RIng Frame Bide boys .. -100 I 115 I 154 181 20B 229 229 229 
I 

I 
Winders .. .. 100 

I 
100 116 134 154 170 170 170 

Weavers .. .. 100 100 I 125 145 189 194 217 217 . 

TABLE 23 

Statement showing the average percentage 0/ increase in the COBt o/living in Bombay 

1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

taking 100 to repruent the level in July. 1924. . _ 

*Average for four montho. 

Percent. 

75 
83 
73 
64 
54 
57 
55 

*n4 
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TABLE 24 

S/Iltemenl 8liowing acl'llal price8 paid lor Store8lrom 1914 

011 Oil 011 Roving Slubblng • ChIna 
Years. Spindle Shafting Loom Bobbins Bobbins Shuttles Clay per Farina 

per per per per !per per doz. pe, ton. 
ga.llon. ga.llon. ga.llon. gross. gross. ton. 

------ ---
£ •• d. £ •• d . £ •. d. £ s. d. £ •• d. £ •• d. £ •• d • £ .. d . 

1914 •• 0 1 6 0 2 1 0 1 8t 019 1 0 30 6 014 6 3 13 ·6 13 6 0 

1915 .. 0 1 6 0 2 1 0 1 8t 02210 0 37 9 014 6 4'17 6 32 0 0 

1916 .. 0 1 9 0 2 4 0-1 Ill- 023 10 0 38 1 o 15 6 r118 0 34 0 0 

1917 .. 0 2 9 0 3 0 0 2 9 032 4 0 51 10 024 9 6 16 0 

1918 .. 0 5 0 0 5 9 0 6 0 o 5i 0 0 75 0 034 0 7 15 6 

1919 .. 0 3 8tO 4 51, 0 3 8t 057 9 0 92 0 050 6 818 0 57 0 0 

1920 .. 0 8 810 4 5i 0 3 8t 063 0 0100 6 054 6 , 10 7 

:1 

4210 0 

" 8~ 1921 •. 0 5 810 6 8i 0 5 082 3 0132 0 078 0 7 15 3210 0 

1922 .. 0 8 610 4 Ot 0 3 71- 069 9 0 95 3 046 9 6 6 2010 6 

1928 •. 0 8 2tO 3 8 0 8 31- 046 3 o· 78 9 047 0 616 0 22 7 6 

1924 •• 0 8 8tO 3 91- G 3 4i 042 9 0 68 0 048 0 5 16 0 22 7 C 

1925 .. 0 8 81-0 S 9i 0 8 41 042 9 0 68 0 048 0 610 0 22 16 9 

1926 •• 0 8 OiO 8 61- 0 8 It 040 9 0 66 0 046 8 6 2 6 17 15 0 

Mag: 
Strapping Strapping Cardiff Bengal Natal Liquid 

Years. neslum Strapping Coal Coal Coal Fuel Chloride I" per lb. 2" per lb. 8i" per lb. per ton. per ton. per ton. per ton. per ton. 

-------- ------
£ s. d. £ •• d. £ •• d. £ .. d • Rs.a.p. Rs.a.p. Rs. a. p. ns.a. p. 

1914 .. S 12 6 0 2 9 0 8 2 0 4 0 27 8 0 2012 0 

1915 .. 910 0 0 S 10 0 4 6 0 6 3 27 8 0 18 2 0 

1916 .. 0 4 8 0 6 8 0 6 2 27 8 0 1914 0 

1917 .. 11 " 8 0 4. 8 0 5 3 0 6 2 22 2 0 

1918 .. 0 5 6 0 6 9 0 8 0 21 0 8 

1919 .. 0 7 6 0 8-9 010 0 26 1 8 

1920 .. 010 6 0 211 0 6 6 84 1 0 

1921 .. 0 9 8 0 211 0 6 6 42 9 0 27 -8 036 4 0 

1922 .. 715 0 0 8 0 0 2 2 0 6 5 42 8 0 81 8 0 
, 

1928 .. 410 0 0 7 6 0·2 0 0 4 9 87 0 0 SO 0 0 

1924 .. 5 0 0 0 7 0 0 1 7 0 4. 6 5310 8 . 
1926 .. 4. 2 6- 0 7 0 0 1 7 0 4. 6 45 0 0 

1928 .. 516 6 0 7 0 0 1 7 0 4. 6 4414 0 

PrIces for strapping of 2" and 8i".after 1920 are given per foot from 1920. 
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TABLE 25. 

BI.tJUmef&I ,lIowing llmoun.! 0/ Municipal ta:r:es paid by Bombay City MillB during 
the following years -

Yean. General Ta:r. I Halalkhore Ta:r. Water Tax by Meter. TotaL 

At 9i per cent. At 3 per cent. At annas-8 per 1,000 gallons. 

ll8. a. p. ll8. a. p. ll8. a. p. Rs. s. p. 
1914-15 8,32,462 10 5 1,02,539 410 3,07,826 6 a 7,42,818 6 II 

At 91 per cent. At 8 per cent. At aQJl&l! 7J'per 1,000 gallons. 
1918-18 6,55,472 13 2 1,68,763 11 a 4,72,671 3 11 11,96,907 12 

At 91 per cent. At 3 per cent. At annas 71 per 1,000 gallons. 
1921-22 5,99,543 4 5 1,82,145 7 a 5,01,93214 7 12,83,623 10 0 

At 11 i per cent. At 3 per cent. At annas 12 per 1,000 gallons. 
1922-23 7,32,967 6 4 1,91.198 6 5 6,96,680 14 2 16,20,846 10 11 

At 11 i per cent. At 3 per cent. At Annas 12 per 1,000 gallons. 
1923-24 9,53,237 7 0 2,48,678 5 0 8,65,881 8 0 20,67,847 4 0 

I'''''~-I 
At 3 per cent. At annas 12 per 1,000 gallons. 

1924-25 •• 1 9,62,886 Iii 0 2,52,138 8 o I . 7,61,866 8 0 19,76,681 15 0 

1925-26 ··1 .. ,. At annaB16 per 1,000 gallons. 
.... 2,53,952 II a 22,30,833 . 0 a 
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TABLE 26 

Statement showing the variation in prices of Standard Langeloth and 20s. yarn from 
• month to month aince 1908. 

, Average Average 
price of price of 

Yoor. Month. Longeloth 208 yarn in 
I per lb. in annas. 

I annas. 
-

1Il08 .. •• 1 January .. .. 91 61 
February .. .. 91 61 
March .. .. 91 6t 
April •• .. .. 91 6t 
May .. .. 91 6t 
June .. .. .. 91 fit 
July .. .. .. 91 61 
August .. .. 9! 65/16 
September .. ::1 91 61 
October .. 91 65/16 
November .. 

::/ 
91 6i 

December .. 91 63/16 

1909 .. • • ,. Not available. 
I 

1910 .. •• January .. 
"1 

9! 71 
" February .. .. 9! 71 

March .. 9! 71-
April •• ., .. 91 81/16 
May .. .. lOt 7. 
June •• .. .. lot 8 
July .. .. .. 10 71 
August .. .. 10 7! 
September .. .. 10 7! 
October .. .. 10 7! 
November .. .. 10 81/16 
December .. .. 101 8! 

-
1911 . " .. Not available. 

, 
1912 .. .. January .. .. 101 7! 

February .. ... 101 71 
March .. .. lot 8 
April •• .. .. 1013/16 81 
May .. .. 11 83/16 
June •• .. .. 11 81 
July •• - .. .. 11 81 
August .. .. 11 81 
September .. .. 11 8i 
October .. .. 11 81/16 
November .. .. 11 81 
December .. .. 11 8! 

1913 .. .. Not available. 

1914 .. January .. .. 10 7! 
February .. .. 10 71 
Maroh .. .. 10 71 
April •• .. .. 9! 71 
May •• .. .. 9! 71 
.June .. .. .. 9! "75/16 
July .. .. .. 9! 71 
August .. .. 9! 6 

." 
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TABLE 2S-contd. 

Average Average price of price of Year. Month. Longcloth 
per lb. m 208 yarn in 

annas. annas. 

September .. .. 9! 57/7 
October .. .. 9! 5! 
November .. .. 81 53/16 
December .. .. 8! 5* 

l!J15 .. .. ,January .. .. 8! 51 
February .. .. 81 of 
March .. .. 81 57/16 
April •• .. .. 9 51 
May •• .. .. 91 51 
June .. .. .. 9!- 51 
July •• .. .. 9 51 
August . ) .. 81 5t 
September .. .. 9 6 
October . .. .. 91 7 
November .. .. 10 6f 
December .. .. ·10 61 

1916 .. .. January .. .. 101 73/16 
February .. .. 101 73/16 
March .. .. 101 7! 
April •• .. .. 101 71 
May.: .. .. lot 7* 
June •• .. .. 11 7! 
July •• .. .. 11! 71 
August .. .. 12! 8* 
September .. .. 13 9 
Ootober .. .. 121 II! 
Novo--mber .. .. 13 916/16 
December .. .. 15 101 

W17 .. January .. .. 14! lot 
February .. .. 131 101 
March .. .. 141 lot 
April •• -.. .. 141 11 
May •• .. .. 141 101 
June •• .. .. 15! 12 
July., .. .. ~7 . 16 
August .. .. 18 16 
September .. .. 18 131 
October .. .. 201 141 
November .. .. 23 141 
Decem~ .. .. 26 ! 17! 

j 
1918 .. .. January .. .. 25 I 18! 

February .. .. 25 19 • 
March .. .. 261 201 
April .. .. 27! 191 
May •• .. .. 27. 111 
June, .. .. 281 191 
July •• .. .. 31 ~2i· 
August .. .. 39 25 
S.pt ... mber .. .. 371 

I 
26~ 

October .. .. 32* . 211 
November .. .. 25! 171 
December .. .. 241 

j 
18i 

, 
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TABLE 26-00ntd. 

Averagp. Average price of 
Year. Month. Longeloth priee of 

pe~ lb. m 208. yarn in 
annas. annas. 

1919 .. .. January .. .. 29 191 
February .. .. 271 181 
March . .. .. 24t 17 i 
April •. .. .. 24 18 
May •. .. .. 25 19 I 
June •. .. .. 261 21 
July •. .. .. 271 22i 
August " " 271 22 
September .. .. 24t 201 
October .. .. 25 23 t 
November .. .. 26{ 251 
December " " 29 25{ 

1920 .. .. January ., .. 31 26i 
February .. .. 291 261 
March .. .. 30 26 
April .. .. .. 301 251 
May .. .. .. 29 23i 
June .• .. " 291 231 
July .. .. .. 31 ut 
August .. .. 301 2415/16 
September .. .. 301 23{ 
Oeto1>er .. " 29 21i 
November .. .. 29 221 
December .. .. 28{ 20 

1921 " .. January .. .. 27{ 17 I 
February .. .. 25 15 t 
March .. .. 23{ 131 
April •• .. .. 241 14{ 
May .• .. .. 251 16t-
June •• .. .. 25{ 16 I 
July •. .. .. 26 17 I 
August .. .. 261 171 
September .. .. 27 18 I 
October .. .. 281 19 I 
November .. .. 27! 18 t 
December .. .. 261 19 i 

-

1922 .. .. January .. .. 26 181/16 
February .. .. ut 17 
March .. .. 261 17 t 
April •• .. .. 26 16! 
May •• .. .. 261 171 
June •• .. .. 27 171 
July •• .. .. 271 17 I 
August .. .. 271 17 1/16 
September .. .. 241 161 
Ootober .. .. 231 165/16 
November .. .. 23 161 
December .. .. 221 151 

1923 . .. January .. .. 221 1511/16 
February .. .. 23 151 
March .. .. 221 15! 
'April •• .. .. 211 151 
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TABLE 26-oonold. 

I Average Average - price of price of Year. Month. Longcloth 208. yamin per lb. in annas. annas. 

May •. .. .. 201 15! -
June .. .. .. 20 15 
July .. . , ' .. 20 15! 
August .. .. 20 : 14f 
September .. .. 201 

I 
157/16 

October .. .. 21 1511/16 
November .. .. 23 17! 
December .. .. 221 16l 

1924 .. January .'. . . 22t 1Gf 
February .. .. 231 177J16 
March .. .. 23l 

1 
l7 

April .• .. .. 23l 171 
May .. .. 231 

I 
17t 

June .• .. .. 23 171 
July •• .. .. 23 171 
August .. .. 231 171 
September .. .. 22! I 175/16 
October . . . 22l 171 .. 
November .. .. 21* ! 17! 
December .. .. 211 

I 
167/16 

1925 .. .. January .. . . 20t I 15t 
February .. .. 201 1413/16 
March .. .. 201 1411{111 
April •. .. .. 201 I 1411/Uo 
May .• .. .. 20 1311/16 
June .• .. .. 191 i 131 
July .. .. .. 18* 13* 
August .. . , .. 181 , 13t 
September .. .. '18 13l 
October .. .. 19 131 
November .. .. 18* 13* 
Deoeu;ber .. 17* ; IlIl 

i 
1926 .. .. January ' .. .. 171 ! 121 

February .. .. 17* I 121 
March .. .. 171 121 
april .• .. .. 18 I 11* 

I~:: 
.. .. 171 I lilt .. .. l7 I lot 

Jnly •• .. .. 161 lot 
August .. .. 16 I 101 
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TAB~ 27 

Statement 8howing the variation in prices 01 cotton from year to year 

Cotton, Raw Percentage of 

Year. Broach'(Bombay) per increase or decrease 
candy of 784 Ibs. as compared with 

1873. 

Rs. a.. p. 

1861 .. 139 0 0 55 
1862 •• ' 205 8 0 81 
1863 .. 367 ,8 0 144 
1864 585 0 0 229, 
1865 342 8 0 134 
1866 408 12 0 160 
1867 270 0 0 106 
1868 190 8 0 75 
1869 244 0 0 96 
1870 .: 302 0 0 118 
1871 200 0 0, 78 
1872 ., 243 0 0 95 
1873 .. 255 '0 0 100 
1874 .. 210 0 0 82 
1875 .. 204 8 0 80 
1876 •. 190 8 0 75 
IS77 209 12 0 82 
1878 ., 206 4 0 81 
1879 ., 22012 0 86 
1880 .• 251 0 0 98 
1881 •. 243 0 0 95 
1882 ., 229 0 0 90 
1883 .. 197 4 0 77 
1884 •. 

, 216 0 0 85 
1885 ., 229 0 0 90 
1886 ., 214 12 0 84 
1887 .• 217 0 0 85 
1888 •. 243 0 0 95 
1889 ., 234 8 0 92 
1890 •. 233 8 0 91 
1891 .• 215 0 0 84 
1892 .. .. 191' 0 0 .75 
1893 ., 239 0 0 93 
1894 •• 215 0 0 84 
1895 ., 202 8 0 79 
1896 217 4 0 85 
1897 196 0 0 77 
1898 175 0 0 68 
1899 150 8 0 59 
1900 219 0 0 85 
1901 .• 215 0 0 84 
1902 .• 212 0 0 83 
1903 •• '207 4 0 81 
1904 ., 248 0 0 97 
1905 ., 215 8 0 85 
1906 ., 252 0 0 99 
1907 •• 248 12 0 98 
1908 ., 246 8 0 97 
1909 •• 242 0 0 95 
1910 •• 303 0 0 lIO 
1911 •• 342 0 0 134 
1912 •• 283 0 0 111 
1913 •• 299 0 0 117 
1914 ., 233 0 0 91 
1915 ., "I 246 0 0 96 
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. 
Cotton, Raw. • I- Percentage of 

Year. 
Broach (Bombay) inorease or decrease 

per candy of as compared 'with 
7841bs. 1873. 

---
Rs . ... p • . 

1916 •• .. .. . . 320 0 0 125" 
1917 .. .. .. .. 443 0 0 174 
1918 •. .. .. .. 717 0 0 281 
1919 .. .. .. .. 536 0 0 210 
1920 •• .. .. .. 460 0 0 180 
1921 •• .. .. .. 342 () 0 134 
1922 .• .. .. .. 479 0 0 188 
1923 •• .. .. .. 610 .0 0 200 
1924 .• .. .. .. 560 0 0 219 
1926 Jarul8.l'Y .. .. .. 465 0 0 178 

Febrne.ry .. .. .. 462 0 0 181 
March .. .. .. 481 0 0 188 
April ., . " .. 463 0 0 181 
May . .. .. .. 446 0 0 175 
June .. .. .. 449 0 0 176 
July .. .. .. 379 0 0 148 
August .. .. .. 458 0 0 179 
September •• .. .. 425 0 ·0 167 
Ootober .. .. .. 416 0 0 162 
November .. .. 389 0 0 151 
December .. .. 366 0 0 143 

1926 Jannary .. -.. 359 0 0 141 
Febru&ry .. .. 357 0 0 140 
March .. .. 354 0 0 139 
April .. .. .. . 34L 0 0 l33 
May .. .. .. - 336 0 0 131 
June .. .. .. 343 0 0 134 
July .. .. .. 340 0 0 133 
August - 349 0 0 137 .. .. .. 

)10 Y 420-9 
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TABLE 28 

Ratu o/Freight from Bombay for Yam and Piue-gorM 

Aden 
Mombasa 
Zanzibar 
Natal •. 
Durban 
Capetown 
Portsaid 
Basrah •• 
Singapore 
Hongkong 
Shanghai 

. ' . 
. Port 

Levant Ports via Por/aaid.-

Rate 
of freight 

Re. a. 

22 8 per ton of 40 C.lt. 
25 0 
25 0 

.. t 36 0 ,,' " . 59 0 
"S 20. 0 

25 0 
22 8 
22 8 
27 8 

S. d. 
Jaffa, Beyrouth, Rhodes, Alexandretta Chlos 37 6 
Piraeus, Smyrna, Metylene, Dardanel!ee and Constan-

tinople 35 0 
Famagosta, Larnaca, and Lim&S801 42 6 

Rs. a. 
Port Sudan via Aden ',,338 " 
Osaka for cotton •• Y~n. 3 '16 per bale. 
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Witness No." 

THB BOMBAY MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 

Written 8tatemenl dated 17t16 August 1926 

SECTION I 

Gemral 

1. The present depression in the cotton textile industry is more severelyfelt in Bombay 
"than in Ahmedabad and up.oeuntry centres chiefly because Bombay is further from the 
cotton fields and the consuming markets of India. The Bombay mill indus~ry h&a aJao 
to meet the full force of competition from foreign countri!'s owing to its situation at the 
port of importation. As far &8 conditions in Ahmedabad and up·country oentres &re 
concerned, the Association would rather leave it to the mills there to answer the question 
88 far 88 it applies to them. Natorally all mills in the s&me centre &re not affected to 
the same extent. 

2. The Assooiation does not oonsider that the present depression is due to any extent 
to the operation of world faotors; f&Ctors peculiar to India are m&i:nly responsible. As 
shown in the Association's written statement to the Board, there are alao certain special 
f&ctors militating a.g&inst the prosperity of Bombay mills, e.g.," higher labour charges, 
higher municipal taxation, eto. 

3. The me.in causes of the present depression seem to be of a permanent chare.oter. 
Some of them, in the opinion of the Assooiation, could be removed or off-set effectively 
by &ction being taklhl by the Government of India on lines indicated in the written state
ment. 

4. Unless the present margin between the price of raw cotton and the price of yam 
and piece.goods is incre_d, some mills in Bombay which are now working, will be 
compelled to close down. " 

6. Except for a few good mills'with reserves, mills generally in Bombay are at present 
reaJis~g no profits and many of them are working at a loss, even without taking depre
ciation into oonsideration. 

6. A further faJI in the price of raw cotton might have a stimulating effect on oonsump
tion if followed by a steady low level of prices thereafter. but a continually faJIing market, 
such &8 there has been for the past few years, h&a a very detrimental effect on the extent 
of poreb&aes made by deaJers in the- various oonsuming centres. Moreover, a further 
faJI in t.he price of cotton would adversely affect aJI milIa which have unsold stocks of cloth 
owing to the lower price which would be realised for future contracts. A fall in the 
price of cotton would aJso lower the ratio of. cotton to total cost of production and 
would thus enoourage competitien from oountries with depreciated exohanges. 

7. The Association is of the opiuion that to some extent, the present depression in 
the industry may be attributed to the le.ok of confidence in the stability of the present 
level of prices of raw ootton, yarn and piece-goods. During the last three years, cotton 
has· been constantly dropping, and with it tbe prioes of yam and cloth, a.nd piece-goods 
merchants in consequence have sustained losses. They are not in a suffioiently 
strong finan~i&l position to take any risks by buying on ~heir own aocount and have to 
follow a policy of .. hand to mouth buying ... 

8. The Association oonsiders that the depression can be attributed in part to the 
fe.ot that the rail in the price of cloth h&a not corresponded with the faJI in the price of 

. cotton anli that of other commodities. It should be remembered, however, that the 
oost of manufe.oture is twioe that of pre-war years and the price of cloth cannot therefore 
faJI to correspond with the faJI in the price of cotton unless mills sell their finished produots 

• at aloaS:; -

9-10. These are both economio questions whioh it would, in the opinion of the Asao-' 
.. iation, be advisable for the Government of India to inquire into. To a certain extent. 
the Association believes that the purchasing power of the ryot hu been deoreased owing 
to the exchange policy of the Government of II!di&. 

11. The Association does not consider that tIie present depression in the industry 
can be attributed to l&ek of organisatio~ among the millownera, either generally or iq 
specifio directions. .". , 

MQ T 4:10-9" 
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12. Extent'. of the depression in Bombay is reflected in the follolloing 
figures:-

(a) MiUa whicla. halle ehange4 hand8.:.....Planet. Gold Mohur. Diamond, Industrial, 
Hongkong. Assur Veerjee and New China. 

(b) MiUa which halle elo8ed down lor extended period since 1922.-Raja Bahadur 
Motilal Pitty Mills. Diamond. Industrial. Jivraj Balloo. Planet, Hongkong. 
Dinshaw Petit and Emperor Edward. -

(e) MiUa wllich have gOM into liquidation.-Planet. Gold Mohur. Jivraj Balloo. 
Diamond and Hongkong. . 

SECTION n 
Nat,,", and extent 01 competition beween imported!Jootls and tll086 01 Indian 

manufar-ture 

13. The Association has dealt with this matter fully in the original statement to the 
Board and has nothing more to add except that the loss of the China export trade was 
the cause of the expansion of the weaving industry of Bombay and it was chiefly because 
the Bombay cotton mill industry was shut out. from its most profitable export market 
for yam that it had to depend to an increasing extent upon th~ home market and to 
incre&lle its production of cloth. 

14. The Association has shown in its original statement, how far the present depres
sion in the indUStry is due to increasing Japanese competition. So far the industry 
has not been seriously affected by the competition it has to mee~rom other foreign 
countrieL . 

15. Yam of counts under 4Os. 
Piece-goodJ.-Drills, sheetings' ch&dara and coarse and medium counts dyed and 

bleached goods. 

16. See Statement in Annexure A.. . 
17. The Association is of the opinion that yam and piece-goods imported from Japan 

are frequently placed on the Indian markets at prices which do not cover their cost of 
manufacture in India. The Association cannot say definitely that the prices of piece
goods imported into India from Japan and other countries are lower than the prices 
at which similar goods are placed in other foreign markets. The Association cannot 
furnish any evidence to show that such goods are placed in the Indian markets at prices 
which. after deducting freight and incidental expenses, would not cover the cost of pro
duction in the exporting country but are in a position to show that the prices after 
deducting freight and incidental expenses are consideralJly lower than the cost of produc
ing similar goods in India.. 

18. It is not possible for the Association to say lIohether yarn or piece-goods exported 
from Japan or other countries are placed on any foreign markets at prices which are lower 
than the cost of production of similar Indian goods plus freight and import duty. The 
Association. however. emphatically a.sserts that owing to the special advantsges which 
the Japanese mill Industry enjoys. the production of Indian mills is not in a position 
to compete with Japanese goods in foreign markets. Even in the home market. Japanese 
competition is most rigorous notwithstanding the 11 per cent. import duty. It is there. 
fore obvious that the effects of the Japanese competition are more deadly k the foreign 
markets. The ¥lost conspicuous instance of how foreign markets are lost by India is 
afforded by the manner in which the China market has been lost. both &8 regards yarn 

- and piece-goods. The fact is admitted by Government &8 for instance, in the quotation 
given in paragraph 64 of the Association's original statement from the .. Administration 
Report of the Bombay Presidency for 1923-24." As explained in paragraphs U5. 116. 
117 and US. Persia. Australia., Kenya and British MaJaya afford additional instances 
of how Japan is stealing a march over India in foreign markets. In an article which 
appeared in the London" Times" of 3rd June, 1924, on the trade of Kenya and Uganda. 
it was stated ... The noteworthy feature in the present report is the rapid progress made 
by Japan &9 a oompetitor. The trade is being transferred from India and Burma which 
in 192.' had 63 per cent. and has only 24 per cent. now." 

The following figures showing exports of grey goods to different countri8'.l in 1913.14 
and again in 1925-26 bear eloquent testimony to the enormous diminution in exports of, 
the 8tallie produotic;lD <If ~dia~ miUs and this, tp'CAt ~t-bac!l; ~hioh the indiFous ~dustr-r 



baa nBered in ezport trade is very largely due to the rigour of Japanese competitiozi, 
the groasly unfair nature of which is very fully dealt with in the original statement :...:.... 

Ezporl8 oj Indian _nfJrm~Jured grey pieu-good8lo foreign ports 

Countriefl 

Aden and Depeudencies •• • • 
Strait Settlements including Labuan •• 
Mauritius and Dependenoies 
Siam 
Egypt 
French SomaliIand 

1913-14 

Yde.. 
5,162,607 

871.321 
I,Ill,906 
2.128.970 
1,975,350 
1,835,480 

1925-26 

Yde. 
1,656,631 

462,199 
421,108 

• 734,890 
372,650 

62,732 

Comparative figures of Japanese exports to different countries are not ava.ilabIe, but the 
flgW'l!ll given in paragraph 119 of the Assooiation's original statement show the tremendous 
strides Japan has been able to make in her export trade and which it is understood oon-
sists chieOy of greys. . 

19. The Association would like to point out that to o"btain a true idea of the extent 
of competition in yarn, the comparison should be made with counts under 408. The 
bulk of the imports of yarn from Ja.pan a.nd a considerable portion.of the imports from 
U. K. are of 328 counts. Counts up to 408 oan readily be made in India.n mills and it is 
only the price outting policy of Japan which so far ha.s prevented the more rapid develop
ment on the medium count trade in yarns. Finer cloths made from yarns produoed in 
Indian mills have been inoreaSingly produced during the la.st two or three years. 

The figure of l' 3 per cent. which has been taken by the Tariff Board a.s the percentage 
of imports to production~ is also misleading ina.smuch a.s a comparison against the total 
produotion of Indian mills does not take into a.ccount the quantity of yarn oonsumed for 
weaving purposes. The comparison ought to be made with the qua.ntity of yarn avail
able for sale in India a.nd produced by Indian mills. H such a comparison is made, the 
imports of yarn under 40& into India works out at about 15 per cent. of the yarn availa.ble 
for sale in India. The Association consider that there is a grave danger of an even 
further increa.se in the near future unless a.ssista.noe is given to the industry. 

20. The ('1_ of piece-goode given in the Government of India statistios are so inade· 
quately defined that it is difficult to estima.te w4at percentage of imports from United 
Kingdom competes directly with Indian mill made goods, but the Association does not 
believe that the extent of competition has diminished since the wa.r. 

2L For the same reason the Association is unable to vouch for the a.ccura.cy of this 
estimate, but it is an undoubted fa.ct that tho very great pulk of imported piece-goode
from Japan competes directly with the production of Indian milia. 

22. See 20 and 21 above. 
23. With the Rupee fixed at 1/6 gold, ;.gainst a pre-war value of 1/4 gold, the prioe of 

foreign pieco-goodUn Rupees ha.s been lowered by 121 per cent. As the prioe of Indian 
piece-goode oannot be lowered to tha.t extent, there will be a tendency for imports from 
abroad to inorea.se. The tendency for imports from Italy and Japan to inorease is iurther 
encouraged by the ,depreciation of the Yen and the Lira. 

24 The .ARsociation considers that the imported piece-goode from Japan compete 
chieOy with Indian mill made goode, though some of their finer qualities probably oompete . 
with goode imported from United Kingdom.· _ . 

25. As the Assooiation ha.s shown in the statement submitted originally the competi. 
-tien from imported piece-goode from Japan ha.s been a.ccentuated by the fall in the 
Japanese exohange. 

25.. Excppt in the case of Italy, competition from imported goods has not been 
accentuated by fluctuations in exchange. But if the Belgian and Frenoh Francs 
remain at their present level, there is a likelihood of greater imports from those 
countries. 

27. This question has been fully dealt with in the &sooiation's original statement. 
If the Ru.pee is stabilised at 1/6, the industry will continue to suffer in oompetitiOD 
with other cOllntriea. . 
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.. lis. Th!& question has been' dea.lt with fully in the Association's origina.l sta.!.ellleftt. 
There is no doubt tha.t Ja.panese conditions of Ia.bour, especia.lly the employment of 
women a.nd children a.t night, ena.ble them to compete to the detriment of India.n mill 
ma.de piece-goods in, both the home a.nd export ma.rkets. 

!!ll. This question has been dea.lt with in the Associa.tion's origina.l sta.tement. 
30. The Associ .. tion is not in a postion to state ·wha.t special credit facilities a.re 

bbta.ined by exporting houses in foreign countries or is offered by them to India.n 
buyers. ' 

31. Indian mills generally pay great attention to the requirements and preferences 
of India.n middlemen and consumers in regard to such matters as qua.lity, finish and pack
ing a.nd the Association is not aware that Indian mills' methods of packing, etc., 
are inferior to those of Japan or the U. K., considering the distance the goods are 
transported. 

32. No, the Association does not thin!; so. 
33, Drills, shirting, sheetings to mention the most ~portant items. The develop

ment of the India.n yarn trade in counts 30s to 40s also has been seriously handicapped 
owing to the severity of Japanese competition in reoent years in these counts. 

34, No. Judging from'the quantity of low and medium count piece-goods placed 
in the Indian markets at the present time, it would appear that there is no general 
growing preference on the part of'the Indian consumers for finer qualities of piece-goods 
and yarn. .-

SEOTIO!; m 

I nler1Ial Competition 

35. It is a noticeable fact that lately most of the new' mills that have been erected 
a.re either in Native States or in cotton producing districts. There has been an increase 
in the number of looms and spindles both in Bombay and Ahmedabad, but thiR increase 
has not been so great as in the rest of India. The establishment of mills in Native 
States and up.country centres has, to a certain Ilxtent, increased the internal competition 
which Bombay and Ahmedabad have to meet,. 

36. In· the Association's opinion Bombay mills ha.ve a slight advantage in regard to 
climate as compared with other centres of the industry and slightly more efficient labour 
than most up-country mills. They also have a small advantage as regards the 'cost of 
mill stores and machinery a.nd aga.in in regard to the export trade, owing to their proximity 
to the "hief port of India. 

37. It is not pO,ssible to estimate exactly the relative advantages that mills in Ahmed
abad and up-country centres have over Bombay owing to (1) proximity to large up, 
country markets, (2) proximity to coal fields and (3) proximity to sources of supply of 
raw-materials: 

(a) Proximity· to markets.-·Ahmedabad and certain up-country mills being nearer 
• to up-country markets like Delhi, Amritsar than Bombay have less freight to 

bear. This is especially the case in regard to Indore, Central Provinces and 
Cawnpore mills. Information is being collected regarding the adva.ntages in 
regard to railway freight enjoyed hy the various industrial centres when supply
ing goods to the chief consuming ma.rkets in India and til'llse details will be 
forwarded to the Tariff Board in due course. 

(b) Proximity to coal field8.-The Nagpur and Cawnpore mills, owing to their 
proximity to the coal fields of the country, have an appreciable advantage over 
Bombay mills in regard to the price of ,po 0.1. 

(c) Proximity to the 80urce oj 8upply oj raw malerial8.-Ahmedabad mills being nearer 
the cotton producing districts can generally get their ootton laid down at the 
mills at cheaper rates than Bombay mills. Similarly the Cawnpore, Nagpur 
and Sholapur mills being situated in cotton growing tracts have eerta.in advanta
ges for the production of yarn and piece-goods from the cotton grown in their 
respective districts as compared with Bombay mills. In addition mills in certain 
Indian States have advantages over mills in British India owing to the imposition 
of export duties on cotton or import duties on piell.e-goods. Noteworthy 
examples are the Nizam's Territory and Indore State. Against these factors 
must be set the advantages which Bombay commands over mOBt other centres 
in the purchase of Hubli, Dharwar and other cotton grown in the Southern 
Iilahratta country a.nd of foreign growths. 



Sa and 39, it is very difficult to estimate with any degree of accuracy" to whit 
extent the handloom industry competes with the mill industry. The attention of the 
Tariff Board is invited to the article· from the Tutik Ma1lujacltl.ret' based on information 
publisbed by Mr. R. D. Bell, Director of ' In dUB tries, Bombay Presidency, which throws 
some light on the question, but it should be noted that the figures of piece-goods given 
do not include the very considerable quautity produced from hand spun yarn, nor has 
any allowance been made for the quantity of yarn used for purposelJ", other than hand
loom weaving nor the difference in weight of piece-goods produced from imported yarn 
of finer counts as oompared with Indian yarn: 

SEOTIOlf IV 

MiU Ma7llJ.Jemem 

40. The Association considers that with a few exceptions, the mills in Bombay, 
Abmedabad and other industrial centres in India are carried on with reasonable efficiency 
and economy. 

41. The Association does not consider that the Managing Agency System is at all 
defective in India. It must be remembered that if it had not been for the enterprise of 
Managing Agents, the textile industry of India would not at present exist. It was their ' 
enterprise and their money that brought the induBtry into being at a time when grave 
doubts were entertained as to whether cotton spinning and manufacturing could be carried 
on in India, in oompetition with the industrially advanced countries of the West and when 
capital was notoriously shy. The justification for the agency system of management 
is to be judged from the fact that every industry in India and not the cotton industry 
alone has been built up, and is controUed and directed by Managing Agents. It should, 
be remembered that Managing Agents have a double function to perform in India as against 
a single function of the Managing Directors of England. In England, the Managing 
Director or Manager is a paid servant and only looks after the working of the mills; the 
Managing Agents in India not only have to look to the satisfactory working of the mills,' 
but to finance them and have frequently suffered very severely by doing so. Banks 
in India will not lend money as they do in England to the mill company itself. They 
require not only the signature of the mill company for any loan made to the mill, but also 
require in addition the guarantee of the Managing Agents. The charges which have been 
made againBt the ,YBtem in recent years cannot be substantiated but are to be expected 
in periodB of great depreBBion., They..do not, in any way, affect the justification.of a 
Bystem which has proved its Buperiority over other systeme of management aB far as India 
is oonoerned. • 

42. Except in the case of about a dozen mills, most of the Managing Agents of mills 
in Bombay City and Island are paid commiBsion on profits on the basis of 10 per cent. to 
121 per cent. on the gross profits earned before deducting depreciation, income-tax and 
super-tax paid by mills. The general trend of later yearB has been to pay commission 
on profits and it iB considered that thiB Bystem is preferable and fairer both to the 
Managing Agents and the shareholders of the Company. ' 

43. The bulk of tlie Managing AgentB in Bombay do not receive any commiBsion what
Boever on the purchase of ootton, mill-stores, machinery and c.oal or on the sales of yarn 
and oloth, or on insurance, advertisements or other activities. Some of the mills receive 
a monthly aUowance for .office expenses. (a) The Association is not aware that any 
Agents reoeive commission on purchases of cotton. (b) To the best knowledge of the 
Association, no commission is paid by mills to MiU Agents on purchases of coal. As 
regards machinery and mill-stores, there are three firms of Mill Agents in Bombay who are 
also Agents foi: machinery and mill-stores and as suchs.eU to their own mills. As Agents 
for machinery, etc., tbey may earn some commission, but even if commission is 'paid 
it should be remembered that this constitutes no disadvantage to the mill company 
or companies of which they act as Agents because sales are made to their own mills at 
the same price as to aIr other mills, and in any case the commission is not paid by the mill 
but by the English manufacturer. There are certain other firms with English officers 
or Agents, through whom they buy their stores and in these cases, the Agents usuaUy 
receive. a buying commission., (e) The Association does not, know of any' case where the 
Managmg Agents charge any commission on the sale of cotton'from the mills. Mills as 
a rule do Dot ~el1 but only buy COttOR. (d) One or two Managing Agents are guarantee 
br?k~rs to theIr own mills ~nd ,charge a commission'on the sale of yam and cloth, but 
thIS IS not the general practICe m Bombay. (e) Some Managing Agents are also Agents 
for ~nglish or Foreign insurance companies, and as such take ,a small commission on the 
busmess they place with such insurance companies as Agents, but t,his practice in no case 

• Annexure" G. 
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allects detrimentally the interests of the miiIs for which they are Agents, as the commission 
is paid by the Insurance Company. As regards advertisements and other activities, the 
Association does not know of any in_stances where commission is charged. 

, The Assooiation i~ llnaware of any instance of a minimum commission being payable 
where oommission is paid on production. . 

44. The Association of Managing Agents with any other classes or kinds of business 
while not general is not uncommon. This Association of the Agents with more than one 
class of business has usually proved of advantage in the cotton trade as it has in the jute, 
coal, tea and other Indian industries. 

SBCTION V 
MiUFinance 

45. The Association does not think that the present general depression in the industry 
as far as Bombay is concerned can be attributed to ,either over-capitalisation of which 
there are very few instances in Bombay or of under-capitalisation. Most of the mills 
were started with a siDall capital and have been extended chiefly from reserves. In many 
mills, the original nominal capital remains same as it was 20 or more years ago, in spite 
of th~ ·size of the mill having inoreased greatly. 

41i. The present depression in the industry cannot be attributed to extension of mills 
and machinery when prioes were at their. highest as very few mills exteDlied their machinery· 
when the market was at its highest. As a matter of fact, delivery of machinery was 
difficult to obtain during the boom period •. No new mill has been erected in Bombay since 
W~ . , 

. 47. We do not consider that there was an unduly liberal distribution of profits by mills 
in 1917to 1923, except perhaps in isolated instances. Shareholders deserve good dividends 
when the mills make good profits, for, when the mills did not make any profits, share
holders received no return on their investments. In the boom yearlf when dividends 
were large, very large amounts were also set aside to reserve and -invested in 
Government loans as may, to some extel!t, be judged from Statement in Annexure B. 

48. The Association has no oriticisms to offer on the way in which the mills obtain their 
capital. 

49. The system of obtaining working oapital by means of short term loans (six months 
or yearly) is very general in Bombay. In the case of six months' loans the procedure 
adopted is more than ordinarily sound, because during the season when cotton is being 
purchased for the whole year, the mills require far more working capital than during the 
latter part of the year when stocks are getting bare. 

50. It is not the oommon practice of the mills to invest funds in allied concerns, but in" 
isolated cases, where the financial stability of the business is guaranteed by the Agents, 
funds have been so invested. The soundness of the procedure depends on the soundness 
of the ally. 

51. Mills which have no reserves experience greater difficulty in obtaining' finance 
than in pre·war years. Owing to the higher prices of cotton, machinery and stores, 
more finance is required. As a general rule, the public do not deposit their money in 
industries which are passing through a period of depression. At suoh times, depositors 
prefer to invest their money in Government securities and to a small extent, this may 
have aggravated the present general depression. 

52. In Bombay good mills with large reserves oan to-day get money oil fixed deposit 
at 5 to 6 per cent., but SOlJ)e mills usually have to pay one or two per cent. over the bank 
rate. The Association has no authentio information as to the rate of interest usually 
paid by Japanese mills. 

SBCTICN VI.-CcsTs CF PRCDUCTION 

(a) -Oenet'al 

53. The Assooiation considers that a mill should have at least 30,000 spindles and 1,000 
100lJ)s to ensure effioient and economio working. A mill erected to these particulars in 
pre-war days would oost about Rs. 26 laos, but, at the present day, Rs. 55 lacs in Bombay 
equipped with modern machinery as per statement sent by Sir N. N. Wadia to the 
President of the Tariff Board. . .' 

In Ahmedabad and up.oountry oentres, such mills would cost about ten per cent. more 
if the same class of building were put up. 
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For a mill spinning average 20s yarn, and'producing piece-goods out of 20s.yar~, the 

approximate cost per spindle of a mill in 1914 was about &s. 55 in Bomb~y. It IS shghtly' 
'over Rs. 100 to-day in Bombay. It is very difficult to make a comparIson of the cost of 
establishing mills in United,Kingdom and Japan and India. The mills ~ Lancashire ,!-re 
laid out for spinning ~Os to 40s counts of. ya~n and therefore req.U1re less c:ardIDg 
machinery for mgre sp~nd!es. ~t was reckoned ID pre-~ar days that ]D LancashIre t~e 
cost of establishing splnDlng mills was about £2 per spIDdle. We are 'unable, except ID 
a very general way, to lind out the C01!t of erection in Japan. Taking a specific exampl_ 
The Toyoda Boahoku Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., Ltd., with 34,000 spindles _and 
920 looms (capital subscribed, 5 million Yen) which, at the present rate of exchange, 
Rs. 130 to Yen 100 works out to &s.65Iacs. But as this mill was put up in 1918 when 
the price of machinery was at its highest, it is probable that the same mill could now be 
put up for 31 million Yen against 5 million Yen in 1918. 

54. Generally speaking, most of the mills in Bo~bay City and Island are of a size, 
type and lay-out conducive to fairly economical working. " 

55. It is very'difficult to aScertaiilto what extent the efficiency of Indian milIs is 
hampered by the use of old machinery. Modern spinning mills. making 20s 'yatn a~d 
working ten hours per day can manufactuE'16! ozs. of yarn per spIDdle, but there are mills 
in Bombay which are using old machinery and are not producing much more than 51 ozs. 
of yarn per spindle, from.the sa~e cot~on. To ~hat ext~nt, ~ills with old .machinery 
are handicapped, but agaIDsh thIS' loss ID productIOn consIderation must be gIven to the 
fact that the older machinery was obtained at very much cheaper rates. The loss in 
production can therefore, in some cases, be set 011 agaInst the gain obtained by the use 
of lower priced machinery. 

56. Individual mills selected by the Board are supplying the information. 
57. Please refer to the Association's original statement. 
58. Please refer to the Association's original statement, paras. 83, no and Ill. 
59. The greater natural humidity of the Bombay atmosphere throughout the year as 

compared with up-country centres is an advantage, especially in weaving. The lack of 
natural humidity in up-country centres can, to a large extent, be evercome by the provision 
of humidifiers in all departments. The size of the plant necessary varies with locality of 
the mill and the cost with the system, but for most centres the size of the plant required 
up-country would be nearly twice that required for Bombay. There is a saving in the 
co~t of produotion by the provision of humidifiers, more particularly in the weaving 
department but it would be almost impossible to give a general estimate of its extent for 
India as a whole. 

(b) Raw Material 

60. The method adopted by most of the mills in Bombay in pJirchasing raw cotton is 
to buy cotton from the Jaitha at Mazgaon, but a growing number of the mills have their 
own buying agents in the cotton growing districts who buy cotton, gin and press it and 
bring it to Bombay. Mills which buy direct from up-country and want good cotton have 
to purchase the whole of their requirements in January to May and store it at the mills 
nntil required.. This entails an extra interest charge and, in the absence ()f a really 
satisfactory ootton futures market, renders cotton purchase somewhat speculative. 
Some of the mills whic,b buy in the Jaithas adopt a policy of day to day buying which may 
be advantageous iJl a faIling market. In Lancasbu'C, the practice is to buy in Liverpool 
where they have a splendid system of hedging in the' cotton futures market. Millowners 
freely use these hedges against their purchases of cotton or sales of oloth or yarn. 
Unfortunately. Bombay mills are handicapped to a large extent' owing to the existence of 
five hedge contracts, the narrowness of which renders them liable to manipulation by 
speculators. The Association has litt,le information as to how Japanese mills buy cotton, 
but as far as is known, almost the whole of the buying in Bombay is done by two firms 
who purchase cotton locally, ship it to Japan and sell it to spinners there, who can hedge 
their purchases in the sam pin market. 

61. Speculative purchases of either spot or futiires cotton are 'rarely indulged in by 
Bombay mills.. Usually mills buy cotton against their sales of yarn and cloth, but there 
is of course a very large speculative element in the cotton trade outside the mill industry. 
The element of speculation in buying futures could be reduced if there was a single hedge 
contract, ,as in Liverpool and New York, instead of the present five cont,racts. 

The Association has made repeated efforts to get the number of hedge contracts reduced 
but the progress made to a satisfactory futures market, np to now, has been moat unsatis~ 
factory froiD the jewpoint of the general trader who desires to cover his purchases of 
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cotton and sales of yun and cloth and not to make a profit by selling or buying cotton 
futures when he has no intention of taking up actual cotton. -, 

62. The Association does not think that cotton is purchased by Indian mills at pric~ 
higher than those paid for export cotton. There is, in the opinion of the Association, 
no reason why there should be any difil"rence between the price paid by Indian mills and 
tho price paid by exporters in the same market whether Bombay or up-country. 

63. Not at all. 
(e) Labour 

64. See Association's original statement, and aDll"er to question 83. 
65. The Association considers that the distribution of bonuses between 1918-23 was 

_ warranted by the flourishing condition of the industry at the time. The distribution of 
. thl'l'e bonuses, however, has made it difficult for Bombay mills now to adjust wages to 
correspond with the fall in the cost of living from 1920-25. 

_ 66. By reducing the working hours from 12 to 10 per day, the production of spinning 
mills has gone down by about ,16 per cent. and weaving mills by about 10-12 per cent. 
(See answer 83.) 

67. For Bombay City and Island, tile following conditions generally apply:-
(a) Number o~ spindles per frame 360-400, Lift of spindles 5"-7" and number of ring 

spindles per competent spinner 160 to 180. 
(b) Number of looms per competent weaver 2. 
(e) Number of operatives per thousand spindles-33 (average of 7 spinning mills in 

Bombay). 
(d) Number of operatives per 100 1001Illl----87". 

68. A Statement prepared by the Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
regarding wages paid since 1910 is given in. Annexure C. 

69. The average spinner in Bombay earns for his 160 Bpindles about Re_ 29 per month 
and 'an aVl'rage weaver about Re. 42 per month for his two looms. The rates paid fo~ 
particular counts of yam and types of cloth cannot be given 81! they vary from mill to mill 
according to the type of cotton used and the quality of yarn and cloth spun and woven. 

70. The Indian textile industry is handica.pped to a very considerable extent compared 
with the United Kingdom owing to the inefficiency of its labour. For example. while in 
India in counts up to 248 a man attends to 180 to 200 ring spindles, in Lancashire a girl 
would attend to 540 to 6M spindles. In India a man attends to 2 looms while in 
Lancashire a girl attends to 4 and sometimes 6. 

In Ahmedabad, the labour is about as efficient as it is in Bombay. Labour is more 
inefficient in other up-country centres but very much less costly than in Bombay_ 

7L According to th~ 'Laoour Gazette,' the absenteeism for the month of June 1926 
was:-

(a) In Bombay City and Island 11'13 per cent_ 
- (b) In Ahmedabad 2' 54 por cent. and-

(e) In Sholapur 15'5 per cent. 
The Association has no record as to the extent of absenteeism in other up-country 

centres. Absenteeism always increases after pay days and holidays, but no detailed 
satietics on the point are maintained. Statistics are not available showing the rate of 
absenteeism amongst males and females' separately. To some extent, absenteeism is 
seasonal, but the rate in Bombay is always high. The variation at different times of the 
year can be gauged to some extent by a study of the monthly figures of absentel"ism 
published in t-he Bombay 'Labouf Gazette,' but In the Association's opinion, the figures 
under-estimate the absenteeism as far as Bombay is concerned, as no allowance is made 
for" budli" work in the Weaving Departments of most mills. An accurate estimate 
of absenteeism will only be possible after the completion of the 1926 Wage Ceneus-

.Attendance bonuses have been tried in many mills in Bombay, and a few still give 
them, but they have had little or no effect on absenteeism. 

72. The" budli .. system materially affects efficiency in Bombay mills. Unfor
tunately. the systcm has to be adopted to fill up the gape caused by wholesale absenteeism. 
In the Spinning Department sometimes when a spinner is absent his neighbour has to be 
given two sides and production at such times suffers heavily. . 

• The IIl1l1re I. for au up-to-date Bombay mill alld Includes the followlus: depart.ments-Wlndinc.
Warping, Sizing, WoavlUIl. Calenderlnll. Folding. Ba\lnfl and ahare of engine room and mochanlca 
lhop Italr. .l> 
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73. The Association has no records of the rate of lahoul! turnover in Bombay, 
Ahmedabad or up·country centres. 

74. Ahmedabad has an advantage over Bomb~,'in regard to the continuity of labour
lupply, having a much more permanent factory population, and a smaller amount of 
absenteeism. In up.country centres the position varies, but in most centres there is diffi
culty in obtaining labour at certain seasons of the year. We do not think that continuity 
of labour-supply can be secured-hy the grant of bonuses or the institution of provident 
funds. These methods have been tried in Bombay, but have contributed nothing towards 
the solution of the labour problem owing to the migratory habits of the workmen. 

75. Statement in Annexure D gives the names of Bombay mills which have'provided 
chawls for their workmen. At the present time, mills are not developing the practice 
of housing their workmen for the reason that the solution of the housing problem was 
undertaken by the Government of Bombay some years ago, and a contribution of Re. 10 
to Rs. 12 lakhs per annum is paid by the mills towards the scheme. Unfortunately the 
scheme has been a cOllspiouous and expensive failure and the chawls erected by Govern
ment have not been taken up to any extent. The unpopularity of the' Government 
chawls has resulted in overcrowding in the mill chawls, but the position in this respect 
may improve now that the rents have been reduced in the Government tenements. The 
Association is oj the opinion that efficiency might be improved if the operatives could be 
taught to appreciate the improved accommodation now available in Bombay, but owing 
to illiteracy ,and the transitory nature of their work in the mills, any improvement in 
efficiency is bound to he slow. The return on capital invested in mill chawls is merely 
Dominal and is generall, in the neighbourhood of 1 per cent.~I:1 per cent., though in 
some oases it is even less thlln this. 

76. Chiefly through the efforte of the Bombay Millowners' Association, the Victoria 
Jubilee Technical Institute has provided, in 'addition to the ordinary full time courses in 
spinning and weaving, special oourses of theoretical instruction in spinning and weaving 
for mill apprentices. The classes in connection with these courses are held for two days 
in a week, and the course is completed under ordinary circumstances in two years. 

Apprentices are required to have passed the Sch()ol Final Examination or they have to 
pass an Entrance Examination held by the Institute authorities. A nominal fee of Rs. 20 
per year is collected from ellch apprentice. In 1923-24, 35 apprentices availed them
selves of the opportunity of getting instruction in the theoretical part of their work and 
of these 25 presented themselves fqr the annual examination, of whom 12 passed. In 
1924-25, the corresponding figures were 49, 38 and 29., 

The Association understands that the Bombay, Social Service League has recently 
established II Technical School, equipped with machinery supplied free by the mills, 
wherein mill operatives are given practical instruction in spinning, weavirig, etc. The 
Association is not aware to what extent this school is patronised by mill hands. Theo
retically more extensive facilities for technical education should lead to greater efficiency 
of labour, but up to now they have had little effect owing to the illiteracy of the work
people. 

77. See statement lin Annexure E showing the wages paid in other industries 
from 1918-1922 inclusive. They are extracted from the Government publication 
., Prices lind WIIg.es in Indill .. and shauld be compared with the Bombay Wa_ Census 
figures. 

78. The operatives have not improved their standard of living though they spend 
more money. 

79. Northrop lOoms have b~en tried in Bombay in some mills, but so far they have 
not been successful. It is considered that the installation of this class of automatic 
looms is only likely to be profitable in such mills as the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills in 
Madras where they weave the same kind of cloth year in and year out. Uniformity of 
production is one of the main essentials whfch renders the use of automatic looms 
advantageous and this is impossible in Bombay where qualities of cloth are constantly 
changed. Other factors militating against their general adoption in India are the -
extreme reluctance,of the operatives to attend to'more than two looms no matter what, 
the type, and the difficulty of obtaining the very expert supervision necessary. • 

'80. There is no reasonable -prospect of training operatives to attend more spindles 
and looms in the near future, but if a permanent factory population existed in Bombay 
something might be done. 

81. See Association's original statement • 
• 
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82.. The ~ssociation does not cot,Js~d~r it poBBible in Bombay at present, owing to 
aversIon to D1ght.work and tbe prohIbItion of the employment of women on night.work 
to i~troduce double shift working in mills in Bombay. • 

83. The most conspicuous instance 01 legislation which has increased the cost of 
production is afforded by the Indian Factories Act, 1920. 

The reduotion in hours from 12 to 10 has resulted on the average in 13 per cent. less 
production over all departments. . 

.The decrease in hours has increased the labour cost per lb. of cloth by approximately 
13 per cent. For the mill whose cost of production figures are given in. the Association's 
original statement, it has meant an addition of approximately 5'2 pies per lb. to the 
cost of production. 

Again, und~r the Workmen's Compensation Act, employers have to pay compensstion 
totha operatives in cases of accidents, the amount of the compensstion being dependent 
on the nature of the accident. Mills have accordingly to insure themselves against this 
risk, the present rate charged being 3 annaa per cent. on the total amount of wages paid; 

. the rate last year was 4 annaa per cent. About 60 mills have insured tbemselves against 
risks under the Workmen's Compensation Act with tbe Bombay Millowners Mutual 
Insurance Association, Ltd., and the total premia paid by these mills is about 
R~. 1,25,000 per year. 

The cess levied under the Cotton Cess Act has been already commented upon in 
paragraph 107 of the statement, and the' Town Duty on cotton levied under the 
Municipal Act has_been commented upon in paragraph HI. 

(d) OVe1'head Oharge8 

84. Details are being collected and a separate statement will be submitted. 
85. Insurance is effected against risks of damage to stocks, buildings and machinery 

by fire, riot or civil commotion and in some cases against loss of profits during 
enforced stoppages. Risks under the Workmen's Cbmpensation Act are also insured 
by mills. The method of effecting insurance and the amounts for which mills usually 
insure are sstisiactory. ' 

86. The Association considers depreciation should be allowed at the following rates:
(a) 21 per cent. on blook oost for buildings; 
(b) 5 per cent. on block cost of machinery for'spinning and Weaving machinery; 
(e) 71 per cent. on block cost of bleaching and dyeing machinery and electrical 

equipment. 
These allowances are given by the Income Tax Department when assessing the mills' 

to income tax. The method of utilising the depreciation fund varies in different mills. 
Some deduct it from the block cost and some mills put it to a special account. In certain 
mills this depreciation fund had been utilised for extension, but the eal purpose of the 
depreoiation fund, in the Assooiation's Qpinion, is the renewal of machinery and buildings. 
It is considered that depreciation should be reckoned as a charge on production and not 
on profits. • 

87. '.I)e practice varies in different mills. Whim striking the Annual Balance, mills 
usually value their stocks of ootton at the prices in the market on the closing date .. If 
the ruling prices are higher than the cost prioe, mills value them at the cost price. Stores 
are valued in a similar manner. Manufactured goods are valued by the majority of 
mills at their cost price, by others at or under the market price. There is no independent 
valuation by auditors and the Managing Agente' certificate as to the value of the stocks 
is usually accepted by the auditers. It is extremely doubtful whether auditors would 
be capalile of valuing the stocks owing to their laok of expert knowledge .of the trade, 
the"prices of cotton, yarn, cloth, stores and the thousand and one artioles used by 
~~~, .. 

88. In oertain mills there is a running audit in addition to·the annual orhaU-yearly 
audit. In mQst mills, however, there is no running audit but only a half.yearly or an 
annual audit. . 

(e) Salts 

89. Most mills employ Commission Agents who effect sales and guarantee the solvency 
of the buyers. A few mills have their own selling organisation. It is a matter of 
opinion as to which system achieves the best results and no figures in support of either 
system are available. , 
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90. As far as tbe milia are concerned tbe system of sales on long credit 'does not 
Bzist. 

91. This question oan best be answered. by tbe dealers, but the Association is in a 
position to give the following infol1llation regarding discount and brokerage;-

The rates for brokerage, discount and sabi are the same to-day as in 1913 for both 
In!lian and imported piece-goods. -

On imported goods, grey and bleacbed, discounts of 3 per cent. and 4 per cent. 
respectively are given to tbe'wholesale dealer if pRyment is 'made within 7 days. 
An eztra 1 per cent. discount is given against payment in casb. 

On Indian piece-goods brokerage is alIowed at tbe rate of I per cent. but in tbe case 
of grey goods sold by the pound the discount is 1 per cent. 

On ooloured and fancies the discount given is f per cent, On goods s~ld by the piece 
a discount of 31 per cent. is given if payment is made within 3 days. 

On both imported and Indian piece-goods it is customary to give a ., Sahi " of 
Re. 1 per bale to the dealer, but in some cases this amount is increased slightly. 

On locally made yarn the brokerage is I per cent. and discount 1 per cent. On 
imported yarn brokerage is I per cent. and discount It per cent. 

On imported double yarns the discount is i per cent. and brokerage I per cent. 
These rates have remained unchanged since 1913. 

92. Yes, dealers in piece-goods experience greater difficulty in obtaining finance . 
than in pre-war days. The facilities extended to them are less, owing to their weaker 
financial position brought about by their losses during recent years. It is very difficult 
to estimate to what extent this contributes to the depression, but it is a well-known fact 
that the 1088 of their capital has forced dealers to adopt a hand to mouth policy 
in buying. . . 

93:-
(/) Tranapon 

From To Particulars regarding. I Source of 
freights and rebates information 

--------1-----------.----

India (Bombay) •• United Kingdom. 17 nett for cotton ner ton Volkart Brothers. 
of 40 o. ft. -

Do. 

Do. 

America 
ton}. 

Egypt 

Do. 

Do. 

Japan 

Italy •• 
Do. 

(Galves- United Kingdom 
(Liverpool). . 

India ~Bombay) •• 

Italy (Genoa) 

Japan 

United Kingdom. 
Japan •• 
Italy 

I~dia 

17/6 do. do. 

18 do. do. 

David 
& Co. 

Sassoon 

Patel Cotton Co. 

Y. 4'56 per bale, subject to VolkartBrothers. 
. a discount of Y. 1'40 per . 

bale to Japanese Spin-
ners. 

17 per ton. of 40 c. ft., 
16 do. 

Volbrt Brothers. 
David Sassoon. 

65 cents. per 100 Ibs. (pre- Thomas smith· 
paid). & Co. 

SO cents. do. do. Do. 

72 cents. do. 

(Not available). 

(Not available). 
(Not available). 
(Not availablel •. 
Rs: 45 per tOil 

do. Do.' 

Khedivial 
Line. 

Mail 



From 

Uganda ' 

94:-

I From 

nited Kingdom .. 

Italy .. 
. Japan .. 

-

To 

i 
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Particulars regarding 
freight and rebates 

Source of 
information 

United Kingdom. ~ 18/9 pe~ bale subject to a W. H. Brady & 

I 
discount of 10 per cent. Co., Ltd. 
on Conference Lines. 

Japan 

(This freight is from I Killindini to Liverpool.) 
•• , There are no direct sailings 
I between African Coasts 
I and Japan. Cotton is 
I taken direct to Bombay 
I and transhipped from 
1 there to' Japanese 
, steamers. 

Italy •• ! 21/6d. per bale of 400 lbs .•• 

India (Bombay) •• 188. nett per bale 

I 

To 

I 
Particulars regarding 

freights and rebates . . . 

Bombay .. £5 per ton weight or if not 
exceeding 85 c. ft.-per ton . 60 per ton weight plus 
10 per cent. Rebate 
5 per cent. immediate 
and 10 per cent. in six 
months' time. 

Do. .. 52/6 per ton less 10 per cent. 
(Present rat~.) 

Do. .. 55 nett (average for 1925) .. 
Do. .. (Not available). 

Bombay ... Y.14·5 • Less 10 per cent. 
rebats (per ton). 

Rangoon .. Y.14·51. do. .. 
Calcutta .. Y.27·5. do. .. 
Madras .. Y. 25'00. Less 5 per cent. 

rebate up to Singapore. 
Karachi .. Y. 19'50. Less 10 per cent. 

rebate up to Bombay . (for direct sailing) . 
Y. 22'50~ Less 10 per cent. 
rebate -up to Bombay 
(transhipped from Bom-
bay). 

Do. 

David 
& Co. 

Sassoon 

W. H. 
& Co. 

Brady 

Source of 
information 

Thos. Smith ~ 
Co. 

David S~oon & 
Co. 

Grahams Trading 
Co. 

H. B. M.'s Consul, 
Osaka. 

Do • 

Do • 

Do. , 
Do~ 

Do. 

95. In certain instances, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta are given specially low frelgh~ 
rates where tile fact\?r of competition with aea-borne freights has to b~ considered: 
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SJIlOTIOJl' Vll-SUOGBSTIOJl' AS TO RImlIIDIAL MuASI1lIBS 

(4) SUfPJealitms put /01'WIJrd b!l 1M Bomba!l M illownerB' Association 

96. The cost of stores varies with theoountof yarn and type of cloth. For &n avera.ge 
mill in Bombay the c.ost of stores works out at about 2 per cent. to 3 per cent. on the cost 
of yarn and 5 per cent. to 8 per oent. on the cost of Cloth.. The exact cost of stores for 
individual mills will be av&ile.ble from the detailed statements to be supplied by them 
direct to the Tariff Board. 

97 and 98. The Association's views hav~ been stated in the original statement. 

99 and 100. The Association is strongly of the opinion that a reduction in railway 
freights on ootton, yarn and piece·goods manufactured and sold in India is very ncoessary. 
The scales are very high as compared with pre-war years and a reduction coUId well be 
made in the interests of the development of the indigenous industry, since the railways 
during the last two or three years have made handsome profits. Annexure F -gives 
the information at present available to the Association regarding the level of freight 
rates in 1913 and 1926. In the Association's opinion there is no justification for the 
very g\-eat incr<!Mes shown by the figures,. more especially when consjderation is given 
to the fact that haulage coste have been very materially reduced in recent years owing 
to the heavy faU in the cost of coal and Railway stores. 

101 A separate statement will be submitted. 

102. '1;rade Commission"rs: The example set by Japan in this respeot might well be 
followed. The following extract from the Japan Chronicle of 8th April 1926 in this regard' 
ill enlightening :-

.. The • Asahi ' reports that the scheme of the Foreign Office to further Japan's 
economic developmen~ in Persia and the South Seas is making fair progress. 
The Supplementary Budget for the Fiscal year, 1926.27, includes an item 
relating to investigations into trade development in the South Seas involving 
Yen 24,299, and another item bearing on similar investigations in Persia and 
neighbouring countries to Yen 56,204. With regard to the IDvestigations into 
economio conditions in Persia and neighbouring countries, it was started soon 
after MI'. Obata,. Ambassador to Turkey, arrived at his post some time ago, and 
judging from the results of the sample exhibition of Jap&nese exports which was 
held at Constantinople, it is hoped that it is not altogether impossible for 
Japanese goods to be exported to the Balkans, Asia Minor, Persia and Afghanistan 
to the amount of Yen 100,000,000 a year. Ai a conference·on investiga.tions 
into trade development, which is to .be held at Constantinople for 10 days from 
the 20th instant, it is expected that recommendations to be submitted to tQe 
Foreign Office will be considered and adopted, These recommendations will 
furnish valuable materials for reference for those Japanese traders who wish 
to export their goods to those countries. In the meantime, the Government is 
oontempla.ting establishing Consmates where they are required for trade 
purposes. • 

Ali regards trade development in the South Seas, the Fcqeign' Office is to call in Tokyo 
a Conference of Consuls appointed to Calcutta, Batavia, Singapore, Bombay, 

, Sydney, Manila, Hongkong, Haifong, Saigon, Rangoon and Bangkok, at which 
will also be present the officials of the Departmente con lerned and business 
men chiefly interested iil the South Sea trade. At this Conference, matters 
relatinl! to Japan's economic development in those districts will be thoroughly 
studied." . . 

The Association would also like to draw the attention of the Tariff Board to the manner 
in which the Government of India have dealt with the question of import duties in Turkey 
and in Greece which have recently been increased against India, and regarding which the 
President of the Tariff Board has been separately addressed. 

103. (q) and (b) By an export bounty to make up.for the rise in the value of the rupee 
as compared with 1913-14. ' 

(e) New markets might be developed if exact information as to the needs a.nd extent 
of new markete were regularly supplied by Trade Commissioners. . 

Ie». S\l8 4ss<Ic~tjolJ'~ origil}-M ststeme,nt. 
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105. The Assooiation oonsiders that suoh proteotion should, in the first instanoe, be 
given for a period of five years. - The necessity of extending the period during which 
protection should be ~vim would then be further considered by the Tariff Board. 

106. The Association considers that the imposition of a protective duty might possibly 
_ result in a small temporary increase in the price of all yarn 'or cloth if the price of cotton 

remains stationary; but this increase would not be anything like 13 per oent. owing to the 
competition between Indian mills. The increase in the cost of living of the lower and 
middle ol&88es which would result from the slight rise in the cost of Indian oloth would be 
imperceptible. The bulk of imported piece-goods emanate from U. K. and are used by the 
wealthier classes, i.e., by about 20 per cent. of the population. On this basis the quantity 
of Indian mill made. cloth used annually by the lower and middle cl&BSeS works out at 
about 6 yards per head. Therefore, even if the price of Indian piece-goods rose by 1 anna 
per lb. it would only mean an annual increase of Ii annas per head in the cost of living 
and this increase would not occur if good crops of cotton continue to be raised in this 
country and in America and would not be felt in any case if good crops of cereals, upon 
which the pro~perity 01. the great bulk of the population depends, are raised. 

107:. The result of the imposition of the proposed additional duty would mean 
an inorease in the sales of Indian cloth and to that extent the displacement of foreign 
cloth. 

108. The Association oonsiders that internal competition between Indian mills would 
operate to prevent any undue increase in the price of yam and cloth throughout the 
country and not only in local areas. 

109. Yes. The Association r.onsiders that it would be in the interest of I~dia and 
Indian industrial development to increase the import duties on cloth and yam as the 
cost to the consumer would· be negligible. Moreover, in this connection the Association 
would like to point out the great disparity which existS between the 11 per cent. duty on 
imported piece-goods oompared to other more important commodities, as for instance 
. sugar, upon which the Tariff of Re. 4·8 per cent. works out upon the present price at 43 
per oent. 

110. The import duty on cloth was inoreased to 11 per cent. from 31st March total 
and the following figures show the quantity of piece-goods imported and the 1921 
quantity of piece-goods consumed in India:-

Yell' 

1920.21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

Imports in 
millions of yds. 

1,491'1 
1,079'9 
1,577'1 
1,466'6 
1,800'0 
1,563'7 

Quantity consumed 
in millions of yds, 

2,864'8 
2,597'1 
3,071'0 
2,942'1 
3,535'3 
3,317'7 

The figures of oonsumption given above go to show that there has been no diminution 
in the total consumption of cloth sinoe the imposition of the higher duty except in years 
when ootton prices were 'abnorma.l. Referenoe should also be made to paragraph 131 
of the Assooiation's original statement. 

111. No, the . Assooiation oonsiders that an inorease in the duty would not aot as a 
restriotion on the consumption of yM'n and oloth, for the reason that the prioe of cloth 
is subject to variation hy so many other important factors as far as the purchaser is 
conoerned. The implioation underlying the second portion of the question is that the 
OOlll!umption of piece-goods in India in 1924-25 aocording to paragraph 121 of the 
Association's statement, was 638 million yards below the figure for 1913-14, and an increase 
in the import duty of oloth might still further oheok its consumption. It should, 
however, be noted that the figures given in paragraph 121 indicate that the consumption 
of oloth in India in 1924-25 was greater than in any of the preoeding 17 years, barring the 
two abnormal years 1912-13 a.nd 1913-14 when imports were partioularly heavy owing to 
low prioes of Amerioa.n ootton. It is difficult to understand why such an abnormal 
yea.r as 1913-14 should have been selected for purposes of oomparison with 'the year 
1924-25, but sinoe the quantity available for oonsumption in India in 1924-25 was higher 
than in any of the preceding yea.rs except 1912-13 and 1913-14, the implioation that 
there was a reduction in the oonsumption of pieoe-goods in India after the import 
duty was raised in 1922 and a still further falling off might QOOm' if the import dutf 
were inoreased is without foundation. 
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112. The Association does not think that to any material extent an increase in 1>he 
duty of yam and cloth would, by diverting yam and cloth from Indi .... unfavourably 
affect the position of Indian yam and cloth in their oVerseas markets, since if the home 
market is assured to Indian mills they would be in a much better position in regard to 
any exportable surplus production. . 

113. The Association does not consider that there will be any effect on the handloom 
industry if the duty on imported yarn and cloth is raised. The fact that the impoRition 
of the Ii per cent. duty on imported yarn in 1922 has had no prejudicial effect on the 
quantity or price of yam supplied to the handloom industry is an indication that the 
raising of the import duty to 18 per cent. would not adversely affect that industry, but it • 
would indubitably tend to increase the market for Indian mill made yam of 328 and 
over and might eventually result in the mill industry in India supplying practically the 
whole of the yarn requirements of the handloom industry, except in the highest counts. 

lli. See answer to special question L 

115. See answer to special question 2. 

(b) OIMs SUU(1estimuJ 

116. In regard to the suggestion for imposing an export duty on cotton divergent 
opinions are held not only by the publio at large but even by the members of the Associa
tion. The Assooiation. therefore, will leave individual members to express their views 
to the Board. It should be stated, however, in this connection that in the Association's 
opinion it is a well established fact that the present exchangE' policy of the Government of 
India has done far more harm to the cultivators of cotton than any export duty on cotton 
could possibly inflict even ifJt conld be established that the duty would be passed on to the 
oultivator. The Association maintains that on the present basis of Rs. 320 for Oomra 
cotton cu\ti v!Iotors are getting about Rs. 40 less than they would have received with the 
Rupee at 1/4 for the simple reason "that cotton being aninternl\tional oommodity, its price 
in all markets of the world is based on the gold value of the crop and is of course chiefly 
regulated by the price of American cotton. As regards the incidence" of the duty, 
members of the Association hold divided opinion~. 

The Assooiation is not in a position to state, whether in the event of the principle of 
the imposition of an export duty being acoepted by the Tariff Board, what the rates 
should be. Amongst the advocates of a duty, some ar!l of the opinion that a nominal 
duty of RII. Ii per bale should be imposed while other. consider that if a duty is to be of 
any assistance towards oountervailing unfair foreign competition in both the" home and 
export markets, it should be placed at a higher figure. In eit.her case, . it is the opinion 
of the Association that if the duty is levied, tlul proceeds should be utiliHed entirely for 
the benefit of the cultivators of cotton; partially in schemes for the improvement Df 
the staple of Indian cotton and in other schemes for the good of the cultivator, such 
as the distribution of free seed. 

(a) In paragraph 44 (b) of the Association's·originalstatement, it is shown that 9 million 
people of India obtain their livelihood from cotton growing of which Government in their 
Reports have stated that more thailliO per cent. are day labourers and not a.ctllal growers 
of produce. Thus,leaving out of account that class of cultivators who grow cotton solely 
for their own requirements, the maximum number of persons affected by an export duty 
on cotton would be 4! millions. How far this would affect them, if a1; all, is a large 
economio question which it is impossible to attempt to answer. In the Association's 
opinion it would be impossible for anybody to establish definitely what would be the 
incidence of an export duty on cotton unless & tax was actually imposed. 

An export duty of Rs. 8 (Halai) is unposed in Hyderabad; but so f&1" nobody has 
maintained that it has affected the offtake, prices or area of the ootton grown in the 
Nizam's dominions. 

(b) The law of supply and demand and the world price of cotton regulate the area 
placed under ootton each year. If Indian cotton beoame dearer in comparison with 
American cotton, American cotton would be consumed in greater quantities, but as this 
would eventu~lly ~aise the price of Am~rican cotton, parity would rapidly be established 
and DO reductIOn lD the acreage of Indian cotton would be likely to ensue. 

It shoUld be remembered that until last year there was a world shortage of cotton and 
it is this factor and not the imposition of an export duty which chiefly controls the acreage 
of ootton planted in various countries of the world. -

tlo y42Q-I0 
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(c) &nd (d) The factors &ffeoting prioe &re the s&me &8 those affecting aoreage. 

117. Indianootton has been used to an incre&Sing extent in reoent ye&rs and at 
present. at any rate, oertain growths of short and medium stapled Indian ootton oannot 
be substitut.ed to any extent by cotton grown anywhere else. . . 

118. Facilitie.9 Jor cultiIXJtor8.-The Association considers that the establishment of 
oo-operative banks to enable cultivators to hold their cotton when necessary, on better 
terms as regards interest than are at present available to them, would prove of material 
&88istance. 

Facilitie.9 Jor clealer8.-As regards dealers, exporters and J aithawalla..~ greater facilities 
might be given on the lines adopted in America where advances up to 90 per cent. of the 
value of ootton held by them is given at cheap rates. Similar facilities would assist in 
reduoing the heavy oharges which have to be put on to the price of cotton by middlemen 
and might incre&8e oonsumption owing to the reduotion in price which it would be possible 
to make to the ultimate oonsumer. ' 

Fticilitie.9 Jor 1M ind'U8try.-At present, banks do not give trading faoilities freely to the 
industry. As explained in answer 4 loans are only granted to mills upon the dual security 
of the mill and the Managing Agents and in the Association's opinion there is no re&8on 
why this practice should be adopted when similar restriotions are not applied in other 
oountries. . 

119. The Association does not know in what direotions their organisation for buying 
and selling could be improved, but would be most willing to consider the feasibility of any 
reoommendations which may be made for improving the organisation of the industry in 
regard to puroh&aes and sales. They are, however, opposed to the formation of anything 
of the nature of Trusts &8 detrimental to the general interests. 

120. The ohief reasons for the slow progress in finer counts is dealt with in the 
Assooiation's answer to question 19, but if Indian cotton of better staple could be made 
available to a larger extent, and if the efficiency of labour could be increased, the 
produotion of finer counts of yarn and cloth might be developed with advantage. 
There h&8 been some development in the produotion of finer yarn and piece-goods, but 
the rate up to now has neoessarily been slow. Progress in the production of finer 
goods will also be stimulated in the future if the efforts of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee result in the more extensive produotion of staple ootton. 

121. Mills in India are not at present equipped for speoialisation to any great extent 
and such a polioy would not, therefore, be possible at present, nor would it have a 
beneficial effect owing to the oonstant ohanges in demand from month to month and year 
to year. 

122. Mills in Bombay &8 well as in up.oountry centres have for some years been 
extending their range of produotion and are paying greater attention to the special 
requirements of the C&!outta, Cawnpore, Delhi and Amritsar markets. The Association 
does not consider that there has been any lack of attention to the needs of these 
markets in the P&8t. 

123, Greater attention is being paid to bleaohed and dyed goods and also to the 
utilisation of waste for the manufaoture of blankets, eto. Development in the manu
facture of printed goods has not been found possible owing to tho prohibitive cost of the 
speoi&! machinery required and the Boale on whioh suoh an industry would have to be 
established. ' 

'124. The remission of the Cotton Excise Duty WIloS enforced with effeot from 1st 
December 1925 and mills made a oorresponding allowance to their oustomers on all forward 
oontracts made prior to that date. The benefits whioh were expeoted from the remission 
of the Exoise Duty have oertaiuly acorued, but owing to the very heavy losses mills are 
making and the faot that the Japanese were in a position to reduoe their prioes by 31 
per oent. or more, these benefits are not as clearly perceived I\S would hlive been the oase 
if the industry were in a more prosperous oondition and W&8 not experienoing unfair 
oompetition. 

125. The Assooiation is unaware of any other oontributing causes than those dealt 
wit.h in the origin&! statement and in the Questionnaire. 

126. The Assooiation have no further suggestions to make. 
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SPlIOIAL QUESTIOBS 

L By a scientific tari1f the Association means a fixed duty per lb. on the different 
o1asaea of cotton goods imported into India. The Association has in mind a Tariff some
what similar to that in force in Japan. The Association considers that a heav~' duty 
should be levied on coarse goods and lower counts of yarn, a moderate duty on medium 
c1asaea of goods and a low rate of duty, or the present rate, on higher counts and on speoial • 
types of goods which cannot be manufactured in India economically. 

2. We consider that the additional duty which should" be imposed to enable milla to 
provide for depreciation on plant ~nd machinery, etc., should be about 4'0 per cent. 

S. We enclose herewith the last two reports of the Millowners' Mutual Insurance 
Association, Ltd.. for the information of the Board. -

At present the Association does not contemplate any other schemes for fire or other 
jD8~DC~ , 

T 420-1OG 
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Btlllement 8howing pricu ez·milZ, 01 cereai", principal qualitiu and pricu III which 8imilar gooda imported Irom Japan are 80ld iii. Bombay 

Count of , I 
1 

I LeBS 2t per 

No. of I Tape Size 
cent ... mng 

'INett CJ.I!;. Quality DlmenB!ons 

Warp \ Weft 

Reed Production Co.t per Seiling l Jay:neoe Commn. Le8B 11 per rice of C1au of goods Pick. Warp ,I.ngth per pr ce In and It per cent. duty l'lra;n .... numbers 
.nds lin yds. cent. In 10 hrl. piece price b .. za.r cent. , 

Brokerage, , ~Odl 
etc. 

1 2 I 14 8 " 6 6 7 8 
1 

9 10 11 12 13 16 
1 

1--- ----- --- ---- ----

i 
. 

'Lb •• h. a. p. h. 8. p. h. 8. P. h. 8. p. h .... p. h. a .. p. 0 ... 

44000 .. Shlrtlng, .. _44x88xOt 40a I· 448 2/66 48 2720 40 28 1 7 8 910 8 11 1 7 .. .. . . . . 
I 

121 B0210 .. Do. .. 88x38x6i 80. 40. 2/60 56 2350 40 6 0 9 811 11 2 6 .. .. . . 
AAAA .. ,Do. .. 80x40x121 ius 24. 2/60 64 2380 43 40j 10 8 12 7 7 14 8 0 13 0 0 12 9 9 1 " 0 11 6 9 

" Aall" 
, 

Do. 86x40x12 24a 26a 2/80 84 2380 43 
421 

10 8 12 8 9 14 1 6 18 0 0 l~ 9 9 1 4 0 11 6 9 .. .. 
·'Toyo ., .. Do. .. 86x40x12 245 26. 2/84 04 2520 48 84 10 8 12 8 0 14 6 9 14 0 0 13 9 .3 1 ~ 6 12 3 9 

Do. .. 86 x40 x6i 888 88a 2/62 42 2050 <121 11 8 • 0 711 7 I 818 6 7 0 0 6 12 8 010 9 6 111 

Grey DrIll •• 30x40x1Bi 148 148 8/40 42 1940 44 16 20 0 10 6 9 i 11 8 
, 

13 0 0 12 9 9 1 4 0 11 6 9 
I 

a988 Goaho .. Shirting .. 88x8Bix10 80a 80. 64 60 2880 <lOt 40 10 6 10 12 11 : 12 6 8 12 8 0 12 2 0 1 3 3 10 14 9 

9999 Japan .. Do. .. j" x 8Bi x lOt 80a 88a 88 68 

I 
8200 40t 17 9 2 18 " 3115 2 7 15 O. 0 1 14 8 9 1 7 1 13 1 8 

Cotton 
5111 3640 Gosho .. Sheet~g ··I"""'~ 14 • 14a 40 44 1600 43t 28 18 11 10 4 611 12 0 0 11 10 8 1 2 6 10 7 0 

I 
4211 

, 
wakayamaMlg.,Shlrtlng •• 86x<lOx12 248 24. 60 64 2380 84 11 7 12 0 9-, 18 11 10 .. .. .. . . 

Co., Ltd. 

.... ..... 
00 
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The Bombay OoUon Mill Industry 

Original Cost'Land, Build- I 
.' I ~ 

I lIAlserve8 of Land, lings and Annual loi~:;::~~. 
Year Capital Paid including Buildings MachInery depreciation Net Profit DIvidend Reserv .. Provident 

~ Number up Carry and attar depre- written of or Lou 

j 
to Paid-up Fund I of MIll, Forward MachInery elation Capital 

I 1 2 8 , 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 

---- • ----_. 
lla. lla. :as. llB. llB. llB. llB. i llB. llB. :as. 

1917 .. 1,65,67,895 2,S6,85,705

1 

17,98,21,456 12,12,46,916 85,65,984 8,02,06,860 1,69,62,045
1 
22'2C~~ltal 80,96,080 1,07,898 50,40,892 66 , 

1918 .. 8,10,45,715 8,49,59,777 19~52,78,788 12,76,21,858 87,87,908 2,28,07,546 1,91,95,6181 28' 7 .. 88,28,022 48,692 .,59.781 6S 

1919 .. 9,40,10,530 8,78,77,058
1 

20,94,82,990 12,89,11,504 1,44,39,246 6,15,66,648 8,77,20,0741 40'1 .. 1,90,36,878 2,06,414 46,08,287 66 

1920 .. 16,98,67.485 6,58,25,228, 88,50,48,254 28,70,98,186 1,68,75,066 .10,10,68,174 5,98,15,8561 85' 2 .. 8,18,18,085 8,02,519 .91,26,764 . 77 

1921 .. 17,83,11,1871 9,80,94,780
1 

88,08,54,759 26,28,80,072 1,81,78,787 8,46,44,605 5,84,78,623 80' 0 , .. 8,82,80,455 3,37,818 24.8~288 77 

1922 .. 17.96,28,996
1 

12,44,45,090, 42,94,89,978 29,54,90,801 1,88,41,189 8,87,51,59~ 2,94,44,834116' 4 .. 1,88,08,308 68,492 45.50,458 77 

1923 .. ,19,18,62,218, ~lS'98114,8081 46,54,95,802 oSO, 71,58, 766 01,81,82,222, 01.28.18.117 1 9,S69,467 4' 9 " 9.72.092 .... 02.11.10.492 81 

1924 .. 19,28,15,936
1 

012,18,10,842 46,76,48,468 080,15,80,391 01,83,54,018
1 

02.42;77.108 60,84,6861 8'2 .. 88,87.802 .... 08.~9.94,490 79 

Note~= tYf"N~re,: indicate-
.. 10 Withdrawals from Reserves 
, 12 Balanoe Loss carrfed forward 

The figures for 1928 and 1924 marked 0 are arrived at alter making adjustments stated In Messrs. A. F. Fergusson &I Co:.lettar. 
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Oomparative statement oJ wagea per month (excltuding bonu8) 

Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard' Standard 
Standard Standard Muster Muster Muster Muster Muster Mu.ter 
Muster Muster 1st January 1st .fg~~uar, 

1st February' lot Novembar 1st May 1921 lot:.I'~~I!:28 -- 1920 1920 1st AprU 1st April 1918 including including including 
1910 1913 including including 66 per cent. and 70 per cent. and 70 per cent. and 70 per cent. and 

16 per cent 86 per cent. 75 per cent. 80 per cent. 80 per cent. 80 per cont. -
B.s. a. p. B.s. a. p. B.s. a. p. B.s. a. p. B.s. a. p .. B.s. a. p. . B.s. a. p. Ro. a. p. 

Blow lWom tenters .. .. . . 12 0 0 14 0 0 17 4 0 20 4 0 23 4 0 26 8 0 25 8 0 29 () 0 

CardlWom .. .. .. . . 9 .0 o· 11 8 0 15 0 0 17 8 0 20 o· 0 22 0 0 2312 0 27 , 0 

Speed Frame •• .. .. .. 18 0 0 19 9 0 .24 0 0 I ls 8 0 36 12 0 37 12 O. 3712 0 
, 

812 0 

Ring Frame aide boYfl .. .. ., 1, 0 0 16 0 0 20 0 0 

I 
23 8 0 27 0 0 2912 0 !ag 12 0 2912 O· 

Winders .. .. . . .. 12 8· .0 12 8 0, 14 8 0 16 12 0 19 4 0 21 4 0 21 4 0 i 21 4.0 

Weavera .. " .. .. 22 0 0 22 0 0 27 8 0 

I 
32 0 0 

j 
41 8 0 4212 0 4712 0 

1. 

. 4712 4 
I 

. 
Folden .. .. .. .. 14 0 0 14 0 0 17 4 0 20 4 0 23 4 0 25 8 0 

I 
26 8 0 29 0 0 
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Hous''''IL Accommodation 

The following list gives the particulars regarding Housing Accommodation provided 
by certain members of the Bom~ay Millowners' Association to their operatives 

I 

No. of No. of , 
No. of 

Name of HIli operatives rooms lIA!nt charged per room .roomsnot 
employed provide.~ occupied 

--- ;# 

Xhatau HakanJll41l1a ,. 2,904 26 2 @ Jls.. lo.s-o each' .. Nil. 
- 2 @-" NI-o 

" 22 @ " .6 " 
AIaur Veerjee MIll. .. 1,986 148 Rs.6 .. ·Nil. 

J'aoob Bassoon .HIlla .. 6,ti3 190 Bs. 4-8-0 .. Nil. 

Hayer Saasoon MIll. .. 2,361 36 16 @ Rs. 3-13·0 each .. Nil • 
13 @ 

" 
9-6-0 

" 7@ 
" 

4-l2.Q 
" 

David HIlla .. .. 8,819 I 255 221 @ lis. 7 each .. Nil • 
34 @ 

" 8 " 8i1l';1. Roomo 
Xohlnor .HJiIa .. .. 8,220 "801 Bs. 7-8-0 Ground F1J. 

including " 8-8-0 Fint 
" 20 shops. 

" 
9-8-0 Second 

" DoubkRoomo 
lis. IS Ground Floor 216 

" 
14-8-0 ];'lrat 

" .. 16 Second 
" 8hop. 

lis. 20 Ground Floor. 

" 
50 

" " 
Hanookjee Petit Milia .. 4,800 400 11& 3-5-0 average (varying Nil . 

from Bs. iii to RB. 6). 

Dinshaw Petit .HJIIa .. 2,500 !New) 98 lis. 5 for New .. Nil • 
Old) 56 

" 
210r Old. --

164 

lIomaDJl Petit .HJIIa .. -2,250 167 97 @ RB. 2-8-0 each .. Nil . 
2O@ 

" 
3-0-0 

4O@ 
" 2--12-0 :: 

Century .HJIIa .. .. 6,880 456 380 @ lis. 5 each .. IS @ Bs. 7 
96 @ .. 7 

" 
on 1-8-26 • 

8vadesh1 Mills .. .. 8,299 664 RB.3 to S-12-0 for rooms 4 two-room 

~!!I~1 and RB. 5-8-0 for two- galas. 
~ 

room gal .... 

lIombay DyeIng '" Mfg. Co.-
216 lis. 2-8-0 Nil. Textile Milia ,. .. 8,396 .. 

Spring Mill ••• .. 6,358 648 .. 5 Nil. 
Dya Works .. .. 467 125 

" 
2 

Iradhowji Dharamal Mfg. 
Co. .. .. 2,800 121 RB. 4-8-0 to RB. 5-8-0 ',' N.I. 

Colaba Land and .HJI] Co. .. 1,617} 140 Bs. HoRB. 6 .. Nil. J'shangir Wadia .HJI] .. 618 

8hoJapur 8pg. Wvg. Co. .. 7,849 727 RB. 3-8-0 per double room •• 
lis. 2-8-0 per single room 

and verandah. 

Nil. 

- RB. 1-8-0 per Bingle 
withont verandah • 

room 

. 
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Alm'EXURE E 

8tatement 8howing .the monthly rate8 0/ wage8 obtaining in "arioua induatrieB in Indta 

-- 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 
... --.--

Ro.a. p. Ro. a • . p. Ro. a. p. Ro. a. p. Ro. a. p. 

Papsr Mil~B"'I1a1) . 
Coolies .. .. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 18 0 0 18 0 0 

Machlnemen ., .. 27 0 0 27 0 0 27 0 0 40 8 0 40 8 0 
Boys .. .. .... . ... . ... . ... . ... 
Women .. .. 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 10 0 0 10 8 0 

BrlcKlaye .. .. .. 16 0 0 16 0 0 19 0 0 28 8 0 28 8 0 

Vlcemen .. .. 30 0 0 30 0 0 30 0 0 45 0 0 45 0 0 

Black8mith .. .. 28 0 0 28 0 0 28 0 0 42 0 0 42 0 0 

Carpenter .. .. 20 0 0 20 0 0 .20 0 0 30 0 0 30 0 0 
-Englnemen .. .. 15 0 0 15 0 0 15 0 0 27 0 0 27 0 Ii 

Armll Bool FtuJtOf'll-{CaWflporo) 

• . 
Foremen .. .. 81 8 0 32 0 0 40 0 0 41 0 0 41 0 0 

Fitters .. .. 19 0 0 20 0 0 25 0 0 25 0 0 25 5 Jl 
Machine bperatlvee .. 25 0 0 25 5 0 31 0 0 32 0 0 32 0 0 

Accoutrement makera .. 21 0 0 22 0 0 27.8 0 28 0 0 27 0 0 

Saddl';' .. .. 27 0 0 27 8 0 34 0 0 34 8 0 35 0 0 

Do. AssIstant. .. IS 0 0 13 7 0 16 3 0 17 0 0 17 0 0 

Work Distributors .. 10 8 0 11 0 0 13 12 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 

Belt maker .. .. n 0 0 11 0 0 1311\ 0 14 0 0 14 5 0 

Cutter .. .. n 0 0 12 I) 0 16 0 0 16 0 0 15 0 0 

Currier .. .. n 0 0 12 0 0 16 0 0 16 0 0 16 0 0 

Storemen .. .. 8 0 0 9 0 0 n 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 

Tanner .. .. 9 0 0 10 0 0 12 11 0 14 0 0 13 12 0 

Messenger .. .. .8 0 0 8 0 0 10 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 

Wool"" MUll ... Nor/hom Indw 

CardRoom-

I Head MIstry .. .. 49 0 0 45 0 0 50 0 0 76 0 0 76 0 0 
I 

Feeder .. .. 9 0-0 10 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 

Mixer .. .. 10 0 0 9 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 15 0 0 

Card-cleaner .. .. 2S 0 0 19 0 0 22 0 0 29 0 0 31 0 .0 

8parebands .. .. 10 0 0 10 0 0 14 0 0 15 0 0 15 0 0 

MuJeRoom:"" 

Head MIstry .. .. 82 0 0 70 0 0 71 0 0 91 0 0 92 0 0 

MInder .. .. 17 0 0 16 0 0 19 0 0 26 0 0 28 0 0 

P1ecer .. .. 8 0 0 8 0 0 11 0 0 IS 0 0 11 0 0 

Spare band .. .. 9 0 0 9 0 0 14 0 0 15· 0 0 14 0 0 

Flnlahlng Depa~ment-

WaahIng and Bleaching MIstry 28 0 0 SO 0 0 87 0 0 

I 
43 O. 0 43 0-0 

Washing and Bleaching man'. 10 0 0 9 0 0 14 0 0 15 0 O· 15 0 0 
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ABNEXUBB E-contd. 

I I • - 1918 1919 J920 1921 1922' 

----
lis. a. p. Ba. a. p. Ba. a. p. Ba. a. p. Re. a. p. 

W..u... Malo .. NotUwra 
IfIdlG-contd. -

Flnlohlng Dtpartmen~ 

D}'IDs Ifiatry .. .. 20 0 0 20 0 0 26 0 0 33 0 0 35 0 0 

Dyer .. .. 10 0 0 10 0 0 15 0 0 17 0 0 16 0 0 

PInIsbiug Ifiatry. .. 36 0 0 41 0 0 36 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0 

FInishing man .. .. 10 0 0, 9 0 0 16 0 0 16 0 0 16 0 0 

Weaving Department-

Mistry .. .. 32 0 0 23 0 0 32 0 0 58 0 0 50 0 0 

Healder .. 11 0 0 12 0 0 15 0 0 24 0 0 22 0 0 

Weaver .. .. 15 0 0 16 0 0 21 0 0 26 0 0 23 0 0 

EnglneOrtng Department-

1loIJer Ifiatry .. .. 25 0 0 25 0 0 36 0 0 41 0 0 42 0 0 

EngIne man .. .. 86 0 0 39 0 0 47 0 0 52 0 0 55 ·0 0 
-

ODman .. .. 10 0 0 10 0 0 15 0 0 17 0 0 16 0 0 

'" Head C8rpeDter .. 57 0 0 61 0 0 72 0 0 78 0 0 86 0 0 

Boll"" man .. .. 12 0 0 15 0 0 20 0 0 22 0 0 22 0 0 

earppnter .. .. 17 0 0 17 0 0 22 0 0 22 0 0 24 0 0 

Blacksmith .. .. 25 0 0 26 0 0 23 0 0 30 0 0 33 0 0 

Fitter .. .. 20 0 0 21 0 0 24 0 0 25 0 0 27 0 0 

Turner .. .. 25 0 0 27 0 0 23 0 0 32 0 0 35 0 0 

TInsmith .. .. 16 0 0 19 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 22 0 0 
~ 

Moulder .. .. 20 0 -0 .... . ... .... .... 
Mocbl .. .. 11 0 0 11 0 0 18 0 0 18 0 0 . 18 0 O • 

-
2'"" Gard.ery 

Men .. .. 6 f S 6 5 9 612 II 7 0 9 .... 

Women .. .. 0 1 2 0 1 5 514 S 512 7 

ChIldren .. 213 5 3 1 0 3 7 7-- 3 710 .... -
B...,al Coal Minifl/l 

lone.. .. .. .... . ... .... .... 19 0 0 

CooU .. .. .. .... .... I . ... .... 18 0 0 

C ...... "",.. Hamuo aM 8/Jddk 
, FndtIr!! 

Tannera .. .. ..... .... . ... . ... 25 0 0 

Laocara .. .. . ... .... . ... . ... f 0 0 

JIlUMalo 
Wukll/ 

Spinner .. .. .... . ... . ... . ... 0 0 0 

Bover .. " .... . ... . ... . ... 012 0 

Weaver .. .... . ... .... . ... ,9 3 S 

Caldftr .. , .. .... .... .... . ... 213 6 
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AlorEXUBE F 

1913 1926 

From To I Per Per 
oont. of cent. of 

O.R. R.R. O.R. Increase R.B.. increase 
slooe sinoe 
1913 1913 

--------- -------------- ---
Re .... p •. Rs. ... p. Re .... p. Re .... p; 

Bombay .. Delhi .. .. 2 0 7 210 3 .. 3 711 72 

Amritsa.r .. .. 212 6 3 8 2 .. 410 6 68 

Cawnpore .. .. 1 13 1 2 4 2 .. 215 3 62 

Luclmow .. .. 115 9 2 7 3 .. 3 3 1 62 

Nagpur .. .. 1 0 1 21110 .. 212 4 61 

Bowrah .. .. 21111 1 9 9 .. 412 3 175 

Sballmar .. 1 1 0 8 8 0 1 8 0 41 5 . 211 73 

Madras .. 014 0 2 r 9 2 2 3 144 314 6 60 

BaogaJore .. .. 1 6 7 2 0 1 .. 210 6 67 

Nagpur .. Delhi .. .. 2 2 4 2 9 6 .. 
J: 

2 7 29 

Amrltsa.r .. 211 8 3 9 4 3 7 9 29 6 9 47 

Cawnpcre .. 1 8 3 1 13 4 112 6 17 '2 6 9 20 

Luclmow .. 11011 2 0 0 11410 14 2 811 29 

Karachi .. 8 6 4. 810 6 4 2 6 25 6 610 28 

Madras .. 1 4 , 4 8 1 2 6 6 84 610 9 48 

BaogaJore .. .. S 13 8 2 0 1 .. 6 3 9 35 

Delhi .. Cawnpore .. .. 01210 014 6 .. 1 3 3 '36 

l .. ucknow .. .. 016 6 1 1 7 .. 1 7 1 47 

Nagpur .. .. 2 2 4 2 9 6 . . I: 2 7 49 

Madras .. .. 816 4 615 3 .. 8 1 47 , 
Bangalore .. .. 8 9 4 6 8 7 .. 7 1 1 88 

Cawnpore Delbl ... .. .. 01210 014 6 .. 1 8 3 97 .. 
Amrltsa.r .. .. 1 8 9 1 13 1 .. 2 6 9 61 

Nagpur .. 2 0 9 2 8 8 1 18 7 9 leas 2 611 66 

Madras .. 2 0 0 8 0 2 8 9 6 79 816 6 &1_ 

Bangalore .. .. 810 9 8 4 1 . . 8 8 6 81 

Ahmedabad .. DoIhI .. 1 , 0 .. 11210 44 . . ., 

AmrItsa.r .. 116 6 .. 2 9 2 81 .. 
I 

.. 
Ka.racbl .. 118 0 .. 2 , 2 26 .. . . 
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AImBXURE G 

HaM-Loom Weaving Industry oj India 

(By an Indian. Correspondent) 

[All rights reserved] 

When people talk of the Indian textile industry, they generally mean the mill hldustry, 
and leave out of a.coount the hand-weaving industry of India_ This is due to two univ,er
sally prevailing misunderstandings_ One is that the hand-weaving industry is a small one 
and not of muoh importance, and the other is that this industry is steadily declining by 
reason of oompetition of mill-made goods, and may altogether disappear at an early 
date. The fa.ct is that the industry is neither small nor is it declining. It is no 
exaggeration to say that in spite of large recent developments in the Indian textile mill 
industry, the hand. weaving industry is still oomparable in its output to the mill 
industry. And' also, during the last thirty years, this industry has been steadily 
thriving in spite of temporary setbacks. ' 

In the absence of a.ccurate statistics regarding the number and production of hand
looms, it may not be easy to state in exa.ct terms the extent and importance of the hand
weaving industry in India. But attempts have been made from time to time to measure 
approximatsly the total hand-loom production in India from the quantity of yarn avail~ 
able for hand-looms. The Indian mills produce a certain quantity per annum. To this 
isadd4!dthetotal amount of yarn imported for the same year, and from the sum of these 
two figures are deduoted tha.exports and re-exports, whence may be obtained the total 
annual consumption in India of yarn. Fromthis total is deducted the amount 'of yarn 
which goes into consumption in mills in India for the production 1)f woven goods, leaving a 
balance whioh represents the amount consumed in the hand-loom weaving industry in 
the country. For the purpose of calculation, it is assumed that for mill cloth in India 
lIb. of yarn is taken as equal to 4'76 yards of oloth and for hand-loom production lIb. 
of yarn is taken as equal to only 4 yards of cloth. Mr. Cobrough, in his "Notes on Indian 
Piece-goods Trade," published by the Government of India, and Mr. R. D. Bell,I.C.S., 
until reoently Director of Industrie~ in Bombay, both agree in this assumed proportion in 
respeot of yarn and oloth. 

THE EXTBNT OJ' PBODUoTIoN.-Taking the year 1924-25 as an example, we find that 
the total weight of yarn produced in Inclian mills during the year was 719 million pounds. 
The imports amounted to 56 million pounds, and the exports and re-exports amounted 
to 37l million pounds. Thus the balance of yarn which went into consumption in India
during the year amounted to 737 million pounds. The mills in, India during the year 
produoed 1970 million yards of woven goods, and on the basis of 11b.of yarn being equal 
to 4' 76 yards, this meant that the mills consumed 394 million pounds of yarn, leaving 343 
million pounds of yarII. available for hand-loom production. Assuming that 4 yards of 
oloth were produced per pound of yarn, this gives a total produotion of hand-loom woven 
goods of 1372 million yards in the year 1924.25. These figures indicate the important 
position that hand-loom industry oocupies in India. The position can be further simpli
fied as follows :~ 

Inclian mill-production during 1924-25=]970 million yards. After deducting the 
exports (i.e., 181 million yards), the net Indian mill production available for oonsump
'tion in India was 1789 million yards. 

, Imports into India during 1924-25= 1823 million yards. After deduoting the re-exports 
( •. e., 54 million yards),-the net quantity available for consumption in India was 1769 
milliony •. 

. The hand-loom production -1372 million yards. Therefore, the total Indian oonsump
tlon was 1789+~769+1372=4930 million yards. Roughly, therefore, th" Indian mill 
poduction suppbes 36' 5 per cent. of the Indian consumption, imported goods about 35' 5 
per cent., and hand-loom pToduotion about.28 per cent. 

A TIIBIVINO INDusTBY.-Then again, the hand-loom industry is by no means a decaying 
industry l it is not only strong but has been steadily gaining in strength. Mr. R. D . .,Beli 
has shown in a ,Special memorandum how the consumption of yarn by hand-looms has 
lleen steadily increasing. Figures are available only since 1896 (i.e., when the ootton 
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exoise duty waa introduoed) lor the mill produotion, and ~he foll."wing table is 
instruotive :-

Total Consumption 
of Yarn by Hand-

Period looms in Million 

1896-97 to 1900-01 
1901-02 to 1905-06 
1906-07 to 1910-11 
1911-12 to 1915-16 

Pounds in eaoh 5-
Year Period 

1058 
1156 
1294 
1346 

From these figures it will be seen that over four successive quinquennia the consump
tion of yarn by hand-looms increased by 28 per cent. The effects of the war, however, 
began to be felt about this time. Owing to the check on the imports after 1915-16, and 
the enormous demand in India for textiles for war purposes, the mills used much more of 
their own yarn and left 80 much the less available for hand-loom weavers. The scarcity 
and dearness of dyes also hit the hand-weaving jndustry. The result was that whereas 
during the period 1911-15 the yarn availltble for consumption by hand-looms was 1346 
million pounds, during the next quinquennium from 1916-17 to 1920-21 thE' yarn available 
was reduoed to 1097 million pounds. But since then there has been a recovery and during 
the three years 1921-22 to 1923-24 the annual average quantity of yarn available was 300 
million pounds, as compared with 271 million pounds during the prosperous quinquen
nium from 1911-12 to 1915-16. In 1924-25 this quantity increased to 343 million pounds, 
but even supposing that 1924-25 was an extraordinarily good year for the textile trade 
in general, and hand-loom industry in particular, it oannot be denied that the hand
weaving industry has been steadily thriving, and satisfactorily increasing its production. 

COMPARISON. WITH MILLS.-It deserves to be inquired at this stage how it is that hand
weaving has managed to survive in India in such sj;!,ength, and has even been thriving in 
the face of the severe oompetition from the mill industry. Two expIa.nations may be 
offered. In the first place, the hand-weaver is an independent worker, habituated to 
live in his own small oottage and plying his trade in the vilIa.ge. His sentimenta, 
habits, and oaste oustoms are auch that the hand.weaving cottage craft is peculiarly 
suited to them. It enables him t() escape from some of the evils of industrialism, and . 
from the disintegrating influence of the faotory system on the worker's family life. The' 
weaver has besides the charaoteristio habit of getting satisfied with the little profits he 
oan make from his business, instead of venturing out into luci'a.tive centres. Thus it is 
the force of habit, strengthened by peculiar social and economic conditions that serves 
as the strong element in the survival of hand-weaving_ Secondly, the hand-loom produc
tion has !lot its own market and its own olientele. TJtis is due to the fact that the produc
-tion OOJl8lsts of a great number of speoialised types of oloth which Indians are accustomed 
to wear .. which either from their quality or the nature of the demand, do not offer op
portunities for mass produotion in milla." Thus it happens that the mill industry and 
t·he hand-loom industry are not necessarily antagonistio to one another, the amount of 
direct oompetition between them being at present very restricted. In many casE'S they 
supplement each other's rroduction. An interesting example of this would be found in 
the fact that in the city 0 Bombay itself which is the oitadel of the mill industry, a large 
number of hand-loom weavers arc seen plying t.heir shuttles in small faotories, and doing 
it very sU'lloessfully from the business point of view. 

PROBLEMS OF HAND-WEA VING_-It should not be suppoaedthat because the hand-loom 
industry has been thriving it has no difficulties to overcome. In fact, it has its own 
problems to solve in the same way that the organised mill industry has, and it is to the 
solution of these problems that Provincial Governments in India have for some time past 
given their attention. The Indian hand-weaver is a very conservative wor~er, and his 
hand-loom is still of the primitive type. The commonest type still in use is the pit loom 
worked with a throw-shuttle-that is, a shuttle whioh is thrown by hand. Efforts have 
been made ill. recent years to improve this loom so as to make it give greater production, 
and the most important mechanical improvement has been the fly-shuttle which is thrown 
not directly by hand, but by a .. pioker " oonneoted by bands of t.hit'k string to a handle 
held by the weaver. This very effeotive labour-saving device gives on the average an 
inoreased output of 40 per oent. All the Provincial Governments in India are actively 
busy in spreading the introduction of this improvementamong the hand-weavers. This 
is done in two ways, by means of weaving sohools and by demonstrations. The suooess 
that has attended the efforts of Government in this direotion is very satisfactory. It 
is tr\1~ thatt.here are other types oflooms excellent in their own ways, butfrom the cottage 
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weaver's point of view they have two defeots. The fust is that they are usually too 
expensive for him, and the second is that they are sometimes too big for bis tiny dwelling. 
So, for his practical purposes, his old-faahioned pit loom serves him right, because it costs 
him little, about Re. 30 on the average in Bombay, and the use of the pit loom enables < 
,it to be worked in low-roofed rooms or verandahs. The fly-shuttle attachment can be 
purchased for about Rs. 12, and a mechanical dobby for Re. 6, and both can be fitted 
within the walls and roofs of the weaver's humble house. ' 

THB l'BEPABATORY !'BOOESSES.-An important need. of the ha.nd-weaving industry 
is an improvement in the preparatory processes of warping and sizing. The usual village 
method is to prepare the warp hy hand, stretch and spread'it on stakes in the open, and 
then bru~h it with si7.e .. An undue proportion of the weaver's time is spent in these 
preparatory' processes. Experiments are in progress to evolve suitable devices and 
mechanical arrangements in the matter of warping and sizing, in the various weaving 
institutes maintained by most of the Provincial Governments. In certain cases good 
success has been gained. In Madras a· hand-sizing machine has been evolved and has 
proved a success. A new type of wooden hand-sizing machine has also been constructed, 
in which the yarn is sized and dried by the induction of cold air by means of a fan. As 
the cost of this machine is very low (Rs. 300) it is very likely to be popnlar with the hand
weaver. In certain cases a suitable.kind of power dresser sizer is in use in a central 
locality to supply warps to the weavers. In Bihar, a ccmbined warping and sizing 
machine has been designed and has given good resnlts, though it is too expensive for the 
individual weaver; but it is being increasingly used in small hand-loom factories. 

Tn the case of the hand-looms engaged in woollen manufacture, the principal difficulty 
met with is aa regards the supply of even yarn. The woollen yam is at present hands'pun 
and offers great difficnlties in weaving. There are 'practically no 'woollen mills in India 
which'llan supply yam, and, therefore, in certain provinces like Bihar, where there are 
a large number of hand-looms engaged in woollen manufacture, Government is considering 
the establishment of experimental wooll~n spinning plants to supply yam to hando 
weavers. If such experimental plants prove a success, an important step will have been 
taken for the improvement of woollen hll.Ild-manufacture. 

STORES AND OBOANISATION.-Besides the improvement in the mechanical equipment 
of the hand-loom weavers, there are a number of other problems which also demand 
solption. There is, for example, the fact that the weaver is being crushed under a very 
load of debt, due to the rapacious money-lender, and from which he has to be extricated 
by co-operative or other means. A number of weavers' co-operative societies have 
recently come into existence and have been of considerable benefit to the weaver. Then 
again problems differ from province to province. In Bihar, for example, the spread of· 
the fly-shuttle loom and other improved devices during the last five years has increased 
hand-loom production very considerably, so that the difficulty now experienced is in 
regard to the marketing of goods. A condition has arisen in wllich the weaver has either 
to work shorter hours or attempt to compete with the power looms in their own field. 
The solution in such caaes is found in introducing the production of finer cloth of 11 
partionlar claas and varie~ wherein, with proper organisation, the weaver may hope to 
compete with the mills. As weavers themselves find great difficnlty in making a start 
with finer cloth, the Industries Department in Bihar have, as &n experiment, started 
to organise the introduction of a .. markin .. or cloth of a standard pattern. The yam 
is given out through the demonstrators to the weavers, who are paid a fixed wage for 
their work. It is then taken back again and finished and marked with a trade- stamp. 
Departmental stores are organised which deal in weaving requisites, such as fly
shuttles, helds, etc" and sdl dyes and finer counts of yam, as well as purchase the 
.. markin .. cloth after it is made. 

The sale of dyes is another way in which it is necessary to assist the weavers to compete 
against the power-loom. At present, in every village there is very great, ignorance 
regarding the use of the new artificial dyes, while ready-dyed yam, with the exception 
of one or two shades, is much more expensive than it ought to be. The weavers are thus 
very much handicapped in producing any kind of coloured or flowered goods, and the 
sale of dyes, coupled with local demonstrations of the proper method of using t):tem, is 
of great assistance to' them. There is a very real and important connection between 
village dyeing and village weaving. 

THE SOOPE lI'OB DEVELOPlIlENT.-Such then are the problems of the hand-looin weaving 
industry in India. Though it is possible to measure roughly the extent of the .ha.nd-:woven 
output by the amount of yam available for consumption by hand-looms, it 18 difficnlt 
to say how many hand-loomS are actually at work in the whole of India, and what p~rt 
ofthe Indian popnlation is engaged in the industry. In the census of 1921 anenumeratlOn 
.of hand-looJIls was Plade onlr in two provinces. In the Madras Presidencl' the Dumber 
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of hand-looms actually at work was found to be 170,000. Some of the hand-loom products 
of Madras are of artistically exoellent quality. In Bihar and Orissa, the number of hand. 
looms is 160,000, producing nearly 40 per cent. of the cloth worn by the people of the 
province. The total &nnual output is worth about Rs. 5 crores, or about one-twelfth 
of the value ofthe total output of goods woven in all the cotton mills in India. In Bombay 
it has been estimated that there are altogether about 800,000 people who depend wholly 
or largely on hand-loom weaving for their means of subsistence, and there are about 300 
centres where the industry is carried on. In the Punjab, Bengal, and other provinces 
also, the population employed in the industry is considerable. It remains to be seen 
what effect the abolition of the Indian cotton excise duty will have on the hand-weaving 
industry. Hitherto, the hand-woven product was exempt from tjle E'xcise duty, and 
enjoyed to some extent some sort of protection as against the mill-made product. Now 
both are on equal ground. It appears, however, the effect will not be felt appreciably. 

A new development that may be mentioned in connection with hand-looms is the 
increasing use by them of artificial-silk yarn. There is, therefore, great scope for the 
import of such yarn into India. • 



Witness No. 1 

Oral evidence of the Bombay JIIilloWDers' Association recorded at 
Bombay on the 24th, 25th and 26th August, 1926 

The following gentlemen represented the Association :
A. Geddis, Esq., Chairman, 
H. P. Mody, Esq., Deputy Chairman, 
SirN.N. Wadia,K.B.E.,C.I.E., 
C. N. Wadia. Esq., C.I.E., 
N. B. Saklatwala, Esq., C.I.E., 
T. Maloney, Esq., Secretary. 

Pruidenl.-There are two points that I should like to make clear at the outset of this 
enq uiry. The first is that this Ta.rifi Board is not a Currency Commission. It is not 
here to sit in judgment on the findings of the Currency Commissioll nor is it in any way 
concerned with the general merits of the Government of India's exchange policy, past, 
present or future. Witnesses who wish to discuss these merits have plenty of opportunities 
of doing so in other ways. ·This Ta.rifi Board is only concerned with exchange questions 
in so far as they affect the cotton textile industry. 

The second point is that except in one'respect the proceedings of this Board will, as 
recommended by the Fiscal Commission, be conducted-with the utmost pUblicity. It 
is obviously, however, out of the question that the affairs of individual mills should be 
publicly discussed before this Board. .Any enquiries the Board may wish to make into 
the affairs of individual mills will therefore be made in camera. 

I think you know that as far as the MilIowners' Association are concerned this is merely 
a preliminary examination. The millowners are the body who are applying for protection, 
so it is only fair that they should be given a chance at the end of our enquiry to discuss 
any statements, which have been made to us in the course of the enquiry. One point 
we hope to go into in some detail with you at the end of the enquiry is the cost of pro
duction. Unfortunately we have no information in regard to this at present. We have, 
'.WI you know, sent out very detailed Atatcments which we hope to get -back filled in by 
at least a fairly large proportibn of the mills, The sooner they can let us have them 
the better. 

SEOTIO!! I 

General 
Q. The first question I should like to ask is how many of the Bombay mille belong 

to the MiUowners ' Association' 
A. About aeventy.nine. 
Q • .And how many up-oountry mills belong to the Association' 
A. Mr. MaZoneg.-Twenty-five, I think. 
Q. I should like to know how far the up-country mills are active members of the Associa

tion. Were they consulted before the original application to the Government of India 
was put in and have they been consulted at every stage of the proceedings Y 

A. Mr. Geddis.-There was a general meeting of all the members held, Sir, and it was 
decided to ask for this Ta.rifi ~oard enquiry. 

Q. How many of the up-country mills were present at that meeting' 
A. We shall have to look it up, I think. -
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Mr. Saklatwala and some other persons from the Nagpur mille 

were preseut. . 

_ Q. Are the up-country mills represented on the Committee of the MilIowners' 
Association'· . 

A. Sir N. N_ Wadia.-No; except the Nagpur mille by Mr_ Saklatwala. 
A. Saklatwala.-And perhaps the Sholapurmille, and Currimbhoy's Indore mills. 

. Q. In short only those mills, up-country, the managing agents of which have mille 
mBombay_ 

Then, we shonldlike to know something about the exact functions of the Millowners' 
Association. Is it merely a body which collects and circulates information or does it 
take ilny active executive action on behalf of the mills Y 

. A. Mr. Oeddi8.-We always take exectltive action, Sir, in connection with anr b~e$s 
that comes forwarcl. 
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Q. The only.way in which, I think, you have taken organised action is in respeot 
of a workmen's' compensation insuranoe fund? 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-We always take united action in case of strikes and such other matters 
as come before us. Regarding the question of working short time, we abide by the 
decision of the Millowners' Association. 

Q. What about the fixation of wages? Is that a matter which the Millowners' Associa. ' 
tion take note of, or is it left to individual mills? 

A. Mr. 'Geddis.-It is left to individual mills. 
A. Bir N. N. Warlia.-The rate is left to the individual milIs, but the general percentage 

of inorease in wages from time to time is decided by the Millowners' Association. And 
then, again, Sir, we take concllrted action in regard to Government matters, taxation 
matters and all the thousand and one matters in connection with the Municipality, the 
Government of India and the Government of Bombay-legislation, taxation; insurance 
and several other points.. . 

A. Mr. Ge.ddis.-We also took action to get our fire rates down. We met the F. O. C. 
and took the question up with them. 

Q. We now come to the general question olthe depression. You say that the Associa. 
tion does not consider that the present depression is due to any extent to the operation of 
world factors. Don't you consider that the world depression which followed the war 
has also been reflected to some extent in India? 

A. Bir N. N. Wad'a.-If it was, why is it that the Japanese mills are working double 
sihfts! .. 

Q. Has there been no depression in Japan in recent years? 
A. Not that we are aware of, Sir. 
Q. Not in the textile trade ! 
A. No. 
Q. You mention in your written statement two factors peculiar to India, the Japanese 

exchange and the double shift working. Are there no others? What about the khaddar 
movement? Has the khaddllor movement in any way contributed to the depression in 
your industry? 

A. Mr. A. Geddis.-We do not think so, Sir. 
Q. You do not oonsiderthat the depression in the textile industry in the United 

Kingdom and in India are in any way connected with each other , 
A. BirN.N. Wadia.-No, Sir. 
A. Mr. A. Geddis.-We cannot say that. . 
Q. You consider that the depression in the industry is likely to be permanent. Has 

there ever in industrial history been a permanent depression? 
A. Mr. A. Ge.ddis.- A permanent depression means the extinction of those industries. 

There have been lots of industries in the United Kingdom whioh died like that. 
Q. Which are you thinking of? 
A. Mr • .c. N. Wadia..-Sugar before 1870. 
Q. Sugar refining' I do not remember the facts oorrectly, but I should say more sugar 

is refined now than nsed to be. 
A. Mr:. A. GeddiB.-There was more before 1870. 
Q. Is it not a fact that the sugar refining industry is now ooncentrated in the hands of 

a few big firms instead of in a number of small refineries' 
A. Then, the f'.ermans before the war were dumping down large forgings for ships 

for years on the Clyde. 
Q. Would you oompare any of those industries with the cotton industry in India as 

regards size ! 
A. Those that died from the effeots of dumping? 
Q. What I asked was whether there has ever been a permanent depression in the 

oase of an industry of the size of the ootton industry in India! 
A. The ship. building industry in England is a parallel instance. It is suffering now 

very badly. There has never been suoh a depression. 
-Q. You cannot say that the depression in th; industry is permanent at present! ' 
A. What meaning do you attaoh to the word" permanent" ! Do you mean t_nty·five 

years or some suoh period!' . 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-Yes, it depends on what meaning you attach to it. BY"perma. 

nent" I understand you mean for all time as against " temporary" for a period. 
The exact meaning that we attach in trade is fifteen years, or so. 

Q. lam quite willing to aocept your interpretation. I only wanted to know what it is. 
4. Bir N. N. Wadia.-Ten or fifteen years. 
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There was a gl&BB industry at Widnes for instance which became entirely extinct. In 
Lancaahire there was a very large glaaa industry at one time. It is now absolutely extinct • 
. A. Mr. Mody.-We are talking of the -main cause of the present depression being 
permanent; we are not talking of the depression being permanent just yet. We say 
the main cau_ of the present depression seem to be of a permanent character. That 
is what we referred to. 

Q. Then, it necessarily follows that the depreBBion itself will be of a permanent 
character ! 

A. Mr. Mody.-It does not necessarily follow. 
Q. Can you give us any idea of the probable course of the price of cotton! 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-I am afraid .tha:t is a question that no one has any information. 

about. . 
A. 8ir N. N. Waditz.-We should be millionaires to-morrow if we only knew what: 

cotton is going to do in a week or a fortnight .. 
Q. I thought that would probably be your reply. 
A. Mr. O. N. Waditz.-It depends on what the American rate is going to be. In the' 

last 24 hours it has gone up there. 
Q. I am not quite sure as to your ,views about the effecte on the industry of a rise or-

fall in the price of raw cotton! 
A. 8ir N. N. Waditz.-We have given you a complete answer, Sir. 
Q. Yes, but I cannot quite make out what your considered views are. 
A. There are advantages as well as disadvantages. 
Q. On which side is the balance 1 
A ... A further fall in the price of raw co'i;ton might have a stimulating ettect on con

sumption of yam and pieoegoods if followed by a steady low level of prices thereafter,. 
but a continually falling market such as there has been for the past few years has. a· 
very detrimental effect on the extent of purchases made by dealers in the various consum
ing centres. Moreover, a further fall in the price of cotton would adversely affect all mills· 
which have unsold stocks of cloth owing to the lower price which would be<realised for
future contracts. A fall in the price of cotton would also lower the ratio 01 the cost of 
cotton to total coot of ·production and would thus encourage competition from 
countries with depreoiated exohanges." 

Q. Quite so. What I want to know is which on balance would help you more, a rise-
or a fall ! 

A. That remains to be seen. There again we cannot be prophets. 
Q. No, but as a millowner you might be able to give .us some idea! 
A. If the prices are steady and the dealers regained confidence, there ie no questioll' 

that owing to lower prices of cotton, the offtake of yarn and piecegoods would increase. 
To that extent we should be benefited. 

Q. But on the whole, I think you would prefer cotton remaining at the present level t 
A. It does not matter whether it is the present level or not. We want a steady 

price. . 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-It will be better for us if the cotton market keeps steady, but it: 

never keeps steady, it is always fluctuating. 
Q. What we are trying to get at is whether a fall in the price of the raw material would 

be more advantageous than a rise. 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-A permanent lower level of price if that is your question? 
Q. We will first take a .. permanent" fall and then a "temporary" fall. 
A. 8i .. N. N. Waditz.-It would be an advantage to a certain extent to have a lower 

level of pri'Je if it did not encourage competition from countries with depreciated 
exchanges. -

A. Mr. 8aklatwala.-If I understand your question, Sir, as a generalonelthinkfor 
the present as my colleagues have said we would welcome a steady cotton price. On the
whole a low price for cotton stimulates demand because stocks are more readily saleable. 
Of course we are more concerned with the margin between manufacturing cost and sale
price. If your question is a general.one, I think a lower cotton market stimula~s demand 
for cloth by lower prices. 

A. Mr. Mody.-If you are referring to trade conditions of the present day, theQ 
we would much rather have a steady cotton market for the reason that our stocks will be
very adversely affected by a drop in cotton prices. 

Q. Quite so. In any. case your opinion seems to be that a steady level of prices or .. 
fall would be of more help to you than a rise. Is that so t 

A. Mr. Mody.-A ste.<dy level of prices. 
110 y 420-11 
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Q. A steady level or a fall would be more helpful than a rise , . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-A steady level of prices is certainly more advantageous than 

a. rise or fall. , _ 
Q. Yes, but we want- to know whether a fall would be more advantageous than a rise 

on balanoe' 
A. Mr. Ged/fi8.-.As Mr. Mody said, if. cotton went up, stocks could be disposed of 

at a better pnce. -
Q. But, if the prioe of cloth went up that would check consumption, would it not' 
A. Mr, Mody.-Not necessarily, because if the consumers of stocks came to the 

~onclusion that cotton was steadying up, there would be a better and more steady demand 
lor cloth. It is the fear which is now operating in the minds of the dealers as well as 
consumers that ootton is steadily going down that prevents them both from placing large 
orders. When prioes fluctuate, the result is there is a general nervousness in consuming 
oentres. 

Q. It is not until the dealers and everybody else come to believe that the price of 
raw cotton has reached rook bottom that you can expect a turn of the tide! 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Not necessarily, Sir. There are other factors if you mean the 
turn in price. If we get a steady market it will help to inspire confidence and dealers 
will be able to deal. That is what we want. 

Q. Cotton must reach rock bottom; sooner or later the question is when it is going 
to do so. About that you have no idea' '-

A. Mr. GeddiB.-It all depends on the crops in America. Short crops make prices 
high. You can never reach a permanent rock bottom price. 

Q. There is some level of price which is bound to be the bottom price wherevel' it is ? 
A. That oould not be permanent. You must get your fluctuations. 
Q. What I mean is that there must be a lowest level, but I do not mean that it 

stays there when it has got there. 
A. I do not see what advantage it would be to us. The lowest level might be at that 

level only for a week. , _ • 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-We were told sometime ago that 20 cents was the gt"owing price in 

America but since then it has been Its low as 17 cents. So, how can we know what is 
the lowest price! There is no limit. ' 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There may be a limit in the ideas of certain people. We were 
told that 20 cents was the cost at which cotton could be produced. To-day the cost 
rallges round 17 cents. So, it is merely the view of the individual what the lowest 
price is, was or will be. 

Q. There must be a lowest price' 
A. Before the war America used to Say that it cost them 12 cents to produce cotton. 

Since the war they have been'saying that they cannot produce cotton under 20. And 
DOW as Mr. SakIatwala has pointed out, you see a distinct phenomenon. A large 
aoreage is gt"own at 17 cents although they say that they cannot pl'oduoe it under 
20 cents. In the same way we have seen fluctuations in Broach cotton for !n~nce. 
It had been as low as Rs. 150 per oandy and we have had it as high as Rs. 900 per candy. 
World faotors dominate the position. So you cannot say at any moment what is the 
lowest price that a certain crop will fetch. . 

Q. It is really a question of what people think is going to be the lowest price! 
A. It depends also at the same time on the demand in the various countries of the 

world. The price is not regulated by the supply but by the law of supply and 
demand. If the industry were flourishing and Germany and Franoe buy as they 
were doing a few years ago, ·the price would be 20 cents or --more for the same crop. 
You cannot tell at the moment what the lowest price will be of a certain crop. 

Q. You say in answer to Question 5 that exoept for good mills with reserves, mills 
generally in Bombay are at present realising no profits. What has the question of 
reserves to do with it , 

A. Reserves save interest in working charges. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-Yes, that is what happens. It is the saving in interest charges 

that enables those mills to bring down the cost. 
Q. I agree that it is so. I wanted to bring that out. We will come to the saving 

in interest charges later on. _ 
Can you give us an idea of the number of mills now working at a profit and the 

Dumber working at a loss f 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-For 1925' I think I can give yeu a fair idea. 
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Q. One cannot regard 1925 as a normal year. How long did the strike in 1925 'last r 
A.-2l months. 
Q. I am thinking of conditions to.day. I want a rough idea of how many niills are 

working at a profit and how many at a loss. 
A.-I do not think there i!I any mill making a profit. 

Q. Some at any rate I think do r 
A.~Yes, they haci contracts at higher rates and perhaps they dropped and are now 

holding the baby. They cannot make any profits now. At to.day's price of cotton 
and cloth they cannot make any profits. ' . 

Q. lias not the faU in the price of cotton and of cloth this year been more or 
less in proportion to that last year ? 

A.-No. Sir. I think cloth has dropped more than cotton in the last few months. 
Q. As far as I have been able to make out the index figures, they show that the 

price of cotton since September last has gone down far more than the price of cloth. 
A.-Price of cotton f 
Q. The index figures I have worked out show that for September last year the price 

of cloth was 180 and that of cotton 182, and to.day it is 170 for cloth and 147 for 
cotton. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadill.-I do not know where you have got those figures from. 
Q. They are based on the figures for cloth and cotton for 1914. If the index numbers 

for cloth and cotton for 1914 are taken as 100, in September last year the price of 
oloth was ISO and that of cotton 182. In June this year the price of oloth was 170 and 
that of cotton 147. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadill. What is the inference, Sir ? ' 
Q. The inference is that to.day the margin between the price of cloth and cotton is 

wider than it was a year ago. 
A.-We have said in one of our statements that you cannot compare by percentages 

cotton and cloth, because the fixed charges go on at the same rate. They remain 
steady. 

Q. Has there been no marked reduction in fixed charges since a year ago! 
'A.-No. If you take the percentage basis it varies very materiaUy, Sir. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-Sir, may I make a statement! I do not think it is correct to 
take the index number in the case of cloth and cotton and from that deduce that the 
margin between cloth and cotto}! has decreased or increased for the simple reason 
that you should take the actual value per pound of cotton against the actua.! value 
per pound of cloth. I have done that and I find that the margin has decreased in the 
last six months and not increased. The reason is that cotton is ha.If the price of cloth 
and your cotton index number must faIl at about twice the rate of faU in the index price 
of cloth to maintain the same margin. I have got the actual prices per lb. of cotton and 
long cloth roughly graphed. 

Q. Will you put that in f 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Yes (Annexure). 
Q. That is a very important point that I am glad yoU: have brought out. I take 

it that, as regards the faU in the price of cloth not corresponding with the faU in the 
price of cotton and that of other commodities, your view would be that your costs of 
manufacture have not fallen in the same ratio as the prices of commodities! 

A. Mr. Geddis.-That is oorrect. 
Q. You hold that since last year at any rate the costs of manufacture have not fallen 

at all t 
A. Sir N. N. Wadill.-They have faUen a little during the,last year. 
Q. In what respect f 
A.-In tota.! cost there has been a faU of about three pies a pound owing to stores 

being slightly cheaper. The excise duty has gone off too. 

Prerident.-I think we will. deal with the question of organization later on when we 
come to question of remedies, but there is one point that I should like to ask' you 
about. Is the organisation of the Jute MiUowners in Calcntta any closer than that of 
the cotton millowners in Bombay t· 

A. What do you mean by .. closer ". Sir f 
Q. I think that is fairly obvious. Do the Jute Millowners' do anything for their. 

members which you do not? 
. A. I cannot say. 

liD y 420-1111 
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- Q. Who.t steps'ho.ve you to.ken to orga.nise yourselves to meet the present depression 
other tho.n to mo.ke 0. demand for this enquiry? I 

A. We mo.de efforts last yeo.r. We decided on a reduction in wages-a. considerable 
reduotion. " 

Q. A reduotion of wages which did not eventuate! 
A. Because the Government of Bombo.y made us promise tho.t if the excise duty was 

taken away, we would agree to restore the wages to their old level and we did it. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-They lo.id down this condition. We got this help on condition 
that the out should be restored. That was the consideration. When the excise duty 
was o.bolished, we ho.d to restore wages. . 

Q. Have you done anything else? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We have out down overheo.d charges since last yeo.r and trad& 

has orgo.nised in various ways. We reduced insurance charges on our mills by 25 to 
33 per cent. We have been able to reduce the insuro.nce on our hands by 33 per cent. 
since last yeo.r. We are doing all we can.to help ourselves in the little things we co.n 
dQ, ~ut a larger remedy is required. 

Q. Do you do o.nything in the way of oomparing costs between one mill o.nd another? 
I underst&nd tho.t in the United Kingdom there are many Associo.tions which take 
steps to circulate deto.iled costs in the various factories belonging to members of the 
Association, caloulated on the avero.ge of several of the more efficient firms. 

A. Not to our knowledge. I know Lo.ncashire. I do not think the Cotton Federation 
there has ever done that. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-I have never heard tho.t and they are more jeo.lous there 
than we are here, as far as my knowledge goes, as to the secrecy with which they keep 
their costs up their sleeves. , 

Q. With regard to Q. 12, I should like to have your opinion, generally speaking, 
as to whether you would oonsider that it is the depression in the industry that has sent 
the mills mentioned in your reply to that question into liquido.tion and caused others to 
olose down? Might not that result have come about ,in some other way, for inst&nce 
owing to the competition of the better mano.ged mills? 

A. S.,. N. N. Wadia.-We do not think BO. Sir, in normal times, we do not think 
this would have ho.ppened. For instanoe, they oould have oo.rried yarn to Chino. and 
oarried on just in the so.me way. • 

Q. But'surely there is such a difference in normal times between good and bo.d mills 
that the bo.d mills must go out? 

A. Not necessarily in normo.l times. In bad times they might. 
Mr. GeddiB.-In view of the fact tho.t spindles and looms ho.ve not increased 

materially, those mills, o.oc;ording to your argument, should have gone into liquido.tion 
long ago. 

Q. The looms ho.ve increased. 
A. But not the mill industry of Bombo.y. Those mills should have gone into liquido.tion 

long ago. Possibly they woulci ho.ve if the war ho.d not so.ved them. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-According to Table'l, there were 82 mills in 1898 and the 

number of mills in Bomba.y is the 3a.me toda.y. 
A. Mr. Subba Rao.-Ha.s th3re been a.ny a.ma.lga.ma.tion of mills ! 
A. Not very ma.teria.!. Consider o.lso the fa.ct tha.t not a single new mill ha.s been 

built sinoe 1914. 
Q. But is it not due to other oa.uses suoh as municipa.l restrictions! 
A. Mr. Mody.-These oame only recently, in 1922. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Whilewe a.reon this subject, Q. 12, you ma.y ma.ke a note, ,Sir, 

tho.t the mills tha.t a.re going into liquida.tion a.re sold at a song and there is one insto.nce 
where a mill has been sold to a oatton broker a.nd the Japa.nese a.re sharing in tha.t mill 
as partners. 

President.-Are you prepa.red to mention the na.me of the mill ! 
A. Yes; the Dia.mond mill and Mr. Anandla.l Poda.r is the ostensible buyer. 
Q. Who.t do you mean by .. song" Y 
A. At a very oheo.p prioe. 
Q. I ,think it has a pa.id up ca.pita.! of o.bout 39lakbs. 
A. But if you to.ke the number of spindles a.nd looms there, you oould not instal a 

new mill at tha.t pl·ioe. Then you must to.ke this further fact into a.ocount: that in 
Japa.n no foreigner is o.llowed to hold or possess a.ny'mill, not even any shares. 
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Q. The Diamond Mill baa about 34,500 spindles and 758 foams and the paid-up oapital 
ia 39 lakhs, according to your last return. 

A. That mill WaR sold for Rs. 14 lakhs. 
Q. What would it cost to erect a mill of that size now? 
A. I think about 45 lakhs. 
Q. Why don't you purchase it f 
A. We have got no money. The Government of India has deprived .';l8 of 

our money. 
Raj" Hari Xis"" .. X" .. Z: In answer to Q. 1 you say" The Bombay mill industry has 

also to meet the full force of competition from foreign countries owing to it.. situation at 
the port of importation." I should like to understand what exactly,you mean 
by that • 

.4. You see the Japanese bring their cloth to the port of Bombay and sell it in 
Bombay and the Bombay mills baveto meet the severe competition. If Japanese goods 
are put into Ahmedabad, they would have to pay railway freight from Bombay to Ahmed
abad and Ahmedabad mills will be to that extent at an advantage. But Bombay being 
tbe port of disembarkation, we have not got that advantage. 

Q. That is, they can sell in Bombay without the addition of railway freight? 
.\. Yes. 

Q. Then in the same answer you say" Bombay ia further from the cotton fields and 
the consuming markets of India." And it is consequently in a worse position? 

A. To a certain extent, yes. 
Q. Do you mean to imply that Bombay is not an ideal place for the mill industry' 
A. It does not necessarily follow. But when you compare Bombay with upcountry 

centres which are situated in the heart of the cotton districts, Bombay to that extent is 
.disadvantaged. 

Q. You think thflse.are. very important factors, being in the heart of the cotton produ
cing districts and being nearer the centre of distribution? 

A. For instance, take the Cawnpore mills. They are situated in the cotton districts 
themselves and they have got a big cloth market on the spot. They practica.lly save 
double freight. So you naturally understand that they are at an advantage to that extent 
in that respect. 

Q. That is exactly the point I am making. It has been suggested to us that Bombay is 
now not the place for cotton mills, and that they should all be taken down. . 

A. I do not agree with that; because we have certain advantages as well as disadvan
tages. For instance, we can command cotton from all over India whilst Cawnpore 
cannot command Southern India cotton. For instance, Cawnpore mil\s get short 
stsple cotton on advantageous terms. 

Q. So you think that in respect of the Bombay mills, your adva.ntages are greater than 
the disadvantages? 

A. I would not say that. I think the disadvantages more than coiinterbalance the 
advantages as long as we have no export trade. If we had flourishing export trade, we 
tlhould be much better off. 

Q. That is the criterion Y With export trade your advantages are probably greater 
tban your disadvaD.tages and if the export trade is extinguished, your disadvantages will 
probably be greater-I mean ass~ming that •••••• ? 

A. We cannot answer assumptions. 

'Q. But do I und8l'8tand you to mean that Y . 
A. Not necessarily_ If we had a brisk export trade, we should ~ve certain advantages 

wbich would counterbalance to a certain extent certain disadvantages. 

Q. Otherwise, your disadvantageR will weigh more ? 
A. You mUBt make the deduction yourself. I won't say that. 

Q. In answer to Q. 2, as regards the world factors being permanent, is a continuous 
fall in the price of cotton a world factor! _ 

A. To a certain extent yes: but tbat is not all. 

Q. That is one of the factors ! 
A. Yes. 

Q. As the President remarked, there probably was a crisis in Japan in 1920-21 and the 
imports from Japan decreased perceptibly in 1920-21 or 1921-22. 

A. I do not think so. 
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Q. They did. 'For instanoe with regard to plain grey unbleached cotton piece-goods 
• they were 149,817,000 yds. in 1920-21 and they dropped down oonsiderably in 1921-22. 

A. You must remember that in 1919-20 and 1920-21 England was not able to supply 
to Indian market. Japan had taken the field and in 1921-22 and 1922-23 when England 
began to export grea.ter quan~ities, Japan naturally had to fall back. to a certain 
extent. 

Q. Do you deny the fact that there was a depression in Japan in 1920-21-22 , 
A •• No depression. There was an earthquake and there was some trouble. 
Q. Any way there was a howl about it. 
A. If there was depression why did they continue to work double shifts' They would 

have taken the first step to cut down the hours of work; but they did not even at that 
time and the mills continue to pay dividends. 

Q. Much lower dividends. 
A. The average was 16 per oent. 
Q. But it has been discussed in all kinds of literature connected with the Japanese 

ootton industry_ Everybody talks about the depression in 1920-21. It looks as if there
is a post-war depression in most countries. Are not we getting the post-war depression II< 
little later! 

A. I do nat think so. 
Q. Then talking about the main causes of the present depression being permanent or 

temporary, you have laid great stress upon the low exchange in Japan. Is not that a. 
purely temporary cause! • . 

A. No, Sir. It is caused by two factors; Japan sterling exchange and the sterling rupee
exchange. It is true that the sterling yen exchange went down from 2/01 to 1/71. On 
the other hand it has come up now to l/lla, 

Q. The net result is that the yen had fallen andis rising again. It is coming up to par. 
As long as the yen was low, you say that the Japanese had a great advantage. Was. 
not that a purely temporary cause! 

A. It lasted for three years_ 
Q_ You call three years permanent Y 
A. For instance, today the yen exchange is 131. 
Q. In answer to Q. 4 you say that some mills which are now working will be compelledJ 

to close down. Are the conditions such that they affect all the mills' We have been. 
told that no mill in Bombay is working at profit at present. Do you think that the 
oonditions are such that unless the present margin increases almost all the mills will have
to close down ? 

A. No, Sir. You are making a mistake there again. It does'not pay a mill to close
down until the point is reached when the loss due to closing down is greater than the
loss due to working. Until that limit is reached, the mill does not wish to close down_ 

Q. Do you mean to say that the mill will go on working at a loss' 
A. Yes, up to the point when the loss through stopping will be less than. the loss. 

through working, or when they cannot meet the loss' 
Q. So even if the margin does not increase, some mills will go on working even at a. 

loss and will not close down , 
A. Yes, quite true. 
Q. In the difference in the prices of clotli and cotton, the main factor which has remained' 

constant is the wages. That is the only factor whioh has not altered in recent times. For 
instance, the prioes of stores, machinery, etc., have gone down but the wages did not come-
~wn' . 

A. Taxation has not come down, municipal taxation and the Government of India 
taxation. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Municipal taxation has increased last year. They have 
increased the water tax by 33 per cent. 

Q. Imperial taxatiQn has decreased. 
A. In what respect, Sir ? 

Q. Excise. 
A. It was a wrong tax which the Government of India retained for 30 years against 

the wishes of the people. 
Pre8itlefll.-We are not concerned with the merits of the tax. It is gone; that 

is the point. -
A. Si.r N. N. Wadia.-Imperial taxation has not decreased. In fact the Governmen~ 

are going to take steps to increase taxation, according to the Taxation Committee'a 
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report. I will giye aD. example when talking about taxation. In England they have 
taken away the Company's super tax or the Corporation tax. They have reduced the. 
income tax from 68. to 48. but the Government of India have not; on the other hand 
they went to put on further taX8tio~. , ";. , 

Raja Harl KUM" Kaul.-That is a question we are 1l.ot dealing with.' As regards 
organisation, you will remember that the Indian Trade Commissioner for East Africa 
in 1922 referred to the fact that the markets were passing from your hands into those of 
the Japanese? Was any action taken thereon? Do you remember whether any action 
was taken and an effort made to maintain a hold on the market? . 

A. I will look that up. 

Q. Then can you tell ~ if any steps have been taken or are being taken to organise 
to avail yourselves ofthe rebates granted ? For instanoe, the N. W. Railway have granted: 
a rebate of two-thirds of the freight on all merchaBdiae going to Persia via Karachi. 
Duzdap and Dilbardin ? 

A. Mr. Maloneg.-The attention of all members has been drawn' to the fact that 
there is a special rate. . ' 

Q. When you have an Association and when you get a certain advantage, are you 
content with merely drawing the attention of the members and do you not take any 
concerted action to avail yourselves of the concession? 

A. The dealers themselves take action. . 
Q. I am talking of organisation. Is there an organisation for doing that, for taking 

ad~antage of such opportunities ? 
A. Mr. Geddu.-It is surely for the individual act on of the mills. The Assooiation 

does not sell or do any selling on behalf of the members. 
Prll8'denl.-The Japanese have export guilds which pay special attention to the 

export trade. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Do you want us to start trusts in India,? 
Raja Harl KUM" Kaul.-Not trusts. The question ia, have you got any means by 

which you assist those wilo want to sell their produce? 
A. We draw attention to the fact that oertain facilities have been granted and they 

will take action. 
Q. You draw attention but there is no organisation which invites people to take advan

tage of such conoession easily? 
A. No. 
Q. Is it not a fact that in many stations there are three or four mills each with a separate 

installation for power? In some stat.ions a oertain number of mills have got separate 
installations for electric power. 

Pruidenl.-The Association have definitely disclaimed any intention of 
. representing the interests of the up·country mills although there are 25 up·country 

members. 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-That is a very simple question to answer. Many ofthe mills 

up.oountry were erected before electrio power on a large scale. came into force. For 
instanoe, taking Sholapur, it is only lately that Mr. Goculdas has started a central station 
bywhiohhe is prepared to supply power. Butthe millsat ShoJapur were established 
long before he started a central power station and they had got their own power engines' 
established long before electric power was ever thought of. 

Raja Harl KisM" Katd.-What I am driVing at is this. In some stations we 
have noticed that mills are being built and extensions are made and power houses are 
being built time after time. But if there was an organisation, they could have built III 
central power house; all the mills might have combined and taken their powerfrom it. 

A. But electric power houses have only been brought into operation of late yearit, 
whereas some of the mills are 20 or 30 years old, in Sholapur for instance. 

Q. I only want to ask you whether any organisation exists which makes it possible 
for all the mills to combine in such a joint concern ? 

A. There is nothing to prevent them from doing that. 
Q. I only want to know, on the question of organisation, wheth/lr there is any concerted! 

aotion or whether there is any possibility of concerted action Y • 
A. If each of those milia is a separate financial concern, how can they take concerted 

action? 
A. Mr. Geddis.-It would mean that all the offices would have to share one office

building •• 
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Q. But there must be 80me limit. 1.'he only way would be to start a central power 
.1Itation to which different companies could subscribe and take shares. I want to know' 
whether that would be possible! 

A. Yes; it is possible if you start a separate corporation.' 
A. Mr. O.'N. Wadia.-But is it at the back of your mind that such a centralgenerat

ing station genera~s power much cheapel' than individual mills? 
Q. Yes. 
A. That is incorrect; because the power required in cotton mills is so large that each 

jndividual mill can generate power just as cheaply as a-central station. 

Q. As regards these mills, you have. answered Question 12 generally. You have not 
told us, in fact, what is the main cause of their going into liquidation and so on. Can 
you give us an idea of what has brought about this condition? It is not merely the 
p.resenp depression. Things have probably been going from bad to worse for some 
tIme. 

A. Mr. Mody -Continued losses; that is the obvious answer. 
oQ. So it is not due to the present depression? 
A. Mr. Geddis.-SurelY it is due to the present depression . 
. Q. Continued losses since when ? 

A. Mr. Mody.-Since 1922. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-During the existence of our industry for the last thirty yp.ars, 

-except for two or three periods when we got prosperity as a result of war, we have' 
.been suffering from depression for one cause or another. 

Q. We are dealing now with the present depression. Are you prepared to say that 
the financial failure of these mills is due entirely to the present depression? 

A. Sir N. N.· Wadia.-It is always the last straw which breaks the camel's 
,back. 

President.-Three years, of losses following on five years of unexampled prosperity, 
1918 to 1923 ! 

A. Yes. . 
Mr. Subba Rao.-With regard to a question of fact, you said that in Japan there was 

no depression in 1920 or if there was one they made no efforts to meet it. This is the 
American Report I have on the Japanese cotton industry. It says that there was a 
-depression in 1919-1920 and that the cotton companies did restrict the number of days 
of work. First they took action to reduce the number of working days by four days 
a month. Later on they decided to reduce operations by 30 per cent. Thus there was a 
-depression and they did make some effort. to meet it. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-But the four days was the Sunday stoppage which they had 
not before. 

Q. Any way that is the fact brought out by an impartial outsider. The next thing 
is that I want to get your impressions and correct my-own impreRSions as to certain 
facts. I have taken my figures from your statistical abstract and I. draw certain 
inferences from the figures which you may examine. In view of the fact that 
the number of spindles has increased but not the amount of yarn, would I be right in 
saying that the capacity for spinning has been outrunning actual production 7 

A. I do not follow the figures. 
Q. I have taken them from your returns. I have taken the number of spindles 

at the end of 1903 and then at the end of 1925. Of course there was the 
strike. Then I have taken the production into account for the years 1902·03 and 
1924·25. Now would it be correct to say, allowing for the strike in 1924 for a couple 
of months in Bombay, that the -capacity for production of yam has outrun actual 
production' 

A. You have taken the total production and not deducted therefrom the yarn used 
lor weaving. 

Q. The yarn produced in mills 7 
A. You must compare what you put in the market. 
Q. I am speaking of the capacity of production in th~ mills 
A. Mr. Mody.-Have you taken into account the reduction in the hours of work! 

oQ. I have not. 
A. That is a very material point. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will give a reply to.morrow; we have not studied these 

figures . 
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Q. Please look' at the figures in the last column giving ~ne amount of cloth woven,> 
:grey goods an,l coloured goods. Would I be right in saying that there is a shift from 
.g .... y goods to Iloloured goods, especially in Bombay City! 

A. I do not think you can compare percentages. For instance, take Bombay Island. 
You aay in these figures that the grey goods produced in 1902·03 in Bombay amount to 

.369 million yards and those in 1924·25 to 605 million yards. Therefore you wilhay the 
percentage lllCre&ae is about 64, and with respect t~ coloured goods your, figures say 
that in 11102.03 they were 102 million yards and in 1924·25, 368 million yards. Therefore 
the increase in percentage is 368. Well, if you take percentages on smaller quantities, 
,of course, they will be wrong. . 

Q. I only want to know the movement. Is there a shift or not? Look at the table 
-d figures and let me know to·morrow. . 

Let us get on to the facts relating to depre88ion. In the first place you say that 
the intensity is greater in Bombay than in the up-country centres. Is it so? Is that 
borne out by any of your records? Is it borne out by the statement of profits that the 
Bombay mill. have been making as compared with the profits of the up.count~y mills ? 

A. You have got the figures of profits. 
Pruidem.-We have not gott,he figures for up-country mills. 
M r Rubbo Rao.-I want you to tell us what the facts are in regard to up· country mills. 
A. We did not take the up. country mills into account when we prepared that state-

ment for Bombay milll!-
Q. Can you supply tis with information about the up-count,ry mills ? 
2\.. We cannot get the figures of the up-country mills, because there are a great many 

private companies. -
Q. You say the intensity is greater here. I want to know what data you have to 

-support that statement. Is it a matter of mere general impre88ion ! 
A. Yea. 
Q. Then in answer to Question 4, as to whether .you consider that, unless the present 

:margin between the price of raw cot·ton and the price of yam and piece-goods increases, 
.any mill. now working will be compelled to close down, you answer in the affirmative. 
What are the dirertions in which the margin may be increased? In what different 
ways could the margin between raw cotton prices and the prices of yam and 
"iece-goods be increased' 

A. That we have shown in our original statement, by reduction of costs for iIistance. 

Q. Is the alternative implied not lower costs but higher prices? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Everywhere we find that when there is depression there is a decline in production. 

Is that borne out by the figures of the Indian cotton industry! H there is a depression 
:in a given industry, the number of labourers falls off, the amount of production falls off 
.and so on. Is that true of the Indian cotton industry, especially in Bombay? 

A. It is not nece88arily so. 
Q. Therefore the depre88iou in the Indian cotton industry is not a depreasion in produc· 

tion or a deduction in labour employed, but a depression of profits only' 
A. I do not quite understand you. 
Q. This is my point: In other countries, when there is anything like alternation from 

prosperity to depression, what happens is that mills or the various busine88es reduce their 
-operations, for instance, by decreasing the number of labourers and thereby reducing 
the output. But so far as the figures here go, the Indian mill industry, even in Bombay, 
seems to be increasing ita output and not decreasing it. 

A. H there was not outside competition and we were not afraid ofsomebody else coming 
.and taking our markets, we might logically consider reduction in production. But !IS 
long as outside competition is there, we are not going to allow them to get a strong foot· 
.ing here. • 

, Pruident.-The depre8S1on is not such that a single mill in Bombay is not working at 
the moment! That is, there is not a single mill in Bombay which is not working at the 
moment f Even the Diamond mill is working at present. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Every mill has to work in order that it may live. H, as 
Mr. Subba Rao says, you discharge the labourers and curtail production, you ra.ise the 
-cost of production by doing so aud therefore your last stage will be worse than your first 
stage. Therefore in order to live, although we may be losing, we have got to continue 
working in order to compete with the stock coming in from outside. Otherwise, our 
-condition will be worse. Is it what you want! 

Mr. Rubbo Rao.-That is not what I want, but I take it as your reply: 
A. Again from coming from a six days week to five days week, we found out that 

Olur cost would go up by t anna, because the spinning prices remain the same. 
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Q. So you are trying to keep the production at the same level att before or even trying 
to increase the production to keep down your costs by distributing overhead 
oharges over a larger volume of production and secondly to continue to employ 
labourers and not diacharge then? 

A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to the twelve mills mentioned, is it possible for you now or later t() 

give us information about their history before the boom? We want to know what was 
happening to them before the boom, w.hether they made any profits then. Could YOll 
give us their balance sheets or some information on a reliable basis? It is not sufficient 
to say that they are now in trouble. 

A. We will try and see if we oan get it. 
Q. We cannot draw any conolusion from their present condition unless we have that 

information. We want to know if they are merely weaklings or whether they were doin~ 
well before the boom. -

One question about world faotors or causes that affect the cotton industry throughout 
the world. Your reply seems to imply that these factors are of no special importance 
in India. Now as I understand, after the war, therll has been a shifting of balance 
of advantage from the food producing countries to the manufaoturing countries. The 
prices of foodstuffs have not risen so high as those of the manufactured goods. That 
means that the demand for manufaotured goods is bound to be reduced as a result of 
the relation between food products and manufactured goods. Does that not affect 
India also? . 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-I think these are all problems which you might well refer to the 
Economio Enquiry Committee, and not to us, Sir. That is the best answer that I can 
give. _ 

Q. If the purchasing power of the buyer has been reduced or has not increased .••.•.• 
A. What is the purchasing power? Again that is attributed to various causes. 

My friend Sir Basil Blackett says one thing and Sir Charles Innes says another 
thing. 

Q; But let us take the fact. The fact is that he cannot get as high a-price for his goods 
relatively as he has got to pay for the finished goods -because the demand for them is 
reduced. Surely the countries in Europe -and elsewhere cannot offer for raw materials 
and foodstuffs sufficiently high prices. Would that not react upon the purchasing 
power of the Indian consumer? 

A. Mr. Mody.-It won"t. Your question is beyond me to answer. 
Q. I won't press it. You say the world factors have no influence whatever. But the 

main factor is the relation between the agricultural commodities and manufactured 
goods and India producing foodstuffs - is affected by that factor. That is what I 
suggest. 

Mr. Majmudar.-Are the spinning mills losing more than the weaving mills! 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-Ithink so. 
Q. Have the financislly weak mills suffered more than those with -ample finanoe t 
A. Yes. ' 
Q. Have the mills producing grey cloth suffered most? -
A. I don't think so. All mills produce both grey cloth and coloured oloth. 
Q. With reference to the closing down of mills and discharging of labour in 

hard times, once you discharge labour, would you be able to get the same kind of 
labour ? 

A. I doubt it. The labour is bound to be disorganised. 
Q. And the maohinery also would suffer! 
A~ Of oourse ; in every establishment it would suffer. 
Q. What percentage of the up-oountry mills are members 01 the Bombay MiIIowners' 

Assooiation ? 
_ A. Out of 337 mills in India, 73 in Bombay are -members of the MiIIowners' 
Assooiation and 27 belong to up.oountry. 

Mr. Majmudar.-As regards the jute mills, you are aware that the jute mill
owners have taken to restriction of production! That is not possible in the case rof 
ootton mills Y _ 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-I do not see how it can be possible. Theirs is a monopolist 
)ndustry and they have not to suffer competition from outeide, 
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N aW.re and e:r:tem 0/ competilion between impotted good8 aM Ih086 0/ 

Indian mq.nu/adur8 

Pruident.-In your original statement submitted to the Board you have gone a long
way back. I am not quite sure myself whether this is not rather past history. We are
here to discuas the causes of ,the present depreasion. You attribute the 'beginnings of' 
your trouble to the lOBS of the Chinese market for yarn, going back to the closing of the 
mints in 1893. But did not Japan go on to a gold basis in 1898 , 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Yes. 

Q. Did that not put Japan practically in the same position as India from that time-' 
onwards' You were both dealing with a silver country. The closing of the mints in, 
1893 made India a gold exchange standard country , 

A. Japan got the advantage first. 
Q. But you had the advantage at the end of five years. You had by that time recover

ed to 80me extent from the dislocation which Japan was then beginning to pass through. 
Admitting that the cloaing of the mints brought about a dislocation in India, at the end 
of five years you were in a stronger position than Japan which was just beginning to pass-
through the diffioult period' -

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia~W" had five years of currency trouble and our pockets were' 
empty. . 

- Q. But the mill industry in India was then a stronger industry than the Japanese' 
industry which was only beginning at that time' 

A. Yes. Anotl;ler fact was that the Japanese ratio of silver was of a lower standard 
than ours. I think the Japanese standard was considerably lower than 18. 4tl. 

Q. You say that the olosing of the mints meant that you had to sell your goods in. 
Chinaali sacrifioe prices. You have not produced any evidence before us t'),show that, 
you were actually selling at sacrifice prices. ,In 1893 you yourself recorded a slow and: 
steady advance of prices in China. What I want to know is whether it was not this. 
whiok kept the yarn trade in China alive. In 19()3 for inst .. nce China was importing. 
350 million pounds of yarn. In 1924 she imported only 84 million pounds of which 1 
think 63 millions came from Japan and 21 millions from India? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not understand. In 1900 there were only 550 thousand 
spindles, but now there are 31 millions. 

Q. The point I am leading vp to is this; From. 1893 onwards China had to buy yal'D> 
from somewhere. She oould not get it from Japan because the Japanese industry was
not then in a position to supply it. -Therefore she had to take Indian yarn f 

A. At sacrifice prices. You will see the number of spindles in Japaniu. 
1899 was 107 thousand and in 1902 it was 381 thousand. She progressed in five' 
~~ -

Q. But even 80 from 1893 onwards China had to buy yarn from somewhere 7 
A. She bought it from .Japan when poasible and increased her spindles. 
Q. The exports of yarn from India to China took 15 years to show an appreciable

deorease. Is not that a very long time 7 
A. When a man has got a trade he does not want to let it -gl! but will carry it;. on even 

at a loss. 
Q. Have you any figures to show at what price you were selling yarn in China during 

those fifteen years 7 If you attach importance to this I think it is np to yon to give 
us figures whioh will show that you were selling at saorifice prices for fifteen years, in-
other words that you were dUf!lping in China' , 

A. How could we dump in China' China was not producing anything. No, Sir. 
You nsed the word' dumping'; so, I must say that China was not producing any· 
thing then. How then could you use the word' dumping'. 

Q. If you were selling at sacrifice prices, you were selling at lower prices than in India ,-
A. Not necessarily Sir. I do not agree with you there again. . 
Q. If you were selling in China at the same price that :vou were selling in India how' 

could you be losing in your yarn trade' • 
A. China was taking from us lOs, 12s and 148. In these we 'wanted only smait 

quantities for India. , 
Let us know what exactly is the statement you want. We will look it up. 
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Q. My point is this-I myself do not a.ttach muoh importa.nce to this point, but YOIl do. 
-You attribute your troubles, your present trou bles, Ia.rgely to the loss of t,he China. tra.de 
.in ya.rn, the origin of which you sta.te wa.s the ourrency policy of 1893 a.nd you say that lIB 

~ result of tha.t you ha.d to sell your ya.rn in China a.t sacrifice prices and tha.t this ha.s 
rea.cted on you up to the present da.y. I think tha.t if you hold that view, it is up to you 

;to establish by facts and figures tha.t you were actua.lly selling in China a.t a price which 
did not give you at a.ny ra.te a. ma.rgiJl of profit tha.t you ha.d a right to expect, ' 

A. I do not understand how correctly to answer your rema.rks. But' if. you will 
-turn to Ta.ble 1 on pa.ge 60 of the Sta.tement submitted to the Ta.riff Boa.rd by our 
Assooiation you will see tha.t in 1895 there were in Bomba.y 21 la.khs spindles and 20 

-thousa.nd looms. Now on a.n avera.ge it ta.kes 30 spindles to keep one loom going. 
So you will have to use practically 600 thouAa.nd spindles to produoe the wea.ving ya.rn 

·or the looms and 15 la.khs spindles would be spa.re for the moment. Now take tho! 
position to·day. Last year there were 72 thousa.nd looms. Tha.t means 221a.khs spindl~s 
would have to be producing ya.rn for them. The result is tha.t we ha.ve only 12 Ia.khs 

. spindles for yarn. Tha.t natura.lly shows that we had to put in looms to take up the 
-produotion of our spindl,es. The amount of spindles free for thE ma.rket is less to.da.y 
-than before. 

Q. But is it not na.tural tha.t you should wa.'nt to wea.ve your own cloth? 
A.- We were forced to. When one ml],rket fa.iled we had to take the next ma.rket. 
Q. But you did not lose the market till 1910 at the ea.rliest ? _ 

-A. No, Sir. If you see the increa.se in looms you will see how rapidly the looms were 
,going up. 

Q. I am looking a.t your yarn exports to China., Up to 1910 you were exporting over 
:200 thousa.nd pounds of yarn to China every yea.r. Can you call that a. lost ma.rket T 

A. 'We ha.d to sell somewhere, even a.t a sacrifi~e. 
Q. Do you mea.n that you were actually salling at prices which involv,d even a loss' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Actually involved you in loss T 
A. At 'times even that. 

Q. But were you doing that for fifteen years consecutively, sending out a. very large 
:portion of your manufactured yarn at a loss for fifteen years ! 

R,~ja Bar. KU/kin' Kaul.-At the same time increa.sing your spindlea.ge f 
A. Mr. Mody.-What is the point you are trying to ma.ke ? 
Preaident.-The point I am trying to get at is tbis. You say that to a large extent it 

;is the loss of the China market in ya.rn tha.t has Lrought a.bout your present troubles 
and I am trying to asoertain exactly how it produced your present diffioulty. Also, 

.you say that you were selling ya.rn in China. a.t sa.orifice pri~es, but there is no evidence 

. given about tha.t in your original representa.tion T 
A. Mr. Mo:ly.-Even in the years immediately following the closing of the 

~taT . 

A. 8'r N. N. Wadw.-We will see what evidence we have. We ha.vd given chapter 
and verse to the Government of India. We will see that original statement. They 

·themselvtB aoknowledged it. 

Q. They acknowledged tha.t the change in the currency policy ca.used you a great. 
. deal of trouble, but they did not a.cknowledge that for fifteen years you were selling yarn 
in China at sacrifice prices. You yourselves, a.s I have already pointed out, say that 
there was a slow a.nd stea.dy compensating a.dvanoe of prices in China. That is your 
own statement. You sa.y • These influences, ooupled with a slow but steady compensa.ting 

..advanoe in prioes in China, have gone a great way towards restoring the industry to a 
!lounder basis, but it will be a long time before lost ground oan be recovered, to sa.y nothing 
·of further development· •••. 

A. That is from our own report. 
Q. Yes, my point is, do you consider tha.t the effects of the ohange in ourrency polioy 

lasted for fifteen yea.rs and that there was no corresponding adjustment' 
A. Mr. Mody.-We ha.ve a.lready told you in our representation that there wa.s 

another a.dverse influenoe whioh ca.me into operation about this time and that wa.s the 
growth of the cotton mill industry in Japan. We do not attribute a.ll our troubles to 

-the olosing ot the mints. We say there were other oa.uses as well. 

Q. But, tha.t is the oause to whioh you atta.oh most importance! 
. A. Yes. If you look at page 6, you will see tha.t we regard the growtb of the Japanese 

.mill industry as another adverse influenoe ou the industry. 
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Q. -J am not disputfug that the immediate effect of the change of conditions was marked~ 
bnt what I am trying to get at is some evidence that it la.sted for fifteen years and that 
yon were selling at sacrifice prices for fifteen years. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will look it up. 

Q. We merely want evidence in support of the contention. Its correctness or oth~ise-
is not a matter on which we are expressing an opinion. .' 

A. Mr. Mody.-In any case, Sir, the ill·effects were observed at least till the·· 
end of the century. At the bottom of page 7 we have given an extract from the Review' 
of the Trade of British India whioh is an official dooument unconnected with us. In the· 
.ame offici&! publication for 1900·01 we read :-

• Many'of the mi11s were closed entirely; others worked short hours; very few worked: 
at a profit.' 

Q. That hBli nothing to do with any special cause such as the condition of affairs 
in China. You have taken these extracts if I may say so for abnormal years. You have 
not .hown $hat these years for which you have taken extracts from the Review of the
Trade of British India, were normal years. I think those two years or at least one of
them was a famine year. That had nothing to do with conditions in China. 

A. Sir N. N.Wadia.-1 cannot say that without loo~g up ~he records. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-We were brought to that pass by the comb~ation of circumstances. 

Q. Wasn't it a fact that in tbese years there was plague raging in Bombay and people· 
were leaving the city and that your production fell down enormously. 

A. Mr. GtJdis.-We said so. 
Q. Wouldn't that be a very much more prominent factor than exchange in the

China yarn trade' 
A. We suggest a combination of all these circu,!,stances • 

. Q. The production of yarn in Bombay in 1900-01 fell by over 130 million pounds. 
Was not that obviously due to plague? 

A. Mr. Mody.-Our point is that in the sense that the prosperity of the Bombay 
mill industry depended very largely on the healthy conditions of its export trade to. 
China tbe dislocation of that trade was a material cause. 

Q. But can a trade be said to disappear in which the export cautinues on an increased. 
level for fifteen years after the cause of dislocation? 

A. We have mentioned in another place that the trade became very sP.8Culative 
and there were violent fluctuations. We do not say that the volume of exports t$· 
Cbina decreased seriously during these fifteen years, but we do say that. the trade· 
ceased to be remunerative. 

Q. It depends on what you mean by • remunerative.' It seems to me, with all' 
deference to you, that the trade which !ssted for fifteen years must be remunerative,. 
or it could not last. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I will look up that extract tomorrow. 

Q. As regards this China trade, before we pass on, I would like to get your views on, 
these two remarks by two past Presidents of the Millowners' Association. Mr. Narottam 
Morarji in 1914 said that to a very large extent it was the fault of the Indian mills that 
they were allowing Japanese yarn to steal a march over their own and that Mr. Consul 
HORie had reported that Indian yarn was very. defective compared with Japanese yarn in 
the quality of reeling strength, orderly bundling, packing and so on. Again in 1915.16· 
Mr. N. B. Saklatvala referred to the organized action and superior production and thorough 
business methods of the Japanese. Don't you consider that these factors may also· 
have played some part in the loss of Chinese market for yarn ? 

A. Th«se are minor factors. We may say that we ought to pay a little more 
attention to our markets but that does not mean that we have lost our markets through 
not paying any attention at all. I do not think your conclusion is correct. That is all: 
I can say. 

Q. I am not drawing any conclusions. I am merely BIlking a question which is how far
you consider these factors played a part in the loss of the Chinese market? 

A. Mr. Mody.-To a very limited extent. . • 

Q. You really must not thlnk that because I have asked the question how far those· 
factors played a part in the loss of the China market, I am drawing any inferences. 
I am not. I am merely endeavouring to elicit your views. 

A. Mr. Saklatvala.-Sir, I am responsible for those views. I have forgotten whar' 
I &aid. I think I referred to organised action and thorough business methods. 
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I think the whole trouble began with the export of Indiau cotton to Japan. Before 
-that we had no oompetition in the China. market. Of oourse if we go into the whole 
history they had certain shipping advantages and others to which I suppose you will 

.come at -a later point, but they certainly have got their organizations for export trade. 
'This year thel are given ten per oent. rebate on the export trade from the price at which 
-they sell in their own oountry. They employ these methods for fostering their outside 
-trade and I think they have the pull over us because we have no such organization 
ourselves • 
... A: Sir N. N. Wadia.-Theanswer to your question is, to a very small extent it may 
have afiected. 

Q. It would seem from the recent figures that the main factor has been the growth of 
-the Chinese mills. As I pointed out to you just now, in 1924 there were only 83 million 
pounds of yarn imported into China. The imports dropped by somewhere about 260 

-million pounds from 1902. The Japanese are suffering almost as much as you are now. 
A. Mr. Saklatvala.-The Japanese own a good many mills there. _ 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.~In 1902 India exported 232 million pounds as against 180 from 

.Japan, but Japan slowly has come up and now they have three times the export that 
we haV&-63 against 20. 

Q. They have lost heavily of late. 
There are a good many questions which can now be taken together, those which relate 

-to the exact extent or competition of imported piece-goods with Indian goods. I must 
-say that it has been rather a disappointment to this Board that the Millowners' Association 
has not been able to give us more complete information in regard to the class"" of pie<'-O
-goods that are coming into India. Japanese competition is hardly a new feature at this 
stage. It has been going on hr four or five years. One of the first things we naturslly 
asked you when we started this enquiry was for as complete a range of samples as possible 

-of the Japanese goods that are coming into India which are competing with your 
products. But all the samples we have got so far have bren those we have collected 

. ourselves. I cannot understand how it is that, from the beginning of the time that 
Japanese competition was felt, the Millowners' Association kept no record of Japanese 
_prices or Japanes3 qualities in order to show us how they compare with their own. It 
would have been of immense help to us if we had as complete a range of Japanese prices 
Jor the last few years and also a record of qualities, and if we had also a representative 
.selection of samples of cloth which are at present coming in. 

A. DOIl't you think you can get these figures from the Customs Department of the 
-Government of India better than we can supply th~m f We have to depend on 
publications of the Government of India but the Customs Department has got all 

-the figures. • 
Q. If anybody has to supply the materiaJ., I do not think it is the duty of the Tariff 

-Board to supply it. It would seem the duty of the body which has asked for 
. protection. -

A. We can only supply the partio~ we have got. We cannot manulacture 
·particula.rs for you, Sir. 

Q. My point is that from the time Japanese oompetition began. would it not have heen 
,advisable for you to collect this information' -

A. How can we collect this f For instance we do not know how much quantity 
·of drill come into the Indian market. The Customs Department is the proper 
authority. 

Q. I do not think I mentioned quantity. We have got particulars of quantity. My 
point is that we want particulars of quality. A very great deal hinges on the exact 

-quality of the goods that are coming into the country, that is on the counts of which 
·they consist. You have asked for protection against foreign countries on the ground 
,that their goods compete with yours. We want to know how far it is the case that these 
goods from foreign countries compete with yours and we can only do so by examining 
.the qualities. You yourself have been good enough to test a great many samples, but 
what I do not quite realise is why the millowners as a body have not taken up this work 
before. -

A. Well, Sir, we have not collected the statistics, nor have we got the samples. 
Q. It is unfortunate from our point of view. It is a matter of vital impcrtance. If 

we could know for the last four or five years the Japanese prices for goods and how they 
·eompare with your own for similar qualities it would simplify our work enormously. 
As it is all we oan DOW do is to try to get that information in regard to present 

otlonditions. . 
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• A. Mr. Maloney.-We have samples of oloth. We sent them to the Government 
of India about twelve months ago. We collected prices and samples as well to prove 
dumping from Japan. We still have not heard from the Government of India. 

Q. They have handed over the whole enquiry to us but they have not given us the 
.amples. • 

A. I have got a telegram to.day that the samples we collected for them are being 
despatched. 

Q. How many did you collect t 
A: Half a dozen. 

Q. I take it that the lines in which Japan compet~s closely are drills and jeans, shirtings' 
and long cloth and to a much less extent T cloth and domestics. There is very little 
oompetition in bleached goods. Isn't that so t 

A. Sir N. N. Wlldia.-It is growing, but it is very little now. 

Q. More competition in dyed goods t 
A. M~. Maloney.~rowing again. 

Q. That brings me to another small point. It seems to me it would be of some use 
if, in estimating the exact extent of foreign competition, grey and bleached piece.goods 
were separated in the monthly statistics issued for Indian mills. Do you see any objection 
to that y It seems ,that it would throw a good deal of light on this question of foreign 
oompetition if grey and bleached piece.goods were separated in the monthly statistics 
of cotton spinning and weaving in Indian mills as they are in the· Overseas Trade 
returns. 

A. Sir N. N. WtJdia.-They do not want it. 

Q. There is no objection to that, I take it t 
. A. I do not think so. 

Q. It would be a more useful form t 
A. If we get the forma we will supply any information we hav.!. 

Q. What do you call a medium count Y What is your definition t 
A. 3la to 40s. Anything over 208. 

Q. You consider the competition of Japanese yam of counts 31s to 40s serious! The 
Indian mills are turning O)lt a very small production of those counts f 

A. The total import Wall 26 million pounds. 

Q. And from the Uuited Kingdom 7 
A. We cannot tell because they are not separated in the accounts, in the 

eaa·bome trade. The total import is. 26 millions as against 19 millions Indian 
production. 

Raja Han Ki8M" Kaul.-The imports of yam from Japan up to 40s amount to 80. 
per cent. of the total. 

Preaident.-In regard to cloth you also consider that cloth between 3Is and 40s 
would be considered cloth of medium c.ounts 7 

A. Thai is· the general trade description. The total imports of piece.goods from 
Japan last year came up to 216 million yards. . 

Q. Our difficulty is that in the absence of any classification of imported cloth by 
oounts it is impossible to estimate the exact extent of the competition between Japan, 
United Kingdom and India. 

A. That is our difficulty too, Sir. 
Q. It seems to point to the need for some alteration in the tariff, the' necessity for 

.• pecific duties as opposed to ad valorem duties. That would give you the information f 
A. Perhaps that is why the Japanese have a specific duty • 

. Q. That does not necessarily follow. The point is whether the specifio duty would 
give you any clearer indication! .. 

A. If you impose a specifio duty on the weight of the cloth and the counts. . 

Mr. Majmudar.-If you take it by connts, perhaps you ma.y have to fix a higher 
duty 88 the counts go finE>r Y 

A. Your counts would be different from mine. There might be a difference of half 
a dozen connts. It is very difficult when you come to the analysis of oloth. 
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Q. The~e might be a difierence of two or three counts 1 
A. I have seen four oOlmts di1ierence in the same cloth when "ailalysed by tw~ 

mills. " 

President.-Can you tell us what are the lowest counts exported from the United' 
Kingdom to India Y 

A. At one th;ne they used to send a lot of drills of 20s. 

Q. What is the lowest count now 1 
A. I think just now it is 32s. 

Q. If that is so there is a considerable range of competition between Japau and the
"United Kingdom Y I would draw your attention to page 34 of your reply to the" 
Questionnaire. " Out of those eleven sorts there are 2 of over 40s and 3 of over 30s. As' 
a matter of fact you have also given us another statement which covers a much larger-
range. We sent you 20 samples and of those 20 samples ....... . 

A. It depends on the samples you get, Sir. 

Q. We were trying to "get as representative a range as possible. I would like to get. 
samples of every kind of cloth that comes in. 

A. Ask the Customs Collector. 

Q. We have. That.as the first thing we did, and the first samples we received were-
from the Customs Department. . 

A. Those sent to me Y 

Q. Yes, they were all from the Customs~ We have got fifty more coming from Calcutta. 
We will send them along." \ 

My point :Is in this list 8 are over 40s and 5 over 30s. 
A. On page 34 there are only 2 of over 4Os. The rest are 20s and 30s. You cannot 

draw a deduction from that. . 

Q. It is the only material from which we can draw a deduction. 
A. '!'he Customs Department would be the most likely place which could supply you 

shirtings or sheetings or anything else and what quantities of them are co~g in. • 

Q. We have got figures for shirtings and sheetings. The Overseas Trade Return 
gives that. My point is that the particular line in which Japan is competing is shirtings· 
and sheetings Y 

A. Shirtings, eheetings, drills and jeans •. 

Q. The biggest imports are shirtings! 
A. You will see in the millowners' representation that the bulk of the shirtings 

coming are under 40s. 

Q. Our information is that the bulk is ••...... 
A. You give me samples and I have to tell you what they compose of. You cannot 

.iraw a judgment from that. If you like to form a judgment of the quality of cloth 
you can get it from the Customs, from the bnport duty paid. " 

Q. That is quite bnpossible until tlie whole system of tari1i valuation on cotton textiles 
is altered. It is quite bnpossible to judge the quality of the bnported goods until the 
tari1i system is altered Y 

A. Yes, that is quite right. 
Q. But in present conditions it is quite impossible to estimate the extent to ~hich the 

United Kingdom, Japan and India are competing. That is the net result of this 
discussion. 

A. Mr. Mody.-The Japanese bnports that have increased in quality notably 
in recent years are shirtings, T ·cloth and domestics. I will read to you an extract 
from Mr •. Chadwiok's letter to our Association, dated the 26th of June 1925. ,Mr. Chadwick 
himself has given figures for drills and jeans, long oloth, shirtings, sheetings, T.cloth 
and domestics. He has made three groups. Then he says that in the first two of these 
groups Indian mill produotion supplies 70 per oent. of the market. Imports there are 
muoh less than before the 'war. It is only in regard to shirtings, T.cloths and 

, domestios that ground appears to have been definitely lost. It is in this group that 
Japanese imports have inoreased notably. In 1915·16 they were about a million and 
a half yards; in 1918·19 it was 52 million yards and it has stayed at a high figure ever
sinoe. The point I am trying to make is in this particular quality" of cloth Japanese
imports have in the first place increased to a very considerable extent-from a million 
~nd .. half in 1915·16 to 61 millions in 1923·24. Then,' there is also this fact to be 
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oonsidered that in thia Very cla.ss Indian mill production is ouly about 68 million yards. 
&0 that the point I am making is that in this particular class of goods Japanese imports 
are almos1; aa big aa the Indian mill production and therefore this partic~ cIa.ss of 
Indian trade is being killed by Japanese competition. 

Q. Another way of looking at it is that the Japanese imports are due to the Indian 
milll not having paid lufficient attention to this branch', 

A. No, that is not it, Sir. It is in this class of cloth that Japanese competition 
had increaeed conaiderably and they are putting us out of the market. alowly 
driving U8 out of the market. 

Q. Raa your production decreased r 
A. Our point always haa been, and we have always maintained it before Sir Charles 

Innes. Mr. Chadwick and before Government through various representationa that 
the severity of the Japanese competition is not to be judged merely by the fact that 
the .Japanese imports are 200 to 250 million yards as againat our own production 
of 1500 or 1900 million yards. We say that in particular kinds of cloth the competition 

. i8 very severe. The Japanese concentrate on certain varieties of cloth and are turning 
us out of the market. They are hitting US in these lines. That. is borne out by the 
figures given by Mr. Chadwick himself. 

Q. I set' your point; Your point is that at any rate in'regard to.1.cloth and domestics 
Japan .. se imports have definitely taken the place of Indian mill production. 

A. That is horne out by thl' figures. 
Q. On the subject of this statement at page 34. I want to know whether the seIling 

priOl' b colun.u II is definitely eomparahle with Japo.nt'se prices in column 12. or whether 
there is anything to be add .. d to make the two prices com pare. 

A. Sir N. N. WadiIJ.-I do not understand. Sir, 
Q. What I mean is this. rr I were to buy two pieces of cloth, one of yoU1'8 and one 

Japanese "loth. should I be able to get your cloth. say we call it AAA. at Rs. 14·6·0 and 
the Japanese cloth at R~. 13. , 

A. I think' explained, in one of my letters how the Bt'Iling' price is arrived at. 
I distinctly showed that I have add .. d 4. per cent. for depreciation and 4 peP cent. 
for profit to arrive at the seIling price. It is the price' at which a mill ought to sell. 
It is not the actual seIling price. 

Q. My point is thi~. In Appendix I the price ez.mill and the prices at which similar 
!loods imported from Japan are sold in Bombay are given. Now. by this ez·mill price 
do you mean the selling price' 

A. What we ought to get if we add 41 per oent. for depreciation charges and a 
email margin of profit of 4 per cent. 

Q. What about the Japanese prices in the bazaar' 
A; Those were what we have &llcertained ourselves. 
Mr. Majmudar.-J want to know "whether both these are wholesale or retail 

prices y , 

A. Column If shows the price we might sell at. That covers depreciation and 
. there is a reaaonable profit. It is not the actual market price. 

Pr"8idenl.-Would you be right in saying for inatance on the basis of this price that 
you get grey drill from your mill at a lower price than you can buy Japanese stufi f 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-At present .it is so. At present the prices &1'9 about the samo. 

Q. You mean the wholesale Japanese price f 
A. Yes. 

Q. And the wholesale mill price r 
A. Yea. 

Q. Then the two things are comparable. They represl'nt exact-Iy the same thing. 
There is no question of anoth~r commission or anything of that kind as b .. twecn the two 7 

A. WI' have not to add another commission to get at the cost price. Column 
11 shows what we ought to get. It is Dot the seIling price. It is what it ought 
to be sold at. 

,Q. Qllite &0. Then again. your list is much more unfavourable than ours. In your 
list there are ouly three out of eight in which the selling price is less than the Japanese 
price in the bazaar. In our list we have got 13 out of 18. 

A. I am not soro of those prices. I enquired fro~ the ~en, I a~ 'not sure 
from whom you enquired. 

MO y 420-12 
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. Q. Yes, we ~ll do so. We are making further en'l.'Unt,e. 
-Q. Our list is a little more favourable to you than yours. 
A. You supplied me with samples and we made the examination. 
Q. Then as regardS this question of Japanese prices in India as compared 'with Japanese 

prices in Japan, the net result of your reply to Question 17 is that there·is 110 evidence 
available to show that Japanese are dumping in India! 

A. Did you seo the reply which the .Japanese themselves gave in 1922 to 
the Fiscal Commission! It is at page 930 of volume III. The question is 
No. 20928. The question was • Was not the .Japanese consumer obliged to pay a higher 
price in consequence of the duty! The answer was • economically speaking you are 
quite right. The class of people who had a liking for the imported goods had to pay 
more money for them, but as long as our industry is growing up and can supply the 

. people with the same quality of yarn and cloth it would not hurt the people.' A similar 
answer has been given time after time. 

Q. They are talking about imports into Japan, not exports. 
A. That is quite true, but your argument is whether the price of the very 

cloth is higher in Japan than here. On pa.,ae 935 you will see another question. 
Question No. 21119. The question reads' Do you sell your cloths for the same price 
in India as you do in Japan!' The answer was 'The kind of cloth used in Japan is 
quite different from that. used in India '. The next question was' suppose there is one 
uniform quality which you are selling in Japan and you are SElling the same in Tndia. 
Won't it be that in Japan you would be selling it at a lower price than you would be selling 
it here, because you have got to pay freight, insurance and other charges t' Then the 
President said that the question was whether the Japanese goods were not dearer· 
in India than in Japan. The answer given,was 'that is so.' 

Q. That is the point I was making. You have no evidence that they are selling goods 
cheaper in India than in Japan t 

A. The kind of goods that they sell in Japan are not identical with the kind 
of goods sold here. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-There is an enquiry being made by the Government of India at 
the present time in regard to certain samples submitted to them and I heard to.day 
that they have completed the investigations in regard to dumping. 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-You may note this, Sir. It is very interesting. 
President.-With regard to medium counts, that is counts from 20s to 40s, what the 

Millowners' Association describe as the price cutting policy of Japan has only been 
in operation for the last three or four years if it is only that which has prevented more 
rapid development. The point is this. You say in your reply to Q. 19 that it is only 
the price cutting polioy of Japan whioh so far has prevented the more rapid development 
in the medium count trade in yarn. If that is so, and the price cutting policy of Japan 
has only been in operation during the last three or four years, how is it that there has 
not been any development between 1907 and 1922 when this policy was not in operation t 

A. It is because, as we have stated, of the exchange and. other reasons. We have 
distinotly stated the reasons. 

Q. My point is this. The produotion of counts from 30s to 40s was less in 1924·25 
than it was in 1907·08. Between 1907·08 and at any rate 1922, there was no question 
of the prioe cutting polioy of Japan operating to prevent the development of the manufac. 
ture of 30s to 40s counts. What then stood in the way of development! 

A. Mr. Mody.-My answer is that the necessity was not felt in those years. Not that 
the times were exactly prosperous. We want to develop higher counts and the only 
thing is the Japimese competition. The neoessity was not felt in those years and there 
was no expansion and now when we find that the expansion in finer oounts is a good. 
thing, we have this competition in our way. 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-I do not follow your question, Sir. 
Q. My point is that in 1907·08 there were 22 million pounds of yarn from 31s to 40s 

manufactured. In 1920.21, you got down to 15 million pounds. Between 1907·08 and 
1920 there was no question of the prioe outting polioy.of Japan. 

A. There was the war. The position is entirely ohanged. 

Q. If you look at the figures for 1913·14 or 1912.13, you find that there was no 
development whatever of fine oounts previous to the war. There was a steady decline 
before the war. I want to know what this is due to. Do you agree with Mr. Mody's 
answer t . . 

A. I oannot say that there is I/o steady deoline in the first place. 
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Mr. SuMo 1lIIo.-A. the figures stand t 
A. 'n is only one million in 1918. 1919 and 1920. 
Pruide"'.-Take the pre-war figures. There is no development whatever. 
A. Yea; there is no development. 
Q. Why' , 
A. BecaWle we have not had long staple ootton here. It is entirely due to the kind 

of cotton. We have not got here long enough staple cotton to produce much above 348. 
Q. SO that is notdue to the Japanese price cutting policy? • 
A. Mr. Noyae was my oolleague in the Cotton Committee; he knows that point very 

well _ -

Fruide7ll.-1 want to have the point on record. The point is reaJly that 'as regards 
counts over 30s. India has no natural advantage. 

A. We hope that the Central Cotton Committee which is now working will make some 
proposals regarding it. If we can get good cotton, we can produce those counts. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I want to make it plain that the reason why there-has not heen 
any development between the year 1907 and 1922 is that tbe necessity for the develop
ment. was not felt. When the necessity is felt we find ourselves up against out 
competitors. -

A. Sir N. N. WadiG.-Idonotagree with Mr. Mody. The main cause is that we have 
not got the required cotton. I am afraid Mr. Mody has not studied the facts when he 

, is making that statement. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I think the President is referring to Sir N. N. Wadia's statement itself. 
A. Sir N. N. WadiG.-Yes i it is true. . 
Q. Have you at any time worked any correlation hetween Japanese imports flld 

.exchange f -

A. Sir N. "N. WadiG.-Every time the Japanese exchange goes down more Japanese 
cotton goods come into India. 

Q. Why are you not getting flooded with ltalia~, French and Belgium goods ! 
A. There is the question of distance and the point of freight. 

Q. Are you further away from France than from Japan f . 
A. Actually no; but you have an organised"trade here, from Japan to Bombay, from 

Japan to Caloutta, from Japan to Madras and so on. The trade is being carried on already 
for a oonsiderable time and an expansion of it merely presents no difficulty in the case 
of Japan. But with regard to Italy, France and other countries, even with depreciated 
exchange, they are not in the same position to carryon the trade. 

Pruident.-Have the millowners worked out any correlation between the Japanese 
imports and the exchange? Have you ever worked out to your own satisfaction any 
graph or diagram to show how imports have gone up with the depreciation in the Japanese 
exohange? _ _ 

A. I think, sir, we had put down the figures but we have not printed them here in the _ 
table which we gave you regarding exchange on page 17. We did put down the figures_ 
of imports and we oan easily supply you with copies. 

Q. I do not know whether Mr. Maloney has been able to circulate to you the 
representation of the Japan Cotton Spinners Association which only reached us on 
Saturda'y. They make various criticisms Ilf the way in wbich you worked out this table 
on page 17. Perhaps the best plan would be if you could- find time to look at those 
criticisms to.night. It is rather a long statement of about 20 typed pages. We 
can give you .. opies to.day of the first ,three pages which contain their criticism of 
your table on page 17. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Perhaps we might try.to answer those criticisms now. 
Q. Their main criticism is that you have taken 190 yen for overhead charges. 
A. tiro N. N. WiuliG.-It is for all charges. Not overhead charges alone. Overhead 

eharges is'wrong there. It should be manufacturing charges. 
Q. Surely it is a.II charges including overhead charges. 
A. Yes. That i~ quite right. ' 

_ Q. Theirm'loin criticism is that you say that manofactul'ing cbarges in Japan are Dot 
more- than 80 per cent. than the manufacturing charges in Bombay. You were Only 
wolrlJng aD cost of labour f 

A. No; everything. 

'J 420-1~ 
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Q. Yes; that is the point. Yon should ha.ve taken only th~ cost of le.bourand nothing 
else. You have taken all the overhead charges, taking interp.st, insurance and everything. 

A. Total manufacturing charges, that iawhat we have taken. In printing, on page 17, 
wehave madeamistake of putting overhead charges. We ought to have put all manu-
facturing charges. ' . 

. Q. Their point is that you have taker. ]90 for all charges on the basis of Japanese 
manufaoturing chargcs being not m01"6 than 80 per cent. of the manufacturing charges in 
Bombay.' " 

A. If our figure is wrong it is for them to say what their figure is. Let us know what 
their figure is. , 

Q. Your point is that Japanese efficiency in labour is more by 20 per cent. 
A. The whole of their charges is 20 per cen~. less than ours. That is what we mean. 
Q. Why is it 20 per cent. les8 7 
A. Because there are certain things, for instance, stores and chemicals which they 

produce themselves whereas wc import them and pay import duties on t.he articles we 
consume~ . But they do J;lot. They generally produce mill stores in their own countries. 
For instance the Japanese bobbins are 40 per cent. cheaper than English hobbins which 
we use though· the former are not as good as the latter. The same thing with regard 
to shuttles and chemicals like magnesium chloride. '. 

Q. Do they produce magnesium chloride 7 
A. Yes. 

Q. I do not quite see how this can make up 20 per cent; because according to your 
representative their night shifts only give them an advantage of 5 per cent. There 
remains. a difference of 15 per cent. 

A. That is due to their using their own stores and other le.bour efficiency. All that 
'we have taken into aocount and this was the figure we arrived at from what information 
we had. 

Raja Hart Kiahan Kaul.-You wor~ed it out t 
A. We cannot work it out. As we would not give our costs to others, they will not 

give us their oosts. But we assume it from certain data. 

Q.-It is' mere guess work t . 
A.-It is not guess work. It is more or less an approximate figure. 
Pruident.-Tbere is a good deal of information of Japanese ('ost.s of production in the 

United States Tariff Commission Report. Have you been able to work out anything 
from them t . 

A. Mr. Maloney.-No. Our chief source of information is their monthly statements 
in which they give the average wages for male and female operatives. But even then 
we cannot come to any exact figure because we do not know whether they take in 
managers, or anything like that. And from them we find that their labour costs are 
considerably less than ours. . 

Q: Do they give their costs of productiou in their statement r 
A. No, but if we are wrong we shall be glad to hear what their costs are. 

Q. They also object to your allowance for freight as sufficient to meet shipl'ing 
expenses both ways. The lowest figure worked out by them is nearly 30 yen excluding 
oommission on both sides. 

A. Have they taken into account the rebate they get on cotton t It is very funny. 
In the evidence before the Fiscal Commission they said it was 23 yen from Bombay 
to Japan and until they were pressed they would not admit that they got a rebate of 
10 yen per ton and the rate per bale of cotton works at 3'16 yen t 

A. Mr. Maloney.-The present freight rate is 3'16 yen per bale or about Rs. 8 par 
candy. 

Q. Tbey also object to your column 7 regarding the price of Broach cQtton on the 
ground that it merely shows the price of Broaoh cotton per candy convex:ted into yen. 
They say c' To this must be added interest charges for three months on cotton stocks ... 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We carry three "months cotton stocks ourselves and sometimes 
for a longer period too. . 

Q. That is possible. At any rate, they have got those charges , 
.. 4. So have we. 
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. Q. I aru not denying that. But. what I want to know is whether it 'would not have 
been fairer to give thell1 credit for those JIW'Iths. . 

A. Then we could have increased 01U." cost of Broach cotton. We would have added 
the extra interest.oharges in 001= 4. 

Mr. M ajmuaar.-But they would be carrying their stocks also for three 1I10nths. That 
lll8ans you must allow thell1 (or 6 1I10nths. 

A. According to their arrangements the Cotton Association carries the stoCks, Here 
we carry them ounelves. 

P,uitkm.-Anyway there wowd be a margin of about a 1I10nth for transit?' 
A. I do not know. I carry cotton s.ometimes from March until December. If' 

Mills in BOll1bay want to use good staple cotton, they hav~ to carry for SOll1e 1I10nths. 
Q. Do I understand the view of the Millowners' Association is that a 18. 6d. value is a 

general handicap and that prices will never adjust themselves to that level? 
A. Do you think, Sir, in the first instanc~, that labour will ever come down ? 
Q. It is not for us to express an .opinion at this stage. 
A. We said distinctly that labour would never come down. Our main cost of production 

is labour. Do you think at 18. 6d. exchange, our labour will COll1e down 7 

Q. It is not for us t;c; say anything at this stage. . . 
A. It is one of the points which Sir Purushottamdas Thakurdas emphasised in his 

dissenting minute. He does not think that labour charges will come down and we are 
of the same opinion. 

Q. It is very difficult to prophesy, as you yourselves reminded us this morning. 
A. Yea. BOlt we can speak froll1 past experience. When we tried to curtail wages, 

there was a strike. Labour, for instance, fol"lllS today 30 per cent. of our cost of. produc-
tion. • 

Q. What percentage are you allowing for the cost of cotton f 
A. About 00 per cent. 
Q. 30 per cent. for labour and 00 per cent. for cotton, and 20 per cent.' for everything 

else 7 
./J.. If you refer to page 27 of our statement you find that 40 pies out of 95 go to labour. 

That does not include cost of cotton. 
Q. Just gi ve us a sort of average price per lb. of cotton, taking Broach for instance? 
A. Broach today will be Rs. 347 or 350. per candy. 
Q. We can take it at about annas 8 a lb. ? 
A. At &nOas 7 it works to at 8. and our cost works out at 95 pies. 
Q. So labour works out at 20 per cent. of the total cost of production 7 
A. It varies froru 20 to 25 per cent. 
Q. With regard to the cost of production on page 27,. is it -the cost o( production 

for all cloth turned out in your mill ? . . 
A. Yes, during that year. . 
Q.-Then on those figures, we get 20 per cent. !or labour, 50 TJer cent. for cOtton and 

30 per cent. for everything else Y. • ., 
A. Out of this 90 you have to take off tbe !lyeing charges, the .excise duty ~nd so'on. 
Q. It will come to about 25 per cent? 
A. Yes, about 25 per cent. 

. Q. There is just one point worthwhile clearing up or rather emphasising before we go 
any further, and, that is, is there anyothu manufactured product in the world in which 
the cost of the raw material forms such a large proportion of the total cost of manufacture 
as it does in the cotton textile indust.Jy? There are very few I take it, for i,nstance, jute. 

A. If you are spinning yam only, the cost will go up to 75 per cent. 

Q. Taking the cost ofthe finished articl~, there ~annot be many other products in which 
the raw material forms suoh a'large proportion of the cost of production. It is rather 
an important point when we come later to the consideration of the cost of raw material. 
Is that so? 

A. I cannot tell you. I do not know anything about other in<iustries. 

Q. Now we come to 'tlle question of labour conditions in competing countries. I 
gather from your statement that Japan is the only country against which you have any 
complaint in this respect? . ' . . 

A. In regard to the conditions of labour, Japan is the chief offender butothe'!' _things, 
such as the low exchange in other countries and other things may a~ us~ 
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Q. On the question of actual labour conditions, there are no other countries about 
which you oomplain t 

A. China is much worse than Japan. 
Q. Comj'eting countries r 
A. China is oompeting. 

Q. Y~u have not mentioned it a.s a country in which you regard oompetition in any 
way serious. I take it you do not consider that double shift working purely as such is 
unfair competition Y • . 

A. With the employment of women labour a~ night. 

Q. Do you consider that it is going to be a temporary or a permanent handicap? 
A. Well, Sir, as we have stated in our statement, Japan is.trying to tell every body that 

they are reforming and are going to put things right at a very early date. The new law 
which they have pa.ssed is entirely difierent from what they lead the public to imagine. 
,We have given you a copy of the act &fI it is and you see the female labour is kept employed 
till 11 in the night and begins at 6 in the morning. So they can work two shifts with 
the employment of women labour even then, and the Minister in charge can abrogate 
that arrangement at his plea.sure .. 

Q. The Japanese Cotton Spinners Association have definitely stated in their written 
representation that all the Japanese mills coming under the Association work only ten 
hours a day Y • 

A.' That is incorrect, Sir. We have given you the statement showing how many 
hours they work. 

Q. Weaving mills' 
~ They work 141 to 16 hours on an average. We have given instances in the appendix. 

Certain mills work even 20 hours. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-The Government of India made an investigation recently and Sir 

,Charles Innes made a statement during an interview 'Wlth the Bombay Millowners' 
Association to the effect that in all the mills which they have investigated in Japan, 
the working hours in the weaving establishment were 14* hours on average. 

Q. They have not oonfined themselves to the spinning mills. They say that most of 
the ootton mills in the oountry have adopted t"n Mum as the waAllIlum .day·s work 
for their employees with a complete stoppage of work in the night! 

A. That has only very lately come into force. . , . 
PruidenJ.-Is that a single shift Y . 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-We cannot find out, Sir. We do not know whether certain mills 

are working double shift. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Or whether those mills are working 141 hours on a single shift. 

Q. Does the present Japanese Factory Act impose any limitation on hours Y 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Not for maJ.t>B. 
A. Mr. Geddi,.-Here is Sir Charles Innes's own admission. On page 21 of the 

statement you will find it. He says there .. Similarly certain facts had come to our 
knowledge about the weaving mills. l'he ratio of women to men was 6 to 1 ••••.••...... 

Q. My point was that double shift working is not oommon in the weaving m!lls. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-8ir Charles further says in the same statement" that partlrulars of 

19 big mills showed that they worked 26 days per month or an average of 14 hours per 
day". 

Q. It is difficult to believe they can do that in one shift f 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It used to he in Bombay some 30 years ago. 

Q. I cannot help thinking that the efficiency of your 14 hours could have heen little 
more than the efficienoy at present. You are not really in a position to give any 
definite information on the question of direot or indirect State aid to the industry in any 
exporting oountry t 

A. We have given in the extracts the information that we have at our disposal. 

Q. It really does not amount to anything definite. It is not possible to work out 
exaotly what it mcans, how far it helps them as cmnpared with you! -

A. That is one of our complaints. The Board of Trade made an investigation iJ;lto 
this very subjeot, and a report was printed. but when we sent scmeone to e~~e 
it at the Oversea.s Department we were told that we could .not have a. copy of ~t 8S It 
wa.s oonfident-iaJ.. Government have got a oopy and I think you IIlI8ht get It from 
them. 
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Q. If it ill oonfidential, it would not be possible for us to use it 1 
A. Mr. Geddis.-But you would get fuller information than we can get. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-About subsidies, I suppose you liave seen this (pointing to &n 

extract) to.day in the Times. . 
Q. Yea, I h&ve seen it t it is ouly a repetition of wh&t appeared some time ago. . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-If we had Tr~e Commissioners, live men sent round by the 

British Government or the Indian Government to various parts of Japan and &ll over 
the world then we could get more facts, Sir. -

Q. We now come to the question of your general impression as to what the Indian 
consumer re&lly prefers. The impression we have rather gathered from going round 
tho markets has been that there ill some preference for cloth of better quality on the 
part of those who oan afford to buy cloth. They prefer to pay rather more for a better 
article recognising that they are getting better value for their money. The Japanese 
goodJl t-h&t we have seen in the bazaar are certainly rather attractive in appearance. 
They are very clearly stamped and one finds thaj; little adventitious aids like that -go a 
long way with, the Indian consumer. One point we discovered when we were going 
round one mill was that middlemen like goods packed in Japanese style. They 
prefer to pay two or three rupees a bale more for packing in the Japanese style than in 
the Indian style. 

A. I can only say thill, that we millowners ·are alive to all ·these possibilities and 
wherever a demand for special packing is made we are prepared to give it. 

Q. Could you say that &ll the millowners are alive to this 1 
A. I can only speak for myself. 
Q. It would h&ve been a little more helpful to us if we had had the representatives of 

the worst millii in Bombay before us instead of the best. 
Now, you say th&t you do not think that there has been any marked change in the 

quality of piecegoods imported into India in recent years from Japan. When I was 
Controller of Cloth, there were frequent complaints that Japanese goods. were not J!p to 
&ample. There do not seem to be such complaints now 1 . ' 

Ae I do not know, Sir. I have seen some Japanese cloths larely where they were 
selllitg as 44 reed and 40 pick stuff, the reed and pick of which were not. up to sample. 
I h&ve lately seen a ,ample of this. 

Q. You me&n that the reed and pick of the' goods were lower than those of the 
sample t . 

A. What they are supplying now is much lower than those they were supplying 
last year but they are sold. The same stamp and the same number. . 

Raja Han KiB/uJn. Kaul.-Some time ago people used to hesitate about taking 
Japanese oloth, but now they like to take it. 

President.-You say in your answer to question 34 that "judging from the qn&ntity 
of low and medium oount piecegoods placed ~ the Indian markets at the present time 
it would appear that there ill no general growing preference on the part of the Indian 
consumeriorfinerqualitiesof piece-goods and yarn ". If this is so why ill Ahmedabad 
doing oomparatively well in finer counts f I merely put this to you to get 
your view. Might it not Le that the saturation point for the coarse and medium 
piecegoods has been reached at present prices and thllt the consumer has got any 
money to spend on cloth he wants to get something better! -
~o you not think, Sir, th&t in that case they appeal to a different class of 

consumer f _ ' 
Q. That ill my point. 
A. That the Ahmedabad mills are catering for a different class of oonsumllr than 

they used to do, to a richer olass, to oompete with Lancashire gooda f 
Q. That ill more or less the idea. I want to know why you cannot do the same thing ! 
A. The trouble has been that until this year we could not get the cotton. This year 

we h&ve been luoky that the demand from the Continent has been very poor for 
Uganda and we are now having some Uganda cotton brought here; 

Q. The point ill th&t India ill not really in a position to weave finer oounts at the moment, 
that she has not got the natural advantages to weave "finer counts at the moment owing 
to l&ek of long staple ootton 1 

.A. Th&t ill right. _ 
Raja Han K"'han. Kaul.-While we are on this point I might point out this. You 

know that there is a reduotion in imports of cloth. The quantity has oontracted although 
the value has risen. _ I want to IIBk you whether you think that the reduction ill mainly 
in finer cloth 

A. I didn't quite uuderBtand you, Bir. 
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Q: The quantity;" importeil oloth has oOlltracted while the value has increased. The 
quantity has gone down f. 

A. Yes, to a oertain extent. 
Q. Do you think it is the finer cloth that is decreasing 1 
A. It is very difficult to say whether the finer clcth has come d?wn in quantity. 

Q. It has been sl1g!!ested that there has been a contraction in finer cloth because of 
the high prices, but that the import .of finer cloth is being revived just now. Do you 
think tbat is true to any extent f 

A. Very difficult to say, Sir. Price is a factor. People will go in for a cheaper 
oloth whenever they can, if approximately near their requirements as to quality. 

Q. The standard of price of finer cloth is compamtively higher than the staudard of 
price of coarser cloth. Is that so? Those making finer cloth· are making profits ? 

A. Not neoessarily. I do not understand, Sir. 

Q. If you were producing long cloth, grev long oloth for instance and you made one 
anna a pound out of that, you could make more out of finer cloth Y • 

Mr. Majmudar.-As the production in fine counts is lower does the cost of production 
of the fine counts go higher and do you expect a higher profit per pound Y . 

A. I do not understand the point at all. 
Q. SuppOlOing in the coarse quality of oloth the prorillciion is 15 pounds, in the finer 

quality the produotion goes down to 5 or 6. In order to get a certain profit per loom 
per day you have to make a higher profit per pound in the case of fine cloth than in the 
oase of. the roarse ! 

Raja Hari KiBkan Kaul.-You have to spend so much per loom whethel: working on 
finer counts or on coarse. Comparatively you actually get more profit on a loom working 
on finer counts than on a loom working on the coarser counts. Is it so ? 

A. Just now I do not think BO. I think we are making no profit in any case. 
Q. I mean comparatively' 
A. I do not understand what you mean by" comparatively". 
Q. Are you losing equally on both sides or .losing more on' one side than on the 

other f . 
A. It depends on the quality of oloth. the reed and piok and a thousand and olle other 

considerations. 
Q. Generally speaking, thl're is not muoh difference. 
A. Thcre is not much differenoe. 
A. Mr. Saklattl ala.--I would lik'! slightly to dispute that point. I always thought 

it is as a rule better to produoe ooarser cloths than finer onl'6. The production o{.finer 
oloth will ~ost you much more. Even though relatively you think you are doing better 
the produotion of the finl'r cloth will oost you much more. The point I am trying to make 
is that as a rule lndia has done far better by producing ooarser than fine cloth. 

Q. How do individual wages compare ill Japan and in India Y 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-That we ~annot get at. We have got the Labour Office publish

ing a list of w~es in eaoh department of the mill. That we have got, but" e oannot 
find out what the Japanose are paying in their various departments. The only thing that 
we have is the aver~e wage. When we referred to t/lat last year they have been so 
olever as to out it out from their statement since the last two or three months. 

Q. That is larger than the average for India' 
A. I do not think so. It works Clut at about the' same. Thoy are very clever, 

Sir, in this respect. . 

Q. On the point of the eJiect of exohange, what will be the eJieot of yen going back to 
pa.r r 

A. It oannot go there as long as you keep the 18. 6c1. exohange. It will never go above 
134 as long as you keep the exohange at 18. 6cL 

Q. If it goes to 134 ! . 
A. It will reduoe the severe oompetition but ill won't help us very materially. 
Q. It makes Bome difference, does it not t 
A. Yes. 
Q. In answer to question 19 you say that the import of yarn under (Os into India 

works out at about 15 per oent. of the yarn available for sale in India. Is that from Japan 
or from all countries r 

A. 15 per oent. of the yarn available for sale 



Q. Is it imports from all countries ! 
A. Yee, all yarn. 
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Q. I should like to know how· this 15 per cent. has been worked out. 
A. Mr. Mal<mey.-I will give you the details. 
Q. Thank you 
A. Sir N. N. Wadi4.-1 was just going to remind you, Sir, of this point. It is very 

funny you are talking about the wages of workers. You object to our taking .153 
exchange. When they speak of labour tbe Japanese compare the wages at 155 exchange. 
They are very clever in the way they put it. 

Raja HaN KiBhafl Kaul.-AB regards the imports from Japan forcing down prices it 
has been suggested that they do so because they have got large stocks there and they 
are always prepared to import unlilllited quantities of any particular sorts which gain 
favour. Is this corroot to any extent' '. 

A. 1 do not see your point, Sir. 
Q. The perCent-age of imports from Japan is not very much· and yet" yOil say that they 

a1foot the price, that they lower the price. There are two. ways of doing it. One is that 
,they form the margino.l quantity. By selling this cheap they can reduce the price in 
the country. It has been suggested also that there is another way in which they reduce 
the prices, and that is that when they once find that any imports get into favour t.hey are 
prepared to import unlimited quantities of the same SQrt, and therefore they reduce the 
price. Is that correct to any extent ! 

A. But they cannot go on importing it at a nominal price which leaves no profit. 
Presideflt.-According to your view, Sir Nusserwanji,itcould he done. You can seU 

at a loss for fifteen years? . . 
A. That is true. Let us see how long they can do it. 
Q. It pays them to Undersell you, by one anna per pound? 
A. They might do that to get into the market and then to keep us out of the 

market. Suppose I wanted to go nto a foreign market I might have to sell goods at 
a loss myself for a year until I get in. 

Mr. Suhba Rao.-I linde"stand that the Association thinks that, the competition 
is keenest from Japan and that it is not so keen from the Continental countries. There 
is no oompetitiog from Great Britain? Is that your view ? 

A. You say you understand . 
. Q. Am I wrong? That is what I gathered from the case sent by the Millowners' 

Assocution. 
A. vye say tha, we oomplain about the unfair oompetitipn from Japan. 
Q. I am only speaking of the ., keenest oompetition " ? . 
A. Yes. fmfair, keenest. 
Q. Which oountry sends goods that oompete most? 
A. Jap1n. 
Q. . Great Britain does not compete so much! 
A. Not so much. 
Q. Supposing she took to spinning of coarser yarn and the weaving of coarser cloth 

you expect .here would be more competition then? 
A. With their coat of labour and other things they can't. 
Q. Suppose India took to finer oounts would there be keener oompetition? Would 

English unes compete with your production then ? 
. A. We should be oompeting with them instead of their competing with us. 

Q. Any way there will be competitkn between local production and the English 
imports' At present there is not such competition? 

A. I won't say that. There is ,. certain amount of oompetit:on in certain varieties. 
You cannot draw a general conclulion like that. 

Q. In what line would you say there is competition just now between imports from 
Great Britain and Indian production ? 

A. There are very many varieties of bleached cloths coming in of 303 and 32s on 
.the border line which we can oompete with. 

. Q. I will come to exchange later on, but I want to ask you this now. Now that the 
. yen has nearly got to parity with gold, l suppose you would agree that l~. 6:1. rate for the 

rupee would affect trade not merely with Japan but with any country in the world. 
An v argument you have against the high exchange rate would apply not merely to JapBD 
but also to the continental countries and to Great Britain herself. 

A. Yes. Because it gives them so much advantage. 
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, Q. On this point of exohange your oomplaint would be not against Japanese exohange 
.nly but against any I!xohange in the world inoluding that of Great Britain ! 
~Yes. , 

Q. As regards oompetition between Japan and India, there is competition between 
IndIan mill produots and Japanese produots in the export trade! _ 

A. The oompetition is in the home market. 
_ Q. I shall oome to that. I will take exports first. We shaU now deal with China. 
In the earlier years thJ trade had been fluotua,in6 very considerably. I want to know 
definitely what made Chinese trade so difficult a propo -ition to the Indian mills. From 
the ti.ne of the closing of the mints to silver you had no Japanese competition until 
1900 or later. So, what was the difficulty! 

"... Beoause, China was a silver country. 

Q. I find for 1877 to 1883 the average annual figures of export from India to China 
were 60 thousand bales of yarn. From 1884 to 1892, that is before the currency change, 
they were 2i lakhs of bales. Then after the currency chauge, 1893 to 1903 about II 
years, the average was 4·341akhs of bales. Therefore In spite of the currency change 
the trade very nearly doubled. And afterwards wheu we gut to the gold standard, 
during 1904-13 the export went up to 4·60 lakhs of bales. Therefore for about 20 
years after the currency change tile trade was nearly double of the pre-currency change 
period. I -want to know if no profits were made au these years. The volume of trade 
did not deorease but even increased largely. There were fluctuations of course but the 
point is, do you want us to believe that you carried on this trade for twenty years at a 
~t, -
~ The results speak for themselves. ' 
Q. I want to know what they were. 
~ If you will refer to paragraph 22 of the I!.tatement we have answered that, 

. point. 

Q. Yes, you say there that the' trade with China became more or less speculative in 
nature and brought in very inadequate returns '. Therefore the trade WII8 nob profitable 
enough. Still you were Stnding double the earlier quantity! 
~ We must get rid of it when We produce it. 
Q. Even when the return was distinCtly inadequate! 
~ Yes. There was very little profit. 
Q. Is it not difficult to understand that you doubled your exports and yet made no

adequate profit for twenty years continuoualy t 
You say that the trade was not profitable. Was it because of the lack of high'prices 

in China! 
~ I do not follow. 

Q. The exohange went agaimst China because the rupee was given a high" value. 
The Chinese currenoy went down in 'terms of the rupee. The miut being closed to 
silver. the result was that silver whioh was the basic ourrency of China depreciated in
terms of the rupee. Therefore if the trade was unprofitable. it must have been 
because you could not, I take- it, get the same price in China as before. The altered 
exohange must ha.ve gone along with a oorresponding rise in price in China or corre
sponding fall in the rupee costs in India. Is it your point that in China prices did 
not rise for your exports in proportion to the fall in the value of silver! You were 
getting so many taela or dollars in China before the closing the mints. Now that the 
rupee went up in value you had to get more silver in Ch.na to give you the corresponding , 
number of rupee!! in India. Unless Chinese prices went up you would lose on exchange. 
I want to know whether you have got any figures to show whether Chinese prices either 
did or did not rise after these changes. 
~ I am afraid for ~wenty or ~wenty'-five years agd we have not got the figures to 

go baok on as far as prices are oonoerned. I am afraid we have not got the figures. 

Q. I want to quote from a speeoh made by the then Chairman of your Association 
in 1896. He said :-" I submit a good deal' has recently been said alJout the olosing 
of the mints and some critics of the measure are still harping on the supposed injury 
OIItused to the export trade by the stoppage of free coinage of silver. I submit there 
could possibly not be a better answer to this suggestion than the fact that after the mill 
industry bas had to contend with this exchange Cluestion. namely with the relative value 
of silver and rupee and rupee and sterling. yet our trade with China. a purely silver using 
country, has steadily increased showing that exohange has much less to do with our 
exports than has the demand for our goode. John L,hmaman today with exchange at 
IIl1i ia as ready to pay his 100 dollars for a bale of yarn ,. he was when exchange 
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.tood at 220'and he p~id 75 dollara". Tbatis to say, ~th a rise in Chinese exchange 
the prioe in China went up. 

A. I 'Was a chom in those days. 

Q. The point I want. to suggest is that it could not have been run 80t a. loss. ·rhe 
miliownel'B themselves must have felt at the time that the tr80de wa.s Jmying, since it is 
hard to believe that for twenty years they could go on with the tr80de and not make 
both ends meet. 

There is next a sta.tement made by you with reg80rd to' the other export markets. In 
your answer to question 18 the sug8<'Stion has been made that there has been a. grea.t set. 
back in the ex,.orts of the sta.ple product of Indian mills and this grea.t setb80ck is s80id 
to be very largely due to the rigour of Japa.nese competition. Now, you have given. us, 
figures for v8orious countries. But does it mean that the Associa.tion thinks that there 
ha.s been a decrease in the tota.l 8omount of tra.de in grey goods, that your exports in grey 
goods have diminished in these years'1 ¥ou ha.ve just given these two years 80ndsay that 
there has been a great setback in the export of ~he staple product of Indian Illills, and 
tba.t sta.ple I suppose is grey goods 7 

A. Yes. 

Q. But 8IT a matter of fa.ct there has not been a setback, at 80ny rate a.s the result of 
JapUlese competition. I will ta.ke the figures from 1909·1910 onw8ords. You find first 52 
millions, then 56, then 39 and next 44. If you ta.ke the years 1913·14 and 1924·25, it is 
43'7 and 44 millions. You ca.n hardly speak of a. setback here. What decline there 
was, came before J8opa.nese competition. Taking the two years you refer to, 1913·14 and 
1924·25, they &1'8 juat on a. par-43'7 and 44 million yards. 

A. I do not underatand. . 

huidenL-The point is that the export of grey goods in 1913·14 W80S 43'7 million 
yards, and for 1924·25 also it was about the S8ome. So, where is the setback? 

A. Mr. Maloney .. -The chief exports of grey goods are to new markets. In 8olmost 
8011 our old market. we ha.ve lost ground to J8opan. 

Mr. Suhba Rao.-I suggest that in some of the markets there has been a cbange 
in the chara.cter of consumption. For exa.mple, with reg80rd to the St.ra.its Settlements, 
the export of grey cloth in 1909·1910 was 458,000 yarde and in 1924·25 it Wa.& 401,000 
yards, '" small decrease. If you look at the export of coloured goods there is an increa.se 
from 10 million Y80rds to 22 million yards. Does it not show that in some countries 
there has been a shifting of demand from grey to coloured goods? Does it necess80riIy 
show tha.t there has been a setback in your trade 7 If consumers demand from you a 
di1Ierent kind of article, will it be a setback f Whereas the grey goods have remained 
stationary, you find export of coloured goods.ha.s increa.se!1, between 1913·14 and 
1924·25, from 45 million yards to 136 million Y8ordS. Therefore, I suggest that there has 
been no setba.ck in the first place to grey goods beca use -the tota.l exports are the same. 
You oanno~ expect of course to have the same hold in every country. No country in the 
world has the 880me hold always over other countries. Secondly, some of your markets 
seem to be changing in their aemand from grey to coloured goods .. Yom sta.tement seems 
to me to be ra.ther sweeping in char8octer. A change in the character of the demand 
you term a decline in export tr8ode, wherea.s there has been a. great increase. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Whatis the point you want to make? Because the tota.l exports 
&1'8 the same, there is nothing to complain of f 

Q. No. I merely question the 80ccuracy of your sta.tement. • 
A. Mr. MGlonell.-There ha.s been a. setback ina.smuch a.s we are Iiot· holding the 

lame percentage of the total trade of these COuntries that we held before the war, 

Q. You ha.ve not giveu the percentage? 
A. No, but that oan be dODe. . 
Q. For example, take Siam. You say the amount ha.s gone down. But if you look 

at your own statement, your competitor, Japan, ha.s done worse. The fig'11'e8 are gi ven ou" 
page 35 of your representation. You attribute the diminution in the Siamese market to 
Ja.panese competition. Now, you find tha.t Japan ha.s lost between 1922 a.nd 11124 practi. 
oally all her market from Sia.m. From 12i millions to Ii millions. From 12! million 
yen worth goods in 1922 it ha.s come down to Ii million yen worth goods. That is the 
point I am making. 

A. I am certain there is some mista.ke and I would like to exp.mme it ag8oiu. ' 

Q. One word about French Somaliland. If you take the figures for a. number of years 
the trade ha.s been very fitful. Sometimes it was 62 thousand yards a.nd in one yea.r 2 
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million yards, in some years nothing' at aJL So that it hardly gives an example of a 
country where your trade has had a setback by oompetition., The sllggestion I want to 
make is that the tude has distinctly grown and possibiy has changed in oharacter from 
grey to ooloured goods. 

A. Sir N.' N. Wadia.-I do not think so . 

. Q. I am merely giving you certain figures which s~m to go counter to y01.l~ views. 
A. Mr. Maloney.~Have you any more examples besides Siam wbere the Japanese have 

lost ground! 
Q. I do not think I have got any just now. 
A. I think this must be an error. I think tbis is an isolated case. 

Q. That must be from the Government returns ? 
A. This is not a Government return, it is a Japanese return. 
Q. Maruitius also shows a change in demand. , 
A. Have you any other examples where Japan has'lost its position? 

Q. No, I merely took your figures. 
A. Siam is the only one? 
Q. SO far as 1 have figure.'!. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will have the figures checked. 

Q. Please, specially for grey goods. Now we oome to the competition in Inella. 
Some statements have boen made by ol).e or two witres.qes in their written statementg, 

and I want to know whether they are oorre~t. One gentleman says that dhoties from 
Japan have practically disappeared from the Indian mark¢;. He says the quantity is . 
oontemptible ! . '-

A. I do not know, but my impre3sinn is that they are increanng. 
Mr. Majmudar.-!.Recently they were coming to Cakutta 
A. Yes, but I have not seen them in the Bombay market. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Is it true that oompetition in sheeting and drill business is 
decreasing , 

A. No, I do not think so. 

Q. There is one other point whioh was asked in the qup.stionna.ire but has not been 
answered, I think, at least fully-whether yon know if Japan is giving Indian buyers any 
special trade facilities. The written amwer is in the negative, that you do not know. 
But can any of you say anything about it now' Doel! the Japanese importer into India 
get anything like an export oredit! For example, before the war Germany had est .. blished 
a grip on several countries by long export oredit and then she supplied oertain lines of 
artioles al1d followed it with others. Does Japan work similarlv , 

A. I have heard of only one instance where they' gave 36 days' oredit. That is the 
only instanoe I have heard. 

Q. What is the usual time' 
A. On delivery. 
Q. Then, with regard to the question of exchange. I have only ODe or two qUestiOn.9 to 

ask. In the first place I suppose the Association is aware that so far as England is con
cerned no protective duty is given unless excbange has depreciated 33l per oent. or more. 

Al What ''laS it 1a.9t year, Sir! It has been as low as 107. 

Q. I was saying tha.t in England the minimum presoribed is 331 per oent. 
A. In South Afrioa I think tbe percentage is only 15. And in New Zealand still less. 
A. Mr. Mal<J7IP.lI·-Nothing. 

Q. I want to asoertain from you how you think this fall in exohange benefits the J apa
nese selll'.1'. How noes it affect the Japanese seller of goods to India to make a prolit· 
whioh he would not make but lor the fa.ll in exchan"ae , 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-You see the manufacturing costs for yarn are steady. But 
cotton forms 50 per cent. of the total cost. So what~ver he IJays out in exohange on the 
50 per cent. of the ootton he gets out 01 exohange at full 100 per cent. 

Q. That is on the assumption there will be no rise in prioe in Japa.n to oorrespond with 
the fan in exchange. 

A. Has there been a.ny riso ? 

Q. Most oertainly, there has heen. 
A. Those theories we have heard a great deal of. 
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Q. I am merely BpPaking of fignrea given by official bodies. They may be wrong • 
. But if it proves that there is in Japan or al'y other country a rise corresponding to the 
depression in exchabgp, to that extent there is no bounty on exchange. 

A. Will yon give us the figures of the Japanese cost of manufacture from 1921 to 1925 1 

Q. I Was speaJdng of a rise in prices generally just now. 
A. That is the manufacturing costs. That i§ "hat we are concerned with. If you 

can give the manufacturing costi! we ean prove it to you, but without facts and figures 
we caimot say anything. 

Q. We are here to get facts. If in Japan prices have generally advlt'nced the ~resumF. 
tion iR that this ri.o affects in varying degree the price of all commodities. _ 

A. Assuming things and drawing deductions is a very wrong principle. I would 
rather go and draw my deductions from facts. I would like to see the actual 
manufacturing costs in JaIJ&U. 

Q. We cannot get them ourselves. But is it your belief thst these costs have not 
risen at all Y 

A. From the information we have got we are not sure whether we can make a 
.tatement that they have risell:-
. Q. If they have ruen there is no bounty! 
A. It depends on what proportion. 

Q. To the extent it has risen there is no bounty' 
A. If you lead us on economic theories and practices it is rather difficult. I want 

to know the facts myself. 
Q. Could you give us any information about the Japanese steadiness in prices or rise 

of1.rices f 
There is no information available. 

Q. Unless we get them we cannot say whether this fall in exchange h a bounty or not 
A. We as practical ~usiness men feel the competition when exchange is down. 

Q. You cannot link up the competition with the fall in ex~hange unless you know the 
facts as to prices and those you do not know, you admit. • 

A. We are faced with the fact. ' 
Q. But that might be due to other causes which yon have mentioned-the double shifts 

for instance. Bow can YOll link this increased competition with the fall in exchange 
unless as you said just now you know the costs remain the rame. 

A. Perhaps you will refer to page 22, paragraph 76. You will see there what the 
Fi1lGJlCial 7'imu says. -

Q. I. it a leader, or a oorrespondent's article' It may be somebody's opinion. It has 
got to be tested. We want to know what facts he had at his disposal. If it is a falling 
exohange there will be a bounty for the time. We want to know whether there is a 
permanent bounty. The low exchange will mean a bounty provided prices in that country' 
have not risen or prices in India have not fallen correspondingly. 

A. I think I would refer you to the Currency Commis~ion Report. That question 
is thrashed out there and in Sir Purushothamdas's minute. They both draw different 
conclusions and when experts differ how can you ask us. They have argued on the same 
points as regards India and these are all economic fact()rB and when expo rts themselveS 
do not agree how do you expect a manufacturing body like our Association to express 
an opinion. 

PrtAidenl.-A good many people have been expressing opinions. 
Mr. SubblJ Rao.-I am not asking for an opinion at all, but am -asking you for 

information as regards the level of prices and wages. 
A. We have not got the information. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-As regards wages the lise in figUres from 1914 is ewing to the 

change in the method of calcnlation. Eince 1918 or 1919 the figures of wa~es quoted 
for t.he textile industry in Japan includes every item which can possibly be put down 
as wages as is exp~ained in the united states Tariff Commanon's report. If t·he figures 
for the la,t few years are examined during which there Wa, a. very -heavy drop in the 
Japane.e Exchange it will be found that wages in textile mills in Japan did not 
increase. 

Q. From 1921 to 1925 there has been a rise from 1'04 yen to 1'13 yen in the wages of 
the spinner. -

A. Mr. Malonev.-There may have Peen a 3 !lr 4 fer ce~t. rise ~ isolated CIlSljij. 
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Q. Bnt it will make a good deal in the aggregate._ 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The average daily wage of labour in the Japanese textile 

indastry W&ll in 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 . . , 

. -. 
•• 0'98 yen 
•• 0'93 .. 
.• 1'02 .. 
•• 0'95 .. 
.. 0'95 .. 
" (l'95 .. 

Mr. Maloney.-From 1922 to 1925 there he.s been a f&lJ. in wages from 1'02 to '95. 
Q. Wages have generally risen in Japa.o from 95 to 103' 6. Unless we get detailed data 

about the Japanese level of wages we C&IlIlot Bay that the mil in exchange benefits 
them. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Copies of the officieJ figures will be sent to you. . 
Q. We have got to find it out oursebres. 

Mr. Majm.udar.-In reply to Que3tion 19 yoU: say that counts np to 40s can readily be 
made in lLdian mills. Does it mean &Iso 42" If you look to page 47 of the original 
statement, you find that Japan is importing about 43,000 bales and 8,000 bales of 429 
and 43. respectively. Cannot Indian mills manufacture 423 and 439 counts! . 
_ A. These &re the Japanese figures. 

Q. You restrict yourselves up to counts of 40~. Does it mean that 42g and 43s C&IlIlot 
be made in India? . 

A. We o&n make 448. 

Q. My point is whether when yon say "counts np to 409" yon mean right 
~to~ -

A. When yon make 409 yon O&n &leo make 439 to 448. 
~eaidenl.-I thought that India could not make counts above 403. That< is ~hat I 

understood from your answers this morning. . 
A. From the present queJit,v of cotton, we C&IlIlot; I qneJify my statement to that 

extent. But India can make them. There is nothing to prevent them being made from 
imported ootton. 

A. Mr. Salclalwala.-Some of the Indian mills make np to 4OB. 

Mr. Majmudar.-Referring to page 62 of your original statement, we find that the 
number of spindles in 1$93 was three times those in 18 i 6 and similarly &Iso the number 
of looms were three times those in 1876. I am comparing the figures of 1893 with those 
of 1876. The number of looms increased from 9,000 too 28,000. 'Ihe expansion,olthe 
industry both in spinning and weaving was the same? If yon look at the figures for 1893 
and 1906 you find that the spindles have incle&sed from 35lakhs to 5<! Jakh~, i.e., by 
about 48 per cent. whereas in the case of looms the ;nCre&Be is from 28,000 to 53,000, 
which means an increase of 87 per oent. Now was this due to the loss of the 
China market! 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Due to the unprofitable nature of the b~ness. 
Q. Then further on if you come from 1906 to 1914 you find that from 52 lakhs, the 

number of spindles h&ll risen to 67 lakhs, that is an increase of about 29 per cent. and in 
the na!'e of looms, the inore8.se is 100 per cent. Does it mean that all through spinning 
was not &II remunerative &II the'weaving! < 

A. I won't say that. I would say that spinning was so unremunerative that '!Ve wel'll 
compelled to put in looms. . < 

Q. Looking at the Table on page 83, yon find that the produotion in Japan in coarse 
oounts has not risen since 1914 to the same elttent as the produ~tion in medium counts. 
Is it becaUlle it is f'.a.sier to work medIum counts with double shift or is it beoaU8e of 
the tradc conditions! . 

A. I could not tel! you what the conditions in Japan were. 
Q. Now the tendency there haa been to go on to medium counts r 
A. Yee; qwte right. 
Q. So also with regard to fine oounts. Fine counts have not increased very muoh 

from 1916. to 1025. But if you take 1913·14 figures, t.heyare almost double. ",hereas in 
the matter of medium counts tbey have almost trebled from 1914 to 1924. From U9,OOO 
they have inOle&9ed to 4119,000, wbereas in respect of coarse Y'lm. the produotion was 
eJmost eteady, being 1,350,850 bales in 1914 and 1,320,986 in 192t. -

A. So what is the fOint f 
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Q. That Japan is going more on to medium oounts and not to ooarse counts. 
A. Yes; quite true. 
Q. And the export was more of medium counts than of coart18 counts ? 
A. Yes. 

SECTION m 
I ntef'1W1 Oompetition 

:Pf.eMdent.--How far do you cOllsider that the increasing competition from up-country 
- 'iiIiI1s1las been a factor in bringing about the present depression in Bombay? The figures 

t.hat we worked out show roughly that the up-country mills III most respeots show a growth 
by about 7 per cent., that h, .looms and spindles and the .otton consumed. After all, 

'the Japanese imports are only 8 per cent. and if you are getting 7 per cent. more production 
from the up-country mills, is not their competition almost as damaging as that of the 
Japanese 1, 

A. I do not think so. There might be some npns in tho Native States. 
Q;There are not many. 
A. There are 7 mills in Ind!>l'e alone and t.hey were working 14 hours till a week or so 

ago though they have very recently come doWn to tE'n. In Baroda. there might be some 
'10 mills. 

Q. In answer to Q. 36 you -say that. Bombay hM a slight advantage in regarrl to climate 
and slightly more efficient labour than most up-country mills. This would hardly seem 
to hold good as regards Ahmedabad owing to their low percentage of absenteeism. 
Your remarks apply'to up-country mills ? 

A. Yes. / 
Q. There is one advantage with regard to Ahmedabad which I do not think you have 

referred to in answer to Q. 37 and that is overhead charges. As far as we can gather, 
there are no expensive offices to keep up there; The mill office is on the premises. What 
are your views in regard to that? 

A. We can't say anything. 
Q; As regards the other advantages, we cannot really work t·hem out until we get the 

cost of production shE'ets. There is one point about the proximity to the coal fields. 
Can you give us a general idea as to ·the relative cost of coal and other power and how 
they compare in Ahmedabad, Bombay and Na.gpur ? 

A. Mr. SaldalwaJa.-In Nagpur we use a different class of coal altogether. It is the 
C. P. coal we use. ThE' coal is practically at our doors at cheap rates. Ahmedahad has no 
special advantage in point of coal. H you want, I can submit a statement regarding this. 

A. .M r. Maloney.-I can give some evidence as regards the CORt of coal. 
Q. How does the cost of coal compare with the C03t of E'lectric power in Bombay? 

-A, Mr. Saklatwala.-Practically all the Bombay mills are more or less on the 
electric power or some of them have changed to oil. 

Q. How does the cost of ('oal in Ahmedabad compare with that of electric power in 
Bombay? I want t.o know whether they are at a disadvar.tage in using coal. 

A. It is rather a disputed point. Some of us here claim that the present cost of electric 
power is too high Rnd that possibly with the latest equipment they should produce 
it at a :lheaper rate, which we always question. I do not think that we in Bombay came 
to any definite conclusions on that p.oint. 

Q. The position really is that as regards Bombay, at any rate, you have not worked 
it out and you are not in a position to say which is cheaper, coal or power? 

A. It varies at different periods. It mostly depends on the cost ofcoaI. During the 
war time, when the cost of coal was abnormally high, of course, hydro-electric power had 
a distinct advantage. But when the cost of coal came down whether we have the same 
advantage at present or not is a questionable point. 

Q. As far as your experience goes, does the power here cost your mills more or less than 
the coal in Ahmedabad? 

A. We are distinctly on the better side in Bombay • 
. Q. Only as regards Ahmedabad and not as regards Nagpur? 
A. No; not as regards Nagpur. 
Q. Now we come to a point on which I am afraid you won't be able to threw much 

'light, i.e., the competition between the hand oom industry and the mill industry. Really 
the only point which concerns us is whether you consider that the handloom industrr 
gained on the mill industry in recent years ? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadi!J.-I do not think BO. We can go on side br si~. 
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'Q. As far as one can gather from the amount of yam placed on the market, which 
obviously must be consumed by the handloom industry, there is very little difference. 

A. There are no proper statistics about handloom weaving in India and we have to go 
back to the article published in thE' Textile Journal. We gave the figures. 

Q. I take it that you will admit that one of the advantages Bombay has got is that 
you can keep a smaller stock of machinery and pare part.s here. 

A. No; we must keep just as much as Ahmedabad or any other place keeps. 
Q. The agents are here; would not they supply you with spare palts whenever you 

want them? ' 
A. We have just started keeping a stock of the spare parts on a small scale, I mean 

my firm has. lu~ no other agents keep them. ' 
Q. Are your insurance charges lower here than they are up-country! 
A. Yes. • 
Q. To what extent do you keep lower stf'cks of cotton here than up-country! I under

stand up-country they buy cotton for 12 months. 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-The IT.ills can go on even withoutstocks ifthey want to depend 

on the Bombay market; buying from hand to mouth, from day to day. 
Q. But the question is how many do so. 
A. It depends on the policy of the company. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There are many mills in Bombay running from hand to mouth. 
Q. It mayor may nnt pay. It should mean le99 in'erest charges. 
A. It is not that. Mills that want to tum out better quality of goods must take the 

first pick cotton, i.e., in February or May. Otherwise the second and third pickings of 
cotton won't serve their purpose and the better millE have to 1lake the first rate cotton 
and store it. 

Q. Therefore the Bombay mills have no advantage over up-country ~ in this 
matter of purchasing and storing cotton! 

A. No. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-The up-oountry mills are generally built in places where there 

is cotton as against the disadvantage of laying it in. 
Q. But the up-oountry mills have to lay in their ootton for 12 months. 
A. Yes; the up·oountry mills have to lay in cotton for 12 months and they get that 

ootton much cheaper than the Bombay mills. because the transport charges to Bombay 
are saved to them. 

Q. There is one other point-another small point-and that is. you have not, I think, 
got the cost of big water tanks which some of the up-country mills have? •. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We have got some water tank, here. -

Mr. Majmudar.--Certain up-country mills do not get water for 10 or 15 days and they 
have to store water. 

A. Mr. Salclatwala.-I think wh.t you mean is that we can always supplement 
our supply from the town water, whereas in, the mofl'ssil, they have not got that 
faoUty. 

Preiident.-We found that in Ahmedabad they used water for bleaching and the result 
was that the bleaching "cost was Ii annM less than yours. 

A. That is hand bleaching. We here have got to '0 through an elaborate process of 
machine bleaching which gives better results but with the hand bleaching they can just 
get on for their purpose. Itis good enough for their purpose. 

Baja Harikiahan Kaul.-Coal is cheaper in Bombay than at Ahmedabad and other 
places, leaving out Na£pur? 

Pruidem.-How many mills are there in Bombay at present using coal! Roughly! 
A. Mr. Maloney.-I cannot remember. I must look it up. 
Q. It is a very small proportion! 
A. It is a verj small proportion. 
Q. It was seventeen,in 1924-25, I think! 
A. Roughly still 17. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-In sizing mills. Not for power, but for sizing. i myself use 

oil. I do not bum coal. 
Baja Hari Kiahan Kaul.-Is it a fact that prices are put down by good mills selling a,t 

a lower rate than the bad mills can afford to sell at ! 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Whs.t do you mean by "put down" f 
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Q. They sell cloth at a cheaper rate! 
Pruidenl.-I think the point is, are prices determined by the-prices of the good mills 

rather than by the prices of the bad ones! _ 
A. It depends on the quplity of cloth they produce. Good quality nEeds higher price. 

They may use better cotton and produce a better quality of cloth. 
Raja HIVi Kis"" ... Kaul.-A good mill should be able to sell cloth cheaper and yet make 

a mcderate profit a9 compared with a b&d1y managed mill which cannot work so
economically 7 - . . ' 

A. Yes; it depends. There are two or throo bctors in the price they ultimately 
charge. ,.First the kind of cotton they "se. 

Q. It has been suggested by one of the witnesses that part of the keen competition is 
due to the fact that the better mills sell cloth at rates which are not remuneraGive t<> 
other mills and the other mills ha.ve to force down thei!" prices in order to keep up the 
competition 7 

A. My experience is the othe-r way about, Sir.. I find the worst mills cutting dQwn 
the prices so low that th" good milia have to come down too. _ 

Q. That is my point. '!'he worst miIIs some-times' have to sell at foroed prices because 
they are in need of money and therefore the better mills have to sell their cloth cheaper 
also' , 

A. There are inst&noes where this has occurred. 
Q. '!'hese aro two contradictory factors. 
A. Yon find the worst mills generally cutting down the price to get money, to convert 

their stock into mopey a.nd they bring the msrket down and we have to. suffer through it 
and that is my experience. I ~an only speak for mJ'Relf. 

A. Mr. Saklatu·ala.-Better miIIs have Letter holding power. They are in. less 
fin&ncial difficulties than the weaker IDi!hl. They have to sell whether they like it or not. 
They mUl!t convert their goods into money and get on. 

Presidenl.-Both factors operate in yoUr opinion, Mr. Saklatwala ? 
A. The we-aker concerns force down prices. 

Q. The question &ri.t;es how far the depression is due ,to that and how far to Japanese 
competition? 

A. They have got no choice. They must sell in order to keep going. This is a. 
necessary conaeq uem'e of the depression and not the cause of depression. 

Q. It looks to me very difficult to di8entangle the various factors. 
A. In ca.ses of severe competition that competition ha.s to b~ met and the other mills 

which have not the holding llOwers meet· it by cutting down prices. • 

Raja Har' Kislla .. Kaul.--Then a.s regards the answer to Question 36, the advantages 
in regard to clima.te and so on, I understand that Bombay can get better production from 
a. lower mixing on account of the climate ? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There is little in it. 
Mr. M .. jmudar.-They have admitted it in reply to Question 36. 
A. There is a better climate. 
Raja Han Kislla .. Kaul.-You have not said this a.s regards mixing. I want to know 

whether yo~ can !,et a better production from lower mixing. 
A. That is a better test. -
Q. Then on stores you secure a little against up-country miIIs, and I suppose in railway 

freights also vou have got some advantsge. Your railway freight to the market towns is 
lower than from other out stations. . . -
A.D~~ -
A. Mr. Ma./oney.-I am sorry we have not prepared a table showing tbe aetua! rate£; 

but I think on the whole the actual rate from Bombay to those markets is not favourable; 
it is unfavourable. Take Amritsar, Delhi and Cawnpore, for example in the~e markets 
we suffer in comparison with Ahmed .. ba.d. . 

Q. Delhi and Cawnpore do not count. They have very few mills • 
.A. Mr. Maloney.-But they are very important comuming centres. 

Q. Then you have got better banking facilities, I suppose in Bombay? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There is nothing in it • 
.I.'reaidenl.-You oannot use th~ existence of more b .. nks here to extract anyo()on~ession~ ? 
.A. It depends on the mill and.the nilll agent. 

Raja Han Kislla .. Ka·ul.-On the financial position? 
A. Yes. . 

1I0 Y 420-13 
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Mr. Suhba Rao.-Do you say that oompetition is not very keen between mi1ls in 
:Bombay and mills up.country Y 

A. There is keen oompetition, for instance, with the Indore mills. Tilere is 'keen 
eompetition with some of the Ahmedabad mills in some markets. 

Q. I am speaking of the proportion, the relative size of the working -power of mills in 
:Bombay and mills elsewhere. The latest figures show that tlley have got abollt 16 lakhs 
more spindles than in :Bombay and more looms and they employ more people. Is it not 
likely to tell against you, and is Dot your market getting narrower by local oompetition ? 

A. I would not say that. "-
• Q. Unless consumption inoreases par. pasll'U. They have overtaken you in, spindles, 
In the amount of cotton they cons'IDle and in the number of looms. Tiley consume 
about lllakils bales more than you do. I am just taking your table for 1925 for example: 
If you oompare the figure for :Bombay and all India you will find that of 85 lakhs 
spindles, 34' 56 are in :Bombay and 50' 44 are in the rest of India.. Therefore their spinning 
capacity is about 1/3 more than yours. And the looms are 10,000 more than yourS: 
This chango in the relative positions has oome about very recently, in the past few 
years. ' 

A. Yes~ the post-war development has been wide. 
Q. So does it not look as though competition with you is going to be as keen from 

within the 80untry as from without Y 
A. Mr. Saklatu:ala.-May I reply to that? Witll the additional looms our counts 

1Iore getting finer in :Bombay a.~ compared to spindles up oount~y which are produoing 
coarse yam for sale. It does not necessarily mean that we arll being driven out. It 
means that we are going on to finer oounts and. producing more atuff for our mills. 

Q. You are sharing the field' 
A. My point is that with the additional looms in :Bombay we have got to spin our 

own yam for our own looms and to this extent our oounts of yam are finer. So the 
produotion per spindle would be less though the producing capacity remains the same 
whereas in the up.country mills if they are making more of coarser oounts for s~le to 

-bandlooms, ete., they may show a larger produotion per spindle. But that does not 
mean that "l'l'e are driven out. 

Q. I am not speoJring of percentage of produotion, but of the capacity for produotion, 
of the number of spindles and looms. The up-oountry mills have far more spindles and 
looms ? 

Presitknt.-Not far more. 
A. Bombay has got more looms I think. 
Q. :Bombay has' 40 per cent. of the total spindles and 46' 8. per cent. of the 

looms. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Mr. Saklatwala's argument is borne out because up.oountry 

mills used 13 lakh bales of cotton against Bombay's 9 lakhs.- Nine laklls against] 3 laklls. 
They are on coarser ooun1.'!. If you take the tetal consumption of ootton ,the figure for 
Bombay is 8,94,000. 

Q. Thepositionis that Bombay with 40'6 per cent. spindles of India uses 44'6 per 
cent. of the total amount of ootton consumed. 

A. Bombay is oonsuming less. That is because we are on finer counts and it must 
also be remembered that there wa9 a general strike in Bombay la.t year and one in 
1924. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-There is a division of the field then between you and the rest 
of India. You spin finer oounts and they take to the coarser. 

A. All Indore mills are on muoh ooarser oounts. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Are the up.oountry mills able to sell all their output more easily 

beoause they, oome in direct touoh with the merchants or because they are sslling 
in the surrounding markets ? 

A. Mr. Sak~wala.-When you talk of up.oountry mills do you talk of any 
partioular centre ? 

Q. No. 
A. The Silolapur Mill has its own market, whereas the Nagpur }!lill will have 

to go further north to sell all their oloth. 
Q. 'Aleo Sbolapur sells throughout the ~hole of India. . 
A. You have Madras and the whole of Bo.ngalore and Southern markets though you 

may be selling part of the production in the Northern markets, whereas a mill like 
the mill in Nagpur has not got a ready market just near its door. It has got to 
go both north and south. 
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Q. SholapUl' also goes to Bombay, Delhi, etc. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Take fOl'instance the Indore mills. They have got a market 

of their own. In iJle Indore State itself they are protected by an 8 pjlr cent. import duty. 
When goods go from India to the Indore State they have got to pay 8 per cent. while the 
;mdore milJs sell without paying any duty. There are various regulations like that. 

Q. Take Ahmedabad. Ahmedabad is able to sell more because they are selling to 
smalJcr merchants whereas in the case of Bombay because they sell in bJg quantities 
they are not able to dispose of their stocke. Is there anything like that? 

A.-Bombay milJs sell to small merchants as much as to big merchants •. 
Q. I am going to the next question. Do prices in Ahmedabad affect the prices in 

Bombay to a great extent? , 
A. I do not think prices in Ahmedabad ha.ve any bearing on prices in Boinba.y. 
Q. Then do prices in the up.country markets of goods of up.country Dulls affect 

Bomba.y mills prices? -. 
A. U they are on the same counts then the prices 'must tell. I do not think they 

are on the same counts. 
A. Mr. 8alcldJ.wala.-For a number of years the qua.lity of cloth produced by 

Ahmedabad was different from that of Bombay and there was no direct competition but, 
Ahmedabad is coming more and more into line with what we are producing as well as 
producing finer counts and I think Ahmedabad competition is being felt by Bombay 
mills already. 

Preaident.~What was the difference in olden days? 
A. They were not giving cloth but China. clay. 
A. Sir N. N •. Wadia.~They have been found out. 
Q. T4erefore they have cut into yoUI' market? , 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-Theyare competing. After all the ma.rkete are the same for 

India.' Bombay may be a distributing centre but pra.ctica.llyit has got to go into consump
tion into up-country and other markets. 

SIIIOTION IV 

Mill Management 

Q. The next section is .. Mill Mana.gement." 1 rather gather from various indica.tion~ 
that we shall receive much criticism on this point, but you gentlemen will hav/l 
an opportunity of replying to it later on. In the meantinIe, 1 should like to ask you a 
few questions on the basis of certain information that we have got before us. You say 
that the agents of mills in Bombay are paid commission on profits on the basis of 10 to 12. per cent. How long has that been in force ? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I think for 25 years. 
A. Mf. SalcldJ.wala.-I should think for 30 or 50 years. NagpUl' mills started in 

1875 and ever since we have been on the profits basis. 

Q. 1 am not referring to profit rates. , 
.A; Mr. 8alclatwala.~mmission rates to the agents have been in existence for the 

last 50 yea.rs. -
Q. Thele have been 5 per cent. rates for some mills I think ? 
A. 5 per cent.? 1 do not know of any now. 
Q. There were in the past? 
A. Yes . . 
Q. That was not at all general? It wa~ only in isolated ca<~s ? 
A. 1 know of one instance only. 
Q. We are thinking of the same one, '1 think. Was that entirely an isola.ted case? 

That i. what 1 wanted to get at. 
A. As far as my knowledge goes. 
Q.. One of_ the oriticisms we have received is t~t the rate is too high. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Is it so? . 
Q. I can hardly expect you to agree, but would you care to amplify the point? 
A. We are not making much out of it now. Speaking for myself 1 have got four 

partners who all know what 1 am making. There is not much left. My brother will 
lIay the same. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-We are making nothing out of it. 
y 42Q-13a 
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Q. There are a good ma.ny oa.ses in which the agency agreement provides for a minimum 
oommission irrespective of the profits. I am afraid you did not notice the mistake in 
one of the questions.---question 43- "where the commissiol'is on production does the 
agency agreem~nt uSually provide for a minimum commission irrespective of profits r" 
., Production " was a ,mistake for .. profits." . . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I can give you my own instance. My minimUm commission 
for three mills is Rs. 48,000 a year and I have got four partners. Now you can work 
out what it means . 

. A. Mr. StJlclmwtila.-I should say it should be looked at from both points of view. 
There have been periods when profits commission did not pay the mill> at 8ll~ It 
depends on the condition of the industry. . 

Very often we have to be aatisfied with the minimum which barely covers Ollr 
expenses. 

Q. I am merely asking for your views'in regard to this criticism. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I am giving them. . Rupees 48,000 for myseU and four 

partners. You may imagine what it means for a year. 

Q. One point in regard to this commission. I notice in your reply to Question 86 you 
consider that depreciation should be reckoned as a charge on production and not on 
profits and yet it is the practice of the managing agents to take their commission 
before deducting depreciation. The two views seem to me somewhat inconsistent! 

A. Gross profits. 

Q. If you consider that depreciation should be a charge on production then it is not a. 
profit at all ? • 

A. Depreciation should be reckoned a charge on production. 

, Q. I quite agree that it should be a charge on production. That is entirely my view, 
but if so, I cannot sce how it could be a charge on profits. ' 

A. Thl'll the 10 per cent. would be nothing, Sir. The percentage will have to be 
much higher. What would happen in the long run is that the percentage would have 
to be much higher. • 

Q If depreciation were a charge 'on production, not on profits, might not the 
u-ndency be to a void making sufficient provision for depreciation in order to prevent 
mauagiug agents losing! How many mills in Bombay are at the moment charging 
'Iommission on production' and not on profits ? 

A. Twelve. 

Q. I suppose there are no mills in Bombay which have got the system which we found 
to be the usual system in Ahmedabad-3! per cent. commission on sales? 

A. I think three. 
Q. Three of these twelve ! 
A. Thl'b8 or four. • 
A. Mr. Saklatwtila.-I do not know of any mills which charge on gross sales. That 

is t,ho system in A.h.nI.edabad. 

Q. Yes; 3! per cent. commission on sales. 
A. Mr Saklatwala.-I do not know of any mill in Bombay which adoptJi this . 

system. . 
A .. Mr. C. N. Wadia.-On sales of cloth and yam! 

Q. Yes. That is their agency commission, instead of chargiug commission on profit$. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will look it up. We have prepared a statement'md "e 

will give you that. 
Q. It is not necessarily for publication. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-There is one market for us a.ll. 

Q. From the answer to Question 43 we gather that some managing agents in Bombay 
receive commission on purchases of cotton, mill stores, etc. 

A. Mr. C. N. Wadia.-No mills reoeive commission on purchases of cotton. 

Q. In this connexion I would like to know more about this guarantee broker 
system to which you refer. You say" One or two managing agents are guarantee 
brokers to their own mills" Y 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-In my firm I have got guarantee brokers and we pay them so
muoh oommissi~n. In certain mills the ag8llts themselves act as guarantee brokers. 
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Q_ And charge commission' 
A. Yes, because they do the work cheaply. -
A. Mr. Saklatwala.~ome of the agents-have taken powe1'8 under their agreements 

to act as their own -salesmen instead of employing outside firms and agents. They act 
as commission agents for their own mills. I know of isolated cases where. thi~ is provided 
for but the general practice is not so. 

Q. How many mills' 
A. I know of two or three. Perhaps Mr. M .. 10ney may have better kno~ledg~ 

of ~hat. 
A. 8ir N: N. Wadia.-Two, I think. 
A. Mr. Malonell.-I have no further inFormation. 

Q. Do you consider it a sound system f 
A. Mr. Gedtlis.-The il.gents who undertake. the duties should have the necessary 

qualifications. 
Q. It is merely a question of qualification' 
A. You want the bl"st seUing agents that you can get. 
Q Is t~t the only objection! _ . 
A. Certainly, to my mind your sole object is to get the best selling agents. 
Q. Are there any cases in which the managing agents have drawn their commission 

when the mills made no profits? 
A. Mr. 8akl4lwala.-It is the usual practice when there are no profits for the agents 

to leave the whole or part of tbe co.mmission ;,they forego it_ 

Q. We now come to Question 44 .. a point about which there has been a good deal of 
criticism. One of the criticisms, as you know as well as I do, that is levelled against the 
managing agency system in Bombay is that the agents have got too many irons in the 
fire and that they do not pay sufficient attention to the interests of individual mills. 
The contention is that ther do not go to the mills as frequently as the Ahmedabad 
mlllowners do. The Ahmedabad millowners state that to be one of the reasons why 
Ahmedabad mills are making profits or at "any rate more profits than the Bombay 
mills. -

A. 8i1' N. 11. Wadia.-I'think there are plenty of agents who go to the mills 
daily. 

A. M1'. 8aklatwala.-We have nplls in Ahmedabad. We have held our own against 
the best Ahmedabad mills, if there is; anything in that criticism. 

If they say that we have several irons in the -fire we have other organizations for 
them. The mills are not looked after by the same men who look after them. We 
have other organization and see that the management is efficient. 

A. 8ir N. N. Wadia.-For instance Mr. Majmudar will say that the Sholapur mills 
are managed well even thongh the agents remain in Bombay. 

Q. Another argument is that your board of directors of the Bombay milIs are not 
able to do much? --

A It depends upon the men. I would defy anybody to pick out cases. I will give 
you the nameS of my directors. You may tell me whet.her they are independent 
gentlemen or not. 

Q. That is not the point. How much voice have they in the affairs of the mills ? 
A. They have every voice. In my mills they have every voice. 'l'he receive monthly 

statements and evorything is done with their knowledge. They can challe!!ge 
.anything they like. 

Q. How often 4re directors' meetings held? 
A. Generally once a month, Sir. 
Q. Is that your practice too, Mr. Saklatwala ? 
A. Mr. 8aklatwaJa.-Yes. 
A. 8ir'N. N. Wadia.-They look into everything, yam sale; cloths sale and various 

particulars concerning everything. All these are looked into. 

Q. One point which arises in this connection is about insurance. We have been told 
that a good many managing agents are also agents for insurance companies and that 
the sole reason for doing so is that they get commissiol) on insurance of their mills, the 
insurance of which is the only insurance business that they actually do ? 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Perfectly true. I am an agent for an insurance company which 
-.returns to me a portion of-my money, which I credit to my company. If I had not been 
the agent my company would lose to the extent of the money that I recover from them 
by being a nominal agent. 
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Q. I have been told that under the Insurance Act the agents cannot credit the commis-
sion to their companies? -

A. We do it. 
A. Mr. Saklalu:ala.-It has nothing to do with the Act. There is a system by which 

the insurance companies form a ring practically. They put up what they call " Tariff 
Rules" a schedule of rates and they' appoint their own agents. Under the tariff rules 
they have laid down that a certain rebate on the premium should h!l returned. In 
addition to that no further rebate is to be given to the mills. So though the agents 
possibly do benefit the mills do not suffer because under the tariff rules they do return 
to the mills whatever rebate they are bound to return under the tariff. 

Q. It is merely a rule of their own' 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-A rule of thei.- own, it is a sort of combine. It is a very close 

preserve. In my case and my brother's case we get the agency commission and WII 
oredit it to our company. It is well known. 

Mr. Majmtular.-As commission you get 42 per cent. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you consider it is any disadvantage to the mill industry as a whole f Is there 

a possibility that when the Millowners' Association has to fight with the;. insurance 
companies they are handicapped by the fact ~hat so many of the members are agents 
of insurance companies. 

A. I do not think so. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. La.st May we met 
the F. O. C., Bombay (Fire Office Committee) and they brought down the rates 
by 25 to 30 per cent. 

Pre8idellt.-Have you considered the question of carrying out your own fire insurance !' 
, A. We have considered the question time after time and we have not been able to do 
it. We have not got enough money to take the risk for the time being. 

Q. You will have to have an entirely different fund for fire, of course? 
A. Yes. 
Raja Bari Ki8kan Kat/l.-Do the directors generally exercise control over' the 

managing agenta , You have given your own instance. 
A. In my case they do. 
Q. They do not give any instructions to the managing agents as to 'What should be 

done and what should not be done' 
A. I have found that these directors are consulted as to the policy to be adopted for 

hedging cotton or anything like that and they give directions to the agents as to tlJ.e 
procedure they should adopt. 

Q. They do! 
A.-Yes, it is common. 
Q. In how many mills ! 
A. I am not speaking of any other mill. I am not .a director of any other mille 

and I am not in a position to speak with authority about them. 

Q. What is the practice generally? 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-lt is the same in our mill. I cannot speak for other mills. 
A. Mr. SakkUwala.-1 do not know if it is suggested that tile directors act as mere dum 

mies. They are entitled to all the information they require. I know certain cases where 
the clliectors do exercise efficient control. Certain propositions put up by the agents have 
been t1irned down after due consideration by the directors. You give some importance 
to the people who are more in the know and who aotually carry on affairs from day to· 
day. I think due weight is given to what is placed before them. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There are black sheep in all countries. You will find the same 
in England and it is the same in India and it is the same everywhere else. Where the 
companies are mismanaged they do what they like. But where we have an independent. 
board I may say proper control is exercised by the directors. 

Q. Are the majority of the Bombay sheep blaok or white' , 
A. I think white, Sir, I will give them that credit. I have heard an instance of that. 

in the case of the Specie Bank when they put up dummy directors. This happened some 
years ago and I suppose you know about it. There was a failure of the bank. There the 
manager did what he liked. This sort of· thing is done in England and everywhere else. 

Q. As regards the managing agents taking interest in other kinds o~ b~siness, do~ it 
not jeopardise the effioiency of the mill if the managing agent loses he,avUy m speculatlOn. 

A. 1 do not thiult as a rule you can oharge the managing ag?nts ,wlth t~rowmg the 10080 
on speoulation on the mills. I would like anyone to substantiate It. It 19 very easy t() 
start a rumour. but it is a·s gross a libel as one can utter anywhere. 
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Q. Except in the case of the black sheep. . 
A. There are black sheep everywhere. Are not there such black sheep in England 

Are there not in the Punjab! 
Q. Probably there have been such cases! 
A. There will be. As long as human nature is human nature you will have such "ilIad 

sheep. 
Q. But it is not the general practice? 
A. No; it is not the general practice. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-In practice, the process of speculatmg on cotton on yoUl 

account and passing it on to the mills is a very difficult one for the reason that so manJ 
people have to get inside information. 

Q. Even if it is not passed on to the mill, does not the fact that the managing agenl 
has lost heavily weaken the position of the mill ? 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-ln what way? The mill must stand on its own legs. 

~. The managing agent is supposed to finance the mill. 
A. In such cases ocrtainly he ought to give up the agency. When a man has lost hoo vilJ 

and is not able to meet his immediate liabilities, he ought to transfer his agency tc 
lome oth er firm; but you cannot say that in that case he passes on his own liability t{ 
the mill. 

Q. You have got a system whereby the managing agent cannot be turned out? 
A. 8ir N. N. Wadia.-I think no court of law will uphold that argumet.t. If a man 

is committing a fraud the court will always give relief to the shareholders. I do nol 
think that that argument holds good either in Ahmedabad or anywhere else. The couri 
",ill give relief to you in Bombay at any rate. 

Presidenl.-Do you consider there is any alternative to the managing agency system 
suited to the special circumstances of India? 

A. I do not think so. The very fact that practically every mill in India is managed 
by managing agents shows that this system is the most beneficial to the industry. Tb,erE 
is not a Ringle industry here with managing directors as in England. 

Q .. There is the difficulty of agency and finance? 
A. Yea. 
Q. The difficulty in regard to the agent is a very real one; but cannot the' difficulty 

in regard-to finance be removed ? 
Q. The banks here demand collateral security, and personal guarantee of the agents 

themselves and as long as this is demanded, I do not see how you can replace the manag. 
ing agency system. 

Q. In England how do they raise their working capital? 
A. Mo.tly from the banks; from what the banks give to the mills. They 40 not require 

a second collateral security. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Do the bank. take over the stocks in their P9ssession ? 
A. In some cases they do so both here and in England. 
Q. They do not require the agents' countersignature then. 
A. Even then they require it. 
Mr. Subba Rao.--Can you possibly show ns a copy of an agreement between the manag-

ing agents and the mill? . 
A. I can show you my copy; I have no. objection. . 

Q. With regard to the directors, what fees do they get? 
A. In my company they get Re. 100 per meeting. But generally the rate will be 

30,50,70 or 100. It all depends upon the size of the company. 

Q. Is it true in Bombay as in Ahmedabad, the agencies have become a matter of family 
possession and has the system any drawbacks? 

A. No drawbacks. I do not see what drawbaok there can be. 
Q. You cannot guarantee continuity of ability in a family? 
A. That is why some of the agencies have been changed. 

Q. What scope is there for a ohange! What provision is. there under the usual agree
ment· for such a change T 

PresidEnl.--Can the board of directors make a change? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-No; the shareholders can by a three·fourths majority • 

. A. ~r. Geddi8.-Three·fourths majority is the general majority for all important matters. 
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A. Sir N. N." Wadia.-There are provisions in the Bombay Municipal Act, whereby 
the Municipal Commissioner cannot be removed except by a three.fourths majority of 
ail the members present. Even the Municipal Act has this provision. It is not special 
~m~~ - . 

President.-I hoard of a case the other day in which the management of one big 
conoern was transferred from one managing agent to another by the directors. Was 
that due by a three.fourths majority of the shareholders? 

A. The directors had to get a.three·fourths majority afterwards. 
Mr. S1tbba Rao. -But that depends on the agents not having any interest in the concern, 

on their not having a substantial share in the capi1m1 concerned. But I have heard it 
aaid that these agents as a rule hold a large block of shares. Is that true? 

A. Possibly yes. If they holda large block'ofshares then surely it is to theiradvan. 
tage to manage the ('oncern weil. 

Q. I am not speaking of their lack of desire to manage it well. But possibly it may be 
lack of ability to manage well. A man may be willing to manage well but not have 
the ability to manage well. _ 

A. You mean the managing agents as financiers and not as managers? 
Q. Both. 
A. There may be instances of that nature. But they are not common. 
Q. In a certain oase we came acrOS!! in Ahmedabad a certain gentleman appeared to be 

managing a concern fairly well. But he had no ambition. When we suggested he 
should instal spindles he said he had no keen desire. Imagine a case of a big mill 
coming into his possession. 

A. But those are isolated cases. I have heard these complaints made and it has been 
investigated in many cases and wherever it has been investigated it has been found that 
it is the shareholder that holds one or two shares that generally complains, while larger 
shareholders-are quite content. 

Q. You cannot be sure of transmission of ability from generation to generation. 
A. Don't you think his common interest in the mill will make the managing agent 

alert' When he holds a large number of shares himself, his interest is greater t.han 
that of anybody else! 

Q. With regard to insurance, you sta.ted that some agents of mills were also agents 
for insuranoe and they were giving the oommission back to the company. Are there 
ca.ses of people not doing so , 

A. Yes; I know of two or three mill agents here who were insurance agents first 
and who became mill agents afterwards. 

Q. I find that some mills seem to insure for a good deal more than the value of the 
block and s~res held by them. One mill, for example, the total value of whIch is 47 
lakhs, insured for 74 lakhs. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Written down value' 
Q. No; the original value. . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The insurance should be on the replacement value for the' 

insurance oompany will only give you up to the amount you have insured for. Suppose 
a mill costs you 74 lakhs ~ replace and if you only insure it for 47 lakhs the fire 
insurance won't givt' a penr,y more. So it is with regard to the replacement ofthe 
machinery. ' 

Q. With regard to the association of managing agents with other businesses, what 
classes of business are the managing agents of ootton business in Bombay generally 
assooiated with' -

A. For instance, take my own firm. 
Q. No personal examples need be given. Please give me some other examples. 
A. I am an agent for Messrs. Platt Bros., cotton machinery makers. I import 

machinery and sell it to all the other mills in India: I have got a separate staff 
for that work. For instance, Tatas have got their hydro.electrio works and they have 
got a separate organisation for each concern. 

Q. There might be oases of conflict of interest. 
A. The Tatas have got hydro.eleotric oompanies. Do you think there is a confliot 

(jf interest there , 
Q. We are here to find out. 
Mr. Majm1tdar.-Has the system of managing direotors been tried at all in the 

textile industry , 

A. Mr. Maloney.-There has been one example in Bombay; but it was not a suoceSs. 
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(Continued on August 25th) 
S'r N. N. Wadaa.-Before we commence work today I should like to mention, Sir, 

with regard to the question of commission of Rs. 48,000 to which I referred yesterday, 
that it is wrongly mentioned in today's " Times of India .. that it wa.s the commission 
received by my company Ia.st-yea.r. That is not correct. Rs. 48,000 is only the minimum 
commission. 

PreRldenl.-I understa.nd the point to be that the minimum commission due to 
your company under your agreement is Rs. 48,000 but that what the" Times of India .. 
mentioned W&8 that that W&8 th_ommission you actually received la.st year! This 

• oorreetion will doubtless now be noted by the Press. 
A. Mr. Geddla.-Before we begin, I shonldlike torefer to three points which came up 

yesterday. One is the difference in the prices of cloth and cotton. You had taken an 
index figure and we suggested it wa.s not ma.thematica.lly correct to do so. We have 
prepared a table· here for the last yea.r showing the difference between the price of a • 
pound of long cloth and a pound of cotton. I should like to put in that statement t if 
permitted. 

The next point, Sir, W&8 raised by Mr. Subb& Rao and that is with regard to the wages 
p&id to the J&panese labourers in Japs.n. It W&8 suggested that their wages h&dincres.sed 
.ince 1922, wherea.s this s~tement will show th&t it was not so. 

Mr. fJubba Rao.-WhQre are the figures taken from! 
A. Mr. Malmey.-It is st&ted in the statement itself, that they are taken -from the 

International Cotton Spinners' Feder&tion Report and the Financial and Economical 
Annu&l of .Japan issued by tha Finance Department. . 

Q: I have other figures which show that the wages h&d faUen in 1922·23, but they 
h& vc risen since. . 

PrMident.-We can use both for what we consider they &re worth. 
Subba Rao.-Quite so; there &re evidently figures which speak both ways. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-If our figures do n~t &gree with your figures, may we know where 
yours were obtained from! 

PreAident.-They were I think supplied by the J&panese Cotton Spinners' Associ&tion. 
A. Our figures &re from the official figures published by the Goveplment of Japanese. 
The third point was raised by Mr. Subba Rao regarding Japanese exports to Siam. In 

the figures, I &m afra.id, there was a printer's error and I also submit a statement: 
correcting the error 

A. Mr. Maloney.-The correct figures were given in T&ble 19F of the. original 
-ststement. 

SECTION V 
MiU Finance 

Pruidem.-We now come to the question of mill finance, Section Vof the Questionnaire. 
Your A.'lSoci&tion does not consider that the general depression in the-industry as f&r &s 
Bombay is concerned can be attributed to either over.c&pitalisation of which there are 
very few in.tances in Bombay or of under.capitalisation. I have here" a list of several 
mills in which there h&d been a consider&ble incrca.se in capital in recent yca.rs for which 
probably there will be some expl&n&tion. But I think it may be advisable if we discuss 
these subsequently. 

A. Sir N N. Wadia.-I think it will be better if we discuss it in the absence of the 
reporters. 

Q. It is rca.lly for you, gentlemen, to decide wh.ich course you prefer. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-eau we see the list of the mills! 
Presidem.-What I have done is to compare the capital in 1914 with the capital in 

~92~ and. I h&ve I1O~d the increa.se in looms and spindles to see whether there is any 
_J ustifiC&tlOn for the mcres.se in c&pital. 

A. There may be one or two mills which we are ready to discuss now. 
Q. The two mills I have underlined might be easy to discuss. 

. A. We are ready to discuss those two mills now. I think, Sir, that it will be better 
If t~e C&se of each mill is judged on its own merits and we cannot speak for the mills of 
whICh ~e are not agents. The res.sons with regard to most of the mills concerned can 
be ?bta.~ed from the agents themselves, as whatever reasons they had for increasing 
theIr ca.pltal must be known to them &nd possibly not to us. With regard to the Swan 
mills I sh&ll be glad to give you any information now that you may require. 

• Printed as Annexure· A. t Printed s.s Annexure B. 
t Printed &8 Annexure C. 
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Q. What we really want and what we ean obtain from you afterwards is your general 
views as to whether any of these cases are cases of over.capitalisa.tion. 

A. In our case-that of the Swan mill and Finlay mill-the capital and reserves were 
equal; there were reserves against machinery with a big equali,ation of dividend aecounli 
so we issued bonus shares which did not a.ffect the financial position in any way whatsoever. 

Q. lu fact, it was merely an ordinary incident which not in frequently happens in the 
case of good companies Y 

A. A procedure which very frequently happens at Home but not in India. 
Q. We will take the others subsequently. As regards the question of extension 

of mills and replacement of machinery uudertaken when prices were at their highest, 
there was a very large increase of spindles in Bombay in 1922.23, 230,000 extra spindles 
were erected in Bombay and about 3,400 looms. That is a fairly substantial increa.se. 
Don't you call that extension when prices were at their highest ? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-May I explain Y Some of th~ mills placed their orders in 
1916·17.18 and owing to the war these spindles could not be shipped from England and 
they arrived in those years. That is the simple explanation. The makers were busy on 
munitions and they could not supply u~ in time. 

Q. Yes; but even so you were paying top prices for them when you did get them. 
A. That depends on the contracts made. Some were made at fixed prices where they 

had to py the existing prices. Some were made at sliding prices q.nd those migh 
have been paid for at bigger prices. Most orders were placed before the end of the 
war at fixed prices. 

Q. It would be very interesting to know how many of these 230,000 spindles were 
the result of orders placed i1l the earlier years. 230,000 Beems rather a large 
number. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-You will notice thatfrom 1915 to 1919 the number of spindles 
dec1'O&Sed. Then of course if you look at the whole record you will find over periods of 
five years, 200,000 spindles was about the normal increase. If you take'a period of ten 
years, this increase has not been very abnormal, but only the usual progress. 

Q. That is quite true. The only point is whether it would not have been advisable te> 
postpone this normal increase owing to the high prices prevailing or at any rate whether 
it was not the existehce of the high prices which prevailed which has proved a handicap 
to the industry Y 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not think it proved a handicap in any way. . 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-If you look at other countries, you will find that the progress 

has been even greater in: the case of spindles. Certainly in America it has been 
enormously greater. 

Q. Since the end of the war? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Similarly as regards Japan' 
A. Yes and in America it has been even greater. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-In Japan in 1920 the numbe~ of spindles was 3,761,25Qo1 

whereas in 1921 it was 4,116,361 and in 1922 it was 4,472,112. Thus you see a rise 
of 300,000 spindles in each year and next year they showed a drop again. I do not 
know why. But in 1924 they went up again to 4,845,000 spindles. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I would like to point out, Sir, that although the spindles have 
increased, our amount of yam produced has by DO means increa·sed. That is, our 
production comparing 1924 with 1907·08 was less; and in 1923·24 it was less t.han 
in 1908·09. 1922·23 is practically the same as 1910. In 1909 our production amounts 
to the same quantity of yam. 

Q. That is accounted for by strikes? 
A. No; by the ten hours' day. 
Q. Also by going to finer counts Y 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The average for the whole of Indian 'is the same. The 

average counts spun in all the Bombay mills is about the same. 
Q. As regards Question 47, may I ask you what your Association regards as a liberal 

dividend' . . 
A. Mr. Geddis.-It depends on the profits that are being made. 
Q. Would you consider 50 per cent. a liberal dividend' 
A. It is liberal, but possibly not too liheral, if you take iuto account the profits made.. 

It depends entirely on what profits are made. ' 
A. Mr. Mody.-And what position you have built up. 
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Q. Exactly. I find tltat according to the Indian Investors Year Book out of 46 mills, 
for which particulars are there given, 13 paid over 50 per cent. in 1919, 20 paid over 50 
pt'I'Clent. i~ 1920,24 paid over 50 percent. in 1921 and 19 over 50 per cent. in 1922. 

A. Mr. Oeddi •. -What we did at our mill was that after getting the actualfrom profits 
we deducted the Agents' commission, depreciation and all taxation and got the net profit. 
We divided this, half going to the mill reserve and half to the shareholders and I think 
that during those years we paid dividends even higher than 60 per cent. In view of the 
fact that we were giving half the net profit to the shareholders I do not think we can' 
call it liberal. 

Q. I have here a liat of several cases in which mills paid high dividends and placed 
nothing to "'Berve. Those cases were especially prominent in 1918. I have got facts 
from the Indian Investors Ye!U" Book which are available to anybody. In 1923 I find 
'that a mill paid 42 per cent. and placed nothing to reserve; another in 1919 paid 20 per 
cent .. md placed nothing in reserve. Another paid 18 per cent. in 1919 and another 
28 per cent. in 1918, without placing anything to reserve. This was at the beginning 
of the boom. Another paid 30 per cent. in 1920, another 35 per cent. ill 1918, another 
20 per cent. in 1919 and so on. There are a number of these cases especially in 1919. 

A. One would have to take into consideration the financial position of each individual 
mill at that time. 

Q. My point is here you are just on the upward grade. 1918 was the beginning of 
your profitable ~rfod and you had no reason to believe then that this condition of 
affairs would last. I am asking your views as to whether it would not have been sounder 
if, at the beginning of that period, at any rate, you had st8ft8d building up your reserves 
instead of at once beginning to pay these large dividends. ' 

A. It all depends on the financial position of the mills. Some of the mills you 
name, for instance, our own mills, in another period would have paid everything 
away in dividend. Because our reserve then was almost equal to the capital or the 
equaliaation of dividend fund was equal to the capital. 

Q. How could they have been in that position in 1919? There were cases in which 
some of those mills had never paid any dividends and never put anything to reserves. 
for years. 

A. It is rather difficult to argue when we do not know what mills you are refeJ;ring to. 
o A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Don't you think'the explanation is easy? When the accounts 
for 1918 were made up the agents and directors knew apPl;oximately what the profits 
for 1919 would be 'and they took that fact into consideration at the same time. 

Q. But surely it is an elementary principle of sound finance that the first time a mill 
is in a position to make bigprofits, it should strengthen its reserve. 

A. That is so. But are you prepared to say that they did not strengthen their 
reserves ! 

Q. I am mentioning such cases. There are about 20 of them here. 
A. Mr. Geddi.s.-We must argue each case on its own ,merits. 

A. Mr. Mody.-Would you mind giving the details confidentially so that we ca.n 
discuss them at a later stage privately? 

Q. Certainly. I have worked them out from the information available in the Indian 
Investors Year Book. 

A. Mr. Oeddis.-H you let us know the names of the miJIs we can discuss them. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-The question seems to be what fraction of the total miJIs did 
this reprehensible action. I imagine you find it to be a very small fraction. The bulk 
of them take greater caution. After all you are dealing with the whole trade and nof> 
with isolated cases. 

Q. But I have got about fifteen cases here which is a fairly large percentage. 
A. Mr. Mody . .:.....Fifteen cases spread over all these years or in each year! 

Q. I have only picked out cases which I consider obviously require explanation. 
A. Don't you think it will be more reasonable to look at the number of cases each 

year 1 There may be some in 1918, some in 1919, some in 1920 and so on. 

Q. MOBt of these are eases for 1918 and 1919. This was just "at the beginning' of yoUr 
boom period . 
. A. Mr. Geddis.-The mills might have been in good financial position to pay dividends. 

like that. Unless we know the names of the mills we cannot argue. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We would like to go into that if you give us further particulars. 
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Q. 1 110m quiteprepa.red to do tha.t a.nd I think it is a.dvisa.ble to do so. But you your
ilelves in the beginning, in answer to QUE'Stion 5, say that except for a few good mills with 
reserves, mills generally in Bombay are at prel!ent realising no profits. Y ou ~dmit that 
good mills with reserves are at present realising a profit. Does not that seem to show 
that the policy adopted during the boom period, of paying high dividends, was a little 
unwise. You admit that there are only a few mills at the present day with reserves. 
This must be due to the failure or others to build up reserves in the boom period. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-May I point out to you that after aU ten mills in 1918 only comes 
to 10 per cent. 

President.-l'hat is not the point. We have left that now, Mr. Wadia. In your answer 
to QUE"stion 5 you sa.y that except for a few good mills with reserves, mills generally 
in Bombay are at present realising no profits. . . . ~ 

• A. Mr.-O. N. Wadia.-What I wa.s going to add. was that in the case of 19 mills, in 
the case of all the best mills that exist in Bombay, some of which must be- well 
managed, they ca.nnot make a shilling at present. 

Q. You say that mills with reserves are making a profit! 
A. Mr. Geddis.-If you have got a mill wit.h very large financial backing it can 

produce cloth a.ne!. sell it a.t a quite unnatural price on account of the interest it is getting 
on its reserves. 

Q. My point is th80t every tr80de must expect to ta.ke the le80n yea.rs with the good yea.rs. 
Wh80t I 80m trying to get 80t hi whether, if the mills in Bomb8oY h80d limited their dividends 
in the boom period to, s8oY, 50 per cent. 80S the m80ximum 80nd put the rest to reserve, the 
whole industry would not h80ve been in a much better position t{)d8oY Y 

A. Sir N. ·N. Wadia.-Ten per cent. of the mills were bl80ck sheep. Therefore you 
"W8ont to put the blame on the whole industry. Is th80t your ca~e , 

Q. It is not my o8ose 80t 8011, Sir Nusserwanji. I h80ve no case of any kind. I am only 
trying to get at the f8octs. I h80ve mentioned the C80se of various mills which pa.id dividends 
and placed nothing to reserve. What I 80m now dealing with is the question whether all 
mills have not generally spea.king p80id too high dividends during the boom period, and 
whether the position of the industry would not be very different if they had limited their 
maximum dividend, say, to 50 per cent. or something like th80t figure? 

A. I do not think, Sir, t.hat you c80n generalise 80nd say that every mill p80id big 
dividends. I c80n say th80t even good mills did not p80Y more than half of their profits 
Therefore you cannot gener8olise. If you give us the names of those fifteen mills you 
will see th80t only some mills paid high dividends. . 

Q. The average dividend paid by t·he Bombay mills in 1920 was 52' 6 per cent. ! 
A. Mr. Geddis.-I do not see t.hose figures. 
Q. No, they are mine. 
A. 35' 2, I should think. 
Q. At the outset I should make it clea.r th80t the st80tememt Rubmitted by Messrs 

Ferguson & Co. is of course accepted as correct. I h80ve not the slightest doubt that 
it is correct in every respect, but, if I may s80Y so, it seems to me to convey 80n incorrect 
view of the industry as a. whole. If you will notice the figures for 1919 and. 1920 you 
find th80t the pa.id up ('apit801 of the Bombay mills increased by about seven crores 
Th80t W80S due, as you know as well as I do, to the bct that a big group cea.sed to be a. 
private company and became a public company. ~ 

A. fJir N. N. Wadia.-I do not "agree with you there. 
Q. You ha.ve got five mills coming in with a. capital of two crores. Therefore, 

in my view, to get a correct view of the state of the industry, one shonld leave out 
that 1 

A. If you see that statement, Sir, the number of mills that submitted their 
statements to us in 1919 was 66 and in 1020 it wa.s 77. Don't you think that 
the capital increased p80rtly due to these eleven mills being brought in. 

Q. I am quite prepa.red to take the whole of the eleven mills. lily point is that it is a 
fact tha.t five- mills with a oapital of 6 crores c80me in in 1920, which upsets the balance 
of this statement. -

A. Mr. Geddis.-What .was the capital of these mills before! 
Q. I have no idea. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-What was the number of looms and spindles in 'those five 

~s! . 

Q. I don't see how that affects the qUl'stion. 
A. Then we can work out the capital. 
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Q. My point is that it does not seem to me to give quite a fair idea of the condition oi 
the Bombay industry in 1920·21 or even t<>.day. 

A. Why not! If you take the capital of these five mills which was invested by the 
private concern before and which is brought into this statement you <awiot say 
that 71 croreS capital increase is absolutely nominal increase. a put up job. 

Q. I never suggested anything of the kind. I never made any comment on the capita
lisation of the mills at all. Sir N usservanji. My sole point i~ that in considering the condi
tion of the Bombay industry in 1919-1920 and 1921 it is fairer to leave out those mills 
because they came in with this very large capital. ~he fairest comparison is between 
your 66 mills over the whole period. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Might I suggest that you deduct the mills which have an absurdly 
small capital out of the balance of 66. There are many mills started on small capital 
which paid high dividend and therefore bring up this figure of Ferguson's. If you are 
going to take into account overcapitalisation you have got to allow for under
capitalisation. Mills put down years ago are quite out of proportion to-day. You 
oannot take one away and not the other. 

Q. It seems to me that for the purpose of comparison the best comparison is to take 
your 66 mills of 1917 for the whole period. -

Surely not, Sir. If you want to take away the overcapitalised concerns you should 
take a .... ay the undercapitalised concerns too. 

Q. If you take the same 66 milIs for the whole period. is not that a fairer method of 
seeing the position of the Bombay industry? 

A. It won't show· the true position. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-If you ask us to work out what the percentage dividend was. 

say on block cost of the mills perhaps that will give you It fairer idea than anything 
else. We have shown you. Sir. the block cost. cost of land, buildings, etc., in column 
5. If you will work on that basis then I think you will get a very fair idea because there 
are s"me cases of undercapitalisation as against overcapitalisation. That 'fill give 
you very fair idea of what the dividend percentage came to. 

Q. I am ready to consider any figures you give us. . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Would you like to take column 5 and column 9 on that basis? 
Q. After depreciat.ion 7 . 
A. Instead of the paid up capital, if you will take column 4 and work it out it 

would be much better. We can easily have a statement worked out for you by 
Ferguson&. 

Q. If it is merely a question of comparing the dividend with the block cost it can be 
worked out in a few minutes. 

A. I will give the percentage to·morrow. That will be the fairest oomparison for you 
to make. 

A. Mr. Sakuuvala.-I would make a general remark in this connection. Assuming 
that there have been mistakes in certain cases of paying away dividend, don't you 
think, Sir, that for the purpose of this enquiry they may be out of place. It is the 
present position that has to be considered. 

Q. I entirely agree with you, Mr. Saklatvala. That is what we have to do. Our 
object is to take the facts as they are at present before us. 

A. Mr. SakuuIJala.-What I was submitting is that because of mistakes in a few cases 
it should not be generalised that the industry has been paying away large dividends 
during the boom and that is why it has come to this parlous condition at the present 
moment. I 

Q. We have every intention of doing that. It is the only fair method of procedure • 
. A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Now, Sir, I will give you my own example. My capital 
m 1919 was 32 lakhs. Then by bonus shares I raised it to 64lakhs but my block cost 
has come to nearly 3 crores of rupees. Now is it fair to calculate dividend on the basia 
of 64 lakhs or 32 lakhs or on the block cost of 3 crores of rupees. If you will see, in the 
Fiscal Commission's report they have laid down the procedure as to how you should. 
calculate the profits, and what method you ought to employ. 

Mr. SOOM Rao.-Would you give a reference to that section of the proceedings t 
A. Mr. Ma1onell.-Volume III. It is in the evidElnce of the Bombay millowners. 
Q. But not laid down by the Commission. You said the Commission had laid down 

80me procedure. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-No; the Association •. But they asked us to work it out on 

that basis. Now, Sir, don't you think that is a better procedure that you sholild 
calculate dividl'nd on block cost. That will be the fairest method I think, Sir. What. 
will be the block cost of a mill starting with full capital now or in previous years •. The 
bulk of the mi1Is to.day are undercapitalised; they were built in pre-war days and 
extended but of profits. 
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President.-What do you mean exactly 'by "undercapitalised " ? 
A. If these mills were to be rebuilt to.day they would cost about two or three times 

a8 much as they did originally. 

Q. That does not mean they are undercapitalised ? 
A. According to these data they are undercapitalised. Similar mills l'ould not be 

·put up at that price. 

Q. I do not consider that a mill is under capitalised if it does not want any additional 
capital to enable it to carry on. 

A. Because they have reserves. But suppose you start to.day that new mill at the 
present cost of machinery, land aud buildings, what will it return under the present 
circumstances of the market? That is the main consideration before yon, Sir. 

Q. I agree, but I think this undercapitaJisation to which you are referring is an entirely· 
different matter from undercapitalisation as it is usually understood. The mills to 
which you refer have not got heavy debentures or mortgage debts. If they had, that is 
what I should understand by undercapitalisation. 

A. M,.. Geddi8.-What we meant was that the block account being free of debt 
was out of all proportion to the capital which was very much smaller. 

Q. Quite so. . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The fairest way to work out the dividend paid is on the block 

cost and not on the capital subscribed. The block cost will be much heavier to.day than 
what is shown in column 4. 

Q. If you are judging the prosperity of the industry surely the best way to judge 
it is by the dividends which it is in a position to pay on the paid up capital? 

A. Your enquiry must be whether under present circumstances if a mill was established 
with fresh capital at the present cost of land, buildings and machinery, it could be 
made to pay. That is I think the fairest way to look at it, Sir. This will give you a 
much better guide and I suggest that the dividends should be worked out on column 4, 
block costs. Then it will show that the dividend has not been paid 45 or 50 per cent. 
on the whole industry. Would you like us to work out a statement on that line? 

Q. I think it would be helpful. 
A. Why I put that question to you was because we discussed the same question with 

Sir Basil Blackett when I went up last year with a Deputation to the Viceroy. The 
question then put to me was the same, whether a new mill at the present market price 
of land, buildings and machinery can payor cannot pay. That is the main question. 

Q. Would you kindly work out those figures for us f 
A. Yes; then you agree. 

Q. I am not agreeing to anything. I merely say that figures worked out in that 
form will be helpful to us. 

A. Columns 4 and 8. 

Q. If it is merely a question of working out the percentage we can easily do it ourselves 
We are capable of working out a simple sum in arithmetic! 

Whilst we are on this 8ubjeot of the statements submitted by Fergusons, there is one 
point I would like to clear up. They have sub'mitted to us two statements, in the second 
of whioh they made certain adjustments. You have adopted quite naturally the second 
of the two statements because it shows the condition of the mill industry in a llJore 
unfavourable light in the last two years than the first one. 

A. I do not think, Sir, that that is the object. We sent you the statementS &8 received 
from Messrs. Ferguson and Company. We put all our cards before you and we had 
no intention of showing the mill industry in a worse light than it was in one statement 
or the other. We are honest and put the statements &8 we received them before 
you. 

Q. I know you do not wish to show the mill industry in a worse light than it is. 
A. We put in the statements without any comment and that shows the exact honesty 

(If our intentions. 
Q. My point merely is that you have naturally, quite naturally, used the second of 

their two statements in preference to the first ...••••• 
A. ·If we had any bad intentions we would not have submitted the first statement. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-Was not tha.t statement drawn up according to your wishes, Sir f 
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Q. You have not allowed me to finish. H you will allow me t~ finish my remark!!, 
you will see that I do not make any comment at all. ,The point that I was about to 
make WBB this. For these last two years Messrs. Ferguson and Company have stated that 
they ha ve deducted the correct allowances for depreciation of buildings and machinery in 
compiling this statement. They bave taken 2i per cent. for buildings and 5 per cen~. 
for machinery. They say that this should have been deducted but that owing to the 
financial position it was not deducted in many CBBes and therefore they have deduc.ted it. 
The point that I wanted to make was that. for the purpose of strict comparison they 
ahould have done the same thing throughout. The point I want to make ill that in 
1917·18 mills were not making proper allowances for depreciation of buildings. 
It does not seem quite correct to make this deduction for 1923 and not for all previous 
years. . 

A. You say in 1917-18 tbe mills were not putting 2i and 5 pel' cent. to depreciation. 
Q. Yes. 
A. In how many instances 1 .. 
Q. I do not profess to be an expert in these matters. I may be wrong, but I gave 

you just now the case of some mills which placed nothing to depreciation in 1918 and 
previous years. 

Ai Might. I suggest then espeoially as the last statement was drawn up in accordance 
with your wishes that Messrs. Fergusons be asked here and YOll put your questions to 
them as regards this statement we have put in. 

Q. I am not quite suJ;'6 whether you follow my point. As far as' I can gather-I do 
not profess t~ be an expert in balance sheets--but as far as I can gather in 1918 a number 
~f mills wpre not making proper allowances for depreciation. 

A. Unless you give nalI!es and let us see the position we can neither contradict nor 
agree with you. 

A. Mr. Mody.-Your present point is really that if depreciation was.allo:wed for by 
Messrs. Ferguson & Co., on the same basis then the position will be more favourable 
to us? 

Q. We are here to getat the facts. No question I ask should he considered as implying 
, any opinion in my mind either for or against. My point is that yoa have shown 

here the peroentage of reserves for 1923-2-:1 after making certain allowances. If those 
allowances had been made in the earlier years, the picture might not have been so 
gloomy as it is. . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-May we ask Fergusons to prepare a statement for all these 
years on the same lines as for the last two years? Is it your intention that we ask Ferguson 
to prepare a statement for all these yeal'S on the liries on which they have prepared it for 
the' last two years? • , 

Q. I am not quite sure tha.t it.is worth while? 
A. We will get it done. 
A . . Mr. Mody.-I think it will be worth whilc. 

Q. By all meaDS have it done if you think so. But don't you consider that this 
lItatoment justifies my remarks? 

A. Mr. Geddis.-That is one case, Sir. You are talking of an Association of. ••• 

Q. My point is simply that if you do it for one year in order to get absolutely accurate 
figures do it for all years. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-You can't condemn the industry like that. 

Q. I am not condemning the industry. I am merely pointing out that is necessary 
for purposes of comparison. I am not making any criticism of any kind on this particular 
point. I am merely pointing out that for the purpose of oomparison, you should make 
the same allowance for all years. _ 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will have a new statement prepared for you. 

Q. There is no ,!:uestion whatever of condemnation or praise at this stage of the 
proceedings.· I 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It makes no difference. We will make a new statement 
.!L(lcording to your wants. 

Q. Thank you. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Then you want a. statement with adjustments for all these 

years-the second statement? 

Q. Th~nk .you. The n~xt que~tiori is about the working capital. The only point 
about that IS whether thIS system of ~ort loans is really a. sound one' 
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A. Sir N,N. Wadia.-We think ~o, Sir, because we buy cotton and store it up hi the 
beginning ofthe season and towa.rds the end of the year we do not require so much money. 
In our opinion that ~ a soundl!r syRtem in the interestqf the companies. 

Q. The only point that arises is this. It may be a sound system in the case of good 
mills, but might it not accentuate the difficulties of working of the less well managed 
mills.! , 

A. I do not ~hink so, .Sir. Temporary loans are more easily got than long term loans. 
A. Mr. Gedd'8.-The mdustry takes money when the money market is easy but does 

not require money when the market IS getting tight. 

~. Would the mills be better off if they were in a position to supply their own working 
capital! 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-What is the meaning! 

Q. If they can supply the working capitaifl'om reserves Y 
A. Of oourse they will save the interest. 

Q. Yes, would that be an advantage? 
A. But in the slack season when the stocks are going down they will be losing 

interest. 

Q. I want to know which is better on the balance? 
A. On the balance I think that short term loans are preferable. 

Q. That is the point I wanted to get at. 
The only point about the next item is this. You say it.is not the common practice 

ofthe mills to invest funds in allied concerns, but in isolated cases funds have been so 
invested. There have been such cases. We found some in some of the balanct' sheet~. 
The point which arises about it is that this is a practice which undoubtedly seems to give 
point to the criticism of the managing agency system. Does your Association on the 
whole consider it advisable to drop it ! - . 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-How many insts,nces are there, Sir! I think it can only be one 
instance. We cannot really call it a practice. 

Q. If you, gentlemen, are prepared to assure us that there is only one instance then 
the queBtion is not worth pursuing. 

A. We. can assure you that there is only one instance. 

Q. As regards Question 52, you say that good mills with la.rge reserves can to.day 
get money at fixed deposit at 5 to 6 per cent. If that is the case there is no special 
han~oap there as oompared with Japan. Is there? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.~We do not know what the bank rate in Japan is and what the 
oonditions there are. Here we have to pay 5 ,or 6 per 'Cent. and give collateral 
security. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-They may have banking facilities. -They may be mentioned in the 
book you referred to yesterday. 

Q. You mean ? 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-The one rega.rding the enquiry into bounties. 
Raja Han Kishan Kaul.--We have been talking about certain mills which were 

oonverted into joint stock companies. I presume you are aware there are certain 
instances in whioh private companies were converted into joint stock companies 
during the boom period at preposterous rates, or very high rates and that eventually 
these mills oame baok to the original proprietors at much lower prices? 

A. We do not know of any such instances. 
President.-The Raja is referring to a state'lllerit in .' Capital ". 
A. That statement is incorrect in our belief. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not think any mills have come back to the original pro

prietors .. The Secreta.ry tells me that he has written to you about' it. 

Q. Your Secretary answered that it was not the case as far as you are aware. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We do not.,knowof anyinstanoes where mills have come baok 

to the original proprietors The statement was, I suppose, made by an interested party 
in an inspired article. 

Q. If you are unaware of any such, instan0E'8 it is scarcely likely that there ~ave been 
such cases. . 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Not to our knowledge, I do not know of any. 
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Rap Han KiRha.. Kaul.-About overcapitalisation and under-capitalisation, 1 
presume if the subscribed oapital is ljJPall and interest is paid on loans which are used for 
the purpoae of block acoount, or for running account, it materially reduces profits. Is 
it not 110 f 

..A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not think so, Sir. In the ordinary times an industry in the 
natural course ought to make 7 or 8 per cent. because nobody will invest money without 
that return. If the industry can start with a smaller capital and borrow its working 
capital at 6 or 6 per cent., it is making that 2 per cent. extra profit. 

Q. You mean that the rate of interest is low and the profits are large? 
A. Not large profits. Ordinary profits. 
Q. This undercapitalisation is an advantage f 
A. To a certain extent it is an advantage. 
Q: On the contrary if capital is increa.ied it becomes difficult to secure reasonabJe 

dividends. 
A. If it is overcapitalised you cannot pay the same percentage. 
Q. So that, overcapitalisation is a fault in any case and undercapitalisation can be in 

certain cases. 
A. Not in ordinary cases; say rather in ordinary times. 
Q. With reference to Question 47 you have admitted that it is only mills with large 

roserves thatarefaring well .. In answerto Question47 yousay: "Wedonotconsider 
t'hat there was an unduly libeml distribution of profits by mills and so on". So that where 
the reserves were laid aside the position of the mill was strengthened for a crisis like the 
pl'68ent. . 

A. Of course when the reserves were put aside, naturally. 
Q. Therefore if we find on enquiry that in the majority of cases they were not laid 

asids it meil.Ds •••••• 
A.,I am afraid you won't find the majority of cases. 
Q. It remains to be seen. Il it was D"ot done, it was an omission which is more or 

leBS oulpable. 
A. When YOll have prepared your statement. Sir, we will answer that. 
A. Mr. Mody.-The question whether the distribution in good years was wise ot 

unwise is not to be judged by the present depressed times through which the industry 
is passing but by the position of the mills at the time of the distribution. I submit that 
it will be a fairer way of looking at it. 

Q. The wisdom of the step is to be judged from tM effects it produces in hard 
times. . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We are all human beings. Sometimes we become wise after 
the event. If we all foresee what is going to happen five years hence we should be 

, angels and not human beings. , 
Q. It is not with the intention of finding fault, but only to see what has led to the 

depl'68sion. • 
A. A similar thing happened in Lancashire. There was a gentleman I believe 

Mr. Whi~1 suppose you have heard his name--who bought up a lot of mills 
and overcapita\ised them during the boom period and paid handsome dividends. But 
for the sins of the few many should not be penalised. That is' what I should like you 
to~~. . 

Q. As to temporary deposits, you say that they can be obtained easily by mills whose 
financial position is strong. The milIs ~hOBe financial position is not strong I presume 
find difficulty in obtaining deposits; but it is the mills which are in the worse posit,ion 
that need all the money. So, is not that a serious cause !>f embarrassment, when mills 
depend upon these sh!>rt term dep!>sits 1 

A. I d!> n!>t think so, Sir, because when they are embarrassed they do not 
depend on short term deposits only. Then they take money largely from banks 
against their stocks. 

Q. They cannot depend then on short term deposits at all ? . 
A. Probably not. They have to make other arrangements. 
Q. The question is' whether the system is sound .. 
A. For an ordinary mill. a propedy floated mill in our opinion, that is the 

soundest system. 
. Q. In order to supplement ite working oapital during the purohasing season 1 
A.~is~ - , 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-Mr. Geddis, you made a' very interesting rema~k about which 

I should like to ask you one question. You said that good mills are selling now at upn~. 
tural prices on account of the fact thllt they obtQ.iQ mtere~t from tqe reserve~. I non·t 
)mow what you mellQ eXllctly ! . 

Y 420-14 



A. Mr. GeddM.-I mean th"t when a mill has money and it dcpositA that money 
throughout the year it gets interest which must bring down its cost of production. Or 
if the mills make a: loss, at the end of the year against th¥ loss they can put the interest 
that accrues. 

Q. Quite so. Do you mean to say that at present some of the good mills arc DDt 
recovering from the price ruling now their full cost and would be losing but for thE! fact 
that they get interest from the reserves? 

A. I say many mills that are possibly showing a profit to.day are not doing so on 
their ordinary working. 

Q. ThllY are not covering their full expenses by the current prices ! 
A. That is so. . 
Q. Now, coming to Question 47, about the level of profits, taking the whole of the 

owned capital as the basis on which a profit is to be realised and not up what do you 
oonside~ would be a fair rate of profit in your industry ! 

A. EIght per cent. 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-Eight per cent' No, Sir. If banks pay 6 per cent. fer your 

deposit nobody is going to invest in industrial concerns to-day at less than 10 pl'r cent. 
A. Mr. A. GeddM.-Eight to 10 per cent. 
PrMident.-1f that were the case, would there be any transactions of any kind on the 

Bombay Stock Exchange in mill shares at the moment' • 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-Why not! All their prices are depreciated. The stock exchange 

prices are to·day lower than they onght to be on the balance sheet figures. 
Q. Very few of the mills in Bombay are giving a return of 8 per cent. on the share price 

at this moment' 
A. Thl'y are mostly worked out on a 6 or 7 per cl'nt. basis just now. 
Q. Yet there are transactions in mill shares, even in the shares of mills which are no 

paying any dividend at all , They are hoping for better times, I suppose ! 
A. I suppose so. You must also remember one fact I mentioned t<> you yesterday. 

That is where the managing agents come in. They hold the bulk of thl' shares or 
.. gooitportion of the capital in their possession and they strengthen the basis of the 
mills by not throwing out shares on the market. I again repeat that statement 
in answer to the question, what purpose managing agents serve. Thl'ir holding keeps 
up the market. If their holding was thrown on the market, shares would slump furth"r 
down. 

Mr. Boob .. Rao.-There is one other quest.ion. If you tum to the table on page 
35, the table of profits in the year 1921, I find that the carry forward becomes a negative 
quantity. Can you explain why' In a year with good dividends and good profits, 
though not so high as in the preceding year, you carry a good deal to re'Wrve while 
the carry forward becomes a negative quantity. Is, it a mistake' 

Pre8idem.-Minus 34-lakhs. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-It is not a mistake, but I think the explanation would have to be 

asked from Messrs. Ferguson & Co. . . 
Mr. BOOba Rao.-Very well, I should like to have an explan\'tion. It looks 

rather paradoxical. 
Q. One question in regard to. Question 48. The capital of a good many con~erns, 

consists of share capital, reserve fund and so on. May 1 know if it is the practice of the 
mills to credit the reserve fund aocount and otli.er accounts with interest! 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-It used to be done some years ago, some 20 years ago, but very 
few mills now credit interest on reserve fund. 

Q. Or depreoiation fund' 
A. No. 
Q. What you get in the way of dividend on the paid up capital is in a measure a return 

on the resllrve fund' 
A. What has paid up capital to do with that' Your first question was, do the mills 

oredit interest on their reserve fllDd , 
Q. Quiteso. 
A. I say in former years that used to be the practice but that is not the practi"e 

at all as far as my knowledge goes. 
Q. Does it not then go to swell the dividends or the retUrDS on the paid up capital 

beyond the normal, You deolare now profits or dividends without complying with 
book keeping or aooount transactions by o\'O<litin~ all the fllnds held by you with their 
due interest. 

A. Reserve fund you mean 1 
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Q. All those funds owned by the shareholders. It is a fund at your disposal on which 
yoo do not allow interest in the account books. 

, A. If we allow it the profits would be moch smaller. 
Q. 1 waot to know how you do it, whether you get the profits on a conservative basis 

or on '" difterent be.sis, because I understand Jrom Mr. Padshah's pamphlet it used to be 
done before, bot not now. 

Mr. Majmudar.-Mr. Geddis, you suggested that the mills making profits to,day 
would be doing so because of the interest earned on the unused reserve. You are referring 

, til the Bombay mills or up-country mills ? 
A. Mr. Geddia.-Generally our remarks are confined to Bombay mills. 
Q. With reference to the reserves, they are mostly bailt up with the idea of utilising 

them &8 working capital. Naturally therefore intilrest is not cre4ited to the reF-erve 
in the yearly accounts. Is that the idea? -

A. Yes. 
Q. With reference to the question of percentage of profits on the cost 01 land and 

buildings and machinery, woald yo,u not deduct depreciation in the case of a mill of 
30 to 40 years' standing f _ 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not think that is a fair way 9f doing i~. As I explained 
before what woald yoo make 00 a new mill at the present block cost of land, baildings 
and ma~hinery in a normal year. That is your fairest method of judging how the industry 
can thrive at thE' p~sent moment. 

Q. If we are preparing a statement of valuation of the baildings and machinery, would 
depreciation not be deducted? 

A. No, I do not think 80, because even the block costs are shown in these figures. 
It is mucn lower than the present values. -

A. Mr. Getlclis.-If you had a mill and put /) per cent. every year to depreciation, 
at the end of 20 years it must be standing.at nothing. ;How would your percentage work 
out then f 

Q. As the mills go on working some parts of the ml!.chinery are worn out though 
it is kept in perfect working order. 

A. Mr. G,dclia.-Some write down to /) per cent. 
Q. I do not mean to say that the whole amount, supposing the machinery is standing for 

20 years should be .written oft, but what I mean is t~at a certain percentage hIlS to be 
deducted for depreciation of ma.chinery which hIlS been working fOI' a number of years. 

A. Yes, and after a number of years, deducting ea.ch year, you will have a ma.chinery 
standing at a fictitious price in the balance sheet. _ 

Q. Supposing you take 30 or 40 per cent: as your depreciated value. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I will give you the income.tax pra.ctice. That will be the sound 

pra.ctioe to follow in your argument. What the Income·tax Collector does in assessing 
our profit, is to allowdepreoiation at the rate of 21 per cent. on buildings and /) per cent. 
on ma.chinery on our block coat. But after 20 yee.rs he only gives us an allowance when 
the mill is extended. He gives us depreciation in the balance. That is what he gives 
for 20 years pra.ctioally wipes out the whole original value of the ma.chinery. If you 
do that then the block cost woald stand at nothing. 

Q. You are depreciating your ma.chinery to a certain extent every year. W"uld it 
be fair to compa.re profits or dividends on the total capital outlay even though tlIe 
ma.chinery hIlS depreciated f . 

A. Yes, for our purpose, As I explained the question is what a new mill starting 
with land baildings and machinery to.day will do under the present circumstances. 
That is the main point in the oase which you are enquiring into. If you see the 
Fiscal Commission's report you, will see how that is worked out there. 

Q. It does not seem to be a fair way. ' 
Pre8itlenl . ....:.Before we leave this section I might say we should be very grateful, if 

Messrs. Ferguson and Co. are going to work out further figures, if they would work out 
the position for the mills that have remained constant throughout. Of tlIe 81 mills 
whio~ is the maximum figure in the statement tlIereare appa.rently 63 which ha-.:e 
remamed constant throughout. ' 

A. Mr. Maloney.-I will ask if it can be done. , 
Q. ~e want the figures for the whole of the 63 mills which ha.ve been there all the time. 
A. S., N. N. Wadia.-It will be elaborate work. 
Q. They must have got the figures. It is merely a question of ;dding them up not 

of any fresh exo.mination of the balance sheets. I do not wish it done if it me!J,~ a fresh 
examination of balance sheets. 

A. Mr. £?eddia.-It will not give a true positioQ of afta,irs, Why not ta,~e the, 1!J,S~ 
year or the year before.-

y 420-14IJ 
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Q. In 1923 there were 81 mills. I think there are inferenoes to be drawn. I wish 
to see what those inferenoes are. In any case would you let us have the names of the 
mills whioh appeared and disappeared from this statement. I do not wish the work,. 
done if it means any wholesale re-examination of the balance sheets. . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will ask Fergusons_ 
Q, Whp.ther we shall use it for any purpose remains to be seen. Because we'ask for 

II stnt"ment it does not follow that it will neoessarily be used. 

SEOTION VI 

Cost 0/ Productio1V-(a) General 

Pruident.-Do you consider that all the mills in Bombay can be said to have an 
up-to-date and accurate. costing system? 

Sir N. N. Wadia.-It is very difficult to answer that question, Sir. As we have said 
mills are very jealous. of giving figures to each other and we as an Association cannot 
answer that. question whether every mill has got an up-to-date system or not. I may 
say that most of the mills h.ave got a system. . 

Q. Only most of the mills? Some have not? 
A. They must have a system; but whether it is an up-to-dateaystem or not, we cannot 

say. . 

Q. Just one point in regard to Question 63. You have been good enough to send us a 
~t&tement of the cost of a modem.mill. Have you any objection to that statement being 
included as an appendix to your evidence' 

A. No ohjeotion if the details are not given. 
Q. If that is so, it was unfortunate that you have referred to it in your evidence. As 

a matter of fact it was asked for by us for our own information. Therefore it is very 
unfortunate that it should have been referred to in the evidenoe unless you were 
willing that it should be published in exten80 and the result has been that we were 
immediately asked for copies of it. Can you, without going into the details, give us a 
statement which can be appended? 

A. The same form which I have supplie~. 
Q. You had better then send us ~ copy that can be included as an annexure. * 
The information we have shows that prior to the war the cost of erection of a mill in 

Japan with spindles varied from £6 to 6 a spindle. In India it would come to £3 and odd 
Your estimate for the pre-war days is 26lakhs. 

A. It was Rs. 66 in B?mbay; it comes to £3-6. 
Q. The latest figures for Japan are for 1919 and show £12 a spindle. 
A. It will be less by 60 per cent. now. Who supplied the Japanese figures? " 

Q. These are from the American Tariff Commission Report. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-From the Japanese Cotton Spinners' Association! 
Q. If I may say so, they have, at any rate, the obvious answer that the figures they 

tupplied to the . American Tariff Commission are as much entitled to be considered as 
accurate as the figures that are being supplied to us with regard to the mill industry in 
India. / From the mere fact that the figures are supplied by the Japanese Association 

. it does not necessarily follow that they are not true. l'he United States Tariff Commission
would not publish figures of which they have any reason to doubt the accuracy. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-They may be just mis-informed. 
Q. But is there any reason not to believe that the cost in Japan worked out at £12 a 

spindle in 1919 t . 
A. That Inight be. But it won't be £6 or 7 to,day. 
Q. Yet it costs you £7-10-0 to-day! 
A. Rs. 100 a spindle. I can from my own information say that the Japanese are 

buying machinery at about the same price as we here, from Platt Brothers. The freight 
from Lanoashire to Bombay and the freight from Lancashire to Japan is very nearly 
the same. So I do not see why except in the matter of the cost oUand and building, 
there would be any difference at all. 

. Q. That is what I was about to lead up to. My point is that the Japanese have 
had no additional advantage in this respect! 

A. They have an advantage over the Bombay Inills in the fact that the prices of land 
in Japan are not so high as t.hcy arc her€'. 

'" Printed as AnnexJlr!l D, 



Q. The priee of land is high there too. 
68 you are in Bombay. , 

A. What is the price they have given f 

They are faced with the same pr?blem thcr<' 

Q. J do not remember. But at any rate your millswero built at a period when land was 
comparatively cheap and any mills put up there in the industrial zones are put up when 
land values have gone up. ' 

A. What about their mills put up 'in the past' 
Q. They have been putting up mills more frequently than you'have in recen~ years. 

The only point is whether you consider, looking at it aU-round, that they have had any 
advantage over you in the past. 

A. Except in the case of land and building I do not think they have had any advantage. 
ete., in regard to-mschinary. 

Q. The advantage as regards land anil builru.Dgs must be a matter of opinion as r .. gards 
np-country mills. In Bombay no mills have been put up since 1914. -

A. But then as rega~ds the up-country mill., you must remember that the up-country 
mills have to jay railway freight, while most of the Japanese mills are built at the sea' 
ports. . 

Q. I notice that in your reply to Question 54 you say' that generaUy speaking, most 
of the mills in Bombay city and Island are of a sio,e, type and lay-out conducive to fairly 
economical working'. Only fairly economical! 

A. Until progress takes place in building, housing, machinery and in new ideas of 
architecture, you cannot have' economical working. For instance, with_regard to a 
mill built 30 years ago you cannot say it is economically equipped with up-to-date plant. 

Q. How far do you consider there is scope for improvement? 
A. We cannot say. For instance,'my textiles mills which were laid out in 1895 are 

entirely different from my Spring Mills laid out in 1908. The one is more economical for 
handling. It is built on modern lines. I think my friena Mr. Majmudar knows that ~he 
No.3 mill at Sholapur is more economical than ,the No.1 mill. You have to keep pace 
with the times ,nd if you do not make progress it is no use. 

Q. The point I am trying to get at is whether the Bombay mills have kept pace with the 
times. ' 

A. I think so. They have been progressing. 

Q. It is presumably extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make any great alterations 
-in an old mill if you want to bring it up-~o.date f 

A. Yes; because the building is there and unless you pull it down and rebuild it you, 
cannot make substantial alterations. 

Q. Quite so. To that extent the old mills in B0mPay are distinctly behind the times f 
A. Of course; the same is the case with every country. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-In Great 'Britain also it is tbe same. 
A".fJir N. N. Wadia.-I have seen 50 year old mills in Lancashire. 

Q. As regards the efficiency of machinery, J understand you to say that there is an 
advantage in the use of old machinery because it costs less. You say that consideration 
must be given to the fact that the older machinery was obtained at very much cheaper 
rates. Do you consider that that more than counterbalances the increased production 
you get from the new machinery Y 

A. In some cases, yes. 

Q. When it iR kept in efficient working order. 
A. Yes; Mr. Majmudar has referred to it just now. 

Q. With regard to Question 57, I take it that you admit that tbe Japanese operative 
is more efficient than the Indian T 

A. I have no knowledge personally. 

Q. The Millowners have never been able to work out the actual cost of labour in a 
J apaneRe mill as compared with that in an Indian mill f 

A. No. 

Q. It has been worked out. I think the Government of India worked it out, and it 
was found that the wages bill in the two countries is about the same. 

A. That might be according to the statement which they give liS; but that does noir 
lead us far. The average figure they have given us includes allowance for food, honsil1g 
allowance and other aUow&ll<)Os and we do not know where we are. 
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Q. The only respect in which you claim they have an advantage over you is with regard 
to double shift working Y 

A. Also in the cost 'of stores and other things, Sir. They have no taxation to pay like 
us. There are a lot of other things. , 

A.' Mr. O. N.' Wadia.-Machinery, stores, for example. 
Q. That is not a large advantagt>. 
SirN.N. Wadia.-We have got all kinds of taxation. We have to pay General tax at 

11i per cent. on the valuation of our buildings. It is not a very small item. Although 
these items may appear to be.small, yet when they accumulate they amount really to a 
very big sum. ' 

Raja Hart Kishan Kaul.-Are mills losing more on yarn than on cloth! We were 
told so. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-Genorally speaking, ~ think so at present. 
Q. The profits on yarn are not "necessarily less \hanthose on cloth Y 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I think they are les~ . 

. A. Mr. Geddis.'-The loss on yarn is greater than the loss on clotli. 
, Q. That is what I mean; that is by selling the yarn in the market according to the 

present prices, you make less profit or more loss than by converting the yarn into cloth Y 
That is what we were told. 

A. Yes; at the present moment. 

Q. And yet your spindles are in excess of the figures that you have given us by about 
60 per cent. You have told us that a model milIshould have 30,000 spindles and 1,000 
looms. According to that, the spindles in Bombay are abbut 60 per cent. in excess. So 
this excess of 60 per cent. spindles is intended for producing yarn for sale Y 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-How do you get that figUre Y 

Q. 30,000 spindles and 1,000 looms are enough for a self·sufficient mill, according to 
your figures. 

A. According to Table J we have got in Bombay 72,266 looms. Multiplying that by 
30 we get about 2,200,000 spindles. This means 12 la.kbs is the excess. That comes to 
about 33 per cent. and not 60 per cent. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-In any case it is only at present that the yarn market is worse than 
the cloth market. It may not be so in six months' time. 

A, Bir N. N. Wadia.-Only 131akhs increase on 341akhs. Then what is the total 
percentage of increase Y It is only about 30 per cent. 

Q. According to my estimate we should hal,e 21 lakhs of spindles and the excess is 
60 percent. 

A. It is a different way of looking at it. 
Q. I am mentioning the excess over the number that we ought to have according to 

the estimate you have given and that is 60 per cent. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-You must have yarn for handloom industries and other 

necessities of trade. . 
Q. I do not say anything about that. I am only showing you tbe increase. 
A. Sir N. N. W adia.-But your calculation is wrong. I think you ought to take the 

total number of spindles into conRideration. 
Q. No; I am not wrong. According to your estimate, for 72,000 looms you should 

have about 21lakha.of spindles. Anything over and above that figure is excess. 
A. I agree; but on what basis is the percentage to be taken f I say it should be taken 

on the total number of spindles. 
Q. On the t~t.!LI number" of spindles that you ought to have according to yOUl 

statement! 0 

A. If you 'take the total number of spindles into consideration, it works to 33 per cent. 
Pre.sidenl.-Thirty-four lakhs is roughly the total number of spindles in exisu-nce. 

Roughly 221akhs will be the number of spindles required for 72,000 looms. So you hav~ 
12 lakhs left and you say 12 to 33 is practieally 33 per cent. Y 

A. Yes. ' 
Raja Han Ki.~han Kaul.-Quite so. About one-tbird of the existing number of 

spindles are not wanted for weaving. It comes to the same thing. 
A. Yes; that is the correct way of putting it. 
Q. With regard to question 55, the difference, according to you, between.the prodnctior 

pn the new machinery and that on the old machinery is about 20 per cent.-=-6i OZ8. and 6, ozs. Y Do you think the difference due to cheaper prices of machinery ballLl1ces t.hat ! 
A. Mr. Geddis.-We do not say that there is that difference. There are mills which 

use old machinery. We do not say that all the old machinery produces ti! ozs. only. 
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Q. That is not the average difference?' But taking it that one mill is usmg practi. 
cally all new machinery and another all old machinery, the difference will be that? Is it 
not so f 

A. Sir N. N. ~adia.-You have taken the best and.worst conditions? 
Q. Yes; I want to know what will be the difference between the two. 
A. Yes; it is right; -
Q. Probably, &s a matter of fact, no mill h&S got entirely new machinery. Very fe"; 

have got entirely new machinery and very few have got entirely. old machinery ? 
A. I do not know, Sir. The bulk of them have renewed large portions of their 

machinery. But I do not think, at le&Bt I cannot tell you without enquiry whether 
&Dy have all old machinery. But we know there h&S been no new mill since 1919. 
Therefore no mill has got absolutely new machinery. 

Q. What I want to know is whether the advantage gained is 20 per cent. and whether 
it is equal to the loss on higher price of new machinery, 20 ,or 15 per cent. or whatever 
it is? . . 

A. I have answered that question. 
Q. J n answer to Question 59, you say that" there is a saving in the cost of production 

by the provision of humidifiers, more particularly in the weaving department, but it 
would be almost impossible to give a general estimate of its extent for India &S a whole." 

Is it possible to give the extra cost of humidifiers in respect of one or two places, say 
Ahmedabad and Nagpur? ' 

A. It depends on the size of the mill; on the system of humidifiers, on the size of the 
looms and other thing3. You must take the true me&Burement of the building. Then 
you must take the wet and dry temperature of that room. You must then determine 
what percentage of humidity you want. . 

Q. For each station you naturally want a certain percentage. Suppose we take, for 
example, Nagpur. I presume there will be one temperature that you want and for tha.t 
you can probably work out what the cost of humidifiers will be 1 

A. No; you must take the cubic measurement of each building and the quantity of 
air in that building, what amount of water you have to put in and_so on. I can work 
out the figure for you if you give me the me&Burementll of the various buildings. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-I may point out that the humidity varies according to the 
time of day. If it is 85° in the morning and 70° in the afternoon, there is a drop of 15° 
of humidity between the two periods. 

Q. What. we want to find out is, what is the difference in cost? What is, the additional 
cost of providing humidifiers? Is it one of the factors which are vllry insignificant' 

A. Mr. 0 .. N. Wadia.-It is a very small factor. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It won't be very material for you. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-On the question of humidifiers, have you seen the new system in 

Sholapur ? 
A. No; I have read about it. 
Q. Do you adopt these humidifiers for the comfort of the workmen or for the sake 

of your work 1 
A. Both. It lowers the tempers.ture as well as gives you enough humidity. It is aiso 

for the comfort of the labourers. 
, Q. Does it make any difference whether you cool the air or spray the roon[ with water 
so far &S the health of the workmen is conceraed ? 

A. I think I would ask you to read the Report of .our Secretary, Mr. Maloney, when 
he was in Government service. He has written'a report on the subject. 

Q. I have seen that. It is too technical for a layman to follow. 
A. The Government of Bombay and the Government of India a.re taking action on the 

recommendations of that report. 
Q. w' ould you care to give us your opinion on the relative merits of the spraying system 

and the system of cooling by water; which system is more. favourable for the 
workman? - , 

A. It all depends on the building. Eaclt system is perfect in its own way. But if it 
is not adapted to the particular building, then it is no good. 

Q. And the cQllt depends on the system and on the size of the factory. Taking your 
own typical factory for which you have given the estimates, what will be tho cost of a 
suitable system? In a typical mill of 40,000 spindles, it will cost one lakh 011 the, 
basis of figures I have here. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I will see what my figures are. 
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Q. A big gnp between tbat figure and this llefore me her~. 
A. Si.r N. N. Wadia.-I am nol; prepared to argue. I am giving the figure exactly 

as it is. Water comes out from a sort of jet. They will be naturally more expensivp. 
But I do not know. I have never given an opinion on things I have never studied. 

Q. I won't press the question further in that case. 
Mr. Majmudar.-I have an impression that the Japanese- are manufacturing 

looms , 
A. Si.r N. N. Wadia.-I have heard so. 
President.-Tbey do manufacture looms to a certain extent but not spindles. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Bobbins and shuttles also. Then, the cost of erecting a weaving ~hed 

would be lower in Japan tban in India?· . 
A. Sir N. N .. Wadia.-If they are making looms in their own country. it would cost 

them less, certainly. 

Q. In regard to question 54, can you give us a rough percentage of the mills that are 
working economically, that are of a size, type and lay.out conducive to economical 
working! . 

A. I do not think we can do that uuless we go and examine each milt 

Q. You are in touch with Bombay mills, and you can give as a fair idea t 
A. 1 think you will 4ind 75 per cent. of the mills have a good lay-out. 

Q. In reply to question 55 you mention that" modem spinning mills making 20; yarn 
and working ten hours per day can manufacture 61 ozs. of yam per spindle but there 
are mills in Bombay which areUl!ing old machinery and are not producing much morc 
than 51 ozs." You refer to 203 warp. Don't you t 

A. Yes. 

Q. Have you actually worked out the difference in cost of production due to tae 
interest and depreciation in regard to a new spindle as compared to high C06t due to 
low produetion of an old one! 

A. No, I have not. 

Q. Would the yam that you produce from such a machinery be as good as the yarn 
produced from the old machinery' 

A; It depends on the rollers, in what condition they are. 

Q. You don't think the production in the weaving department by the use of old 
spinning machinery would suffer' -
,A. To a certain extent, if the rollers are not kept in good order. 

Q. So, besides low production in the spinning department there will be low production 
in the weaving department also. To what extent will the production in the weaving 
department be affected , 

A. There are many conditions to be taken into account. It dependq on the quality 
of cotton they use, the quality of weft they use, etc., and one cannot make a general 
statement of that nature. . 

Q. If we look to table 1, practically the expansion in spinning has not been much 
since 1893. Of the spindles existing in 1893, how many would you consider to be old 
machinery , 

A. I could not say. No one can without going into each mill. 
Q. In the system of humidification for which you have given a quotation you do no~ 

change the air in the department every five or ten minutes' 0 

A. Fresh air is pumped in with the''I\"ater. There is no want of fresh air. 

Q. Could you tell me the quantity' 
A. I cannot say from memory. I will supply tbe figure afterwards. 
President.-Tbere is one point that we might possibly clear up before we go any further. 

I think Mr. Wadia stated tbat tbere was no duty on machinery in Japan. I hardly think 
that is borne out by tbe Japanese Year Book.' I see here that there is a duty of 15 per 
cent. on looms and a duty of about 4! per cent., as far as I can make out, on spinning 
machinery. I take it tbat tbis is the latest Year Book. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Y"s, tbat is right, 4'15 per cent. I.also made another inCOrrl"Ct 
statement, Sir, tbat outsiders could not hold s~aresin Japanese "pinning companies. 
I remembered tbat they could not bold sbares in tbe shipping companies and 1 tbought 
the same rule applied to the spinning companies also. but 1 find that is not so. Spinning 
oompanies may have outside shareholders. 
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_ Q. Tha~ you. Mr Majmud&r would, I thiuk, like to ask a further question in regard 
to Question 55, &8 to the comparative benefit or disadvaJll;age of the working 'of an old 
and a new spindle. -

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Will you plea.ae expl&in to me Y 

Mr. Majmwlar.-According to your estimate I' take Rs. 100 a.s the iintial outlay 
per spindle. I put down 10 per cent. out of t'b.at for depreciation and interest. That means 
Rs. 10 a year ••••• 

A. S", N. N. Wadia.-Why interest Y 

Q. For putting in the money. 
A. That will be dividend, not interest. 
Q. Well, i put it as interest. Supposing you do not put it in out of your reserves 

you have to borrow capital to that extent. Now, ten rupees would mean 1,920 pies and 
if we take 310 working days the interest and depreciation chl!'rges Oil a spindle per day 
works out to about 6'2 pil'8. Now,let DB take the extra charge due to lower production. 
Roughly taking 30 pies .... the cost of spinning one pound of 20. warp (it may be a. little 
more or a little less) when the production is 6£ ozs.,at 5! the cost amounts to 36·82pies. 
There may be a little adjustment. Therefore the difference per pound of yarn ••••• 

A. Will be 6' 8 pies agaillbt 6' 2. _ 
Q. To spin a pound of 20s you require about 2'37 spindles and therefore it pays you 

to spin on old machinery in spite of the lower production. 
A. But I made that qualification in my statement. If a mill is kept up to the 

mark. J said that. 
Q. While calcul&ting the total cost of production I do not think you will base your 

calculations on the cost of production of a spindle which is only giving 5* ozs. of yarn 1 
A. What is the point? -
Q. When we come to the comparison of cbsts between Japanese and Bombay mills 

certainly you will not base yarn production ~osts on the production of 5£ ozs. per sJlindle 
but would work them out on the production of 61 ? ' ' 

A. That is what we have done in our statement. 

(b) ,Raw MateriaZ 

Pre8idenl.-We now come to the -question of raw material,. I shonld_be very much 
obliged to you, Sir Nusservanji, if you would explain to my fellow Members of the Board 
and also lor my own benefit what your suggestions are under' this head as regards 
improving the position of the mills. What we want to know is how exactly the position 
of the mills wonld be improved if there was one hedge contract instead of five. I do 
not think my colleagues know what a hedge contract is. , 

A. Well, Sir, 'you will u,!derstand it better than J suppose your colleaguu because I 
had the plea.sure and honour of sitting with you On the Indian Cotton Committee . 

• Now, the idca of a hedge contract is this. .Let DB take the spinner's' position first· 
During the sea.son between February and Mayor June he has to take in the whole of 
the year's consumption of his raw product. He must be able to sell yarn or cloth 
against it. The result is that he is practically running a riSk all that time without any 
cover. Well, now, to obviate that risk in all well-known markets there are what they 
call hedge contracts, so that If a fall occurs in cotton you are not bit. Or suppose you 
sell yarn and oloth without covering .cotton you oan buy your ~edge. The resnlt is 
that when the market goes up you are not hit and you have a kind of protection against 
fluctuations of the market. 

Raja Hari Kishan Kaul.-At certain times yon buy on future .markets. Against those 
futures you sell cloth at certain prices and then if you find that the price has gone up or 
down you sell your hedge contract to somebody else losing so much or gaining so much 1, 

A. 'l'hat is covered by the price of the finished material, all the time, It is a kind of 
insurance. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-You insqre against arise orfallin price. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Suppose the market goes up when you havc sold your hedge 

you will get better price for your cloth or yarn. On the other hand, suppose you have 
bought against your sales of cloth or yarn and the market goes down, you then make so 
much profit in the cotton bfdge. That will cover you for the least drop in the price of 
cloth. "For that purpose all the large centres like New York, Liverpool, etc., have One 
hf>dge contract of cotton. It is based on middling cotton with allowances for quality, 
for lower so much and higher SQ much, and you can hedge against that one contract. 
Having a wide hedge contract like' that you know the cost at which you are able to tender 
yourself. Now that system :we millowners have always advocated should be adopted 
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in the Bombay market. Unfortunately owing to varions conflicting interests of the 
brokers, jaithawalas and commission houses here, when the Cotton Committee made 
their report and advocated one hedge contract they did not follow our recommendations 
exactly as we wanted but they instituted five hedge conttacts. The five hedge contracts 
are Beugais, Oomras, C. P. Nos. 1 and 2, Southern, and one Broach contract and 
the result is there is always a variation between the various kinds of cotton and the 
result is that we do not get proper hedges. We bave been urging from time to time Oll 
the East India Cotton Association to establish one hedge contract if theypossiblJl 
can here. But as I said owing to the conflict of in~rests in that Association theJl 
are not able to carry it out. I speak in general terms. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-In each case the field being narrower there may be a possibility oj 
cornering. Is that the point 1 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-That is right. 
Q. What is the objection on.. the part of the .cotton Association to having one 

contract '. •. 
A. They maintain that in the present conditions in India to fix the differences 

in the various grades of cotton is difficult. There are certain crops coming early in the 
year and certain later in the year and thcre are always differences and in my OpiniOIl 
they do not understand the primary object of a hedge contract and they are mixing U]l 
delivery contracts. That is where the whole misunderstanding has arisen. There 

'have been corners. In fact there is more or less a comer every year occurring here. 
For instance we expect a comer in Oomras in J .... nuary again. I would not be surprised 

• if it took place this year. Then again there is another thing in Liverpool and New Yor~ 
which is very good. Those contracts are open for each month's deliveries 12 month! 
ahead. Now here different contracts are open for two or th.tee deliveries only. TakE 
Oomras. You have got January-February, March-April and July-Angust_ ThE 
same way with Broach; you have got two positions April to May and July to August. 
That is the position and these various. contracts being liable to cornering cannot bE 
hedged in with safety as if there was only one contract. 

President.-What is your Ruggestion, Sir N usservanji Y Do yon want one hedge con. 
tract for all the groups? If you have one you cannot call it Broach 1 

A. Call it East Indian cotton or anything you like. There is nothing in the 
name. 

Q. If we were to accept the suggestion what steps would have to be taken to ensure 
it being carried out t . 

A. No step is necessary. If the East India· Cotton Association passes this 
rule and makes one hcdge contract for delivery every month there will be no 
necessity. -

Q. I understand that. If they are willing to do so, well and good. But if they are not 
willing to do it what steps can be taken to make them do it Y If we were to decide that 
in the interests of the mill industry it should be done what steps will Government have to 
take to ensure its being done t • • 

A. As you know, the pl'E'sent East India Cotton Association was formed under all 
Act of the Government of Bombay. The Bombay Government have reserved to 
themselves the right of approving bye-lnWR proposed by th" East India Cotton 
Association. If therefore a strong recommendation goes to them the Bombay Government 
might be induced to put pressure on the East India Cotton Association to alter their bye. 
laWR to make one hedge contract possible. I think our Secretary has given you all the 
correspondence that our Association had with them. 

Q. Yes, we have copies of the correspondcnce which is published in your annual 
reports. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-I think it will be very useful for you to hear the East India 
Cotton Association on this. 

Q. We shall certainly make a point of e1'amining them. 
Q. If there is one hedge contract it will greatly improve the stability of the mills f 
A. Sir N. N. W adia.-I won'~ say the stability but it will reduce speculation. 

Q. You say you don't consider that the present depression in the industry can be 
attributed to the purchase of cotton at prices higher than are prevailing now? I would 
like you to amplify that point a little. It seems to me that if you bought cott-on at. pricl's 
higher than now ruling that must be rellected in your profit and loss account Y 

A. If we have not had any hedges or any sales against it. 
Q. But have you been able to hedge 2 
A. Even now to a certain extent. 
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Q. Not the extent that yon like to ? 
A. No. In narrow contracts we run certain risks which you do not run on wider 

oontracts 
Q. Is it the practice of the mills to hedge ! 
A. All good mills sa far &II I know hedge. 

Q. You say that it is the general practice for the·mills to hedge in cotton and therefore 
they have not suffered particularly through the continued fall in the ,price of cottoni n 
the Jut year! . 

A. I cannot speak of other mills. I can speak of my own mills. 
Q. Do you, gentlemen, agree· as far &II your mills are concerned! 
A. Mr. Saklatwala---That is the practice, Sir. 

Q. It is the practice of all the gentlemen who are here to-day? 
A. Yea. 
Q. Do you conaider that this single hedge contract woqld remove the element of specula 

tion in the purchase of cotton &II far as it is humanly possible to do so ! 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-To a great extent. • 

Raja Bari Ii. ~kan Kaul.-In reply to Question 62 you say: "The Association does not 
think that cotton is purchased by Indian mills at prices higher than those paid for cotton 
for export ". If the exporters buy in the up.country markets while you buy at Bombay 
doyounot ••••..•.•••• 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We buy up-country; most of the good mills buy up-country 
also. . 

Q. But a large number of mills buy only in Bombay? 
A. Yes. 
Q. They-have to pay more! 
A. But that is nothing. It would only make a difierence of i per.cent. in middlemen's, 

profits. The price of cotton varies on the average Rs. 6 or Rs. 10 thia way or that way 
and on the other hand they avoid interest charges. The mills that buy from hand to 
mouth avoid interest charges. They have got that in their favour. They may not get 
the qualities owing to the shoi:tage of suitable cotton in India. 

Q. Therefore those who buy here probably have to pay higher prices as well as get 
shorter staple Y 

A. I do not think they pay higher prices. There might be a small difierence. That 
is all. 

A. Mr; O. N. Wadia.-Exporters buy just as much in Bombay. 

Q. They'keep buyingagents~nd buy direct from the suppliers? 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Take a firm like Rallis. They buy just as much in Bombay as 

up-country because after all they are only middlemen between Bombay and the importers 
and therefore if they don't get cotton' up-country they have to buy in Bombay. 

Q. Just to make up the deficiency 7 
A. Even the big firms buy in Bombay in large quantities. It depends on the quality 

of cotton required on the Continent. Now take the case of a firm A which has not got an 
agency in the Punjab. It gets an order for Punjab-Americans. It buys it in Bombay 
from some other firms. It is not necessary that every firm should have a branch agency 
in all the, up-country centres. 

Q. But these big exporting firms like Ralli Brothers have got branches in almost all 
- the up-country centres? . 

A. Sir N. N, Wadia.-Not necessarily, Sir. They have got them in a. good many 
places but not in all places. 

Q. Question 63 is :-To what extent can the present depression in the industry be 
attributed to the purchase of cotton at prices higher than those now prevailing? The 
prices of cotton have been coming down continuously. So the mill tha.t has purchased 
cotton six or eight months ago cannot affOi"d to sell cloth at prices whic4 another mill 
which h&ll bought the cotton later at a cheaper price can 7 • 

A. As I replied to the President just now that mill might have hedged as we do 
ourselves, and then this works out in the long run. One year the prices may decline 
and next year the prices may go up. 

Q. I am talking of what is actually happening. 
A. Depression h&ll nothing to do with it.. When we talk of depression or no profits 

to-day we take the market price of cotton to-day and the price of cloth to-day and work 
out the margin on that basis. 
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Q. But dealing with inwvidual mills, if a mill purchased cotton six or eight months 
ago it has been paying interest on the money and also it had paid a higher price. So it 
cannot afford to sell cloth at such rates as another mill which bought cotton at very much 
cheaper rates last month Y 

A. If it had hedged it does not make any loss. 
Q. But if it has not? ' 
A. Then it must take the consequences. 
Q, You say hedging is an impossibility to any considerable extent? 
A. Safe hedging:... We do hedge under the present circumstances but it is not very 

satisfactory. We want a more satisfactory system as I e~plained before. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-There is only one question I should like to ask and it is ab~ut a 

statement made in a paper. It. is that the agents of Japanese mills purchase cotton 
in this country on the spot while the cotton used in Indian mills passes through a number 
of hands before it reaches the mill godown. Is that true to any extent? 

A. I do not think, Sir, that it is correct, because the Japanese do not purchase 
all their requireme~ of cotton on the spot. They purchase largely in Bombay 
as they do in up·country districts and I do not think they get any advantage over 
us. 

Q. You qualify by saying" good mills ". 
A. You asked for two classifications of mills and you have been asking for two 

classes of mills. _ 
A. Mr. Geddia.-But after all the Japanese who are buying here are buying as middle

men for the Japanese mills. Therefore you have to put their charge of commission against 
the middlemen's profits in Bombay. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-They can't run their Bombay office for nothing. 
Mr. Subba Ruo.-Is it true that cotton passes through a number of hands befOre 

it reaches the mills ? 
A. I do not thi~k so, Sir. That is an inspired article. That was given in the 

Japanese reply. 
Q. ,No, Mr. Kanekar of the Servants of India Society wrote it. He is not a Japanese 

agent. 
Q. It passes through .two or three hands Y 
A. Sometimes. 
Mr. Majmudar.-What percentage of the Bombay mills are buying cotton in the 

districts 7 
A. I am not able to tell'you. 
Q. You say that cotton is purchaspd in the districts by buying agcncies. ;00 these 

firms purchase cotton on account of the mills or do they make contracts with the mills 
for the supply of cottOn Y 

A. J n my case I purchase on my own account. 

Q. That I believe is the general practice? 
A. I believe so. 

Q. Japan has been making moreandmore purchases in the districts during the last 
two or three yea·rs. IH that impression correct r 

A. I do not think so 
A. Mr. Gl!Ji.dia.-We h"ve no facts or figures on this subject. 

(c) Labour 

PrtlSident.-We now come to a very important section of our questionnaire, the one 
dealing with labour. The first question which naturally arises is out of the statement 
in the Currency Commission's report that you all, I am sure, know by heart. 

A. 'Sir N. N. Wadia.-No. Sir, we have had no time to st.udy it well. 

Q. W.hat I -.las about to say was this. The "figures supplied to the Currency Commission 
by the Bombay Millowners' Association were to the effect that the present index figure 
of "the wages of mill hands is 231 whereas the index numbers of wholesa.le prices, retail 
food prioes and cost of living were only 150 and 153 respectively indicating either that 
the pre-war rate of wages was too low or that tho. present rate is excessive. Which of 
these alternative views does your Association accept r . 

A. Well, Sir, we have to face labour in future. So, I would rat·her make no 
statement on this point now. We have our difficulties with labour. We sha.ll ha\'(\ 
some more I\ifllculties with labolll' and I do not t.hink it is fair to ask us that quest,ioll. 
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conclusions, Sir. . 

Q. I quite appreciate the delicacy of your position but it would have been of advantage 
to U8 if we oould have had a defiuite opinion. 

A: In tact we have given you a statement showing how wagtls have increased in 
Appendix III on page 36. 

Q. The only adjustment of wages since 1920 has been the abolition of the bonuses 7 
A. That is all. But we are manufacturers, and I am -speaking on behalf of 

my colleagues, we do not understand the economic relation between index prices 
and variations. We placed the facts before you. A blow room tenter in the 
old days used to get Rs. 12. He is now getting Rs. 29. A Card Roolll man is getting 
R~. 27 whereas he got before ouly Rs. 9. We have given you the bare facts as 
they exist. 

Q. You agree at any rate that the increase in the cost of labour has been the most 
important item in the increase in your costs of production 7 

A. Quito true. 
Q. And therefore this question of the adequacy or otherwise of the present rates of 

wages is a most important one for us to examine 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. In your answer to Question 66, you say that .. by reducing the working hours from 

12 to 10 per day, the production of spinuing mills has gone down by about 16 per cent; 
and weaving mills by about 10.12 per cent." That is an absolutely mathematical 
proportion. As regards spinning I should like to draw your attention to the figures in the 
Millowners' Association Report for 1924 which show that though this change was brought 
about in January 1920, the produotioQ of pounds of yarn produced per spindle actually 
showed an increase on that of the previous year 1919. The exact figures were 101'90 
pounds per spindle in 1920 and 101'72 pounds in 1919. 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-There were two strikes in HH9, one at the beginning of the year and 
the other at the end. 

A. Mr. Mody.-There was also a strike in the first JVeek of January 1920 that lasted 
for two months. #I _ 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not think, Sir, you can take the yearly figures as oorrect, 
with strikes and holidays •. I can give you my own experience. When we were 
working 12 hours a day, our production of 20s was 8' 20 ozs. per spindle .. Now we are 
working 10 hours a day and our production is 61 ozs. Now you can work out your 
figures acoordingly. '.Chis is the day to day ~verage and will give you a better idea than 
anything else. It works out eX&Qtly as far as spinning is concerned in good mills. 

Q. Would you say the same of ]919 ! 
A. There may be difference in counts and iri the number of days of work. All these 

factors come in. I give you these figures with regard to a particular oount and workiIlg 
on a daily programme.. 

Q. YOll cannot deduce from these figures anything like a 16i per cent. reduction. 
A. This is the result obta.ined from day to day production. I can give you my daily 

produotion figures for the last ten years and you can judge for yourself. The reduction 
is from 8'20 to 6'75. 

Q. Ad regards weaving, the result appears to be that the reduction' in working hours 
ha.~ resulted in a slight increase in the efficiency of the indivi!lual weaver ! 

A. That is what we find, yes. That is quite correct, Sir. 

Q. Has it been your experience, that there has been no increase in the efficiency of the 
individual spinner, for instance, less breakages, etc., than there used to be ! 

A. It all depends on the cotton yon use. The spinner does not want breakages. If 
you give him good ootton, he will prefer to sit down himself and let the spinning do 
imeH. ' 

Q. My point is that if his hours of labour are reduced, he might be more alert in mending 
the breakages when they do occur • 

. A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-The efficiency of t~e spinning machinery is over 90 per cent. 
8lther for 12 or for 10 hours. because there 18 no room for any great improvement. On 
the other hand, when the weavers work 12 hours, their effioiency is ouly about 70 
per cent. or a little over it. By working 10 hours and their pay being entirely dependent 
on the work they turn out, they gradually manage to improve that efficiency from 75 to 
80 per cent. and that is why there was considerable room in the weaver's work for 
improvement. There was no raom in the spinner's work for improvement. That is 
,,-/ly the sl'inner has not improved willie the weaver has. Perhaps that is clear to you. 
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Q. Quite olear. Your reply to Question 67 seems to throw a good deal of light on the 
efficienoy of the Japanese operative. You say that the number of ring spindles per 
oompetent spinner 1s 160 to 180. The figures 1\e have for Japau show that in Japan 
there are 240 spindles for each spinner and they have 21 looms for a competent weaver 
against 2 looms for India. That was in 1921. They work one side and a half. The 
question arises why that cannot be done in India. . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It cannot be done, Sir. The labour is not efficient enough for 
that purpose in India. 

Q. Is there any hope of making it sufficiently efficient' 
A. Education and perhaps better stamina will make it efficien,t. It is a remarkable 

t,bing that I have observed that a boy up to 14 is smart, intelligent and up to the mark; 
but the moment he gets married, say in a year, he collapses and he becomes absolutely 
inefficient in another 12 months. -

Q. That makes the outlook rather disnial, if there is no hope of -the Indian operative 
ever being as efficient III! the Japanese. 

A. I suppose that with education, change in the habits of marriage and other changes, 
there may be an improvement in course of time. 

Q. Are spinners and weavers paid by piece.work , 
A. Spinners are paid fi~ wages. 
Q. Would not a proportionate increaae in wages induce the man to look after a side 

and half? 
A. No; he cannot. 
Mr. Majmtular.-The wages of a spinner in Japan III! given by Mr. Maloney is 1'13 

yen and converting it to rupees at 130, it oomes to Re. 1-7-6, whereas in Bombay it is 
Rs. 1-0-4, III! given by the Labour Office. The number of ring spindles per competent 
spinner in Japan is 240 whereas in Bombay it is 160. One spinner works 50 per cent. 
more spindles in Japan than in Bombay and therefore the oost of working 240 spindles 
work out to Re. 1-8-6 in Bombay III! against Rs. 1-7-6 in Japan. Moreover the 
product,ion per spindle of 208 yarn in Japan is '429 lbs. that is, 6'84 OZS. 

against 6'75 (0:.8. in Bombay. T~refore the cost in Bombay comes to Rs. 1-9-0. 
Then we come to weaving. The wages of a weaver in Japan are '99 as per figure 
given by Mr. Maloney yesterday. At Re. 130 it works out- to Rs. 1-4-7. The rate 
per weaver in Bombay is Re. 1-11-3. The production per weaver in Bombay for 
manufacturing th~e yards sheeting oloth is 98 yards against 145 yards in Japan. 
The cost of produoing this 145 yards in weaver's wages in Bombay comes to 
Rs. 2-8-10 against R@. 1-4-7 in Japan. Practically the cost due.to weaver's wages 
in Bombay works out to double that in Japan; this is according to the figures 
given in the U.S.A. Tariff Commission Repert. . 

A. Sir lV. N. Wadia.-There may be variations. They may take into acoount the 
daily produotion of we.3vers. 

Q. I think they have taken the production of an average number of mills. 
A. So what is the conclusion you draw from that' 
Prto!ident.-The conclusion to be drawn from it would seem to' be that it is 'your cost 

of labour which is the factor in productioD which handicaps you most. ' 
A. Will you please bring this fact to the notice of our friends. Mr. Joshi and Sir B. N. 

Mit.ra, Member of Industries, and ask them to recognise that fact when the Government 
brings lorward legislation after legislation. These facta are conveniently forgotten by 
the Government of India when it suits their purpose. 

Q. I am not in a position to say at this stage what we will recommend. 
A. I am very glad, Sir, you have bronght out this fact yourself. 

Q. This is merely preliminary. Later on when we get the detailed costs of production 
we shall be able to examine this quest.ion more carefully. Meanwhile if you would have 
another look at this statement and give it careful consideration before you oome up again, 
it 1\ ould be helpful. 

A Mr. C. N. Wadia.-I understand there is a Bill on the anvil at this stage at Simla 
regarding the payment of monthly wsges. . 

A. 8 ir N. N. tv adia.-Every yt>ar two or three new pieces of legislation are forced on us. 
When we ar .. on this subjeot of labour, may I ask, Sir, whether in Simla or anywhere 
else the house servants are paid before the 15th of the month' Sir B. N. Mitra, the 
Member for Industries, wants us to pay the wages within seven days. We have to prepare 
our aocounts of pieoe-work and every thing else and here even with fixed wagee for house ' 
servants, they do not pay them before the 15th. Now the.Government wanta to introduce 
this legialatioll. !tis not the only legislation. Every year one or two ~iecea ofle~tio~ 
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, are brought to us and we are handicapped. We are sick qf this factory legislation. They 
want legislation to see whether there is pnre air or bad air, whether we are giving pure 

, water or whether the man is or is notill, whether he injures his finger rightly or wrongly; 
every day some piece of legislation comes in and we are hampered by this legislation in 
carrying on our legitimate work; , 

Q. Your protest on this subject will now be very fully on record. One small po'nt 
as regards the number of operatives per thousand spindles. When you say that the 
number is 33 which is the average of 7 spinning mills in Bombay, you are referring 
to purely spinning mills with no weaving department! 

A. Mr. Maloney.-Yes. It is very difficult to separate the actual spinning department 
in other mills. -

Q. It would be less in mills which have both spinning and weaving? 
A. Yes, because of the absence of reeling. 
Q. With regard to the answer to Question 70, where are the figures from? 
A. If the Government of India wanted to be helpful to us why cannot they appoint 

a body like the American Tariff Commission and why should \:;e depend on American 
reports to find our facts 1 " . 

Q. I Ather gather that you yourselves would be somewhat dubious as to the exten~ 
to which we could use the information. 

With regard to this question of absenteeism in Bombay and 'Ahmedabad, Question 71, 
how far does absenteeism affect the eomparative efficiency of labour in Ahmedabad and 
Bombay! -

A. The fignres were taken from the La.bour Gazette. 
Q. Yes; do they mean that you get higher efficiency in Ahmedabad? _ 
A. I do not think it affects efficiency. But I do thirik that we have to m .. intain· a 

larger number of hands to make up for the absenteeism. 
Q. I am not quite clear. Does it cost you any-more in wages! Is your labour cost 

any the more because of the higher percentage of absenteeism? 
A. Yes. If like Engla!ld we can depend on our labour turning up day after day, then 

I certainly think we can easily reduoe our number of men on the muster by 6 or 7 per 
cent. 

Q. Will the reduction of the number of men on the mU8ter roll bring about an auto-
matic reduction in the wages bill ? 

A. Of course; because some days we have overflowing attendance. 
Q. But you only pay people who are actually there. . 
A. We employ so many extra hands to allow for the .. bsenteeism. So there may be 

an overflowing attendance on some days when all are present, and we have to pay those 
hands extr .. , although they are not actually required. 

Q. Does that mean that you employ about 8 per cent. more than you need. Does it 
mean that if you could reduce -the percentage of absenteeism to the same fignre as that 
of Ahmedabad, you would be able to reduce your number of hands by 8 per cent. ? 

A. Yes; nearly, I think so; quite easily. -
A. Mr. C. N. Wadia.-We employ now 10 or 12 per cent. more hands than we need 

simply to compensate us for the absenteeism. 
Q. That is a very serious matter' 
A. A very serious matter and. this absentee fignre has considerably increased since 

the wages were increased in 1920. Every increase in w4ges i8 followed by- gre&ter 
absenteeism. 

Q. Have you got figures showing the absen~ism ? _ 
A. Mr. Geddis.-I would like to point out that these figures in the Labour Ga.zette are 

not accurate for this reason that in their returns when a budli comes in the man is m .. rked 
present for the day. 

Q. What is meant exactly by budli labour f 
A. If a weayer is absent and another man takes his place, he is oalled a budli. In the 

mill statement the origin&1 man is not present and in the La.bour Gazette figures it is 
shown all along that that weaver is present and the absenteeism ia really very much 
greater than. the figures show. , 

Q. I should like to go into that in a fit.le more det&iL You h!'.ve no idea how matters 
stand in Ahmedabad in this respect? --

A. The Labour Office figures might have heen got in the ea.me way. I have no idea of 
tile absenteei!!m the~ 
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Q. I think, Mr. Wadi a. said that you employ 10 to 12 per cent. more tha.nyou need? 
Y ollr a.bsenteeism is 12 per cent. If you employ this 10 per cent. extrq., I do not quite 
llnderstand how your a.hsentet'ism can be as high as 12 per cent. Does it mean that it -
is rt-a.lly 22 pt'r cent. that are absent every day? , 

A, )Ifr. Geddis.-Mr. Wa.dia WIIS referring more to the spinning side and wha.t_I was 
referring to was more to the wea'l'ing 'Side. 

A .• Vr. C. N. Wfulia.--I ha.ve taken the figures for the number of ha.nds tha.t put in a. 
full working month. If there are 25 working da.ys it is Dot 40 per cent. of them tha.t put 
in a full working month. 

A. Mr. Mody.-Accurate figures are being prepared for July. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-They are taken on a different ba.sis from that of the Labour Gazettt'. 

But the new figures of the Labour Department are being taken on this ba.sis. 
-A. Mr. Modll.-The Labour Office are preparing more accurate figures and they have 

aIt~red the whole basis. July has been taken lIB the basis and about 19 mills have 
been n.sked to submit returns on specified forms ~upplil'.d to them by the Lahour Office 
itsl'lf and J think the result will be out in about three months. 

Q. Any way, is it the ca.se that the figure of 11 ~ 13 per cent. of absenteeism f~r June 
1926 is an unduly favourable figure owing to this fact that when a ma.n is absent and a 
~ubstitute is working for him, he is counted as present. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-The basis of the Labour Office is wrong. 
Q. Before we finish our enquiry we may have more accurate figures. • 
1 take it that you are not in a position to suggest any remedy in regard to this important 

qllestion of a)Jsent~ism t . 
A •. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I wish, Sir, you would tell Mr. Joshi what disa.dvantages we are 

labouring under and there is another side to the picture always. I think tha.t mere than 
anybody else the Millowners' Association members themselves would very muoh like to 
see labour improved so that they can have more efficient labour. Nobody would grudge 
a man making good wages. But handicapped as we are, as we have shown, at every 
stage, we are not as black as we are painted at times by Mr •• Toshi and Company especially 
in the Legislative Assembly. _ -

Q. Mr. Joshi is coming before us and we will ask him how he proposes to reduce 
ab!oenteeism. -

A. But he must remember,. Sir, the men absent themselves without giving any previous 
notice and without giving any reason too, and nothing is done t.o him. But if we turn 
out a man, we are at once dragged into the Small Cause Court straightaway. 

Q. Is it the-same thing with regard to continuity of labour supply? Do exactly the 
'same alguments and conclusions apply there? You are no more able to secure con. 
tinuous supply than you are to avoid absenteeism ? 

A. Yes; tha.t is right. Further the men go away to their villages without giving us 
any notice; and if we want to turn a man out for ineffioiency or for ba.d work, we have 
to give him notioe. • 

Raja Han Kisha1l Kaul.-Why do they go away? 
A. When the ground· is to be tilled or for a marriage cert-mony. Sometimes they 

go away without any reason. We get no notice; we come to know that the man is absent 
and that is all. 

Q. They do not go for any permanent avocation. Tiley come back! 
A. Yes. 
A. Mt'. C. N. Wadia.-Anothor thing, Sir. They go pn strike here without notice and 

we have to pay them not. only for the days of absence but as if they ha.d not gone on 
strike. In England they have to give notice or they forfeit their wages. Here they go on 
strike on thesIightest pretext. . If some one is s&<'ked for inefficienoy, out go 34 men 
after him. 

Q. Or they go home sick? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia..-No; no. Suppose we saok a jobber in a weaving establishment 

for not turning out good work, out go about 40 or 50 men with him. . 
Prcsidem.-We now oome to the question of housing. We have not yet seen· ths

Government c~wIs but we hope to do so before we finish our enquiry . 
• A. When you do see the Government oha~Is. I would recommend two things. 

First and foremost, please enquire under wha.t promises the Government ohawis 
were inaugurated. Find out, Sir, whether they were not inaugurated on the distinct 
promise that the ~oo~o~o fent oharged for tb.e m,ill hand!! 8h~~d not exoeed 5.8·0 ~' 
room.' , 
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Q. Are you in a position to show us the authority to that statement? 
A. Yea; we are ; the Governor's own speech m the local Legislative CounciL I will 

send you a copy of that. ThE'n, Sir, they told tIft that these rooms would CO!It Re. 1,100 
per room and finding that it would not be possible even at the rate of Re. 1,100 per room, 
to charge an economic rent of Re. 5-8-0;tbey put on us' the cotton cess or cotton duty 
of Re. 1 per bale. What is the result? When they actually built these chawla, instead 
of Re.l,l00 the coat had gone up to Ra. 2,200 per room. Instead of enquiring into the 
reason why the coat had gone up, they went on building until they completed 16,000 
tenements.. 

Q. How many of those tenements are occupied now? 
A. About 25 per oent. 
Q. What ~ent is being charged now! ' 
A. Mr. Modg.-The rent haa been redu~ed on tv 0 or three occasions and the lat4$t 

reduction works out at the lowest to Rs. 5-8-0. The e.onomic rent of these chawIs waS 
stated to be Re. 13 per room. When the first reduction was brought about, the chawla 
_re rented at Ra. 9-8-0 per room. Now the rents ha.ve been further reduced and in 
spite of that the whole ohawls are lying vacant. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The jokE' of the whole thing ift that the mill-hands sre asked to 
enter into an agreement with the Secretary of State for India when they take up the room. 
It is the finest joke that I have ever experienced in my life-an agreement on a stamped 
paper of anoaa 8 for the labourer to eLter into with the Secretary of State for India! 

Q. That is not uncommon. I have myself signed many such agreements on behalf 
of the Secretary of State. 

A. But not with the labouring claaaea. 
Q. Some of them were, I think. 
A. I think thl!Y are frightened when they see the agreement. 
Q. I noticed that in \""Our Report for 1925 you saia that some mills were putting up 

further chawls of their own. Has there been progress to any considerable extent since 
last year'. Report? 

A. We have given you I' full statement on R9.ge 37. 
Q. What I want to know is, are there any chawls now in process of erection? 
A. Not to my knowledge. ' 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-We that put up the chawlsarein an anomalous position. Not 

only have we to pay for tho working people but we have to pay for the Government 
scheme as welL ' 

Q. You two, Sir N. N. Wadia and Mr. Wadi a, seem to b.; among the worst sufferers 
in that respect e.s far as I can make out from this statement, in having put up ohawla 
at an uneconomic rent. , 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-But, Sir. I go further. What we complain about is this: not 
ouly do we let them to the labourers but they take in sub-tenants. 

Q. Do you suggest that most of the other chawls, except those t~ which you have 
referred, are receiving an economic reut from the workmen? 

A.· Mr. Modg.-No; I do not. All I meant was that tlijl Century and the Bomhay 
Dyeing Mill> are amongst tbe mi!ls wbich have provided a number of ..chaw Is for thei! 
work people; and the statement was that some of the mills were in the unfortunate 
position of having provided a large number of chawls at an uneconomic rent and 
also having to pay the town duty of Re. 1 per hale. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-That is quite true. But if yo 11 see that statementagainyo~ 
will find that the number of rooms that are vacant in our chawls compared with the 
number in Government chawls is marvellous. There are very few vacancies. 

Q. There is a small point in regard to Question 76. Do the mills insist on all theil 
apprentices taking a course in the VictoI"ia. Jubilee Technical Institute ? 

A. No body insists, Sir. 

Q. How many app"';ntices are there in the ordinary miU f How many apprentice; 
have you got in your mill at present f 

A. I cannot say off hand. But I should think about twenty. 
_ Q. You must have a great many applicatioDll for apprenticeships in your milL Woul~ 
It not be a good thing to make it a conditipn of apprentices being taken that they shoulc 
take .. course in the Victoria Jubilee Technic.·J Institute ? 

A. I do not know whether that can. be enforced, whether iu the present condition oj 
literacy of these apprentices, that can be enforced. I a.m doubtful about tl~t. 

v.20-l5 
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Q. Would it not be a good thing to try to combine the two? 
A. We have ourselves approached the Victoria Jubilee Technieal Institute, as you will 

, see from the answer, and they have provided spec:al classes for theoretical instruct~on in 
spinning and weaving for mill apprentioes. -

Q. You say, in answer to Question 78, that the operatives have not improved .their 
standard of living though they spend more money: What do they spend it on r 

A. It ie hardly neoessary to say, I think. 
Mr. Majmudar.-What are the rents in the neighbourhood of the chawla? 
A. In some cases Rs. 10 to' 15 ; ,but they are very over-crowded. ' 

Q. So the other people have to pay higher rents ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you consider than there is any likelihood of Bombay securing" permanent 

factory population and so avoiding the floating population which gives you much 
trouble' 

A. Not, according to our experienoe, at an early date. 
Q. What are the factors whioh prevent it ? 

. A. I have given them. The, go away when they like and they come in when they like. 
They please themselves. ' . ' 

Q. Due to the rival competition of agriculture, I suppose, to put it shortly? 
A. Yes. 
Q. We now come to the question of double shifts which is one of the points on which 

you lay great stress. I take it that you do not regard the mete fact that the Japanese 
work double shifts as unfair competition. 

A. 'fhey could not work double shifts if they stop women labour at night. 
Q. Why? Because their proportion of female labour is so high? 
A. Yes. If ~hey had a Factory Act similar to what we have, they cannot do that. 

According to our Factory Act, we cannot employ wow.n and children between 7 p.m. 
and 5 a.m. If they do not employ women at night, it. will be impossible for them to work 
double shifts and the result is we cannot compete on fair terms. 

Q. But do you consider that the actual enforcement of the amended Japanese Factory 
Aot will remove this diffioulty ! . 

A. Not one whit. 
Q. How are they going to work double shifts then , 
A. They can work from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. There can be two shifts of eight hours 

each. 
Q. Against'your one shift of ten hours! That will reduoe their ability to compete to 

a large extent. 
A. It may help us to some extent. But still they will be able to work double shifts. 
Q. But it can h"rdly be called unfair co~petiiion ! ' 

. A. Ask them to work under the same Factory Act as we have. 
Q. Every nation has a right to have its own Factory Aot, subject to any International 

agreement. 
A. You introduoed the Factory Act here on humanitarian grounds. Do not let us 

get away from that point. The Government of India have always pleaded that they 
introduoed this Faotory Act on humanitarian grounds. l'hey cannot get away from 
that. . 

Q. That is not the immediate point. The immediate point is whether you can hold 
that the amended Japanese Factory Act is open to these objeotions on humanitariaQ 
grounds, if you have the eight hours shift. 

A. Yea. On humanitarian grounds it is objected to because women labour should not 
be employed during night time. ' . 

Q. Do you consider it objectionable on humanitarian grounds that women should be 
employed for eight hours a day! Under the Indian Factory Aot you are permitted to 
employ them for ten hours. . " 

A. During the day time, Sir. 
Q. In Japan it wonld be from 2 to 10 p.m., 
A. It is 11 p.m., Sir. 

Q. But normally it would be 10 p.lII. What is the latest hour 1D~ qC?nsjd~ a wC?maq 
should work up to , 

A. What are the bQUlB oI night time, Sir , 
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A. Mr. Mody.-What are the honm fixed by the International Convention r 
Q. Did they fix any hour ? 
Mr. Sa~-That is the poin~ By having women labour up to 11 in the night, 

tbey are oontmvening the Convention to whioh they were sign&tories. 
Q. What are the boUlll fixed by the Washington Convention? • . 
A. I oannot remember tbe exact figures. But I do not think they will go up to 11 in 

thenigb~ 

Q. The whole point is what is the definition of night time. . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Wh&t we say, Sir, is, give us laws like other couutries. Do not 

tie our bands behind our backs and say that we are to work under these conditions. That 
is what we are Buffering from. 

Q. With reprd to Q. 83, I take it that 1920 in your aDSwer. is a mist:ake for 1922 7 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Yes. 
Q. You Bay that the most oonspiouous instanoe of legislation whioh has increased 

tbe 008t of production is afforded by the Indian Factories Aot, 1922. But were not the 
ohanges in bOIll'B introduoed in 1920 by you before the legislation was passed Y 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We reduoed the hoUlll to ten. 

Q. Then how oan you regard this as the most conspicuous instanoe of legisl~tion when 
it has merely continued the existing practioe ? 

A. I should like you to study the Aot, Sir. 
Q. You only refer· to the reduction in ho1U'& You do not l'tlfer to any other feature in 

the Aot! 
A. It is worthwhile reading the Act. 
Q. It would seem your businees to state which othel' features the Aot affeoted you. 

As regards this reduction of hoUlll from 12 to 10, I oannot see how you can bl&me the Act 
whioh merely brought into foroe, at your request, eJl over India a pmotice which had 
&!ready been in foroe in your mills for two years. 

A. We anticipated the Act and put ourselves in line With it. 
Q. If you antioipated the Act instea.d of opposing it, I do not quite see what grievance 

you have. . . • 
A. Mr. SaklaCwaZa.-It was a voluntary act on our part to reduce the hoUlll from 12 to 

10. But we all eJong knew that tbe Government was pressing for the change and in our 
representation to the Government we distinotly mentioned that we 'were bringing out this 
ohange on the Bupposition that Japan too was going to fall in line with us. But it has 
not done so. 

Q. The point is that you wOuld not have been in such a hurry if you had not what you 
~oonsidered good reason to anticipate that Japan would follow your example Y 

A. Certainly; and we have made th&t olear in 0,11' representation to the Government 
that it would not pay us to reduce the hoUlll of labour and that we would not be doing 
it h&d we not the assurance that Japan would fall into line with us. But that has not 
oome about for the last 6 or 7 years. We have said time and again that it W&B on the 
distinct understanding that later on the Washington Conference ruling would be brought 
into effeo~ 

Q. The position seems to be that under the International Draft La.bour Convention, 
women C&UDot be employed at night, the night interval being 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. In those 
oountries where no Government regulation Iui8 yet been passed regarding the employ. 
ment of women in industrial undertakings during night, the term • night', for a maximum 
period of three years, is to be declared by the Government to signify a period: of 
10 hours. I think the best plan will be to look up this point in more detail and disouss it 
tomorrow. . 

A. Mr. SaklaCwala.-The same point was made by Sir Charles Innes during his 
interview. 

A. Mr. Mody.-To corroborate Mr. S8Jdatwa.la's point, I would refer yoo to the Asso· 
ciation Report for the year 1919 and I would rea.d out a paragraph. .. The Committee 
were therefore of opinion tha.~ unlees eJl countries inoloding China and Japan joined the 
Conference at Washington and agreed to introduce a shorter working day, the Indian 
plills should not be asked to take &Dy action in that direction. If, however, a.ll countries 
were amoDS to join the 8&id conference in order to bring about the desired results, they 
believe eJl Indian mills would he glad to fall in line with the movement·; but they· 
would urge tlu!.t tile peculiar conditioDS of the India,n labour and the clima.tio conditions 
of this CODQtry should. thOrQughly hi! ooQllidere<l helm'V any reooIllDlendationJ was 
piade-" . 

'J4W-l6ll 
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A. Mr. Saklaticrila.-I note from the correspondence which the Association had with the 
'Collector of Bombay that the Committee made it quite clear that in agreeing to the 
amendment to the }t'act{)ry Act regarding hours of work, employment of women and 
children at night, the Committtlo fully expecred all the other Asiatio oountries 
to fall in linl'. It was on that understanding that we anticipattld the GOvernment 
legislation. 

Q. The point now at issue is exactly what the definition of night work is in the 
WashIngton Con¥ention and the Conventions drawn up by the Jnrernational Labour 
Office. • 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.--What you mentioned was for a period of three years. These 
tbree years have elapsed and enn now the new Factory Aot which they are boasting 
about eo much' and which they ~ay is going to cause reform is not going to come' into 
force until 30th J~e 1929 at the earliest. 

Q. The amended Fa.otory Aot has come into force. Y 0'1 mean those provisions have 
not come into force? , 

A. Yas. In fact, they said, not till 1931. Perhaps they may postpone it till DoolD.l\' 
day. 

Q. I referred you yesrerday to the starement of the Japanese Cotton Spinners' 
Association that all their mills are now working ren hOllrs a da.y ? 

A. We gave you an authoritative starement showing. 

Q. Theirs is apparently the most recent-information. 
A. This was in 1925. ' 
A. Mr. Maloney.-In 1926 Sir Charles Innes made the starement which we have 

submitted. -
Q. You will receive a copy of thtf rep 'esentation of the Japan Cotton Spinners' Associa-

tion. ' 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I suppose you have seen the correspondence which took place 

in .. Capital." Some allegations were made then and they gave the names of the mills 
and we contradicred them as regards those very mills and we have not had a reply to those 
remarks yet, Sir. I think we referred to that in our original starement. . ' 

Q. The next question which arises is exactly what it means to them, working of double 
shifts. You have given some information in paragraph 129. Do you work it out at 
5 per oent. ! 

A. 10 per cent. difference. But 5 percent. on the whole production. 

Q. You yourself have had some experience of double shift working Sir Nus ervanji. 
Did you keep any record of it? • 

A. I have worked two shifts of eight hours, not ren hours. 
Q. That is what the Japanese will have to do. 
A. No; they are going to ten hours till 1929 at l(a,t. 
Q. Under this amended Factory Act, they can only work eight hours. 
A. I am doubtful whether it will ever be brought into force. We will see when it 

comes. We were waiting for that Act for the last six years and more and it is to come 
into force three years hence, and God knows what will happen three years hence. 

Q. Allowing for two shifts of eight hours, there will not be very much in it, I think . 
. A. There will be. 

Q. It will be only 2i or 3 Per oent. -
A. No. My experience was that when I worked two shifts of eight hours, I paid them 

t!,J.e wages for teu hours, because I could not do it in any other way. We could save! 
anna a pound. 

Q. At the present price what percentage is it ! , 
A. Over five per cent. That was ren hours wages fo: eight hOurd, but if they pay 

eight hours wages then it will be much more. 

Q. You have made a point of the increase in taxes sending up the oos$ of production. 
But according to the starement of oosts on page 27 of your original representation the 
increase is only less than one pie a poltnd ! 

A. You see the proviso at the bottom. 
, Q. Even so it is only about Ii pies a pound. Even including the colton cess and the 

town duty on cotton the increase in local taxation works out at only Ii pi~s; 
A. SOllletilIles we look at 11~ths whe~ we 'are 'doin!! busiq~ ! 
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Q. That is another iliustr .. tion of your .. rgument that every little heips. 
Before the Worklllen's Compens .. tion Aot o .. me into foroe bd .. ny mills hOO any 

yolunmry system of compens .. tion ? 
A. Most mills I think, Sir. 

Q. I wu for a short period Commissioner of La.bour in Madru where I bd to work 
the Workmen's Compens .. tion Act .. nd I wu then told th .. t some f..ctories found it .. 
less expensive .. rrangement than the one they had previously in.foroe. The ooPJpulsory 
compens .. tion they 'Were p .. ying was less than wh .. t they were p .. ying volunmrify. 

A. Mr .• Saklalwala.-It is everywhere, so, Sir. In 008es of minor ..coidents the 
mills paid more Ii bemIIy but in case of aotu..1 de .. th or tot .. 1 dis .. blement the Compens .. tion 
Act provides more than what 'We p .. id in oert .. in 008es. 

Q. On the whole you c .. nnot s .. y tbt the Workmen's Compens .. tion Act by increased 
the cost of production of the good mills ? 

A. It w .. s volunmry before; now.it is oompulsory. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-In the one Case you give-out of cbrity; in the other you are 
made to give at the point of the pistol. 

Q. The foroe of th .. t I entirely re .. li,se, but it does not me .. n that your cost of production 
h .. s re .. lIy gone up r 

A. Mr. Saklatw~.-It is not a very big burden, Sir. We don't grudge it. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Speaking .. bout increued t..xation I would like to call attention 
to the fact tbt the 1924 figures do not t..ke into account the increased ch .. rges in water 
which the Municip..tity by m..de.· I want to m .. ke tbt correction. Tbt ha..~ gone up 
too, about 33i per cent .. 

Q. A much more important item than .. ny of the other item~ you mentioned, I should 
think. 

Raja Hari Kishan KaUl.-As reg .. rds these figures for .. bsenteeism, you s .. y you do not 
keep sep..mte figures for m..les and fem..les. Generally spea.king is a.bsenteeism longer 
among fem..les th .. n among males Y 

President.-Is absenteeism more rife amongst. women th .. n amongst men? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I cannot say, Sir. I think it will be the other wa.y about, but 

I oannot m..ke a st..tement. . ' 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-It is, Sir, the .ther way .. Fem..Ies are absent for shorter periods 

than m..les. ~ey do not drink so much. _ 

Raja Hari Kishan KaUl.-As rega.rds houses, do yOl1 think the workma.n a.nd his fa.mily 
feel at home in the chawls, pa.rtioula.rJy in the Government chawls tha.t are built? 

'Do you tlrlnl, that they are euitable for residence by people coming from the country 
~ide? . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-They are better~han in their oountry. 
Q. It is much more expensive here ? 
A. But much hetter than in the country. . 
Q. They get much less fresh air. You think they feel at home in these chawls ? 
A. That is more than I can say. 
A. Mr. Mody.--Any way they arv better than the filthy houses ill which they live 

ordinarily in toWll& . 
Q. They do not come from towns. 
A. Mr. Mody.-In those cases in which they do not live in mill cha.wls they live in the 

town a. far as Bombay mill labour ig concerned. 
Q. It is better tha.n the a.ccommodation they get in the cities ? 
A. Mr. Saklatu:ala.-Yes. . 
Q. In these three and four-storied chawls which Government have built fOil them do 

you think they (la.n feel happier than in the mill chawls ? ' 
A. Sir N.N. Wadia.-I suggest you should ask Mr. Joshi. 

Q. Some of your mill ha.nds live there ! 
A. Mr. -Geddi&.-Development cha.wls Y 

Q. Do they prefer to live there tha.n in the cha.wls YOIl provide! 
. A. I ha.ve no idea.. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Obviously not, beca.use our chawls are tenanted and those are not. 
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Q. The Assooiation are of opinion that efficiency might be improved if the ~peratives 
could be taught to appreciate the improved accommodation now .. vailable in Bombay. 
Where, in the Development chawla , 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Of course we naturally say that they are better in ODr chawla. 
Only three or four in a room. They are not overcrowded. They enjoy better ht'.alth 
and consequently 'Will have better efficiency; That is the meaning. 

Q. Or do they probably do it because they cannot afford to pay the large rent? 
A. Partly due to that and partly to the refltrictions. I mean the. restrictions in the 

Agreement with the Secretary of State, that they must put all their kutchra ill dustbins, 
etc., etc. So many conditions are put in which the people do not understand. 

Q. Naturally that accommodation does not suit them·' 
A. The agreement which the Development Department has drawn up in the name of 

the Secretary of State frightens yhem. , 
Q. One condition for having a permanent labour population in Bombay "ould be 

to provide them with accommodation where they could lie at home. Evidently they do 
not feel at home m these chawla ? 

A. They feel at home in our chawla. 

Q. That is what I was asking. Is that because the restrictions are not so great ! 
A. There are some people living there year in and year out. • 

Q. Without moving , 
. A. If a man goes to his village for two or three months he pays rent and I cannot 

turn him out. 

Q. In the statement in Appendix V you have shown that ·the wages paid by the 
mills are higher than in other industries, but those industries belong to other parts 
of the country. Are the wages paid in the mills higher than those paid in other industries 
in Bombay! 

A. I think we might ask that question of the Labour Office. That is the place where 
we can get that information. 

Q. You made this statement and I thought'you might know. 
A. We can get the municipal figures. Mr. Mody pE'rhaps can get you that, 

A. Mr. Mody.-Yt'!!, I can. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-You have made three comparisons in your statement between 
wages in the Bombay mills and other things. In the first place there is a comparison 
between wages in the cotton industry and other industries. We want information 
about other industries in Bombay and not in India generally. But even here, in this 
statement I find that the engineering trade is giying higher rates , 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I think the Secretary will find it out from the Labour 
Offioe. ,. . . 

Q. We want to know the level of wages in Bombay. We want to knC?w for example 
Whether the cotton operatives are being paid too much in rela~on to the Bombay level 
of wages. Can you give us any information about the ohanges in the r'l.te of wages 
before 1918 , 

A. You will find it in Appendix TIL 

Q. I liave seen that. You have given the fig1ll'9R. But was there anything like a 
revifdon of rates' These are earnings of people in the course of a month.. Bllt does it 
show any revision of rates" . 

A. That is caused by the revision of rates. . 

Q. Was there any rise before August 1914' .. 
A. There "'as. You find there it has gone' up from 12 to U. 

Q. The figures only show larger earnings, bllt there is no indication that higher rates 
were granted. 

A. That faotor arises in all markets. There is no general' agreement. 

Q. I thought you said that the Assooiation aocept on behalf of the millowners any 
general changes and leave it for separate mills to alter their specifio rates , 
,A. When we changed ]6, 30, 60 or 76 per cent. that was done by the general 

agreement of the A~iation. 
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PruUent.-1n your statement I find 55 per cent. and 11$ per cent. Why are there 
theae different figures! You say here • Standard muster-1st February 1920 including 
66 per cent. and 75 per cent. ' ! 

A. 66 per cent. for fixed wage men and 75 per cent. for pieceworkers because the 
hours of labour were reduced to 10. Therefore the fixed wages peroentage had to go 
down. 

Mr. Bvbba Rao.-Before the war there was a considerable rise in prices. Wa., 
there a corresponding rise in wages in Bombay? Was there anything like common 

action in the matter! . 
A. No. 

Q. Do you think it possible to arrive at any system whereby you can alter the ratilll of 
wages by a system of sliding scale! Is it feasible? ' 

A. Well, Sir, you have got the experience of a coal strike. Do you want another 
atrike here! . 

Q. What is the connection between the coal strike and this? A sliding scale is not 
the cause of a strike. It is meant to prevent strikes.' 

A. Mr. Geddia.-I do not think a sliding scale can be applied to Bombay. 
A. Sir N.N. Wadia.-They wanted it for the coal industry but ~hey have not. 

8uooeeded. . 

Q. We need not discus8 the coal industry. I merely wanted to know this. You have 
given us the amount earned by individual workers in the difierent departments of a mill. 
Is it possible to know what difierence there has been in tlul total wages bill 7 It may be 
that some persons earned more but your total wages bill may not rise in the same propor· 
tion' . 

A The total wages have gone up in the same proportion. I cannot get the 
figures. I have worked out the relation between wages and other items iIi one 
of my mijls in Bombay. Supposing the wages were 4, they became 6; 50 per cent. 
increase in the wages bill. So, it is not 100 per cent. increase. 

Q. I am not arguing that. I woUld like some data as to the changes in the wages bill 
88 a whole. Would it be possible for the Association to give us figures for example as 
to the proportion of the wages bill to total expenses three or four years cefore the war 
and the proportion of the wages bill after 1923 and so on. I would like you to consider 
that point.. I want for the difierent mills the total wages bill in relation to other expenses 
apart from the outlay on cotton. 

A. I have got some figures here which I will give you. In j;he spinning department· 
in 1913 including absenteeism-I h&ve taken the total number of hands-it was 
Re. 0-9-1. I have taken the total number of hands and divided the total amount of 
wages. For 1925 it was about Re. 1·3·11. 

Q. I said I wanted the wages bili. 
A. This is one part of it. I took the total wages and divided it by the total number 

of hands in those departments. 

Q. I want to get the proportion of the increase in wages, of the total increase in wages 
to the increase in other items. 

A. H you compare that original statement of oura you will get it ••••••.••• 

Q. I would like to have the total wages bill if it is possible. H ih is not possible I 
won't press it. 

A. I am giving these figures per day. Re. 0-9·1 in 1913 and Re. 1-3·11 lor 
spinner in 1925. . 

Q. Working it in a different manner gives different results. The proportion is 
different. but the relative burden of the wages bill may not have increased in the same 
proportion. • • • • • • • . 

A. Relation to what, Sir! 

Q. Relation to your other expenses, ,the total manufacturing costs. 
A. I don't see the point. 

Q. I have some figures, but they are not necessary for my argument. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-MAy I suggest that this point may be gone into with the mills 

when going into the question of oosts, because it will be easier to go individually 
than to ask us to find t~ wages bill for the whole trade. It can be gone into 
individually. 
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President.-We may get the info~mation you want when the cost of production coll1es 
up. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-T~ing to the causes oC the inefficiency' of • .Iabour, if I under· 
stood you aright, I think you object as much to people absenting themselves at nil 
as to absence with notice. . -Which is the more important cause of trouble? Is it the people 
going away or that they do not give notice? 

A. S,r N. N. Wadia.-They go without leave. 

Q. Have they good reasons? 
A. No, they go and stay away for two or tlu'ee days. 

A.Mr. GeddiB.-It is casual leave. 
Q. Therefore you object to going without notice, not to absence as such! 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-You have to make arrangements. till they come back. It is trouble-

some. 
.Ill". Subba Rw.-There are two distinct things: The first is absence witbout 

notice and the second is absence a~ such. Are you going to object to absence as sucb or 
are you prepared to make allowance for absence ? 

A. Mr. GeddM.-What I object to is absence .without notice, not absence as 
such.' 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-They stay away without teIling us anything. There is no 
notice. A man will stay away for two or three days. 

A. Mr. Mody.-Casual abs!nce is a very disturbing factor. 

Q. That is the point I want to get at. Supposing a man comes and asks for two days' 
leave, will you object then? 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-He would not come and ask us for leave. He will simply take it. 
In the majority of cases he won't come an1 ask, he will simply go ~way. . 

Q. Do you object to absence or lack of intimation! M·. Mody says he objects to 
casual absence as such! 

Pre8ident.-Lo it that the millowner~ like other employer,. objeot to absence without 
good reason! 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Labourers like other people may have occasion for absence. 
Is that objected to by the millowners ! 

A. Mr. Mody.-It is the manner in which it is abused. 

Q, You object to the abuse! ' 
A. Mr. Mody.-And secondly you may say absence without notice. 
Q. You want! continuity of work. There is a human side to labour and you cannot 

expect a man to work continuously without absenting himself now and then ! 
A. Mr. Mody.-We won't object to reasonable absence.' 

Q. You object to frequent absence and absence without notice' 
A. 6ir N. N. Wadia.-Yes; absence without leay-e. 
Q. You are prepared to permit it when a need is pointed out. I understand also that 

there is what is called seasonal absenteeism. Can you tell us in what season they are 
absent' 

A. Generally they go away about the middle of May. 
Q. The same people come back! 
A. Yes, they come back about August. 

Q. This is the kind of absence you object to. Do you also organise your industry 
upon this seasonal absence' 

A. We take new men, not the people on our mUl'ter roII,but additional hands. 

Q. It is suggested you employ more people, I..-eep more people on your standard roll 
to allow for this ! 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-For casual absence. ' 
Q. Do you make similar provision for seasonal absence' 
A. No. If a man goes away permanently you replace him for there are splUe hands 

employed or employ another man in his place. 
A. Mr. Saklatuala.-Or keep the maohinery idle for a little while, some part of the 

maohinery is left idle: 
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Prutde"'.-How long has .. man to be absent before you strike him oft the muster 
roll! 

A. Mr. C. N. Wadia--Well, gE'nerally i! he is going to be permanently absent he tells 
~ou and he geu. his pay paid up and he sometimes brings another man in his place, or the 

,jobber who ia in cba1'l!e of .that particular section brings another man to replace him 
permanently. It is only caaual absence that is provided against b.v employing spore men. 

Mr. SuMa Rao.-I am speaking of eeBsonai absence! . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadi4.-Do you mean all absence, permanent and ..... . 
Q. I do not. H a man goea home for two or three months, to till his land or re .. p his 

crop do you call that permanent absence? Do you replace him or d~ you give him" 
~ bance to come back T 

A. He must find his place. H there is ft va<lancy he 6le~ it. 
Mr. SuMa Rao.-Can you tell us what is the amount of .uch absenteeism in those two 

month. 7 It !!Cema to be a sp.&80nal variation. 
A' 1 am afraid l\e have got no statistic:s. 
Q. Would you give us aome approximate idea as to the amount of seasonal variation 

ir labour 7 . 
A. Mr. O. N. Wtuli4.-We co·nnot give you any such idea fo~ the reason that it varies 

from year to year. Before the holiday comes on they get their pay and they clear out 
and we employ permanent men in their places and no absenteeism is shown then 

Q. I am speaking of absence on account of returning to the village3 to cultivate the 
lands. We have had five good monsoons. Would you give us some- idea as to what 
happened then? 

A. We cannot; because it varies. It is impoBBible to prevent it. 
A . .'Ji, N. N. Wadia.-May I suggest, Sir, that Mr. Jennings may be' asked to givt' 

information on the point t He has a tremendolls amount of knowledge. 

Q. With regard to automatic looms, you say there ar<: so many changes of cloth on the 
looms here and it is impossible to adopt automatic loomq in Bombay where the qualities 
of cloth are con..tantly ehanging. May I know what is meant by that? . 
A. Suppose you manufacture one kind of cloth and go on repeatIng it year by year or 

month by'month. ·Then you can use the automatic looms. But S'1ppose you put thirty. 
two inch cloth to.day and next day you want to change it. The automatic looms won't 
Berve the purpose. 

Q. Is tbat kind of cbange oommon ? 
A. Yes; according to the seasonal demana, our demands vary. 

Q. JB the variation in demand for different kinds of grey cloth very common 1 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Within t.he year 7 I 
A. For instance two years ago our position W&ll that we could not find enough work for 

wide looms and we were I'reBBed for narrow looms. . This year the demand is changed. 
We oannot turn the required cloth.in the wide looms and the narrow looms are idle. 

Q. You say double shifte are impossible because people are averr.o from nigbt work. 
Did you find greater aversion when you had It double shift some years ago? 

A.No. 
Q. They were not unwilling ? 
A. They work ; but they were un~illing. They do not· like it. 
Q. But is it poslible to give them any inducement? 
A. I did give them inducement. I gavE' them 10 hours' wage for 8 holll'S work. 
Q. Without making 10BBes, is it possible to offer greater inducements? 
A. I do not think so. ' 

Q. Do you think this factor of labour in Bombay is yery serious in the sense you cannot 
get more labour when you want it ? • 

A. H all the mills want to work double shifts, we require 150,000 more hands, 
all men. . 

'Q. Do 'you think it is " very large 'l'roportion out of India's unemployed bands to get 7 
A. The labour is mostly imported here. 
Q. Do you' think it is a very big proposition to obtain the additional supply? Do you 

think it is impo.;sible to induce that number to come to Bombay in the near future, or 
i. it a queation of housing accommodation? . 

A. Housing accommodation is probably sufficient nqw. 



Q .. So that is not the difficulty' How many more can the Development chawls hold? 
A. From 50 to 80 thousand 
Q. SO that will give plenty of room for immediate changes. So it is merely a question 

of inducing the people' 
Pre8ident.-Axe you allowing five to a Mom? 
A. Mr. Mody.-Four to a room generally. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-You were saying something about the legislation affecting the 

condition.~ of thc cotton industry Do you object to factory legislation as such or only 
10 vexatious' legislation , 

A. We are having vexatious legislation year after year. We are asked to fill up 
all sorts of forms. We want to attend to our work and not to fill up forms of Govern
ment. 

Q. But is it not done in other ('ountries ? 
A. I do not f.hink I.ancashire fills in the number of for91S that we have to fill in 

here. 

Q. Is lac tory legislation greater in India lihan in England '! 
A. They have gone more mad in India. You take the hist.ory of the last five years 

and find out how many Acts you have pMSed 
Q. May it not be helated legislation Y 
A. That may be; but you suddenly po'mce ou us, Not- only that, but you want 

statistics of all kinds. . 

Q. May I know what kind of statistics you are supplying which Lancashire does not 
supply? . 

A. For instance, there is one form for counts of yarn and total quantity of yarn we pro
duce every month to be supplied to the Government. There is another form showing 
each kind of cloth manufactured every month and the total quantity per month. Will 
the Government in England da.e to ask Lancashire to produce BUch statements ? 

Q. Don't you have a census of production there ! 
A. No. 
Q. Not on these lines; but they do send in forms to fill up with regard to produl'tion .. 
A. They do not fill up forms,; excuse me. 

Q. I am speaking of census of production. It is filled up every month and we can 
get figures for ye&l'!!. 

A. I am sure you are wrong Sir, these forms are prepared by the Fedf'.ration from 
certair stati.~tics supplied toO them. They won't fill up these forms and submit them to 
the Government. That is a different story entirely. 

Q. The forms are sent to the manufacturer, to be filled up and then they are tabulated. 
It is done every five years. 

A. But here it is every month. •. 

Q. I don't press the point further, though there are other figures supplied by British 
hldustries. 

Mr. Majmudar.-How do you account for the low percentage of absenteeism in 
Ahmedabad 

A. It is a matter for investigation, 
.A. Mr. 8nklatu·ala.-OnlS is a seMonallabour recruited from places like Ratna"airi and 

so on and their labour is recruited round about the place itself. 

Q. 1>0 they not get men from Kathiaw&l' and Buch other places Y 
A. That may be to a certain extent; but Dot to the same extent a.~ we do here. 

Q. In eertain mills a certain number of people are allowed to go on leave. Is that the 
system here' If they want to go on leave, do you allow them to go on leave! 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Yes, if ,they ask; but our oomplaint is that they do not ask. 

Q. But if they ask for oasualleave, you allow them! 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-If a man does ask and ean furnish reasonable excuse, he is 

given leave. 
Q. With referenoe to question 76, is it a faot that when the Viotoria Jubilee Technical 

Institute students apply for admission to undergo a practioal course in the mills, they 
find it diffioult to get admission in oertain of t.he mills here! . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Yes. beoause they want to be paid immediately they come. 



Q. I am referring tD the period of six months which they have tD put in in a mill before 
they can qualify themseIves for the examination and the compla.int is that the students 
find i~ difficolt tD gei admission in the mills for that period of six months a1so.. 

A. I do no~ think any mill would refuse admission. 
A.. Mr. SaldolUXJ1a.-We allow a certain number tD come in our mill 

Q. So do we in Sholapur. 
A. Some of the mills do allow these students tD come in and have training. 
Q. The compla.int is that they are not taken up by a good many mills and they find it 

difficult tD qualify thelll8elves for examination. , 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The complaint of the managers is that the moment they are 

taken they want tD walk about like gentlemen and do not want tD take off. their coats and 
work. 

Q. Can you not frame strict rules? 
A. We have tried; some conform tD the rules and some do not. 
Q. If yon want tD tra.in np a good 80pelvWng staff, I think it is necessary to give more 

facilities to these students.. 
A. Yes; We have abont 2Q apprentices in my mills. 
Q. I am referring tD the students who are about tD apPear for the final examinations. 
A. We rather prefer men who rise from the workers. The difficulty is that the students 

want to walk about like gentlemen. 
Q. )B it your experienAl that people who have come out of the Victoria Technical 

Jubilee Institute are ilisinclined tD work 7 
A. Yes; a great many. 
Q. Have you had abon. a dozen apprentices like that ? 
A. Yes. 

Q. All with t.ho same result ! 
A. Some of them do very good work. I have got two engineers who came a.~ appren. 

tices and they are really good men. If a man takes off his coat and buckles tD his work, 
he gets on. 

A Mr. C. N. Wadia.-We begin to employ boys educated up to Matriculation and we 
tra.in tbem ourselves entirely withont any previous knowledge on tbeir part; and we find 
that those are the best, because tbey get into the mill ways from the very beginning. 

Q. Does it mean that with their technical education these people are no better than the 
people in the mills with practical training ouly ! 

A. Our experience is that. We think that the apprentices we tra.in up ~ much better 
than the students we get from technical schoola. . 

Q. Have yon made any a.rrarogements for theoretical education of these apprentices! 
A. I do not think they require much theoretical knowledge for their work. If they get 

into the way of running the machine, they gradnally rise and their education helps them 
to acquire the theoretical know ledge as they get practical experience of the work. 

Q. Are you referr4lg to the supervising staf[ ? 
A. I am referring to the supervising class. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-To one of the questions we have replied that some of the mills 

have started nigM schoola. 
Q. I do DOt mean to say that you are not taking any interest. I am only drawing the 

attention of the millowners to the standing complaint of the students of the Victoria 
Jubilee Techuicallnstitute and a.sking you whether any help could be given to them.. 
I think they deserve it. , . ' 

A. If they are good boys, we take them. I take them myself. I will promise you that, . 
Q. Have you tried NorthrOp looms! How many were put in 7 
A. ,The Alexandra Mills tried abont 100. 
Q. When was that 7 
A. I can't tell you that. 

PruideftL"':"'They have some now. 



(Continued on 26th August 1626) 

PresUent.-There was one point left over from our discussion yesterday which we 
decided we might go into again to some extent this morning and that was the definition 

. of .. night" in the International Convention. I have looked the point up and I find 
that the definition of night was" a period of at least 11 consemtive hours including an 
interval betw:een 10 in the evening and 5 in the morning." 

A. Sir N. N. WaUa.-So that mea.n~ from 6 in the evening to 5 in the morning. 
Q. Or 10 in the evening to 9 in the morning? 
A. From.6 to 5 would be the proper interpretation. 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-It does not necessarily mean 7 to 5. 
Q. It cannot mean only 7 to 5. It means including that period. . 
A. Sir N. N. Waiia.-I think the best way for you is to assume from 6 in the evenin" 

to 5 in the morning as is. recognised all over the world, or from 7 to 6. 0 

Preaident.-In India under the Factory Act. operators can be employed for 11 hours 
in one day? . 

A. Sir N: N. Wadia.-Yes; but only 60 hours a week. That is another' point. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-That is under Art. II. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-That is exactly the point we made yesterday, that the 

Japanese by passing this new law will not be observing the convention of 57 hours a week 
alld they will be employing women at night. That is exactly the pont we ma.de.· 

(d) Overhead charges 

Preaident.-We will now go on to Q. 84, overhead charges. When may we expe~t 
the statement mentioned in your reply? You say that you will be supplying full details 
of the local taxation in up·country centres. . 

A. Mr. Geddia.-=-That ha.s a.lready been sent to you. 
,Q. I must demur that it has been sent to ine. A statement has been sent from which 

I was expected, in the midst of my other multifarious occupa.tions, to pick out the 
in"ormation. It can hardly be called a separate statement. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Would you like a separate statement made out? 
Q. I do not know whether it really matters much. We can do it ourselves. But I 

- must object to a. file of a. few hundred pages being sent to me to gather the information 
myself. -

A. Mr. Maloney.-The original intention was to send a separate statement with every. 
thing arranged in a tabular form showing the municipal taxation in the different centres. 
But it wa.s found on an examination of t~e plop3rs that the whole system of taxation was 
entirely different in different centres and so we could not tabulate. Further, we arranged 
the papers that we had in logica.l sequence and sent them as they were with an explanatory 
letter. 

Q. As far as I cgn make out f!'Om the papers' you have sent me, Cawnpore, Sholapur 
and Ahmedabad ha.ve a terminal tax of between 3 and 5 a.nn'WI a b\le as opposed to your 
town tax of one rupee. . 

A. That is so. But they have got less water charges. and less general taxation as 
a rule. Sometimes' the terminal taxes are practically the only source of revenue 
in industrial centres up·country. Therefore, the town duty on cotton in these" 
centres cannot be compared with the town duty on the c~tton coming into Bombay, 
because that is in addition. It is for a specific parplSe in Bombay, wherea.s in other 
centres, it is to provide the revenue necessary for running ~he municipality. 

Q. All municipalities have a. water tax. ' . 
A. Yes; 1 believe every municipality has some sort of taxation for water. 
Q.; Other than the terminal tax, what tax do you pay that up·country centres do 

not? 
A. The general tax. In up.country centres, there is sometime] no general tax. 
Q. What do you mean by general tax.. 
A. That is, the mills are assessed on a certain figure and they pay at the rate of III 

per cent. on that assessment figure. In certain centres in India there is no general tax 
at all and in those centres it is a common rule to have terminal taxes to provide the 
l'even~el 
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Q. But have not all municipalities got a tax on property! 
A. Not all, and certainly not EO heavy a. in Bombay. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Both Sholapur and Ahmedabad levy such a tax. 

Pruitknt.-I cannot say off·hand; but that point struck me on going through the 
papers. We Bhall get more information on that when we get the cost of production 
sheeta. 

A. Sir N.N. Wadia.-In the matter of assessment on property in Bombay, the land and 
buildings are valued at the present market rates, irrespective of what they cost 1lS. Up 
to 1915. they took our ~os~. the actual cost .. Then they increased. the building :va~ues 
by 50 per oent. and agam m 1922·23 they mcreased the valuatIOn of all buildings 
put in 1918 by another 25 per cent. Therefore on the same property the valuation 
haa gone up by 871 per cent. nearly. and III per cent. is taken on mch increased 
valuation. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-And no allowance is made for depreciatipn. The building 
may be 30 years old. but no allowance is made for depreciation. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Then as regards water tax, it used to be annns 8 in 1918. That 
is per 1.000 gallons. They increased it from a=as 8 to 12 and last year they increased 
it t" Re. I and thus doubled it. There is no country or town in the world which charges 
such a high rate for water for industrial purposes. This is a unique city in the world as 
regards that· rate. In Glasgow. for example. where a lot of industries exist and 
Manchester, they ch .... ge 4d .. per thousand gallons, while the general taxation is 81. But 
here the general taxation for the ratepayers is anu8s 4 and we are charged Re. 1 per 

"tliousand gallons. Then again we pointed out to the Municipal Corporation that we 
consumed 1/17th of the total supply of water brought into the City and we were charged 
Ij7th of the water revenue; but still we are unable to get any relief. . 

Mr. Majmudar.-I think that is the policy followed by the Government also. In 
Sholapur the water rate ('harged to the mills is 12 or 14 times the water rate charged 
to municipality for drinking purposes. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-A 1 I said India has proved to be unique in this respect. Every 
town in other countries is keen on having industries and everything is done to fa.cilitate 
them; but here everything is done to make it difficult for us to live. I do not think 
in any town in the world the rate of Is. 6et. exists f?r a. thousand Ipllons. 

PruiJem.-We should be able to discover in due course how your wa.ter charges 
compare with those up.country and the burden imposed on the Bomba.y industry by 
this charge. ·We now come to the question of depreciation, Q. 86. Why is th.e a.llowance 
for depreciation on bleaching and dyeing machinery so much higher than that on 
spinning and weaving machinery , 

A. Because it is a wet process and the depreciation iii therefore very fast and there 
is the action of chemicals also. 

A. Mr. C. N. Wadia.-As a. ma.tter of fact, the machinery depreciates much quicker 
tha.n 7. per cent. . 

. Q. I quite agree with the views expressed in your reply to Q. 86 which, I think, are 
entirely in accordance with the principles of sound finance. The only point is how many 
of your members ca.rry.them out. . 

A. Sir N. N. Walia.-The practice varies in each mill. 
A. Sir C. N. Wadia.-For a. year or two of bad trade, we may not fully do it. But 

in times of good trade we ma.ke good tha.t depreciation. ' 

Q. We were discussing that point yesterday, as to how far it wa.s ca.rried out in 
mL . . 

A. Mr. SaHatwala.-Some mills make a Ia.rger allowance for depreciation than what 
is given here. -

Q. One criticism which bas been made on this point is that in the latter pa.rt of the 
boom period mills pt..cad Ia.rge sums to depreciation to avoid pa.ying super tax. How 
far is that true' . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-They had to a.I1ow for depreciation' which they could not a.1low 
in the previous years. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-The income.tax collector when he finds that we take larger sums 
to depreciation, assesses us to income·ta.x and super.tax , . 

. ft.. Sir N. N. Wqdia,-~ do qot \lII4ers~nd your point, Sir. 
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Q, One of the statements which has been made is that during the boom periods mucll 
larger allowances were allowedfor depreciation,thau the rates you. have given, in order 
to avoid paying super-tax. 

A. I do not think that is correct. The Income·tax Department is keen eneugh not tc. 
allow that. But what they allowed was that where the company was not able to put 
aside in previous years, owing to losses or depression, the Income-tax Department 
allowed for the previous years' depreciation. They allowed for three years. 

Q. Then you did not save anything by way of income·tax or super-tax by placing 
larger sums to depreciation! . 

A. No. . 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Put 7 per cent. to depreciation if you like; but you will be allowed 
oo.1y 5 per cent. . 

Q. You don't avoid inoome-tax or super-tax by placing more of the!!e allowances to 
depreciBtion f 

A. No. Certainly not: 
Q. Therefore, there is nothing whatever in that criticism f 
A. I have never heard the statement before. They criticise us in 1922 for putting 

too muoh and they criticise in 1918 for putting nothing. 
Q. Not this Board f 
A. No; I am not suggesting it is this Board. 

Q. Weba.ve already gone into the question of depreciation being reckoned as a charge 
(>D production and not on profits. Is it not the practioe to reckon it 809 a charge OD 

production f 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-I should like to have it as a practice. When we have not got 

profits and maKe losses, we pile up depreciation until such time as we get good trads 
and we wipe out that· backward depreciation. 
- Q. The next point is the question of valuation of stocks, Q. 87. I should have thought, 
knowing very little about these matters, that there h necessity for some unifonn practioe 
in this matter of valuation You say that manufactured goods are valued by the majority 
of mills at their cost prices, by others at or under the mar!<et prioe .. I think it must make 
a very considerable differenoe in making up your profit and loss account which prpcedure 
is followed. Does it not! 

A. SW N. N. Wadia.-Yes. " 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-It is meant to be the cost prioe. 
Q. What about manufactured goods in stock? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It may be that themanufactui'ed goods in stock may have 

been sold by oontract and they have not been delivered. 

Q. That is a different point. . I take it that manuf&etured goods in stock which have 
- not been sold are valued by mills either at their cost prioe or at or under the marke. prioe. 
H you have a contraot for them, they have obviously been sold. Therefore you are right 
in valuing them I/.t the market price. -

A. In most of the mills, it is the cost prioe that is taken nito consideration. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-It does not make much difference if one method is followed 
consistently. H they go on giving at one time the market rate, and next year a rate 
under the market rate and so on, then you may find fault wi~h them. But as long as 
there is one consistent practioe, it does not matter. 

Q. Over a series of years it works out the same. Is there any reason to believe that 
mills do change the praotice from time to time according sa the position is f!lovourable 
to them! 

A. As long as they make a declaration, I don't think the auditors can say anything. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-H you look at the Companies Act, there is a form in which 

the balance sheet is to be prepared. You have to deolare whether yon have taken the 
market rate or the cost price or whatever it is. 
'Q. The Companies Act makes no referenoe to the possibility of change from year to 

YBf' But you have to deolare whether you have taken the cost price or the market price. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-It may be the polioy of some mill to take the cost price or market 

price whichever is the lower. 
Q~ I think that is much the sounder pian. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-I Wok you &88ume tlu\t t4e IQ&l'ket fr~ce is greater thlUl ~e 

cost prioe; but very often iii is !lot sQ., ._ 
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Q. Not at all. I was about to suggest that, the sOlJllder would b3 to take whichever 
is less. 

A. That is w~t we do ourselves and I think a great many mills also do the same 
U ~he coat price. is less than the selling price, we ta~ it, and if the 'market price is lese 
oWIng to a drop m the cotton, we take the market pnce. -

A. Mr. Gedd;".-Thatis the policy adopted in our mill. 
A. 8", N. N. Wadia..-The income tax people are not so blind as people imagine

They ask question' as to how the stocke are valued. 
Q. The only scope for any malpractice in regard to this valuation of'stocke is, that a 

mill may change from one system to another as it appears to suit it ? 
A. I do not think there are many mills like that. 
A. Mr. Qedd;".-Uso, it mUllt come out in the following year. 
Q. But who would draw attention to it! The auditor will simply say that in the first 

year they were valued at cost price and the next year at market price. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia..-But the income tax people will question, you ",bout that. 

RajQ HQri Kulla .. Ktml.-I think the rule with the auditors is that they must always 
take the oost price or the market price whichever is lower ! 
~uidenl.-It rests with the mills and not with the auditors ! 
A. Mr. 8rUclallDala.-In the certification they specifically mention, • according to the 

statement plaoed before 11.8 by the agents or the managers,' and it is mentioned there 
whether it is the market price or cost priC)e or under-market price. 

RajQ HQri Kulla .. KQuI.-In answer to Q. 88, you -Bay' In certain mills there is a 
running audit in addition to the annual or half-yearly audit.' Do you ,think that a 
running audit is necessary for all mills or not! 

, A. Sir N. N. Wadia..-Not necessary for all mills. In a big company like mine 
where there are three coinpanies amalgamated, it is necessary and we have auditors 
coming and auditing every alternate day. I think it is unnecessary in all cases. 

Q. In the smaller concerns, they have a yearly or half-yearly audit. Do the auditors 
invariably verify the stocke and stores on the last day of the year or half-yelLl' or 
not! ' 

A. No; some mills do and some do not. 
Q. That is what we foUnd out; but is not that defective! 
A. I do not think so, Sir. U the auditor went to a mill like mine, it would take a 

month to check it., You want a dozen melL to audit, to check our stocke. 
Q. Verifying the stocke and stores; unless the auditor does that, how can he be 

sure! , 
A. How can he do it! U we come to the question of stores alone, there are 1,001 

different articles. 
Q. He need not go through the whole list. He can check it. 
A. Mr. Gedd;".-I think it is'done in many mills. 
A. Mr. SQkltJtJD(Jla.-The auditors bve always the right to do that. U they have 

any'suspicion, they can go inside and have the stocke checked. But as long as they 
plaoe confideuce in the agents they do not insist on it. 

A. Mr. Geddu • .LIt is not a question we could answer accurately. 
Q. What I want to ask you is whether in your opinion it is not a disadvantage'that 

there should be no checking on the last day! 
A. But I think there is. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadw.-In sOlUe mills there is and in some it is not the case, But it is 

not a disadvantage. Again you come to the- question of black sheep. If you want' to 
prove the industry "nsound by means of these black sheep, then the (Ooner you wind 
up the industry the better. But when an industry is honestly carried out by gentlemen, 
then I think you find that the stocke are taken and c8.refully checked by the manager 
of each mill. ,. 

Q. Then it means that the auditor takes the word of the manager as correct, without 
hlmeelf verifying! • ' 

A. Mr. GeddiIJ.-1f you will allow us we sMIl get those particula.rs from Messrs. 
Ferguson and Company, ,as to how many au'dits they have and in how many cases they 
verify the stocke. Messrs. Ferguson and Company audit most of the mills in Bombay. 
We call get tile Wo~tjoll frolll Mr.. Bilimoris too. 
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A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Apart from all that, with these meticulous details, .will the 
audit be of any use. ! . 

Q. Checking meaus, you have got the whole list and you go and check one item here 
and one item there. . C 

A. That won't be an absolutely accurate audit. For instance, you take my mill in 
whioh there are 3,000 looms and each loom has ten parts. The auditor will have to 
examine 30,000 parts in one department alone and so on he has to go to every 
department. It is quite impossible for him to do it either within the time limit or with 
any accuracy. . 

Q. That is if he wanted to have a complete enumeration. But he can check. , 
A, Sir N. N. Wadia.-But I don't think he will check it. What he checks is bales' of 

cloth or bales of cotton. If you consider that at every stage there is cotton. and yam 
in the process of manufacture, he cannot check. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-What is absolutely necessary is that we should count the 
number of bales of cotton and cloth. They amount to 90 per cent. practically of the 
total amount o~ stock we possess. .The other ten per eent. you cannot do anything with. 
It is a small percentage. If a man wants to take, he does not take his accounts in 
stock. What he does take is, representing when he hos got a 1,000 bales of cotton 
as having got only 100. 

Q. That ought to be checked. . 
A. If the auditor does n(·t do that, what else does he do ! 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-May we invite a representative of. Messrs. Ferguson and Company 

to be here at 2·30 , 
President.-Certainly. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Is there any differentiation in the treatment <-f reserve fund and 
depreciation fund! You set aside sums to the reserve fund and also sums to the 
depreciation fUnd. Are they employed differently or in the same manner by all the 
mills , 

A. Sir N. N Wadia.-The amount for depreciation is credited to the depreciation 
account and the amount of reserve to the reserve fund account. 

Q. I wlI.nt to know how they are employed. 
A. Partly for working capital and partly for extemliolL~: 
Q. You I:se them also for extension 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is this considered to be a sound prMtice ? 
A. In some oaseR it is. 
Q. But what is the general opiuion ! Is it desirable to employ the depreciation fund 

for extensions Y 
A. I do not see any unsoundness in it. 
Mr. Majmudar.-The Central Inma, Adva'hce and some other mills have got an intern"l 

insurance soheme, I believe ! 
A. Mr.,Saklatu'll1a.-Yes. 
Q. Do you yourself insure part of your own property Y What is the method! 
A. In the Central India mills we insure our own risk to a gt't'at extent, and we set aside 

Ute insurance premiums from year to year and we call it an iURw'ance fund. 
President.-You have not adopted this 8yst~m in regard to your Bomhay mills? 
A. The risk is not the same. In Nagpur the risk is for a local area and the risk thele 

is less than here. 
Mr. Ma.imtular.-You have not done It for the Tata Mills here. 
A. Unfortunately the Tats. Mills have not had enough profits. to set aside 

Mr. Majmtular.-To what extent have you suooeeded Y 
A. We haNe done very well. The money that is to be paid to the Insurance Company 

is kept in the mill itself. . . 
Q. So you have not found it to be & risky job to be your own under-writers ? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.·-I think they aave done very well. Insurance is & question of 

averages. For a number of years in a mill you may not have a fire. Then certainly 
if & fire b~:1.ks out, it is a qUE'stion of premium. If you take a risk you run the risk. 
Your fund may be wiped out. Therefore it is better as Tatas have done to keep a po~tion 
of the ~enE'ral speCification, as we call it, for the il\Surance alld avera~«1 out witJt the 
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other fire oflicea their risk. so that at any time the whole. ios11l'&Ilce fund ie not wiped 
out 

A. Mr. Saklalu:a1a.-May I say we have followed the practice much farther. in fact, 
unlike oth618 we do not insure at ail Beca.ase onder our Bs.nking system we have to 
plaoe certsin goods against it. We have to insure to that extent and that extent alone. 
W .. effect ~ insurance as far as the Nagpur mills are concerned. 

Q. I have an impression that the day before yesterday it was saH that the Millowners 
do not propoae to go in for their own fire insurs.ncc as it was risky. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Mutaal Insaran::e, you mean 1 
Q. Th. mggestion was for the Millowners' Association to start a fire insurance just 

88 thev started Workmen's Compensation Insurance scheme; and it was .. said tha$ 
there Wu risk in doing so. So I want to ascertsin as to whether individaal mills have 
tbemselves taken the rdik without suffering by it 7 

A. Certain mills have suffered. 

Q. By taking internal insurance 1 
A. Yes.· 

Q. For how many Yl:llrs f 
A. I can't tell yon that. 

Q. Are there particular instancea ? 
A. I ehall look those nI" 

Q. Then if you look to yeur origina.lstatement, page 27; you find that l' 67 pies are put 
down for fir&-tnsuranoe. The total production of the mills in Bombay Island·-I am 
ta.king only cloth, I am not taking yam into consideration-is about 220 million pounds. 
On thi. the amount of insurance at l' 67, works out to 19 la\<hs a year and then if we 
add 17 per cent. for the commission whieh ie not refunded to the mills, that works out 
to 22 lakbs of rupees. Now, if the total premiam tbat the Millowners' Fire Insurance 
Association could get would be 22 lakbs, do you think there ie any great riek in starting 
a Fire InsU1'Bnoe Association 7 . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I am afraid so, for the first principle of fire insurance ie the law 
of aVfrages. No insuranoe company can exist if it carries Gn insurance in one ~ountry 
or in one particular district or in one trade only. The riek must be average for the whole 
world and it will be rather a risky business to insure both fire proof and non·fire proof 
because the riek of non·fire proof ie much greater. . . . 

A. Mr. A. Geddia.-May I ask on what quantity of doth you work it out, the total 
production which ie spread over the whole year 1 In your oalculatiOn you have taken 
the whole production of the Bombay mJIs. . 

A. B.lr N. N. Wadia.-Stock is going out and coming in all the time. 
Mr. MlIjmudar.-This figure of 1'67 would not be correct in that case 1 
A. Why not 7 . . 

. Q. Unless you distrib'lte the total amount of insurance premium Oil. the total 
production and work out the insurance charge per p<lond this figure would ••••.•••• 

A. Sor N. N. Wadia.-I beg to diJJer from YOlL The insurance ie taken by the mills 
for their buildings, machinery and stock in each particular year or at one partieular time. 
For instance I produce in my mills 26 thousand bal .... of cloth a year. The point that 
Mr. Geddis wants to make is that we do not insure 26 t!J.oasand bales of cloth b~ause 
we will ncver have that in stock. We will have four or five thousand bales of cloth. 
The other insurance ie for buildings and machinery. But when we come to the average 
on total production it works out at 1'67. 

Q. On a pound of cloth produced 1 
A. Yes.· . 

Q. Therefore the total amount of insurance will be 1 • 67 multiplied by the total amount 
. of cloth produced 7 

A. As a mill we can't take that riek. . 

Q. That is a different matter. The total amount will be 22 la.khs. I take it that it ie 
the correct figure 7 . 

A. I am not prepared to agree to that. 
A. Mr. Geddll/.-Of course not. You can ask for it from the F.· O. C. 
Q. If you take your own mill you will be able to find out 7 
A. The total amount of insura.nce ! ' 
A Sir N. N. Wadia.-We will ask the F. O. C. They ~y give it tS YOlL 

y42o-16 
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Q. Then, as regards the dis~UB8ion about the check on valuation by the income.tax' 
authorities, I believe the income-tax people would object lio the stocks being under-valued 
but not to stocks being 'over-valued ? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I do not think so_ A similar procedure is observed every year. 
If there is any change they ask questions about it. . 

Q But if the stocks are over-valued I do not think they are very particular? 
A. I do not see the point of it. If they are over-valued there is no need to grumble. 

They would assess on a bigger profit and the result is they need uot object at all. 
Q. The point was raised by the Raja about.over-valuation, whether the mills over

value their stocks ? 
A. I do l'ot think so. Th",y do not over-value the stocks. 
Q Lastly, I want to ask you about the question of depreciation funds being used for 

renewals of machinery and buildings. The depreciation funds are practkally for replace
ment of machinery as it getR old or for rebuilding buildings which are in a dilapidated 
condition. Practically by going in for extensions you provide for new machioery so that 
when the old machinery becomes obsolete it would be as refllacement of the old one. 
That is I think the idea with which many of the mills use the depreciation fund for 
oxtensions. Am I correct? 

A. No, Sir. They use the depreqiation fund for extensions because for 20 years or 
more that depreciatiou fund may not be required. If you start a new mill to-day 
and begin to put away 5 per cent. for depreciation the whole of that money would not 
be required for 20 years. Most mills use it for workiog capital becallse it saves them 
from borrowing from the bank. . 

Q. SO, the depreciation funds are jnvested in extensions because the money is lying 
idle' 

A. That is mostly the case. 

. (e) Bale& 

Presidf/fIJ.-We now come to the question of sales. You say: "Most mills employ_ 
~mmission agents who effect sales and guarantee the solvency of the buyers. A few mills 
have their own selling organization"; but you are uns.ble to express an opiuion as to which 
of these method. is better. I should have thought that sufficient experience was available 
by this time to enable you to come to some opinion on that point? 

A. I do not think so, Sir, because it depends as to the b~ debts t.he selling agents 
incur. When markets are falling the selling agents have to rr.ake good very heavy bad 
debts on account of the buyers. In good years probably they do not. I think both 
systems \lork out on the average to about the same. . 

Q. When you effect ~ales to the 'comDili>sion agents that means that any bad debt 
incurrro are inourred bv the commission agents and not by you? 

A. They are pra~tically guar8.Jltee brokers • 
. Q. The quest.ion arises R8 to which of thll!le two methods -ensures -your being in closes 

touon with the consumer, that is your ascertaining what it is that he rea.lly wants. Do 
you consider that your own selling a.gency or the commission' agent is better able to keep 
you in touch with the opinion of th", comuming market' 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Those mills that tried to sell their own stuff have gone back to 
the system of commission agents. The ('ommi'!Sion agent who is an expert is \x,tter 
quelified to sell than a mill organization which is not so qualified nor able to give such 
long credit as the oommi..uon agent. I think the balance of experience shows the 
commission agency to be the proper method of selling goods. 

Q. You are an autbority on this point, Mr. Saklatwala' 
A. Mr. Saklatu·ala.-Our system is more or less different from the system of 

Bombay •. We believe in having our shoJ>S aU OYer the country and we believe in coming 
in close touch with tho COllsumers as br as J>OSSible. There may be a difference of opinion 
but we believe in our system. The Bombay millo~ers seem to think that their system 
is better. loan only express my own view in the matter. 

Q. The (',awnpore mills seem to go in far more for direct touch with the oonsumers 
than the Bombay mills , , 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Becausp they are in the midst of the market. 
Q. They advertise all over India. I do not think a single Bombay mill advertises , 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-Which mill at Cawnpore , 
Q. I think most of thE'm ? 
A. They are selling dillorent stuffs for the household. 
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A. Sir N. N. Wadi4.-Tha.t serves only for a very small quantity. What they advertise 
, i. towels, bedsheets and things like that -

Q. Do you make them' 
A. Only in Rmall quantities. 
Q. Those mills ohvioUBly find it pays them to do so. As yon have pointed out on several 

occMioD!l during tho last three days every miekle makes a muckle. 
A. Mr GeddlB.-May 1 suggest that they' are catering for a different class of 

, cURtome .. and therefore have to employ different methods. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-You must make some allowance for our environment. For 
instance C.awnpore mills work very largely for Government and only a fraction of their 
goods is sold in the open market. Secondly these Cawnpore mills mostly advertise 
made up articles such as shirts, towels and things of that character. They only buy from 
outside and make up these locally, tailoring bAing cheap in Cawupore and that is how they' 
tum a penny, but the amount of good3 sold by them is small while the amount of goods 
... e have to gAt rid of in Bombay is very large and therefore it does not pay us to sell retail 
piecl'6 of cloth on haH a dozen towels to customers, advertiBing largely, because fin;t of all. 
the demand ill alwRYS np north for all these things and therefore the question of freight 
will come in very largely and secondly it would make only a very small hole in the stocks 
_we produce whereas it makes a pretty big hole in the stocks they produce: 

Q. Yon mean the surplus stock.. theyprodnce 1 But take Ahmedabad. They go in 
far more for direct Belling than Bombay. They are always prepared to sell a few hales 
here and a 1ew bales there. 

A. Sir N. N. ,WIJltia.-Bombay mille alSo do so. 

A Mr. SakJ.<4wala.-We sell in pieces. 

Q. Bomhay never refuses to sell however small the quantity' 
A. Mr. Mod!/.-It does not. We sell a bale, ten bales, a thousand bales, whatever 

the cnatomer wants here in Bombay. 
Q. There is nothing in that then. 
In answer to Qnestion 91 I find you mention • sahi '. I would like to know exaotly 

what' aahi ' is. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-~ratification, Re. 1 per bale. It is an allowance given. It iii 
a small present. It was originally started as bukahee8h but it has now become a trade 
discount. 

Q. I do not know whether I understand these figures correctly, bnt it seems to me to 
show that there is a larger discount on imported goods than-there is on Indian goods. 
Am I right in the inference ! 

A. Not now. 

Q. It seems to me that these figures in the answer to Qnestion 91 show that the discount 
on imported goods is considerably larger than the discount on the Indian goods. For 
Instance on the imported goods 3 or 4 per cent. is given whereas on Indian piecegoods 
brokerage is one quarter per cent. and one-eighth per cent. There is a considerable differ
ence between them. How does it work out, 

A. It is all taken into our calculation according to the rules of the trade. 

Q. But the discount on imported goods is considerably larger! 
A. The price is put np accordingly. ' 

A. Mr, Geddi8.-We can also do the same by adding it on to the price, 3 or 4 per 
cent. 

Q. I thought that must be the explanation. I was wondering whether there was a 
sentimental elLct to be taken into consideration. If you have the sarne Iatea ..••••••• 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The dealer. are clever enough to count everything, Sir, what
ever yond". 

Q. The sentimental effect might be the same as when ladies are attracted by getting 
an article for 28. 111 d. instead of for 38.' ~ , 

A. Indian merchants are shrewd enough to calculate everything. 

Q. I take it that the dealers in piecegoods have greater difficulties in obtaining finance 
~han in pre-war days just 88 everybody else experiences greater difficultie.s now-a.-days. 
Have they any peculiar difficulties? , ' 

A. I do not think so. That depends again on their. credit. 

y 42(}-16a 
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Q. The loss of tb,eir capital owing to depression must react to a considerable extent 
on you? 

A. They won't buy such large quantities ahead and run risk. as they used to do. 

Q. Therefore the general trade depression is not the result of conditions peculiar to 
India? 

A. I do not understand your point, Sir. 

Q. My point is that the depression in the piecegoods. trade, the depression amongst 
the dealers in piecegoods, is not the result of Japanese competition because they can 
buy Japanese goods just as much as they can buy Indian piecegoods. If there is 
depre3sion in the piecegoods trade, it is bound to react on you? 

A. Not necessarily. Why should it not react on Japanese goods! The same dealers 
buy. 

Q. They buy far more Ind an goods than Japanese. 
A. But that is not th 1 point. Owing to the continued falling market during the last 

three or four years these people have suffered and therefore thair credit has contracted 
and they are suffering from that. It does not affect Japanese goods or our goods 
specially in that respect. 

Q. Quite so. But the falling market in the last few years is due to world conditions ? 
A. Not to world conditions. It is due to the large crops, to th, American crop. 

Q. That is a world condition! 
A. Put it that way if you like. 

Q. You said the depression is due to factors peculiar to India. If one of the most 
important factors is the large American crop you can ha.rdly describe that as a factor 
peculiar to India, 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-There is a factor peculiar to India. Wben the rupee ratio 
was fixed at 2&. and piecegoods merchants entered into large contracts and prices dwindled 
heavily there were la.rge failures and there was altogether great depression in the trade 
which to a certain extent reacted on Indian piecegoods. also. They have suffered in 
credit, they have lost money and their buying power is greatly deteriorated. 

Q. Quite so, Mr. Saklatwala, but has that depression continued steadily since that 
date? 

A. They have never recovered. 
A. Sar N. N. Wadaa.-Wben these dealers entered into contraots exchange was at 2&. 

1Od., They bought on that basi,. Suddenly, in three months, 'they found it at 18. 411. 
Goods arrived at sterling price and they had to pay double the price. 

Q. Then the textile trade is to that extent affeoted by outside influences. 
A. Mr. Geddas.-That argument of S1I' N. N. Wadia' 8 applies only to importers 

of English goods. 
A. Mr. M~dy .... Both in English and country goods they have been hit very 

hard, if not practically killed by the violent fluctuations in exchange, when exchangE> 
tumbled down from 2s. lOd. to Is. 4d. and as,Mr. Saklatwala has pointed out they have
not recovered since to any extent. 

Q. To what extent do you consider dealers deal in both! 
A. Mr. Mody.-'-To a fair extent. 
Raja Han Kaskan Kaul.-Mr. Saklatwala, have you always had a direct organization. 

for sale or have you tried the agency system as well ! 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-Eversince I have been here the system has been in existence. 

It was in existence before my coming. I may say for twenty.six years now. 
Q. Have you any experience of th~ commission agency system? . 
A. We sell both ways. There is the selling agenoy and also we send consignments 

to upcountry markets. 
Q. Can you expredS an opinion on the comparative merits of the two systems! 
A. We have found in ow' system we have to carry large stooks and to that 

extent we have got to provide for very mnch larger finance than the ordinary 
Bombay mills. In a rising market our system has worked very well but in a depressed 
market the other system has advantages over our system. Lately we have found that 
our aystem has not been at a great disadvantage. It depends on the tendenoy of the 
market. 
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Q.Ordinarily ia it less expensive? 
A. We have got to maintaiil agencies in different parts ,of the oonntry and that· 

means that we have got to have a separate organization in every town. 

Q. The I'xpense of the whole organization put together, does it come up to the oommia· 
Aon rate level? 

A. We are psying 8 slightly l&rl!er commission than the Bombay mills because we have 
extra expeDSe8 in m&int&ining shops in different towns and to that extent "e have got 
to make it up. Olll" commission ia.larger than what th~ Bombay people pay. 

Q. It ia a more expensive organization then? 
A. We "orurider it has adV8Jltages which connterbalance the larger expenditure. 

Q. What are the advantages ! 
A. The advantages are that W8 ~ able to sell retail as well as wholesale to the 

extent that if a man corol'S to a shop we will sell him a single piece or 50 bales as the 
C!8118 may be. 

Q. Do the .Japanese give 60 days credit on commission sales , 
.0\. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I am not aware of it. 1 have h~ of 34 days. 1 do not know, 

Sir, oomll!tly. 

Q. The Germans gave six months credit before the war ! 
A. 1 do not know, Sir. 

Q. 'I wanted to verify if it was so. 
A. U they give credit they add it on to tM priee. It works out after all to the same 

thing. The dealer knows.what he ia getting. 

Q. But these little catChes help? 
A. The dealer ia q aite intelligent enough to keep abreast of these oatches. 

Q. But in depressed financial conditioWl a man may oon.'lider it to be a great advantage 
to have two month.~ credit instead of having to pay ca..h down? 

A. Will Government institute a oredit system as they have done lately in England for. 
export business, export credit ? 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-Please tell me how many dealers or classes of agents so to speak 
stand between the millB Bnd the ultimate uonsumer. Roughly speaking, through how 
many hands do the goorls pass ? 

A. Only through one. Our 'Jommission salesmen sell to wholesalers. 

Q. First, your commission agent and then the wholesaler •••••• 
A. He retails it himself. The wholesaler retails himself. 

Q. He has got shops of his own ? 
A. Yes. 

Q. You spoke yesterday about guarantee brokers. 1 do not think I qnite followed 
their functioDH.' What Is it they do actually? 

A. Suppose '\\e sell about a thousand bales to A, the wholesale dealer, thro1lgh our 
guarantee broker. now, if that wholesale deq.ler dop.s not pay up ,the price of the goods 
or fails the g .arantee broker hlloll to make good the amount to the mUl. 

Q. Do they have spot traWlactions or only for forward delivery 1 
A. ClIBh transactions as well as forward delivery. 

Q. Have there teen any cases of these_ people defanlting, not taking up delivery owing 
to a fan in price? 

A. There hltve been such cases. 

Q. What is the remedy open to yon f There ia the civil suit for one thing but apBrtfrom 
that is th~re ary possibility of getting at these people f 

A. Sometimes after filing the snit we oompound. 

Q. Without going to the civil court is there any other way, is there any trade pressure ! 
'For example, without going to the civil court, stock exchange contracts are binding by 
tradition. 

A. Contracts on the Stock Exohange are between broker and broker and not 
between the public and public. 
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Q. So. in these rases the guarantee broker has to make good. Does the guarantee 
broker come to the mill and yeu ask to file a suit against the dealer? 

A. In many cases. 
Q. It occurs frequently? 
A. Yea. 
Q. Do you send out samples at all Y 
A. Yes . 

. Q. It has been suggested it was not done on a .large Beale 1 
A. .At! far as I can sp~ak for myself it is donE'. 
Q. Are Bombay mills generally in the habit of sending out samples ! 
A. Yes. 

Q. Is there anything like n. common orgauization4or exporting her~? Do the millowneriJ 
of Bombay try to oapture the export markets by common antion? I am not speaking of 
trusts but of co.operative organizations.' Is it a feasible thing. do you think. for these 
mills to form some kind of co· operative organization for sale abroad! I understand 
of course that some GovernmE'nts help •..••. 

A. I would like to see the Government heir. first. 

Q. Is any common action possible 7 
A. It is possible to a certain extent. 
Pre8ident.-What hell' ? 

A. For instance we have just now got a ourious question I think Mr.-Sakiatwrua "ill 
. SPE'.ak about it. Turkey bas raised our import duties on Indian goods. They are going 

to charge us import duti~s on a larger scale as if we were not a most favoured nation. The 
Association has been writing to the Government of India. They say that they have 
represented the matter but we oannot get any ruling. The Governmenl; of I~l(iia say 
that we are a most favoured nation but we are still being charged a higher rate 

Q. But you know how long it takes to do anything through diplomatic channels Y 
A. In the meantime we are paying duty and our goods are being stopped. 
Q. It is not altogether fair to put the blame on the Government of India who may I:e. 

and I relieve are, doing all they can to expedite matters. 
A. Mr. Sa.klatuVlla.-We are not blaming the Gcvernment, but it hurts us in 

another 1 .. ay. We are being ousted from a market and it is far more difficult to regain 
. a market after another nation has got in. -

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-What is necessary is to have a live Trade Commissioner in each 
export market who will ~ook after all the..oe difficulties that come in our way and put them 
right on the spot. 

Q. As we are on this subject-I had intended to take it up at a later stage-but we may 
as well go into it now-I wanted to know whether Mr. MaIonE'y has got any information 
on the questions raised by the Trade Commissioner for East Africa. I understood the other 
day that he drew your attention to the fact that you were losing your markets there. 
What hE' said in his report for the Government of India was :-' It seems doubtful if any 
of the mills constituting the Association is sufficiently int.erested in the export trade to 
take the necessary steps to meet strong competition. The homo markets in India have 
hit,herto been able to absorb the bulk of India's production but in the event of a morsoou 
failure or other setback' (which has unfortunately now come}' the e:!tport trade would be 
of muoh greater importance and it should be at least maintained if not extended to 
meet such a contingency' •. 

A. When was that! 
Q. 1922. 
A. And "hat did the Government of India. do! Di~ they forwa.rd it to our 

Association ! 
Q. I l,resume so. The' Trade Commissioner had written direct to you. 
A. Mr. J1fal-oney.-I shall have to look up the point. 

Q.. It is a. most important point. because it would be of no use recommending 
Trade Commissioners if •••••• 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-If it had come to ollr Association at least one of us one of the 
five members who are here" ould have seen it. . 

Q. It is no use recommending Trade Commissioners since the Government of India oalA 
turn round and say that when they had a Trade ('.ommissioner you made no use of him. 

A. The question is whether tbat letter has ever been received by us. 
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Q. You probably have got a copy of the report. If not, yon can have mine_ 
Mr. LPftwich himseU says he brought the m .. tter to the notice of the Millowners' Asscoia
tion.. Therefore you must have somc correspondence on record in conneGtion with Kenya. 
Mr. Leftwich was TradA Commissioner in East Africa for two or three yell.1'll till the Inch
cape Committee" axed .. him. 

A. You may enquire, Sir. at the same time whether during that particular year they 
mo.de the mpt'9 a dorin in East Africa. I suppose you have heard of it. Don't YOI1 
tbink that WRS t.he caUBe which ruined Indian trade there more or lees, a.nd it is no use 
blaming the Indian mills. ' 

Q. J want to know what the millowners did 1 
A. We will look up the correspondence. But as far as we, five members, are concerned 

not one of US knows anything about it. 
.4. Mr. M~y.-I will make one point clear about East Africa about that tiine .. nd 

that WRB that specific duties were imposed which specially penalised Indian goods and 
. favollrably treated Engli!lh goodi!. It considerably handicapped us. 

Q. I think YOIl shouln amplify that point, Mr. Maloney, if you can.. If you can give 
us definite figllre<!! I should be glad to havo them. ' 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-You may look into that question of Kenya exchange. 
!dr. Najmudar.-Have you any idea of the system of saies followed by Messrs. Binnye 

in Madras. All far as I know they send out samples t 
A. Binnys' mills are in a peculiarly happy position. They monopolise all Government 

contracts in the lirst place. 
PreRidenl.-Is it corr~ to say that they monopolise all Government contracts? It 

migbt be more corrpct to say th .. t tbey hav .. a large share ? 
A. I purposely u!'ed'that word, but you can modify it if you like, Sir. Then for tbeir 

8urplus they send ant sampleR to various agents. They have got agents in eachiown 
and they fix the prices monthly and they sell at that rate. 

Mr. Majumdar.-My impression is that some smaller me1'('hants in each town 
are given agencies. It is not that there is only one man in each centre. There are three 
or four merchants in eMh place and they actually s~ll by indente ! 

A. Yes, they sell by indent system, but they have one man in, each plaue as far as I 
know. 

Q. I think in Sholapnr they have two or three. 
A. In Bangalore and '.other places they have only one. 
Q. That might have been in former years, bnt recently I think they have two (,r three 

at each place. Tbat does away with the whqlesaler to a great extent ? 
A. It dependi! on the qlll\nt.ity handled. I began by saying that they get a large 

share of Government contracts and ,they have not so large a surplus to sell. 

Q. ~et peroentagp of the production wonld be for Government contract? 
A. 1 cannot tell yon. I hbve not got any figures. 

(6) Tra1Ulport 

PreaidenL-I have some few queations 110 !18k as regardi! the nerlsection 
A. It is very difficul~ for us to get any figures. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-I have mentioned in each case the authority for the statement. 

We cannot guarantee the absolute correctnoss in every case. 

Q. Have you worked out the actual addition to the co .. t of cloth per pound due to the 
freight uf cotton to Japan and of piece-goods from Japan to Bombay. What is the exact 
additIOn in CO'Jt ? 

A. Mr. Malcm.y.-I have worked it ont but have not got it here. 
Q. Let us have . the conclusion at which yon have arrived. 
A. Gross or net? 

Q What do YOll mean by gross or Det ? 
A. Before or after trbates ? • 
Q. Obviously aftpr rebates. . 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-If you refer to the Fiscal Commission's report and the evidence

there given I think yon will find that even the Fiscal Commission had great difficulty in 
getting out figures from our friends, the Japanese. They had to acknowledge that t.he 
figure was 23 yen, freight rate, per 40 cubic feet for cotton and the rebate ~a.q 10 yen •. 
After a great deal of qllestioning they acknowledged that tbe rebate given to the Japan 
Cotton Spinners' AssociatIon was 10 yen.. So the net rate was 13 yen. I would refer you. 
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to Questions 20938, 20939, and so on on page 930. You will see that the gruss rate was 
23 yen and the net rate was 13 yen. The rebate was 10 yen. The figure wa.~ distinctly 
given after a great deal of difficulty. H you read that evidence YOIl will find it very 
instructive. I would like you to read that evidence. It is very very impor~ant. 

Q. In·your answer to Quest:on 95 you say that in oertain instances, Bombay, lfadras 
and Calcutta are given speCI.ally low freight ratea. Can you specify thoRe ? . 

A. Mr. Malnn£y.-It would not be possible to specify. We have rates for the whole 
country from evf'ry oentre. . 

Q. No, I do not want that. I want to know what you mean by • certain instances' ? 
A I think we can specify those. To Calcutta and wherever there is competjtion 

between sea borne freight and rail. borne trade we get a lower rate of freight. 
Q I want to have the specific instance3 for Bombay. 

SEOTION VII 

Suggellti0n8 a8 to remedial mea8ures 

(c) Suggestions put .forward, by the Bombay MiUcwners' Association 

Presirlem.-We DOW come to the most important section of the questionnaire--8ugges
tions &8 to remt'dial measures. As regards the 'proposal that the customs duty on 
maohil1ery shO\:J.d be abolished, the net re!iult would not be very substantial, would it 1 

A. Mr. Geddis -It would mean 61lakhe of !'11peel! a year which is more than the 
cost of a mill of 30 thousand spindles and 1,000 looms. 

Q. Would you regard that as an appreciable measure 01 help.? 
A. We should so regard it. Besides it is a naisancll. n the customs duty did not exist 

our raw material would come straight from the ship to our mills. As it is. it has to be 
carted to the warehouse to be inspected and then various formalities have to be gone 
through. We have to employ men to look after the clearing, forlVarding an-i opening 
()f oases. They have to be opened to see that we are not importing anything except 
what we say. and all that sort of thing. It hampers us greatly. It is much more 
expensive. H we could get all our materials without customs duty we ~hould be very 
happy. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-May I draw your attention, Sir, at the outset to the speech 
made by Sir Malcolm Hailey whenc he was Finance Member in the Government of 
India.. He distinctly stated that as a war measure they were asking the millowners to 
pay this duty on stoI'C8 and machinery an4 that as Roon as the Oovernment!s finances 
permitted they would takl'l it off. Sir, the war endt'd over eight years ago. Wt' 
are getting old. We will see it some day, I suppose in our life time. I do not 
mow. 

Q. H YOll could give us the refere>nce to that speech we should be glad to have it. 
When you refer to mill stores, are you referring to things which caD only be used in mille 
like bobbins and things of that kind, or are you referring to things like China clay 
which, I presume. are UlIed for mlUlY 1>t.her pw-poReB besides mill purpoRes. . 

A. But, Sir, before 1917 or 1918, I am DOt S'lre of the year, China "lay, bobbins and 
all other stores which were used by our mills and genuinely imForted by the mills were 
allowed to be imported free. . 

Q. That is the point I want to make olear. Tht' mill stores that were allowed free 
were Stol'e8 definitely imported for mills. It is a question of the consignee, rot the 
cha.raoter of the slores ! 

A. Yea. 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-We only want the status quo. 

Q. The ouly oth~r point that arises is if this concession Wt're givel1 to you, would the 
jute industry demand it, also 1 Would there be no other mills in India which would 
expect to get it ? . 

A. Sir N. N. Watiia.-It was given to the ootton mill ip.dustry. 
Q. But other industries got it before? 
A. Lately, zino being a raw material has been exempted in oertain instances. This is 

one of our raw materials. 
Q. Y 9, but my lJOint is, are you suggesting that this oonce.'lSion should be confined to 

your industry' - , 
A. We have no objeotion to its being given to other industries if after doe enquiry, 

Governmert find it necessary to do so. Ie that what you want me to say, Sir' 
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Q. I do not ".anl yoo to say anything. 
A. We can only answer for our industry, hut we hRve no objection if otherindustries 

are given the concession. 
Q. You consider it should be a special concession governed by the merits of the particular 

indnlltry Y 
As regards this Companies super.tax, how much is it ? 

A. A flat rate of one anna on over fifty thousand rupees profit 
Q. What justification is tbcre for taking itaway ! 
A. May I uk a question, whether the Chancellor of the Exchequer. wu correct to 

take that corporation tax 011 in England?' Why is it kept on here ! 

Q. My point is that I cannot see what ellect it would have on the prosperity of the 
industry. How can it handicap the industry if it ,is not payable until the, industry is 
making profits which 6Il!'ble it to pay it ? 

A. First and foremost it is a double indirect form of taxation. A shareholder first. 
and foremost hB8 to suller the super.tax paid by the company. He loses that amount 
himself. Then, whOll the money is distributed in the form of dividend he is again charged 
auper.tax ou the 8I\Dle income in a double form. I uk you whether under any cannons 
of fair taxatiOll, except as a war me&S1ll'E', it is correct or incorrect. 

A. Mr. C. N. Wadia."':'It is an inequitable tax. Moreover it is a doublo tax. 
Q. That may be; »ut the question is how it 'affecta the prosperity of the' trade. I 

cannot see that it is a handicap to the industry. ' 
A. Sir. N. N. Wadia.-Suppose my company hB8 as a block costing 3 crore.. Suppose 

I make 5 pe-r cent. profit alIDnally or say 141lakhs. I am charged on 141lakhs at the 
rate of one anna, a fiat rate. Then super·tax is charged and it cannot be reeovered 
by any of the share· holders however small they may be; and the bigger the company the 
greater the loss to the share holders. The smaller Companies have the same allowance 

, of Rs. 50,000. They do not take into accolIDt the size of the company. Therefore, in 
the first place, it is inequitable in that respect. Se90ndly, as I said, it is a double taxation 
on the same profits, becanse itis charged not only on the share· holders bnt Oil the com· 
panyalso. 

A. Mr. SaklatwaZa.-I$ is a treble taxation in 01ll' case. The company first pays the 
tax. We" as agents, 'are a limited company and so we pay again. Then we as 
individuals pay a third time. 

Prll8irknt.-Can you not make representations? 
A. We have made representations on the matter. 
Q. Did not the Taxation Committee go into the question? 
A, Sir N. N. Wadia.-Yes. 'They want to make it permanent, Sir. While the 

Chancellor of Exchequer in England has recognised the inequity of this tax and has 
removed it, it still remains here. The very fact that the United Kingdom has taken 
it away this tax shows the inequity of it. It was only introduced as a war time 
measure to last probably for one or two years and now it is made permanent. 

Q. You consider the town duty of one rupee a bale unfair for the reason you have 
.tated, namely that it was levied for the purpose of a scheme of chawls which has not 
been successful? ,,' 

A. Yes. I wish the Bombay Government would institute an enquiry like the Bombay 
Back Bay Enquiry as to the erection of these chawls. . 

Q. Bombay must be getting a little tired of enquiries. -
A. Bombay had big sohemes and .all turned out failures and we are paying for them 

thfongh the nose. , 
Q. As regards your proposals in regard to railway freight., do you recognise that the 

railway oosta have gone up like everything else? Labour charges on railways have gone 
up in the same way that yours have. 

A. Yes; we reoognise that. 
Q. We shall have to go into those proposals with the railway authorities and see what 

their views are in regard to them. ' 
A. Before we go away from the railway freight, I only want to make a general remark 

that a lot of expenditure which is supposed to he on capital account or ongbt to be on 
oapital account is charged to revenue account. There i" a very good habit with the 
Government of India that if any new building up to the extent of 5 lakhs of rupees is 
put up it is charged to the revenue account;. When it goes over 5lakhsit goes to the capital 
.aoeount. H you bring all these oharges to revenue acoounts and also all improvements, 
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and extensions you make, you will never make any profit on railways. If we carry on in 
the same-way in our mill industry and brought an the charges for extensions and improve
ments to rennue account, we should never make any profits even in the best of times. 
The limit as far as the Imperial Budget is concerned is 5la.khs. Any item of expenditure 
up to 5 la.khs is credited to revenue account. 

Q. I do not proJess to know anything about railway finance, but there is one point 
whioh arises out of this and that is, oan you quote any instance in any country in the 
world where an indigenous industry is given preferential freight rate over foreign 
imported goods , 

A. Not to my knowledge. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-There are a oonsiderable number of instanoes, "the best knoWn 

instance being that of the bottnty on coal freight in Natal 
Q. That is a bounty on import goods. You have got a bounty for coal on railway 

freight in India., a bounty of Re. 1·8·0 a ton on exported coal. I want to know whether 
there are any precedents for this proposal. It is helpful to know whether this course 
has ever been adopted on any railways in other countries. 

As regards Trade Commissioners, the point on which the Government of India 
and the Legislative Assembly will want to be convinced is that if you get the Trade 
Commissioners you will use them. 

A. Mr. 0. N. Wadia.-TheTradeCommissionerneverusesus. We do not know when 
a TradeCommissioner is appointed. He reports direct to the Government of India once 
or tWJce and we never get the Reports. If you look at the way in which the Japanese 
are using their Trade Commissioners, the Foreign Office taking interest in their affairs. 
as given in our reply to question 102, you see the contrast betwt'en the Trade Commissioner 
appointed by the Government of India and the Japanese Trade Commissioner. 

Q. The Government of India have only recently experimented with Trade Commi&
sioners. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-How is it, Sir, that America can' send out her Trade Commis
sioners to every country in the world! We have got them in Calcutta and Bombay· 
and they broadct/oSt their monthly, fortnightly or weekly reporte. I get copies of those 
reports and they contain very real arguments. Advanced countries i.i1e Aml'rica and 
Japan do it. I give them credit for it. I am afraid the Governrnent of India exists 
only for taking money out of us and not to foster our trade. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-There is a difierence between our Trade Conunissioner and 
the Japanese Trade Commissioners. ' 

Q. The Government of India .have no Trade Commissioners except one in London. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-If it had not been for the Calcutta interests, for the jute 

business, the Government of India wonld not have appointed that Trade Commissioner 
in London. . • 

Q. I think you are a little unfair. 
A. I have come to that conclusion, Sir, from what I have seen. 
Q. I am oertainly speaking both for myself when I was Trade Commissioner and for 

my predecessor and suocessor when I say that we had no predilections whatever in favour 
of Caloutta. 

A. But the enquiries and all that you did was mainly in respect of the tea. and jute 
trade. 

Q. lIIight not that be beoause the tea and jute trade were more alive to the existence 
of the Trade Commissioner' 

A. No; thatjs because London was the principal market for those articles. 
Q. Quite so; now we have got down to the real point. -
A. But for the interest of the Calcutta merchants the Trade Commissioner would never 

have been appointed. . 
Q. You consider it is eminently desirable that Trad/l Commissidbers should be 

appointed where they can be of use to you. . 
A. Yes; we want them to know us personally. 
Q. They could n..>t pay very frequent visits to you' 
A. But look at the way in which the otht'r Trade Commissioners work. They go to 

various Associations and viait them while they are in India time after time. Why doeS' 
not our Trade Commissioner when he returns to India come and visit us , -

Q. lie has never been here since he took ove; the appointment. You want him to take 
leave in India , • 

A. He is an Indian Trade Commissioner. He must come round and visit us and know 
his job. If he goes to England on leave and goes back to his country. that won't be of 
any use to us. 
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Q. Suppose these Trade' Commissioners were appointed; where do you want them in, 
the first instance ! 

A. We would like to consider exactly where they would be most useful. But we would 
like a Trade Commissioner to be kept especially in places where textile goods are used. 
for instance. Egypt, South Africa, Zanzibar, Mesopotamia, Persia, probably Singapore. 
Java, Hongkong, Shanghai, Australia. We want them in all these ports. . 

Q. We have heard your opinion on the methods of Government at considerable 
length during the last three days. It is not very likely that Government would appoint 
Trade Commissioners wholesale to start with. I do not know whether it would be wise. 
They would want to make an experiment in a few selected centres to see whether th,)y 
would be of any use. So if you would let us know which you consider the most impor
tltnt centres, it would be most useful. 

A. We will consider that. But how is it that America can afford it ? 

Q. America is the wealthiest country in the world. 
A. But it has got the wealthiest by this process. 
Q. Not by the process of appointing Trade Commissioners? 
A. By their help. • • " 
A. I think America was in a prosperous condition before it sent any Trade Commissioner& 

out. 
A. Mr. SIJkl<ltwIJl<I.-Government is helping industries there. America is a highly 

protective country. . ' 
Q. Experts differ as to how far it is due to that protection. You suggest an export 

bounty to make up for the rise in the value of the rupee. Do I understand that to 
mean an export bounty in addition to the protection you suggest 7 

A. Sir N. N. WtJdiIJ.-:rhe protection which we suggest will apply to India only. The
export markets will have to face a much more severe competition from foraign countries 
than from the Indian markets, because here we have got protection ouly up to 11 per cent. 
We are faced with that fact and if we are to go in for export markets under the present 
cUITency policy, it will be absolutely impossible for us to go on, bl>cause of this handicap. 

Q. Where is the money to pay the export bounty to come from? 
A. By incnoased import duty or any other method you like. 
Q. I want to know the method you sugge~t. Out of increased import duties? 
A. There are also other methods. 
Q. In regard to question 104, you suggest the imposition of an additional duty of at 

least 13 per cent. on yarn and piece.goods imported from foreign countries which compete 
unfairly with India. I think you agreed the other day that with tho J aparies" exchange
at its present rate at 132 or 133, there is no special depreciation of the Japanesll exchange
in comparison with any other exchange in the world? 

A. Yes, as far as sterling and yen exchange is concerned; -but as far as rupee exchange-
is concerned, there is depreciation. 

Q. My point is that the Japanese exchange is now at gold parity? 
A. That is with sterling and gold and not with the rupee. 
Q. With the rupee at 1/6, the Japanese exchange is now at parity? 
A. Yes, because you fix an artificial value on the rupee. 

Q. That is not my point. My point is that the Japanese exchange at the moment; 
and as far as one can se& is likely to remain at exactly the same parity in comparison 
with th" Indian exchange and every other exchange in the world, except those continental' 
exchanges which are depreciating. The Japanese exchange is not a depreciated exchange 
as compared with the Dollar exchange or the pound exchange or the Dutch florin exchange. 

A. Yes; that is so and if you fix 1/6 then it will be at parity at 133. 

Q. Exactly, I quite agree. But then in these circumstances what countries are you 
referring to, when you talk about foreign countries with depreciated exchanges? 

A. But, Sir, you first and foremost go away from the point that you are artificially 
fixing the sterling rate. . 

Q. That is not the point at all. 
A. But it·affects our industry. At the veri outset you told us that you will enquiI& 

into the exchange as far as it affects the trade. • 
Q. J am doing that. 
A. Then, it affects our industry at 1/6. 

Q. The point I want to know is what justification, if any, there is for singling out. 
Japan as a country with a specially depreciated exchange. ' 

A. You take the figures. Take the figures six mont,he ago. 
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Q. We must, as far as we oan, take the conditions as they existto.day and as they are 
likely to exist in the future; and as far as we can see, the Japanese exchange will remain 

~ round about its pres'lnt level with the rupee at 1/6. Therefore what justification is there 
for singling out Japan as a country with a specially depreciated exchange! 

A. It is clear then that by your ourrenoy policy you are going to put us at a disadvantage 
by 12! per cent. IItraightaway. Do you agree! 

Q. Against every other country, and not' Japan alone. 
A. Yes; it affeot/! our industry to that extent. 
Q. It affcot/! your industry as compared with every other country in the world. 
A. Every industry in India will be affected to that extent. 
Q. Against every country in the world; that is the point. What special reasons are 

there for disoriminationagainst Japan! . 
A' If you refer to paragraph 132 of ouroriginalstatement, we have given our conclusions 

there. . . 
Q. But in the whole of your argument in the preceding paragraph the exchange, 

whioh you refer to is the Japanese exchange. What I am trying to get at is whether 
there is any reason now for disorimination Il.gainst Japan in this matter of exchange. 

'A. We say, Sir, that normally exchange in pre-war days and up to the catastrophe in 
Japan in 1922 was 153. On that basis'we are prepared to faoe the competition of Japan 
or any other country in the world. If you are to manipulate your exchange and the 
Japanese manage their exchange, we are handicapped. If the Government of India 
artificially fix the exchange at 1/6 we are to that extent handicapped. 

Q. Against every country in the world! 
A. No, Sir. We are oompetitors. We only look to those who are oompetitors. 
Q. Every oountry that sends piecegoods into this country is your competitor. 
A. Yes; therefore, on that argument, you are to that extent favouring the importers 

agains1; the Indian industry. 
Q. From every oountry. 
A. And further provided that these importing countries are making goods similar 

to our goods. 
Q. While assuming then that the discrimination should be against oompetition in the 

goods whioh you are manufacturing. oannot that discrimination be effeoted by a duty 
on oounts of cloth rather than a duty against a ~pecifio cmmtry ! 

A. We have oonoluded that Chapter, by showing how that worked in the previous years. 
I think in one of our statements we say that. If you read paragraph 16 you find a 

statement, from whi"h you will see that a similar experiment was made in 1879-80. You 
find • The effect of the duty in fact was not so muoh to encourage a general inorease in 
trade as to induoe manufacturers and importers to substitute goods of the ('oarRer and 
duty free kinds for the medium and ·finer qualities which had formerly when all classes 
were alike subjeot to duty formed the bulk of the trade. In this respect, the result/! were 
much more deoisive than was anticipated. It was of course expected that a certain 
proportion of the goods generally made of yarns ranging from 308. to 40a. would in future 
be made of yarns of 30s. and under so as to bring them within the limit of exemption; 
but what has aotually ocourred has been a complete revolution in the course of the trade 
in grey goods, the importations of the medium and finer classes having almost ceased 
since the issue of the notification.' 

Q. I take it your point would then be that exactly the reverse will happen now; that 
if you put a heavy duty on the coarse goods it will drive import trade into the finer goods. 
18 not that so ! 

A. Not necessarily. It depends on what duty you put on. It will depend on the 
percentage. It is very diffioult to state at this stage unless we know the actual figures 
and the peroentage, whether a revolution will take place in that direction. But I am 
only saying as a general thing what has been the experience in the past. 

Q. My point is that if you admit, as I think we are agreed, that the effect of what you 
oall depreciated exchange is the same in regard to every country in the world •.•••.•• 

A. We do not agree with that. We only say that you are handicapping us as far as 
our industry is ooncerned. We are taking the same line of argument. We are not 
disoussing the question of exohange. -

Q. I am dealing entirely with your industry. If you agree that the effect of exchange 
is the same on the imports of piece goods from every country in the world, then, the 
logioal oonolusion to be drawn from that seems to be that the import duty or protection 
should he on all imports ooming into this country. Is not tha.t the logioal oonclusion to 
be drawn, that if the world exoha.nge has gone down in relation to India or the rupee has 
gone up in relation to the world exchange then ~you have a ha.ndicap, a('cording to 
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your argument, of 121 per cent. in regard to all imports of piecegoods into this country? 
Is not that the logical conclusion to be drawn, that the proteotive duty should be imposed 
on all imports which compete with yours that come into this country and that there, 
~hould be no discrimination by countries' . - , 

A. We will have no objection to that. 
Q. But you have stated that you have an objection to that. 
A. You make a difference between coarse and medium counts. As long as you impose 

a corresponding duty on coarse and medium counts, we have no objection. 

Q. And by medium counts, you mean ! 
A. Right up to 4Os. . 
Q. You told us day before yesterday that India could not compete in counts over 308 

exeept by using imported cotton. , 
A. But you ask me the definition of medium counts and I say, up to 4Os. because 32s. 

and 368. we can make from Indian cotton and that comes to medium counts; but the 
limit is to be fixed at 4Os. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-At that stage I said that we were making up to 4Os" from Indian 
ootton. I qualified it to that extent. 

Q. But i8 the bulk of manufacture of counts over 30s. from Uganda cotton! 
A. As far as we are ooncerned, we do not make anything from Uganda up to 40s. 
Q. You say there is an objection to the imposition of a duty on goods made from counts 

over 408. ! 
A. S'r N. N. Wad"'.-No, Sir, we do not object. But I said there might be a chance 

of substitution. That is why I read that paragraph. 
Pruidenl.-How are you going to get over that' 
A. We will wait and see. 
Pruidenl.-I see that your Association has made an important change in their original 

proposals. You now consid~r that the protection should in the first instance be given 
only for five years ! 

A. God knows what the Exchange will be five years hence, or anything else. H 
you will tell us what is going to happen five years hence I have no objection. That 
is why we thought we would ask for this now. We can oome back to you again. 
Circumstances are changing. 

Q. We now oome to a very important question of the effect of the duty you propose 
on prices. But before we go on to that there is one point I should like to comment on. 
I think as you probably know, the other Tarifi Board in making its recommendations has 
as a rule been guided by the cost of production in this country and the cost at which 
goods of similar character can be-imported, and has recommended protection to make up 
the difference. It was so in the case of the Steel industry. But your Association have 
merely put forward these proposals on general grounds. You ask for 8 per cent. for 
exchange and 5 per cent. for double shift, and just to make sure that these two will give 
you what you want ..•••••. 

A. No, Sir. We want more. 
Q. Just as a make.weight you ask for an additionai 5 per cent. to make sure that 

there were no miscalculations made in the other two. 
A. There is no make.weight. We want depreciation. 

Q. I will come to that question later on. Before we go any further, you ask f~r 8 
per oent. br the depreciated exchange. I take it that that remains practically the same. 
You took exchange at 129 and it is now 131 f 

A. H the exchange had been 108 as in the last year 1\'e would have asked for much more. 
Q. If there had been no question of depreciated exchange, do you think you would 

have come forward to ask for protection on the ground that the mills wt:re working double 
shift in Japan ! 

A. Again I will refer you to P¥agraph 131 of our statement in which we replied to 
,that question. 

Q. you have not replied to that question. What I want to know is whether, if there 
had been no depreciation in exchange, you would have asked for protection on the ground 
of double shift working in Japan. You have kept the two factors together throughout 
and say in paragra"ph 132 :-' It is the considered opinion of the Association that if the 
sterling exchange were brought down to lB. 4<1. gold and Japanese mills, were made to 
work one shift, not employing women and children at night then the industry could stand 
on its own legs an'l would not require protection.' What I want 'to know is whether 
you would have considered the double shift l",hour in Japan of sufficient importance to 
you in asking for protection if it had not been for the depreciated exchange! 

A. Double load on a little bullock kills it. A single load a bullock can drag. It ia 
all I can say. 
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Q. I take it that I am to draw the inferenoe that you probably would •..•• 
A. Mr. Modll.-Not neoessllrily; , 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The load would not have been so great as to orush us. 
Q. I should like to go into more detail on this question of th~ effect of the duty. Has' 

"the Assooiation at any time since this enquiry started or before it began worked out the 
.exaot effect of the duty on its prosperity! Have you attempted to form any estimate 
.of the exact inorease of price or the exact aUlount of duty required to !lonvert yoni: loss 
into profit! 

A. Mr. O. N; Wadia.-We show you the loss for 1924. We show you thelosa for 1925, 
whioh is the amount that we require to bring us on an equality with our competitors. 

Q. You uk for more than that! . 
A. We want something more than that. That is the minimum we require to put us 

-on an equality with our competitors. ' - . 
'Q. In that oase you have doubtless worked out the exact increase in price per pound 

'whioh would bring you on an equality with your oompetitors! " -
A. We told you 13.per oent., . 
Q. You do not tell me that. You do not tell me that 13 per cent. will wipe out the 

loss. The 13 per oent. is based entirely on general oonsiderations. You say there is the 
.de preciated exohange.. . • • • • • 

A. We have worked It out, Sir. Curiously enough it oomes to the same figure. 
Q. I should be glad to see that caloulation. It is very important in the present conneo

tion b.lcause I oannot see how the 13 per cent. you have asked for would give you what 
you want, since in your reply to question 106 you say that the increase in price would 
not be anything like 13 per cent. owing to the oompetition between Indian mi11s~ You . 
say that it is not going to be anything like 13 per cent. owing to the competition of Indian 
mills. If you are not going to get 13 per cent. e~ra on every pound of cloth that comes 

-out of your mills, how is your loss going to be covered unless the protection were, say 
26 per oent. ! 

A. Mr. Modll.-The question 'is how far this 13 per cent. will affect the imports 
from Japan. It is diffioult to see now how far it affects our balance sheet. What we 
have asked for is to be placed in a position of equality with countries which enjoy 
.certain advantages, oertain fair advantages and certain unfair advantages. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-I will give you a simple calculation. We produce something 
like 1,500 million yards of cloth. I am only taking round figures and if you take 4 yards 
to the pound ....• 

Q. This fifteen hundred millions, is for the whole Indian mill production! I want 
the figures for Bombay only. 

A. You take about 220 million pounds for Bombay. The cost of cloth is 14 annas, 
hut suppose we take it at Re. 1. •••• 

Q. The price of long cloth you have given is more than that. Your price is 16 or 17 
.annas. 

A. Let us take it just for caloulation at 16 annas. That means you have got 220 
million rupees. If you put an import duty at I per oent. we get Rs.22 lakhs. Now, 
you oan work out the figures. 

Q. Your loss in 1924 was 2 orores and 431akhs. . 
A. Provided we get that corresponding rise in our prioe of cloth, which J doubt. 
Q. That is my point. 
A. The proteotion we· ought to get is more, but if we got that full rise in our price 

-then that would compensate. 
Q. The question I should like to ask you is this. In your answer you say that the 

increase would not be anything like 13 per oent. owing to the competition of Indian 
mills. What per cent. you tliink it would be ! 

A. I think the increase will be much less. 
Q. Then, in order to give you what you want, you want a proteotive duty of 

25 Reropnt ....... 
A. We will be glad to have it if you ~ive it us. 
Q. It is for you to Bay what you want. But do yo~ consider it is any use givin~ pr~to~

tion unless it is absolutely certain that it is going to aohibve its object for whICh It IS 
given! 

A. Mr. Modll.-It is bound to help us. 
Q. It is not bound to hQlp you'. It does not seem to me that you have established 

that it is bound to help. All that you have established is that you will reduce your loss 
A. You will admit in any o&se ..... 
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Q. I admit nothing. 0 , 

A. Would you say that it would check the flow of imports ? 
Q. I am not prepared to admit anything. The questions are for you to answer. 
A. If you are putting it to us ~hat it ~ould not help our industry at all I ~k yo~ 

another question, whether you think that Imports would not be affected by the ImposI
tion of an import duty 7 

Q. I am prepared to admit that that is the usual view held by economists on th., 
question. 

A. My point is that imports will be affected most certainly by the imposition of a 
sufficient duty and to that extent it would help us. Whether it would help us in any 
particular figure it is impossible to say, but it would certainly help us i! i~ports from 
countries with depreciated exchanges had to pay the duty. Whether It will make up 
for the entire loss or not is a different thing. 

Q. But if it does not make up for the entire loss what is the justmcation for putting 
it on 7 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-A partialloafis better than no loaf at all. We do not waut 
to open our mouth too wide. If you can give us a partial loaf ••••• 

, Q. You admit that there is hope for the industry apart from protection? 
A. J. do not admit that. Yes, provided we get fair competition. 

Q. The m~asure of protection that you have asked for, leaving such things as depre
ciated exchauge and unfair competition from double shifta entirely out of the question, 
the measure of pro*ction that y~u have asked for is not sufficient to c0D:vert your loss 
into equilibrium unless the price of the cloth goes up by 121 per cent., which you do not 

• think it would. You consider it is much more likely to go up by only 61 per cent. 
Therofore given this amount of protection it would seem that you would steadily go 
on losing though only to the extent of half you are doing now. Therefore what good is 
this protection going to do 7 • 

A. Do yoa want us to work double shift ? 

Q. I do not want you to do anything. I want to know what is your reply to the position 
_ which I put before you t 

A. We put our cards on the table. If this protection is given, it will be a material 
.help. If we get a oorrespondin~ increase in price it will be a Ill"eat help. 

Q. But you do not oonsider it would t 
A. We do not know how trad" will go in future. We will be content with this trial and 

will see how it is going for five years. , 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-I say, Sir that what we are asking for is to bring about 

equilibrium now lacking owing to unfair competition in exchange and labour eonditions. 
Whether it is adequate protection to make the industry meet both ends may be an 
extraneous oonsideration. But, what we are asking here is that the unfair competition 
which exists should be done away with and we should be given a chance to exist. , 

Q. Do you oonsider it is worth while upsetting.the economic equilibrium of the 
country as this measure is bound to do to a certain extent unless it is going to achieve the 
purpose of to making both ends meet? 

A. At least the fairly well managed mills would get into that position though not all 
-and to that extent it will achieve the object. . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-,-We won't make such heavy losses and will certainly be able to 
bear the burden. 

o A. Mr. Mody.-We have not asked that our losses should be converted into 
llrofits. Our whol~ oase is that we are being hit very hard by unfair competition. If 
you look at paragraph 132 of our representation we distinctly"ay there that if the sterling 
exchange were brought down to 18. 4d. gold and Japanese mills were made to work one 
ehift, not employing women and children at night, then the industry could stand on its 
-own legs and would not require protection. Our whole Case is that we want to be protected 
not because the industry requires protection in the larger sense of the word but because 
-at the present moment at any rate we are hit very hard by unfair competition Il.nd 
depreciated exchange. Protect us to that extent at the prespnt moment any way we are 
not asking for anything more. That is our whole case, Sir. 

Q. I see. Before passing on to the next question I think a good many people would 
like to know the ground on which you estimate the wealthier classes of the population 
in India at ahout 20 per cent. of the whole population. It looks a very liberalestimll.te ? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We have put it as mild as possible. We have been very moderate 
in our demand. That shows the moderation of our demand. 
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Raja Hari KiBhan Ka'ul.~ls it not a mistake t'lsay that all the goods imported from 
the United Kingdom are used by the wealthier classes, because a very large proportion 
of grey cloth and dltoties comes from England 7 ' 

A. Sir N.N. Wadia.~They are not used by the poorer classes. 
Q. Not by that 20 per cent. of the richer classes 7 ' 
A. Mostly fine jaconets and mulls. 
Pre&ident.~ln answer to Question 109 you say that the cost to the consumer by the 

,increase in import duties would be negligible. As far as I have been able to make the 
calculation you suggest a total increase of 171 rer cent. in the duty, which means an 
increase of about three annas a pound-I am working on the figures you supplied. The 
increase of three annas a pound means a total of about eight crores 'In the total Indian 
mill production. Is not that a fairly extensive burden on the Indian consumer 7 

A. Mr. Maloney.~But this calculation is based on the supposition that half would be 
, paid by the consumer. 

Q. Who is going ,to pay the other half 7 
A. I think it will mean about an anna and a half per head of population. About 

one anna a pound. 
Q. Your calculation is that an increase of 121 per cent. in the duty would mean an 

increase in cost to the Indian consumer of one anna per pound 7 
A. We do not say that. It might possibly. 
Q. The point I am now leading up to is, is it merely a question of one anna.a. 

pound between the Indian mill industry and destitution 7 
A. I think that an extra anna per pound would be of material help to the industry. 
Q. 'We have got down til the position that it is only a question of one anna a pound 

between profit and loss. , 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-No, Sir, it is much more than that. We may get a rise in price 

of one anna or about 6 per cent. But that does not mean we would be quite all right. 
Q. That is all you are asking for, or you are expecting' , 
A. We are expecting 13 per cent. plUB 41 per cent. H half of that is borne by the mill 

and half by the consumer then the rise in price would be to the consumer of about I! to 
2 annas per head. 

Q. Assuming that the difference as no,w appee.rs would work to about 1 anna a Th. what 
is the proportion that bears to yow: labour, charges. Your labour charge is-how much 
a pound' 

A. Three Iionnas. 
Q. I cannot help thinking that the criticism would be levelled against the millowners 

that if they cannot reduce their price of cloth, if they cannot find some method of 
effecting economies which will reduce the cost of cloth by one anna a pound, they are a. 
muoh less competent body than the public regard them to be , • , 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-H they are a competent body they cann~t reduce. If they 
are an incompetent body and have been piling up expenditure on their mills then of 
oourse they possibly can, but we claim to be competent millowners and have been 
working our mills economically and it is quite impossible to reduce our cost. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I would like to add that the loss during the last two years would have 
been much greater but for the ecohomj.es effected in every direction. Screws have been 
tightened. ' 

Q. I do not think that you would be here today if it had not been tha case that. 
eoonomies have been effected. It is obviously in your own interests that such an 
elementary measure should be taken. 

A. I am answering your criticism. You thre\'i' out a suggestion but there was 
room for further economy. 

Q. I was throwing out a suggestion that that may be the criticism. 
A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-The total cost of producing today, without the excise duty. 

a pound of cloth is in the neighbourhood of 6 annas of which labour consists of 3 annas. 
Labour cannot be reduced. ,The cost of fuel and stores comes to 2 annas. That cannot 
be touched because that is the irreducible minimum. As, far as fuel is concerned ~essrs. 
Tata are supplying us power at 1'25. As far as stores,are concerned it is absolutely 
the minimum. We cannot reduce anything. Two annas would represent the absolute 
minimum at present on what power and stores cost us. At least you want one anna for 
all other charges, selling charges and all other cllarges. Will you kindly tell us how a, 
reduction of one anna. is to be made! 

Q. I am not in the dock I 
A. What you ask for is impossible. 
Q. I am not asking for anything. I wish I could get you to believe that. It is my' 

business to bring to your notict' every possible criticism that I think may be raised against. 
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your propoS'al in the future to see whether you have any answer to that. The mere fact 
that I put them before you does not necessarily mean that I support them in any way. 

A. We are not saying anything about you personally; I put it to you that yo~ 
suggestion is impracticable. , 

Q. You mean the suggestion that may be, brought forward. 
A. Yes, the criticisms that we may be subjected to. We already anticipate them 

and say tbat we are running &I competently &I_can be. We do not make losses 
unnecessarily. They are forced on us. There is no room for further economy. 

Q. I wanted to elicit your views on the point. 
A. 1{ou have done so. 

, P,uidenl.-Question 107 is, • Do yon consider, on the other hand, that the res';'lt of the 
imposition of the proposed additional duty would merely be such an incN'ase in sales a" 
'might result from the displacement of imported yarn and cloth '1 The point there is to 
what extent do you consider the imposition of the duty you suggest would check imports. 

A. Sir 'N. N. W tidia.-I think we thr&lhed it out this morning that the increased 
duty will not go on the consumer. 

Q. The question is whether it would keep out entirely imported ,oloth of the counts 
on which it W&l imposed. 

A. To a certain extent it will, because they won't be underselling us at the present rate. 
Q. You cannot say whether it would completely prevent imported gOQds coming in ? 
A. It is impossible to say, Sir. _ " , 
Q. Your reference to sugar in your reply to Question 109 seems, if I may say so, a little 

unfortunate. Admitting that the tariff on sugar is 43 per cent., I am not aware that 
it helps the sugar industry to any appreciable extent. . 

A. Mr. Modll.-It is only to meet the point that import duty on piecegoods would 
be objectionable. We merely point out that for an article of general consumptiol) it 
is &I high &I 43 per cent. . 

Q. Do you call the sugar coming into India an article of general consumption? 
A. Sir N. N. Wtidia.--Certain1y. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-Surely. 
A. Mr. Mody.-I think it is, so far as my krlow~edge goes, though I am"Ilot prepared 

to be emphatio. 
Q. The Bugar that is generally consumed is in the form of yur, I understand. The' 

sugar that comes into India is refined sugar which is and has always been regarded in 
every eountry as a lUXury. 

A. Mr. Mody.-It is used by large m&S8es of people. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The point here is, you Bee in what form your question is put: 

• Do you ooneider that an inoreased import duty should be levied even if it increases the 
priceB of yarn and cloth to consumers'? l.t is from that point of view we have 
answered. ' 

Q. The point which arises is the comparison you made with sugar. What I am trying, 
to get at is whether the two can really be compared in view of the fact that cloth is 
undoubtedly a neoessity, while one cannot, I think, say that the sugar that comes into 
India is a necessity in view of the fact that, in the first place, most of it is of a quality 
which is not commonly consumed in India, and in the second place, that it forms such a 
small proportion of Indian consumption. 

A. Mr. Modll.-Could you tell us what is the amount of sugar that is consumed? 
Q. About 450,000 tons of imports into India. I believe the production of gu, is about 

21 million tonti. The total consumption is thus about 3 millions, of which about !th is 
imported. 

A. Si, N. N. Wadia.-But the refined Bugar produced in India is very small. 
Q. Yes; very small. 
A. It is less than half of the imported. 
Q. Very much less. 
A. We were only answering your point. There was no other meaning except whether 

it will inorease the price of cloth and yam to the consumer. 
Q. What I wanted to find put was whether in your view the 43 per cent duty was 

really of much use to the sugar jndustry. . 
A. You know better because you were Chairman of the Sugar Committee • 

. A. Mr. O. N. Watlia.-In most of the restaurants in Bombay the sugar used is 
unported sugar. • . 

Mr. Subba Rao.-~ut t~ country is ~uch larger thlUi ~ombay and you oannot generalise 
from Bombay. 

J 420-17 
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Pruiclent.-In which of these years given in the ansWer to Question no do you consider 
cotton prices were normal r You say' except in years when cotton prices were abnormal'. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It is given in the table. 
Q. You say' the figures of consumption given above go to show that there has been 

no diminution in the total consumption of cloth since the imposition of the higher duty 
exoept in years when cotton prices were abnormal'. In which of those years were they 
abnormal r 

A. If you refer to pages 100 and 101 of our original statement the abnormal years 
were 1923 and 1924 when you see that Broach goes up to 510 and 560. All those years 
when the cotton was very high were abnormal. 

Q; I only want to know exactly which years you regard as abnormal. Has th;re been 
a case when the increase in consumption has coincided with the fall in the prices of cotton 
and cloth which more than made up for the increase in duty r 

,A. I do not understand the point, Sir. . 
Q. My point is that during the last three yeaTS, especially in 1925-26, there was a steady 

fa.ll in the price of cotton and since 1924 there has been a steady fall in the price of cloth; 
so that any inorease in oonsumption in 1924, 1925 and 1926 might legitimately be 
attributed to the fa.ll in the price of cloth whioh more than made np for the 

. inoreased duty. . 
A. Mr. Geddis.-It is difficult to reconcile the figures because the cotton crop will be 

of one year and the cloth of another year and the cloth may not go into consumption 
for possibly another nine months to a year. 

Q. I see your point. But in order to get at the correct facts, the point which should 
have been taken is the consumption of imported cloth, how far has the consumption of 
imported cloth been restricted as a result of the increased duty to II per cent. What 
has been the effeot of the increased duty on imports of cloth? . 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It will be very difficult to find out, Sir, because the cotton 
crop of one year turns into cloth practically in another year and it is consumed 
in the third year. 

Q. That is the point I was coming to now. The difficulty is to disentangle the effects 
of protection from other factors. As. you say yourself in answer to Question Ill, .. an 
increase in the duty would not act as a restriction on the consumption of yam and cloth 
for the reason that the price of cloth is subject to variation by so many other important 
factors as far as the purchaser is concerned." We have to try to disentangle this parti

.oular factor from other factors and you would presumably admit that any increase in 
prioes must to that extent act as a restriction on oonsumption. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-How can that be r How can we admit it? 

Q. It seems to me a common economic law that if you raise prices it restricts consump-
tion. ' . 

A. Mr. Geddis.-One would have thought so; but our answer to Question IIO does not 
bear that out. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-That is a theory you are propounding, and not a fact. 
, Q. It is a fact of human nature that if you have got to pay more for a thing you use 
~~~ , 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-But that is not borne out by the figures. 
Q. That is, you say yourselves that there may be other factors to counterbalance it; 

but it is a fact that increased price must act as a restriction on oonsumption, standing 
by itself r 

A. Mr. Mody.-But does it ever stand by itself? Theoretica.lly it might do so, but in 
practice does it ever stand by itself ! 

Q. If it did, our work would be very much easier. It would then be a mathematical 
problem but unfortunately it is not. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-You have got a more complex enq~ than the Steel Industry 
Enquiry in that respect. 

, Q. Very much more complex. I may say that the reason why we took 1913-14--& 
procedure you taka objeotion to in your reply to Question Ill-was that it is the last year 
which oan be regarded as normal or anything approaching normal. You say that in 
1912-13 and 1913-14 imports were partioularly heavy owing to the low prices of American 
cotton. If this is the oase, does it not show that the lower the prioes. the greater the 
consumption r _' 

A. Mr.O.N. Wadia.-Urtoacertainpoint,yes. But we invite your attention to page 98 
of the Statement from which you wiU see that the prices of IndilUl cotton during 1920 was 
30 annas, just double thll pric!, now i ,and tJio increase 'If cO!l8um~tion bet'l"een }9gq lUld 
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today is very srnall in cornparison to the drop in prices, though froId 30 annaa we dropped 
to 16 annaa. People must buy oloth whatever the price is. You cannot pOBBibly sell 
more than what the people require. Our contention is that the Indian people were 
nry wall able to pay 31 anoaa or the oorresponding price forothe imported cloth which 
i. 3 annaa higher. 

Q. Were they well able to do that, 
A. Nobody is willing to pay a larger amount. But they were capable. 
Q. If that w'" the case, why did I spend an extremely strenuODB 14 months in Bombay 

rn .. king Standard cloth' It was because they were not able to pay 31 annas. 
A. Not in 1921. 
Q. It w ... 1918·19. 
A. Even suppoaing you leave 1920 alone and take 1921, the average ra.te of cloth in 

1921 w ... 26 ann.... The ... were shorter importsowiug to the war. 
A. S'r N. -N. WlIIlitl.-There w ... no cloth availa.ble. 
A. Mr. O. N. W lIIlitl.-What I wish to bring to your attention is that the increase of 

11 percent. forma a very small pari of the variation to which cloth is liable owing to the 
variation in ootton. '. 

Q. I quite &«ree, Mr. Wadia. The point to which we got to this lOoming was whether 
some other lactor IUight not upset the whole calculation based on an additional import 

• duty of 13 per cent.- If the IUargin is so SIDaIl, say one anna a pound, the whole scheme_ 
might be upset by some variation other than a duty. 

A. Everybody in the world is striving to work as econoIOically as he can, and one 
anna spread over a few meanlJ a very large amount in the total. I should like to 
mention that I have seen a c ... e in which a firm which made a profit of about £4 IOillions 
estimated that if they reduced their price by: half an anna an ounce they got a 1088. 
The difterence is in the aggregate, whether it is one anna or half an anna. 

A. Mr. Motly.-I am not sure whether I quite catch your point. But in any case this 
advantage of 13 per oent. will remain, whatever happens. AssuIUing that an additional 
iIUport duty of 13 per cent. is levied, that advantage will be with DB whatever happens. 

Q. The price of your cloth will be raised to that extent f 
A. Or by ohecking imports, by restricting imports._ 
Q. That would have the same eftect , 
A. Relatively the advantage now enjoyed by one oountry would vanish and therefore 

the competition of tha.t oountry would certainly be restricted. That would be a distinct 
advantage, whatever comell. 

Q. You would then come to the large question of internal competition between the 
IOills , 

A. Then we would be face to face with our own competition. We will not be faced 
with competition from outeide. 

Q. In regard to Question 112, if Japan cannot sell in India, there will consequently 
be keener competition in foreign markete , 

A. Yes. 
Q. Your view is that even 80 you will be in a better position to meet that comPetition! 
A. If there is bigger consumption, we can. 
Q. I take it that you consider that your remarks that an increase of duty on imported 

yarn to 18 per cent. w.Juld have no prejudicial eftect on the handloom industry are borne 
out by this Table 15 on page 80, which ahows that imports of foreign yamhas gone up 
in recent years in spite of the increase in duty' 

A. Yes. 
Mr. 8ubb/J Rao.-I shall just dispose of the question of export bounties and come to 

import duties. We shall not talk about the depreciation of exchange or appr~ciation 
of exchange and the eftect on export markets but only exaIOine your proposals as to 
)low you want to get the bounty. In the first place, do you want a bounty on the total 
exports or on anyone kind of export' You propose in your- reply to question 103 an 
export bounty to develop new markets and extend old ones. Is it your proposal 
that YOD want an export bounty on the total exports or on any specifie lines of 
exports' You say you have lost oortainIUarkets andyou want to capture them again 
and get new markets and for that purpose you want an export bounty. May I know how 

. you want to get it, in what shape 1 On total exports, on specific lines or on exports to 
pertain oountries , 

A. On exports to certain countries at so much pE;r bale. . 
Q. All your markets or any spe9i1i!l markets, nave you any Iqarkets specially in Viewr 
,.. All the markets, _. _ 

l' ~0-17" 
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Q. Have you any idea of the amount of bounty you want! Have you given. the 
'matter any oonsideration! 

A. No. '. .... 
Q. It is a mere proposal to be discussed later on more fully? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now in regard to import duties, in the first place you have not said anything about 

the rate you want as a set·off against depreciation. You propose 8 per cent. on account 
of exchange and 5 per cent. on account of double shift. How much do you propose for 
the third difficulty, the depreciation charges' 

A. You will see, Sir, in answer to the special question on page 32, we say 41 per 
cent. 

Q. Now as regards the first 13 per cent., I assume that it is based upon the difference 
between the advantage in pr~duction in the Indian and in the'Japanese mills! 

A. We have given the reasons why we have taken that 8 per cent. on the exchange 
question. • 

"Q. But there are certain figures given, in the first place, in your statement and secondly 
in the answers regarding the relative costs of production. Am I to understand that1;he 
Ilt per cent. is based upou the difference in prices of Indian goods and the competing 
Japanese goods as !(iven in your statements! 

A. They have nothing to do with it. Out of the 13 per cent. we put down 8 per cent. 
for exchange. That figure we have worked out is on the basis of 16 per cent. difference 
in the exchange and as the Japanese have to take their cotton from here which forms 50 
per cent. of the value, we have reduced it down to half. . 

Q. Therefore, it is not a question of relative differences in costs; but something 
modified ? , ' 

A. No, Sir. It is entirely an exchange question. It has nothing to do with costs. 

Q. Then how does the competition come in between the two, if it is not the difference 
in prices' 
, A. Differences in prices. due to the exchange. 

Q. Therefore the final result is a differenc~ in prices. Goods are delivered at the Indian 
ports at certain prices before the import duty is levied, and you have got your ex-godown 
costs. I assume there is some . difference between the two, which operates against the 
Indian producers just now. The difference in the exchange and owing to double shifts,
does it amount to 13 per c~nt. ? 

A. That is what we have shown. 
Q. SO far as I can see from your figures, it is not completely borne out. H you will 

kindly: tum to your answers on page 34 and take column 10 •••••.•• 
A. That particular statement certain mills have submitted and we have put it before 

you. . 

Q. After all, we have got to go by the data you have given. You have got to show 
that the prices of goods d"livered at the Indian seaports are lower than the prices of 
goods of Indian production ex-godown by a certain percentage which is a measure of the 
drawbacks you are now labouring under and this Table is the one we have got to go by. 
And so far as I can see, the cost per piece given here in column 10 and the nett c. i. f. 
price given in column 15 do not differ by 13 per cent. Yon will find yourselves that 
in some cases the cost per piece in the Indian mills-in three items-is lower than the 
import prices (8th, 9th and 11th items). The Indian cost in these three items is lowe .. 
than the nett c. i. f. prices of Japanese goods. • 

A; That is the Indian cost without taking depreciation and everything else. 

Q. I can only go on the figures you have given us. 
A. Column 10 is the actual cost without taking into account any charges for depreciation 

or inoome-tax, eto. That is the actual oost. You take column 11. 
Q. That is your ex-godown prioe, oolumn 11, and not column 10 , 
A •. Yes, if you allow for depreoiation, etc. 
Q. Does column 11 inolude depreciation only or profits also? 
A. Profits at the rate of one anna. 

A. Mr. Geddi&.-The Japanese o. i. f. price presumably inoludes profits. 
Q. It does, SO that if you take oolumns 11 and 15 it will work out between 10 and 15 

per cent., so that these figures are based upon di1ferences between yQ~ selling prioe and, 
the Japanese selling price '. . - ' . 

A. What ought to be our selling price. 



Q. What you ought to recover and what you cannot on account; 01 t;ue japanese prices 
being low! 

A. Sar N. N. W tJdia.-A mill like mine w0rking~onomically, cannot make more than 
"per cent. 

Q. Any way it is a price that you would not call unnatural. 
A. It will pay our expenses and give us a little margin. 
Q. In that case you want to recover that price and do you think that if your proposals 

are carried out, they will give you that price 1 The duty of 13 per cent. or 171 per cent. 
that you propose now will give or is calculated to give you the price you have given in 
oolumn 11! 

A. It will.be very much narrowed down if we do not get the fnll advantage. 
Q. You hope that if the duty be imposed the prices will come to this level, so as to give 

you, not even exorbitant, but a decent margin, and these prices are not now obtained by 
you by any means ! 

A. Yes. 
Q. I want to know what you hope to 9btain by protection. Do you hope'to obtain the 

prices given in column 11 ! 
A. No; I would not say that. We may get the pricelt mentioned in column 11 or"\fe 

may not. 
Q. But what is it you desire 1 ' 
A. We would desire a decent Inargin. This only gives you" or I) per cent. We desire 

a margin of 10 or 15 per cent. 
Q. You want to get at least this and more if possible 1 
A. Yes, on the pI'i!&ent basis of cotton and on the present basis of working costs; that 

is the idea. ' 
Q. But on the present basis if these prices were obtained you will not lose 1 And the 

prices now rnliug in the market are not equal to these 1 ' 
A. Since the preparation of this Appendix, column 12 has gone-down in prices again. 

That is the Japanese selling price. 
Q. How does it affect 'your selling price 7 
A. Then the C. I. F. will be less~ The comparison has gone worse for us. 
Q. Therefore you want more protection; but these prices you have given in column 11 

are adequate 1 , 
A. Since this statement was prepared, the prices in the m&fket are less. , 
Q. I refer to your selling prices. RegarQing the difference betwee~ the Japanese price 

and the price you want to get, I ask you whether the difference is equal to the amount 
of protection 7 Your point is, you want more protection because the Japanese prices 
have gone down so that 13 pet" cent. would not give you this difference. In any case 
you want to get this price as a minimum 7 Otherwise you will lose 1 

A.,Yel!. 
Q. Therefore the present market prices are much below the prices you' hope to get 

which are by no means exorbitant 1 Is it not so 1 
A.Yes. ' 
Q. The next point is, if you impose this 13 per cent. duty, what kind of duty do you 

want Y Do you want it to be general or on anyone country 1 ' 
A. That is what the Tariff Board will have to recommend. 
Q. Do you want a general duty or a duty. on one country or as you-say in reply to the 

special question, do you want a .. heavy duty on coarse goods and lower counts of yarn 
a moderate duty on medium classes of goods and low rate of duty, or the present rate' 
on higher counts .. 7 ' 

A. That is the alternativ.e suggestion. 
Q. Therefore you want specific duties 1 
A. If you have specific duties, then it will be much heavier. But if you want to have 

. one single all-round duty, then we ask for 13 per cent. 
Q. SO the alternatives are an all-round 13 per cent. duty ••••••••••• 
A. Or a sliding scale as we have answered in special question I •. 
Q. But you have not given the rates there. 
A. They are to be worked out. 
Q. What are your proposals! Is it to be an a<l valorem duty! 
A. No. Ad walorem won't do. It will have to be fixed on the same linea as tho. 

Japanese do, 



Q~ You want II> specific duty on each pound of cloth at so much; and that will appiy 
to all countries, irrespective of the source of import ! 

A. Yes. 
Q. You said some time ago, and the main ~ontention-has been, that the competing goods 

are mostly from one country. That was the burden of the song till now; and therefore 
whether you put 13 per cent. duty on goods from Japan alone or make it a specific duty 
on the different lines of goods that come mostly from Japan, the effect will be to oust, let 
lis say, the Japanese goods Y Therefore, there will be reduction of imports of the 
kind of goods that now compete with your production. That is your purpose. Whether 
you call it a duty on goods from Japan alone or on all such goods that come in the main 
from Japan, t.he net purpose is and the result will be, if the duty is sufficiently high, 
to exclude those goods from India ! 

A. That is the nature of all protection. 

Q. And what now will be the effect on prices? Will they rise or will they not riSe Y 
Will the pricE'S of that commodity or that kind of cotton cloth rise or not rise ? 

A. Mr. Geddis.-We answer that in question 106. 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-We do not expect the rise to follow in accordance with the 

duty. It is given in answer to question 106. ' 
Q. You are saying on the other side that even the prices you have given in your Table I 

will not cover the working expenses of a number of mills. Therefore, if the prices are 
not adeq uate even for that purpose, where is the help to the majority of the Indian millfJI Y 

A~ It is beyond me. I cannot f?llow you, Sir. 
Q. You want protection in order to save the Indian mill industry from the price reduc. 

ing com petition of the foreign goods Y 
A. Yes. 

Q. If the foreign goods are kept out, the result must be either the prices rise to the 
level you expect or t.hey do not rise. If they rise, somebody has to pay. 

A. Mr. Geddia.-They may rise to some extent, not to the whole level. 

Q. But the question is if they rise by 13 per cent., will the re~ult be that you get then 
an adequate price or even then only that some of the best mills get part of what they 
want! If they do not rise even by 13 per cent., the result will be they will not get even 
a part of what they want. Then where is the benefit to the Indian industry t 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-There is some protection. 
Q. But is the amount of protection asked an adequate remedy? 
A. Mr. GeddiB.--Say one or two per cent. . 
Q. But is the return or the measure worth consideration if it does not give you any 

relief worth the trouble , 
A. Surely it will benefit us. It will help us to some extent. 
Q. But is it adequate , 
A. I think we discussed that question already ve;y thoroughly. 
\A. Bir,N, N. Wadia.-These are theoretical questions. 
Q. These are quest.ions of real importance. The Legislature after all has got to settle 

the point and unless we state clearly what the proposals are and what their economic 
effects are, it will not look at our report, I want to know what you desire and what 
you propose. 

A. We would like to get the prices up to the level mentioned in column 11 of 
Table I. 

Q. You want to come to that level in column 11 Y And you yourself say that 13 per 
~~will~~~~~ -

A. In some cases it will and in some it will not. 
Q. Then in that case if it does not give you thE' full measure that you desire, what is the 

benefit the Indian industry gets ! 
A. Mr. Geddia.-That is a matter of conjecture surely. That can only be guessed. 
Preaident.-Mr. Geddis, the steel industry managed to wor~ out very accurately an 

estimate of the duty required. 
A. It was a very much easier job for them. . 
Q. But at any rate it has got to be done. 
A. Bir N. N. Waida.-There are many permutations and combinations. 
Mr. Bubba Rao.-It is argued by some that protection might even lower the prices and 

not raise them. Mr. J. A. Wadis. argued to that effect before the Fiscal Commission. He 



eaid that the result will be an undue impetus which would bring in more people, ~0r6 
capital and more plant and machinery and that ultimately you might overdo the thing. 
There miaht be over production as a result of protection. , We want to know therefore 
what will" be the result. -

A. S.,. N. N:Wadia.-If his theory is correct, it will take 20 years before we can 
produce all the requirements of India. We have to build more mills. We have to 
shut out everybody else and then this result will take place. It may take 20 
years or even more. 

Q. You say that the prices will not rise in correspondence with the additional duty. 
In that case, the benefit is to be measured only by a small rise which will benefit only 
some of the mills. 

A. It ought to benefit every mill. . 
Q. 'But not to the extent of the relief they want now; only a small portion. 
A. It will materially reduce our losses and help us to a great extent. 
Q. The point to be appraised is the relative advantage, the relief to be given to the 

industry and the burden on the consumer, and you assess it at one auna per head for about 
80 per cent. of the popUlation. What will be the money value of that? It comes to about 
2i crores. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-That is exactly what we.worked out; It works out again at 
the same figure. 

Q. That protection though it may not double the price will raise the price sufficiently 
to give you some relief, not all the relief, against competition. This is on the assumption 
that the foreign goods are kept out. 

A. Not necessarily. Their price levelis going up. 
t A. Mr. Gedd"'.-Their selling price will have to be increased. 

Q. By the amount of the duty or part of it ? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-By the full duty. 
Q. That depends on their adjustments Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. I think that is the conclusion, that the new duty is not calculated to raise prices 

to the full extent and therefore it will not penefit the industry to that extent. 
A. Not to the extent of 13 per cent. 
Q. No, but there will be a rise in prices as the result of this duty? 
A. Supposing all the other factors remained equal. 
Q. Of course; we are merely calculating now the ellects of the duty. 
Pruide1at.-That is the assumption on which we have to work throughout. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-A heavy fall in cotton priceS might upset it. But that is not 

the point. 
Would you kindly explain this difference between your selling price and the Japanese 

price in the bazaar! These selling prices are lower than the Japanese prices. In the case 
of three items your selling price is lower? 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-It is because in drills we are on a par. 
Q. In the case of three items you are already in a position to undersell the Japanese! 
A. Not undersell. This is the bare price. ' , 
Presiclent.-To what do you attribute the fact that you are able to hold your own in 

this ? 
. A. I.t is only in drills. That is only for the present because _the exchange 
18 commg up. 

Q. How is it that you are in a better position in regard to those items. In coarser 
counts you are better able to hold your own ? 

A. Yes, one of them is 30s. 
Q. Your selling price there is less Y 
A. That may be, but I have discovered this. I have put in certain cloths even 

at a lOBS in the market, for instanc~ drills. The moment I put them on the market, 
down they came to one rupee straight away. The moment our mills enter into 
oompetition they drop the prices heavily. 

A. Mr. Saklatllala.-The same happened with the abolition of the Excise duty. 
The Japanese prices dropped. 

A. 8i~ N. N. Wadia.-These were the bazaar prices. I got the samples of cloth and 
worked lt out. But suppose I put the same cloth in qUantities on the market the price 
will drop heavily against WI. . 



Raja Har' K08han Kaul.-I will just go back to Question 97 for a minute. Have yOll 
. any idea of what your proposal to abolish the companies super.tax will mean? The total 
super.tax at present is 6 crores and 17 Iakhs. 

A. SirN. N. Wadla.-Notincome:tax f • 

Q. No, super.tax. If it is abolished in the case of the cotton industry, it will have to 
be for all f 

A. We have riot got separate figures. We will get them for you, but I think 
that is the, total super.tax. I think the companjes super.tax does not come to 
more than one-fourth of that. 

Q. You mean a crore and a half f 
A. I should not think even that. It is difficult to say, but we will look it up. 

Q. In regard to Question 104, I assume that you favour the alternative (e), that iR, you 
want the duty to be put on yarn of certain counts and cloth of certain qualities and that 
this is up to 40s count of yarn and on cloth manufactured from yarn of 40s count and 
under. Do I understand you rightly' 

A. Ididn'tqnitefollowyou. _ 
Q. In question 104 there are three alternatives given. Dol understand from the 

answer that you favour the alternativo (e) ! 
A. We have not said so. 
Q. I want to understand what you 8&y y 
A. I ga.ve the answer to the J'resident's question on this point and I quoted a 

pa.ragraph, paragraph 15, to show you that when you come to speoify certain counts. 
the point comes where substitution takes place. . 

Q. That is what J am driving at. I want to know whether you are in favour of the 
alterna.tive (el , 

_ A. I do not know whether it is practical. It is very difficult for the Cust-oms 
authorities to work it out. 

Q. Then you are'not favouring it f . 
A. Mr. Geddis.-We won't say that. We must go carefully into that. 
Q. If you are favouring that, we want to know how it is to be done? 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-We have given you alternative methods in answer to 

special question No.1. 
Q. You want a heavy duty on low counts, a moderate duty on medium counts and 11.

low duty on higher counts' We want you to draw the line between medium and high 
counts f 

A. Coarse up to 24s and medium up to 40s. 
Q. In order to get at 40s, would you have to fix the limit at 40s or 42s , 

. A. 40s or 42s. When you fix 42s they would bring 44s in. There is always a 
diffioulty. 

Q; We saw 42s being manufactured in some of the mills and we discussed this question 
In order to protect 40s is it necessary to draw the line.!ilightly higher or would it suffice· 

... to have it at 409 ? 
A. 42s would be better; 44s would be better still. 
Q. 46s is probably still better I . 
Now, as regards the rise in prices it is obvious that there will be'a rise in price if the 

protective duty is put on. You anticipate a rise of about 6 pcr cent. in any case f 
A. It is very diffioult to say what will be the rise. The whole thing depends on the 

law of supply and demand, and the markets are very very funny. We cannot empha
.tioally say how the rise will take place. 

Q. Would it not be ordinarily limited by the margin at which foreign cloth could be 
Bold inspite of the import duty f . • 

A. Yes, provided they do not dump, as Mr. Subba Rao suggested. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-That will happen even with a 25 per cent. duty. 
Raja Har' KiBhan Kaul.-We leave alone the question of dumping. Would not the' 

rise be limited by the margin at whioh the foreign countries could import oloth in spite 
of the duty? 

A. Some kinds of oloth, to a oertain extent. 
Q. It would mean ultimately 3 per oont. r 
A. Not necessarily. 
Q. You think it will be less. Do you think it will be 6 or 7 per cent. , 
A. It may be less. It may be less than 6. 



Q. So that. it will probably be regulated by the price at which cOlI!peting 'cOilDtnes 
can eell their goods here , , 

A. Suppoee it pays Japan to make a profit in the cloth which it sells for other 
markets. Then they can afford to sacrifice"!or the Indian market and keep our prices' 
low to get rid of their surplus stock. Remember that they are ,working purposely two 
shifts. They have to get rid of the extra supply of cloth. It would pay them to 
dump it even at a loss to keep their mills working. ' 

Q. Therefore the riae in price is regulated mainly by the price at which foreign cloth 
canbe~r ' '" • 

A. Is dumped and Bold. Not" can be." "Can" means they can, do with profit. 
They will sell. 
Q."Issold'", ' 
A. Then s.gain, they are exporting cotton from here. Probably they will want to 

get money here to buy their cotton and they might sell it or dump it for their cotton. 
There are a great many other considerations also affecting the whole question. 

Q. Mr. C. N. Wadia said that there is no possibility of making further economies. 
So, an import duty which will enable you to raise the price by about 6 per cent. will 
not be <)f sufficient UII8. One cannot understand how it will enable you to stand on your 
own legs. If your contention were that a 6 per cent. riee in price coupled with certain 
economies effected in the present cost of production would enable you to s.tand on 
your own legs, it would have been different. 

A. The whole position,as we see it is that our competitors will be handicapped to a 
certain extent and to that extent we will get relief. 

Presidenl.-The point is this. If this is all the relief that you get, the weaker mills 
will have to go out. They pannot go on. We worked out this morning thll,t even if 
you get 13 per cent. protection it would only enable the Bombay mills to make even 
money. 17 per cent. might give them a very small margin, 13 per cent. simply enables 
the whole of the Bombay mills to get back to a state of equilibrium. Therefore it is 
obvious that that amount of protection is not sufficient to keep the weaker mills alive. 
They must go out. Isn't that so ? 

A. We oome with a humble petition. But you have the example of Great 
Britain before you. Great Britain from no duty in certain caees went up to 
33 per cent. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I would like once again to point out that we are not 
asking that our losses should be converted into profits or that our weaker mills 
should be set upon their legs. All that we are asking is for fair conditions, for fair com
petition. Therefore so far as our demands go they are only confined to that aspect of 
the question, namely, that'we should be put on a position of equality with competing 
countries. As to whether that is adequate enough for weaker mills or not is a point 
whioh we have not dwelt upon, for the simple reason that that is not the basis of our 
demand. 

Q; It is a good thing to have your point olear at any rate, Mr. Mody. 
Raja Han Kislla", Katd.-In Question 110 you do not deny that there was a rise of 

prices subsequent to the imposition of the 11 per cent. duty. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-Cotton was falling all the time. 
Q. And yet the price of cloth rose r In March 1921 the duty was imposed and the 

price of oloth rose in April, May, June, July, in fact for seventeen months. It began 
to fall in September 1922. ~ 

A. Mr. Geddis.-How does that compare with the price of cotton? 
A: BirN.N. Wadia.-But take the next tallIe, on page 101. Cotton had' gone up 

agam. 

Q. Immediately after the introduotion of the duty in March 1921 the price of cloth 
~, . 

A. Ear~y in 1921 the price was below the average. It is the average for the whole year 
we have glven. 

Q. SO you do not know when the price :began to rise r 
A. About March, I think. 

Q. But it coinoides with the imposition of the duty r 
A. I will look it up. . 
A. Mr. Geddi9.-We can give you the price of cotton in 1921. It started to rise 

from March. On page 17 of our original statement we have given the figures month 
by month. 
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Mr. Majmudar.-In the total oost of a pound of oloth we have been taking 
50 per cent. as the oost due to cotton and 50 per cent. due to the cost of manufacture. 

A. Bir ;N. N. Wadia.-It varies on p. 27 in. the original statement that varies 
very much. When the oost of ootton is high the percentage rises over 50. It was at 
one time as high as 60 per cent. . • 

Q. The cost of clean ootton at present would Dome to about 8 annas. The cost of 
manufaoture is also 8 annas. In the case of Japan, as labur is more efficient perhaps 
the costs will work out in the proportion of 60 to 40. That would be on the basis of 
201er cent. more efficient labour • 

• Only 10 per oent. pr, would you reduce it from tbe cost of cotton also f 
Q. No. If you take 50 per cent. as the cost of manufaoture Dr- India and reduce 20 

per cent. out of tbat, it gives you 40 per oent. as the oost of manfacture in.Japan f 
A. Yes, that will be about that. 
Q. Tben we take the import duty. When the import duty is 11 per cent. Japan 

might afford to pay R\I. 11 out of Rs. 40 which is the cost of manufaoture, which works 
out to nearly 27 per cent. of the cost of manufacture. . 

A. In a separate column we have added it. So, you cannot deduot it from the 
40 percent. 

Q. I am just t~~ to show that with 11 per cent. duty, Japan might be abl'; 
to sell cloth by saorifiomg the overbead charges whereas when the duty is put up to 24 
per oent. as you are asking for, it would be impossible for Japan to sell cloth in India 
merely by sacrificing overhead charges. That is what I want to show you. 

A. It would be more difficult for them. 

Q. I want to see whether these figures would bear out my conclusions. When they 
are paying 11 per cent. duty on Rs. 100 worth of cloth, that will mean 27 per cent. 
on 40. If the duty is raised to 24 per cent. it will mean 60 per cent. of the manufacturing 
costs. . 

A. What has the manfacturing oost got to do with the duty ? 

Prllllident.-I didn't quite follow you, Mr. Majmudar. You had better start from t.he 
beginning. 

Mr. Majmudar.-We will take 100 pounds of cloth costing Re. 1 per lb. 
The total oost is Rs. 100. Tho sale price of Japanese cloth also will be Rs. 100. 
Rs. 60 out of that we have worked out to be the cost due to cotton. 

A. Rs.50. 
Q. That was for India. As we are giving Japan an advantage of 20 per cent. higher 

efficiency in labour their cost of manufacture comes down to tbat extent. Take Rs. 100 
worth of cloth of Indian mills and Rs. 100 worth of cloth of JlOpanese mills. In India 
Rs. 50 will be the oost of cotton and Rs. 50 t·he cost of manufacture. In Japan Rs. 60 is 
the cost of ootton and Rs. 40 the cost of manufacture. 

A. Your peroontage is wrong. You have taken 20 yen ..... 
President.-9·5 as against 10. It is near enough. You are taking 95, Mr. Majmudar 

is taking 100. 
Mr. Majmudar.-I am referring to the oost of produotion. I am reduoing the 

cost of produotion as the labour is more efficient. 
A. You put 60 for cotton? That includes double freight. 
Q. So far as ootton is ooncerned Japan cannot reduoe the prioe of oloth by sacrificing 

the price of ootton beo&use J&pan has to pay for cotton. Japan can P&Y the duty out of 
the cost of manufaoturo and Rs. 40 is the cost of manufacture to Japan. Now, if J&p&n 
has to pay Rs. 11 on Rs. 100 worth of oloth, it means that out of Rs. 40, the cost of 
me.nufacture, Jap&n has to saorifice only Rs. 11 which works out to nearly ~7 per cent. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-But is there not & fall&cyinit! Youhavetakenthes&mequan. 
tity of cloth produced from Rs. 60 worth of cotton in Japan and Rs. 50 worth of cotton 
in India. You must take the same qu&ntities. I quite agree that it might work out in 
the s&me way but it is not a quite oorreot c&loulation. I would like to work it out with 
Mr. Majmudar. 

Prllllidenl.-Yes. I think it had better be worked out. The correoted figures are 80S 

shown in Annexure E. 
Mr. BubbaRao.-Youcannotpay the'higher duty out of your overhead char!les 

beoause beyond & certain point you will lose. Th&t will give more elbow room f~r IndI&n 
firm8 to put up their prioes l 80 the price m&y rise to the full 13 per cent. That 18 wh&t I 
11'0.1 trying to bring out. 



A. lir; Mody.-Or they m&y find it very difficult to put down goods. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-They me.y 8&Crifice 5 per cent. more here. , 
Mr. Majmudar.-The percentage comes to nee.rly 60. Inste&d of 60 per cent, it m&y 

come to 55. But &11 the se.me.. • • • • 
Pruitknt.-I think wh&t Mr. M&jmud&r is trying to find out is what duty would destroy 

the J&p&nese competition! 
Mr. Majmudar.-Yes. 
The price of piece·g'ooos went down in 1923 April to 20 &nn&s per pound and the conse

quence was that the consumption incree.sed in 1924·25. The price again incree.sed in 
1924, &g&in dropped down in 1925 &nd the price for 1925 was lower than the price in 
1923.24. At present the prices a.re lower th&n the 1923 level &nd still the consumption 
h&s not iBcre&sed m&terie.lly ! -

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.--Consumption has increased. 11 you look &t t ... ble 16 on 
P&ge 80 you will see th&t the consumption h&s gone up. 

Q. In 1925·26 it has been reduced &lthough the price went down ? 
President.-Mr. M&jmud&r's point is tha.t there is & mg between reduction in price 

&nd the effect on consumption. . 
A. On page 80 of the statement if you total the last two columns you will see th&t 

the consumption h&s incree.sed. 
Mr. Majmudar.':"The se.me figures &re brought in here on pa8-e 27. Consumption 

h&s not incree.sed in 1925-26 &lthough the price MS gone down. 
A. The trouble is one is for the yee.r ending December and the other for the yee.r 

ending M&rch. ' 

Q. On page 27 of your reply the tot&l quantity of goods consumed in IndIa is given. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Itis 1924·25. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-In table 16 the mst figure ought to be 1924·25. 
Mr. Majmudar.-On pages 98·99 of your statoment you have given the current prices 

of long cloth. If you look for M&rch 1926 you will find th&t they a.re much lower than the 
prices of 1924·25. 

A. There m&y be some other causes. I suppose the Professor will be able to tell you 
that, Sir. These a.re all theories which dQ not coDie out in praotice. 

(b) Other auggestitm8 
Presirblnt.-We now come to other suggestions. The first question is in regard to the 

export duty on cotton. Do individual members of the association propose to say 
anything about that here! 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I think it would be better, if there is any difference th&t we express 
our opinion individually when tbe costs of production a.re examined? 

Q. We only propose to examine you in connllction with individuals mi11s in regard. 
specific&lly to the cost of produotion. 

A. Witnesses for the Association won't go beyond the printed r,eplies. 
Q. You prefer to leave it as it is here f 
A. Yes. 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-The ouly thing I would like to'reme.rk is that there is an export 

duty on Chinese cotton going to Japan. You might make a note of that. According 
to the statement of the Japanese themselves before the Fiscal ColIlIllission, there is a 
duty of 10 per cent. on the export of cotton from China to Japan. 

Q. Well then, we have nothing to ask on that point. I may remark before passing 
on to question 118, the question of banking facilities that the Millowner's Association 
fully ree.lise'the difficultios in which the Tariff Board are placed in regard to this 
question of export duty on cotton by the fact that their opinions are divided. 

A. I do not think,'Sir, they are divided as to the effect of an export duty, how it 
would help them in the foreign markets. What they are not unanimous about is 
what effect it will have on the cultivators. But if an export duty on cotton is placed 
on J&pan it will be the finest thing as far as the mills are concerned, because it will 
enable us better to compete with the Japanese in foreign ma.rkets as well as in our 
h0!'l~ ma.rket.a. Therefore we prefer it to that extent and we are unanimous in that 
OPIUlOn. . 

Q. In, regard to' the question of banking facilities, there a.re just two points which 
sh~uld like to cl~ar. u~. !r-d reg~rds the facilities to cultivators, there is nothing to be 
S&ld. The AsSOC1ll.tlon s Views there represent everybodv's views The more co.operative 
banks there are the hetter. • 

A. It is 1'r&ctically on the se.me linea that were put forward in the Cotton 
Committee B report. 



Q. As regards dealers, exporters and jaithawalas, you say that advances might he 
given up to 90 per cent. of the value of ootton held. I understand that the system is 
that they are given )1pto 70 per cent. Is that so , 

A. Mr. Baklatvala.-Yes; as far as I know they are given facilities upto 70 per cent. 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-I understand that is the usual figure. 
Q. Don't you think that is ~sonable enough, considering the difierence in the condi. 

tions of the two cOlmtries ! . _ 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-I do not see why they should not be given to a higher extent. 
Q. It is surely a question of expediency. I have no doubt that if the banks thought 

that 80 or 75 per cent. was a safe margin, they would be prepared to go up to that. 
. A. They might give it aocording to ~he credit of the dealer to a higher extent. 
Q. Don't they make any difierence in individual cases! 
A. Some do and some do not. 
Q. You say in the third part of your reply to that q Ilestion, co loans are only granted 

to mills upon the dual security of the mill and the managing agents ", Is it not due to 
~he fao~ tha~ the mills will not hypot.hecate stocks to the banks f They say .. our name 
18 sufliClen t. 

A. Mr. Geddia.-I think'not. Many mills hypothecate-. 
Q. Eve~ when they hypothecats their stocks, do the banks still insist on dual security! 
A. Yes • 

. A. Mr. Bakla!vala.-I am afraid that the system 'prevalent in Calcutta and other 
mofussil places is, the security of the agents is not required if the stocks are hypothe
cated and on that basis we are'taking loans from the Imperial Bank for the Nagpur 
mills. It is the millowners here who do not like to hypothecate. We have been told 
that if we hypothecate, the dual security is not required, though our own case is a 
special case. 

Q. What is your experience of the Imperial Bank, Mr. Saklatvala ! 
A. In Nagpur we have a system of overdraft by which they give us liS much money as 

we require on 1\ oertain basis of hypot.heoation of our goods. . 
Q. Hypothecation simply f . 
A. Yea, and in Bombay mills the general practice is getting a loan on the mills signature 

and the Agent's signature without hypothecation. In my own case, Tatas, whioh is not 
financially a strong mill, we have got hypothecation. But it is a special·case. 

Q. You say your experienoe is that banks are not willing to advance money on one 
signature plu8 hypotheoation. . 

A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-We do not say that. 
Q. I am asking you now; my information is that the banks are quite willing to 

advanoe money on one signature plu8 hypothecation. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-That is the mill signature and hypothecation. In some cases they 

do and in some they do not. 
A. Mr. Baklatvala.-That is the common praotice in jute mills in Calcutta. 
Q. If that is so, what oomplaint is there in regard to t.he banking facilities f 
A. Mr. Geddis.-That maybe the Imperial Bank custom. But other banksin many 

cases insist on managing agent's signature and hypothecation. . 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-But why should 1\'e have a difierent system from England! 
Q. The oonditions of the two cOllDtries are different. It is a question of banking 

expedienoy. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-I do not think there is any hard and fast rule. Some do insist on 

the agent's signature and also on hypotheoation. 
Q. It seems to me that as regards banking facilities, a good firm has no difficulty. As 

regards a bad firm, one can hardly. expeot the banks to be otherwise than cautious. 
A. Mr. Baklatvala.-Is it Mr. Geddis's point that beyond the Imperial Bank the other 

local banks require hypotheoation plus the agent'.s signature along with the mill 
signature' 

A. Mr. GelUi8.-IsaidIdid not know what the Imperial Bank is doing. Many 
banks do insist on hypothecation as well as the agent's signature. 

Q. I believe the Imperial Bank praotioe is as stated by Mr. Saklatvala. I should 
inlagine they make no difierence between different mills. 

A. BirN. N. Wadia.-The hypothecation business is very inoonvenient. I know of 
. oases where a bank clerk has to oome every morning and give out the cotton whioh 
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the mill has to use the following day and deliver the cloth they have sold ag..mst the 
money they receive every day. • 

A. .'tIr. StJklaloola.-You have given oharge of your goods to the bank and the bank 
haa got to take certain precautions regarding manipulations. 

A. Sir N. N. W tJditJ.-But why are they not neceasary in. England Y That is *hat I 
wish to ask. There are the same variatioDB there and ever;rthing else. . 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-1 think, Sir. it would be quite right til say that at present banks do 
not give trading facilities freely to the industries and our industry is in that condition. 

Q. In answer to Question 119, you say that' the Association does not know in 'what 
directions their organisation for buying and selling could be improved.' Are: there 
no such directions Y I 'Would invite attention to the answer to q1l.estion 123 which says 
• development in the manufacture of pt"inted goods has not been found possible owing to 
the prohibitive cost of the special machinery required and the scale on which such an 
industry would have to be established.'· Is not that a form of organisation which suggests 
itself to the Mil1owners' A98ociation as a whole, or to a large body of it ? • 

A. Sir N. N. WaditJ.-No Sir. There are two different questions as regartis printing. 
The position &8 far as I understand it is that the main cost of printing goods is for copper 
rollers. Unles. we had practically a world market that is one where the designs were 
U88d all over the wOl"ld it would not pay us, because the fashions change so . rapidly 
that the cost of copper rollers cannot be sufficiently met. We want very much extended 
markets for that purpose. Block printing has been tried and probably may be successful 
t.o a certain extent. But roller printing, I am afraid, will not. succeed for some years 
unless we are able to build up our export markets. 

Q. Is blook priuting being done at the moment in India Y 
A. Yes; hand block printing. . 
Q. Is Japan doing much in the way of printed goods Y 
A. Isawaooupleohamplesa fewdays ago; thatis thefirst time I have seen them. 

• Q. Blook printed Y 
A. Yea ; block printed. 
Mr. MtJjmudar.-Is Italy developing that trade! India takes a lot of printed goods. 
A. Yes, but the same patterns must go to all other places. 
Q. What is the oost of copper rollers ! 
A. Some thousands of pounds. 
Q. The same coppor rollers can De sent back for changing designs. 
Sir N. N. WaditJ.-Only twice I think. 
Q. Wouldyounotbeablet{)maDtuacturesuchahig quantity for one roller that the 

oost of replacement of the roller would not work to a very big charge on the oloth Y • . 
A. Yea, if we had a wide market. 
Q. Even if you take the Indian market into consideration Y 
A. Have you tried it in Sholapur ! 
Q. We have not tried but we are thinking, of it. 
Preaident.-A. regards the c1.uestion of organisation, have the Mil1owners' Association 

at any time considered the possibility of having its own trade agents abroad f)r even in 
India! . 

A. If we were millionaires we could afford to·send. 
Q. Cannot the millowners do anything by oombination to bring pressure to bear on 

steamer and railway companies! '. 
A. I have spoken to one or two shipping owners and they havo referred ·the matter to 

England. 
. Q. In regard to Question 122, do you consider that Bombay mills pay sufficient. 

attention to the Calcutta market? I can ouly say generally that in going round these 
mills I have been told by a great many gentlemen who worked in them that you could 
do more in that way. Does any managing agent ever go to Calcutta to enquire about< 
the needs himself ! 

A. One of my partners goes. 
A.. Mr. O. N. WtJditJ.-I have been ma.ny timea to Calcutta.' 
Q. For that purpose ! 
A. Other purposes as well. 
A. Sir N. N. Wa4ia.-ln my case, my partner SOes for that very purpose 
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Q. Is thiS a general pra~tice' We cannot judge from individual cases. Is it a general 
practice! ' 

A. Mr. Saklatvala.-I do not think it is a fair comment. We have travelling agents and 
the ageuts go round all these districts and we are doing everything ,to explore the markets 
to the best of our ability. We are on the spot every time. 

Q. The only point is that it does seems to me to make a difference if the head of the 
firm goes round occasionally. 

A I have been there last year and the ytlBr before and I have made a point always of 
visiting the shop and going round the city. Beyond my own exertions, we have travelling 
agents and we have our own shops there. 

Q. I can, only mention that as a criticism which has been mentioned to me many time 
ever since I had any connection with cloth. 

A I think you saw many of my shops in Calcutta. 
Q But we cannot genera.lise from particular' instknces. I want to know whetber 

you consider on the whole that more might not be done to study the requirements of 
the Caloutta market. . 

A. Mr. Mody.-Many mi1ls have got their own shops distributed in all important 
centres in India and thereby thlly are kept in touch with the requirements in other 
markets to a very considera,ble extent, eve!!. where agents do not pay personal visits. 

A. Mr. O. N. Wadia.-Wereceive many pieces of advice from labour gentlemen such 
as Mr. Joshi and others. We receive many disinterested pieces of adVice. AU I 'say is 
that if we do not go and shake hands with every workmen,-there are 5,800 in my 
mill,-it does not mean that we are not doing everything. These disinterested pieces of 
advice are pomewhat hard to comply with. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There is an as.,ociation in Lancashire called the Federation of 
Master Cotton Spinners and then the1'e is the Calico Printers Association. There is a 
Federation of Master Cotton Spinners in each centre of the cotton industry and it has its 
own association and a gr.eat number of mills are members. .' 

President.-Do these associations do anything for their constituents which you do 
not! Have they any research committees or anything of that kind t 

A. Mr. Maloney.-Notdireotly, they give contributions to tbe national research 
institute and special research institutes instituted by Government. But they do not 
do their own research work. .-

Q; There is no research work being done on behalf of the cotton industry in England 
except through the ordinary Government Department, nothing by the cotton industry 
itself ! 

A.. Sir N. N. W Cl!Zia.-Sir Edward Lee has got a research institute. 
Q. That is an individual. What sort of work is done there! 
A. I am not able to say. 
Q. Is there any ohanoe of Government being able to help in that way' 
A. I think the research work in England is merely preliminary at present. 
Raja Han K18kan Kaul.-As regards Hyderabad HaIai tax, is it a fact that Hyderabad 

cotton finds its proper relative price only when it is exportld , 
A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-There is only one mill in Hyderabad. 
Q. And it finds its relative price after it has paid the export duty. That is, its price 

inside Hyderabad State is the outside'prioe less the export duty. That is, the export 
duty has to be paid by the grower. It comes out of his pocket! 

A. The Bombay merchants when they buy the ootton oaloulate that. 
Q. They pay the relative price and the grower has to pay the duty' 
A. If there were a flourishing (lotton industry in Hyderabad, then it would not fall 

on the grower. It is becausll there is no industry there, it falls on him. 
Q. You say the conditions are not the Bam\! as regards the whole of India' 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-Certainly not. 
Q. You suggest an export duty of Re. IS a bale which if paid by the grower would mean 

about as. 5 a maund on raw unginned ootton or if paid by the exporters,-about 3 per 
cent. , 

A. BirN.N. Wadia.-We oannotgive an answer to that. , 

Q. You are &Iso aware that occasionally the difference in Jlrice Qf Iqdia~ ootton and 
American ootton in Indian market is very small. , 

A. It depends on the qualitr, . 
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Q. The diJlerence is abou~ a penny or two.pence. 
Ae To.day it is iii. 
Q. SO that a oonsiderable rise in the price owhig to an export duty, which would raise 

the price to the exporter, would result in the American cotton ooming perilously near 
the Indian ootton t -

A. There again the law of aupply and demand comea in. :f..am only arguing from an 
irJdividual point of view, not on behalf of the Aaaociation. H the export duty is levied 
and ootton is aold and the price to "the exporter is increased to that extent, he may sub. 
stitute for the time being American cotton. American cotton, being more in demand, 
will go up automatically in price. Then the demand will be for Indian cotton and ao 
on. Thus the circle wor~ round. 

Q. But it may not go round in the aame Cluantity or at the aame' pricea. 
A. Mr. GtddiB.-It is an eoonomic queation of which all the facts are not known and 

in regard to which we cannot oome to the aame opinion. 
Q. I find by comparing theae two pricea of cloth and ootton in 1921 that the price of 

ootton in March and April waa the same, page 17 of your atatement. According t-o the 
other atatement the price of cloth roae in April 1921, while the price of cotton remained 
exactly the aame. I was told that the rise in cloth after the imposition of the import 
duty harmoniaed with the rise in price of cotton. I find that Jhe price of raw cotton 
rose in May while the priceof cloth rose immediately after the imposition of the duty, 
that is in April. 

Mr. 8ubba RtJO.-With regard to Q. 119, just a-amall point about mill atores. There 
waa an article in the" Indian Textile Journal" for Aprilsuggeating that there waa room 
for improvement in the methods of purchaaing millstorea. I aupposeyou, gentlemen, 
have read the article. The auggeation made waa that there were certain defecta and 
there waa aome aoope for improvement. You think it is poaaible ! " 

A. It may refer to aome mills but not to all mills. 
Q. You think the present methods are quite efficient and need not be replaced by a 

central organiaation ? 
A. AI far aa I can speak for my own mills, I know exactly what I am selling to other 

mills and what I am selling to my own mill. 
Q. Speaking generally of Bombay mills, what is your opinion! 
A. We stand in good competition with other dealers. 
PrMiden,.-One of the poihts raised in that article, if I remember correctly, waa in 

regard to purchaaea by managers. Do you in your capacity aa an importer of mill· 
stores deal with mill managers or with managing agents ! 

A. Managing agents mostly, and in our own o~ce, for our own mills. 

Q. What is the general prac"tice ! "" 
A. I think in most of the mills, the managing agenta themselvea purchase the stores. 
Mr. 8ubba RtJO.-In &IIjIwer to Q. 121 you make the statement that there is a 

oonstant change in demand from month to month and year to year. My impression 
waa that the demand is more or lees stationary in India and that it doea not change so 
rapidly. May I know in what respect you get these changea in regard to the Indian 
oloth, because the samplea we have seen are so uniform ? 

A. Thia year the busineaa in one kind of cloth may be brisk and next year another 
kind. Two years ago we were in the position that we oould not sell a particular kind. 

Q. Ia it only a queation of the size of the oloth ? 
A. The aize of the oloth and the nature of the qloth. 
Q. You speak of variation from month to month. Ia there any diJlerence in kind 

month to month? You are opposing theauggeation that there muat be specialisation 
of production hy saying there is ao muoh of change in the demand. I presume the 
ohange you apeak of is not ao much in volume aa in kind. Or is it merely in volume! 

A. J gave the example of narrow 100Dlll and wide looms. Sometimes we oannot find 
wurk for the narrow looms and aometimea for wide looms and this variation is some. 
timea month by month. AI far aa bleaching is concerned, it comea"in certain aeaaollS. 
Coloured cloth will go in certain seaaollS. " 

Q. You know these changea are seasonal in demand and in that way they admit 
of apecialiaation. 

A. S(lmetinea it variea. 

Q. Am I to understand that thinga are 80 uncertain that even experienced pooplOi 
cannot aay what gooda are required in particular aeaaons ! 

A. Yea; it is ao. 
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Q. In regard to Q. 126, can you suggest any methods of assisting .the industry 
other than those which have been referred to ! 

A. There is a method in my opinion which you can enquire into more regularly. I Wish 
I had more time. If you refer to the Fiscal Commisston Report, paragraphs 133 
to 136, they practically describe a similar position in which we find ourselves now, 
especially the defipition of ' dumping.' 

Q. That takes us back more or less to the import duties. But a question has been 
asked whetber they are selling to the foreign consumer at a lower rate than to the domestic 
consumer. We have no evidence as to that being done. . 

A. If you refer to the evidence before the Fiscal Commission you find that the Japanese 
themselves have acknowledged that during that year they were selling 20s yarn cheaper 
in Bombay than what the Bombay mills have been producing. 

Q. You say in answer to Question 17 • the Association is of the opinion that yarn and 
piece·goods imported from Japan are frequently placed on the Indian markets at prices 
which do not cover their cost of manufacture in India. The Association cannot say 

. definitely that the prices of piece·goods imported into India from Japan and other countries 
are lower than the prices at which similar goods are placed in other foreign markets.' 
But if you read paragraph 135 of the Fiscal Commission Report you find • the most ordinary 
way in which dumping may arise is as the result of over production, a sudden fall in demand 
leaving a surplus stock to be disposed of. Instsad of reducing output too drastically it 
may pay manufacturers to continue producing quantities somewhat in excess of the real 
demand, and to get rid of the surplus at almost any price they can obtain.' 

A. I know; but is it done! According to the statements we have placed before you 
and especially the table you have been critioising ••••.. 

Q. I was not criticising, but I was only disoussing it with you. There oan be no 
question of oritioism. 

A. Yes; that question whioh we have been disoussing. Further on in. the same 
paragraph it is stated' but it is possible that this prooess may beoome more systematic. 
In a country in whioh the home manufacturers have in consequenoe of a tariff a monopoly 
of the home market, and oan thus keep up prices there, and in an industry whioh benefits 
by mass production, it may pay the manufacturers to produce much larger quantities than 
can be oonsumed in the home market, provided the surplus oan be disposed of at a price 
which covers the bare cost of manufaoture.' The Fisoal Commission goes much beyond. 

Q. I do not think anybody doubts the possibility of dumping as defined here. One 
wants some speoifio instanoes of such dumping. 

A. But 'don't you think that it oome~ under this consideration that .. it may pay the 
manufacturers to produce much larger quantities than can be consumed in the home 

-market, provided the surplus can be disposed of at a price which covers the bare cost of 
manufacture. .. .., 

Prll8ident.-Have you any information a~ to the proportion of Japanese production. 
its supplies to the home market and its exports ! 

A In the evidence they gave before the Fiscal Commi'38ion they state about the counts. 
Q. I am not talking about the counts but about the quantity. Have 'you any evidence 

to show what quantity of Japanese goods is placed on the home market and what quantity 
is exported ! 

A. Mr. Mody.-We can give you the figures, though not at t.he moment. 
A. Bir N. N. Wadia.-But you might study this paragraph. 
Q. We have natnrally studied the Fisoal Commission's Report as it is the report which 

is res ponsible for our existence. 
A. But this paragraph is very important, because it refers to Canada, Australia and 

South Africa. 
Q •. If you sugge~t dumping, it is for you to prove it. 
A. Don't you think it comes under the definition of dumping' 
Q. No; I do not. . 
A ... In a couJ;ltry in whioh the home manufaoturers have in oonsequence of a tari1f 

a monopoly of the home market" which the Japanese have got, .. and can thus keep up 
prices there and in an industry which benefits by mass produotion, it may pay the manu
factun-.rs to produoe much larger quantities than oan be consumed in the home market 
provided the surplus oan be disposed of at a price which covers the bare cost of 
manufacture. 

Q. Exactly. Have you any evidenoe to show that the prioe at which the Japanese 
are placing their goods in the Indian market oovers the bare oost of manufacture! That 
is the point. 

A. The prioe whioh we have shoWII as C. 1. F. prioe, we consider that ~t must be their 
Dost of manufaoture. . 
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• Q. But you have got to prove it, to .how that there is dumping. , 
A. Perhaps you oould investigate this when the Japanese gentlemen come to you. 
Q. I am not aware tt.t they are c~ming. . 
A. They have sent in the statement.· 
Q. But they have not cxpressed any desire to give oral evidence. 
A. I amreallysurprised. . 
A. Mn .Vodg.-We have already said that we are not in a position to prove dumping. 
Q. what do you want us to do, merely to study the paragraph? 
A. Sir N. N. Wqdia.-Study and enquire and enaot laws. 
Q. Enaot a Safeguarding of Industries Act? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you want it in lieu of the protection you have asked for! 
A. Personally I would prefer it. . 
Q. In that oase it is for the indu.9try to prove dumping. It is not for us to do'it. We 

~re here to examine the faota pla.ced before us. If an indust.ry alleges dumping and wishes 
ms to recommend tho enactment of a Safeguarding of Industries Act; it must prove the 
~xistenc'l of dumping. ' 

A. Sir, it shows that even the Australian Government is more alive than our own 
Government. 

Q.lWe really are not here to discuss the aetions of Governments but to enquire into 
the oondition of the industry. . 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-Can,You make any suggestions as to the distribution of Government 
Dontraots t People have said in one or two places that they had diffioulties in getting 
Government contraets. Are not tenders oalled for! . 

A. I do not think many milia in Bombay have got contraots • 
. Q. Those who have secured the contra\Jts may probably have spec~alised in those 
lines. 

A. Unfortunately, Sir, unless the Military Department and the Government Departments 
revis" their rules of inspeotion and give us and the Chambers of Commerce or some other 
publio body an arbitration in this matter, only favoured companies will get those 
lontracte. Nobody elae will dare to take those contracts. That is where the trouble is. 

Presitlenl.-The position is that under the present conditions, the Bombay mills do 
~ottender. ' 

A. Becauss the arbitration rules are not fair. 
Q. We have these speoialquestiensto deal with before we disperse. The first question 

La a scientifio tariff as opposed to the general increase in duties. It really is very difficult 
:or us to deoide what it is that the mill industry wants exactly. In regard to this in one 
plaee you reoommend the adoption of a scientifio tariff so that the goods which Indian 
nills can manufacture and supply to India shall not be open to unfair competition from 
:oreign oountries; and you Bay that a soientific tariff means a'tariff by counts; and in 
mother pl"os you ask for an ad valorem inorease. Which is it that you really suggest, a ".' 
~eneral ad valorem inorease or a soientifio tariff, because the two things are not the 
lame t 

A. They are alternatives. 
Q. They are not alternatives. What you ask for in your original representation is a 

loientifio tariff. What you hint at in paragraphs 128 ana 129 is an ad valorem tariff. I 
want to be quite olear before you disperse whioh it is that the millowners ask for. 

A. They are alternatives. . 
Q. Then they are alternatives. That is the position. They are merely' alternatives. 

rhe Millowners are indifferent as to the form in whioh proteotion is given. 
A. We showed you figures of outtnm. We showed you the diffioulty of the 

~lternative.. . 

Q. You have. I think there has been some disoussion between Government and the 
~illowners as to the possibility of working out a specific tariff. The Millowners' Assooia
tlOn. ! believe, appointed a sub-committee to enquire into this and they gave it up in 
~esp&ll'. 

A. They have not given it up in despair. They appointed a speoial committee 
lately but have not framed absolutely definite proposaIa. 

Q. If you wo~d work a soheme out and place it before us at a la.ter stage, we should be 
rery glad. I think you agree that only under a tariff .whioh imposes a specifio duty can 
the aetual extent of the competition of imported goods with Indian piece-goods be 
ietermined. You aeospt that view. Isn't that' so! You accept the view that only 

'" .20-18 
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under a speoifio tariff can the exact extent' of the competition of imported 
piece-goods with Indian piece-goods be determined 1 

A: That will take 10 years. 
Q. But that is SQ, is it not 1 The two things h~ve to go together. ' In the first place 

you have to separate bleached and grey goods. ' 
A. M,.. Malo,n~y.-The basis upon which duty was levied would be the sanie. 
Q. The last question is about tbis additional4~ per cent. you want tu put on to provide 

for depreciation of plant and machinery. You ask to be placed iIi an equivalent position 
with other aountries and you say that to place you in an exactly similar positiott you 
want 13 per cent. additional protection plu8 4~ per cent. duty to allow tor depreciation. 

A. Sir N. N. Wadia.-In exact relation as to cost. ' 
Q. -But surely the Japanl'se prices, or prices of imported goods include provision for 

depreciation of plant and machinery. Therefore under your suggestion you would be 
given an additional 4~ per cent. more than is necessary 1 . 

A. Not necessarily. Some good mills maJ get some profit. 
Q. It is merely a present so to speak. It is something additional. The co~t of th~ Itoods 

against which you are oompeting includes provision for depreciation of plant and ma.chinery. 
Therefore when you ask for an additional4~ per cent. you are asking for something extra. 

A. They may' dump down goods even without calculating that. 
Q. They may do so, but you have no evidence that they are. , • 
There is one other point before we part. I think in the COU1'8e of the evidence it has 

been stated that no mills in Bombay are at present working at a profit. Is that an exact 
statement of the presl'nt position. It has a most important bearing on our enquiry 
and if before we meet again you could provide us with some evidence on that point it 
would be of material help. " 

A. Our statement is that at the present price of cloth no profit can be made. 
Conditions change from day to day. It is not 'a. stable condition with ns. We are not 
sure what will happen next week. 

Q. I take it then that the statement has really to be qualified and that in your' 
opinionat the present price of cotton and at the present prices of cloth, no mills 
in B\>mbay can make a profit. Is that not a more correct statement of your position t 

A. Yes. 
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ANNIIiXtrBlIi B 

A U81'age daily wages of labourers i'li Japan 

-
Kind of Employment 1922 1923 19~4 1925 

Yen Yen Yen Yen 
~utile IndUltry 

Silk-Reeler (Female) -- -- 1-02 0-93 0-96 0-95 
Cotton Spinner (Female) -- -- l-ll 1-07 1-10 1-13 
Silk Thrower (Female) -- -- 0-90 0-90 0-91 0-88 
Cotton Weaver (Machine) (Female) -- 0-99 0-95 0-94 0-97 
Silk Weaver (Hand) (Female) -- 1-12 1-05 1-16 1-15 
Hosiery Knitter (Male) -- -- 1-78 1-71 1-75 1-76 
Hosiery Knitter (Female) -- -- 0-8 0-87' 0-92 0-91 

Extraots from the TWenly-fifth Financial and Economic Annual of Japan, 19115, page 73_ 

TABLE OF MONTHLY RETURNS OF THE JAPAN COTTON SPINNERS' 
ASSOCIATION F~R THE YEARS 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924 AND 1925 

(Oompiktl by the International Federation of Master Spinners' and Manufacturers' 
Association, Manclieater) 

Year 

1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Spinner 
Average wages 

per shift 
per hand in 

pence 

31-06 
29-51 
30-15 
30-56 

Extraots from the Int81'nalional Oolton Bulletin, July 1926, pages 586-87_ 

ANNEXUBIIi C 

Yesterday Mr_ SUbba Rao oriticised the conclusions made by the Assooi8.tion that Inm.; 
had lost ground in the export trade in grey piece-goode owing to the rigour of grossly unfair 
Japanese competition_ 

Mr_ Subba Rao expressed the view that as far as Siam was concerned, the figures of 
exports from Japan given in paragraph ll9 of the Association's originalst&tement showed 
that in that market, at any rate, Japan also had lost ground during recent years_ Upon 
examination of the figures in question, it is now found that owing to a printer's error, 
the value of the piece-goods imports into Siam from Japan for 1922 were given as 
Yen 12,362,544 whereas the actual figure was Yen 1,362,544_ 

The corrected figure goes to show that in Siam, as in every other foreign market, Japan 
has been making progress at the expense of India_ 

(The correct figure is given in Table 19F, page 86 olthe original statement_) 

y420-1Sa 
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AN!mXUBE D 

},timate oj tke pre8ent C~8t of a complete mill consisting oj 30,288 ring 8pindles and 
1,000 loom8 Jor average 208 connt8. 

. Rs. 

Land 
Building 
Spinning a.nd Wea.ving Machinery consisting of Engine, Boilers, 

E onomisers, Boiler Feed Pump Callenders, Hydraulic Pressing 
Plant Hydrant Fire Service, Sprinkler, Humidifier Installation, 
Electric Light, Pipes, Accessories, etc. 

Total 

9,00,000 . 
15,35,210 

30,11,503 

54467]3 
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BASIS 01' CALCULATION-l00 LBS. 01' CLOTH 

India 

--~-~I-
Re. 

Cotton at an nRG 8 per 50' <!OO 
lb. 

Commission • and 3' 290 
Brokerage. 

Manufa.<'turlng cbargee 44' 6011 
(P~e 27 of Mill· 
owne,..' Statement.) 

Total cost _ 97' 899 

Freight at 3 '16 yen 
per lIale. 

E:\"change at Rs. 130 
per' 100 yen 

Japan 

Re. 

50'000 

on ('otton '79 yen }2'054 
on cloth '79 yen 

Landing charges, etc. 1'000 
(_limed.) 

53'054 

3'290 

ABBumed RO per cent. 35' 687 
of 44'609 due to 
better I'fficiency only 
and trrespectiw oj 
ezo"ange tJariali.:m,. 

Total cost 92'031 

Sale price 
mately. 

approxi. 100'000 Import duty at 11 
per cent. 

9'910 at24% 

Total cost .. 101' 941 I 

92'031 

19'355 

111·386 

In ordl"J' to sell at Re. 100 when the import duty is 11 per cent. the Japanese must 
lherl"fore sacrifice Rs. 1'941, which they can easily do out of overhead chargeR. If the 
imllOrt duty was 24 per cent. the Japanese would have to sacrifice Rs. l1'3!l6, which 
would not be poBBible out of overheads and could not be taken out of cotton costs. 
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Witness No. 1 

THE BOMBAY MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY 

Furthet' Statement BUbmitted on Ihe 22nd. C ct?bet', 1$26 

[N.B.-For easy reference the specfic demands for information made by the Tariff 
Board are printed here in the form of questions and the considered replies of the 
Association are printed as answers. ] . ' 

Q. The point we are trying toget at is this. You say that to a large extent it is the 
loss of the China market in yarn that has brought about your present troubles, and we 
are trying to ascertain how it produced your present difficulty .. Also you say that you 
were selling yarn in China at sacrifice prices, but there is no evidence of that in your 
original representation. . 

Q. But can a trade be said to disappear tn which the export continues on an increased 
level for fifteen years. after the cause of dislocation? 

A. It is somewhat difficult from the record of the oral evidence to ascertain upon what. 
specific points further information is required regarding the loss of the China trade; 
apart from the demand for specific proof that the industry, after the currency change 
of 1893, had to sell yarn at sacrifice prices and it is therefore proposed to restate in aa 
simple terms as possible the Association's consic:i.clred views on the effect of the currency 
change in 1893. 

The Association's contentions are that after the closing of the mints to the free coinage 
of silver in 1893; followed by the adoption of a gold standard in 1898, and chiefly owing 
to these two factors the Bombay mills were handicapped in their yarn trade with China, 
and that this trade became - . 

(al very speculative and 
(bl unremunerative and 
(el was finally killed by the competition it had to meet owing to the growth of the 

spinning industry in Japan and China itself. 
At. the outset it should be stated that the Association has not in its possession nor 

would it be possible to obtain figures as to the actual prices at which yarns were sold to 
China for the fifteen years following the closing of the mints in 1893. No mills maintain
records of prices for more than onll or two years, and in this connection therefore the 
Tariff Board will have to rest content with the more general statements which we have 
in our possession. 

Up to 1893, it cannot be denied that the China trade in yarn was the bulwark of the' 
. prosperity of Bombay's cotton textile industry. Until the end of 1892 the statistical 
records of the Association show a constant and steady rise in the volume of yarn exports 
to China. The fluctuatio!!B in the value of the rupee in terms of • Taels ' or • Chinese 
silver dollars' up to this time was within narrow limits, the value of all three coins being 
based approximately on the value of their silver content and the number of rupees per 
100 dollars or 100 Taels was fairly constant. In 1893 the ratio of value existing between 
Chinese and Indian ourrency was altered to the detriment of the export trade in yarn 
as was admitted by the Government of India. Had the new ratio brought about by the 
closing of the mints been.maintained at a regular level it might have been possible to 
adjust the trade to the new exchange level after a period of years, but since China retained 
a silver currency the fluctuations of China-India exchange were wide and erratic as may 
be, to some extent, judged from Table 17 of the Association's original written statement 
to the Tariff Board, which shows variations from Rs. 1191 to Rs. 226 per 100 dollars and 
to some extent indicates the speculative nature of the trade after the currency change 
of 1893. 

It has been argued by the members of the..Tariff Board that from 1898 Japan has been 
in the same position as India as regards the speculativll nature of trade with China, but 
this is not the case owing to the closer proximity of Japan to the Chinese markets and the 
lesser risk of exchange variations in the lesser time it takes to ship yarn to China from 
Japan as compared with India. 

The contention that the trade with China was generally unremunerative after 1893 has 
been questioned by the·Tariff Board chiefly owing to the fact that on the whole the volume 
of exports from Bombay increased considerably between 1893 and 1905. For the first 
few years after the currency change the unremunerative nature of the trade is not in 
question •. The Government of India themselves admitted it in 1895 when the Finance 
Member of the Government of India stated :-

.. I need only say that India as a manufacturing co.untry is not yet out of her tutelage; 
and if any industry in the world deserves protection, it is the cotton industry 
of India, the only real indigneous industry, which has sprung up in this country, 
an industry, moreover, on whioh our present currency diffioulties have compelled 
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ua, in the interests, as we believe, of the 'country generaJIy, to inflict .. certain' 
amount of injury." 

1 ~95.-1n th" Association's annUM report for 1895 the following ~tatement is made :
The increase in the number of looms is noteworthy as showing a tendency to bestow 
greater attention to the requirements of the country itself and therefore to place less 
dependence on the export trade in yarns. , 

18 6 and H97.-The indnstry was dislocated owing to the effects of plague o.nd fo.mine. 
In the review of the trade of India for 1897-98, the following statement appeo.red :
.' The e"port tro.de to China increo.sed thongh with a. fo.ll in prices the va.1ue diminished, 

o.nd the trade in piecegoods showed a serions decline." 
1 98-99.-The following is an extract from the Review of Trade of India for 1898-99:

.. The exports of yam during the year were on a very large sco.le but prices mo.into.ined a. 
downward tendency following on a fall in the preceding year .......... .. 

.. Until the second half of the year, or rather until the third quarter, the course of 
Indian trade was on the whole prosperous and promising;o.lthough the cotton manufo.ctur-
ing industry in Bombay seemed to be rea.ching a.critico.l sto.ge ........ .. 

.. The importa.tioDB of machinery and millwork only rea.ched a va.1ue of Rs. 2,541,903 
lsst year, this sum being about 17 per cent. below the va.1ue of the preceding year. The 
reductiou is most marked in Bombo.y where the importo.tions of the preceding yoor were 
unusually large; but the reduction is much more than a reaction o.fter excessive supplies, 
-and must be assigued to the condition of the cotton spinning indnstry in Bombo.y in the 
closing months of the year. In a sto.teof things which mo.y be interred from the fact 
that for many months past several mills have been entirely closed down while mo.ny 
others have been working short hours, not much inducement was to be found for the 
construction of new mills, Or for additions to the co.pa.city of mills a.lready in existence'. 
The cotton indnstry in Bengal was alao in a simila.r case." 

1 ~99-1J1J0.-The review of the trade of India for this yea.r sto.tes :-The rise in -the 
second ho.lf of the year in the price of Indian cottons, following on the extensive fo.ilure of 
the crop, made it possible to import from abroad superior cotton o.t a range of'prices but 
little higher than those of the short-stapled Indio.n cotton. At the so.me time some of the 
more thoughtful and prescient of the mill owners o.rrived o.t the conclusion that it woula 
be expedient not to depend too exclusively for support on the Chinese yarn market, o.nd 
that there was an opening in the Indian ma.rket for profito.ble enterprise in the mo.nu
facture of goods hitherto supplied from Englo.nd. 
• Further on, in the same report it is sto.ted :-pnfortunately 80S rego.r"as tl1e most 
importa.nt of these, the exports of cotton- yarn, it co.nnot be so.id tho.t the increased 
exports are synonymous with a profitable trade. . 

Review of trade of.lndia, 190 -Ol.-'-The contra.ction of the tro.deincotton yam is one 
of the most unsatisfactory footures of a. year in which trade showed little that was 8o.tis
factory ..• _ •••••.•••.• While the spinners did so bo.dly theweo.ving mills were, on the 
whole, fairly well off, though the production wo.s not quite equa.1 to tho.t of 1898-99, 
it was larger tho.n that of 1899-1900. _ 

In 1900 the late Sir Vitho.ldaa Tha.ckersey reviewed the position oithe cotton textile 
Industry in Bombo.y since the closing of the mints in 1893 and in the course of his speech 
lIto.ted:-
• .. Consequently the effect of the currency Iegisistion o.lone, to.king all things as 

equo.l, has been to give bounty to our competitors in the Fa.r .Eo.st to the extent 
of 10 1/3 ta.els per ba.1e, deduct from tho.t o.bout 1 1/3 taela per ba.1e, which they 
must pay more for stores imported from Englo.nd. Also wages in Japan 
have increased to the extent of 10 ta.els per bo.le. Still the advanto.ge in favour 
in Japanese mills is 8 taela per baJe. Now, may I ask, in fa.ce of these figures, 
is it a matter of surprise tho.t since 1893 our tro.de has graduo.lly been falling 
in competition with the Chinese and Japo.nese mills. I. know that we have 
shipped to China during the last two years the large.t number of bales we ever 
did. But the question is, at who.t margin of profit? Everyone will admit 
that there was no profit to us while the Japanese and Chinese mills were 
declaring 10 per cent ... dividends to their shareholders. When thestocl<. in 
China is reduced we may yet sell our yarn o,.t a profit. The Chinese and Japanese 
mills may have certain drawba.cks at present which might give us a temporary 
advantage but on broad considero.tion of aJI circumlltances my humble opinion 
is that we hold the Chirui. mo.rket on mere sufferance only as long as Jo.pan and 
China eannot supply their own demands and that in the nea.r future our trade 
with China must suffer when the mills there must increase by leaps and bounds 
to supply the requirements of China. Let us hope that that day may never 
come, but if it does come we sho.l1 have to thank the Government of India for 
their Currency Legislation." 
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The under-quoted extracts from the Association's report for 1900 also bear out the 
fact that the China yarn trade had been unremunerative since the closing of the mints 
in 1893 and had led to the spinning of higher counts and the production of cloth for the 
Indian market in preference to entire dependence upon the speculative yam trade with 
China:- -

"The, continuous intensification of the competition waged by the Japanese and 
Chinese mills in those markets on which Bombay formerly depended, has 
beoome insupportable nnner the oonditions hitherto prevailing, and has forced 
many of the Indian mills to adopt their methods to the new requirements_ 
Many spinners have resorted largely to the higher counts, and this has brought 
about an increase in the imports both of Egyptian and of American cotton. 
But the diffioulties that threaten the future of the spinning industry, when 
Chinese mills shall be making yarn from indigenous cotton, have led to the 
ereotion of many looms and to the energetic inauguration of an expanded 
weaving industry which, it may be hoped, will, before very long, make the 
country more independent of foreign cloth imports_ It is unnecessary here 
to enter upon the well-worn theme of the political troubles in South Africa and 
China, which have so adversely affected the interests with which your committee 
is indentified_ Nor is it desirable to attempt, in this place, to define the exact 
measure in which the confirmed stability of the rupee exchange handicaps the 
country in its competition with those countriesyf the Farther East where 
silver circulates at its metallic value. It is enough to mention them to complete 
the tale of the diffioulties under which the industry lias laboured, and to show 
that these'difficulties were not of a kind'which your lJommittee could hope to 
mitigate by any steps or representations," 

. At the annual general meeting of the members of the Bombay Millowners' Association 
held on Friday, 3rd May 1901, the late Sir (then Mr.) Sassoon J. David said:-

" There is no doubt that the industry has passed during last year, and is still passing, 
through a very grave orisis, resulting from an extraordinary combination of 
Mils. The coincidence of heavy stocks in China, with dearness of cotton, and 
political disturbances in the Far East, constitutes quite an exceptional condi, 
tion of difficulty. But to my mind there is, over and above all these, 
one indirect cause, which has been primarily in.~trumental in bringing about the- ' 
present serious depression, tJiz., the result-the so-called • success' of the 
ourrency legislation of 1893. It is my firm belief that even if the direct causes 
were absent or oould be removed, this legislation in itself ~ould have acted, 
and unless it be removed, will oontinue to act in a manner most adverse to the 
industry. At the time when the Herschell Committee recommended the 
closing of the mints we were told that the export trade of India with silver 
using oountries would suffer. As amatter of fact, I believethat the export 
trade of India, including that with the gold-using oountries, is Buffering to 
the enormous extent of at least 25 per cent. as an indirect tax consequent 
upon the legislation. It is not our present concern, however, to touch upon 
this question in its relation to the general trade of India, and I tharefore confine 
my remarks to the points whioh particularly affeot the mill industry. My 
friend, Mr. Vithaldas in his speech last year endeavoured to show by figures to 
what extent the industry was handicapped by the closing of the mints in its 
competition with the Japanese mills in our principal market, tJiz., China. I must 
oonfess I myself was among the members who were sceptical as to the correctness 
of Mr. Vithaldas's deductions, and remained so until I went into the matter 
most thoroughly and oarefully. I have now done so and I am fully convinced 
that in oomparison with Japan we are at a disadvantage to the extent of about 
$8 per bale of yarn laid down in Chine.. It is evident that continuous compe
tition under ~uoh oonditions is impossible. I will almost venture to predict 
that unless these oonditions are removed we shall be foroed-and that in the 
near futur&-to bid good-bye to the China market and be compelled to turn_ 
our entire energy to the supply of the requirements of the Indian market in the 
manufaoture of finer yarn and oloth ... 

Again in the Assooiation's report for 1901 the speoulatiV1l nature of the China yarn ' 
trade is stressed. Mr; John R. Greaves, Chairman of the Association, presiding at the 
annual general meeting of the members of the Bombay Millowners' Assooiation held on 
Thursday, 24th April 1902 said:-

,",The great faotor at present disturbing our Indian yarn trade with China is the 
const&D.tly declining value of the dollar and the te.el owing to the continual 
fall in the prioe of silver, whioh has this week declined to 23Ti. It would 
be interesting to know to what extent silver oould fall, as under present conditions 
for finance for the bulk of the trade every decline adversely affects our rupee 
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values, 'though conversely any rise would appreciate our rupee eqivalents. 
the previous lowest point touched by silver according to Hi statement kindly 
supplied by the ChaJ:tered Bank, Bombay, is recorded in August 1897, when 
the sterling price was 231 and the Shanghai Teel rate Telegraphic Transfers 
on India 171. To.dey's price of silver is 231 and Shanghai Tael rate is 1721· 
China does not appear to be in any position to follow the example of other 
oountries in placing its nominal coinage on a gold basis. From the Chinese 
point of view there is no necessity for any alteration, as the e ports and imports 
are said to approximately balance if the overland trade is added to the sea· borne 
traffic. Illustrative of the effect of the fall in silver, I may mention that to-dey 
the price of 20s Indian yam is 92 taels against an average value for many years 
past of 63 taels. So the present offtake of Indian yarns at the high price to 
the Chinaman as expressed in taels is a source of gratification to merchants 
and spinners. In the meantime, there does not app88l' to be any practical 
method for the Indian shipper to protect himself except by discounting the 
Bombay local value of yarn. The delivery of yam sold in China is attended with 
a varying degree of latitude, in time, hence a difficulty in making forward 
remittance contracts." 

Review oj trade oj India, 19C2·03.-While the prices of yam were maintained both the 
raw material and coal were cheaper; and the main impediment to th/l trade with China, 
where there was a good demand and the stocks of yarn were reduced, was the fluctuations 
in the price of silver and the consequent uncertainty as, to exchange. 

Review oj trade oj Indin, 1903·04.-The crisis in the cotton industry has been less acute 
in India that in other parts of the world and was later in making itself felt, for the 
shipments of yarn to all countries, as also to China which took 93 per cent. of the total, 
were for the first nin~ months of the official year, or the whole of the calendar year 1903 
the largest recorded. But in the last quarter of the year the position changed very 
much for the ,,"orse, the rising price of raw material, of which very large quantities were 
being exported and the. small advance in the price of yam making profitable working _ 
diffioult or imposRible, so that exports declined and several mills either closed or worked 
short time ..•••• Weaving is certainly the most profitable branch of the textile industry 
but its progress is not rapid. 

In the 1906 report of the Association is found further proof of the unreliability of the 
China market in yarn, and the tendency to tum more and more to the production of woven 
goods for the home market as may be judged from the following extract :-

.. As might have been expected from the brisk trade that we have had for the last, 
two years, there has been a large increase in the production both of yam and cloth. 
The increase for the whole country amounted to no less than over 10 crores of 
pounds or 250,000 bales of yam and 1 i crores of yards in cloths. It is noteworthy 
that, notwithstanding the large increase in the production of yarn, we shipped 
last year to China 55,000 bales less than in 1905. The present depression of the 
yarn trade cannot, therefore, be wholly accounted for by any excessive exports 
from Bombay. The steady increase of yarn production in China itself and the 
increase in the exports from Japan have deprived us of the practical monopoly 
which we used to have in the former country, though we are still the largest 
.uppliers to its market. This circumstance, combined with the great fluctuation 
of exchangc·and the famine in China has brought depression in our China market. 
Sold goods could not be cleared and the natural reluctance of middlemen to 
hold any considerable quantity of stock in such a market had the effect of 
accumulating stocks in the central markets of Hongkoug and Shanghai. This 
fact, combined with the forced sales which weak merchants were obliged to make 
,owing to the financial crisis and rise in the price of silver, had a considerable 
'influence in lowering the prices and bringing about the present crisis, but it is 
believed that the interior of China is depleted of its stock. And with a favourable 
Beason in China, we may hope to see the adjustment of the market and the 
resumption of normal conditions in the course of a few months. We must 
nevertheless expect our position to be further l'8stricted in the Far East, and 
it is, therefore, gratifying to note that there has been a growing tendency to 
pay greater &ttention to the home market. Every year almost the desirability 
of developing the home market is enlarged upon at meetings of this .Asso('iation, 
but when there is & temporary stimulus to the China trade, this object is forgotten. 
I am gl&d to see, therefore, that last year both of yam and cloth there was a 
notable increase of consumption in the ~ountry itself, due,. I believe, to the 
increased interest which the public take in indigenous industries under the 
imp~e of the Swadeshi movements and to the greater interest taken by the 
m~nufacturers in the production of sup~rior qualities of cloth." 
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Mr. (now Sir) Fazulbhoy Currimbhoy Ebrahim, Chairman of the AssooIation, in 
opening the proceedings of the annual general meeting of the members of the Bombay 
Millowners' ASRociation held on Wednesday, 7th April 1909, said:- ' 

j, The most disturbing factor is the fluctuating exchange which is a standing menace' 
to our trade with China. Unless a gold standJlol'd is introduced in China, of 
which there are no immediate prospects, our trade will be at ,the mercy of the 
mercuriaI.tendency of the exchange. The adoption of the gold standard should 
be preceded by regular silver coinage. A new era has commenced in China-
extension of railways and development of industries are being seriously taken 
into hand. ' This will require foreign capital and China will have to borrow 
largely, and this clearly points to the necessity for the introduction of the gold 
standard in China sooner or later. At present China is contemplating the 
introduction of a regular silver coinage on a larger scale and .let us hope that 
she will do so in the near future." . 

From tl:le above-quoted extracts there -is justification for the statement made in the 
Association's statement, that-aftel' the closing of the mints in 1893 the yarn trade with 
China became speculative and unremunerative and was finaIly killed owing to Chinese 
and Japanese competition. . . 

Q. Have the Millowners worked out any correlation between the Japanese imports 
and exchange? . 

A. The relation between imports from Japan and the Yen-Rupee exchange from 1921 
to the _end of 1925 is shown in tabular and graphical forms in Annexure" A." 

Q. In answer to question 19 you say that the imports of yarn under 40s into India 
works out at about 15 per cent. of the yarn available for sale in India. Is that from 
Japan or from all countries? 

Q. I should like to know how this 15 per cent. has been worked out. 
A. ,The figure of ,15 per cent. has been calculated from the figures in the annual Sea 

Borne Trade returns. The importations of grey and coloured singles have been added 
together and compared with the total quantity of yarn available for sale in India. (See 
table 15 of Association's original representatiol)..) 

The actual figures for each y~ar since 1920-21 are given in Annexure " :B." 
Q. Does that mean that you employ 8 per cent. more than you need? Does it mean 

that if you could reduce the percentage of absenteeism to the same figure as that of 
Ahmedabad you would be able to reduce the number of your hands by 8 per cent. 

A. The position of the mills in regard to absenteeism can be stated very simply. Every 
mill in Bombay maintains what is known as a standard muster and this standard muster, 
indicates the number of workpeople necessary to keep all the machinery of the II).ill 
working. In many mills, however, the actual number of persons on the muster roll 
exceeds the number on the standard muster in the spinning department by 8 per cent.-
10 per cent. These extra workers are employed to take the places of the absentees from 
day to day. As the average absenteeism according to the Labour Office figures is about 
11 per cent. it necessarily follows that over the average of the whole month the whole 
of the extra hands are employed on productive work and generaIly speaking some of the 
wOI:kers have to do" doublll budli .. in order to keep the whole machinery running. When, 
however, the percentage of absenteeu.m is below the percentage of extra hands employed. 
it follows that the wage payments for that particular period are s,omewhat greater than 
hey would be if it were possible to recruit suitable labour whenever required althe mill
ates, but it is the experienoe of) ill agents who have been consulted in-the matter that 
the oooasional extra payment to labour mentioned above is fully warranted. since it would 
:l>e impossible to keep the whole of the machinery running throughout any month in the 
year if the e tra labour force was not retained. . A reduction in the amount of absenteeism 
would of course be weloomed for the reason that it would increase efficiency very consider
ably, would inorease the average monthly ea.tnings of individual workers, improve the 
quality of the goods turned out and would greatly facilitate smooth and regular 
working in the mills. 

(Sir N.N. Wadia Baid -during the :(irst oral examination 01 the A8sociation). When you do 
Bee the Government ohawls I would recommend two things. First and foremost please 
enquire under what promises the Government 'chawls were inaugurated. Find out, Sir, 
whether they were not inaugurated on the distinot promise that the economio rent 
oharged to the mill hands should not exoeed Rs. 5-8-0 per room. 

Q. Are you in a position to show us the authority for that statement? -
A. As Annexure "C" we enclose a oopy of the undertaking given by His Excellency 

Sir GeOI:ge (now Lord) Lloyd when introduoing an amendment to the Municipal Aot in 
the Bombay Legislative Counoil in 1920 whioh provided for a rise in the general tu and 
the levy of a town duty of Re. 1 per bale on all cotton brought into Bombay and a oopy 
of the preamble to this Aot. 
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Q. In the stetement in Appendix V you have shown tiiat the wages paid by the mi .. 
are higher than in other industries, but those industries belong to other parts of th' 
country. Are the. wages ;paid in the mills higher than those paid in other industries in 
:3ombay' . 

A. The figures admittedly prove that wages in Bombay cotton mills are very much 
higher than in comparable industries in other parts of. India. Other than the railway 
workshops there are no other industries of importance in the City and Island and a com
parison with the engineering workshops would only hold good as far as the unskilled 
labour employed there is concerned. EnquiriaB from the Bombay Labour Office as to. 
the wages paid to unskilled labour in other industries has elicited the reply that no infor
mation is availahle. Mr. H. P. -Mody has however been able to obtain information as to 
the pay of Municipal employees and a copy of the budget estimates .for. 1926-27 in 
which the wages of all employees is given is enclosed (not printed). 

Q. It is no use recommending Trade Commissieners when the Government of India can 
tum round and say that when they had a Trade Commissioner you made no use of him. 

A_ On perusal of tht' records of the Association we find that a letter was received from 
t·he Trade Commissioner in East Africa dated 22nd March 1922. After full consideration 
by the Committee it was circulated to all members of the Association on 10th May 1922 
and it appears that certain mills went so far as to send special.representatives to East 
Africa to push their trade there. It would therefore be a gross mis-statement fer the 
Government of India to say that we made no use of the Trade Commissioner in East Africa. 
A copy of the correspendence with the East African Trade Commissioner will be found 
in Annexure ,e D." 

In Annexure .• , E "will be fomid a. complet" record of the cerrespendence on ti?-e 
subject of the new specific duties imposed in Kenya which prove that the lower qualities 
of goods which form the bulk of Indian exports were unduly penalisad by the ina ... guration 
of the system of specific duties in Kenya. 

Q. Have you worked out the actual addition to the cost of Cloth perpound due to the 
freight of cotton to Japan and of piecegoods from Japan to Bombay! What is the exact 
addition in cost, _ • 

A. Assuming that the loss in waste in spinning is counter-balanced by the weight of 
the size put on the piecegoods exported to India from Japan.l lb. of cotton may be said 
to produce 1 lb. of cloth. On this basis the freight beth ways would werk eut as follows :-

Freight of cotton: Bembay to Japan.Y. 3·16 per bale. 
Assuming one bale of cotton weighs 400} 3 ·16 

Ibs., the freight per lb. of cotton. Y.--i.e., Y. O. 0079 
. 400 

Freight of piecegoods Japan to Bembay . . Y. 13·1 per ton 
Assuming a ton is equal to 3f bales _ and} 13·1 

and 1 bale weighs 400 pounds the Y.~--
freight per lb. of cloth. 3. I) x 400 

i.e., Y. 0.0092 
The freight hoth ways, i.e., for 1. lb. Of}Y. 0·0079 plus 

cotten from Bombay to Japan and 1 lb. 0.0092 
of cloth from Japan to Bombay. ---

0.0171 

" which is equivalent to at Y. 130 per 
Rs,100 

4·27 pies appreximately. 

. Q. In your answer to Question 95 you say that in certain instances, Bombay, Madras 
and Calcutta are given specially low freight rates. Can you specify these? 

A. A copy of a letter reoeived at the commE'ncement of the present year from the Agent 
of the G. I. P. Rai!\\ay is given in Anne~ure .. F" and fully e~plains the positien of 
Bombay in regard to railway freight rates to Calcutta. Cawuport., Delhi and Madras. 

Q. Have you any evidence to show what quantity of Ja.panese goods is placed on the, 
home market and what quantity is exported 7 . . 

A. The figures given in Annexure ., G .. have been cempiled from statements published 
by the Japan Cotten Spinners' Association and Japan Cotton Merchant.' Union. They 
sho,!, that the ,!ery great bulk of power-loom goods produced in Japan is exported to 
foreIgn ceuntrIes. 

Q. I think in the course of the evidence it has been stated that no mills in Bombay 
are at present ,,:orking at a.prefit. Is that an exact statement of the present position. 
It has a most Important bearing on our enquiry and if before we meet again you 
could provide us with some evidence on that point it would be of material help. 

A. A special enquiry ~'as made and it appears from the replies received thereto that 
at th~ time the letter was despatched (early Octeber) only 8 mills in Bombay were 
workIng at a profit. 
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AS-SEXURE A 

-~-------

I Quantity (in yards) of • 
Year and month I Rupees per 

i Yen 100 piccegoods imported 
I from Japan into India 

----- -

1921 

January .• •• 1 180 
February •. .. 186 

l March 194 
April ", 189 
May 189 
June 197 110,000.000 
July 207 

! August 200 
September .. 181 i 
October •. 174 I 
November .. ' 179 
December 175 ) 

1922 

J nua y .• 171 1 February •• •• i 167 
March 171 
April 170 
1\1ay 165 
June 164 - 91,000,000 
July 165 
August 165 
September 168 
October •• 167 
November 164 
December 159 

1923 

January .• 154 
February •• 152 
March 154 
April 156 
May 158 
June •• i 158 
July .. I 159 119,000,000 
August 161 
September 159 
October .• 157 I November 157 
Deoember 152 J 

1924 

January •• 147 
February •• 150 
March 145 
April 136 
May 132 
June 135 146,000,000 
July r4 
Augu.t 128 
September 126 
Ootober •• 116 
November '112 
Decemb:r 110 
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Y car and month 

~lflfEXUBE A-eontd. 

Rupees per 
Yen 100 

Quantity (in yards) 0 

'piecegood'imported 
from Japan into India. 

-.-------.-----1----- ----~---~- ---

January 
F .. bruary 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

1925 

;:1 .. 
I 

AN~EXUXE B 

107 

! 
109 
116 
118 
ll8 
112 
112 201,000,000 
114 
110 

_ J 
111 
115 
118 

Statement e:tplaining how thejigure "15 per cent." was arrived at by the Association in 
calculating the percentage oj imported yarn unde,40s. counts to Iotal 

mill·made yarn availableJor sale in India 

Quantity of foreign yarn of co!,nts 1·40s. imported into British India ':-

Grey (1) 
Coloured (2) 
Total (3) •• 
Thp.t is (in millions). (4) 
Quantity of Indian yarn 

available for sale in India. 
Referenoe table 15. page 80 
of the Association'8 original 
statement (in mi1:ions of lbs.) 

(5) 

• (OOOs omitted) 

1920·21 

24,806 
9,817 

34,623 
35 

1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 

247 

30,699 
8,458 

39.157 
39 

249 

38,937 
6,298 

45,235 
45 

283 

20,653 
7,297 

27,950 
28 

216 

29,037 
7,232 

36,269 
36 

.269 
Percenblge of -(4) to (5).. 14 per cent. 16 per oent. 13 per cent. 13 per cent, 13 per cent. 

• In addition to this very considerable quantities of folded and meroerised yarns below· 
2/40 were imported. 



ANNEXURE C 

In July 1919 the Municipal Commissioner reported that out of a population then 
estimated roughly sA; 12,00,000, nearly 8,92,000 resided in one-room tenements. That 
taking four persons pet tenement, the number of tenements required was 223,000, 
whereas the number of tenements existing was only 174,000; that there were further 
15,000 tenements which, either because they were unfit for human habitation, or were 
structures of a purel V temporary nature, ought to be replaced. The total shortage, 
therefore, was 64,000 tepements. . . . . . . . . . . . ' 

, The problem to be faced is the direct construction of additional housing accommodation 
sufficient to supply the deficiency reported by the Municipal Commissioner in July 1919. 
That deficiency, as I have already mentioned, amounted to 64,000 tenements. Of this 
number, it is believed that 14,000 tenements can be supplied by the conversion and 
improvement of 'tenements now considered unfit for human habitation, and also by 
vacancies due to the migration of members of the middle classes to the new houses which 
are being built in the northern part of the island. The I?alance of 50,000 rooms represents 
a minimum, for which arrangements will have to be made. 

Fot construction of this magnitude, the first requisite is an adequate area of suitable _ 
land .. This, as I have alrea.dy mentioned, is available for 36,000 rooms in the areas 
covered by the Improvement Trust sohemes •. The balance can, it is believed, be provided 
by reolamation in certain parts of the island. I will not at this juncture weary the Council 
with the detailed calculations, or our justification for tbose calculations. I will confine 
myself to saying that our rough estimate of the cost of these 50,000 tenements is scme 
Rs.5,50,OO,OOO. It will,liowever, be quite clear to anyone conversant with the conditions 
of industrial life in Bombay, that it will be. impossible to expect a return from the rent 
of these buildings, which will meet the expenses incidental to a capital expenditure 
of this amount, much less the return of a profit. According to our estimate, the annual 
loss entailed by the scheme, will amount to Rs. 13,50,000 .•.•.•.. 

In the bill which is now placed hefore you for consideration, Government propbse to 
take power to impose a town duty not exceeding rupe..e one on evocy bale of ootton weighing 
31 cwts., which is brought into the city and island of Bombay. This duty, unlike other 
town duties, is not likely to be refunded when cotton is exported out of Bombay. The 
average imports of raw cotton hy land and sea other than those received from foreign 
countries during the past ten years have heen approximately 28 lakhs of bales. Of these, 
approximately 17 lakhs have been exported. Assuming that the ~nnual maltimum 
yield of the duty of one rupee would amount to Ra. 28,00,000, it is proposed to assign to 
the Municipality the amounts levied on cotton consumed within its limits of 3/7ths, and 
appropriate the remainder, or 4/7ths, partly for the financing of the housing scheme, the 
details of which have been placed before you, and partly for other development purposes 
which will be explained hereafter. The collection of the duty like tl1at of other town 
duties will be entrusted to the Municipality of Bomhay. 

BOMBAY ACT No. XX OF 1920 

[Tn CITY 01' BOMBAY MUNIOIPAL AND IlIIPBOVElIIENT (AMENDMENT) 
ACT 1920] 

13t1& Decembef' 1920. 

An Act further to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, and the City of 
Bombay Improvement Ac~, 1898. -

Whereas there is an fxtrem1 shortage of housing accommod"tion for the working 
class)s in the town and Island of Bombay; and whereas it is expedient that Govern
ment should as a primary object construct fifty thousand tenements for such classes 
in the town and island of Bombay and should further as a secondary object carry out 
certain sohemes of improvement and development in the vioinity thereof, namely, in the 
Bomb~y ~uburban Revenue Division as the same may be constituted on the 1st day of 
Deoember 1920; and whereas it is intended by Government to raise a loan or loans for 
the above purposes; and whereas it is expedient that the Municipal Corporation of the 
City of Bombay should carry out divers large and important works; and whereas it is 
aooordingly expedient further to amend the City of Bombay Munioipal Aot, 1888, and 
it is also expedient further to amend the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, in 
manner hereinafter appearing. It is hereby enacted as follows, etc., etc., etc. 



ANNEXURE D 

No. 411/66 of 1922 

THE MILLoWNERS' ASSOCIATION, 

Bombay, 10th Ma1f 192~. 

TEll: M.MBER.~, <'I' THE BOllBAY MILLOWNERS' AsS,)CIATION. 

The underquoted letter which the Committee of the Association have received from the 
,Indian Trade Commissioner in East Africa with regard to the conditions prevailing 
in the East African markets is circulated for the infOl:mation of members whose 
attention is particularly invited to the suggestions contained in the last paragraph 
thereof. 

Samples of" Americani" sheeting referred to in the letter have been obtained 
and may he inspected ill these rooms by members interested at any time durilJ-g 
office hours. 

No. 66 

(Signed) C. B. SAYER, 

Secretary. 

OFFICE Oli' THE INDIAN TRADE COMMISSIONER 
IN EAST AFRICA. 

Post BOl[ No. 141. MomhasaCJ, 22nd Marc1t.1922. 

To 

Sir, 

THB SECRETAY, TBB MII.LOWNERS' AsSOCIATION, 

BomBay-India. 

I have just oompleted a toQ1' ill East Africa, including Uganda, Kenya and Zanzibar. 
I have oonversed with the Heads of Importing firms, distributing firms and retail dealers 
at remote Indian stores in the interior, and hear the same story everywhere. The East 
African colonies have been good customers for the products of Indian cotton mills. Every 
year many thousands of Africans of different tribes are being converted to the use of 
clothing. But I regret to inform you that, though India could supply all the Colonies' 
requirements of sheeting (known as Americani), sheets (chudders) and checks, yet, 
instead of capturing the whole, the Indian mills are rapidly losing the share they have 
had of the trade in these piecegoods. The reason is principally one of price. The Manager 
of the leading Indian firm trading in Uganda, with its Head Office in Bombay, told me 
that, while they were formerly doing a good trade in Bombsy .. Americani" they have 
been compelled to obange their business, and trade in .Japanese, Dutch and American 
goods. A pieoe of 30 yards of the Bombay product weighs 7 Ihs. while a piece of Japanese 
at the same price weighs 10 Ibs. , 

I am aware that the Indian mills have at present such an excellent market in India 
that they can afford to ignore the export market of East Africa. But I' venture to suggest 
that it is unwiee for them to do so. This export trade might soon become of very great, 
if not, vits.l importance, and it is my humble opinion that the Indian mills should do 
all they can, even at some lOBS for the time being, to recapture and retain tllis 
trade. It must be recognised that these Colonies are undergoing a period of serious 
depression. Money is short with all classes. If the Indian mills are not prepared to 
turn out better stuff to compete with American and Japanese goods at their price, then 
they should proportionately reduce their priceS for the inferior goods they are sending. 
Being cheaper the latter would still have a good sale among the poorer classes. 

2. At present Indian cotton blankets get a good sale generally, but in some tracts
visited by me they are rapidly losing ground with imports from Holland. The latter 
are generally smaller but make II,p for this in brighter colouring (reds and yellows, the 
gaudier, the better) which attracts many African tribes; I found this particularly the 
case in some stores in the interior of Uganda. In stores of the highlands of Kenya I 
found that the Dutch blankets were selling cheaper. The more expensive Indian bla.nkets 
,_re getting a sa.le, largely through European settleI')! buying them for their labourers. 
The sale would be much helped by t\le use of more reds and yellows, "nd by some 
Je(ipotjoJl iu 'price. 
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3. At present the trade in prints is divided between Manchester, America, Holland, 
Switzerland and other countries. I am not aware if any Indian mills are yet able to 
undertake this class of prodUCts. If so, samples should be sent over andJIloderate prices 
quoted. 

4. It is my belief, in which I am confirmed by my convoersation with important 
traders here, that the Millowners' Association ought to have a joint Agent in East Africa, 
say at Zanzibar which is the principal,distributing centre.· He would be in touch with 
the distributing firms who would he kept informed by the retail dealers of the reqilirements 
of different tracts, and would place orders in India. The present system of haphazard 
purchase of mixed consignments through brokers in the Bomhay bazar leads to a lot of 
trouble in the Customs on this side. My suggestion is no~ impracticable because the 
Calico Printers' Association of Great Britain have already recognised the need and have 
established a permanent representative in East Africa. I met a Japanese gentleman in 
Mombassa in January ann found him up in 'Uganda this month. It is more than probable 
that he is collecting full information of local markets with a view to the complete capture 
of the trade in sheeting for Japan, though primarily concerned in the purchase of Uganda. 
Cotton. 

5. I rega.rd this matter as of great importance and trust that you will he good enough 
to circularise a.ll the members of your Association. The question of reducing prices in 
¥ast Africa should not be held over while lengthy proceedings drag on for sending over 
a joint representative. If even one Indian mill will take it up at once, it will do some 
good and may help to stem the rapid ehb which has already set in. 

I ha.ve the bonour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient serva.nt, 

(Signed) C. G. LEFTWIcH, 
Indian Trade Commissioner in East Africa.. 

No. 392/66 of 1922 

MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, 

Bombay, 4th Mav1922. 

TIm INDIAN TRADE .C,)MMISSIONEB, 

Post Box No. 141, 

Mom basa., East Africa.. 

Dea.r Sir, 

I a.m directed to a.cknowledge receipt of your letter No. 66 da.ted the 22nd March 1922 
and to tha.nk you lor pla.cing before my Committee so comprehensive a. review of the 
si.tuation with rega.rd to Indian goods in the East Africa.n market, which they ha.ve rea.d 
with very great interest. 

I a.m to add that a. copy of your letter has been sent to all members of the Assooia.tion 
a.nd sa.mples of the Ja.panese cloth in question ma.de a.va.llable to them for inspeotion. 
Their attention has a.lso been invited in particula.r to the suggestion contained in the la.st 
paragraph. My Committee, a.t the 9a.me time, will be gra.teful if you will be good enough 
to advise them of any developments in the situa.tion described in your letter whioh may 
arise at a later da.te. 

(True copy) 

Yours fa.ithfully, 

(Signed) C. B. SAYER, 
. Seore~. 
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AmrllXUBB E 

CIUIom Duty Otl Pieu-goo<ls Impr>rlell into EII8t A/rica 

Dear Sir. 

THli MOMBASA INDIAN MERCHANTS' CHAMBEB AND BURBAU, 

Mombasa, 2'1th Septembef' 1922. 

'I beg to confirm my cable to you of the 14th instant, reading :-
.. Proposed new tariff uubleached piece.goods five pence per pound gross :weight 

whereas bleached remains ad valorem 20 per cent. seriously affects Indian foreign 
trade whole of Eastern Africa; meaning differential treatment. Represent strongly 
Viceroy, Colonial Office immediately. keep to ad valorem. Indian Chamber." 

There are a number of items which are objectionable. but I mainly draw your attention 
to the fact that owing to the influence of settlers the Government is adopting the principle 
of Proteotive Duties. It ie the opinion of my Chamber that such duties are most 
objectionable as they are only a favour to one community at the expense of other larger 
oommunitiell. 

2. As regards the proposed new tariff my Chamber has made strong representations
and the members of my Chamber have given evidence before the Finance and Economic 
Committee against the specifio duties and the increases in .the duties. The'duties on the 
artioles of necessity. such as food.stuffs, sugar, tea, coarse and fine salt (table salt excluded 
aa the duty on same ie on ad valorem scale) havII been greatly increased onder the 
proposed new specifio scale tariff. 

3. There is one item of unbleached piece-goods which particnlarly affects the Indian 
export trade, and I have, therefore. drawn your attention to thie matter in time by the 
cablegram above referred to. 

4. At:thep~eaent moment&1l piece.goods pay an ad .lorem duty of 20 per cent., but 
aocording to the new proposed tariff unbleached piece·goods such as Americani, chudders, 
etc., shall have to pay the specifio duty of 40 shilling.cents (a shilling is equal to 100 
shilling-cents) per pound gross weight, whereas bleached. printed and other piece.goods 
will remain at an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent.! 

6. The arguments advanced in favour of the change are ::-
(a) it will simplify the Custcms work. -
(b) it will be easy to work duty per pound, 
ec) it will save riek of fraudulent invoice prices, 

and the argument advanced in favour of retaining 20 per oent. ad valorem duty on
bleaohed, printed aud other piece-goods ie :-

The qualities of these articles differ, making it impossible to fix a satisfactory schedule 
of specifio duty. . 

6. I shall now here try to show you the weakness Of the arguments mentioned in para· 
graph 5 above :-

(a) It is the definite and oonsidered opinion of my Committee by their personal 
experienoe with the Customs working that the specific duty is not going to simplify 
the Customs work but, on the contrary. the Customs work will be most complicated 
and difficult; 

(h) it will be as well as easy to work out the ad valorem duty; 
(c) there has never been one instanoe even up to now of any Indian invoice fonod 

fraudulent or with wrong prices shown with intent to cheat the Customs authorities ; 
and, therefore, my Chamber begs to state that the specifio duty on the article of 
unbleached ootton piece.goods is not the result of the arguments advanced by the' 
Economic and Fina"oe Committee, as well as several white settiers; on the other hand, 
it will lead to the following results :-

(al Although at present the Customs authorities have worked out the specific duty 
table for thisarticleat20 per cent. ad valorem on the present ruling prices, it (the percent. 
age) will be greatly increased when the price of cotton piece.goods goes down in India. 
as there is every likelihood of the price of the unbleached cotton piece. goods going 
down in the very near future, and as more than 70 per oent. of the nobleached 
cotton pieoe·goods come from India, that trade will be greatly affected. 
7. The specifio duty is to be calculated on gross weight (including packing articles 

hoops, etc.) and I may mention that thie is the only article on the specifio duty table 
upon which' gross weight is to be calculated, and as Indian packing greatly differs from 
each other, it will be a great disadvantage. In the o:pinion of my Committee the dutyon. 

o • JrlO Y 420-19 
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gross weight is ab"solutely unjustifiable and this is the only item, as I told you above, upon, 
which duty is to be collected on gross weight. The specific duty will work out cheaper 
on light weight qualities of high.priced Americani imported from America, and to that 
extent it will materially affect the Indian export trade with the whole of Eastern Africa. 
Bleached goods having been left at 20 per cent. in certain instances will work out cheaper 
than unbleached and will, therefore, replace the latter, thus reducing the usual imports 
from India. . 

8. In view of all this my Committee feels that it is a differential treatment to the 
Indian unbleached cotton piece·goods trade and in this matter the feeling of the whole 
Indian mercantile community is very strong. . 

9. A resolution protesting against this duty and making it clear that it is a differential 
treatment was passed by the 4th Sessions of the E. A. Indian National Congress at Nairobi 
on the 17th instant. 

10. My Chamber' has also made representations to the local Government and has 
Tequested the non·official Indian members on the Kenya Legislative Council to oppose 
this measure. 

11. As it is very important that the Indian Government should move in this matter, 
I have oabled you this information and trust you immediately made strong representa. 
tions to the Indian Government requesting the Governor·Gencral in Council to take up 
this matter with the Colonial Office. 

12. Since writing the above I have been informed.that the local Government, without 
caring for our protests, has passed the duty as shown above. 

13. By the proposed new tariff the food·stuffs duty has been greatly increaSed beyond 
the power of poor people. ' 

No. 825-123 

THE SEORETARY; 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) D. B. DESAI, 

Secretary. 

THE MILLOWNEBS' ASSOCIATION, 

Bombay, oth October 1922. 

INDIAN MEBCIIANTS' CHAMBER AND BUREAU, • 
Mombasa (East Africa). 

Dear Sir, 
I am directed to acknowledge your cable of the 14th of September, asking this Associa· 

tion to support and ad valorem import duty on all piece.goods in place of the proposed 
duty of 4t1rd. per lb. on unbleached and 20 per cent. ad valorem on bleached piece·goods. 

In reply I am to inform yo'; that my Committee are in favour of an all·round advalorem 
import duty and I am to forward herewith the attached copy of a representation on this 
subject which they have addressed to the Department of Commerce, Government of 
India. 

Sir, 

No. 824-123 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) C. B. SAYER, 

Secretary. 

THE MILLOWNEBS' ASSOCIATION, 

Bombay, oth October 1922. 

THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT' OJ!' INDIA; 

DEl'ARTMENT OJ!' COMMERCE, Silnla. 

I have the honour, by direotion of my Committee, to addreSs you on the subject of the 
proposed import dutiCl! ~ l?e levi,1;l4 by the adminil!~r!l!t!o~ of Kenya Colony on oottoll 
Jlieoe'~oods, , ' . . . .. , 
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2. From II cable received from the Indian Merchants' .chamber and Bureau, Momba.sa, 
my Committee understsnd tha.t it is proposed to levy an import duty of 41~ per lb. 
on unbleached piece-goods while the duty' on bleached piece·goods is to remain a.t 20 
per cent. tid valorem. 

3. While 'my cOmmittee admit that the above proposal provides an equitable method 
of levying import duty 80 long a.8 the price of piece.goods remains a.t the present level, 
they desire me to point out that, if the price of pisce.goods were to drop, then, while the 
duty on bleached piece.goods would rema.in at 20 per cent. ad valorem, the duty on 
unbleached piece.goods would rise to a figure considera.bly a.bove that level, a.nd if this 
were to happen it would result in considerable ha.rdship to tra.ders in unbleached piece· 
goods and the Indian export trade would suffer accordingly. 

4. Also I am to remind you of the im porta.nce of the India.n export tra.de in un blea.ched 
pieoe.goods to East Africa by mentioning tha.t, of a.Il Sllch piece· goods imported into the 
East African Protectorate during the yea.r ending Ma.rch 31, 1921, 60 per oent. (of 
the value) were from Indis or Burma.h; wherea.s of the bleached a.nd other types of piece
goods imported into Ea.st Africa during the same period only 10 per cent. were from' 
India or Burmah. 

5. Thus my Committee are in favour of the East African import duty remaining an 
tid 1IlJIa,.m duty on both bleached and unbleached piece. goods not only because the 
propose:i change is liable to give undue preference to a certain section of the trade but 
al80 because an all·round ad valo,em duty provides a simpler and more permanent basis 
of assessment for all the various prices at which the goods may be sold. 

6. Consequently I am to request that the Government of India give this matter their 
most careful consideration and that if they a.re in agreement with the opinions of my 
Committee to address the Government of East Africa accordintly. ' 

Dear Sir, 

I have, etc., 
(Signed) C. B. SAYER, 

Secretary. 

THill MOJl[BASA INDIAN MIllBOHANTS CHAHBIIIB AND BUBEAU, 

Mombasa, 7th October 1922. 

I beg to enclose herewith particulars of the quantity of the unbleached and bleached 
cotton piece-goods imported into Kenya a.nd Uganda together with their respective values, 
and I hope the sa.me will sa.tisfy you for furthering the action which you ha.ve a.lrea.dy 
taken in regard to the protests for which I sent you a ca.blegram on the 14th September 
1922. 

The duties have already been increa.sed, and it will be reduced only if the Governor 
General in Council approaches the Right Honourable the Secretary of Sta.te for the 
Colonies, requesting him to exercise his powers under the Letters Patent Act of 1920 to 
disallow the said ordinanoe which is numbered 13 of 1922, .. The Customs Tariff 
Ordinanoe 1922." . 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed} D. B. DE.8AI, 

Secret!U"Y ; 
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ImporlB 0/ unbleached cotlon pieee-good8 into Kenya 

-- 1913-14 19U-15 1915-16 1916-17 
, 

, 

United KIngdom .. { 1,270,170 551,567 531,236 1,509,027 .. .. 
, £17,753 £6,736 £10,347 £35,829 

.. { 4,971,949 8,364,930 6,319,857 23,654,071 
India and Burma .. .. 

£63,901 £41,348 £81,931 £3,51,390 

.. { 2,105,242 597,200 174,8'00 12,634 
Italy .. .. .. 

£21,562 £6,587 £2,034 £473 

U. S. America .. { 11,936,418 3,856,217 10,364,394 4,583,929 .. .. .. 
£1,31,140 £41,770 £1,06,018 £71,914 

.. { .... 7,600 46,900 267,286 
Japan .. .. ., 

.... £113 £654 £5,126 

.. { .... 14,563 1,244 14,831 
Ambia .. .. .. .... £253 £27 - £461 

.. { 1,502,666 1,835,838 .... .... 
Austria-Hungary .. .. 

£15,479 £18,943 .... .... 

.. { 279,449 221,911 58,068 .... 
Belgium ' •• .. .. 

£7,471 £5,879 £1,836 .... 

.. { 74,034 34,835 1,500 .... 
France .. .. .. 

£1,861 £491 £20 .... 

.. { 116,149 78,573 800 4,700 
Germany •• .. .. 

£2,722 £2,217 £17 £155 

.. { 310,154 85,910 36,621 196,960 
Ho1Iand •• .. .. 

£7,23t 

a'~1 
£966 £6,800 

.. { 486,169 142,131 157,160 199,913 
SWitzerland .. .. 

£12,218 £3,013 £4,775 £8,256 
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I 1920-21 
From AprU 

-I 

From Jan. 
1917-18 19111-19 1919-20 to Dec_ to June 

1921 1922 

I I,S10,375 679,240 969,790 1,046,299 110,862 127,919 

£44,988 £30,138 £28,552 .£40,798 

I 
£11,788 £8,251-16 

11,137,110 6;158,859 I,017,I~ 8,356,087 4,494,772 1,340,318 

£2,'4,823 £1,58,576 £8,11,085 £4,03,117 £1,36,572 1.41,937-16 

.... .... 640 40,032 ~048 . ... 

.... . ... £40 £2,367 £289 ..... 
',380,261 1,654,646 4,019,440 2,573,955 7lll,370 1,285,111 

£97,581 £51,116 £I,l1,25S £1,10,948 £19,138 £32,300-17 

639,566 696,569 1,018,956 1,904,531 4,224,316 3,544,148 

£14,881 £22,6~ £88,028 £98,748 £1,42,802 £1,01,514-4 

1',332 6,223 8,422 6,774 38 ',tIS 

£68 £447 £530 £787 £5 £854-16 

.... .... . ... .... . ... . ... 

.... .... .... .... . ... . ... 

.... .... . ... 114,061 66,584 122,850 

.... .... . ... £7,380 £6,108 £8,43~7 

162 .... .... . ... 8,840 .... 
£6 .... .... . ... £641 .... 

-.... .' ... .... 9,180 6,000 . ... , 
.... .... . ... : £217 £375 . ... 

66,638 11,781 ..... 65,604 65,148 ' 8,781 

£3,IOS £516 .... £7,M1 £5,892 - - £940-12 

92,6U .... 19,808 2,926 .12,680 . 2,000 

1.4,421 .... £1,426 £733 £1,641 £93-17 
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Quantity( Yard8) 0/ cotton piece-gooda--bleacAeil-l ';ported intil 

- 1913-14 1914-15 1915-16 1916-17 

----

Uulted KIngdom ~. .. .. 6,333,922 1,817,847 1,851,696 7,359,552 

- Values .. £71,335 £28,381 £28,012 £125,452 

India and Burma .. .. . . 98,110 41,692 71,121 77,163 

Values .. ,£1,800 £991 £1,409 £1,969 

Austrla·Hungary , .. .. .. 4,617 . ... . ... . ... 
Values I .. £97 .... . ... . ... 

,Belgium .. .. .. . . 1,770 1,000 . ... . ... 
Values .. £53 £25 .... .... 

France .. .. .. . . 14,376 2,254 2,000 . ... 
Values .. £249 £64 £38 . ... 

Germany .. ., .. .. 64,584 H,956 . ... 10,400 

Values .. £1,066 £365 .... £221 

Hollaod .. ., .. .. '653,249 4,215 129,299 148,271 

Values .. £7,265 £114 £2,843 £3,423 

U. S. AmerIca .. .. .. 112.948 31,292 132,695 36,400 

Values .. £1,600 £507 £2,498 £691 

Italy .. .. .. .. 7,895 1,443 3,429 . ... 
£193 £37 £210 .... 

.. { .... 844 . ... . ... 1 Switzerland .. .. 

..If 
.... £25 .... .... 
.... .... .... 24,000 

Japan .. .. .. 
£517 l .... ... ..... 

.. { .... I 
... . .... 3,200 

Hong·Kong .. " £67 . .... 
! 

. .... .... 

\ .. { 'I .... .... . ... 
(\allau East AfrIca .. .. I 

1 .... 
I 

.... . ... 
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KenYA 11M tJgtinJa from 1913-1914, 30tA JaM 1922 witA 'lieir ftatue8 

From April From Jan. 
1917-18 19111-19 1919-20 1920-21 to Dec. to Juno 

1921 1922 

8,821.0&81 805,949 2,704,935 897,167 501,599 369,193 

£79,610 £26,800 £93,895 £66,886 £29,240 £19,925-14 

87,7'7 52,614 14,020 147,647 42,515 27,716 

£2,065 £2,344 £485 £9,939 £2,301 £1,354-19 

600 21.980 

£54 .... £1,244-14 

195 269 1,035 

£33 £23 £76 

4,884 

£813 

46,120 13,234 48,195 57,859 - 96,414 25,240 

il.182 £502 £1.927 £3,700 £4,447 £1.091-7 

800 15,800 16,000 

£84 £624 £1,189 

88,128 1,790 14,821 

£1,819 £73 £645 

6,938 15 

£674 £3-1 

1,124. 86,100 1,900 45,352 10,982 9.0ao 

£58 £1.487 £62 £2,693 £474 £275-10 

... ~ .. 
106 

£9 
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THB SBCRETARY, 
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No. 5788 

GOVERNMENT 011' INDIA, 

DEPARTMENT 011' COMMERCE, 

.Delhi, 4tk November 1922. 

~E Mn.LOWNBRS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY, 

I am directed to acknowledge the .receipt of your letter, No. 824-123, dated the 5th 
October, on the subject of the import duties levied by the administration of the Kenya 
Colony on cotton piece goods and to say that the Government .of Kenya. Colony have 
been asked to consider the points raised by your Association. I am to add that the Indian 
Trade Commissioner in East Africa has also already made representations on the subject 
to the Kenya Government.-I have, etc. . _ 

(Signed) D. T. CHADWICK, 
Secretary to the Gover:nment of India. 

ANNEXURB F 

No. 12220 H-37 

THB GREAT INDIAN PBNINSULA. RAILWAY, 

AOENT'S Oll'lI'ICB, • 

Victoria PeNninUB, Bombay,20tk January 1926. 

THB SEORETARY, MILLOWNBR'S ASSOOIATION, BOMBAY. 

D~o.r Sir, 
Freight rates on goods sent from Sholapur. 

Your letter No. 1312-137 of 9th November 1925 and 
this office letter No. 12220-H-28 of 9th December 1925. 

i have to point out that in framing rates" distance" is not the only deciding factor 
as appears to be assumed in the representation of the Millowners of Sholapur. Various 
other considerations have to be taken into account especially the cost of carriage by 
competitive routes. I deal with the points raised in the Sholapur letter seriatim :-

(1) Ratea to Calcutta.-There is an alternative route by sea for goods traffic between 
Bombay and Calcutta and Railway rates between these places y.ve been forced down 
as a result of this competition. The same reasons have forced us to quote reduced rates 
from Bombay to Madras and Madura. 

(i) The rate from Ahmedabad to Calcutta, via Agra East Bank is Rs. 2-9-1 per maund 
and not Re. 1-14-0 as shown in the representation. It may here be pointed out tha.t 
the same through rate of Re. 2-9-1 per maund is available from Ahmedabad to Calcutta, 
Ilia Amalnerand Nagpur. . 

(it) Delki.-Bombay-Delhi rates are governed by competition with the Calcutta 
and Karachi Ports. The Madras-Delhi rate is also forced down by competition. ~·ia 
Caloutta and the sea routes. 

(iii) OaW1lpore.-Bombay-Cawnpore rates are quoted in competition with the East 
Indian Railway rates between Calcutta and Cawnpore. The Hubli-Cawnpore rate 
~s quoted equal to the Bombay rebooking rate .. The distance from Ahmedabad to 
Cawnpore by the B. B. & C. I. Railway route is 745 miles and not 1,137 as mentioned 
in the representation. . 

(ill) MadraB.-The correct Bombay-Madras rate is Rs. 2-2-3 permaundand not Re.l 
per maund against the rate of Re.l-1O-7 from Sholapur to Madras. The Ahmedabad
Madras rate is influenced by the sea competition via ~mbay. 

(II) Amritaar.-The Madras-Amritsar rate is forced down by sea competition Ilia 
Caloutta. 

(vi) Madura.~The rate from Petland to Madura is Rs. 2-10-11 and not Rs. 3 as 
stated; it is quoted in competition with the rate obtained by the sea-cum-railway 
route Ilia Bombay and Tuticorin. 
2. From these remarks it will be observed that the special rates in force have in every 

instance been necessitated by adjustment with rival competition routes but I take this 
opportunity of pointing out that if a railway elm win and retain competitive traffio at 
remunerative rates the ultimate result is a general lowering of the rate level. The 
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converse is true that if a line eeues to competef or traffic the general level of other rates 
will inevitably rise. The principle of all railways is to. char.ge what the traffic will bear, 
i.e., not to charge so high a rate tbat the free development of trade will be hampered. 
This is the policy that hu been followed at Sholapur and the figures of traffic show 
that the 8holapur Mill industry hu profited exceedingly under the rating policy of the 
G. I. P. I need not here reproduce in support of that statement the current market 
values of 8holapur mill shares or the record of put dividends. These will be well 
known to your Association. 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

ANNEXURE G 

Quantity Cin yards) 0/ Piecegoods produced and ezporttd from J tllpan 

--.--
Year Total Prodo.- Exportation of Percentage 

tlon cotton cloth of export. to 
production 

700,697,9a5 649,376,060 92'67 

869,327,852 740,970,691 85'23 

1,000,708,890 766,861,099 76'63 

1,030,905,658 963,238,655 93:43 

1,179,424,000 1,217,374,604 103'2 

N~.-It should be remembered tb.t the total production given above represento only tbe ligures 
01 production by 100mB owned by members 01 the Japan Cotton Spionero' Association. The total 
number of 100mB affiliated to the Japan C.ottou Spionero' ABBOciation io 1924 was 60,000 
approximately. 
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Witness No.1 

TIiE'BOMB~Y MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 

Further Oral Evidence recorded at Bombay on the 1st and 2nd November 1926 

The followiIlg gentlemen represented the Association ;
A. Geddis, Esq., Chairman, 
H. P. Mody, Esq., Deputy Chairman, 
C. N. Wadia, Esq., C.I.E., 
S. D. Saklatwala, Esq., 
T. Maloney, ES\l., Secretary~ 

SECTION I 

General 

Presidenl.-We neet to.day with a view to clear up outstanding points. I think our 
best plan will be to follow: as far as possible the order in the original questionnaire and 
the original discussion in order to keep the discllssion 8M fsr as we can on definite lines, 
and to prevent its becoming too desultory. The first quesliion that WE' should naturally 
like to ask is what changes there have been in the situation since we last met. What 
we should like to know is the effect on the industry generally of the fall in the price of 
cotton due to the very large Ameri('an crop. We woul<llike to know whether the fall 
in thl' price of clotb and yarn has corresponded to the fall in the price of cotton, and we 
would also like to have your general views on the outlook. 

A. Mr. G • .ddia.-The fall in the price of cotton has a(lded a very heavy loss to the 
industry with our unsold stocks. They have depreciated in value, and that loss 
naturally will fall on the industry. 

A. Mr. Mody.-If we take Koompta cotton, our staple cotton, the price has come 
down, by Rs. 50 to Rs. 60 since we last met whereas the {,rice of cloth has come down 
by two annas. . 

Q. Acoording to the figures we have here, which are your latest figures, Mr. M'ldy, 
the latest quotation that for 15th October 1926 of the price of longcloth is 15 annas 6 
pies. Is that a fall of two aunas ? 

A. We shall beluoky if we can mllonage to sell any reasonable quantity at 14, aunas 6 
pies. That is the pl'AilSent position, and that will be made apparent to yon when the 
Diwali sales take place. 

Q. The last quotation we have is for the 15th of Odober. 
A. Mr. Geddi~.-There have been some sales of cloth since at lower prices and I think 

Mr. Mody is correot. I do not think that sal.)S will go through Diwali at 14 annas 
6 pies. _ . 

A. Mr. Motly.-The latest figure is 15 annas. Th9.t will be shown in the stat~ll'ent 
which i~ beinll: compiled and wa do n(lt anticipate anything mcre than 14 ann!,s 6 pies 
at Diwali and even then we do not think we shall be able to sell large quantitiES. 

Q. Are not these statements available until a fortnight after the date to which they 
relate' 

A; It takef' about a week to get them ·out. 
Q. The latest one we have is for 15th October. 
A. They are isoued every fort.night, and you will have the latest one in B day or two. 
Q. How far does a fall of 2 annas a pound of the price of cloth correspond to a fall of 

Rs. 50 is the price of cotton ? 
A. Mr. Wadia.-The price of ready cotton, that is if you want to buy to-day, is Rs.40 

to Rs. 51) higher than the price ofthe new crop you can buy, so that if we desire to convert 
cotton into cloth we are much worse off than we were when we last met, but if you can 
contract for cloth to be delivered in March and can wait till the new cro!, comes in then I 
think the fall in cotton corresponds almost exactly to the fall in the price of piecegoods. 

Q. It would be intl'resMng if you could give us the correct figure. Are you referring 
- to the fall in price of ready cotton?· . . 

A. Mr. Mody.-I am speaking about Koomrta cotton which is the staple cotton for 
most mill~. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-The price of ready cotton, Koompta, when we last met was Rs.350. 
To.day it is Rs. 300. 



Q. What about the future f . 
A. We CAll get American cotton to rerlace it atRs. 250. 
Q. When does the new crop of Koompta begin to come in t 
A. March.April. 
Q. Are there any quotations for that now Y 
A. The quotation for March.April is Rs. 25 above Broach. 
Q. How much is that t 
A. Broach to·day is Rs. 250 to Rs. 255. 
A. Mr. Moay.-Whilst on the subject of our position relatively to what it was when 

we were Jast before you, stocks have gone up. 
A. They went down in September. 
A. Yes, in September. But they have been ~oing up since then. 
Q. Owing to the fact that there is no ol!'·take t 
A. Yes. . 
Q. 18 tbat due to the uncertainty of outlook in regard to the pr(ce of cotton! 

'A. Yes. 
Q. Can you give us the exact facts in regard to the imports of American cotton Y 

Can you tell us what their extent is , . 
A. I think there will be imports of 60 to 70 thousand bales altogether. That was 

the figure given to me by some one in the know though it has been variously reported as 
150 to 200 thousand bales. The actual figure is 60 or 70 thousand bales of ,American 
cotton. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-The last figures we received were something like 65,000 bales. We 
are now making enquiries on behalf of the Cotton Committee for information from our 
members and we are getting the actual figures from them. I do not think it exceeds 
60 thousand bales at the present moment. 

Q. When will that. be arriving t 
A. It is arriving. It began to arrive in October. . 
A • .Mr. Geddi •• -There were 14 thousand bales before the 31st of May and it has been 

coming in regaularly since. :rhe October-December arrivals will be heavier than for 
any other month this year. 

Q. For what purpose will this American ootton be used' 
A. Warp and weft of cloth. 
Q. What counts f _ 
A.24&. 

Q. Can you get~nything above 30s out of it Y 
A. It depends. We are purchasing dilferent types. One mill would spin 30s and 

another mill would spin 24s. 
A • .Mr • .Mody.-Not from the type of cotton which we can get at Re. 250 and Re. 260. 

Not from that. 

Q. Do you oonsidl'r these large Am~rican imports due in any way to the exchange Y 
A • .Mr. Geddis.-It is due to the fact that the American cotton is cheaper than Indian 

ootton to-day. 

Q. Quite so. That is obvious, but do you consider that in any way is t!J.e eHect of 
exchange Y . 

A; .Mr. Wadia.-Very largely. It is entirely a matter of exchange. 

Q. It caunot be entirely, because even if the exchange were back at the Is. 4d. . level, 
there would be a slight difference in favour of American cotton as far as I can make 
out the figures. 

A. 121 on Rs. 250. 

Q. 121 on Rs. 300. That would give American cotton •••••••. 
A. You are within Rs. 14 of what it ought to be Owing to exchange: 

Q, 'In this pa~cular case exchange is working to your advantage because it enables 
you to get Amencan cotton cheaper than Indian and thereby bring down the pirce of 
Indian cotton. - ' 

A. What about those gentlemen who hold ready cotton bought at high prices! 

Q. We are looking at it from the I?oint of view of the textile industry. 
A • .Mr • .Mody.-At the same time it is depressing the price of Indian cotton which] 

think is of doubtful advantage to us because our consumers will have so much less to 
spend. . . 
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Q. Don't these imports of American cotton go to' show that Japan also is in the same 
position, a point whioh is denied by th~ advocates of the export duty! 

A. Japan would not be able to substItute the whole of the Indian crop. To a certa41 
extent it would, but not to the whole extent because some classes of Indian cotton Japan 
must have unless they are entirely out of parity, which is not likely to be the case. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-To Japan it is still a matter of exchange. The Japanese exchange has 
not been raised by 12i per cent. 

Q.I do not quite follow. . . 
A. We are getting according to you, Sir, a benefit to the extent of 12i per cent. owing 

to our exchange being near Is. 6d. Japanese Yen exchange has been raised up and so 
they could also get the benefit of American cotton. 

Q. That then seems to show that Japan can substitute American cotton for Indian 
cotton. 

A. Mr. Mody.-To a, certain extent, yes. 
Q. There was one point I did not go into with you on the last occasion in regard to 

this question of general depression, and that was the effect on the Bombay cotton industry 
ofthe two attempted comers in cotton in 1922. I believe there was an attempt at 
cornering at the beginning of 1922 as the result of which the Apollo and Elphinstone 
mills changed hands. There was another in September 1922 as a result of which the 
Mathradas, Kastoorchand and some other spinning and weaving mills changed hands. 
That was not mentioned in our last diSCUSsion, but I should like to know your views as 
to the effect on the mill industry of these two comers and of the number of mills that 
changed hands in consequence and also whether the depression in the industry cannot 
to a very large extent be dated from that year ! 

A. I do not think the mill industry was affected at all. It affected the fol'tunes of 
certain individuals and certain mills changed hands as you say but so far as the effect 
on the industry is concerned I think it was negligible., , 

Q. You say it affected the fortunes of the individual mills. There were seven of 
them altogether-six in Bombay and one outside. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-It affected the agents of the mills and not actually the mills. When 
they themselves became bankrupt or financially embarra.ssed the mills had to change 
hands. _ 

Q. Would not that result in a general loss of confidence throughout the industry! 
A. It is naturally upsetting to the industry to have a contract at a very unrealleve1. 

But it affects all purchasers of cotton, including Japan equally. 
A. Mr. Mody.-This was not an upheaval of such a char¥ter as to affect the industry. 
Q. I should think that changing hands of six mills in Bombay was bound to have a 

deleterious effect on the industry. ' 
A. It had a deleterious effect on the share bazaar. But it did not affect the industry. 

Q. Not as a sign that the boom period was at an end! 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-No, because it was not the mills which were actually conoerned. It 

was the agents. 

Q. The large American crop and the heavy fall in price is a world factor, is it not! 
We have been told, as you know, that the depression in the Bombay industry is in no 
way due to any world factors, but is not the large American crop and the consequent 
heavy fall in price a world factor' 

A. That is a world factor that has come into operation since we Diet last. 
Q. That has been the reply whioh has been given us by some other witnesses. 'But 

the point is that although there has been suoh a sudden and sharp fall this year there 
has in the last two years been a very heavy American crop whioh has resulted in a gradual 
fall and a gradually inoreasing loss of confidence. Therefore if you admit that the fall 
in the prioe of cotton:this yea.r is due to a heavy American crop, which is a world factor, 
does that not apply to a somewhat less extent to the Amerioan orop in the last two years ! 
I cannot see how you can consider the heavy American orop a world factor this year 
and not in previous years' 

A. Mr. Mody.-To a. certain extent, yes. This yea.r of course it is more aooentuated, 
and you might say now that it is a factor of some importance •.. ' We have never said 
that world factors had no influence at a~ on our position. ' . 

Q. We have got the monthly statistics of spinning and weaving for june and July, 
unfortunately the last ones available. It seems to ~ow a rema.rkable faot. It shows 
Lhat the produotion of shirtings and longeloth for the first four months of this finanoial 
~'eM in Bombay was very much higher than it was last year. 

A. Mr. WadiG.-The only point is, af,ter the strike we had to make up for lost tinle. 
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Q. When did you open after the strike t 
A. Ahout the 1st 01 January. 
Q. This is from April to July. I am referring to 1471 million yards of longeloth as 

against 107 for the oorresponding four months of 1924 and 113 for the eorresponding 
four months of 1925. , 

A. Mr. Maloney.-There has been a change in the system of collecting statistics by 
the Government of India since April 1st, 1926. 

Q. What haa been the change t 
A. The Government of Ingia used to take these figures from the excise returns. Now 

they take the actual production in the mills. 
Q. What difference does that make t 
A. It makes a great deal of difference. Last year the returns of production 

represented, approximately, the sales. 
A. Mr. Mody.-The previous figures were based on the stuff issued out of the mill 

premises. Naturally it would be leas than the stuff produced from day to day. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-The figures are not comparable. 
Q. It really seems that the figures we have are simply hopelP.jlS. There does not seem 

a Bingle figure on which implicit reliance can be placed. If these figures cannot be used, 
what figures are we to use f 

A. Previously the figures were based on the Excise returns which were compiled from 
the number of bales that went out of the mills, and these figures to-day are based on 
eales. It eannot be a proper comparison. 

Q. What are we to compare t 
A. Mr. Mody.-These figures you have got are all right, but you cannot compare them 

with the previous years' figures. 

Q. But even so, allowing that to the fullest extent, it seems fairly obvious that the 
production is steadily increasing. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-You cannot argue that from those figures! 
Q. I think a rise from 212 milli~ yards of grey goods to 252 million yards does show 

that the production is increasing. , ' 
A. Yes, but you are not comparing the same thing, as has been pointed out to you. 

Now, I will give you an instance. A man bought in April-l,500 bales of shirtings. If 
our returns had been in the same form as last year's, theamountissuedo~t of the mill 
would only have been. 1,000 bales. Therefore you have got 1,000 bales there, whereas 
this year you have got the whole of the 1,500 bales of which 500 is still unissued out of' 
the mill. So that is 33 per cent. If you take that for all the mills you would very soon 
arrl ve at the difference. We 'have still on hand 500 bales of cloth representing nearly 
a hundred thousand yards presumably. If we had shown them last year, this would not 
have been there. We have shown them this year as being production. That is one 
Individual sort in an individual mill. 

Q. Your point is that before the 1st of April 1926 the figures are not the figures ilf 
production, but were figures of goods issued from the mills, and that -now you give 
figures for the total production which includes everything that is turned out f 

A. Yes. At this time last year our stocks were 100 thousand bales. They were not 
included in these figures. 

Q. It is very disquieting to find that the figures on which we are supposed to work are 
80, unreliable. These oircumstances One only discovers more or less casually, but at ,the 
same time what the figures do show is that Bombay is more or less sticking ,to its regular 
lines whereas Ahmedabad is increasing its manufacture in other lines. The manufacture 
for instance of shirtings and longcloth in Ahmedabad has gone down oonsiderably for 
the first four months of April to July whereas the manufacture of dhooties has gone up 
very oonsiderably. I do not know whether you have seen these figures for Ahmedabad. 
We have some striking figures for Ahmedabad which show that the Ahmedabad mills 
were able to pay dividends of over 12 per cent. in 1923, 121 per oent. in 1924; and 141 
per oent. in 1925-for the whole of the mills. That is on paid up oapital. And they 
were able to pay dividends of 31, 4 and 4 4/5 per cent. in those three years on their paid 
up oapital, reserves, and depreciation funds all in. That is for all the mills-good, 
bad and indifferent. Those are very striking figures, to say the least of tt, and I think 
you will agree with ms that they show that the depreesion in Ahmedabad is, to put it 
very mildly, very much less than it is in Bombay. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-May I explain. I happen to have a mill In Ahmedabad also. In 
the years 1924 and 1925 there were prolonged strikes In Bombay .. nd naturally Ahmedabad 
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- took advantage of those strjkes to a great extent, and I know that for a fact, because 1 
have been through the Ahmedabad mills, that they did better in 1924.25 than the 
Bombay mills, but that does not mean that the causes of the depression are difierent at all. 
It may be a question of time. First Bombay is. hit and later on perhaps Ahmedabad. 
And as a matter of fact, I know that during these six months of 1926 they are not expect
ing anything like the'profits that they made in 1924·25. So after all it may be a matter 

- of time. Though the depression has been very acute in Bombay it might not have reached 
Ahmedabad. They were better off for various reasons in 1924.25, but now they are 
feeling the depression very severely. . 

Q. During the last few weeks owing to the American crop that may have been so, but 
certainly when we wl\.re there last, there had been no material change in the situation. The 
evidence we got when we were up there before the report of the heavy American crop 
showed that they were still doing fairly well. I do not quite see how the mill strikes in 
Bombay could have helped them to the extent that you maintain they did in view of the 
fact that you had such heavy stocks here. I could understand it if you had no stocks at 
all. But as you had heavy stocks, I cannot see how they were better off7 

A., We had heavy stoqks. They were better off comparatively because these strikes 
entailed a heavy loss on the Bombay mills apart from the general depression. The fixed 
charges the mills had to pay. Therefore comparatively the mills in Ahmedabad were 
better off. . 

Q; I can quite understand their being better off because they had no strikes. That 
is not the point at all. The point is I cannot Bee what direct benefit they got from the 
strikes in Bombay. My point is they would have returned exactly the same figures if 
there had been no strikes. 

A. That is not quite so. It is true that Bombay had large stocks but it does not mean 
that every variety that was being made in the mills was in stock. There were some varie
ties which were being sold from month to month and owing to the stoppage of the mills 
'We had to stop the production of these varieties, and Ahmedabad got in there. 
Some contracts in Bombay had to be cancelled because no deliveries could be made. 
These merchan~ naturally went to Ahmedabad and got hold of similar stuff from 
Ahmedabad. • 

Q. Doesn't that go to show the point which we shall go into in more detail which is 
.that Bombay concentrates too much on particular varieties, and therefore when a strike 
com.es you cannot distribute your losses so to speak. You cannot diminish your stocks 
in equal proportions in the different varieties' 

A. I do not think Bom.bay is making a smaller nUIl\ber of varieties than Ahmedabad . 
.Tn fact Bombay is doing much more in dyed and bleached goods. 

Q. Not in bleached goods, not according to the figures we have. The figures show that 
the production of bleached goods in Bombay is absolutely negligible. 

A. I am talking of varieties, not the total quantity. Ahmedabad is bleaching mostly, 
and that is the one of their main lines. Bombay is making greater number of varie. 
ties, in dyed goods especially. 

Q. We will go into that. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Abotlt Ahmedabad, the wages are 121 per cent. 'less than those of 

Bombay. You must add 121 per cent. to our losses for that. 

Q. You say that your wages are 121 per oent. highel than Ahmedabd , 
A. On the whole we are paying 12k per cent. more wages than Ahmt'ld"bad. 

Q. I do not think so. We will go into that later on when we come to the costs of 
production. . 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Mr. Saklatvala says it is 10 per cenG. He has got mills both in 
Ahmedabad and Bombay and hI;! is in a position to know. ,. 

Prr:Pde1lt.-We will go into it pre~l'ntly, Mr. Wadia. 
A. it would make a fine dividend if we could have 10 per cont, saving on the wagel' 

biU. . 

Q. AIuD.edabad will probably say that yon have advantagE's in other respects. 
A. You asked about the reasonsandlamgivingthereasons. 
A. Mr. Mody.-I have an idAa that in the next two or three months Ahmeuabad will 

. be singing to a different tune. 

Q. They have also asked for Ilrotection as you know. . 
A. I do not think that they a.re Cluite &,Ij well oIT ~ tht.y havliI been for tho last yeft~ 

or t.wn. . 
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Baja Hari KNllm Kaul.-The lll'lult ef.the cheapening of cotton prices is that you 
are able to buy AJIl<!ri::an cotton in place ot Indian cotton-tho cheaper grades of 
American cotton. 

A. On the contr .. ry, th., price of Indian cotton has to fall further in order ~hat reople· . 
may be able to sell their cotton against the American cotton and that will reduce the 
income ofJhe ryot. . 

Q. And I understand you to say th .. t it will affect your sMes. 
A. It will reduce the purchasing power of the ryo;. 
A. So far Indian cotton has been out of parity by anything like Rs. 15 to very nearly 

Rs. SI). That brought in naturally large imports of American cotton. Indian cotton 
bas got to go down in parity and to establish a level with American cotton before anybody 
can think of going to Indian cotton and naturally, to that extent, the Indian oultivator 
has not heen able to sell all his stock and he willsu1ier, and we shall suffer teo because he 
is our customer. 

Q. You 8ay it further reduces his purchMing power! 
A. Yes; it is bound to, particulally with the recommendation of the Currency 

COUlmission to fix tht el<change at lB. 6d. 
Q. As regards the ability of Ahmedabad to spin finer counts than Bombay we find that 

Ahmedabad has been spinning more yam of SIs to 40s in the past year. Is Bombay 
"Iso going more and more to mt'dium counts 1 

A. Mr. Sak/aftoala.-Yes; We are all making dhoties of 30s to 40s counts. A very 
considerable number of mills have tomed a very considerahle portion of th('ir machinery 
on to these hi gh('r oounts that you refer to. .. 

Q. Then you are sure the decrease in your outtom of COlllitS 31s to 40s is due to the 
strike or is it due to any other cause 1 . . 

A. It is due to the fact that we cannot s('ll the coarser COuntR of cloth and therefore 
we are now making this cloth. We are taking the place of the imported cloth. We are 
poaching on others' rreserves. That is our legitimate function, I take it. 

Q. But you have act\lally lost"ground in 30s to 40s, while Ahmedabad has. gained. 
That is la~t year. 

A. Mr. GtlldiB.-We h~d a strike. 
Q. That is what I wanted to know. Was it due to the strike 1 
A. Mr. Wadi<J.-More of 30s to 40s cloth is tumed out today'in Bombay than ever 

before in the history of Bombay. 
Piesid.m.-What is it woven from! From what cotton 7 
A. From Ugand& cotton. There are two kinds very well known in the market. 
Q. I notice that upto the end of July the production of 31s to 408 in Bombay Island 

was only 400,000 !bs.more.than it was last year and about ]80,000 !b9.more than it ",as 
in the vrevious year. In that case, I do not quite understand how it can be that BOIl] bay 
is producing more cloth of finer count. than it has done in the past. 

A. It has inorea.,.d now. 
Q. Since when' 
A. Since June. All the mills have increased their consumption of Uganda cotton and 

we are now going on to finer counts. 
Q. It is not yet visihle in the statistical returns. -
A. No; it will be visibl(' by the end of the year. 
Q. As a Tariff'Board we are very pleased to hear it. 
A. Mr. Mady.-It is home out by the figures. 
Q. It is not bome out hy the figures which we have got at present. 
A. Though not in any appreciable degree these figures do show to a certain extt'm 

t·hat we are going more and more to finer counts. 

Q. The increa9f\ .shoWn there is very small indeed. . As a matter of fact it is lIegligible 
on your own showmg-,-an increase of 170,000 II\s. over] 924 and that as you just pointed 
out may be due to the f""t that you are now returning .everything instead tlf returning 
m~rely the issues from the mills. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-That-does not apply to yam. 

A. Mr. Madll.-It does not affect yam at all. 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-There was no duty. 

Q. I Bee: there waS no excise duty. 
Mr. Subba Ra".-Y?u explained the difference in the position of the Bombay lI'ills 

and the Ahmedabad mIlls by a reference to the strike partly and partly by showing that 
the wages ate lower in Ahmedab&d. Would you e:Jplain similarly or by other rea~Ons 

• 
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why the other upc.ountry Fills have been d.oing fairly well these three years' r have 
g.ot fr.om ' Capital' a list .of 34 n:ills in vari.ous rarts .of India. I finei that in the last 
three years every .one.of them, barring eight, has been declaring a dividend. Does n.ot 

• that give r.o.om f.or th.ought 7 H.ow is it that the upc.ountry mills all .over India have been 
able t.o d" wall these three years? ' 

A: Mr. Geddi8.-I think we answered that questi.on ab.out the upc.ountry IIIills in .our 
previ.ous statement. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We have said that up.c.ountry mills have certain advantages due t.o 
proximity to markets, pr.oximity t.o coal fields and pr.oximity t.o the source.of supply 
of raw materials. 

Q. But all .of them are not near c.oal fields. 
A. They have cheaper c.onditi.ons of lab.our as well. 

Q. D.o y.ou attribute that t.o cheaper labour 7 
A. Und.oubtedly, labour is cheap outside B.ombay. 

Q. Then accessibility of the markets and cheap lab.our explain why they are able t.o 
d.o well, while it is not the case with B.ombay Y 

A. B.ombay has her own advantages. 

Q. S.o B.ombay, y.ou-think, is handicapped primarily both as regards lab.our and acces
sibility t.o internal markets 7 

A. Yes. It is n.ot s.o cl.ose t.o the s.ources .of supply as other markets are. We have 
p.ointed .out als.o that as regards certain .other upcountry centres they enj.oy special 

. advantages. For instance, there is an exp.ort tax on c.ott.on, in the Nizam's domini.ons 
of Re. 8. 

Q. There are only tw.o or three mills there. Except tw.o, n.o mill in this list is in the 
Indian States. They are mostly in British territ.ory. 

A. ~ a general statement, we may say proximity t.o markets and cheaper lab.our. 

A. Then y.ou said just n.ow that y.ou had been turning on t.o the produoti.on .of 
finer o.ounts, and weaving dhoties made .of finer c.ounts. That I assume naturally 
depends .on the imp.ort of f.oreign c.ott.on , 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Yes. 

Q. And is it possible t.o make the pr.oduoti.on of finer o.ounts a paying pr.op.ositi.on 
depending .on imp.orted c.ott.on , 

A. At the present moment, yes. 

Q. Would it make muoh difference if, for example, the present rates rise slightly, 
What would be the margin in case American cotton had not come down since June 7 
I thought you said that since June y.ou had been g.oing .on to finer oounts. 

A. We are going more and more on to finer counts than before. But you can unde~. 
stand that it takes time to organise this finer oounts dhoti business for the reason, th/Lt 
there are no less than 110 different borders, so that you have to produce 110 different 
kinds of which 5 or 6 may be packed in one bale and further to organise on a large scale 
a oloth business of which you have to produce 110 different sorts that takes time. 

Q. I understand that. But you were able to set on this new path before American 
cotton fell so low in price. 

A. But this has nothing to do with the Amerioan oottQn, This is Uganda ootton. 

Q. And would it also apply to finer varieties of Amerioan ootton ! Can you manufacture 
these counts from that ootton ! 

Mr. Geddi8.-0h, yes. It can be done. One could import American cotton to make 
finer oounts' . . 

Q. It oan be done' 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have been importing Uganda cotton in increasing quantities for the last five 

years. Ho'\f is it no great efforts were made, as you say, before last June to get on to 
finer counts' 

A. Mr. Wadia.-It is a matter of supply and demand. There has been a much greater 
demand for these finer oommodities and there has been a smaller demand for oo.r ooarse 
cloth and naturally in order to keep our looms going we turned on to these finer oounts. 
Most of the mills are ohanging from ordinary ooarse shirting to these finer qualities made 
out of Uganda ootton which they manage to sell easily. 

PreBident.-What we want to know is why the effort was n.ot made earlier' 
A. There was not the same demand for dhoties. For example the demand is ~~'. 

traordinM~Y lar~e now, omio~sly enough, for fine~ ~_oti~.. .- - .. -.. 
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Mr 811bba Rao."'-Are not the English dhoties which are imported made mostly of 
counts 30s to 4Os. f 

A. Yes. 
Q. And therefore the demand has been there. There is nothing new about it. 
A. Mr. Mody.-The demand for Indian made finer dhoties has developed recently. 

Both Ahmedabad and oljrselvea-Ahmedabad earlier than ourselves-are trying to' 
meet it. 

Q. The demand has been there all these years. But you seem to have discovered it 
for the first time now. When they bought English dhoties of those counts, I suppose the 
demand was there, and if you could have placed on the market goods of the same quality 
and the same finish, certainly the demand was there for your goods. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-I think I understand your meaning to be that we have been rather 
slack about knowing the market condition? 

Q. You have not been as go-ahead as you might have'been. 
A. I would remind you that it is • fact that five ye.rs ago the facilities for buying 

Ug.nda cotton were nothing like the facilities we enjoy to-day. The Uganda crop 
has begun to come on to the market in increasing quantities only during the last five 
ye.rs so th.t the cotton was not there five ye.,. .go. The second reason is that. 
Uganda cotton when first shipped in small quantities found a market in Liverpool. In 
those days when it found • ready market there, the difference between it and Broach. 
was very much larger than it is to-day. Its cheapness and the ease with which we can 
get Ug.nda cotton to-day h.ve stimulated our demand. 

A. You spoke of the ;'djustment of machinery to produce these finer counts. I should 
like to know if that adjustment involves very consider.ble expense. ,Is it possible to turn 
on your machinery that is now engaged in producing lower counts to turn out finer coun,.ts ? 
Does it involve considerable expense? 

A. It does not ent.il any considerable expense as far as the individual machines go. 
But you must remember that if you are spinning 20s. cotton it requires double the 
quantity of preparation machinery that 40s does. For instance if you are running 20 
ring fr.mes you can run those 20 ring frames with 10 cards on 20s. The number of 
cards can be out down by half if you are regularly on 40s. In changing from 20s to 408 
the additional expense of production is due to the fact that there will be a considerable 
qu.ntity of prep .. r.tion machinery lying idle. 

Q. SO th.t you h.ve got to wait till they become economic.Uy defunct to turn on 
to finer counts? ' 

A. Either that or put in more spindles to make the UBe of the readjusted machinery 
, for finer counts. , 

Q. Would th .. t involve expense? 
A. Yes; considerable expense. 
Raja Han K iSMn Kaul.-Or you could run the same spindles double shift? 
A. It is possible; but Indian l.bour is not very good at night work and it is very 

expensive. It is possible no doubt. 
A. Mr. 8akhUu>aIa.-We actually did it in the case of our Tata mills, because 'some of 

the machines on order did not arrive in time. Or rather the ring frames did not arrive 
in time and so we h.d to work the ring frames we had at night also; but then we were not 
•• tisfied with the production or with the quality. So we had to stop U. 

Q. We were told that spinning could be carried on at night but not weaving. 
A. It can be carried on; but the production is less R.nd the quality suffers. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-I want to get from you some kind of general statement as to whether 
you think this kind of change is practicable .nd can be pursued to a greater extent than 
now-I mean the change from the lower to higher counts ? 

A. Mr. Mody.-It aU depends on the preferences of tbe consuming centres. Calcutta. 
was a large buyer of Lancashire dhoties of finer counts. Now the buyers r.re evincing 
.. preference for our dhoties and so our dhoty trade is being develpped. But it will 
entirely depend upon the preference o~ the consumers. 

Pruident.-But he could not get your dhoties. He has had no chance of looking 
at them. How do you know what his preference was before' 

A. Mr. Geddis.-As Mr. Wadia said, the cotton was !lot .vailable to us at that time. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-That is a different point altogether. You cannot lay the blame on 
the consumer who has been given no opportunity to use your cloth. ',' 

A. Mr. Wadia.-We have not been able to give the article for wh.ich the consumer 
had. preference. I wish we had. 

y420--20 
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Q. loan understand that. . But I cannot understand the point that there was no 
market. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I am not quite sure if we oan assume that there was a market.· It 
may be that the taste of the buyers for Indian goods of finer counts has been developed 
in the last few years and it may be that in another year or so the demand for those finer 
counts will be over taken by the Bombay mills. 

Q. But the demand for these finer goods has been there all th~se years. We understand 
that about half of the Lancashire goods are made of 30s to 40s counts. It was only a 
question of your meeting the demand and not the lack of demand. I understand the 
other point about the inaccessibility to raw material. But that is difierent from the 
question of not finding a market. 

Raja Har' Kid.an Kaul.-So far as the spinning of finer counts from imported cotton 
is ooncerned, you have certain advantages over the upcountry mills. For instanoe, the 
grc ater humidity. the cheaper price at which you get imported ootton, your cheaper 
stores, your more or less trained laboUr, put you in a better position tq go on to finer 
counts than Ahmedabad or any other upcountry centre . 

. A. Mr. Wudia.-It is rather diffioult to say. I would hesitate to Bay" yes ", Ahmed
abad has got better labour. They have got better weavers than we have, I think, and 
their labour is more oonstant and certain. I would not when comparing ourselves with 
Ahmedabad, say we are anything better but here again Mr. Saklatwala will bear me out 
that Ahmedabad labour is not so migratory. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-,-That is true, 
Mr. Subba Rao.-Also by birth or by caste they are weavers. 
A. Yes; they are a better class of weavers. . -
Raja Han KisMn Kaul.-Assuming there is no difierence in the efficiency of labour, 

the other'faotors would work in your favour. 
A. Mr. Wudia.-Yes. 
A. Mr.,GeddiB.-Exoept to this extent that the upcountry mills are possibly nearer 

the consuming markets than our mills and therefore what advantage we gain owing to 
(lotton arriving here, they would gain by not having to send the cloth bales so great 
& distance. 

Q. How far is it possible to spin medium counts-3ls to 4Os-from the best of Indian 
(lotton! . 

A. Mr. Wadia.-I do not know if it is a praotioal proposition for continuous work 
year in and year out, throughout the 365 days in the year. It is not possible to get 
sufficient quantities of Indian cotton for the purpose. 

Q. It is possible to spin but you say there is not sufficient quantity of cotton available ~ 
A. There is no Indian cotton available in bulk to supply our requirements. 
Pre.sidem.-I would like to go into that a little moreclosely. What staple of cotton 

is required to spin 30s to 40s ! . 
A. What lengt? of staple! 
Q. Yes. 
A. The minimum length is one inoh. Generally it varies from one inoh to 11 inohes. 

The lower qualities might be used for .308. 
A. Mr. Mody.-An inoh and one eighth is generally required. 
Q. The Indian1{lentral Cotton Committee have given us figures showing that there are 

about 2 million bales of cotton in India of a staple of ith inoh and over. Are any of 
you gentlemen on the Central Cotton Committee! 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-Yes, I am. . 
Q. What proportion of this ootton would be suitable for spinning 30s to 40s ! 
A. There is the Nizam's Dominion's ootton-iilay about 50 per cent. of the Nizam's 

Dominion ootton will be available for higher oounts and also some of the Sind-Amerioan 
(lotton whioh they are growing now. But that is mostly on trial farms. Exoept from 
.seed grown on these experimental farms we cannot go beyond 30s. As you know the 
Punjab is growing better ootton now. 

Q. What about Cambodia! . 
A. Yes . 
.A. Mr. Geddis.-It will be easier if you split it from 30s to 36s and 36s to 40s; because 

there is a considerable quantity of Indian cotton from whioh you may be able to spin 
30s to 36s. But if you go above 36s, then there is a very small quantity. 

Q. What we want is some fairly definite figures showing how muoh of these two 
million bales of ootton is suitable for 30s to 36s. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Ten per cent. spin 36s. 
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A. Mr. Modg.-All that we oan say is that cotton suitable for spinning 40s would form 
.. very .maIl proportion. Can you not get the figures from the Central Cotton Committee , 

Q. I propose to ask the Central Cotton Committee about it. I thought Mr. Saklatwala 
• being on the Central Cotton Committee might possibly be able to give us a rough idea. 

A. For 30. to 32. it is all right. But if you go on to 40s it will be a very small 
proportion of the 2 million ba.les... • 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Even so, SIr, the difference IS enormous between goodUganda cotton 
and the very best Indian cotton. For instance spinning 3Os-1 am giving the figures 
from memory, they may possibly be wrong-my recollection is that spinning 308 from 
Indian cotton you put in something lilt,) 27 turns per inch and you can spin the same from 
Uganda en other good American cotton with only 21 turns. That will make a difference 
in production of at least 50 per cent. I do not bind myself to these figures but! am telling 
you approximately what I remember. . _ 

Mr. MajmUllar.-When you were running the Tata mills at night, what counts were 
you spinning, coar8e, medium or fine 7 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-On an average it was about 20s. . 

Q. You did not try 408 f 
A. No. 
Q. Don't you think that if you were running night shifts on 4.0s with a better kind of 

Clotton there might not be much difficulty in getting a good quality of yarn ! 
A. Yes, on better cotton. But still of oourse there would be the dilference in production 

betw,!en day work and night work. 
Q. To what extent f 
A. Not to such a great extent 'til in the case of coarse counts; but still there would be 

a difference. . 
Q. You would not put it at more than 5 per cent! 
A~ It is very difficult to say. It nlight be about that. 
Q. Then as regards fine yarn, the marketfor this is Madras and as regards fine dhooties 

the market is Calcutta. Is not Bombay nearer to() these consuming centres than
Ahmedabad and other mcfussil centres of the textile industry 7 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Bombay is nearer geographically to {::alcntta. But I do not know 
whether it h.... got better communication with Calcutta. Certainly Jlot with the 
Punjab. 

Q. Madras f 
A. I do not think we sell fine dhooties in Madras. 
Q. Fine yarn is oonsumed by Madra.~ to a great extent. 
A. Yes. 
Preaibnl.-You have not told us what you consider the outlook owing to the fall in 

the price of Americaacotton. Do you consider that the price of cotton can now be held 
to have reached rock bottom and that that will mean a greater recovery of confidence , 

A. Mr. Geddu.-I am afraid it is impossible to say. 
Q. At any rate you as business men must have formed some sort of forecast. 
A. Mr. Modg.-We cau tell you what the bazaar people are saying. They are thinking 

o()f a 12 anna cloth. • 

Q. Are they thinking of5 anna cotton , 
A. They are not. . 

SECTIOl'! II 
Nature and eztenlof competition between imported goods and thoBe of Indian manufacture 

Q. With regard to Section II we have received a letter from Mr. Maloney pointing ont 
what we already know, which is the difficulty of getting prices of competing lines. Nobody 
realises those difficulties better than ourselves, especially as we have been going round 
the various markets trying to get them. bllt I am afraid that does not absolve the" 
miIlowners froll' making the attempt and I think the Association should have done so 
in the first instance. We have very recently received a further n.presentation from 
the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association which has, unfurtunately, as on the last 
occasion, only reached ns very late in the day. I am not sure whether all of you have got 
copies. There they point out that the Japanese imports into Bombay according to 
yonr published statement have considerably. decreased since the beginning of the year. 
They'say that the imports of Japanese drills have greatly diminished since 1925 and 
that the imports of Japanese sheetings has similarly diminished. 

A. Mr. Modg.-We wonId like to look at these figures. 
y 420-2Oa . 
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Q. You will have' to examine the figures yourselves. Have you been wa.tching the 
courae of the fignres Y -

A. Mr. Maloney.-We have been watching the trend of the Japanese imports. 
Q. ,Then you should be in a position to say whether they have dimini.ht>d or not. _ 
A. I cannot say about-the Japanese drills and sheetings. They have turned their 

att~ntion to dhotil's in Calcutta. 
Q. You admit that the competition In sheetings and drills has ~oakened ? 
A. I would not gu so far as that. 
Q. I hope to be able to give you cories of this statement before the end of the day's 

sitting in oase you wi9h to make any comments on it. They further give some information 
about prices. The price of their drill is Re. 1 and yours they say is 12 and 13 annM. 
As regards sheetings their price is about a·rupee per pound with duty of course, against 
your price' of 11 i anna.s to 12 annas. 

A. Mr. Mody.-Do they say that they have dropped out of our markets' 
Q. More or 'less, yes. . 
A. What are the figures they give for the imports in these 9 months--the total figures 't 
Q. Here is the statement they give. 
Mr. Sttbba llao.-Tbey give it only for the Bombay Presidency. 
A. Mr. Malme!/.-I do not agree even for the Bombay Presidency up to the end of . 

Septembar. May I ask you about the total imports from Japan 7 . 
Pruldent.-They say that most of their T-clothes and domestic~ are re-exported. 

Your figures do not throw any light on that. 
A. I think a lot of re-exports which they consider re-exports are sent from here to 

Karachi.. • 
Mr. 8ttbba Rao.-They say' Japanese sheetings are imported to-day (into Bombay} 

almost wholly for re-export to such ports as are not. served direot by Japanese S~a.m 
Ship Companies.' . 

A. They have just started a service to Karachi direct. A lot of goods are still 
·transhipppd from Bombay. 

Pre.~idp.llt.-I think the best plan will be to give you a copy of that statement so that 
you can study it in detail. • . 

A. Mr. Mody.-We have an idea. that their total imports have gone up in respect 
of the whole of India.' • 

Q. They say the Japanese exchange is now back at the prewar parity, allowing for the 
difference between a Is. 6d. and Is. 4d. rupel', i.e., that it is at 135. We have got some 
information from the United Kingdom which throws considerable light on this question 
of Japaneso competition. It is to the effect that cloth containing yarn in warp or weft 
of counts betwoen 30s and 40s forms about 4Q to 4;; per cent. of the total exports to 
India, in which case it would seell! that Jaranese competition as regards quality is mainly 
with the United, Kingdom. . . 

A. On the last ocoasion I pointed out to you that their imports were of particular 
varieties, jeans, sheetingR, T-clothes and I stated that it might· be argu£d on a 
Auperfioia.I examination that the Japanese imports were very small in volume. I pointed 
out, however, that they constituted a very considerable prorortion of the Indian 
proiluction in the~e parti'cular sorts.. It does not seem as if thp. Japanese im}iorts 
were largl'ly concentrated on the finer sorts. We still maintain that T-(llothes. 
Aheetings, jeans and dlills form a consiclerable propOltion of the total imports .. 

Q. But a diminishing proportion according to them. 
~. We hope so., We have not looked into those figures yet. 
'Q. The shirtings are the bigger part of the Japanese imports now. Are they not t 
Mr. Su.bba Rao.-The shirtings have gone up from 59 to 83 million yards. 
Preaidenl.-The shirtings are very muoh the greater part of the Japanese imports. 

They form the largest proportion. Is that not so , 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Yes. . 
Q. Eighty-three millions out of 215 millions. As far as we have been able to disoover, 

the Japanese shirtings are mQlltly between 30s and 40s oounts and therefore oompete 
direotly with the United Kingdom rather than with the Indian production. That is 
the point I wanted to bring out at the moment. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We are not prepared to admit that the bulk of the 83 million yards is 
between 30s and 40s counts. . . 

Q. Then, it is for you, Mr. Mody, to prove the opposite. loan only say that we 
hav:e obtained suoh samples as we have been able to get and that to the best 0 
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our information theyoonsist almost entirely of counts between 30s and 4Os. If you 
are not prepared to agree to that, it is, I venture to think, for you to prove the opposite. 
You have not produced any samples. We have obtained the best information we could 
get and if you disagree with it, it is for you to produce a range of samples as Wide as 
ours showing that our conclusion is incorrect. , • 

A. I am afraid you have not understood my point. I said that in the absence of 
exact figures we are not prepared to say anything ourselves as to whether they mainly 
constitute counts between 30s and 40s and whether these 83 millions are under the 
heading of shirtings alone or longcloth and shirtings. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-Longcloth and shirtings. 
A. We are not prepared to say that the whole of that is oJ fine counts. 
Q. There is one small point. Can you tell us why there is such a large import of 

fents for the United States that is their chief, in fact, almost their only line ? 
A. M,. MaIoney.-1 think they send all the bad pieces to India, pieces-which they 

cannot sell in the United States. They used to sell a lot of drills as well. 
Q. The reason why I put this question is this. The imports from the United States 

are not very large. But I do not know whether your Association is aware that the 
Bouthern States of America have no Labour Law and that there is no prohibition of 
female labour or double shift work. I do not know whether you are aware of this fact 
whioh has come to our notice in the ,course of the enquiry. 

A. Is it a general practice to work double shifts ? 

Q. There is no prohibition. 
A. M,. Geddis.-What is the actual practice? Do they work in,the nights and longer 

than 10 hours 7 
A. Mr. MaIoney.-1 think you will find that most of these mills work 48 hours a week. 
Q. That is in the Northern States, Massachusetts. 
A. And in the Southern States of North America. I think I can supply you with 

full information on the point. 
A. Mr. Mody.-If I cau go back to the question of the imports of longcloth and shirting, 

loan only give you the figures which are officially available and upto the period of 1923-~. 
These are the figures given by Mr. Chadwick in a letter to our Association. 

Q. We have got later figures. • ~ 
A. I will make my point clear. What you said just now was that these Ibngcloth 

and shirtings are of finer oounts and therefore they do not compete against our production. 
But if you take the figures of 1923-24 you will find that the Indian mill production is 
shown &8 444 million yards, the gross' imports being 186 million yards. The total is 
630 million yards of which imports form 30 per cent. So if you base any conclusion 
on the figures of 1923-24, you certainly do not arrive' at the conclusion that in long cloth 
and shirtings there is no Japanese oompetition against us. 

Q. That is not my point at all. My point was this. I do not deny for the moment 
that the Japanese long cloth and shirtings may compete indirectly with Indian mill 
production. But my point was that, in the counts from which it is made, it is more in 
direot competition with the longcloth and shirtings from the United Kingdom. I would 
put it in a different way, and say what seems to be happening is that the Japanese are 
gi ving the Indian comumer a Lancashire article' at an Indian price. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Well, Sir, it is not possible to say how much of their shirtings come 
in between 30s and 40s. We cannot possibly get the information. You may have 
oollected the saPlples which may be between those counts. On the other hand, one 
'oan get samples below that. But that does not prove which is in the majority. 

Q. We got oertain samples. We have to base our recommendation on such information 
as we have been able to get. , 

A. Mr. Mody.-But imports which compete against so large a percentage of our 
produotion cannot be said to be merely indirectly competing against us. 

Q. Why not take Lanc&shire longcloth and shirtings and say that they are equally 
-competing against your production!' -
,A. But that is not shown by the figures; I am dealing with the actualofigures and they 

~how that our produotion has been &8 high &8 444 million yards, in 1923-24 and that 
forms at least in that year a very considerable proportion of our total production. 

Q. On your preseut argument, Mr. Mody, why do you take the Japanese longcloth 
.and shirtings as the only longcloth and shirtings that compete with yours Y Does not 
the United Kingdom compete! We have got these figures which show tJiat half the 
<lXports of the United Kingdom to this country consist of counts between 30s and 408. 
1 oannot see how the Japanese longcloth and shirtings can be said to compete with yours 
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to o.ny grea~er extent than do those from the United :Kingdom. That is my pl"esent 
point. . 

A. In any oase, you will admit that they do compete with our principal lines. They 
may oompete again~t LancaShire as well. 

Q. I say that as regards quality the evidence goes to show that the direct competition 
is with Lancashire. As regards the prices the case may be djjIerent. 

A. I am quoting from an official authority, where they practically admit that there-
is competition in certain lines. . . 

Mr. Subba Rao.-We want to know the competition in special lines. 
A. Longcloth,. sheetings, T. cloths, domestics and others. 
Prf18ident.-You might as well say that because the United Kingdom sends dhoties

putting it in an exaggerated way-United Kingdom dhoties of 60s to 80s counts-these 
oompete with your dhoties because you also make dhoties. The only inference thatr 
cim be drawn from these figures is that because Japan sends longcloth and shirtings and 
because you make longcloth and shirtings the two compete. 

A. I am drawing the inference from Mr. Chadwick's letter, that we work in competition 
with the Japanese lines. It is contained in these tables. 

Q. Mr. Chadwick's letter is based on the information which was then available; and 
we are endeavouring to test the correctness of the opinion' expressed there. It is not 
worthwhile discussing the point. 

A. But the oonolusion drawn by Mr. Chadwick is that 70 per cent. of imports from 
Japan are in direot competition with our mill-made goods. This is in his own letter. 

Q. I do not accept those figures. Such information as we have now obtained seems to
cast some doubt on their oorrectness. 

A. So you do not accept the Government of India figures y. 

Q. No;' we do not. We are here to verify them. That is what we have been appointed 
for. 

A. I thought that the Government of India possessing all the facilities for oompiling 
statistios and tables should know something about it • 

. ~. I do not think we need discuss that point at the moment. My point is that we have 
been direoted to investigate the oorrectneBS of the data put before us. If we are able to 
prove that that statement is inlorrect, I do not suppose the Government of India will 
mind it for a moment. The Governmen~ of India do not wish us, as you o.ppear to think, 
to acoept tho.t statement as s&.9roso.nct. . 

A. I do not suggest that. But then, we would very much like to have grounds for 
Baying that the statement was incorreot; and we would like to know what is the exact 
information. 

Q. You will get our report in due oourse. 
A. We would like to have it so that we may meet it if we can. We oan now only go 

upon this official statement. 

Q. The Government of India's figures are based on .data which are available to every
body. They are based on data. whioh are ava.ila.ble to you. We have since discovered 
from a.n examina.tion of the aotual Japanese oloth which is coming into this country that 
a very large proportion of it at least is of oounts between 30s and 40s which, I maintain~ 
have in the past, until as you now say, you turned your attention to finer goods, competed 
with you only indirectly. . 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-Your da.ta must be very complete before it leads you to question the· 
figures of the Government of India. I think we onght to get an opportunity to-
'examine your data, Sir.' . 

Q. My point is, we ha.ve to work out the figures. We shall do so in due course. ~Y 
point is-a point which you do not seem to understand-that the Government of India 
merely drew an inference from suoh data. as they had. We have further data. and we 
shall draw our own inferenoes from them. One of the first thingp we asked in our question-
naire was " do you aocept these figures are oorreot"" ' 

A. Mr. Mody.-I do not for a single moment ask you, Sir, to regard these figures aD. 
so.orosanot. ' 

Q. You have said yourself that the Association is unable to vouoh for the accuracy 
of the estimate and it is only an estimate. My point is this is only an estimate. The 
Government of India merely offer it as an estimate., . 

A. But my whole point is that we as a.n Assooiation are entitled to go upon the officlal 
estimate. If during the deliberations of your 'Board oertain other figu,res ~ave been 
established to your sa.tisfaction, all tha.t we sa.y is that we hope you. will gIve us. an 
opportuni~y of looking into them and replying to them if need be unless you think 
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that the figures you have received are absolutely above suspicion and cannot be 
ohallenged in any oilcumstance. 

Q. We oannot give you an opportunity of discussing with us every conclusion which we 
JDay oome to on our figures. You will have the opportunity afterwards. ' -

A. It is the orux of the whole problem. Once you come to the oonclusion that a large 
part of Japanese imports do not compete with us, I think it is a serious nmtter, and we 
.hould have an opportunity to reply. 

Q. You oan have the data. Our data is that the bulk of the Japanese shirtings which 
come in are between 30s and 4Os.' ' 

A. Mr. Geddia.-That is the statement you make, Sir, and we want to know what 
facta or proof you have to establish that. ' 

Q. From the samples we have collected. 
A. You collected the samples from the bazaar Y 

Q. And from the Customs. We have a large range of samples from the Customs. 
A. Do you oonsider that as conclusive' 

Q. In the absence of other evidence, I consider it is the only evidence on whioh we 
oan base a oonclusion. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-May it not be that the importations of even one of those samples 
might be equal to the total of the other 39 or 40 ) 

Q. That might pOBBibly be so. But my point is that this Board csn only b~e conclusions 
on such data as it has got. I admit that the data are very imperfect. But 
it is a point I oannot too often labour-we are bound to base our report on such data. 
88 we have got, and if the data are incomplete, it is not our fault. We have done our 
best to obtain the best data we can. ' 

A. Mr. Geddia.-The point is, we have been unable to secur&' the information you 
want and I hold that the informa.tion you have is not sufficient to establish as a fact that 
the bulk of their oloth is between 308 and 408. 

Pre,i.v.nl.-I think the Board will fully point out the value which ",tta.ches to such 
oonclusions as it may draw from its data, owing to the character of the data. I do not 
think you need have any appreht'nsions on that at all. , 

A: Mr. Mc>dy.-Sofar&l! thatgues, it is all ~ht. Onlt wewantedant'arlit'r oppor-
tumty. " 

Q. We can only gather information as we go along. Personally as far as getting at the 'a.cta ia ooncerned we could very well sit for several more' months in order to sift our 
data more completely. _ 
, A. I thought if we had the fac~, it would be helpful in arriving ",t a conclusion. ' 

Q. We will hear that in mind and, if neces.ary, we will refer ~he matter to you when 
we get to that part of our Report. 

A. Thank you. 

Q. As J'Pgards this qUNltion of hcurs, I will read you an extIact from Mr. Shlrras's
.,vidence. He was in America la.st year and he investig"ted conditions there. He says :--

• In Ma.ssschusetts the l"orking hours for wC'mt'n and children in textile mills have 
been limited by law to ~8 per week and 9 hours per day, whereas in no Southt'rn Statt'. 
excel't South Carolina where the weekly lin itation is 65 hours and Tennessee 57 hours, is 
there a limitation of Ius than 60 hocrs per 1I1eek and 10 hours FPl day. 'Further, in 
Ma.ssschusetts the employment of women and children in textile lLanufacturing As 
prohibited after 6 r.m. and before 1\ a.m •• but in none ofthe Southern States is night 
work by women prohibited in textile lIIanufa.ct.U'e.' 

A. Mr. Geddia.--That does not state what the practice is there. 

Q. Tha~ is the legal position. 
A. Mr. Mal-mey.-l have a publkaticD issued by the Bureau of Labt>ur in AlIIl'ric& 

showing tbe results of an enquiry into the houre of work in the industries in America. 

Q. U you could send it to us it would be. a help. But at any rate it would seem to show 
that thf're would be some ground at any rate for considering that any differential duty 
again.tJapan on the groundofJabour conditions would have t .... apply to the United States 
a9 well. 

A. Though they have tbe law they may not be working more than 10 hours", day. 
and they lIIay not be working a$ night. 

Q. thstisapointwhich we sball have to verify iIi the light of Mr. Malonpy's inform
ation. When you were here Ia..t J peinted out that there were no separate statistics 
published for bllached goods and that figures for such goods were not available. That;, 
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bardly seems'correct. I understand that you do submit separate figures for blea.ched 
goods even now! 

A. Mr. Malonell.-No, Sir; none at aU. 
Q; At any rate you were doing so up to the end of 1925 ! 
A. No, Sir. 
Q. Why were you not doing so ! 
A. The cotton duties did not apply to them. 
Mr. Majm!ldar.~On bl~ached goods we were paying excise duty a.ccording to tbe real 

value of the bleached goods, on grey goods according tq the tariff values, and, both 
were mentioned separate1y in the return , 

Q. I have figllI'es here for the output of blea.ched goods in Bombay obtained 
from the Collector of Customs. I assume he n ust have got them frolr the mills. The 
production of grey and blea.ched goods during the last two calendar yeaTS in thE' mills 
in the to;vn and island of Bombay are shown here. The bleached goods are shown 
.~eparately. 

A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. He gives "them here. About 900,00(1 pounds of bleacht'd goods. 
A. J do not see how he has got these figures. At any rate they are incorrect. They 

may be able to get at I.h'l figures from the Exci~e duty returns by separating the classmca
tioL but I do not see how they can take ,the correct figures, because bleaching establish
ments pure and simple were not affected by the Cotton Duties Act. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-The blE,aching works were outside the mill compound. When the 
cloth passed outside the mill the excise was on that, and-when it went next door into the 
bleaching works it was separate. 

Q. We shall endeavour to see how hd obtained thes" figures and what they represent. 
A. Mr. Malwell.- -We suggested to'the GovernmeLt of India that these fi6Ur6S should 

be obtained and then going into tbe questioI. mrther we found it was practically impossible 
to g.>t at the correct estimates of bl"at'hed goods because they might be recorded twice. 

Q. We will ask the Collector of Customs. 
A. I do not think the Coll.'ctor of Customs can give you reliable figores. 

Q. Tbe Collector of Customs hes told us that these are compiled from the returns of 
each individual mill. 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-The excise duty.was collected on grey cloth as it passed out of the 
mills to the bleaching works. 

Q. How did he get the figures for bleaohed goods' 
A. I will ask the Seoretary to make enquiries. • 

A. Mr. Wadia.-I do not know how he can get them. We had bleaching works next 
door to the mills and we used to pass grey goods to be bleached and gave a statement for 
grey. When we passed it out we could give our own figures, and so could every mill. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-When we pass it out from the mill gate an~ it goes to the bleach
ing house we have to mention that these goods are going to the blea.ching department 
and he takes it that all that is . blea.ched. Just as other goods are passed ,out. 
either they come into our godown or are delivered to the merchants and some go into 
blea.ching. Perhaps it is assumed that this is all bleached. 

A, Mr. Gf1di.~.-We shall investigate it. 

Q. T should be glad if you would. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-T think it is very much underestimated. There is no complete 

record of bleached goods. It may be possible to check figures going into the bleaching 
works, but I do not think it is pORdible to check the amount of cloth going from one mill 
to n.nother mill's bleaching sbed. 

Q. Are there many bleaching works attached to mills in Bombay which blen.ch for 
()ther mills! 

A. Mills bleach for other mills if they have sufficient bleaching capacity. 

Q. Do they d" it to any large extent! 
A. Mr. Geddj~.-It will be difficult to give a figure. 

Q. The Bcmbn.y Dyeing Company, I suppose, would! 
A. Mr. Mal,mey.-Yes. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Tbey have separate bleaching works. 

Q. As ",Iso Sassoons. And they would bleach for (lther m,lIs ! 
A. Yes. 
A. Mr. Sa~latwalt/.-In the Ta.ta mills we /lrf' blen.ohing for other mills. 
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Q. It ehould be' possible te get from these.mills some sort of figure9 as to how much 
b!ea<'hing they aTe dolllg. Can Mr. 1I-1aloney get them? 

A. Mr. Malme1/.-I cannot pl_ any degre ... of accuracy on th~ fig.11'es J mliy obtain. 
Q. At any rate you can tell us what these fig\lres rept'e8ent and ho,! far they can b ... 

relic! uron. 
Th~1'P ill onc point about the Japanese wages. You gave certain fig~s 1a.st tin,e of 

.Ja),,,nese wag.~. which vere based on the Finandal and Economic Annual, but that 
only gives figures for cotten spinners and weavers. These figures do not agree with the 
figurtS obtained from the Japan Cotten SpiIlllers' Association's half-yearly sta.tement. 
I do not know whether you have g,me into that question at all? It is very difficult for 
us to say which is to be accepted. The figures in the Annual give. a considerably lowe. 
range of wages than one gets from the Cotton Spinners' Association. 

A. I cannotexpla.in it at all, Sir. These are the figures on which the cost of living and 
other statistics are ba.sed. 'These are the official figures, in the Financial and Economic 
Annual. We know the figures of the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association include 
all sorts of a.llowancn. 

Q. And they would cover only their mills and not the outside mills Y 
A. We have not any figures from the Japanese Cotton Spinners' Association about 

weavers. This is the only information for weavers.' 
A; Mr. Saklatwala.-This morning we were discussing Japanese cloth. I have got 

two 8amplu of Japanese shirtings. I am told that they are more or less representative 
samples. I have not exactly analysed them. At any rate this one is 35 inches by 40 
yards. I will send 80 sample to my mill. A rough analysis shows that it is at the most 
241 warp and 22e weft. 

Q. I wa.a not disputing the fact this moming, Mr. Saklatwala, that there were Japanese 
shirtings coming in below 30B and 40s. My point is that the majority 11'808 above. 
A~ These are the cloths mostly seen iI). tht> markets. 
Q. We have Been a certain number of popular brands up-country, going round the 

. up.country piecegoods markets. ,We know by this time which are the most popular 
brands. 

A. Mr. M odll.-May I point out, Sir, that olthe samplE'S which you sent to the Bombay 
Dyeing Company to analyse I found that as many as 3 out of 8 are of 248 warp. 

Q. Which are you referring to ! Those samples were not the ones we sent to the Bombay 
Dyeing Company. Sir N. N"Wadia got them himself, I think. We sent him 80 much 
longer list and I was com paring the two the' other day and our list contains only one or 
two of these. 

A. Anyway he must have pi.ked up these samples and he found that three out of six 
were of 248 warp. In Table J of the Bombay MilloWnE'rs' Association's reply to the 
Questionnaire there are 'Asli', 'Toyo' •••••••• 

Q. Look further down, Mr. Mody and you will find two more. 'It is 5 out of 9. 
A. That means more than 50 per cent. of these 24s wa.rp. . 
Q. The point is one we shall examine very carefully.' , 
Mr. Suhba Rao.-Examining you on Section II, with reference to what happened last 

time, I just want to set one point right. You will remember perhaps I took exception 
to ODE' statement you made. You gave certain figures and said these • bear 
eloquent testimony to the enormous diminution in exports of the staple product. 
ion of Indian mills and this great setback which the indigenot.'8 industry hs.s suffered 
in export trade is very largely due to the rigour of J&panese competition'. In 
examining that statement, I made as a matter of fact severll points, and you gave a reply 
the following day, which also found its way to the press, which suggested as though I 
had based my entire'criticism of that statement on one error in your 'Statement-a printer's 
error. It said' Mr, Subba Rao expressed the view that as far as Siam was concerned the 
figures of exports from Japan ••..•... show that in that markct at any rate Japan also 
had lost ground during recent years.' 180m not anxious to labour the point unnecessarily, 
but I want to suggest that my general conclusion was nol> ba.sed upon that one p'rinter's 
error .about.Siam. What I ~aid was that the exports of grey goods taking those two years 
certamly dId not show an mcrea.se nor an appreciable decrease. They were 43' 4 and 
44. In the latest year they have become 36. So there is some diminution but not an 
• enormous' diminution and also if you look at the table the diminution took place 
before the waf, before you got anything like Japanese competition. And I also suggested 
hat ill some countries you mentioned like Straits Settlements and Mauritius any diminu-
ion in your exports of grey go()ds might be due to the, fact that there was 80 change in 

.he people's ta.ste, that instead of these gOods they might have taken coloured 
oods. You will find in the. ~port of the procE'6dings fig~es to support this 
lCW. I want to say that my CntlClSm wa9 not ba.sed on' that slOgle statement made 
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due to an error, a printer's error in your statement. I want to point out fUlther that. 
some of the figures you have given in this statement nlquire much morecaTeful revision 
than you seem to have given. For example take the statement about Persia of the 
statement, that the exports of yarn from India to Persia have fallen, between 1924-
and 1925. Now 'hey are given in Persian uuits-in krans. I do not know wher~ vou 
got them from hut if you look at the Indian Trade returns-page 766-you will find 
that the exports of yarn to Persia have increased and not decre'aRed. In the year 1923-24-
the total amount of exports was 2,314,000 pounds. Next year 1924-25 it was 3,228,OO(} 
and in 1925-26 it was 3.617,000 pounds_ ' 

A. Mr. Malonell.-May I explain that latter point first. The figures you were 
speaking of were taken from the Persian returns of Sea-borne trade. The figures you. 
quoted just now are taken from the Indian Sea-borne trade returns. 

Q. You simply based a very important oonclusion on one set of.figures. 
Pre8ident.-How is it that the two differ Y 
A. There are reasons: I have a special note on the subject giving the reason why the

Persian figures were u.sed, and everything. The note was sent round at the time we
examined the Persian trade returns. That was sent round to the members of the Associa
tion. 

Q. Speaking generally what is the cause of the difference ?We ought to have it on-our-
reoord. -

A. That is one of the reasons, but I would rather submit the whole statement than 
trust to memory . 

.4.. Mr. Modll.-Whilst we are on this point may I point out what the position exactly 
is a.s regards the production and exports. We find that while the production in the
last five years has gone up by over 50 per cent. exports have fallen by 50 per cent. in 
grey goods. 

Mr. 8·ubba Rao.-Will you be taking the boom years or taking 1913-14 ? 
A. The last five years ~nd the average of the five pre-war years. The production 

in grey goods in the average five pre-war years went up from 854 to 1,310 million yards. 
whereas the export has come down from 47 to 34 million yards. . 

Q. You should not take the later average-your boom years. In exports you should 
ta.ke the pre-war average a.ndcompare the la.ter years. You said five years. If you go
to 1920-21 it is one of your boom years. 

A. If you like I will prepare the statement. Even if you take the last tlm}e yea.rs. 
"nd you compare the average of the three pre-war years y<!u will find tha.t whereas the
production in grey goods has gone up tremendously the exports ha.ve gone down. 

Pre8ident.-Has the tota.l gone up or oome down Y 
A. It has come down, rela.tively. 
Q. It is not a question of • relatively'. It is a question of • fJ,na.ntitatively'. 
A. Quantitatively we are worse off tha.n we were. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-I really believe that yon ought to develop your 'export trade, ana 

when I ma.de a general statement I rested it on no one set of figures. I am not a.nxioua 
to show tha.t I am differing from you but merely wa.nt to sa.y tha.t my conolusions were 
not based on one single statement. 1 do not differ in this that the export trade should 
develop far more than it is now. 

A. I am m&king & statement &part from that, that what has been lost in grey goods. 
has by no means been made up in coloured goods. , 

Q. I should like to kno~ that. Wh&t is the percentage of the inorease of coloured' 
goods , 

A. I will take three years if you do not want five years. I will give it to you. I ha.ve-
got fiy-e years' figures here. I can hand them over to you now. ~ , 

Q. On these figures do yflu mean to S&y that ooloured goods have not made np for any 
reduction in grey goods , 

A. Not quantitatively, as the President said. 
Q. Your &verage export of grey was 47 in the pre-war years a.nd in the last five yeaTS, 

34-& difference of 13 million yards. Coloured goods pre-war were 42 and during the
last five years 130-an excess of 88 million yards. 

A. Look at the enormous increase in grey goods a.nd the drop in export. 
Q. I am not comparing with your total produotion. The trouble has been that the· 

production of cloth a.nd yarn in the country has been far in excess of your exports. It 
has been admitted th&t the shortage of export of yarn has not been made up for by a.ny' 
inorease in the export of oloth. That was not disputed. 

A. The percentage inorease in ooloured goods in export has been very considera.ble
but qua.ntitatively the oase has· been reversed. 
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Q. Even the quantity is greater •• 47 to 3404& the decline. The increase is from 
40 to 130. 

A. How far has production gone up in the meantime 1 • 
Q. I do not say that the increase in the production of grey goods has been made up 

by the increase in 0 the export of coloured goods. All that I said was that your 
diminution in grey goods has been made up to a large extent by increase in coloured 
goods. So what might look from one point of view to be diminution may be considered 
from another as a real increase, because an article at a lower stage of production has 
been replaced by an article at a higher stage.of production. 0 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-1 do not think that will be quite correct because the figures show 
that whereas our grey exports have" decreased to various coutries the Jap!nes& 
exports to these countries have taken their place. ' 

Q. I was not comparing Japanese exports at all just now. I was t~g about your 
statement of enormous diminution in grey exports. There was no enormous diminution. 
You oannot call this diminution of 13 million yards enormous when you get that replaced 
by an increase of 88 millions in ooloured goods. I do not see how you can say a diminution 
of 13 replaoed by an increase of 88 is an enormous diminution. , 

A. I do not see that it has been replaced. It is an entirely different kind of business. 
Q. I know it Is a better kind of business. It goes up from raw cotton to yam, from 

yam to grey goods and from grey to coloured. So, it is a higher stage of production. , 
A. It has not been replaced. The coloured business is a business by itself. Much of 

our grey business has been taken from us. 
Q. When I say • replaced' I mean the country which has been buying grey has been 

taking more of coloured goods. For example, I have given the Straits Settlements. 
Coloured goods went up there. 

A. That does not mean that"coloured goods have replaced the grey gocds. 
Q. They are buying from you a better line of goods. you canno~ expect to keep on 

supplying the same goods to the same countries. There are 'bound to be changes in the 
ourrents of trade. However I need not labour that point. What I felt was that th& 
broader points I made were left on one side and minor points were given publicity. • 

A. Mr. MaUmey.-Your point is that there has been a change in the character of th& 
demand 1 

Q. Yes. 
A. I have made a note here that .. without more definite proof by trade returns for a. 

large number of years it is impossible for Mr. Subba Rao to maintain the contention t~at 
there has been a change in the character of the deman'll. which lIVould account for the lesser 
exports of grey and greater exports"of coloured goods. .. At any rate it would seem to be 
the case in Kenya and Malay that grey goods are imported in far greater quantities. 

'Q. I was not suggesting as regards all markets. I took in particular Mauritius and 
Straits Settlements. . . 

A. The Sea.bome Trade Returns of thesll countries, in the case of two out of three • 
• prove that the bulk of the trade is still in grey goods. 

Q. 1 said it looked as if there has been a ",hange in the character which has got to be 
dealt with. It might be tenable or not, but you made out that -I made that statement 
basing it on one single printer's error. Now, I should not like it to develop into a difference 
of opinion about the export trade. 1 was only examining a statistical point. 

A. My point is that only for three countries out of our chief markets we have trade 
returns, and they show that the character of the trade is still in grey goods and not in 
ooloured. " 

Q. And these three are not your biggest ~arkets eitter for coloured goods or for grey 
or for yam. Your biggest markets are Mesopotamia (10 million yards grey), Persia (4 
million yards) and Portuguese East Africa. Now, I am merely asking for fuller informa-, 
tion. I mad e certain suggestions 9n the basis of your figures. I certainly must go into 
them as ful~ as possible. Then before I develop the point about the export trade let 
us get another trouble out of the way-the relation between the Japanese exchange and 
imports. You have drawn up a chart which stops at 1925. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-It stops at 1925 for the reason that it was absolutely fallacious to 
draw any conclusion from the monthly statement. We must take a full year's imports 
before we can trace the effect of depreciated exchange. 

Q. The bills run for 60-90 days, and the exchange of a. given month or, given week is 
bound to have an effect on the movement of goods. -

A. I do not agree. I cannot see that y1IIII can prove that the importation of any parti. 
cular month will be affected by the quotations of , any particular month; , 
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Q. N'Ot that month. There is ,bound to be a lag. Therefore take the exports montn 
by month and take the course of exchange. That is done everywhere. They generally 
take exohange as one side and take the exports on another, month by month and if 
possible week by week to find out the general trend of the movement. 

A. Don't you get the general trend' of the movement by taking the full year's? 
Q. That may be due to other causes-the cheapening of goods, there may be an earth

quake. That is never done so far as I know. 
A. A more clear idea of the shape of a curve is got by eliminating the ups and downs 

of that curve. You will get it better by taking a year's figures. , 
Q. Certainly you !night eliminate the ups and dawns, but the general drift of the curve 

is bound to have some significance. Exchange sold on a day must be equal to the exchange 
bought that day as)las been said. The supply of bills and the demand of bills must be 
equated within a short period; th" adjustment does not go on for a whole year. 

• A. That would be quite admissible if we were only dealing with one type of imports 
against your exchange quotation but your exchange quotation does not depend entirely 
on the imports of piecegoods from Japan. 

Q. Then you must take exohange not merely of Japan and India but of Japan with a 
number of countries and in that case the chart becomes quite useless. 

A. H you want it done month by month I can do it. . 
Q. I have done it. Exports seem to have moved not in relation to exchange ratee 

but in relation to certain periodical needs of the country for raw cotton. You will find 
there is a correspondence between the Japanese imports of cotton and Japanese 
exports of cotton goods showing the exchange by itself is not the dominating factor. 
Their need for goods corresponds with the exports. I only wanted to show that the 
exchange factor is not so dominating a factor in the trade relations of India and Japan.· 
You cannot take exchange and say it is the most important factor. It is an important 
factor. No economist would deny that a falling exchange or a rising exchange affects, 
but not for all time, the trade. You would expect to find when exchange began to improve 
theexportsto India would comedown. They have been goingupin spite of itshowing 
that the'original exohange advantage has worked itself out and the real factors making 
for rnternational trade have begun to play their part. 

You suggested sometime in the morning that up country mills had a great deal of 
advantage in the production of cotton goods because of proximity to raw material, 
acoessibility to markets and because of cheapness of labour, assuming th..!.t their labour 
j, proportionately efficient. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We have pointed out in our original statement what the relative 
advantages are as between the Bombay mills and upcountry mills and we stand by that. 

Q. Therefore in view of these advantages and in view of the f~ct as you yourself possibly 
know production has been increasing very considerably, I suppose you believe that it is 
desirable ior Bombay to turn a good deal more than she has been doing so far to export 
trade. Is that a controversial proposition or would you accept that! 

A. I do not think that it is controversial. We certainly want to develop our export 
trade. 

SEOTIONill 

Internal Oompetition 
Preaidenl.-In regard to Seotion ill there is not very much to be cleared up. I think 

Mr. Maloney said that he could give us some evidence as regards the cost of coal. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-I think that went by the board by the subsequent examination 

of Mr. Saklatwal... I will give the figures given to the Coal Co~ission. 
Q. I alQ not quite sure whether it comes in here or later on in regard to the cost of 

production. At any rate, such cost of production sheets as we have obtained do not 
show that eleotric power is cheaper than coal. I do not suppose that it is your contention' 

A. It is not cheaper. Coal is reuch cheaper at present but of course it is impossible 
for IQ ills to go back to coal. 

Q. That is a point we wanted to go into. We are working out the cost per spindle 
per day and we find th .. t coal is cheaper than electric power. But it is a little difficult 
to find out on wh .. t b .. sis you made the calculation. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Power at the present rate' ' 
Presidenl.-Yes, power at th~ present rate. Because you have also to consider wha1. 

you save by ge.tting your power, in the way of machinery and interest and depre~iation 
on that. Have you not? . 

A. Mr. W OOia.-I think, Sir, we told you &iI\i I think we pressed that point that as a 
matter .of fact we entered into a contract with the Andhra Company for supplying power. 
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At the .ame time we installed an engine a.nd boilers and comparing the respective costs 
we found that the'ch .. rge for electric power supplied by the Andhra. Va.Uey Co., ca.me out 
mIlCh dea.rer tha.n the power supplied by mea.ns of oil a.nd in some ca.ses electricity 
gelJ8rated on the spot itself by a. very considerable a.mount. But what ha.ppened wa.s that 
the Andhra. Va.lley Co., entered into a contra.ct with us at, '0 per unit which was the 
rate in force from the Tata. Hydero-Electric a.nd some yea.rs a.fter before tha.t installa.tion 
W&8 rea.dy to sta.rt they jumped tba.t ra.te up to '75 and this jumping up of the ra.te 
which we could not he! p Ia.rgely increa.sed our electric cha.rge a.nd it became very much 
dea.rer than the power genera.ted by stea.m. 

Q. When you ma.ke theBe ca.lcuIa.tions are you including the sa.ving in interest and 
depreciation f 

A. Y .... 
Q. Including everything in your comparison? 
A. If the Andhra. Va.lley Co., ha.d carried out their origina.l contra.ct with us I ha.ve nQ 

doubt tha.t we should have sa.vEd. The cost la.y somewhere between' 5 and' 725. 
Q. I should like to go into this question a little mOl'fl fully tha.n we did last time. Am 

I right in aa.ying tha.t there have been three contracts with Tatas, the first contra.ct for' 0 
anua.s per unit, the second '675 a.nd the third' 725 ? 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-The origina.! contra.ct a.t '0 was made for 15 years. 
Q. For how many mills f 
A. I ca.nnot sa.y exactly but the origina.l contract wa.s for 15 yea.rs a.nd then before 

the 15 yea.rs were out all the power wa.s ta.ken up a.nd Tatas started another company-
the Andhra Valley Company. ' 

Q. Which waa the first one' 
A. The Tata. Hydro-Electric. In the meantime the cost had gone up and they had 

to genera.te power at a greater cost. ' 
Q. What wa.s the date of the first contract-the • 5 annas ? 
A. About 1915. 
Q. A certain number of mills entered into a contract for 15 yea.rs With the Tata-Hydro. 

Electric for' 5 annas per unit, a. 10 years contract and 5 years cption ! ' 
A. Yes. And then a.s all the power was taken up a.nd as there was still a good demand, 

a.nd many mills wanted power, Tatas sta.rted the Andhra Valley Power Company, and 
they could not generate power at the same cost because the charges had increased. Then 
the Hydro Company gave some mills the option of terminating their contracts and making 
fresh contracts otherwise they would ha.ve to pay at the end of 15 years '725. We said 
if you terminate the contra.ct now then you can have it for' 675. 

Q. When did you give them that option! 
A. I will give you the particulars if you want them. That is the general position. 

And then subsequently this new Tata Power Co., found out that the cost had increa.sed 
Rttll and they c .. nnot give p'ower under' 8. ' 

Q. We wa.nt a. clea.r sta.tement showing the number of mills in Bomba.y at the present 
moment on'5, the number on '675 a.nd the number on '725 and we want to know when 
the contra.cts in each ca.se termina.te. ' 

A. lwillgiveyouastatement. 
Q. Then the question aris£s a.s to wha.t the position of the mills will be on the termination 

of their contracts. Is there a ma.ximum charge' 
A. Mr. 'Wadia.-Government fixed the cha.rge in the ca.se of the Andhra. Valley Co., 

at . 75. In the ca.se of the Tata. power they fixed it a.t 1 anna. About the Tata. Hydro
Electric I cannot remember wha.t the rate wa.s. The maximum charge in the two other 
ca.ses wa.s fixed by Government. 

Q. What we wa.nt to know exactly is wha.tthe position of the mills will be in rega.rd 
to their power when these contra.cts terminate. What sort of fu~ure have they have got 
t:> look forwa.rd to. When yon go to one a.nna a nnit what effect will that have Y 

A. 1 do not think they can go up to one anna. 
Q. There is nothing that Government can do for you there inrega.rd to this cha.rge Y 
A. Mr. Geddis.-When the agreements are out, I do not think the cha.rges will go mnch 

higher. , 
A. Mr. Wadi<l.-~ur contract runs out with the Andhra Valley in fonror five yea.rB_ 

U thl'y propose to ra.1Re these cha.rgc. or do not propose considerahly to decrel\Se them I 
should like to go into the merits of the question to find out whether I cannot generate 
my own pown ~heaper., , 

Q. You have got a weapon to dea.! with them there; 
A. Let them cha.rge what they like. ' 
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Q. There is only one point in r~ard to this internal competition that I should like to 
Taise. We noticed in Madras for example--Madras was the most striking case---:that 
there was far more Ahmedabad stuff there than Bombay stuff. Have you any 
-explanation for that' We were told the reason was that Ahmedabad had got much more 
()losely into touch with the needs of the markets than Bombay did. 

A. Ahmedabad do not_sell all their stuff on the spot. They have to sell at Calcutta 
oCawnpore, Amritsar and other places just as we do. As a matter of fact the buyers fro~ 
Amrltsar, Calcutta and so on come down to Bombay when they require anything.' They 
do not buy at the shops in Caloutta and other places. They mostly prefer to come down 
to Bombay for their requirements. I think that is one of those things on a par with 
the dishonesty of the, millowners ! 

Q. The point, Mr. Wadia, was that in going round the piecegoods market we visited 
several shops in order to find what we oould and we discovered in those shops in Madras 
there was far more Ahmedabad stuff than Bombay stuff, and we were told that Ahmedabad 
people sent men down to discover what Madras wanted, and it seemed to-us that that 
had been neglected by Bombay. I wanted to hear your views on the subject. 

A. It is difficult to say. , 

Q. For every piece of Bombay stuff we found six pieces of Ahmedabad stuff. 
Raja Bari Ki8kan Kaul.-In Northern India we found very little Bombay goods in 

the markets, while the. upcountry mills were supplying the markets in very large quantities. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Where, ,Sir , 

Q. In Delhi and Cawnpore. 
A. We send a very considerable quantity to these markets. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-After all the bnlk of the production in India comes from Bombay 

and you must see it in some of th!l markets. 

Q. The production is about one half. What I meant was, are not the nillIs in N orthem 
India driving out Bombay from the Northern India markets' Have you any idea of the 
amount of exports you used to have to upoountry markets and what you are sending 
now' 

A. We have no statistics showing how mu~h we sent to Amritsar in by-gone yea;s. 

Q. We did not find somuoh of Bombay goods as we might have expected, which gave 
me the idea that upcountry mills were replacing Bombay goods. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We have not disoovered that yet. It is not o~ opinion. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Did you say, Mr. Geddis, that Sou produce the bnlk of the piecegoods 
in India' 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-The Bombay mills produce about 43 per cent., I think. 

Pre&idem_-I am speaking only roughly but I think it is somewhere between 40 and 45. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-Therefore does it not follow that the upcountry mills produce a 

larger proportion and they are bound to replace you in the market! You produce about 
40 per cent. You have inoreased in the last 20 years in grey goods from 370 million yards 
to about 600 million yards while the rest of India has increased from 320 million yards to 
'848 million yards, an increase in your case of about 250 million yards and in their case of 
about 500 million yards. Their total is much larger. So, isn't it probable that in most 
home markets they bend to displace your goods. I am speaking of grey goods just now, 
and that seems to follow from the premise that the production is more. They are nearer 
the markets as you said and their labour is cheaper. 

A. We have stated already that they have some advantages, and we have certain others 
~n the other hand. 

Q. Quite so. From the figures of production it looks as though their advantageS 
~verweigh yours. 

A. I do not see how you deduoe that. 
Q. You had the upper hand in production in the earlier years. You produced about 50 

millions more than they in 1907·08. Gradua.lly they came up to your level and shot 
ahead. They produce now about 200 million yards more than you. So does it not look 
as though the internal competition in grey goods is very keen with Bombay? 

A. We have not experienced it in that way, that the competition was internal. 
Q. You feel you are able to sell in the various markets as much of your production as 

you want' . 
A. Unfortunately not as much. 
Q. If other people are able to sell and make profits and you cannot, but show a loss, it 

seems to follow that they are able to sell better becanse of greater advantages, , 
A. Mr. lllody.-Do you mean to say that the balanoe of advantages is with them' 
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Q. It certainly looks like that. • . 
Pre.tidem.-Judging from the financial result.. That is the acid test. 
Mr. SuMo R<w.-It looks asthough Ahmedabad and the upcountry mills are in a better 

position regardiog the Indian markets than you are? 
A. Regardiog this acid teet the result varies from time to time. Because Ahmedabad 

.and one or two oentres have done well during one or two years it does not follow that they 
lue better off than ourselves. During the boom years Ahmedabad did .not do. as well 
88 we did. There come periods in which through adventitious circumstances one or 
the other of the consuming centres does well and others do not. The present is one of 
.these cases. While not able to predict with absolute certainty I think that within 
one or two months Ahmedabad will have a different story to tell. 

Q. What about the rest of the Indian centres of production 7 Will their fortunes a.lso 
ilhange! 

A. Very possibly. 
Q. And what are the present adventitious circumstances that enable them to make a 

profit! 
A. Mr. Saklatwala told you this morning that we were odstrike in 1924.25 and Ahmed

a bad stole oertain advantages over us. 
Q. That niay be for one year. It oannot show a continuous!ncrease in product jon 

in the rest of India ! 
A. And they pushed themselves in. I think we are overtaking them pretty fast. 
Q."Areyou! • 
A. Yes. For instance in thiS dhootie trade in Calcutta Bombay mills are going in 

inoreasingly. 
Q. At the expense of the other produoers ? 
A. Ahmedabad is a.lso there. 
Q. As regards dhooties you are not !Lt any dIsadvantage as compared with any other 

Indian producing centres f ' 
A. I do not think we are at a disadvantage. I take it you have got returns ·for all 

upcountry mills. 

Q. I have gone through- the figures available. I have taken 34 upcountry inills which 
represent about 141akhs of spindles and out of the!le 9 made losses and the others made 

# profits for the last three y ... ars in sucoession. I am not saying that every one of them 
made profits. _ . 

A. The only thing that I was wanting to say was that this must be spread out for a 
number of years before any conclusion Can be based. 

Q. The impression so far formed is that you are being o~ertaken by upcountry mill. 
·specially in grey cloth. Are you able to say that it is not so ? 

A. I do not see that we are not in a position to hold our own against any of the up-
-<lountry mills. . -

Q. During the last 20 years your production has increased by 200 million yards and 
theirs by 500 million yards. Does it not show that in 20 years you have been losing 
ground ,0 • 

A. The production of the Bombay mills approximated in 1908 to 1925, if you look at 
"Table 14 ..•••.•••••• 

Q. I am thinking of the grey cloth just now. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-I do not think you made that clear. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We have not got those separate figures. 

. Q. I base my vili'V~ on the returns of ~he Government of India. Your grey goodS ~~;e 
moreased to 660 nilllion yards. I admit that as regards the coloured goods the posltuj'n 
is somewhat different. Your rise was from 120 million yards to 305 million yards and 
last year it was 380 millions. It will give an increase of 260 million yards. The rest 
of India figures are 20.93 and 236. Their difference is about 210 and yours is 260. That 
again proves that Bombay Island seems to make progress in the direction of coloured 
. goods. I want to know whether you think that in point of what you oall your staple 
production there is keen competition with the other mills in India or not. 

A. There is keen competition, of course, as regards grey goods ; because they are 
produced in large quantities. But if you mean that we are experiencing our. present 
di1Iioulties owing to cempetition against upcountry mills, I say we are not. 

Q. I alll not saying difficulties. The oompetition i. very keen and therefore' it will 
• be desirable in the first place to turn on to a different line of production if possible and 
.$condly, to turn to another field for your trade. I do not say .that you ought to 
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give up this trade; .but you have to develop new lines of production and new avenues 
as outlets for your trade;.· 

A. I believe we are sufficiently alive to that, both as regards the character of the home 
demand and as regards the character of the export trade. I 

Q. If that be so~ have you made any investigation as regards the kinds of goods that 
people in the Punjab consume? _ 

A. I think we pointed out in our previous exan ination that many of the mills have got 
their own shops spread all over India. . 

Q. You say you are alive to the change in the character of the demand in the markets f 
A. Yes; we are alive through our salesmen and cOlllmission agents and in the case 

of llIany of the mills through their cloth shops. The Tatas have got th'!ir shops in 
amritsar, Delhi and otht'r places and other mills have similar arrangements. 

Q. I suppose you are aware that the Punjab is about the biggest consumer of bleached 
goods in India, though her population is comparatively small. She consumes nearly 
as much as Bengal. Then how is it that Bombay Island has not taken all these years 
to the production of bleached goods which happens to be only a very small fraction 
of the total output! 

A. Mr. Maloney.-We have to check those figures. 
Q. But can you say that the production of your bleached goods forllls a large proportion 

of your output of grey goods ! 
A. Mr. Mody.-The grey goods of course are predominant . 

. Q. Can you say what proportion of your goods is converted into bleached goods? • 
A. We will get the figures for you. • 
Mr. Majm1ular.-I ha.ve worked out a few percentages here from Tables I and II of 

your Statistical Abstract. In 11'07-08 BOlllbay was producing in chaddars 74'5 per 
cent. of the total production in India. 1n 1912-.13 it went down to 52'6 and in 1924-25 
to 41' 7. That means that the chaddars llIarket is being captured by the mofussil llIills 
and Bombay is losing it. . 

A_ It was not a very big market. Was it! 41-7 per cent. of what? 
Q. 'Of the total production of chaddars in the whole of India. In 1907-08, the Bom bay 

production was 78'5 per cent. of the total Indian production in longcloth. In 1912-13. 
itwas65'7and now it is 62'1. Then with regard to T cloth it was 74 per cent. in 
1907-08...... . 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Do not your figures go to prove what Mr. Subba Rao has already said • 
that the upcountry mills have been increasing by greatu percentages and Bombay Afills 
have been increasing by smaller percentage. 

Q. This proves that the mofussil mills are capturing some of your llIarkets. 
A. That is what Mr. Subba Rao has said. 
Q. I alll giving you specific instances. In T cloth it was 74 per cent. in 1907-08, 

62' 9 per cent. in 1912-13 and 58 per cent. in 1924-25. That shows th"t in certain qualities 
the mofussil llIills are capturing the markets which were formerly controlled by the 
Bombay mills. . . 

A. Mr. Maloney.-To a ct'rtain extent that may be true. But in nearly every other 
CaRe the production bas gone up. The production of Bombay goods placed on the Indian 
market has gone up. The aotual quantities have gone np. Bombay is putting more 
to-day than in 1907-08 in nearly every cloth. 

Q. Let us look at the aotual quantities. In chaddars you were produoing 31,S58,000 
in 1907-08 and now you are producing 25,734,000. 

A. The dhooty business has gone up. 
Q. I alll referring only to three itellls, ohaddars, T oloths, domesticl and sheetings. . 
A. Mr. Mody.-There wa~ a large increase in the productive oapacity of upcountry 

mills. That is obvious from the figures. 
Pre8ident.-Then the point is, does not that affeot you unfavourably ? And you say 

it does not. 
A. Of oourse all oompetition: must affect us unfavourably in a way. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-In how many itt-ms have we gone up' We may have gone up in all 

other items which shows that there is plenty of room. 
A. Mr:. Maloney.-We have gone up in seven items out of ten in the greys. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-As compared with? 
A. As compared with our pre·war production. 
A. Mr. Mody.-With the growth of mills in upoountry centres this position is bound to 

be as you have stated, but it does not prove that we are losin~ our markets. 
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Mr. MajmVlitJl'.-1n certain sorts the upcountry mills are capturing your markets., 
A. It _y possibly be so in cert&in small lines of production. 

SlICTIOll'IV 

M iU Management 
Pruitlent.-AB regards the next section which is Mill management, I think you have 

been.watching ou~ evidence and you know what sort of criticism has been brought ag&inst 
mill m&n&genaent. There is one which I should like to bring to your notice. I would 
like to know how the following two ststel1'ents can be reconciled. Sir N. N. Wadia 
told us when he appeared on behalf of your ABsociation last time that the Directors had 
every voice in the naanagenaent of the JIlills. He said' They receive monthly statements 
and everything is done with their knowledge. They can challenge anythfng they like. 
They look ioto· everything, yam sale, cloths sale' and various particulars concerning 
everything. All these are looked into.' That was the ststement of SirN.N. Wadia. I 
now draw yonr attention to a statenaent Dlade by Mr. J. A. Wadia, who is a Director of 
13 mill. and I believe the Chairoaan of the Board of Directors of several of those. mills 
in which he says' the naajority of the Directors, whether they are Directors of banks or 
Director. of mills, hardly take nauch interest in t.he concerns. If they are a bit active 
thentheygo.' Mr. WadiaisaDirect.orofl3naiils. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-All of one group. 
A. Mr. Mody.-I do not know whether Mr. Wadia was speaking from his own point 

of view. But! can say thatevery figure and every fact relating to our industry is placed 
every month before our Directors. It is np to them 110 look into these as they choose. 
But all the facta and figures and everything done by the agents are placed before the 

. Direotors. 
Q. Yes. You say the facts and figures are placed before them. But the qllestion is 

how often and to what eXteut do they care to look into them f You say' if they care.' 
Bnt how often and to what extent do they care ? 

A. Mr. Modg.-AB regards all the important points bearing on the fortunes of individual 
mills, the Directors give every attention. AB regards the day to day adoainistration, 
they naturally and rIghtly leave it to the agents • 
. Q. Quite rightly. • . . ' 

A. To this extent I agree with Mr. Wadia that the day to day administration is left 
entirely in th& hands of the agents. But anything relating to the policy of the mills is 
the ooncem of the Directors and the Directors, I think, are sufficiently alive to that.· 

Q. It seems a little difficult to reconcile these two points of view. - • 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-There is no sale made, there is no purchase made, there is no contraot 

made without circularising them. . . 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Mr. J. A. Wadia being a Director of 13 companiesand Ch~an of a 

good many of them, are the statements he calls for not furnished to him? 
Q. The point really is what is the use of the Director? . That.is the. point we are 

endeavouring to get at. He informed US that they were not of any use. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-1 think the Directors of cotton industry as far as I am aware take just 

as keen an interest in their concerns as the Directors of any other trades. 
Q. That was exactly his point, that they do take as keen an iJ;lterest. 
A. The day to day administration must remain with the agents. 
Q. I do not think anybody disputes that. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Itall comes to this : that sonae Directors take their duties more seriously 

than others. 
Q. I think that is what he also means. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-The law has oonapelledlimited companies to have Directors. Therefore 

the law has to be conaplied with. These gentlemen have different views as to their 
responsibilities. In any case, the law says that if you do not do certain things, we. shall 
hold you responsible and that is one reason why the Directors are there •• 

A. Mr. Mody.-In any case it is not the fault ofthe agents. 
Q. That is another point' which requires a little investigation, Mr. Mody. As you know 

we have been told that it is undoubtedly the case that the managing agente have con· 
aiderable infiuence in the election of Directors. Therefore if the Directors do not take an 
interest, is it not the fault of the managing agents that they have ,not selected the right 
_f· ~ 

A. If you willex&mme the oonstitution of the Boards of the most important com'pa.nies 
in Bombay you will find that very judicious selections have been Ill&de and the men who 
have been appointed on the various Boards are not the sort Qf ~en who wo~d Illa'V(l 
everything to the ~ a~ents:~nd say" dittq," 

y 420-21 
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_ Q. I have no doubt that it is not an &Cousation whioh oan be brought against aJl the 
mills. But you have a statement of a gentleman who is a direotor of a very large number -
of mills. 

A.' Mr. GeddiB.~They are pra.otioa.Ily aJl of one group I think. He seems to be unfor· 
tunate in his experience. . 

A. Mr. Modll.-In his choioe of agents! . 
Q. I do not know whether there is any other oriticism on the subject of mill management / 

whioh you wish to comment on. 
Raja Han KiBha.", Kaul.-The complaint made in upcountry centres is that 

mills in ~ombay do not supply samples. That qUestion was raised on the former 
occa.sion. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I do not know about sample books. But we have been always ready 
to supply samples. Any mill which is alive to its own interests would supply samples. 
But probably they were thinking of the boom period during which we did not ca.re 
perhaps. 

Q. They were ta.lking of the present times. That was the rea.son given for the shortage 
of Bombay cloth in the markets. . . • 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-As far &8 our mills are concerned from the figures I find that on the 
. average we ~ issuing ten ya.rds of sa.mples per day, 

Pre&idem.-Then with regard to mill finance, we have got a etstement from 
Messrs. Ferguson & Co. this morning. We have had hardly suffioient time to study it. 
I oa.nnot help expreBBing regret that you have been unable to furnish us with one of the
statements the preparation of which I suggested last time. I quite rea.lise that the 
preparation of these statements has cost the millowners a good deal. What I: asked for 
last time and what I said we would like to have was a statement showing the position of the 
63 mills whioh have remained constant throughout since 1917. This is Messrs. Ferguson 
and Co.'s statement which shows a differenoe in the numbers of the mills. My point 
last time wa.s that it would be more sa.tisfactory in judging the position -of the industry 
to take the 63 mills for which balanoe sheets were available for the whole period. I am 
not quite clear what Messrs. Ferguson & Co. mea.n when they sa.y that the figures for the 
years 1917 to 1922 originally inoluded certain woollen mills. Thosewere subsequently 
deducted but apparently the number of mills wa.s not altered. Do they mea.n that the 
figures in their origina.l statement in regard to the number of mills is wrong, but the 
figures thelll;!61ves are correct! 

A. Mt'. Malomy.-Yes. That is it. The figures themselves were correct. 

Q. I should be much obliged if YOIl let us have your corrections so that we can check 
them with ours. Sir N. N. Wadia promised to put in a statement showing what it 
would cost a mill to be put up at the present prices. I presume he had no time to do it 
before he left. I do not know whether any other members of the Assooiation would care 
to do it. 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-We shall try and get it, Sir. 
A. Mr. Malon.ell.-:As regards that will you give UB an idea. of what counts of yarn 

whioh are to be turned out in the mill! Obviously a mill put up for oounts between 30s 
and 40s would be constructed to different partioulars from a mill intended to spin 20s. 

Q. I think 30e to 40s would probably be the best. 
Mr. Bllbba Rao.-I want to a.sk a question to supplement your answer to Question 51 

about mills experiencing difficulty in obtaining finance now. Your answer ha.s been 
oonfined more or less to deposits you are getting from the public. But I want you to 
sa.y whether mills are finding any greater difficulties now than before in getting a.ocom. 
modation from banks. It h&8 ~een suggested in various other centres that there h&8 been 
some diffioulty in getting a.ocommodation from banks; and also that at times when a 
mill wa.s in temporary difficulties the bank reoa.Iled the loan whioh led to much trouble. 
Now &8 regards Bombay, is there any kind of feeling in the matter that a.ooommodation 
to mills might be given more liberally or have there been any instances where suoh trouble 
h&8 ensued beoa.use the loan was not kept on when there was temporary diffioulty! Ha" 
there been any suoh experience in Bombay or do you feel that the bank a.ooommoda.tion 
has been quite normal in Bombay. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-OI1 the whole, we think that the bank a.ooommodation in Bombay 
ha.s been quite normal. We know of no hard cases. At the sa.me time banks like other 
oonoerns are responsible to their shareholders and therefore whenever they oan they do 
raise the rate of interest as high as they oan. Just as we try to sell our cloth as dear all 
wo <mn, they try to 8~ their IIloney as dO&f &8 they ~n. At the same time.. lQQkin{ o~ 
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too whole period of my oonnection with them. I can specify no single instance wheze a 
hank has t-n undoly har,] in oompelling any mill to go'into liquidation for want of 
aooommodation. This is my experience. it may be very small. 

Q. Quite ao. For clearness sake let me put this question-not because I want to SUggeBt 
that theze is auy truth in it-. Would yoo say that there has been at any time aoything 
like racial differentiation in giving loans? That point was made before the Currency 
CommiSBion and also before os. I would like to have some kind of authoritative statement 
from you. 

A. In Bombay t 
Q. The statement was made elsewhere. 
A. I am afraid I oannot Bay. 
Mr. Mody.--Bo far as the mill industry is concerned, we oa.nnot sa.y there has been 

any racial discrimination. 
Q. The question was ra.iBed whether India.ns had any difficulty in getting loans Y, 
A. That question must have been asked with reference to other industries about 

which there has been a talk of preferential trea.tment. But so far as the mill industry iB 
concerned, it is not our experience. 

Q. There has been no complaint on that dbore ! 
A No. ' 
Mr. Wadia.-What does ma.tter to a Bank ma.na.ger is the standing of a mill Ii: 

my mill is sound, he will give money at the bank rate. There cannot be any differentiation. 
He says .. I will give you money at the bank rate." If the mill is not sound he will say 
'., I will give you money 1 or 2 per oent. more than the bank rate." 

Q. That is naturaL Then there is another point which has been raised once before. Do 
milia here take loans on hypothecation of stocks? 1 understand that there, has been 
lOme onwillingness on the part of the mills and also that the piece-goods merchants on ,the 
other side do not like to have any person under the bank's control at their mills or shops. 
But is it so! If you takp loans hy giving security of stocks, do the ba.nks put a wa.tchman 
or a clerk in oharge of stooks t ' 

Mr. Mody.-It entirely depends on the financial standing of the mill There are 
milia with a. good financial position to whom la.rge loa.ns are given merely on the seourity 
of the agents and on their own goo~ na.me and there are other mi1b which are in difficulties. 

Q.' Tha.t means double seourity. I was thinking of the security of the mill irrespective 
, of the second signatore of the managing agent. 

A. You asked me about the hypothecation of stock. 
Q. Yes. ' 
A. Milia whioh are labouring under financial difficulties have to hypothecate; otherwise, 

banks do not finance them. 
Q. That i9 general t _ , 
A. That is general in the ca.ae of mills which are in difficulties. 

Mr. Wadia.-There is another class of mills. A mill has' a oapital; then it has a 
certain number of debentures. Therefore the debentures a.re directly mortgages in the 
mill Therefore a bank advanlling money would not have a lien on the property of that 
Company. It has a lien on the liquid assets of the compa.ny andin thoseca.ses they have 
to put a man in charge. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-We were given to understa.nd that oa.nks would not give a 10a.n unless 
they had oolltrol of the liquid assets. 

Mr. Mody.-Only in cases of milia in diffioulties. 
Q. Would they require two signa.tures t, . 
A. That they ordinarily do. Where they, do not require hypotheca.tion of stocks they. 

do have a double gua.rantee. . 
Q. That was used as justification for the agency syStem, that only in that wa.y a miU 

could get loans. ' 
A. The a.gents guarantee a considerable portion in such oa.ses. 

• Q. That means an additional cost, in that he I?-as got to give guarantees and therefore he 
oharges indirectly or directly for the guarantee. 

A. He is responsible to the bank. 
Q. Whenever the bank hall the guarantee of the mana.ging agent a.lso it does not press, 

{Qr the control of stores ~Ild Qtqer li'luiq l\SSet;s. W"4ellever ~nks cs,llnot ~et two ~a~ 

'J ~O-21CJ 
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they do press for the control of assets, especially when there a capital debt on the RSSets 
of the concern? 

A. But in cases even where they get the guarantee olthe agent company, when the mill 
is in a had pOsition they could require hypothecation of the stocks. 

Q. I wanted ~ know that. 
A. They would. 

SEOTION VI-COi'T 011 PRODUCTION 

(h) RaID materia! 

~re!idellt.-I t.hink we had better go on to raw materi1l.1. I do Dot know whether you 
have seen this periodical, the Far Eastern Review, a copy of which has been sent to us. 
l do not propose to take you through it. but there is just one statement that I think you 
might be able to throw some light on. It runs :--

.. The signed' order for 100 bales of best grade cotton starts on its travels from the 
managing agent's desk and somewhere down the line in his office force it reaches an 
employee who makes a private arrangement with the cotton broker which transforms the 
order into one for 100 hales of second grade cotton, or perhaps, fifty of first and fifty of 
second. Further intervention on the part of expert grafters results in the final delivery 
'to the mill of say, ninety bales of tbird grade cotton. Everybody connected .withthe 
transaction, even to the carting contractor, gets a juicy rake-off, with financtal 
consequences most disastrous for the shareholders. The managing agent in most cases 
loses nothing &8 he gets his commission from the broker on the original order." 

A. Mr. Wadia.-A libellous set of lies. 
Q. I do not want to go into this in. detail, Mr. Wadia, but I should imagine that under no 

office system in the world would it be possible for it to happen. I should merely like 
to have on our record what your procedure is. I think your procedure should in itself be 
a sufficient refutation of that charge. 

A. In buying cotton? 
Q. When you give an order ta y'"our broker, I take it that your broker goes away and 

gets the ootton.What opportunity h&8 any of your suhordinates to affect the purchase of 
ootton ip. any way? -

A. The millowners generally give the order direct to the broker. Generally there is 
more than one broker. I want a hundred bales of Koompta. They bring me samples 
and put them before me, and then I say ... I like sa.mple A or sa.mple C." Then the broker 
sa.ys the price is so much. If I think the price is not too much, I sa.y I am prepared to buy 
so muoh. A transaction results. It is a transaotion between myself and the broker. 
No employee knows what I am going to buy or if I am going to buy at all. The matter is 
entirely between myself and a member of the Cotton Trade Association. He goes and 
bargains. Then four or six b8Jes acoording to the amount of cotton bought is brought to 
the office by my own men. 

Q. Whole bales ? 
A. Bales which are chosen from the samples shown. Out of the samples shown I sa.y 

I want a piece out of that bale and a piece out of that. They go to my office and I go 
t.hrou!lh them and then if it is not up to sa.mple I say ~. I want an allowance of Re. 10 
or so.' Then eventually when the cotton is brought to the mill it is weighed by our 
own men, and before it is put into use the spinner or the oarder, or the man oOIl~erned 
ha.s a look at it to be quite sure that the cotton is &8 desoribed. 

Q. Who reoei~ cotton at the mill and weighs it ? 
A. Cotton clerks, men specially told off for the job. 
A. Mr. Mody.-In most mills in addition to that th~reare tests made and the tests are 

submitted to the office. 

Q. Would the mill manager usually do it or do you merely leave it to the clerk to 
receive it at the. mill? Who receives it at the mill and who puts it in the godown f 

A. Mr. WadUl.-A man specially paid by the company receives it and weighs it and 
immediately sends it up to the offioe and the man is paid on this weight. 

Q. What pOSllibility is there for substitution on the way:'or at any stage of the trans. 
action! I know that your statement of how you yourself buy the ootton is correct.· 
I know from my own personal experience when I W&8 Controller of Cloth what actually 
hapP,Ons as regards the purchase of ootton, because I have been in the offices of any number 
of mills here and I have seen the agents buying cotton in the way you desoribe. If any 
evidence is wanted on that point I am quite oapable of giving it myself. But the point 
J wllIlted to be 'luite Q!ea,r r,l/Oqt is, is t4ere anl s~~e of t1!e Froceedings at wlU,oh. i.t 'r0'!l!\ 
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be possible for anybody to 8U bstitute an inferior grade of cotton for the one that you 
as managing agent have..,lected Y , ' , 

A. Mr. Mody.-I do not think 80, the cotton is tested at various stages and the reports 
are sent np. 

Q. There are openings for frands even in banks. We read frequently of frauds carried 
oat in a clever way. What I want to know is, whether is there any possibility of a fraud 
being carried out on a mill agent by substitution at the mill of a hundred bales of 
third grade cotton for a hundred bales of first grade cotton that the man&ging agent has 
ordered and selected himself f 

A. There would have to be collusion between a great !!lany people before it could be 
done. It would certainly be deteoted in course of time, when the cotton comes to be 
tested in the mills and goes into the mixings. 

A. Mr.Wadia.-U you get third rate cotton, immediately you put ~ on the machine 
it would break and make more waste. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-When samples are drawn from cotton these bales are stamped with 
the mill'. stamp and these bales are always kept apart BO that they may compare the 
quality of the stamped bales with the quality of the remaining bales, so that if there is 
.ny difference we may complain to the merchant. 

Q. The question of purchase of cotton has been continuously referred to in the course 
of ourenqairies. 1 should like to have a rough idea of the number of milIa which purchase 
cotton through their own buyers, that is buyers upcountry ? Do any of them buy their 
cotton through companies in which the managing agents are interested, and do any of them 
buy cotton through companies in which the mill as distinct from the managing agent is 
interested Y 

A. You are referring to cotton companies ? 

Q. Yes. Do any of these ginning and pressing companies upcountry actually buy 
cotton for the mills f Several milIa have ginning and pre!lsing cQlllpanies, I know, in which 
eithn the managing agent is interested or the company is interested. 

A. That is a transaction in regar4 to which it is possible for any outsider to see, whether 
anything is wrong or not. Speaking for ourselves, we have a ginning factory which 
belongs to the Bombay Dyeing and the C.entury COmpany. We have another at Latur 
which is subsidised by us for our actual work, and we have· puyers who have been with us 
for lIIll'eral years. They buy cotton, gin and press it and send it to us. To that extent we 
have BOme interest. The interest is purely that of our company and not our own. 

Q. Are the companies shareholders in that, or you ? 
A. The company. 
Q. Are there any cases of ginning and pressing companies in which the managing agents 

as distinct from the company are interested? . 
A. The~ are such cases, few and far between, very few and very far between. We are 

not qualified to speak at all about such oases because w" do ,not know anything about 
them. 

Q. Can yon tell us how many suoh cases there are ! ' 
A. Mr. Mody.-Very few. . 

A. Mr. Saklatwal<l.-Most of our mills have their own ginning factories. The agents' 
are not concerned in them at all. 

Q. That is a perfectly legitimate and straightforward transaction. It is obviously 
economioal ami entirely in the interests ~ of the mills. But, if the managing agent is 
interested in a ginning or a pressing company as distinct from the·mi11 I think you wciuld agree 
that that might be liable to abuse. I should like to know the number of such cases. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-N?t many. A very infinitesimal part of the buying organisation of 
cotton. 

A. Mr.Mody.-Wedonotdenythepossibilityofsuchathing, but,we do'not know of' 
any such cases. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-The larger number of the ginning companies are owned by the mills 
themselves. It is only a very infinitesimal part where the ginning cQlllpanies are owned 
by the managing agents and the mill company has nothing to do with them. 

,Q. The statement has been made that only in very few mills is any attempt made to 
utilise the waste and that it is on an average 3a per cent. on the total of raw cotton to 
finished oloth. 

A. Made by whom, Sir " 



, Q. The same author. , ' 
A. A great many mills uee up their waste and utilise it for khadi We ourselves have a 

waste factory. We not only uee the waste that we make but wehave to buy waste from 
others, and that is so wit,h severa.1 other firms, so that that statement is far from accurate. 

Q. Can you tell us, Mr. Maloney, how many mills have got waste plants ? 
A. Mr. Maloney.-I will try. ' 
Q. We have gone into the question of hedge contracts with several witnesses and I 

rather fear that we came out by the same door wherein we went. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Some extraordinary statements were made by the East India Cotton 

Association before you. One was that we milloWDers never hedge their contracts. As a 
matter of fact I do not think they realise our difficulties. 

Q. Would you <care to enlarge on that t 
A. One Of our difficulties as explained to you previously was that the Broach contract 

terminates in March because in April they begin to deliver, and we are left high and dry 
buying cotton with no possibility of hedging for two months becauee there are no hedge 
contracts in which to hedge. We want a contract from year to year. Supposing the 
Broach contract expired in April-May, we maintain that on the 1st of March or the 1st of 
April a contract should come into being for the following year_ That is what we have been 
shouting for and the East Indis Cotton AEsociation have not taken the trouble to under
stand us so far, Sir. 

Q. I would like you to explain that a little further, Mr_ Wadis. 
A. May I put it this way t In Liverpool or in New York you may buy a thousand ba.1es 

of cotton on paper or sell a thousand bales of cotton on paper and sell against it cloth 
or buy a thousand ba.1es of ready cotton and sell forward a thousand bales, in that way you 
cover against the vagaries of the market. These contracts are for two mont~April
May and June-July and so on for the sake of convenience. Now the Bombay Cott{)n 
Association started with the idea of supplying a legitimate hedge for mills. They D,ever 
supplied a legitimate hedge for mills because they said if they supplied a legitimate paper 
contract the price of cotton would go down and a large number of their members are cotton 
brokers and they do not want to see the price of cotton going down. But they are mistaken.. 
What we want is that when we sell a thousand ba.1es of cloth to A we want to be able to 
go and buy a thousand ba.1es of cotton in the market. And if the cotton does not exist 
or if we want it after six months we should be able to go and buy a hedge so that if the 
cotton goes up or down we should not be hit in any way. That is what we are unable to 
do in the Bombay Cotton Association because we have to buy a good dea.1 of cotton before 
the monsoon, in March, April or Mayor June when the cotton comes in from the fields 
and from the cultivators and then we want to sell the next year's crop against it so that 
we shall. not be affected by the vagaries of the market. There is no hedge for us to sell 
It is for this that we have been knocking at the door of the Bombay Cotton .ARsociation 
and have never been able to achieve anything tangible. 

Q. But you cannot get that unless you have one single hedge contract! 
A. A single hedge contract is not absolutely essential though it would undoubtedly 

be an advantage, as a temporary measure we should be satisfied with two or three hedge 
contracts if they will make the contraots available from month to month for one year 
ahead. ' 

Q. Their point was, as far as I un:derstood it, that they do give a contract for the odd 
months. They give it for every month except for the months in which there is no trading. 

A. They must have made a statement which you have not understood or they have not 
understood your question. ;But I maintain, Sir, I say it is a fact that buying cotton in 
March or April I am unable to hedge it against anything until June 1St. 

Q. That was their point. We pointed out to them that you could always trade in 
Liverpool and they said that in certain months you could not, or rather that you could 
only do so nominally, as the Liverpool market was dead in those months and there was 
nothing going on there. So the fact was that the practice was practically the same in 
Bombay and Liverpool except that trade in such months was nominal in Liverpool and 
not legalised here. . 

Mr. Bubba Rao.-If they have a 12-months hedge in Liverpool, they do not operate every 
month. ' 

A. A hedge to be of any use must be available all the year round. You cannot have a 
hedge for six months and not have a hedge for the other six months of the year. 

Preaide7l'.-I will look it up and mecusa it tomorrow morning. That is a slightly different 
position from what YOll took up when you were before us, last. You wanted a single 
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hedge oontract then and now yon say it would dOt matter if yon have three provided yon 
could trade every month. 

A. We prefer a Bingle hedge contract but these people pnt np a stone wall. Well, let 
them have three hedge contracts, but let these hedge contracts be ava.i4ble so that they 
U8 always in being, and never lapse. What we complain of is that tlfese contracts are 
defunct for certain parts of the year. They ought not to be defunct. 

Q. I quite see your position. I will get their oral evidence and discuss it tomorrow 
morning. Aa regards the three hedge contracts, we were. distinctly impressed py 
Mr. Madon's statement that if yon wanted to buy a victoria you.would not hedge against 
a bullock cart or motor car. That he described as roughly the position. If you wanted a 
victoria, you would not want to be sold a motor car or a bullock cart. That he 
c0D8idered analogous to the effect of a single hedge contract. On the one ha:od, instead 
of Broach yon might get the lowest .Beogale and at the other extreme, ~e best 
Camb~a. . 

A. They do not understand the nature of the hedge contract. In Liverpool the hedge 
contract is a paper contract. You do not want to buy a victoria or a motor car. You 
want to bny this on peper only. When you actually go and buy your motor car or 
victoria you liquidate the contract and pay the difference. That is the nature of .the 
hedge contract. These people have mixed it up. The Bombay Cotton Association says 
that anybody who wants to buy a hedge contract wants delivery of it. They do not want 
delivery of the cotton. 99 per cent. of the people that deal in hedges never have one bale 
of cotton delivered. 

Q. But there have Deen big quantities tendered in the past. 
A. There have Deen. That is the trouble. They are mixing up hedge contracts with 

delivery contracts. A hedge ought to be a pure paper transabtion. They make out a 
paper transaction as an actual delivery contract. That is what we are fighting against. 
We 8ay to these men, well, you may have your delivery contract. You may have· as 
many delivery contracts as you like but let us have one delivery contract showing today 
the price of a given cotton as such so that tomorrow even if variations in price take place 
I can still buy my cotton at the price arranged. 

Mr. 8uhl>a RfIO.-Does it mean that a man who has got a hedge contract is liable to 
have the goods tendered! 

A. He can sell it again. 
Q. But is he liable to have actual cotton teJdered ? 
A. If he does not take the precaution of selling it, yes. 

A. Can't you settle with the man who sella! When you have got cotton. he can 
sell to another. 

A. 99 per cent. of the transaction is merely buying and selling. 

Q. Then wbere is the trouble in Bombay? 
A. I am telking of liverpooL In Bombay you ha.n got hedge and delivery. 
Q. In Bombay if a man buys cotton 'and hedges, is ha likely to have actual cotton 

tendered to him ! 
A. Yes, if he does not teke the precaution of passing it on to somebody. 
Q. But can't he get clear from the man hlmselI by payiDg the difference? 
A. He buys, he sella and pays the difference to the !llearing h?use. 
Q. It is done in Bombay alao ! 
A. Ye .. 
Q.' You said they confuse hedge and delivery contracts ! 
A. Because of these three- hedges. In Liverpool or New York there is only one hedge 

and just as many varieties as there are in India.. 
Q. That is a different point. You said they were confusing here between a hedge 

contract and a delivery contract. Where is the confusion? If a man can hedge and later 
on pass it on to somebody elee, where is the confusion! 

A. The confusion is in two directions. One is that they have four or five hedge contracts. 
Secondly each of these hedge contracts is very narrow. The full weight J)f the crop is 
not behind them. That is one difference between Liverpool and here. The second 
difference is that at certain periods of the year there are no hedge contracts in existence. 

Q. No hedge available! Suppose you want to· hedge in March. you cannot get 
8Omebody to sell or. • • • • • _ 

A. You cannot get anybody to buy or selL 



· Q. But in the other months the~e is no oonfusion between a hedge and the other trans
action. You said they confuse the two transactions. I want to know where the confusicn 
comes in. 

A. The confusion comes in practice by the exporters like the Japanese buying hedge. 
contracts or OODll'as or Bengals in November and January and when the time comes 
nearer they th~nk it is better for them to receive their cotton. . 

Q. How can you:stop that? 
A. H you had one hedge contract 80 that ypu could deliver instead of Oomra or instead 

of Bengal any other cotton available at a difference. 

Q. Take the American or the English future markets. They have got the same hedge 
system and cotton may be delivered. 

A. He may be receiving a motor car or he may be receiving a victoria. H he gets a 
viotoria he gets Rs. 1,000 and if he gets a motor car he has got to pay Rs. 2,000. 

Q. There is no difference then.between a delivery contract and a hedge contract. The 
man who hedges can demand the goods? 

A. He never does inJpractice. 
Q. But the transaction is meant to be nsed if a man likes both ways. 
A. He can l bnt nobody uses it. He does not do it. 
Q. SO you are merely speaking of an incorrect use but there is nothing in the transaction 

itself which makes it a handicap for its being nsed as a hedge or dillivery contract! 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Nothing. 
Raja Han Kiaha", Kaul.-What you mean is that the actual purchase is an absolutely 

different thing ! 
A. Yes l in Liverpool. 
Q. It has nothing to do with the hedging Y 
A. No l quite'different. 
Q. One of the objections raised by the East India Cotton Association was that if you 

had a single hedge oontract there would be sellers and no buyers l and the result will 
be that the contract will not be a success. . 

A. There is the law of supply and demand in everything. If there are more sellers and 
they went on reducing the prices the time will come when the buyers will come and it will 
steady. You have this example of AmeriJlan cotton with this huge crop in America. 
The oottons come down, down, down, below 7d., below 6}d. At 6ld. the buyers and sellers 
are in equilibrium and one day the cotton goes up and on other day it goes down. The 
law of supply and demand is operating in the case of American cotton now and it would be 
the -same here also. People prefer to imagine the worst before they try anything. 
They would rather pre-judge it. 

Preaidem.-You want the hedge contract to be a purely paper transaction and that is 
what it is not in Bombay at present Y 

A. That is the position. 
Q. I think you have sucoeeded in making it a little more intelligible to us. Another 

question which arises out of these hedge contracts is the pOSBibility which has been 
mentioned to us of a yarn exchange in Bombay for a simila.r purpose. I do not know 
whether you have studied the yarn exchange in Osaka at a.ll. 

A. It is practica.lly on the same principle as a cotton contract l because they have 
not got cotton they started the yarn exchange. The cotton exchange with a proper hedge 
is a much more effective organisation than a ya.rn flxchange. . 

Q. Their standa.rd is 208 yarn. They have rea.lly got one hedge in 20&, assuming 
points on and off for everything else_ ' 

A. And over the quality on 20s. For instance, A's mill is the standard and B., C. D. 
mills are plus and D. E. F. mills minus. 

Q. You consider it is quite unnecessa.ry to have 1l0th a cotton and yam exchange! 
A. rt would be quite useless to have both. What we want to improve is the present 

system of hedging in cotton. 
Raja Han Kiaha", Kaul.-I just want to ask you again this question as to' whether 

there is no possibility of mills who want to buy raw cotton out in the districts a.rriving at 
some. kind of understanding as to combination. At present every mill buys individua.lly 
and the large -number of mills in the ma.rket probably forces up the prices. From the 
point of view of the mills, would it not be advantageous if they could organise themselves 
for the purpose ot buying! We have been told that the Japanese have the advantage of 
buying through a small number of shippers and getting cotton at the best prices. Would 



it not be possible for the mills here to arrive at some arrangement whereby they· could 
make the best of the situation f . 

A. Mr. Modg.-The Japanese also enter into competition. The field is not left clear to . 
them. When they enter the market they enter into "Competition with other buyers. 

Prutdenl.-Do they enter into competition with each other! 
A. Not with each other. But with others. For instance, if there are three or four., . 

buyers. 
Q. The Japanese buyers in India have about three' or four Houses, have they not f 
A. Yes. -
Q. Are they competing against one another or have they any arrangement between 

themselves f 
A. I do-not know of any arrangement between themselves. 
A. Mr. Wodia.-There is a great competition between them. For instance one House 

i. aelling and another is buying. There is no working arrangement between them as 
far as we are aware. 

Raja Han KUhaA Kaul.-You do not say they compete against one another! 
A. You do not see Indians competing one against the other. As far as the broker 

is concerned., he has got certain orders. He will say 'I will pay so much.' If .somebody 
comes and pay. more he will get the c?tton. There is no actual competition •. 

Q. Two or three brokers going out for two or three mills force up the prices. They 
generally raise the prices a little. My experience in some of the Punjab markets is that 
when one Japanese firm is \luying the other two or three firms buy at the sallie rates at 
which the one firm is buying. At one time one firm buys and at another time another 
buys. They do not come into con1liot with each other. I have not heard of it. For 
instance, in Lyallpur and other places, I have not heard of the Japanese coming into 
con1lict with one another. 

A. Mr. Modg.-It is possible in the case of two or three people. But in the case of 
dozen or two dozen people such a combination does not seem to be at all possible, and you 
must also consider the number of centres to which cotton goes. . 

Q. Yes: you must have seen how many buying agenies they have. 
A. Even assuming that there is no oompetition amOng the Japanese, there are only two 

or three people and they may find things possible which we may not. 

Q. If you had some combination, you might have two or three purchasing agents. 
Would it not facilitate matters Y 

A. I am afraid considering the number of mills which are competing at each centre, 
I do not think it will be feasible at aIL 

Pruidetll.-And the different requirements of the mills also ! 
A. Yes. 
A. Mr. Baklatwala.-Besides, all the mills do not go forward at' the same time to 

purchase. 
Raja Han KUhaA Kaul.-Then you must be prepared to buy cotton at a slight 

disadvantage compared with the exporters. You will always have to be prepared for 
the risk of having to buy at higher prices. 

A. Mr. Modg.-You will find that the Japanese do notalways buy more cheaply than 
miIla. Sometimes they have been very hard hit. They are hard hit now. So their 
purchase system is not so perfect as you think. . 

¥r. Majmudar.-About the hedge contract, we were told that some standard type 
will have to be fixed, such as the Oomra cotton. That will have to be fixed as standard 
. in the single hedge contract. And as Japanese are purchasing most of that cottoll, they 
will get the greatest advantage. Do you endorse that view? 

A. Mr. Wodia.-I do not see how. Here you have chalk, cheese and everything 
else. A buyer of a million bales is not likely to get any advantage over a buyer of 100 
bales. The price is the same at the same time on the same day, no matter what quantity 
is bought. . . 

Mr. Modg.-I should like to say something about a point which was made yesterday. 
We were being questioned about the relative advantages of upcountry centres as compared 
wit.h Bombay and Mr. Majmudar read out certain figures PUPpOrting to show that we were 
losing our markets as against the upcountry mills. I have been working out some figures 
and I have taken as the basis the average production of the five years ending 1914-15 
and have compared thei!e figures with the average production of the last five years. l find 
that our . production of dhooties has gone up by 138 per cent. and upcountry mills' 



production has increased only by 84 per cent. That is a new trade and it also incidentally 
shows that we are alive to "II the latest developments in the consuming centres. Then in 
.. all other sorts .. 'l'e have gone up by 262 per cent. as against 159 per cent. for the rest 
of India mills. The only sort in which we have lost a little ground is chaddlOrBin which we 
have not done much business at any time. We have gone back 10 per cent. and the rest 
9f India has gone back 3 per cent. whereas with regard to everi other sort I think we have 
kept up our position. In shirtings and longcloth we have gone up by 62 per cent. and 
the rest of India by 67 per cent. There is very little difference there. So barring 
T-cloth and chadars where we have lost ground a little, we have not only maintained our 
position but also improved it considerably. 

As regards relative advantages we have put down in our original representation what the 
relative advantages and the disadvantages are between the Bombay and upcountry mills 
I do not think we need labour that point further. There are advantages with us and 
advantages with them. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-May I hand over this statement of the number of waste spindles T 
PreBidenl.-Do you consider 52,000 spindles sufficient to do with all the Bombay waste ! 
A. I think they are adequate. The 52,000 spindles fully employed wonld more than 

deal with the whole of Bombay. 
A. Mr. Motlg.--,-Certain kinds of wastes we are not dealing with, low kinds of waste, 

oily waste and things like that which are sold by us. 
Q, These 52,000 spindles are sufficient to deal with waste which can be worked up ? 
A. Mr. Gefdis.-Approximately yes. 
Q. There is one remark I see attributed to me in the press last night and this morning. 

I was reported to have said that the production of piece goods in Bombay was absolutely 
negligible, an extraordinary statement for a President of a Tariff Board investigating the 
state of the industry for some months past to make. It should, of course, have been 
production of bleached goods. 

A. Mr. Modg.-There is another remark in the press, to wit, that we have not given 
a reply to the question with regard to the Madras market. We did give a reply. 

Q. These things will be put right in due course when the evidence is published. I must 
advert to this question of raw materia.!. It seems to be a matter of vital interest to the 
mill industry owing to the fact that raw material forms a large proportion of the total cost 
of oloth. I have now shown you, Mr. Wadia, what Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas has said 
on this question of contracts being open to two or three deliveries only. If you will give 
us your views on that point, explaining exactly the position, we shall be very glad to have 
them on our reeord. ' • 

A. Mr. Wadia.-I would like to contrast, Sir, the methods pursued in Liverpool as 
against those followed in Bombay by the Bombay Association. In Liverpool we have one 
oontraot which is available for any of the months during the year in large quantities. You 
can either sell or buy any number of bales. To-day, in November, e can make a contract 
for October 1927; we oan make a contraot for July 1927; we can buy or sell for May 1927 ; 
we can sell or buy for March 1927; we can sell or buy for January 1927. Against this facility 
which a spinner or a manufacturer in Europe has got and a similar facility in America, 
the Bombay Cotton Exchange roughly offer us three contracts, Bengal, November; Oomra, 
January and Broach, April-May. These are the only oontracts that are very largely in 
use and none of these oontracts are ever open for one whole year so that you can neither 
buy nor sell a year ahead. Whatrthe Millowners want from the East India Cotton 
Association is that as soon as the Bengal oontract is defunct on the 30th of November, 
automatioally on the 1st of December another contract shall be open for the following 
12 months. Similarly for ODInra. As soon as the Oomra contract expires on the 31st of 
January, the Millowners desire that another contract for the following year should be 
opened on the 1st of February. The same way with regard to Broach. As soon as 
April-May approaclles they want, if possible, a Broach contract to be opened for the new 
year either on the 1st of March or on the 1st of April. The Bombay Cotton Association will 
not agree to these requirements. What in praotice they do is, for instance, that when the 
Broaoh contract expires on the 31st May, they do not open a new contract for Broach 
till the 1st of June with the result that a.ny hedges made by the Bombay mills have to be 
liquidated during April and May and their position remains open till the new contract is 
opened and there follows a period when they run the risk of being shot at by the market 
as has happened this year. We begged them to open the oontract for Broach on the 15tof 
May but this proposal was defeated, the majority' required for BUch proposals being 
two-t,hirds. 

Q. What was the result as far as you are conoerned', 
A. The result was that we lost & lot of money, a oonsiderable sum of money. We had 

bought our ootton in Maroh·April against which we sell Broach. Then in order not to be 



shot by the market we had to get rid of these Broach hedges in, April and :May and we diet 
not get our hedge again till the 1st of June and in that short time market went down from 
Re. 20 to Re. 30. 

Q. Your point is, I think, Mr. Wadi&, that under present oonditions of the market therll 
are certain months in which you cannot get any protection, if I grasp the situation correctly. 

A. Not qnite, Sir. What we want is protection a year ahead in any of these three 
contracts and that protection the Bombay Cotton Association will not give us. 

Q. Ca.n yon always get protection for a short time ahead in the present conditions! 
A. You can, but at a very considerable sacrifice. 
Mr. Geddi8.-Extra cost. 
Mr. Wadia.-And certain periods are left when you haVe! no hedge at all. 
Q. That was my point. H at certain periods you have no hedge at all left, does that not 

mean that in those periods you cannot get protection ? . 
A. Yes; you cannot get protection. The only thing; I would say i&---I.would quality 

i~you can get protection for a month ahead. But a month ahead is as good as no 
. protection at all. 

Q. Quite so. The answer they gave us on that pohit was that the market was not broad 
enough. . 

A. I would say, Sir, that it is not the concern of theirs whether the market is broad 
enough or not. H they open their dontract and if they are no buyers or no sellers in the 
market, the contract will not hamper anybody. And when the buyers and sellers are 
willing to meet each other, the CottoB Association hampers trading. 

Q. I see your position, Mr. Wadia. 
,Mr.8uhba Rao.-You seem to want, if I understand you right, a system of hedges 

eompletely divorced from the actual cotton f Is it possible to get a system like that? 
A. That is the system in America.. That is the system in Liverpool. 
Q. Not if I understand it right. Surely 'there because you can get cotton practically 

all the year round or because the market. is wider it is always possible in the last resort 
for the man who is about to lose by the hedge contract to offer spot cotton or ,actual cotton. 
But here there is no actual ootton available for some months and the man who has bought 
will be handicapped if he cannot later on, for example, cover himself by going in for actual 
cotton. You want a. hedge completely divorced, if I understand you right, from any spot 
transaction. Is it possible to devise a system like that? • 

A. I think it is qnite possible to open a market for 12 months ahead. I o.M not· asking 
for anything more. I am not asking for what is done exactly at Liverpool or New York. 
I am merely asking them that when a contract has nearly expired, they should open 
another contract for the following y~. 

Q. On those exchanges there are two groups of jobbers, some people who stand ready 
to buy and some who stand ready to sell any amount of cotton and the man who has sold 
short must be able ultimately to cover himself by an actual transaction if there is 
a danger of a comer, if he is pressed. And I suppose on the Liverpool market or on the 
American market, it is always possible owing to the large size of the market and owing 
to the single contract to take or give delivery in actual cotton 1. But in India, as I under. 
stand, there are several contracts. The varietiell' seem to come o.t certain parts of the 
year and the man who has entsred into a tro.nsaction on a. very large scale might be 
cornered into having to deliver cotton. . 

A. That is the reason why I want the cotton contract open for the following year, so 
that if at.that period there is a plenitude of cotton in the market he can deliver it. There 
is plenty of Oomra in January. There is plenty of Bengal in November. There is plenty 
of Broach in April-May. In fact these are the contracts that they work and all I say is, 
before the expiry of the old contract, open a new contract for the following year. 
There is no likelihood of comers. There is no likelihood of any detriment to the amount 
of sales, because at that period there is plenty of cotton to deliver. . 

Q. Are there not months when cotton cannot be ha.d ? 
A. Mr. Ouldi8.-You cannot get delivery against that contract nntil the months when 

the cotton is available. For instance, now, if you sell Broach, there is no question of 
delivery. It will come in April and May. , . . 

Q. You want a contract to be ma.de available for any month!. What I want to know is, 
do you want the futures to be made IWail&ble for buying in any month or do you want the 
contract to be made in any month Y 

A. I think you misunderstood Mr. Wadia. He wanted it so that at any time he could. 
use a hedge, either buying or selling •. At present there o.re occasions when there is no 
oontract available for us. It is not a oontract for delivery in any month. 



Q. You want a contract to be available in any month! You want to purchase or sell 
cotton. You want the April.May contract to be made available in any other month? 

A. On the 1st of April, if one has bought a contract you may get deliveries. You have 
got that contract. as a hedge. You do not want others. Therefore you cut out. Now 
until the new contract is opened, say for two months, April.May, you have no hedge at all. 

Q. But yo~ want a new.contract ! .. ..-
A. Contract for the following year. Now during April and May that oontract that we 

have been using the previous year as deliveries are going on, we have got to clear it. 
We do not want to run the risk at all. We cannot go in again because there is no new 
contract open • 

. Q. They won't sell or won't buy from you any cotton for the following year. You 
mean the market for hedges is a discontinuous one! There is no continuity of sales of 
hedges! You want cotton to be available for purchase any month? You want the 
hedges to be bought or sold any month that you like ! 

A. That is the position. . 

Q. In certain months they decline to enter into transactions with you f 
A. Yes; the contraot is not there. 
Preaidenl."::"We were told by the East India Cotton Association that only about half 

the number of mills in Bombay use the hedge contract system. Do you consider that 
correct! 

A. Mr. Wadia.-It is obvious that if they make proper hedges, more people will use 
them. Their hedges are so limited and narrow that some of the mills do not use them. 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-I shonld think that the statement that half of the mills do not use the 
hedge oontracts is not oorrect, Sir. 

Q. It was only an impression. I suppose that you, as they, have no real means of 
verifying the fact. The last point arising out of this question is the possibility of using 
the call ootton system in Bombay as they do in Liverpool. That seems to be the system 
which minimises the risk of alterations in prices. . 

A. The ca.1l system is not widely used at preljElnt. 
Q. Why is it not more widely used! 
A. Mr. Wadia.-They are afraid to use itforfear of being landed with cotton, whereas 

if they could get in and out readily the hedge contraot automatically will become more 
popular. For instance with regard to April-May Broach a firm has got to clear out its 
Broach in March, before the end of March every year though in April he may be landed 
with actual cotton and so for April and May he has got no hedge because the new Broach 
contract does not open until June. That is the difficulty. For two months we are left 
without any hedges whatsoever and therefore such a hedge contract does not appeal to 
great many people. . 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-May I read an extract from a letter which rather goes to show that there 
are some members of the East India Cotton Association who reoognise the desirability 
of it! They urge' my Board do not consider that any useful purpose would be served by 
submitting any further proposals for widening hedge contracts to the representative body. 
of my Association for their consideration, as they feel that they do not meet with the 
approval of the trade as a whole until such time as they are further educated to a full 
significancl,! and necessity for the proposed changes in the hedge contract.' That is the 
letter from the East India Cotton Association to our Association. It shows that they BIle 
the desirability but they are unable to carry it through with their members. 

Q. But the call system is different from the hedge contract system. 
A. Entirely, Sir. 
Q~ The point I was discussing then was, to what extent you use the call system and 

whether it would not be advantageous to use it to a greater extent than you are now 
using it! . 

A. As far as my experience goes, this is the first year that call facilities have been 
available to the trade. They were riot available from the sellers to the brokers before thia 
year. 

Q. Do you think it will be used to an increasing extent in the future! What is the 
experience of it up to date! What the likelihood of its being used more than it is now? 

A. It is very difficult to say, Sir. It is very difficult to pass an opinion on that, whether . 
it will be used or not. 

Q. Do you think it is a good system, Mr. Geddis ! 
A. I do. 
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Q. Haa it any' advantage over the, hedge eontract system? Are ther alternative or 
supplementary to one another? How do they work together? 
. A. The hedge is generally purely a hedge against the stocks or against the position. 
But in the cue of call ootton you are going to take eotton. You buy your eotton and you 
fix the rate later. You are going to take delivery of it later. ' 

A. Mr. Wadia.-It is rathe!' going out in Liverpool; for the reason that spinners 
abused it very largely. They bought a call eontract and they took the eotton into the 
mill and spun it and still did not settle the price. It is rather dying out there. • 

Q. To what extent has it been used here 7 
A. Mr. Geddia.-Not extensively. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Nobody has had any experience of it. It is merely .. process of 

education and then use. Nobody has had any education in it. To that extent we'cannot 
predict what will happen. We can s .. y that it is being less and less used in Liverpool and 
therefore it is not likely to be very extensively used here. 

A. Mr. GeddiS.-Did you understand, Sir, from what I sa.id tlui.t there was .. call 
eontract in India? \ 

Presidenl.-Yes, the call ootton system. , 
A. There is no call cotton here. So we want to buy eotton at so much on Broach or so 

much on any other. I 

Q., The system aa I understand it in Liverpool is th .. t you can buy your cotton fixing 
only the difference at 80 much a pound" on " or .. off." You order the cotton .. nd call 
the cotton later on when you consider the time f .. vourable. 

A. Mr. Mody.-The other party in that case has to hedge. 

Q. I believe so. 
A. My point is that in order to have.. satisfactory call contract you· must have a 

satisfactory hedge contract. Otherwise there would not be any facility. If the hedge 
contract rema.ins unsatisfactory nobody would enter into a c..u, contract. 

Mr. Ma.jmwla,.-The merch .. nts also would hesit .. te. 

PresUent.-We are concerned with the point of view of the millowners of course. As 
far as we understood it the system did afford an additiona.! protection to the millowners. 

A. The millowner would find it difficult to enter into .. s .. tisfa.ctory contract unless the 
other party had a satisfactory hedge ~ontract to fall back on. 

(el Labour 

'Q. The first question which arises in reg .. rd to la.bour is with reference to the figures 
supplied to the Currency Commiesion by your Aaeoci .. tion, which were to the effect ,that 
the index figure of the wages of mill-hands wa.s 231 wherea.s the index numbers of whol&' 
Bale prices .. nd retail food prices and cost of living were only 150, 150 and 153 respectively. 
We ll .. ve been examining those figures, .. nd it seems th .. t the 231 was ba.sed on the reduc
tion of hours. The figure should not be 231, but you have got to deduct 161 per cent. 
from that, which brings it down to .. bout 190. 

A. Mr. Mody.-You do not w .. nt to take into consideration the reduction of hours in 
estimating the actua.! increa.se 7 

Q. certainly not. The two things are not in any w .. y connected. 
A. But does it not affect the cost of production? 

Q. This is a different matter. When you are working out the index figure of wages, 
you are looking at it entirely from the point of view of the mill-hands. 

Mr. Maloney.-May I explain, Sir, th .. t Sir Victor Sassoon's evidence wa.s entirely 
misreported. His evidence before the Currency Commission distinctly stated that this 
figure referred to the rate of wages. It was never s .. id th .. t it wa.s the actual index number 
of wages. ' I think Sir Victor Bassoon recently h .. d his attention called to it and he h .. s 
mads the necessary, corrections. 

Q. You cannot say that the index figure of wages is 231 ! 
A. Certainly not. 
Q. That is the point. -
A. The index figure of the rate of wages is 224. That is the exa.ct ca.Iculation • 

. Q. We find very great difficulty in ascertaining how wages do c~mpare with the figures 
1n 1914 and we have asked you to supply figures showing th~ rates paid per spinner per 
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da.y in 1914 and what the weaver cculd earn if he were working on the same cloth, say 
standard longcloth.. -

A. I think half a dozen mills have been approached to supply the information direct,. 
but at a later stage probably Mr. Subba Rae will be asking us to explain the wage table 
in our statement. 

Mr. Suhba Bao.-Yes, I shall be asking you. 
Pruidenl.-Before Mr. Subba Rao goes on to that, there is a point about the reduction 

of hours. We have some figures for an upcountry mill here which show that the reduction 
of two hoUrs in the working day has lowered spinning production by 10 per cent. only 
against your 16i per cent.; and in that particular mill they are producing now more than 
they did when the 12 hours were in force owing to the greater efficiency of the labour. 

A. Mr. OeddiB.-That is quite possible in the case of a mill which has not been conducted 
efficiently in the past. 

Q. It has been run efficiently. 
A. As it is to-day. 
Q. That is my point-whether in Bombay there has been any increUe in efficiency 

as there has been upcountry. The increase in efficiency in this mill upcountry compen-
sates for the reduction in hours. I 

A. I think we sent out to get replies on this point regarding increased efficiency. We 
have not got them in yet. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-In any case, it will be possible to work out whether efficiency has 
increased from your cost of production statements. 

Q. That is what we are doing. 
Mr. Suhba Bao.--Shall we get this discussion about wages out of the way t The con

tention is that wages in the cotton industry are at present much higher than the industry 
can bear, and that is sought to be proved in the first place by rcomparison between the 
rates in 1914 and the rates that were sanotioned, I suppose, for the last time in 1920. That 
was the last rise given ...... 

A. Not necessarily. In different mills there have been changes. 
Q. Is this figure given in Appendix m to the replies to the Questionnaire correot ! 
A. That is to.day' s figure. . 
Q.So, you compare the figures of 1914 with these figures and get between them a 

certain percentage of increase and show the wages are higher by so much and therefore 
too high for you to bear. In the first place you have to get your basis for 1914. Are 
these figures your only Ata, or have you got any fresh data in support of your 
statement! ' 

A. Mr. M/Jloney.-This is the explanation. You will allow me to read. It will 
explain the position. "Appendix m of the Association's written replies to the Tariff 
Board's questionnainl sliows the wages paid by the Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd., and in order that its exaot meaning may be appreciated the following 
explanation is appended. -

There are two classes of operatives shown on the table- • 
(i) Time workers, that is, workers paid at a fixed :rate of 80 muoh per month. Under 

the head are inoluded blow room tenters, oard room tenters, ring frame side boys and 
folders. 

(ii) Piece rate workers, paid according to the number of units produc~ per month. 
Under this head come speed frame tenters, winders and weavers. .. 

Q. ,Why are speed frame tenters being paid by the units and not the oard room or the 
blow room tenters' 

A. It is muoh more oonvenient to plaoe indicators on a speed frame. 
Then, II the figures in the case of time workers represent the w&ges which could be 

earned in a full month's work without absenteeism. In the cue of piece-workers the 
figures are the wages whioh could have been earned from a production equal to the 
present production per day. It hu been pointed out by the Tarllf Board that the actual 
wages for 1923 according to the table are more than 70 per cent. and 80 per cent. above 
the 1913 figure although the peroentage increases over the basic wages are stated to be 
70 and 80 per cent. This is explained by the fact that at certain times the basic rates 
have been raised. 

The changes in rates for ring frame side, boys ,and weavers, 11.9 typical examples of 
time workers and piece-workers respectively, are given below:--

Bing frame Bide boy".-On April 1st, 1910, the monthly wages for a ring frame ~d.Q 
boy for a full workiug Woonth, i.e.. without absenteeism were B& ~~~ - , ... 
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Between Aprillst, 1910, and April 1st, 1913, the wages were raised and on the latte 
date were Be. 15 per month. 

Between 1913 and 1918 the monthly wage had been increased by the addition of a goo, 
attendance bonus of 8 annas per week and on the 1st January 1918 a 15 per cen1 
increase was given on account of the dearness of food and . the good attendance bon1l 
was consolidated into the basio wage. Thus the 15 per cent. increa.se was given on a basi 
w'l'l!e of Be. 17·8·0 making tho possible m~nthly wages Rs. 20. 

In February 1919 the dear food allowance wa.s increased to 35 per cent. which on a bMi 
wage of &s. 17-8-0 gives the figure &S. 23-8-0 a.s the possible monthly earnings. 

In February 1920 the dear food allowance was increa.sed to 55 per oent. for all tim, 
workers making the possible wages for a side boy &S. 27. 

Afurtherincrea.se to 70 peroent. in the dear food ilJIowance wa.s granted on Is1 
November 1920 and from that date the possible wages of a side boy have beel 
Be. 29-12-0 per month. - -

WWllers.-lt should be explained that the wages are the wages _which, woulc 
have been earned in a 25-day month by a two loom weaver on standard longcloth wit~ 
a oonstant production of -14 Ibs. per loom, i.e., to-day's average production figure. 

The basic rate has been changed from ,time to time. Up to 1913 the rate wa.s 6 piel 
per lb. 

On 1st January 1918 the basic rate was 61 pies per lb. and a 15 per -cent. dear fooi 
allowance was granted. The ba.sic rate remained the same until 1st May 1921, but thl 
dear food allowance wa.s increased to 35 per cent. on 1st January 1919, to 75 per cent. 01 

lit February 1920, to 80 per cent. on 1st Noverqber 1920. From May 1921 the basic rate 
hall been 71 pies per lb. The increase in the possible wages of blow room tenters, care 
room tenters and folders from let April 1923 is accounted for by the fact that basic rate.! 
were raised from that date." 

Mr. Subba RtJO.-Which date, please 1 
.A. You see the increase in the table. 
Q. What was the last date when the increase in rates was given 1 
A. They h .. ve gone up from the 1st of April 1923. That increase affected the card 

room tenters, folders. and blow room tenters. 
Q. The increa.se was given between 1921 and 1923 1 
A. In the case of this mill it was given on the 1st of April 1923. This mill gave it at 

a later date than the other mills for the simple reason that they had been working double 
shift and went back to a single shift.. During the time they were working double shift 
they were paying the ten hours wages for eight ho~ work. 

Q. There has been a change in rates in 1923. Between 1921 and 1923 there ha.s been 
a ohange in the rate. You said there W8o!l a change in the amount that could be earned 1 

A. Yes, that is the exact extent. - ' -
PresidtnJ.-Why give an exceptional mill like this 1 When was the change in the other 

mills' You have given us the mill which came in last 1 . 
A. The other figures have been called for for the other mills. The net effect of the 

rise in wages is the practically same in all the mills. I only explained this mill becau.se 
this is the mill from which we got ~. ' 

Q. When was the change in the other mills 1 
A. It must have been when we changed over from 12 hours to 10 hours. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-Was not that in 1920? 
A. Yes, it was in 1920 I believe. 
Q. That is embarrassing for us. We were told last time that there was no change in 

rates since 1920. 
A. This is rather an exception. 
Q. Therefore we cannot build anything on exceptional rates of wages.-
A. I quite agree that you cannot, and for that reason I 8&y that this is not exceptional 

M regards the cOl!'parison between 1914 and 1923. The net effect is the same. It is 
unfortunate that this examp~e was put in in our original statement because the time 
did not correspond with.the other mills. _ 

Q. But I was going to use this table for a ciifferent purpose, to get the contrast betw~n 
1910 and 1923 to see whether there has been or there haa not been a reduction in output. 
I waa aaking whether you could show the rates in 1914 were adequate. Even supposing 
that tbere ha3 been a change between the two dates it does liot follow that the proportion 
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is really oonslderable if you start with a low minimum. But I want to uSe this table for a 
different purpose. I want to ask you whether there was any change between 1920 and 
1923 in the rates to show the disparity in figures. You say there was a change in this mill 
evidently. I understood the changes were in the main in 1921. That is what your 
representative said before the Currency Commission. ' 

A. That is quite correct, that the percentage increase was given in 1921. Obviously 
the basic rate was changed when we went from 12 to 10 ho)!-rs in 1920. 

Q. SO to get a comparison between the amount of increase since 1920 and any variation 
in output we should like to get a mill where the basic rate was not changed after 1921. 
l'hen we can see whether this standard muster rate did or did not show a change. 

A. I should think for all intents and purposes, except that the method of taking the 
census is open to criticism in certain details, you can get all the information from the 
wage census conducted by the Labour Office. 

Pre&iiJent.-Axe we to understand that if we were to cut out this column, the last column 
but one, .. Standard muster, Is~ May 1921 including 70 per cent. and 80 per cent."-and 
change the heading of the last column, .. Standard muster, 1st April 1923" to "Standard 
muster, 1st April 1921," we should then have the correct position for the Bombay mills , 

A. :For the majority. I cannot say for each individual mill. I think that will be 
impossible. 

Q. Speaking genere.\ly' • 
A. Yes, speaking generally, because there were no chan~es from 1921. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-That is about this table in particular. I was thinking of the broader 
issue as to the amount of rise between 1914 and 1925 or 1926. Now assuming the figures 
do show a change, a very considerable change, that rests upon the other supposition that 
the initial rate was adequate. The suggestion has been made that this very change in 
the rate suggests that the initial rate might have been low. If you look at the figures 
given in the Prices Enquiry Report, it can be seen that in the Bombay Presidency, in the 
cotton mills, the rise in wages between 1894 and 1912 was not adequate commensurately 
with the rise in prices. So it is possible that a great dea.l of the subsequent rise in wages, 

, in the wage rate, was merely a sort of belated rise owing to the earlier rise in prices. So it 
would not be quite fair to suggest that all this rise has been subsequent to 1914, because 
they were getting a much lower real wage than they should have been getting in proportion 
to the rise in prices. 

A. Mr. Mody.:-Isn't it merely an assumption that the rates of wages were low previous 
to 1914 and that the subsequent increases which were given were more in the nature of 
making up for our past sins. 

Q. This is the point. In 1912--1 cannot give 1914 unfortunately-it is found that the 
real wages had fallen below the level of 1894---between 1894 and 1912. While prices 
had risen 25 to 30 per cent. wages had not risen in the same proportion. 

A. But there is this against the assumption, that so far as we know there was no agita
tion for an increase in wages which surely :would have arisen if these wages had been 
inadequate before 1912. It is reasonable to assume when there is a large body of workers 
who are under-paid that there would be demands for higher wages. 

Q. These demands have been made sporadica.lly from time to time. 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-There was no labour trouble. 
Q. Labour was not so self·conscious or disposed to demand as it has become later. 
A. But if there was no' demand it seems to me it is a point against your assumption. 

Q. Labour might not have been so very powerful or so very self·conscious. I am 
merely giving the level of prices before 1912 and the level of wages. 

A. What is the comparison Y Betwee~ Bombay mill wages ..•••• 
Q. This is the conclusion that the wages lagged behind the rise in prices. 
A. Is this in the Bombay industry' ' 
Q. Here is what they say. "The same 'has been the case with wage·earners employed 

in cotton mills in Bombay, Madras and Gujerat." And actua.l figures were given to 
show that they were worse 011 than they were in 1894. ' 

A. Mr. Mody.-Relatively to cost of living Y 

Q. Yes. 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-The figures are compiled by' 
Q. Mr. K. L. Datta assisted by Mr. Findlay Shirras. Nomina.lly the wage had 

risen from 1895 to 1912 from 103 to 125. The rea.l wage WI!¥ b;V the :prices level ohan~, 
had fallen from 107 to 99-& fall of about 8 points, 

A. 'When waa this oompied, Sir t 
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Q. In the year 1913. .. . 
A. Mr. Oeddi8.-Where were the figuree got for the cost of JiVlDg lD IS94 ? 

Q. It is not possible to summarise the whole report. I am merely pointing out a. 
probability. The point was also suggested by the Currency Commission. 

A. Mr. Mody.-You cannot.take it as an infallible guide. 
PruidenL-I regret to say that there is not a single figure submitted to us which can 

be taken as an infallible guide. 
A. What I was trying to ask was, assuming the figures given in this compilation are 

oorrect, because of the fact that the rise in wages did not, correspond to the rise in the cost 
of Jiving, would you say that the workers in 1912 were under·paid? Would you regard 
that as infallible f 

Mr. 8ubba &a.-Not infallible. It is important. . . 
A. It could be equally well argued that in IS94 they were high. It could be argued 

both ways. At the present moment· the rise in wages is certainly much greater than 
the rise in the cost of Jiving. 

Q. That is one point. About that, you can take the figures of the Labour department 
for 1914. They give the wages for 1914 as well as the cost of Jiving index and they say 
you cannot use the wages of 1914 for any purpose of comparison of cost of Jiving. 

A. Why d'o they say that f ' . 
Q. It ·was based upon entries in cash books and not rates. They feel that has been 

based upon inadequate or inaccurate data.. 
A. But these index numbers may be very convenient things, if they tell one thing 

to.day and another to·morrow. Our own wage bill is pretty conclusive evidence. 
Presidelll.-That is the point I was coming to, Mr. Mody. We have come to the con· 

elusion that the only way in which we can get any satisfactory light on this question of 
re atjve "'101 es i8 for JOu to ,ive us the total wat,es hill of half a dozen mills in Bombay 
which have not inoreased their looms and spindles since 1914. I think we can ~d half 
a doZt'n. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-I do not think we can find more than two or three. 

Q. I will look that up. But if we can have the total wages bill for a mill which has 
not extended since 1914, but haa now the same number of looms and spindles, as it had 
then, that really is the only safe guide and I will see what we can do in the matter. 
I think there are very few ••••.. 

A. I do not know whether your sample will.be big enough to give you a correct 
indication. 

Q. We will make the best of it. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-We want to know whethe~ the wage ratio has come very much higher. 

If you take the figures in para raph 194 of your ori6inal statement you get labour-lS'7S 
units in 1914 and 39'69 in 1924. It is a rise from about 33 per cent. to about 33 or 39 
per cent. In spite of the great rise in rates it does not show that the labour cost 
has gone up similarly. I am taking merely the conversion costs. From lS'7 out of 
45 pies it haa gone up to 39 out of 94. You cannot say that it represents the saine big 
change in the labour costs as the rates seem to ·make out. Of course the actual amount 
haa gone up by 100 per cent. But the proportion of wages to the total outgoings has 
not gone up in the.· same proportion. This is from your statement. It looks as, 
if 33 per cent. in one comes to about 39 or 40. The share of labour out of 4S'22 pies in 
1914 was lS·78. It is now 39'69 out of 94'90. So I take it to be 34 in the one case and 
lesa than 40 in the other. 

Pruidenl.-I think Mr. Subba Rao's comparison is rather vitiated by the fact that if 
you are working out the cost of manufacture yoU: will have to leave out the excise duty 
and also the dyeing charges. 

Mr.8ubba Rao.-Any way that does not affect the comparison. You get it from 35 
per cent. to 40 per cent. 

A. Mr. Oeddis.-:-Labour charges have increased. 

Q. I am merely speaking of the proportion. How do you say that the labour bill 
has become greater? Wben everything has gone up and when the total price for the 
finished goods has gone up, of course the wages bill has gone up too. . 

A. Mr. Mody.-That merely proves that other things have gone up. That does not 
affect the issue that labour charges have gone up a great deal. 

Q. Of course not. It only shows that your wages bill has not risen out of proportion. When 
things have been going up you have been trying to ma.ke out that labour cost is the cancer 
spot. It haa only gone up like any other commodity in price. It is not specially: lahour 

y 420-22 . . 
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that ha.s gone up. Everything ha.s gone up in price. This is the point. From your cost point 
of. view you have got to show that for a given amount of money you have got a smaller 
output. Now in this case you have-got to show that the output has cost you more in _ 
proportion. 

A. The only point we were trying to make was that all the other items were items 
practically beyond our control and-the only item in which reduction was possible was this 
labour item. We could not help taxation going up. We could not help stores or coal 
going up. 

Q. In that sense y~u cannot help labour going up. That is another commodity you 
have to pay for in the market .. Just as you pay more for stores, you have to pay more' 
for labour. You cannot help labour going up. It is a question of saying wJ1ether this 
burden is relatively greater on the industry. . 

A. But we are only trying to establish that labour has gone up by a certain percentage 
irrespective of other items. . 

Q. I am trying to contrast the rates and the amount you are paying and the 
proportion of the wage bill to the total cost of production. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-Surely the calculation is very simple indeed. Our point is that 
wages have gone up to 211. The index number was then 100 and it is now 211 from 
this statement, which means that your oost of labour is just over twice what it was per 
lb. in 1924 as compared with 1914. ~ 

Q. So the output has also increased in value. . 
A. Mr. Mody.-Are you challenging the figure or are you basing an a.rgument on lt' 

The figure is there. I thought at the start that you suggested that labour had not gone 
up in the proportion in which we said it had. 

Q. Quite so. I am speaking of the contrast between the rates of wages and the amount 
of wages you pay. As I said, the test of the comparison would be what you get for a given 
unit of labour-one day's full work at· the rates you paid till 1914 and the rates 'Yon 
pay now. That will give ua abont the best comparison between the amount of wages 
paid and the amount of output. If you get figures of that character for half a dozen 
mills, it will be good. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-But this gives the amounts because you pay twice as much for ODe 
pound of cloth as you did in 1914. In every mill it may not be quite the same. But in 
this particular mill you pay to·day twice the rates as in 1914. 

Q. That is an averMe rate. I want the wages bill, t,he total wages bill, and also what 
8. worker would get for a given output. ' 

A. This is the average t,hat a man would get. 
A. Mr. Mody.-The wages bill we will get you for a mill with constant spindles and 

looms. ' 
Q. Is it impossible to get the other figure Y Take any kind of labour which has to work 

for a full day and give the rate for one full day for 1914. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-I have given it in the explanation I have just put, forward .. It 

shows in the case of a weaver it is so much per pound. • 
Preaident.-I take it your point is that in regard to this you have got to divide by 25 Y 
A. Yes, 25 days in the month. 
Q. You take 25 days a month and multiply the rates? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As a matter of fact in April there were 26 working days. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Some 25 and some 26. 
A. Mr. Ma1oney.~It may be 27 sometimes. In 1913 the wages for a side boy were 

Re. 15 a month. The wages in 1925 are Re. 29·12·0. 
Q. Is that the .rate or only the wage ? 
A. Rate. For a side boy it was Re. 15 in 1914 and between 1913 and 1918 the monthly 

wage has lieen increased by an addition of good attendance bonus of annas 8. 

Q. What is the actual wage? 
.A. Re. 29·12·0 per month-full wage. 
Q. From Re. 15 it has gone up to Re. 29·12·0 ? 
A. Yes. -
Q. That is less than 100 per cent. You show HI here. Have you taken the average' 
A. Yes. There are discrepancies. 
Q. There are discrepancies; that is the trouble. 
A. I Bhould say disparities and not discrepancies. 
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A. Mr. Oeddis.-l00 per cent.. more for two hours a day less. 
Q. That is on the 888umption that the output is less. We want figures for that.. 
.A. Mr. Mody.-The output is not the same. 
Q. We want the figures for that. 
A. Mr. MIJ.!nmy.-It is proved by the figure 2II. It -takes the average of the whole 

wages up to and including weaving. 
Mr, Suhba Rao.-It is for one mill. Is it not? 
A. It will be the experience of the other miUs as weD. 
Q. We want a little more data. , ' 
A. You get it from the cost of production sheets. For every mill for which you get 

the cost of production sheets you can tell. 

Q. Just one more point I 'wish to ask you. You al80 suggested that the wages in the 
cotton industry were abnormally high. Are they higher than in any other industry 
practically in India 1 These are the figures supplied by the Currency Commission about 
wages in the Bombay Presidency. I will give you some figures from a table there. 
You will find that the wages of skilled labour taking 1914 as the basis, are 204 in 1925 ;" 
field labour 194; -ordinary 197. Where is the special disparity or special burden' 
on the cotton industry? You are merely paying what labour is getting in other 
occupations. 

_-'\. Mr. Mody.-It all depends on the class of labour you are considering when you 
are saying that it is 204. , 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Perhaps it is for mechanics. 

Q. It speaks too of masons and carpenters in particular and people wh() are concerned 
with the building of the new Poona station, constructions of sidings and yards. I take 
it it includes people who have got no special qualifica~ions-ordinary unskilled labour 
&8 opposed to skilled labour-{lertainly not more skilled than the hands you eml.'loy in 
the cotton, industry. ' 

A. Would you not rather compare mill workers with 'other industrial workers in order 
to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion? 

Q. I am taking this comparison also-the amount of wages that labour is getting outside 
the cotton industry. It is supplied by the Labour Office to the Hilwn-Young Currency 
Commission-Appendix 49 of the Report.. 

A. Mr. Geddia.-That is Bombay labour? _ I -

Q All over the Bombay Presidency. Taking by divisions also, Central, Northern and 
80 on, there is not much disparity between the different centres and they aIso give 
the daily rates for urban area and rural area, varying from RB. 2 to Re. 1 and odd 
in urban area. 

A. Mr. Saldatwa14.-You are comparing the other skilled workers with our skilled 
workers ? 

~~te~ , , 
A. But who are our skilled workers? The Labour Office themselves do not meet 

that point quite clearly when they take our statistics. Some mills give weavers as skilled 
labour. Some miUs give only mechanics as skilled labour. Some give their engineer: 
ing staff and we are not at all clear what skilled labour is. 

Q. We need not go into that. You take the other labourers, field or ordinary labourer. 
There is not the disparity in the rise of cotton wages that you seem to suggest. Field 
labour is 194, ordinary labour 197 and skilled labour 204. You say yours is 211. Accept. 
ing that figure, is that figure higher than what you get in occupations generally in the 
Bombay Presidency? 

A. It is a much higher figure if you-take into consideration that the majority of our 
work people are not skilled labour and you are comparing this with quite a different 

()lass. 

Q. 194 is for the field labour. There is not much difference in the rise of wages in 'other 
occupa.tions and your industry. I am not saying there is no til'e at all. But it is not so 
much as you suggest, if you look at these figures in other occupations. There has been a 
rise in wages all the Presidency over and you are sharing in that rise for good or for evil. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Your argument is that these wages ha.ve not risen in proportion. I 
understand you have figures for all India--Ca.wnpore, Ma.dras, Calcutta and every other 
place and we can see what the increases are, between 1914 and 1926. If you compare the 
n.'!e of wa.gaq in our trade--I am not talking about any other trade--if you cempa.re the 
rise in wages ill our trade in Cawnpore, Calcutta and M.a.s between 1914 a.nd 1924 
you find that our labour has gone up much more. 

y 420-22a 
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Q. Quite so. They had a rise in 1914 which you did not share. In Bengal the nominal 
wages rose from 100 to 148 in 1912. ThE>re had been in Northern India a much biggcr 
rise in nominal wages and real wages as compared with Bombay. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-What were they in Calcutta between 1914 and 19241 

Q. They said it was about 170 or 180. But it is certainly lower than yours. That is 
because their base was higher than yours. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We say that wages in the textile industry are higher than generally 
prevail in any other industry in India. We have not said anything about other occupa
tions. We have confined ourselves to the statement that the wages to-day in the Bomtay 
m~l industry are higher than tbose paid in any other industry in India. That is tbe only 
thmg we have done and we have also compared our wages with the increase which haa
taken place in England. We are concerned only with the wages paid in industrial under 
takings in India and we have also for the purpose of comparison given you what the 
wages were in England l etween 1~ 14 and 1.2 and 1 thiru. that l ears out our statement 
that we are paying an adequate wage to our labourer which compares very favourably 
with that paid in any other industry. 

Q. It is not a question of not paying adequately. It is a question whether the cotton 
industry haa had to bear since 1914 any special burden in respect of wages which other 
industries in India have not been bearing. That point I do not think you have explained. 

A. We have talked about industrial concerns. That is the only point we have taken 
up, namely, that our increase has been substantial compared with the increase which has 
taken place in other industrial concerns. -

Q. I want to suggest that so far aa Bombay is concerned other occupations are also 
paying more. Labour is not getting anything special from you. 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-Apart from figures, you have got the fact that there is no difficulty in 
getting labour and any amount of it. They always come back to the mills. If they could 
get more elsewhere they would not come back so readily. It is a fact; there is no theory 
about it. 

Q. But I suggest they are getting more than before elsewhere 1 
A. I do not think you did. What I am trying to make out is that we are giving more 

than elsewhers; otherwise they would not come. 

Q. You cannot expect a mill hand to become a carpenter the next day~ 
Preaident.-As regards the question of piece.work and timo work, we have found in some 

npcountry mills that the system of piece-work is in force in the spinning department. 
What are the drawbacks to it in Bombay! 

A. Mr; Wadia.-In the ring frame department, Sir 1 

Q. Yes. In one or two cases we found it for ring framea-I think in Cawnpore. 
A. Mr. SakltUwala.-It is very difficult to do 80 in the CasE> of ring frames. We Will 

have to put indicators to show the production in the first place and I will just give one 
instance. In one of our mills the jobbers are paid by piece-work as far as the producti,pn 
is concerned and sometime a.go I found out that a jobber was in league with the wl'ighing 
clerk and the same doff was weighed twi~e. It was weighed in the afternoon and 
just before closing of the day also, merely for the sake of the jobbur getting a little more. 
So I think that on the whole it is better that fixed wages should be paid on the ring 
frame~ , 

Q. We also found in one of the upoountry mills that they had succeeded in getting their 
spinners to take on more spindles by sharing the proceeds with them, their idea being, for 
instance, that if the total gain was 7 annas 6 pies;6 annas went to the spinner and 1 anna 
6 pies to the mill, and that system was werking quite well. As you know, one of the points 
we discussed with you last time waa that the spinners in Japan are looking after 240 
spindles whereas in Bombay they are looking after 160. There are obviously two alter· 
natives before the'mills, one isthe reduction in the wages and the other is getting more 
work out of the operatives. The question is how you are to do that and this is one method 
which has been adopted in the upcountry mills. Is it out of question to apply it to 
Bombav' 

A. Mr. Wadia.-I do noitsay it is impossible, because we have been considering putting 
the workers on piece-work in the ring frames. But the difficulty here is if you introduce 
anyt.hing new, all the mills have to introduce it. Otherwise if individual mills start 
anything new, they immediately get a strike. We have to go very carefully. I quite 
admit the justice of your remark and the justice of the suggestion that we should try. 
But we hav:e got to go pretty slowly on any radical change like !.hat and we have to convert 
first of all our members to the fhange, then we have to convert all our hands and all the 
mil1s have to do it. Indhidiilll mills won't be able to do it. 
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Q It com ... to this, Mr. Wadi.., tha.t the up.country mill has an additional advantage 
over tht' Bombay mill which we had not yet fully explored.. It is in a position to try 
economiell which the Bombay mill is not owing to the difficulty of persuading all the mills 
to do the san.e tbing. . 

A. Mr. Geddw.-It is much easier for them to ha.ndle their labour tha.n it is for us in 
Bombay. • 

Q. I do not know whether you quite understood me. Did you follow my sepond point! 
You were Teferring to the first point, I think, in your reply just now, Mr. Wadi.., which 
was the qUelltion of paying the spinners by piece.work. My second point was as regards 
the question of spinners looking after more spindles. We found this system was found in 
force in up·country mills, I mean the system of inducing the spinners to look after more 
apindlt'S by inrlf'asing their wages. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-How can they manage it? Because after all in our case the weft 
ring framt'S have 200 spindles and a boy looks after 2;)0 spind es and the warp ring frame 
ha.s 348 spind es, 174 a side. 'The warp frame boy loo'<s after 174 spind·es. If you say 
.. pay him more by putting him to look after more spindles" is he to look after a frame 
and ha.lf' How is he to do it 1 

Q. What tht'y did was to have two boys to look after what three were doing before. 
A. I do not know, how they arran.;ed it. Perha.ps the Expert may tell us. 
Q. Mr. Majmudar was un'ortunately not there at the time. I do not think their frames 

were bigger. It was in Messrs. Binny & Oo.'s mills and we were told by Mr. Chambers 
who gave us evidence for our record. 

A. But taking your argument. Three sides to a 400 spindle ring frame; that means 
600 8pindl ... to be minded by two boys; that means 300 spindles for each boy, which I 
venture to think would be rather more than he could manage. Then taking warp frames 
three tim ... 174 is 522; dividing that by 2, each boy would mind 261, which will be rather 
more tha.n what he could manage. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-May I know why they do ij;.......,jhortage of labo~ ? 
Q. For the same reason that you would do it if you could. It is a perfectly reasonable 

idea that, as expenSE'S in every direction have gone up, 80me retrenchment is necessary and 
the beat plan is to secure it by co-operation with your labour if this can be done. 

A. Rut ha.ve they proved to the Board's satisfaction tha.t they are getting the same 
production and that no more waste is made on the frames? Are the labourers able 
to mind those spindles without detriment to efficiency 7 

Q. They appear to be satisfied with the experiment 80 for as it ha.s gone. It has 
not been in force for long, 1 think they are experimenting. Wha.t we want to know 
is whether you cannot experiment too. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-We have been considering the matterfor long lUI to how we could do
it. The difficulties are great. Binnys have adopted for instance Northrop 100m9 and we 
had alloorta of figures on that. We ho.d aloo experimented. We have had them for the 
last 5 or 6 years. As I say the experience varies with diderent 10caJties and you cannot 
dogmatu.e on any matter. 

A. Mr. Geddia.-I think Binnys used to ha.ve one weaver to one loom. 

Q. They still have. 
A. Perhaps if we have the evidence of Mr. Chambers it might hplp us. 

A. Mr. 8aklatwala.-When there is shortage of labour especially after holidays we have 
to do this sort of thing, giving more spindles, etc., and we find that our production 
suffers terribly. There is much more waste. 

Mr. Majmwtar.-In certain mills there are d?uble siders. 

A. Mr. Geddilt.-From necessity or ohoice? 
Q. I do not know. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-We think from necessity. 
Q. That is wh&t AIr. Baptista told us, 
A. It is so in many mills in Bombay, but not from choice. 
Pruident.-Whatis the necessity? 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-Shortage. 
Q. You mean seasonal shortage t 
A. Yes; after Holi holidays, for instance. 

.. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-In fact, when there is a labour shortage all the Bombay mills have to 

work double sides. Otherwise we should never get the necessary labour. 
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. Q. Does it not show that what Bombay sufier from is the tyranny of the jobber T 
A. I am telling you what is the practice. 

Preaidenl.-There are two pointe arising out of this morning's discussion. As regards 
mills which are practically or-absolutely in the same position in 1926 as they were in 1914, 
in regard to looms and spindles I find that your mills, Mr. Geddis, are the nearest. 

A. Mr.Geddia.-OnwhatpointwasthatT .' 
Q. We came to the conclusion this morning that it would not be a bad thing if we had 

the total wages bill of a mill in Bombay which had the same number of looms and 
spindles now as it had in 1914. . _ 

A. Yes; but unfortunately in 1918 or 1919 our office was wrecked by fire and all our 
records were destroyed. . 

Q. Mr. Wadis's Century Mill is one of the nearest, that is apart from the Zenith mill. 
Do you keep the wages bill for the Zenith and Century separately? 

A. Yes. 

Q. If you do that, i1; would be a help to let me have the figures. You have only got 
about 600 spindles more than you had in 1914 and you 'have got 60 less looms. 

A. Mr. Mody.-You want the total wage bill 7 
Q. Yes. 
A. We can give you cost per pound now. 

Q. I think you have given that. If not we should be glad to have it and also the total 
wages bill if you have got it. I find I made a mistake this morning. It is rather difficnlt 
to recollect all the details we have been given in the course of oral examination. I find 
that I was wrong in saying Messrs. Binny & Co., told us that two people are now doing the 
work of three. It should have been that three were doing the work of four. And as far 
as I can make out from their evidence the point is not quite clear as it should be. But 
it would seem that they now have three boys loolliug after 720 spindles as against four 
which means 240 per boy. I also find one mill in Cawnpore which has two spinners to 
three· half sides which means that they are looking after 200 to 226 spindles each. 
Both are higher than Bombay figures. What we were discussing was the possibility of 
your adopting some suoh system. . 

A, Did you enquire why they had one loom for one weaver! 
A. Mr. Wadia.-It is entirely a matter of calculation as to which pays best. 

Q. We now come to the question of absenj;eeism. I think we have now got. the point 
oomparatively clear. What we understood from you last time, Mr. Wadia, was that 
your wages bill·was 10 to 12 per cent. higher than it should be owing to the fact that yon 
had to employ 10 to 12 per cent. more labour than was really required to make up for 
people who were absent. I gather from the subsequent statement we have received from 
Mr. Maloney that that was an incorrect impression. 

A. I think so. From that 12 per cent. labour, mnst be deducted the absentees. 

Q. Yes; we have not got that quite clear. I wanted to get it quite clear as it is a 
matter of very great importance. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-I want to know whether yon consider that the percentage now is very 
high. It was given as 11 per cent. some time ago. 

A. Perhaps'I had better explain the position. Supposing we require 100 men for our 
mill. Then on our musters we have 110 men and on the face of it it looks as if we are 
paying 10 per cent. more. But we invariably find 2 or 3 per cent. of these 100 men are 
absent and invariably that is the minimum and very often ma.ny more, 80 that if on an 
average 6 to 6 per cent. of absentees occurred per day, then the amount of extra we pay is 
3 to 4 per cent. Our neighbouring mills have adopted the principle of not filling up the 
absentees by surplus men on their muster but by going to the gate and obtaining them 
from men who are waiting for a job. Some of the mills of Mr. Geddis are in our neigh
bourhood. This is one reason for the necessity of employing greater labour and secondly, 
it is an economical calculation, whether you would like to have to pay 3 or 4 per cent. 
extra in your labour bill in order to oompensate _ for the greater efficiency that these men 
who have been brought up in the mill show when put in the mills or whether you do not 
think that the 3 or 4 per cent. is worth the chance of breakage of machinery being ineffi· 
oiently worked by the oasuallabour which you find at the gate. But in practice, although 
in theory it is 10 per oent. more, in practice I do not think it exoeeds more than 4 or I> 
per oent. 

Q. Now I was not asking a question on that point. If you remember, when you first 
oame before us. we bad some discussion as to the effect of absenteeism on production and 
I think a great deal was said as to the undesirability of absenteeism and the way in which. 
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the miIJ8 were embarrassed by the large proportion of absentees. I find from the figUles 
given by the Labour Office that the proportion of men is 7' 86 per cent., women 13 '19, 
average 8'97, or say about 9 per cent. Do you consider that a very heavy scale 1 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-I do not think these figures are correci. • 

Q. These are the latest figures--since July, revising the old ones. , 
A. Th"}' have not been published yet. I should be very much surprised if the figures 

are correct because actually only 45 per oent. of the workers put in a. full working month, 
i.e., work 25 days a month if there are 25 working days in that month. 

Q. But I am taking the"" latest figures. 
A. It is impossible to criticise them beca.use we ha.ve not seen them. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Are these taken on the basis of the latest compila.tion, taking July as the 

basis , 

Q. Yes. 
A. July will naturally show better a.ttendance than other months. _ 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-But the Labour Office have not published their figures yet. 

Q. They do not show a. large amount of a.bsenteeism a.nd I have figures for absenteeism 
in the mining industry in England. You get the same percentage, 9 per cen1;.-l0 per cent. 

• before the 8 hours, 9 per cent. before the 7 hours and 8 per cent. now. 
A. When a budli.works, with reference to the figures quoted ma.y I ask whether he 

is marked present or not 1 Because that is a very impormnt part. The mills have a. habit 
to mark a weaver present even when a budler ~ working for him. 

Q. I merely want to suggest that if these figures a.re a.ccurate you ca.Dnot complain of any 
special hardship on account of absenteeism compared wit.h industries ~l.ewhere. 

A. AIr. /lfody.-July is one, of the best months for attendance. 
A. Mr. Saklalwala.-May I point out that Bombay shows a higher percentage of 

absenteeism than Ahmedabad? Just yesterday I got. figures from my mill in Ahmedaba.d. 
I find that out of a number of 1,125 men employed, the number of hands a.bsentJs 35 
immediately after pay day or holidays and the minimum is 16. T\lat means it. varies 
between 1* and 3 per cent. 

Q. The average is 3 to 4 per cent. in 'Ahmedabad; but there are special reasons for that 
beca.use the population there is practically local. It is not migratory as yours. 

A. Exactly. These are the reasons; but our absenteeism is greater than what prevails 
in Ahmedabad. . 

Q. Yes, and a considerable part of it is unavoidable absenteeism, owing to illness and so 
on. You cannot say that the industry is specially burdened. 

A. Why should men get ill only after pay days or holidays? It is only then tha.t it is 
14 or 15 per cent. 

Q. But after all, illness does playa considerable part especially in a city like Bomba.y. 
There might be other reasons too. , 

A. Mr. Mody.-I would like to emphasise again tha.t the figures of attendance are for 
July wbich is one of the best months and secondly, there was a long strike lasting for about 
three months, only a £Ow montha before and therefore the men had a lot of lee-way to 
make up. But in a normal year you will find that the absenteeism is-higher tha.n the 
Labour Offico figures. 

Q. But it remains at this figure of 9 per cent. , 
A. Mr. Maloney.-'-You think this 9 per cent. is not a high figure ? 

Q. It is part of the burden of the industry. You have it everywhere. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-You are comparing those figures of the mining hldustry. Will you 

compare it with the textile industry at !lome? 

Q. I ha.ve not /l:ot the figures. 
A. If_you could, it would be a better comparison. 

Q. It is 5 or 6 per cent. for industry generally. 
A. J.Ir. Maloney.-In the cotton textile industry in Lancashire it is very little indeed. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-It will be a. fairer compa.rison to compare ourselves with the textil& 

industry. . 

Q. I merely suggest it is not a very big drain on you ~ompared with industrial conditions 
elsewhere. It is in the nature of human constitution to fall ill. 

A. The figure you are quoting fOL Ahmedabad, 3 to 4 per cent. does not bear out that 
jt is a small figure even accepting that figure of 9 per cent. . -
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Q. It is much lower tban 12 or 13 per cent. and if you allow half of that to unavoidable 
Cla.US&l, tbe proportion which you will havE' is very small. 

PreBidenl.-As far a~ I can make out from the English figures, the proportion there is 
about 2'4 per cent. ' • 

A. Mr. ;}Ialoney.-That is about right. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-Taking into cOll!lideration July, it is possible that it is one of the best 

months of the year-and also after a strike the attendance is good. 

Q. The strike was'six mont,hs before. 
A. Yes; a three months' strike. But the attendance is good and I therefore suggest 

that 9 is a very good figure to give • . 
Mr. Subba Rao.-ll that continues, it is a very good figure t What do you consider a 

fair amount of absenteeism for the Bombay labour, which would give you a certain amount 
of relief or satisfact.ion t 

A. I would say that it should not be any more than Ahmedabad. 

Q. But their popuiation is local. Unless you give the necessary conveniences in point 
of housing, how can y15u have the same conditions t • 

A. Mr. Mody.--You ~uggeRt now that. out of 9 percent., 41 may be rega.rdl'd as 
unavoidable. But that cannot be so for tbe simple reason that in Ahmedabad both for 
avoidable and unavoidable causes it does not amount to more than 3 per cent. So wby' 
should you a9llume for unavoidable causes here a much higher figure than for all other 
causes in Ahmedabad' 

Q. I merely said half. You cannot guarantee in Bombay the same climatic conditions 
as elsewbere ? • 

A. Mr. Geddis.-It depends on the acclin1atisation. Our mill-hands are acclimatised 
to Bombay. , 

Q. But a good many of them come from the Konkan and they frequently go back. It 
is said that it is a good thing they go because when they come back they have improved 
in health. 

A. Mr. Mody.-Even if undE'r the conditions in Ahmedabad it can go down as low 
as three, you cannot regard 9 per cent. as anything about which we can be happy, 
particularly when you remember that this 9 per cent. does not represent the conditions 
all over the year. 'It will be a great deal more than 9 per cent. in Mareh or February and 
80 on. . 

Q. It is stated that in May it is rather high. Is tbere any special reason for it t 
A. I think in May they begin to come. It would not be the worst month. 

Q. I was told that in May they go for marriages and other things. 
A. Round about Holi they migrate in large numbers. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-May would be worse than July. 

Q. You consider then that even 9 per cent. is too high' 
A. Mr. Mody.-Yes. 
Raja Bar; Kishan Kaul.-It has been pointed out by the Labour Union that wages 

were reduced here by some mills in February and by others four months ago and so 
on. Is that so , 

A. This year! 
Q.,Yes. 
A. Not tbat we are aware of. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-A general reduotion or seotional reduotion! 

Q. In the Khatau Makanji mills and in Assur Veerjee mills, they were reduced 
generally. 

A. Mr. Mody.-In the Khatau Makanji mills, if my recollection is correct, tbat 
matter was brought up to our Association and it was represented to us tbat tbose mills 
bad found that the rates they were paying were muoh higber tban those obtaining in' 
the neighbourhood and pence they were obliged to adjust them to the neighbouring 
conditions. • 

A. Mr. Geddis.-That is so. Compared with the neighbouring mills and in almost 
every instanoe the Khatau Makanji mills were paying higher. 

Q. Then they ha';e also given us some figures for tbe last three months and shown 
that the earnings of the individual weavers have fa.lIen conSiderably. Is that fall 
due to the reduotion in the rates or is it due to anything elsp t 

A. Weavers in whioh mills t ~ner&lly or during the three months' 
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Q. They have given us the names. . 
A. They may have picked out one weaver in a particular mill which was making 

.lightly better paying sorts in one month. 
Q. They. have given several names for each of the mills. For instance, Emperor 

Edward Mill. 
A How many weavers ! 
Q. They have given 68 names and in each c~ the earnings have gone down, for 

instance. from Re. 60 to 45 and from Re. 35 to 21. 
A. For how many working days cOJUpared with the previous period! That is surely 

not due to any reduction. There must be an explanation for that. 
Q. In 80me cage& they have given the reduced rates. For instance, they say Swadeshi 

Mill No.2 in Girgaum reduced the rate for dhotis froD) Rs. 0-2-9 to 0-2-6. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Tbere is a continual proress in every mill of adjustment of ratl'8-

a 8mall increase hl'rB and a small decrease there. Every day of the year there is p,lmost 
a continual adjustment of that character. 

Prpswunl.-Mr. Saklatwala is obviously in a better position to speak of Swadeshi 
Mill No.2. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-I do not know exactly which particular dhoti is intended. It 
msy be tbat one particular dhoti with a quarter of an inch border will have a lower 
rate than the one with half an inch border. 

Raja Bar' Klshan Kaul.-They have given these' instances of dhotisof ten y~ds. 
A. Do they say that they are the same dhotis, the sam~ border! 
A. Mr. Oeddls.-We do not admit that there has been any reduation. If you give 

DS those cases, we shall enquire. 
Pruwunl.-I think Mr. Maloney has oopies of this already. 
A. Mr. Maloneg.-I have not got the copies of their oral evidence. 
Q. We will send them and if you send us your explanation we will be glad to have 

it. In regard to the Khatau Makanji mill there was a reduction all round everywhere 
apparently. You say that was due to the fact that the wages they were paying were 
higher than the other mills t 

A. Mr. Oeddls.-Yes. 
Q. It seems curious that they found it out so recently and started this reduction which 

was made in practically every department. . 
A. In practically every department they were paying too high. . 
Q. But my point is that it seems curious that they did not find it out earlier. 
A. Mr. Modg.-But the times are bad and everybody is looking into things more 

closely now and they thought. that this was an appropriate moment for bringing the 
scale down. 

Q. Why did they not do it before! Your contention is that this depreeaion has 
beeD going on for som& time and one should have thought that this reduction of wages 
would have been made at an earlier stage. 

A. Mr. Oeddls.-It may not have come to their notice. 
Raja Bar. Klshan Katd.-When we went round the mills we were given to under

stand that their rates were higher because they were sllinning finer counts. Is that 
the explanation ! 

A. We Can look up in our papers if you give us the figures. 

Q. Then as to absenteeism, barring the provision of housing accommodation, is 
there any other way you think in which it is poeaible to reduce absenteeism in Bombay, 
or do YOIl think that tho nature of the labour which you get is such that the absenteeism 
will always be larger here than in Ahmedabad and other places. 

A. We find that when they have earned sufficient money they begin to absent them
selves and work in leea days than there are working days in a month. We think that ' 
this habit will continue. 

Q. You think it is owing to the nature of the labour tha.t you get! 
A. That is my personal opinion. 

Q. Do you also think so, Mr. Wadis ! 
A. Mr. Wadia.-If they q more wages than they normally need in a month,' they 

prefer not to work. 

Q. Supposing they get only as much as they want or if the conditions are the same 
as in Ahmedabad where the wages are not higher, is there any possibility of the 
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'absenteeism coming down or is the nature of the labour which you get here such that 
the_ absenteeism will always remain the same 7 

A. Well, I hesitate to make a statement, because our manager tells us that the attend_ 
ance was certainly better when the wages were lower than was the case subsequent 
to the rise. But I hesitate to make that statement because I have not got the facts and 
figures to confirm it. _ If we find that we are short of labour we send out our jobbers 
to the chawla and they return with a lot of men who are doing nothing. We ask them 
why they do not c.ome to work and there is no answer. 

Q. Then want of accommodation is not the reason for it ? 
A. W~ have' housing accommodation. 

Q., The greater absenteeism is not due to want of housing accommodation? 
A. I do not think so. I think that when mills house their workers there is lesEr 

absenteeism because they have not got to walk the same distance as when housed in 
the town and also they have better supervision. 'l,'he keeper of the chawla would also 
go round and find out why they are absent. 

Q. Nevertheless you say that you find idlers in the chawls ? . 
A. Sometimes we are hard pressed. It is an extraordinary thing. But it 

is a fact. 
Pre.sident.-The next question is about housing. Sir N. N. Wadia in his evidence 

before us said thet Government inaugurated the chawls on the distinct promise that 
the economic rent charged for the mill hands should not exceed Rs. 5-8-0 per room. 
I said "Are you in a position to show us the authority for that statement"? He 
said :-" Yes; we are; the Governor's own speech in the Local Legislative COUncil. I 
will send you a copy of that Speech." The copy - you have sent has no bearing 
whatever on that point. It does not seem to me to have anything to do with it. The
Governor did not mention the figure Rs. 5-8-0 any where. He mentions the cost of. 
the tenements as 5 crores and 50 lakhs ....... . 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I think Sir N. N. Wadia may have been misunderstood there. He,. 
was working out the estimated cost per room and what the rent would be on that 
basis. 

Q. He said there was a distinct promise, and he promised to give evidenc.e of that 
promise. The Governor's speech conveys no promise of any kind as to the rent and it 
can hardly be said to convey a promise as to the cost. It merely says, a rough estimat.e 
of 5 crores and 50 lakhs., _ 

A. Mr. Wadia.-I think, Sir, you will find in that speech that each room was to have
cost Rs. 1,100. 

Q. Yes, that was a rough estimate. _ 
A. And I think Sir N. N. Wadia was calculating the interest on Rs. 1,100 'Which 

approximately comes to R,s. 5-8-0 per room per month. I think that is how he got 
that. As a matter of fact the rooms cost Rs. 2,200 and in spite of ErUch luxuries as 
side-rooms, foot-paths, lighting, etc., they are still empty. 

Q. The exact cost according to the figures 'supplied by the Government of Bombay 
is Rs. 2,084. 

A. I think thev erected about 16,000 rooms. 
A. Mr. Mody.:"'It does not. include drainage and sewerage, does it? 

Q. Yes, everything. 
A. They have erected about 16,000 rooms and our contribution has gone to pay the 

difference on the interest charges and the revenue they expected to derive from the 
number of rooms that His Excellency ment,ioned. We estimated the rental would be 
something near Rs. 5-8-0 for the reason that these rooms were estimated to cost Rs.l,10(» 
each and His Excellency said as ~ollows with regard to the rental. "'It will however be 
clear to anyone converf!ant wjth the conditions of industrial life in Bombay that it will 
be impossible to expect a return from the rent of these buildings which will meet the 
expenditure incidental to capital expenditure of that kind.. much less a retu~n of a 
profit." Which means that apart from the fact that the rooms were to be built B,t as 
Iowa cost as Rs. 1,100 the Government were not going to exact an economic rent. If' 
you take these two circumstances into consideration you would arrive at a rental which 
would be very nearly Rs. 5-8-0 as mentioned by Sir N. N. Wadia. 

Q. 'The Government of Bombay have informed us that they are prepared to offer
these chawla to you if you are willing to take up whole chawls. Have you considered . 
that offer! , . 

A. It has not come to the Association. 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-It may have done so privately. 
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Q. What they say hen. islP' If Millowners are willing to take 'liP whole chawls for the 
bouRing of their labour and pay a fixed lump sum r~nt P":" chawl, the Development 
Dirff.torate is ready to If'3se chawls to them at rents which wIll work out at the flat rates 
per room per month shown in the following table n. 

A. That bas never been put before 1)S as a body. It may have been a private 
conversation or private correspondence with One miIlowner. 

Q. In the circumstances you are unable to say what your views would be ? 
A. It must be a firm offer before we can consider it. 
A. Mr. Modll.-It has not come before us officially. 
Q. I am surprised to hear that. The Board gathered from this 'correspondence that 

the offer had been definitely made to Y01). 
A. JJlr. Geddi •. -That is not 80. 
A. JJlr. Modll.-If it is officially communicated to us we will of course give it our best 

attention. 
Q It is of course hardly for this Board to communicate it to you. As regards the rent 

at which they are prepared to lease to you the chawls they say that it would work out 
at the rate of R •• 4-14-9 for the Worli chawls and Rs. 6, Rs.7 and Rs. 8-2-4 for the Sewri. 
Naigaum and DeLisle Road chawls. They say that the average for WorIi, Sewri and 
Xaigaum works'out at Re. 5-7,11. That is the average rate at which they are prepared 
to leB86 the chawls to you and they say that it is a significant fact that several of the 
mills charge higher rates for the accommodation they provide for their employees. 

A. itlr. Modll.-So far as ours are concerned we cnarge Rs. 5 a room. 
A. Mr. Geddi •. -We charge Rs. 5 a room. 
A. Mr. Modll.-Any way it is not officially before us and weare unable to say 

anything. 

Q. The Labour Union has stated that t·he three Mills, the chawls of which were as bad 
as those of private landlords are the Textile, Dinshaw Petit and ¥aneckjee Petit. Do 
you care to say anything about that? 

A. Mr. Geddi8.-I am afraid we do not know. 

Q. We now come to another point made by the Labour Union, which was abo;'t the 
power which rests with jobbers, the power of recrnitment and to a large extent of punfsh
ment. How is Bombay mill ~abour recruited? Is it invariably recrnited through 
jobbers ! 

A. Mr. Geddi •. -To a large extent jobbers bring the labour. 

Q. We found that in most of the mills upcountry the labour was recruited direot by 
the official of the mm in charge of the particular department "'bich required it. Is 
there no possibility of adopting that system of recruiting labour in Bombay t Is not 
recrnitment through jobbers obviously open to abuse? 

A. Mr. Modll.-How are you to get at your labour! We think the jobbers are the 
men most competent to do that under the present circumstances. 

A. Mr. Geddi •. -From the point of view of abuse is the upcountry system not equally 
open to it! -

Q. I should say not, if you have a responsible officer to recruit--a weaving master 
or a spinning master. If he recruits the labour, there is a chance of getting more satis
factory labour than if you leave it to a jo~ber. Certainly from the point of view of -
the labourer himself it is a better system, because he is less likely to be mulcted in a 
portion of his wages by the man who recruits him. 

A. Mr. Modll.-As I said, Sir, we think that it would be more satisfactory to get 
our labour through jobbers for the reason that I do not think otherwise we can fiJI up 
the places of our absentees or keep all the machinery going. These jobbers are in 
touch with the men. The assistants are not in touch with the men as much as the 
jobbers and natU1'&lly therefore the recruitment is being done through 
Jobbers. 

A. Mr. Geddia.-The labour of course is scattered over a big area; some in one district 
and some in another district, and it will make it very difficult for a person like a weaVing 
master to try a,nd control it. 

Q. Don't you get any applicants at the mill gates! 
A. ]:very morning we get them. 

Q. If that is so, could not the weaving master or the spinning master take them on 
after the consideration of their past records? 

A. Taking a casual man like that at the mill gat_you know nothing about him. 
Whereas if a johber gets a man he knows him and the chances are that he will be a more 
.killed man. . 
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Q. They are obviously there for employment if they are-at the gate. 
A. If there is a labour shortage in a department, the jobber goes out. He will take a 

man whom he knows. Whereas if a weaving master went to the gate he would select 
anybody whom he did not know. 

A. Mr. Mody.-About these upcountry mills, who are these recruiting officers. what 
different classes of people do they come from? 

Q. The recruiting officer is the weaving or the spinning 'master. They come to him 
and he examines their qualifications and gives them a chance. 

A. My point is that the jobber is one of them. Under Bombay conditions the jobber 
practica.1ly comes' from the same class of man as the workman himself and therefore 
he is naturaI1y in touch. Now the men who are above the jobbers do not belong to 
the same strata of life. They belong to a very different stratum of life and naturally 
they are not in touch, with the men. Therefore I was enquiring whether the recruiting 
officers in the upcountry centres were of the same class of people or a different claB8 of 
people. . 

Q. Is it necessary that he should belong to the same class' I will give you my own 
experience. I have found in various offices in which I have been that an extremely 
inefficient class of peons was being taken on and I have insisted on all peons coming 
before me and having a look at them myself. And I found that that was a much 
better arrangement than allowing anybody else to do it. So it seems to me th .. t it is 
better to have the people up before the weaving or the spinning master as he can tell 
from a look of them whether they'are going to be any use Qr not. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I do not think it is possible in the case of an industrial population 
like that of Bombay with 150,000 men. You cannot easily get at them unless you have 
some point of contact with them, which these superior officers do not enjoy at the moment. 

A. Mr. Baklatwala.-I may point out that these jobbers are after all acting under 
their supervisors. It is true they bring labour. But it is not certain that any man 
the jobber brings will be employed. If the man is inefficient or if the man is known 
to ha.ve a ba.d record he will not be ta.ken on. 

Q. How a.re you going to get at that? Your point is tha.tit is only jobbers who know 
the past record , ' 

A. Very often a weaving master knows that a weaver ha.s been in his department 
a.nd that he was dismiBBed for some reason. If the jobber brings a dozen men who are 
absolutely useless. who are merely lea.rners. then the spinning master will not ha.ve them. 

Q. How ca.n he find tha.t out until he actua.lly employs them? 
A. Yes, a.fter emp~ent. I mean the jobber's duty is to get as many men as poBBible 

but it does not rest with him to keep them. After all the superiors decide whether 
these men are to be employed or not. 

Q. Has the Millowners' Association ever considered the question of registering the 
operatives so that they may have some check on them? 

A. We onoe tried registering jobber. We had to make a beginning with the regis-
~ation of jobbers. 

Q. Did you get very far , 
A. No. 
A. Mr. Makmey.-We ha.d the idea in mind but we ha.d to drop it. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Could not tha.t work be entrusted to the &BSistant weaving or spinning 

master? 
A. Mr. Baklatwala.-I 'do not think so. In very many csses the &88istant spinning 

or weaving master may be a Parsi or European for insta.nce and if we send him to the 
chawla ...•.. 

Pre8ident.-It is, not a question of sending him to the cha.wls. These people 
come to the mill gates. 

A. But how ma.ny come to the ga.te , 
Q. Mr. Geddis said there is a la.rge number. 
A. For instance in the Tata mills we employ over 4,000 people. At the ga.tes we do 

not get a thousand people. Fifty or 60 come. Of course tha.t makes a. large crowd 
at the gate. But it does not mean that the spinning master can fill- his requirements 
merely from that ..•• 

Q. Surely you ha.ve not 60 vacancies per day. Have you? . 
A. Yes, we have got vaoancies and knowing that there are vacancIes the men come 

to the gate. 
Q. How many per day? 
A. That is difficult to say. It depends on the absenteeism which pre~ per 

cent or so. 
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Q. You would not have th .. t according to your own fl!:ures. According to your own 
figures you keep .. surplus of about 10 per cent. 

A. We do not keep .. surplus of 10 per cent. in .. n the mills. 
A. Mr. Gedd .... -Th .. t is Mr. W .. di .. 's system. 
A. Mr. 8aklalwala.-We do not keep more than one or two per cent. as spsre hands 

in certain dep .. rtments. And of course when the l .. bour is short they .. re employed. 
Then we have to get .. large number of outsiders when there is much absenteeism. 

Q. If you 8&y definitely that the .. ver .. ge .. bsenteeism is 5 per cent. and therefore 
you say we shall in future keep 5 per cent. extr .... nd spread them over the departments, 
which will enable uS to replace our absentees by l .. bour that we know .. n lLbout, would 
that not tend to efficiency? 

A. Mr. Gedd .... -It is a matter of opinion. 
Q. It seems to me that the additional cost, if you work out your aver .. ge percentage 

of absenteeism, would be f .. r less than the cost of taking this casual labour from the 
gate. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-The difference between the casual labour and tbe men employed 
at our own miliA is that the m .. n who comes from outside is inefficient inasmuch as he 
has not worked in th .. t p .. rticul .. r mill. It is not that h~ kndws nothing about the work. 
He is not accustomed to the particul .. r conditions of the mill. 

Q. The chances are that he is not a good man; othel-wise he would not be seeking for 
casual employment. 

A. 'That is prohable; He may have worked in a difT"rent mill before. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-You said that the fact the jobber brings anybody is not a guarante.e 

th .. t the .. pplicant is .. good workman.~ He has got to be tested by some amount of 
work in the mill itself. Therefore it is mercly a question of getting the number through 
thl' jobbl'r and not necessarily efficil'Dt labourers. T'hat h .. s got to be settled latel' on by 
the spinning 01' the w~.&viDg maBter. 

A. Mr. Geddl8.-Not necessarily inefficient labour. 

Q. He merely gets riumbers. f 

A. He has .. knowledge of the hands .. nd therefore there is every possibility' of his 
bringing a man he knows is skilled. . 

Q. Possibility. But he has got to he tested. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You do not depend ultim .. tely on his selection. 
A. No. 
Q. Therefore is it not better to .. void the jobber altogether? Since you suggested this 

morning th .. t labour is plentiful in Bombay, why not han some bureau of employment 
from which you c .. n draft your men from miIJ to mill ! 

A. To my mind it will be absolutely impossihle. 
Q. It h .. s not been tried, this idpA of some sort of centre of employment where' you 

would get these people to register themselves .. nd then draft them to the v .. rious mills. 
A. You would not gPt the hands to register themselves in the first place. 
A. Mr. Mody.-There are season! in the year-I am not dpaling with .. bnorm .. l times

but ordinarily there are seasons in the year when there is a very considerable periodic .. l 
shortage. Th .. t is not by .. ny means made up by the numher of people who loiter .. bout 
at the g .. tes. It is one of the first businesses of a jobber to get his m .. chines going. Th .. t 
he does by recruitment not merely at our gates, but very often outside the g .. tes. 

Q. Quite so. There is a shortage. Is not that a m .. tter for some common organisation 
to deal with .. nd not for each mill to grab for labourers, thereby putting up wages. 

A. My point is you would not get lL~ the worker except through somebody who h .. ils 
from the same class of people. The johLIll" is a man of th .. t type. 

Q. But we h .. ve been told that.the system is .. ttended with a good de .. l of .. buse, th .. t 
it leads to a good de .. l of corruption ? . _ 

A. I do not deny the possibility of corruption. !h .. t is one of the evils .. ttendant on 
all recruiting. I do not think it is confined to the textile. industry. 

Q. No, I did not say that. • 
A. Nor do I think that there would be a tremendous improvement if recruiting was 

done in any other way. 

Q. Supposing you had a bureau of' employment? These people may be employed 
through the bureau. 

A. I am sure that the system is not possible with the workmen's present limitations. 
Q. That has got to be ~sted. You have got to face not very far off, problems of 

unemployment insurance .. nd you h"ve got. to link .. ny kind of help with the system of 
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labour exchange or bureau of employment. Therefore is it not desirable ~ have som4 
such scheme? Certainly you can get now quantity but you have got no further particu 
lars about the labour except that the jobher' is likely to know a man who is comnetent 

A. Mr. Mody.-Ycs, there is not always a guarantee. • 
Q. That makes it worse. 
A. It makes it vcry difficult for any 'other persons hut a jobber to reach them. 
Q. I am speaking of some common organisation. You said there are labourers read~ 

to come and work in Bombay. -
A. I do not think that it is at all possible with the workmen's habits as they are 11.1 

present. Most people would not know for what purpose such an organization actuallJ 
existed. 

Q. I suppose that is true to a large extent. But you have got to deal with a man and 
you have got to use him to the best advantage. 

A. If he is more educated he will be much more amenable to a proper system of organiza. 
tion. We grant that. But at the present moment he is steeped in ignorance and he i, 
not a very easy party to handle. . 

Q. He can be handled only by the jobber 1 
A. At the present moment it is a necessary evil which we have to put up with. 
Q. If he is so amenable to control by the jobber, can't he apply to a clerk in the employ· 

ment bureau and he can direct him to you? What is there specially in the jobber thai 
gives him a special hold over these people ? 

A. He may have all sorts of dealings with the jobber. 

Q. That seems to be the source of the evil. He is said to be more or less in the hand. 
of the 'jobber even in matters of credit. It won't give him a great inducement to wod 
and work continously. Isn't it desirable to bring him into touch with the heads of depart 
ments 1 

A. As a general principle you would admit that for recruiting'to be successful therl 
should be a point of contact between the recruiting officer and the people to be recruited. 
That point of contact exists at the present moment only between the jobber and the man. 
It would not1kist between a Parsi or a European spinning master and the man. 

Q. I understand that a Parsi spinning master cannot go looking out for men. I d~ 
not see why they should not do it through a central office. The labourers are going abou1 
to these jobbers and asking for jobs. ' 

A. Does it mean that in the morning before the starting time all the mill·hands whc 
are loitering about should collect near a recruiting office and apply for temporary job! 
and then they are to be distributed over all the mills where hands are required 1 

Q. I ha~e not worked out the whole scheme in detail. I am merely speaking oj 
organised recruitment, of a system which would give the man a chance to deal with thl 
mill as a unit and not with individuals. 

A. That is not feasible. You have got to engage the men at the starting time 
. If there was a recruiting agency before which a.ll men collected, it would bl 

impossible. . ' 
Pruident.-Do I understand that, supposing that there are not enough men at thE 

gate to fill up the gaps then you send the jobbers to get men? Does the jobber leave 
his work for half a day or so to go and collect people! 

A. Mr. Mody.-In times of acute scarcity, he may have to go out to find men. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-Isn't it a wasteful system to send out your skilled workmen likE 

that' 
A. He may have to be sent out sometimes during working hours, but that happens 

very seldom. 
, Preaident.-That seems to me to knock the bottom entirely out of your argument 
for the simple reason that it would be better if all these people were collected at some 
central place to which you could telephone and tell them that you have 20 vacancies 
and you want 20 men. , 

A. It will come to tllis that probably when the 20 men have come to you, you would 
not require any of them. 

~: ~! ~obber might be in.a position to say ~hether he is the right party or not .... 
- A. Mr. Wadia.-If we had a recruiting office to send a.ll these people from and 

each mill were telephoning. it would be somewhat diffioult to send them out and despatch 
them to the mills. The initial difficulty is in the recruiting station-the practical 
difficulty. 
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PrlllJidenl.-I do not deny that for a moment. 
Mr. Suhba Rao.--Contrast the two systems. You picture the one where you have 

got office telephones ringing and all these things. Take the other pictur&-your jobber 
rushing from chawl to chawl and going rouad the streets. For 20 mills there will be 
20 jobbers wandering about. Is that less wasteful and less troublesome than having 
.. central office Y • 

A. I think the practical difficulties of your proposal would defeat it. 
Q. Every new Bcheme is difficult to work. 
A. There iB the practical diffioulty. We have 90 mills in Bombay and if each wanted 

50 men in a day you would want ahout 4,500 men. You cannot get them out of your 
recruiting office. You have got to sort them out, and you have to send them to the 
different mills. The time taken to send them from the recruiting office to the mills 
should be considered. In practice here there are a certain number of men waiting 
outside and there are jobbers to recruit them. 

Q. In other words, you get every morning in every mill a sort of cess-pool of people 
loitering for employment! - ' 

A. Yes. 
Q. Isn't it bad for the community to have people hanging about like that? 
A. Mr. Geddis.-It is because absenteeism is so big. 
Q. That is the effect and not the cause. 
Presidenl.-What I showd like to know is how many vacancies Mr. Wadia has to 

fill up in his own mills every morning? 
A. Mr. Wadia.-Very few. 
Q. Your Bystem appears to me to get rid of the practical difficulties. If you have a 

definite percentage of additional people worked out on the proportion of absenteeism 
that reduces your casual labour to the absolute minimum. As far as I can understand 
it, your system is the most practical one. But I gather it is not commonly adopted. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-It is a question of cheapness whether to adopt that system or not. 
Undoubtedly 1Ifr. Wadia has to spend more money to keep his labour like that and it is 
lor him to decide. And for other mills they must decide. 

Q. One of the reasons why we are here is to try and endeavour to work out some means 
by which you can get an efficient labour force. . 

lJlr. Subba Rao.-We are not speaking of getting labour only . for emergencies. 
but recruitment generally, not only for absenteeisin but the employment of labour from 
time to time. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I think it will come through education. 
Q. Education and improved organisation. 
A. Mr. Mawney.-I think that the Labour offices in England are not to supply 

temporary absenteeism but to supply labour for permanent employment. . 
Q. Yes, I was speaking of recruitment generally. I was not speaking of a temporary 

remedy. 
A. As regards the daily casual absenteeism a Labour Bureau would be of no help. 
Mr. lJlajmudar.-Have any mills tried the system of a special jobber to get labour ? 
A. Mr. Mody.-No. ' -' 
Q. That system prevails in some mofussil places. 
A. One special man for recruiting labour? 
Q. Yes. 
A. That does not exist here. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-We have a complaint officer. Any labourer wanting to address the 

manager about any inj ustice or any fancied injustice goes to this officer and the complaint 
officer is bound to represent it to the manager and we find that a good deal of grousing. 
on the part of the hands is settled like that. As far as we can we try to redress their 
grievances. That is the only recruiting officer. 

Q. He is only a complaint recorder. 
A. If he is paid less or more or if he wants to go away or for any kind of thing if he 

likes to say anything the complaint officer is bound to forward it. 
Q. No man who has been obliged t~ay money to a jobber for getting employment, 

will put in a complaint to him. ". 
A. Mr SaklatWala.-Very Qften 11 "Joshi or other labour leaders approached us and 

brought these to our notice and we have tried our best to find out, what particular 
joljber was responsible, and we "never had a ~irect c.omplaint. We know the sys!,em 
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prevails and it is very difficult te find out te what extent. it prevails. The men will 
never come forward &nd say. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-We readily admit that there is bribery. We do our best to catch 
it and we have not been very successful. 

A. Mr. Mody.-I .should like to Bay however that the workman now.a.days is not so 
helpless in the hands of the jobber that he could be tyrannised or victimised or defrauded 
except to a limited extent. The workman is not the pliable and helpless material that 
he was. Though there may be abuses, these abuses &re fast dying out. . 

Raja Bari Kishan Kaul.-In your case, your necessity for using the jobber for recrnit
ment &rises in times of sc&rcity of labour. Could not the chances of abuse be 
minimised bynot using him at other times and getting the head of the department te 
recruit the men? 

A. He is not recruiting with the same liberty &s in times of scarcity. An 
inefficient man cannot be passed through by & jobber merely because the jobber has got 
hold of him. . 

Q. If you use the jobber only when labour is sc&rce .•...• 
A. In that case we will have to have somebody else te recruit the men. 
Q. I do not mean to say that the jobber should be dispensed with. The jobber super. 

vises the work. Do not use him for the purpose of recruitment. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Then the jobber lOBeS teuch &s a recruiting officer with the workmen 

and in times of soarcity he will be of no earthly use for recruiting labour. 

Q. He would be in touch, only he would not be recommending them. 
A. If 8. jobber was not iJ1. 8. position te find employment for worJanen in normal 

times, in times of scarcity he will beaf very little use indeed. 
Q. That is done in the upcountry centres. Some supervisors are sent out to 

labour oentres te reoruit men and bring them and yet ordinarily every day they &re not 
intermediaries for employment. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I think the oonditions &re different and the systems must remain 
different teo. Conditions in a city like Bombay, conditions of recruiting labour are 
different to' those of upoountry mills. 

Preaident.-One of the points raised before us by the Labour Union and one in rt'gard 
te which there is 8. oonsiderable amount of feeling was not 'the qupstion of tines 
particularly, but the question of the indirect fines which &re levied by asking the 
workmen to take over spoilt cloth and sell it themselves. 

A. We have 8. statement almost complete showing the Bomb&y figures. 

Q. We have got a certain number of returns ourselves. I do not know whether you 
wish &ny of these figures kept oonfidential or not, or any reference~ made to individual 
milIs in this oonnection! I will content mysI<lf by sa:xmg that two of the Bombay mills 
do not adopt this system apparently of making deductions for spoilt cloth, and for other 
mills the figures for the year vary from &bout Rs. 700 to Rs. 7,000. 

A. In Bombay? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Is it your general impression that the fines a.re· ... XCesSlve, Irom these 

figures' . 
Q. I think Rs. 7,000 a year is a. fairly extensive deduction to make for spoilt cloth, 

It is not so much a. question of the amount that I am thinking of but the fa.c.t that it is 
undoubtedly felt as a real grievanoe and I would like to know whether it would not 
be possible from the point of view of the mills to remove it. It does seem a.n unsatis
f&ctory system. 

A. What is to be done? 
Q. Is it worth while lor t,he sake of 2, 1I or 5 thousand rupees a year to inflict a. punish

ment in this way? 
A. Mr. Mody.-How are YOIl to get an effioient weaver if there is no punishment 

meted out in the way of finfls for bad work' 
A. Mr. Geddis.-It is only for Jiad work. 
Q. I quite agree that the mill has got a reputation to keep up and disciplinary action 

may be neoessarv. but I do think that a much better way is to inflict a. small fine and if 
the man oommits a. fault more than once. to get rid of him. instead of making hiD:! take 
.the spoilt oloth. - . 

A. Mr. Mody.-This figure does not represent,- figure of a. particular ma.n being 
fined over &nd over again. If we find a. weaver doing bad work we do not continue to 
keep him. Wedo not fine a.nd keep him. We send him a.way • . 
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Q. Fine him to a certain extent and then get rid of him but do not inflict your punish. 

ment in this way whioh undoubtedly from the-evidence before us is a sore which rankles 
with labour more than any other form of punishment. 

A. But when you oonsider that the loss to the mill itself is a great deal more 
considerable •••••• 

Mr. Majmtular.-He is referring to the case where cloth is given over to the weavers 
and not to the case of fines. -

A. Even a8 regards that every mili has got a rule as to the quantity of cloth that can 
be thrown on the hands of a weaver in anyone month or anyone day and if you take the 
oase of individual weavers you will find that the sum does not amount to anything 
oonsiderable. ' 

Pruldenl.-Then is it worth while doing it at all! Some of the mills apparently 
get on without it. Two of the mills in this list do not have this system at all. One 
of the mills, if not both of them, has a good reputation for its produots. 

A. I cannot pretend to say anything about these exceptional mills. But generany 
the mills which insist upon turning out a good quality of cloth must have some 
power to infIiot fines for bad work. 

Q. I do not object to fines for bad work. I have already explained that. That 
I believe is under enquiry by the Government of India in any case, but personally Iagree 
that some disciplinary measure may be necessary. _ But this is undoubtedly a very sore 
point with yOUf,labour and therefore is it worth while keeping this form of punishment 
for the sake of a few thousand rupees a year ! ' 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Is it a sore point, Sir, with labour or with labour leaders ! The two 
things are very different. And the argument may be used with all due respect that if 
a man is fined to 'he tune of a piece of cloth he has spoilt and he feels, the hardship of the 
oloth being thrown on his head so acutely why does he stay in that mill. The remedy 
is in his own hands. He can at any moment throw up his job and go to another mill 
Here I see that my own mill is one of the worst offenders in regard to spoilt cloth. It 
looks rather serious because it happens to be one of the largest if not the largest weaving 
mill in Bombay. But the average amount of fines deducted for spoilt oloth per loom 
comes toRs. 2-7·3 per annum. You canno(88Y that it is. veryIarge sum to a man 
who earns something like Rs. 600. 

Q. Personally I would not object to your fining fairly extensively but it is the form of 
punishment that I do think exception can be taken to, making the man sell the cloth 
himself. 

A. Well, fining does not have any effect on them. ' 
A. Mr. Mody.-Bupposing it is done only in those oases where the piece contained 

many faults and in the interests of discipline it is necessary to throw a portion on to the 
weaver, how does it help the weaver if instead of this he is fined Rs. 10 or Rs. 5. 

Q. He has not the trouble o{selling the cloth and it may be of no earthly use to him. 
A. If it is a fine of Rs._5 it is gone from him. It is a piece of cloth he probably will 

utilise it. 
Mr. Buhba Rao._ln this list I find a cloth worth Rs. 17. 
A. It is rather a very exceptioiuU case you are referring to. 
Prei8denl.-The next two points in regard to labour are really rather technioal point. 

Mr. Majmudar wishes to ask questions in regard to the Northrop looms and Universal 
Winders. 

Mr. MaJmwlar.-We have sent you a statement showing 'the expenditure that will 
have to be inourred every month in case Northrop looms were installed in place of plain 
looms. I believe you have studied that and I would invite your criticism on that. 

A. Of your own statement, ! 
Q. Yes, of my own statement. ' , 
A. -Mr. Wadia.-To start with, you say 17 weavers will attend to 100 looms--six looms 

to a weaver. Personally I do not think that any weaver however capable in Bombay will 
be able to attend to 6 looms. . • 

Pruidem.-They can do it in Madras, Mr. Wadia, where the ordinary weaver only 
attends to one loom. I do not think 6 would be all'over·estimate for Bombay. 

A •. 1n our case we have one man attending to four looms, Northrop looms, We 
had to get those weavers from Madras. 

Mr: Majmudar.-This is the establishment in Madras: 
Northrop looms .. •• 100 
W:eaver.. 17 
Magazin!l fillerll 8 
Helpers.. 4-

1"pY:~23 
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Oilers 4 
Piece carrier 1 
Empty bobbin carrier. .• .. 1 

Besides helpers to weavers there are other people also, piece carrier, empty bobbin carrier, 
etc.; so.it is possible for the weaver to mind six looms. The work of the weaver in 
this case is to attend to the looms only and do nothing else. 

A. I should have said that that was inadequate provision for 100 looms. Seventeen 
. weavers pl'U8 four magazine fillers,' i.e., 21 men according to you. We have never been 
able to get a weaver to attend to four looms properly. 

Q. In the case of automatic looms ? 
A. I am talking of Northrop looms. 
Q. Taking into account the helpers and other people it practically works out to one 

man for three looms. ' . 
A. You hardly call a bobbin carrier a helper, whether you use Northrop looms or any 

other kind. You hardly call a weft carrier a helper because he is required on every class 
of looms. And I do not see the depreciation and interest and extra expert supervision 
which varies from 150 to 500 rupees. I do not know which figure you take; Rs. 500, 
Rs. 300 or Rs. 150. , 

Q. The calcnlations are worked on three bases. It was maintained at Madras that in 
the initial stages when labour is very inefficient and when jobbers are not very efficient, 
it would 11e necessary to have very good expert supervision. Therefore in the initial 
stages it may cost somewhere between Rs. 300 and Rs. 500. And subsequently it may 
become possible to reduce it to Rs. 150 to Rs. 300. It is with that idea that the different 
figures are put down. " -

A. May I enquire whether'in these looms the weft or the filling is spun on ring frames 
or whether it is pirn wound. 

Q. It is pirn wound. 
A. I see no extra charge for pirn winding here. 
Q. That is not put down nor is the probable charge due to a better quality of warp 

also. First of all I have bpen trying to find out merely from the point of view of wages 
oost whether it wonld pay to instal Northrop looms; whether it wonld be worth while 
going in for Northrop looms or not. 

A. I told you exactly what pirn filling comes to. It comes to ird of an anna per lb. 
Q. Which oount , 
A. Average 20s. 
PreiBdent.-1 do not know whether you noticed the sum total, which shows that 

Northrop looms are more expensive than the plain looms. 
A. In this statement 100 looms oost Rs. 3,875 per month I take it. And they prodro) 

two·thirds of these one hundred plain ones. Your production is two·thirds. The 
Northrop looms are never run at the sam! speed as plain looms. 

Mr.' Majmudar.-But their efficiency is better. 
A. I do not quite understand what you mean by efficiency. 
Q. In Madras, although there is one loom to a weaver, the production that they get on a 

plain loom is the same as the production that they get on a Northrop loom, in spite of 
the fact that the Northrop looms run slower than the ordinary loom. 

A. It is not our experience, nor is it possible on the face of it to run a loom at 66 per 
oent. of the speed of the other one and get the same production. .. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-If you say that their production from the ordinary loom is just 
the same as the production from Northrop looms it shows that the production for ordinary 
looms must be low and perhaps that is the reason why they go in for Northrop looms. 
If their efficiency on the ordinary looms is low then they have to go in for Northrop 
looms. As in Bombay our efficiency for ordinary looms is better there is no necessity 
for us in Bombay, to charge over to automatio looms. And another thing in Bombay 
is, that we make too many varieties. Binny's have only a few. . 

A. Mr. GeddiB.-What efficiency are Binny'~ getting from those looms' 
Q. I do not think they have given that figure.-
Pr!8ldent.-Messrs. Binny & Co., have not applied for protection and therefore they 

have not supplied us with all these figures. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Are Binny's quite satisfied with the Northrop looms' 
Mr.' Majmudar.-The produotion on both the ordinary and Northrop looms is about 

the same per loom per day in Madras. That is our information. , 
A. Mr. Maloney.-As a matter of faot, I had a great deal of experience in Northrop 

looms in England and the production of Northrop looms is less than that of an ordinary 
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loom. The efficiency in Bomba.y is 80 per cent. on La.ncashire looms and the speed ilf 
nearly Ii timee greater than the speed of Northrop looms. Thehighestefficiency they 
could pOB8ibly hope for from Northrop looms is only 90 per cent. Obviously therefore 
production of Northrop looms for loom, must be less than for La.ncashire looms. 

Q. SO you do not consider Northrop looms to be a paying proposition'for Bom1!ay ? 
A. Mr. Wadia.-We do not, that is our practical experience. 
Q. The oloth that is produced on Northrop looms is distinctly better than the cloth 

produced on plain looms. • _ 
A. Mr. Geddi&.-The yarn has got to be better in the first place; otherwise U would 

not weave. . ' 
A. Mr. Wadia.-You cannot weave 8eadings, you cannot weave dhoties or any short 

length pieces withotU very considerable trouble. There are many advantages. H yeu 
have a. stra.ightforwa.rd piece of cloth which is required to be p!,rfect and free from the 
ordinary flaw8 which are accepted by the market, the Northrop loom alt an instrument 
of weaving i8 a very good one. But if the market or your customers do not look to the 
perfection of the cloth but to the cheapness of it, then the Northrop 100m does not stand 
a. chance. There are one or two other reasons why the Northrop loom is so expensive. 
It req uires extra floor space and you want an extra building. You want extra buildings 
for housing your pirn winders and you have to pay for the pirn winders. 

Preaident.-Ts the pirn the same as the Universal winder! . 
A: Yes. Then, there is the extra cost of the better quality of yarn. The Northrop 

loom requires celeria pMilnu a better ,quality of warp than ordinary looms. 'Then in the 
Northrop looms a.t certain periode the weft has to be stopped and a certain amount of 
waste rema.ins on the pirn which goes as waste whereas in the La.ncashire 100m ordinarily . 
it is entirely wound off. 

Preaident.-The point of Mr. Majmudar's statement is to show that the Northrop iooms 
had not been an economical proposition in Bombay. We only want to know whether 
you accept his figures 1)10re or less. 

A., Mr. Mady.-We entirely accept the conclusions. 
A. Mr. Geddia.-We accept the conclusions. 
Q. What we were told in Madras was that they could get improved results from the 

Northrop looms. They started experimenting ten years ago and presumably the fact 
that 8uch a large proportion of the looms in both the Buckinghl!om and Ca.rnatic mills a.re 
Northrop looms seems to show that they have been satisfied with the results. 

A. Mr. Mody.-lf they were weaving 150 varieties, they would not have retained 
them. 

Q. They are weaving a large number of varieties. We were very much struck by the 
number of varieties of coloured goode. They seem to have every pattern going-of ch6<'ks 
and striped goods. ' 

A. Mr. 8aklatwala.-But it is not different 'weaving, only different colours. The 
.vea ving is the same. ,-

A. Mr. Maloney.-I do not sea how they can make checks on Northrop looms. 
Mr. Majmvdar.-The Preeident means striped cloth and trouserings. There is only 

one question whioh I want to ask you. You have given us four pies per lb. as the cost 
of winding on the pirn winding machine. What is the increase of produotion on the 
loom due to the use of that! 

A. Mr. Wadia.-You areta1kingof Northrop looms. I am talking of the use of pirn 
wound bob 'bins on the ordinary 100m against the usual weaving on ring bobbins. We 
found absolutely no inorease in the 100m production and we find that it costs us more. 
On this four pies average we get no return whatsoever. A great deal of the four pies is 
taken up. A gf'eat deal of transportation has to be employ!ld and no practical results 
are arrived at. We had no less than 116 ofthese pirn winders and I think I was one of 
the largest users in that war.,-winding of mule yarn and fitting it for the looms. Of oourse 
80S long as war conditions asted and profite were big and machinery was not difficult to 
obtain one did not bother about it. But to-day when every pie has to be carefully 
oonsidered then we came to the conclusion that it was better and oheaper to instal new 
ring frames entirely and scrap the pirn winders on the score of economy; and we have 
done so. • 

Q. We were told at some plaoes that there is an increase of production of about '5 per 
cent. by the use of Universal winders. ' 

A. I should say tllat 5 per cent. is the highest figure. But consider this point: if you 
use the winders you must put in rather more twist in your weft than you would if you 
spin direct on to the weft cop. Moreover these winders are very wasteful. For 
instance, our waste comes to 5 to 6 per cent., from re·winding. 

)10 y 420--234 • 
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Q. That is beoause you are re-winding mule cops_ Suppose you are winding from the 
ring bobbins! . 
~ Our experienoe shows that there is no benefit from re-winding from ring bobbins. 

If ring bobbins are properly made and properly shaped, you cannot get more than 33 
per cent. more w\lft on to the rewound pirn, and for the sake of this 33 per cent. more 
it does not pay us to inour an additional expenditure of four pies to rewind the 
stuff. . 

Q. There is also this advantage which is that during the process of re,winding weak 
yarn is detected and the. yarn that is wound on the bobbins practically runs out at a 
stretch on the loom without stoppages. 

A. That is a claim made. . I do not think tha~ I agree with it. 

Q. But that is why, they sa.y, that the increase in production comes to about 5 per 
oent. That is what certain mills have mentioned. -

A. I think they must have very bad spinning if they did that. We have very little 
trouble with our ring bobbins, when they are once put in the shuttle they wind straight 
off. In addition we find that greater waste is made by these pirn winders, because the 
nose of the bobbm is smaller in diameter than the nose of· the ordinary bobbin and there
fore they are apt to slip off. 

Q. Is that the experience of all ! 
A. I do not know what anybody else has done. I was the first one to introduce them 

and this is what I found. . . 
A. Mr. Saklatwala.-We have also got them, Sir, and I support Mr. Wadi&.. I do not 

, think there is an advantage of 5 per cent. for the simple reason that all that a weaver 
oan save is the saving of time'when changing pims in the loom. It does not take a long 
time after all. . . , 

Q. The stoppage due to breakages is also reduced. . 
A. Yes. That is the ouly advantage we find. But at present it does not come to more 

than .half per cent. in some cases. 
Q. The production does not increase more than half per cent ! 
A. Yes. And we do not have so much waste in weft. On the other h'a.nd we have 

more waste in winding. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-I want to get some information on this point if possible.' We heard 

in Ahmedabad that they give wages for Sundays also. They pay wages for the entire 
month including holidays. Is that your system! They pay by the hapta as they call 
it which includes even Sundays. Do you pay for the whole time or only for the working 
days in Bombay! . 

A. Mr. Mody.-The man who has been fixed on monthly wage is paid if all the working 
days are put in. 

Preaident.-Are your wages in Bombay paid by the month or by the day ! 
A. Mr. Wadia.-By the month to the weavers. 
Q. What we mean is that if for the spinner the rate is 8 annas, do you pay him 

Rs. 12-8-0 a month or Re. 15' In Ahmedabad they would pay him Re. 15. 
A. Mr. Mody.-But the wages in Bombay mills are not based at a certain amount 

per day. They are based on a certain amount per month and that full amount is 
paid if the 25 01" 26 working days in the month, as may be the case, are 
~h' . , 

Q. That is the point we are asking. I should like to make it perf~otly clear. 
Supposing the wages of a spinner are Re. 30 a month, and he is absent one day, do you 
deduct Re. 1 from his payor do you deduct 1/25th of Re. 30. 

A. 1/25th or 1/26 as the case may be. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-How many holidays do you allow in the year ! 
A. We reckon about 305 working days in a year. 
Q. You only allow Sundays! . 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-We can submit a holiday list. 
Pre&dent.-How many days do you allow other than Sundays t Do You allow any 

other holiday other than the one day a week! 
A. Mr. Mody.-Yea. Otherwise we should be-l.eft only with 52 Sundays. As I say 

there are a few extra days. For instance, there are Holi and Divali which are not worked 
off by subsequent days. The total which would otherwise come to 313 working days 
now comes to 305, which means that we allow some extra holidays. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-You allow about 8 days ? 
A. Yes; about 8. 
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(dl Overhead cllargu , 
Pruidelll.-The hen section is overhe&d charges. I do not 'think we are quite cl~r 

about the water-tax. You say water-tax is now Re. 1 per 1,000 gallons. How does 
that compare with the tax for private purposes 1 . 

A. It is very heavy on the mill industry if you compare the amount a mill has to pay 
against the paymente made on a valuation basis. 

Q. How does it-compare with the tax levied on the private consumer 1 
A. It is much heavier than on the private consumer. 
Q. By valuation' 
A. By valuation. Even by measurement it is a great deal more. 
Q. If you use 1,000 gallons you are paying Re. 1 as a mill. If you use a 1,000 ga.llon 

at your house what do you pay for it 1 . 
A. Mr. Wadia.-I think it is annas12 for the house and annas 8 for the garden when 

there is a meter connection. 

Q. Do I understand that you actually pay more per 1,000 ga.llons for the use of the 
water in mills more than what you pay as a private individual 1 

A. Yel. . 
A. Mr. Modg.-I will give exact figures to-morrow. 
Q. Should it not be the other way 1 
A. It,should be, but it is this way. 

Q. Is it not usual in·most countries for a large consumer to get a considerable rebate 
for the use of the water 1 

A. Mr. Wadia.-It is perfectly true. Tn Lancashire it is 2d. or 3d. per 1,000 gallons 
for mills or large works.' In Ahmedabad I.understand that it is only 6 annas or 8 annas. 
In Poona it is 8 annas. Even in India every other city seems to have to pay less. _ 

A. Mr. Modg.-I will give you the exact figures to-morrow. But in the meantime 
I can tell you that I worked out the figures a couple of years back and found that 
while we had been paying If7th of the total revenue derived by the Municipality, 
we were consuming only 1/17th of the total water supply • 

. Q. I must confess it is surprising to me that you are paying'more for your water than 
the private consumer who uses far less. Have you taken this question up / with the 
Municipality 1 . 

A. Yes. The Association has taken it up and as their representative on the 
Corporation I have taken it up. Two years ago I made a determineej. attempt to get 
the Corporation to reduce the rate or to retain it at the figure of 12 annas which was 
the old rate from which they raised it to Re. I. But the tendency of the Corporation 
as of other puhlio bodies, not excluding the Government of India, is to regard the mill 
industry as fair game. 

Q. In what way has the industry been mulcted by the Government of India. 1 
A. The Government of India has no other use for the industry except for taxing it. 

That is the only use which the Government has found for us--getting money out of us. 
Q. That is a little beside the point. But what I wish to know is, has the Municipality 

put forward a reasoned statement of their grounds for imposing a higher water tax on 
you than on a private consumer 1 

A. No. They think that the private consumer ought to be taxed as little as possible 
and that industries, large bodies likeo the Port Trust and Railways, and others ought to 
be made to pay more because they could stand it and according to the Municipality 
the private consumer could not. However, I may tell you that I am going to take ·up 
this matter again this year. ' 

Q. If you can let us have the rates paid by the private consumer, it will be useful. 
A. Yes; I will give you all the details. 
Q_ There is one small question in regard to depreciation. Is your depreciation fund 

ever used for current repairs 1 
A. Mr. Geddi8.-In the case of our mills current repairs are met out of revenue. 
Q. That is the correct procedure. Is that always done? 
A. I should think it is largely 80. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Most of the balance sheets show that that these items are debited to 

current account. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-That is for the sake of income-tax. The idea of income-tax is that 

you keep up the building as it was originally and you get a percentage off to correspond 
with the antiquation, if I may use the word, year by year. The income-tax people 
allow you to debit repairs to machinery and building. That is why I suppose that we 
really pay them out of our current account. 
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Q. You get an allowance for ourrent repairs T 
A. Running repairs. 
Q. In addition to depreciation T 
A. Yes. 
Q. Therefore there is no necessity to draw on the depreciation fund for it ? 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-The smail repairs are debited to revenue account. 
Q. Another point in regard to depreciation is whether it would be wise or desirable 

to enoourage mills to scrap their machinery a little earlier than they might otherwise 
do and keep themselves up.to.date by increasing the ailowances for income-tax purposes 
from 5 to 10 per cent. T Do you think that would have any 'effect at all? As we know 
in these high speed days, 20 years is a long time for the life of a machine. 
, . A. Mr. Wadia.-At the present day we find it very difficult to find the 5 per ~nt. 
necessary for depreciation. I do not know what we should do if it were 10 per cent. 

Q. I do not say that you oan do it no'f. 
A. Once we have money we depreciate more. But at the present m.oment we find it 

extremely difficult to find money to depreciate our present machinery. 
Q. I suppose it really would not have ma"de any difference if there had been 10 per 

oent. allowance in the boom period. ' 
A. If we were making profits, it might be a very good thing. 
Raja Hart KiBkan Kaul.-We have been told that the retailer makes enormous profits, 

something like 50 to 75 per cent. in Bombay and 40 per cent. outside. What are your 
views on tha~ point T 

A. Mr. Mody.-I think it is mere moonshine. 
President.-The impression was given by the Director of Industries, Bombay, who 

said that he was paying Rs. 3-8-0 for a pair of chaddars of 2 pounds while the retailer 
must have got them at Rs. 2. 

A. If it 'Were so·before, it is not the case now. In these days everything is cut so very 
fine that it is impossible to make anything like that profit. 

Raja Hart KiBkan Kaul.-He was relating his experience of only a few days ago. 
A. It may be exceptional. ,It is impossible that the retailer can make anything like 

50 per oent. profit. 
Q. In case the middlemen's profit was so great I want to know whether it would not 

pay the mills to have their own shops. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-We have some experience of having our sLops. We were selling 

our own goods, retail and wholesale. But now we have been compelled from yesterday 
to start an agent on commission and do away with the shops. 

Q. You find it is more economical t 
.4. We hope it will be so. With the mill keeping its own shop, the customer is forced 

to pay by a due date. Otherwise the mill cannot carry and finance him. But if the 
customer finds an agent, the agent finances the buyer to a very large extent and, he takes 
risks which a mill could not do and therefore the buyers go more readily to the agent 
than they go to the mill. After ten years' experience we found this out and we absolutely 
came to the conclusion that our shops would have to go and an agent would have to be 
appointed to carry on the work of selling our products. 

Q. Do you not find that you can sell your ,Products much cheaper at your own shop 
in the market than the retailers do t 

A. We, have not found it SaO. -

Q. If there is a difference then you can sell your goods more readily in your retail shop
if the difference is considerable. ' 
, A. Mr. Mody.-But it is not. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-After ten years this is the practical result. We have tried both ways 
and at last we have been driven to this. We have been hoping against hope that we 
should not have to appoint this agent.. But at last we have been driven to the conclusion 
that an agent is absolutely necessary who can finance the dealers. 

Q. I was surprised that the margin was so great. -
Mr BuMa Rao.-It has been used as an argument for protection-the retailer can 

make so much profit, 80 why worry about the consumer paying one anna per pound. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We do not want to use it as an argument. 
Q. May I ask you about the sales gener.ally, wh?ther the Mi!l0wners' ,~sscciation is 

making any efforts to collect and supply informatIOn to the different mills as to the 
demands of several markets, or is it left to the mills themselves to find out! 

A. It is left to the mills. But if we receive any enquiries either from Government 
or from outside firms in other countries then we pass them on to the members of the 
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A88ociation. But so far as the interna.l demand is oonoemed ev~ry mill is supposed 
to be in touch with the consuming centres and as a matter of fact is actllally in touch, 

Q. You do not collect anything like information for them-publish a sort of trade 
circular' 

A. Mr. Geddia.-No. That is left to the mitis' own initiative. 
Q. But is not that a desirable development in view of the increasing competition 

in the markets both at home and abroad ?-For example, in order to have' some 
recourse to some kind of co.operative action, to know the nature of competition in. 
different markets 1 ' 

PreJIident.~1 had a question on that to put later on. I may as well ask it now, It 
was whether it would not pay the Millowners' Association to have a technical man to 
go round and visit the different markets in India. and examine their requirements and 
report the extent to which goods from other countries come in ? . 

A. So many of us have ,agents upcountry in the markets looking after this already. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We keep in touch with' everything that passes in the consuming 

oentres through either commission agents or through our own shops or through the 
upcountry dealers who are always to be found in Bomhay and who come from all parts 
of the ·country. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-But this information seems to be confined to the mills concemed. 
There is nothing like a common organisation where information is available to the whole 
trade. Nothing corresponding to trade journals for example, trade ciroulars Which 
are sent round in other parts of the world. Is not that a desirable development? Not 
the circulation of any confidential information, but something about common develop
ments that are of interest to everybody, for example, which markets abroad could 
absorb which kind of cotton goods and so on. 

A. Mr. Maloney.-That is done. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We keep our members in touch byoirculars and other things. I 

thought you were'referring to internal demand. 
Q. I was speaking both of internal and extemal markets ... 
A. Yes. By means of circulars and trade returns we keep in touch with movements 

outside India as an Association. 
Q. Are these circulars published ? 
A. Yes. 

, Q. But there is no such information available for any developments in· the country 
itself except what you get from your own agents' 

A. And through our dealers. 

(f) Transport 

PreJIident.-1 do not think there is, any fU:ther question about the railway freights, 
except to say that such information as we have obtained shows that Bombay is certainly 
better off in that respeot than upcountry mills. , 

SECTION III 

Suggestions fS8 to remeaial meaBurea 

(a) Suggeations put jOf'1JJ(lrd by the Bombay Millowner8' AS8ociation& 

PreJIident.-We now come to the last section, the remedial measures proposed by 
the Bombay Millowners' Association. , 

A. Mr. Mody.-As regards the last question, may I read out a short note" The 
As,oobtion at present supplies information as to the changes in the Customs ,tariff on 
cotton y .. rn and piece. goods in all counliries to which Indian goods .. re' expbrted, and 
summaries of the annual sea borne trade retums of these countries which maintain 
such records. These summ .. ries have been issued for Kenya, M .. laya, Persia and Australia 
during recent months and give a fair indication as to the possibilities of these markets, 
the character of the demand and the competition from other countries. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Why do you limit them to these ma~kets" 
A. Mr. Maloney.-We do not limit them at all but we are handicapped by·the fact 

that we do not get the sea bome trade returns of all countries in spite of an infinite number 
of applications. 

Q. Portuguese East Africa is a big market. 
A. We have not much difficulty in Malaya. Countries under British rule supply 

the best information. 
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Q. Mesopotamia. is under British rule. 
A. Yes; we expeot to get them shortly from Ira.q. We ha.ve been promised them. 
Q. Portugu;se East AfriCo. ? 
A. Nothing. For South Africa., yes. 
Q. Portuguese Ea.st Africa. imports tlie second la.rgeAt qua.ntity of grey goods from 

India.. , "\, 
A. Tha.t ma.y be BO. 

President.-In rega.rd ,to ~he proposa.l that the customs duty Qn machinery should 
be abolished, it has been represented to us that it might have a prejudicial effect on 
certain industries in India such as those producing magnesium chloride; tallow and 
bobbins. Have you any comments to offer on tho.t 7 
_ A. I might sa.y that when the magnesium chloride industry made an application 
for protectiori we said that was 0. special case. And that we did not mind if they were 
given between 40 and 50 per cent. protection. The increase in the cost of production 
was very small. 

Q. Did they get it' 
A. They got nothing. The industry wo.s evidently considered not worth retaining. 
A. Mr Mody.-In the present stage of our development, I do not think indigenous 

industries o.re going to be hit very hard. If they are, then there would be a case for 
individual consideration. Otherwise what would happen would be that you might 
consider it very desirable to remove this impost on the industry and you might not do 
it for the simple reason that there o.re two or three struggling factories which are trying 
to supplant imported articles. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-What would happen to them? 
A. They would get protection. What is the Tariff Board for? 
Q. To run about and seek all those who might want protection! 
A. If a good case' was made out, yes. 
Q. You mean you would wipe off all import duties and restore those ~ the case of 

goods that required protection? 
A. We would individually consider all those cases in which it is found that there 

is an indigenous industry likely to do well, and if it is handicapped owing to foreign 
.competition, help it. We certainly are for indigenous industries thriving. 

Q. The present protection is neither here nor there. While it hampers you it does 
not help the industry to any extent? -

A. Yes, that is the point. 
President.-Have you any views on the application for protection for hosiery which 

has been made to us, _ 
A. Mr. Ge.ddi8.-We have a note in that connection. In 1921 at the height of the 

boom the Association in their evidence before the Fiscal Commission complained that 
the hosiery tra.de required protection, and Mr. Petit considered that 25 per cent. pro
teotion was necessary in order to help the trade. At that time several mills in Bomba.y 
ha.d hosiery departments but as far as I a.m aware these have been closed down now o'l\;ng 
to intense Japanese competition. If the industry is to be built up, it will need a greater 
amount of protection than in 1921. That is all the comment we have to make. 

Q. The question with which we are concerned is what special technicalities there 
,.re about hosiery which makes it more desirable as a subject for protection than any 
other branch of the industry' Can you say that hosiery is any more technical than 
spinning fine oounts or manufacturing certain special lines of coloured. dyed and printed 
goods t ' 

A. We oould not sa.y, Sir. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-In 1921 did you say you wanted protection, that your representative 

demanded protection ! 
A. Yes, before the Fiscal Commission. 
Q. But there is some oontra.diction between the memorandum and the evidence given. 

In the memorandum it is sa.id tha.t an enquiry into the manufacture of hosiery may 
be instituted immediately and adequate protection in the shape of heavy 'duties on 
imported articles may be given, whereas in answer to a question the witness said that 
.. for the la.st three or'four years the hosiery department has been getting on very well, 
I do not think there is any competition now. .. _ 

A. Mr, Maloney.-I have read through the whole of the evidence. It is a fact that 
the case for protection of the hosiery industry was supported by the Bombay Millowners 
and it is also a fact that since 1921 the imports of Japanese hosiery have increased 
tremendously. There is no doubt about that. 

A. I am speaking of the demand made in 1921. 
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PreIJident.-We have further had an application from certain mills in Ahmedabad 
for the remission of the 6 per cent. duty on imports of yarn over 40s counts. Have 
yon any views on that? 

A. Mr. Wadia.-We should he opposed to the abolition of the duty on yarn. 
Q. Over 4Os? There are certain mi1Is in Ahmedabad which weave fine counts, 

for which they use imported yarn of counts over 40s and they have put in a special 
application for the remission of the 6 per cent. duty on these counts. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We are not in favour ofthe remission. 
Q: What difference would the remission make?' Do you oppose it merely on principle! / 

Do you consider it would have any appreciable effect? 
A. We do so for one reason among others that there are certain mills in Bombay, 

Ahmedabad and Sholapur which manufacture fine counts, and it is in their interest 
to go on doing 80. 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Obviously the answer is, let these mills who wish the duty off buy 
country made yarn. - They can do it. 

Q. The reply is that the country made yarn does not answer their purpose because th~ 
quality is not so good. 

A.· Mr. Mody.-Mills are making fine counts from imported I;otton and they would 
not naturally like the duty off. So far as the mi1Is which are not making 40s are concerned 
I do not think they would strenuously oppose it. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-H you increase the duty on lower counts, the development yOl,t spoke 
of ye.terday, of a transition from the lower to the higher will not thereby be encoura.ged. 

A. I do not follow. 
Q. If you put a higher duty on lower counte that will keep the position where it is 

now. 
A. We have-not expressed any special opinion. 
PreIJident.-Have you decided whether you would prefer Trade Commissioners? 

Will you give us any further views on that point! 
A. Mr. Mody.-As a general proposition it would be of advantage to have Trade 

Commissioners in various centres of exports who could keep us in touch with the 
markets. • 

Q. I pointed out on the last occasion that if we were to suggest this and the Government 
of India were to accept our recommendation they naturally would not appoint a large 
number in the first instance. They would appoint a few to see how they work and what. 
use ill, made of them, and it was agreed that you should let us know the places in which 
you consider they should first be appointed. 

A. Mr. Geddlti.-We have not gone into that. I did not know that it had got to that 
stage. 

Q. You said you woUld like to consider eiactly where they would be most useful. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We will let you have that statement. 
Q. If you let us have your opinion on that it would be helpful.· 
Mr. Subba Rao.-About these Trade Commissioners, there are two systems as you' 

might !mow. First~there is the Trade Commissioner who deala 'practically with the 
entire trade of the country and supplies information to the different trades as they mighj 
require. Then again each trade might send out its own agent subsidised by the State. 
Which of these two do you prefer Y 

A. We would naturally prefer a man looking after our own interest specially. 
Q. I want to know which would help you better 1 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-On the face of it I agree with Mr. Mody that it seems it will be better 

to have a man, a whole time man in our own interest. . 

Q. The Trade Commissioner deala with II number of things and he is not under your 
control, whereas your agent will be. And also there is a stimulus on the other side to 
spend some of your own money. You get a combination of initiative and help from 
above. I wanted to know which you would prefer--to have your own agent subsidised 
by the State or depend upon a Trade Commissioner who would look after not the interest 
of one trade only but the country's entire export trade. There is a good deal to be said 
for the other side also .• I want to know your views. _ . 

A. Mr. Geddia.-As an Association we cannot exa.ctly give a. reply without considering 
it; If you want a personal opinion, I think the whole-time man would be better. 

Q. You cannot give us any idea as to what centres you would like to have these agents 
in. But let me ask a general question. Would you place them in countrie~ where your 
trade is already well developed or where the trade requires to be developed Y Mesopotamia 
is buying more than thirty million yards of your coloured and grey goods whereas 
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another country Italy is buying very little. WOl,lld you send your agent to a place like 
Mesopotamia to consolidate your trade there or would you send him to Italy? 

, ,A. It would depend on what business we think he could develop. We might have a 
considerable business in Mesopotamia in which case we might send him to Italy. 

Q. It would not depend on the actual trade but more on potentialities. 
A. I should imagine so. 
A. Mr. Mody.-¥y view is that we would" want in any case a Trade Commissioner 

to look after our interests in the markets where we have already penetrated, not only 
for future development, but so that we may not be ousted. 

Q. I should have thought myself that that was the more obVious reply. 
A. Also where we find potentialities for good markets we would like to have a Trade 

Commissioner or two appointed in newly opened places. But more particularly we 
would like to have our existing markets developed and preserved. 

Q. Where already you have a footing you would like to make sure? For example, 
you find as regards 'your yarn, the best customers are the Strait Settlements, Aden and 
Dependencies, Persia ..... . 

A. Mr. Mody.-In Persia we would like to have a Trade Commissioner. It is a 
market with potentialities. . -

Q. For grey and coloured goods; and there is Mesopotamia and Straits Settlements. 
So broadly speaking you would-like to send your agents to markets where you have 
already-a.n appreciable command which you would like to develop further. -

A. Which we would like to retain and develop. 

(b) Other auggestions 

President.-We have come to the other suggestions. Your Association, I notice, 
has not put forward any proposals for any Government assistance other than protection. 
Do you oonsider that there is no possibility of help in any direction other than protection. 

A. Subsidised freights. 
Q. My point, Mr. Mody is that if protection were recommended by us or were considered 

by the Legislature, it would doubtless be held that the industry should do something 
for itself in return. Is there any direction in which the Bombay mill industry considers 
it oould be made more efficient with or without help from Government? My point is 
tha.t the dema.nd for protection might be countered by a claim that it is up to the industry 
to ma.ke itself more effioient in return for such protection as might 'be considered suitable. 
Is it your considered view tIia.t there is no possibility of the Bomba.y industry becoming 
more efficient? 

A. Mr. Geddis.-Not ma.terially more effioient. 
A. Mr. Mody.-We Ca.llnOt pretend ~o claim that there is no room wha.tsoever for 

inoreased efficiency. I do not think we claim that. But we certa.inly do cla.im that 
we are doing everything imaginable to place our industry on as sound and as efficient 
a basis as we possibly can and :we are alive to the possibilities of everything that is going 
on. ' During the last two or three years, if you were to make a comparative analysis 
you would find tha.t a great deal has been done by the industry to protect and preserve 
itself in these diffioult times. Production has been increased; costs have been brought 
down. We donot say it is the last word on the subject but we do say that we have done 
a very considerable amount. 

Q. Have you ever oonsidered the question of advanoe in the direction of turning out 
more ooloured, dyed and printed goods? Have you ever considered the question of a 
oombined dyeing, bleaching and printing works where there are ample supplies of water 
and other facilities available. 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-We have got a. small printing works at the Standard Mills. We 
have not Ql>nsidered the feasibility of a very large plant. • 

Q. We have disoovered that, certainly in the Punjab, there is a very large demand for 
bleaohed goods. The question arises whether there is nothing which ,could be done by 
the Bombay mills to meet it in oombination; whether if they are not prepared to do 
anything individually on account of oost anything could be done with or without the 
help of Government immediately. , 

A. Mr. Mody.-I do not quite see that. If there is a demand in the Punjab for 
bleaohed goods we are, situated as we are, able to satisfy that without entering into a 
oombination for blllSohing works. 

Q. We ha.ve not got the figures of outturn of bleaohed goods for Bombay yet but suoh 
information we ha.ve seems to show tha.t it is very sma.ll, oompa.ratively speaking. 

A. Who supplies the Punja.b ? 
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Q. LAncashire mostly. 
A. Mr. Ge.ddis.-Fine goods. 
Q. Mr. BOOba &a.-Nearly half Lancashire goods are 30s to 40s and the Punjab takes 

152 million yards of bleached goods out of a total fo, the whole of India of 260 millions. 
A. And the other half is higher. 
A. Mr. Mody.-U w.e saw the possibility of pushing our bleached goods more largely 

into the Punjab we would try to do so. It is not the want of a central plant or organisa
tion that is keeping us back." We individual mills are quite able to meet it without the 
necessity of an organisation of the character you II\ention. 

Pruidenl.-Has the Bombay Millowners' Association ever conducted a censu~ of 
looms in Bombay 1 Are there any figures of looms-in every mill in Bombay? Can you 
give us a statement now showing the width of every loom in Bombay? 

A. Mr. Malomy.-No. • 
Q. That is a point on which an Association such as the Millowners Association should 

have information available. 
A. I do not think so, Sir. I do not know of any Association in the world which 

maintains such a record. 
Q. Narrow loom products are going out all the world over and the "tendency is to 

go in for wide.looms. . 
A. Mr. "Ge.ddia.-Narrow looms in Bombay are a very small per centage of the total. 
Q. That is a point on which we have asked for information and we cannot get it. 
A. I do not say you cannot get it. .. 
Q. It seems to me that this is information which should be readily available. 
A. Mr. Maloney.-Do you think such information is available in any other Associa

tion in Manchester or Japan? Every mill knows how many looms it has, and the need 
space of each. The information can be readily collected if it would be of any use. 

A. Mr. Mody.-But if as you say the trade in narrow looms is dying out, mills are 
certainly aware of it. 

Q. Not necessarily. 
Mr. BOOba Rao.-They might become aware only in course of time. 
A. I do not quite see the bearing of that on the course of action which would be 

adopted by the mills. I do not know whether the Association should know how many 
narrow looms there were in order to meet a particular situation, Individual mills 
are doing what they can. At the present moment we ourselves have converted some of 
our narrow looms. We did that tbree years ago. . 

Prealdent.-How can you convert 1 
A. Rebuild them. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-We rebuilt them. 
Q. You are going on to wider widths. 
A. We carried on that process three years ago. We are now also carrying on with 

that and I believe that other mills are also .doing the same. When they realise that 
trade in narrow goods is not so remunerative, naturally they take every step. 

Q. The only question is whether three years is not too long a period. 
A. Sometimes you get a tremendous lot of orders for narrow looms and wide looms 

are idle. At other times the reverse process takes place. At the present moment all 
looms of 45 inches and above are occupied; looms below 40 inches can har4Jy find 
employment. 

A. Mr. Mody.-It is not correct to say that we have wasted three years. We 
changed over to a certain extent three or four years ago.' Then we stopped it for the 
simple reason that we found that there was no further necessity of going on to wider 
looms; and now the demand has again changed and we find that cloth on narrow looms 
is not selling well and we have again taken up that subject. ' 

Q. To revert for a moment or two a point we discussed just now, would it not have 
been a good idea if the Millowners' Association had an expert sub-committee which 
would watch over their markets and keep the members generally posted as to 
developments f ' 

A. Mr. Ge.ddis.-We have a committee doing their best in ,that direction. 
Q. I meant a sub-committee constituted ad hoc for the particular purpose- of 

watching your markets. Some' of you have more experience than others in regard to 
the export trade. ~ 

A. Mr. Mody.-Our committee has been doing all it can for the general body of 
members by keeping a watch over the trend of trade in foreign markets. But if. an' 
ad hoc committee was appointed purely for this we are not prepared to say that it would 
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be entirely useless. All I Wlsh to impress upon the Board is that our export trade is 
being looked after even without this sub·committee that you are speaking of. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-In a sort of empirical way. But it could not be watched so well as 
if you had a committee. You have no common action or common knowledge. 

A. Common knowledge is there. 
PrllBident.-Another point I should like to know whether there should not be some 

concerted action on the part of the Millowners' Association in regard to the question of 
trade marks and numbers. It has been represented to us that there is a considerable 
amount of imitation, both colourable and otherwise. - For instance, a certain mill has a 
number 3808 another mill comes along with 38008. Cannot the Millowners' Association 
protect its Members from that sort of thing? 

A. Mr. Mody.-H the numbers are dissimilar, I do not see how any protection could 
be given even by a court of law. • 

Q. That is exactly the point. It is not a question of giving protection in a court of 
law. I admit that. But it is a question of the Millowners acting amongst themselves 
in order to ensure a square deal between their members. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-That is as regards numbers dIlly that you are talking. 
Q. And labels. . 
A. Labels are registered and no number can use a label which is not registered. Before 

it is registered it must be submitted to us and if any member wa.nts to object it is open 
to him to object. On the expiry of a month this would be put on the register prO'Vided 
it was not objected to. As regards numbers it is more difficult to take action, because 
it cannot be legalised. N"umbers are open to everyone. 

Q. Surely it is a matter in which the Millowners' Association should be able to helI! 
its members to some extent. 

A. The same thing happens in Lancashire goods. 
Q. Possibly, but it is not necessary to follow Lancashire in every respect. 
A. I am just saying that La.ncashire cannot achieve any benefit through registering 

numbers. 
Q. It is undoubtedly a.n act detrimental to the trade in Indian piecegoods-this 

substitution of numbers. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Ithinkthegrievanoe has been in the past that some numbers have 

been copied rather than that some imitation has been made. As regards the same number 
the position is merely this, that if you have a number which you have used for a number 
of years and which has established for itself a reputation in the market then no man can 
copy it. That imitation could be easily prevented. 

Q. How do you mean it could be easily prevented? 
A. In a oourt of law. The Tatas have very often sucoeeded. 
Q. As regards numbers ? 
A. Yes. Tatas have suooessfully fought a number of actions. 
Q. On the question of numbers? 
A. Yes. . 
A. Mr. GeddiB.-It is very difficult to prove that your cloth is known by the number 

and whether you only have been using it. 

Q. That is the use of the same number, not a colourable imitation of the same number? 
A. Mr. Mody.-But it is all a question for the oourt to determine whether an imitation 

is ofsuch a oharaoter as to deceive the unwary buyer and I think in most cases the courts 
oome to the assistanoe of the mills whose numbers have been copied. 

A. Mr. Sakalalwala.-This matter was fully discussed by our Association. We 
had taken oounsel's opinion a.nd we wanted to make that a sort of rule, a.nd then we 
decided that we had better leave it untouched because there is no law in India 
governing trade marks or trade numbers. So we had to leave things as they were. 
And the only thing we oan do is, as soon as it is brought to our notice that some mill 
has oopied a number or used a similar number we immediately write, and whenever' 
we have written we have found that in the case of our members they have stopped it. 

Raja Hari KiBhan Kaul.-Under what law, under what section or olause ! 
A. If we prove that we have been using a partioular number for a number of years 

then no other person is allowed to use the same number on the same quality of cloth. 
Pre9ident.-What the Raja asks is what is the definite legal enaotmen* under which 

you take action Y • 
A. It is only the law of usage. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Passing off your goods for those of another man. 
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A. Mr. Saklalwala.-Not onder the Contract Act, but onder the common law of 
torte. . 

Q. There must be some Act onder which to bring an action. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-I think it is onder the Patents Act. 
Q. Would you look the point up ? 
A. Mr. Wadia.-As far as our Associstion is concerned, it has been aIniost a hardy 

aonual. The only solution seems to be to allot certain numbers from 1 to 1000, and so on, 
but the unwillingne..s of the mills to give up their present numbers and to conform to 
the new numbers has been the difficulty. That is the solution as far as ~ can see. We 
considered the matter. It is not that the suggestion is new to us. The suggestion has 
been always with U8. 

Raja Hari Kidan Kaul.-Did you suggest legislation to prevent this copying of 
numbers f 

A. Mr. Saklatwala.-Our legal advice was that we were better off onder the indefinite 
state rather than under a particular law because under the existing law we have prevented 
others copying the same number, and perhaps if a definite law were to·come into force it 
would cause a clash regarding the numbers already in existence and there would be 
tremendous difficulty in passing such a lILw. As far as I remember the Government of 
India also asked for legal opinion and the opinions of public bodies and as they were 
against it they dropped the question. 

Q. Then the matter has been before the Government r 
A. I think so. At least that is my impression. 
Pre8ident.-Another point which was suggeSted to us in Ahmedabad is the question 

of provision of railway sidings for mills. Some of the Ahmedabad mills would like 
railway sidings put in on certain terms. Of course Bombay is hardly affected by that t 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I do not thUlk it would apply here. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-It would not be possible in a congested town with so many roads 

between the railway and the mills. It would be impossible to build the bridges which 
would be necessary according to the Municipal law. 

Q. We have also received a request from one of the Delhi mills that they should get 
land in the Canal Colony to grow cotton of their own in some of the new Punjab canal 
colonies. I take it that the Bombay Millowners' Associstion are not interested in a 
proposal of that kind. 

A. Mr. Mody.-We have no objection to your recommending it. We ar.e not 
particularly interested in that. _ 

Q. We have seen in one mill on our way round a small test plant installed so that 
the mill can test its own cotton and see what it is likely to do. Have any mills in Bombay 
got a similar plant! 

A. Mr. Mody.-Without having a separate plant I think every mill tests its cotton. 
Q. This plant enables the test to be carried out from beginning to end under conditions 

which are most likely to bring out the trne value of the cotton. 
A. Mr. Geddis.-There is an institute at Pa.reI to which we very largely subscribe 

for testing the various kinds of cotton. . 
Q. This plant is to enable you to ascertain at the outset what you are likely to get. 

H you buy 500 bales you can work 2 or 3 bales on this plant and you work out and 
know what you are likely to earn when you put it through the mill. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-In Bombay when we buy cotton we take a hondred pounds and run 
it through the test, or two or three bales. We take a minimum quantity. 

A. Mr. Mody.-In the case of most kinds of cotton, their value is known, and in spite 
of that when they get into the mills they are tested. But where you get a cotton about 
which you are not sure, it is a common practice to get two or three bales to test. It 
is a very common pmctice. . 

A. Mr. Wadia.-Apart from that we have a.lteady paid four annae and are now paying 
two annae for every bale of cotton that enters our mill, to the Cotton Committee for the 
npkeep of their laboratory and all we see is that they watch after the interests of· the 
cultivators. As far as we are concerned, they help DB in no way although we pay the 
cess for the maintenance of their laboratory. 

Q. The object of this test plant inside the mill itself was to increase the efficiency of 
. that particular mill. That was its sole object. 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I think it is unnecessary, and that they are unlikely to pay. 
A. Mr. Mody.-Enough tests are carried out by the mills themselves under worm" 

P9nditions without havill6 .. eepa.ra.te plant.·· • .. 
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Q. The last question I should like to ask you is in regard to the present position. There 
have been indications in the papers that some mills are taking action in regard to the 
change which has been brought about in the present position during the last two or three 
weeks. Is the Millowners' Association considering any combined action or do you propose 
to leave it entirely to individual mills ? 

A. We did consider this matter very reoently, and I think loan say without any 
breach of confidence that we were unanimously of opinion that the position was so bad 
that some curtailment of production temporarily might be made, but we were unable 
to agree "'Upon the exact way in which it should be done at the present stage and therefore 
we could not come to a decision, but in actual practice you will find that a certain number 
of spindle/! and looms have ~en shut down since we first met here. 

Q. How many do you think? Are there any figures ? 
A. It is very difficult to ascertain. We have not ascertained, but I am told that 

it is a good number. . 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Before the Fiscal Commission your Association made a demand 
that protection was wanted not merely for hosiery but also for calico printing, and that 
was in 1921 and trade conditions at that time were Tery prosperous and you had plenty 
of money both for reserves and for dividends. Was any attempt made, a1>art from 
the Standard mills, to go in for printing? Did any mill attempt to import printing machi
nery? 

A. Mr. Saklalwala.-Even in the Standard mills they could not compete against 
Lancashire. 

Q. Because of the small size of the plant. 
A. With regard to the quality itself. We found that printing on our quality of cloth 

was not taken on the market. 
Q. You have to improve your clQth production. You must produce finer cloth and 

then print 1. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does it mean that your best cloth is incapable of taking good print and being 

sold in the market? 
A. To a oertain extent it is so, and another difficulty was that with a small plant 

you oannot change the designs so very often, whereas in"English goods you find them 
change designs frequently and constantly. We could not do that because the copper 
rollers are very expensive. 

Q. So you have got two difficulties, one the scale of operation and another the kind 
of cloth that is wanted. Can you give us any idea as to the capital required to instal 
a plant of the adequate size? 

A. I cannot say unle88 I go into the figures. I do not know the present day costs. 
Not only that. In the Standard mills we found that it is not much use to have only 
one kind of printing. We only print ordinary cloth. We do not print sames. Unless 
we have a complete plant giving the complete range we cannot succeed. 

Q. Does it not suggest that here is a field for something like common.action on the 
part of the Bombay mills to instal a common printing plant! 

A. Mr. Geddis.-I believe this was very thoroughly gone into two or three years ago 
.by certain people and they found it could not be done. I do not know the reason, but 
they came to that conclusion. 

Q. It is not poBBible in Bombay to go for finer counts or for prints and you have no 
appreciable bleached goods Y So does it not suggest that your develo~ment !.s st~nted Y 

A. I am unable to give reasons but I do know that a party did go mto It very 
carefully. They were wantins to put in printing works. ' . 

Q. If you are to go in for further development it seems that the printing tr8.d.e is the 
obvious one to be taken up ! 

A. It is an entirely different branch and supplies an entirely different market. 
Q; A big market t 

. A. Undoubtedly. 

Q. Is it ~~~ble by any system of oo.operation to start a plant and oapture a part 
of the trade ? . 

A. Really I cannot give an opinion without knowing the things. I have not gone 
into them. 

Q. Could you give us any information which you have had two or tluee years ago t 
A. Two. fipns in Bombay went into. that. 
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Q. It will be available in th .... t case? Then, I find by looking at the figures of imporl;s 
of textile machinery that ha.rdJ.y any bleaching plant has been impurted during the last 
three years. Does it mean that Bombay is not going in for bleaching or that the 
bleaching equipment is complete? - . 
. A. We should tl!tnk there is comparatively little textile machinery of any kind coming 
In. 

Q. But there is .; goo<J. deal of spinning and weaving. 
A. Mr. Wadia.-What is the use of bringing in any more bleaching plant? 

Q. Does it mean that there is no demand for bleached cloth? 
A. Our difficulty has been very highly accentuated by the action of the Bombay 

Municipality in raising the rate on water to Re. 1 per"thousand gallons, .whereas in 
Ahmedabad they bleach by hand,at about a third of the cost, 

Q. Once again expensive production and not lack of demand for bleached cloth ? 
A. There is a lack of demand for hleach~d cloth. They prefer ~he hand.hleached 

cloth of Ahmedahad at a cheaper price to a perfectly blE!ached cloth of Bombay. 
Q. Any way they want bleachedllloth, but not a superior kind !." 
A. They want the ·half·bleached cloth., not the bleached. 
Q. It is too expensive? . 
A. It is expensive because the water is expensive. If water were got down to 4 aonas 

\111 should bleach nearly as cheaply as Ahmedabad. 
Q. It is a question of expense? 
A. Yes, by reason of the water charges. 

Q. There is only one mo~e question. I think you used the expression "subsidi!ls" 
when speaking of State aid other than import duties? 

A. Mr. Mody.-I said freights. 

Q. What do you mean! . 
A. For all export purposes, if we had cheaper freights it would help us. The position 

with regard to the exports is that we are up against competitors who. derive all manner 
of advantages from the State. Take the instance of JaplL'D. Cheap freights, indirect 
bounties and subsidised steamers. • 

Q. President.-Indirect bounties of what sorts? 
A. A tax on consumption. 
Q. It has been a;boiiShed. 
A. Yes, recently abolished, but·I am talking of the advantages of the last few years. 
Q. What else? . 
A.- Mr. Saklalwala.-Government do not take any income-tax from exporters. They 

remit income-tax also if you have a business for export sales. For internal trade you pay 
income-tax only on the profits made on your internal trade. . 

. Q. Can you produce the authority for that statement, Mr. Saklatwala? 
A. I think I can. . 

Q. If you could we should be very glad. . 
A. Mr. Mody.-They have their own steamship companies plying between various 

ports and as you know yourself during the last few months they have instituted a new 
line between Mombasa and .Japan. Then we have. given you various extracts. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-What is it you want in the way of subsidies? • 
A. We want the same facilities. 
Q. They have their national shipping? 
A. Government should subsidise steam.~hip lines carrying our goods for export. If 

we have na mercantile marine of our own, that is the only thing I can see that Govern
mentean do. 

Q. Subsidise any line that will carry your goods at a lower rate? 
A. Yes. That is the only solution as far as I can see. , 
Q. Do you think that any of our national lines will take up export trade or is the 

only practical proposition to subsidise one of the larger lines? . 
A. I do not know if any of our existing national lines iB..sufficientiy"'~e1oped to do 

that sort of thing. We should only too gladly welcome that. • 

Q. I was merely asking for some practical suggestions as to what could be done.. You 
suggest some subsidy for some line running between India and Persia? . 

A. I do not see what difficulty Government would have in subsidising any existing 
line, for instance the P. and O. or the B. I. S. N. If they subsidise any of our own 
indigenous lines so much the better. We certainly would welcome it more than the 
other because our shipping trade ought to be developed. 
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Q. But in the absence of a national mercantile marine you suggest 8ubsidising the 
P. and O. or some one else! ' 

A. Preferably some indigenous line which shows itself capable of carrying our export 
trade, the Scindia Steam Navigation Company for instance. H 'Government give it 
proper encouragement to supply the needs of our export trade, w& shall be only too 
pleased to have it. 

Q. That is practioally giving you aD, export bounty! ,. . 
. A. You may oall it so, but I do not know whether that is the correct term to apply. 

Q. It me&ns you cannot export now at the present price you fetch in foreign markets! 
A. We are unable to export goods to foreign countries where goods manufactured 

by people who receive all manner of encouragement from the State are sold.-
Q. There is going to be competition between two nations, to make a present to 

the foreigner of a portion of their producing advantages! ' 
A. Well, no advantage can be secured without 8. corresponding disa.bility. I mean 

the general consumer h&8 to pay, but if the industry is developed and gets into prosperous 
days the consumer gets the advantage of it. It is returned to him ten-fold. 

Q. In the shape of 8. lower or higher price! -
A. In the shape of everything. In the shape ofllmployment, in the shape of dividend 

and in a variety of ways. 
Q. But if you develop your export trade with State help by getting a bounty dire~y 

or indirectly, by freights or by a subsidy it means you are making to the foreigner a 
present of so much of your goods which you could not supply at a lower price before. 
Except that you develop your scale of production and thereby possibly reduce your 
price for the home consumer, there is no other advantage. .You have got to make sure 
that by extending your trade wi~h the help of the subsidy you extend the scale so as to 
lower the cost. . 

A. The development of the industry would more than compensate for the tax the 
consumer would undoubtedly have to pay in the first place. 

Q. Would you support 80me. scheme of subsidy to the lines that run now, preferably to 
any national lines ? • -. 

A. Yes. . 

Pre8idenl.-I think that concludes our sitting. I do not think we have quite sufficiently 
advanced---a.t any rate this is not the time of day-to discuss the cost of production of 
individual mills. I do not know what your idea.s on that subject would be. H we wish 
to talk about a comparison between individual mills are you prepared to discuss it, of 
course in camera, or would you rather prefer not to talk about each other's affairs even 
before us? We are entirely in.,your hands in the matter. 

A. Mr. Mody.-H the discussion would help the Board to arrive at a right conclusion 
on any relevantmat.ters, we are only too willing to submit the matter for discussion. 
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AXNBXURB A 

COPY 01' • LBTTBB DATED THE 8TH NOVEMBER 1926 nollt THE SECRETARY 01' TJlII 
• -BOMBAY MlLLOWNRRS' ASSOCIATION 

I have the honour to enclose herewith for your infonDatioD copies of two judgments 
in regard to the trade mark dispute between the Madhavji DharaJllsey Manufacturing 
Co .• Ltd .• and the Central India Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and also 
a brief summary of the attitude adopted by this Association when the question of the 
enactment of a Trade Mark Registration Act was considered by this Association in the 
year 1909. 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT BOMBAY 

ORDINABY OBlGINAL CIVIL JURISDICTION 

Snit No. 26 of 1914 

The Central India Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., •• Plaintiffs; 

verl/tUl 

The Madhavji DharaInBey Manufacturing Co., Ltd. •• Defendants. 

Oorom MACLEOD J. 

DaW 16th August 1915. 

The plaintiffs are' manufacturers of cloth which they manufacture in their mill in 
Nagpur in the Central Provinces. In 19~ they commenced to manufacture a certain 
quality of black twill and for the purposes of reference they distinguished it from other 
kinds of cloth manufactured in the mill by assigning to this twill No. 2051. The colour 
shade of the twill was distinguished by a series of numbers commencing from one. The 
black twill was distinguished by No. 10. The No. 2051 was in no way descriptive 
of the twill cloth. On each piece of cloth was also woven the device of, a serpent sur· 
rounded by a scroll CODtaining the name of the Empress Mill. This twill was put on the 
market in the North·West Frontier Provinces, Sindh and Punjab where the plaintiffs 
have got their selling agents at Amritsar, Peshawar and Karachi. The dealers in these 
towns and other smaller towns would apply to the selling agents for the plaintiffs' cloth 
and the cloth would be distributed by these dealers to smaller dealers in smaller towns 
and villages and so on until it ultimately found its way to the consumer. In or about July 
1913 the defendants, who were a company carrying on the manufacture of cloth in 
Bombay, put on the market a black twill cloth which was also marked' 2051 ' with the 
No. 10 below. In addition there was a printed ticket affixed to each piece, a s&Illple of 
which was affixed to the piece of cloth manufactured by the defendants put in as exhibit 
in this case and there was also a white ticket hearing the defendants' name and other 
particulars. 

The plaintiffs allege that by 1913 their black twill had become known amongst pur
chasers in Sind, Punjab aDd the Frontier Provinces by its number alolJt:, so that any
body who wanted to buy the plaintiffs' black twill would not write and order "a bale of 
black twill from Nagpur mill bearing the mark of the serpent and the No. 2051 " but 
would simply order "a bale of black twill No. 2051. " 

The plaintiffs contend that they have established t~ by their evidence and that they 
are therefore entitled solely to the use of that number on their black twill and that the 
nee of that number by the defendants on a similar twill constitutes an infringement of 
their rights. The law on the point is perfectly well established. There is no necessity 
for me to do more than refer to the judgment of Mr. Justice Heaton, which is unfortunately 
not reported in snit No. 401 of 1909 Vithaldas Narandas tl8. Gordhandas Jetharam 
aDd others where the various cases bearing on the point are considered. .I think there can 
be no doubt that a manufacturer can establish the right to the use of a particular number 
as a trade-markc as well as the right to nee a particular device or he may use th" two in 
conjuction. Therefore it does ndt matter much what the particular drawing or number 
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on the manufactUl'8d 'goods consists of, provided that the goods become known, in the 
-market, by that particular device or- number. 1fhen if there is a device a.s well a.s if 
number, it depends on the evidence in eooh CaBe, a.s to what is the dominant part of the 
manuf&oturer's mark whether the device or the number or the two in conjuation, and a 
the plaintiffs establish the foovon their evidence that goods become known in the market 
and are sold by that particular number, then it is not necessary for them to prove that 
thepurcha.sershaveootually been deceived by the defendants using this particular number. 
But it is for the plaintiffs to satisfy the Court that the similarity between the respective 
marks of the plaintiffs and the defendants is such a.s to be calculated to mislead pur. 
ohasers. It is permissible for the plaintiffs to a.sk for an hljunction against a rival trader, 
a.s soon a.s he knows that other's goods bearing his mark and stamp are found placed on 
the market. When the plaintiffs' bl&Ok twill wa.s plooed on the market it wa.s probably 
known either a.s serpent chap or Naug Chap No. 2051 of the Empress Mills or perhaps 
by the description Empress Mill Naug Chap; but the evidence adduced now proves 
·conolusively that, a.s time went on, purcha.sers whether retail or wholesale, and whole. 
sale dealers may be purchasers only of a single ba.Ie or a large number of balea, sent their 
orders for bl&Ok twill No. 2051, without referring either to the plaintiffs' name or the 
serpent device. And there can be no doubt that what they expected to get when they 
gave that order wa.s the plaintiffs' black twill because there wa.s no other blook twill on 
the market, at that time, bearing No. 2051 except the plaintiffs'. It ha.s been suggested 
that purchasers must have a.ssociated the plaintiffs' name with the number. That in a 
sense is oorrect but it does not mean that a shopkeeper on the Frontier village when 
a.sking for a bale of blook twill No. 2051 wa.s bound to have in his mind the personality 
of the plaintiff oompany. All that he would require to have in his mind was that he 
bought this" partioular kind of cloth before with the plaintiffs' mark on it and he wanted 
to have it again. If the purchaser ha.s to be ootually acquainted with the personality 
of the manufacturer, it is clear that manufacturers in the export trade would never have 
any chance of establishing their right to any particular trade-mark. It is obvious that 
the purchaser of a particular kind of oloth, bearing a particular device manufootured 
in Manohester, if he happens to be on the'other side of the globe, will have no idea what
ever of the manufacturer except ¥ a person who ha.s sent out the partioular goods, which 
he wants to buy. 

There is no necessity for me to go thro\lgh the evidence taken on conimission, at length, 
because the general effect of it is clear, namely, that these various dealers have shown 
and have produced, in eooh case, particulars of orders from their constituents, for this 
partioular bl&Ok twill by the No. 2051. Nor is it necessary a.s is usua.Ily argued in this 
ola.ss of ca.ses for the plaintiffs to prove that the purohaser ha.s been deceived or will be 
deceived if he had both kinds of cloth plooed before him. This would not, in any event, 
be the oase when the actual purchase is made. It is sufficient if the Court is ~atisfied that 
a purcha.ser when wanting to buy the plaintiffs' cloth may be misled into buying the 
defendants'. Now the defendants say that they protect themselves by plooing other 
marks totally different from the plaintiffs' marks on their twill_ That would only be 
effective if they had proved that the purchasers knew the plaintiffs' goods by some other 
portion of the device than the number. That a prootice exists among the Bombay mills 
of copying numbers appertaining to goods of riva.I mills which have attained a certain 
popularity in the market is clear from t,he circular, defendants have put in, which ha.s 
been sent round by the Millowners' Assooiation to its various members. In that they 
refer to the objectionable prootice ourrent among mills of oopying eooh other's numbers. 
And, however, muoh the defendants may protest that their multi-coloured ticket distin. 
guishes their goods from the plaintiffs, so that there oan be no possibility of deception, 
the foot remains, as I pointed out in the argument that the defendants without any rea.son 
whatever, for none ha.s been ca.Iled to show why the number was a.ssigned to their black 
twill, oopied this number whioh the plaintiffs have been using since 1904. If there wa.s 
no importance attached to the number there was no possible reaBon why they shold have 
fixed upon it, rather than on any of the other hundreds and thousands of numbers, one 
of whiohthey might have attached to this particular kind of twill. The only l'8&8on, 
the Court can give, for their having fixed upon this particular number, must be that the 
puroha.sers of this kind of oloth att&Ohed oonsiderable importance to the number and 
bought the plaintiffs' oloth by that number, and the defendants thought, if they used 
this partioular number, they might induce the purchasers to buy their oloth, instead of 
the plaintiffs'. Their oloth is somewhat heavier and somewhat cheaper than the plaintiffs' 
oloth. Not content with copying the No. 2051, they have also added the 10 which 
ha.s nothing to do, in their case, with colour. It ha.s been suggested, that it desoribes 
weight. That ca.nnot be the oase, because it ha.s been proved that ea.oh piece of the 
defendants' cloth weighs from lIt to 12 lbs. Therefore it is quite clear that the defen· 
dants thought there was so~e magic in the 10 a.s well a.s in the 2051 whioh induoed the 
purcbasers to buy the plaintiffs' oloth. Again, it may be said that if no importance was 
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attached to the number, the defendants when the plaintiffs gave them notice could easily 
have changed the number of this particular kind of twill ratl)er than run the· risk of 
litigation, in order to defend their alleged right to use it. 

- 1/11 llIru.e.- I fuid in the affianative. 
2nd illllUe.-1 find that on the eVidence, the plaintiffs have proved -that before the 

, defendants put their cloth on the market bear41g this number, plaintiffs 
had established an exclusive right to use that number.-

3rtl llIru.e.-1 find that under ordinary circumstances, numbers are common to the 
trade, yet it is possible for one manufacturer to estabIishhis exclusive 
right to use a particular number for certain goods. That is merely a 
matter of evidence in each csse. 

4,11 llIlIU&-Unnecessary. 
filii llIIIUe.-If the plaintiffs ask for it there must be an enquiry before the Com-

missioner about the damages suffered by the plaintiffs. on account of 
tho defendants' infringement on the plaintiffs' trade·mark. 

Plaintiffs must get their costs of the action; 

IN THE HIGH C,OURT OF JUDICATURE AT BOMBAY 

llr AnBAL I'BOlI[ ITS OBIGIlUL Cxvn. JURISDICTION 

Appeal No. 44 of 1915 

Buit No. 26 oj 1914 

The Madhavji Dharamsey Manufacturing _Co., Ltd. •• Appellants and 
_De!endants ; 

The Central India Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Co., Ltd .•. Respondents and 
Plaintiffs. 

Dated 18th Janu&JY 1916. Ooram SCOTT C. J. and HEATON J. 

Jutlgmenl 

As to the main facts there is no dispute. They are concisely stated in the first paragraph 
of the Judgment of the Lower Court as follows (read on p. 250). The learned Judge 
held that the No. 2051 was the dominant characteristic of the plaintiffs' goods among 
purchasers in the Indian markets in which it had an extensive sale and that it was under 
this designation that the constituents of upcountry middlemen were in the habit of 
ordering the plaintiffs' twill of that description; and, being of opinion that t,he defendant 
had copied the plaintiffs' numbf'r in order to induce purchasers to huy the defend~ts' 
oloth which was rather heavier and cheaper than the plaintiffs' instead of the plaintiffs' 
oloth passed the decree for an injunction and damages which is now under appeaL 

The main-oontention of the appellants is that the learned Judge erred in assuming that 
the purchasers ordering twill No. 2051 or 2051/10 expected to get the plaintiffs' particular 
manufacture bearing that trade-mark and that on the evidence the plaintiffs had failed 
to prove that purchase" of black twill 2051 or 2051/10 were made on account of special 
preference for the plaintiffs' particular cloth and that the number or combination of 
ligures were merely a manufacturers' num ber or quality to which the defendants had as 
much right as the plaintiffs. . 

It will be convenient to deal with the question of quality number first-The argument 
that numbers on goods are merely manufacturers' quality numbers may be perfectly 
correct in a state of faots such as was proved to exist in Barlow 'Vs. Govindram, 24 Cal. 
3M, relied upon by the appellants' Counsel where the Court found that the same importers 
imported into India cloth of identically the same quality, kind and measurement under 
different numbers &8 well &8 clifferent object designs. But that contention is inappro· 
priate where the cloth of a particular factory when of a particular kind inwriably bears 
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not only a trade device but also a fancy combination of figures designed for that particular 
oloth. The number not.only represents no other cloth but that particular oloth never 
bea.rs any other number---i!o that a.s far as quality is concerned (i.e., the ultima.te result 
of the materia.l and proc~sses employed in that factory for the production of that cloth) 
there is no standard of comparison but another piece of the same cloth of the same ma.nu. 
facture. The simple .question then in such circumsta.nces is whether the defendant in 
the passing off case is doing something ca.lculated to deceive purchasers into the belief 
that they are buying the particular article which they know as bearing the particular 
number. It is not a case of a known quality of the manufacturer indicated for reasons 
of oonvenienoe by various number as in Barlow VB. Govindra.m but of the particular mark 
in dispute being an invariable indication of the cloth of the plaintiffs' manufacture. It 
is, however, contended that the plaintiffs cannot claim an exclusive right to the user of 

.,the particular combination of figures unless it is shown that the purchasers consciously 
associate the figures with the plaintiff company. But these goods have acquired by a 
particular fancy desoription combination or device a reputation in the market it is im· 
material that the customers do not know who the maker is. In Wotherspoon VB. Currie, 
o E and I, App. 014, Lord Cairns said .. The name of the article if it has acquired a name 
should not by any honest manufacturer be put upon his goods if a previous manufacturer 
ha.s by applying it to his goods acquired the sole use of the name. I mean the use in this 
sense that his goods ha.ve acquired by tliat description a name in the market so. that 
whenever that desiguation is used he is understood to be the maker when people know 
who the maker is at all-or if people have been pleased with an article it would be recog. 
nised at once by the designation of the article alt.hougJt the customers may not know the 
name of the manufacturer." 

So also Lord Halsbury in Birmingham Vinegar v. PQwell 7189 A. C. p. 713 said "It 
may be true that the oustomer does not know or care who the manufacturer is but it is 
a particular manufacture hll desires. He wants Yorkshire Relish to which he has been 
accustomed and which it is not denied has been made by the plaintiff for a great number 
of years. This thing which is put into the hands of the intended customer is not York· 
shire Relish in that sense. It is not the original manufacture. It is not made by the 
person who invented it. Under these circumstances it is a fraud'upon the person who 
purohases to give him the one thing in place of the other." The evidence appears to 
us to be oonvincing that the plaintiffs'twill cloth had by or before 1911 (the year in which 
the defendants claim to have introduced the marks complained of) acquired in the North. 
em India. Markets a reputation under the designation of 2051 and when black of 2051/10 
and that purchasers. desiring that cloth ordered it rather by those figures tha.n by any 
other designation and that the figures had become by use the dominant designation. 
It is said that the witnesses for the plaintiffs were middlemen or commission agents and 
not the ultimate buyers and that the witnesses would not be deceived. To this the 
answer is that their testimony as to the form in which orders for the plaintiffs' cloth is 
usua.lly given in good proof of the association formed in the minds of ultimate buyers 
between the figures and the article produced by the plaintiffs. It is also contended that 
no case of actual deception has been proved but this is not necessary. It is sufficient to 
justify relief if the Court is satisfied as we are here that the defendanio are putting into 
the hands of middlemen a means whereby ultimate purcbasers are likely to be defrauded. 
See Singer v. Loos 18 Ch. D. 412 and Lever v. Goodwin 36 Ch. D. pp. 3 and 7. 

It has been contended that as the plaintiffs and defendants affix to their cloth distinctive 
trade ma.rks no importance should be attached to the figures but it is a matter of common 
experience that the attention of buyers is often not .ttracted by the most prominent 
design. Experience alone shows which device has caught the attention of buyers. Here 
there ca.n be no doubt that far more importance is attached to the figures than to the 
piotorial representations and the conclusion is almost irresistable that the defendants 
knowing the importanoe attached by buyers to the plaintiffs' oombination of figures 
adopted that oombination in the hope of securing for th6ll' cloth some of the plaintiffs' 
oustomers. 

In our opinion the judgment of the lower Court is right and should be affirmed. 

As regards the form of injunotion objection has been raised as to its local extent and 
as regards the form of the inquiry as to damages that it is sweeping. 

In our opinion the injunction must be wide enough to cover all possible Indian channels 
of approach to the ultimate buyers and should not be limited as contended l>yappellants 
and as regards the form of inquiry as to damage it appears to us that it would be neither 
reasonable nor praotica.ble to restrict the inquiry as suggested. The wide form of inquiry 
was adopted after argument in Lever tJ. Goodwin and has been rightly applied in the 
present uase. The appeal must be dismissed with oosts. 
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A'1"rITUDB 011' THB AsSOCIATION Ilf 1909 

Regi8tration oj Trade Marks in India 

During February 1909 some correspondence was received from the tocal Government 
regarding the registration of trade _ marks in India, and the Committee were 
invited to express their viewe on the subject. 

The correspondence contained among others, a letter from the Government of India 
to the Secretary of State, the latter's replies and various memorials from the Association 
of Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom. The above comprised the period 

-from 1904 to 1908. 
The Government of India briefly recapitulated the history of the case.as follows:
In the year 1877 the Millowners' Association and the Chamber of Commerce, Bombay, 

8Uggested that legislation should be undertaken, on the lines of the English Statutes of 
1875 and 1876 in order to provide for the registration of Trade Marks in India. The 
Government of India accepted this recommendation and a Bill giving effect to it was 
introduced in the Imperial Legislative Council. The Bill was eventually withdrawn, 
on the recommendation of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce -and the Millowners' 
Association as they were of opinion, after mature consideration, that legislation, was 
unuecessary, and might possibly prove inconvenient. This opinion was endorsed by 
the Bengal and Madras Chambers of Commerce and was accepted by the leading 
Commercial Associations in India. 

The Government of India in 1904 remarked that they were doubtful whether there 
was any widespread demand for such legislation, or whether any important results would 
be attained thereby, and, as advised at that time, they were not disposed to move further 
in the matter. 

In June 1905 the Secretary of State forwarded to the Government of India a memorial 
from the Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom, in which the 
memorialists urged that a system of trade mark registration similar to that in United 
Kingdom should be,established in British India, but that having regard to the difficulties 
presented by the complexity of cotton marks, the cotton classes should be excluded from 
suoh system of registration. 

In reply to the above the Government of India stated in September 1905 that the 
fact that it was now proposed not to register cotton marks did not, in their opinion, 
materially alter the position; and that the practically unanimous expression of opinion 
on the part of Local Governments and Indian Chambers of Commerce should be accepted 
as conclusive evidence that a system of tra.'de marks registration was not required in the 
interests of India, and therefore should not be introduced. 

Another memorial from the Association of the Chambers of Commerce of the United 
Kingdom was forwarded by the Secretary of State in June 1906 to the Government of 
India. The latter replied that the question had again received their fullest consideration, 
and that its advancement, they were -of opinion, depended entirely on a change of public 
opinion in India, and that there was no reason to believe that any BUch change had taken 
plaoe sinoe last writing on the subject. 

A similar memorialfrom the same 80urce once more reached India in November 1908, 
and the Government of India desired to know whether the prevailing views of the 
Millowners were in favour of any alteration of eXisting conditions. _ 

The Committee, after a careful consideration of the whole question, replied in May 1909, 
stating that the general consensus of opinion had not changed on the subject, and that 
they were still convinced that there was no necessity for the proposed legislation, as from 
experienoe it had been found that the existing law was sufficiently comprehensive to 
afford adequate protection to legitimate users of trade marks. An Indian Act based 
on the English Statute would, in fact, the Committee considered, afford less protection 
than was now enjoyed by the law as it stood. • 

Further, it was not felt that the Association's opinion could in any way be changed 
by the proposal to exclude cotton marks from the suggested registration. Such exclusion 
would, it was felt, deprive all producers of cotton goods from the benefits of any Act of 
the nature. ',.' 

In the oircumstances the Committee were unable to approve of the sugg~tedlegislation. 
and they trusted that no-change would be made in the existing conditions. 
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ANNBXURB B 

1. Oopy oJ a Zetter dated t1ls16t1l Nooember 1926 received from the Bombay MiUo~'s 
.A8sociation 

, Some days ago you forwarded to the Assooiation oopies of certain supplementary state· 
ments submitted to. the Tariff Board by the Bombay Textile Labour Union. Accusations 
were made in regard to oertain mills I;'egarding wage reductions, fines, etc., and the atten· 
tion of the mills conoerned was qrawn to the statements made. I now enclose copies of 
the replies received from the Assur Veerji and Emperor Edward Mills. If any more 
replies areforthooming, I shall forward them to you. 

A,lso enolosed please find a oopy of the letter addressed to the mills concerned. 

To 
THE SECRETARY, 

THB AsSUR VEEBJI MILLS. LIMITED, 

Bombay, 15t1l November 1926. 

The Bombay Millowners' Assooiation, Bombay. 

DearS~, . . 
With reference to oopy of evidence given by the Bombay Textile Labour Union sent 

to us with your letter No. 1899/121 of 1926, dated the 8th instant, we thank you for 
drawing our atteution to the table on page 7 in oonnection with our mill, viz., .. The 
rates of almost all varieties were reduced about four months ago." . 

This statement is not true. The rates of a few varieties of cloth were reduced by us in 
January 1926 to bring them in oQnsonanoe and on a level with the rates of similar varieties
then prevailing in the mills in our neighbourhood. 

To 

Yours faithfully, 
Per pro H. F. Commissariat & Co., 

(Signed) K. A. DUBASH, 
Agents. 

To ElIIl'BBOR EDWAll.]) SPINNING AlID MAlroFAOTURDl"G Cp., LTD. 

Bombay, 13t1l November 1926. 

THB SECRETARY, 
The Bombay Millowners' Assooiation. Bombay. 

Dear Sir, 

In reply to your letter No. 1949/121 of 1926, dated the 12th instant, we beg to return 
herein enolosed the pamphlet sent by you the other day. We thank you very muoh for 
drawing our attention to the oral evidence given by the Textile Labour Union and parti. 
oularly to the table on page 3 relating to our mill, We have referred this matter to our 
Mill Manager, who bas given u~ an explanation oOPY whereof we send you herewith for· 
your perusal and neoessary aotion. 

Yours faithfully, 

For the Emperor Edward Spinning and Manufaoturing Co., Ltd., 

(Signed). ......... . 

AgenUt. 
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TUB EIIl'BBOB EDWABD SPnI1fING AND MANUPAOTUBJl!fG CO., LTD., 

Reag Rood, Ma:eagon, Bombag, 12th NOfJember 1926. 

'D. D.- PETIT SONS & Co., 
AgentS. 

Dear Sirs, 

I have received a pamphlet dealing with the evide~ce given by the witness who 
appeared before the Tariff Board. 

Referring to paragraph' the latter portion of which relates to your mill, it appears to 
me that the evidence must have been given knowing full well that the Tariff Board are 

-Dot fully ooDversant with details of a technical character. Had this witness taken the 
trouble to come to the mill to ascertain facts, we would have given him all the information 
required. As it is, we are inclined to believe that he preferred to record statements which 
suited his purpose.' ' 

As regards the question raised regarding budli, it is a common practice both in'lndia 
and in England for a weaver to arrange for a day's leave with some one who can fill the 
position for such period and it is generally agreed upon the amount for the day to be 
paid as it eaves the trouble of reckoning the yards woven. Should weavers absent 
themselves fora longer period, then the work of such substitute is entered into a muster 
separate from the ordinAry muster and is paid therefrom. Such amount is not under 
these aircumstancesincluded in the wages of the fixed weaver. 

The foregoiDg arrangements - are as desired by the weavers themselveS and they 
approve of it most heartily. How witness comes to make a gri~vance of it seems 
strange I 

Below this paragraph I find 68 persons' names given, also columns showing payments 
of amounts paid in May, June, July, August and September. Again I would remind you 
that witness has supplied figures which, if not correctly explained, are apt to mislead. 
In August the mill did not work fully and the results in September were affected from 
almost similar causes not as a cut in wages as regards rates butsimplyowing to conditions 
over which we had no control. . 

The items on page 7-2nd statement. 
This item ~s answered by me in the Times 0/ India 14th September 1926, page IV 

(cutting enclosed). 
In this paragraph also we are not aware of such reduotions. 
Page 9, VII. Item No.4. ' 
60 looms have been abap.doned owing to the age ,and unsuitability. 
In their remarks in this connection I would add that we hav~ a large number of a recent 

date and the rest somewhat older yielding a production equal to the new ones: 

Yours, faithfully, 

(Signed) J. P. THORNBER. 

The Timu 0/ I "dia, September 14th, 1926 

EMl'BBOB EDWABD MILL WAGBS 

Mr. John P. Thornber, Manager, Emperor Edward Mill, Bombay, senda us the follow. 
ing :-My attention has been drawn to a statement which appeared in your issue of 
Satnrday last by one of the witneBBes who gave evidence before the Tariff Board on behalf 
of the Labour Union. He referred to the Emperor Edward Mill, Mazagaon, having 
reduced the rates of its workers. We regret very much that our friend should have been 
mlWle 'he viotim of bazaar gossip and al!!O regret that he should have made statements 
before the Board whioh he did not take the trouble to verify, as the management is 
unaware of such reductious as stated. 
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TilE Mn.t.OWNEBS' ASSOCIATION, 
Bombay, 8th November 1926. 

THE SWADESHI MILLS Co., UrD., 
Bombay. 

De&r Sirs, 
I send you herewith a copy of the eVidence given by the Bombay Textile L&bout Union 

and would draw your attention to the Table on pages 6 and 7. 
H you have any comments to m&ke regarding this t&ble will you kindly let me know as 

early as possible! \ 

Yours faithfully, 
{Signed) T. MALONEY, 

Secret&ry .. 

S&me letter to Emperor Edward Mills (Ref. Table on 
Madhowji Dharamsi Mills ( .. 

Page 3) 
5) 
7) 
7) 

Kh&t&u Makanji Mills ( .. 
Assur Veerji Mills ( .. 

II. Further letter dated the 17th November 1926 

In continuation of my letter No. 1980/121, d&ted 16th November 1926, enclosing 
oopies of replies reoeived from the Assur Veerji and Emperor Edward Mills to the accUB&
tions of the Bombay Textile L&bour Union in their supplement&ry st&tement submitted 
to the Indian Tariff Board. I have the honour to enclose herewith oopies of replies 
received from the Swadeshi Mills and Madhowji Dh&ramai Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

THE SECRETARY, 
Millowners' Associ&tion, 

Bombay. 

De&r Sir, 

THE SWADESm MILLS CO., LTD., 
B'lf1lbay, 15th November 1926. 

With referenoe to your letter No. 1899/121 of the 8th inst&nt we enclose two st&tements 
prepared by our Kurla and Girgaum Mills in reply to the printed st&tement submitted 
by the Bombay Textile Labour Union to the Tariff Board. 

Yours faithfully, 
For the Swadl'shi Mills Co., Ltd., 

TATA SONS, LTD., Agents. 
By their oonstituted Attorney, 
(Signed) 

SWADESm MILLS No. 1 

KW'la, 15th NOlJ8mber 1926 

Memo. 

R. the information regarding Swadeshi Mills No. 1 supplied by the Textile L&bour 
Union to the Tariff Board. 

1. ComparatilJ8 8latemmt ahawing a fall iA the wagea 0/ the coUoA leztile toorm. • .. 
Bombay tA 1926, Head II in the AAnezure A.-We have not made any alterations in the 
rates allowed to the operatives. Most of the figures given in the t&bulated statement 
are inoorrect and misleading inasmuoh as no mention i& made of the number of days 
in whioh those wages were earned. Besides all the instan~ cited are of operatives 
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working on piecework in the card frame and weaving departments at cillJerent rates 
fixed for difierent sorts and it is not possi1!le for every worker to work on one particular 
sort all the year round as we have to keep on changing sorts to meet the requirements 
of the market. Consequently earnings are bound to vary according to the kind a.nd 
quantity of work they get. Attached hereto is sent an amended statement from which 
it will be seen that except in the case of operative No.2 the earning per day in the month 
of August in the case of each operative is nearly equal to and in some C&BeB more than 
that in June. In the case of No.2 it appears froJ)1 enquiry that ~ lower wages during 
August in comparison with those of June and July were due to his not h&ving given the 
list of work done by him in the last week of August to the clerk in time. The work which 
remained to be entered in August was added to that done by him in September. 

2. • M iU8 which hove reduced the number of worker8 during 1926, Head IV in the An~re 
A.-The information given by the Textile Labour Union is not correct. The number 
of dofIer boys was never reduced by one hundred. In fact by reducing the number to 
such an extent our work would considerably sufIer. Referring to the muster rolls from 
January 1925 to October 1926 we find the difierence between the highest and lowest 
number present during these months to be 47. In this conne'ction it must be made clear 
that there can be no fixity in the number of dofIer boys as we have to keep on changing 
counts to meet the requirements of the market. Time there was when our saleable yarns 
ranged between 6s and 12s. During the current year to meet the altered circumsta.nces, 
we have to keep about 60 per cent. of our spindles for saleable yarns on counts ranging 
between 40s and 60s. In the case of oloth too we have to go in for comparatively lighter 
sorts though not to the same extent as in saleable yarns. The lighter the count the 
fewer the number of dofIs to be taken out and "fewer the number of dofIer boys required. 
About the month of February last the number at work was found to exceed the number 
actually required and the spinning master was therefore told not to engage any new boys 
to take the place of those who may leave us until the actual required numloer was reached. 
We have been told both by the Government and labour leaders to-put our'touses in order. 
Here is a genuine attempt in the right direction which the labour leaders now seem to 
resent. 

3. Mil18 giving spoiled cloth to the worker8, Head V in the Annexure A.-We do not 
give spoiled cloth to th.e weavers all of a sudden. H in spite of previous warnings and 
small fines they keep on spoiling cloth we have to hand over the spoiled clotnto them 
and recover the cost thereof from their wages. This punishment is preferable to sudden 
discharge as in the latter case they remain out of work for a number of da.ys-sometimes 
for a number of months-whereas in the former case by selling the cloth in small lengths 
the:v lose very little. At times we are told they make a slight profit that way. We do 
not dismiss weavers for faulty cloth unless we find them incorrigible. 

4. MiU8 using old machinery, Head Vll in the An~re A.-There is a lathe in the 
mechanic shop made in 1862 but is quite in good condition and more than half of the 
machines in that department were ordered out during the last twenty-five years. No 
machinery in the ring department is dated 1882. About one-fourth of the existing ma
chinery is dated 1888 and the remaining machines were obtained from time to time between 
the years 1892 and 1924. All machines in the blow room are not dated 1891 and 1896. 
There are some machines which were obtained subsequently. Out of a total number 
of 1542 looms in the weaving shed 131 looms were obtained between the years 1889 a.nd 
1896. The majority of the looms were obtained between 1900 and 1913. Age alone 
ought not to be the criterion'of the condition of machines. The original makers and the 
care bestowed on the machines subsequently have to be taken into consideration as 
well. Most of the above machines in our mills are of first class makers and are kept in 
perfect worliing order by spending a lot of money on repaire. 

(Signed) KA VASJI MANOCKJI. 



I 

No. 

--

1 

2 

3 

" 
5 

6 

7 

8 

-

1-.. , June 1926 July 1926 August 1926 

.. _- - .. - -----

I · Namea I .Eandnga EaroIDIIJI , Earn ngs 
I 

Daya ---- Daya I -;:; mon;-
,. -_._._-

Daya 
Per month Per day ~ Permonth Per day Per day 

1 -- ---- -- -- --
I 

Ro. a. p. Ro .... p. Ro. a. p. Ro. a. p. Ro .... p. lis. ' •• p. 

Dbondoo Bonoo ladav " .. .. 21 23 15 8 1 2 3 22 24 2 9 '1 1 7 ' 21 
: 

24 15 3 1 8 O. 

Shanker Habadoo Bane .. .. .. 23 5312 3 2 5 5 23 62 6 0 2 " Ir 18 26 12 O· . ... 
Abdool BabIm .. .. .. .. 26 51 8 8 1 15 8 27 56. 11 0 I 2 1 7 25 ,I 48 0 3 114- 0 

Baboo Dagdoo lagtep .. .. 26 4714 6 1 13 6 27 42 10 0 1 0 3 25 ! 5011 6 2 0 6 .. 
9t j 

, 
8onoo 1Iatnoo .. .. .. .. 25 3414 0 1 6 4 13f 25 6 . ... 16. 2S 2 6 1 7 2 

I!banker Janoojl 22 23 10 1I 1 " 10 I 8 
1 

6 6 21 .. .. .. 25 

r 

85 3 

I 
1 29 2 0 1 6 2 , 

Anand .. .. .. .. 22 2510 8 1 2 8 , 25 23 8 0 1 2 1 

I 
21 26 8 9 1 " 2 

Baboo Narayan .. .. .. .. 22 29 0 3 1 5 6 I 20 25 8. 6 
1 

1 " 5 17 21 0 S I 1 " " , 
• LelIa owing to his not having given ID time the list of work done by him ID the lao!; week of August Whlcll,WBS subsequently added tIo that done by him In September. 

t More nwIng to his minding two machlnea for a few daya for whlcll he received extra Willi"". 

Swadeebl MUla No. 1. 

KUlla, 15th November 1926. 
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SwA~BSm MILLs No.2 

Bombay, 16t" NOtJtfTIber 1926 

Memo. 

Be the Information regarding the Bwade&hi Mills No. 2 supplied W ~he Textile 
Lahour Union to the Tariff Board. 

I. A cmnparatilJe 8latemenl 8lwwifl{l a /aU in the WII11e& 0/ the cotton teztile worker8 in 
Bombay ill 1926. Head II ill lhe Annexure A.-The remarks made in the case of S_deshi 
Mills No., I apply to this mill also. The figures given in the tabulated statement are 
not correct and are misleading. The earnings given are of weavers who work on 
piecework and whose earnings consequently vary from time to time according to th" 
kind and quantity of work they get. No alteration is made in the fixed rates. An 
amended statement is attached to this from,which it will be seen that whereas the average 
earning per day of some weavers in August is somewhat less; that of others is more than 
the earnings during the previous months. Such variations as stated above are bound 
to occur unless the same sort is worked'throughout the year and weather conditions 
remain the same. 

2. Mills which MfJe reduad lhe rate& 0/ wage& ill 1926. Head III in the Amle:vut'e A.
The information given is not correct. No changes have been made in the prevalent rates. 
It must be noted that unlike mOilt of the mills in Bombay, rates in this miIlare fixed per 
piece or pair and not per lb. Such being the case although cloth may be turned out from 
the sam8'counts rates have to vary according to the dimensions, i.e.; length and breadth. 
They seem to have made a jumble in various ways; for instance in (a) dhotie coloured 10 
yards, they have put down the old rate at Re. 0·2·9 and the new rate at 2 annas 6 
pies, whereas hoth are old rates but the former is for fancy'bordered dhoties where more 
skill is required than the ordinary nakhi and tape bordered dhoties the rate for which is 
Re. 0·2·6. As regards (b) dhoti plain 10 yards we do not know where they have got this 
information from as no such sort is turned out at the mills. With regard to (c) we do 
not turn out 40' fancy bordered dhoties from 40s counts. We have 39' X 7 yards dhoties 
and 36' X 6 yards dhoties; the rate for the former is Re.0·l·9 and for the latter Re. 0.1.8. 
These are old rates but the Textile Labour Union seem to have converted the former 
into the old rate and the latter into the new rate. As regards (d) dhoties 27s counta 
with 25' X 10 yards we have no such sort working. We have 44' X 10 yards and 42' X 10 
yards dhoties the rates for which are Re. 0·2·6 and Re. 0·2·5 respectively which the 
Textile Lahour Union have misconstrued into old and new rates. We have no dhoties 
working of the dime!l8ions given in second (Il). (e) Muslins 40 yards, width 54', we do 
not know what sort they refer to. We have mulls 54' X 191 yards from 40s and 50s 
warp for which 7 annas and 8 annas are allowed per piece respectively. 

3. MiU8 givifl{l ,palled clot" 10 lhe worker8: Head V in Anne:wre A.-The remarks 
made in the case of Svadeshi No. 1 apply equally to this mill. 

4 Milia using old mac"inery. Head ViI ill Annexure A.-This mill came into our 
possession in May 1925 and there are some old machines which cannot be said to be in 
good condition. It is for this along with other reasons that we have decided to close the 
mills in the course of the,next year or so after removing all 'the serviceable machinery to 
Swadeshi No. 1 at Kurla. 

(Signed) KA VASJI MANOCKJI, 

Manager. 



THE SVADESHI MILLS Co., LTD. (MILLS No.2) 

Girgaum, Bombay, 15th November 1926 

--- ~- .' ---_._----- ----- . . 
June 1926 I July 1926 AuguBt 1926 . 

Name EarnlngB Earulni8 - EarnlngB 

Days 

Per month ] 

Days 

I 
DaYB 

I Per day Per month Per day Per month Per day 
~--

Ra. Ra. a. I 
Ra. 

I 
Ra. Ra. Ra. a. p. p .. a. p. I a. p. a. p. a. p. 

1. Fazu1 (Tazful) Huasen .. .. .. 24 46 8 9 1 15 0 
, 

26 ! 5911 9 i II 4 9 25 52 12 0 II .1 9 

2. ChaJJan Imamall .. .. .. 24 5a 9 S 2 5 8 
: 

26 40 0 9 ; 114 2 25 44 8 8 112 6 

a. Mohamad Karim .. .. .. 24 44 5 9 1 18 6 i 26 52 5 9 I 2 0 S 25 54 10 0 " 2 211 
I 'I " Manulla Esak .. .. .. 24 I 40 6!.6 1 10 10 
! 

26 87 5 6 1 7 0 25 44 6 8 1 12 1\ 
, 

5. MOhamad Sakhavat .. .. .. 24 87 12 6 1 9 2 26 55 10 S I 2 2 8 25 49 2 0 1 15 5 

All the caeeBlilven are Mohomedan weaver •• : I 
i 

Sectional boll days enjoyed by Mohomedan weaveR 

2: I 2~ I I 
In the month • • • , .. 0 

FuJI working days In the month .. .. I 25 : . 
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To lIIADHOWJI DHAR.UISI MAliUl!'AOTUBDIG Co., LTD. 
B,'"".ooy, 161h NOtJember 1926. 

Tn MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, 
Bombay. 

Dear Sir, 

Referring to your letter dated the 12th instant, we beg to return herewith the 
printed evidence of the Bombay Textile Labour Union with a copy of our Manager's 
ob_tions thereon and a list of wages paid to line jobbers referred on page I) of the 
evidence. 

To AGENTS, 
M. D. Mills. 

Dear Sirs, 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) •••••• , 

Agents. 

THE MADHOWJI DlIA.RA.l!SI MANUFAOTURING Co., LTD. 

151lrNOtJember 1926. 

With reference to the copy of letter No. 1899/121 of 1926 received from the Secretary. 
Millowners' Association, dated the 8th instant, regarding the oral. evidence submitted by 
the Bombay Textile Labour Union, we beg to report as under :-

Be comparative statement showing the fall in wages we beg to point out that the 
statement given by the Bombay Textile Labour Union is not correct. We therefor~ b~g 
to 8ubmit herewith a fresh statement showing the actnal wages drawn by the Wl'&vers 
and line jobbers. 

Re l'eduotion of wages of line jobbers in the weaving department :-These ought to 
have been reduced from the time Jacqnard fancy chadders commenced wo!;J<ing as.these 
give moch bigger wages than any other sort. But since all jobbers had not got the 
Jaoquaro, the management put it off till all jobbers had u:n:form numbers of .Jacquaro 
and 40 shaft Dobby on the looms for working fancy chadders. We had equal number· of 
Jacqw.rde in the department of all jobbers in the month of June, and in July we put ilp 
a notioe intimating about the reduotion and from August a rednction of 4 per cent. was 
made with a promise that if we decrease the looms on fancy chadder and if the line jobbers' 
wages were IeII!' than the 'standard fixed' they will be given extra and aooordingly they 
have been given extra for the months of September and October 1926. 

Be the reduotion of 1Vorkers in 1926 :-A few men were reduoed in the mechanio 
shop as they had no work on account of the faot ~hat erection and .repair works were 
stopped. 

In the spinning department about 100 more men are engaged than are reqnired by the 
department on account of irregular attendance and these extra men take the place of 
regular workers who remain absent. These men are not entitled to have anything extra 
for the work done by them because they are spare hands and regularly paid by the com. 
pany for the aimiIar work. . 

In case the number of a.bsenteeB exceeds 90 we do keep double budli for which they 
are JIl'id nine annas per day. • . 

We do not collect .anything from the employees for medicine or oha.rity, eto. 

Yours fa.ithf~y, 
(Signed) D. A. TATA, 

~D&ger. 
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THE MADHOWJI DHABAMSI ~NUFAOTUBING CO., UrD. 

The liBt 0/ wagea 0/ Line Jobbera and Weavera with 80 per cent. 

Ticket No. Designat,lon lune 
--- ------- ---1----

1 ! J.lne lobbere ' 

2 1 

3 

, ! 
11 ! 

12 

IS 

U 

16 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

'Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

::: I w:a~ . 

Rs. ... p. 

78 II 6 

61 6 3 

luly 

lIa. a. p. 

20016 9 

2M II 0 

ISO 0 0 

17210 3 

190 10 0 

18210 8 

190 10 0 

17210 0 

149 8 9 

161 0 6 

IS4 8 8 

160 7 8 

145 9 8 

172 12 9 

77 II 8 

62 1 0 

August 

Rs. a. p. 

108 12 S 

116 12 6 

III 1 6 

112 7 6 

ISS 4 6 

ll8 4 6' 

124 0 6 

107 12 0 

98 14 It 

102 i5 8 ' 

92 0 8 

llO II 9 

ll8 U 9 
102 9 6 

M 9 0 

5818 9 

September 

lIa. a. p. 

48 9 0 

40.11 0 

III. Furlller leiter dated the 18tA November 1926 

In oontinnation of this offioe letter No. 1994/121 of yesterday, I have the honour to 
enolose herewith oopy of a reply reoeived from the Khatau Makanji Spinning and Weaving 
Co., Ltd., to the aocusations of the Bombay Textile Labour Union in their supplement. 
ary statement submitted to the Indian Tariff Board. -

THB KHATAU MAxAll'JI SPDiNING AND WBAVING Co., LTD. 

Tn SECRETARY, 
The Millowners' Assooiation, 

Bombay .. 

Dear Sir, 

Bombay, 18tA NOtJemJJer 1926. 

With referenoe to your letter No. 1899/121 of the 8th instant, we have to draw your 
attention to the paragraph printed in the evidence of the Bombay Textile Labour Union 
indioe.ting among other matters that our mill is ~harging for medical relief and charity 
and have to say that it is not correot. We are giving medical relief and ,attendance 
free to our mill labourers since the year 1918 and as regards charity we do not out any
thing from the labourers' wages, but it depends on the labourers to put any money in 
the oharity box which is placed at the pay counter on the pay day. . 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) 
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ANNlIXUBlii C 

8talemml .lwtDi1lf/ ,he ,eale 0/ water taz lewed by tht Bombay M 'Unicipality 

A_ ooDS11lllP.1 Rate per 
tIon per annum ! ~::. Amount .... Used 

lIB. &. 11& a. p. 

I. PropertIe8 beyond 600 feet •• 81,944,450 0 8 16,001 12 0 

2- BungaIoW8 with Oardena 154,292,481 0 8 77,876 6 0 

S. BungaIoW8 with Oardena and Fountains . 67,202,709 010 42,882 6 0 

6. Gfmkbana8, u ...... Raoe coune, ete. 51,751,090 0 8 26,946 13 0 

5. Mnnlclpall'Iopertles 131,255,800 0 8 65,627 15 0 

8. unndrlell and Dhobl Ghats •• 89,261,450 012 29,526 8 0 

7. Hotel. 48,692,200 0 48,692 8 0 

8. BuJId1ng porpoaea 79,680,680 0 78,021 12 0 

D. MIlch Cattle atables 196,108,770 0 1,96,108 12 0 

10. Prtvate atables including Uwry and 148;099,600 0 1,45,994 10 0 
Bulloek etablea. 

11. Cotton MIlIa 748,237,710 1 0 7,48,28712 0 

12. MIlIa other than cotton 168,839,590 1 0 1,68,389 10 0 

18. Otber hctorIee, ete. 349,278,080 0 3,49,278 1 0 

U. Port TInat 658,417,000 0 6,68.417 0 0 

16. Jlallwa,a 764,865,610 0 7,64,356 8·6 

18. Govemment properties 647,271,050 IV~~ 3,12,311 7 0 

I 
to Re.l. 

Grand Total .. 4,067,188,070 86,12,066 6 6 
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ANNEXURE D 

I have the honour to state that my 60mmittee have carefully considered the question 
as to where Trooe Commissioners might advantageously be stationed for the purpose 
of developing the l'xport trade in Indian cotton yarns and piecegoods and they recommend 
the appointment of Trade Commi.~onel1! for the markets mentioned below :-

(1) For the development of the trade ,. ith Asiatic Turkey, Syria, Palestine, 
Egypt and the Anglo·Egyptian Sudan a Trade Commissioner with headquarters at 
Alexandra; . ~ 

(2) For the development of the trade with Western Arabia, Eretrea., French SomaJi.,. 
land, Briti~h Somaliland, Italian Somaliland, Abysainia and Aden alJ.d Dependencies 
a Trade Commissioner with headquarters at Aden; - '.._ 

(3) For the development of the trade with Iraq (Mesopotamia), M~t Territory, 
TruciaI.Oman and Native States in Eastem Arabia and Persia a Trade Commissioner 
with. headquarters at Basra; •• 

(4) lfor the development of the trade With Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika Territory, 
Zanzibar, Pemba and Portuguese East Africa a Trade Commissioner with headquarters 
at Momba.sa; • 

(5) For the development of the t~e with the Union of South Africa a Trade Commis. 
sioner with headq~ at Durhan; and . -- . 

(6) For the development of the trade with Snmatra,· Java, Bomeo, -Celebes 
Phillipine Islands, Siam. amI Straits Settlements a Trade Commissioner with head. 
quarters at Singapore. 

. The first task of thE'se Trade Commissioners should, in the opinion of my Committee, 
be devoted to making a general survey as to the exact neE'ds of the individ1UU countril'S 
placed under their jurisdiction, and the possibility of India's mills supplying a greater 
portion of their requirements. The reports should also include precise information in 
regard to the customs duties imposed, dock charges, shipping facilities and full informa 
tion ~n regard to the facilities available for marohpiting. . 
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ANNEXURE E 

Leuer Irom,4 Becrel4ry, Bombay Millowaers' .Association, No. 1886-121 
dated arYl November !-926 - ' 

I am directed to ask you to call the attention of the T&riJI Board to the fact that the 
Association was not examined by the Board as to the meaning of Sir Victor Sassoon's 
statement before the Currency Commission regarding the comparative effect of the 
remission of the Excise Duty and the rise in the exchange value of the rupee from Is.4d. 
gold to I .. 6d. gold. The attached statement sh4>ws the figures upoll, which Sir Victor 
Sasso01l blWled the statement made in his evidence before the Currency Commission alld the 
disadvantage suffered by the textile industry with cottCln at Rs. 290 per cH.ndy. The 
disl'dvantage to-liay is even greater owing to the fact that cotton is at an even lower price 
than that quoted in the calculation. My Committee trust that the explanation afforded 
in the enclosure will be printed in the record of evidence_ 

I am also requested to point out that the Association was not "examined with regard 
to the recommendation of the majority of the Currency Commission to fix the exchange 
ratio at lB. 6d;; I am, therefore, to take this opportunity of reiterating the Association'. 
oonviction that the proposed ratio is calculated to do infinite harm to the industry as 
pointed out in the original representation of the Association to the Tariff Board and the 
written evidence tendered ~ the Currency Commission. 

Fortheinformation ofthe Board I also submit herewith a copy of a recent representation 
to the Government of India on the subject of the exchange ratio. 

A.llocation 01 cost on standard sT.irting (9 lbs_ 40 yards) 20d WIJ.'P and 
wp/t, with cot/on 

@Rs.290 @Rs_700 

--
-

Ans. Percentage An". Percentage 

--------- -------

Cotton .. .. 45-46 ".'j 109-82 54.71 
Wa.te Spinning .. -. 6-RO 0-6 16-47 8-2 
Waste, Weaving .- .- 3-96 3-3 54-8 7-67 

'T" 
Insuraqce, spare parts, etc. .. S-OI 2-5 3-01 1-5 
Stores -- .- 7-44 6·1 7-44 3-7 
,.On Co~t .. .- ,11·21 9-2 11·21 0·6 
Power _. .- o-R2 4-8 5-82 2-9 
Mill Management _. .. 0-22 4-3 45-2 5-22 2-6 28·1 
Wages .• .- .. 30-93 25- 4J 30-93 10-4 
Commi .. ion .. .. 1-91 1-0 3-21 1-6 

----- -----'-
121·76 100-0 200-80 100-0 

.-_.-_._---

~i.advant .. ge at Ij6d .- 45-2 of 12i 28-1 per 
= 0-65 per cent. of 12! 

cent. = 3·51 per 
cent . 

• On Cost includes the following items of expenditure :-
Salaries of Head Office Stall; Interest charges; Rent, Rates and Taxes; 
Printing; Telephones; Motor Car expenses; Travelling expenses; 
General charges; Law charges; Pro'vident Fund ch!p"ges; Petty Cash, and 
Postal charges and Muccadamage. 

AIO Y 420-23 
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Letter from the Beeretary, Millowner8' AS80Giation, Bombay, to tlle Secretary to the 
Government of India, Finance Department, Simla, No. 1715·141, 

dated 12th October 192fl. 

I am direoted to address you on the subject of the report of the Royal Commission 
on Indian Currency. The recommendations of the Commission to fix the exchange 
value of the rupee at 18. 6el. gold is what chiefly concerns my -Committee at this 
junoture and it is in regard to this point only that they wish to devote their attention 
in this letter. 

2. In my Committee's opinion the fixation of the exchange value of tbe rupee at 18. 6d. 
in preference to 18. 4d. will continue to militate severely against the future progress of thb 
Indian cotton textile industry iu bot,h the home and export trade, for the reasons set 
forth in the Association's written and oral evidence before the Currency Commission 
and the Tariff Board now conducting its enquiry into the industry's application 
for protection. 

3. It is not intended to re·traverse the whole of the arguments already put forward 
by the Assooiation before the two aforementioned bodies 80S these are already avaUabJeto 
you, but my Committ,ee hold that the raising of the exohange value of the rupee to 18. 6d. 
gold and its maintenance at that figure is largely responsible for the present depression in 
the ootton textile industry of Bom bay and the industries of the country generally, and 
they further believe that the development of the indigenous industries of the country 
h808 suffered 80 very severe set· back owing to the fixation oftbe value of the rupee at 18. 6d. 
gold in preference to lB. 4el. gold. 

For your ready refel'enoe I quote below the following para~aph from the Association's 
written evidence before the Tariff Board which epitomises their views in regard to the 
effect of the 13. 6d. ratio on the cotton industry :- . 

.. It is the oonsidered opinion of the As~ociation that if the sterling exchange were 
hrought down to 18. 4d. gold and Japanese mills were made to work one shift 
not employing women and cbildren at night, then the industry could stand on 
its own legs and would not require protection. It is 80 curious phenomenon 
that all the important industries of this country, v;z., sugar, cement, iron and 
steel and leather, suller much from the exchange policy of the Government of 
India and have asked for protection. In the opinion of the Associat.ion "'hile 
the Government of India might be able to save tbree crores of rupees by keeping 
the exchange at 18. 6d., they are losing far more by having the industries of the 
country in 80 crippled state and not being able to pay inclme tax and super tax, 
and 80S long 80S artifioial management of exchange is contil.ued by the Govern
ment of India the industries of the oountry will have to be protected to get 
over the difficulties." . 

4.. My Cummittee further maintain that the severe blow that will be dealt to tho 
indigenous industry of the country by fixing the exchange ratio at 18. 6d' instead of 18. 4d. 
will mean considerably diminished revenues for the Governmont of India under the 
head of income tax, and will in a vari"ty of other ways m"re than counterbalance the 

<saving in "home oharges" which will be effected by the 18. 6d. ratio. 
5. The most objectionable feature of the fixation of the exchang('> rat.io at 18. 6d. 

instead of ls.4d., however ,lies not in the detrimental effect it will have on J ndian indust"ial 
development and future progress which would aff"ct only a small proportion of the 
population, but in the efiel't which it will have on the agricultural classes who form the 
bulk of the population. In the opinion of my Committee the Government of India has not 
fully realised that the burden of the rise in value of the rurce falls almost entirely on the 
oultivators of thtlsoil who are amongst the poorest of the poor, and who conSl.ome 
praotically none of the goods imported into the country wbich might legitimately be 
expeoted to fall in prices with 80 18. 6d. rupee. These peopl" are and have been for 
generations past debtors, and will thus be penalised not only in regard to interest, but on 
oa12ital also to the extent of 12i per cent. in addition to the less they will incur by reason 
of the lower rupee prioA realisable for the produce raised on thdr lands. 

This double blow to the income of the Indian agrioulturist will obviously restrict 
his plrohasing oapaoity with oonsequently unfavourable effect.s on the industry. and 
trade of the oountry. 

That the process referred to in the previous paragraph has already begun to operate, 
in the opinion of my Committee, is proved by the faot that in spite of five completed, and 
the prospeot of a eixth good monsoon, there has been a substantial decrease in the per 
he ... d consumption of commodities. 

6. My Committee trust that the Government of India, when deliberating the action 
to be taken in rcgard to the reoommendation of the Currency Commission to fix the 
exohange ratio at 11. 6el. gold, will give due weight to their obligations to the Indian 
agrioultural olasses and Indian industries, and adopt the ratio recommended in the 
""mute of dissent to tbe Royal Commission's Rt'l'ort. 
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ANNBXURB 11 

I aOJ cbrected to Invite your attention to the under-quoted paragraph in an article 
which appeared in the "Times Trade and Engineering Supplement "dated 11th 
jjeptember 1926 urging the need for revision of the procedure in connection with 
a pplication for protection under the Safe-guarding of Industries Act :-

.. A perusal of the reports of the Committees will tend ~ show the imllossibility of 
applicants obtaining documentary evidence to prove that imported goods are being 
sold or offered for asle in the United Kingdom at prices below those at which similar 
goods can be profitably manufactured in the United Kingdom. Manufacturers know 
perfectly well that such is the case, but they are not the actual buyers of the products, 
and the committees require documentary proof which can only be afforded by importers 
who may be the actual opponents before the Committee. 

Another serious complication has arisen. It had previously been thought to he 
fairly obvious that the basis of comparison on this point was the price which the 
importer paid to the foreign competitor and the selling price of the- English Manu
facturer. In a recent case, however, the majority of the members of the Committee 
appear to have held the view that the basis of .comparison should be between the price 
at which the importer sells and the price at which the hOme manufacturer sells. 
It is natural to suppose that however low the price at which the importer buys, he can, 
&8 a skilful aslesman, increase his profit by cutting even slightly under the price of the 
British Manufacturer. " ./ 

In the course of the Association's oral evi(lence, you had stated that the Association 
had not adduced sufficient evid~nce as regards prices of Japanese goods, but the above
quoted paragraph very clearly indicates the difficulties of manufacturers in obtaining 
data as to prices of foreign imports which cOlIIFete with the production of indigenous 
industries. My Committee commend the above-quoted paragraph to you and your 
Board's very careful consideration, and they trust due cognisance will be taken by your 
Board of the difficulties experienced by them in obtaining exhaustive information as 
regards priCeR of Japanese goods. 

,110 Y 420-25" 
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ANNEXURE G 

GOpy OJ a letter./1'om the BomJJay M illowner8 A880ciation regarding .. Toka" land; 

I have tbe honour to draw your attentiob to the very severe hardship which is likely 
to be entailed on oertain mills which are situated on what are known as .. Toka" lands. 
These lands were a.ssessed in 1879 for a period of fifty years, and the lands become liable 
to ,reassessment in 1929. Judging from the compensa.tion which Government cla.imed 
and succeeded in obtaining for such of the Taka lands as were acquired by the Bombay 
Improvement Trust, it would appear that the Toka tenants of Government would ha.ve to 
pay 1,10:) per cent. to 8,000 per Cl'Ilt. mOre as assessment, according to the valuation of 
the lands, than they are paying at present. The present assessment is 1 pie per square 
yard while it appears that the revised assessment whioh will take effect from 1929 will 
be calculated at 5 per cent. on 4/5 of the present value of the land. The enolosed state
ment shows what the revised assessment will mean to the mills mentioned therein. 

The Assooiation has taken up this matter with the Government of Bombay and has 
inquired of them on what basis they propose to reassess Toka lands in-1929. No reply 
has been received from the Government of Bombay as to their intentionll, but frem the 
enolosed copy of a letter reoeived hom Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co., Ltd., it appears that 
Government intend to reassess these lands on the basis indioated above. This would 
mean a very severe hardship to the-miIls concerned, and I am directed to request your
Board to bring this matter to the notice of Government, and reoommend Government to 
reassess these lands on a more equitable basis. 

(Gopy) 
-E. D, SASSOON & Co., LTD. 

Bombay, 13th. Dece'mbe1' 1926. 

Ref: No. 818/26841 

THE SEORETAlIY, MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, 
- . 

Bombay. 

Dey Sir, 
TokaTenure 

In oontinuation of our oorresp~ndenoe 01). the above_ subject. we append below oopy 
of a- letter received by our architects with referenoe to their applioation of the 1st April 
last, to the Colleotor of Bombay, asking the terms on whioh :roka land might be 
oonverted into a free-holding :-

.. Reconversion oj TenU1" Toka Land into Jree-hoZd.-Your applioation, 1st April 
_ 1926, I have the honour to inform you that the Toka land cannot be oonverted into 

free-hold. If your olients, however, wish to have the land oonverted into lea.se-hold or 
newly assessed tenure, the conversion will be made on pa.yment of rent at 5 per cent. on 
Rs. 40 per squa.re yard with an allowance for the remainder of the term of the lease 
would be 99 years renewable II,t re-nsed rents . 

.. 2. This offer is subjeot to the sanction of Government and open for aoceptanoe for 
one month only from the date hereof. 

.. 8. Please let me know if you wish til oonsider a . definite offer on these tem1s. If 
80, I will state the full oonditions." 
From this reply you '\I'ill see that the oontention set forth in onr previous letter that 

Governnlent would, when the present tenure expires, inorease the value of the land 
tJ Rs. 40 per square yard and on this would oharge a rental of 5 per cent. is correct, and 
we will thank you to make a very strong protest on behalf of ourselves and such other 
millowners as may be aJIeoted aga.inst this extortionate increase in assessment. Kindly 
keep us olosely in touch with all developments in this oonneotion. 

Yours faithfully, 
For and on behalf of 

E. D. SASSOON & Co., LTD., 
Agents, 

(Signed) 
Sub-Manager. 



Name of miU 

I 
Area of 

Toea 
land 

-----------1 

... 1 The Swan MUls. Liml$ 

1 Do. do. ... , 
I 

The D:~m M::~factu~: I, 

Company. Limited. 

The Jacob Ellias Sa'800n 
and otbers. 

Tbe E. D. Bassoon United 
Mills Company. Idmited. 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 

Tbe Moon Mills. Limited 

The New China Mills. 
Limited. 

Do. .do. 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 

Tbe Jubilee Manufaoturing 
Company, Limited. 

Do. do. 

Tbe Bombay Cotton Manu
facturing Company. 

Tbe Western India Spinning 
and Manufacturing Com
pany. LImited. 

The Ka8turchand Mills 

Sq.ydB. 

660 

6.609'5 

8.796'76 

6,890 

1.797'75 

91.99'1 

9.479 

765 

91.878 

1211 

1.475 

1.695 

5.000 

818 

940 

814 
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Present I Assessment 
Toea &SSeSB- Present value at 6 per cent. 

ment at of land I of 4/6ths 
1 pie per (approximate) approved 

square yard value 

I Bs. a, p • Bs .... p. 

S 6 9 

B8. 

I 
89000 

93 14 4 ~15 per sq· 9.940 0 0 
I uare yard'i 

9410) t 965 0 0 

46 8 S 

5!0 14 9 

: ::: 1 
r ID7 

18 1 4 j 

11 9 2 

31411 1 
11915 9 ~l 

Q 10 9 I 

I] 
71011 

1813 3 

96 0 8 

4 4 : } 

1011 

100 0 5 

167 

40 19.975 0 0 

40 9.415 0 0 

r
! 6.995 0 0 

I 9.080 0 0 

'I 
90 1/ 115

,676 0 0 

4.165 0 0 

15 j 1,060 0 0 

r 
I 'r 15

1 
, 

[I 

15 { 

90 

90 

465 0 0 

13,195 0 0 

90 0 0 

895 0 0 

1.015 0 0 

3,000 0 0 

490 0 0 

140 0 0 

9.470 0 0 

29,490 0 0 

660 U 0 

r----------------I----, 
Total... ...... I' 57213'9 1,19,770 0 0, 

Average increase for all the above mills-2.199 per bent. 

Bemarks 
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Witness No. 2 

, THE AHMEDABAD MILLOWNER'S ASSOCIATION 

Written Statement, do.ted the 26th A'IJ,:J'U8t 1926 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

It is weU-kndwn that next to Bombay Ahmedabad is the mos.t important centre of the 
cotton textile industry and owing to its geographical situation it exercises considerable 
influence on the mills situated in Gujarat most of which are members of this Association, 
The number of spindles in Ahmedabad is 1,375,000 and looms 36,000 as at the 31st August 
1925. Some of the natural advantages which Jie expected to obtain in this place induced 
one of its leading merchants R. B. Ranohhodlal Chhotalal, C.I,E" to start the first mill in 
Ahmedabad in the year 1859. The growth and expansion of the industry since then has 
proved the city's adaptabilit,y to become one of the greatest textile centres in India. 
It is in the midst of the cotton growing districts of Gujarat and Kathiawar. Good and 
adeq'late water-supply oan be had either from wells. or rivers through municipal pipes. 
There is a.n adequate supply of labour also. The finished products of the mills. can be 
conveniently distributed in Gujarat, Kathiawar, the United Provinces, the Punjab and 
Central Provinces. The drawbMks from which Ahmedabad suffers are the dista.nce· of 
coal mines from Ahmedabad and heavy freight charges for the transport of finished 
products plus freight charges for stores and coal in the interior. It may further be 
pointed out that the spinners a.nd weavers required for the industry are mostly drawn from 
a class of people whose forefathers carried on handspinning and weaving before machinery 
came into use. 

India ~as pre-eminent in this industry so much so that we used to have a large export 
trade in the cotton fabric3 specialising in finer materials which were renowned a.ll over 
Europe. I.n support of this fact the following passage from " Cotton Industry in India 
and Japanese Competition", may appropriately be quoted:-

" Time wa..~ when, as one of the European travellers of the early seventeenth 
century observed, • there was not a man, woman or child from the Cape of Good 
Hope to the easternmost islands of Japan who was not ilIad from head to foot in the 
produots of the Indian looms.' India had for thousands of years a complete mono
poly of the world's markets of cotton manufactures, thil.nks to her skill from days 
immemorial in the spinning of yarn and weaving of the richest and lightest and most 
fanciful fabrics. To-day that position is a dream of t,he past, the vanished past 
which the children of India remember only to tIleir shame and humiliation. For 
to-day, the products of Indian looms do not get a chance of supplying the markets 
even of India herself! Even in his own home markets,-which in every country 
with a spark of nationalist sentiment are mo.~t zealously guarded for the wares of 
that country itself,-the Indian producer is beaten at every turn by t.he foreigner; 
and t·he foreigner wins not because of his skill and enterprise, but because he plays 
wit,h loaded dice; not because of the excellence or cheapness of his wares, but because 
of the systematic armament he has evolved in the last generation or so for the 
exploitation of the weak and the helpless by means of his bounty-fed goods, oarried 
in subsidised shipping. made by sweated labour, and dist·ributed by agents of whom 
not a few are strangers to any sense of justice, or decency, or oommercial moraJity of 
the simplest, whose only oreed is greed and grab. Every foreigner in India is of course 
an offender in this regard in some measure, sinoe the Indian market lies helpless at 
his feet, thanks to the most benevolent policy of free trade in exploitation and 
laissez-faire in national spoliation, thanks to the special burdens imp(>~ed upon 
India.n industry by stores duties and machinery duties, not to mention w. ter rates 
a.nd town duties and income taxes. " 

This establishes two propositions one being that India used to produce cotton eapable 
of being spur;! into oounts of 100J a.nd 120) and the people possessed the skill of spinning 
fine yarn and wfaving fine cloth. Admitting that the present labour force is iuefficient 
it should not be overlooked that the spinnl'rs and weavers are drawn from a class whose 
anoestral oooupation was spinning and weaving. 

When other oountries like England and America have aotively built up their textile 
industry by special State aids and heavy tariffs, India has hopelessly lagged behind in 
fostering her greM; indigonous industry beoause of the lack of any suoh &.!ds. 
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England W88 forced to levy an import duty of 100 per cent. in order to stop the import 
of Dacca mUBlins whioh oompeted with machine-made piece-goods and it W88 only &fter 
the trade in finer goods had been killed that she did away with the import duties. 
America with all her expert knowledge and organisation levied a 40 per oent. import 
duty on the imported piece-goods in order to protect her spinning and weaving industry in 
its infancy. Japan has done much the same in different forms. Long ago the Americans . 
law that their prosperity, i.e., the prosperity of their agriculturists 88 well as that of the 
traders and the industrialists lay in manufacturi"$ goods in her own country instead of 
Bending out raw products like cotton to be manufactured in England anei other countries. 
The success of the American policy is witnessed in many directions. The expansion 
of her tf,xtile industry during recent years has beelt phenomenal. She is no lor.ger 
dependent on England to get the proper value for hAr cotton. Her farmers oan withhold 
cotton for month. together if the prices offered for her cotton appeared to them to be low. 
Not only has tht'ft' been the expansion of her textile industry but the demand created 
for machinery led to the establishment of machinery works and all the machinery needed 
was practically manufactured by hel'Rl'lf. The treatment meted out to the Indian textile 
indu8try here in India needs ro comment. It is the darkest chapter in the history of 
the British connection with Indi... The currency and tha tariff policy of the Government 
of India hit the industry time and &gain. Early in the seventies the abolition of Customs 
duty on British articles in spite of financial difficulties was in pursuance of this policy. 
Again in the nineties when the depreciation of the sterling value of the rupee forced· the 
Government of India to impose Customs duties on cotton goods the imposition of a 
countervailing excise dnty was thought of. This Association is strongly of opinion th"t 
India is C&l'able of producing all the goods she needs only if the Government will not put 
impediments in her way. A. stated above, all the factors for the establishment of the 
industry are in existence in India., but time and again the polif!y of Government. has come 
in the way. The present statl' of depression is mainly due to the exchange policy of the 
Government of India. Had the exchange heen stabilised at 18. 44. the crisis through 
which the industry has had to p&SB during the last three years would not have been 
witnessed. Instead of. giving protection to the textile industry the exchange gives an 
advantage of 121 per cent. to foreign countries. 

It is a notable fact that in spite of various impediments and direct and indirect attacks 
on its gradual development the textile industry has been established for 50 years but 
it has not been able to spin and weave over 40s counts- of yam or cloth. Japan started 
only 30 years back and her expansion has been a phenomenal one. This is not due to 
any natural advantage she enjoys over India but to the nationalistic' policy followed by 
its Government. 

Uptilonly five years ago the cotton crop in India used to be only 4 million bales. Owing, 
however, to the high prices prevailing during the poet-war hoom alid the special effOIts 
made hy the Government of India the orop has increased to something like 6 million 
bales. A Central Cotton Committee has heen appointed to improve the growth and 
quality of cotton. Time and again the Government has been charged in the. Council, 
Assembly awl in publio with having undertaken these activities for the benefit of 
Lanoashire. Here is an opportunity for Government to justify the claim that the 
improvement of the quality and quantity has been undertaken in the interests of the 
oultivator. It is an economic fact that when the supply is greater than the demand the 

-prices 0 btained by the grower are bound to be proportionMely less.. Instead of sending 
cotton all the way from India to foreign countries to be manufactured into finished 
articles and theD- re-imported into the country if protection for a few years is granted.. 
India ca.n well manufacture all the supplies she requires. Though the cotton crop 
haa been increased by 50 per cent. in the last five years the increased consumption of 
cotton in this country has not been more than 5 per cent. This is a lamentable fact and 
it can only be remedied hy the expansion of the textile industry. Further there is the 
Sukkur Barrage under construct on which will bring under cultivation thous'ands of 
aores of land most of it being suitable for long staple cotton oultivation. 

S:mcTION I 

1. The depression in the cotton industry is general throughout the whole of India. 
thongh it may be unequal in different CC!ntres • 

. 2. (a) The operation of world factors does not contribute to the present depression •. 
Faotors which are special to India are entirely responsible for this depression. (b) The 
exohange and ourrency policy, foreign competition and heavy taxation. (c) Inefficient 

~ ~: 
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labour. local taxation. e."., water rates, terminal tax and inequitable railwa~freights 
pressing heavily on an inland centre like Ahmedabad. 

3. The present depression will continue so long as the present exchange policy 
remain I unaltered and ~o steps are taken to counteract the threatening foreign 
competition. 

4. In case the present margin between the price of raw cotton and the price of yarn 
and piecegoods does not inorease Bome mills now working may have to be closed down. 
At_ present fome milla have been 9Pmpelled to resort to partial stoppage • 

. 5. Some good mills which arQ undercapitalised and which have built up large reserve 
funds are making profits, while some are. making both ends meet and some are working 
at a loss. 

6. (1) Lower price of raw cotton does not necessarily mean any prosperity for the 
fndustry. During the last three years the price of uw ootton has been progressively 
declining without affording any relief to the industry. (2) Moreover, it does not lessen 
foreign competition. (3) Fall in the price of raw cotton would adversely affect; the 

. stooke already held by the mills. 
7. The downward tendency of cotton. yarn and piece-goods has resulted in losses 

to the merchants and shaken their confidence in the present level of prices. Con
sequently the stocke they hold are limited and their purchases are on a restricted 
lIcale. 

8. The fall in the price of cloth has been greater than the fall in the price of cotton 
in the last few years. 

9. The ryots' purchase of piecegoods in money does not differ much from what it 
was before butis approximately the same as in pre-war times. With the present 
increased cost of living it has not gone up and to that extent it may be said that his 
purchasing power has been reduced. 

10. No, we do not agree with the view that owing to the lower prices of gold and 
silver consumers invest their samgs in the precious metals and thus restrict their 
purchases. 

11. During the last ten years organisation among the -Ahmedabad millowr:ers has 
steadily improved though thel'tl may be room for further improvement. Lack of orga
nisation is. however, not one of the canses of the present depression. 

12. The present depression being of the most severe character. has resulted in the 
closing down of four mills. while nine have changed hands and five have gone into 
liquidation.~ .' 

Mil18 which hatJ6 chanJed, hands: (1) The India Spinning Mills, (2) The Ahmedabad 
Cotton & Waste Mills, (3) The Swadeshi Felt Cap & Hosicry Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
(4) The Hathising Mills, (5) The Shrinagar Mills, (6) The Zaveri Spinning Mills, (7) 
The Manor Earkha Mills, (8) Sir Waghji Mills, (9) The \aso Mumbai ~ills. 

Mills ",·hich have closed doten: (I) The Gomtip~r Spg; Mills, (2) The Eathising Mills, 
(3) The Oriental Mills. (4) The Vishnu Cotton Mills. . 

Mil18 which have ~one i~ liguidation: (1) The Universal Cotton Mills, (2) The Zavel'i 
Spinning Mills, (3) The Vaso Mumbai Mills, (4) The Gomtipur Spinning Mills, (5) The 
Vishnu Cotton Mills. 

SECTION II 

Nature and eztent of com.petition bdween imported goods and those of 
Indian manufacture 

13. Ahmedabad had very little yarn trade with China. It is the considered opinion 
of this Association that the loss of yarn trade with. China adversely affects or creates a 
depression in the piece-goods market. The fall in the exports of yarn to C~a is d.ue 
to three main reasons:-

(1) Great expansion of the textile industry in China itself, (2) The suc06SBfui 
competition of Japanese manufactures and (3) The currency and exchange policy. 
of the Government of India. 

It is true that the expansion of the weavfng industry in Bombay has be"en due to a' 
oertain extent to' the loss of the C~a yarn trade, but it is not so with upcountry 
mills. The expansion of the weaving industry in India has not been commensurate 
with the progress made in other oountries like the United States, Japan and ~a. Our 
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A880ciation believe- th8lt India h in a p08ition to supply all her requirements of cloth 
provided she has the support of her Government. 

14. The ligures mentioned in the statement submitted by the Bombay Millowners' 
Association clearly show that tbl! present depression in the industry is due to increas
ing competition both in quantity and price regarding yarn and pieCe-goods from 
Japan in particular and other countries in general. 

15. .Begarding yam, count. up to 40.. -
Regarding pieoe-goods, dhoties, shirtings, sheetings and chaddars and grey ,and 

bleached goods manufacwred from medium count ... 

17. During the last few years there have been occasions on which imported Japanese 
yam and piece-goods have heen sold iii the Indian market below the cOllt of the manu
factnre of the lame goods in India. Regular dumping in 2/42s -yam was resorted to 
in the year 1923 when that yam was placed into the Indian market at from Re. 1-2 per 
lb. to Re. 1-4 per lb. while the cost of manufacture for the same yam in India. wa.s about 
Re. 1-8 per lb. The cotton price during the year 1923 was Rs_ 510 pet candy when this 
yam was being sold from R •• 1-2 to Re. 1-4 per lb. To-day when cotton has dropped to 
Rs. 340 the price of that yarn is still from Re. 1-4 to Re. 1-0. Dyers and printers who 
are oalled .. Chhipas " us .. d to purchase locally all their required piece-goods, but Japan 
entered into oompetition by underselling these sorts with the result that local purcha~es 
ha va practically ceased. 

18. Ahmedabad millp have little or no foreign markets. 
19. To gauge the oorrect strength of the competition in yarn the surplus available 

for sale should be taken into consideration with the imports of yarn and not the total 
yam production in India. We consider the oompetition of imported yam as a serious 
factor because of the strides made by Japan during the last teu years. Until 1917-18 
even the United Kingdom had failed to successfully compete with Indian yarn up to 
20. counts, while Japan during the las~ seven years has been able to plaoe on the Indian 
market yarn during 1918-21 at an average of 3,747,577 Ibs. and in 1922-23 12,365,857 
Ibs. Further, in counts from 21s to 30s Japan has been able to place on the Indian market 
an increase from 19,000 lbs. in 1917-18 to 1,750,000 lbs. in 1922-23, dfrectly competing 
against the Indian yam ~rade. We have every reason to believe that Japan will leave 
no stone unturned to undermine the Indian textile industry, which is the next and the 
best market for her exports. 

20 to 22. We do not accept these figures. It is difficult to determine the extent of 
the competition from the United Kingdom unless detailed statistics of imported piece. 
goods are maintained by Government. 011r AssociatioI\ believes that the oompetition 
with imported piece-goods from the United Kingdom aJso is increasing daily. It is not 
possible in the absence of detailed statistics to determine the exact percentage. A very 
large percentage of the imports of Japanese piece-gooda however oome into direct oom. 
petition with the products of Indian mills. 

23. We believe that the imports from all the three oountries, viz., United Kingdom, 
Japan and It.aly, are likely to increase owing to the exchange being stabilised at ]8. lid., 
giving an advantage of 12. per cent. to foreign imports. Further, -the depreciated 
exchanges of Italy and Japan are bound to assist them still further in their export trade 
Again, India. is the principal market for British-made goods and England is likely to J;lut 
in every endeavour to bring up her exports to the pre-war figures. Regarding Japan, 
her textile industry has made great strides during the last few years anq she oan hardly 
find any other unprotected market exoept India for the purpose of exports. 

24.- In our opinion piece-goods imported from. Japan keenly compete with the pieoe. 
goods imported from the United Kingdom and also with those manufactJ1r8(l in India. 
This competition is likely to grow more keen in future. The following extract from the • 
July issue of the Indian Textile Journal clearly proves the extent of this oompetition:-

"Japan and India. in the East and Italy and_the United States in the West 
have, to a great extent, replaced British goods in the world's- markets •• .-•••••••• 
In 1912, China received 527 million yards of .cloth and 2, million pounds of yarn 
from Britain, and at present the imports from that quarter are 173 million yards and 
half a million pounds. The imports into India. in the year before the war were as It 
rule between 2,500 and 3,000 million yards, whereas now they do not a.pproach even 
2,000 an~ ~hey are nearer 1,5~ •. As regards yam also, the oorresponding figures 
are 40 million pounds-and 20 million pounds. -

" A good part of this trade has been lost to Japan. During the last ten years 
the value of that country's import into China has increased by over six times. India 
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used to get only half a million pounds of yarn and three,million yards of cloth from· 
Japan in 1913, but now the 'corresponding figures are 33 million pounds and 155 
million yar~ and these are increasing at a rapid rate ... 

25. The fall in the Japanese exchange has contributed largely to accentuate the com. 
petition of Japanese piece-goods with Indian manufa.cture_ The extent of this competi
tion has been amply proved' by the Bombay Millowners' Association in their statement. 

26 and 27. The depression in the foreign exchange has materially inoreased the 
. oompetition of imported goods with the production of Indian mills. The stabilisation of 

thehlpee at Is. 6et. will deoidedlygive an advantage of 12tpor,cent. to the importedpieoe
goods from the United Kingdom and such other eountries whose exchange is dependent 
on pound sterling over Indian manufa.cture. Thus foreign competition with Inrlian 
produotion will reoeive an impetus and the textile industry will he made to suffer. 

28. In Japan a great majority of mill labour oonsists of women and ohildren. Japan 
also a.11ows women and children to work at night time which is not the case with India. 
Indian mill labour mostly consists of males and women and ohildren are prevented· 
from working at night. Labour in Western countries is higbly organised., skilful and 
efficient as compared with the illiterate, unorganised and inefficient labour in India., 
Due to these disadvantages India is not able to introduce automatio and labour 
saving machinery and consequently reduces her costs of production as is the case with 
Westel'n countries. As long as this difference in the condition.~ labour exists between 
India and other countries the competition of imported piece-goods is facilitated. 

29. This question has heen fully dealt with in the statement submitted by the Bombay 
Millowners' Association. 

30. It is an admitted fact that exporting houses in foreign countries obtain various 
facilities in their own countrie8 in the matter of credits. The Trade and Engineering 
Supplement, London Ttmes, July 17th, has a descriptive article of the Government scheme 
for insuranoe against bad debts in export trade. These are some of the facilities which 
exporting houses in the United Kingdom obtain. 

As to the facilities obtained by Indian I?uyers from exporting houses the fact of the 
oredit of 60 or 90 days and even more being granted to importers is too well-known to 
need any comment. Commodities on the consignment basis are also offered in .certain 
oases. Besides, the warehousing fa.cilities promote the import of foreign goods especially 
in the case of textiles. 

31. Greater attention on the part of suppliers of the requirements of middlemen and 
oonsumers in all oases facilitates sales. In the opinion of our Association, however, this 
factor does not tend to foster competition of imported piece-goods with the Indian products 
to any appreciable extent. 

32. No marked ohange is noticeable. 
33. Yarn from Japan of 30s to 40s and 2/42s oounts has practically ousted Indian· 

made yarn from the home market. The export of Indian yarn to China of counts from 
6s to 20s has praotioally ceased on aooount of the Japanese oapturing that market. 
Long cloth, chaddars drills, shirtings, are all more or less seriously handicapped in the 
home market by imports from Japan lind other foreign countries. 

34 The mass of the Indian population is too poor to afford finer qualities of cloth 
which are always dearer and less durable than the coarser cloth which they are accustomed 
to wear. Signs of a growing preference for finer qualities of cloth are not noticeable. 

SEOTION III 

Internal Oompetition 
35. In our opinion the prosperity of Bombay and Ahmedabad mills has not been 

affeoted by the extension of mills or the establishment of new mi1Is in up-oountry centres. 
There is scope enough for the industry to expand in order fully to meet the requirements 
of the country. It is true that the mills in Native States which enjoy a oertain measure 
of proteotion from their rulers are in a better position to compete in oertain markets as 
llompared with those in British India. 

36. Bomliay enjoys the following advantages :-
(t) Being a port it has special transport faoilities both inland and overseas. 
(ti) Being a port it enjoys the advantage of preferential railway freights. 
(tii) Being a port it has all things laid down. at its door thus saving those freight 

charges whioh inland mills have to bear on their mill-stores, machinery, eto. 
(iv) Favourable olimatio 'Conditions. 
(v) It is one of the reoognisedemporiums of trade affording its mills facility for 

the disposal of their goods. 
(vi) Banking faoilities. 
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(vii) The presence of the cotEon green in Bombay is an undoubted advantage in the 
selection and purchase of suita bl~ cotton. . .• . 

(viii) It has the advantage of haVIng the alternatlve of usmg coal or electncal 
power. 

37. Regarding Ahmedabad :-
(a) The advantage of proximity to some of the up·oountry markets is neutril.lised 

by manipulated railway freights. 
(6) Ahmedabad enjoys no advantages of proximity to coalfields. 
(e) It is in the midst of a great cotton growing district and to that extent h8f the 

advantage of obtaining cotton near at hand. 
38. In our opinion the handloom industry is catering for a distinct market of ~ts own. 

and hence we do not think it directly competes with the mill industry. To our knowledge 
there is no appreciable change. 

39. It is most difficult to gauge the production of handspun yarn as the quafttity of 
ootton consumed has always been a controversial question. The same is the case witb 
piece. goods. . 

SEorIONIV 

MilL Management 
40. We subscribe to the principle that unleBB an industry is carried on with reasonable 

effioiency and economy it cannot claim assistance from Government. We further maintain 
that the industry in Bombay and Ahmedabad is carried on with reasonable efficiency 
and economy with a few exceptions here and there, which is generally the case everywhere. 

41. It is our considered view that the system of managing agency is best suited to 
Indian conditions. To our knowledge no industry in India has been bqilt up without the 
enterprise, financial resources, managing ability and identification of interests of the 
managing agents. The textile industry both in Bombay and Ahmedabad owes its 
inception and progress to this system. 

42. The system of remuneration to managing agents iIi Bombay difiers from. that 
in vogue in Ahmedabad. In Bombay the remuneration of the managing agents is 
generally on the profit basis with a fixed office allowance while in Ahmedabad the remune· 
ration is based on sales or production. In Bombay the full amount of block acoount 
is raised by issuing ordinary, preference, or in some cases, debenture stock; whereas 
in Ahmedabad the share capital forms but a small part of the large amount sunk in block 
aooount. The entire Qapital debt and a large proportion of the share capital are financed 
by the firm of managing agents. In order to obtain this finance the managing agent 
divides his commission amongst his partners on a permanent basis. For example when 
a new mill in Ahmedabad is started, a firm of managing agents is at first formed consisting 
of several partners with an individual styled" managing agent" invested with necessary 
powers to conduct all the business as laid down in the articles of association tnd entitled 
to receive commission either on sales or on production. This agency firm undertakes 
to furnish the necessary capital required for the concern. 

It may be added that in the case of almost aU the mills in Ahmedabad there is a proviso 
in the articles of association requiring the agents to relinquish to the extent of one,third 
their commission in order to make lip a certain guaranteed percentage of dividend which 
varies from 6 to 12 per cent. But it is customary for agents during lean years to forego 
even their oommission to the extent ofthe whole amount. It will thus be evident that 
the industry owes its expansion in Ahmedabad particularly to the adoption of this system 
which is best suited to the places where capita.! is shy. . 

43. Managing agents in Ahmedabad do n~t receive commission on purchases of 
cotton, mill·stores, sales of ootton yarn and cloth and on insurance, advertisements or 
other activities. In some cases the managing agents are interested in the firms domg. 
such business. However it should be noted that mills do not suffer any disadvantages 
on this account.' .. 

44. The association of managing agents with other kinds of business has proved 
advantageous to all industries in India in general and tJ1.e textile industry is no exoeption 
to it. . 

SEOTION V 

Mill Finance 
45. In Ahmedabad the present depression has nothing to do with either over 

capitalisation or under oapitalisation as the mills have been generally started with.small 
capitalfrom their very inception and practically the oapital remains the same with most 
of them. 
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46. The extension of mills a.nd replacement of mlchinery undertaken when prices 
were at their highest do not contribute to the present depression in the~dustry. 

47. The ratio ,between the amounts of profits and the dividend distributed to the 
share·holders during the period prior to 1917·1923 wa.s practica.lly the sa.me as before. 
The present depression has nothing to do with it. • 

48. The way in which the mills obtain their capital in Ahmeda.bad is best suited to 
local conditions. . ' . 

49: We ha.!e no criticism !.o offer a~~ut the .way in which the working capital is 
obtamed by mills. The practIce of obtaining capItal by means of short·term loans is not 
followed generally in Ahmeda.bad. 

50.' To a certain extent the system of investment of funds in allied con~erns prevails 
in Ahmeda.bad. We consider it to be a sound one provided it is ably handled. This 
being,form of inter-banking it has materially contributed to the expansion of the' 
industry in Ahmeda.bad. ' -

51. As more money is required to finance the working of the mills during post-war 
years owing to high cost of materials greater difficulties in obtaining finance are experienced 
particularly by those mills who have capital debts and scarce reserves. In view of the 
high rate of interest offered in Government securities, postal certificates, municipal 
loans and other debentures, the investors are induced to invest their money in these 
securities and shrink from investing it in miUs, the more so in depressed times. -

52. Money is borrowed by the industry in Ahmedabad at rates varying from 5 to 
71 per oent. in accorda.nce with the stability of the concerns. We have no definite 
information about the rate prevailing in Japan. 

SEOTION VI 

Oost 0/ production 

A-General 
53. In our opinion a mill having 25,000 spindles and 600 looms is considered to 

ensure efficient and economical working in Ahmedabad. The approximate amount of 
capital required in pre-war times to establish such a mill in aocordance with the standard 
usually followed in Ahmeda.bad would be about rupees 16 lacs. At present a similar 
mill would oost about rupees 30 lacs. We regret our inability to quote comparative 
figures for the United Kingdom and Japan. . 

54. Most of the mills built in Ahmeda.bad are to a very great extent conducive to 
economical working. 

55. The use of old machinery does affect the efficiency in mills to a certsin extent 
but this loss is oompensa.ted to a certain degree having regard to the present high prices 
of machinery. 

56. Some individual mills have been asked to supply this information to the Tariff 
Board in the revised form sent to us. 

57. In western oountries the labour is highly organised and more efficient. They 
have machinery and stores at their doors. They have suitable climatic conditions. Japan 
with women and child labour working two shifts a day and with cheap and subsidised 
freight enjoys advantages over India.. 

58. .This has been dealt with in our replies to questions 36 and 37. 
59. Regarding humidity Bombay b:as a distinct advantage over Ahmedabad. In 

our opinion Bombay mills can spin a count or two finer from the same cotton and would 
give better results in weaving both in quality and efficiency. Artificial humidity does 
not materially help to lower the cost of production. 

B-Raw Material 

60. In Ahmedabad there is n. Jatha where the mills could purchase cotton acoording 
to tbeir required seleotion. Mills usually purchase tbeir suitable cotton from neighbour
ing distriots and from up·oountry through their buying agents; Tbe usual praotice is to 
make their purchase in ootton during the season and stock the sa.me till the arrival of 
the new orop. In Ahmedabad there is no facility to hedge the purchases in ootton as 
is the case with Lanoashire. Japan purchases most of her requirements in India from 
Bombay and up-country cotton growiIig distriots. The Japanese firms have set up their 
own ginning and pressing faotories in some of the ootti>n districts which assist t,hem in 
their purohases. 
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61. The present depre88ion in the industTy is in no way connected witb the speculative 
purchases of cottolho far 88 Ahmedabad mills are concerned. The element of speculation 
in purchases could be reduced by the facilities afforded by a single hedge contract. 

62. In our opinion mill. do not make their purchases in cotton at a price higher than 
that of export. 

63. The present depression in the ind.ustry cannot be attributed to the purchase of 
cotton at prices higher than those now prevailing. Ahmedabad mills usually purchase 
and stock their cotton during the season. However, a fall in the price of cotton at a 
later stage to a ct'rtain limit is compensated for by the better quality of cotton obtained 
juring the seasun. . 

C-Labour 
64. We fully support the view of the Bombay Millowners' Association that the main 

factor which baa contributed to the inoreased cost of manufacture is the higher 
remuneration given to labour for a smaller unit of work as compared with pre-war years. 
In regard to ·Ahmedabad monthly eaminga per head in 1914 for (1) men, (2) women, 
(3) big lads and children and (4) all work-people were Re. 15-7-1 and 9-15-11 and 7-2-3 
and 13-9-9 respectively. In 1921 these reached the figure of Rs. 34-2-11, 19-9-4, 
18-6-6, 30-2-U respectively, the increased percentage in 1921 in l'ach case being 121, 96, 
158, 122 (vide Wages and Hours of Labour, Colton. Mill InduBlry, page 8, published by 
the Labour Office, Government of Bombay, 1923). In 1921 the average percentage of 
increase in the cost of living was 73 per cent. over 1914 (Table 23 of the Bombay 
Association's statement). 

The scale of wages in Ahmedabad was reduced by about 15! per cent. in the year 1923 
which is still in force. On the other hand the reduction in working hours from 12 to 10 
has resulted in a smaller unit of work. -

65. Mills having earned good profits between 1918 and 1921, the operatives were· 
given liberal bonuses in Ahmedabad. In our opinion the present depression in the 
industry has nothing to do with this. 

66. Owing to the reduotion of working hours from 12 to 10 the production in spinning 
suffered proportionately while in weaving it did not go to the extent of that proportion 
on account of weavers being under the soale of piece work. 

67. In Ahmedabad the following figures are applicable in general:
(a) (i~ Number of ring spindles per frame from 292 to 384. 
(ii) The number of ring spindles per spinner in Ahmedabad is 146 to 192. 
(b) Number of looms per competent weaver is two. 
(e) The total operatives in the spinning department 

ptl1" 1,000 spindles up to reeling •••••• 21. 
The total operatives in the spinning department 
per 1,000 spindles including reeling ...... 23. 

Average count spun is •••••• 24s. 

(d) The total ol'8ratives in the weaving department 
per 100 looms for grey and coloured goods ...... 91. 

6~. The following statement of a mill in Ahmedabad contains tberequired-infor: 
mat.on:- . . 

Standard Standard Standard Standard 

Department Muster Muster Muster Muster 
1st April lilt April 1st January 1st January 

1910 1913 1918 1919 

------ . 1 

- I R.,. a. p. Re. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Blow-room .. .. Nil. 11 8 0 13 8 0 14 8 0 
Card·room .. .. Nil. 12 0 0 13 8 0 15 8 0 
Frame ' .. ., Nil. 13 8 0 22 4 0 22 4 0 
Ring frtame .. .. Nil. 10 0 0 14 0 .0 15 0 0 
Winders .. .. 

I 
Nil. .... 9H 0 12 13 0 

Weavers .. "I Nil. . ... 25 0 0 28 9 g Folders .. .. - Nil. 10 0 0 10 0 0 13 0 
I .. 
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, 

Standard Standard Stand~rd Standard 

Department Muster Muster Muster. Muster 
1st February 1st Novem- 1st May 1st April 

1920 her 1920 1921 1923 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a.. p. Rs. a.. p. 

Blow-room .. .. 18 .0 0 19 0 ~ 25 12 0 27 12 0 
Card-room .. .. 17 8 0 19 8 0 26 6 0 28 6 0 
Fralll1) .. .. 27 4 0 27 4 0 30 0 0 32 0 0 
Ring fra.me .. .. 20 0 0 28 8 0 28 8 0 31 12 0 -
Winders .. .. 15 3 0 14 7 0 22 12 0 23 8 0 
Weavers .. .. 26 13 0 26 13 0 39 6 3 39 8 0 
Folders .. .. 24- 6 0 30 7' 6 30 7 6 30 7 6 

69. The spinners and weavers in Ahmedabad do not reoeive wages on the scale of 
weight. As different counts from different qualities of cotton a.re being spun by mills 
a.nd Reveral varieties of cloth a.re being woven with a great va.riation of size it is difficult. 
to arrive at these figures. 

70. Indian la.bour is very inefficient a.s compared with the labour in the United King
dom and other Western countries. The following extract from the Labour Gazette, 
Bomba.y, July issue, page 1061, gives a rough idea of the comparative situation . 

.... •• . . . . about the close of the la.st century, wherea.s an operative in Bombay 
worked on an average only 40 spindles, his contemporary in Italy worked 80 
spindles, in AIsaoe 100, in Switzerland and Bava.ria 150 each, or approximately 
4 times as many a.s an operative in Bombay. The German operative worked 
during the sa.me period 170 spindles approximately, wherea.s an operative in 
England could manage on an average (in 18S7) 333 spindles, or over 8 times as 
many 88 an operative in Bomliay (1895). There can be no comparison whatso
ever between the spindles managed by a single girl operative in the U. S. A. 
and those managed by an operative in Bombay. Bombay's' 40 spindles per 
operative' would appear as a drop in the ocean before America's '896 to 
1,200 spindles per operative.' .. 

Labour in Ahmedabad is generally inclined to while away its time in the mill compound 
during working hours which affects the efficiency. 

71. The percentage of absenteeism in Ahtlledabad varies between 2 and 3. Usually 
after pay days and holidays absenteeism is felt to a grea.ter extent. During times of 
sowing and reaping of the crops absenteeism also increa.ses. It is not possible for us 
to give separate figures of absenteeism for male and female operatives. Attendance 
bonuses a.re being commonly granted to the operatives by local mills. 

72. The" badli" system does affeot the effioienoy of labour to a great extent as 
the" badli .. man whose employment is of a temporary nature does not work with the 
Bame zea.l and efficiency. For instance, a weaver engaged as .. badliwa.la." gives less 
production and turns out more dama.ged oloth. 

74. Ahmedaba.d e\ljoys better continuity of labour than Bombay. Suoh bonuses 
and provident funds a.re not oommon here. 

75. Increa.sing efforts to house their labour a.re being made. by Ahmedaba.d mills as 
will be evident from the statement attaohed hereto (Annexure A). Most of the workmen 
having settled themselves in Ahmedabad do not prefer to leave their Jatha.s and conse· 
quently difficulty is being experienoed in keeping the .. cha.wls " occupied by their own 
labour. Improved housing conditions would result in improving the efficien(lY of labour 
to some extent but muoh depends upon their sense of duty and habits of life. 

76. In Ahmeda.bad there is a.n institution ca.Iled the R. C. Technica.l Instit·ute wherein 
apprelJtioes having passed Sta.ndard V a.re admitted and given theoretioa.l and practical 
tra.ining in spinning, wea. ving and engineering. This institution is being conduoted on a 
sma.ll sca.le. It is mostly meant for persons who desire to qua.lify themselves for the 
supervising staff. The effioiency of labour could bll inoreased provided labour first 
~oeived primary education and has subsequently trained in suoh institutions. -

77. We agree with the view of the Bomba.y Millowners' Assooiation. A reference to 
'! Prices and Wages in India" published by Government is r6'luested. 
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'78. There has been some change in the atandard of living of operatives. 
'79. We do not think there is any scope for a reduction in the labour costs in mills 

by the introduction of automatio looms as they are not suitable to Indian labour and 
other conditions. Introduction of automatio looms and other labour saving appliances 
would not oounterbalance additional expenditure inourred thereon. 

80. There are no prospects of securing a reduotionin labour costs by training operatives 
to attend to more spindles or looms. We have experienced no improvement in recent 
years in this matter. 

81. The figures mentioned in paragraph 129 of the Bombay Millowners' Association 
statement are acceptable to y. 

82. It is not p088ible to introduce double shift working in mills owing to insufficiency 
of labour coupled with the restriction to employ women and children at night time; 

83. Working hours having been reduced from 12 to 10 manufacturing costs such as 
wages, overhead changes, interest charges, etc., have increased proportionately. Work
men's Compensation Act, Smoke Nuisances Act, increase in boiler inspection fee. 
ootton oe88, compulsory maintenance of boiler attendants, etc., also affect the oost of 
production. 

D. Overhead charges 

• 84.. Water rate on industrial concerns has been increased five times in Ahmedabad 
sinoe 1921. This is charged at the rate of 5 per oent. on the valuation at Rs. 5 per square 
yard of built area for every floor and 10 anuas per square yard .of open land without 
takin~ into oonsideration the actual cost of mill buildings and preinises. In addition 
to this, water ·tax is to be paid for the amount of water consumed. The total amount 
to be paid against this tax is the same as that of the valuation tax irrespective of the 
quautity of water consumed. The schedule of Terminal Tax on articles used in local mills 
is given below:-

Statemem 8lwwing. articles chargeable with the Terminal Ta:x: and the rates to be levied 
thereon by the Ahmedabad Municipality 

Name of article Rate Per 

Rs. a. p. 
1. Piece-goods 0 6 0 Bengal Md. 
2. Coal, Coke and Charcoal 0 8 0 Ton. 
3. Cotton 0 0 8 Bengal Md. 
4. Fire Wood 0 3 0 Ton. 
5. . Tallow 010 0 Bengal Md • 

6. Kerosine and Petrol 0 2 0 Do. 
'7. Crude Oil •• 1 8 0 Ton. 
8. Oils of other sorts 0 4 0 Bengal Md. 

10. Irons and articles of iron 0 1 0 Do. 
11. Miscellaneous articles including jagree, ghee. 

and buttilr, milk, cream and mava, rafters 
and bamboos, br&88, copper and other arti-
cles of metal except gold and silver and 
articles made thereof, marble, Mangalore tiles 
and all other articles except those exempted 
in Rule 4 .. 0 1 6 Bengal Md. 

Statemem 8lwwing the amoum of water rate charged to Ahmedabad mUla by the 
. municipality from 1920 to 1924 

Year Compulsory 
Mete~ charges Number of 

water Tax Mills 
Ra. Rs. 

1920-21 27,318 79,978 42 
1921-22 54,547 96,409 42 .... 
1922.23 1,77,079 1,41,070 65 
1923-24 1,99,617 1,37,652 65 
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'. 85:" Buildings, ma.chinery and s~ks are iIlsm;d against loss or damage by fire. 
Some mills also. prefer insurance against civ;i.l·commotion and loss of profit by fire. Mills 
also have been compelled to effect insurance for workmen's compensation under that 
Ac~. The rates ot insurance for upcountry mills are higher by about 25 per cent. than 
those prevailing in Bombay in spite of the risk being ~orm. 

86. We consider the percentage of depreciation to be as under:-
2! per cent. on buildings. 
5 per cent. on spinning and weaving ma.chinery. 

10 per cent. on dyeing, blea.ching and electrical installations. 
The depreciation fund is being utilised by certain mills for the improvement of ma.chinery 
while some utilise it in extensions, th!>ugh the real purpose of this fund is to effect the 
upkeep and renewal of the ma.c¥nery. 

Depreciation should be reckoned as a charge on cost of production. The usual pra.ctice 
of mills is in conformity with our views. 

87. Different systems are adopted by different mills in valuing their stocks for the· 
purposes of balanoe·sheeb. Some value these at or below market rates and some at or 
below cost. No independent valuation is mada by the auditors. The agenb' certificates 
are a.ccepted by the auditors. Valuation of stocks by auditors would be impra.ctieable 
as they are.not experts in the line and are not in touch with the market prices of 
innumerable articles consumed in mills. . 

88. In most of the mills in Ahmedabad there is a pra.ctice of annual audit. 

E. Sale8 
89. In Ahmedabad sales are effected through brokers and in upcountry centres through 

oommission agents. We oonsider this system to be quite satisfa.ctory. 
90. The sys!>em of sales on long credit is not prevalent in Ahmedabad mills. 
91. In Ahmedabad yarn and piece-goods are sold ex-mill delivery. This system 

was prevalent in Ahmedabad even before 1913. Regarding imported yam and piece
goods we are unable to furnish the details. 

92P Owing to continual fall in the price of piece-goods dealers have incurred losses and 
consequently they now experience greater difficulties in obtaining finance &8 compared 
with pre-war years. This has lD.aterially diminished their holding capa.city and they 
are therefore obliged to restrict their purchases. Manufa.cturers have therefore to keep 
large unsold stocks with them. It is not possible to gauge the effect of this on the present 
depression. . 

F. TraniJporl 

93 and 94. It is not possible for us to give these particulars. 
95. Ahmedabad and upcountry centres are at a. gi-ea.t disadvantage as regards 

inland ra.ilway freights on raw cotton, yarn, piece-goods, and mill stores. Port to 
port railway freights compare unfavourably with inland rates prevailing in the interior, 

It may be noted that the freight from Okha to Ahmedabad is II annas 4 pies while 
from .Bombay to Ahmedabad it is Re. 1-1-1 in spite of the distance being the same . 
. From Bombay to Calcutta Ilia Jubbulpore, a distance of 1,333 miles, the rate per maund 

it appears is Re. 1-8-1 while from Sholapur direct to Calcutta, a distance of 1,323 miles 
whioh is less by ten miles, the rate pel: maund is Re. 4-7-2, which is fully three times the 
former rate. Further from Sholapur to Calcutta Ilia Bombay a distance of 1,500 miles, 
the rate per maund is Rs. 3-0-1, which by the way is subject to arrangement being made 
for unloading and re-loading goods at Bombay, whioh is twice as much again as the rate 
from Bombay to Caloutta Ilia Jubbulpore although there is only a difference of 167 miles 
in the distanoes. Moreover Bombay, Sholapur, Madras and Ahmedabad, are respectively 
957 miles, 1,056 miles, 1,569 miles, and 537 miles distant from Delhi, the rate par maund 
are Rs. 2-10-3, Rs. 4-0-7, Re. 4-0·0 and Rs. 1-12-9. 

SBCTION VII 

SUGGBSTIONS AS TO RIWBl)IAL MEASURES 

(a) Sugge8tionB put forward by tM Bombay .'1Wlowners Association 

96. We fully endorse the proposal of the Bombay Millownars' Assooiat.ion for the 
abolition of the Customs duty on machinery and mill-stores. The difference would work 
out from 2 to 3 pies on the cost of yarn consumed in the manufacture of cloth. 
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97 and 98_ This tax has been levfud GIl comp3nies since 1919 at the ·f1at rate lil one 
anna in a rupee which is a great burden on the industry_ The following statement will 
give an idea ofthe snper-tax paid by Ahmedabad Mills during the last five years _ 

Amount Of Number Of 
Year snper-tax Mills and. 

paid Factories 

1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

Total .... 

R8_ 
22,76,852 
19,34,247 . 
11,46,906 
3,78,787 
2,82,776 

60,19,568 

51 
52 
52 
41 
37 

Over and above these figures private individual shareholders receiving dividends from 
companies also pay super-tax. This evidently involves the principle of double taxation. 

99 and 100. F~ilities of reduced freight for the movement of cotton, cotton" yam 
and piece-goods manufactured in India are an imperative necessity, especially when the 
rates have increased on the basis of 1913 to over 50 per cent. Some specific instances are 
given in paiagraph 114 of the Bombay Millowners' Association's statement. The working 
cost of railways having been materially reduced a reduction in freights is quite justifiable 
and will have a stimulating effect on the industry_ . 

101. We oonsider it desirable that the Govemment of India should· negotiate with 
the steamship oompanies for reduction in freights from Bombay to Madras, Calcutta, 
Zanzibar, Mombasa and all other export markets. 

102. India being a vast coimtry producing immense quantities of raw ma.terials and 
finished goods it is necessary that the Government of India should appoint ~ade 
Commissioners to assist the export trade. It would not be out of place to mention here 
that such selected Trade Commissioners should be Indians fully conversant with different 
lines of Indian exports. 

'103. Overseas markets for Indian yam and piece-goods could be recovered, extended 
and opened by a grant of speoia.l concessions in the form of rebates, cheap railway and 
steamship freights ami reduction in taxation. 

104. We concur with the views held by the Bombay Millowners' ABsociatiQll for the 
imposition of an additiona.l duty of at least 13 per cent. on yam and piece-goods imported 
from foreign oountries and which compete unfairly with India. We consi!ier that this 
additiona.1 duty should be levied on all ya.rns of countS 408. and below and on all piece
goods manufactured from such yarns. 

105. We favour the imposition of such a duty on a permanent ba.sis. 
106. The imposition of this duty may show a. slight temporary rise in the price of ya.m 

and cloth but we do not think it 'would he to' the extent of the additional duty. 
This will ultimately result in the fostering of the home industry and in the long run the 
consumers would be provided with their home made cloths, benefiting a.t the same time 
the country at large. 

England with a. view to proteoting a.nd fostering her home industry a.ga.inst the imports 
of India.n cloth resorted to rigorous mea.sures, by Acts of Pa.rliament. The following 
extract from the Indian Textile Journal, July Issue, pages 328 to 329 will throw light on 
the subject :- . 

.. The wear of India-wrought silk stuffs and ca.licoes had become so universal in 
England a.t this time a.nd the compla.int thereof so loud tha.t it wa.s then thought 
proper to remedy the a.ggra.vating evil. The grieva.nce was brought to the 
forefront by the rows kicked up by the wea.vers a.nd consequently a. sta.tute 
was passed enacting tha.t from Micha.elmas 1701, all wrought silks, Bengals, 
and stufis mixed with silk or herbs of the manufacture of Persia, China or the 
East Indies, and also all calicoes printed, pa.inted, dyed or sta.ined there should 
be locked up in warehouses appointed by the Commissioners of the Customs, 
till re-exported so that none of the said goods should be worn or used, in either 
apparel, or furniture, in England on forefeiture thereof and also fine of two 
hundred pounds penalty on the person having, or selling a.ny of them •• " " " 
An·Act of Parliament was in consequence 'passed to preserve and encourage 
the woollen and silk manufacture, etc., which absolutely prohibited the wear 
thereof (calicoos) uuder t.he penalty of £5 for each offence on the wearer and 
of £20 on the seller." _ 

y 420-26 
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The supposed rise in the prioe of cloth will have a negligible effeot on the oost of living 
as the consumption of cloth per head is very low. . 

107. The imposition of this duty would result in greater sales of Indian manufactures 
and would proportionately displace foreign imports. 

lOS. Internal competition is bound to restrict any unreasonable increase in the price 
of yarn and cloth all over the country. 

109. This question is dealt with in our reply to question No. 106 above. 
UO. We accept the view of the Bombay Millowners' Association that the raising of 

the import duty to 11 per cent. has neither raised the price of cloth nor restricted its 
consumption. The amount of piece.goods excluding handloom production available 
for the Indian market rose from 2.S64 millions of yards of pieoe-goods in 1920-21 to 
3,071 millions in 1922-23 and to 3,535 millions in 1924-25. 

UI. In our opinion the increase in the duty on imported yarn and cloth would not 
restriot comsumption. Referring to the figures mentioned in paragraph 121 of the Bombay 
Millowners' Association's statement we find t,hat the consumption has increased in 1924-25 
as compared with all the years from 1907-0S to 1911-12. The high figures for the 
year 1913-14 are fallaoious, as during that year the imports were highest on account of 
the aonormally low prices of American cotton. 

112. So long as India is unable to meet her own requirements in yam and cloth we 
do not consider the imposition of duty on yam or cloth will have any material effect on 
per overseas markets. 

113. In our',opinion increase in the duty on imported yam would not effect the 
handloom industry. This would gi~e an impetus to the spinning industry in the country 
which would ultimately be able to supply the requirements of the handloom industry 
except those in higher counts. 

U4. We consider a substantial increase in the import duty on cloth and yam up to 
408. count to be necessary. For counts from 408. to 608. a moderate increase and on 
counts above 608. little or no increase is deemed necessary. 

U5. We support the view of the Bombay Millowners' Association and consider the 
imposition of an additional duty from" to 5 per cent. necessary in order to enable the 
mills to make the neoessary allowances for depreciation to plant and machinery. 

B,-Otlier Sugge8tiOnB 
U6. We are in favour of an export duty on cotton of about 5 per cent. which may be 

earmarked for the improvement of ootton cultivation. In our opinion such an export 
duty will restriot to a certain extent inequitable foreign competition and would assist 
the Indian industry. As long as the world suffers from ootton shortage foreign buyers 
will have to bear the burden of the export duty.H it be argued that suoh Il. duty would 
reduce the income of cotton growers it may be stated that they would naturally prefer 
to grow more food·stuffs which would bring down their level of prices. This in tum 
would reduce the cost of living which oonsequently would reduce cultivation and labour 
oharges in general. The price of cotton is usually governed firstly by the rule of supply 
and demand and seoondly by American rates. 

The prioe of Indian ootton in overseas markets would not be affected by the proposed 
export duty as a oountervailing adjustment will maintain the equilibrium. 

117. The imposition of the proposed d~ty on cotton would not result in the replacement 
of Indian cotton by American or other ootton in overseas markets as Indian cotton, 
differing materially in qualities from Amerioan ootton, is generally suitable to foreign 
buyers for the manufaoture of certain special qualities. 

US. In Ahmedabad very little banking facilities are afforded to the mills. Ordinary 
loans at moderate rate of interest should be granted to the mills in lieu of the present 
system of demanding double securities, with restricted amounts. It will also be to the 
interest of the industry if suoh facilities are afforded to ootton growers and ootton,yarn 
and oloth merohants. 

119. It is diffioult to asoertain the nature of improvement in the industry by better 
organisation of millowners. However, any suggestions on this question would be 
weloome. 

120. Progress in spinning finer oounts, would favourably affeot the oondition of the 
industry but this is rather diffioult on aooount of unsuitable olimatio oonditions, short 
staple .of Indian oottog. inefficiency of labour and suoh other factors. 

121. Indianinills are generally equipped with looms of different width in order to 
manufaoture several sorts of oloth suitable for different Indian markets for differen 
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.easoM. Consequently specialisation of certain counts of yarn and certain types of 
cloth are not likely to benefit the industry. 

122. Ahmedabad mills have already extended and are still progressively 'extending 
their range of production to meet the requirements of all the different markets of India. 

123. Mills are trying their level best to manufacture bleached and dyed goods. 
Regarding printed goods it is a question whether that industry would pay having regard 
to the high cost of specialised machinery and keen foreign competition. Some mills 
are making experiments to utilize waste and produce hosiery. 

124. Ahmedabad mills have given rebates to the merchants on their forward oontraots 
rnnning from 1st December 1925 to the extent of the saving effected by the abolition of 
the cotton excise duty. The mills would have derived some benefit had there been no 
inequitable foreign oompetition thereafter. 

125 and 126. We have no further suggestions to. offer at this stage on these questions. 

Number of 
Mills 

y 420-26a 

ANlIlIXUBIII A 

Stdtemenl showing the number 0/ chawls inlowl mills 

Number of 
chawls 

76 

Number of 
rooms 

1.377 

Number of 
tenements having 

two rooms 

18 
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Witness No. 2 

B. Oral Evidence of the Ahmedabatt"Millowners' Association recorded at Ahmedabad 
, on the 13th September, 1926 

The following gentlemen represented the Association:
Mr. Chamanlal G. Parekh (President). 

" Kasturbhai La.lbhai 
" Ranohhodla.l Amratla.l 

" H. K. Dixit 
" G. I. Patel (Honorary Secretary). 

Pre8ident.-We should first of all like to know the number of members of the Ahmedabad 
Millowners' Association' 

A. Mr. G. 1. Patel.-About 64 at present. 
Q. How many of these are outside Ahmedabad! . 

, A. Four of them, Nos. 50, (The Kadi Laxmi Cotton Mills Company, Ltd.), 51 (The 
Nawab of Cambay Mills Co., Ltd.), 52, (The New Shorrock Spinning and Manufa.ctufing 
Co., Ltd.) and 53 (The Sarswati Ginning Mills). 

Q. Of these 64 members. 12 are not ootton mills ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And of the 52 cotton mills 4 are outside 'Ahmedabad! 
A. Yes. from 50 to 54 in the list (of Members ofthe Ahmedabad Millowners' Association) 
Q. Is the _ Sarswati Ginning Mills, cotton mill ! . 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many mills are there in Ahmedabad which do not belong to the Millowner 

Association! 
A. Five. 
Q. SO altogether there are in Ahmedabad ...••••••. ! 
A. Fifty.nine mills. 
Q. Of which 49 belong to the Association! 
A. But three or four are closed and they do not belong to the Association and five 

are working mills but they are not members of the Association. 
Q. Forty.nine belong to the Assooiation and five do not! That is 54 and there 

are five .......... 
A. Not working. 
Q. Fifty.nine altogether. Taking your general observations first, what publication 

is this from which you quote--' Cotton Industry in India. and Japanese competition '- ! 
A. That was published by the Bombay Chronicle. 
Q. Are you sure of the truth of the statements made in this quotation that you have 

given us!' . 
A. Mr. KaaturbAai LalbAai.-We believe them to be true. 
Q. The quotation talks about the' systematic armament he has evolved in the last 

. generation or so for the exploitation, • etc. How long has Japanese competition been 
an important factor as regards India! 

A. During the last eight years. 
Q. You would go 88 far back as eight years ! 
A. Mr. G. I. Pat.el.-The statement referred to does not apply to Japan alone. It 

is a general statement in my opinion. If you: will please read it, you will find that it 
refers to the foreigner 88 against the Indian produoer. 

Q. You are referring mainly to Japan I take it. The other source of import is the 
United Kingdom. You cannot talk about bounty fed goods or subsidised shipping 
or sweated labour or dishonest agente in regard to the United Kingdom I take it. 

A. Those conditions apply to Japan only. 
Q. Then you talk about special burdens. This quotation refers to the special burden 

imposed on Indian industry by , stores duties, machinery duties, not to mention water 
rates, and town duties, • etc. Does not the foreigner pay any of these taxes in his own 
oountry ! 

A. There is a difference. I do not know whether stores dut.ies are paid by Japan. 
My information is that Japan manufaotures stores and dollS not import to the ""tent 
that we do. 
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Q. J .. pan ill : protected oountry &I1d presumably they pay those duties, but my_ 
point ill, have you any rea.son to believe that Japan or any other oountry has not water _ 
rates, town duties, etc. ! _-

A. Mr. KrJ8!urblw.i Lalbhai.-But the town duty ill not there just as it ill in Ahmedabad 
or in Bombay. The machinery duties are not there and there are no stores duties too. 

Q. What ill your authority for saying that there are no stores duties or machinery 
duties in Japan! 

A. General information. 
Q. Have you got &I1y definite Wormation f General information ill hardly good 

enough for statement.. of this kind. Have you any definite information that there are 
no stores duties or machinery duties in Japan! 

A. No. _ 
A. Mr. O. 1. Patel.-In regard to Japan I may say. that a good deal of stores 

are madp in Japan and they import only a minimum quantity if at all they haTe 
to import. 

Q. But surely I should have thought from the whole trend of your argument 
that you wonld welcome machinery duties in order to encourage the manufacture of 
machinery in India! 

A. Mr. KrJ8!urbhai Lalbhai.-Not at this stage. 
A. Mr. H. K. Dixi!.-It is difficnlt to get first hand information sitting here. I 

think a deputation from the Bombay or upcountry mills through the'Millowners' Associa. 
tion should go there and actually examine the conditions. Unless this is done, it is 
difficult to make a definite statement. We know what we gather .from general inforl!la. 
tion, that they have very little duties compared with the duties we are paying here. 

Q. On ma~hinery? ' 
A. Yes, they are not high I mean. 
Q. Two and half per cent. duty on machinery. You do not c;all that a high duty! 
A. Their stores are being manufactured there. 
Q. The point I am now raising is whether, in view of your general preference for" 

protection you dq not consider that stores duties and machinery duties shonld be weI. 
~omed in order to encourage the manufacture of stores and machinery in India! 

A. Mr. KrJ8!urbhai Lalbhai.-They will be welcome when the textile industry has 
reached its full growth. But not at this stage. We will· certainly welcome a duty 
on machinery too when the_textile industry, or other industries for the matter of that, 
have grown fully, At this stage we certainly' do not advocate any duty on the import 
of machinery or mill stores. 

Q. Then you refer to England having built up a text-ile industry by special State, 
aid snd heavy tariff. What special State aid or heavy tarifl' has England had in the' 
last seventy or eighty years! -

A. That has been referred to in our statement. There was a 100 per cent. duty levied 
on imported fine piece·goods by England. 

Q. In 1701 ! That is quite a long way back, isn't it? What special advantages in the 
matter of State aids and heavy tariffs has the English industry had in the last 80 years ! 

A. Mr. H. K. Dixit-When once- a trade is established firmly it does not require any 
special protection. In the beginning England did her best to encourage the industry 
and they placed very heavy tariffs. -

Q. Your industry has been in existence for 70 or 80 years? _ 
A. When the industry in Lanca.shirewa.s once built up they did not reqnire very high 

tariffs. 
Q. The Indian cotton industry has beenin'existence for 80 years or so. 
A, Mr. Ranchkodlal Amralalal.-Allthe while it has been struggling., It has 

received no protection from the State whereas other countries had full protection fromJ;he : 
State in the beginning of their industry. ' 

A. Mr. G. I. Patel.-·Here is a statement from the Times, that the Lancashire manu- , 
facturers who felt the competition of Indian goods induced a movement which led to the 
abolition of the customs duties in 1882. ' 

Q. I do n\lt think you caught my point, Mr. Patel, which is that the United Kingdom 
has had no special State aid or heavy tariff in the last 80 year3. -

A. Mr. KfUI!urbhai Lalbhai.-The real building up of the Indian textile industry, 
began since the year 1894 or 95. Till then if you look it up, the number of looms and 
spindles in India was extremely meagre, and the statement has been borne out by Sir ' 
James WestIa..nd when during the debate he said 'I need only say that India as a manu. ' 
facturing country is not yet out of her tutelage and if any industry deserves protection 
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it is the cotton industry of India, the only real indigenous industry which has sprung np 
in this country, an industry moreover on whioh· our present ourrenoy difficulties have 
compelled us in· the interests as we think of tbe oountry generally to inflict a certain 
amount of injury'. . 

Q. What is the date of that quotation Y 
A. I think 1894. 
Q. In 1894, there were over 31 million spindles and 31,000 looms. That is not a small 

industry. 
A. Compared with the requirements of India it could not supply even 1/20th of the 

requirements of India even then. 
Q. I do not follow. your argument Mr~ Kasturbhai, because to-day your spindles are 

more than twice what they were then and you are now supplying half the requirements 
of India.' • 

A. Not more than 40 per cent. to the best of my information. We are manufacturing 
40 per oent. of our.requirements. . 

Q. If you look at the table on page 80 of the Bombay Millowners' statement you will 
see for last year you supplied more than half. 

A. We manufactured to the extent of about 59 orores. 
Q. ·1 am llOtreferring to the value. I am referring to the quantity. Quantity in this 

case is a better test. Last year you supplied more than half your requirements apart 
from the handloom produotion. 

A. I am including the handloom produotion. 
Q.' Then at least 2/3rds of your requirements were supplied t 
A. What I say is 40 per cent. was supplied by Indian mills. 
Q. How do you get that figure Y . 
A. That has been borne out by figures. If you refer to Mr. Bell's speeoh it is shown 

there that 41 per cent. is being supplied by the mill industry, 33 per oent. by the importa 
and the rest by the handloom industry. 

Q. Exaotly. Then you are supplying altogether at least 60 per oent. ! 
A. If you take handlooms. 
Q. But you were talking-about 1/20th. 
A. That was in 1894. 
Q. I do not see how in 1894 you oan make it as low as that if you had nearly half the 

number of spindles then tbat you have now. However it is not a point on whioh we need 
dwell. The point of importanoe is that you say India is capable of producing all the 
goods she needs. -

A. Certainly. 
Q. Where are you going to get the cotton from for OOunts over 30s t 
A. Mr. G. I. Patel.-Where does England get it from t Can we not get the same 

similarly if we extend the industry. We oan import Egyptian and American cotton. 
Q. You oan undoubtedly. 
A. Mr. RancMlOdlal Amratlal.-We have got more natural advantages. 
Q. As regards ootton for oounts over 408 t 
A. Compared with thpse countries whioh have no advantage at all, India stands in a 

very favourable position. . 
Q. I am referring to oloth 'from counts over 40s t 
A. We get cotton from Uganda Y 

Q. Only a very limited supply, I think t 
A. :8Ir. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-During the last five years Uganda has been producing 

more. Before it was 10 to 15 thousand bales. To-day it has come up to 200 thousand 
bales. By tbe time our industry grows I dare say Uganda will be supplying something 
like seven or eight lakbs bales. There.are very many markets from which we oan import. 

Q. You have no natural advan~ages in regard to this cotton' 
A. Mr. G. I. Pald.-We have our own cotton. 
Q. No natural advantages as regards cotton of higher counts t 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-Now we want counts under 40B. That is the 

greatest need of the oountry • 
. Q. I am not denying that for a moment. I am now referring to the question of the 

natural advantages you have for spinning finer counts. You consider tbat you have got 
natural advantages. It is one of the criteria laid down by the Fisoal Commission that 
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an indu.try m'ust have natural advantages. Wha.t I wanted to know was what natura.l 
advantages you have in regard to cotton for cloth over 4Os. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We have got endless markets as far as .. arketsgo • 
.Indian requirements will be such as to take up all the produce that we produce in In~. 
That is one of the advantages; the second is that we have plenty of labour. The third 
advantage is that we can certainly get the capital beca.use the induotry ha.ll enjoyed a 
certain amount of confidence during the pa.st 20 or 30 yea.rs. Aga.in the Sukkur Ba.rra.ge 
scheme is in progreao and if the scheme is to succeed then we think tha.t theinduotrymust 
expand; otherwise how could all the cotton tha.t is gO.ing to be produced there be used 
up. We are told tha.t the cotton to be grown there will be long sta.ple cotton and only 
good for spinning finer counts. If there is any difficulty about cotton the cotton will be 
supplied by the Sukkur Barrage scheme and the Punjab also is supplying good cotton. 

Q. Is there much in the way of cotton for 40s in the Punja.b ? 
A. 285F and 289F are quite good. The technicalla~oratory ha.s taken a test aitd 

they have been proved to be good enough for 40s counts. 
Q. Even admitting- that, you say in the next paragraph that 'the Government ha.s 

been charged with ha.ving undertaken' the growing of superior cotton for the benefit of 
Lancashire. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-Cotton production ha.s gone up during the last five years 
from 4 million to 6 million bales a.nd more cotton is still going ~ be grown. Now unless 
protection is granted to the induotry and the induotry were to expa.nd and take up the 
cotton that you are going to place on the market certainly it is to nobody's advantage 
but tha.t of Lanca.shire which needs cotton badly. 

Q. How much Indian cotton is taken up-by Lancashire , 
A. To.day it is being taken in very small quantities. 

A Mr. G. 1. Patel.-Lakhs of bales. The continent is increasing its purchases of 
Indian cotton. 

Q. I 10m referring to Lancashire. How much Indian eotton has been taken by Lan. 
ca~hire! • 

A. At present it may be taking a very small quantity but Government is making all 
sorts of endp.&vours t·o produce better class of cotton in India and t·hat better class of 
cotton is very essentia.! for fine oounts. 

Q. What I am asking is whether you subscribe to the view that the efforts to grow 
better cotton are for the benefit of Lancashire ? 

A. lJllleao Government grants us protection it will be certainly to the advantage of 
I.ancashire and to nobody eIRe's. 

Q. But Lancashire is taking very little of that cotton 1 
A. Mr. Kaslurbhai Lalbhai.-My point is that we are going to produce better staple 

cotton and better sta.ple cotton is needed by La.nca.shire and La.ncashire only. To.day 
Lancashire is certainly taking a very small quantity but tha.t is becauue thl;. cotton is 
not suitable for their spinning purposes. 

Q. You say Lancashire and Lancashire alone •. Wha.t about Japan? Is not Japa.n 
taking such cotton? 

A. Japanma.ytakeit. 

Q. Thenwhy9a.yfortheben"fitofI.an~ashireonly 1 , 
A. La.ncashire needs a U\jlch larger quantity of better staple cotton, which Japa.n does 

not. Japan may take a very small quantity but it does not need to-day the finer sta.ple 
ootton or better qtaplE' cotton in the quantity tha.t Lancashire needs it. 

A. Mr. G. 1. Palel.-May I add something. Lancashire is more fully equipped sin~e 
years than any other country in the world to consume better cotton. So we may sup
pose safely tha.t if there is finer cotton grown, then Lancashire will be the mst to take it. 

SECTION I . . 

General I 

Q. You say the operation of world factors does not contribute to the present depre~on. 
Has there not. been any depression elsewhere, in Lancashire, America or even in Japa.n! • 

A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbhai.-There may be depression in other countries but Indis 
would not have ha.d to suffer a~·much as she ha.s if there had been Government a.ssista.nce 
and if the factors that have been brought about by the Government had not been 
operating in India. • . 

Q. You sa.y that the general world conditions have }lothing to do with the dep,es~ion 
in India f - • 

A. That is the view we hold at ~resent. If it has, it has very little to do with India. 
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Q. Don't you con.~ider that the collapse of the boom after the war was due to world 
conditions as you k!J.ow that caused a tremendous trade deprCdsion in India owing to the 
fact that dealers in piecegoods bought at the top of the market and were caught when 
the boom had burst and could not sell the goods. Do you consider that that had nothing 
to do with the depression t . 

A. Again the Government's policy is, as the Indian Merchants Chamber explained, 
responyible. 'There were large imports of (oreign goods and the merchants suffered heavy 
los~es because olthe exchange policy and therefor'! naturallv the Indian industry has 
also had to take its share in the sulIerin~ of the merchants. • 

Q. Had the exchange policy of the Government no connection whatever with world 
depression' 

A. We do not think so. 

Q. Then it seems very curious that the collap~e of the boom in India coincided with 
the coJlapse elsewhere or rather followed it at a short distance. 

A. To the best of our information, Japan and America have been doing quite well even . 
since the postwar period. Our information is that "ery heavy dividends have been l'aid 
by almost all the Japanese mill'!. Their average dividend was something like 15 
per cent. 

Q. Would you call 15 per cent. a very high dividend' 
A .. It is quite a decent dividend. 

Q. I am glad to k!J.ow that. Then, YOI1 would doubtless conSider that an average 
dividend of 50 per cent. paid by the Bombay mills in the boom period was 
excessive' 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal O. Parekh.-At that time they were'making pr,!fits. 

Q. Y <!u call 15 per cent. a good dividend. What is your ol'inion about 50 l'er 
cent. , 

A. We are talking of normal times. 
Q. In normal times you consider 15 per cent. a good dividend 1 
A. Mr. H. K. O>xit.":"16·4 por cent. was the average. They have declared 

dividends upto 33 and 50, but the a.verage works out to 16' 4. 
Q. Where do you get your figures from 1 
A From the Textile Mercury. 
President.-In reply to Question 4, you say" At present some mills have been 

compelled to resort to partial stoppage". How many mills are working short I 

time Y , . 
A. Mr. Patel.-Not short time but keephlg some spindles and looms idle. 
Q. How many mills ? 
A. Three or four mills. • 
Q. Only three or four Y Then it is not at all general. 
A. Not at all general. Some of the milll' have already closed. 
A. Mr. Parek1l.-ln Ahmedahad almost all arc weaving mills: In the WE'.aving mills 

1 btilieve they are working fully. 
Q. Have you been able to work out for us a statement showing the dividends which 

ha.ve been paid for the Ahmedabad mills for the last five years t 
A. Mr. Patel.-We received a letter only three days back and we are preparing the 

statement. 
Q. I think I wrote to you from Shnla asking you to l ... t me have a statement similar 

to the one which the Bombay miJlowners sent to us. 
A. We received the letter only three days back. 
Q. I think that was a reminder. 
A. I hope to present the statement to-morrow. 
Q. The trouble, of oourso, is that whilst we can get information regarding the Bombay 

mills from the Indian Investors' Year Book and from" Capital" similar figures are not 
pu~lished for the Ahmed~had '!illis and so it is not easy to know exactly what they are 
domg. . _ '. 

A. Mr. Ka8lurbhai Lalbhai.-The importance of Ahmedabad has not been recognised 
by the pu blic till now. . 

Q. Have you a stock exchange pore 1 
A. 'We Itave a stock exchange. There are a few who are dealing with forward transac· 

tions ,too. ' 
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Q. I suppose that il Ahmedabad had insisted they .could have got these particulll1'8 
publishod in commercial papers; but they were not particularly anxious to let the 
world know how well they were doing? . 

A. Mr. Palel.-I think we have prepared this statement and given all the replies 
properly. . 

A. I am not thinking of that. I was referring to the fact that your share transactions 
and other particulars with regard to dividends, etc., are not accessible to the world 
at large. 

A. At least the local papers do publish them. There are two weekly papers here. 
Q. We shall be very glad if you let us have a statement how matters stand in that 

respect. You say "Some good mills which .are undercapitalised and which have 
built up large reserve funds are making profits while some are making both,ends meet 
and some are working at a 10111." How many de you put in each category ? 

A. Mr. Kaaturblwi LalbluJi.-I think there are about ten or twelve mills which are 
doing fairly well. There are about twenty mills which are making both ends meet and 
the rest are making losses. That is our estimate. We have looked to the general 
oondition and that is the conclusion at which we have arrived. 

Q. If you let us have the figures of dividends paid for the last five years we should 
be very much obliged. 

A. But dividends are not of very great assistance as far as Ahmedabad is concerned; 
beoause if you take into consideration the formation of the mills in Ahmedabad it is 
on a very difierent basis from the rest of the world, if I may slty so. Though the dividends 
appear to be large yet on ,the actual capital invested they will come to a very small 
figure. ' 

Q. Dividends are after all an important factor. If you could give 11.8 a statement 
similar to the one which the Bembay ootton industry has prepared that. would be better 
still. They say exactly how much has been written off for depreciation, what the net 
profit was, how much was paid in dividends and so on. ' 

A. Mr. Patel.-Yes; we are preparing it and we will submit it in a day o~ two. 
A. Mr. Parekk.-In Ahmedabad the original capital is small and the block aCC'ount 

is very big. If you take into account the block account, we may be losing. 
Q. But your block account has been built up out of past profits ? 
A. Profits as well as depreciation fund. For instance, the original capital may be 

only five lakhs and the block account will. be forty lakhs. -If we are to calculate depre-
, ciation, etc., on the block account, I would say that none of the mills can make profit. ' 
There may be an ex~ption of two or three, that is those who have big reserve funds 
and those who have not spent money on block account. There is a mill in Ahmedabad 
having five lakhs of capital, having a reserve fund not utilised amounting to nearly thirty 
'or thirty Jive Iakhs.· " 

Q. That goes to show that it had a prosperous time in the past. , 
A. Mr. PateZ.-There is a system here peculiar to this place. They start a mill with 

a small capital and afterwards the total investment which brings the profit works out 
to a high figure on the small original oapital. That is.a..fallacious idea of having large 
dividends on small oapital. But if you calculate interest on capital account, depreciation 
on block account, etc., the percentage will Qe small. 

Q. The Bombay Ihillowners argue in'that way too, so it would not seem peculiar 
to Ahmedabad. ' , 

A. Not so much there. I am giving an instance of a mill in Ahmedabad, fJiz., the 
Shorrock Mills. With 325 shares the total capital is Rs. 3,25,000 and the mill's block 
account is 35 to 40lakhs. Now all the money that has beenreaIised out of this 40lakhs 
goes as dividends only to 325 share·holders, each share being worth Rs. 1,000. So the' 
dividend may even be Rs. 500. But that does not show 'that it is a correct idea of 
calculating the dividends. It is not a real one. 

Q. It shows that the mill has adopted a cautious policy'in the past and therefore 
is in a better position to stand present conditions. 

A. That applies to a great many miI\s in Ahmedabad which started with a very small 
capital and got the profits afterwards. " 

Q. Then is the position that the Ahmedabad mills, speaking generally are, owing 
to that policy in a better position to face the present depression than most of the mills 
elsewhere ! 

A. Provided they do not extend. If the money were spent on extensions? . 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Some have spent all the profits in extending the mills and some 

,bave reserves. If the mill I was talking of were to make about two to three lakhs of profit 
every year, that does not mean that the mill is making any profit out of the concern. 
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Having a capital of five lakhs, it can easily pay 40 per cent. dividend out of the 
interest on 35 lakhs. We cannot say we do not feel the depression if we were to take 
that int!l account. 

Q. My point was that mills that have adopted this policy are to.day in a better 
position ~d face the depression f 

A. Mr. Kqsturbhai Lalbltai.-To a certain extent they are . 

. Q. As you probably know if you had studied the newspap~r reports every 
witness in Bombay said that Ahmedabad was better off than Bombay. 

A. Unfortunately that is the impression everywhere. But they do not· take into 
consideration that Ahmedabad, as I pointed out in the beginning has been capitalised 
to a very small extent looking to the capital that has been invested in the block account 
and therefore the general impression will be such. -

Q. I do not think it is altogether based on the dividends you pay on your small capital. 
I think it is based on general impressions' and knowledge of what you were doing 
here.. . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Noti exactly so. We cannot follow that. If one were to say 
that such and such a mill is paying 50 per cent. dividend, at once you would think that 
the Ahmedabad mills are doing better. But practically it is not making any profit 
out of the concern. 

Q. Let me put to you a candid question, Mr. Parekh, and I trust you will give me 
a candid answer. What I would really like to know is, would Ahmedabad ever have 

. applied for protection if Bombay had not done so first y 
A. Mr. Patel.-Perhaps at a later stage, if not at this stage. 
A. Mr. Ka.slurbhai Lalbhai.-We are backward in that respect. We never take the 

initiative. 
Q. You 8·re not quite so vooal as Bombay! 
A. That is so. 
A. Mr. Patel.~We are too much labouring with our own affairs. 
Q. Do you keep any census of mill stooks here Y The Bombay millowners have given 

us a oensus of the stocks they have. 
A. We do not keep a regular census, but we onoe oollected the figures last year when it 

was required to be done. 
Q. yJu ha.ve no figures! . 
A. Mr. Parekh._No. Here the oontents of the different bales are not llIliform. 

Some are 100 lhe. weight and some 300 and so on. We have not a system 
of packing the full 300 or 350 lhe. When we have st6cks, we generally put in small bales 
of 100 and 150 lbs. and rebale them when we sell. Bombay has got a regular .system of 
packing the bales uniformly. . 

Q. Do you paok small bales owing to a desire to meet the requirements of your 
oustomers ! 

A. Exactly. At the same time when we have stocks, we sometimes do not print or 
stamp the goods and if there is demand, different merchants want different stamps and 
we deliver them &ooordingly. 

Q. What is your general'impression about the present state of mill stocks in Ahmeda
bad! Do you consider they are higher than usual t 

A. They have increased d1ll'ing·the last two months. Up to June we had no heavy 
stooks. We were able to finish up oertain stocks and we were. able to sell the produc
tion up to the end of June, but since July hardly any mill is able to sell the produotion 
up to 50 per cent. 

Q. Why is that! What' ~ that due to t , 
A. No demand. It may be depression or it may be that people are not buying in the 

monsoon. 
Q. Is it due at all to the feeling that the prices of cotton and oloth are going still 

further down t . 
A. Yes. The cotton market is not steady and the merchants are afraid that the prices 

will go still down and they hold aloof from buying. 
Q. Is it your view that the fall in the price of cloth has been greater than the fall in 

the price of ootton t The figures of the Bombay Millowners' Assooiation hardly bear I 
that out. 

A. Mr. KlUlurbhai Lalbhai.-If you kindly refer to page 101 of the. Bombay 
Millowners' Association's statement, the pri()e in 1923 of the cotton per candy is Rs. 510. 
The price in 1926 is somewhere about Re. 350. 
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Q. Take it from 1924. . 
A. I am taking from 1923 because the depression has really started from 1923. If 

you take the price of cotton in 1923, it is Rs. 510 and in 1926 there has been a drop of 
RI. 160 per candy. If you now turn to page 98, the price of piecegoods was somewhere 
in the vicinity of 22 annas, if you take the average of 1923, while the price in 1026 is 17j 
annas. Thus there has been a drop of 4j annas per lb., while the drop in the price of 
cotton is about 3 annas. 

Q. As I make out the figures, the fall in the price of cloth has heen about 22 per cent. 
and the fall in the price of cotton has been a good doal more than that. 

A. These are the figures that have been stated by Bombay. 

Q. I am working them out from the figures for Bombay .. 
A. The price of piecegoods has fallen by 4j annas while the price of cotton has f..-Uen 

by about" 3 annas per lb. 
Q. It is a question of percentage. If you work out the percentage, you will arrive at 

the result I have stated. 
A. I think the percentages have been very many times misleading. In point of fact 

the price of cotton has dropped by 3 anoaa and the price of cotton goods by 4j 
annas. 

A. Mr. Majmudar.-What would be the drop in the price of clean cotton? 
A. 3 annas 9 pies. 
Q. If you take the average price of cloth in 1923-24 it is 22 annas and in 1925-26 about 

18 annas, that means a drop of four annas only. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-If you were to take. the price to-day, the price of cotton is 

Re.318. 
Q. Is that for ready cotton or for March or April delivery? 
A. Let us take the figures given here. 
Q. In order to get at the average price, it is better to take 12 months average. 
A. If you take 1926; it will come to 171 or 17j. 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-There has been a drop ;f 4j annaS per lb. 
Q. Against 3j anoaa of clean cotton 7 
A. Yes •. 
Q. If you take 1926 you must make allowance for excise duty. How much does that 

work out 1 . -
A. 9 pies. 
Pruident.-How many pounds of cotton go to make a pound of cloth 7 
A. There is a general loss of 20 per cent. if you take the average Indian 

cotton. 
Q. How many pounds of cotton go to make a pound of cloth 7 
A. 100 lbe. of cotton will give you 80 Ibs. of clean yam. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Taking the s~e into account, how much yam is used to produce lIb. 

of cloth 7 . 
A. Mr. Parekh.-8uch percentage cannot be taken because the price of cloth includes 

the price for sizing. Mr. Majmudar takes the loss percentage in the cotton. But ,,\,e 
, are taking the percentage of cloth which includes sizing. The way to eompare it is, the 

drop in cotton is 3 annas and that in cloth is 4j annas. 
Q. It is three annas and a half for clean cotton, and 9' 35 pies for excise duty. . 
A; But you are taking the clean cotton; you must take into consideration how much 

yam we are using in the cloth. 
Q. Take out 10 per cent. for that. 
A. That comes to t anna or '35 aona. 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We say that the depression has started since 1923. 
Q. Sto~ values have gone down since 1923. Coal has gone down 1 
A. Mr. Parekh.-These statistics were published in June and since June there is a 

further prop in cloth of nearly 2 annas. . 
Q. We are going by the figures in the statement. 
A. These figures are taken in June and smce June there is a further drop of at least 2 or' 

Ij annas. 
Q. ~e only point is whether looking at the figures we have in hand, it is truD that 

the prices of cloth have gone down much more than the cost of production of cloth. 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-You can work out those figures yourself. 
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Q. Yes I we h ... ve worked them out. 
Preaident.-& ~ m ... ke out tHe figures since 1923 the price of cloth h ... s gone down 23 

per cent .... nd the price of cotton 33 per cent~ 
A. Mr. RanckhodlaZ Amratlal-But we c ... nnot work percent ... ges. We should work out 

lib. of cloth ... nd 1 lb. of cotton. . 

Q. You h ... ve to t ... ke the basic guiding figure. It depends on which w ... y you look ... t 
this. Different people interpret st ... tistics in different w ... ys. Le ... ving that point, we 
go on to the question ot organization of the Ahmedabad Millowners. You say that it 
has improved during the last 10 years. In what directions ? 

A. Mr. KaBturbkai Lalbkai-We have met the strikes for the first time. Until 1918 
nobody knew what strikes were. It was in 1918 that the biggest strike took place in 
Ahmedabad. All of us united together and withstood the strike quite successfully. 
Since th ... t time we h ... ve de ... lt with many questions regarding labour through our various 
departments ... nd if you refer to the Bomb ... y L ... bour Office you will find what splendid 
work we have done in organizing · ... nd overcoming difficulties as f ... r as our labour is 
concerned •. 

Q. You had a strike in 1918? 
A. Mr. KaBturbkai Lalbkai.-Yes. 
Q. 'The next one' ' 
A. In 1920. _ 
Q. And the next one' 
A. In 1923. 
A. Mr. Patel.-1923 was the biggest. It lasted for 10 weeks. The strike of 1918 

lasted for three weeks and the 1920 strike lasted for about 15 days. 
Q. How can your organization' be said to have overcome this difficulty about strikes 

if you had one as recently as 1923 , 
A. Mr. KaBturbkai Lalbkai.-We would have had very many more had we not organised 

in 1918. Times were prosperous ... nd every d ... y practically there were l ... bour demands 
in v ... rious directions. They wanted sheds for eating purposes. If they did n.ot get 
them. immedi ... tely, they would go on strike. On very petty excuses they wanted to 
strike, bec ... use they knew too well th ... t every hour me ... nt money for us and therefore 
n ... tur ... lly they were inclined to strike. Again I think-it is my personal view ... nd 
perhaps the Honour ... ble Sir Bhupendran ... th Mitra m ... y bear me out----th ... t the finest 
organization of labour is in Ahmedab ... d. They h ... ve been very well oTg ... nized under 
Mahatma Gandhi, Miss Anasuya and others. They ... re not political . propagandists 
but sincere well wishers of labour ... nd therefore we h ... ve to withstand their attacks in 
quite a different m ... nner th ... n if ,they were political propag ... ndists. In one case there 
was an impending ,strike' when P ... ndit M ... dan Mohan Malaviya's assistance was 
requisitioned ... nd he brought about an end to the strike. It lasted for one day. Had 
it not been averted by Pandit Malaviya it would have 'lasted for a good many weeks. 
Again there have been sever ... l organizations. There is the Spinners' M ... hajan, Wca.vers' 
Mahajan and the growing menace of the big union and all of them came up for settlement 
of their wages, of their difficulties, of their various requirements and they have all been 
met by the Ahmedabad MilIowners' Association. 

Q. In what other directions do you consider that you are well organised! 
A. In 1918 I think there was a very great scarcity of hessian for baling purposes. 

I think it was in your time when you were Controller of Standard Cloth. We were using 
piecegoods then instead of hessian in order to cover the bales but it was not a satisfactory 
means of doing that. Therefore we all -combined and sent· up our agent to Calcutta 
and he made direct purchases from Calcutta.and sent it up to the Millowners' Association. 
Ahmedabad, who distributed it to all the mills, thus resulting in great benefit to the 
mills because it was very much cheaper and the needs of the mills were met. Again in ' 
1916 or 1917, I do not remember the date exactly, there were two or three occasions on 
which there was a great shortage of supplies of coal. The Ahmedabad Millowners' 
organisation was working and they sent in indent orders on the Coal Controller at 
Calcutta, got the rakes from him and distributed the coal to all the mills to the satisfaction 
of almost all the mills, which naturally resulted in great economy. 

Q, Are you doing anything in that line now, in the way of co-operative purchases. 
or anything like, that' ' 

A. Mr. Parekh.-We are not required to do that. At that time we were compelled 
At that time it was not a question of price, it was a question of getting the 
stuff. . ' ' -

A. Mr. KaBturbka, Lalbkai.-& recently as last year. in 1925. when there was this 
very great depression there was a big strike in the Bombay mills but we averted a big. 
stJ:ike here. Practically there was unanimous opinion amongst the members that w~ 
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should alBo close down because the stocks were very heavy on our hands at the time. 
We waited on H. E. Lord Reading regarding this cotton e~ise duty. All of us deCided 
that we should close down rather than run at a loss. This step we did not take but 
we decided to wait. We decided that none should cut prices from what they have been 
ruling at on a partioular day. We decided that nobody should out the ruling price for 
at \east a month to oome. Almost all the members loyally carried out that. It had a 
very great effect. That was in 1925. So you will see that whenever any opportunity 
or oocasion has arisen we always . stood by each other and tried to meet the 
situation. 

Q. But are you actually doing anything now;beyond collecting information' 
A. Mr. Parekk.-When any necessity arises we do. 
A. Mr. Kaaturbkat Lalbkat.-Now in regard to railway freight, we are going to take 

it up and place it before the Railway Rates Advisory Committee. 
Q. I should like to have a few more particulars about these mil!B which have closed 

down, changed hands and gone into liquidation. I can find very few of them in the 
list issued by the Bombay Millownar.' Association.· The India Spinning.MiI\e io a 
mill of 14,000 spindles and 300 looms, I understand. When did it change hands ? 

A. Mr. Parekk.-In 1921. That mill was started in 1920. 
Q. If it changed hands in 1921, that had nothing to do with the present depression. 
A. In 1922. But at that time the mill had only been started for a short time .. 
Q. You cannot say that it had anything to do with depression surely Y 
A. Certainly not. 

Q. When did the Ahmedabad Cotton and Waste Mills change hands ? 
A. In 1925. 

Q. That is a spinning mill with 21,300 spindles and no looms. That change.d ~ands 
last year? 

A. Yes. 
Q. For any special reason? 
A. Mr. Patel.-It made heavy losses. It is a spinning mill. 
Q. The Swadeshi Felt Cap and Hosiery Manufacturing Company; I cannot find 

that in the list. -
A. That was a small mill started sometime during the war time. 
Q. It has never been shown in the MillownBrS' list Y Did it ever start work Y 

........ A. They were doing some stray work of manufacturing p'I/{/ree cloth. That was 
sold sometime in 1924. . . 

Q. How many looms had they? 
A. At present 200 looms. 
Q. Why is not that shown in the list ? 
A. They were not members of the Association. Probably it was started by a 

Mohamedan gentleman and it was in a small village near Ahmedabad. 
Q. Not actually in Ahmedabad Y 
A. Mr. KfJ8turbkat Lalbkat.-In the suburbs of Ahmedabad; 

Q. ~tarted in the war Y 
A. 1920. 
Q. The Hathising Mills is another spinIlh.g mill with 19,552 spindles. When did it 

change hands Y 
A. Mr. Palel.-In 1923. 
Q. Before the beginning of the depression 7 
A. Mr. KaBturbkat Lalbkai.-The depression really began in July 1922. 

Q. It could not have been very severely felt by 1923. Could you say that thiS mill 
changed hands owing to the depression Y 

A. Mr. Parekk.-Yes, this mill was never in a very good position. If the mill was 
not in a proper condition even in the war, naturally it oould not stand. So it had to 
change hands. There was no alternative. 

Q. When did the Shrinagar MillB change hands Y 
A. Sometime in December 1923. 
Q. That is another small mill with 215 looms ? 
A. Yes. 

Q. What does it make? Cloth from fine oounts ? 
A. Mr. KaBturbkai Lalbkai • .:...coarse, 208 to 40s. It is a weaving mill •. 
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A.' Mr. Patel.-Yes. 
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Q. The Zaven Spinning Mill is another .small weaving mill , 
A. Mr. P.arekh.-About 550 looms. 
Q. 500 are shown here. When did that change hands' 
A. In 1924. . , 

Q. One of the first mills to be hit by the depression? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Manor Harkha Mills? • 
A. Mr. Patel.-That is in Nadiad, not in Ahmedabad. 

Q. That is another small spirining mill with 12,848 spindles. When did it change • 
hands , 

A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-In 1926. 
Q. Sir Wagji Mills' 
A. }lfr. Parekh.-It is in Wadhwan. We have taken the mills in Gujerat and 

Kathiawar. 

Q. Where is it in this list' 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-It will be in the Presidency list. 
Q. I cannot find it there. How many looms and spindles has it ! 
A. Mr. Parekh.-350 looms and 18,000 spindles. But that did not change hands 

owing to depression. It was before that. It was in 1920. 
Q. Then it should hardly have been included in this list ? 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-It is included in the list because it has since then 

changed hands and that is due to the depression. 
Q. I should like a little more evidence on that. Mr. Chamanlal has just now said that 

it did not change hands owing to depression. Where is it shown in the list f 
A. Mr. Parekh.--'Is it under Native States' 
Q. I cannot find it. Is it the Wadhwan Camp Mills? If so, it has 13,339 spindles and 

225 looms. It is now in the hands of a Receiver. Is it in the hands of a Receiver owing 
to depression ? 

A. Mr. Patel.-We think so. 
Q. There is a little doubt about it , 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-No. 
Q. I understand from Mr. Kasturbhai ..••• 
A. Mr. Ka8turbhai Lalbhai.-I have no knowledge about those mills. 
Q. The Vaso Mumbai. Mills are now called the Rustom Jehangir Vakil Mills, 

and have 11,352 spindles and 250 looms.. The mill changed hands in 1925 ! 
A. In the beginning of 1925 or the end of 1924. _ -
Q. The Gomtipur Mills have 9,300 spindles. When did they close down t 
A. In 1924. 
Q. The Hathising Mill ? 
A. ~r. Patel.-For about two years it remained closed down. 
Q. Is it closed now' 
A. It has just begun to work for a few weeks. 
Q. Hoping for better times' 
A. Perhaps he might be making a bigger loss by keeping it closed. 
Q. What is this Oriential Mill called now? It is not sbown in this list! 
A. It was built in 192Q. It was a member of the Assooiation in 1923. 
Q. It never worked f 
A. Due to depression it could not work. 
Q. It never got any further f 
A. It has been recently sold. 
Q. The Vishnu Mill , 
A. It was closed down in 1926. That is a. spinning mill. 
Q. Where is that shown in the list ? 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-It is called the Ahmedabad Vishnu CottOll MU¥!.· 
Q. It has 7,922 spindles! 
A. Yes. 
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Q. The Universal Cotton Mill ! Tnat has gone into liquidation. I find it has 260 iooms. 
Do you rMlly think that any of these mills was of a size which in these days of keen compe
tition had any chance of ever being a success in any conditions except in the abnormal 
conditions arising out of the 1var? What chance has a mill of 260 looms without any 
spindles 7 

A. Mr. PaUl.-The Gomptipur mill was working day and night till 1926. 
Q. I am asking whether a small mill like this with.260 looms and no spindles can be 

efficiently worked 7 
A. There are some of the Rame size which do work economically. 
A. Mr. P"rekh.-Formerly all. mills in Ahmedabad were started with 14!!O00 

spindles. There are certain mills with 300 looms making good profits in normal 
times. 

Q. Pre-war' 
A. Yes pre·war times. 
Q. But conditions have changed since then. The mills in Bombay and here have gone 

on expanding and they have got to face competition from bigger mills which obviously 
have less overhead charges and are able to reduce their cost of production. 

A. In pre-war it was the same case. 
Q. Do you think that these mills would probably have survived even if ·there had 

been no depression and that the competition of more efficient mills would have compelled 
them to close down, go to liquidation or change hands ! 

A. I do not follow. . 

Q. Even if there had been no depression, would not the competition of other mills on a 
larger scale and therefore able to effect greater economies in production have compelled 
them to close down or go into liquidation? 

A. Mr. KlJ8lurbhai Lalbhai.-It is quite possible that they might have fared badly 
even without depression. . 

Q. The view I would put to you is, that this looks rather a formidable list of mills at 
first sight, but when you come to examine individual mills it.is difficult to' point to 
any mill that could be put in the first or second cl&88 and to say that here is a good mill, 
which, owing to depression, had had to close down, change hands or go into liquidation, 

A. That would never be the case in Ahmedabad because the identification of the 
agents with the mills is such that till the last that mill will be kept running because of 
the help of the agents/ 

Q. But if you were to get a really deep depression would not mills be bound 
togo' . 

A. There are two resources on which the mill can rely. One is the great profit that 
has been mads during the war time. Another prop in Ahmedabad is the prop of the 
agent who identifies himself with the interests of the mills and therefore you will find 
that the list is small when compared to Bombay or other centres. _ 

A. Mr. PaUl,-I might give an instance. The Ahmedabad Industrial Mill lias 
330 looms only. Still it is doing fairly well compared with other,mills. 

Q. If it is doing well, why cannot the others ? 
A. There may be different circumstances. 

Q. What difference in circumstances? 
A. They may not have large reservefunfts as this mill might have got. Each is to 

be judged on its merits. 
Q. Exactly. We have to judge by general conditions and the position is that if one 

mill with 330 looms can do well at a time which you have described as a time of deep 
depression, it would seem to follow that these mills could hardly have closed down on 
account of depression. 

A. There were differences in citcumstances. As I say this mill might have 
certain other circumstances which favour it and the others might not have those 
circumstances. 

Q. We want to know what 'those circumstances are? 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai just explained that those which were perfectly identified with 

the management might be in better circumstances. 

Q. It comes to this-that a mill efficiently managed, evim if it is only a small mill, 
can stand a depression like this ! . 

A. It depends on the identificatjon of the agents, the degree of identification. 

Raj" Han Kiahan Kaul.-Can you say as regards these mills which have closed down 
or So!).!! jnto liqui~tio!). that /l>n1 of them was being run on lines which you say form 
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the general practice in Ahmedabad. Some of these mills which have closed down were 
certainly badly managed. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Not badly managed. 
Q. Some say they were even dishonestly managed. 
A. But none of these were ~o. Those are quite different. 
President.-You left the mills to which the Raja is referring out of the list on that 

account? 
A. Yes. 
Raja HaN KiBhan Kaul.-There are other mills which failed on account of dishonesty 

etc. ! 
A. Yes. 
Q: There are mills which have closed down owing to various r6&sons. Some had 

been weakened before the depression and the depression was the last blow which knocked 
them out. There are others which were not managed on the lines which you have said 
is the common practice in Ahmedabad. 

A. The financial help from the agent was noho good. 
Q. Do I understand that all these mills which failed were run on the lines which you 

say is the cpmmon feature here ? 
A. Mr. Kadturbhai Lalbhai.-The point is that had they the two props, the stability 

of the mill and the financial help from the agent they would not have gone into 
liq uidation. 

Q. 'Do I understand that the financial &B8istance of the ManagilJg Agent can only be 
of avail when there are large reserves at the back of the mill ? " 

A. Certainly not. I can give you an instance in which the mill was in a very bad 
position and still was financed to an extent that you will not hear of in any part of 
India or in any part of the world for the matter of that. 

Q. SO that either the Mill Agent's influence or the reserves at the back of the mill 
can prevent disaster such as happened to these mills! You 88y if these two factors 
had existed then these mills wonld not have come to grief! 

A. Yes. 
'Q. I ask you whether both these factors must co-exist ! 
A. Not both. H one of the factors did exist, the mill would have carried on for some 

time. H both were there, it would not have come to grief. 
Q. These mills had neither the one nor the other? 
A. I say there may be good position as long as the mills were running. But they 

may have been obliged to suffer because the &B8istance did not come forth from the 
agents. 

Q. As a matter of fact, was it that neither of these factors existed in the case of these 
mills ! 

A. We do not know exactly why "they came to grief. What we feel is that they 
have been obliged to close down or go into liquidation because of the depressed times. 
We won't present such" a list as this unless the times are very dep1'1lSsed. Generally 
in Ahmedabad you will hardly find a mill or two that has been obliged to close down 
or go into liquidation in normal times. 

Q. They would never have closed down dlll'ing the boom times t 
A. During normal times you won't find more than a mill or two going into liquidation 

or obliged to close down., 
Q. That is a theory. We want to go into actual facts. We '\tant to make sure of 

the causes which led to their downfall. 
A. They would have been able to withstand the depression had financial help been 

forthcoming from the agent's side. 
Q. That was not forthcoming! 
A. Exactly. 
Q. "Evidently they had no reserves. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just one question about these world factors. Don't you think the fall in the 

price of cotton and in the price of cloth is a world factor which has affected all countries 
alike! Is not the continual fall in the price of cotton a world factor which has affected 
all countries alike f There may be certain world factors and certain local factors 
peculiarly affecting India. You suggest that there are no world factors ! 

A. I mean ordinarily the fall in the price of cotton should have helped the inilust1'1 
instead of creating a further depression." , 
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(,I. U it was not accompanied by a fan in the price of cloth. 
A. Quits 80. 

Q. But there has been a continuous fan in the price of cotton as wen as in the price 
of cloth although the degree is disputed, whether the fall is so much more or less. But 
there has been a continuous fall ? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you not think that is a world factor? 
A. Certainly not, because there would not have been suoh severe depression had the 

merchants not suffered lOBS on account of the exchange muddle. 
Q. Do you call that a factor which pu.rticularly affected India , 
A. Yes. 
Q. But you cannot deny that this has been a world factor. 
A. Certainly. Had there not been the exchange muddle then we maintain that 

the prices of piece.goods would not have fallen to the extent they did and therefore 
India would not have been affected. 

Q. By the subsequent fall? . 
A. The import .. have been very great during those two years 1922-1923. I think 

that thore is a surplus of imports of 44 crores than what India can consume and.. the 
effeot of it cannot be wiped off within 6 to 12 months. But it will take two years to 
consume the extra stocks that pave heen imported during the high exchange prices. 

Q. Assuming all that to be correct, the state of the market being such as to lead to. 
depression, ever since the prices of cotton have been falling, the prices of cloth have 
been falling and you have admitted that there are no buyers and there is no demand. 
Therefore the depression. goes on increasing. If the prices of piece-goods had 
gone up or supposing the prices even of cotton had gone up, if the cloth produced from 
cotton at higher prices and which was lying on hand could have been disposed of at 
bet.ter prices, there would have been some relief. 

A. Mr. Kaathurbhai Lalbhai.-There has been a period during these two or three years 
when the price of piece goods has gone up and still you do not find any relief to the textile 
industry. 

Q. Was not there a slight relief and did not the market improve when there was 
a slight difference in prices ? 

A. No. 
Q. Whenever the prices rose, you were able to dispose of the goods.more easily. 
A. Quite so. 
Q. There was some temporary relief? 
A. Quite s? 
Q. You said that Japan was making great profits. Was not there a crisis in Japan 

in 1921? . 
A. Only because of the earthquake. 

Q. 1920·21? 
.A. Mr. Ranchlwdlal Amratlat.-We do not know whether there was any.depression then. 
A. There was • 
• llr. Subba Rao.-You spoke just now about the large imports of cloth into India 

Juring the period of exchange troubles. .Are you aware of the quantity imported, apart 
[rom the value? 

A. Mr. Kaathurbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. 
Q. It was 1,491 million yards and if the quantity were so much in excess there should 

.ot have been large imports soon aftsr that. If the imports had come in too much 
~hey would not in the year next but one import a much larger quantity. They imported 
in the year following 1,079 million yards. You wanted two or three years to work off 
~he surplus; but in 1922-1923 they imported 1,577million yards. How do you explain 
~h"t ? 

A. It is not the quantity of yards you have to consider but how much in money value 
India is capahle of consuming. I think we have made a.point that India has not been •. 
• ble to take up in money value. She. may be able to take up in yards. 

Q. Have you any reason to believe that the quality in the later years was lower than 
that in 1921 ? 

A. Certainly not. Lower prices do not mean lower quality. The price of cotton 
tIlay be falling. 

Q. That is also possible. But unless you say the quality was very different or unless 
roo get distinctly lower prices you will have nearly the same aggregate value. In any 

v 4.20-27 
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case you get a certain quant.ity of cloth in one year and very soon after you get a consi
derable amoU)1t of imports and in recent years, the values are about 66 crores .. They 
are almost the same for the last three years or so. The imports in the later years more 
or less correspond to the imports in the earlier years. Therefore j1; did not require two 
or three years to work off the effect of the large imports, but it required one year. 

A. It required two or three years because it hit the Indian industries and therefore 
those imports were replacing the Indian products. This depression is the result of 
that. 

Q. Then you ought to find in the later years smaller production in India " 
A. H the depression continues, the Indian prodU(·tion is bound to fall. 
Q. It has gone up. The figures in the Bombay Millowners' Association's statement, 

Table 16, show that in 1922 it was 1,752 million yards, in 1923, 1,725, in 1924, 1,701 and 
in 1925, 1,970. Later on in the statement, Table 16, you find the exportaof Indian goods 
and I suggest that the very large imports of one year did not affect fresh imports 
very soon after, nor did they affect the amount of production in India. 

A. I just pointed out that those imports were larger than India was capable of 
consuming, even offsetting or meeting all the losses incurred by the merchants. So 
naturally as far as the consumer is concerned he has been consuming practically to the 
same extent or to a slightly larger extent than his natural requirements. H the 
44 crores worth of these goods have been more than India could normally consume they 
have been met by the losses incurred. . 

Q. There must have been losses if they imported much more than could be absorbed. 
But I was only wondering whether your statement of the duration of this trouble was 
quite accurate. You seem to give it much longer time than the trade conditions seem 
to show. . 

A. Mr.Parekh.-I understand that the reason why imports have not fallen 
comparing last year is this. It is the general practice of merchants that once they have 
paid at higher rates and they get at cheaper rates later on, they will go on purchasing 
and they do not know it till the end of the year. So it will not have the effect in the 
next year. 

Q. It had effect the next year but not afterwards , 
A. That may be due to the orders placed in 1925. 
A. Mr. Patel.-That is due to the fiuctuation in exchange. Therefore there is a 

difference in the total of -imports during the later years. The average imports from all 
countries were 60 crores. In 1921 they imported 102 crores. They had an excess then. 
After that in 1924·25 it was 70 crores. Again the exchange shifted from 18. 3d to 18. 6d. 
and the result was that the imports again went up to 82 crores. So they had 40 crores 
over and above what the mills produced here. 

Q. But my point is that even subsequently the imports did not fall. H the stocks were 
too large, there should not have been any great demand f~ imports in the later years ? 

A. The English importing warehouses and others were the principal importers. 
Q, Would they import large stocks of goods merely to warehouse them here without 

being sure of the market,. . 
A. That is not likely., 
Q. I. merely suggest that the duration suggested is not borne out by the figures. Now 

in supplementing the anSW('T to Question 5 you aaid, Yr. Kasturbhai, that about 10 or ] 2 
mills are making profits and 20 are making both ends meet and the rest losing. Am I to 
understand that only 12 mills are showing a profit? 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-The others too may be showing profit. There is the 
{!TORS profit and there is the net profit. So whatever profit they may be showing may 
not be quite sufficient to meet the depreciation charges. 

Q. On what do you pay income-tax , 
A. Net profits. 
Q. Therefore if any firm is paying income-tax it shows that it i$ making a net 

profit' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do vou mean when you speak of the 12 mills that they only earned interest or had 

reeerve funds or made profits generally on production' . -
A. Made profits gl.>nerally. 
Q. Will you please turn to your reply to Questions 97 and 98 of your' statement' 

There you show 37 mills &II making profits which are assrusible to super tax. Does it 
.quite tally ;'ith your figure of 12 mills which are making profits , 

A. No. . 
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Q. Therefore you were soinewhat modest in your estimate of mills making profits! 
You are more prosperous ? 

A. Mr. Parekh.-We madt!:.it olear praotioally speaking about the block acoount. 
Q. Most of you do not take into aooount iuterest on reserve funds? 
A. Mr. Ranclwd1aJ, AmratlaZ.-The question is what you mean by profits. 
A. Mr. Patel.-These figures are for inoome·tax for the year 1925-26. That means 

it is on profits for 1924. 
Q. Is it not on the average for three years ? 
A. No. These figures of super-tax are only for the year 1924. They are on the 

profits of 1924, and assessed on the profits aooording to the balance ehe!lt of 1924 
Deoember. 

President.·-Is there a different financial year for income·tax purposes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Not up to the end of March? 
A. No; up to the end of December 1924. 
Mr. Suhba Rao.-Have you got figures for 1925 ? 
A. No. 
Q. To what period did your figure of 12 refer? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-We are taking the present day figures. We are not taking the past 

figures. 
Q. For that, have you got the figures ? 
A. Mr. Patel.-No; we are giving the estimates for 1926. 
Q. How? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-The question was with regard to the present time. The question 

is "hether the mills are making profit in these days or not. 
Q. Are your figures ready now? . 
A. No. It is the general impression. 
Q. One question about organisation.. Am I to understand that you organise only 

when there is a pressing need and otherwise. do not feel the need for working 
together? 

A. Mr. Patel.- liTe are always working together. It depends on the nature of the ques-
tions that come before us. 

Q. Otherwise you do not have anything like common working? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-You mean for the purchase of cotton, stores, machinery, etc.? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No; it is. not possible. 
Q. You do not consider it desirable to organise yourselves normally? 
A. It is desirable; bpt not practicable. 
A. Mr. Kasthw'bhai Lalbhai.-We said we have organised and there is soope enough for 

improvement. During. the last ten years organisation has been working and there may be 
room for furtJler improvement. 

Q. May I suggest that organisation for export trade is one which you have to contem~ 
plate? Why have you not thought of that possibility? 

A. As long as we have the home market, we do not think it is desirable to go out of 
India and meet the reqnirements of the foreign markets, Every country will first 
look to the native place and to supplying the demand there before she can think of 
exporting. 

Q. It is your opinion that the export trade is not. so important as the home trade ? 
A. It is important, after the home trade is satisfied . 

. Q. Will that ever be satisfied'? 
A. If you decide on giving protection we sh!lll be satisfying it within six months or a 

year's time. 

Q .. Then you will think of export trade? 
A. It may be t~ere side by side. But the home trade is more important now. 
Q. Is not production on a large scale one way of making sure of the home market also? 

. That is, if you produce 01). a large scale and sell also in the export market you will be 
able to reduce the overhead charges. That is one way of making sure of the home market. 
You cannot have them in watertight compartments. 

A .• lIlr.Dixit.-Itisveryriskytosendourgoods outside. We prefer to see that the 
goods are sold in our own place as far as possible. We oannot risk our oapital. 

y 420--27a . 
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Q. Where is the limit? You do not wo.nt to go beyond 0. ro.dius of 0. few miles ? 
A. We'o.re sending goods to Cawnpore. Who.t I wo.nt to so.y is, we do not know w 

10 nd of o.gents we will have in export markets. It is to.king grel\ter risk. 

Q. Tho.t is precisely why you wo.nt joint action. 
A. We o.re thinking of doing that. 

A. Mr. Majmudar.-I ho.ve been looking into t.he production of yun o.nd I fil1d t 
formerly, tho.t is, in the year 1925-26, in oounts above 40s you have produced 21 10.' 
of lbs. Tho.t meo.ne you ho.ve doubled your produotion ; whereo.s in 21s o.nd 30s you h, 
gone up from 36 millions to 47 millions. In 31s to 40s you ho.ve gone up from 4 millio 
to 5 millions. How is it you have increo.sed your production lOOper cent. in cou 
above 40s and your progress in the other oounts is not e ~ually high? 

A. Mr. KaathllrbhaiLalbhai.-Recently a mill or two have been stsrted specio.lly 
finer counts in Ahmedabad and therefore the l)roduction is growing. 

Q. In who.t counts ? 
A. Anything from 30s, to 1008. 
President.-Which mills are those? 
A. The Calico, the Bho.ratkhand, the New Textile. 

Q. They are not new mills! , 
A. The Calico had 40,000 spindles. They have had 30,000 spindles put in which 

for finer counts. They are .importing Egyptian and other cotton o.nd spinning fi 
counts o.nd therefore we ho.ve bpen maintaining tho.t if protection is gro.n~d we shall 
o.hle to keep paoe with the demands of India. 

;!%~~~;;;:;:~~;; :;~~~~~e;;~;:;;:;~;~;::::;~;;l~ 
we had to close down or do something in the matter., Po.rtiaI closing down wo.s not tho 
economico.l. Therefore we thought of somehow making both ends meet. Just in 
meo.nwhile the Bombo.y strike eo.me o.bout o.nd even then the prices were falling. 8 
decided now that the Bombay mills have closed down it might give relief and we dec 
not to out our prices further. The pri(le cutting policy. we thought, should be stop 
at leo.st for a month. Those prices thatl were ruling cn a particular do,te were fiXe] 
and no mill was to sell below those prices for a period of one month from tho.t date. 

PreBident.-In other woros you' agreed, in the mills 'belonging to your Associa1 
to maintain prices at that level for 0. month? 

A. Quite so, o.nd if need be to extend that period o.fter reviewing the situat,ion. 

Q. Why is not tho.t being done now? 
A. It mo.y be tho.t the depression ho.s not been felt so severely o.s it was felt last ye 

lo.st yeo.r at this time. . 
Q. There has been o.n improvement during the last yeo.r' ' 
A. I would not so.y improvement. There are moments when one comes to 

agreempnt. If you had asked the same question only a few weeks before we deo 
on that policy, nobody would ho.ve agreed to that. As long as we oontinlle to ca~~ 
we do not like these things. Again this time the whole situo.tion is very much cha j, 

J.ast year the prioe of cotton wo.s not InJling to the extent it has been falling this . I, 
If to-do.y we are to hold up stocks o.nd resolve upon not to cut prioes further, then we '" 
be inourring much heo.vier losses than we would ho,ve done last year; because the Ametn 
('rop ho.s been reported to be very hopeful. The Indian crop is goiug to be a fairl~i.i 
one. 

Raja Ban Ki8han KallZ.-You could do so only when the Bombo.y mills were clOS<\l1 
would you also do so when t·he Bombay mills were working ? 

A. 'It would not be desirable to do so when the Bombo.y mills were working. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-At tho.t time the prices of cotton were showing a If~ 
tendency o.nd if this year we were to resolve on tho.t polioy we . shall have to &Coum'it! 
stooks o.nd su/fl'T. Last year, we ho.d not good monsoons. We were not expetl!· 
good orops. So we all resolved it wa.~ better not to undersell eaoh other o.nd out the l~tt 
o.nd tho.t was the reason then. H this yeo.r we were to resort to that system we wi~, 
10Binl! hro.vily. Further lo.st year another help was the Bombay strike. 

Mr. Majmudar.-How many months' produotion had o.coumulated in 8eptember llh' 
A • ..'IIr. Patel.-About three months. 
Q. This yeo.r by the beginning of September you have two months' accumuJaj,; 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Therefore it means that the accumulation of the stock this year is a normal aocumu
lation f 

A.. Not normal. 

Q. LlloSt year you had this a\'JmuIation. Perhaps every year in June and .July the 
doth doCII not move, it being the dull se&.'lon. " 
. A. In the month of Sravan we usua.Ily get the demand. But t.his yea.r we did not get 
it. in Sravan.·· , 

Q •. in 1925, in July and AUJUBt YOIl did not get any d3mand ? 
A. No. 
Q. The same thing has happened this year. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Of oourse it is generally in these months there is a little 

. demand; but we expect this demand again by the month of August: But this year 
we did not get that. This year there is no demand even from ('.Ai.lcutta wherefrom we 
used to get demand at this time of the year. 

Q. So although the first half of September has passed there is no dem::md ? 
A. No. 

'Q. That may be slue to the late rains ? 
A. We cannot say that. 
Q. In any case it is not unusual as compared with last year's experience? 
A. Mr. Kaat'urbhai Lalbhai.-Dllring the la~t two yefi,rs that the depression is going 

on, practically the same conditions have had to be faced. 

Q. Then you refer to the organised work that' you are doing on bejla.lf of the Associa
tion. H my impression is COl'reet you colleeted about 3 to 3t lakhs of rupeesJer doing 

. weUare. work for labour?' . 
. A. Yes. 
Q. And you are giving the interest on that to the Labour Union? 
Mr. Patel.-Yes; for labour schools. 
President.-You have got a definite fund for weUare work as an Association? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-No; it is not the Association. It is a separate fund altogether. 

Certain members have subscribed to that. 
A. Mr. Patel.·-The fund- lying in th .. nama of th" Committee is about 2 lakhs and 85 

thousands. 
Mr. MaJmudar.-The 'Whole amount of the interest is given to the Labour Union? 
A. Practically the whole. 
Preaident.-The Labour Union actually spends the money? 
A. Yes, they run 32 schools. They send us rough CIItimates. 

Q. What is the membership? How many operatives have yet got here altogether? 
A. Mr. Patel.-About 60,000. 
Q. lIow many of $em belong to the Labour Union? 
A. It is mentioned in their report. All the- figUl'Cll are being given in the Labou, 

-Gazette. . 

A. Mr. Ka8turbhai Lalbhai.-The influence the LaboUr Union wields over the other 
-section of the labour population-it is not the membership of the union-is very much 
,greater than what one would think. 

Q. Speaking generally in regard to this question, would it be your view that labour 
'here is much better orgs.nised and therefore from the employers' point of view more 
-easy to deal with than it is in Bombay? 

A. Mr. Ka8turbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. 
A. Mr. Patel.~It cuts both ways. So~etimes when there is a great strike we have 

greater difficulties and sometimes the settlement also is easy. 
Q. In any case, the better organised the labour the easier it is tcf deal with. 
A. Mr. PateJ,-Yes. 

Mr. Majmudar,- You said t~at the Ahmedabad mills were not able to ta.ke out 
1;he monthly stooks in bales. Would it not be possible for them to give this in 
pounds? . 

~. Mr. Parekk.-Yes, it will be possible. 
Q. Taking the total number of pounds in stook you oan convert it into bales ? 
A. I cannot say. '. 
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A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-It will do. 
Q. Did any mills close down or go into liquidation between 1900-1913 ? 
A. In 1910 there were several mills in liquidation. 
Q. Was that period of depression worse than this ? 
A. Not worse than this. There was-great depression in 1908, 1909 and 1910. They 

were years of depression and in 1910 there were half a dozen mills which closed down or 
Went into liquidation. ' 

SECTION II 

Nature and extent of competition between imported goods and tho,se of Indian manufacture 

President.-Do I take it from your answer to Question 14 that you consider the present. 
depression is due entirely to increasing competition from outside ? 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-Not entirely. It has to do very largely with the present. 
depression. One cannot fix the ratio or percentage. 

Q. What a;e the other causes? There may be the loss suffered by the merchants 
during the last two or three years which may have resulted in their bu~ng capacity being 
reduced. There may be the falling prices which may have resulted in the merchanta. 
losing confidence or the consumers for the matter of that. Do you consider that thE} 
increase in competition of yarn and piece-goods from Japan in particular is one of thE} 
main, if not the most important, cause of the depression? 

A. That is so. 

Q. In'tlrese circumstances has vour Association ever taken the trouble as an Association 
to keep a record of the Japanese goods which are coming into this country, a record of . 
their prices and an analysis of their quality? If you consider the competition of Japanese 
goods is so important as you now state, how is it that you have no record of the prices 
or qualities of these goods? You have been unable to furnish us with any samples of 
the goods that you are up against. 

A. We know the chief kinds which are competing against our goods, the extent to which. 
they have been competing with ns and that has been recorded, I think, in our reply'/' 
Regarding yarn it is counts up to 40s. 

Q. I am now referring to piece-goods. 
A. Regarding piece-goods we mentioned dhooties, shirtings, sheetings, ete. 
Q. You mention certain kinds, but have you kept a record of their prices or qualities ? 

.llave you analysed them? 
A. We have not got regular records but we have obtained prices of certain sorts which 

come into direct competition with Ahmedabad goods. Ahmedabad mills used t~ 
manufactUre what we call Seton, a kind of piece· goods which was being sold here. They 
were manufactured from 16s warp and 14s weft. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Sheetings. 
A. Mr. Patel.-When we were selling at Re. 1-4-0 Japan sold at Re. 1-2-0, 
Q. When was this? 
A. Last year. Now it is being sold at 14 annas when our manufacturing cost is about 

Re 1-1-0. 'Then there is a large "ection of dyers called chhipas, dyers and printers who 
used to buy our goods. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbha.i.-Up till recently they used to consume a very large 
quantity of Ahmedabad mill made cloths just as mentioned by Mr. Patel. They used 
to dye and sell it to various villages. Now that market has been totally lost to the 
Ahmeda;bad mills because. of the competition of the Japanese mills. Now they purchase 
wholesale Japanese goods. We are not able to stand in competition with the Japanese 
to the extent of even 10 per cent. Practically the whole market was at our door, is at 
our door even to-day, and still w,e cannot compete with ~hem because they: are und~. 
selling us. These dJfrs and pnnters. buy locally the mill-made clot~, dye It an~ sellit 
to the villagers. They dye into vanou~ shades of co~ours and sell It to the villagers. 
Instead of purchaSing from us they are now purchasmg Japanese goods. 

Q. Is that not possibly due to the fact that they are of better quality and more what 
they want? 

A. Mr. Patel.-No, I think they are much cheaper. 

Q. Is it only a question of .cheapness ? . . 
A. Mr. KaBturbhai Lalbha,.-Recently I was manufactunng some cloth which I was 

selling to these chippas but I have been ousted since the last three months. Up t() 
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a certain time we tried to compete-with Japan but we could no longer stand it ud w& 
had to stop it. 

Q. What was the diifel'ence_ in price between your gooru. and the Japanese goods? 
A. Rupee 1 to Rs. 1-8-0 a piece. When we were selling at Rs. 12 they were selling 

at Re. 10-80. When we were selling at Re. 13 they were selling at Re. 11-8-0-
a diffel'ence of Re. 1 to Re. I-S·O. In this sort which is placed before you' the 
difference is Re. 2. 

Q. I should like to see some of your qualities which compete against this. 
A. I think you saw these qualities in the Asoka Mills when you went there. This 

piece was being sold in 30 yards and 24 yards and the rate was Rs. 8 and the Japanese 
sold at ItA. 6. About 20,000 bales of this type manufactured by Ahmedabad mills are 
being sold. 

Q. Whel'e? 
A. All over India. 
A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai,-It is a very large quantity that they had been selling. 

[n the year 1924 I think we had practically a monopoly of this quality. Now we hav& 
practically ceased to manufacture it. 

Q. Is this 16s and 148 ? 
A. It is 16s warp and 203, weft. It is a fact that they have ousted us in these tw 

qualities. 
Q. This is shirting, What. is the other one ? 
A. Printing cloth. 

Q. Shirtings and .heetings. These are the two great lines. As regards yarn you say 
there is regular dumping in 2-42s yarn. Why do you call it dumping? 

A. Because we wel'e heing undersold. It was not being sold at the cost of manufacture. 
\Vhen we cannot manufact1ll'e we cannot understand how they can manufacture it a1> 
that price. The diifel'ence in price that has been given by us will at the very sight 
convince you that it is dumping. It could not be anything else. There could not b& 
such a big difference 8.'! 4 annas a pound in the cost of manufacture. 

Q. What do you make 2-42. yarn from in India? 
A. Either from Cambodia or Uganda. -
Q. You have to get your cotton from long distances? 
A. Not necessarily. Camhodia can spin quite good 2-42s. 
Q. But Cambodia has to come a long way? 
A. We get it by the steamer route, not by raiL· 
Q. I!'rom Tuticorin ? 
A. Yee, the freight per candy comes to Rs. 20 I think or Rs. 22_ That is my 

recollection. 
Q. The freight on cotton from Bombay to Japan is considerably less ,than that? 
A. That is why Japan has been competing with us. They have becn all along 

maintaining that. 

Q. The point we are discussing is how it is that Japan has been able to dump as yOIlo 
call it this 2-42s ? • 

A. Because the differenc" is 4 Annas per pound. 
Q_ Do you know how many spindles the Japanese spinner looks after? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many does' your spinner look after? 
A. 160: 

Q. Your spinner looks after 160, whereas the Japanese spinner looks after 240. 18' 
not that sufficient to account for a difference of four annas in addition to the double 
shift working? . 

A. The cost of manufacturing 2-42. yarn will not be more than 6 annas per-
pound. 

Q. The cost of manufacture will- be ? 
A Six annas in India. 
Q. And in Japan? 
A. At the most 5 annas 6 pies. 
Q. Then the double shift working makes very little difference? . 
.A, By working double shift they save interest charges and overhead charges_ 
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. Q. I thought you were referring to t,he total cost of manufacturing yam? 
A. As far as India is concerned. 
Q. Including interest and Eiepreciation ! 
A. No depreciation. . 

Q. Including interest any way is it 6 annas a pound! In Japan you say that it would 
bEl less than 5 annas 6 pies ! 

A. Or 5 annas. It could.not'be 2 or 3 annas. 
Q •• ln spite of double shift working! 
A. Mr. Dixit.-Itis notp08siblefor us to know the Japanese costs. It is difficult 

for us to ascertain. 

Q. That is not how the discussion started. I asked you whether the fact that a 
Japanese spinner looks after 240 spindles ae against 160 in India might not make a 
difference- of 4 annas a pound! 

A. It is bound to cost them much less than in India of course. 
Q. I asked you what sort of difference looking after 240 spindles against 160 would 

make! You can give me some idea of that I suppose! -
A. Mr. KaBturbhai Lalbhai.-It may be 5 annas. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-We cannot produce under RS. 1-8-0 when Japan can sell the same 

at Rs. 1-2-0. We say that the Japanese were selling at Rs. 1-2-0 to Rs. 1-4-0. That 
very yarn could not cost us below Rs. 1-8-0. There should not be a difference of 
4 annas only in manufacturing cost. There must be some other factor. 

Q. Is it Rs. ]·4-0 now t 
A. Rs.I-5-0. 
Q. Then the seve~ty of the Japanese competition has abated. It is not 80 strong now 

as it was then! 
A. Not so strong as it was then. In 2-429 it is not so severe as it was in 1923. 

Q. Have you any idea as to why that is so ! 
A. Perhaps thoy have got a market in China or elsewhere where they are carrying 

on the same operation. 
Q. Mr. Dixif.-Possibly because exchange is not in their favour now. 
A. Mr. KaBturbhai Lalbkai.-To-day if we make it from Cambodia it will be Rs. 1-3·0 

and from Uganda it will be Rs. 1-4-0. 

Q. You are holding your own at the moment! 
A. Yes. 
l~. Some mills use imported yarn I believe. You say .. that to gauge the correct 

strength of the competition in yam the surplus available for'sale should be taken into 
consideration with the imports of yarn and not the total yarn production in India ", but 
there are mills in India which use imported yam. You have got several of them 
here f 

A. Yes, we have. 
Q. SO the interest of the Association are not entirely unanimous in regard to impoJ"t<>d 

yarn. 
A. They are to a very large extent. Of course there are a few weaving sheds which 

will not desire the import duties il.eing raised on yarn. 
Q. We will go into that later on. I understand Mr. Patel is here in a double capacity. 

What sort of statistics are you referring to when you say it is difficult to determine 
the extent of the competition from the United Kingdom unless dets.iled statistics of 
imported piecegoods are maintained by Government! 

A. I mean general statements have a.ll along been made that as far as the Uuit.>d 
Kin"dom is concerned there is only 5 per cent. of the imports which compete with India.. 
We" do not subscribe to that statement. Unless there be proper statistics as to how 
much cloth imported from United Kingdom is made from 209 to 30s and 30s to 409 
it is difficult to say. We ought to know the counts particularly and reed and pick if 
possible. 

Q. I entirely agree with you. It is the only way to asoertain the extent of. the 
competition. It is a little difficult to see how you are going to do that. We will go 
into that when we get to Question 114A. You have not answered that question ~ 

A. Mr. Patel.-No. 
Q. Why have you not! 
A. We will be giving our reply orally. 
A. Mr. Ka8furbhai Lalbhai.-It is not an easy question to answer. 
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Q. We shall be gla.ci to have your general views. In any case, I think t·he view 
you put forward here is perfectly sound, that it is only by a detailed examination of the 
imports that come in that you can determine the extent of the com petition. You 
talk about the depreciated exchange of Italy and Ja.pan. In what way haa the 
Japanese exchange depreciated T 

A. Mr. Ktulurbhat Lalbhat.-It W&8' at 153. It went down to 107. Naturally their 
exohange depreciated. 

Q. Why have you singled out Japan? 
A. Because we feel our chief competition is with Japan. 
Q. You talk about depreoiated exchange. How can you describe the Japanese exchange 

as depreciated when it is practically at its full gold parity at the moment? 
A. Mr. Parekh.--Since the laat two or three months. It was 115 three months back. 

Since the enquiry began I understand the exchange has been above 115. 
Q. It was 129 in -April, before this enquiry was even oontemplated. 
A. But in May and June. 
Q. 130 in May and 129 in June. It is going steadily up t·nd it is practically at its 

gold parity. How can you call it a depreciated exchange 7 
A. Mr. Patel.-I t·hink that was the case till the end of 1925. 
Q. We are not dealing with 1925. Your representation was not put forward in 1925 

but in August, 1926. 
A. But in framing our replies we have taken into consideration Ii period of about two 

to three years. At present as the Tariff Board is making this enquiry we are afraid 
that Japan will probably work in a manner which will prejudice all our case and 
perhaps in future the same old policy might he adopted by Japan. There may be a 
temporary difference at present. 

Q. I do not think anybody believes seriously that Japan is rigging her exchange as the 
reanIt of the appointment of this Board. Don't you think th .. t the reason why the 
Japanese exchange has gone back to gold parity ,is that the Japanese like every other 
nation in the world are anxious to get back to a stable exchange? --

A. Yes, I think so. ' 

Q. What I really want to know is how J"p .. nese exch .. nge at 133 as it is now can be 
called a depreciated exchange. Do you consider that the English exchange is 
depreciated ! 

A. Quite so. 

Q. Would not that show tha~ Indian exchange has appreciated 1 Would you call 
an exchange based on correct parity with gold a depreciated exchange? ' 

A. It is a debatable point. The majority of liadiaIl>- economists ha;ve called the 
Is. 6d. exchange .. depreciated exchange from the Indihn point of view. 

Q. If you use words in their exact meaning how. can you single out the Japanese 
exchange as a depreciated exchange 1 Is the Japanese exchange 8.t the present moment 
any more depreciated than the EngliBh exchange? • 

A. No. 
Q. Or the American exchange 1 
A. No. 
Q. Or the exchange with any other nation in the world whiCh has a stable 

exchange? 
A. No. • 

, Q. Why have you singled out Japan as a country which is in a special position in this 
matter? 

A. Because our chief grudge has been against Japan all along. 
A. Mr. Patel.-And because of our past experience of Japan in this matter. 

Preaident.-You refer to certain warehousing facilities. You say" Besides, the 
warehousing facilities promote the import of foreign goods, especially in the case of 
textiles." What are these special warehousing facilities? 

A. They keep in the warehouse goods for six months if the importer desires to, do so 
and it depends upon the buyer who places the indent. The indentor can get his goods, 
keep them in the warehouse for six months without investing any capital and, can call 
upon the goods in small lots by paying to that extent. • 

Q. What is your authority for that? 
A. I have' been importing lotq of yarn from England for my own business. My 

experience is based so far &8 the imports from England are concerned. 

A; Mr. PareM.-It is the same thing with Japan. 

..' 
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Q. Why caru.ot the houses here do it if they can do it? You say" the warehousing 
faoilities promote the import of foreign goods. " 

A. They are not-required to buy for regular cash. 

A. Mr. Patel.-Suppose the market is favourable today. Then I take 50 paokages. 
At least I am not required to invest for three months. Whenever the market is in my 
favour I can draw on those goods by paying at that time. 

Q. There is nothing unfair about the grant of these facilities. You do not argue 
that, I presume. 

A. It works unfairly. 
A. Mr. Kaathur6kai Lalbkai.-We do not get these faoilities from our Government. 
Q. It has nothing to do with the Government. 
A. Exchange banks are allowing for the Japanese manufaoturers. 
Q. We are talking of the warehousing facilities. It has nothing to do with the banks. 
A. Unless the banks give the money, how is it possible? 
Q. They have got to PIIrY interest. 
A. But one does not get money, here even by paying interest. That is the 

difficulty. • 
A. Mr .. Patel.-If I order about 100 packages of piecegoods or yam, when these goods 

are shipppd the bill of lading and all the necessary papers are handed over bv the 
shipper, to the exchange bank which advances to the extent of 70 or 80 per cent .. Now 
when the goods arrive here I do not take delivery of a single package and yet. 
that money remains locked up. Whenever I pay that accoupt is settled. The exchange 
bank is an intermediary which finances the whole transaction on behalf of the shipper 
or the manufacturer. That is not possible with us in India. That is the greatest facio 
lity where a man can do a lot of busirless. . 

Q. I do not understand how you oan apply that to the internal trade. 
A. If we ara manufacturing for our own oountry and we want to sell our goods to our 

own people, these faoilities afforded by the exchange banks to the foreign traders stand 
as an impediment to us; 

Q. Then it is a question of your giving faoilities to the people to whom you sell. 
A. Where are the banks to offer facilities, to advance money? 
Q. There are quite prepared to adv:ance money' on goods. 
A. Mr. Kaathurbkai Lalbkai.-The most conservative policy is followed even by the 

Imperial Bank today. 
Q. The Imperial Bank is prepared to advance money on hypothecation of goods plus 

the signatures of the managing agents. 
A. Something like 40 or 50 per cent. 
Q. I understand up to 70 per cent. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-T~y ask the merchants for another 25 per cen~. the next day if 

the price goes down. 
Mr. Patel.-Subject to renewal every three months. \ 
Q~ You cannot blame a bank for adopting a cautious policy. 
A. Mr. Kaathurbkai Lalbkai.-It is a conservative policy. The bankll are anxious in 

other oountries to assist the industries and the various traders. It is not the case in 
India. 

Q. In reply to Question 31 you say' Greater attention on the part of suppliers of the 
requirements of middlemen and consumers in all cases faoilitates sales." But how is it 
that you think that this does not make any appreciate difference as regards the 
oompetition of imported piecegoods! • 

A. Because the Indian consumers looks first to the prioe and then to the other faotors. 
Q. Supposing a man who has gone in for cotton piecegoods finds that he can get some 

thing rather better from Japan at a not very much higher cost and that a man who bas 
gone in for British piecegoods finds he can get much the same quality from Japan at 
appreoiably lower cost, won't he tum to the medium class of goods which the Japanese 
are su pplying , 

A. He may. 
Q. Don't you think that in that oase it is the greater attentio!1 on the part of the 

Japanese exporters to the requirements of the Indian oonsu~er which has enabled them 
to compete to such an extent in the Indian market! 

A. But we are always prepared to meet the requirements of our customers .. Any 
requirements are always looked into very carefully and as far as possible we are trymg to 
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meet them. We do 80 much regarding PBeking, stamping and other things that in 
Ahmedabad traders have thier own trade marks on particular goods to which the mills 
att&ch their stamp even. 

Q. That I know. But my present point is different. Looking at the figures for the 
production of yarn, you see that the quantity of yarn produced between 30s and 40s 
is very small. Is it not so ? 

A. Yes. . 
Q. The tota.! is 20 million pounds out of nearly 700 millions. Therefore it follows that. 

the quantity of cloth -from 30s to 408 ma.nufactured in the Indian mills must be very 
sma.lI. Does it not ? 

A. Yes; it does. 
Q. Do you agree that ~he greater part of the Japanese goods which come into this 

country are between 30s and 408, shirtings and sheetings ? 
A. Our experience h&l\ been that they have been competing with us in coarser 

counts. 
Q. I can only say that our experience, so far as it goel!--&nd we are making as exhaustive 

a study of Japanese cloth as we can-, is that the shirtings at any rate are practically all 
between 30s and 40s..; and therefore the point I am now coming to is, whether it is not 
pOllSible at any rate that Japan is meeting the requirements of India for a class of 
goods which have neither been ma.nufBetured in India. or have come from the United 
Kingdom? 

A. The United Kingdom has always sent in goods from 30s to 100e. 
, Q. Not very much between 30s and 40s ? 

A. I cannot say unless there ",re statistics. But our experience is that the United 
Kingdom is always making 30s and 408 and 40s and 60s. 

Q. At any rate, even if that is sa--.:a.nd such iniorIlllLtion as we have got at present 
seems to point to the fBet that by far the greater part of the United Kingdom's goods 
are of counts of above 408---even if that is so, does it not show that the Japanese 
imports are hitting the United Kingdom imports more than the Indian production? 

A. No; certainly not. 
Q. If you are not turning out counts between 30s and 40s to any great e~nt, as you 

are not, and if the greater part of the Japanese goods that come in are between 30s and 
40s, does it not follow that they must be hitting the United Kingdom goods? 

A. But if we are not turning out between 30s and 40s. it is because that does not pay. 
If it were to pay us we would certainly turn out 30s and 40s and we have been maintaining 
all along that we are capable of turning 80s and 100s. 

Q. From imported cotton ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But there has been no progress. Japanese competition is a recent thing. Tbere 

was no progress previous to that in the manufacture of finer counts. 
A. How can that be, when Government ill along tried to attack us in one direction 

or another. The whole history will convince you of that. TaJrlng it from the year 187(} 
to the blessed year 1925, our voioes were hoarse before we could get the cotton excise 
duty off. 

Q. I do not see what that point has to do with the question of finer counts. 
A. Because the United Kingdom had established markets in India and in order to 

compete or to place our goods on the market was difficult. Given protecijon and getting 
ourselves established in the markets for a few years, we shall be able to stand on our 
own legs. Unless there is some sacrifice in the beginning for a few years it is difficult. 
Our funds are not such so as to permit us to suffer losses to the extent of a few crores in 
the beginning. 

Q. The industry has done very well in the past. 
A. Only in the coarser counts. ' 

Q. But have you got the cotton? 
A. Where does England get ootton from? She gets from America. We have got the 

market here; we have got every other facility. 

Q. Have you got the labour? 
A. Of course we have. We shill train them. During the war period we have been 

making some profits. We have given Rs. 3,00,000 for educating the labourers. Similarly 
·there have been variobs Betivities for the betterment of labourers. All that can be done 
if the mills are prospering. If they are not, labour cannot be organized. 
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Q. If it is correct that the yarn coming from Japan from 30s to 40s has practically 
ousted Indian-made yarn from the home market as you say in reply to Question 33, how 
is it that your production o..f yam from 30s to 40s and above has been steadily going up 
in the last few years? ' 

A. Mr. PateZ.-That is a fallacious figure. Out of our production we have used for 
the manufacture of oloth here. These figures do not contain anything about the produc
tion used in manufacturing here. It is simply the production of yarn. 

Q. I do not quite follow. 
A. This yarn which is produoed is consumed by the mills which produce yam in making 

their own oloth. 

Q. Yo~ mean that the handloom'weavers are buying imported yarn ? 
A .. Mr. Pare;kh.-We use it for weaving. 
Q. You mean you are using your yarn for piecego~ds and the handloom weavers are 

using imported yarn ? 
A. Yes. 

A. Afr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-May I with your permission point out with rega~d to 
the cross-examination of Mr. Subba Roo regarding the number of mills in Ahmedabad 
that paid super tax being 37, that otber factories than the textile mills are inoluded in 
that list. The figure is not only for mills under the Association but even for others. 
Again some mills are not in a position to have the full depreciation taken out as far as 
the super tax and income tax authorities are concerned. Because if the mill is an old 
one, if the oapital acoount stands at 40 lakhs, I think it is entitled to a depreciation of 
Rs. 2,50,000. But because of the long number of years it has been in existence, it will 
be allowed for sllper tax purposes depreciation of Rs. 1,25,000 while it will be assessed to 
I!upt'r tax on the l"eIIt of the profits. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-On the other hand, this statement only gives the number of firms 
paying the super tax. It does not also give the number of firms which have paid
the orQinary income tax. That is a factor which would increase tbe number of firms 
that are not faring badly. 

A. Mr. Kallturbhai Lalbhai . .,-We can enquire and let you know. 
A. Mr. Pt\rekh.-Income tax and super tax~o together.' In the case of super tax 

it is for overRs. 50,000. The first 50,000 is allowed free of any super tax. 
Q. Some mills may not mue enough profits for super tax. 
A. You say the proportion is very large. I say the proportion i9 not large enough. 

There may be some mills which made some profits. 

President.--Can you tell us how many mills were included in the 37 ? 
A. We have taken this from the Super-tax Department 
A. Mr. Kallturhbai Lalbhai.-We would not be able to know the exact number of mills 

that paid super tax. But we applied to the income tax authorities and they supplied 
'hese who!esale figures . 

.'Ifr. 8ubha Rao,-How many of the mills made a profit and did' not lose? The actual 
amount of profits does not matter. 

R'lja Hari Kiahan KauZ.-When you talk of dumping I pres'ume YOil mean that the 
.Japanese are placing goods on the market below your cost price. You are not referring 
to placing goods on the market below their own cost prioe. 

A. We are not quite sure whether they were placing goods below their costs. The 
general impression is they were when they were selling at Rs. 1-4-0 and Rs. 1-2-0; they 
were plaoing the goods below their' own cost to a very great extent. They may not be 
placing it below their cost. 

Q. You have no reason to believe that they ')Vere placing them on the market below 
their cost. -

A . • ifr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.·-We cannot say'definitely one way or the other. 
, A. Parekh.-In 1922 or 1923 Japan could not intrnrlnoe their 2/42. in India.: and ,Itt. 
that time to get the market they were selling rather below cost. 

Q. Have you any evidence for that? 
A. Of course we have no definite figures-it oosts us so muoh and it' must oost 

them about an anna cheaper. Thoy oannot undersell by foqr annas. 

Q. You have no information as to their cost? 
,A. It may be that the cost of manufacture is less or they are selling below '.lost. 
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Q. It may be that their cost of production is much less, but" hen they find that they 
can hold the market even at Re. 1-4-0, they are selling it at Re. 1-4-0 and making a much 
larger profit. We cannot form an opinion unless we have some evidence for it. As regards 
the comparison of Japanese goods with Indian goods, do you find they are importing 
goods which are slightly better than the goods you manufacture or are the good. very 
much Buperior to the goods you manufacture ? 

A. Mr. Parekh.--Slightly superior. 
A. Mr. Dirit.-A little more attractive. 
Q. Supposing you introducc some particular variety from 163 and 20., they will 

produce the same thing say from 18, and 22i ? 
A. Mr. KtJlJturMai Lalbkai.-They would be superior only in finish. 

Q. From the same count, ? 
A. Yes. 
Q; That would be only superiority of manufacture or would it be anything else? 
A. Superiority of the cotton 1l<1ed. They may perhaps mix American cotton with 

Indian cotton. For the same count they may be using American and Indian cotton. 
Q. And producing a better finish. 
A. Yes, a better quality. 
Q. You said they were only oompeting in coarse counts. Have they slightly raised 

their, counts in the competition? For instance, they started competing with 14s and 16s 
or 16s and 18s and now instead of sending out goods manufactured from 14~ and 16s 
are they using yarn 2 or 4 counts higher f 

A. That has not been our experience. Our experience is that if a particular count is 
manufactured here they will manufacture that particular count and give it a better finish. 
just a little superior and still at a cheaper price. Therefore it will naturally affect the 
consumer or the tradesmen. or the middlemen. . • 

Q. There are oertain varieties of cloth which they are sending out to India which are 
distinctly finer than any cloth that you produce? . 

A. We are not aware of that. We concern ourselves with the variet,y that We 
manufacture,look into it and see how much competition there is and try to meet it if 
possible. . 

Mr. Subba Bao.-We shall leave on ona side the eauses which brought about the 
h. 6d. ex~hange. I am not aiRo not concerned with the effects of a rising or falling 
exchange. But you make a statement that a 18. 6d. rupee would give an advantaae 
to importers of 121 per cent. I want to know exactly how you get that result and why 
you think it will be more or less a permanent handicap? As regards your industry 
when the rupee is stabiliRed at ISd. why will it handicap the industry ? 

A. Because the chief countries from which we import are England and Japan. Both 
of these countries are importing American cotton to a very large extent and manufacturing 
their goods from this cotton. Those countries have stabilised their exchanges at the 
pre-war rates or at the parity value. " , 

Q. Gold parity? . 
A. Yes. Our parity before the war WII.8 Is. 4!i. Naturally if they are'now makin" 

their goods from the same cotton they are getting an advantage of 121 per cent. becaus'; 
the importer instead of being called upon to pay Rs. 15 for the article that he wanted will 
now be paying Re. 13-4-0 

Q. The importer here will pay fewer rupee~ ? 
4. Yes. 
Q. If he paid fewer rupees what is the advantage· to the foreigner? 
A. Becaus'3 the goods being cheaper he will be able to import them in larger quanti

ties. 

Q. Where does the cheapness c'ome in? If the Indian price of foreign goods fell 
in response to the rate of Is. 6d., if price in India of piecegoods fell in rupee terms how 
does the foreign exporter of good9 gain here? He will get 1 ess rupees converted into 
sterling and he will get the same pri~e. By a fall in the rupee price where is the gain for 

. the foreigner who sends goods to India ? • 
A. As far as labour charges and cotton charges are concerned they remain just tbe. 

same. ' 

A. Mr. Pa!el.·-The foreign shipper gets his sterling value of so many pounds but 
the importer who gets those goods in India has to pay a smaller number of rupees than he 
would have had to pay at the rate of 18. 4d. Suppose I 'get my goods for £1,000. from 
England. The English shipper gets £1,000 whether the exchange is at Is. 6a. or at lR.4d. 
But I get here my goods 121 per cent. cheaper. I have to pay '1,300 rupees ouly as 
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against 1,500. So I gain in importing goods about 12 per cent. So I can compete with 
the indigenous production to the extent of 121 per cent. 

Q. You will be selling iQ India at the same rupee price. 
A. No, I will reduce the price to compete with the local goods. 
Q. If the price is reduced where is the advantage in importing? 
A. He will make some profit even if his goods are sold 10 per cent. cheaper 
Q. Now you say he will get a premium or extra profit owing to exchang~ But a.s the 

importing houses go on competing they will present a share of the advantage to the 
consumer, lower the price to such a point that at the new rupee price they will just be 
able to pay the old sterling pri('e. , 

A. I look, at it from a different standpoint. Suppose a particular saree is imported 
from a foreign country and you take a similar saree manufactured by the Indian mills 
for which the consumer pays Re. 6. Then the foreign importer will not lose at 
Re. 5.8-0 but I will lose if I sell for Re. 5-8-0. So it is easy for you to outwit me 
in the market on account of exchange. 

Q. What I want to get at is whether the exchange ratio will not ultimateiv mean lower 
prices. When these importers are getting a sort of bonus of 121 per cent. "will. they not. 
compete against each other till the prices come down to a point where at 18. 6d. they will 
be abl~ to pay the sterling price. In fa.ct a change in price will soon react on exchange, 
and mce t·er8ll. Therefore t,here can only be a sort of bounty or a premium for a time. 
It cannot be a permanent bounty to the importer from abroad. There must. be a 
corresponding fa.ll in price. 

A. It depends upon the nature of the competiti~n. 
Q. But wherever you have got, this change in rate there is a corresponding adjustment, 

lowering the price or raising it. For example, you spoke of the Japanese exchange going 
down. You will find a corresponding rise in Japanese prices and wages in those years. 
And now that the exchange is in their favour or is moving in their favour the prices are 
coming down. What I wanted your views on was whether tM J8.te of Is. 6d. if 
Btabilised permanently will mean a permanent handicap? 

A. It will. 
Q. I want to know why? 
A. The costs of the Japanese or English manufacturer, their costs of production will 

remain just the same. They are importing American cotton for which they are paying 
at the pre-war parity. The labour charges &.Ild other charges have been stabilised at the 
pre-war exchange standard. Our exchs.nge has been appreciated. Therefore we sha.ll 
be handicapped to the extent of 121 per cent. 

Q. Their rupee price will come down and yours will not come down. The price of 
English goods will come down in rupee terms whereas your prioe cannot come down 
correspondingly , 

A. Certainly. 
Q. Will not this lead to a reduction of prices all round' 
A. It may. 
Q. You will be able to reduce your expenditure on mill machinery, stores and so 

on. The only point of difficulty then will be requction in wages. Till that takes 
place you are handicapped. But when wages ohanges are complete ? 

A. There is not only a reduction in wages but also there is the cost of t.he raw 
materia.!. 

Q. You mean that your cotton price will not move in sympathy with world cotton 
pricE!' . . 

A. It will move but only to a limited extent. , 
Q. To the extent that the prices of your raw materia.! and their prices move in sympathy 

where. is the handicap? When prices are coming down all round, allowing for the lag, 
where is the permanent handicap? 

A. It will come in in labour charges and interest charges. Our cost of production 
will remain about 12i per oent. higher than the cost of production of the foreigner. 

Q. That has to be" proved. But what I am saying is that this alteration in exchange 
will work in course of time a corresponding a.!teration in interna.! prices.. If exchange is 
at Is. 6d. permanently without a corresponding change either in intema.! prices or in the 
foreign prices dealers ought to make 12k per cent. additiona.! gain on every transaction, 
and they ought to flood the country with imports. But that has not happened! 

A. My conception is that the imports will be 121 per cent. cheaper in India and there
fore they will be. in a better position to compete with UB. 
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1,/. If they oan at the presumed disparity make 121 per cent. that ought to have led 
in these two yeara to a. very large stimulus of imports. 

A. The middleman is llliking 121 per cent. when it oosta him less. So if We were selling 
at Rs. 1·4-0 he will sell thEl'8&me quality of cloth for R •• 1·3·0. 

Q. Assuming that your cost has not fa.llen ? 
A. Vee. 
Q. But when that has happened 7 When exchange is stabilised at Is. 6d. it is bound to 

lead to a fall. 
A. Mr. Parekk.-That will take some tilne. 

Q. I am merely speaking of a permanent handicap. 
A. Mr. Paul.-The difference between the exchange remammg at Is. 6d. and at 

Is. 4d. is that by the exchange remaining at lB. Od. we have to include 121 per cent. 
more as our 'cost. Now if the exchange is stabilised at 18. 6d. we have always to pay that 
121 per cent. more for our manufacture according to economic theory. If the exchange 
is at lao 6d. then our cost of manufacture is always 121 per cent. higher than that of the 
foreign countries on acoount of the difference in exchange. 

Q. I want you to show it is so.· . . 
Prellident.-You say" aocordfug to economic theory.... But that is what it is not. 

You mayor may not agree with the economic theory but the economic theory is that 
mattera will adjust themselves. 

A. Mr. Paul.-But the Bombay Millowners' Association say ••.••• 

Q. We do not accept the Bombay Mi1lowners' Association's statement as to the 
economic theory. They may consider as you do that the economic. theory is not correct. 
But there is no doubt what the economic theory is, which is that these matters adjust 
themselves. . 

A. Mr. Paul.-The higher the exchange the higher the level of prices is my 
experience. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-High exchange connotes a low level of prices; low exchange connotes 
a high level of prices. • 

A. Mr. Parekk.-GraduaIJy they may be settled and then we may be all right but it 
will take some time. 

Q. I am not going to dispute the possibility of a disparity in cost on account of a rising 
exchange but once you get the rise stabilised it is not likely that this disparity will continue 
for a long time. 

A. Mr. Di:r:it.-Is stability in exchange possible! 

Q. That is a different point. I am not thinking now of hundreds of years but only of 
flve or ten years. You can only think of decades in these matters, possibly even less. 
You have had this Is. 6d. for two yeara or more. Wages have not come down in 
proportion. 'fhat is the last thing always to be adjusted. But I am only disputing your 
statement that there is bound to be a permanent disparity. Turning to a different 
point, then you say that banking facilities are not adequate. I want to know exactly in 
what respects local miIJs are not given loan facilities. Why not for example borrow as 
-other people can 0110 the ,security of your goods, on the hypothecation of your goods? 
Do banks refuse you loans on these terms? 

A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-On hypothecation we may get loans from banks. But 
the general opinion is that we are not getting those facilities that they get in other 
(lountries. Hypothecation is on6' thing and getting cash credit loans is another. 
Hypothecation is not always possible, because the concern may not be able to finance 
-only by hypothecation. , ' 

Preside1li.-You mention that Bombay get8 better banking facilities than Ahmedabad 
In what direction? , 

A. In Bombay there aro several banks and naturally if one bank. refuses one 'may 
.approach another bank. One may be oalled upon to pay a higher interest, but he will get 
a loan. But here the banking facilities are of a limited character. There are only three 
b.mks and of course they are following a very very conservatipe policy, this being an 
inland town. I know of first class institutions in Ahmedabad for which 10 or 151akhs 
of rupees were needed. There was first class security and everything but still the bank 
.hesitated and did not give. ' 

Mr. Subba Rao.-What do you suggest as directions of change? What do you think 
the Board should recommend? It may be that banks desire to maintain a high standard 
1n the matter of loans. 
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A. It is not for maintaining a high standard but they have no real desire to aid the 
indl18try. That desire you find in the banks in Japan and England. They desire t{) help 
the industry. But of course as far as Bombay is concerned that help has been afforded 
by the Imperial Bank without hesitation. In the ClUle of Tatas the Imperial Bank Ie.aned 
out, I understand, to the extent of a crore of rupees. 

Q. This morning someone mentioned the Imperial Bank a~ unwilling to lend money. 
A. To lend in Ahmedabad. The same facilities do not exist here as in Bombl!.y. We 

have no knowledge of other towns. 
Q.That is a local trouble so to speak ? 
A. Yes. , . 

Mr. Majmwlar.-In your reply to Question 19 you refer to the United Kingdom 
having failed t{) compete successfully with Indian yam up to 209. The mills in the 
1:nited Kingdom are specially laid out for fine and medium counts and they have not. 
made a serious effort to compete with Indian mills in coarse counts. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-They would certainly have made one if they had found it 
to be a paying proposition as Japan finds it. 

Q. If they are fully engaged on fi!).e and medium counts for which they were laid out. 
they will not put new machinery for the sake of coarse counts and try to compete. 

A. They have been putting in machinery. It is not that they have not made any 
changes in their machinery. It is quite possible that ha\f it been found to be a pay
ing proposition they would certainly have made efforts. . 

Q. If you see the figu~ of imports from the United Kingdom of 16s to 208 in 
1921.22 they have been pretty heavy. One million five hundred and eleven thousand Its. 

A. That is only on account of the high exchange again. You bring in the exchange 
once more. You are bringing in 1921-22 when the exchange was 28. and so enabling 
the importer to bring large quantities. . 

Pre8ident.-1921-22 was not a year of high exchange.' 
A. Orders were placed in 1920 and imports came in in 1921-22. Exchange ruleda~ 

'28. in 1920. Orders were placed in 1920 and the imports came in in 1921-22. 
Mr. Majmtular.-Further on you see that in 1922.23 Japan exported to India. 

12,363,000 Ibs. of 16s to 20J and 1,750,000 Ibs. of 21s to 303 •. To what do you a.ttribute 
the export of that. big quantity! Can it be due to the fact that Japan had stocks of 
cotton, or of yam made out of cotton, purchased in 1921 when cotton was low, the 
average price being Rs. 342, and that in 1922 Japan could sell heavily as cotton went up 
to Rs. 479! 

A. We cannot say on what basis they made the sales. The fact remains that it was so. 

Q. Perhaps due to the low price of the stocks of cotton! 
A. We could not say that. 
Q. There is a possibility! 
A. Quite so. 

SECTION. III 
Internal Oompetition 

Pre8ident.-You say" the prosperity of· Bombay and Ahmedabad mills had not been 
affected by the extension of mills or the establishment of new mills in up.country 
centres." How many new mills have been established in Ahmedabad during the last 
five years! 

A. Mr. Kast·urbhai Lalbhai.-About six. 
Q. There are about 80 mill; shown in the Bombay Millowners' Ass,ociation's list as 

established in the last five years outside Bombay and if there have been five or six in 
Ahmedabad, it means there are 75 in the rest of India. Don't you think that this had 
any effect on the prosperity of Bombay and Ahmedabad f 

A. No. If you look to the spindles and looms of those 75 mills, they are very 
meagre. 

Q. That is true. S~ll the establishment of these new mills ~ust ha;e affected Bombay, 
if not Ahmedabad. Is Bombay losing its predominence in t.he Indian textile industry t 
The proportion of spindles and looms in Bombay to those for all·India used to be over 
50 per oent. but now it has gone down below 50 per cent. Here in Ahmedabad ~t would 
seem more or less stationary. Will Mr. Patel kindly give us a statement showmg h?w 

. many spindles and looms you have got, similar to that in T~le I of the Bombay Mill
owners' Association's statement. 

A. Mr. Patel-.-Yes; we B!'6 preparing a statement. 
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Q. In 1905, Bombay had 49 per cent. of the spindles in India and 5S per cent. 
of the 100II1II. Now i' baa got only 40 per cent. of the spindles' and 46 per cent. 
uf the looJnJl. Their position must have been affected by the competition of tho up· 
couutry mills. 

A. Mr. Parekh.--Certain mills have beeu started in the Native States recently. 

Q. Do you think that that has affected Bombay to some extent' 
A. Of COIll'S8, all the mills are affected. 

Q. It bas affected Bombay and Ahmedabad to Bome extent? 
A. y.,... 
Q. What prot.ection do these mills enjoy f You refer to the protection of the mill e 

in the Native State..' _ 
A. Mr. PaIel.-1!'irBtly they are given conceosionin mgard to land. They are given fre" 

J .. nd. 
A. Mr. Ka.turbhai Lalbhai.-In the case of Indore, I understand' that there is a 

protective duty against importe of piece·goods to the extent of 5 per cent. I understand 
that it is 5 per cent.; I a.w not quite sure ahout it. Over and above that there is no
incume·tax or super-tax. 

Q. No income-tax? , 
A. If there i. one, it is very .light and it does not affect tho profits. Tn the case of 

Gwalior aimost all the mill agent. bave received a circular from the Gwalior State 
stating that the State i. prepared to grant lando free of cost and advance loans at 5 per 
cent. interest. The water charges too are very reasonable and there are Dlany other 
f~ilitieR given. In the case of Baroda, the State Director of Commercial Intelligence
i. very active in granting variou. bcilities for the cotton industry and recently, that i .. 
in the year 1920-19:U, there have been nearly 7 mills established in Baroda territ-ory 
which i8 only 9 miles from here. They advance loans on block acoonnt at reasonable 
rate of interesG, they l.rovide lando cheap and the income-tax, sUFer-tax and water 
charge~ are ches p. 

A. ,Hr. Parekh.-In the Baroda State all the British goods that come in have to pay 
Ii percent. duty. 

Mr. Majmwlar.-Is it oetroi duty f 
A. It is free for the Native States. 
A. Mr. Ra7U'hodlal.41I"i!laI.-Itis the same oase in the Nil\&II\'sterritory. We have to 

pay duty for the cloth exported there. 

Preoident.-How much i. it , 
A. It is about 5 1l8r cent. 

A. Mr. Kaaturblll.i Lalbhai.-But one thing is certain, that'the Native States are too' 
anxioa.. to attract these indQ8tries while nothing is done by the British Government. 
uufortunately. 

Q. Yoo refer to the preferential railway rates. What do yoo mean exactly 
by that' 

A. Mr. Pa,ekh.-I have had a letter from the B. B. & C. I. Railway about the freight. 
Frotr Bombay to Ahmedabad it is 312 mileo and from Okha to Ahmec!abad it is nearly 
the .ame. They are clurging 50 per cent. from .Bom bay to Ahmedabad. The freight. 
for certain articles. for mill storeo for example, the Okha port is 310 miles and Ahmtldabf d 
is 308 miles. Rot the railway has given the concession for then'. Here is a sta.tement on 
the subject Annexure I. 

Q. Are these not always preferential rates from ports? 
A. Bombay is also a port. -

Q. Bombay has a preferential railway freight. 
A. Mr. Ka8turbTlai Lalbhai.-Froll& Ahmed.a.bad to Bombay we have to ~y Re. I-I·!) 

and from Okha to Ahmedabad we have to pay 11 aDJlas. Again in the case of 
Bawda which is 20 milcs from Ahmedabad, and is not a port, the freight is 12 annas to 
Bombay while from Ahmedabad to Bombay it is Re. I-J-O, though they have to travel 
a greater diBtance to Bom bay than from Ahmedabad to Bom bay • 

. Q. How doeo the preferential rate froU" Okha affect yoo nn(avoursbly' 
A. Jfr. Parekh.-If yoo have a cheaper rate, to that extent to Ahmedabad, it is on 

advantage. Industry will gain something. 
y420-28 
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, Q. Won't you lose by the 10wElr rate on Bombay piece-goods that come up here! 
A. We are sending oertain piece.goods to Bombay too. We will get better price!!' 

thereby. We are not competing with Bombay. Bombay sorts are going to Abmedabad 
and Ahmedabad sorts to Bumbay. 

A. Mr. 'KaslurbhaiLalbhai.-Ifthe railway freight from Okha to Ahmedabad is II annas 
why should it not be the same from Abmedabad to Bombay 7 In the case of Okha tbere 
are several railways. There is tbeJamnagar railway. Thereisthe B. B. & C. I. Railway 
and other ra.ilways. It is very much mere costly for the railways to transport from 
Okha to Ahmedabad and still the freight they charge from Okha to Ahmedabad is 50 
per oent. lower. 

Q. Yell mean that the goods have to travel over three railways 7 . 
A. Yes. And in tbis case the rates are 50 per cent. lower. We cannot understand 

why Bawda is being given a rate of annas ]2 and why Ahmedabad is being penalised 
'unless our industries are not being looked after properly. They do not care for the 
industries established in Ahmedabad. ' 

Q. Have you got any other instencc 7 
A. Mr. Patel.-Further instances are given in our reply to Question 91i. 

Q. The other inst~nces are not with regard to differentia] treatment. That is merely 
a oomparison with tberates of other railways. We have as a matter of fact sent copies 
(If your answer to that question to the B. B. & C. 1. Railway for t.heir remarks and we 
have to see what they have to say about that. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-·The General Traffio Manager says that the necessity for reduction 
bRS not yet arisen. ' 

Ra.ia Hari Kiahan Kaul.-You say that the IndiRn States advance money to 
merohants. 

A. Yes. 

Q. For their block capital! 
A. Not tbe full amount; one-third amount in some cases al1d 50 per cent. in "ther 

CRses. In Baroda it is one-third for starting a new mill. 

Q. Indore! 
A. I ,do not know. Gwalior did circularise us. 

Q. Interest! 
A. Five percent. You cannot get for the block account at5 pel' cent. You will haye 

to pay at least 7 or 71 per cent, 

Mr. SuPba RcSO.-In respect ofthis help in the Native States the amount of competition 
is small even now. 

A. The Native States have opened their eyes reoently. They will corollete within 
a short time if British lLuthorities do not wake up. 

Q. Wbat do you mean by recently! 
A. ,During the last four or five y~ars. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-They are progressulg every day and if such help is not given by the 

British Government, the Native States may go on inoreasing their trade .. nd we may be 
losing. 

Q. Bitt is there not very big disparity between Y'OU and the States' In point of 
llroduction they are nowhere. 

A .. They are increasing everyday. What did they ha.ve in 1905 r They had 
no mills. 

Q. Bl1t look at the aotual figures. 
A. Mr. Ka81urbhai Lalhhai.-Their efforts haveht.gun from 1921. After aU whom 

did they attract! They attracted the British subjec.ts and their capital, because arkr 
all their subjer.ts are not eo adventurous as we Rro in British India. All the mille 
established in' Kalol arc by BritISh. subjects. 

Q. What I suggest is that competition with you seems to be much keencr from the 
rest of British India. a.nd not from the Native Statl'ls; because the quantity of yarn, 
produoed there is small. The amount of produotion is, nowhere. 

- A. It all depends on the progress that they mako during the corning yearR. You 
cannot generalise or definitely aay that their progress will be just ~n the lines of the past 
yeaN. .it may he at a much greater speed. 
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Q. But apart fro~ Government aid are conditions there so specially favourable that 
in the next few years they are lik"ly to "produce ~oreyam and give you tr~llhle! My 
suggestion is that it is not fro~ the Native States but from the rest of India that there 
is com petitio". . . . 

A. If there is any competition it m"y he from the Native States, becaup.e the facilities 
offered there are 80 much greater. 

Q. Bllt are-conditiollll for p~oduction specially helpful in point of raw material or 
labour or m .. naging capacity and so on ? 

A. Yes. from every point of view they art' much better there than they arc in British 
India. 

Q. You are prepared to generalise about the Native States as a whole? 
A. Certainly. Iknowitasamatteroffact. Forone thing their mbouris cheaper, 

becfluse they have not got any industry where the labour ean migrate and therefore 
they can get che .. per labour. At· the most they will have to peyouly 60 or 65 per cent, 
of the wages of Bombay. . 

Q. Would not that be tru~ of any part of British India which has not got mrge 
'ndu.tries? It is not specially true of Native States-? 

A. It IIl"y be true of British India. The other advautage is the one they are enjoying 
in the matter of income·tax, when it comes to the profits.side. 

Pre.went.-If they are British .ubjects, have they not have to pay it aL.Y w~y i 
A. If they have g:>t their capital tllere, they hav.) not to pay. 
Q. They cannot keep it there indefinitely? 
A. If they ket>p it there for more than three years it will suffice for them. 
Mr. 8 .. h"" Rao.,-Sllppose t!Jey earn dividends; they cannot keep it there for a 

long time. I come from a Native State where' we have all the advantages you have got in 
the wIJ.Y o{taxes.' W .. have got an income.taxandasuper.tax just as in British India. 
Uowever, do you think th .. t the mills in the States will compete with you more than 
mills in up.country British India? . 

A. Yea. 
c..l. And do you my stress more on na.tur!,l conrlitions than on State aid? , 
A. Both. They u.re also concentratillg on the. production of cotton. The Central 

Cotton Committee has brought so many States under it ; Baroda, Rajputana. otc.· Some' 
(If them are producmg the best cotton. 

Q. SO you suggest that in the coming years, the initia1start of Bombay and Ahmedabad 
will be more than made up by Native States? 

A. I do not ssy that. 
Q. Whatever you have had in the way of start will be counterbamnced by their 

advantages in the coming years' 
A. Perhaps, if a Bufficient nUll\ber of capitalists are forthcoming. 
Mr. Majm·udar.-Are th~. ~ills working longer hours in all the Native States' 
A. They were working uptill recently. Till 1923-1924 they wer.. working 

13 hours. 
Presiden,.-Is there not a bill unoier consideration in Baroda which reduces the number 

of .hours to 10 , 

A. That may be so. It ha.s been the case with Indore but they have been working 
13 hours till now. Now they are going to reduce it to ten hours. But there is a very 
grea.t necessity that as far as factory legislation is concel·ned it should be uniform in 
all the States if the British subje~tg are to be protected from unfair competition. 

Mr. 8'Ubba Rao.-We have in Mysore just the same legislation as in British India. 
A. I am not Bpea.killg of M;ysore. 

SECTION IV 

Mill M aMgement 

Preawent.- We now come to the question ot Managing Agents. We may say 
that the lIlajority of the compmintB we have had ha.ve been in regard to Ahmedabad. 
I imagine you know as well as I do the grounds on. which you have been attacked. 
There are two main grounds. One is that you are too fond of your relations and 
the other that the managing agency is practically hereditary. . 

A. I thi"k hereditary agency will be found in any part olthe world. Take for instance, -
t'e Leverhulme concerns in Engla.nd. They control some 264 concernp. Whecl tbe 

JlO y 42o-28c1 
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late Lord Lev .. ~hulme died th~ ju.nior Mr. Lever came in I!hargo of all these 264 concerns. 
It was not A, B, C who were InVited to take charge. When Henry Ford dies his Ron 
will be 1loming and taking oharge and it will not be an outsider who will come and take 
oharge of the concern. In any part of the world the controlling interest will naturally 
take a leading part in the running of the concern. 

Q. As regards the preference to relatives, have you any remarks to make' 
A. I think it is hardly true. Of course as I said thismorning there is a much greater 

indentification of i?-te~st ~n Ahmedabad than you ...-ill find in Bombay or anywhere 
elslI. Out of the 60 mlils In Ahmedabad there are not more than half a dozen mills in 
which the relations draw any salary. Now in my own mills I have got my two brothers 
and tW? n'lphews working with .me. But. they work in an hon~rary capacity. It 
means if they get any remuneratIOn that will come from m.y m.anagmg agency oom.mis. 
sion and that no charge is m.!J.de for their work. The' concern is being looked after 
much m.ore oarefully than you would expect it to be by -salaried persons. As I say 
there are not more than half a dor.en concerns at the m.oment who m.ay be paying any 
8alaries to their relations. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-I think one will like to hand OVE:r a responsible work to a.. 
relative whom. he knows very well. If T have any relation in the lI1ill he will work better 
than anybody else and I will hav~ more confidence in him rather than in any stranger. 
He will look to my interest better than the outsider does. Of course it i. not the case 
with all the mills here. There may be certain mills and as Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai said 
they are paid from. the agency commission. 

'Q. In any case it does not seem to me to be a matter which Government can alter. 
As regards this question of remuneration of the managing agents you have an entirely 
different system from that in Bombay! 

A. Yes. 
Q. It would seem at first sight that the Bombay system of commission of profits is 

a fairer system from the point of view of the shareholders. What is the answer to the 
oriticism which can be brought against your system which is that it does not make any 
differenoe to the Managing Agent whether the mill is selling at a loss provided the·Managing 
Agents get their oommission of 3. per cent. on sales. 

A. Mr. KlJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-It makes all the ,difference to the Managing Agent if he 
does not make a decent profit, because his future will be marred absolutely if he does not 
make decent profits and therefore, he is more anxious to keep up his reputation and see 
that he realises the best prices and the concern makes decent profits. If he mars his 
chanoe ~ one ooncern: all his future prospects will be blocked. 

Q. He may not think of establishing another concern in which case it does not matter? 
A. There is hardly an agent in Ahmedabad who has not got more than one concern. 

In most cases you will find that some agents have two or three or four mills. So naturally 
they expect that by showing better results to the shareholders they may earn the con
fidence of the shareholders and be able to start more cotton mills. 

Q. Does not your system of remuneration on sales mean that at the time of depression 
you are getting far larger commission than the Bombay mills ? 

A .. No; because in Ahmedabad the desire for maintaining one's reputation is so keen 
that no sooner there is a depression or the mill has not made profits then they leave off 
half or even the full commission. When one of my mills was started in the year 1908 
till the war broke out'in 1914 each and every year we let go a very large portion of the 
oommission that we earned. I am prepared to submit a statement as to what commis· 
sions ,we earned on the concerns and what commissions we let go simply for the sake of 
honour and the agents' repu.tation. 

Q. Is that oommon , 
A. Tha.t is oommon all over Ahmedabad. I think those share brokers who are going 

to appear before you will have to adInit that as far as the letting go of the commission is 
ooncerned, it is a general praotioe here because every body looks to the future and not 
to the present. ' 

A. Mr. Ranch/lOdlal Amratlal.-Moreover the full commission is not earned by the 
Managing Agents. He participates in that commission with the partners who were 
the original 8ubscribers to. the shares. 

Q. I do: no~ quite follow you., ., . 
A. There is a system generally adopted in Ahmedabad of taking commlBSlon partners 

in the agent's firms.' They participate in the commission ~arned by the agents .. ~he 
greater portion of the comInission is given away to them for their services in subscrlbmg 
to. t~e .oapital when it, was floated. 
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Q. It Beems a curious system. What purpose do these commission partners serve' 
A. Mr. Ranckhodlal Amratlal.-We are not in a position to raise the capital in 

J\.hmedabad without the assistao.ce of such financiers and we have to pay them' a part 
<If the commission. The Managing Agents are merely earning a small part Of the com
mission. I may cits an instance. One agent is only earning three annas in a rupee of 
-the commission earned by the mill a~d the rest is given away to the other partners. 

Q. Is not that a somewhat wasteful way of raising capital ! 
A. Mr. Ka8!urbkai Lalbkai.-The point is this that, as you have been told in 

the morning, the system of raising capital here in Ahmedabad is very different from that 
of any other centre in India. Here we start with a very small capital though the block 
account may be four times as much. There are only two or three mills in Ahmedabad 
which hav. got a larger capital than five lakhs while in block they have 15,20,25 l'nd 30 
'1akhs. Ordinarily our concerns are started with fifteen lakhe block account while the 
-capital will be five lakhs. So the 15 lakhs plus the working capital of five lakhs about, 
in all say 22 lakhs, have to be found. Now under the managing agency system half a 
,dozen or two or three persons join together and form'into the managing agency' and 
finance the whole 20 or 22 lakhs in the beginning, I mean as long as the concern needs 
,their money, and earn commission. That commission will be divided between those 
'partners. Naturally the risk they undergo is much greater in the beginning than the 
risk that is being undertaken by other industries. 

Q. Why could not they take shares in the concern instead of putting their, money 
into it in this way' 

A. Because up till the year 1914 the cotton textile industry had never been able to 
pay a return of more than six per cent. taken as a whol~ 6 or 61 per cent. Six per 'cent. 
you will admit will never attract capital from the public at large. It has been admitted 
before the other Tariff Board that for industrial concerns you will require at least II or 
81 percent. Instead of making this 8 or 81 per cent, under the Ahmedabad system/the 
profits are divided between the shareholders and the agents. The agents will be 
financing the whole concern to the tune of 15 or 20 lakhs or whatever the need' he and 
-divide their commission with the financiers. ' 

Q. It really comes to this that it is more or less a private concern. Private people put 
up the greater part of the capital and the general publio are allowed to come in for the 
remainder. Private people put up the greater part of the capital, say 15 out of 20 lakhs
expecting a return of at least 8 or 9 per cent. and the general public are to be allowed 
to come in for the remaining quarter with the expectation of getting only 6 per cent. ' 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Not exactly. The whole capital is suhscribed by the agency firm 
partners. Then if any financial help is required afterwards they assist the Managing 
Agents and supply the captial. 

Q. I understood you to say that thos" Clonc .. rns were Hoat.ad with a' capital' of about 
5lakhs. Do the general public subscribe' ' 

A. No, that ie subs~ribed by thE' Managing Agency firm and that may be 'given to 
friend... In the beginning it is not subscribed by the public. But it is ~ubscribed by the 
partners of the Manag:ng Agency firm. 

Q. Do .170\1 mean that at the commencem(mt there are no shares oPen to the public' 
A. They are open bnt generally it is understood that such and slloh a 'partner has to 

take a certain numbeI' ofshares; Bay a one anna partnef"has subscrihed R9. 50,000 or a 
1akh of rupees; shares for that amount are allotted to hil~ then and thel'l.' and those are 
distribllt.ed amongst hiB friends or relations OJ' the public. Of the llllhlic nohody 
can come in the beginning. Even the new mill that is going to be start~d in Ahmedabad 
is started on the same principle. The majority oft.he shares eVln at present are held..by 
the Managing Agents. It is said that the Agents are greedy for 3! per cent. and Bell the 
goods at any price and pocket the commission. That is not the system. The majority 
,of the risk goes with the Managing Agents too. ' _ 

A. Mr. Patel.-We have stated that capital is shy. This syetem iA mcre in vogue 
~ere. We .shall be glad to have d1!.pital from outside; but capital is shy and this system 
.}f more swtahle to us. . ' 

A. Mr. Parekh. -Since 1895 this system has been going on with few exceptions of 
Managing Agency partners. One ma'! is managing the coneern and he gets only'four 

,annas for the trouhle-~th of the commission. When tho concern iR well floated 
,the puhlic buy some shares. 

Mr. Subba Ra()~He continues to get the commission ~ven if he unloa& the 
oShart's' 

A. He is taking the risk for a certain nnmber of ghares. 
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. Q. That is under-writing the stares and later on unloading them on the public and 
yet this man gets the commission permanently ? • 

A. Sheth RanchhOdZal,A:mratZal.--If he retains a certain number ·of shares. 
Q. Tt is under-writing, only rather· more expensive than under· Writing in other 

countries' _ . .. 
A. Mr. Kastarbhai Lalbhai.-Ahmedabad would not have rrogres~d to this extent 

bnt for this system. . . 
President.-You say the Managing Agents in Ahmedabad do not receive commission 

on purohases of cot.ton, millstores, etc., bnt that in some cases the Managing Agents are 
interested in firms doing such business. Is not that the pame thing, another rouild about 
way of earning commission t . 
. A. Mr. Patel.--It is a separate thing altogether. 

Q. If they are interested in the firms which have dealings with the mills in those 
respeots it seems to me another way of getting a commission. . 

A. Suppose there is an n.surance company, the mill has to pay the same premium 
to anybody else, as it pay~tDthi~firm.. He may have cerlain shares and he may be an 
indirect pal-tner in it. But that does not affect the working of th" mill. 

A. _V r. Pare1ch~--We are interested in the Mill Stores Trading Company of India. 
Bombay. We have subscrihed one-fourth of the shares. 'rhllot does not mean that we 
are charging any commission. We are shar .. holdera; so we have the int"rest in the 
firm.· That does not milan that whatever comes to mv mill . comes fLom that 
company, it nlay come from another company. It does not mean that we are charging 
direct to the mill any commission as Man .. ging Agents. 

Q. It might mean that a Managing Agent who iR in such a position as you mention 
ma.y be getting them ill store~ from a company which he is interested, irre~pective of the 
intrinsic merits of the $l;ores. . 

A. There may be a possibility of that. 
Q. I dODohayit.isthecaae butthattberei~a dllongprthat there may be. 
A. 'I'hl'n the Manaj!ing A~ents should he debarred from doing any such business. 

If we get extra capital we can invest in other concerns but according to vhat YOll 

say it will mean that we cannot irlvesteapitalin any other concern. 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-If we have an ell'ctrio C!Jncem hl're naturally we will bl' 

interested and it will be pupplying power to the mill. - . 
Q. It depends on the extent to which yon.are interllsted in the other ~. If y~u as 

a firm of Managing Agents have It very large share in another firm which sells mill stores 
then the predilection will naturally be in favour of buying the millstoTel'l from that firm. 
whi~h m.ay not work entirely to the advantage of your mill. 

A. Mr. KIIsturbhaiLalbkai.-But I dare say there are not haH a dozen such ca.ses 
wherein the Managing Agents ha.ve been interested. Mostly it is in. the insurance line. 
Here I may point out that in the case of insurance IlS well the full 25 per cent. discount 
that was in vo~u'l up to now was being allowed in almost all the ca.es. I know in 
Caloutta. the Managing Agent~ of the jute mills used to pocket that 25 per cent. 

Q. The Rame statem.ent ha.s been made with-equal confidence of miIIs in thE' textile-
industry. . 

A. As far as the Ahmedabati.mills are concerned, we are quite prepared to pla~e our 
books before you for anum bel' of years and I would go further and say you won't find 1\ 

single mill in which oomm~sion has been pocketed, We are quite prepared to get them 
alldited by any auditor you mention. . 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Is not the com.nission 42 per cent. t 
A. Mr. Rant'Malllal Amra/llll.-That is the oom.mission paid to the Agents of the 

Insuranoe company. The insurance tariff allow~ 25 pOl' cent. Now it is directly eut off 
by the ql'ml'any. :Now they have made it net. If you look to the ('cst of insurance in 
Ahmedabad especially you will find that it is immaterial. . 

Pre8ident.-We are hoping to get those oo~ts behre long. You sent our costs of 
production sheets to 12 mills. When can we expect to ha.ve them? 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We desire to know whether these statements that 
we submit will be published. 

Q. I pointed out with all the emphasis at my oommand when I wall here last time that 
they will not be published. The average of the Ahmedabad mills may pos.<ibly be-
published. . 

A. We are holding them up simply beoause we are afraid .•...•••• 
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Q. 'We have no intention whatever of giving away "the 'cost of production of any 
individual mill in India. • 

A. Mr. Patel.-It is difficult to find out ,these figures. ,In some cases they are 
able to get these figures from 1920. In some cases they are able to get from 1918. From 
1914 up till now it is very difficult to get. 

Q. We want all the figures that are, available. If figures for 1914 are not 
pai1able we must do without them. When was the commission on .ales· of 31 per cent. 
introduced t , 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Since' a very long time. Commission on production or on sales is 
all the 8ame. 

Q. Not quite. . 
A. Practically the same. For example we call it production but we actually charge 

on goods issued out of the mill. 
Q. The usual commission on production is three pies a pound. It is not quite the 

8ame thing. 
A. It comes to the 8ame thing. If we produce we sell out our produce. It is taken 

out of the mill premises. 
Q. I understood that when commission was charged on production you might be piling 

up stocks. . 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhili.-Three pies per pound was takell- when the goods 

were issued. 
Q. When did you change t 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Our mi11s have not changed. It is the same. 
Q. Most of them are on 31 'per cent. system. How many have got the three pies 

system t 
A. Some are on 21 per cent. 
Q. How many have got the three pies system f 
A. Half a dozen. 
Q. How many of the rest are ~n 21 7 
A. They have not changed it. 21 per cent. was from the beginning. 
Q. Some have 31 f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Aitd aome 3 ! 
A. No, it is 31. 
A. Mr. Patel.-Some mi11s which manufacture fin:e goods by importing yarn charge 

6 per cent. Those are weaving sheds, some of them but not all. 
Raja Hari Kishan Kaul.-How does it compare with the charge on prcduction-sl» 

much per pound' . 
A. Mr. Parekk.-,-When three pies was charged the price of yarn and cloth was about 

five to six aunas and eight- to nine annas. So practically three pies meant merely 
2 per cent. and perhaps 3 in some cases. In yarn production if you were to charge' 
3 pies it went up to 31 per cent. But now the price of yarn .and cloth having gone up' 
they have changed from pies to percentage. 

Q. Does three pies per pound give a similar percentage 7 
A. Yes, three pies.may come to about 11 or ~ per cent. 

Q. Are mills now generally going over to a percentage charge on sales 7 Is there a 
tendency to give up the three pies per pound 7 

A. Not now. Unless the shareholders agree to the change the commission cannot 
be changed. • 

Q. Has there been a change in certain mi11s ! 
A. At the same time a guarantee of dividend has been made. Wherever the

change has been made. several mi11s have agreed to give 12 to 15 per cent. on the share 
capital. 

Q. I want to know whether there is a tendency to change from one system to the other 
system! 

A. Not now. 

A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbhai.-Again, it niay be pointed out that during the 'war period 
when profits were high the commission on the basis of 31 per cent., was far short of 
the commission !larned by the Bombay mills. 
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Q. I want to understand this peculiar Managing Agenoy system here. I Understand 
from previous conversation that what you do when establishing a mill is for a Mill Agent 
and one or two of his friends to put in some capital. Then if they want some more 
oapital they go to some· friends. They approach. some. monied people and they try 
to raise the money that is needed and they form a small company calling it the Managing 
,Agency. Then they start the mill and the agreement between them is that they have to 
share the commission on a certain basis. Where do the other shareholders come in ? 
So far it is only a company of mill agents and their friends who have collected the 
capital which is required to start the mill. Where do the other shareholders come in 7 

A. Mr. Parekh.-There will be no shareholders 901> that time. 
A. Mr. Patel.-A partner has to sUDscribe or get a certain number of shares sub

scribed. HI am a partner to the extent of 1/16th and if 500 or a thousand shares 
have to be subscribed, then I subscribe them myself or get other people to do that. 

Q. So the other people who are buying shares buy an interest in the concern without 
having any shares in the commission! 

A. Yes. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-He knows very well that this man is a partner in the commission. 

Q. In other places also there are small companies which become Managing Agents._ 
but they take the Managing Agency by an agreement and this agreement is terminable 
a.fter ten or twenty years, or whatever the period may be. Here I understand the 
Managing Agency agreement is permanent, not terminable. " 

A. It can be terminated if the shareholders by a majority do it. 

Q. Who are the parties to this Managing Agency agreement! 
A. It is between the mill company and the Managing Agency firm. 
Q. Represented by the same people! 
A. Yes. When the a.greement is executed the leading shareholders are those very 

shareholders who form the Managing Agency, therefore the agreement is practic8.lly 
between-themselves. 

A .. Mr.- Patel.-But I just pointed out that there are outside shareholders also. 
I am a Managing Agency partner to the extent of 1/16th. But if I have sold 500 
shares to 500 people outside those 500 people are a party to the agreement. . 

Q. Is it executed at a meeting of the shareholders or by the Board of Directors! 
A. The Board of Directors settle the draft, but it is between the mill company and 

• the Managing Agency. 

Q. Is there a clause therein saying that it can be terminated? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-There is no clauae at present. The Managing Agency agreement 

is there. 

Q. Is it permanent! 
A. Yes. They can terminate it if they have got a majority of the shares. 

Preaident.-Isnot that provided in the agreement? How can you terminate it if 
there is no provision in the agreement! _ . 
• A. Mr. Patel.-lf the mill is not working properly it will change hands. 

Q. Unless it is definitely provided in the agreement, how can you terminate it ! 
A. The Managing Agents themselves are compelled to do it. 

Raja Han Ki&ha", Katd.-Supposing they do not want to terminate it, there is nothing 
giving the shareholders power to terminate it , 

A. Mr. Dizit.-In some cases conditions have been included providing that in 
case of the next inoumbent not properl~managing the affairs a general meeting may he 

'.aalled and the agency may be transferred to somebody else. 
Q. That provision is to operate if the successor to the Managing Agents does not do 

the wor k satisfactorily. 
A. He must be competent and may not be influenced. 

Q. Provision has been made for his "removal and for the appointment of a sucoessor. 
Who is to appoint the suooes,sor 1 . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-The sharllholders. 
Q. What is the system-ele\ltion , What is the provision? 
A. The provision is only that they can make a ohange. It has been provided in the 

deed that they can make a ohange provided the next successor is not competent enough 
-to manage. 
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Q. Would that quash the whole of the agreement with the Agency firm or would it 
'merely remove that particular person_y the son of the last mill agent--and enable 
-tha mill agents to put in somebody else! 

A. Mr. mzit.--Somebody else. They do not mention any particular person. 'It is 
not clear. 

A. Mr. Parekk . .:.c.,nerally the Managing Agents have the largest interest- in the 
'concern. Therefore as long as the concern is Working all right there is no shareholder 
,coming forward for a change of the agent or anything else. H the concern is not working 
properly the man himself will eome forward and resign, and then make his co·partners 
'give in their resignations too as he cannot manage, ani then they aU agree. and 
resign. 

Q. I a.m asking this question because this point has been raised and we lIlay not 
have another chance of asking about it. 

A. Mr. Parekk.-H the concern is not making money but losing, then the Managing 
Agent himself will come forward and say that he cannot work and that he is willing 
to resign. 

Q. Supposing he goes on making money .•••• 
A. H there is any 1088, here in Ahmedabad none of the Agents take any commission. 

'They waive all commission to the full extent. 

Q. There may be very low profits! 
A. Mr. RanckkodlaZ Amratlal.-Even then the Managing Agent foregoes a part of 

the commission. It is 80 provided. 

Q. You do not think there is really any !langer unless a man becomes dishonest? 
A. Mr. Parekk.-We have not found any up to now. H such things happen they 

-change hands. The man himself comes forward. 
A. Mr. Patel.-In reply to Question 12, we have mentioned a number of mills. In 

the case of No.2, the Ahmedabad Cotton and Waste Mills the Agents themselves 
-gave the agency to another. .• ' 

Preaident . ...;:..Do I understand you to s!'-y that a quarter of the shares must be in the 
name of the Managing Agent! 

A. Mr. Patel.-Possibly so. 

Raja HaN Ki8kan Kaul.-What about the others! First of all you have got the 
Managing Agents as partners.in the firm, " 

A. They all retire. Because it is in the name of the Managing Agency firm. So the 
-whole firm must resign. ' 

Q. Then the shareholders appoint somebody else! 
A. Mr. Parekk.-There are special cases like that. 

Q. How about the dishonest management in other mills? 
A. The same idea. First the creditors feel dissatisfied and they move the Court and 

liquidators are appointed and these mills are ~ven to be worked by the liquidators. 

'Q. Does the company get into a condition where it is necessary to liquidate ! 
A. Yes., _ 
A. Mr. KaBturbkai Lalbkai.-I may mention here that in almost all tLe mills in 

Ahmedabad there is a claul!6 that if there is fraudulent transaction they can be removed 
~t a general meeting. ' 

Pruident.-Has fraud to be proved before a Court ? 
A. Quite so. 

Mr. ~ubba Rao.-Are these Managing Agencies, partnerships or joint stock 
·comparues ? 

A. Mr. Parekk.--Some are partnerships' and some joint stock companies. The 
Managing Agency sign as such and such a company limited. 

Q. Is th8.t common? 
A. Not common. There are some which have got more than 15 or 20 personS. Those 

·are limited companies. -

- Q. And others ;"e partnerships! 
A. Yes. In most cases there is a partnership. 

Q. Therefo~e automatically there is bound to be a change or scope for change when 
-one partner dies. It has got to be wound up. Is it not a registered partnership Y • 

A. Mr. Patel.-The agreement says that in cases of transfer the other partners have 
-;to be· given the first preference to buy that part. 
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Q. You h've not got any idea how many spindles and how many loom·' have been 
added between 192Q and 1925 ! 
. A. Mr. Patel.-I ran give you the figurea for the last three years just now. 

(The ,ptatement was handed over to the President.) 

Q. Your spindles have increa~eu by 25 per ce'lt. in the last five yearw-and the looms "by 
about 15 per cent. . 
·A. YeA. 

Q. There has thus been a fairly large increase in the spindles in the last few years. 
A. Mr. Kasll.rbha·i Lt,lM",i.-I,ooms too. 

Q. In looms about 15 per cent. There is a fairly large increase in the spindles. 
A. Because of the war profit~. 

Q. You probably ordered those spindles and loom, wh('n prices were at their highest; 
and they arrived after the boom was OVE'r. Do you think that that might have con· 
tributed to the present depression! 

A. No. 

Q. Why noli! _ 
A. ·-Because the efficiency to be obtained from the new up-to.date machinery is very 

muoh greater than the efficienryto be got from the old machincry. 

Q. Qui6eso. 
A. The extra ohaTge that the milh.m have to pay will be in the matrer of interest am!! 

depreciation and it is counterbalanced by the higllf~r rroduction and ll'sser cost. 

- Q. But it is not of much u~e inclea.sing your prcduction if you cannot sell it st. 
remuner~tive pricE'S. 

A. But this was done because we ",ere under the influence of the war period. 

Q. Quite so. My point is that one of the commonest pha,E's of trade cycle!! is orders 
for new maohinery when prices are at tbeir highest, tbe anival and installation of th~ 
maohinery when prices ha\'t: dropped and the consequent increa~e of product.ion when: 
Jlrice~ are at tbeir lowest. Tbtlrefore I do not quite follow your argumcnt. whell you 
!lay that you do not oonsider that extensions has cont-rih1.itE'd to the fresed dex;ressicn. 

A. Beoause as I pointed out, the only extra oharges ,;hat we bear because of the
extension will be in the matter of interest and depreciation and this is counterbalanced 
by the higher efficiency we gE't from the ne'v Machinery. 

Q. If you look up to the fiv.nres in the Bombay Millowncrs' .Associl'tion's report~ 
Mr. Kastllrbhai, tables 15 and 16, you will notice that the production of Indian mill
madq, goode has been steadily going up during th6 last few years "'hich is obviously 
due to th~ extension of the ma.chinery as a result of the boom. 

A. But 0.8 we have pointed out in the beginning we maintain that tbel"l is need for 
w<lia produoing still more cloth till shr. can bar all thE' ire ports ~hat she is iIrport.inr; 
to-day. It has been 8. bogey raised by the Government officials that India has been 
producillg much larger quantities and ther"fore tbe depreB~ion has come about. 1t is. 
not so. As longa~ India is pr~ducing65 percent. of her requirements, sbeneed not V
told t.hat she is producing more than what she wl1.nts, becl\u.~e the-re have been tffort ... 
also to spin finer oounts. There is nE'ed for production. 

Q, I quite agree with you that over-production in a country like India where one knOW9' 
that there is room for a much larger oonsumption of piecegoods is an incorrect ·term~ 
But the question of production at remunerative prices is the point. I do not deny for
a moment that there is room for production on the part of the Indian mills of a far more 

. cloth than they are producing at present. But my point is that production has gone
np at a time. when prices are falling and that this may have some effect in creating the· 
present depression. 

A. It may be because of the low prices at which the Japanese goods are imported and' 
undercutting us. Had not there been severe competition which we have felt for the· . 
last two or three years hom Japan, we dare say that the progress we have made would. 
have been milch more s'.Lt:sIactory and would have been a remunerative proposition. 

Q. Is there any reason to believe that if you had produced more, you would have been 
able to Bell it at a remunerative price Y • 

Mr. Patel.-We'thought we had a right to produce more and sell at remunerativ~ 
prices.- We do not subsoribe to the prinoiple that we are over-producing. 
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Q. U one partner dies, it does not lead to an automatic closing down! ' 
A. If any partner dies and if his succe880r is disqualified under the agreement, then he

will get only the commission for his life. 
Q. So there is need for ma~ the system amenable to change in some way. Supposing 

the shareholders wllo are not ail interested in the agency want a change, apart from any 
special provision, there is no scope, no chance of making a change unless there is fraud.. 
dishonesty or incompetence. Otherwise what provision is there for the shareholdezs 
to make a change in the agenoy if they feel it necessary to do so ? 

A. Mr. Ko8turbAa; LalbAai.-None for the present. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-Would you be in favour ohome kind of provision allowing the share 

Iloldera to mdke B· clmnge ? 
A. We will consider it. 
A. Mr. Pard:lI.-The agreement is for' 80 years just now; thE're is a terminahle' 

contr~ct between the comp,my on one side and the ~Ianaging Agent on the other. If we' 
take it either as a firm 01' an individual it is the same thing. If there i. an agreelIlent, 
for 60 years it is tho same thing. ' 

Q. Thpr6 is no chance of terminating it before 60 years! 
A. Yes. Uyou onterinto a contract for 60 years witn an individual tlulre is no chance 

of tt.rminating it. There is II. certain clause that if it is terminated certai'l' compensation 
is to be paid; or in Bombay if a mill goes into liquidation the agents have to be 
compensated for a certain number of years. 

A. .'lfr. Kasturblla; Lalbha;.-Even agreements for 30 years practically come to the 
sallie thing, l-ecause if after 10 years YOll lind tl).at the SOIl or somebody else that comes 
and takes ch"rge of tho ooncem is incompount he won't he removable before tbe other 
20 years expire and by that tim~ the concerns would have gone to the dogs. 'It practi
cally comos to the same thing and I doubt ,.hether you would improve matters by 
making any ohange in the Act. 

Q. I was merely conaidpring faoilities for 'a change, should change be required. 
You thinJr. it is not po!sible 'as the system stands, to It ake any provision for an; 
autumatic transfer of the agLncy Y • 

A. if you desire an expression of opinion from us we shall have to consider and let y(}U 

know. 
1-1 r. Majmudar .-l think you know that in the case of Leverhulme 'Brothers, the w(,rk. 

Dlen art! given a ~hare in th~ ~apital Y 

A. I no. ' 

Q. And is it so alRo in tbo Ford concern? 
A. No ;ollOt in the Ford. T a'll certain about it. 
Q. Tn the cage of Leverhulme Brothers, the wOl'kmen are given what are called' 

co-partnership oertificates f 
" A. Yes. 

Q. To a very great extent 1 
A. Not to a very great extent. Only a portion ofthe capital h~s bep.n givan to the' 

workmen. 

Q. And asa con.qequence the worknten take a great interest in making the eonceTD' 
suco63sful f ' 

A. That is troe. But unfortunately here we find tbat our workpeoplE'do not take a 
li¥'ely interest in the ruuning of the conc~m. Otherwise we should be only too pleased! 
to make such a provisiun. At IOBst my firm would do it. ' 

Q, ltis worth a trial! 
A. Yes. 

SECTION V 

Mill Fillance 
Pre8Hent.-·You.say in answer to question 46 that .. the exten!ion of millR and 

replaoement of tnILchinery url(lertaken when prices w<'ro at thair bighest do n"t contribut.e 
to the prosent depre88ion in the induatry. We should have bllen better able to arrive 
at a oonolusion on this point if we had the fi~ures fo); loom. and spindles in Ahmedabad. 
I venture to suggest that yoo might with advantage do as the Bombay millown"l'S do 
ann publish with your report "very year a few statistics. " 

If yon were ~o give a few statistics for Ahmedabad it would be a very great help. 
A. YeH; 'imtt" RI). 
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Q. It is 'not a question of over· producing. You have a right to produce as much as 
:rou like. Nobody denies your right. 

A. It is therefore that we ask for protection. 

Q. It is ,a question of being able to sell at remunerative prices even if you had 
protection. You say that "to a certain extent the system of .jp.vestment of funds in 

,allied concerns prevails in'Ahmedabad." You consider it to be a sound one provided 
it is ably handled. Well, your view there is somewhat different from that put forward 
by your colleagues in Bombay. I think they told us in their oral examination that they 
did not like the system. Don't you consider tbat at any rate it affords an opportunity 

'for criticism' ' 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-I shall explain it to you. Generallyin Ahmedabad there 
are several firms of Managing Agents. If one mill has a surplus fund with it, it will go 
,and deposit it with another mill. When we say that" to a certain extent the system of 
investment of funds in allied concerns prevails" it is not in the same agent's firm but 
with another mill and another concern altogether. 

Q. That is 'not what we meant by allied concerns. We meant concerns under the same 
'managing agency. , 

A. No, that is not being done. There may be a mill or two here which is doing that. 
That is under the same agency but when we answered the question we had in mind the 
idea that there are some mills which have surplus funds with them and which instead 
·of depositing with the banks at a low rate of interest, place them with other mills 
n.n,d thus help them. 

Q. That is not quite ~at we had in our minds. We were thinking of concerns under 
'the same managing agencies. 

A. No. Such a system would not be favoured by us. 

Raja Har' Kishan Kaul.-Do I understand you to mean that the mills that have 
-extended are paying equally well after the extension, leaving alone the other factors' 

A. Looking to the past history, if you take into consideration, their past history, 
they are doing quite well. Whatever the other things are, if a certain mill enjoyed a 
eertain reputation it is enjoying the same reputation or it is making the same profit 
which it made before the extension. 

Pre8ident.-What about the case mentioned to us by Mr. Shivdasani, liquidator of 
'seven mills now in liquidation. 

A. Mr. Parelcll.-That is only one case. 
Raja Han Kishan Kaul.-In r4;!ply to Question 47 you say "the ratio between the 

,amount of profits and the dividends . distributed to the shareholders during, the period 
prior to 1917·1923 was practically the same as before. The present depression has 
nothing to do with it." You admit that mills that had large reserves are in a better 
position to stand the depression' 

A. Mr. Kasturbllai Lalbllai.-Quite so. 
Q. Would it not have been proper in boom years to have placed more money to 

'l'eserves' 
A. That has been exactly the case. Those mills which haye distributed large 

,dividends have built up very large r~serve funds. 

President.-Do you mean to say that the dividends during 1917·1923 wer!' no higher 
,than they were before' Did you go up to 50 or 60 or even 100.per cent.' ",... 

A. Mr. Parelcll.-That was the .ratio. We meant that in the former years if we 
had 2 lakhs profit we distributed Rs. 50,000. In boom time if we made Rs. 10,000,000 
we distributed nearly 21lakhs. So the ratio of dividends to the profit is the same. 

Raja Han Ki811an Kaul.-Would it not have been advisable in years of boom to 
.have set apart more money for reserves' 

A. They set 'aside more reserves. 

Q. In a larger proportion' 
A. The share·holders may not allow that. 
Q. What was your ratio before the war ! 
A. About 25 per oent. 
Q. Twenty.five per cent.' dividend Y and 75 per cent. to the reserves. 
A. At that time the mills were making very little profits. They were paying only 

-6 per cent. for a long time. 
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Q. ·And you observe the same practice? 
A. We might have exceeded the limit a little. 
Q. Did you put to reserve 75 per cent .. of the profit during the boom period? 
A. No; that includes depreciation and everything else. 

Q. Yes, including d/lpreciation. etc. ? 
A. We have taken more to depreciation. 
Q. You say that your ratio was 25 per cent. That is 75 per cent. was to be, in on&

form or another, placed in reserve. Do you mean to say tliat during the boom period. 
you have been doing the same thing! . . 

A. We put 75 per cent. to the reserve. Whatever the profit was,25 per cent. was. 
distributed as dividend and 75 per cent. went to the reserve. . 

Preaident;-How does it work out on the profit f 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We cannot ~ay off hand. 

Q. If you will look at Appendix.II to the Bombay Millowners' reply to the question
naire, you will see that in 1918 the net profits of Bombay mills were 228 lakhsout of 
which 191 lakhs were distributed as dividends. 

A. Mr. Patel.-We will submit a statement on siroilar lines. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-In the next year, 1919, out of 6 crores they distributed 3· crores. 

Q •. I am referring to the figure for 1918. 
A. They might have distributed more owing to their knowledge of the next year's" 

probable profits. 

Q. Do I gather from you that you did not adopt such a policy of lavish distribution 
of dividends as they did in Bombay? 

A. Yes. If we go further to 1920 and 1921 they have not distributed so much 
dividends. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-This morning you made a point' of the fact that the block 
account was much larger than the share capital and that in calculating the profits one· 
should take into account the block account. Have you any system whereby you credit 
the reserve fund account with interost before declaring the profits? . 

A. No. 
Q. SO you declare the profits entirly on the share capital? 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. . 

Q. Does it not th"erefore mislead the people? Does it not inflate your profits? 
A. That is in order to attract the capital. The progress Ahmedabad has made in the· 

matter of textile industry would not otherwise have been possible. .It has been specially 
designed in order that people may come forward to put in money in the textill) industry •. 
Though the capital has been kept at a nominal amount good dividends may be paid to . 
them. It is helpful both ways. In starting a new mill we may be able to get capital. 
~. When you start business how does it help you! 
A. If I have got one mill and if I follow that practice in starting another mill, it 

will be helpful in attracting the capital. 

Q. But at the same time it is leading people to believe that they are making large· 
profits_ In bad yearS they might be leas or nothing. You might be earning interest on 
the reserve fund while production might be conducted at a loss. We saw the accounts 
of one mill in the south with 12 lakhs of capital and 35 lakhs reserve fund invested out
side the mills. It declared 21 lakhs dividend derived mainly from the interest on the 
reserve fund. 

A. That was the case here too. In my mill that is the case. 
Q. it is earning interest from investments? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the concern itself ! 
A. As I said, generally we lend out to the various mills or invest in shares or in the-

Government securities or in banks. . 

Q. Don't you employ the fl1.nds in extension of works ! 
A. We dO,sometimes • 

. Q. What is the usual practice? What is the proporf>ion you employ in extensions ~_ 
A. There is no policy about it • 

. Q. Purely empirical! Settled from time to time? 
A_ Yes- . 
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Q. As regards the deprecia.tion fund do you use it similarly in extensions 1 
A. Yes, we use it in extensions, replacements, etc. 
Q. Is that considered commercially sound Y 
A. Yes, as far as we are concerned. 
Q. It is meant to replace your capital. If you add new pl&nt and you have to declare 

;profits on the old and the new capital does it not make your task heavier 1 
A. No; it makes our task eas!er. 
Q. If it is kept separately. If it is also employed in the purchase of additional spindles 

. and looms and extension of b1lildings, does it not make the loss greater when trade is 
~Y , 

A. The capital is being retained at the same figure as before. If we earn on those 
,spindles and looms then it goes for the benefit of the industry. 

Mr. Majmudar.-In reply to Question 49 you say that "the practice of obtainina capital 
',by means of short term loans is not followed generally in Ahmedabad." " 

A. I wanted to correct that. By short term loans some of our members understood 
.it to be for less than one year, while the general practice is for a period of one year. 

Q. Have some of the Managing Agents 8hroffs Firms which work for the mills? . 
A. Yes. ' , . 

Q. And if the mill has got extra funds they are often invested with that firm t 
A. No. Any surplus is being invested in the mills in Ahmedabad or Bombay or in 

,the Government paper or banks. I want to clear up the point in regard to Question 52. 
'The answer is money "is borrowed by the industry in Ahmedabad at rates. varying from 
,5 to 7. per cent. in accordance with the stability of the concern..- We have no definite 
,information about the rate prevailing in Japan." I understand that in Japan the State 
Bank advances at the rate of 4 to 41 per cent. 

Preaidem.-Where did you ge~ that information from? " 
A. I have got it from a friend of mine and to the best of my knowledge it is correct. 

·Of course it may not be the full amount but a part of the amount. But it is being 
,advanced at 4 to 4. per ce~t. 

SECTION VI 

CoBtB 01 ,Production 

(a) General 

Preaident.-You say in reply to Question 53, "in our opinion a mill having 25,000 
,spindles and 600 looms is considered to ensure efficient and economical working." The 
Bombay figures are 30,000 spindles and 1,000 looms. 

A. Mr. KaaturbhGi LalbhGi.-Because the Bombay mills are behind Ahmedabad. 
Q. I am not thinking so much about the s~ as the proportion. Their proportion 

is a thousand spindles to 30 100Ins. 
A. In Ahmedabad it is 40 spindles to a loom. 
Q. Is that because you are spinning finer counts' , ' 
A. Because in the spinning department it is less, and we are not able to turn out the 

·same quantity as in Bombay. Our preparatory machinery in the spinning department 
differs very materially from the preparatory machinery in Bombay mills. In Bombay 
there will be 12 cards. In Ahmedabad you will find there are 8 or 9 cards to a preparatory. 
So naturally the output is less. So the number of spindles may look larger. But when 

, the outturn is taken into consideration it is not so. 
Q. Why is your number.of cards less than those in Bombay' 
A. Because it has been considered desirable. 
Q. Does it mean you are not so efficient as Bombay' 
A. It is not a question of efficiency. It depends on one's ideas. Here we are rather 

more economical though Bombay is practising economy to a certain extent. 
Q. It is a technical matter. Can you explain' . I do not quite follow why you should 

have more spindles to a loom th&!l in Bombay'. • 
A. Because for one thing our preparatory is less and we spin a bit finer than Bombay. 
Q. You say most of the mills built in Ahmedabad are to very great extent conducive 

,to economical working. You have more purely spinning mills than they have in Bombay • 
. Do you consider this is conducive to economioal working' 

A. Mr. Patel.-But now the spinning mills are putting in weaving machinery. 
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Q. What are the weaving sheds doing ?-putting in spindles? 
A. Yes, they are putting spindles. ' 
Q. Very few of the mills here appear to be planned in the way you consider they shou'd 

be. . • " 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Because they have got more spinning and less weaving. 

Q. My point is that you say that most of the milllibuilt in Ahmedabad are to a very 
pat extent conducive to economical working. Very lew of, them answer to your 
description of a mill having 25,000 spindles and 600 looms, which you say is an ideal milL 

A. In Ahmedabad there are certain preparations whick are worked up to the loom 
point, while one or two preparations are kept for reeling the yarn and seIling it in the' 
market. Some preparatory machinery is kept in Ahmedabad in order to work up the 
waste that we produce in the preparatory department. At least our experience has been 
that we require 40 spindles to a loom. 

Mr. 8ubba RBO.-J.s your yarn finer? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-A bit finer than Bombay. 

Pre.ident.-As far as I can make out at least 4 count,s finer than Bombay on an 
average, that is, so far as we can gather from the mills which have sent in returns, it is 
just under 110. You consider that machinery is at a high price at present. You say 
that" the loss by using old machinery is compensated to a certain degree having' 
regard to the present high pric,s of machinery. Has not the price of machinery 
dropped very much of late. 

A. Mt·. Ranchhodlal Amratlat-Even then it is high compared to pre-war prices. 
A. jlr. Parekh.-8ixty or seventy per cent. l1igher. 
Q. A. much.as that 7 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Majmwlar.-Of all departments? • 
A. I am talking of sDinning-from blow room to spinning it is 70 to 75 per cent. and 

iooms are about 75. . 
Raja Bar; Ki8han Kaul.-In answer to Question 57 you talk about subsidised freighte 

from Japan. Have you got any evidence of that? 
A. Mr. Patel.-Yes, evidence was presented to 'the Fiscal Commission; as -to the 

kinds of subsidies which are being given-in Japan. 

PreBident.-V'ihere did the information come from? 
A. The heading is given at the head of the extract" From Orient to Occident. " 

Q. The information is from .. book published in 190~. Seventeen years ago is .. 
long time. 

A. Yes. 
, Raja Bar. Kishan Kaul.-In answer to Question 59 you say" Artmcial humidity 
odoes not materially help to lower the cost of production." Does it improve quality? 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.--It does. 
Q. Then you can produce better quality' 
A. Certainly. 

Q. But you say it does not materially help? 
A. The cost of production would not go down because:we have to spend money on the 

artificial humidification plant that we put up. 

Q. The improvement would be cancelled by the interest on the extra money 7 
A. The extra cost and the extra cost of maintenance. 

Mr. Majm,ular.-Have you compared your production per spindle in particular 
-counts with Bombay to find out why your proportion of 40 spindles to one loom differs 
from that in Bombay' . 

A. Mr. KaalurbhaiLalbhai.-We do not know about Bombay. But as far as we are 
-concerned almost all the mills here require about 40 spindles. 

Pre.sident.-Mr. Chamanlal Parekh should be able to say. He has got two mills in 
Bombay. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-We are not spinning the same counts. 

Mr. Majmwlm-.-In reply to Question 55, you say" old machinery does affect 
efficiency to a certain extent but this' loss is compensated to a certain degree having 
regard to the present high price of the machinery," Have you worked out the difference, 
in manufacturing cost? 

A. Mr. Kaslurbhai Lalbhai.-No. 
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Q. Could yoti give the·difference in production between the old and the new! 
A. Half an ounce. Supposing it is 20 counts, in the one case you get 51. ounces and 

in the other 6* ounces. 
Q. H the increase in cost of production due to the decrease in production due to old 

maohinery is compensated by lower depreciation and interest charges than those to the 
new mi.J.llo due to the high price of machinery, it would not pay you to throw out the old. 
maohinery and replace it ! 

A. No. . 
Q. But in working out your cost of production you would not take into consideration. 

the high cost due to the use of the old machinery. I will explain. The point for ns to
determine is whether Indian mills are able to compete with the Japanese or not. There
fore we shall have to find out the cost of production of Indian mills as well as of the· 
Japanese mills. In order to do so, we shall have to take as basis certain mills which 
hll.ve got machinery which may be considered to be in a fair condition. At the ·time· 
of working out the costs of production those mills which are considered to be old and 
inefficient, will have to be left out. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-We shall have to take the same percentage there too, in .Japan.
You cannot take new mills in Bombay and take the old ones in Japan. 

Q. The next point is this : if the actual manufacturlng costs to the new mills are low,.' 
naturally they would be able to undersell 'the old mills and drive the old mills out of 
competition; therefore the old mills will complain that they are not able to make any 
profit. _ 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-But didn't we say in our reply that we subscribe to th&
principle tha.t unless the industry is run on efficient and economical lines we cannot 
rlaim protection. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-At the same time we have said that the nse of old machinery 
compensates to a certain extent. 

Q. That means in the calculation of the cost of production you agree to a lower 
depreciation and lower interest charge being £lowed in the case of the old mills to
compensate for lower output Y 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Yes. 

(b) Raw material 
President.-You say the element of speculation in purchase could be reduced by 

fll.cilities afforded by single hedge contracts. You have not got a cotton exchange here 
and you do not use t.he cotton exchange in Bombay at all. Do you? '. 

A. No. 
Q. When you say the element of speculation in purchases could be reduced by facilities 

. afforded by a single hedge contract I understand you are referring entirely to Bombay 
and that it makes no difference to you whatever! 

A. We do not follow practice of hedging here. 
Q. Would it not make a difference if you could hedge' You have to buy cotton so to

speak when you can get it. You have not got any facilities for hedging and therefore 
you may be badly hit by a rise or fall in cotton. Is there no way to avoid that! It call 
be avoided to a certain extent in Bombay, but not here. It is a matter of som", 

. importance. You have got 60 mills here ! 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-The sentiment on this side is absolutely different. 

They consider hedging as speculation and that is why people refrain from hedging. 
Q. You ~6nsider hedging here a speoulation ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. I should have thought any safeguard against a rise or fall in the price of cotton was 

protection and not speculation. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-American ootton is always balanced by the forward monthly 

oontract rates while in India we have to go for Broach contracts .or September or March 
long delivery and if we have got stooks of oloth and if we want to sell cotton against 
it there will not be the same parity between ready cotton and forward oontract. There
is a great difference. Sometimes those who do that come to grief. In America . 
.. middling" is the standard taken. In Liverpool when they purchase cotton they b~y 
at oertain points on or off .. middling" prioe while here it is not the case. If we were
to buy Broach to· day and if we want to replace it by ready cotton we have not got t<> 
pay so many rupees over and above that Broach contract but we fiave to pay ready 
cotton price. So it is not like Liverpool so that we can hedge. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai La.lbhai.-Hedging is rather a difficult proposition because very 
many times it has happened that the differen(\e between one cotton and another,!the-
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cotton that we want and the cotton that is tendered varies a good deal and therefore it 
bas been considered not a very safe policy to hedge. 

Q. It is obviously very difficult for you to hedge in Bombay, hE.ing three hundred 
miles away. You do not feel any necessity for starting a cotton exchange here ? 

, A. Mr. Ktulturbhai Lalbhai.-No. not for forward deliveries, but we would welcome 
an exchange where we get ready cotton. Here we have got to stock cotton specially 
during the monsoon time, and the general system is that we have got to stock for three 
or four months so that we may not have to make purchases during the monsoon. 

Q. You ouly stock for two or three months ! 
A. It depende on the priee of cotton. H the prices are considered fairly low then one 

may stock for a longer period. 
Q.Where do you get your cotton from after that? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-We finish our purchases in June and then in December or November 

we are getting the new crop. 
Q. You can always get enough to go on with except in the monsoon months ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where are you getting it from f -
A. From merchants up-country. All these Kathiawar merchants stock three or four 

thollMnd bales. We make purchases from them or the new season starts in the Punjab 
and we get cotton from Lyallpur. 

Q. Do you purchase through your own agency? You do not elilploy brokers, and save 
commiBBion that way' 

A. Yes. 
Q. That is one advantage you have over Bombay. 
A. For the ready cotton we have got brokers. 
Q. You have also got BOme buying agents f _ ' 
A. Not in Ahmedabad. H we buy in Ahmedahad we do not employ buying agents. 
Q. Are they buyine- agents in the sense that they do nothing else except your work' 
A. No. They buy for half a dozen or a dozen mills in Ahmedabad. 
Q. They are brokers' 
A. They are called commiBBion agents. They make i or t per cent., out of which tHeir 

expenses may be 8 to 10 annas. ' 
Q. How much do the brokers get? 
A. One anna per maund-Reo 1-4-0 per candy. 
Q. So the commission is paid on weight and not' on the price of cotton' 
A. No. 
A. Mr. Ranchlwlllal Amratlal.-The commission agent is pald a percentage. 
A. Mr. KaRturbhai Lalbhai.-On the up-country purchases we make we pay a half 

or quarter per cent. on the price. On the local purchases we make we pay Rs. 1-4-0 per 
candy, whether the price is RH. 10.or RH. 40. 

Q. Jsn't it to the interest of the commission agent to charge you as high a prioe as 
pOBBihle if he gets commission on the price? . 

A. No, Sir. We are paying for it and we have got our own clerks and every day 
they send us information. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-It is the market price they are purchasing at. They cannot purchase 
at a rupee more or less. 

Q. So your opinion is that yoo have full information as to the ruling price and that 
if your commission agent charges you a higher price than the market rate you promptly 
ohange him' 

A. Mr. Kasfu.rbhai La/Maj.-Not only that but our clerks are posted at places where 
we make purchases. They are also giving us information from day to day. 

Q. I do not quite follow your last remark in your answer to Question 63. You say the 
Ahmedabad miI\s usually 'purchase and stock cotton during the season, and that however 
a fall in the price of cotton at a later stage to a certain limit is compensated by the better 
quality of cotton obtained during the se~son , . 

A. The position is this, that during the season we get a particular class of cotton 
which is not obtainable during the monsoon months. 

Q. You mean that the best cotton is sold first , • " 
A. Yes, it is only to be had in the season. Out of the season you won't get it. Our 

experience of the past few years or very many years has been generally-it may be different 
in a particular year-but the general experience has heen that the pri~es during the. 

'I' 420-29 
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monsoon have ruled Re. 1 or Re. 1·8-0 higher per maund than in 'the season. That 
Re. 1 or Re. 1-1\.-0 Is put on because these cotton dealers who sell to us during the 
monsoon h&ve had to stock it and the godown, interest and insurance charges have 
had to be borne by them, and with all the$e factors combined naturally they are not 
in a posIt.ion to sell cheaper during the monsoon. So we find it advant&geous always to 
purchase in the season because we get a better quality at a fair price . 
. Q. Take 1925, Mr. Kasturbhai. If you look at that statement in table 27 of the 

Bombay Millowners' original statement you see a differenc of Rs. 90 per candy 
between the price in January and the price in December. Take the price·in March 
and the price in July. There is a difference of Rs: 102 per c\Ddy 1 

A. But as has been pointed out in our ;reply· we do not generally stock during the 
season. It is in the end of the season that we purchase for our stock and that is always 
in the month of June or July. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-As to 1925 that was a falling market. Owing to the scarcity there 
was a very high rate to begin with. The rates went down. But It is not the general 
casein all the years. Still even if you pay 20 or Rs. 30 a candy more it pays because 
we get a uniform quality. 

Q. If you p&id in July Rs. 70 less th&n in June and Rs. 79 less than in August that is 
a very considerable difference? 

A. Some mills ntight have ser.ured it in July. Nobody knows about the market. 
Some ntills may not have bought and some mills may have. " 

Q. My point is that fluctuations in the price of cotton ntight hit you far more than any 
fluctuations in the price of cloth can help you . 
. A. No, Sir. 

A. Mr. Kaslurbkai Lalbkai.--Somehow or other our experience has been just other
wise. As far as cotton is concerned this purchase during the season has been always 
found to be of better quality -than the purohases made during the monsoon. 

Raja Hari Kishan Kaul.-Supposing you purchase cotton in June towards the end of 
the season, say at Rs. 449, then the prioe goes on falling to Rs. 365, Rs. 359, etc., and it 
comes down to Rs .. '343 in December. So for these six months you would have been 
manufacturing cloth out of cotton purchased at Rs. 100 higber than the prevailing rate 
and the price of cloth might have come down more or less. So naturally you would suffer? 

A. Generally when we find that the prices ruling are higher we would not purchase. 
A:. Mr. Parekh.-It is not the genera.l practice that we must have six months stock. 

All depends on the market and the discretion we use. 
Q. You nave no reason to believe that prices are high because they are falling. They 

will be falling for some time, It is in order to cover risks of that sort that the hedge 
contract is resorted to. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-Generally we know the trend of the market. Take 
for ~tance this month. To-day we know very _well that the American crop is a very 
big one, and the Indian crop is going to be a large one. Naturally instead of making 
purchases for stock purposes we shall . be following our policy of hand to mouth. If 
we feel that prices are sufficiently low we may buy. Sometimes it may happen that 
we bum our fingers in having stocked large quantities. 

Q. When you find the prices are going up you will buy large stocks. Is that what 
you will do! Supposing the pril'8 began to rise again. then you will rush' into the market 
and ·buy as muoh as you can Y 

A. It depends on what disoretion we take at the moment. Almost all the agents will 
not be following one and the same policy. There may hll those who think that the market 
will go up and there may be a few who will think that the market is going down and 
may not buy at all. 

Q. Your objeotion at present is to the three or four hedge oontracts that exist in 
Bombay! . 

A. We are not very muoh ooncerned wit.h the various contraots that are being used 
in :kombay. 

Q. Still I understand you to say that you might take advantage of a single oontraot ? 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Here hedging is not so convenient. Even if there is one hedge 

contract it may not be convenient for mills as ·the' rates are not based on one sort 
as in Liverpool and other plaoes. . 

Mr. Majmudar.-Supposing the hedge oontract is only for a nominal cotton and the 
differences in prices of other gradeS .of cotton are fixed from time to time at certain 
points above or below the price of that basis ootton, would the Ahmedabad mills be 
interested in hedging! . 
. A. Mr. Ka.sturbhai Lalbhai.-They might be. 
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Q. In reply to Question 16 you say that Japan purchases most of her requirements 
in India from Bombay aud up.oountry and further on you &&y that the Japanese firms 
bave got ginning aud pressing factories in some of t~e cotton ?istricts, w:hic~ assist 
them in their purchases. In what way does Japan gam by havmg these gmnmg and 
pressing factories ? 

A. They establish ginneries and presses and the cost is a bit cheaper than the cost 
of any other ginneries. 

PrMidenl.-They have abolished their middlemen? 
A. Yea. When they have their own ginneries they may; not be called upon to pay 

high oharges on ginning but whether the advantage goes to the Japanese spinner or 
whether that advantage is pooketed by the ginner has got to be decided. 

Q. Mr. Majmutlar.-In how many places have Japanese firnis got ginning and pressing 
factories f 

A. In half a dozen places. 
Q. Are there not other oompeting ginning fa.otories ? 
A. There may be but whether they are competing or not we cannot say, because 

the Japanese are always for their own requirements. They do not gin or press for the 
publio at large. They generally gin ot: press for ,their own requirements. 

Q. But what is the lumdicap to the Indian purchasers! There are' ginning 'factories 
. where Indiana oan get the cottou ginned and pressed ? 

A. The point is that they are able to get it much cheaper. Owning ginneries as they 
do they are not called upon to pay high oharges. In case there is a large crop in a 
particular district other ginneries might call upon: the purchasers of cotton to pay a 
high rate for ginning or pressing but the Japanese exporters cannot be called upon to 
do that because they own the ginneries. . ' 

Q. That is so far as the Japanese exporter is concerned? _ 
A. Quiteso. 
Q. That too only in rare cases ? 
A. There are, as I say, half a dozen. 
Q. Does it happen every year? Do they get an advantage like that every year? Does 

it happen every year or occasionally? . 
A. I think it is generally the oase that when you own a ginnery or a press, in certain 

oases it gives a slight advantage and in certain other cases it gives. quite good 
advantage. . 

Q. How much do you think they gain that way? Would they be inaking !l&y Rs. 10 
a candy? -

A. It may be an advantage of Rs. 15. Of course that depends on different centres. 
When buying in the Punjab side the gi!J,neries are making Rs: 10 to Rs. 15 a bale. That 
of oourse is being reduoed every day. If they make Re. 10 on a bale it means Rs. 20 
a oandy. They do make between Rs. 15 and Rs. 20 but that all depends upon the 
oentre. 

(c) LabO'Ur 

Presidenl.-We now come to the question of labour. I notice you have given the 
figures for 1914 and 1921 •. You refer to the" Wages and Hours of Labour, Cotton Mill. 
Industry," published by the :{.abour Office, Government of Bombay. Were these figures 
that you give for 1923 the rates in force before you made the reduction? . 

A. Mr. Patel.-Yeli. We have stated that we have reduced the wages by about 
15i per cent. in 1923. That was in June. The scale of wages is still the &&me except 
for the 15i per cent. reduction in 1923 as put down in the second paragraph of our reply. 

Q. You refer to page 8, but I cannot find your figures on page 8 ? 
. A. This is the latest copy available to us. 

Q. Have not got the book published last year? 
A. No. I do not think we have got it. We were told by the Labour Director that· 

they prepare this statement once in three years. Is there any differenoe between the 
columns in the two? 

Q. There must be a considerable difference: 
A. So far as Ahmedabad is concerned the figures are much the &&me now except for 

the reduction of 15i per cent. 
Q. As a matter.of fact the figures seem to show that an increase. If you look at 

page 6 of the second book and compare it with page 10 of the first you will see that 
the earnings of men have g~e up from Rs. l-5-0 a day to Rs. 1·6-2, tl1e earnin8s . of 
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woman from Re. 0-12-1 to Re. 0-12-9, the earnings of children remain the same, and 
the earnings of aU.work people, from Rs. 1·2·0 to Rs. 1-3·0. 

A. Do these refer to·the earlier part of 1923 or the latter part? We have reduced t,he 
wages from June 1923. 

Q. The figures are for August 1923. 
A. So they cannot obtain figures for June and J,!ly. I think these figures were 

prepared before our figiires were obtained. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-Your figures are for 1923? 
A. Mr. KaBturbkai Lalb"ffi.-If it is for August I think it must include the 

reduction: 
A. Mr. PateJ.-I am doubtful about the system of casting the averages, whether 

they take all the months and strike the average or whether they take only one month, 
August. 

President.-As they find it in August. 
A. Actually prevailing in the month of August? 
Q. We have got Mr. Findlay Shirras coming before us. We will question him about 

that. I think it might be convenient if you were to come at that time. 
A. I will come if you inform me of the. date. 
Q. On' Friday at 11 a.m. It is most confusing. I do not understand the position 

at all. What we want to knowisexa.ctly what changes have been· made in your wages 
since 1914. 

A. Mr. Kaaturbkai LaJbkai.-That we have given in reply to Question 68 of our 
replies; . 

Q. Yes; you have given them. What I want is figures for 1914 and those of the 
present day. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-We have given for 1913. 
Q. There was no change, I take it, between 1913 and 1918 ? 
A. There was a change. 
Q. Does this statement show the periods at which there wa.s a change? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then since 1923 you had reduced wages by 151 per cent. If we deduct 151 per 

cent. from these last figures do we arrive at the present figures? 
A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbhai.-Yes. The present wages are paid on the basis of the 

wages that were in force on April 1st, 1923, less lIi1.per cent. • 
Q. You say these are the figures for a mill in Ahmedabad. Which mill is it! 
A. Mr. Patel.-Rajnagar mills. 
Q. Can they be considered representative? 
A. It is a fairly old mill. 
Q, Can it be considered a representative mill ? 
A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. Do these figures inolude bonus and other allowances , 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Everything. 
Q. The average wages, including everything? . 
A. Yes. In Ahmedabad, the wages are praotically uniform. except in the weaving 

department. 
Q. Do all Ahmedabad mills pay the same rates Y • 
A. There may be a difference here and there of annas 8 or one rupee, that is, 1 anl!ll. 

or 1 anna. a day per man. There are three different centres. There are plenty of mills 
in eaoh centre. There are three divisions, two in Ra.ipur and the other Kalpur. In 
well.ving they diller beoause we are paying by pieoe aocording to the reed and pick, not 
per pound. But in spinning it is the same. The payment in the groups is uniform. 
The Raipur group is uniform and the Kalpur group is uniform. 

Q. What is the difference between the two? 
A. Half an anna. per day to a man for spinning or one rupee a month. The Kalpur 

pays more. ' 
Q. Why is there a difference! 
A. IUt due to the situation of the mills. One group draws labour which is nearer 

at hand and the other is from a little distanoe. 
Q. I do not understand about the average daily earnings in 1923. You ma.de a out 

of 15, per oent., did you not? . 
A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai_¥~s; tha.t.is 2 a.nnas 6 pies in tbe rupee, to be exact. 
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Mr. dubba Rao.-Was th~ llIductioD on the enhanced basis, or on the original basis ! 
A. It was on the total pay. When increments were given, they were given by, so 

many perceti'tages. In 1918. we paid 15 per cent. on the particular rate. Then 20 
per cent., then 30 per cent., and so on. When the cut came it was on the total wage 
that the man was earning then, not on the basis wage. 

Pruidenl.-I do not understand how your wages in August, 1923, can have been 
higher than they were in 1921. 

A. The wages for 1923 were higher than for 1921. 
Q. t" do not understand how the wages in August 1923, when that census was taken can 

have been higher than the wages in 1921, according to the fig~es you have now given 
us. 

A. Mr. Palel.-Therefore there must be some difference in working out the averages. 
Unless we know that, 'we cannot say. We do not know whether they have' taken 
the average for all the months. 

Mr. 8ubba Rao.-It is for that month only. 
A. That is doubtful. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-They might have taken the pay o!, the working days. 
Q. Taking the number of workers and the number of working days you find out the 

earnin~s per day. 
PrBil.denl.-We have to ask Mr. Findlay Shirras about it. 
A. The average monthly earnings,have been calcu4>-ted from the amount paid during 

the month and the number of days and dividing the second by the first and multiplying 
it by the average earnings already ascertained. . 

A. Mr. Patel.-In paragraph 3 of the book some details are given about the working. 
There was a cut and yet the wages were more than in May 1921. According to your 
figures the wages after the cut must have been lower than in 1921 7. 

A. Mr Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-Certainly. 
A. Mr. Parekk.-I think there was some increase between 1921 and 1923. 
Q. But after the cut in 1923 the wages were lower than they were in 1921 . and] 

do not therefore understand how the average can work out higher. According to 
the Labour Bureau they were slightly higher? 

A. Mr. Parekk.-We cannot expla.in it. 
Q. Has there been no change at allaince 1923 7 
A.No. 
Q. Inspite of the depression? 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We had to face a strike of ten weeks before we could 

make a 15l per cent. reduction and we do not want to repeat it. The disorganization 
was such and the suffering of laboUiers were such that even then we were very· much 
terrified. 

Q. You say that the wages have gone up considerably more than the' rise in 
the cost of living. Therefore what is the justification fOil this higher rate of 
wages? . 

A. Mr. Kaslurbhai Lalbhai.-It is human nature that once a man gets an increment 
he does not like--nobody likes--to have a cut and we are not in a pOSition to enforce 
our wishes however much we may desire to reduce our cost by cutting wages. 

Q. Then might not the question which the general taxpayer would naturally ask when 
he gets our report, if we were to recommend protection, be why he should be taxed to 
enable a ,higher scale of wages to be paid in Ahmedabad and Bombay than is justified 
by the increased cost of living? ' , 

A. As far as the general taxpayer or for the matter of that the Government are 
concerned, when the strike occurred in Bombay both the parties were too anxious that 
the millowners of Bombay should restore the cut rather than sit tight upon the cut 
that they had announced and bring it into operation. ' 

Q. But the question of "protection had not then arisen. The general tax payer was 
not therefore concerned with anything except that the strike should be over. butif he is 
asked to pay a certain number of crores on cloth by way of a protective duty on cloth 
will he not want to know why he should pay that in order to enable the Ahmedabad 
and Bombay millowners to pay a rate of wages which is uneconomical on their own 
showing? 

A. Mr. Parekh.-They were doing quite well before they were dealt with by the 
labour leaders. When anything in the way of a reduction is contempla.ted they say 
they are entitled to such and such a thing. 'l'hey can well be dealt with by the 
labour leaders. We are helpless in that case. If we want to face a long strike 
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and disorganize l.a.bour we can do that; not otherwise. In Bombay they had to suffet 
for 10 weeks at the l.a.st strike and then Government also favoured that anyhow some 
compromise should be arrived at to settle the strike. They did not like the 
strike. 

Q. Then the question put simply is, are you justified in asking for protection in order 
~~a~e?" , 

'A. Mr. Patel.-Our past experience so' far is to the effect that we have to undergo 
very severe strikes every time we try to reduce wages. Labour is getting more and more 
organised. Any further effort now to reduce wages will bring the labourers up to the 
level of the l.a.bourers in England and other places. 

Q. Would that be disadvantageous? 
A., No, but the leaders will be dict.a.ting terms and our position would be nationally 

mnch worse if we go on hammering to the last. So it is in the interests of the taxpayer 
himself not to go to the extent of compelling us to force a strike. The present coal strike 
may have an indirect reference to this. The taxpayer in England is now very desirous of 
settling the strike. 

Q. You say that owing to the reduction of working hoursfrom 12 to 10 the production 
in spinning suffered proportionately. Is it your experience that a reduction in hours has 
an absolutely mathematical result in spinning and that the output of spindles in 10 hours 
is exactly S/6th of what it would be in 12 hours. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Not exactly; "not in mathematical proportion. 
Q. The Bombay Millowners say that it is. 
A. Mr. KlJ8turbha' Lalbhai.-I mean 10 points higher or 15 points higher. 
Q. The Bombay Millowners say that you get exactly S/6ths of the outturn in spinning 

because the reduotion in hours makes absolutely no difference owing to the fact that there 
is no way in which that spinner can make it up outturn. It does not improve the efficiency 
of the labourer in any way as it does in weaving? ' 

A. That has not been our experience. 
Q. You say there is a slight iJnprov:ement in efficiency? 
A. Yes, in spinning. 
Q. To what is it due ? 
A. Lesser hours. The man is better able to attend to his work because he is engaged 

for a lesser number of hours. But the climatic conditions are different in Bombay and in 
Ahmedabad; it is very reasonable that we may get some advantage. In Ahmedabad 
the spinner has to work in 110° and l1So temperature whereas in Bombay it is between 
9S" and lOS". ' , 

Q. Did you find more breakages in the old days 1'1 put that question to the Bombay 
millowners but they said that it made no difference. 

A. At least our experience is different. I do not say our efficiency has gone up 
oonsiderably because of the lesser number of hours. But it has gone up a bit, not exactly 
in mathematical proportion. 

Q. As regards weaving, I believe the difference is less marked? 
A. That is so. 
Q. What is the reduotion there! 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Eight to ten per cent. 
Q. About half what you would have expected ? 
A. Yes. 
Q'. I notioe that the number of ring spindles per spinner here varies within a wider 

range than \t doe~ in Bombay. Is that because your range of machinery is grea.ter ! 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Yesterday it was mentioned that there are more preparatory 

maohinery. They may be spinning ooarse oounts. 
Q. Their number of spindles for each spinner varies between 160 to 1801 
A. We have praotically 384 spindles and the same length of machine. 
Q. Your frames are of a different size to those in Bombay? 
A. As far as the length of the machinery is ooncerned. 
Q. Does not eaoh spinner look after one side! 
A. Yes. 
Q. The side is 160? 
A. Mr. paee!.-If you will see the Bombal replies they have said they have got 

360 6pindles per frame while we have got 28. to 394. That is the difference in ,the 
number of spindles per frame. 
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Q. Would it not be better to have all frames with 4O<Hpindles? Then you would be 
sure that youropinner would look after the maximum? 

A. Mr. KlJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-The buildings have been so constructed. If a particular 
boilding has been designed for containing 360 spindles it cannot take 400, because 
the spaoee left between have got to be kept., If a longer frame has to go in there the 
building has to be demolished or altered considerably. 

Q. Then the mills are not 80 economically laid out as they might be ? 
A. In former times people thought that a frame with 300 spindles was quite good for 

two spinners to look after while today the idea is that 350 or 360 colild be looked after 
by two spinners. 

Q. You have got 23 operatives to 1,000 spindles in the spinning department. In 
Bombay they have got 33. 

A. That is because our prep&ratory machinery is different from what it is in Bombay. 
For One thing we spin a bit finer and therefore we will n&tur&lly require a greater 
number of men and another thing is that we are having less preparatories th&n in Bombay. 
We have a smaller number of machines to our prepar&tory &nd ideas differ regarding 
what machines have to do. 

Q. Your number of operatiTes to the weaving department is practically the same. You 
have got 91 and they h&ve got 87 number of operatives in the weaving department. There 
is one respect in which you appear to compare favourably with Bombay or any other 
part of India &nd that is in regard to absenteeism. ' 

A. That is because we have been paying these wages which h&ve attracted labour and 
we feel that we have been benefited in an indirect manner. When W&ges were lower 
&bsenteeism was much greater than what it is to-day. No statistic~ were being kept 
then but by experience we have found that pre-war the absenteeism waS greater, at least 
8 to 10 per cent. greater. 

Q. We have been told that the Bombay operative is more efficient thau the Ahmedabad 
operatives. But surely, if your absenteeism is as low as this, it must result in your 
getting more efficient labour than in Bombay? • 

A. I do not know about the greater efficiency of Bombay. It has to be proved by 
oomparing results, not only wi,th regard to profits, but with regard to production too. 

Q. When we get your costs of produotion we will be better able to judge. But you 
are not at present prepared to admit that Bombay is more efficient than you 
are! 
'A. No. 

Q. I should say that if you have got only 2 per cent. absenteeism it should follow 
logically that your labour is more efficient. 

A. Mr. Patel.-There are other reasons. In Bombay they get labour from the 
Deccan side. They are very migratory. During holidays they go away for one 
or two months. In Ahmedabad they have got their homes here and practically they 
are naturalised here. They do not want to go to their villages. In Deccan every now 
and then they will be always going to their homes. 

A. Mr. KlJ8lurbhai Lalbhai.-It is more likely that our labour should be more efficient 
than the Bombay labour, because as we have shown in our opening paragraph. the· 
labour which we recruit consists of people who have been habitually accustomed to 
this VOCation-the spinner as well as the weaver. 

Q. Then it stands to reason that if your percentage of absenteeism is very low you 
do not need budUs to any great extent? • 

A. Mr. Parekll.-Not to a very great extent. 
Q. Then in Bombay they told us that they have to maintain 10 per cent. additional 

labour over what they really require in order to provide for absenteeism. 
A. That may be one of the reasons why they have 33 men and we have 23. 
Q. But you do not do that here' 
A. No. 

Q. Does it really mean a.great saving in the cost of labour, apart altogether from the 
average earnings of the men' '. 

A. It may be to that extent; but not as alI round 10 per cent. They do not maintain 
any permanent hands in the weaving department, only in the spinning department. 
In Bombay generally when a weaver is going on leave he has to put in a substitute himself 
and he pays from his pocket. The mills are not paying the substitute_ Here the mills 
are paying. If a weaver is going out, the substitute is put in and thB'mills pay. In 
Bombay the very weayer who is absent pute in a substitute on his own account and 
he pays the man. 
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Q. The oost to the mill is the same Y 
~ Yes, they are n~t keeping extra weavers in the weaving shed. 
Q. They would in spinning Y 
A. Yes. We have to keep a oertain number of hands in each and every department, 

one or two or three men to substitute buill., and we have to pay them permanently. 
Q. That means a distinctly appreciable addition in the cost of labour in Bo~bay 

apart entirely from the question of average earnings. _ 
A. Yes. I think the average earnings may be taken like trua:-the total wages paid 

may be divided by the number of hands employed. So the average earnings will be 
less to a man in Bombay. 

Q. The point is that you have your additional 10 per cent. or 5 per cent. in the spinning 
department. It makes no differenoe, that 5 per cent. extra that the spinning department 
gets, to the ordinary wages of a spinner Y . 

A. The spinners' wages for the whole mill will be divided by the pa.y paid in the 
spinning department, by the number of hands. 

Q. But you have got to pay those five people. It does not affect your average wages 
but it means an additional 5 per cent. on your total cost. 

A. It is an addition but not in the average earnings. The average earnings will 
be the same. 

Q. Yes, that is my point. I wanted to know if you agl"-e with me. 
A.If we pay Rs. 2,700 to 100 people, dividing 2,700 by 100 we get 27 rupees per 

head, but if we were to divide by 105 ....•... 
Q. But you would not. You have to pay the extra five. 
A. The average ,is taken like that, the average earnings. 
Q. My point is that you have got to pay those extra. five people. 
A. But that is inoluded in the Rs. 2,700. So the average earning will be something 

less. 
Q. It would not bl! Rs. 2,700 unless you' add those extra five people. It will be Rs. 2,600. 
A. If that be the oase, the actual pay would be less. 
Q. The spinner does not get any less because these extra five people are employed Y 
A. The earnings will be less. If one mill is paying Rs. 2,700 between 105 men and 

another mill pays Rs. 2,700 and employs 100 men the total earnings of a hand in the 
two oases will be different. . 

Q. We are both saying the same thing in a different way. I agree with you that 
it makes no differenoe to the average wages. But at the same time it does make a 
difference to the total oost because you have got to pay those extra five people. 

A. Exaotly. 
A. Mr. Ka8!urbhal Lalbhal.-I may explain the discrepanoy. In Bombay the 

majority of the mills work for 26 days. In Ahmedabad the figures varies from 24 to 27. 
So naturally if the working days are less then the average may compare higher. Because 
the monthly salaried person will have to be inoluded among the men, women and 
ohildren they employ. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-But would their number be very large! 
A. Mr. Patel.-It is made-olear in this paragraph. 
A. Mr. Kasturbhal Lalbhai.-It will differ aooording to tpe number of days worked 

in a partioaIar month. If the number of days is 26 or 27 and here the number of days 
worked is 24 naturally the average will be higher. . 

Prealdenl.-Would that hold as regards weavers Y 
A. All the monthly paid persons. 
Q. All are not paid by the day Y 
A. Not all There is a big list of persons who are paid monthly salaries. There 

are men, women and big lads. . 
Q. Who are paid by the month Y 
A. Oilers,-oertain ~onthly and oertain fortnightly. 
Q. Those would not affeot the average very greatly. 
A. They would to the extent of one anna or half an anna. 
Q. They should have been separated out, it seems to me. If they were separated 

out that would make a great deal of differenoe. 
A. Quiteso. 
A. Mr. Patel.-In Bombay they have taken 26 and 27 days while ours is 24 to 27. 

So we are muoh less than Bombay. 
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Q. Yes, you are bound to be less. 
A. Therefore the average must be higher. 
Q. We will examine Mr. Shirra~ on the point. But it seem. to me a mistake to put 

the monthly people in at all, if they did so. Why do you not consider the automatio 
loom suitable to Indian labour ? 

A. Mr. mZil.-It requires better yarn for weaving purposes, because there is 
more strain in automatic looms than in ordinary looms. More tension is put on the yarp. 
than in ordinary looms, and if bette~ quality were required better mixing would also be 
required. That means better cotton. That means higher cost of cotton. 

Q. Have you any experience of automatic looms in Ahmedabad Y' 
A. They have been tried in two or three mills but they failed. 
Q. For that reason 7 
A. Mr. Pare-"'k.-Partly for that and partly for the inefficient labour. One man 

caunot attend to even 8 looms. 
Q. It ollmes to this I suppose that the automatic loom is of no use unleSs you can get 

somebody to look after 20 looms. There is no saving if a man can look after only 8 ? 
A. Even 8 they cannot attend to here. 
Q. Even if he could attend to 8 there would be no saving? 
A. Mr. Kaaturbkai Lalbkai.-Another consideration is that the cost of installing the 

automatio looms will be something like 21 to 3 times higher than that of installing ordinary 
looms and any saving in labour charges will be taken up by the depreciation and interest 
charges. 

Q. The point I take it is that with Indian labour you can get no saving which would 
counteract the very heavy additional cost? 

A. Quite so. 

Q. The Textile Labour Union here has apparently no special grievance and they are 
not coming before us. . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-I wish they had come. 
Q. We heard a good deal about the labour aspect in Bombay. , There is one point 

I should like to ask you and that is whether you have the system here which appears to 
be prevalent in some of the Bombay mills of making labourers take over ilpoiled pieces 
of cloth. ' 

A. Mr. Kallturbkai Lalbkai.-Yes we have that system. If a particular piece of cloth 
that he has been given to weave is spoilt by . making too many cMraB or leaving tars 
it is given out on his own account as a fine ... He has got to pay us the price that we might 
have sold the piece for, and he sells it in the market. It is in a way a sort of 
fine. 

Q. It seems to me a very heavy fine. 
A. It is not a heavy fine because if we had to give that piece at Rs. 10 it will easily 

fetoh Rs. 9 or Rs. 9·8·0. 
A. Mr. Parekk.-Or he may use it himself. 
Q. That is certainly not the impression that we got in BQmbay. The impression we 

got in Bombay was that the fine amounted to several rupees and it seems to me that it 
must be so because obviously a spoilt piece of cloth is hardly likely to sell for much more 
than half the price of a good piece. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbkai.-His monthly earnings are something like Rs.40. At the 
most he may be giving Rs. 2 or 3 when he spoils it so badly that we cannot sell it even 
at a loss. Again I may say this in this connection our Labour and Industries Member, 
Sir Bhupendra Nath Mitra, has already set on foot enquiries regarding that and we 
shall have very soon some piece of legislation on this too. 

Q. I quite understand the Millowners' point of view in a case like this. It is naturally 
&gainst .the interests of the mills to sell a bad piece of cloth. You have to keep up your 
reputatIon and therefore to reject a piece of cloth if there is a slight flaw in it. But we 
cannot help wondering whether it would not be better to give a warning or two and that 
if the weaver offends again, to send him away. . 

A. The extent to which we get the cloth that has been spoiled in one way or the other 
is to the e:x;tent of half to one per cent. of all the manufactures. We get one per cent. 
of such spoiled cloth. That we take on our own account and sell it at two· thirds price or 
half price or whatever it can fetch according to the requirements of the market, while 
there are a few pieces which are given to the weaver in case of his persistent negligence. 
If a weaver has been employed for a month or two or if he spoiled it on the first piece, 
it won't b& given to his account; but if he persists in his negligence, then and then alone 
the piece is given on his account. ' 
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~. If the man is so bad, why don't you get rid of him altogether? 
A. It would create dissatisfaction and trouble in the mill . 

. Mr. Parekh.-:-Of course action would be taken. If he is found not to be looking 
after a certain number of mills, the jobber is responsible. If some strictness is not used 
in the mills all the people will be negligent. 'Strictness is necessary for improving 
the quality. -

Q. Do I understand that as a general rule you only give the cloth back -when it is 
badly spoiled' • -

A. Yes, badly spoiled on account of the weaver's negligence. If it is a mistake of the 
sizer, we do not give it back. 

Q. That is natural. It would obviously be unfair. How do you recruit your labour 
here' In the same way as they do in Bombay t~ough jobbers?, 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-Jobbers are there no doubt. But they are nol; recruited 
through these jobbers. Jobbers are more or less supervisors. while the labour comes of 
their own aocord. There are localities r<tund about the mills where from the particular 
class of spinners or wea'{ers begin to come to the mill when it is started. They are given 
jobs. If they are to ,be dismissed or anything like that, it is done by the assistant 
spinning or weaving master. , 

Q. Who actually takes the man on , 
A. The spinning or the weaving department. 
Q. Is he taken on by the spinning or weaving master or by the jobber? 
A. By the spinning or weaving master. ' • 
A. Mr. Parekh.-The spinning or weaving master also consults the jobber. 

Q. He is directly taken on by the spinning master or the weaving master! 
A. Mr. Iraaturbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. -
Q. How many mills in Ahmedabad have worked double shifts' 
A. One mill. -
A. Mr. Patel.-About four. 
Q. Whioh mills , 
A. The Calico. the New Textile Mills, the Jubilee Mills, and the Gordhan Mills. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-In what year , 
Q. At any time. 
A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-In 1921. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-When they were short of yarn. 
A. Mr. KaaturbhaiLalbhai.-They stopped working double ~ifts within six months" 

time. 
Q.Why! 
A. It was not a paying proposition .. 
Q. Why' . 
A. It was diffioult to get men labour and we could not employ women and children 

in night. There was more waste and the labour charges were great. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-30 to 40 per cent. more was paid to the labourer. 
Q. If that is so, how is it that you aocept the figure of 5 per cent. advantage which 

has been worked out by the Bombay Millowners' Association as the advantage on double 
shift working' If your experience is that instead of giving you an advantage of 5 per 
oent., it is a definite disadvantage, how is it that you accept that figure f 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-The Bombay people are considering the question with 
regard to Japanese labo~ and not with regard to Indian labour. We have to deal 
with the Indian labour. I think the advantage of 5 per cent. is with regard to the 
Japanese labour. ' 

Q. They have worked it out on the Indian data. That is my point. 
A. But not on the Indian labour. 
Q. What we have to do is to disoover exactly what advantage the Japanese 

aotually get out of it and whether double shift working would pay at all in this oountry. 
Therefore what reason is there to aooept this figure of 6 per cent. for Japan f 

A; Mr. Parekh.-Ifthe mills are working double shifts and get proper produo
tion as in the day time, the expense would be reduced to 5 per cent. So the Japanese 
may have an advantage to that extent. That may be the reason. 

Q. The point I really want to get a.t is whether this 5 per oent. represents the utmost 
advantage in the most favourable conditions. Is that so , " 

A. Mr. KaaturbhaiLalbhai.-Yee. 
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Q. You refer to the reduction of the working hours from 12 to 10 II.s One of the 
results of legislative chaRges. But did not tha.t come about before the amended 
Factory Act came into operation ? 

A. Mr. PaUl.-Yes; tha.t was voluntary. 
Q. Therefore, where is the grievance? ' , 
A. If we want to cha.nge, ''We cannot change. That was our voluntary desire.' 
A. Mr. Banchhodlal Amratlal.-At that time in some cases we were able to work 

one or,two hours more. But now under the new'!i\.ct we are not able to do tha.t. 

Q. Do I understand you to mean tha.t you would go back to 12 hours if you' could? 
A. Tha.t is a question which would re~uire some consideration by the Association. 
A. Mr. PaUl.-Unless we have unfair and severe competition,. we would not think 

of going back. . -, 
Q. What is the compulsory maintenance of boiler attendants to which you refer ? 
A. Mr. Parekla.-Under the new Act since 1925. one boiler attendant has to be there 

'for 12 hours together. But one man is not allowed to work for more than ten hours 
and so we are obliged to keep two men. So tha.t is an- extra expense. He is to be' 
on the spot for 12 hours because we are obliged to use our boiler two hours 'earlier. 
For that sake we are obl.i)(ed to keep two men. 

A. Mr. Katllurbhai LaTbhai.-The additional expenditure has been to the extent of 
RB. 1,50,000 a year for these attendants while it serves no purpose from our point of 

'view. 
Q. How can you get over it? I would like those figures definitely worked out if 

you could do so. How ha.ve you arrived at that figure? 
A. Mr. Patel.-On the number of boilers working in the city. 
Q. I want the exact data on which you have worked. Rs. 1,50,000 is not aJ!mall sum. 

But how can you get over it ? 
A. Mr. Katlturbhai Lalbhai.-By your recommending the amendment of the Boiler ' 

Act. It does no good as far as the mills are concerned. It ha.s been intended originally 
for the benefit of the Factory owners. Of course it has been introduced for the mills 
too. Originally the mills were engaging an engineel" in each and it was not essential 
to engage these boile!' attendants. But by this Act they have been obliged to engage' 
these people and it ha.s cost them, as I said, Rs. 1,50,000. 

Q. Will you bring along a copy of the Boiler Act? I would like to go into the matter 
a little more closely. ' 

A. Mr. Patel,-Yes. , . 
A. Mr. Katllurbhai Lalbhai.-Also the Smoke Nuisance Act is ,a great nuisance so 

far as Ahmedabad is concerned. ' . 
Q. What additional expenditure does tha.t involve? 
A. It does not involve any additional expenditure; but the worry it is involving 

is very great. In many oases I referred to the Boiler Inspector 'asking him to specify 
wha.t he wants me to ,do so to reduce the smoke nuisance. He won't recommend any. 
thing; but still he prosecutes and gets me fined. I do not know what is to be done. 
I have put a machine at a c9st of Rs. 21>,000 but still the nuisance bl!.s not abated. 
They Say' it is not our business.' We are trying our level best to reduce the smoke 
nuisance. I know wha.t the smoke nuisance is in Glasgow and Manchest~ and 
still in Ahmedabad where there is open space, we are prosecuted. I approached 
the Collector of Bombay and the Member who is in cha.rge of the Smoke Nuisance 
Act and he said that it is intended only for keeping people from making a greater 
nuisance. There are no prosecutions undertaken in Bombay. But here in, Ahmedabad 
during the last year or 18 months when the Act is in operation, I dare say there are 
more than half a dozen proseoutions already undertaken and the method of under. 
taking those prosecutions is to my mind'very strange. We .would appeal to you. 
regarding that too. 

Q. It seems'to me tha.t your complaint is rather against the administration of the 
Act than the Act itself. 

A. Mr. Parekla.-Exactly so. Sometimes the Smoke Nuisance Inspector says 
• you have got your boilers overloaded. So you must put 'in a new boiler. The 
~oilers are old; so change them.' The mills are thus put to a lot of extra expend. 
Iture. . 

A. Mr. BanchhodlaZ Amratlal.-And sometimes we have to make additions to the 
boiler in the way of re.erecting them and so on. " 

Raja Bar. Kishan Kau!.-Talking about double shifts, the Marsden Mills are working 
double shift at present-? 

A. Mr. Parelch.-Yes. 
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Q. Is it an advantage to them to work double shift t 
A. Mr. K(.I8tur~ha;' Lalbhai.-They are not our ,members and so we are not in & 

position to say anything. 
Q. In any OMe the fact that they are working double shift must be proof of the 

double shift working being more economical 1 
A~ Not necessarily. They may be short of spinning or short of yarn and therefore 

they may be working double shift. As I undt'rstand, they have got more looms than 
spindles and therefore they work double shift to get surplus yarn and weaving it. 

Q. Do they work double shift in spinning alone 1 ' , 
A. Yes; only in spinning. 
Q. Not in weaving Y 
A., No; that is Ouf information. 
Q. As regards spoiled oloth, I believe that the facts are that the cloth is not given 

to the workman until he has had two or three warnings. It is not given to him in 
the very first instanoe and when it is given to him, does he prefer being given the 
cloth to being turned out Y Does, he prefer taking the cloth and being fined to the 
extent of the difference between the price charged and the price realised to being 
turned out altogether Y , 

A. Yes. 
Q. He considers that a lighter punishment Y 
A. Certainly. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-Particularly the weaver does not want to leave the mill in which 

he is weaving. He does not like to be turned out. 
Q. You think he prefers being fined to being sent away! 
A. Yes. 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-'ltforeover he prefers having the cloth to being fined. 
Q. He would rather have the cloth and suffer the loss of a couple ofrupees ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why! , 
A. Then he can make the best use of the cloth. He may realise better price for 

the oloth. 
Q. I understand that you are employing men to fill up vacancies even amongSt weavers. 

Is it so Y 
A. Mr. Parekh.~No; we do not employ any men ; but the weavers themselves 

always enquire whether any man is required. 
Q. That is the budli sYstem 1 
A. Yes; we have ~ot got the men permanently. 
Q. The oase is exactly the same in Bombay! 
A. In weaving it is the same; and th" number is small. 
Q. Beoause your absenteeism is sma.!l Y 
A. 'Yes. 
Q. Compared with Bombay you seem to have two considerable advantages: One 

is that your office oharges are less and the other is that your wages are lower than those 
in Bombay Y _ . 

A. Mr. Kll8turbha' Lalbhai.-They are practioa.!ly the same as in Bombay. If you 
take the labour statistics you find there is not even a difference of half-an·anna. 

Q. Even after the 15 or 15l per cent. reduction ! Rs. ·33-6-0 is the figures hel'6 for 
a weaver against Rs. 47 in Bombay. In the same way for a spinner it comes to 
Rs. 20 here, &B against Rs. 29 there. 
• A. Mr. Patel.-That is tho average for man, woman and child. That is the general 
average. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-The Labour Office have taken figufes from several mills. 
Q. On page 36 of the Bombay Millowners' Association's replies they have given 

figures and those exclude the bonus. In the case of weavers it is &S. 47-12·0 and your 
figure is Rs. 33-6-0 after the 15 per cent. reduction. For ring frame side boys their 
figure is Rs. 29-12-0 as against your figure Qf Rs. 28-0·0. 

A. In 1923 the last column W&B Rs. 31-12-0. 

Q. If you make a 15i per cent. reduotion that will be less than Rs. 29-12-0. After 
the 15l per cent. reduction your wages are lower than those of Bombay. 

A. To a certain extent. But at the same time, I must bring to your notice that 
these wages are the average. So it will be more by about 10 per cent here. We arc 
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not employing budlis. It is the average per day. In the spinning department we 
have to employ /; to 7 per cent. more men. 

Q. They employ spare men too-it· is about 11 per cent. extra-in order to fiU 
up the vacancies. Therefore their costs must be greater! 

A. Yes. . 

Q. What I want to know is what your .advantage comes ,to in these two respects. 
How much per cent. do 'you save as compaMd to Bombay in the cost of 
production? 

A. We will have certsin disadvantages too. 
Q. In reBpect of wages and absenteeism? 
A. Mr. KlUlurbhai Lalbhai.-2! to /; per cent. 
Q. In answer to Question 77 you say" We agree ~th the view of the Bombay 

Millowners' Association." You say that the wages in the cotton textile mills are higher 
than the wages paid elsewhere. Can you give us Bome figures about Ahmedabad? 

A. There is hardly any other industry here. 
Q. What do the ordinary coolies get ! What is a mason paid? 
A. Mr. pQrekh.-We are talking of the industry. 
A. Mr. K4m"bhai Lalbhai.-We say about the collieries, etc. 
Q. They are not in Bombay. The conditions are not similar. Under similar 

conditions what does the labourer get? .' 
A. Bombay is not very much difierent from Calcutta in the matter of the cost 

of living, and wages paid to jute workers are certainly lower than the wages paid in 
Bombay. 

Q. Can you tell us what the labourers are being paid in Ahmedabad-what a mason 
or a carpenter is being paid f 

A. \V e shall furnish the figures. 
Q. What is he getting and with whom would you compare him? For instance, 

whether a carpenter would be considered a more trained worker when compared to 'the 
spinnner, and SO on. ~ 

A. There oan be no comparison between the difierent ~rades. 
Q. Any way a cooly would be equal to your untrained man who comes to you for 

training. He. is the lowest paid man and that would show, whether you are paying 
higher wages than those obtained in the market. There are probably other industries. 
There are two mat.ch factories here. What are the wages they are paying f Do you 
know what wages they pay f . 

A. No. 

Q. That would be a good thing for comparison. 
A. We shall try to get the figures. 
Q. What are they in other small Beale industries f 
A. Mr. pQrekh.-They are small. In the whole mill they may be engaging very 

few hands and so they might be paying somewhat according to our, scale; otherwise 
they won't get labour. 

Q. There are two match factories here f 
A. There is only one and they employ hardly 30 or 40 men. 
Q. Only 30 or 40 ,. 
A. It is a very small factory. 

Q. Anyway their wages will not be lower than your wages and that will be something 
to go upon and you can give 'us your present rates, and also the bazaar rates. 

·A. The bazaar rates and our rates differ. In· the bazaar the workman may get 
something to.day and may not get to·morrow. . 

Q. »oes he get more as day wages f 
A. No; ordinarily the cooly is paid annas 8 or 10 a day while he is not sure ofto.morrow. 

Here in the mills he is quite sure and he is earning his bread for the whole year. 
Q. What is your lowest wage in the mills Y , 
A. About 12 annas. 

, Q. You have not got anything less than'12 annas! 
A. No; !lothing below it. , 

Mr. BubbQ RQ!).~First of all I want to put a general question. How is the st&lldard 
muster prepared and what is the basis for it t 

4. We have two or three lI!usteri!. 
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Q. Does the one given in your answers, indicate the monthly earnings ? 
A. Monthly earnings. . 
Q. The earnings a man would get at the given rate if he workli systematically 1 
A. We have got a system whereby he is paid 10 or 12 annas a day and we pay hun for 

the holidays also in the month. We allow them the holidays. 
Q. That is, Sunday for example; You pay for Sunday also 7 
A. Yes; all holidays except those that are not observed by the mill. Sometimes the 

men are not present on the days that are not observed holidays by the mill and we 
deduct wages for snch days ouly. . 

Q. It represents the rate for the 31 days Y 
A. In our muster we put in per day and allow the holidays. 
Q. Therefore, this would represent the monthly' earnings including Sundays , 
A. Yes. 
Q. You include spinners, who are paid by the day? 
A. We have a fortnightly muster. Whatever holidays come in we pay for them. 

nat means it comes to 32 days in a month. .• 
Q. You fix the daily rate and give it for the whole fortnight, irrespective of ~he 

Sundays coming in Y . 

A. Mr. Ka&urbl,ai Lalbhai.-Here there is a system called the" Hapta. "system. In 
the spinning department it is considered to be one'of 16 days and in the weaving 
department it is 14 days. That is, for 16 days the spinning wages~are made up. 

Q. You pay on what basis r 
A. The rates differ by half·an·anna in the spinning departmeut. That is, in a 

particular group they may be paying 12 annas, while in another group they may be paying 
12l anna&. For every day of work that he puts in he will be 'paid 12 annas, Sundays 
and holidays inclusive. For these days also he will be drawing his salary. Qut of 
sixteen days there will be generally 13 or 14 working days. H the rate is 12 annas he 
will be paid Re. 12, plus attendance bonus. Attendance bonus is paid at the rate of 
Be. 1 a week if he has not absented himself during that week at all. H he has absented 
himself for more than one day he won't get that bonus. 

Mr. Bubba Rao.-He will get the full wage Y 
A. Yes, including the holidays. 
Q. Wages on 30 or 31 days basis and not on 26 or 27 days basis r 
A. No. . 

Q. You pay for the holidays also! 
A. Yes. 
Q Why do you take the hapta. as sixteen days!' . 
A. It is convenient for accounting and that is the system that has prevailed for very 

many years. We are paying twioe a month. Here there are certain departments where 
we have to pay weekly. 

Q. How many days do you take for settlements Y , 
A. Ten days. We keep the pay for ten days. Had it been 13 or 14 it would be difficult 

for me to multiply and find out the correot amount. 

Q. I find from your figures for 1923 there is a rise as between 1921 and 1923. Does 
it show an actual cbange in rates and if 80, when was the change made, because it looks 
as though when the depression was setting in you have been"raising the wages 1 

A. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-In the latter part of tbo year 1921. 

Q. Before 1923 or in 1923 t 
A. Mr. PaJel.-An annual bonus was granted in 192], some time in November and 

that might be making a difference. -

Prmdent.-Talking about this standard muster, what about the bonus , 
.A. We have got a statement here. 

Q. You told us that this standard muster included bonus. Do these figures in reply to 
Question 68 of the statement include bonus' What we would like to know is what 
bonuses were given and wben tbey were taken away Y . 

A. Mr. Kaslurbhai Lalbhai.-There bave been two kinds of bonuses; one the attend. 
ance bonus-tbat is being still paid. During t.he three years 1920, 1921 and ]922 
bonuses were paid because mills had made profits and tbe basis was fixed by settlement 
blltween tbe Labour Union and the Millowners' Association. 
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Q. That was what waa happening in Bombay. There they gave a month's pay. What 
did yon do' 

A. We did the same. 
Mr. 8t.IbhG Rao.-Ts it retained now? 
A. No. that waa only given on the yearly wages when the mills made very good profits. 

At the end of the YPAr we decided to give these bonuses. The last bonus was in October 
1921. 

P,uide1ll.-Would the bonus appear here at all? 
A. Mr. PateT.-It does not appear in this. 
Q. You had no strikes here when the bonus was taken a.way? 
A. Mr. Kad!urbhai Lalbha~.-They knew very "ell what oonditions we "'ere iu. 
Q. Do you consider they had Ihore knowledge of that than they had in Bombay! 
A. Certainly they know better herp. than in Bombay. " 
Mr. SuMa Rao.-So the wage rates were not higher in Ahmedabad in 1923 than' 

in Bombayt 
A. 1hey were. 
Q. Why! 
A. Because of the Labour Association in Ahmedabad we were foroed to pay higher 

wages. You will find from the Labour Gazette8 that the increments that have been 
given in Ahmedabad are much higher than tbe increments that have! been obtained by 
labourers in Bombay. It is because of their better organization here. 

Q. Evidentl, making the total higher! 
A. Yes. 
Q. But I find; that the average total earnings were 'lower. Why is that 7 I find the 

ring frame rates Re. 31-12-0 where aa in Bombay the figures are 37-12-0_ . 
A. Tbe number of working days in that particular month may be'more. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-24o to 26 days in Ahmedabad and 27 in Bombay. 
Q. But I thougbt you said just a little while ago that you in Ahmedabad paid irres

peotive of holidays for the wbole month 7 Then the number of working days would 
not matter. If you are paying for the whole month irrespeotive of holidays, Sundays 
and so on, it does not matter how many working days you have? 

A. It does. 
Q. I do not understand how. Let u~ turn to another point. Absenteeism is less here 

than in Bombay f We "ould like to examine those figures. 
A. Absenteeism may be more but they are'employing extra hands. 
Q. They are paying 10 per oent. more. That will explain why they are paying more in 

the total wages bill, not the average rate. There are .more people and you pay more, 
The divisor is larger, but the dloridend is also larger. Your rates apparently are higher 
but the earnings are lower. I will give you a reference to your own answers to 
Question 68. and, to tbe Bombay answers to that question and to page 17 of the 
secoud report of the Labour Office on wages in the cotton indu.try. There must be some 
explanation. I would like to have that. Then it was brought out in the examination 
by the President that you employ fewer labourers per thousand spindles than in Bombay 
and also that you have less machinery in these stages. Does it not show therefore your 
ooat to that extent is lower than in Bombay t 

A. Mr. KfJ8t'Urbhai Lalbhai.-Not necessarily, because the counts we produce are 
finer. 

Q. Less hands and less machinery. Therefore the proportionate expenditure should 
be less the interest charges and labour charges per nnit ? _ 

A. Mr. PateL-In the number of men we employ and the number of spindles 
per frame there is a difference between Ahmedabad and Bombay. 

Q. I am speaking of labour. If you employ fewer labour and also less machinery ••••• 
A.- Mr. KfJ8t'Urbhai Lalbhai.-Then the production will be less. 
Pruident.-The value will be greater. 
A. It could not be greater. . 
Q. If you are spinning fine counts the value of the yam is greater and therefore the 

net result of the working is presumably the same. What I mean is that six pounds of 
coarse yarn at Re, 1 means the same aa 4 pounds of finer yarn at Re. 1-8·0. Therefore 
if the value of your production is the same and you han fewer operatives to pay, what 
Mr. Subba Roo is trying to find out is why it should not C08& you less. 

A. It does not necessarily follow because that will establish only one proposition 
hat finer counts are cheaper to manufB9~~ tha.n ooarser counts, which ~ not tqe 08.8\lo 
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Q. We want to know why' 
A. Because the cost of production of finer counts will not be in proportion. 
Q. Is it because the' cost of cotton is greater , , 
.A. Not only the cost of cotton. You are now putting down the production in coarser 

counts &9 6 pounds at Re. I while from that very spindle the finer counts production may 
not be exactly 4 pounds, but may be three pounds, and again it may not fetch Rs. 2 
but it may fetch only Rs. 1-8-0. 

Q. I am arguing on the b&9is of Rs. 1·8-0. 
A. It may be three instead of four and it may give only Rs. 4·8-0 while the coarser 

one may give Rs. 6. In finer counts the cost of production is much higher than it is in 
coarser counts. ' 

Mr. Majmudar.-H you produce 24s and the production is the same &9 in Bom 
bay with less preparatory machinery, certainly yoa.stand to gain as advantsge in the 
matter of costs. 

A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-But we shall not be able to turn out the same amount of 
production from the le.~s preparatory machinery. H Bombay reqwres certain machinery 
we require the same. The difference is that Bombay turns out coarser counts while 
we are turning out finer and therefore our preparatory requirements are less. We feel 
that we iurn out 2 to 4 counts finer than Bombay does. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-You spoke of diminished output on .account of the reduction 
.of hours. I suppose it is made up by reduotion in wages also to some extent' 

A. Wages have not been reduoed. 
Q. Since this reduotion of 15! per cent. 
A. That is not tho only reduction that h&9 been brought about. We went to ten 

hours in June 1920. The increment given was in the end of 1920 and again in 1921. 
Q. I aiD not speaking of th~ total increment. You have made a reduction in wages 

"f 15! per oent. , 
A. We were obliged to make it,. 
Q. That to some extent diminishes your 1089 in output' 
A. Certainly. 
Q. I am speaking of the relative proportion that set. off your loss in output. You 

are making less; that means less output, and the wage has been reduced 15! per cent. 
That to some extent sets pff the loss in output. One interesting feature in Ahmedabad 
is that women on the time.soale are far more than in any other centre in the Bombay 
Presidency.' Why is this ? 

A. Beoause husbands do not like to work without their women folk by their side 
That is the general oondition in Ahmedabad. 

Q. We were told so.' Is that the only explanation' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are they employed in the same department' 
A. In the same department and very probably on the same machine. On one side the 

hu&band or brother will be working and on the other the sister or wife will be working. 
Q. That explains the greater proportibn of women on the time-soale ! 
A.Yes. . 

Q. About the standard of living, you have no figures for Ahmedabad separately! 
You say that the wages here have outrun the present incre&ge in the oost of living on the 
b&9is of the Bombay figures only. But they are not applioable to Ahmedabad. The 
oost of living here is different. 

A. Mr. Patel.-They are praotically the same. 
Q. That table is only for Bombay. 
Q. Mr. Parekh.-We are taking 73 per cent. If in pre-war days the oost of 

living was 100 it h&9 gone up 73 higher. The same is the O&ge in Bombay. It h&9 gone 
np 73 per oent in Bombay. The differenoe is the same. 

Q. You cannot re&9on that way. The index number given by ,the Labour Office is 
only for Bombay. . 

A. If so, if the percentage was lower here in pre-war years we ought to be lower to-day 
and the same average remains. 

Q. Perhaps it might differ by about 30 points in different plaoes. 
A. The Labour Gazette gives the oost (If living in Ahmedabad also. Here is a. copy 

of the Labour Gazette. 
Q. This is for Bombay. 
/.. That might be, but I will show you the other afterwards. 
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Q. The Young Carrency CoD1lllJS8ion note the disparity between the Bombay wages and 
cost of living, and aay that these figures indicate that either the pre-war ra.te of w.ages 
wu too low or the present rate is excessive. If you take the rise in wages 1914 to 1925 
it is 130 per cent. It is possible to argue that the ra.te in the initia.l year wa.s very low 
in relation to the oost of living, beoauee it is possible that people then did not know 
their own interests a.nd could not barga.in with you on the present terms. _Which view 
do you hold' Do you think wages were aatisfa.ctory in 1914! 

A. They were low. 
Q. Therefore you ca.nnot go back to the 1914 level; If wa.ges were low in 1914 the 

rise by 130 per cent. and so on has to be modified by reference to the cost of living 7 
A. We have been saying that. It is not possible to reduce it as far as the cost of la.boUJ." 

is ooncerned. 
Q. Also not desirable' 
A. Not desirable. 
Q. Then about housing, the number of workers given for 1923 wa.s about 52,000. Has 

the number of yoUr opera.tives increased in Ahmedaba.d in recent years? 
A. I think the number is in the vicinity of sixty thouaand. 
Q. And the number of rooms you ha.ve given is very sma.ll, only 1,400 or so 7 
A. Mr. KQJlturhbai Lalbhai.~1 am afraid there ha.s been a discrepa.noy that has crept in. 

Only the dO,!ble tenements in two mills are about 300, which ha.tl been given out a.s 18 • 
• Q. There are 1,600 tenements? 

A. It will be 4J. ,the vicinity of 3,000 or 3,500. Tha.t is approxima.te. 
Q. Ta.ke four thousand. Even that does not provide for sixty thousa.nd la.bourers ! 
A. As fa.r as weavers are concerned none of them will come and Iive·in the mill tenements 

however cheap the rent ma.y be a.nd however grea.t fa.cilities may be given beca.use they 
have not been accustomed to it. They are Muha.mmadans. They live with their women 
folk and they are accustomed to stay in city houses however dirty or 'ba.d in sa.nita.tion 
they may be. They would not migrate to the mill premises. The rest of the spinners 
are being recruited not only from Ahmeda.bad but they come from viIla.ges -round a.bout, 
who always prefer to live in viIla.ges. 

Q. Tht'y CalM and go back every day ? 
A. Yes, in the suburbs of Ahmeda.bad. Then there are a number of cha.wle belonging 

to private owners so milch so that there a.re cert.ain mills which ha.ve provided a.ccommo· 
dation for their labourers and which they do not ,get the la.bourers to come and 
occupy. 

Q. Mr. Majmudar.-By reducing the hours of work from 12 to]O you sa.y that your 
production wa.s reduced in weaving by 8 to 10 per cent. against 10 to 12 per cent. in the 
Bombay mills ? 

A. We do not know about the Bombay mille. 

Q. That is what the Bombay millowners said; Can YOIl give the compa.rative ligures? 
It may be that Bombay efficiency was better previously and therefore they could not 
improve the efficiency whereas the Ahmedabad efficiency previously was lower and there. 
fore they ma.de lip a little more? , 

A. Mr. Parekh.-You mean Bomba.y w~vers have become less efficient by working 
10 hOUlS f / 

Q. That is wha.t would appear from wha.t you ha.ve been sa.ying. 
A. We say we are getting 8 to 10 per cent. lower production. 
Q. Do you claim tha.t the Ahmeda.bad workma.n is more efficient tha.n the Bomba.y 

workma.n f 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.--,-Wha.t we say is that Ahmedabad labour is a.s efficient 

as Bombay. • . 

Q. If Bombay la.bour is a.s efficient as Ahmedabad, then there ought not to be this 
difference in percentage reduction in production as, a.ppea.rs'to be. In Bombay for 
example in weaving they lost in production to the extent of 10 to 12 per cent, a.s a.ga.inst 
8 to. 10 per cent. in Ahmeda.bad. So evidently it means that either your efficiency 
preVlously must ha.ve been low or tha.t the efficiency of the Bomba.y people must have 
gone down now. Otherwise there would not be this difference? 

A. Mr. Parekh.-They say 10 to 12. We say S to 10. It is a. difference of 2 per cent. 
We cannot be s') exa.ct. 

A. Mr. Kaal3!,rbhai Lalbhai.-We have got to ta.ke into considera.tion the olimatio 
conditions between Ahmedabad and Bombay. Ahmedabad is likely to gain 1 or 2 . 
per cent. more than Bombay. 

y420-30 
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Q. If you ha.ve. the exact figures of prodllction we would like to have them. Sir N. N. 
Wadia put in the exact figures of production saying that this was the production of yarn 
when mills were working 12 hours and this was the production when miIls were working 
10 hours. Similarly he has also give~ the production figures for the same quality of cloth. 
If you give us similar figures, they will be useful for comparision. 

A. We will give you the figures for a mill or two. 

'Q. Do you think the productiou in spinning could be improved if tbe spinners were on 
piece-work Y 

A. It is a problematio question. Unless one has tried it one cannot 8ay. We have not 
tried it., . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Evcrything depends on the time taken for doffing. 
Q. Doffing does not take much time. How many minutes are taken over it Y 
A. Mr. Ka8turbha, Lalbhai.-'-20 or 25 minutes. 7 doffs-3 to 3~ minutes each. 

Q .. With reference to the payment of wages, are all fixed wage people getting 16 
days' wages for a fortnight's work, or do the spinners only get them Y 

A. I think I made my point quite clear. There are three sorts of wage earn(>rs in one 
mill. One is the spinners who are paid on 16 days hapta basis. They are paid for holidays 
too. ::I'he second class is that of weavers who are paid for 14 days and their work being 
piece-work they are paid on whatever they turn out. The third class is the monthly 
wage earners as they are called who put in 26 or 27 working days, or whatever it might 
be, in a mill and they draw their monthly wage. 

Q. By spinners you mean all the people working in the spinning department' 
A. Excepting the frame people who are paid by piece-work. Thl'Y are' also 

paid on 16 days hapta basis. They are on piece-work but tbey are paid on 16 days 
basis. \ 

Q. Even though the mill has worked for 14 days' 
A. They will be paid for whatever work they turn out, but payment is made on 16 days 

hapta basis. 
Q. Have you tried four loom welWers , 
A. We have some four loom weavers but they are very scarce. 
Q. Do you suffer in production thereby' 
A. Sometimes we do. It all depends on the weaver, the sort of weaver we have. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-There are several four loom weavers having an assistant. 
Q. And in that case are you able to reduce the rate Y 
A. We pay the same rate. Otherwise we don't get good "ea.vers. On small looms 

we are not getting competent weavers; so we are obliged to give them four looms and 
assistant. 

Q. In reply to Question 70 you mention about the whiling away of time by the 
operatives. It was represented to us in Bombay by the labour union people that the 
people have to go out of tbe mills because 'there is no provision for urinals and their 
ot-her requirements in the departments generally and it is regarded by the 
employers as whiling awa,.. the time, while they ~ay that it is a necessity. It was 
also stated that in most of the mills, people are given chhapa and only a limited 
number of people are allowed to go out at a time. Is that system prevalent 
here y. ' 

A. You mean passes' That was the system before the war. But since the war it 
is not so. I understand in the mill compound itself there should be a urinal. 

Q. People are not allowed to go out as often as they want to answer otilla of nature. 
A. Here it is not so. • It is not the case in Ahmedabad, at any rate. 

Q. In the matter of fines, you say that in many cases the man prefers to take the cloth. 
But does it often happen that the cloth you manufacture is for some other market and 
it will be of no use to the weaver himself' Nor could he sell it here. ' 

A. That is not the case in Ahmedabad mills. We generally prepare dlloti8 and lCI,ee~ 
which are used here. 

Q. You give notice for dismissal or reduction! 
A. Mr. PateZ.-At least for reduction we have to give regular notice. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-You mean the red"uotion in stall! 
Q. Yes. 
A. NOJ we do not give no~oe. 
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Q. Bupp~ yoo do not want the man. 
A: Mr. Patel.-It depends on the serviqe of the man, whether he is a weaver:or a 

spiDner or a jobber. 
QI Even people on monthly wages are not given notice Y . 
A. 'Mr. KaJJlurbhai LaIbhai.-We give notice. If the man is dismissed we give no' 

notice. But if he has no fault and we want to dismiss him then we give notice. 
_ Q. There is no regular system! 
A. No. 

I 
Qo Have you taken the census of indebtedneaa of the people here 7 
!I.. Mr. Patel.-It is being collected by the Labour Unions at present. -
Q. Coming to the budli system, if the Bombay people are employing a little more 

labour for the purpOlie of budli, it does not necessarily follow that every month their !Vage 
bill would increase to that extent, because a certain number of workmen will be .absent 
every day and if the mills are engaging 10 per cent. more operatives, it is because they 
find that so many people remain absent. 

A. Yes. But the number of hands surely might show an inorease. 
Q • .Each man may get a lowt'r wage; but the total wage bill will not increase. 
A. Yes. 
Q. When operatives are absent, do you put in budliw~ 7 How many budliwalle.s 

generally have you to keep every day 7 
A. Mr. KaI/!urbhai Lalbhai.-We do not engage and pay the budliwalIa. If the weaver 

is sick or is going on a holiday, another weaver appears and he will be recruited, 
Q. And the weaver will be considered to have been present 7 
A. Mr. Pard:1o.-The new man's name will be put &8 a new man and he draws his 

wage. for that period. 
Q. In working out the percentage of absenteeism is this budli taken into consideration 7 
A. Mr. Dizi/.-The budli is not taken into consideration in working out the percentage. 
A. Mr. Patel.-The Labour Office supplies certain forms to be filled in for the month in 

which we have to put in the percentage of absenteeism, the number of men, etc., and the 
Labour Office strikes out the average from these. We tell them that we are short of 
men. The budliwallas are already included in making this calculation on our part. 

Q. You cannot suggest any reason why the rate of absenteeism'is so low in 
Ahmedabad Y 

A. They made this place their native home. 
Q. The same conditions prevail aleo ih Nagpur, but the rate of absenteeism is high. 
A. We are paying better wages and attracting people to our centres. 
Q. From outside! 
A.Yes. , 
A. Mr. Parekh.-From the surrounding districts and villages. In Bombay they 

have to go to their native places. Here they settle about two miles off and if they are 
absent for a day, they oome the next day. 

Q. Comparing the upoountry centres, Sholapllr and Nagpur the percentage of absen
teeism in your centre is very low. 

A. Mr. Patel.-Becanse the total number of people engaged in mill industry is great 
here. We have 60,000 people settling in Ahmedabad and therefore naturally there will 
be some infi ux. .. 

Preaidenl.-We want some information on the point whether your absenteeiSm is 
reckoned in the same way as in Bombay. . 

A. Our absenteeism is based on the number of looms and spindles running without a 
man. We will say 2 per cent. of the looms are running without a man. 

Q. Then the question is what percentage of budlis you are employing at the particular 
time. 

A. That we do not know. 
A. Mr. Diril.-I think it will work to 10 per cent. if budliwallas are "taken into 

account • 
. Q. It seems very unfortunate that the Labour Office had not devised a system which 

gives a uniform result. Have not you got a register showing the number of permanent 
people Y 

A. We have. 

Q. Can't you w;rk out from that how many of these were absent Y Why cannot you 
work out your percentage of absen~ism in the same way as in Bombay! . 

A. We enter in our list a budli &8 a new man. 
y'-20-304 
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Q. Why do you enter him in that way' He ill not a new man. 
A. That ill the system here. 
Mr. Majmudar.--Certainly you can separate them. 

Pre8idenl.-It ill. unfortunate that it has been left to this Board to discover this very 
'important difference. 

Mr. Majmudar.-Is there any complaint here about the jobbers taking bribes' Have 
you tried to fin,d that out, 

A. Mr. PateZ.-Yea; we have tried to aaaist the Labour Union. There were some cases 
reoently and we tried to aMist them. 

A. Mr. Ranchhodlal AmrallaZ-Evenif an operative approaches us we do take up 
measures. 

Q. What peroentage of the workmen would be getting weekly pay, what percentage 
fortnightly and what percentage monthly! 

.A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-It is difficult to give them off-hand. 
Q. Speaking about the double shiftS you said that all the mills have stopped w~rking 

within six months. Did the Calico also stop within six months r 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Were they working both spinning and weaving' 
A. Yes. 

Q. You know in the case of Japan they are mostly working spinning only. Very few 
are working weaving. In: co.se it is started in India and if it runs for a number of months 
continuously and if the people can be trained to it, do you think it is pOBSible to conti
nuously run it ! 

A. Yes, if you can get the Faetory Act amended so as to allow women to be employee! 
at night. 

President.-But your percentage of femaJe work people ill very small. 
A. I think it is the largest in any oentre of India. . 
Q. I am referring to India generally. My point is that, taking India as a whole, the 

percentage of women to men is small. Therefore, would it not be possible to do without 
women at night for night working! 

A. We do not know about other centres. But as far as Ahmedabad is concerned, if 
some license ill given for Ahmedabad so as to allow women to be employed at night, we 
oan get them. 

Q. As a matter of fact, your percentage of women to men in Ahmedabad is smaller than 
iii. Bombay; in 1923 it was 6,600 women against 37,700 men and in Bombay ·they had 
30,000 women to 112,000 men. They had over a quarter and you were about a sixth. 

A. In Bombay they do more of reeling yam and they want women to reel. Here we 
nIl have weaving mills. Naturally we employ a smaller number of women. If you take 
into considEU"ation the spinning department only the number of women employed will 
be 30 or 35 per cent. They can do reeling in the day time in Bombay. It is easy for 
Bombay to get on. , 

Mr. MajmwfM.-How is the Marsden Mill able to work double shift? 
A. It is suoh Ij. small mill that hardly any consideration ought to be given to 'it from our 

point of view. They have not got more than.200 or 300 men employed. They have got 
11,000 spindles and 300 looms. I.t would not require more than 300 people. 

Q. Working on finer oounte-tbey require a smaller number of people' 
A. Perhaps. 
Q. Then, while t.alking of automatio looms you refer to the high cost of installation. 

But if you have got trained workmen, you will be able to save in wages. Has any trial 
been made in that direotion in Ahmedabad! 

A. AI!. effort has been made, but it has failed and therefore nobody can do it again. 
Q. How many mills in Ahmedabad tried it ? 
A. Twelve looms were installed in Calico mills and they were all stopped. There were 

also some in Sholapur. ' 
.A. Mr. llanchhodlaZ Amrallal.-Another aspect 'of this ill that in the Buckingham and 

Camatio mills they have got automatic looms, but one weaver is minding two looms. 
Q. That statement is not correct. In the Buckingham and Camatic mills there is 

one weaver for six looms. That is what the Labour Union of Madras mention in 
their written statement. 

A. I have got this information from a reliable source and if you refer to the mills them
selvC8 you may know it. 
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Pruitlenl.-'the Labour Union should know. However, we-will find out that when we 

gOA~"ttr::"Palel._Regarding female labour in Japan, the figures a.re high in Japa.n; it 
ill 49 per O8nt. of maIe Ia.bour a.nd 60 per O8nt. of fema.!e Ia.bour. 

Q. We know that. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Tben you ra.ise the question of boiler attendants. I. think the 

provision of boiler attendants ha.a been made becauae of the a.ccidents and the 1088 of life 
resulting tberefrom. 

A. Mr •. KtUturbllai Lalbllai.-Orie a.ccident which happened in Delhi could not justify 
the penaIising of the wbole industry and I do not know wbet.ber the boiler attendant will 
be better able to look after the boilers tban a qualified first c\a.ss engineer who is engaged 
in eacb and every mill. 

Q. But the boiler attendant would be working under the engineer. The' engineer 
may be anywbere 10 the mill wbereas the boiler attendant will be near the boiler. 

A. Mr. Kaslurbllai Lalbllai.-My contention is that if there ha.s been one accident 
here and one a.ccident there, that would not justify the Government in legislating on' 
the rrop<l'lition. Because tbere a.re so many accidents on the railways, why don't 
you legisIa.te on them Y No legisIa.tion ha.a been made. 

Q. Yon do admit that some step ha.a to be taken in order to guard against the accidents Y 
A. There ha.a been a step. That accident has occurred owing to the pipes not being 

closed. Recently there ha.a been an amendment by which if there are two boilers in a 
mill, then the pipe on the line has to be completely separated and we have been compelled 
to put steel pipes connecting the different boilers and at the same time a new law has 
been put into force compelling us to disconnect the joints before the man enters into the 
boilel}l for oleaning. But still over and above that, J.his is an additional precaution 
which in our opinion is quite burdensome. . 

Q. Do YOll mean to .ay that whera there are fir.t cIa"" engineers, it ought not to be 
compulsory for the mills to engage boiler attendants ! 

A. That is our view. 

Q. My point is that in the case of certain mills, for in.tance; the Bombay mills, as they 
have gone on electric drive, the boiler attendants would be necessary to ·them if they 
have no mechanical engineer. 

A. Mr. P/Jrekh.~They have to engage an engineer; first o\a.ss or second class. 

Q. For attending on the hoilers now Y 
A. Yes; it is necessary. . 
Q. An engineer is noi necessary. They can employ a boiler attendant. 
A. Tbo boiler attendant should be a qua.lified engineer. 

Q. There is & separate examination for them. _ 
A. M, Kaslurbhai Lalbllai.-What we say is that where there is a first cl./l.ss engineer, 

the boiler attendant may be disnensed with. It will relieve us of the burdensome tax 
of Rs.l,60,OOO. 

• Q. Then we go to the next question of smoke nuisance. You will admit that the 
nuisance is a public one and that certainly the mills can improve matters and reduce 
smoke for the sake of publio health. 

A. We are only too anxioUR to do thllt if better methodS are devised or shown to us. 
We do not like to be prosecuted inspite of our spending 25 or 30 thousand rupees and 
yet the smoke nuisance not abating. Unless the authorities co·ordinate amongst them· 
selves, it is hard for us to reduce the smoke nuisance. Because on the one hand they 
will not reduce the COllI freight.. • • • . 

Pre8ident.-They have recently reduced the long distance freights on coaL . 
A. The reduction in coa.! freights from Benga.! to Ahmedabad are not in proportion to 

the reduction from the Cmtral Provinces mines to Ahmedabad The reason, a.s we have 
been told is, there are some European mining centres in the Central Provinces. 

Q. I can assure you tbat your information is entirely incorrect., As far &.II I know, the 
European mine owners are certainly not in the majority. I can tell you the 
reaoon, Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, why the Cent.ra.! Provinces rates have been reduced all 

compared with the Bl'ngal freights. . We went mto the subject on the Coal Committee of 
which you may remember I was the President and the rea.! rca.son is that the G. I. P. 
are not unnaturally anxious to exploit the collieries on their own line. 

A. Why should we be made ~ suffer , 
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Q. 'You are getting specially favoura.ble rate for the coal on the G. I. P. Ry. line. 
It is not a question of suffering exactly. 

A. And therefore we are induced to use the Central Provinces coal. And the smoke 
lluisance ia there and we are proseouted. 

A.Mr. Parekk.-The E. I. R.; G. L P. and the B. B. & C. I. Rys. are all on the way. 
So the G. I. P. Ry."is anxious to develop their trade. 

Preaident.-The G. T. P. Ry. has collieries on their line and they are naturally 
anxious to develop them and that is the reason why they give specially low rates of 
freight. , ' 

A. Railways are competing between themselves. 
Q. You get compensation to that extent. However we are not discussing coal. 
Mr. Majmudar.-What are the prices of Bengal and Central Provinces coal Y 
A. First class Re. 5-6-0, freight RR. 13-2·0 and Re. 0-8-0 terminal tax. 
Q. Then it works out to Rs. 19 and if we add carting, etc., Re. 20. ' And the price of 

Central Provinces Y . 
A. Mr. Kasturbhat Lalbhat.-Re. 6. The freight is Re. 7 and Re. 0-8-0 terminal 

tax per ton, ' 

Q. We have added 14 annas in the other case for carting, etc. We might add, that 
also •. 

A. Mr. Parekk.-That is Rs. 1-14-0. We may compare the f.o.r. price between the 
two. . 

Q. Very good; in that case the price will be Rs. 13-8-0 against R.~. 19. 
President.-How'muoh do you save a ton'by using Central Provinces coal Y 
A. Rs. 6. 
Mr. Majni1ular.-How much greater will be the consumption? 
A, 12! to 15 per cent. in the case of Central Provinces coal. 
Q. Th& thermal units of Centrai Provinces are low. I think the differenoe in con

sumption will be about 25 per cent. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-It depends OUthll quality of ooal. 
Pre . .ulent.-There is good ooal in Central Provinces and bad coal in Bengal. It depends 

on what you get. 
Mr. M~imudar.-You say you are not able to' us~ Bengal coal because it is dear. Do 

you mean thereby that if you use Bengal coal the smoke nuisance would disappear! 
A. Mr. Patel.-To a great extent. Some mills are using Bengal coal and still the 

difference In smoke is not so much. It is to the extent of 40 or 45 per cent. 
Q. You require less coal when you use Bengal coal; and further there are better 

chances for you to reduce the smoke nuisance. 
A. Mr. Parekk.-Some of the mills whioh were prosecuted have tried both. If we are 

going to use Bengal coal it costs us R& 7 more and if we have to burn 20 per cent. more 
that meall!3 Re. 3 a ton more. 

Q. The point was whether it is possible for,you to be free from this prosecution'trouble 
in any way. You prefer the proseoution to spending more and getting away from the 
Bmoke nuisance? It costs you money to do away with smoke nuisanoe r 

A. Mr. Di.1it.-We do not believe that the smoke nuisanoe can be done away wit.h. 
I am using Bengal ooal and still we are being prosecuted. 

President.-H is hardly worth arguing' about. We have got so much ground to cover. 
Mr; Majmudar.-When you refer to the Smoke Nuisance Act in force' in Bombay it 

must be pointed out that most of the mills there have gone on to electric power and have 
been even obligel1 to sell off their boilers. They have ample boiler capacity and the 
Bmoke nuisance has abated.· 

A. Mr. Kastu.rbhai Lalbhat.~There are a number of concerns which are still on steam 
power and still there is hardly a oase in whioh a prosecution has taken place while there 
have already been more than half a dozen proseoutions in Ahmedabad. 

Q. Have you any reason to oomplain that although the.same amount of smoke passes' 
out of the ohimney in Bombay, the mills are not proseouted? ' 

A. We cannot say that. . 
Q. SO it oannot be said that there is a different standard in enfo~ing the Act in Bomba,)' 

and Ahmedabad' . , 
A. There is a difference in enforcement in Bombay and Ahmedabad., Because I have 

myself seen the Collector of Bombay &lid the defiilition he gave me of putting into fGree 
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the Smoke Nuisance Act convinced me that it was being differently enforced in the two 
centres. It is on the authority of the Collector of Bombay that I am saying that the 
purpose for which the Smoke Nuisance Act haa been made is not prosecution but abate· 
ment of smoke nuisance by persuading the owners to use a better quaJity of coal and 
adopt means whereby the nuisance can be abated. . 

Pruitknl.-I do not really think the point is worthwhile. worrying v;;ry much 
about. 

Mr. Majmtular.-Regarding the number of spindles required to spin necessary yam 
for a loom, you said that in Ahmedabad you required about 40 spindles "against 30 
required in Bombay. May I know if the average reed space of the looms in Ahmedabad 
is the same &8 that in Bombay or whether it is different? 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-I do not know about Bombay; but in Ahmedabad it will 
be about 42 to 44 inches. 

Q. Perhaps you might have an idea of the Bombay" mills ? 
A. Mr. ParekA.-I have an idea of my own mills where they are constructed on the 

principle of Ahmedabad. 
A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-Most of these looms would be plain looms. We do not 

have drop box looms. . • 
Q. And the sort. you manufacture are mostly from 20s to 30s? 
A. Yes; genera,lIy speaking. 
Q. How much 30& yarn and how much 20& yarn is consumed. per loom per 

day? 
A. 6' 50 Ibs. warp anei 3' 50 Ibs. weft. 
Q. Have you any idea of the warp and weft counts of the Bombay mills ? 
A. No. . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-I,. think it is genera.lly 20s and. 24s and some mills are 14s and 
18s. 

Q. As you are on finer counts than Bombay, do you put in more picks or the same as 
Bombay? 

A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-We do not know about Bombay but our picks average 
about ten. 

Pruidem.-You say you do not know "bout Bombay, Mr. Kasturbhai. Would it 
not be advisable if you did ? • 

A. Because all along we have been specialising in a special variety which is known all 
over India &8 heavy sized goods and we have no objection to improve that. We have 
been criticized for manufacturing this variety. But because of that .variety we have 
been made to suffer a smaller lo.s than what Bombay has suffered now. 

Q. But my point is this. I would make the same criticism in regard to Bombay as I 
would in regard to Ahmedabad. You say you know nothing about Bombay and I find 
that Bombay knows nothing about Ahmedabad. Would it not be a good thing if you 
know more of each other? Thia ignorance in Bo!Ubay of what is happening 
in Ahmedabad and the ignorance in Ahmedabad of what is happening in Bombay shows 
that, to say the least, the Indian textile industry as a whole is not as alert as it 
might be. 

A. We would have been. obliged to know had we' been competing severely with the 
Bombay products. But as it is, our products are going out to all the upcountry centres. 
Of course in those lines where we come in competition with Bombay or any other centre, 
we are fully alert and in the matter of shirtings and sheetings the Japanese competition 
is hitting us hard and we know where they hit us. . 

Q. You have not produced b8fore us any samples of what you are up against. 
A. We will do that tomorrow. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Yon might be analysing the Bombay samples from time to time and 

finding out whether theJi are paying. _ . 
A. I think Bombay is analysing our samples rather than our analysing their 

samples. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-It is a general practice •. But they are not manufacturing what 

we are manufacturing 'here owing' to certain difficulties and we are not able. to 
manufacture that texture here owing to certain reasons. . 

Q. That is why I say that you would know the quality of the cloth, picks, reed, count. 
of yarn, etc. 

A. B~tween 20a and 248, and as for tl;te picks, they might have varieties. 
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Q. 'faking the standard longcloth, I believe the picks are between 11 and 12 and 
you put in 10 pioks. 

A. That is an average. We weave oloth from 8 to 14 picks. 
Q. The average comes to ten picks. 
A. But we do not know about their average. They have about 48 reed and 11 picks, 

while hl're we ha.ve i8 and 11 too. ' , . 
Q. What I am trying to find out is whether although you have gone finer in the 

weft, you put a smaller number of picks or the same number as Bombay in ,coarser 
counts, whether you consume the same weight of warp as the Bombay mills. U 
the number of picks that you are putting in is less whether it is probable that with the 
coarse warp that you use, the consumption of both warp and weft works out the same 
or even a little higher tba.n in Bombay t And in tba.t case as you are using a finer weft 
whether you require more spindles for spinning that total quantity than the Bombay 
mills do. Otherwise there is no way of finding out why you re'luire more spindles per 
loom. Also it may be that in Bombay mills looms are of smaller reed space and you 
have got looms of wider reed space and therefore you are consuming more yarn. 

A. Mr. Dixit.-Or it may be that the size percentage may be more. 

Q. But that does not affect the cal"ulation as we are comparing the consumption of 
yarn per loom! ' .' _ 

A. Mr. Parekh.-You want 1;<5 know why Ahmedabad is using 40 spindles for a loom 
and why Bombay is using 30 !. , 

Q. Yes. 
A. Mr. Kast?irbhaiLalbhai.-We manufacture from 203 to 303. Bombay i. manu· 

facturing coarser. 

Q. Just as in the case of coarse counts the production on the spindle increa'!e8, so 
the production on the loom increases and therefore the 100m consumes more yarn. 

A. We have told you that our average is about 10 picks. FilM out the picks that 
Bombay is putting in and you will be able to come tu the conclusion. 

A. lIIr. Parekh.-I hardly lind in Bombay weaving with 7 or 8 picks, while in 
Ahmedabad they are weaving with 8 or 9 picks. 

Q. That means you are using a greater quantity of warp by putting in less picks and 
the loom reqnires greater poundage of yarn; also weft count is finer; and in order to 
supply both warp and weft you reqnire more spindles. 

A. Mr. Ka8Iurbhai Lalbhai.-It is difficult to say whether we are consuming more 
yarn or not, unless you can tell us what Bombay is consuming. We can tell you only 
what Ahmedabad is consuming and that is about 10 Ibs. per loom, the average 'luality 
being 40 reed and 10 pick and the general counts being 20. and 30s. 

Q. What is your average production in 203 warp! 
A. 6'35 and 6'50 ozs. 
Q. What is the consumption of warp and weft yarn per loom Y. 
A. The loom will be consuming 6l1bs. of warp and 3! Ibs. of weft. 

Q. What is the production per spindle in 203 warp and 308 weft! 
A. 6'35 to 6'00 ozs. 
Q. That means an average of 6'40! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in 30s ! 
A. 3'15 to 3'20. 
Q. It works out to about 17 spindles for warp and 18 for weft yarn. That means 

about 35 spindles in a.ll. 
A. n is approximate. 
Q. That explains why you l'eI\uire more spindles; it is due to the fact that you are on 

finer average counts! . 
A. Yes. 

(d) Overhead clIargt3 . . 
Pre.W1enl.-Talking of overhead charges, I find in one of the balance sheets we have 

obtained for an Ahmedabad mill an item of Rs. 1,250 as Bul.scription to Millowners' 
Propaganda Fund. What fund is that' 

A. Mr. PaJel.-A fund was started for certain propaganda purposes in the year 1925 
or 80 for the abolition of the ootton exoise duty. 
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Q. How is it that the item appeal'R in only one balance. sheet? 
A. Some have inoluded it and others have not. 
A. Mr. KlUfurbkai LalbAai.-Others may have debited it to miscellaneous account. 
Q. How much did you collect altogether? 
A. Mr. Patel.-About &S. 80,000. 
Raja Han /(iaAa .. KaUl.-..fu spent? 
A. We have a balance of Rs. 20,000. 
Pruidenl.-Yon say that the water rate on·i~dU8trialconcerns has been increased fiv~ 

times since 1921. Do YOIl mean it has gone lip every year? 
A. At a stretch. The IIfunicipal Board was changed in 1921 and at that time there 

W88 a Vliry great majority of non·co.operators in it and they unfortunately hit. upon in
cre8lling the taxation on the mill. thinking that the mills were making good profits at 
that time. The valuation basis which Will! prevailing till that time was suddenly changeQ 
and tho new baria immediately rose to 500 per cent. above what it was in 1920. I have 
here prepared a statement also showing what we paid in the different years and that 
shows very clearly the amounts we have paid. You find it in the last page-in the 
appendix. It shows that in the year 1920-21 mills used to pay only &s~ 27,000 as 
compulsory water tax and B.s. 79,000 as metre charges Suddenly in the year 1922-23 
this amount was increased to 1,]7,000 and 1,41,000. One.to two lakhs increase was 
sudden. 

Q.. There are only three changes; you say there have been. five. • 
A. The.figures were raised five times. The basis of taxation was raised five times. 

\'; here we were paying one ru~ we are made to pay &s. 5. 
Q. You moan there is a fivefold increase? . 
A. Yes; it is considerably more than that. They recovered also the amount for the 

pl'evious three years. But the last figures are actually for the year 1923·24. 
Raja Han Kialla." Kaul.-There was a change in 1921-22 and. the figures are nearly 

double? 
A. Yes. That was due to a part of the tax coming in one year and the other part in 

the next year. Bllt the figures for 1922-23 give the real rise. 
Presidenl.-I do not quite follow. You say" This is charged at the rate of 5 per cent. 

on· the valuation" and then you say "water tax is to be paid for the amount of water 
consumed. The total amount to be paid against this tax is the same as that of the nlua
tion tax irrespective of the quantity ot water consumed." 

A. Yes. The tax here is twofold. It is called water rate and is divided into compul
sory water tax and meter charges. The compulsory tax is charged from every mill 
whether it has water pipes or not, hecause the municipaJ. water pipe gives· protection 
against fire. . 

Q. On the valuation? 
A. On the valuation basis. Then in addition to this, if a mill has got a water pipe 

it has to pay on the hasis of annas 8 per one thousand gallons of water consumed. Now 
if the amount to be made up by the water consumed through meter charges is less than 
the valuation charge, that is, suppose I pay &S. 5,000 as compulsory water tax, if I 
consume water to the extent of Rs. 3,000, I am sent an extra bill for Rs. 2,090. That is, 
my total hill ought not to he 1e.'!S than R8. 10,000. That is the minimum. 

Q. Would it not he more if you consume more water? 
A. Yes; it may be so. That is the minimum. 
Q. The point was not clearly hrought out. Your point is that you have to Pll.y a 

minimum charge lor water equal to the valuation tax? You may have to pay more! 
A. Yes. 
Q. As regards the terminal taxes, have they been changed recently? 
A. No; I think they have prevailed.froni the year 1915. There were very few ohanges 

thereafter. 
Q. Is there any real differenoe between octroi and terminal tax ? 
A. The octroi does not apply to the mills. The mills are mostlv heyond the area. of 

the city walls and the terminal tax is applicahle to all the mills. -
Q. Whether or not they are in municipal limits? . 
A. The octroi was,.applicable in the city wall gates. H the goods are brought into the 

city, then octroi was to he paid and the mills are mostly situated heyond the city walls. 
So they would save the ocLroi tax. 

Q. How can they oome under the ~rminal tax ! 
A. It is recovered at the railway station. 
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Q. It is not a question wheth"lr you are within tlie municipa.llimits' or 'not? 
A. Mr. Kallturbhai Lalbhai.-Even those mills outside municipal limits have to 

pay terminal tax. 

Q. How many are there outside municipal limits , 
A. Mr. Patel.-There are half a dozen. In the case of this extra tax all the mills 

were exempt in (915; but in the case of the terminal tax every mill comes ,under the 
ta.x. 

Q. I ca.nnot see that the mills have a grieva.nce if they are within the municipal limits. 
A. If the whole publio has to pa.y, we ha.ve to pay. ' 
A. Mr. Parekk.-You see tha.t everything is on the mill co~odities, 

Q. You say" The rates of insurance for upcountry mills are higher by about 25 per 
cent. than those prevailing in Bomba.y". Is this fire insurance' 

A. Yes. 
,Q. "In spite of the risk being uniform" , 
A. Mr. Kaeturbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. 
Q. What is the rea.son for it , 
A. Because there is a ring in Bombay of all the insurance companies which decide 

what rates to be applied to' particular localities and what not. I understand that ouly 
the presidency towns are given those special rates, while the others are called upOn to 
pay 25 per ()ent. higher, though they may be providing all sorts of facilities against 
lire. , • • 

Q. Have you taken ~p this matter with the ring , 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the result' 
A. Nothing. 
Q. You have got 66 mills. Why don't you start a Fire Insurance Fund of your own , 
A. We are really thinking of it. 
Q. I think if you were really to ta.ke serious steps towards staring a Fire Insurance 

Fund of your own, you wQuld find the 25 per cent. would probably disappear in very 
quick time. 

A. Quite true. 
Q. You say " depreciation should be reckoned as ~ charge on cost of production. The 

usual practice of mills is in conformity with our views." In what way is it in conformity 
with your views! 

A. Mr. Patel.-That is our practice. 
Q. How is it in conformity with your practioe , 
A. Most of the mills follow the practice of utilising this fund by adding it t() 

the cost. 
Q. What I ,understand by deprecia.tion being a. oharge on the cost of production is 

that whatever the circumstances of the mills, the depreciation at the proper rate should 
be allowed before any question of profits comes in. ' 

A. That is what is done. That i." every mill in Ahmedabad or the majority of the 
mills put a..oide a definite sum for deprecia.tion every year before caloulating the 
profits. . 

Q. I will give you an illustration from Bombay. The Bombay Millowners' A99ociati~n 
agree that depreciation should be reckoned as a charge on the cost of produotIOn.; .but m 
many years in the past they have made no allowance. They had declared diVIdends 
either without making any allowance for depreciation or making allowance which is eon· 
siderably below what they should make according to these rates. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-I underatand in Bombay the system is different. Hera no 
sooner i, the balance sheet made out than, if there is a profit, we always debit 
at once without going to the general meeting a depreciation of 6 l'er cent. and 
2i per oent. ' , 

Q. You have always made this provision for depreoiation before striking the 
balance' 

A. Mr. Patel.-Provided there IId'6 profits. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-We always debit depreciation oil the expenses side when We 

prepa.re the balanoe sheet. 
Q. Do you make provision for depreciation when there IId'6 no profits 7 
A. No. How can we do that' ' 
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. Q. Depredation would be debited even if there were no profits an~. every y~r 
the debit balance would moont up. When profits are made, the deblt balance IS 

reduced. . 
A. Mr. ·Pa,eli:h.-For the last ten years it has not been the practice to debit to the 

depreciation account and show less in the balance sheet. 
Q. Then depreciation is not reckoned as a charge on the cost of production. And it 

is incorrect to say that it is reckoned as a charge on the cost of production .. A charge 
on the cost of production is a charge which has to be paid irrespective of whether there is 
a profit or not. To the extent that it is not paid, you are not reckoning it as a charge 
in production. You are reckoning it as a first charge on. profits which is not the same 
thmg 1 

A. It may be taken as a charge .. We are not actually spending money. So we should 
not debit. 

Q. A charge on cost of production means a charge which has to be paid irrespective 
of every other consideration. • 

A. But in Bomhay thpy always do that. They set aside the depreciation after the 
profits, while here they always debit the depreciation fund and then show the profits. 

Q. Coming next to the question of audit, who are your principal auditors here? :f[ave 
you any firms of auditors in Ahmedabad ? 

A. Mr. Patel."'-some Bombay auditors aIso take up the work of audit here. 
Q. In Bombay we found the majority of the mills are audited by one or two' 

big firms. 
A. Messrs S. S. Engineer & Co. of Bombay are the auditors for nearly 30 or 

3.5 mills. 
Q. Who audit the rest ? 
A. Some chartered accountants. 
Q. '~ave they a local representative? The point we want to get at in regard to this 

question of audit is this. The statement has been frequently made both in regard to 
Ahmedabad and Bombay that the managing agents have the stocks valued in accordanoe 
with their views for the time being. It might in certain oircumstances pay them 
to have their stocks valued at or below market rates for l.he purpose of balance. sheets 
and ciroumstances might alter,}!rices might go up or-might go down, and it might look 
better for "-window dressing' purposes if they had the stocks valued at or below 
oost price , • , • _ 

A. Mr. Kas/'Urbkai Lalbkai.-Here generally one system is followed. H a mill is 
valuing at the market value it will go on doing so. If it is following the policy of 
valuing below cost price it will go on following that policy. 

Q. It is a matter of course which is capable of verification. The auditors in Bombay, 
Mel!Brs. ,Ferguson &' Co., whom we examined, say that there were no cases in their 
experience in which a mill having once adopted one system had ever changed it. Is it so 
in Ahmedabad ? 

A. We oan get Messrs. Eriginee).' & Co. -to be examined here by you. 
Q, Yes, it will he better. 
Raja Han Ki6kan KauZ,-Are there cases in which auditors are related to the mill 

agents ? 
A. Mr. Patel.-We do not know of them. It is not so in Ahmedahad.. 
Q. We have received a definite statement.......... , . 
A. Mr. Parekh.-One of the auditors is related to somll of the mill agents. 
PresUknt.-Do you consider ,'that ' a gooej. . system? Do you consider it 

defensible? _ 
A. Mr. Palel.---It is a very rare case and it is not defensible. 
A. Mr. Ranchhotllal Amratlal.~He is a joint auditor. 
Q. That does not make any difference. I think you would agree that there can be no 

difference and that it is undesirable that a mill agent should have his accounts audited by 
a firm with which any relative of his is connected. Would you not? 

A. When it is an independent firm like Messrs. S. S. Engineer & CO. 
Q. Would you defend t.he audit of the accoltnts of a mill by a firm with which the 

m.ill agent is connected ? -
A. Mr. Parekh.-Not oonnected. 
Q. You say there is one case of that kinq in Ahmedabad , 

• A. The question is whether the auditor is related to any of the mill agents. I say there 
,,8 ........... . 
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Q; That is a difforent matter altogether. The que.tion that was put, as I understood 
the Raja, is whether that relative is auditing the accounts of the-mills to the managing 
agents of which he is related: . 

A. He is a joint auditor. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.~imply because he happens to be a relative of a mill 
agent to disqualify him fOB auditing that particular mill will he a hardship to my mind 
becauso if he is an auditor only in the oase of that particular mill it may be justifia.ble' 
but he has I understand 20 or 30 concerns. ' 

Q. Nobody for a .moment would consider him as disqua.lified for auditing 
generally? . 

A. Not for tlli.s partioular mill. That is true. 
Q. You say there is only one case of that kind. How many mills is he connected 

with? 
. A. He has been connected, if I am not mistaken, with some 30 or 35. 

Q. How many mill accounts does he audit of mills to the agents of which he is related! 
A. Four or five mills. He ia not the only auditor there. 

A. Mr. Pate!.-It is not logically defensible. Is not that the cltSe in 
Bombay? 

Q. I do not think so. I do not think there is a single case of that kind in Bombay. 
Messrs. Fergusson and Billimoria have most of the audit. _ 

A. Mr. Rancklwdlal Amratlal.-I may say he is appointed by the general body of 
the company. 

Q. We shall get to that later on, Mr. Amratalal. We have heard a great deal in Bombay 
about the powers of the general body. 

Raja Han Kishan Kaul.-Is;t true that stocks are sometimes valued at about 
one-fourth of the market price! 

A. Mr. K asturbhai Lalbhai.-In some mills it may be. I will just cite to you an instance. 
In a particular year the cotton price may have gone up. During the last two or three 
years cotton prices have been ranging very lugh in the vicinity of Rs. 600 per candy. 
Three years hence ootton prices were Rs. 300 per candy. That particular mill will go 
on valuing its stocks at Rs. 300 per candy or a little less.. So naturally when the prices 
have gone up to Rs. 600 per candy they will appear to be very much below tht" market 
value ruling In that partioular year. ·But it will be to the advantage of the niill following 
a very conservative policy that these stocks may he retained at those values •. 

Q. It would amount to what is called secret reserve? 
A. Just as it is in the banks and other concerns. 
Q. I understood you to say that the stocks are usually valued .••.•• 
A. At the cost price or market value. There will be hardly half a dozen instances' 

in which the instance you cite may be found. 
Q. I wanted to know whether there were cases in which the stocb were valued at one-

fourth the market price? -' 
A. The intention will be such as I pointed out. If they raise prices when the prices 

go up when the prices go down it will not be conducive to correct balance sheets. . 
. Q. It can hardly be oonoeived that prioes of 1lotton will fall or rise to the extent of 400 
per oent. 

A. They have. 
Q. By that time that oloth is out. 
A. Broaoh ootton has gone from Rs. 150 to Rs. 900. 
Q. In one year ! 
A. Minimum and maximum in a number of years. 
Q. Your stock was out before the end of the year. If you take it with referenoe to the 

price of cotton you value-your stocks at something more or less than the cost price. 
A. Even then I cannot see there is anything wrong in it. 
Q. People oomplain that it is not a oorrect method, that it enables a mill agent to get 

more oommission in future years. 
A. The oommission has got nothing to do with it. Because the commission here is on_ 

sale, it is not on profits. In Bombay rt is on profits; here it is on production or sales. 
Commission will therefore go unaffected whether the stocks are taken at a lower price 
or at a higher prioe. 

Q. That is the difference between :Bombay and Ahmedabad' 
AI Yes, it has been pc;»inted out that the commission is paid here on produotion or sales. 
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Mr. Bubba Bao.-Volume of sales or price of sales' 
A. Mr. KtulurbAai LalbAai.-Price of sales. 
Raja HanHsAan Kaul.-As rega.rds depreci&tion why shoulclit not be possible to reduce 

the block c&pitaI. You S&y th&t you &lJow for depreci&tion by reducing block c&pital, 
reducing the value of the machinery. When there is .. profit you reduce the cost of the 
machinery. 

A. Eitber t&kiug it to depreci&tion &ccount &nd keeping the biock o.ccount as it is or 
deducting from it. -

Q. H you deduct depreci&tion from tbe block co.pital why should it m&ke &ny difference, 
wbether there is loss or profit, when the mill is going on deterioro.ting f 

A. The money we h&ve to deduct as deprecia.tion must be debited in the account. 
Q. It is one thing if you ba.ve to put it in reserve. When you bo.ve simply to deduct 

it from the block account you merely sbow it on po.per o.s loss. Tb&t is o.ll. 
A. Mr. Parekll.--Exactly. We show it in the bo.lance sheet as loss but if we ho.ve 

not got anything to tbat extent in money then how co.n we do tho.t' We do not 
actually payout of the pocket. We ho.ve to m&ke the cross entries deducting the 
depreoia.tion. 

Q. The mill does go on depreci&ting ! 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. If you do not o.llow deprecio.tion it meo.ns tho.t you are ca.lculating upon being able 

to &llow twice the o.mount of deprecio.tion next yeo.r if you ho.ve o.ny money o.vo.ilo.hle. 
A. Mr. Parekll.-Yes; we do that if we have mo.de more profits. 
Q. You do not show it in this yeo.r , 
A. Yes. 
Q. But there is a loss' 
A. ,We do agree with tho.t if we are going to to.ke deprecio.tion o.s manufactur,ing cha.rges. 
Q. As regards wo.ter rates, now tho.t the non-co.opero.tion movement is over can't you 

move for a revision! ' 
A. We have been able during the lo.st yeo.r to get a rehate of l6! per cent. whiQh was 

allowed to property owners and not allowed to millowners. All property owners were 
allowed l6i per cent. That was not o.llowed to mills though we fought for two years. 
Even though the Municipality resolved o.gainst us we o.pplied to Government a.nd Govern. 
ment saw the justice and we' ho.ve been o.ble to get l6! per cent. 

Q. Tho.t is some relief. . 
A. Next year we hope again to reduce the sco.le if possible. 
Q. Yes, it should be possible to have the tax based on a more equit&ble basis. 
A. In th&t case the Municip&lity might think of imposing new t&xes if the revenue is 

short. They have to make up 26 or 28lakhs. 
Mr. Majmudar.-With reference to the question of the va.lu&tion of stocks rthink 

at the end of the year UBu&lly the mill has o.bout the so.me quo.ntity of stock every yea.r. 
A. Mr. Kaaturbhai LalbAai.-Tho.t is so. 
Q. And therefore the valuo.tion of the stock at a particula.r rate will not o.ffect the 

profits of the mill during the year " 
A. Certainly not. • 

eel Bales 
Pruident.-You say that up-country sales are usuo.llyeffected through commission 

&gents. Does tho.t meo.n that each mill ho.s its own commission agents, or can a. mo.n be 
a commission agent for JO.ore tho.n one mill , . 

A. Mr. Parekh.~He may be & commission agent for more tho.n one mill.- The 
commission is po.id on the s&les actu&lly m&de in a pa.rticular centre. 'Suppose we have 
a commission agent &t C&wnpore. We are not paying the commission for the whole 
product of the mill but we pay only on the so.les he is mo.kiug; o.nd so if he, is & 
commission o.gent for only one mill it may not po.y him. 

Q. But if he is & commission &gent for more than one mill he mo.y be pushing the goods 
from one mill as opposed to another', ' 

A. One.has to look after his own interests. We h&ve got our representatives. We 
have sent our own clerks •. In every centre wo b&ve o.P a.ssista.p~ salesman to o.ssist th.e 
e~8II. 
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Q. You have YQur own reprosentative in the commission agent's office' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just to see that he is dealing fairly with you. 
A •. Yes. 
Q. In Bombay the mill has a sole commission agent. 
A. That is not the system here. 
A. Mr. Kaslurbhai Lalbhai.-The Bo~bay and Ahmedabad systems are very widely 

different espeoially with regard to sales. There they have got the guarantee 
commission agents. They guarantee whether their merchants take up the goods sold or 
not. Here there is no system of guaranteeing by the broker. Brokers simply effect the 
sales and if the merchant fails to complete the transaction the liability remains with the 
mill. 

Q. What is the necessit.v for brokers in Ahmedabad? Why can't. customers come 
direct to the min ! ! 

A. Because every mill is produoing goods worth about 40 to 50 lakhs of rupees. 
Various varieties have got to be turned out. New varieties have got to be found out. 
ATI that work in Ahmedabad is being performed by these·· brokers, more or less the 
whole responsibility, of course in consultation with the Agents because the agents 
here are more active if I may say so. In addition to making the sales the broker in 
consultation with the Agent puts in new designs or new varieties, effects sales, goes 
about enquiring after the demand of the various customers, which it will not be 
possible for the Agent or salesmen to do. 

Q. Do I understand you to hold, Mr. Kasturbhai, that the Ahmedabad mill agents 
are more in touch with the requirements of the oonsumers than they are in Bombay! 

A. I do not know about Bombay. But we are certaiuly in greater touch with the 
customers. 

Q. You think they are r 
A. Yes we are. 
Q. How db you acoount for that' 
A. Because we have got smaller units to look after. Bombay has got very large units. 

Take the Bombay Dyeing. If they turn out goods to the tune of 3 or 4 crores of rupees 
it would not pay them to be ib. touch with petty customers and look after their require
ments, while here we have got smaller units and we can certainly look after our 
customers much better and try to supply their demands to a greater extent than 
Bombayoan. • . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-In Bombay the sales are made in the 'market, whil~ 'here the 
oustomers come to the mills where we are present or the customers go to the different 

. mills and buy their requirements. Of course the brokers go to all these buyers in the 
afternoon and enquire what sorts are required, whether there is any sort good for 
that market or not and then ~e asks those merchants to come to the mill. 

Q. They bring him to you the next day' 
A. Aooording to the oonvenienoe of the merchants. So we are in touch. We do sell 

in the mills whereas they do not sell in the mills. 
Q. Have any of you got your own shops up-oountry ? 
A. Mr. Lalbhai.-Yes, several of us have got them. 

Q. How many' 
A. For myself I have got two. 

Q. Where are they' 
A. One at Bezwada and the other at Bellary. 
Q. Are you an exception or are there many others' . 
A. Mr. Parekh.-One or two others. . 
Q; Then you can tell us from your own experience whether that is a satisfactory 

system. Are you satisfied with the results of having your own shops! 
A. I think that is a most satisfaotory system of effeoting sales. 
Q. An argument against mills having their own shops in whioh I recognise there is 

considerable foroe, espeoially as you were saying just now that there they are dealing 
with large units; was brought forward in Bombay which was that the mill agent is aftl'r 
all a manufaoturer and if he tries to mix up manufaoture and sale he is likely to find tho 
results unsatisfactory; and that he had muoh better leave the sales part of it to people 
who have speoial experienoe in that line. 

A. That is quite possible. 
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Q. But when you are dealing with sm&ller Ahmed&bad units that argument is h&rdly 
.v&lid' 

A. Quits so. 
Q. Through how many hends does cloth p&8s between you and the ultimate oonsumer , 

Take the ryot in the up.country vilIa.ge. Through how,ma.ny hends does cloth pa.ss 
between you and him! . 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Genera.lly here the system is they ha.ve got the commission 
agents. There are the consumers or consuming ma.rket and the commission agent. 
The a.gents sometimes buy from mills or sometimes they a.re buying for sa.le on their 
own a.coount. So pra.ctioa.lly spea.king we cannot sa.y definitely that there is the 
only man in the middle. There ma.y be one merchant who ma.y be. buying for Ca.wnpore. 
The Ca.wnpore man may be selling to districts all lound or he ma.y be selling to 
the merchants of Cawnpore, who may be selling tothe interior. So it is ra.ther difficult 
to say how many henda it pa.sses through, but it comes to about two or three. 

Q. I think it must vary in different pla.ces. In some ca.ses it will be two and in others it 
will be three. We have ref~rred to the questionnaire to dea.lers in piece.goods. Now, 

. who are the dea.lers' in pieoe-goods exa.ctly! Would you ca.ll your commission a.geQts 
dea.lers in piece-goods ? . . 

A. Certa.inly not. I told you tha.t these merchants sometimes buy on their account. 
Formerly they were buying 300, 500 and 600 ba.les. Now they find it difficult. 

Q. Then the dea.lers in piece-goods a.re the people to whom your commission a.gents 
sell? . . 

A. Exa.ctIy, the me~chants to whom 'our commission agents or we sell. 
Q. The commission agent merely gets the commission on the sa.les, on a.nything he 

Rells. There is no question of profif'in his case. . He has merely a commission? 
A. Merely oommission. He has to advance a lot of money to the dealers too. 
Q. What oommission does he get? 
A. From 1 to Ji per oent. 
Q. The broker here? 
A. i to i per oent. 
Q. The oommission a.gent gets nothing but the commission. He ca.nnot add on 

a profit? -
A. No. 
I 

Q. Therefore he is not a dea.ler in piece-goods ? 
A. No. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-Which parts of India. do you reach in your sales? 
A. The Punja.b, Gujarat, etc.; practically all the different centres of India--Cawnpore, 

Calcutta, Bombay, Nagpur, etc. . , 
Q. Which are your largest markets' Where do you sell most of your goods. 
A. Ca.lcutta, Punjab and Ma.dras.. ~ 

Q. Probably you look more to the north of India tha.n to the south Y 
A. Yes. 
Raja Har; K iskan Kaul.-Delhi or Amritsa.r ? 
A. Delhi and Amritsa.r. 

SBcirxON VII 

(a) Suggestions put forward by the Bombay ¥illow~8' Assor.iiztion -
President.-With regard to the a.bolition of tlustoms duty on ma.chinery and mill 

sto~e8 Y0l?- say" The difference wO?;ld work out from 2 to 3 pies on the cost of yarn 
consumed m the ma.nufa.ctllre of cloth. Why only on the cost of yarn consumed in 
the manufa.cture of cloth? 

Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-All the ya.m. 
Q. Yes; why only on the yarn " 
A. It is very difficult to a.scerta.in the figures for cloth. We go by the number of pieces 

and the threads, say reeds and picke in a. piece. 
Q. Is heavy sizing still going on ! 
A. Yes • 

. Q. You are not in a position to give the difference it would make? 
A. So far as the poundage in cloth is concerned, it is very difficult to find out. 
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Q. How do you oonsider the abolition of super tax will help the industry ! 
A. Mr. Parekh.-If we had not paid this tax in pre·war days, we would have 

saved so muoh. 
Q. Probably you would have paid extra dividends. 
A. We have paid taking it from one pocket to the other. But super tax has gone 

out of our pockets. 

A. Mr. PateZ.-We would hav~ expanded our industry. 
I.,l. I do not see how a tax which is only taken when you made profits above a certain 

figure can be oonsidered a handicap to the industry. 
A. Is it a faot that a similar tax has been abolished in England! 
Q. Yes; but that does not ~ffect the argument! " 
A. Then we have.a greater claim. 
Q.Why! 
A. If a similar tax has been abolished in England we must follow suit. 
Q. I think you would find that argument works various ways. There is an income 

tax of 4.9. in the pound in England. 
A. Mr. 'Parekh.-There are a lot of deductions. They allow for children, or wife 

and so on. But here in India they do not allow anything. 
A. Mr. Patel.-This tax was introduced as a war measuro and there was in fact a 

guarantee that as soon as oonditions permitted it would be abolished. We are 
entitled to its abolition after the war is over. 

Q. It seems to be a general question. 
A. Mr. Dia:it.-Even a mill of my size has gat to bear the ~upE'r tax. We have 

got to pay super tax even if we are making small profits. 
Q. Beyond the inoome tax r 
A. A small percentage of profit will go to super tax. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-That may be an argument for more progression. 
President.-I take it that you are not really interested in the export market. In 

replying to Questions 101.102 you have merely followed the Bombay Millowners' 
. Association: The :matter is not of importance to you! 

A. Mr. Parekh.-No. We sometimes send goods via Bombay to Calcutta. The 
railway freight is prohibitive. Even to Madras we may send by steamer. 

Q. I should be glad Uyou would define rather more clearly what you mean by 
your reply to Question 104. There again you support the Bombay Millowners' 
Assooiation's views. I am not quite sure whether their views at the end of 'our 
examination quite coinoided with what they were at the beginning. Which i:mports do 
you oonsider oompete unfairly with India! You suggest the imposition of" a duty of 
13 per cent. on yarn i!.nd piece.goods imported from foreign countries which compete 
unfairly with India." That is rather vague, to say the least of it. 

A. Mr. Patel.-The last three lines are more explicit, I think. 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We are looking ant from the stand point of all foreign 

imports rather than having a duty against one oountry, because it is difficult to establish 
whioh oompetes unfairly and which fairly. And as we have pointed out in our evidence 
yesterday. if there be a least desire on the part of the Government to give impetus to 
this indu~try. we ought to have a protective duty of at least 12! per cent. over and 
above the present duty. 

Q. What oountries do youoall foreign oountries! 
A. Mr. Patel.-All oountries outside India. 
Q. rhat wa.s not the Bomba.y Mill~wners' intrepretation of it. 
A. But I dare say they are not going to differentiate between countries and countries. 

They will not be able at least so far as the representatives of the publio are concerned 
to differentiate between oountry and oountry. 

Q. Then you drop this proposal altogether! Although you have here agreed with the 
view held by the Bombay Millowners' Association, I take it that these are not really 
your views. You want an additional 13 per oent. duty imposed on all imported yarn~ 
and pieoe.goods ! 

A. Mr. Ka8t'Urbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-We distinotly state .. foreign countries. which oompete 

unfairly ... 



Q. Do you still hold to that f 
A. No. 
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Q. It is your view that the duty should be on all imports. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you still hold to the view that it should be on yarn of counts below 40s and 

on all piecegoods manufactured from Buch yarn ! 
A. Government can put the duty on all imports .. We do not mind it. I think the 

industry will expand a lot. 
Q. It is not a question of what you mind, but a question of what you claim. That 

is all that we wish to know. 
A. Mr. Patel.-Our c!&im is contained in the l&&t three lines of our reply to 

Question 104. 
Q. That being so, one or two questions arise. In the first place there is the question 

of substitution which h&& been mentioned by the Bombay Millowners' Association •. The 
Bombay Millowners' Association point out that in the earlier years "the effect of the duty, 
in fact, w&& not so much to encourage a generalincrease in trade as to induce manufacturers 
and importers to snbstitute goods of the coarser .rod duty free kinds for the medium and 
finer qualities which had formerly, when all classes were alike subject to duty, formed the 
bulk of the trade.' What the Bombay Millowners' Association represented to us was 
that if you impose the higher duty on coarser counts then you would drive people to use 
finer q uaIities and it would also be possible if the duty were on yarn upto 40s to send 
in yarn of 42s and to manufacture cloth accordingly. What are your views in regard 
to that f 

A. We may safely increase the limit from 40s to 60s, if that is possible. 
Q. And then I suppose the limit would go up again. 
A. As we expand more and more, the limit may expand simultaneously. We feel that 

if we are given a protective duty up to 60s, we shill be able to manufacture slightly 
finer counts and it is very essential in the interests of India that finer count spinning 
and weaving ought to be established. The cotton is available and it is going to be available 
in the near future and all the rest of requirements for the establishment of industry in 
finer counts is there. Therefore, we would certainly urge that a protective duty of 121 
per cent. be levied up to counts of 60s. We do not think it is feasible in the very near 
future for us to spin counts over 60s. 

Q. Then it comes to this, && I understand it, that the question of discriminating 
protection is dropped and that we are now back to the general considerations which 
were urged before the Fiscal Commission. Is not that your position! The question of 
discriminating protection on the grounds brought forward by the BombayMillowners' 
Association is definitely dropped and we are back to the general considerations which 
were urged before the Fiscal Commission f 

A. I think so. 
Q. And of course, that is clear also from your reply to Question 105, where you say 

"we favour the imposition of such a duty on a permanent basis .. ! 
A. Mr. Kastttrbhai Lalbhai.-When we have said ., permanent measure" it means 

for a sufficiently long time so && to enable the industry to establish itself, We do not 
want it for all time to come. / ' 

Q. Do you oonsider, ,Mr. Kasturbhai, that an industry which has already been in 
existanoe for 70 years and whioh now finds a need for protection will, if it gets protection 
DOW, ever be willing to drop it f -

.A. H&& it not been our misfortune that during the last 60 or 70 years we have not 
been able to spin above 40s in spite of all the other advantages existing for the establish
ment of the industry 1 

Q. The re&&on for not spinning above 40s is that you have not got the cotton. 
A. As I have pointed out yesterday, if other countries can get ootton and spin finer 

oounts, I do not think that India cannot do it. It has been because India required 
protection in the beginning for a few years, which has not been granted to her and 
therefore it has not been possible for her to spin finer counts and weave the cloth from 
finer counts •. This is the opinion of the Members of my Association, that if we have 
not been able to go in for finer qualities it is because there has not been a protective 
duty to support the industry in her early days. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-What is the position of her expansion during the last 70 years, 
favourable or unfavourable, looking through the years we have passed through I 
I understand from the year 1900 we had been suffering till the year 1917 80 far as this 
century goes' and then there W&S the boom veriod frolIl1917 to 1922 only. Excevt these 

1'4:!~1 
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years, if you ta~e the whole history for all the 70 years you will find that we have been 
labouring under great impediments and hardships. . . 

Q. That is a matter which is open to argument. This industry like every other industry 
has had its cycles and I should have said that the steady progress which has been mado 
throughout goes to show that its progress has been distinctly favourable. 

A. Mr .. Patel.-I do not believe in it. I think the progress should have been 
much more, because the oycles of good profits are very few as compared with the total 
number of years. For the last 70 years we have had only two cycles of profits. 

Q. Which two were those'· , 
A .. One from 1917 to 1922 that was considered to be the best and the other from 

1904 to 1907 and this was in the Swadeshi movement. Only these two show our 
favourable position. Beyond that, for aJl the 70 years we have been struggling and 
struggling. 

Q. Many a substantial fortune had been built up in the course of the struggle. 
A. But what is the percentage in regard to the total industries of the country , 

Q. We are only concerned with the' present position. You say that the imposition 
of the duty may lead to some temporary rise in the price of yarn and cloth-a slight 
temporary rise' 

A. Yes; because the prioes adjust themselves afterwards. 

Q. That is not the point. The point is that if there is only a slight temporary rise, 
what benefit is likely to result to the industry! 

A. Mr. Parekh.-It will help the industry a lot. Of course at present if any 
protective duty is put on foreign cloth, the merchants will think that the foreign cloth 
will not compete and they will go on buying the Indian made cloth slowly. At present 
they are much afraid of the foreign oompetition. 

Q. Of what use is a slight temporary rise going to be to the mill industry , Unless you 
have a substantial rise, how are you going to convert the 21 crores 1088 of the Bombay 
mills into a profit!· . 

A. Mr. Patel.-We can have a fair chance of withstanding all competition from 
outside and also of expanding our industry. 

Q. The question at issue before a Tariff Board which is enquiring into a particular 
industry, Mr. Patel, is not a general question like that. It is a question of the specific 
amount of duty which should be imposed to enable the industry to withstand Qompetition. 
As you are aware, the procedure followed by the other Tariff Board, of which this Board is 
off-shoot, in regard to steel was to ascertain exactly the price of steel coming into this 
country, and the cost of production in this country and then to suggest a duty which 
made up the difference. But we have no information Qf that kind. Your proposals 
are merely based on the most general considerations. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We say that there would be a slight temporary rise 
beoause J!l.pan has been making q nite deoent profits and if she were to find that there 
has been a protective duty of 121 per cent she may be induced to lower her prices in 
order to puSh .her goods and therefore the rise in the prices may not be highM 
considerably or to the extent of the. duty levied. 

Q. We have got to be convinced, or rather the Government and the Legislative Assembly 
·.in due course, would have to be convinced that the effect of the duty would be such as 

to turn these l08ses,'shell we say,~into a profit. If there is going to be a slight temporary 
rise, how are you going to convert the losses mentioned by the Bombay Millowners' 
Assooiation into a profit! What is the advantage of the duty! 

_ A. Mr. Patel.-In that case, would the Tariff.Board be prepared to suggest a higher 
duty! 

Q. It is not a question that you are entitled to ask, I1Ir. Patel. We are not prepa.red 
to give you any information about what we propose to reoommend. We want your 
views. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-If a proteotive duty of 121 per cent. is put, the rise should be in 
that proportion. But whether it will increase or whether there will be no protection to 
the industry is the question. 

Q. My question is a muoh simpler one than that. My question is, if you put on an 
additional duty of 121 per cent. and that only means a slight increase ~ the prio,> cf 
cloth, where is the advantage to you" • . 

/.. It wiq b~ a ~rea~ !1:dvp.nta~e: . 
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Q. How' 
A. Because the foreign goods won't be coming in and so the people will think that 

there will be no competition. The next day after the Tariff Board recommen~ the duty, 
there may he no in rease, but it will be so after two Qr three 'months. ' 

A. Mr. Dizit.-The idea is merely that the importer may not be able to import his 
goods against the price level of Indian miUs. 

Q. Yes. But the Bombay Millowners' Association-I have not got your figures ••• ~ 
are naturaliy anxious to convert their loa868 into profit and I faU to see how they can 
do so unleos the effect of the protective duty is to bring about a rise in prices. 

A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amritlal.-We do not want a rise in prices. , 
Q. You may not want it.' But what'is the use of the duty if there is no rise ! 
A. We stand to gain. 

Q. How do you stand to gain unless you get a difference in pri~es 7 H there is no 
difference in prices, where do you get your profit from ,1 ' 

A. The foreign goods in India will cost 00 much more and therefore we shall be, able 
to sell at a reasonable profits against foreign competition. 

Q. You won't be able to sell. You cannot have it both ways. ,Then again you say 
that the rise in prices will only be slight and be temporary and you also say the prices 
won't rise. 

A. The main queotion is if we are protected by a duty, then we shall stand competition. 
The foreign cloth will coat so much more. 

Q. Quite so. That is my point. You say the foreign cloth will cost so much more and 
your cloth will therefore go up in price and therefore 'the rise cannot be slight, nor can it 
be temporary. • , 

A. It will be temporary. H those trade conditions settled down, the prices are sure 
to adjust. 

Q. Where are you going to get your profit from if they come doWn again ? 
A. The competitor will not be, able to sell in India,in competition with the prices 

prevailing in the Indian mills. 

A. Mr. Patel.-I understand this prevents a further faq in prices and maintains the 
level. H there is a slight rise and.no fall that may give rise to profits instead of losses. 

Q. There is one point to which I draw your attention. You consider' the higher 
figures for the year 1913·14 are fallacious, as during that year the imports were ,highest 
on account of the abnormally low prices of American cotton '. As a matter of fact, the 
reason why we took 1913·14 in our question WAS that it happened to be tbe last year for 
which you can consider conditions normal. But does not your answer go to show that 
if prices are low, it stimulates consumption? 

A. Mr. Parekll.-Yes; but at the same time, it has a bad effect on a falling market. 
H it is going from the highest to the lowest, if it is going down every day, that means 
that the consumers are not buying the cloth. . • • • 

Q. I quite agree there. 
A. ,But in 1913·14, if there was not so mUfh variation in the risC! and fall .••• 

Q. I quite agree that there is nothiDg worse for an industry than a continual falling 
market. But my point was whether the higher figures for 1913·14 go to show that 
the lower the prices, the greater the consumption, and that, therefore, if you raise prices 

_ in any way, you restrict consumption and you may possibly suffer more by restriction 
of consumption than you do by increase of prices. 

A. Mr. Patel.-Even after the levying of the 11 per cent. import, duty, the argument 
has been advanced that it has not checked,/lonsumption. 

Q. Among other factQl'8 it bas not been possible to disentangle that factor. I know 
it is possible to argue the other way. But the trouble i@ that you cannot disentangle the 
effect of any duty. There are various other factors.- You have definitely stated as an 
Association that you are in favour of an import duty on yarn of all counts 7 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Yes. 
Q. And you are not prepared to agree to the exemption of counts above 40s ? 
A. As an Association, of course, we hold that view. 

Raja HarikisoonKaul.-What is the basis of this 12! or 13 per cent. import duty which 
you are now proposing 1 The Bombay millowners proposed 13 per cent. duty because 
the Japanese had an advantage of 8 per cent. in exchange and 5 per oent. in double ,shift 

y 42()-!Jla 
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and night work by women and children. That was the· basis. What is the basis of 
your claim for" 13 per cent. ! 

A. Mr. Parekh.-The same thing. 
A. Mr. KlJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-The basis we take is that the 11 per cent. duty has not 

given us any protection whatsoever. 10 to 121 per cent. will give us the minimum 
protection that we can think of. 

Preaident.-Why has the 11 per oent. duty given no protection whatever 2 
A. Mr. KlJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-Because during the last three or four years we have 

suffered such a lot and imports have come in such large quantities. Had there been any 
effeot of.protection, it should have affected the imports either of the Japanese goods or 
those imported from the United Kingdom .. 

Q. H that is so what guarantee is there that an additional 121 would give you that 
protection' H 11 per cent. had given you no protection whatever what reason is there 
to believe that 121 per cent. additional duty would give you any protection? 

A. Of course there is no guarantee in such cases. . 
A. Mr. Dint-He means .. not appreciable ... 

Q. It does not make any difference. H it has not made any appreciable difference 
what guarantee have you, or we, that 121 per cent. would make any difference and that 
you will not be asking for another 25 per cent. in three years' time? 

A. There is no guarantee in these cases, because in the case of the steel duties they 
recommended a particular duty which did not give them the slightest protection and 
within three months' .time they have to ask for another protective duty. And so we 
have to see what happens. But our general view is that if we are given 121 per cent. 
we shall have sufficient ta get ourSelves established in finer qualities. 

Raja Bari Kishan Kaul.-Why 121 per cent. and not 1I{' 
A. Mr. KlJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-We have tried to take the minimum that we can Fossibly 
~~ . . 

Q. How have you worked that out? 
A. We have not scientifioally worked out that 121 Fer cent. We have thought of 

the exchange position. Even if exchango were to go to 18.4<1. we should still require 
some protection though wa may not require the full 121 per cent. Exchange is ~otthe 
only b&Fla on which;ve have asked. 

Q. You might have said double the present duty, to make it 22 instead of 11. You 
evidently have been thinking of exchange when you proposed 121 per cent. Beoause 
the other b~is you have given uJ'. Now you propose a certain specific figure. 

President.-When you take 121 per oeont., you are following the Bomhy millowners ! 
A. No, we {eel 10 to 121 per cent. duty will give us sufficient protection. 

- Q. I thought you were taking the U1. per oent. merely because the Bombay 
Millowners had done so. . 

A. That is hot so. That case we have already given up. 
Q. I am interested to know that and to have it on record. I was certainly under the 

im.,ression that your 121 per cent. was b¥ed on the statement of the Bombay lIill
owners. I did not realise that it was based 011 entirely different considerations from 
what the Bombay Millowners had advanced. 

A. Mr. KlJ8turbhai La!bhai.-That is so. 

Q. I am not questioning it. I am merely saying I did not realise it. 
Baja Bari Ki8han Kaul.-Your answer ta Question 104 probably does not stand now. 

, In view of what you have said you alter YQur proposals as regards this import duty! 
A. Yes we have. 

Q. You first suggested that there should be an import duty only on oounts up to 40s. 
Tht'D you have gon" to 60s. Now you think that up to 60s there should be one rate 
of duty and after that there should be none. . 

A. After that whatever duty is required for considerations of revenue may be taken. 

Q. We have got that all right. So you propose an addijional import duty up to 60s. 
A. On yarn and cloth. . . 
Mr. Bubba Bao.-Your demand for protection comes to this. It is practioally 

the argument of the infant industry more or less, that you want to s rin finer counts, and 
~qat if .,ou ~et rrotect!on ~or!i ti~e ,o~ ~ill be able to develof 1'n<il \~r op. ~ilI ~e a bI" 



to do without protection. it is pr&etically on all fours with the argument for the deve':' 
lopment of an infant industry t 

A. Not only infant industry. We shall lie getting protection and that '!ill enable us 
to start spinning and weaving of the finer count .. as will protect us from this unfair 
Japanese competition which we a11' meeting to.day. 

Q. But which is it you are laying stress upon now t I thought it was finer counts, and 
that you will be able to spin finer cou.r.ts. . . 

A. We are anxious to spin finer counts having met the Japanese competition from 
which we are sufferiog to·day. We shall not be able to do that in a day if the 121 per 
oent. protective duty is levied. During the short time to come we shan be gettu·g 
protection from the unfair competition ..•••• 

Q. You cannot locate the fairness or unfairness? 
A. And at the same time it will enable us to establish the industry in finer counts. 

Q. Therefore you want to develop the industry from the present stage to a higher 
stage? 

A. Certainly. 

Q. SO in that sense your case for protection is somewhat different from that of the 
,Bombay MiUowners who lay stress upon Japanese competition and want protection 
speciaUy for the lower counts whereas you want it. lor higher counts. . 

A. We say up to 60s. 
, Q. Whereas they lay stress upon counts up to 40s, 

A. Mr. Patel.-Ours is an advance beyond ;Bombay. 
Q. You are thinking of finer counts. 
A. It is not exclusively between 40s and 60s. 
Q. But you lay stress upon finer counts. They are thinking of the present competition 

whereas you think of future development .7 • 
A. We thought-that we are not going to get these opportunities of enquiries by the 

Tariff Board SJ often and therefore ",e thought we had better speak out our min~ boldly 
and let Government'and the public know that we' have not been able to develop this 
industry in finer counts because we bave not got any protection whatever and if a protec
tive duty is placed now we shan be able to withstand the foreign competition from which 
we are suffering to.day and at the same time be able to es!ablish the industry •.•••• 

. Q. It is therefore a demand for more comprehensive protection and not limited to the 
unfair competition on the part of any country. It is more comprehensive. 

A. Mr. 'Ka8turbhai Lalbhai.-Certainly. 
Q. As the President said you should furnish us with some basis for settling the rates, 

your own cost and the cost of imported yarn and cloth. You 'Should give us those 
figures as the other Tariff Board got the figtu'es from the Tata Company. 

A. You mean to say that we have to supply the prices officially ••.•••• 
Q. You ask for a certain rate of protection. We take it that you have based it on 

certain definite calculations of what your cost is in relation to the cost of the competing 
article. 

A. We do not know their cost. We know the selling rate. 
Q. The C. I. F. rate 7 
A. We have not based our claim for protection of finer counts on the differenca in the 

cost of produl tion in the foreign Qountry and this country. We have based our claim 
for protection on the belief that it is not possible in face of the keen competition with 
finer goods to get our industry established in finer quality unless we have some 
protection in the beginning. 

Q. So it isa general claim and not based upon acompariwn of the cost at home and the' 
price at the ports t 

A. No. / 

Q. So the 121 per cent. does not bear any relation whatever to the ;relative prices, 
it is entirely a sort of generaLdemand and not based upon actual calculations 7 

A. No. 
Q. Is it not reasonable that 'we should ask you to make that calculation 7 
A.Yes. . ' 

Q. Then about the duty and its incidence. If you want now to have protection of 
121 per ccnt. for counts below 60s will it not make the burden larger on the section of 
thecommuoity least able to bear it ! You want protection on counts 60s and below; and 
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not pa.rticulariy on the counts above that. Will it not make the duty heavier on the 
section of the community consuming coarser cloth and not on others ? 

A. The advantage to be derived from it would be for finer counts. 
,Q. But; immediately, the burden becomes greater on the poorer section and the 

middle classes as against the section that is better off in India. 
A. Considered from the point of burden every protective duty is a burden. 

, Q. That is right. Therefore if a remedy can be devised that would limit the 
burden, you would prefer that? I am asking you not because I desire to suggest 
the remedy myself but because it was proposed b'y one or two witnesses that instead 
of a duty the industry concerned might get a loan or a bounty because then you would 
localise the help given and not spread the burden both on the consumers of the home 
made cloth and the consumers of imported cloth. The price is bound to go up to some 
extent. If T understand you aright you want some help to compete against foreign 
countries. Would any scheme of bounties meet your needs 7 

A. No" 
Q. Why net 7 
A. Because we do not think it is desirable to bolster the industry by bounties .. 
Q. Where is the difference, whether you get help from the State in the foim of a 

bounty or from the consumers? Don't you get help from a third party 7 
_ 4. We do get help from a third party. There is no doubt. 

Q. Then where is the differenCll ? SoJong as you get some monetary help, so long as 
you get a margin to' make the gap between the price and your cost as little as possible 7 

A. Mr. Dixit.-What kind of bounty do you suggest 7 
Q: I am merely speaking of a cash boun.ty, giving you so much as the Tatas are 

gettmg. ' 
A. For what term? ' 

Q. The same term as your import duty. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-That is also putting a further tax. 
Q. In the case of an import duty you tax the consumers ofthe whole product not merely 

of the foreign product. You make the area narrower here. The amount of bounty 
giyen will be less. You put on a burden equal to the excess required. In the other 
case they pay the duty also on the foreign products. 

A. The duty the Government will be getting will help the Government to reduce the 
other taxes. 

Q. That is not the point. That is a different point. You are concerned with getting 
something more to make your position better. In that case what objection have you 
against a bounty; not that I am to be understood as recommending it but it has been 
suggested 7 . 

A. Mr. G. r. Patel.-J think that the incidence of the bounty would be greater on 
Government revenues than the incidence on the oonsumer. 

Q. But the one is seen, the other is unseen. 
A. If you take the proportion and strike out the incidence the incidence of the bounty 

would be materially higher. ' 
Q. Supposing the bounty is" paid by means of a tax, is not the tax spread over more 

people than the cotton duty 7 
A. W. should not like to have a bounty at the cost of new taxes. 
Preaident.-Does not the taxpayer pay the import duty 7 . . 
A. But the incidence is quite different. So far as the economic side of the q,!estion 18 

ooncerned every oonsumer pays an insignificant amount during the course of one year 
while in the case of Government the incidence on the revenue would be very great. 

Q. Where does the revenue come from ! 
A. From the people of course. 
Q. Therefore the incidence of the additional taxation would be less than the incidence 

of the import duty on both the hoine made and foreign cloth. 
A. Mr. Ka8turbliai Lalbllai.-As far as the protective duty is concerned it is qnite 

possible that the amount of protective duty may come from the exporters of the 
piece-goods. 

Mr. Subba Rao.-To the extent that the foreign importer bears a part of the import 
dutJl you get no protection at all. If he can sell at the old price or at a little above the 
old price either you get no protection at all. or the protection is reduced to that extent. 
If you want exactly to determine the help reqnired it must be by means of a bounty. 

A. We feel a llrotective duty of 12* p~r cent. Would be bettH than a bounty. 



Q. For wba~ reasons , 
A. Mr. Dizil.-We do not think that foreign com.petition would he lessene~ by 

bounties. 
Q. But won't your ability be greater to com.pete with it ? Your trouble is that your 

expenses are greater than their selling prices in your mar .. et. If that is made g~od to 
you how are you worse off f In the one case you make your prices higher. Iii this 
case your cOst is made lower for you. ' -

A. Mr. K(J8tu,bkai Lalbluii.-But if the foreign competition continues longer then 
we may be in need of bounty while if there be a protective duty an~ if it is com~ out to. 
a certain extent from the pockets of the fo~n exporter then It may stop him from_ 
competing after some time. He may feel the pinch. . • 

Q. To the e;.u,nt he is paying the duty you are getting no advantage. In this-case 
as in the case of the import duties you are getting some help. You can im~rove yo~ 
organisation and develop your production and lower your expenses and be Without this 
State help, just as in the case j)f import duties you produce more, lower your cost and 
say you can stand on your own feet. Th~ case is not different. But as . s~me?ody 
pointed out, in the one case the industry ~ know exactly how much h~lp It 18 given. 
In the other case the danger is that the.help may 'be concealed by the circumstance of 
the incidence of the duty not being quite obvious. That is the difference. From the tax 
payers' point of view it is desirable to mak!l the help given to the industry as conspicuous 
as possible. You have no objection to thatso long as you get the requisite help.? 

A. We do not favour the bounty system. 
A. Mr. Pattl.-We select our alternative in the import duty; a.nd if that is not 

sufficient then we may call upon you for a bounty. 
Mr. Majmv.da,.-I understand that you want protective duties up to 40s counts to 

meet the Japanese competition and, above that, from 40s to 60s in order to build.up 
the fine count industry ? ' 

A. Mr. K(J8/u,bkai Lalbkai.-Yes. 
Q. In case tl;te latter is not possible would you give up the first one? 
A. Certainly not. We already said. that we w .. nt to have the protective duty for, 

two purposes. We want to meet the foreign competitio~ and also if'possible to establish 
the industry in finer counts. If it is not possible or if the Tariff Board does not think it 
desirable to give us the protective duty for the establishment of the finer counts,we would 
certainly not let go our claim for meeting the competition in the coarse! counts. 

Q. Then in the case of coarser counts on what basis do you fix the duty at 13 per cent. 
A. On the basis of the Bombay Millowners' calculations. ' 
Q. In the matter of bounties supposing a certain bounty was given to you would it be 

possible for you to distribute it between all mills ? 
A. M ... Dizit.-We do notf .. vour a bounty at all. 
A. Mr. Patel.-It depends on the nature of the bounty. 
A. M,. Parekh.-Would the bounty be given to the Association or to the different 

mills f Who is to distribute the bounty f . 
A. M!. Pattl.-I~ depends on the principle of distribution. 
Q. It will be distributed to those mills that will be spinning the particular fine counts. 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-We want a protective duty for all counts up to 60s. 

Therefore it is not specially meant for fine counts. . 
Q. Here th& question has been raised that in order to build up the fine counts industry 

a protective duty should be levied for counts above 40s .. Iso. But if inste .. d of that a 
bounty is given, would it be possible for the mills to fix as to which mills should spin 
those fine counts and get the advantage of the bounty! 

A. Mr. RanchhodlalAmratlal.-Is this question put granting that the protective duty ••• 
Q. These are all assumptions. Assuming that the bounty is given for counts above 40s, 

would it be possible for mills to arrange amongst themselves as to which inills' should 
spin them and get the bounty? 

A. Mr. Parekh.-No. 

(b )Ot~r'8ugge8tionB 
Pre8ident.-You say here, Mr. Chamanlal, that if it be argued that an export duty on 

cotton would reduce the income.of the cotton growers it may be stated that they would 
naturally grow foodstuffs which would bring down their level of prices. If that be so 
why don't they do it now f • • 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Beea.use they are getting good' price for cotton. If the duty is 
put on then the cotton will go down and we cannot consume the whole production of the 
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counify. So if the prices were to go down the farmers will turn from cotton to food 
grains. \ 

Q. I do not understand your saying that they would naturally prefer to grow foodstuffs. 
A. H they get.good prices for foodstuffs, they will go in for them. 

Q. You say" we are in favour of an export duty on cotton of about 5 per cent. which 
may be ea.rmarked for the improvement of cotton cultivation." But if the effect of the 
duty. is ,going to'reduce the area what is the object of levying the duty to improve cotton 
when you are going to reduce the area under cotton Y 

A. To i~piove the quality. • 

Q. What is the object of improving the quality Y H you levy an export duty on cotton 
,which prevents the cultivator obtaining the full price do you think he is going to bother 
much about the quality in future. 

A. Mr. Patel.-In regard to this question we have clearly put down that the 
revenue from this duty may be earmarked for the improvement of cotton cultivation. 
It is for the agriculturists. H it be proved that it is not in the interests of the agriculturists 
to have such an expert duty then we are not keen over it; We do not want- the duty 
for revenue purposes. .;u the duty iS'to fall on the agriculturist it must go to the good 
o~ the agriculturist and if it be contended that it does not do any good to the agriculturist 
we may say it may be safely dropped. 

Q. I do not see what good a duty of 5 per cent. would be to you! Five per cent. won't 
help you much. You would want something in the neighbourhood of 20 per cent. 

#-. That would be prohibitive for them. 

Q. Exactly, but could anything less than that can help the industry ! 
A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-'--There has been a diffierence of opinion regarding this 

export duty on cotton and we are not at all keen about this. (, 
Q. I rather gathered as much. In these circumstances, we won't examine you at 

length in regard to it. 
In regard to banking facilities, is this system which you refer to of demimding double 

securities restricted to Ahmedabad Y 

A. So far as I understand Bombay and Ahmedabad. It is not 'for Ahmedabad alone. 

Q. You are not worse off than Bombay in that respect Y 
A. Mr. ParekA.-Not in the matter of double security. 

Q. I suggest one method of organization to you. You say it is difficult to ascertain 
the 'nature of improvement in the industry by better organization of millowners. 
suggest one method, a possible method of organization, which is to have your own fire 
insurance scheme, or at any rate to threaten the ring Y 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-Yes, we will. 

Q. I gather from our discussion this morning that you are at any rate much more closely 
organised as regards wages here than they ~ in Bombay. We find a very marked 
difference in the rates of wages of people between the different mills in Bombay. But 
that is not the case here. Your rates vary very little. 

A. Yes. • 
A. I gather that you do not consider that there is much room for combination in 

such matters as the purchase o! cotton machinery and mill stores! 

A. We do not think it ~ feasible because one mill' agent will be purchasing in the 
month of June and the other in December. Now it is not likely that both persons 
who are out in the market for machinery will make their purchases in the same 

, month. While one will think that prices are likely to go up others might think they 
will go down. 

Q. Something has been recently done in England in regard to the standardisation o~ 
prices. ' 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-But as was st.ted yesterday, we did the same thing 
last year, when the need arose. 

Q. That was a special circumstance. The question arises whether you could do 
that in ordinary circumstances. • 

A. We can do that only in conjunction with the Bombay MiIIo'wners. 
A. Mr. Parekh.-We have got· the fear of competition by the foreign market",. 

H we combine and settle the prices, the foreign goods will come in with a rush. That 
is one of the reasons why we cannot do that. 
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, A. Mr. Patel.-There is also the basic price in England. England exports yarn and 
it does not import &8 such. It is in a position of fixing the basic price. It is impossible 
here. 

Q. Your production of bleached goods has increased considerably of late ? 
A. Mr. Parekh.~ince the last year or two. 
A. Mr. Ka8turbha' Lalbhai.-In the last few years we have increased. 

Q. Don't you consider it would be an advantage if the production of bleached 
goods were shown separately in t~e statistics which give grey and bleached goods 
together? 

A. Mr. Parekh.-U sucjl fuformation is asked for, 'we will be glad ~o supply it. 

Q. It is very difficult to see how the imports of bleached goods compare with the 
increasing production in India. 

A. Mr. Patel.-Till1925 we used to supply 'the figures separately for purposes of 
assessiog the cotton excise duty; but later on they are classed tog!'ther. . 

Q. That brings us to the last question which you have not answered h';,re which is 
whether you oonsider that a specific tariff should not be substituted for the present 
ad lJalOf'em one. • 

A. Mr. Ka8turbha' Lalbha'.-We would like to take some time before replyiog to 
that question, because it is very complicated and we do not want to get ourselves 
committed to any reply now. ' • 

Q. Certainly. It looks very much as if we shall have to briog you down to 
Bombay. 

A. We shall come there with pleasure. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-Bombay has got preferential freights. Though Calcutta is the 
. same distance we are charged nearly Rs .. 1·1·0 more for travelling the same distance. 

Q. We will look into the question. 

Raja Harl Kuhan Kaul.-I ,will just ask you one question regarding this export 
duty. Doyou propose this export duty in addition to the import duty or as.an 
alternative' 

A. Mr. Parekh.-We are not keen ~bout it and when we, propose, this it is an 
extra duty. 

Q. That is in addition f 
A. Yes. 

Q. And I suppose you: know it would mean a loss of something like 5 crores of rupees 
to the oultivator? 

A. Mr. Ka8turbhai Lalbhai.-We have already pointed it out. / 

Mr. Subba Rao.-'Mr. Patel, yO)1 said that in England it was possible to fix the basi~ 
price, because English firms had no competition at home. But that only shifts the 
field of-competition, because they have to compete in the foreign countries. 

A. They do not import and they are in a better position than we are here in India. 

Q. That makes no difference, because they have to sell the yarn abroad. To that 
extent, in foreign countries there is competition. I am merely suggestiog that you 
are ignoring the fact that they have to stand competition with America and other 
countries. 

A. I thiok this yarn is not manufactured there in the form in which it is manufac 
tured in England. They prepare yarn on small paper tubes and the whole thing is 
wound on the tube and that is a special yarn which is not prepared by 'any other 
country. It is practically a monopoly of England. Therefore they can fix the basic 
~~~ I, 

Q. It is not a question of want of home market but want of competition. It is a 
monopoly advantage. That is a different poiot. 

A. Yes. That creates the situation in which they can fix the basic price, while we 
. are not able to do it here. 

Q. Whether the! ,prod,uce il;t England .or elsewhere, you have got to sell and you have 
to face the competitIOn eIther m the foreIgn or home market. Therefore it is a question 
of monopoly advantage and that is different? ' 

A. Yes. That is the case with the jute millowners •. 
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Q. With r~gard to banking facilities, it has been stated that mills are not able to get 
loans with such ease as they would desire. Is it a serious point, Does any good mill 
that wants finance find it difficult to get money f 

A. Mr Kasturbhai Lalbkai.-Yes. 
Q. Would you s~pp~rt any scheme whereby you get loans on the lines of takkavi loans 

at a low rate ofinterest? Would that find favour in your eyes ? '. 

A. Mr. Patel~-I would refer to the suggestions placed by Sir Purshotamdas 
Thakurdas befo:e the <:urrency Co.mmission, about the kin~ of loans to be granted. 
H~ ask~d certam questions to whlch he brought .out certam answers in regard to 
thlS pomt. He suggested that loans should be advancl6d to the mills on the same 

. principle as the .Trade Banks. 

Q. That is for working capital' 
A. Yes. 

Q. I was thinking of a proposal for the purchase and improvement of machinery. You 
. think there is a greatlll' need for working capital' 

A. Yes .• 

Q. And the amount is not obtained easily! 
A. No. • 

Q; And any scheme whereliy it could be obtained easily at a low rate of interest would 
find favour with you! . 

A. Yes. 
Mr. Majmtular.-You say the basic prices are fixed for yarn in England and that 

is due to the monopoly that England holds in the manufacture of that particular 
yarn. Has England been able to work more spindles or to work longer hours after 
fixing minimum prices .f " ( 

,A. Mr. Patel.-That is a recent method.· It is a new experiment. 
Q. The fixing of prices would only stop under.seIling. That means it would stop 

losses which some mills are making. 
A •. How far they are successful we have to see yet. 
Q. Will that give them a chance of working longer hours or will they be able to sell 

m~! -
A. That can ~e proved by the results. • 
Q. At present they are not able to sell at ttrf,se prices and then if they fix minimum 

prices they won't be able to sell more and they cold have no advantage. 
A. That we have to see from the results hereafter. 
Preaident.-I think you wantea to bring out another point. 
A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-If the Ahmedabad mills are given facilities for railway 

sidings it will go a great way in removing a great handicap. There is a very good 
scope for supplying the siding. I do not see why when the jute Qlills and collieries 
and other factories up countries have been provided with such sidings, there should 
be any objection on the part of the railway authorities to supply sidings to us. As I 
understand, the railway sidings have not been .supplied to any mills in Ahmedabad 
except in a particular area where they have got the signal posts. Beyond the signal 
posts they never care to allow the sidings. 

Q. Have you made applications' 
A. At present we have not, I!Iecause we know the difficulties. If your Board were to 

recommend for granting us sidings on the same basis as recommended in the Coal Commis
sion Report, page 68, then it would be a great help to us; 

Q. W onId you accept the same conditions as laid down there , 
A. Certainly. Another inequality is that where there are sidings they are stUl charged 

terminal tax, which ought not to be done. In the case of coal they have let go the terminal 
tax, while in the case of other commodities they are still retaining the terminal tax, 
which is not a fair proposition. 

Q. We will certainly go into that point. 
A. Mr. Okamanlal Parekh.-These are the freight statistics. (The statement was 

handed over to the President). 
President.-Do you consider, in view of certain happenings in Ahmedabad, that it is 

desirable that the Indian Companies' Act should be amended' 
Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbkai.-Yes. 
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Q. In what direction would yon propose amendments! 
A. Especially with regard to this lending out of money by' one mill to the other mill 

uuder the same agency or the agent or relation of which has got something to do with the 
concern in which the money is lent., This ought to be stopped. 

Q. Is there any other way in which you suggest an amendment, Mr. Kasturbhai ? 
Have you thought about it f 

A. I think in the matter of audit, it is very desirable to have a running audit in the 
case of large concerns. Say when the capital has reached a particular amount, monthly 
service should be made essential. That is my personal view. 

Q. Would you agree to that, Mr. Chamau1al ? . 
A. No; I won't. It is rather difficult. , 



Witness No: 2. 

THE AHMEDABAD MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 

Supplementary Statement dated 2Hh October 1926 

Witb reference to certain criticisms made against the Ahmedabad millowners we beg 
to state as follows :.-

(1) Regarding directors and their appointment in Ahmedabad mills we may say 
that the best available men connect~d with the commercial and industrial life 
of Ahmedabad ILre selected to act as directors and this will be apparent from the 
balance-sheetR presented to the Board. In some cases men of status in the civic 
life of Ahmedabad are also elected to act &II directors. Q1festions of policy are 
always decided in consultation with the directors. . 

(2) We do not approve of the sy~tem of investing funds of one concern in another· 
. concern bilionging to the sa·me agent. . 

(3) With reference to the statement that the mill-chawls are being farmed out to 
Pat,hans and Banias, investigations reveal the fact that this statement is far 
from the truth. These chawls are built for operatives in mills and in ILlmost 
all cas~s they are occupied by them, the rent being recovered by the mills on the 
pay day. • -

(4) The statement made by Mr. G. Findlay Shirr&ll that the cost of production in 
Ahmeda bad is much less than tbat in Bombay is incorrect and this fat't will be 
borne out by the information supplied to the Board by us. 
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Witness No.2. 

THE AHMEDABAD MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 

Further oral evidence recorded at Bombay -on the 28th October 1926 

The following gentlemen represented the Association:
Mr. ChamanJal G. Parekh, 
Mr. Kasturbhai LaIbhai, 
Mr. Ranohbodlal Amaratlal, 
Mr. H. K. Dixit, and 
Mr. G. L PateL 

Mr. KaBlurbAai LalbAai.-Before we begin, Sir, I want to know whether we are going 
to be 'questioned on points of costs of production, and if that is going to be the case 
to say that then we would like to be absolutely in camera. -

President.-That is exactly what we propose to do. Unfortunately we received 
your cost of production sheets only very recently and we have not yet had time to 
examine most of them. but we propose to ask you a few questions about them when 
the public meeting is over. There is no question whatever of referring to them in this 
open sell8ion. ' 

Mr. KaBturbAai LalbAai.-Thank you. 
Q. The first point I should like to raise is that though the Tariff Board has now been 

sitting for 3! months it has not yet ascertained exactly what the real state of affairs is in 
Ahmedabad. The first question we put in our general questionnaire. as you' know, was 
regarding the extent of the depression, that is the extent to which it had been felt in 
various centres. and we asked you amongst other things to supply us with a statement 
similar to the one produced by the Bombay Millowners' A88ociation giving the general 
position of the industry. I was about to say that we have not received it; but you 
have forestalled my remarks to some extent by producing it here. It is a little 
unfortUnate that it has been left till to·day. If it had been submitted a little earlier, 
we should have had an opportunity of going through it and being able to study it. 

A. Mr. Patel.-We have submitted two more cost of production sheets. 

Q. You promised the day after we examined you at Ahmedabad about six weeks ago. 
to send us a statement showing the dividends paid by the Ahmedabad mills since 1920. 
Is that statement ready yet? We understood we were going to get a statement showing 
the dividends paid by individual mills since 1920. simila.r to the one which is published 
by • Capital' for the Bombay mills. ' 

A. We thought it was the total. 

Q. I thought I had made it quite clear. That was not what we asked for.' We 
wanted that statement as well. but we wanted a statement showing the dividends paid 
by individual mills in Ahmedabad 

A. We have got that statement. 
Q. Unfortunately your balance sheets with very few exceptions are published in 

<Jbj am ti. • • • ' 
A. This contains the statement for each individual mill. 

Q. We also wanted a further statement for Ahmedabad. similar to the one given in 
Table 1 of the BombayMillowners' original statement showing the progress of millsin 

- Bombay. 
A. We submitted it at the time. 
Q. But that was ouly for two or three years. 
A. For the last five years. 
Q. That was of very little use to us. We wanted a statement for as manJL years 

back as possible. ' , , • 
A. We have taken it for the last five years. Beyond that if you want we will have eo 

look i: up again. ' ' 

Q. It should be from 1914 at least. We want the figures from 1914 at least. the 
average numbers of operatives. the number of looms. the number of spindles. etc. As, 
far as we are concerned. the difficulty is that Ahmedabad is not shown separately in the 
'Hllluaj statement of the_Bombay Millowners. There Ahmedabad is merely shown as 
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part of the Bombay Presidency. It is a little difficult owing ~ the way in which th8' 
particulars are given to ascertain exac~ly which are the mills in Ahmedabad and which 
are not. 

A. WewillenqiIfre at the local Association's office and examine their 'charts and 
ascertain the differences in figures if any. 

Q. I cannot help pointing out that an industrial centre as large as Ahmedabad, ant! 
an Association as important as the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association should be in a . 
position to emulate BOlI\bay in regard to the publication of figures. You have a separate 
Association, and it does seem extraordinary that your annual report should contain no 
statistics of any kind relating to the industry in Ahmedabad? . 

A. We are anllious to introduce some more statistics from the next report. 
Q. When an application of this kind is put in before a Board like this, the Board 

naturally expects to be supplied with the fullest facts and figures, but that has not been 
done. If you will endeavour to furnish us with the figures as far back as you can in 
as short a period as possible, it would be of much help. We have been sitting as I said 
before for 3! months, and the time is now naturally getting short, and therefore if you 
will take steps 'to rectify the omission as far as you can in the course of the next few days 
we shall be very much obliged. The figures we now want are for spindles and looms 

.from 1914. We should have liked a statement showing the dividends declared since 1920 
by individual mills. Is that possible? 

A. This statement contains figures from 1921. We thought we were required to 
submit the statement in the form in which the Bombay Association gave it. 

Q. We wanted that statement and the other as well. . 
A. The figures of looms and spindles were submitted from 1922 to 1925 at the time 

of the first examination. 
Q. Those are not of a.ny very great assistance. The important point is to see w4at 

changes took place during the war 'period and immediately after. A statement for the 
last four years is not of very great help. Then you promised us some figures of wages 
in other industries? -

A. We enquired from the Match Factory but they refused to give us any lIecrets of 
their wages. 

Q. A fUrther statement that you promised us was of stocks in pounds in Ahmedabad. 
Have you got those figures? 

.A. I did not promise such a'statement, I think. 
Q. I think you did. If you refer to your evidence you will find it. 
A. It is difficult to get it in bales. 
Q. Yes, you said it is difficult to get figures in bales but you said you would get them 

in pounds. 
A. Mr. Coomanlal Parekh.-We said there would be no difficulty. 
Q. And we said we should like to have them. Surely, ian't it in the,' interest of. 

the Ahmedabad industry to have figures of stocks exactly in the same way as in Bombay Y 
A. Mr. Patd.-We had not the Bombay system. 
Q. I know you have not, but would it not be in your interest to have the figures! , 
A. We collected the figures in 1925 when the urgency was most and thereafter it was 

difficult to get regularly from all Dillis all these figures. 
Q. Why is it difficult to keep them regularly Y The Bombay miIlowners do not i,nd 

any difficulty in keeping them. Why should you have any greater difficulty than the 
Bombay MillownE'rs Y 

A. The difficulty is that we have to calculate 7tUtcoo bales and pucea bales and loose 
stock. 

Q. 1(ou can get them in pounds if you can't get them in bales. My point is as you 
know that ene of the questions on which we shall have to report is whether the industry 
is managed with reasonable efficiency and economy, and it is a little doubtful, to say 
the least of it, whether an industry can be said to be managed with reasonable efficiency 
and economy when its statistical information is. so inadequate. You said it would be 
possible to give the monthly stocks in pounds and I understood you were going to 

. POAW:·Mr. Kasf,urbhai Lalbhai.-I said it was possible to collect the figures. ~e, did 
not understand then that you wanted it; otherwise we would have done it. 

Q. I am sorry; we understood you were going to give them. 
A. AIr. Chamanlal Parekh.-lt is possible, but we did ~ot understand that yo~ 

wanted i~ , 
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Q. I am afraid we understood that you were going to send them. We will now pass 
on to our first question which is, has the general position in Ahmedabad changed 
lince we last met you!' ' 

A. Mr. KtJ8""rbhai LaJ,bhai.-Yes, it has for the worse. 

Q. To what do you attribute that! 
A. The heavy drop ,in cotton pricee. 

Q. In fact to a world factor! 
A. Yes, if you say so. 

Q. Do you wish to enlarge on that point! 
A. Our stocks have been accumulating because the cloth merchants have lost faith 

in the price of piecegoods. Cotton prices have been dropping from day to day. Also 
the buying power of the agriculturist is thought to be going down because the prices -
he is going to realise for his raw product-eotton-will be much less. ' That'is, he would 
have been able to purchase more if the cotton prices had remained at a higher level. 

Q. In your original statement,·Mr. Kasturbhai, you said that the operation of world 
factors slid not contribute to the depression. But this faIl in the price of cotton whicn 
you now say accentuates the present depression is a world factor, is it not? ' 

A. It is, but it is only during this period. The depression the industry has been 
suffering for the last three years was not due to world factors. At present it has been 
affected by the world factor, but that does not mean that during the last few years it 
had been affected by, world factors. 

Q. The present faIl in the price of cotton is due to an unusually heavy American Qrop 
and that was the same last year and I believe the year before. Last year and the 
year before the price of cotton was faIling as it is now. Is there therefore any special 
reason to believe that the accentuation in the depression this year which is due to an 
unusuaIly heavy American crop is a different factor from the accentuation in the depres· 
sion last year or the year before, when there was also a heavy American crop and a 
fall in the price of cotton 7 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are there special circumstances about the American crop this year which 

differentiates it from the American crop in the last, two years? 
A. As I pointed out, last y"ear when we were suffering from depression in the textile 

industry America and JapaI\ which have also big'textile industries did not suff<)r to 
any extent but on tne other hand were making profits. The drop in the pri.;e of cotton 
during the last two or three years has been a gradual 'one and therefore the confidence 
of the merchants was not shattered to the extent it has been" shattered recently. Before' 
the time the Board visited Ahmedabad the prices were dropping but were not dropping 
with that suddenness that they have droPlled during the last fortnight or four weeks, 
and therefore the depression has been accentuated. 

Q. Quite so. It simply means that owing to this heavy American crop, this factor 
has operated much more quickly than it has in the past. I cannot see the difference 
in the character of the factor. 

A. My point is this that during the last two orthreeyears while India has been passing 
through a phase of depression in the textile industry Japan or America was not. Had 
there been a world depression Japan and America would have been affected to the same 
extent that India has been affected., At present'of course the situation is accentuated; 
and that is because of the world factor. 

Q. As regards America I am not quite sure that your statement is quite correct? 
, A. I think Mr. Findlay Shirras who gave evidence before you said that in Massachusetts 

and other districts in America they were working 63 hours fuIl time in almost all the 
mills. 

Q. Not as regards Massachusetts, Mr. Kasturbhai. His point was that Mussachusetts 
had a Factory law and some other States had not. Mussachusetts I believe is working 
only 48 hours. . 

A. If you will kindly examine his evidence, I think he said that almost all the textile 
factories were working at full pressure and were making a profit. He said there was' 
no unemployment there. Had there been a depression there would surely have been 
some unemployment. 

Preaident.-I have a reference showing that the American Government appointed a 
oommission to investigate the causes of the depression in the Cotton textile industry 
in Ainerica. I am endeavouring to get a copy of the report of that commission. 

A. Mr. KtJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-That was much earlier. 
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Q. Quite'recently. 
A. Mr. Palel.-Lut year. I think. 
Q. That is recent enough, any way. - ." 
A. Mr. KaBt'Urbhat Lalbhai.-Another factor that has got to be noticed is that during 

the last two or three years there had been no imports of American cotton into India 
worth speaking of. This year, that is during the lut two or three months, orders from 
Bombay and other centres have bt'en placed for American cotton to the extent of 200,000 
bales. 

Q. What does that prove y" 
A. That proves that the exchange has enabled the American cotton to be imported 

by the millowner here at a cheaper rate than the local cotton. Naturally this is bound 
to hit the agriculturist because the American imports being there he is losing the demand 
from the local manufacturers to the extent of the imports from America. 

Q. Does it not show that the Indian agriculturist is {:etting more for his cotton than 
he should with reference to the American parity Y 

A. Certainly not. 

Q. 1£ it is cheaper to buy American cotton, does that not mean that the price of Indian 
cotton is too high and therefore the cultivator here is benefited to that extent Y" 

A. Most assuredly not, because he is not marketing his crop just at present. He will 
begin.to do so in December or January and the prices that will be realised then for the 
cotton may be said to affect the agriculturist. But at present all the stocks that are 
being held are in the hands of the merchant and the losses or profits will affect the 
merchant and not the cultivator: The cultivator is bound to be affected on account 
of the imports. . 

Q. When you·talk of the 200.000 bales"of American cotton, you are only referring to 
the possible imports. Are you not! 

A. Certainly not. I am a Member of the Central Cotton Committee and we are 
getting all the information. 

Q. Are you not referring to the possible imports Y These 200.000 bales have not yet 
arrived. They have presumably been ordered; but it does not follow that they will 
come, does it Y Is it not possible that this is due to the fact that the Bombay Millowners 
are wisely hedging against a possible further change in the price of cotton' 

A. When I am talking of the 200.000 bales, I am not taking into consideration the 
hedging contracts at all. What information we are getting in the Central Cotton 
CommitUe is from the members who are representing importing Houses and they send 
out information week by week in order that their fumigation problem maybe dealt 
with and the information given out by them is that the imports which would come out in 
the next two months will amount to 100,000 bales. The problem before the Committee 
was whether the Committee or the Government of India would be able to handle those 
large imports, because the present capacity of fumigation is only 700 bales per day, 
and it wu felt that if the imports were to come with such a rush as it wss antioipated 
then it might he impossible for the fumigation authorities to fumigate the cotton in time 
and deliver it to the importers. Therefore this wss the problem before the Committee_ 
and I have placed this information which has oome to my knowledge ss a member of 
the Committee. 

Q. Your information is that 100,000 bales ha.ve sctua.Ily heen ordered Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And will he arriving in the course of the next few months' 
A. Yes. Most of their shipments are November and December shipments. 
Q. Do you oonsider it altogether a matter for regret that this American cotton should 

be ooming Y One of the arguments whioh you brought forward before us'at Ahmedabad 
"when we were lsst there was that India oan manufacture cloth of any counts up to 40s 

or 50s oounts with imported oat ton and therefore if you oan get this American cotton, 
,is that a matter of regret Y • • 

A. It is a matter of very great regret. because we do not want to Import AmerICan 
oat ton at the expense of the Indian oultivator. As it is done at present, it is at the 
expense of the Indian oultivator. If the exchange had been at 18. 4d. these imports 
would not have been made. If we desired to spin finer counts we could have done that 
by importation of Amerioan cotton. We do not desire that it should hit the Indian 
oultivator or the Indian cotton grower. We want to stand on our own legs. We 'oan 
spin finer oounts by importing long staple cotton from outside the oountry if we osnnot 
produce it in our country. But ss I said, the Sukkur barrage is under development and 
very probably within a short time we may not need any Ame~'ican cotton to be imt'0rted.-
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Q. That seems to be a slightly different position from the one which you had previously 
taken, Mr. Kasturbha.i. 

A. I do not see how it is. 
Q. Failing the Sukkur barrag&-which at any rate is a matter for the futur&-if you 

import American cotton to spin finer counts, it must be, it seems to me, at the-expense 
of the Indian cultivator. Every bale of American cotton that you import, if you go 
on to finer counts, will displace a bale of Indian cotton that you would have used if you 
go on spinning coarser counts. 

A. Not at all. As I said, our greatest regret is that we are obliged to import to the tune 
of 60 crores of rupees worth of piecegoods. J want to stop all that and manufacture 
it in India. We desire that our industry should expand to that extent so that we may 
be able to supply allour requirements. If our industry were to expand, than naturally 
we will not be displacing the Indian cultivator to any extent. But on the other hand 
we may be assisting him by purchasing any longer staple cotton that he may grow. 
This does not depend only on the Sukkur barrage; but the experiments that are being 
carried on and the efforts made by the Central Cotton Committee are bound to result 
in better cotton being grown in India in the near futIKe. 

Q. In other words you want to,make India 'entirely'a self-sufficient country.! 
A. Certainly. We, the Ahmedabad Millowners, do desire that India should be able to 

supply all her requirements as far as piecegoods a. concerned. 
Q. All the Millownera ! 
4-. Yes, as far as Ahmedabad is concerned. I do not know about Bombay. 
Q. I have no doubt that all the Millowners in India would welcome the ideal that 

India should supply all her piecegoods. 
A. There should be no curiosity about t.hat, because India for many years used 

to supply not only her requirements but also used to export large quantities. It is a 
historical fact and why it should be taken as a thing that can hardly be achieved, I fail 
to understand. 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-This American cotton which is imported is not for spinning 
finer counts. They are going as far as 30s warp. There are certain millowners that 
have ordered the cotton for spinnine the present quality, because the Indian cotton 
being scaroe is very high at present. Now when they knew that we are getting American 
ootton the spot ootton has dropped. It has dropped by at least Re. 70 per candy within. 
ths last six weeks and there is a great effect on the priP~ of cloth. When the local 
merchants knew that the price of spot cotton was high'" they were buying a certain 
quantity of cloth at the ruling prices. But when they, knew that the spot cotton has 
dropped because of the American cotton coming in on account of the exchange, they 
did not buy further. 

Q. You say American cotton is cheaper owing to the exchange. Would it not be 
oheaper any way t . 
- A. Exchange gives an advantage of 121 per cent. If the exchange is 18. 411. we need 
not go to Amerioa to buy ootton. There will be a difference of about Re. 40 a candy. 

Q. I understood you to say that cotton here has dropped by Re. 70 per candy. 
A. Because it was higher here in comparison to the American cotton. The ready 

price was not ruling with the forward price. We had to pay very high and still we 
find some mills are using the local cotton for 20s and 22s at the high prices because 
the merchants know that they are not to get the new crop till March. 

Q. What is the present parity between the American and the India~ cotton, at the 
moment! . 

A. You mean the forward price t 
Q. Yes. 
A. If you are to order the American cotton to-day, you will get" it one or two months 

henoe. So if we compare the prices with Broach there may be difference of Rs. 10 
or Rs. 15 between the two. But if we are to compare with some of the Surat special 
sorts we have to pay for the ready stocks. The merohants are not willing to buy stocks 
because they know that the new crop will be coming at very low prices and no sooner 
the American cotton oomes in they are afraid to hold the stocks and so they will be 
selling at cheaper rates. The effect of that is on the cloth. The cloth merchants are 
not buying at the present prices owing to the fact that the American cotton is coming 
in and is affecting the ready cotton and that, so far as I understand is due to exchange. 

Raja Har; Ki8Mn Kaul.-Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, you said that 200,000 bales of 
cotton were ordered from America and that 100,000 bales are expected to arrive in tho 
pext two months. What about the other 100,000 bales! ' 

A. It has been boo~e4 but tQr cl,j1fere~t shipments, 
y 420-32 



Q. It wUl come later! 
A. Yes. 
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Pr/l8ident.-WUl it definitely come or has it been ordered as a hedge! 
A. We have no information as to how much of it is type cotton and how much is hedging 

contract. So far as type cotton is concerned, it is bound to come because it is difficult 
to dispose of the type cot~n and if one has purchased type cotton that will be for utili, 
sation in one's own mUl, a.ocording to one's own requirements. 

Raja HaN Ki8han-Kaul.-You cannot teUabout the other 100,000 bales! 
A. What I say is that that portion of it which is type cotton wUl come because it 

must have been purchased for special use. But that part of it which is for hedging 
purposes mayor may not come. 

Q. You do not know how much is type cotton and how much is hedge cotton! 
A. No. 
Q. As regards supplying information, you have got certain mills which spin mainly 

fine counts , 
A. Yes. There" are two or three mUla in Ahmedabad which spin fine counts. 
Q. And the other mills spin cOarse and medium counts! 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Are there milIa which confine themselves entirely to COarse counts, 
A. Mr. Patel.-You do not find any mUla running entirely on coarse counts. Some 

spindles are run on coarser counts and some OIl medium counts. 
Q. None entirely on coarse counts! . 
A. None. 
Q. And two or three mUla which have been recently put up and. which are going in 

for fine countB-a.re they spinning only fine counts and nothing else ! 
A. Mr. K/J8turbhai Lalbhai.-Medium and fine. . 
Q. Beginning from' 
A. From 20s up to loos. 
Mr. Bubba. Rao.-You said just now, Mr. Chamanlal Parekh, that because of the 

exchange it is cheaper to buy American cotton than spot cotton here. But is it not 
because the price of .the spot cotton has not yet responded to the faU in the price of the 
American cotton! • .;, 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekll.-That is right. But if the exchange had been at 18. 4d., 
the. American cotton would cost us more. 

Q. I quite agree. At 18. 6d., 'home cotton must be cheaper. It· is only in the 
transitory period of adjustment that you are having this relative cheapness of American 
cotton. The moment local cotton also approaches the parity by a further faU you have 
the same position as before. 

A. Mr. K/J8turbhai Lalbhai.-Parity at the exchange. How do you arrive at that 
parity' You arrive at that parity by calculating the exchange at la. 6d. Indian 
cotton is not at parity with American cotton becarule the exchange has got to be calculated 
at Is. 611. But if the exchange is calculated at 18. 4d., Indian cotton is also kept at 
parity. 

Q. I quite agree. Indian cotton must respond to a fall in the price of American cottoll, 
A. Yes. 
Q. And just now it has not fallen sufficiently' 
A. No. 
Q. We shall consider the effects of the fallon the farmer later on. But speaking' 

of the buyer of American cotton he gets an advantage now, because the prices of the 
home cotton have not fallen sufficiently in response to the fall in American cotton. 

A. Who gets the advantage' 
. Q. Somebody has to get it ultimately. Somebody has got ultimately to produce 

it at a lower rupee cost though when he gets fewer rupees ea.chrupee might be worth 
more. But that is ultimately: But just now this being a period of transition, the 
prices of Indian cotton have not fallen sufiioiently to correspond with the fall in the 
price of the American cotton. 

A. At the rate of 18. 611. 
A. Mr. Ohamamal Parekll.-If you take into consideration the question of exchange 

ifit is la. 611. it costs us 51 annas and if it is lao 411. it will cost us 6 annas and the Indian 
cotton wUl remain at the same level of price as at present and the American cotton \ViM 
go high. So it will Fay us to buy Iqqjs.n 90t~0!l ~ th~ ~xchan~e is at 1". 4d, '. .' .. , 
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Q. Suppose exchange is at 18. 6tl. and the Indian cotten goes down correspondingly. 
Would you suffer &S a millowner f' -

A. Mr. Kasturbllai Lalbllai;-W6 are bound te 'suffer because we are more or less 
closely connected with the prosperity of India. ' 

Q. But why do you &ssoci&ts agriculturE! &s,,; whole with cotten growing Y 
A. Because it is one of the Plain crops of India. There are only three or four main 

crops and the cotten crop teps the list. 
Q. Is it in point of value or in point of area. of oultivation ! 
A. In point of ~lue. 
Q. The area. is small and the total nlue relativelvalso is small. 
A. Mr. Ollamanlal Parekh.-The same thing applies to all agriculturists. If they get 

better prioe for their products then they will buy their cloth. But if they a.re .get.ting 
low prices for their cotton and if they have no money then they do' not buy so much. 

Q. But every oultivater is not a cotten grower. - ' 
A. But if the cotten grower won't get, others WOR't get. 
Q. Not neoessarily. They might grow other things. 
A. Everythfug depends on the prosperity of the agriculturists. 
Q. That is a different point. We are just' now speaking of the position of the cotton 

grower. Granted he suffers you cannot say necessarily that all cultivators, i.e., your 
best customers suffer, because all cultivators do not grow cotton. I am not saying that 
the ootten grower will not suffer for a time. So far &S the prices are not equal or the fall in 
the price is more than the fall in the cost of production, he will suffer. But you identify ~ 
the cotten grower with the Indian·farmer. I don't think the two are the same. 

A. Mr. Kasturbllai Lalbllai.-To this extent we do identify them. Taking the 
exohange into consideration, it is not only the cotten grower who is going to be affected 
but also the grower of other products which are exported. Take, for instance, jute. 
Juts is being largely M:ported. The grower of jute is going to be hit by this ~xchange. 
Because the exchange is at 18. 6d. we say that the Indian grower as such is going to 
be out -of pocket to the extent of 121 per cent. • 

Q. That raiseli the larger issue. 'You find that all the world over that agricultural 
prices are lower than the general level of prices. But just now I wanted to say that 
it is only in the transition period that the agriculturist suffers, because you find that 
the local spot ootten is not &S cheap &S the American cotton and when this is over, so 
far &S you are concerned, you a~ not direct sufferers. 

A. Mr. Ollamanlal Parekh.-If the cotton prices are low here and the agriculturist 
won't get good prices, he will have no money to buy our cloth. 

Q. SO far as the cotten growers are. your best customers--which of course, I dispute 
-it is true., . 

A. All the poorer classes of India are oUl" custemers. / 
Q. But all are not cotton growers. 
A. In a way it hits them. 
A. Mr. Patel.-May I know why America is very active to protect its agriculturists ! 
Q. I am not saying that, you should not protect your farming classes. I am merely 

trying to work out the problem which you have raised-what would be the logical result 
of the position you teok up. Far be it from me te say that you must not protect your 
farming classes or any other olasses. Only I wanted to examine the bearing of that point. 
Then about spinning fine counts, you said just now that it was possible to produce all the 
oloth required, which you now import in part" in our own mills because we can get in the 
ooming years a better kind of cotton. But how many years will that be Y Have you 
any idea of the time when y!1U could grow in the country long staple cotton? 

A. Mr. Kasturbllai Lalbllai.-It all. depends on the progress of the Central Cotton 
Committee. ' 

Q. Being a member, you can tell us what the rate of progress is. 
A. It will be about ten years. . 
Q. Therefore for the next ten years, you say that the ;rndian mill industry should 

not attempt to produce finer counts if it means import of better kinds of cotton? 
A. No; it should. But my point has been this : that it will take nearly ten years 

even if the industry is protected te.day for tlie finer counts to expand to that extent at 
which it can consume all the longer staple cotten that we grow. 

Q. Quite so. And what is to happen in the interval? Are you to attempt to produce 
finer counts by mea.ns of imported cotton or wait till your own local production • 
suffioiently large Y . - , 

A. We will have to attemJlt to sJlin them qurin~ the transition Jleriod, 
T 420-324 . 



Q. By ,means of imported cotton! 
A. Yes. 
Q. You would be in favour of it , 
A •• Yes. ' 
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Q. Then how would you meet that point that it will cut into the trade or the profits 
of the Indian farmer' 

A. It won't; because my point is that &8 far &8 our preSent production is concerned. 
we are consuming a certain number of bales. Now if we want to go in for finer counts I 
we will have to establiBh new mills, import new maohinery and so the Indian cultivator I 

is not going to be affected by an iota. . 

Q.You will produce these finer counts in lieu of the imporllll' 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Thereby keeping the present demand' for the coarse cotton constant! 
A. Yes. 
Q. This is your idea. It is not a question of displacing the present mill production 

but supplementing it , 
A. Certainly. Technically it is not possible to spin finer counts from the same 

maohinery by which you spin medium or coarse counts. For different grades of counts 
you have to import special machinery in order to get the best efficiency. 

Q. Will you kindly make that clear' You know just now your production is 
comparatively small in 30s to 4Os. It is less than 20 million pounds a year, and you 
import &8 much more from abroad. Do you mean to say that if you want to . spin more 
30s to 40s counts you will have to import new maohinery and you cannot tum it out 
on the present maohinery , 

A. We can tum it out: But we cannot get that efficiency which we will get if we 
were to import new machinery. 

Q. SO you think that with the existing machinery it is not economical to produce 
more 30s to 40s. 

A. It is not economical to the highest point of efficiency. It is no doubt economical 
but not to the highest extent. 

Q. It can be done but you prefer to do it with better equipped machinery' 
A. Yes. 

Q. How long do you think will it take for the adjustment to take place' Supposing 
you wanted to increase your output, what would be the period of change? You are 
now producing about 20 million pounds of 30s to 40s)'arn and you are importing as much. I 

Suppose you begin with the humble idea of producing all the imported yam of these 
counts in the country itself. Do you think it would require a good deal of imported I 

machinery! ' 
A. Yes. It all depends on the machinery that is in existence. First we ought to 

know what is the present equipment of the different mills. 

Q. Asa representative of the millowners could you not give us your opinion! 
A. It all depends on the equipment of the particular mill. But generally speaking, 

most of the milia are equipped for spinning 20s and 30s and if we want to do 30s and 
40s we can do so from the Rme machinery by introducing certain changes. But if 
. we want to get the very best efficiency for our 80s and 40s it would be preferable to 
import new maohinery for the specific purpose of spinning 80s and 40s only rather than 
use the old machinery with some changes. . 

Q. Can you give us some idea! Supposing you have to import all the machinery 
would it be a very long time before you get the new machinery to double your present 
output in 80s and. 40s yarn ! . 

A. It all depends on the extent to which we get protection. If we can get a reasonable 
p!<'tection, it can .be speeded up. If we get very little protect.iOIl. it may take a longer 
tune. 

Q. I am not speaking of the inducement. But I am speaking of the amount of time 
that is taken to put up new maohinery and produce yarn. 

A. A year or a year and a half. 

Q. It all depends on the spindleage you require' How many spi!l,dl.es do fOU require., 
Gan you tell us , It is a question of 20 million P01ll!Wl of yarn. . 

A. It has got to be oalculated. 
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~ 1>0 you call it a practical proposition to produce these finer counts by means of 

additional imported machinery and depending on imported cotton! Would' you say 
that you will make it a business proposition in the next few yea.rs ! 

A. A very good b~iness proposition as England or Japan has done. 
PruidenI.-But how does that aBect the prosperity of the present industry! It might 

be a good proposition for mills to engage in this new branch of the industry but we are 
not concerned with that at the moment. We are concerned with the prosperity of the 
present industry. We are not concerned with people who want to set up new mills 
and to produce finer counts from imported machinery. How woWd the erection of 
those new mills alter the position of the present mills which are spinning coarser counts 
in which aooording to you, there is depression ! 

A. We shall be able to stop the importa of medium and finer counts which we are at 
present getting from Japan and the United Kingdom and which are competing directly 
in certain cases and indirectly in other cases; because one thing is certain, that the 
new mills that will be started will be started by some of the mill agents who are working
the mills at present; so that they will know best how to supplement their production 
and keep out foreign competition. H the foreign competition is kept out, then naturally 
the present depression will be lifted to a certain extent. 

Mr. SuMo RGo.-You were suggesting merely an advantage to production. I can 
understand your point if it is a question of displ84i/lg a certain part of the present 
production. You are speaking of the present depression. H you can turn out some 
of the present factories to the finer counts I can understand your reducing what may 
be considered a drug on the market and thereby making a profit. But your suggestion 
is that the present mills are not equipped to any large extent to spin 30s. to 4011:- If 
that be BO, the present depression continues with regard to the over supply of the coarser 

. counts. 
A. You mean the immediate present! 
Q. In the next two or three yea.rs. 
Pruidenl.-At the present time with which we as a Tariff Board·are concerned. 
A. Yea I it is bound to continue. 
A. Mr. OltGmGnlcJl PMekll.-Uniess the p~ent machinery is converted for spinning 

finer counts. 
Mr. SuMo RGo.-But is that a practical proposition f 
A. Mr. KGIl'urbh4i LGlbh4i.-I do not think BO. 

Mr. Mojmudar.-Up to what counts can you spin ! 
A. Mr. Oh4mGnlcJl ParekA.-We have to make several changes. We have to import 

bobbins from England and it will take at le&&t 6 or 8 months. Then it will take BOme 
time to overhaul the machinery and put it up. 

Q. Some of the Abm~d&b&d mills are spinning from African cotton! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have they changed their machinery or are they spinning on the old machinery t 
A. Mr. KGIlturbh4i LGlbh4i.-They have not changed. But as I said they are not 

getting that efficiency which one would like to get. These changes can be made. There 
are three ways of working. One way is you can go on spinning 40s even on machinery 
equipped on 20s. But the yam and the production will not give so much advantage. 
Whether it will be to an advantage or to a disadvantage it has to be worked out. Then 
the second way is to make alterations in the existing machinery, and the vest-way is 
to import new machinery equipped for spinning the particular counts; 

Mr. Subbo BGO.-Is the second proposition a practicable one-.,the modification of 
machinery ! 

A. Yes it is. . 
Q. You think it will succeed and ril be economical enough for all practical purposes , 
A. Yes. 
Pruidenl.-How expensive is it' Are you in a position to give any figures to show 

the cost of converting machinery which is spinning 258 to spin 358 ! 
A. We willh&ve to work it out. 
A. Mr. Oh4mGnlcJl Porekll.-I do not think it will give the same result BI! new 

machinery. In one mill, in the New Textile, I am spinning 4211 warp. I am gomg aa 
far as that. In the other mill with the same cottoh we are not able to go beyond 348 
and so it is not paying us comparatively. Unless we .put ne~ mac~ery and throw out 
the old machinery it will not give us the same competing effiCiency as m England. 

A. Mr. KGBlurbh4i LGlbh4i.-In the case of 30s you do not require separate machinery. 
A. Mr. Oh4mGnla.l Porekll.-But new machinery will give better results than the 

existing machinery. . 
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A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-Do you want the figures for one mill , 
Mr. Bubba Rao.-Take a typical mill of 40,000 spindles producing 25& yarn and SUppOS4 

you want to make it spin 35s, what will be the increased cost, That is what we wan1 
to know. • 

Mr. Majmudar.-How much production do you get in 42s warp' 
A. 2' 5 ounces. 
A. Mr. Dixit.-We get 2·75 ounces. 
Q. That is for new machinerY , 
A. No; old maohinery. 
Mr. Bubba Rao.-You femember we had a discUBBion about income tax returns an< 

you ollered to give us correot figures. You said those figures in your statement include4 
a number of mills that went in for ginning and so on and they were not all cotton mills 
Have you been able to get those figures now' You remember, Mr. Patel, you said at, 
later stage that they did not include only cotton mills but included ginning mills an, 
Boon. 

A. Mr. Patel.-The difficulty is that the income tax authorities will not give us figure! 
Q. In a sense the figures now supplied to ~s bears out the-general impression create, 

by those figures. The net profit is 55 lakha and deducting the 10BB of 5 lakha it mean 
that a large number of mills must hsve made some profit and a small number must hav 
ma.d.e a loss. There are 48 mills and it looks as though a large number of mills mad 
profits in that year. 

A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbkai.-We have given it in the statement. {An nexure A) 
Pruident.-Your figures are extremely interesting, Mr. Kastu1'bhai Lalbhai, as the: 

seem, somewhat contrary to the Bombay Millowners' experience, to show that 192 
was a much better year for you than 1924 or 1923. , 

A. No, Sir; it is not so. I will explain that. The number of mills that have bee: 
taken are not identically the same mills. The number 40 or 50 may be the same. Bu 
the mills are not identicaily the same mills every year. 

Q. But they are near enough. If you have got 48 or 49 mills there may be a differenc 
of one or two mills which does not allect the total result to any great extent either waJ 

A. Mr. Patel.-In 1923 10 mills went into liquidation. These mills have been omitte 
from our calculation for 1924.25 and the number has been made up by other mills tha 
were started later on. In 1923 the percentage is less because we had to face a strike fe 
65 days: It allec~ the profits in 1923. 

Q. The point is that 1925 was a better year for you than 1924 and, if I may say s 
your whole position is distinctly better than it 'is in Bombay, which of course is t~ 
impression we had already. 

A. That is ~o on account of those new mills, I think. 
. Q. If the new mills are working at a profit, so much the better. That does not alt4 
the impression. It only confirms it. 

A. What about the 10 or 12 mills which are lost altogether! 
Q: Those were obviously a souroe of weakness to you and on your own showing the 

were paying dividends until they disappeared. You cannot argue anything from thl 
except that they were badly managed. 

A. That allects the compilation and features of statistics. 
Q. But the point I am now endeavouring to bringabou~ satisfactory point from t~ 

Ahmedabad outlook-is that you had definitely a profit in 1925 whereas Bombay ha 
equally definitely a very heavy loss. Therefore to that extent you are better 011 tha 
Bombay. The profit may not have been what you would have liked. 

A. Mr. KasttWbkai Lalbhai.-As we were hard hit we tried our level best to bring u 
the profit to the highest point and it is shown in the results. 

Q. I think you are much to be congratulated, Mr. Kasturbhai, and we hope to sho' 
you to Bombay as an example of what can be done in times of depression. But how Wi 

it that 1925 was a much better year than 1924 for you' 
A. Mr. Patel.-If you please refer to Statement 2, you will find the details. 
Mr. Bubba Rao.-Is it the calendar year , 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbkai.-In Ahmedabad most of the mills work from Januar 

to Deoember. 
Q. In Bombay there was a strike then. Is it due to that! Is the prosperity du 

to the fact that one of your best competitors had a strike for over three months! 
A. We are not competing very keenly with Bombay. Ahmedabad is specialising i 

• partioular kind of goods for which we have also been given epithets. 



Mr. Majmudar.-Did you not tell us that you fixed the prices of yarn and cloth when 
there W88 a strike in Bombay! 

A. We did and we are thinking of doing it again if similar necessity arises. It does 
not neceBSarily me&ll that because of the strike we did it. 

Pruidelll.-1 thought it was the strike that e!labled you to fix prices and in ordinary 
circumstances you could not do it. You told us when we met you in Ahmedabad that 
Owing to the strike in Bombay you were able to fix your prices and that in normal times 
you would not be able to do so. I am not oriticising your action, but I am merely 
asking you now whether but for the strike you might not have been a.ble to fix. 
prices. 
• A. Mr. Chamanlal Parekh . ....:...We did not fix the prices after the Bombay strike. Na.t1U'9 
helped'ul in having the strike in ;Bombay. We fixed the prices before the strike. 
At pre!!ent cotton is going down and if we are to fix the prices we will be losina 
heavily. ., 

Q. I would like definitely to see what you did say, because it is a very important point 
and it is a point also under consideration by the Bombay Millowners whether you Can 
fix prices _and maintain them. It is an important point. 

Mr. Majmudar.-Y,ou say," We felt the depression. We thought we could not go 
on like that and therefore we had to clos~ down or do something in the matter." 

A. Mr. Patel.-So th~ Bombay stl'ike Came after the fixing of the prices. 
Q. No. 
Pruident.-Inyour answer you say" It may be that the depression has not been felt 

so st'verely as it was felt last year-last year at this time." Raja Rari Kishan 
Kaul's question wa9 II You could do so onJywhen the Bombay mills were closed or 
would you also do so when the Bombay mills are working", and your answer wa9 
'It would not be desirable to do so when the Bombay mills were working.' So my 
statement of your views was, I think, an accurate one. As I said, I am not in any 
way criticising your policy. There is a good deal to be said in its favour. All I want 
to examine you on is the possible effects and, generally speaking, the feasibility of this 
action, because it is obviously a very important matter if you can fix prices in normal 
oircumstances when the Bombay mills are working and it seems to show a strength. of 
organisation which is a little unusual in our experience of th.e industry so far. 

A. Mr. Kaslurbhai Lalbhai.-It would not be possible uBleBS several factors combine 
to h.elp us as th.ey did last time. We h.ave been recently considering th.e point. But th.e 
prices of cotton dropping every day would undo our action bt'c~use, however much we 
may try to stabilise our prices, th.e merchants would not have any confidence in those 
prices and we may be simply ousted out of the marbt if we decided on it. 

Q. One further point that I wanted to ask you about is a statement in the press with 
reference to the d"prpssionin Ahmedabadin whl~h the local correspolldent of the "Times 
of India" h.as ssid that the Bombay people were cutting into your market in langeloth. 

A. At present I am not making any langeloth. in my mills; so I do not know anything 
about it Mr. Dixit may perhaps tell you. _ 

Q. This is the reference: 'The Bombay mill agents seem to havt' determined not 
to increase the existing Iltocks any more. For the last four months they are selling goods 
at almost any price as soon as they are manuf!Wtured, with the result that they have 
captuTI'd the up.country markets in langeloth. Although the local mills are quoting 
from 13 to 12 ann88 per pound for lone;cloth, they have not been able to effect any sales. 
In conseq oence some mills have ceased to manufactute langeloth.' I want to know how 
far that represents the actoal state of affairs • 

.A.. Mr. Dixit.-Theinformation is quite correct that the Bombay millowners are selling 
at any prices which is offered to them. 

Q. Only in langeloth! 
A. Most of the markets depend on langeloth for fixing the prices. All the prices are 

being fixed according to 10ngcToth mainly. That is thE' system observed in Bombay. 

Q. SO the position is that the weak Bombay mills owing to these forced sale~ are 
dragging you down! . , , 

A. -We have got to 'allow the same policy and the result is that the merchants have 
become so diffident that they ~re afraid of puying any longer. They do not buy at 
all except for their immediate requirements. 

Q. Then we get back to the old position which is lack of confidence in a falling 
market. Do yoo or do you not con.~ider that this heavy .6.merican crop may possibly 



be a biassing in disguise as i.t may get you to the bottom of your market much mOr6 
quickly and therefore possibly much more cheaply from your point of view than a long 
drawn out agony! 

A. Mr. OhamanJal Parekh.-We bave heavy stocks at high rates. 
Q. We have no figures of your stocks. 
A. We have three months' production. 
Q. We callDot ,accept that figure without any sort of verification. I would soggeRt 

that you should try to follow the Bombay Millowners' Association to some extent for the 
benefit of any future TariH Board which may Bit on this question. 

A. M,. Dizit.-We oaJ1.I1ot say when the market will take a different turn altogether,. 

'Q. No. It will not' btl long delayed at any rate, I hope. I think you must get to the 
bottom some time. Meanwhile we have rather wandered from where we ~tarted the 
disoussion which was why it was that you had a better year in 1925 than in 1924, 
oontrary to the experience of Bombay and other parts of India. You attribute it 
mainly to the fM't that you put your shoulders to the wheel! 

A. M;. KtJ8turbhai Lalbhai.-·I think so. 
M,. Bubba Bao.-One finds that your own funds are practically in excess of the Uock 

acoount. The owned funds of the various mills conSisting of the paid up ()apital are in 
excess of the blook value, which is supp0ged to be a conseTVative position. I assume 
there is nothing like debenture or mortgage debt. 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-Yes, except in one mill. 
Q. So whatever loans you may have are ourrent loans , 
A. Yes. 
Q. There is no mortgage loan ! 
A. Yes. 
P,uidem.-What. do you mean by reserve deduotion r Do you mean that the reserves 

are diminished by that extent! 
A. Yes. 
ger. Bubba Bao.-But the net profits do not include that deduotion' 
A. No. ' 

Mr. MajIT.vdar.-What has been the fall in prices ill the last six weeks in yam and 
cloth per pound.' Take 209 yarn for instance' What is t.he drop in price consequent· 
to the recent drop of about Rs. 70 a oandy in cotton' 

A. M,. OhamanlaJ Parekh.-Rs. 70 you consider for spot. 

Q •. What 1: say is the price of cotton has dropped only recently, that is during the last 
two or three weeks. 

A. Yes. 
Q. What is the drop in the price of yam and oloth as co~pa.red with the drop in cotton' 

Have the Ahmedabad ~ills reduced their price of yarn and cloth , 
A. They hav.e. ' 
Q. To what extent' 
A. Within these two ~onths , 
A. Yes. 
A. At least Ii &DDas. Certain mills ~ight have reduced more or less, but the average 

may be Ii annas. I am. talking of one month. 
A. Mr. Amratlal.-If you take six weeks, it will be more . 

. A. Mr. Paul.-The present position is that it is difficult to sell goods even at 
reduced rates. • 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-We are not able to sell the whole production, not even 
half of it. If "'e sell it is all right, but if we cannot sell it .•••. 

Q. Japan has reduced the price' , 
A. Mr. Kastvrbhai Lalbhai.-I was told only this morning that the longeloth they 

were selling at R9. 16 is ~arketed at Rs. 14·6-0. . 
A. Mr. PateJ.-2/42s yarn has gone down from Re. 1-5-0 to Re. 1-2-0. 
Q. SO the drop in price in Indian has not been as much as in Japanese yam , 
A. No. 
Q. That ~ay be one of the reasons why there is no ~ovement in cloth or yarn' 
.t. Mr. 01lamaniaZ Parekh.-But nobody is oliering. If one vere to oHerfor a thousand 

bales we will go down a or 2i &DDas. But simply reducing the rate will shake the 
oonfidence of the merchants. 
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Q. I am only trying to guess the cause of the short deliveries. It may be due to the 

fact that the fall iu the price of Indian yarn and cloth is not what it is in comparison with 
the Japanese std. ' 

Raja Hari KiBlw.. Kaul.-H you do not reduce you prices people may go on buying 
Japanese yarn', ' ' 

A. We do. SUPFO!'ing on one bale if we were to reduce, say, half an anna they do not 
buy to-day. They will come two or three days afterwards and expect a futher reduction. 

Q. UUless they know that you are prepared to sell cheaper than the Japanese why will 
they come for you goods , They will go to the Japanese importer for the cheaper quality. 
You have to bring down you price' ' 

A. We have to bring it down and we are bringing it down. 
Q. What I mean is that others may not come to know that you are prepared to sell 

cheaper than the Japanese prices f ' 
A. Mr. Amrotlal.-They do know that we have ample stocks and if they want goods 

they can come with a lower offer and we do consider it very- favourably. 
Mr. Majmvdar.-To what &xtent have the Bombay mills reduced their prices , 
A. Mr. Clw.maralal Parekh.-Within fou weeks they have reduced II annas, but tbey 

reduced two months back a lot. 
Q. It was stated that the Bombay mills are selling longcloth at a much lower price than 

the Ahmedabad mills and therefore they are capturing the markets. I want to know 
the difference in price between the Bombay cloth and the Ahmedabad cloth formerly 
and now. Canyou give us an idea 1 Is the reduction made by the Bombaymills much 
more than the reduction made by the Ahmedabad mills f -

A. It is not exactly like that. Bombay had recently redu!1lld and Ahmedabad had 
reduced formerly. When Bombay was selling at Re. 1 we were selling at 14 annas, and 
now Bombay has reduced to 14 annas and merchants come and offer us 12 annas. They 
say that between Bombay and Ahmedabad there ought to be a difference of 2 anna&. 
Ahmedabad wills cannot afford to sell by keeping the same difference. The difference 
must vary when the prices are higher and lower. Formerly there was a difference of 
three annas a pound between Bombay and Ahmedabad prices. That has been narrowed 
down and came to 2 annas. Now people say that when Bombay is selling at Re. 1-1-0 
we were selling at 14 aDDas. Bombay reduced it to 14 annas and when,we reduce by one 
anna to 13 annas, they want it to be reduced to 12 annas. That comes, in -the way. 
Practically longeloth of the Ahmedabad mills is not coming to Bombay. It goes to the 
United Provinces and the Punjab. 

Q. Why do you oonsiderthe cotton cultivator to be you best customer f Is it because 
the cotton crop pays the agriculturist most, or is it due to any other reason' 

A. The cotton cultivaa>rs are the best buyers because it pays them more to grow cotton. 
At the same time they are mixed cultivators. They are agricult1pists for cotton as well 
as for grain. In certain parts of their land, if tbey have big lands, they sow cotton and 
in certain parts they sow grain. So if they are hit in cotton they are not altogether ruined. 
They are not altogether one sort of cultivators having only cotton. 

Mr. Bvbba Rao.-You mean this is the money crop for them f 
A. Yes; so, if they are hit in cotton they will have the other. 
P,esident.-As you know, Mr. Cbamanlal, we have been round India since we met you 

last. We have been to Madra.., Calcutta, Cawnpore, DeIhi and Amritsar and we have been 
round the local markets in all those places to see what we could find, and we found that, 
speaking generally. you were in close touch with tho markets and wcre endeavouring to 
supply them with what they wanted. But we hac:' some complaints of the quality of 
th~ AhmE.dabad goods in various places. especially in regard to yarn. From Madras 
spe(lially there were complaints about short reeling, ete., and a statement was llIade that 
in Madras, which is a big centre nf the handloom industry, they prefer Japanese yarn 
becaUlle they can depend on its length and its 'luality. In Cawnrore, the Ahmedabad 
goocs were not considered as good as they might be. I do not know whether you 
wish to Blab any remarb on that r .. 

A. Yam and cloth' 
Q. Yes, both; cloth even more than yarn. . . 
A. Mr. KGSturbhaiLalblw.i.-1 think everywhere the cloth that.Ahmedabad 18 produclDg 

is the cheapest. So natuaUy you cannot expect any tribute to the quality of cloth if 
they want it cheap. H they want good cloth they can have it, but they can't have cheaper 
prices and good cloth. 

A. Mr. Chamanlal Parekk.-Merchants are to be blamed more than the mills. They 
want a reduced quality at a lower price. Of couraewe look to the cost of produ~tion and 
say, all right. In abort reeling too, it is not that the mills are manufacturmg these 



,of their own choice. The merchants come and give an order that they want 28/408 Bnd 
it is marked as 28/40s. It is no~ marked as 4Os. 

Q. You mark it as 28/40s? 
A. 28 counts baled in 40 knots. 
Q. That is exactly what they .told us, and I found it impossible to believe that 

merchants Bsked for 40s and you sold them 2Ss and they sold it as 40.. _ _ 
A. We call it 28& and not 40s. It is the fault of the merchant. The difference in 

price is the same. We are selling at 28& price. 
Q. But t-he UnsUBp~cting purchaser who gets 28s as 40s does not know that you are 

getting the price only for 28s. He thinks he has got his lOs and when he uses it he finds 
out that he has not. 

Mr. Majmudar.-You are stamping 28/40s? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. I sugge9ted that to Mr. Amalsad, but he did not agree. 
k. If a merchant comes and asks, in thpp.p depressed condition'\ we ha'Ve to cll'.ar our 

stock. We hElve DO other alternative. - We have to dispose of the stock. 
Pre8id~nl.-It i& a damagiDg admisAion if I may say so. 
A. I do agree, but we oannot help it. But there are hardly one or two spinning 

mills in Ahmedabad which do it now. 
Q: Why don't you get together and stop it. These practices do not tend to the sta.bility 

of the indu'\try and certainly It is difficult to rtlCommend any assistance to an industry 
"'hich does thi9 sort of thing. IR not the Millowners' As,'\ociation strong enough to 
stop it? -

A. Mr. Patel.-But we have unly one or two spinning mills, and this system is not 
practised by most of the JPills. _ , 

Q. Mr. Chamanlal has just said that it has beon done by many of the mills. 
A. Mr. Cl,a7nunlal Parekla.-Not by many. 
A. Mr. Putel.-OrJy three orfour mills are spinning mills whkh Sell yarn in hanks . 

. The rest are all w,!aving and spinning mills. EVl'n in spinning mills, for the last two 
years they ,have been supplying yarn to the weavin;; sheds to a very great extent. So 
very little is being bundled and baled and sold in outside districts as compared with 
two or three years before. 

Q. Is it your point that very little yarn is sold from Ahmedabad in this manner' 
A. Mr. Kasturbkai Lalbhai.-Very little yarn is sold in this manner, not to the extent 

of five per cent. ' 
Q. It is quite suffioient; even 5 per cent. is quite sufficient to ruin a reputation. 
A. We agree to tbat. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Then Mr. Amalsad was oomplaining of 20s being actually 18! .•••• 
A. Mr. Amratlal.-That is wrong. For supplying 20s we spin 201. 
Preaident.--Generally speaking as regards your quality, you consider that it is 

merely a case of Ahmedabad supplying what is wanted! 
A • .llr. Claamanlal Pard-la,-Yes, we think so. 

-Q. You are askpd for chf'ap stuff and you supply it t 
A. Mr. Kasturblaai Lalbhai.-Yes. 
Q. That lellds to a furthel' question. There is no doubt w batever that a certain amount 

of imitation goes on. What I ml'an is that we have discovered undoubtedly two forDlS of 
lowering the quality. It was represented to u! at Amritsar that an Indian mill produces 
a number and a tickd one year, say 3868 Lotus. That is ext!emeiy good value for the 
prioe. Ther .. is a demand for that numtpr and it is a profitable line. But the following 
year Lotus 38G8 from the same mill is distinctly of lower quality than it was in the 
previous year. -

A. That is absolutely incorreot. It was done in 1905 when tbl're was a very big demand 
owing to the Swadesbi movement. Ahmedabad got a very bad name-for it, and I dare 
say that evt'n during the war years wben we were making bumper profits nobody cared 
to do tbis 80rt of trick. It used ,to btl done till 1905 or 1906. One particular number 
and ticket ~as made current in the market and within the next six months or after a 
year they used to change the quality by cutting down thp reed and pi."k and supplying 
a different quality with the same label. But it has been absolutely stopped, if I 
may say so, e~er since t,he year 1912-for th" last 13 or 14 years. 



Pruidenl.-One witnll88 who m&de that statement promised to give lis_samples. We 
have not yet got tbem. If we get them we shall send them to you to see what you think 
about them. The second method of rl'ducing qll&!ity is somewhat different. It is 
this. A mill produces a number say 3868, wbich goes on the market and gets a very 
good reputation; tben another mill prodllceg anotber number 380S. __ •• 

A. That ill being done. 

Q. Cannot a body like your Associaton stop that sort of thing! That is what I want 
to know. 

A. We have been coming to an agreement recent.ly that no Booner does a'milI adopts a 
Bf'tlCieJ number, if that mill adopts tbat number previous to anotber mill printing it; 
any mill thAt comes after sbould stop it. We aN coming to an arrangement. 

Q. How far have you got withjt ! 
A. I know this in the case of two groups. Tbere was the cu.qe of the Cn.li~o Mill and 

the Rama Krishna Mill. Tbere was a similar number or print by the Calico mill. Then 
it was found out tbat tbey were doing it after tbe Rama Krishna Mill, and the Calico 
immediately gave it up. 'Bimilarly tbere was anoth5r case and they have also agreed 
th"t if they print til at number after another mill which started it then they are prepared 
to give it up. 

Q. There is also a certain similarity of tickets, I believe, between difft>rent mills. It 
has bpen suggll9ted that that could be ,!ot OVl'r by registering the tickets under the 

,Patents Act, but that tbe cost of registration is rather heavy! 
A. A large numbllr of mills, I think almost all the mills have got a few tiubts 

registered. But thee the difficulty comes in from the mllrchants who are big buyers, 
who hav~ got their tickets and who would get them printed on the goods of my mill as 
also of a mill in a neighbouring district which may be manufacturing the same 
quality. It is also being done in ~he ct.Se of the iwporters. You oan hardly find out 
who ha ve been t,he re.al manufacturers. 

Q. That is a further point I was coming to. A further cOlllplaint that we had was 
that in II\&ny cases the mill's stuff was sta.mped purEly with the nau.e of the mercha.nt-s, 
and it wa.s illlpossible to ascertBin where it ca.me from to the detrilllent of the purcha.ser 
who knows naturally tha.t some roills are better than others. I should like to know how 
that could be got round! 

A. Mr. KUJJlurbhai Lalbhai.-I do not think it is at all possible. It will ta.ke out the 
middleman's profit and the middlema.n would cease to purchase. He may be able to 
earn some ma.rgin in the product of a pa.rticular mill and he a.lways likes that the 
identity of the mill ma.y be kept secret, a.nd therefore that practice is being more widely 
adopted both in BOlllba.y and Calcutta and everywhere. 

Q. It is also adopted as a matter of cours:) by importers of goods f 
A. Yes. 
Q. It is extremely difficult to see how it could be got over. You say that a certain 

nUlllber of ticket. is registered under the Patents Act. What is the fee! 
A. Mr. Palel.-Jn Calcutta J recently paid Rs. 40. 
Q. For one ticket r 
A. Yes. 

Q. It is rather heavy. Have you got any tickets registered, Mr. Kasturbhai ! 
A. Mr. KaRlurbhai Lalbhai.-Yes, but I have no personal knowledge. 
A. Mr. Ranchhodlal Amratlal.-We get our tickets registered in the Sub.Registry 

court at Ahmeda.bad and it does not cost more than Rs. 10. ' 
Q. Rs. 10! 
A. Yes, we register it as priority. 
Q. How does that help you r 
A; In case anyhody imitates the ticket we can prove our priority. 
Q. I understand that some of these tickets are registered undel' the Patents Act. Did' 

you register under the Patents Act, Mr. Patel! 
A.' Mr. Palel.-Yes. 

Q. It c~st you Rs. 40 and it cost ?tIro Ranchhodlal Amratlal Rs. 10. What advantage 
do you get out of this Re. 40 registration! 

A. He has got priority in time. _ Nobody can imitate his ticket after the registration 
while I have lilY own ticket registered so that the ticket is solely in my interest 
and can always be used by lIIe. Nobody can imitate it, nor can anybody use it., 

Q. Yours protects, you against ill\itation, his protects him against duplication, 80 to 
speak f 

A. Yea. 
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Mr. M ajmtular:.-You do not follow the Bombay system t 
A. Mr.OhamanlaIParekh.-No. 
Mr. Bubba Rao.-Suppose there are' Curicuta' and • Cuti Cura'. Woultl the latter 

be an infri1igem"nt of your right f 
A. Mr. Patd.-Yes. 
A. Mr. Ranc1thodlal Amratlal.-Surely it will be a colourable imitation. 
President.-I do not suppose your re¢stration protects you against ,. colourable 

imitation. I cannot see what advantage Mr. Patel has if yours protects you against a 
colourable imitation. I wish you would look it up. I will look it up too; but I shall 
be glad to have your views. 

Mr. M ajmudar.-The Bombay millowners keep a register oflabels , 
A. Mr. Patd.-Yes. 
Q. You do not keep any! 
A. No. 
Q. Is it difficult for you to follow the Bom bay practi~e f 
A. It is difficult to operate the system. . 
Q. In what way' Do you know what the Bombay system is ! 
A. They send the labels to the Association to be registered and kept there. 
Q. And when~ver any mill introduces new labels, copies are circulated to all the mem

bers of the Association and if any member of the Association has any objection to the 
said label being registered he puts in his objections. Is it not possible to start an 
all·lndia organisation to register labels so that all tbis trouble about imitation and using 
the 8ame labels would disappear? . 

A. It is not feasible with us in Ahmedabad. 
Q.Why! 
A. Because, as Mr. Kasturbhai said sometimes we are selling goods on merchants' 

tickets. 
President.-When you are selling on your own ticket' That is what Mr; Majmudar 

refers to. We are not concerned with the merchants' tickets. 
A. The system is not uniform. The same goods may be stamped with the merchants' 

ticket or with t,he mill's ticket. 
Q. In that case the name of the mill does not appear? 
A. Yea. 
Mr. Majmudar.-We are discussing the case where only the mills' labels appear. Is it 

not possible for you to register labels of the mills so that one mill may not put in a label 
which is a'<lolourable imitation of the other mill's label. ' 

A. We have n.>t tried It. 
Ra:ja Hari Ki800n Kaul.-If there was such a registration it would possibly prevent 

imitation' 
A. I think so. If it is an all-India organisation it would help us a great deal. 
Q. Could you prevent it ? 
A. Just as Mr. Majmudar said, if every new ticket prepared by a mill is circulated to all 

the mills and everybody is given an opportunity to pwtest if he has any objection to it 
the system would work well. If one loses the opportunity of protestin& then one should 
have no opportunity of comrlsining in future. 

Q. Supposing one imitates the tit"ket or the num ber in spite of protests Y 
A. In ~hat case the Association should be provided with a committee to settle such 

questions if tbey want to avoid litigation. 
Q. You think some penalty should Ix; provided f . 
A. It depends on the nature of the co-operation that is received. If the peLalty is 

very heavy you may perhaps get only a smaller number of people to co-operate. 
Q. Is it possible to enforce a penalty f 
A. I think a penalty may be enforced to a certain extent, not a very heavy penal~y. 

There should be an inducement for co-operation instead of for litigation. 
Q. There are cases at present in which one mill has imitated the number or ticket of 

another mill in respeot of some lines which were sellin€: profitably, and wben a mill thinks 
It can gain by imitat.i.ng aTtother mill's ticket or number it has a temltation and 
would be inclined to overlook any advice given by some oentral body. I want to know 
whether it is possible to provide a penalty which would be deterrent and prevent it.· Or,· 
do you mean that it is necessary to have legislation on that point f 

A. I think if there is a provision tha.t a particular committee appointed by that body 
should arbitrate on a question ,of dispute we hope it will be accepted by both the parties. 
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Q. Do you want this provision to be backed by legislation or do you want it as one of 
the provisions in the articles of association of the central body ? 

A. Yes, in the articles of the central body •. 
A. Mr. C1umuJn141 Parekll.-With regard to numbers what happens is this. We sen 

certain bales and ask the merchants what number they want. At the same time the 
mills do not know what is that number, . whether it belongs to any other mills. The 
merchants come and say, • we have purchased these 25 bales. Please print such and 
such anum ber.' After the bales have gon~ away the mill which had that original num ber 
complains to us and says that it is its number. Then we agree to stop it. 

Pr'.8ide"t.-Can you patent the number as well as the ticket? You cannot patent the 
number, can you-1 . 

A. Mr. Paul.-They can do it but there is some difficulty. You cannot do it to the 
extent to which you can register a label. 

Mr. Subba RIlO.-Do they patent English numbers in England; for instance, 1703, 
6000. I do not think they are iIJlitated. 

A. They do not do it. 
Q. SO, there must be some legislation 1 
A. Mr. Ranclillod141 Amratlal.-I think the Trade Marks Act in England does not exist 

in India. If it existed we· could have the protection. 
Q. Now, with regard to the quality of the Ahmedabad goods, I have been struck by 

this kind of contrast. When we went round the mills in Ahmedabad I felt the quality 
was very high, specially the resigr.s and patterns struck me as very advanced, but as you 
see there is this sinister reputation in the markets that the quality is very low. Row do 
you explain this ? 

A. Mr. KasturbliaiLalbllai.-There are two kinds of goods manufactured in Ahmedabad. 
Up Gill recently we used to manufacture heavily sized goods. Three or four years ago 
we used to manufacture heavily sized goods. Being heavily sized, there used to be 
clle.eras and jalas as we call them. Of course they used to sell at a cheap price and 
there was hardly one mill outside Ahmedabad which could compete with Ahmedabad. 
We had a special line. . 

Mr. Subba Rao.-ID supplying ('heap cloth? 
A. Yea. One would think how it was that we sold so cheaply. We used to size heavily 

and pass off as goods containing so much yarn~ 
Q. Is that not passing off China clay as cloth? 
A. That is not the case. But this cloth-which Ahmedabad had been manufacturing 

. for the last 20 or 25 years used to be sold very well in the districts of United Provinces, 
Behar and a portion of the Punjab where the climate was rather cold and those who used 
the cloth never used to wash it. Once it was put on it was never washed until it was 
tom. That is our information. I think it is correct because if they were to wash it the 
sizing will wash out and they will never purchase it again. This was the case until some 
three years back. Now we have been going on to bleached kinds and in those,we are 
most up to date. .' . 

President.-Row many mills are turning out those kinds ? 
A. Out of 59 there are 40 or 45 mills which are turning out bleached kinds. Seven or 

eight years back therf. were hardly half a dolten mills who used to work on bleached kinds. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-Is your market very large in the Punjab 7 
A. We have got our markets as we have already stated. 
Q. The Punjab takes the largest proportion of the bleached imports into India. There 

we were told that your 'cloth is so bad; but if you are making the bleached goods and 
that part of India is buying bleached varieties, is it not in your interest to send samples 
of your improved patterns ? 

A. We are doing that. Our bleached kinds are selling very well in the Punjab, the 
Ulj>ed Provinces and Madras. 

President.-You have not entirely stopped the manufacture of the cloth you have 
referred to t 

A. No. We still manufacture it to a very large extent. 
Mr. Subba Rao.-It has been suggested by some one that there is some di!ticul~y about 

the delivery of goods. For example, you have made contracts at certam pnce~ and 
later on the prioes rise. It is suggested that the mills are not eager to made delivery. 
Is that true to any large measure ! 

A. Not at all. The point is this. Ahmedabad never makes out such large cont~acts 
as in Bombay. As explained already in Ahmedabad, Bombay turns out the standard 
kinds and they are able to sell them in large quantities. In Ahmedabad we manufacture 
acoording to the reCluirelllents 01 the merchants and our forward sales generally are DO~ 
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for more than a couple of months in the no~al times. Naturally we can always lIleet the 
requirelIlents of the merchants. 

Q. I was speaking of the contracts. If in the meanwhile the prices lise it is suggested 
that there are difficulties about d('livery it is just postponed and so on. . 

A. No,.I do not think BO.· _ 
. A. Mr. Pa/d.-It is j'!.st the contrary with J)le. I have always delivered the contract 
to the best of the terms Iiut the merchants never come to take delivery in spite of notices 
when the rates fall. . 

Mr. Majmudar.-What is the peTcentage of bleached goods to the total goods in 
Ahmedabad? . 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-30 or 35 per cent. ' 
Q. Would it be possible for you to give figurea for the last fonr or five years from the 

monthly returns Y 
A. Yes. 
Pre8ident.-In Bombay it appears to be four lakhs against thirteen crOies of' pounds' 

and you say yours is 30 to 35 per cent. Y 
A. Yes. Practically at present almost all the mills are turning bleached goods. In 

my mill bleached goods come .to 75 per cent. 
Q. To whom do you send these figures Y 
A. Mr. Patel.-To the Collector of Customs, Bombay. 
Q. We have been given a general. statement of the reduction in output owing to 

reduction in hours from 12 to 10. According to the Bombay Millowners it isl6! for 
spinning and 10 to 12 for weaving. Can you give us some definite figures of one or two 
select mills, Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, showing how much it was f 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-Yes. 
A. Mr. Patel.-This is the statement which we have received from some mills. 

We suhmit the originaL 
(The statement was handed to the President.) 
Q. Mr. Majmudar will take out the relevant facts and send it back to yon. We 

want the'tlatllo on which it is base<'. As you know, Mr. Chamanlal, one of the reasonll 
why you asked for a further hearing was that you were rather anxiou~ to make some 
comments on the evidence of some of the witnesses before us in Ahmedabad. 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-We have got copies olthe evidence so late that we we~ 
not able to prepare the statement that we wanted. We went on writing to the Board 
and telt'graphing. 

Q. You have copies of the relevant evidence, I think. 
A. Mr. Patel.-We ha~e already sent a statemt'nt. 

Q. None of these particular statements you refer here are of any very material 
importMl06. As regards the statement of Mr. Findlay Shirras, we are working out the 
cost of production figures which you have sent, us. You had a copy of Mr. Desai's 
written evidence. You have had that for some time, I think. T thought you we~ 
sufficiently aware of the general character of the statements made in Ahmedabad. 
Are you in a position to comment on them Y 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-Only with reference to the directors, The director9 of 
most of the mills are well-to-do and experienced men. It is said that the direotors' 
meetings are called OIlce in a yAar. 

Q. How oftl'n do you "all meetings.? 
A. Gent'rally tl\'ioe- a y~ar • 

. Q. If you have meetings only .twice a year then how oan thfly bt' said to deoide 
quebtions (If policy Y 

A. Mr. Ka8turbkai T..albAai.-Questions of policy are with regard to the expansion 
of the mills or t.he curtaiImt'nt of produ.ction or the in~rease of production. OtheDvise 
generally the syst&m being the Managing Ag('noy system, thp routine work is naturally 
handed uver to the ag('nt~. ThE4re the question of policy does not arise. For instanoe, 
with reg8J'd to the purchRBe of ootton or the sale of pieoegoorls, the matter is left ent.irely 
to the agents. That we do not think OOmes und~r the pUr\;t!w of the directOl's. Bat 
suob matter~ of polioy as tbe expamuon of mills, or the uurtaiIment of production toan 
appreoiable extent or an inorease in pruduotion or an increment in wages are always 
Dolisidered and decidlld upon in oonsultation with the direotors. 

Q. If you propose to make an appreoiable out in wages doe~ that mean that you 
lummen a speoial meeting uf the directors f 

A. Not nece~sarily, but we will oonsult the direotors. In certain mills they may 
oall for a meeting. But in others they may do ~t ~n consu~tation with tho d¥ecturs. , 
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Most of MI:. Desai'sstatements were with ref ... rence to the few mills which had gone into 
liquidation and for which we had 110t a word to say. We are quite in agreement 
88 regards remedial measures to be taken for such mills and if you look to his evidence 
yon will find that moat of his comments are directed against- tbose ~oncern9 that 
bave come to grid. 

Q. I think he referred to 32 mills of different calibre? 
A. Not ouly that. But the referenoe to the 32 mUls is ever since the starting of the 

mill industry in Ahmedabad. It uo~ers a period of 30 or 40 years. 
A. Mr. Patel.-I had a talk with him and he said it was for period of more 

than 30 years.-
Q. You Ray .. with reference to tho statement that the mill chawls are being farmed 

oot to PathaDR Bnd Baui&9, investigations reveal tl;.e fact that this statem~n·t is far 
from truth." I do not remember for the moment who madt' thnt statement. 

A. Mr. Desai. 
Q. Have yon discovered any such cases f 
A. From our enquiries we do not find any mill chawla being f .. rm"d out to Pathans 

and Banias. 
'Q. One or two further questions in this connootion. We ,,-pnt in a.. very great detail 

into the question of aodit with you iu Ahmedabad. We exawiued Mr. Shah, one of 
the auditors of the two firms of auditors who do most of the work in Ahmerlabad
Messrs. Engineer & Co.,. and Mr. Shah. Mr. Shah told us that he audited about 
20 to 25 mUls of your mills. 

A. Mr. Parekh.-He is a joint auditor too. 
Q. With Mt'SBrs. Engineer' & Co. Y 
A. Yee. 
Q. He iniormed us that hi.q' office consisted oftwo clerks and he aIso stated that the 

fees for audit in Ahmedabad were Rs, 150 to Rs. 200 a mill: Do yoo consider that that 
is a .ufficlent fel" fOT the audit of a mill or that an audit carried. out by such mea.ns is 
very satiafactory frow the point of view of tho siJareholders Y 

A. Mr. Patel.-Mr. Dixit pays Rs. 1,20Q to the auditor of his mills. 
Q. What do you pay, Mr. Parekh Y 
A. Mr. Ohamanllli Par .. kk.-Rupees 300 to 400. 
A. Mr. KaIl!urbhai Lalbhai.-Tn my miI1s it ra.nges from Rs. 350 to 400. 
A. Mr. OhamanlaIParekh.-It is generally Rs. 300 to 400 for each mill. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Why do you "I\'aht two auditors' 
A. MeRsrs. Engineer & Co., are in.Bombay a.nd Mr. Shah is in Ahmedabad. 
P",,,idenl.-What is the objeCt of a joint audit f 
A. Both of them combine and do the work. 
Q. Whea you talk of a joint audit, what does it Dl:Elan exac~ly , 
A. They arrange between thl'mselves to. examtne certam vouchers each. One 

examines certain vouchers and the other the other set of vouchers. 
Mr. Majmudar_They exchange the work every year ! 
A. Not like that. - , 
Q. Supposing this year on; auditor checks the stocks in sP~' and another in 

weaving, next year they exchange. So that if there are any IDlstakes --they can 
easily find them out, 

A. Yes. 
Preaident.-What is the advantage of having a joint audit! 
A. There is no advantage. We have got facilities to get either of them. 
A. Mr. Kaa!urbhai Lalbhai.-There are some mills who have got two 

auditors. 
Q. Why do you do that! -
A. Mr. RancModlaJ AmratlaZ.-Thereby the shareholders think that no discrepancy 

would oreep in. ' 
Q. Is it an additional precaution! Would'nt it be a good thing to have' one good 

auditor and pay him a deoent sum ? -
A. We are paying him about RB. 500. 
Q. Mr. Shah tells us,that he gets Rs. 150. 
A. That may be for a small'ooncern. 

,Q. That is the general average, he said. 
A. He might be getting that for a small COncern. 
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Raja Han KiBhan Kaul.-H two of them are getting Re. 300 or 350, each will get only 
Be. 150. 

A. For example I am paying for a new mill which has just started Rs. 150, beoa.use 
he has simply to audit the books and nothing else. There are no stocks. . 

President.-His point about etocks was that the auditor had to accept the agent's 
. oertificate as to the quantity. . 

A. Mr. KaBturbhai Lalbhai.-It is being ohecked. If it was certified about 'ootton, 
piecegoods and stores, he will select to check either the cotton or the piecegoods or the 
stores-one of the three items. 

A. Mr. Patel.-We have enquired during the luncheon interval from the Bombay 
Mil1owners' Association and they say they do not classify grey and bleached goods 
separately. 

President.-You enquired from the Mil1owners' Association' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Tbe figures are available for 1924 and 1925' 
A. Mr. Oham4rUal Parekh.--Since the abolition of the duty they' have not got then. 
Q. We have got the figures here up to 1925. We left oft this morning on tbe question 

of audit. Wbat Mr. Shah told us was that the Ahmedabad standard is much below the 
Bombay standard, that ordinarily in Bombay if the fee was Re. 500 or Rs. 600 for a 
mill of the same size, in Ahmedabad he would get only Re. 150 or Re. 200: and in a 
few cases Re. 250' . 
. A. Mr. Ka8turbhai Lalbhai.-He may be paid between Re. 200 and Re. 400-it may be 

Rs. 200, Rs. 250 or Rs. 300. Of course Rs. 150 might be from a small milL-I do not 
know that. . 

Q. The point I was discussing this morning was if it was not rather' a small fee 
oonsidering the importance of the work. I do not wish to criticise Mr. Shah, but I cannot 
quite see-we have to deal with the facts before _how he can audit all these concerns 
with the help of so few assistants. On his own showing, he audits about 54 concerns 
in a year by himself and with two assistants, which is the whole extent of his offioc. 
'It does not seem to me to be likely that under the circumstances it is possible to make a 
very detailed audit. 

A. As far as fees are concerned, I think we can submit a statement showing the fees 
paid in the Ahmedabad mills, and if Bombay mills also will submit a statement we oan 
oompare them. 

Q. You would show exa.ctly in that stat~ment which mills ha~e which auditors and 
what fees they get. 

A. Fees in Ahmedabad are bound to be on the lowsidpascompared to Bombay, because 
the office ex,v.enses and establishment charges in Bombay are bound to be much higher. 
Still we can find out how they compare when compared with the expenses of Bombay 
and Ahmedabad. 

A. Mr. PateZ.-I think Mr. Shah is doing income.tax work also. So he might be 
running the office for both the purposes. Perhaps it might be more economical. 

Q. He has only got an office of two assistants.· He has got only two people in 
his office. 

A. His office is not doing this work only. 
Q. Tbat makes it worse. My point is whether he has got sufficient staft to conduct 

the audits of so many concerns in a way in which they should be conducted f 
A. Mr. Oham4nlaIParekh.-He finishes checking vouchers in one month, and so on • 

. Q. Iunderstood'nonpofthemillsor very few of the mills have a running audit f 
A. It is not a running audit. As t.he books are written he is checking them every 

!ronth. 
. Q. Is not that checking of vouchers month by !ronth a running audit t 

A. No. He has to go through all the vouchers. If he has finished cheoking the 
vouchers and cash book ledgers in one month then he has so much less work. 

Q. You mean he spreads the work out! 
A. Ye~. 
Q. I am not quite olear about this question of quantities. He told us that there is 

no oheok of quantities in Ahmedabad. But is not that very necessary for a satisfactory 
audit! 

A. Mr. Ktisturbhqi Lalbhai.~As far as my experienoe goes, I ha1e dealt with two or 
three auditors, in every oase they oheok audit. That is to say, they may take one or the 
other item whioh may have been certified by the agents· and the auw.tors will see whethef 
they tally with the figure given Qqt in the ~en~' qertUioate, 
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Q. He aaid there W88 no check of qua.ntities in Ahmeda.ba.d. . 
A. It may not be in ea.ch a.nd every mill, but 88 fa.r 88 my experience goes I do know 

tha.t there a.re check-audit&. . 
Q. Qua.ntities are checked in the a.udit of your mill , 

.1&: Mr. 'OAama1l1<ll Parekh.-·Whell we a.re ta.king the stock we request them to come 
and check. . 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-He does.not come a.nd check ea.ch and every item. 
Q. Surely he ca.n count the number of ba.les ! 
A. Quite so. 
Q. Wha.t ha.ppens in Y01llJ mill, Mr. Dixit! 
A. Mr. Dlxit.-We ha.ve 88 a. matter of fact got qua.rterly a.udits a.nd we ca.n count. 
Q. They do not oheck qua.ntities , 
A. No. 
Q. Don't you consider tha.t they should do it ? 
A. We request them when we are ta.king stockS and 'tell them tha.t they are 

~e1ecme ••••• _. 
Q. Why welcome' Why not insist on it for the benefit of your sha.reholders? At any 

mte I take it tha.t most of you would agree tha.t checking qua.ntitiE'.8 is necessa.ry ? 
A. Mr. Ka8I"rbha' Lalb'ha'.-We would welcome it. • 
Q. Then a. further question arising out of this is the del .. y in publishing bala.nce sheets. 

There again Mr. Shah says that the ba.la.nce sheets in Ahmedaba.d were frequently 
published severaJ months after the close of the year to which they rela.ted, in some ca.ses 
fifteen months after. 

A. Mr. Ohama1l1<ll Parekh.-They are generally pu.blished between June .to 
August.. 

Q. I think he mentioned tha.t on some occa.sions it wa.s 15 months after the close of 
the year. 

A. It ca.nnot be so, Sir, beoause we have to call a. general meeting once every calendar 
year. • 

A. Mr. Patd.~We ca.nnot delay it beyond 15 months. 
Q. I find tha.t Mr. Shah aa.ys tha.t the publication of the bala.nce sheets varies from 6 

to 9 months after the close of the yea.r--June, July a.nd August. .••• 
A. Genera.lly all the mills publish their b~nce sheets in July and August. 
Q. Isn't it possible to hurry tha.t up a. bit? -
A. Ma.ny of the mills are selling upeountry and they do not get their a.ccountB within 

three month!! or so. • • • • • • . 
Mr. Majmudar.-Don't you get your accounts from Iipcountry every month? 
A. They do not send it a.t the end of the month. 
Q. You ca.n insist on their sending them next month! 
A. We insist, but they are mther slow. . 

Q. You allow the ba.la.nce a.Iso to sta.nd with them? 
A. Every day we get the sale forms. 
Q. SO, that, it will be easy for you to calculate how much has been sold ? 
A. That we could not. We have to get other accounts, agents' coIlllllis$ion and other 

cha.rges. 
Q. Tha.t would not take three months' . 
A.. They are not sending just at the close of the month. They maf he sending it by 

the next month. Some mills may be getting into Februa.ry. 
Raja Harl Kuha,. Kaul.-One of the criticisms ma.de in Ahmedaba.d was that with a 

view to earn more commission the agents go on increa.sing the size of the mill and borrow 
capita.!, with well known results. This criticism wa.s ma.de both by Mr. Desa.i and anot?er 
witness. They sa.id tha.t the commission of the mill agent~ being on the tota.l p~duction 
they went on increasing production without capital with ·the result that the mills came 
to -ef. . r Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-,-But the respon.<dbility of fina.ncing j;he concern is Wlth 
the agent and he would !lot extend unless he were prepared to take tha.t responsibility. 
In most of the ca.ses the extensions ha.ve been ma.de in order to run the concern more 
economica.lly. If I were to clte my own oa.se-the ca.se of the Asoka. mi~ for which my 
company is the managing agent-when I started the concern I had a. c&pIta.! debt of 21 
Ia.khs. lnspite of tha.t I made extensions in order to bring down overhilad cha.rges and 

MO vm-SS 
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a, a matter oi tac~ i have been able to bring down the overhead charges by the 
extensions. Of course when I made these extensions, the public or the shareholders 
levelled against lI!e the charge that I wa, doing 80 in order to earn a higher commission, : 
but that is not the state of affaira becau:e a, a matter of fact my mills had 6 units of 
production, if I may say so. 

Q. Do you think that that action of yoW'S resulted in reducing your previous 
&hl!, 

A. It is bound to result. As you know, in Ahmedabad the unite of mm, are very 
~mall, smaller than they should be. Naturally therefore extensions are being made 
even incurring capital debt in order that the overhead charges may be reduced. 

Q. You think there is nothing in this criticism and that by doing so you better the 
;position, i.e., you strengthen the position of the mills ! 

A. Quite so. If I wanted to earn more commission, I would rather start another mill 
than extend the old one. If extensions are undertaken, it is simply in order that the 
overhead charges may be brought down.. _ 

Preaident.-This is the rea~on why we asked you for the ligures, Mr. l(asturbhai We 
want to know how far that charge is well-founded. That is why we wanted figures for 
spindles and looms from 1914, to see whether the Ahmedabad industry has expanded to 
any very great extE'nt. 

A. That we have promised to submit. 
Q. I' am explaining why we are I18kin~ for it. 
A. But there may be some new mills started after 1914. That will not give a correct 

idea unless you get statements, mill by mill, as to what were the extensions and what was 
the position when the extensions were made. 

Q. We can only work on general data; but it would be useful if you would separate 
that outr-if you could show spindles a.nd looms for the old mills and new mills. It is easy 
in Bombay because no new mill has been started, only one at the outside since 1914. 
But it is not so in Ahmedabad. 

Raja Han Ki8han KauZ.-The suggestion has been made that there should be n 
restriotion on the borrowing powers of the agents. What are your views on that
that an industrial company should be prohibited from lending it.. borrowed funds! 

A. I will oite another instance. One of the mills under my agency during the year 
1920 had 27 thousand spindles and 400 looms and I had borrowed capital to the "xtent of 
»,ine lakhs of rupees then. Still I went on borrowing and made extensions in order that 
it may result in a more economical management. I placed orders for machinery and 
increased the mill and brought down the unit to 36 thousand spindles and 800 looms. 
Now, if a limitation had been put on the borrowing powers then it would not have been 
possible for me to carry out the extensions, and if I had not carried out the extensions 
then the overhead charges could not have been brought down. 

Q. Do you think that an industrial company should be prohibited from.Iending its 
borrowed funds ! 

A. That is the point I made. 
Q. Lending its borrowed funds ! 
A. Be>fore I had the intention of extending, naturally those funds that I had, the 

borrowed funds that I had I had to lend out to others because I cannot get the funds 
immediately at a moment's noticfl, or even two months' notice. As has been explained 
the system of financing mills is by 12 months deposit and they do not give it up in a parti
cular year or particular time. If you retain these deJ1OSits, then it is possibijo for you to 
utilise them whenever you want, but if you once give them over then you cannot~t 
sufficient capital ; 

Q. Borrowed oapital is lent out while it is being accumulated for the construction or 
extension that you have in view! 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parek1l.-0r even in working. Suppose we have no stock of cotton! 
We have to buy it in the season. If we have a surplus fund in the monsoon we give short 
term deposits to other mills or banks for three or four months and at the cotton time we 
will take it back and use it. 

Pruidem.-That is the reason I suppose why in sOme of thfl balance shl'Cte I have 
noticed on one side you havE' got large borrowings and on t.he other side you lent some of 
it on interest! 

A. We Atore cotton in the season time, and when we sell our products in December and 
November we have got that capital in hand which 11"8 cannot keep idle and so we give it 
oil short deposits to other concerns where that is required. 
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A. Mr. KtUturbltai Lalhltai.-H we were obliged to stop taking deposits or giving out 
rhe deposit. that we have, then it will be difficult. 

RajG Bon KWlGfI KGUL-·Does the change from one system of commission. the system 
of com~i.esion on produc~on. to the system of commission on sales really result in a very 
large difference. Some instances have been quoted to us by witnesses in Ahmed. 
abad. 

A. It did during the boom years but it will not make any difference during the normal 
years. . 

Q. A witness has quoted a case of 1923. that in the case of the Parushotam mills the 
Agent. got RB. 19.600 at the rate of 3 pies per pound while in the <'lIBe of the Bharatkhand 

• mills with the same number of spindles and looms it came to RB. 92,000. In the case 
of the Commercial mills with an equal number of looms and spindles the commissioD 
amounted to RB. 98,800. 

A. Mr. Kaslurbltai Lalhltai.-There should be something wrong with the Putushotam 
mill during that year; otherwise the commission would not be so different. ' 

A. Jfr. CltamtJnlal PGrekTa.-In the Purushot...m mill the oommission WIIB Rs. 19.000 
and in the case of the Bharatkhand having the same spindles and looms it wa9 
R~. 98,000. 

Q. In the Purushotam mills the commission is on produce, 3 pies per pound, while in 
the other two mills it is on sales. Does it really make so much difference! 

A. Mr. Kaslurbltai Lalhltai.-There must have been some breakdown in the Purushoo 
tam mills. There was a big breakdown we know in the Purushotam mill, and they had 
to bring down the whole building and erect the machinery. Therefore the commission 
may have been less. It may not be in the knowledge of the particular gentleman who 

. gave evidence; but the difference could not be to this extent. The difference as far as 
we could reckon it comes to half or one per cent. 

Q. H you are acquainted with any of these mills we can work out on the figures of one 
Yl'ar and Sl'e whether the difference is great. For instance, in regard to Sarangpur mills 
he h&ll oompared the conditions of 1914 with the present oonditions. In 1914 it WIIB 
RB. 31,000 and in 1922 it came to RB. 1,20,000. 

A. Mr. Cltaf1lllfllGl PGrekTa.-The mill doubled between 1914 and 1923. The mill is 
nearly doubled. 

A. Mr. Patel.-It has increased it. looms and spindles. 

A. Mr .. C'ltamtJnlal PGreklo.-It is the only mill which has got Rs. 45 lakhs cash as reserve 
and other fun<ls I believe. . 

Presidenl.-The real comparisOn wouid be between the figures for the same year under 
the two systems. 

A. He must compare the balance sheet of the very year by taking commission on pro. 
duce and by taking the commission on sales. In those boom years certainly some mills 
increased t.he commission from 3 piN per pound on production to 31 per cent. 

Raja Hart Ei8ltaA Kaul.-Does it now mean such a'1arge differenoe t 
A. Mr. Kasturbltai Lalhltai.-The difference woul<l. not be mol'l! than half per cent, to 

one per cent. at the very most. 

Q. That is "hat you suggest. ••••• : . . . 
A. We can submit figures. I can give you the figures of my own DUll, that according 

to the poundage the commlssion would have been this and according to the percentage 
the commission would be such an amount. 

A. Mr. CltamtJnlal ParekTa.-Of COurRe in boom years the Agents made very good 
oommission. ' 

Q. You think at the present time it does not make anything like the difference which is 
brought out here ! 

A. No. 

Preaidenl.-WhiIst we are on that question there is one point I wanted to clear up in 
your IllBt evidence, Mr. ChamanlaL You said . ~t when the change. was made, w~en 
the mills went over from po11ndage to the CQDllIll88lon on sales several mills ~d to give 
12 to 15 per cent. on share capitaL How could they do that uu1e88 at the same time there 
were profit.! _ . . 

A. H there is profit; otherwise they leave a certain percentage of the CODlllW!Slon. 
They have to leave one-third or one·half. I do not kpow eXlictly, but they bave tQ leave 
p/l at least one.third to make np the dividend. 

)10 y 420---334 
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Q. The position is that where that change was made they a«reed that there should be 
a minimum dividend of 12 per cent. before they /(ot any commission' 

A. Exa<!tly. In former years, every mill in Ahm~dabad had a cla\l8e that unless tbey 
paid 6 p"r cent. divinend they hlLd. to Ipave off one·third of the commission. When the 
change was made, instead of 6 per cent., they went up to 15 and even to 20. 

Raja Ha .. i K",kan K"til.-We find th.$ an auditor at Ahmedabad is related to some of 
the mill 8.l!.ents. You do not consider that desirable! -

A. Of course not. 
Mr. Elubbn Rao.-You were asked a q~e.~tion ahout tbe agents borrowing money and 

extending the works. I suppose, whatever has been done in the past, now the aetual 
extenllions are covered by your own funds' There is no burden of debt on the block_ 
Mcounty 

A. Mr. Kas!urbhai Lalbhai.-No. 
Q. Taking these figures, even suppooing you borrowed in the past, you sbould have 

been able to accumulate and thereby equalise your own capital with the block Mcount. 
I am speaking generally. Taking 48 mills together. your blook is 10 crores and 10 lakhs 
and your owned fund is 10 crores and 50lakhs. How many mills are even now burdened 
with a debt account' Would they be a large proportion! Some might have held reserves 
and otherA might not have any. , . 

A. It is difficult to say off.hand and then not to be able to bear. out the statement. 
Q. I just want to know whet.her you can give a general impression. 
A. Mr. Patel.-There is a difference of 40 lakhs. H you look to the figures you will 

find the reserves as 365 lakhs and the paid .uP capital 88 325 lakhs. 
Q. H YOIl look at the next page there is also t.he depreciation fund, part of your owned 

funds as against· the block account at the original value. paid up capita.l, reserve and 
deprt'Ciation funds ought to balance the original value of the block account. Depreciation 
must come on one side or the othf'r. You cannot Ie.a.ve it off completely. This is the 
original value of the block. 1,030 lakhs. and your funds on page 1 do not include the 
depreciation fund. Either you may compare your actual block account .••• 

A. Ye.;. 
Q. That is the general position. Tha.t is very satisfaetory. But you cannot say 

anything about the proportion of the eXCI'Dtions. , 
A. Mr. Ka..tu,bhai Lalbhai.--It will be very diffioult to say. 
Q. We would like to know that. 
A. We will work it out and let you know. 
Q •. There are two atatem/mts made by witn .. .sses about the employment of relatives on 

high salaries and about agents putting people as proxies to work for them. Of course one 
oould !leE' that there are large exaggerations, but is there any elelDent of truth in it ! 

A. None whatsoever. In my own mill •••• 
Q. Your mill might be an exception. but generally speaking. in Ahmedabad is there 

anything tha.t happens which lenns colour to the chaige that relations are employed on 
fancy salaries' 

A. There are not more than half a dozen milLq at the most which are paying a salary to 
outsiders of over a thousand rupees. 'Ihere mav be half a dozen mills in which re'atives 
may have been employed and may be drawin/l salaries ranging from Rs. 150 to B.s. 300 
and Rs. 350. I do not know whethpr that is the case •••• 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-Even that some of the agents are paying out of their own 
funds. . 

A. Mr. Ka..turb1uJi Lalb1uJi.-The public do not know whetber it is being paid from 
the agent's commi'lSion. In the case of the Calico Mills, Mr. Aml·ala.1 Sarabhai 
haa got a Seoretary whcr is paid Rs. 1,200 or Rs. 1.1i00. He bears tha.t out of his 
commission. 

Mr. Majmudar.-To whom do you lend tho money lying in excess with you! 
A. To banks and mills, and also in Government securities. 

Pre~;ck,,'.-To shrofJs' 
A. We have got generally a running account with them. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Do these shrofls publish annual baJance sbeets' 
A. Thlly are lont on the Agents' enquiry. H the agents are satisfied that there wuuld 

be no harm they lend. 
Q. It is not possible for the Direotors to know the financial position of the ban.!ters 

or shroffs' 
A. It is being placed before the Directors that so muoh funds are lying with banks and 

soon. . 
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Q Do they know abont the financial position of the firms with which the money is 
deposited! . 

A. Ahmedabad is not a Presidency town that yon cannot come to know of it. Every 
one knows tbe position of the other and directors are generally well versed with the parties 
the mill is dealing with. 

Pruident.-One 'qnestion a.bont insurance, Mr. Chamanlal. We' have got a little 
information on certain points since we met you last. We have been told by the Fire 
Insurance Association that the rates for mills npcountry and in Bombay are exactly the 
same if they have sprinkler installations. 

A. They are collecting from Ahmedabad mills alone Re. 60,000 for keeping their staff. 
One-eight of the premium they are bollE'Cting for keeping a staff in Ahmedabad. 

Q. Whattheysaid was that in regard to mills equipped with improved sprinkler 
installation the charge for fire insllrlLnce covered is the same irrespective of the situation 
except that certain minor costs are recovered from the mofussil mills. We have asked 
them wbat the minor costs are. 

A. They are collecting from the Ahmedabad mills alone Re. 60,000. They have doubled 
it. 

Q. What is that for ! .~ 
A. For posting their inspectors to look after the fire appliances in the Ahmedabad ~. 

It may not cost them more than Re. 8.000 or Rs. 10,000 at the very most. They raised 
it up some years back. They were collecting in the past years one·eighth of the premium 
because of the sprinkler installation. Then they raised it to one-fourth and their saving 
amounted to a lakh and twenty thousand rupees. We fought it 011t with them. We 
said it was ridiculous to raise the char~e and they again reinstated the original charge 
which brings them an income of Re. 60,000. 

Q. I notice from Mr. ChamanIal's speech at your annual meeting that there is one 
small point in which yon have made an improvement since we saw you last and that is in 
regard to the terminal tax on the mills which have sidings. 

A. That is the four annas terminal charge. The Municipal tax is there. The railway 
was charging eix annas. The Traffic Manager told me that he was charging for keeping 
the roads and platforms and everything in order. But they were charging even where 
we had nothing to do with the railway sidings. So he agreed with my view and he 
reduced the charge two annas for the other mills. From six annas it was reduced to four 
annas. 

Q. How many mills have sidings! . 
A. I think we gave out the number as 10. It will be 10 or 12. But we should very . 

much like you, Sir, to recommend that sidiBgs may be given tb all en the basis of the Coal 
Commission Report. 

Q. You have also Municipal terminal taxes on mills. 
A. Yes, that we have to pay. 

Q. You say where there are sidings they still charge terminal tax whieh should not be 
done. What tax were you referring to there f 

A. Mr. Patel.-Four annas ~unicipal taL 

Q. I do not quite see why there should be any distinction as far as the Municipality 
is concerned whether the mill hAS a siding or not. 

A. Mr. CIUJmt.lnlal Parekh.-Those mills which have got sidings are not using the roads. 
We are not taking any advantage. 

A. Mr. Patel.-TillI915.we had Octroi duty and there was no terminal tax. Octroi 
was levied for goods entering the city walls but for goods that were sent from the station 
outside the cit., walls there was nothing like octroi duty. So machinery and all other 
articles were free of charge. When the Municipality changl'd t·he schedule from octroi to 
terminal tax, it is recovered on the Railway Station and we have to pay this tax on every 
article we are consuming. 

Q. Even if the mill is outside the Municipalliniits ! . 
A. Yes. As the wagon is l'eceived on the railway the tax is to be paid. 

Q. But surely it seems to me that if you Wf're to take up the case legally you might be 
able to improve matters. I can understand the Municipality levying a tax on goods which-· 
aetually enter the Municipality. But if a mill is outside .the Municipal limits and has got 

. its own sidings then I cannot quite see how the terminal tax can be levied. . . 
A. Mr. Patel.-There is a city wall round about Ahmedabad and the Municipality 

extends far beyond the city walls and all our mills are practically situated in the municipal 
limits but beyond the city walls. They were free from any such tax so long as the octroi 
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duty was ;n\force but after 1915 they are charged terminal tax at the railway 
station. 

Q. I see. Then I do not quite see how you are going to get over it. 
A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-Any goods entering the Ahmedabad Municipality have 

to pay the taL There is no mill outside the Municipal limits having a siding. 
Q. We have had some subsidiary applications for protection, and also for the abolition 

of protection. I do not think there is any necessity for us to di'Stluss with you again 
the question of the remission of the 5 per cent. duty on counts of yarn above 409. But 
'We have had an application from a hosiery mill in Ahmedabad for a 100 per "ent. 
additional protection. Do you care to express any views on that ! 

A. Mr. Ka<lurbhai Lalbhai.-I think, Sir, that industry ought to be protected. As they 
represent the imports are mostly from Japan. The hosiery iudustry is Buch that if some 
protection were given not only will that mill be producing hosiery but there may be other 
cotton spinning and weaving mills which may take up hosiery as a. side line. 

Q. The point is why have they not done it! 
A. Because it has not been a paying proposition up till now. 
Q. Has any mill tried to make it a paying proposition. The applicant has only got one 

tIJIall mill, which as a matter of fact on his own showing is making such profits as it is 
making out of hosiery •. Do you consider that the protection of a few small mills is sufficient 
to justify a 100 per cent. or any increased protection for hosiery than is given to it as a 
branch of the textile industry! My point is, there appears to be nothing specially 
technical about hosiery. It can hardly be said that a knitting machinery is more technical 
than some of your looms. 

A. It is. As far as my knowledge goes bo..qjery is a special line. 
Q. It may be a special line but is there anything sufficiently technical in it 

to deserve special protection' Can you say it is more difficult to work a knitting machine 
than it is to work some of "\'Our looms on finer counts ? 

A. I have not got any personal experience and so I cannot l!By . 
.A. Mr. Palel.-&me mills may be taking it a.~ a subsidiary line. 
Q. The point we are trying to get at is what differentiates hosiery from any other line 

of "\'Ours? 
A. Mr. Diril.~1 think the Assur Veerjee Mills in Bombay tried it as a side line but it 

failed on account of the Japanese competition. 
Q. There is no reason why it should more than any other line , 
A. Unless some proliection is given other people will not try. 
Q. The only reason for giving protection to hosiery would be the infant industry 

argument. But under the canons laid down by the Fiscal Commission it must show 
that a beginning has been made? 

A. Mr. Ka.,'urbhai Lalbhai.-In Calcutta there are several hosiery factories. They are 
not of course side lines of mills. 

Q. We know very little about them.' . 
A. No representation has been made on behalf of the Calcutta people' 

Q. It is just coming in. The Hosiery Association has informed us by telegram that. they 
are sending a representation. But it has not yet arrived. 

RaJa Han Kisha .. Kaul.-In your speech, Mr. Chamanlal, you said that preferential 
railway rates were given in America and some other countries to goods manufactured 
in the country. Can you tell us which country, and what preferential ra~' Can you 
give us any information on the subject' 

A. Mr. Ranc1a1wdlal Amratlal.-I,can say that special rates are given for all goods 
sent from California and New York and some other places; 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekla.-It may be for textile industry or other industries. 

Q. I should like to know tha.t. 
A. We have taken the particulars from others. 

Q. Can yOu try and seoure them' -
A. Yes. 
PresidenL.-One or two points arising out of this statement, Mr. ChamanlaL I notice 

that in 1923 you paid away most of your profits in dividends although the period of depres. 
sian W88 beginning. You will see that your net profits were Rs. 3~,24,ooO, and the 
dividend was Re. 34,77,000. Was that not rather a high figure' 

A. We did not think that times were going to be bad. Several mills had big 
reserves. 
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Q. In the absence of detailed haIance sheete it is rather hard for WI to draw inferences 
from the statement except abont the general soundness of tbe Ahmedabad mills. 

A. Mr. PateL-Details of every mill are contained in it. 
Q. Another point that strikes one is this. Speaking generally, you seem to have mode 

somewhat Ii bera! allowances for depreciation. -

Mr. Suhba Rao.-One crore has boen added in tbe course of'one year, between 1921 and 
1922, to the depreciation fund. ' 

A. Mr. ClIllmanlal Parekh.--Because in the I",.t year depreciation was not taken. 
There was much to be mado up in the depreciation fund, and as the mills mode good 
profits they took it off. 

Q. I do not think you can take it from the second statement because they do not cover 
tbe same mills. ' 

PrMi<knl.-In 1921, 1922, 1924 and 1925 the depreciation Beems to have been ,as much 
as it should have bl'en. allowing for 2l-the u.qual porcentage--<>n buildings and 5 per, 
cent on macbinery. 

A. J/r. ClIllmanlal Parekh.-But as we h8d not taken full depreciation in tbe previous 
year, when we made profits, they were set aside and taken to depreciation. 

Q. Except in 1923 you seem to bave made full provision. In 1923 you did not make, 
quite as full allowance for depreciation as you might have done. Last year you made 
full provision for depreciation inspite of ite being a bad year or a comparatively bad 
year? 

A. The same as 1924. There may be some increase. We have taken a lakh of rupees 
more. . 

A. Mr. KtJ8/urbhai Lalhhai.-It is not the full depreciation. It only amounte to 3 
per cent., while it ought to amount to 'something like .•••• 

Q. I WM going on the block account a,fter depreciation. It should, of course, be on the 
original block account. , 

A. Mr. Chamanlal Parekh.-Genorally We are going on the income-tax basis. 
Q. As laid down in the Income-tax Act? 
A. Yos. 21 per cent. on buildings and 5 per cent. on machinery and 71 or 10 on eloomc' 

machinery. 
Q. You conoider 5 per cent. depreciation on machinery sufficient f 
A. Yes. 
Q. 20 years now-a-days in the life of ~ machinery, in an industry might be oonoidered 

rather a lengthy period. Might it not be an inducement to mills to scrap their machinery 
earlier and to' keep themselves up to date if they Were allowed 10 inetaad of 5 per cent. for 
depreciation f _ 

A. None of tho mills will be able to set aside 10 per cent. on the block account. 
Q. I did not say you could, but I wanted to know whether it would help the industry 

in any way if you were allowed 10 per cent. depreciation instead of 5 on machinery. 
A. Mr. Patel.-That depends on the profite that are made. -

Q. Of course it does. 
A. Mr. KtJ8turblllli Lalblllli._-The point is this. If 10 per cent. is allowed for depre. 

ciation one has got to make profit to that extent, which has never been possible in the 
case of the industry. Profite are coming down.' After allowing for depreciation of 
5 per cent. in 1923 they hod only 10 per cent. 

Q. Look at 1921. 
A. That was an abnormal year. From 1917 to 1922 they were abnorm&l years. 

Q. 1923,1924 and 1925 were normal years f 
A. In 1923 the return on the paid-up capital appears to have been higher because som ... 

profite may have been drawn out from the year 1922. 
A. Mr. ClIllma'nlal Parekll.-Some items have been taken from the reserves. 

Q: You ao not conoider that would help you in any way! 
A. Mr. KtJlllurbhaiLalbhai.-No. 
A.' Mr. Cl!amanlal Parekll.-We are further allowed renewal charges over and above the 

II per cent.-Ior renewals or repaim of the present machinery. So we think 5 per cent. is 
quite sound. 

Q. Speaking generally, hiLve the mills throughout these five years been putting 21 
per cent. depreciation on land 'and buildings and 5 per cent. on machinery! 

A. Mr. KtJIllurohai Lalbhai.-No, Sir. They have not been pble to do it since the, 
year 1923. ' 
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Q. In 1921 'and 1922 full depreciation was allowed! 
A. Yes. In 1923 they had only-written off 221akhs, while they ought to have written 

off 40 la.khs. Since the year 1923 the full depreciation has not been written down. .. 
Q. It is rather difficult to say how much the full depreciation would be. 
A. Over 40 lakhs. That is certain. 
Q. I take it 39. lakhs would be about the figure. 
A 39 lakhs is on the capital of 9 Cloores, and this is 10 croresodd. 
Q. Then in some cases where your machinery is more than twenty years old you are 

getting no depreciation .on that at all although it is shown in the block account at the 
original value t 

A. Yes, 
Q. You have got to take that into consideration t 
A. Mr. Ohamanlal Pafekh.-In 1921 and 1922, they would not have taken that into 

consideration. We generally go on the profits. If we have more profits we set asidtl a 
certain amount mcre, 

Raja Han Ki&han Kaul.-Out of the profits for 1924-25 why didn't you allow 
full depreciation Y You allowed 29 lakhs depreciation and you had 401akhs net 
profit. 

A. Mr. Ka.!turbhai Lalbhai.-It depends on the individual mills-the circumstances 
under which they are placed. . 

Q. Is it possible that some of the mills do not provide any depreciation and others set 
apart full depreciation Y 

A. It is bound fu be 80. 

Q. Now in this statement, locking at the last three years, the positicn has improved. 
In 1923 your net profit after deducting the 1088 was 28 lakhs ; in 1924 it rose to 40 lakhs, 
and in 1925 it was 50 lakhs. It is unlike Bombay where there has been a gradual decline. 
Is it due to your largely manufacturing finer counts and bleached goods t . 

A. No. The point has been made clear in the mo~ing by Mr. Patel, that during the 
year 1923 there was a long drawn out strike lasting for 'ten weeks. That not only took 
away a certain margin but also the overhead charges were to be borne by the mills. So the 
position might be taken to be one and the same during the laSt three years. 

Q. In 1923 the profits were low, lookin~ at the last page. The net result was 28 lo.k:hs. 
In the next year there was an improvement. The net profits increased to 40 lakhs after 
deducting the 10811 of 9 lakhs. It is ,considerable improvement over the previous year. 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-It was not an improvement. In 1923 we had to close 
down our mills. • 

Q. 1923 was a bad year. 
A. Owing to the strike. 
Q. Yes; it was a bad year. 
A. Mr. Kaalurbhai Lalbhai.-You have got to compare the profits of 1923 only for 

91 months and not for 12 months, while the profit for 1924 was for a full year. . 
·Pruid.ent.-Even if you take for 91 months, 1924 was a better year than 1923. 
A. Not only are they profits for 91 months, but t·he overhe8.d charges went to lower 

the profits, because even if the mills closed down it did not mean that the mills did not 
incur any charges. Whatever charges they incurred during those ten weeks went to 
reduce the profits and therefore the profits were leBS. 

Raja Han Ki&han Kalll.-Any way there was no decline. Even allowing for the 
strike your profits were larger in 1923, and in 1924 they were still larger. The 10SSt'a were 
less. The next year they were larger still. In any case against 1924 there was an 
improvement. . . 

A. Mr. Patel.-That should be seen by taking the same number of mills and for the 
Bame number of years. All the 48 mills shown there are not the same identical mills. 
Some mills have been added in the later years. From the list you will find out the names 
of the mills. • 

Q. Sha.ll we take it that in any case there is no decline Y The profits are 40 lakhs and 
50lakhs. From that you might conclude that there was no .decline. I want to know 
whether there are any special reasons why there is an improvement. Is it the special 
advantage which you have in respect of the bleached cloth for which you have special 
facilitil'll and also that you are taking special interest in finer counts t 

A. Mr. Kaaturbhai Lalbhai.-My point is this. If you take the year 1923, the paili 
up capitall'lllot the rescrye I'lu the depreciation fund amount to 8·67 crores. On that 
28 lakhs have been earned for 91 months. Now if yoU calculate it for 12 months the pl'Ofi~ 
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will rome to 35 or 40 iakhs. Now 40 iakhs is the profit earned in 192,ton a c:pital of 
1,022 l&khs and not 860 l&khs. The fallacy lies in ta.king only the profits without due cQn
siderstion of the capitaL The capital in the year 1924 was 1,022 l&khs and in 1925 it w&s 
1,050 l&khs. So on 1,050 lakhs it is 4'5; in 1924 it is 3'91, and in 1923 it is 3 and not 10 
as typed there. It is a typing mistake. 

Q. Any way comparing 1924 and 1925 there w&s an improvement from 3'9 to 4'8. 
You think the alight improvement in 1925 is due to the strike in Bombay of which you 
took advantage 7 

A. Not taking advantage. 
""A.. Mr. OAamanlal Parekh.-Nature has given us the advantage. 

A. Mr. Katllurbhai Lalbhai.-It is not an improvement worth any consideration. 
Q. You don't think that you have fared somewhat better tban Bombay because 

Bombay has declined in the l&st two years in a marked degree~ You don't think that 
your slight advantage is due to these facts that I have mentioned-your going to finer 
counts and your large propntion of bleached goods? • 

A. No. In the year 1923, as you are fully aware, we made a cut in wages to the extent 
of 15} per cent. But the Bombay wages remain the same still. Had we been called 
upon'to pay the same wages we would have been much worse off than what is shown in 
the balance sheets.. -

Q. Bombay wages remained the same and you reduoed them? 
A. Yes. , 
Q. Yon think that the slight advantage you have over BolIlbay is due to the differe!ce 

in wages 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then it has been said that coarse counts pay better than fine counts. What is your 

experience ? 
A. It all depends on the seasonB. In a particular time the finer counts proposition 

may be a better proposition than the coarse or medium counts proposition and another 
time the coarse or medium counts proposition may be a better proposition than the finer 
counts propositidn. 

Q. On the whole you ~re not prepared to pronounce an opinion in favour of either coarse 
or fine counts 7 _ . 

A. As far as Ahmedabad is conoerned, generally speaking, we think that going to 
medium counta is a better p:>licy. ' -- ' 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.--20s warp and 308 weft generally. 90 per cent. of the mills 
are working on that. ' 

Q. Yon consider that it is the most profitable bnsiness r 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Subba Baa.-With regard to reduc1;ion in wages it will be useful to know what has 

been the wages bill these three or four years. Could you supply us with that information? 
Your balance sheets do not show the wages bilL Could you tell us what h&S been the 
wages bill for all the mills before and after reduction, say from 1922 to 1925 ? 

A. Mr. Katllurbhai.-I think we can give you the total wage bill for the last four 
years. • 

Q. Then I think at the last examination you offered to send us comparative ligures of 
wages in the mill industry as well as in other occupations in Ahmedabad, so that we might 
know generally the level of wageS. ('.ould you not do that? , 

A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-We told you in the morning that we could not get, the 
figures in the match faotory. They do not give us. That is the only industry in Ahmed
abad. 

A. Mr. Katllurbhai Lalb~.-The figures for carpenters, blacksmiths and masons will 
not be of any use because they are absolutely on a different basis. 

Q. Then we h"ve to rely on the figures of the Labour Office. ' 
A. Ordinarily a woman gets 9 to 10 annas' and a mill labourer gets 11 to 12 

annas. 
Pre8iderU.-One thing which would be of help would be if you could give us the actual 

rates paid in 1914 per day for a full time man in each department and where you pay by 
piecework, the rate per lb. My point is this. You will find a statement made before the 
Currency Commission that the index figure of wages in Bombay had gone to 231 on the 
basis of the figures of 1914, whereas the wholesale. retail and cost of living index figures 
had gone up to 150, 150 and 153 respectively and the argument therefore was that the 
wages figures had gone up out of all proportion to the cost of living. When the wages 
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index figure 'Was examined it was found that it Wat! 'based on the reduction in' hours 
from 12 to 10 which, of course, vitiates the comparison II.t once, because the reduction in 
hours had nothing to do with the cost of living. Therefore the wages index figure had 
really only gone up to about 200. What I want to get at, if we can, is the actual rates 
paid for a full day's work in 1914 and 1926. If you were paying 8 annas a day per 
spinner lor a fun day's work in 1914 $nd if you are paying 12 annas now, I should say 
that your wages index figure had gone up from 100 to 150. 

A. Will it do if we were to submit for two or three mills the rates current in the year 
1914 and in the year 1926! With regard to spinning they are basic wages. It is the daily 
wages. But in the case of weaving it is different. Whatever it is, you want it for one a.nd 
the same mill ! ' 

Q. Yes, for th,e same cloth. 
Mr.l:hwba Rao.-We want the a.ctualrates for the same kind of work. 

Presidenl.-If you were doing 20s and 30s then, and if you give the rates for 20s and 30s 
now it ~Il be a guide. 

A. Yes; we can give that. For three mills we will do it. 
A. Mr. Pate1.-As regards spinning rates, we have given them in printed reply. 
Q. Our trouble over this standard muster is, it is an expression which requires an 'expert 

to understand exact.Jy what it means. Take your wage bill for 1913. For the frame 
department it is Rs. 13·g-0. Your daily rate would presumably be 8 annas. Now it is R.,. 32 and so the daily rate will be roughly Rs. 1-4·0. So we may say that where 
YQu were paying annas 8 in 1913 you are now paying Rs. 1-4·0 and that will give us a 
guide. 

A. Thiq has been taken from the muster roll. 

Mr 800ba Rao.-Theydo not tally with the jigures of Mr. Findlay Shirras. I asked you 
about that. The figures of Mr. Findlay Shirras show that your rates were much lower. 
So that does not help us very much. ' 

Pruidenl.-We are Atill unable to understand this wages question. We said that we 
would examine Mr. Shirras about it, but as a matter of fact we did npt do so as I thought 
it would probably be better to examine Mr. Genning! on the subject as ho has got al! 
the records handy. In the course of the oral evidence, Mr. Parekh said that he could not 
explain why after the cut in l!l23 the wages were lower than they were in 192L According 
to the Labour Bureau the figures were slightly higher. That is the point. We propose 
to ask Mr Genning! about it, as I said before. Possibly it has something to do with thl.' 
way in which the census was taken. • 

Mr. 800ba Rao.-Regarding the diminution of output since you reduced the hours 
from 12 to 10, have you any figures to show that! 

A. We have submitted the figures. 
A. Mr. Patel.-yoU: will find three or four mills giving this difference. 

Presidenl.-There is only one further point and that is about the railway freights, 
Mr. Parekh. You laid great stress on the rates from Okha. We referred that point 
to the B. B. & C. I. Railway and theyexplnined that it had nothing to do with them and it 
was a question for the Jamnagar Railway. They say, • it is not for this railway to criticise 
the soundness or otherwise of the reductions effected by the railway serving the port of 
Okba.' 

A. MI. Ohamanlal ParekA.-The point is, Okha is about the same distance from 
,Ahmedabad as Bombay. There is a difference of 50 per cent. in th~ freights between the 
two places though both the railways have to cover the same distance. 

Q. Their point is that the other railway is giving a uniform rate on all tra.ffic. It is a 
small.railway and therefore it has its special reasons for this course which do not commend 
themselves to the B. B. & c. L Railway. ' 

A. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai.-If a small railway does that it; must also be easy for a big 
railway. Again, another point is that while from port Okha to Ahmedabad the distance 
is to be covered by two or three railways there is a direct line from here to Bombay. A 
direct run and a run through two or three lines makes a lot of difference in the rates as 
they say. Again there is another point against the B. B. & c. L Railway. No sooner 
did they see that t.he Ahmedabad millowners have begun to import their goods from Okha, 
they have reduced their rates in one oase, in the case of China clay. The rate was 11 annas 
and they immediately reduoed it to 6 annas. 

Q. You get the advantage of the oompetition between the two railways. 
A. Mr. Ohamanlal Parekh.-Not that way. In the tlther case there is a lot' of 

differenoe. 
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Q. My point is that the special rates from Okha to Ahmedabad are to attract traffic 
to Okha and if the B. B. & C. I. Railway have reduced the rates to meet the competition 
yoo have secured the advantage. . 

A. Mr. KaalurMlai Lal~hai.-But in the other case, in the case of Bawla, the rate from 
Bawla, which is more than 300 miles from Bombay, is 12 annas, while from Ahmedabad to 
Bombay it is 12 annas, though it is the same B. B. & C. I. Railway. 

Q. Is Bawla a port y 
A. No. 

Raja Han KiBhan KauI.-Wbat do you thiok the cauSe is ? 
A. Mr. OhamlJnlal Parekh.-Bawla is situated near the port Bhavnagar. U the railway 

Uoes not reduce the rates from Bawla the traffic will be carried through Bh .. vnagar. 
Preaide7l1.-Do you consider tha;t the railw .. ys are .not justified in quoting competitive 

r .. tes ? 
A. U it costs the r&ilWlOY to carry cel"ta.in goods for a less rate for a certain number of 

miles, it most cost them still less if they are to carry through a shorter distance. 
Mr. 8uhba RaO.-There is the other point. They might ,miss the traffic .. ltogether 

They can charge what the traffic can be .. r. . 
A. In the old days they were doing that. They had one rate from Bombay to Kadi 

and from Bombay to Ahmedabad. Kadi is 50 miles from Ahmedabad. .So our point i~ 
that if the! reduce the rates to B .. wla, they should give the same advantage to Ahmed .. b .. d 
also. 

A. Mr. PaIe!.-Our case is that with regard to indW!tri .. 1 centres some facilities or 
concessions ought to be given. 

Preaident.-There is one point abont CllStoms duty on machinery and mill stores. It 
has been represented to us that the abolition of the duty on machinery and mill stores 
might affect prejudicially a few industries in India. 

A. Mr. Oha11l4nlal Parekh.-ThAre is hardly any industry in India which would be 
affected. 

Q. Bobbin manufacture ! 
A. It is nothing. 
Q. Possibly the bobbhi manufaC\urers would say that they have as much right to 

protection as hosiery has. . 
A. There is a duty of 2! per cent. on bobbins. Will it help the indu.~try by having the 

21 per cent. duty' . 
A. Mr. Kasturbhai LalbluJi.-U they really want protection they can ask the Govern· 

ment of India for an enquiry and make out 8 case for protection. 
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ANNEXURE A 

FINANOIAL STA.TEMENT 

Statemen I No. I 

I 
Reserves Number Yoar Paid·up capital iucluding carried Block accouut Block account 

01 mlllll forward orlgin&l vaiue .Iter depreciation 

1 2 3 4 j; 6 

- ------ -
Ro. R .. R •• Rs. 

50 lll21 .. S,Ol,76,8113 2,47,81,353 -7,51,73,1144 4,99,16,074 

411 11122 .. 3,00,86,1173 3,11,29,577 9,07,85,014 5,12,16,266 

47 11123 .. 2,86,31,157 2,76,18,5~ 9,00,93,721 5,95,12,398 

50 1924 .. 3,26,84,526 3,43,99,595 10,67,91,790 7,16,44,485 

48 1925 .- 3,25,68,873 3,65,87,441 10,30,35,987 !I,71,C9,966 I 
I 

Number Year Annual depre- Nctprollt Dividend Percentage of mUIs elation written-ofJ 

1 2 7 - 8 9 10 

RB. RB. lls_ 

50 1921 .. 38,24,927 2,51,56,230 1,83,30,205 60 11 
I 15 

49 1922 39,02,6311 l,47,0i,204 1,17,34,405 9 .. 30 TO 

'7 1923 .. 22,48,927 35,24,611 34,77,056 12!.. 
7 

60 1924. .. 29,02,493 49,67,749 41,53,121 
23 

1232 . 
48 1925 .. 30,97,421 55,96,238 46,71,343 1~ 

32 

Agent'. 

Number Carried commission Reserves 
ofmUIs Year Reserve'! forward Loss given up 

deduct to declare . dividends 

1 2 11 12 13 a 15 

----
Rs. R .. RB. RB. RB. 

60 1921 .. 65,M,133 2,16,505 3,998 .... . ... 
49 1922 .. 27,27,83~ 3,l1,2M 53,790 52,638 42,000 

47 1923 .. 3,68,596 2,27,052 7,16,035 1,68,661 2,73,510 

~O 1924 .. 8,27,799 2,59,806 9,01,038 4,69,709 26,000 

48 1920 .. 9,38,753 2.38,042 5,17,898 1,17,522 47,547 
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Btale_m No.2 

Amount Particulllr8 Amount 

5 

-- -- ------1----1------1----

50 

40 

50 

1921 •• Paid-up capital 

AU .......... 

R .. 

8.01.78,1193 

2.47.81.353 Net prolt 

.. depr e 0 I a t Ion 2.52.57.870 Deduct loss 
fund. 

1922 •• Paid-up capital 

4U r .. ezv08 

8.02.18.118 

8.00.86.973 Net prolt 

8.11.29.577 Deduct loss 

,. depreciation 8.95.68.748 
fund. 

19:a •• Pald-op capital 

AUreoerv .. 

10.07.85.298 

2.86.31.157 Net profit 

2.76.18.529 Deduct 1089 

If depreolatlon 8.05,12,823 
fund. --

1924 •• Paid-up capital 

AUreserv .. 

8.67.62.009 

8.26.84.626 :if.t prolt 

8.43.99.696 Deduct 1098 

.. de pre 0 I a tIon 8.61,47.305 
fund. 

10.22.31.426 

48 1925.. Paid-up capital • • 8.25.68.873 Net prolt 

AU reeezvee • • 8.66,87.441 Deduct 1088 

10.60.82.335 

Be. 

2.51.56.230 

8.998 

2.51.52.232 

1.47.02.204 

53.790 

1.47.48.414 

35.24.611 

7,16,035 

28.08.576 

49.67.749 

9.01.038 

40.66.711 

55.96.238 

6,17,898 

60.79,340 
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Witness No.3 

THE MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BARODA 

Written Statement, dated. the 22M August 1926 
:rhe Government of India have appointed the Indian Cotton Inquiry Board to inquire 

into the condition ~f the Indian textile industry with special reference to Bombay and 
Ahmedabad. . . 

Baroda being midway between Ahmedabad and Bombay, the condition of its cotton 
industry is in no way different from tbat of these places. Under the circumstances we 
beg to submit our representation in respect of certain general question, affecting the 
Baroda cotton industry. 

The main questions are: (I) Exchange, (2) Foreign Competition, (3) Import Duties on 
Stores, Mach:nery and Yarn, (4) Town Duty on Cotton, (5) Freight Rates, (6) Insurance 
charges. 

I. Exchange.-Exchailge should be fixed at 1/4 which was the natural rate prevailing 
till 1919. The currency policy of the Government of India is largely respousible for the 
present depression of the cotton industry as any variation in the rate above 1/4 helps the 
foreign manufacturers and stimulates the increased import of foreign goods. 

The report of the Currency Commission just published has recommended the fixing of 
exchange at 1/6 insp'te of strong opposition of the Indian merchants and mercantile 
bodie3. The Government of India has also decided to introduce a Bill fixing thO' 
exchange at 1/6 in hot haste. The result of fixing the exchange rate of li6 cannot but 
act against the Indian industries and agriculture and other interests and the foreign 
countries will get undue preference of 121 per cent. by this legislation. 

The exchange should be allowed to take its natural course, in which case the rate will 
be about 1/4 or less and not 1/6 as recommended by the Currency Commis,ion. 

The exchange should therefore not be fixed at any rate and there should be free 
coinage of gold and gold currency as in England. 

2. Foreign Compelition.-The cotton industry has suffered heavily on account of 
heavy imports of foreign goods. This dumping is due to depreciated currencies of the 
fo~ign countries which give them undue advantage over Indian manufacturers. Why 
then should we apprec.~ te the rupee ! This competition is not merely from Japan but 
from all foreign countries particularly England. Protection to the Ind'an cotton industry 
is needed against all foreign countries and not merely against Japan. No doubt the case 
of Japan comes into prominence by certain oirc~tances such as the non·ratification 
of the Washington Convention and employment of female labour at night, Government 
subsidies, etc., but even England gets undue preference of 121 per cent. by the manipula
tion of Indian currency and the fixing of exchange at 1/6 instead of at 1/4 wJrich will 
permanently stimulate imports from England to a great extent. Thus there will be a 
further menace from English imports over and above that from Japan. The Govern· 
ment of India should therefore increase the import duties on cotton piece·goods by at 
least 121 per cent. from all foreign countries including England and not merely from 
Japan. 

3. Import dutiea all machinery and millstorea.-There is no industry in India which 
manufactures machinery and produces the required mill stores used by the cotton mills 
in India. 

It is a general rule that no import duties should be levied on articles which are required 
for the prime industries of any country on a large sc~le. 

All imports of machinery should be free. Further all mill stores should be allowed to 
be imported free of duty. The abolition of import duties will help the Indian cotton 
industry to lower oosts of production and benefit the consumers. The import duty on 
some mill stores is as high as 10 per cent. In oase the duty is not abolished altogether, 
at least duty on aU sorts of mill 8torea should be reduc..a to 2! per cent. from the present 
level of 10 per cent. Again imports of all yarn, cotton, silk, linen, or wool and worsted 
used by mills for weaving should be absolutely duty free. . 

4. Town Duty on CoUon.-To help the development of the Port of Bombay the town 
duty of Re. 1 per bale is levied on all cotton entering there. After the end of the 
cotton Beason all cotton is available at Bombay and the mills in the Bombay Presidenoy 
have to buy their requiremente of cotton from Bombay. 

Thia town duty ia no longer required to meet the expenses for developlll8J\t a,s tl!~ 
Governmll»t h .. ve stopped building further tenemef1.ts. 
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Under the circumatancee there can be no legitimate reason for continuing the town duty 
of Re. 1 per bale. 

6. Railway Freighta.-The pn..ent railway fl1lights are too high. Further there is a 
distinction between goods oonsigned "at owners' risk" and" at railway risk". The 
rates for goods consigned at railway risk are nothing short of prohibitive and hence these 
rates should be brougbt down by at least 60 per cent. for both claSBes of consignments. 

Further over and above the general reduction in freight rates special rates should be 
fixed for Ind:an (otton and woollen piece-goods consigned (1) to the Ports of Bombay, 
Madra., Karachi, Calcutta. etc., (2) to principal centres like Delhi, Cawnpore, Amritsar, 
Agra, etc. and (3) to ootton and woollen centres like Beawar, Surat. Fazilka. etc. 

So far as our information goes special freight rates are given to 'some cities: instead of 
that this conceSBion should be given to all the centres where cotton mills are situated. 
particularly Baroda. 

6. 11l8uranc. Chargu.-The Bombay Fire Insurance 'Associat'on is the only body 
which does insurance work in the Bombay Presidency and other adjoining territories. 
The insurance rates fixed by the Bomhay Fire Insurance Assoc;ation are arbit,rary to say 
the least. 

, Th'. association has fixed insurance rates (1) for Bombay Island and City and (2) 
for the moffUSBii. 

The rates for Bombay moffUSBii are, too iligh, sometimes higher by 50 per cent. th&n 
those for Bombay Island. The result is that mills outside Bombay have to pay higher 
insurance premium1. The Bombay Fire Insurance Association should therefore be com
pelled to reduce the rates for mills and cotton ginning and pressing facto,.;es so as to bring 
them on to the same level as rates for Bombay City and Island. ' 

We have stated above the broad principles le&ving aside minor considerations. the 
cumulative effect of all these being the cause of the present depression of the industry 
which is as serious and acute in Baroda as it is in Bombay. Aocordingly we summarise 
below the immediate steps that should be taken forthwith to help the Indian cotton 
industry. 

1. Stablising and fixinil the exchange at 1/4, or allowing it to take its natural course 
without Government interference. 

2. 12~ per cent. further import duty should be levied on all imports ~f piece-goods 
making the duty in all 23! per cent. This duty should not be levied only on imports 
from Japan but on all foreign imports including those from England and European and 
American oountries. 

3. (a) Duty on imports of machinery should be abolished forthwith. 
(b) Duty on all mill stores and machinery parts and yarn should be aboI:shed. 
(c) Failing the total abolition of duty on mill stores, the same should be reduced 

to 21 'per cent. invariably. No mill stores should be taxed at 10 per cent. as at present. 
4. Town duty of Re. 1 per bale on cotton should be abolished. 
5. Freight rates should be reduced immediately for the following :

(a) On all consignments of Railway risk. 
(b) On all consignments of owner's risk. 
(c) Special freight rates should be given for the carriage of piece-goods from the 

manufacturing centres : 
(1) To ports like Bombay, Madras, Karachi, Calcutta, etc. 

(2) To trade centres like Delhi, Amritsar, Cawnpore, Agra, eto. ; 
(3) To cotton and woollen centres like Beawar, Surat and Fazilka, etc. 

6. Insurance charges for the Bombay moffUSBii should be brought down at least to 
the level of those for Bombay City ann Island. ' 

We now trust that the Tariff Board will kindly consider these facts favourably and 
will help the cotton industry by recommending to grant the above reliefs to all the mill. 
in India which are etj,ua1ly affecteli irresJltlctive of their location. • 
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Witness No.3 

THE MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, BARODA ' 

Oral 'Evidence of Mr. Matubhal H. Kantavala: recorded at Bombay on the 
8th September 1926 

President.-You a~ here as representing the Millowners' Association of Baroda! 
A. Yes. ' 

Q. Are you the Secretary ! 
A. I am neither the President nor the Secretary. I am a member. 
Q. How many mills are there belonging to the Baroda Millowners' Association? 
A. There are 18 members. There are about 6 or 7 cotton mills. Some mills have not 

joined the Association. 

Q. Could you say whether this list of mills which we have prepared here represents. 
all the cotton mills belonging to your Association? 

A. Two or three I find are not members. 
Q. Which are not members ! 
A. Petlad Bulakhidas Mills. 
Q. In addition to that are there any other cotton mills in Baroda other than those 

which belong to your Association? . 
A. There are some which are DDt on the list: 
Q. Which ones ! 
A. Shree Sayaji Jubilee Jute Mills, the -Sidhpur Electric Mill and the Kadi 

Manufacturing Cdmpany. 
Q. Where is Sidhpur ! 
A. On the road to Mount Abu from Ahmedabad. This Association wor~ within the 

Baroda State. It is not confined to the Baroda town. 
Q. Is this Sidhpur Electrig Mills the same as the Sidhpur mills shown in the 

millowners' statement? 
A. There is another mill at Sidhpur. I am afraid I myself do not know the names of 

these mills. There are three mills at Sidhpur. 
Q. Is the Electric Mill working now! 
A. It has comImlnced operations so far as I know. 
Q. You cannotsay whether this is a, complete list or not! 
A. It is not a complete list as I have said. 

Q. If you add the Sidhpur Electric' 
A. There is one mill at Kadi working for the last three years. I think it is the Kadi 

Manufaoturing Company. It is near Kafol. 
Q. Kadi Lakshmi Mill-Is that working now' 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Sidhpur Mill, the Shree Sayaji Jubilee Cotton and Jute Mills and the Sidhpur 

Electric Industrial Company-that exhausts the list so far as Sidhpur is concerned' 
A. Then there are three mills at Kalol. 
Q. We have got one in this list. ' 
A. The other two are in liquidation. I understand. The Kalol K:apadia and the Kalol 

Swadeshi Mills are both in liquidation. There is one mill at Nausa.ri. ' 
Q. What you call the Darbhanga Mil!", . 
A. Yes, Darbhanga Spinning and Weaving Mill. 
Q. It is in liquidation. Are there any others , 
A. No. 
Q. It would be as well if when you get back you would ask your Seoret~ to send us 1\ 

complete list of all cotton mills which are members of the Baroda Millowners Association 
A. Yes. 
Q. The mills in your list are very small. I notice. 
A. Yes. 
Q. There is only one which has ~ore than 25,000 spindles. The biggest has 25.63~ 

spindles and 472 looms. They are all very small. 
A. Yes. they are. 
Q. Which mill are you connected with yourself? 
A. ,The Mah801'aja Mills. 
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Q. Do you consider these mills are of a size sufficiently large to ensure economic 
working' • . 

A. I should think so. 

Q. We have heen told by the Bombay millowners that 30000 spindles and I 000 looms 
is about the rig~t si7.e f~r a mil.l. and the Ahmedabad millo~ers hold that 25.000 spindles 
and 600 looms 18 the nght sIZe. All your mills are considerably smaller than either of 
~-. . 

A. Theyar8. 

Q. ~tsesms in the opinion of those well qualified to judge that your mills are not 
suffiCiently large to ensure economic working? . 

A. That is not my opinion. 

Q. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Can you give us some idea of the profits 
you have been making in the past! 

A. I will give you an idea. but I think a smaller mill also means a minimum of loss 
in bad times like these. That is also to be thought of: If bigger mills make better profits 
in fat years. they make bigger losses in lean years. 

Q. T!,,~e your own ~i!l forinstanc&-the Maharaja Mil~ •. Can you tell us exactly what 
thepesltl?n~ftha~mllhsforthelastfiveyea.rs.' WhatdiVldendshave you been paying ? 

A. Begmmng WIth 41 per cent. we ended WIth 5 percent. last year. La..tyearwepaid 
out of the eqUalisation dividend fund. . 

Q. What did the other mills pay ?-The Baroda SpimIing and Weaving Company-
what did they pay 7 • 

A. 25 per cent. 
Q. The New Baroda Mill ? 
A. That made a loss. 

Q. Rajratna Naryanbhai Mills ! 
A. 6 per ~nt. out of profits. 
Q. Shree Sayaji Mill , 
A. They declared a loss. 
Q. The Kalol Cotton Mill , 
A. They have not paid anything so far as I know. 
Q. Is that a new mill , 
A. It is a new mill. 
Q. Petlad Bulakhidas Mill , 
A. 6 per cent. I think. 
Q. Sidhpur Mill ? 
A. I think 41 per cent. 
Q. The Kadi Lakshmi Mill ? 
A. I am not sure whether it made a..profit or not. 
Q. The Darbhanga Mill paid nothing. I think ? 

. A. It paid nothing. 

_ Q. You have based your representation on that of the Bombay Mil10wners' Association. 
You have generally expressed your agreement with their· positiou. But what we 
want to know exactly is how the Japanese competition on which they lay so 
much stre_in fact it is the main ground for their application-is affecting your mills 
in Baroda? • 

. A. We differ from them in that respect. There is competition from English mills 
equally. We differ from the Bombay millowners. They have been harping on .this 
Japanese competition. whereas there is competition, foreign competition, including 
English, Italian and American. 

Q. How is the competition of English mills affecting you' Do you turn out the same 
class of goods? - -

A. I am making mull from 40s and 60s from Uganda cotton. The English mill gives 
50 per cimt. better cloth at practically the same price, because it is made out of Egyptian 
ootton and is 50 to 60s warp and 70 to 80s weft. Bleaching is done by the mill. We have 
only dhobi ,,·ashing. It is not only inefficient labour, but they oan undersell us owing to 
exchange aIsc'. . 

Q. The exchange has been at 18. 6d. for the tlast 18 months or so. Were they under 
selling you before that' . 

A. Yes, it was 28. and over sometimes. and here were lots of imports at that time. 

140 y 42().-34 
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Mr. Subha\ Rao.-No imports before that' 
A. There were. Goods generally are imported when the exohange is favourable. 
Q. In 1913 to 1914 yon were gei;ting even a larger volume of these imports f 
A. J grant that. 

Q. SO it does not mean that the rate of exchange now alone has bronght about large 
imports , 

A. That is not the only factor. I say their' goods are much better in finish, better in 
manufacture. That is another reason why they are doing well. 

Pre8ident.--,Perhaps you will tell us, Mr. Kantavala, what exactly are the cl&sses of 
goods which are turned out by these mills in Baroda. Speaking generally, would you so.y 
that the Baroda mills turn out goods of finer counts than those in Bombay Y 

A. No. 
Q. Is yours the only mill in Baroda whioh is using Uganda cotton' 
A. There are other mills which are importin,,~rns-warp and weft. 
Q. Which one f 
A. Both the Kalol ones. 
Q. Any others f 
A. I do not know. 
Q. What sort of goods do the Bo.roda mills weave t 
A. Calendered long cloth, T cloths, domestics, and all these things which are grouped. 

under the sa.me head practically. 
Q. What I want to know is whether yours is the only mill in Baroda whioh is feeling 

the effect of the competition of English goods, or whether that is tho general position in 
Ba.rodaf 

A. It is not mulls only that are imported from England. Even coarse cloth is imported. 
Even calendered long oloth is imported from England. 

Q. Very little f 
A. Yes, very litt.le. 
Q. Not enough to affect the Indian mill production' 
A. It may not affect the Indian production but it might affect the selling prioes. 
Q. We know that quite well. Nobody has mentioned before us yet, and I do not 

think the pOIIition would be tenable if they did, that the English cost of production for 
tbat olass of goods is less than the Indian. 

A. Ioannot say, because I bave no experience of Lancashire. 
Q. I want to know exactly how your mills in Baroda are being affected by the competi. 

tion of imported goods. You say you are affeoted by the competition of English goods 
, I want to know whether others are equally affected by the oompetition of English goods, 

or only by that of Japanese goods Y 
A. Not directly, but if English goods affect the Bombay mills they may try to under

sell us, and they are trying to do so in Cawnpore, Delhi and other plaoes. It means that 
there is competition of the English mills felt by the mofussil mills. . 

Q. H there were no competition from the English mills, if not a single yard of imported 
piecegoods oame into this country, would you not still ha.ve to face the competition of the 
Bombay mills ! . 

A. Then of course the produotion of cloth will not be suffioient for consum ption. 
Q. Is it suffioient now f 
A. H as you say there are no imports, if nothing is imporW, then Indian produotion 

will not be sufficient for Indian oonsumption unless of course kllad, is woven. 
Q. Various millowners here told us that if impOrted goods were entirely excluded, the 

Indian mills oould expand very rapidly and meet the whole of the Indian consumption. 
Then where would you be f 

A. That is not what I hold. My Assooiation want only import duties. They do not 
want imports to be stopped, nor subsidies, nor anything of that kind. They want import 
duties to oounterbalance this exohange. It is what we have pleaded for. 

Q. What we want to find out is. how you are being specially hit in Baroda-whether 
the depression which is stated to exist in Bombay applies equally to Baroda! 

A. Yea, it does. 

Q. Why' 
A. It is reflected in the balanoe slreets. Except one no mill mad~ a profit in Baroda. 
Q. You mentioned two or three.! 
A. That is in the mofussil of Baroda. 

~ 
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Q. We will now examine the relative advantagE'S and disadvantages .that you have in 
Baroda 8B compared with Bombay. We Will take them under different heads. What 
about y"ur ootton Y You are nearer the ootton supplies than Bombay r 

A. We are using Surat and Uganda.. 
Q. Are yoo nearer to Sorat , 
A. The freight from Sorat to Baroda and from Sorat to Bombay is practically the I 

1&Dle. Tinippur and Uganda are nearer to Bombay. 
Q. Are yoo not using Nausari cotton Y' 
A. I am using Nao.....n. 
Q. Is not that good for your purpose ! 
A. Not for warp. It is weft cotton. 
Q. Cannot it be used for warp! 
A. It may be used to a certain extent. As a matter of fact we use Cambodia. 
Q. You prefer it! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do yOU hold that yoo have no advantage over Bombay in regard to the supply of 

cotton! . 
A. We do not know the rates for the moment when we stock. Bombay mills don't 

carry stocks. In Bombay information is flashed ac1'Oll8 the wire. They get the information 
earlier than we do. If it is a monthly report we oome to know of it six hOIll1t after. Much 
water might have p8B8ed under the bridge by that time. 

Q. J~st one point before we go further. Why is it that in spite of the depression in 
Baroda, 8B you say, new mills have been st-arted there r There is a fairly large number 
of new mills. 

A. But so many have come to grief out of these new mills. You have just now seen 
the statement of mills in liquidation. 

Q. We know, but we do not know the facts about some of them. As regards Kalol, 
we have heard that liquidation had nothing to do with depression. 

A. It was built in boom times and it was over· capitalised. 

Q. We know quite well that the downfall of the Kalol mills has been due to speculation 
on the part of the managing agents. 

A. But they built up a mill which cost them·~ Iakbs at that time. At the present 
time it shoold not cost more than 10 Iakhs. I have valued that mill and it woold not 
cost more than 10 Iakhs. 

Q. Yoo valued it? Then you know all about the management. Do you oonsider that 
the management of the Kalol mills which are at present in liquidation was efficient and 

• carried on entirely in the interests of the shareholders! \ 
A. I cannot say that, because I was a Director in the other mills also. 
Q. You woold not say that it was efficie~t Y 
A. No, I woold not say 80. 

Q. So we Can role those two out, at any rate. 
Coming to Labour, how do your labour rates compare with those of Bombay and 

Ahmedabad Y 
A. They are practically on a level with Ahmedabad. 

Q. Can you give us exact figures Y For instance, can you give the wages of the 
blow room, card room and the rest Y 

A. In the spinning department the wages are Re. 20 to Re. 22 a month. Of course, 
that does not include the allowances and all that we give later on. 

Q. What allowances? 
A. We give three allowances, one for 30 days attendance, that is, for regularity, for 

punctuality, maternity, free quarters and good work. 
Q. The Ahmedabad wage for spinners is Re. 32. 
A. With us it all depends upon production. 

Q. Your spinners are on piecework' 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the English system. 
A. Y 88, spinners in my mill are on piecework. 
Q. But even so their pay ;'oold be about Re. 22 a month! 
A. That is the average rate of the whole spinning department. Tt includes also 

dhoby boys and other menials who are not efficient. 

110 y 420---340 
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Q. Is it yortr rate or the Ahmedabad rate , 
A. Rs. 20 is the average rate of the spinning department. 
Q. We want to 'know the average rate for the spinners. 
A. Ris somewhere about Rs. 25. 
Q. For weavers' 
A. It will be Rs. 40. Those who mind four looms will get Rs. 60 to 70. ' 
Q. According to the wage Census held in 1923 your wages were markedly less tban 

Bombay and Ahmedabad. The average monthly earnings, for instance, for a full . 
time man were Rs. 27.13.6 against Rs. 37·6·6 for Ahmedabad and for the work people 
Rs. 25·11·9 against Rs. 34. . 

A. For the whole mill' 
Q. Monthly earnings for a full time worker. _ 
A. But the wages I mentioned were for the spinner and weaver. The average for 

the spinning department is Rs. 20. That includes t«e men and women for picking 
cotton for instance.' I do not know how the average was taken by the Labour Office. 
I am not competent enough to pass any opinion on that. _ . 

Q. As you . are now before us as a representative of the Baroda Millowners' 
Assooiation we should be obliged if you will fill in the forms that we have sent out to 
various mills. 

A. I can promise for my own mill. 
Q •. When we get that filled in w!l shall be able to see how you stand in this matter 

of labour; It'is evident from the figu~es that we have got that Baroda is better off 
in regard to labour than Bombay or Ahmedabad. -

A. I do not think so, because both of my mills are working on imported labour. 
The labour is so short in ,Baroda that we have got to import from outside. 

Q. Which are they' 
A. There is the woollen mills for example and the other cotton mill. I have built free 

quarters for them. And if all these are taken into consideration I think we are as 
,badly off as Ahmedabad at any rate if not Bombay. ' 

Q. What percentage of absenteeism have you got, Has that been worked out in 
Baroda at all f . 

A. I do not reinember whether it has been worked out or not. There is no day 
on which the whole mill is worked. That much I can say. -

Q. Would you oonsider that you are better off or worse off than Bombay in respect 
of that f 

A. I think we are neither better nor worse. 
Q. There is a good deal of difference between Ahmedabad and Bombay. II! 

Bombay the percentages of absenteeism is 11 per cent. and in Ahmedabad it is 2*. 
What are your figures ! 

A. It must be about 5. 
Q. Mr. Majmvdar.-You say you are importing labour from outside. For which, 

department f Spinning, weaving, engineering or dyeing 1 . 
A. For weaving, for fly frames, for warping and for spinning also. 
Q. is it due to scarcity of labour or is the local laboUr not prepared to take up 

work inside the mills' 
A. Due to soarcity of labour only. 
Q. Does that apply only to Baroda town or to all the mills in the Barcda states? 
A. Tbat applies to Baroda. I have no experience of other places. 
Q. What is the soale of wages in Baroda in professional trades ! 
A. You mean professional trade like oarpenters. 
Q. Cooly labour. . 
A. It is 10 to 12 annas for male per day i 6 to 8 annas for- females and 6 annas for 

ohildren. -
Q. If that is the sca.le of wages and if you are paying the same wages as in Ahmedabad 

in spinning and all the departments, you should not find it difficult to find labour. 
• A. But this work is inside a factory. 

Q. How muoh more do they expect for that! 
A. I oannot say. as it is, even agricultural labour is short in Baroda. 
Q. How many spindles do you give to each spinner! 
A. One side of a frame i about 150. 
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Q. Have you tried to give,then two sides 7 
A. No, the labour is not so efficient. 
Q. But instead of stopping the machinery, would it not be better! 
A. We do when there is absenteeism, but then the production falls. 
Q. Even then you find you cannot work all the spindles. 
A. No; even then we cannot. ' 
Q. What is the total number of hands employed in your mill 7 
A. 900, including every body. . 
Q. Although the absenteeism is 5 per cent. you find it difficult to run all the macltinery. 
A. This is the average absenteeism, there is no day on which a single loom has 

not stopped. There is scarcely a day on which the whole machinery is worked as 
I have said. ' -

Q. Are all weavers double loom weavers? 
A. No. There are some who are given four, because there are not enough workers 

whom we consider good. . 
Q. And they work with any assistants , 
A. Y 88, and of course the boy is paid by them. 
Q. What would be the number of such weavers 7 
A. About 10 per cent. 
Q. Is there a decrease in production in that case' 
A. Where they have not got the boys the production goes down. When they have 

. a boy it keeps up. . 
Q. Do you give a lower rate for the man who minds four looms 7 
A. The rate is the same. 
P,esidenI.-U he is paid by the pou';ld. he gets the same rate , 
A. Yes. 

Mr. Majmudar.-You have introduced piecework in spinning from the ve,ry 
beginning ! 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are all the mills on piecework? 
A. Only my niiIL The President asked ma about my mill. I am not sure about the 

other mills. 
Q. You have no idea. 
A. No. I have no idea. 
Q. Your jobbers might be telling you about the practice at other mills. 
A. They might be telling the Manager. I have no occasion to talk to them. 
Q. And would the Manager not report to you f 
A. Why should he report to me! _ 
Q. Have you ever heard that people do not like work in the spinning department on 

piecework and that they prefer to go where they are paid fixed wages f 
A. Yes, they go from my mill to other mills where they are paid fixed wages. 'When 

the cotton is bad they do go. 
Q. How can you say that your rates are the same as Ahmedabad. Have you 

1lompared the rates off and on ! • 
A. During the war time we g!:.ve them good increase and then we gave them some 

facilities that Ahmedabad may not be giving. I have given rooms froe for them to live 
in. We pay Re. 1 a month for regularity and 8 annas .for punctuality. We give 
maternity benefit&. I do not think Ahmedabad mills are giving all these. 

Q. But you have not actually compared the wages.! . 
A. I have compared, I add up-all these things and then say that it coste us practically 

the same. • 
Q. How many people do you house out of 900 you employ 7 
A. About 600, thoso who belong to Baroda do not come and live in these 

rooms. 
Q. Does that mean that you havo got 400 to 500 roouis. 
A. No; often the whole family work there. 
Q. How many rooms have you? 
A. I have about 200 rooma. 
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Q. Amongst them the absenteeism is 5 per cent. 
A. Not amonget them. I say on the whole. They come from the village,. On the 

whole it is 5 per C61).t. 
Q. Your labour force does not change. You have that advantage. 
A. Do-you refer to the imported or to the indigenous labour? 
Q. The imported labour, you said most of your labour is imported. 
A. That a.dvantage Iny particular.miIl has got. 
Q. And the other mills in Baroda' 
A. They do not work on imported labour. 
Pre1ident.-How is it they can get local labour and you cannot? 
A. We can get it. But it is not as efficient as imported labour in the first place, 

And there will be competition amongst the mills to get labourers and all that, and I 
do not like that. 

Q. You are satisfied that it saves you a lot of trouble if you go outside? 
A. Yes, for one particular labourer three or four mills may be trying and there will 

be competition in wages and all sorts of troubles and strikes. TherA has been no strike 
. in my mill for instance.· • 

Mr. Majmudar.-When was the first mill started in Baroda' 
A. Perhaps when I was not born, many years ago. 
Pre.oident.-Which is that' 
A. The Baroda SpinDing and Weaving Mill. 
Mr. Majmudar.-How many mills were working in 19141' 
A. In Baroda town three. 
Q.. And haye you any idE-.a about the number of spindles , 
A. On the, whole, the number of spindles. has nearly doubled since 1914. 

Q. You say you are spinning 40s and 60s. Is the machinery'suitable for that! 
A. We put it for medium counts and then we make certain alterations. 
Q. Do you find shortage of labour when you are spinning fine count9 or all through 

the year' se cou 
A. All through the year. In fact they do not like coar nts. 
Q. That is, fine counts work is better than the coarse counts , 
A. Yes, there is no mixing of any short staple. 
Q. Do you give workmen any edlloation ! 
A. Yes, we have to, under the Baroda Compulsory Eduoation Aot. 
Q. I mean technical education. 
A. No, except suoh as they pick up. 
Q. Are the jobbers in any way technically educated' 
A. No, they are most ineffioient. They are all on piecework. 
Q. But if the man does not know the work, even if he is put on piecework he cannot 

do better. 
A. He does not. 
Q. What about the supervisors' 
A. They are technioal men. I should like to know what you want. 
Q. You have the Kala-Bhuwan where thecretioal training is given. Are you 

taking a.dvantage of the people trained there t 
. A. I do not think they are of much use to us. 

Q. Do you take out efficiency figures? Supposing you are working a loom at a oertain 
speed, it ought to give you a ·oert&in production. Do you work out how muoh 
·produotion you get and if so, what is the effioienoy t 

A. In my mill it is about 80 per oent. 
Q. in weaving or spinning' 
A. In weaving. 
Q. What is the production , 
A. In 20s and 30s it is 14ThB. 
Q. Do you get the same price for your products as the Ahmedaba.d mills! 
A. No, there are no merchants at Baroda. We have to sell at Bomb!loY and 

Ahmedaba.d, and give them the benefit of the freight. This is another disadvantage 
we are suffering from. • 
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Q. Is there any duty on cloth coming into Baroda State t 
A. None. . 

PruidenJ.-Anyexport duty on cotton going out t 
A. None. 

'Mr. Maamudar.-Is ootton produced in the districts round about Baroda town? 
A. Yes, but that is not fit for our purpose for the olass of goods which we are turning 

out. 
Q. None of the Baroda mills are using local cott,on t 
A. They are using it. Local ootton is used only for making market yarn but it is 

very rarely used for warp and weft. . , . 
Q. What do you produce? Do the other mills produce sheeting t 
A. Yes, tl!ey also produce sheetings but we work on 20s and 30s, and,local ootton 

will not suit these counts. ' 
Q. Is much Japanese oloth imported in Baroda State ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you got any figures 1 
A. None. 
Q. Does the State mBintain the ligures 1 
A. It does maintain figures of exports and imports but I do not think they ha.ve a 

classification of Japanese and others. 
Q. What portion of your goods are selling in Baroda 1 
A. None in Ba.roda. ' 
Q. All exported? 
A. Yes, I am talking of my mill, but I think that is the genera.lexperience. 
Mr. 8u.bba Rao.-Your output is sold outside and Bu.roda people import from Bombay 

and Ahmedabad 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why 1 
A. Because they want credit. Mills do not sell on credit. There a:re retail mercha.nts 

in Ba.roda and they buy from wholesa.le merchants. Sometimes my goods travel tb 
Ahmedabad and come back to Baroda.. ' 

Q. But they are consumed in Baroda' 1 
A. I do not know. 
Q. But mostly Ba.roda consumes cotton goods from outside? 
A. I am not prepa.red to sa.y. I am selling my goods outside Baroda. 
Preaident.-You as representative of the Millowners' Association, Baroda., should 

be able to give us a general idefl, of the state of a.ffairs. h is only from you that we can 
get a genera.l idea of the actual state of affa.irs. 

A. My experience is that Gujarat dO\ls not use that coarse cloth which Gujarat is 
produoing. My goods are generally ponsumed by the U. P. ,Gujarat genera.lly likes 
finer goods. It gets goods from Bombay if it wa.nts swa.deshi goods otherwise it generally 
imports English and Japanese goods. 

Q. Do the Ahmedabad mills spin finer oounts 1 
A. Yes, during the la.st year or so they have ohanged. But eveD. Ahmedabad is selling 

goods in Caloutta, Cawnpore and Delhi. 
Mr. Majmudar.-You sell to Ahmedabad and Bombay merohants ? 
A. Mostly I sell in Cawnpore. Ahmedabad and Agra.. 
Q. You have got your own commission agents? 
A. I am working on the indent system in Delhi. ~here is my own offioe in C!Lw;npore 

and agents at Agra.. 
Preaident.-What is t,he indent.eystem in Delhi ? 
A. We send our bills through banks to the mercha.nts. That is what is called in our 

business parlance the indent system. That is the continental system. 
Q. Would you explain exactly how it works ? 
A. We send goods for forward delivery, 5 ba.les a week, 5 b.ales a fortn,ight and so on 

and send goods a.nd draw the bills through the banks. That IS another diffioulty. Even 
for oolleotion the 1mperial Bank do not take these bills uuless they ha.ve got our accounts 
in the head office. • 

Mr. Majmudar.-In Ahmedabad you have got your own man 1 
A. Yes, I have my salosman in Ahmedabad. 
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RajaHari Ki8hanKaul.-InBarosia you are producing more yam than you can 
convert into cloth? 

A. Yes, I think BO. 

Q. Is tliat for sale in the market? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Do you export the yam or do you sell it in Ahmedabad or Bombay! 
A. We do no~ sell in Baroda, we export it. 
Q. Export it to places in India or outside India! 
A. All places in India. 
Q. Mostly to ? 
A. V &rious places, speaking for myself, I export it to the Punjab. 
Q. That is for home consumption? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What counts are you producing for sale? 
A. Are you referring to all the :QIills in Baroda ? 
Q. You are talking of your own mill ? 
A. I am spinning from 6s to 30s. 
Q. You are manufacturing cloth from higher counts of yarn? 
A.Yes. . 
Q. Do you produce that yam yourself or do you import'the yam ! 
A. I am not importing any yam except that which is required for borders. 
Q. You are spinning oounts higher than 30s as well f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Only as much as you want for your manufacture ? 
A.' We sell also. I sElll40s.also which is in surplus. 
Q. You sell 6s to 30s and also 40s and 50s ? 
A. I am selling only 4Os. 
Q. This is all sold in the Punjab? 
A. 40s is sold only in Madras and ;Bombay. 
Q. Probably for hand·looms ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I b8lieve the yam you are selling in the Punjab is also for hand·looms l 
A. Yes. . 

Q. Are you making any profit on yam ? 
A. No. 
Q. You are manufacturing yam at a loss ? 
A. Just now it is selling at a loss. 
Q. You are speaking generally for all the mills . 
A. Yes, I am speaking for all the mills: All yam is made now at a loss. 
Q. Can you give us an idea of how much theJoss is t 
A. Take 30s. Cotton costs 8 annas. There is about 20 per cent. loils, The selling 

price is about 11 annas. 
Q. How much does it cost you to manufacture ? 
A. It oosts 14 annas, less the selling price of waste. I put it at 131 annas. 
Q. You recover half an anna out of fourteen! 
A. Yes. It costs us 131 annas. 
Q. If you spin 30s count just at present? 
A. '1 4m not spi~g that now. 
Q. What counts are being spun now? 
A. 6 to 151 and 40. 
Q. There is no loss in spinning these·counts ! 
A. There is less loss. I oannot say there is no loss. I have to keep my machinery 

going. That is all. 
Q. You mean to say that generally all the mills are at p'resent spinning coarse oounts ! 
A. 40s is not a ooarse count. 
Q. You say you have gone down to 6s and 158 bebause you suffer less loss in spinning 

these oounts than in spinning 30s ! 
A. And higher counts also, I am producing-40s. 
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Q. Can you produce 40s at a profit t. -
A. Not a~ a profit. Pra.ctically there is no loss on 40s. 
P'e8ident.-Even though you import the cotton from Uganda ? 
A. Yes, tb.ere is a little loss but not &8 much u on 30s. 
M,. Majmwla,.-You mean 40s market yarn t 
A. Yes. 
Raja Bari Kuha" Kaul.-Probably you spin a very small quantity of 40s ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Generally it is the lower oounts t 
A. Yes. 
Q. Your number' of spindles is very muoh larger than what you wa'li for your 

weaving Y •. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Therefore the surplus yarn is going into the market? Gener8.u.y speaking the mills 

are spinning below 30s 7 
A. Yes, and they are ma..k1ng a loss. 
Q. A loss of something like 21 annu per lb. t 
A. H they spin 30s. But on coarser counts there is much less. 
Q. Can you give an idea of the counts they are spinning? 

. A •. They are generally spinning between 15s and 20s. 
Q. What is the loss on spinning those counts roughly speaking 1 
A. On 15s it is about half an anna. 
Q. On20s Y 
A. It is the same. That is reflected in the New Baroda Mills balance sheet. 
Q. It is only a spinning mill , 
A. Yes. 
Q. They spin 15s to 20s 7 
A. I should think so. 
Q You a.re manufacturing mulls at present t 
A. Not all. Some. . . 

Q. Mulls and other cloth of finel' counts ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. From imported ootton , 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you expect to compete with foreign countries when you have to import your 
~~? o. 

A. But foreign countries are also importing. Not an ounce is grown in Lanca.shire. 
Q. SO you have not got any advantage? _ 
A. No. Indigenous cotton does not spin so fine. 
Q. Therefore it is less likely that you will be able to compete with foreign goods 

with foreign cotton than you can in counts produced from Indian cotton? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And therefore when you complain of competition of English goods it is not a very 

sound complaint. • 
A. I do not follow you. 
Q. When you'a.re spinning counts which are produced from indigenous cotton, there 

is not the same competition and the foreign country canaot undersell you so 
ea.sily 7 

A. You mean I am inviting competition? I shall be making a greater loss if I were 
spinning 20s and 30s. They are practically unsaleable at the present moment. I will 
have to lock it up in my godown. 

Q. Why is it selling at a loss? 
A. It is not selling at all for the present. 
Q. Do YOI1 mean to say that piece-goo~ manufactured from yarn up to 20s and 30s 

do not move , • 
A •. Fpl' the moment. 
Q. Why' Is the market overstocked? 
A. It may be so. . 
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Q. I understand that your coo.rse cloth co.nnot be sold. It is the cloth produced by 
most mills o.nd it co.nnot be !lold io.t a. profit. That is what is called depression. 
I should like to know what the cause is. The coarser goods are not moving Y 

A. No. 
Q. How does that over'stockmg come about' Is it by over-production or by imports , 
A. By both. 
Q. Why should there be over-production? 
A. The ryots have been impovenshed and they cannot use as much. We have not 

actual over-production but have more than we can consume. 
Preaiden!.-Is that ;"ot over-production' . 
A. It is over-production in a different way. Over-production \s due to two causes. 

Over-pro<wction as such, and over-production due to less demand for tsmporary causes. 
Mr. Subba Roo.-What is over-production as such? 
A. Grea.ter production than there is dema.nd. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Doyou mean to say that the present consumption of cloth is not 

normal Y 
A. Yes, it is subnormal. The usual demand is, suppose 100 lhs., and weproduce it 

daily. All of a sudden the demand faIls to 80 Ihs. Then there is temporary over-
production. , \ 

Raja Har' Ki8Aan Kaul.--Can you give us an idea of how much the consumption of 
cloth has fallen ? 

A. I have not worked it out. 
Q. Ca.n you sa.y then that there is over-production! 
A. Because I go a.bout the country with my eyes open, I Bee t.loe poor people with 

ta.ttered rags a.s clothes, ha.lf naked. 
Q. Ha.ve you been doing that for the last 20 years Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You find that the avera.ge ryot is consuming less cloth to-day than he was consum-

ing before ! . 
A. I think he is consuming less food.a.lso now-a.-days. 
Q. It is po.rtly on account of over-production! Tha.t is, your production has gone on 

increasing pa.rtly by the addition of new miIIs and pa.rtIy by the addition of more looms 
and pa.rtly by the a.dditional imports. The total imports have not increased recently. 
Imports from one country have decreased while the imports from other countries have 
increa.sed , . 

A. That process will go on. I suppose it vas decreased recently from the country to 
which you refer. 

Q. The tota.l imports have decreased on the whole. Therefore, do you mean to sa.y 
tha.t the overstocking is due ma.inIy to over-production in the country t 

A. No, I co.nnot say that. We cannot jump to that conCJi.usion only by reference to 
one yea.r. There have been more imports during the last two years preceding. 

Q. The imports ha.ve been declining; The genera.l condition of the miIIs in Baroda is 
you think worse than it was. Some have gone into liquidation and others you so.y a.re 
making losses a. t present? 

A. Some of them are ma.king losses .. 
Q. 'Some a.ccording to you! 
A. According to the balance sheets. Not a.ccording to me. 
Q. Some of them a.re making decent profits ? 
A. Yes, one mill has made a profit. 
Preaident.-Is there a.ny speoial reason why tha.t mill should make a profit t 
A. Yes;it has got big reserves and it was bought from the Sta.te a.t a. chea.p price. 
Q. But you also mentioned another mill whioh o.lso paid a. dividend from profits only. 
A. Yes, PetIad. 
Q. Who.t speoial oiroumsto.nces a.re there in favour of that mill ! 
A. More effioiency of manage~ent, perhaps. I do not know. 
Q. That is rather o.n importo.nt o.dmission. 
A. I should admit what I think is oorreot. 
Q. I quite o.gree. _ 
Raja Hari Ki8Aan Kaul.-In your own mill, o.re you making a profit or a. 1089 ! 
A. I ma.de ,neither. I am making some profit just now. 
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President.-Why is it? Is it because the tide is turning 1 
A. Because I made certain changes in the mill. 
Q. Would you kindly tell us exactly what those changes were.' 

. A. Changing the cOunts and changing the kinds of cloth and trying to meet competi-
tIon. • 

Q. You Inade II loss last year' 
A. Both sides balanced last year. 
<;1. This year you are makiug a profit because you are changing ..•••• 
A. I made alos8 during the first three months. 
Q. You made the changes to meet the requirements and you are making a profit? 
A.Yee. . 

Q. In other words, the effect of competition has been to wake you up, if I may say so 
A. Yes, the burden has been trallBferred from my shoulders to the shoulders of some 

others. 
Q.' In what way? 
A. Some mills might be making losses. Hand:looms may suffer. I will undersell 

tJ;1em. 
Q. Do you maintain that t/ley should not go to the walt? 
A. Why should they' 
Q. Do you maintain that it is the duty of the taxpayer by paying a high protective 

·duty to keep inefficient mills going? . , 
A. I maintain a few inefficient mills should work as against the foreigners. And 

it is the duty of the State or the community to foster indigenous industries. That is 
my personal opinion. 

Q. I a.m glad to have it on record, Mr. Kantavala. We now know exactly where 
we stand. It is your opinion, whatever the efficiency of ,an Indian mill is, that ...• 

A. A little less efficiency should not matter because it is after all, a training ground.: 
We all learn by mistakes. Last year I was inefficient and according to you I should 
have gone to the wall last year. I had a ohance to survive and I am making profit 
now. 

Q. It is not according to me at all. You did. not go to the will 
A. If I was inefficient last year, I should have gone. 
Q. Not necessarily. The suggestion 1 was about to put to you was that if you had 

not learnt by your experience, if you had not made those changes which you say 
you have made, why should you continue? 

A. That is exactly what I say. We must be given time to learn by experience. 
Even io.efficient mills should be allowed a chance to improve and live as against 
foreigners. That is my contflntion and my submission. 

Q. You have had 70 or 80 years to learn by experience? 
A. Yes. The industry haS been standardised. But these are unusually bad times. 
Ra.ia Ha"; Ki8han Kaul.-You were oomplaining,of foreign competition and told 

us that by changing your types and producing finer or coarser cloth you have improved 
from making no profit to m&king some. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Is it not by replacing some of the foreign goods? 
A. I cannot say absolutely, because there are other mills and hand looms making 

similar goods. 
Q. You told us that most of these goods are coming from foreign countries. 
A. I say foreign goods which are better than mine and selling cheaper by· 50 per 

cent. 
Q. You say there is competition in these finer goods ? 
A. Yes. ' . 
A. Therefore by producing finer varieties of 'cloth you ~ve now taken up part 

of the consumption which was so far supplied by the !orelgn goods. :r~eref0!"l you 
are not in competition with local mills. You have gamed by competItIOn WIth the 
foreign countries. _ . 

A. I mentioned the specific instances where I am in competition with English goods 
practically. 

Q Your success need not send another mill to the wall. How do you pay' you 
srinnen 7 On piecework system? According to the weigbt? 

A. In my mill by weight. 
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Q. Is that system of work profitable for the spinner! Does he get more by that 
system! . 

A. My opinion is it is profitable to bQtb. both to the worker as well as to the mill. 
Q. Does it enable him to earn more 1 
A. Yes, more than the fixed wage. 
Q. Why does he want to go away! 
A. It is only the indolent and lazy who go away because they get !Io fixed wage elsewhere. 

The good ones do not go.' . 
Q. The average that you have given us is the average earning of the good spinner ? 
A. No, the average of the whole spinning department. 
Q. They do not like working on that system. Only the good epinners stay on. So 

that your average should be somewhat higher than that of the other mills 1 
A. Yes, it is. As a matter of fact it is. But then I do not think others pay by 

piecework. They pay a stated salary per month. 
Q. That is why your spinners go away! 
A. Yes. 
Q. You tell us about the system of having one man for four looms. You think there 

is no loss of efficiency in four looms being attended to by. one hand. 
A. Whenever there is a boy under him there is no loss to the mill. 
Q. How many men are working four looms ? 
A. About 10 per oent. and 7 per cent. out of those working on them have got boys . 

nnderthem. 
Q. Are they working on the finer oloth ! 
A. Not necessarily fn finer. Even on the coarser. 
Q. We have been told that the weaver does not ordinarily work more than two looms 

and that if he is put to more than two looms the outturn is not good ! 
A. We have to introduce it, partly beca.use we are short of labour and partly as 

an encouragement to the weavers. 
Q. You think this system ~an be introduoed, on a large 80ale ? 
A. NO; the percentage in Baroda of • imperfect' oloth is higher than in Ahmedabad 

and Bombay. 
Q. So that there is less efficiency. 
A. Tllere is less efficiency. There is no loss on production. 
Q. But the oloth turned out is not good. 
A. Not 80 good. 
Mr. Subba RM.-Could you tell us what factory laws you. are working under; 

are they the same as in British India! 
A. At present we are under a law similar to that on the old British Indian Factory 

legislation, and amendments are on our legislative anvil. 
Q. Therefore you are not at present bound by the ten hours rule r 
Pr8Sident.-,-Are you working ten or twelve hours ! 
A. We are working eleven hours. By an agreement with the workers we are working 

eleven hours although the Act permits twelve hours. When the British Indian mill agents 
here a.rranged with the workers te work ten hours although the then British Act permitted 
twelve; at that time .we also arranged to work eleven hours-ten and half hours in the 
winter and eleven and half hours in the summer--average 11. 

Q.. You sayan amending Act is on the legislative anvil ! 
A. Yes. Then it will be ten. Mr. Iyerreferred to the Baroda legislation and said there 

was no factory law. So I want to say this. The legislation is more striot in Baroda than 
the British Act in many instances. Eduoation facilities, water facilities, these are 
enforced there rigorously. I do not know if any mills are working more than eleven 
hours. I want, Mr. President, to make a statement in this connection. 

Q. Could you very kindly send us & oopy of the Baroda Factory .Act r 
A. Of the amendment also whioh is before the Select CommittA!e ! 

Q. Yes, please. 
Mr. Sub/Ja RIIO.-You said you are paying a bonus. What proportion of your 

labourers earn that bonus ! 
A. About 30 per oent. 
Q. And they attend all the working days regularly? 
A. Yes, those who are absent for one day are also paid half. 
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P~dmt.-You find ilhat ho.s a good effect '. 
A. A very good effect. 
Mr. Majmlldal-.-Is there any income-tax in Baroda f 
A. Yee, but no luper·tax. , 
Q. Is the scale of income·tax the sameaain British territory? 
A. It begins from 750 rupees inoome. That is the difference. 
Q. We are referring to the income of mills. 
A. I do not know what is the income·tax on British mills. It is Ii per cent. in 

Baroda. Now another amendment will be coming in. 
Q. You had no exoiSe duty formerly? _ 
A. We had. It waa taken off three months after • 

• Q. Your Baroda State h&s got a bank ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where are the branches f 
A. Mostly within the State. 
Q. YQu have go£ one at Ahmedabad! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And one at Bombay t 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you any branch at Cawnpore ! 
A. No • 
. Q. SofaraaAhmedabadandBombay are ooncerned that bank might be affording 

you all f&eill ties ! 
A. Yes. But what about the other centres! We are not selling much in Bombay. 

The Imperial Bank does not oollectour drafts. 
Q. Where! 
A. Anywhere. 
Q. I am referring to Ahmedabad and Bombay where you have got your own branohes. 
A. There we have got our own branohes. 
Q. Have you approached your State and requested them to •••••• ! 
A. I personally approached the Imperial Bank and they made arrangements. for my 

particular mill onlJ7. . 
Q. Not for all ! 
A. No. 
Pn9ident.-They made arrangements for what! 
A. For oollecting my bills; not for negotiating them, but for collecting them. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Do you employ many half·timers ! 
A. All children are half·timers in Baroda. We oannot employ them for more than 

eeven hours. . 
- Q. Up to what age , 

A. From 12 to 14. 
Q. Are you employing a good number ofthem ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do. the &gents get their oommission on profits ? 
A. It is on oles. 
Q. How muoh is it , 
A. 3. per cent. 
Preai<knt.-The Ahmedabad system f 
A. The Ahmedabad system 1IB recently amended. Yes. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Even pre·war you had the same system! _ 
A. Personally I had. Some of the mills had it baaed per lb. 
Q. They were. on production! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you maintain a register of cost price! 
A. For my personal use, I think. 
Q. What do you mean! 
A. I only keep a register of cost prices f or my use • . 
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Q. Last year you were making losses on cloth and yarn ? 
A. I balanced poth .sides. During the first three months of this. year I made a loss. 
Q. Is there a big handloom industry. in the Baroda State ? 
A. Not big, the same as all over Gujarat. It is part of Gujarat. There are about 

50 haudlooms working in Baroda town. 
Q. Of course in the city you find the same thhtg everywhere. 
A. Round about Baroda town there.a.re not many handlooms. 
Q. There is no yarn market in Ba.roda ? 
A. There is no market of any kind in Baroda. 
Q. What I want to know is whether Japanese yarn is imoorted into the Baroda 

territory , 
A. Bombay yarn is being imported. 
Q. Not Japanese' 
A. Bombay is equally good. It is better than ours. 
Q. If I remember right SODle years back a Calico Printing Works was started in 

Baroda. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is itstillin existence' 
A. Now it is the " Virgin Mills .. of Mr. Baptist 
Q. lam talking ofl9l0 . 

. A. Yes, the same concern was sold to Mr. Baptist and it is styled the Virgin Mill. 
Q. It failed , 
A. It went into liquidation. 
Q. Did it work at all f 
A. It did work for two or thi-ee years. But the calico printing was done by hand. 

Only bleaching and dyeing were done by machinery. 
Q. Did you approa.ch the Baroda State for the protection of your industry ? 
A. We approached them that they may appro~h you. 
Q. Why' Cannot the Baroda State put an import duty' just as the Indore Stllote has 

~M' ._ 
A. Our State is against 8.llsorte of protective walls. The problem is the same for all 

India. We have to pay the import duties for stores and yam and machinery in Bombay, 
not in Baroda. . 

PreBide1&l.-One question about insurance charges. You say the r&'tes of the mofussil 
are now 50 per cent. higher than for Bombay Island f 

A. Yes. The Bombay Fire Insurance Association have not been compelled to reduc!e 
the rates. 

Q. How can you compel the Bombay Fire Insurance Association to reduce their rates , 
A. Government can compel them. . 
Q. Don't you think, that if Government start fixing insurance ra~ they will be 

letting themselves in for all sorts of trouble' Why should not they compel you to sell 
your cloth at a certain price' . 

A. They must. They might commandeer cloth if and when it becomes necessary. 
I hold that view. When they are compelling the miners to work for instance an extra 
hour in Britain-well.... This is a worse sort of trade union-this Bombay Fire 
Insurance Association. • 

Q. You could do something to bring them to reason if you had your own Fire 
Insurance Fund in Baroda. You have 18 mills. Why does not your Millowners' 
Association start its own insurance? Not only for Baroda; for Ahmedabad also. If 
Ahmedabad and Baroda got together they could surely have a Fire Insurance Fund of 
their own and it would cost far less than this. 

A. It is not feasible. 
Q. Why' 
A. It will be all one company and one company will have to re-insure later on. 
Q. It could re-insure , 
A. Other companies will not accept re-insurances from offices which are not members 

of their Association. It is a Trade Union. The reason for keeping high tariff rates 
is to pay more to the agents. They wanted to cancel my insurance because they alleged 
that I had taken more rebate than the tariff rates allowed, that my mill had taken some 
commission, some rebate from off the tariff rates. 
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Q. Their objection was that you passed Some of the agency commi~on to your mill ? 
A. No. It was that the insurance company gave my mill better rates than the tariff 

rates, that my mill got a lower rate than the tariff rate. The Association objected to that: 
Q. But tha~ could have nothing to do with yon! 
A. They wanted to canoel my policy. 
Q. Tha~ was. a matter between the AlISociation really and the company with which 

you were msunng. ' 
A. But it was my fate which was going to be decided by them without reference to me. 
Q. What are you referring to when you say .. SO far as our information goes special 

freight rates are given to some cities .. f 
A. For instance, Bombay and Ahmedabad have got special freight rates. Baroda has 

not got those ratee for pieoegoods and cotton. 
Q. They are given special treatment .; 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you worked it at all! Can you give specific instances to show how your rate 

works ! 
A. I can send them. Bombay can send their piecegoods to Calcutta at Rs. 2 a bale, 

whereas -it costs us Re. 11 a bale, because they are sent by 88&. 

Q. But they cannot send it so low as that. 
A. Someone told me that it costs Re. 2 a bale from Bombay to Calcutta. 
Q. The rate to Madras is about Rs. 10 a t~n, and from Bombay to Calcutta it is 

Rs. 24-0 a bale for yarn and Rs. 7-8-0 le8810 per cent. for piecegoods. 
,A. So I am not far wroug. The freight ratee must be lower_ 
RajG HGN Ki8Mf& KGul.-You do not sell yam in Calcutta f 
A_ We do. We cannot sell because of these things. 
Q. Are you selling in the Punjab! 
A. Yes. You can make it more scientific and more equitable. I Will send you a state-

ment of freight ratee. ' 
Pruidenl.-At what rate do you borrow from the Baroda Bank ! 
,A. No member of my Association has borrowed recently from the Baroda Bank. 
Mr. Mlljmudar:-You have not found it necessary to borrow at any time Y 
A. Not in recent years, I mean. . 
Pruldenl.-Why don't they borrow! 
A.. They have got enough financ,e of their own_ 
Q. They are in a fortunate condition f 
Mr. MGjmudar.-They do not take fixed deposits Y 
A. They do. 
Q. What.interest do they give! 
A. 41 to 6 per oent. p'er annum.. It will depend npon the amount. 
Pruidenl.-As regards the effect of this import duty that you suggest am I to under

stand that your Association would subscribe to all the vieW!! put forward by the Bombay 
Millowners' Assooiation as to the effect of an increase of 121 per cent. in import duty Y 

A. Yes. 
Q. You agree with the Bombay Millowners' Association that it will have no effect on 

the consumer! • - , 
A. That can be refunded by the Govemment to the consumer by a reduction in the 

other taxes. Salt tax, for instance, can be decreased. What you take from the people 
by one hand, you can give them by the other hldld. 

Q. I am not quite sure that the Salt industry is not also applying for protectio~. 
A. Yes. But I think they deserve protection. But if you give them protectIOn ye-u 

can reduce ealt tax very easily afterwards. . 
Q. Have you worked out what the effect of reducing it would be! You say that you 

can give this money back in the form of reduction of sa.lt tax. Have you worked ont 
the figures t . 

A. It may be that if you increase the import duties, the imported goods may dec~ 
and the. amount collected may be the same. How can ~ say that! There must be a Ime 
drawn somewhere. ' 

Q. Exactly. If you increase the duty so that the imports automatically cease, where 
do you get any duty from which to reduce the salt tax ! 

A. I admit that. 
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Raja Harl Ki8han Kaul.-As regards freight, I understand that what you want is that 
specially favoured freIghts should be adopted for cotton piecegoods going from mill 
centres to the markl\ts. 

A. Yes. 
Q. You ao not want any concession for raw cotton! 
A. We have stated tha~ oor Association wants for raw cotton also. 
Q. Raw cotton coming from any place? • 
A. From oentres like Akola, Surat and other places. .. 
Q. To all the mill oentres; and for piecegoods or yarn, to the upcountry markets ! 
A. Yes. _ _ 

Pruitkm.-I have here a note prepMedfor the Tariff Board by the B. B. & C. I. Railway 
in regard to this question of railway freight. I read to you the following: 'Piecegoods 
and yam from Ahmedabad and other upcountry centres '--of which presumably Baroda 
is one-' can be carried to Calcutta direct by the all rail route at the same rates traders 
would have to pay if they oarried it by rail to Bombay and booked it thence by sea.' So 
aooording to the B. B. & C. I., you can send your goods to Calcutta at exactly the same 
rate that you would pay if you sent them to Bombay and_thence on by sea. 

A. I submit that Baroda is not included therein. _ But even if it were, we are out of 
pooket to the extent of the freights from Baroda to Bombay. 

Q. Yon are bound to be at some disadvantage compared with somebody.
A. But I am sore that Baroda is not included therein. 
Q. Will you kindly look into that ! 
A. Yes; I will send it. 
Q. H so, yoo have undoubtedly got BOme case, if you are not getting the same protec-

tion in this respect as other upcountry centres. 
Mr. 8ubba Rao.-I understand you want an import duty on cloth but not on yarn. 
A. Yes, not on yarn; otherwise our handloom industry will go. 
Q. Therefore you object to any duty on yam even though the yarn competes with 

local yarn) -
A. Yes. 
Q. For example. yam from 30s to 40s competes with local yam. 
A. I do not mind. These are my views. 
Mr. Majmudar.-Yoo object to the duty on mill stores! You say' the duty on mill 

storll$ should be reduced to 21 per cent. invariably. No mill stores should be taxed at 
10 per cent. as at present.' 

A. H you cannot make it freo,collect 21 per cent. Otherwise we can't be on ·the 
same level as the English mill~ 

Pre8idetal.-But you have the disadvai,.~ge of freights. 
A. That is negligible. 
Mr. Majmudar.-You talk of railway risk and owner's risk. You say '.further there 

is a distinction between goods oonsignee! .. at owner's risk" and .. at railway risk. .. 
The rates for goods oonsigned at railway risk are nothing short of prohibitive and hence 
these rates should be brought down by at least 50 per cent. for both classes of consignment .• 
Will you please amplify this statement! 

A. H the goods are sent at owner's ri.\lk then the form as it stands absolves the railway 
from all responsibility and pilfering might take place. So we have to send them at 
railway risk and in that case the rates are prohibitive. 

Q. In no case, are they the same! 
A. I think not. 
Q. Do you get many oomplaints of pilfering when you send your goods at owner's 

risk! 
A. Yes, plenty. 
Q. And still you oontinue to send them at owner's risk, because th,! railway risk ratee 

are high ! , ·ak W 11 ds ill d Ii A. Because the consumers want them at owner s rl. e Be goo on m every 
terms and they want cheaper freights. -

Q. You say' the rates for mofussil are too high, sometimes higher by 50 per cent. 
than those for Bombay island,' with regard to insurance. whereas the Ahmedabad 
mill owners say they are higher by 25 per cent. 

A. Perhaps they have deducted 25 per oent. rebate which is now taken off and rates 
are made net. 25 per oent. refund has been given. But that, the Bombay mills 
also get. 



Pruidlml.-Will you let uS have the rates ypu actUally pay ! 
- A. Yes; I will send them. 

Mr. Majmvdor_Has your A88OCiation moved The Fire Insu1'8nce Asaociation to reduce 
til" rates! 

A. I did approaoh the InsuI,Bnce Company to reduce the rates. 
Q. But the Association as a whole has not moved ! 
A. No. Our A88ociation has not moved in the IIlI\t-ter. 
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